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A. he funny thing was that we fell for each
other before we even met! It was a Saturday
night at the country club, and she was dancing
with some other guy when I first saw her. She
happened to look up, just at that instant, straight
into my eyes. And . . . right like that! . . . my
heart was doing a loop.
"From the minute we were introduced, all
the rest of the evening, neither of us danced
with anyone else. It must have been hours later
. . . heaven knows how long we had been
dancing !. . . that we finally slipped away from
the crowd, out to a corner of the terrace.
"It was dark, we were alone, and there
was a moon. So I took her in my arms.
She came close to me, lifted her lips
to mine, and then, suddenly —
turned her head away.
"I couldn't imagine what had
changed her so quickly, so
completely. I asked her . . .
pleaded with her ... to
tell me. But she said she
couldn't — possibly.
"That was four
years ago

"She came

close to me,

lifted her lips to mine, and
then, suddenly — turned
her head away.'

And I never have discovered the secret of that
night. She was the loveliest girl I've ever known.
We had clicked, instantly . . . oh, I started as a
wonder! But I sure finished as a washout."
Poor guy, he never understood. Yet almost any
woman would realize what may have happened
. . . would understand how fatal halitosis (bad
breath) can be to romance.
It's a condition which is, perhaps, even worse
for a woman than for a man. For so much of
a woman's attraction depends on sweetness,
allure. And the insidious thing is that you yourself may not know when your breath is tainted.
Why not get the habit of taking this pleasant
precaution which so many popular, successful
people use — rinsing the mouth, night and morning, with Listerine Antiseptic.
Listerine halts the fermentation of tiny food
particles on the mouth surfaces — a frequent cause
of breath odors . . . then quickly overcomes the
odors themselves. (Of course, in those cases in
which bad breath is the result of systemic causes,
the advice of a physician should be sought.)
Guard against this fermentation — put yourself on the safe side by putting your breath on
the agreeable side. Start using Listerine Antiseptic .. . especially before all important engagements. Lambert Pharmacal Co.,Sr. Louis, Mo.

LISTERINE

FOR

HALITOSIS
(BAD BREATH)

HIS EYES

SAID:

"%me my Dream Come True/"
UNTIL, ALAS, SHE SMILED.1

Don't risk the charm of your own precious smile. Help keep your gums
firm, your teeth sparkling with Ipana and Massage.
IN HIS EYES she saw her hopes come true!
And her heart beat fast to read his
thoughts . . ."How lovely, how truly lovely
you are"J.
Her moment of magic!— but then she
smiled... and lost! For dull teeth... a lifeless smile . . . are a poor invitation to love
and romance.
YES, IT'S TRAGIC INDEED for a girl to
let her beauty be dimmed by a dull and
dingy smile! And often
so needless! If you
would make yours a
smile that invites and
never repels, heed this
expert advice: Give
your gums as well as
your teeth regular
daily care . . . and never ignore the warning

of "pink tooth brush"!
■ft
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"PINK" may not mean
serious trouble . . . but
the minute you see it,
see your dentist! He may
simply tell you that
your gums, denied hard

chewing
by today's
soft
foods, have
become
weak and flabby from lack of exercise.
And, like so many dentists these days, he

TRY IPANA TOOTH PASTE today. And
begin now the faithful, every day use of
Ipana and massage. See for yourself how
much this sound and sensible dental habit
helps make your gums stronger and
firmer, your teeth brighter and your smile
more radiandy attractive.

may suggest, "the healthful stimulation of

Get the new D. D.

Ipana and massage."
FOR IPANA, WITH MASSAGE, is specially designed to aid the gums to health
as well as clean teeth thoroughly. So, every
time you brush your teeth, massage a little
extra Ipana onto your gums. Feel that in-

IPANA
JANUARY.

ffp

vigorating "tang"— exclusive with Ipana
and massage. It tells you that gum circulation is improving— stimulating gum tissues—helping gums to sounder health.

TOOTH

PASTE

Tooth Brush too— specially designed with
the twisted handle for
more thorough cleansing, more effective gum
massage.
"plus" for
aiding yourA smile.
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WHAT DO YOU
WANT TO SAY?
a

'NEW-BORN-SKIN?

FIRST PRIZE
A BEST SELLER

AT last I have found a serial story
worth listening to, for it has
* something greater to impart
than a sigh, a sob and a happy ending.
The characters in this story are
authentic, and the huge tasks assigned
them make their lives interesting;
their accomplishments rendering them
noble; their frailties making them
human. The drama is both touching
and easily conceivable, for this story
is based on a best seller that has never
been out-sold. It is, The Light Of
The World— The Story of the Bible.
— Dessie T. Anderson, Jackson, Kentucky.

SECOND
WHEN

IT'S

Why not show the World your

PRIZE

^\

—It can make you look
Younger and Lovelier!"
/WW\/WWWWMA/WW/WW\/WWVWWVWWV

Is it true? Is some of your skin dying—
today? Is a New-Born Skin taking its
place? Yes!— and my 4- Purpose Face
Cream can help your New-Born Skin
bring you new loveliness!

PIANO-PRACTICE

TIME

I found it quite a problem to get
my two little girls to practice their
music lessons. But, the radio played
an important part in helping me solve
this problem.
Since both of them love the radio,
and enjoy imitating performers, I
suggested that we turn practice hours
into "broadcasting" hour. Now they
both happily come "on the air," while
I, the audience, listen and applaud
attentively and enthusiastically.
They also get a lot of pleasure from
musical programs, and thoroughly enjoy, as well as learn a great deal, from
the Do You Know Music Quiz. In
fact, we make up little games of our
own of this type, which prove delightful and informative. — Mrs. A.
Dale, Baltimore, Md.
(Continued on page 5)

IT'S NOT a dream— not a hopeless wish— but
a fact! Underneath your older, worn-out
skin . . .you are getting a younger, lovelier
skin— a skin about-to-be-born.
Will it look smooth and fresh? Will it
make you look more alluring? The answer,
says Lady Esther, lies with you. With you,
yes, and with your face cream!
If you remove
out skin gently
4-Purpose Face
Skin will be born

those drab flakes of wornand soothingly — with my
Cream — your New-Born
in all its beauty.

For my 4-Purpose Cream permeates those
lifeless flakes— softens and loosens them, ll
helps Nature refine your pores because it
whisks away dirt and impurities. Your skin
is so smooth that powder stays on for hours.
Ask Your Doctor
About Your Face Cream

THIS IS YOUR PAGE I
YOUR

LETTERS

OF

OPINION

PRIZES

—

First Prize

WIN

—

$10.00

Second Prize

$ 5.00

Five Prizes of

$

1.00

Address

your letter to the Editor,

RADIO

MIRROR,

Street, New

Ask your doctor if he has ever, for any shia
condition, administered vitamins or hormones through the medium of a face cream.
Ask him if every word Lady Esther says
isn't true— that her cream removes dirt, impurities and worn-out skin beclouding your
new skin about-to-be-born.
Try my 4-Purpose Face Cream at my expense. Let it help bring you New-Born Beauty !

122

East 42nd

York, N. Y., and mail it

not later than December
All submissions become

27, 1940.

the property

of this magazine.
If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Onl.
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■ Boake Carter, stormy petrel of radio, returns to the air
and tells the editor about his new philosophy of broadcasting
sponsible for bringing him back to the air.
AFTER two years of almost incessant
J\ travel and lecturing, a short, stocky
I'm glad Boake Carter is broadcasting
/ \ man with reddish eyebrows that
again. His brusque manner of talking, I
think, makes people stop and consider what
shoot upwards at the ends in startled disbelief is back on the air, broadcasting the
the day's news actually means. It is so
easy to listen to most news broadcasts withnews. Back of him lies a stormy radio
out bothering to interpret their true significareer climaxed when he became the cencance— unless the talker forces you into
ter of a bitter controversy between organweighing the facts and arriving at some
ized labor and his sponsors — so bitter that
conclusions.
he eventually discontinued his radio work
and went on a lecture tour.
But I don't quite believe him when Boake
Carter says he no longer voices his opinions.
Now Boake Carter is back, his clipped,
Listening to his first
British manner of
broadcasts of this new
speaking softened and
series on the Mutual
Americanized. Nor is
network, I detected
his manner of broadwhat to me was an
casting quite the same.
obvious point of view
He has, he explained to
in nearly all his news
up his preme, given
vious method of direct
presentations. And, beattack on governments,
cause itwas partly subinstitutions and men
merged and hidden
from listeners who
whose policies meet
weren't expecting Mr.
with his angry disapCarter to inject his own
proval. Rather, now
that he has returned to
viewpoint, I would prefer to have him state
an active radio role, he
his opinion as he foranalyzes the news and
leaves the listener to
frankly.merly did— openly and
form his own
conclusions.
The
fact
remains,
■ softened
Boake's clipped,
British accent
is
and Americanized
now.
Boake
Carter is back
"Before
when
I lit
on the air and that is
into people on the air,
news
worth
reporting.
it was peace time. Now it is a time of war
and it is better not to utter inflammatory
Next month's issue will be adorned with
a natural color portrait of Carol Bruce, a
opinions."
rather beautiful young lady. Carol is the
We were talking across a luncheon table
girl who became ■ Broadway's sensation
at New York's new municipal airport, LaGuardia Field. Through the wide, uncurwhen the musical comedy, "Louisiana Purtained windows we could watch the arrivals
chase," opened late last spring. She started
life some twenty years ago by being born
of regularly scheduled nights from every
in Brooklyn. At fourteen she went to work
part of the country. And once, during the
in a department store, her urge to sing
luncheon, with a penetrating sharp roar of
buried down deep within her, stifled there
its huge motors, the European Clipper
by a sense of futility long hours of clerking
taxied out into the bay and took off across
had given her. How she found herself and
the glittering blue water, rose majestically
how she survived two flaming romances to
into the air and disappeared toward the
reach her present vantage point, she tells in
Azores, twenty hours away over the Atlantic
Ocean.
her own frank words in the February issue.
Which are two out of two dozen reasons
We lunched at the airport because Boake
is sponsored by United Airlines and it why I'll expect to have you with us again
when the next issue of Radio Mirror
was a gentle reminder to mention the
reaches the newsstands.
fact that an airlines company
was reFRED R. SAMMIS

THIRD PRIZE
BONNIE'S

FAN

PROTESTS!

Mrs. J. Dorer:
I was never so mad about anything
as I was when I read your letter about
Wee Bonnie Baker. Just because you
don't like the looks of Bonnie Baker
you don't like the way she sings. I'll
admit that picture wasn't very good,
and I suggest that Radio Mirror get
a more recent one. If you will go see
her,
sureis you
will girl
change
mind.I'mShe
a little
with your
big
brown eyes and beautiful black hair.
She is, in fact, very pretty and just
as unsophisticated looking as her
voice. — June Swiggs, Jessup, Md.

FOURTH
MAD

ENOUGH

TO

PRIZE
BITE THE

GATE-POST

Really,
cheerful,
soul.
I can I'm
standa the
eternal tolerant
request
for box-tops, the soap-suds that ooze
out every time you tune in and the
fire-side chats, but the swing-mad
dial gets me down! I would be willing to concede half the dial to those
who languish for swing but to be
obliged to endure it in order to hear
Kate Smith's glorious voice, Ilka
Chase (her music is atrocious to those
allergic to swing) and oh, too many
to enumerate. But the thing that
makes me want to bite the gate-post
is those who write in and criticize the
ones that feature good music. Why
don't they dial the all-swing programs
and let the others alone for our enjoyment? They are like the people

(Continued jrom page 3)
who try to force communistic ideas
into our Government instead of going
to the countries that exist under that
regime. — Velma Morgan Kramm,
Hollywood, Calif.

bedroom slippers, if I chose, and really
listen to operas over the radio! —
Margaret Hepler, La Crescenta, Cal.

FIFTH PRIZE

A SERIAL COMPLAINT

WELCOME

BACK, "THOSE

WE

LOVE"

What a pleasant surprise to hear on
the air again the program Those We
Love, with its homey atmosphere, its
cheerful conversation and its everyday problems that all of us can understand. We have gotten to love
Auntie's tolerant chuckle, Kit's deep
and tender, "Hello, Princess," to
Kathy
all the and
doctor's
problems
are our and
problems
we only
hope
that they will stay on the air for a
good long while. — M. B. H., Baltimore, Md.

SIXTH PRIZE
LISTENING

TO OPERA— IN BEDROOM
SLIPPERS

Many long years ago, I heard
Caruso, Plancon and Emma Eames
sing Faust. Alas, there was so much
confusion with the audience being
seated and the beautiful costumes of
the people in the boxes, that the spirit
was not attuned to listen to the music.
Besides, it was a cold night, and I
had come a long way, and in spite of
all I could do, I became drowsy.
How glorious it would have been
then even to imagine that some day
I could sit in any easy chair, wearing

SEVENTH

PRIZE

If I was desirous of writing successful scripts for daytime radio serials,
this is a sample of what I would write:
My heroine would be a beautiful
and courageous sixteen-year-old girl,
who, alone and unaided, manages
either a munitions factory, a large
department store, or a bank. She
would be an orphan with three
younger brothers or sisters to support. Her sweetheart would be a
G-man, at present lost in the heart of
the jungle, on the trail of notorious
and dangerous jewel-thieves. He
would also be in the toils of a beautiful widow, who is gradually luring
him away from her. (She thinks.)
Her fifteen-year-old brother, a nogood if there ever was one, would be
in jail awaiting sentence for killing
a playmate, in a fit of amnesia. His
sister is a kleptomaniac, and the other
child could be a sweet little curlyhaired youngster who goes around
putting poison in grandma's coffee,
and tacks in peoples' chairs. (I forgot
to mention, grandma is a confirmed
drunkard.) But, after about fifty
weeks of agonized suspense, our heroine would come through with colors
flying, proving that love conquers all.
Then, I would very carefully avoid
turning on my radio, just as I do
now.J.— Mrs. J. De Cou, Haddonfield,
N.

Lovely Brides Thrilled by this Great New
Improvement in Beauty Soaps !

• " When I tell you that Camay is even more
wonderful than ever, that means something!"
writes Mrs. R. C. Hughes, Yeadon, Pennsyl'I wouldn't ask for a milder soap."

women everywhere are talkNo WONDER
ing about thi9 wonderful new Camay— for
tests against 6 of the best-selling beauty
soaps we could find proved that new Camay
was milder than any of them, gave more
abundant lather in a short time.
If, like many beautiful women, you have a
skin that seems rather sensitive, try new
Camay. See for yourself how much its extra
mildness ... its more gentle cleansing . . . can
help you in your search for a lovelier skin!

• "I'm l ,just

thrilled by new Camay's wonderful mildness,"
rs. F. M. Smith, Jr., Jackson Heights, L. I. "I always
take extra care with my skin— so I like a very mild beauty
soap. New Camay is so mild it actually seems to soothe my
skin as it cleanses. And that new fragrance is just marvelous!"
JANUARY,
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THE

SOAP

OF BEAUTIFUL

WOMEN

THEY call him Mr. Keen, the Tracer
of Lost Persons. But he's more
than that, so much more. He finds
people who have disappeared, yes, but
for him that's only the beginning of a
greater task. Because after he's found
them, he helps them find happiness.
I'd heard of Mr. Keen, of course,
but I never realized the immense good
he did in the world. It took my own
tragedy — or near-tragedy — to teach
me that.
Without his help, it terrifies me to
think what might have happened to
Howard and to me. Certainly we
wouldn't be together now, and Howard
wouldn't be the strong, confident man
he is today. Yet it wasn't merely Mr.
Keen's work in finding me after I'd
run away from Howard that helped
us. It was the way those sharp but
immensely kind eyes of his could look
into our hearts and souls. He has
that rare thing, instinctive sympathy
and understanding. I believe, though
he's never said so, that he makes a
profession out of finding people who
have disappeared only because he
knows that back of every flight there's
a human problem. Finding the people
interests him very little. Solving their
problems, helping them, is his life.
I wish every woman who is or ever
has been in my terrible dilemma could
have a Mr. Keen to help her.
If all our marriage had been like
the first year, we would never have
needed Mr. Keen. No, I don't mean
that Howard and I fell out of love after
those first delirious, ecstatic weeks had
passed. It was much simpler than
that, and even more devastating.
Howard lost his job.
It's horrible, I think, that a thing
like being out of work can come beCopyright 1940, Frank and Anne Hummert

tween two people, can force a woman into a
decision she hates and fears, can tear her
heart to bits. It shouldn't make that much
difference. But it does.
Howard was an architect, and when we
were married he had a good position with a
firm of builders. He didn't make a lot of
money, it's true, but there was enough so I
could quit my job in the city's largest department store and spend all my time making a
real home out of the little apartment we
rented.
We were so deeply in love, and the world
seemed so bright!
All we asked of life was

MR. KEEN, RADIO'S FAMOUS
RADIO

AND

TRACER |

TELEVISION

MIRROR

what we had — each other, and a job
for Howard that he liked to do. But
then Howard didn't have the job,
and gradually we began to lose each
other.
There wasn't much building going on in those years, and the firm
was cutting down its staff anyway,
because of that. And the son of
one of the directors got out of college, afull-fledged architect. There
wasn't room in the firm for both
him and Howard — so it was Howard who left.

ST PERSONS, MENDS
JANUARY,
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We thought at first it would be
simple for him to connect with another company, but the weeks went
by, and turned into months, and he
didn't. Our small bank account
melted away to nothing, and finally
I had to go back to my old job at
the store — and consider myself
lucky to get it.
"Now that you're the breadwinner," Howard said, "I guess I'll have
to do the cooking and housecleanWe both (Continued on page 47)
ing!"

A BROKEN

MARRIAGE

Listen to Mr. Keen, Tracer
of Lost Persons, every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
evening at 7:15, E.S.T., on
NBC-Blue — sponsored by the
makers of Kolynos Toothpaste.
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tween two people, can force a woman into a
decision she hates and fears, can tear her
heart to bits. It shouldn't make that much
difference. But it does.
Howard was an architect, and when we
were married he had a good position with a
firm of builders. He didn't make a lot of
money, it's true, but there was enough so I
could quit my job in the city's largest depart' spend all my time making a
real home out of the little apartment we
rent
We were so deeply in love, and the world
1 1 so bright!
All we asked of life was
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what we had — each other, and a job
for Howard that he liked to do. But
then Howard didn't have the job,
other.
and gradually we began to lose each
There wasn't much building going on in those years, and the firm
'ting down its staff anyway,
because of that. And the son of
one of the directors got out of college, a full-fledged architect. There
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We thought at first it would be
with ansimple for him to connectweeks
went
other company, but the
and he
months,
into
by, and turned
didn't. Our small bank account
melted away to nothing, and finally
I had to go back to my old job at
the stores — and consider myself
lucky to get it.
'Now that you're the breadwinner," Howard said, "I guess I'll have
to do the cooking and houseclean-

We both (Continued on page 47)

A BROKEN MARRIAGE
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HE

CALLED

MY

THE night I won a prize in a bathing beauty contest, Mother was
frightened and Marion, my sister, was furious. I had thought it would
be a first step toward Hollywood. But Marion said that, until I
finished my course at business school — which she and Mother were paying
for — I should stay home, evenings, and help them to sew bead designs
on evening bags. All three of us together could make about twelve dollars
a week, that way, and it was a needed addition to Marion's telephone job
salary.
But sewing beads on evening bags made me restless. It made me dream
of escorts in top hats, and dancing at night clubs, and still more of singing
at night clubs. I could imitate the style of any girl who was singing on
the radio. And I watched newspaper advertisements for girls to stay in,
evenings, with children, for dinner and a dollar, while their parents
went out, and I saved up the dollars to pay for singing lessons. I wanted
to save my mother and sister, not only myself, from drudgery, but I
couldn't save them by plugging eternally
with them. I'd have to save myself first, and
then drag them out. At least that was what
I thought, and I tried to explain to them my
hope of Hollywood, and of a chance on the
radio.
Mother was afraid of radio work, too, afraid
I couldn't do public work and go on being
the kind of girl she wanted me to be. She
had always been afraid of everything, since
my father's death. And yet it was because of
Dad that I was not afraid. I'd been little when
he died, but I remembered him.
Dad always understood the things I wanted
to do — but not Mother or Marion. That's
why I had to stop telling them things I cared
about. So the day a letter actually came,
offering me a radio audition, I screamed
when the postman handed it to me, I was
so tense with silent, lonely, pent-up hope.
I'd been singing since I was a child, at our
church entertainments, and for two years
our organist and choir-leader had been promising to get me a hearing on the radio. He
had some kind of connection with the man
whose name was on that envelope, a man
who put on radio programs that met with
much success.
Reading the letter through in the space of
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■ She knew that she loved Stephen Langley
desperately and must win him by any means.
Yet, in that breathless moment

of desire,

she realized she hadn't counted the cost.
A beautiful young star tells the powerful true story of the

lesson

she

learned

a single breath, I flew upstairs, but stopped outside our
own apartment door, remembering to keep my joy to
myself. I went out and walked, instead of telling Ma
and Marion, in pouring, sleety winter rain. And when
I went to my audition, I didn't tell where I was going.
How could I have gone back and let them know if I
failed? It was hard enough, to keep ambition alive,
without having to acknowledge failure. But I couldn't
fail. I wouldn't. I must be accepted. I'd die if I wasn't
accepted.
Never, before walking into that studio, had I known
how hard my heart could beat. On my way from the
elevator I passed the control room. The door was standing open. The thought of having to satisfy mechanical
devices was even more terrifying than the thought of
having to satisfy people.
There was a kind of reception room, and beyond it
a room where I could see a piano, a man pacing up and
down, and a younger man lounging on the piano bench,
one arm resting on the music rack. A tall girl was
leaving the studio. Swathed in beautiful furs, she
looked like a fashion model. Carrying an elegant
portfolio she glanced amusedly at me and my worn
high school briefcase. Evidently she had just finished
her audition. Was I supposed to compete with her?
Yet I thought the man who was pacing the room
looked displeased with her. I was sure he was. She
could not have been accepted, if he was. By approaching
the piano just then, he came into the part of the room
I could see. He started looking through a pile of sheet
music on the piano.
And he was — he was everything, everything my
dreams had ever pictured to me. He was all the top-hat
escorts I ever had dreamed, all the men my heart and
mind and feet had danced with at night clubs, in
imagination, while my fingers, stumbling in weariness,
sewed beads on evening bags for other girls to carry.
He was the producer of the programs I had dreamed
of singing on, he was my dream accompanist, he was all
the men in all the audiences I'd dreamed of singing to.
I don't mean I fell in love with him. It wasn't that.
Not then. He was too wonderful, too overpowering, not
just too wonderful for me, but for any one. And he was
not impressed by the girl who had just left the studio.

■ The night I won a prize in a bathing beauty
contest, I thought it was my first step toward Hollywood. My sister Marion was furious
and wanted me to finish my business course.
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But he must be, by the girl I was going to be — the
girl I already was in my dreams. My resolve to be
that girl in reality, at that moment outgrew mere hope
or stubbornness, becoming fierce, passionate purpose.
It may be he felt that resolve. More likely he felt
me looking at him. His eyes rose to meet my eyes. In
the same instant he flung down the music on the piano,
and swung round like a person suddenly galvanized,
all at once arrived at a decision, an unchangeable, unchallengeable decision. All his decisions, I felt, were
like that.
NO," he said, to the piano player. "She isn't what
we want. She has an — orchid voice. That isn't
what we want on this program. We want a brave
voice, sweet, a little defiant, a — a wild rose kind of
voice. But wait a second. There's some one out there
looking for some one."
He came to meet me. He had brown eyes, like Dad.
But also he had a strange look of unbelief. Faith in
him and doubt of him mingled with my feeling that
I was being rapidly — and relentlessly — appraised, by
the world of strength and success which he represented. Ifelt my face color with the intensity of my
determination not to be afraid — of him — of anything.
With something like the amusement that had showed
in the girl's face, he smiled. But there was more than
amusement in his smile. There was — recognition, as
if a sign and countersign had passed between us.
"I — may be in the wrong studio," I faltered. Surely
I could not have found my way so soon. Surely so
much good fortune could not come all at once. "I'm
looking for Mr. Stephen Langley."
"You're not at all wrong, then," he said. "On the
contrary. I'm Langley. And I imagine you're the little
girl Ken Dixon made me send for."
"I am," I answered. "I'm Betty Rand." I couldn't
find breath enough to say more than that.
Stephen Langley said, "Dixon tells me that you've
sung into a mike."
"At my teacher's, and on amateur and children's
programs," I replied. "I'm not afraid of one."
But his attention was not on what we were saying.
It was on my eyes and hair, and the curve of my cheek,
and the way the corners of my lips go when I smile.
And, strangely enough, it disappointed me, to see him
thinking only of how I looked, just like any boy at
school. Somehow I wanted his eyes to be looking
away, thinking of songs and audiences, and the power
of radio. And when he seemed to feel my change of
feeling toward him, and tried a little awkwardly to
change his own expression, I wondered in dismay
what could be wrong with me, to make me call that
kind of attention. In that suddenly galvanized way
he had, he went back to the music on the piano.
"We want songs that will inspire people," he said.
"I was looking for some here. Have you any to offer?"
His eyes were shutting me out now, as if I hardly
were there. That was what I had expected at first, but
now it was — it was like a boy having made love to you,
and then meeting him with a girl he was engaged to.
Not that you'd cared about him, but he had cared
about you and didn't any more. It's a let-down, somehow. It makes an emptiness. So I smiled purposely
this time, and made my voice smile, so he'd know I
was smiling. And still he wouldn't look. I knew it
was silly to feel ill almost, like being hungry, and —
lonely, but I did.
"This program," he said, "tries to make people
believe that there's something good and beautiful in
every person and every situation." He was concentrating hard, to explain to me. "We think that you can
find in every one something good and beautiful, if you
10

make an honest effort to, and that you don't have to
deal with the qualities you hate or despise in a person.
You can find better qualities by using your own better
qualities. Our songs must carry out this idea. Do you
"Yes," I answered eagerly. "It sounds like my Dad."
And everything was all right then, as soon as Dad
was there, even though only in my memory. "He used
to say to Mother, when she lost patience with my sister
see?"
or me, 'Now wait. What the girl wants is right enough.
It's only her way of going about getting what she
wants,
wrong.'
"
I had that's
forgotten
to sparkle.
I was only loving Dad
and being grateful to him. I hadn't realized I'd brought
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■ "No!" I cried. "Can't a
girl have a career— can't
she even sign a contract —
without selling herself?"

and say he's sorry about the way he treated her?"
That day I could. I sang the song with an emotion
I'd never had before. Stephen turned and said to the
pianist,
"Well — we've found her."
But, immediately he realized that I was the girl his
program needed, his manner toward me changed and
became utterly impersonal.
In the days that followed, while we auditioned for
sponsors and interviewed advertising agency men and
conferred with the script writer and musicians, he was
still detached, impersonal. The momentary desolation
I had felt, the first day, began to be a mood, a frame
of mind, a dim hurt that was settling into my heart.
I tried to argue myself out of it. What in heaven's
name was the matter with me? I'd wanted a chance at
success. Well, I was having it. Stephen Langley was
enthusiastic in his praise; the road to fortune stretched
ahead of me, broad and clear. All I had to do was work,
and I loved to work. These days of preparation should
have been the happiest and most exciting of my life.
But, somehow, they weren't — simply because a man
with brown, skeptical eyes and a purposeful manner
chose to pretend that I was not a person, but only a
cog in his success machine.
INSTINCTS — feminine instincts that had nothing to
I do with my desire to sing and be successful at my
job — were stirring in me, making me long to see again
that look of interest and appraisal that had been in
his eyes at our first meeting. Oh, I knew that I'd been
disappointed at the time, seeing it there. But it had
told me he was a man and I was a woman. It had
been heady, exciting, and I couldn't forget it.
I don't mean that I reasoned all this out. I didn't.
I was too confused and hurt at his brisk unawareness.
But I found myself watching other girls in the studio
building, trying to dress and act more like them. I
borrowed clever clothes, and I persuaded Marion (even

back Stephen Langley's eyes to their appreciation of
me, or noticed until I stopped speaking that they were
warm and friendly for a moment.
He laughed.
"I wish he'd written that in songs," he said. "But
no one has. We have to be content with our script
writer's idea that our songs must bring results, along
the line of each day's program. I mean that if you
sing, 'Lover, Come Back to Me,' thousands of letters
must come in the next day, saying, 'Last night, after
hearing your program, I called up the girl I once was
engaged to. I told her I was sorry for whatever it
was we had quarreled about. Now we're engaged
again.' Could you sing that for us now — in a way to
make the man in the control room call up some girl
JANUARY.
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now, I can't imagine how) to let me use the credit
she could get on her steady job to buy more clothes.
When all the tests and proofs were over, and we
had agreed on a salary which sounded like a fortune
to me, I finally received word that a contract was
ready, in his office, to be signed.
I used Marion's charge account to buy a special outfit— a tailored suit with a jacket that had soft, fluffy
fur along the sleeves, and ten-fifty shoes, and stockings
that must have been about one-half-thread, and clever
gloves and hat. Now, surely, he'd look at me!
He did look. But, as he looked, I saw an expression
of amused confidence come into his eyes. Even in my
pleasure at being admired, that expression made me
vaguely uneasy.
Two other men were with us, to see the contract
signed. Then they went away. Men were always
disappearing out of his office, leaving us alone there.
That day, for the first time, I thought I saw that their
leaving had been his suggestion. He glanced through
my contract again, then folded it and put it into an
envelope. In the act of offering it to me, his arm
went about my waist.
"There it is — the first step to all you want, starring
on a nationwide hookup, maybe Hollywood. Is it to
be sealed with a kiss?" he said easily.
His faint smile was a challenge. It was his world
of success and strength mocking me. He expected to
buy me, so much for so much, a kiss now, and by and
by whatever he might care to claim. I flared up in
a fury of disappointment.
"No!" I cried, my blazing eyes on his face, like claws
unsheathed to scratch its complacent handsomeness.
"Can't a girl have a career — (Continued on page
64)
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But he must be, by the girl I was going to be—
girl I already was in my dreams. My resolve to be
that girl in reality, at that moment outgrew mere hope
or stubbornness, becoming fierce, passionate purpose.
It may be he felt that resolve. More likely he felt
me looking at him. His eyes rose to meet my eyes. In
the same instant he flung down the music on the piano,
and swung round like a person suddenly galvanized,
all at once arrived at a decision, an unchangeable, unrhallengeable decision. All his decisions, I felt, were
like that.
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NO," he said, to the piano player. "She isn't what
we want. She has an — orchid voice. That isn't
what we want on this program. We want a brave
voice, sweet, a little defiant, a — a wild rose kind of
voice. But wait a second. There's some one out there
looking for some one."
He came to meet me. He had brown eyes, like Dad.
But also he had a strange look of unbelief. Faith in
him and doubt of him mingled with my feeling that
I was being rapidly — and relentlessly — appraised, by
the world of strength and success which he represented. Ifelt my face color with the intensity of my
determination not to be afraid — of him — of anything.
With something like the amusement that had showed
in the girl's face, he smiled. But there was more than
amusement in his smile. There was — recognition, as
if a sign and countersign had passed between us.
"I — may be in the wrong studio," I faltered. Surely
I could not have found my way so soon. Surely so
much good fortune could not come all at once. "I'm
looking for Mr. Stephen Langley."
"You're not at all wrong, then," he said. "On the
contrary. I'm Langley. And I imagine you're the little
girl Ken Dixon made me send for."
I in." I answered. "I'm Betty Rand." I couldn't
find breath enough to say more than that.
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back Stephen Langley's eyes to their appreciation of
me, or noticed until I stopped speaking that they were
warm and friendly for a moment.
He laughed.
"I wish he'd written that in songs," he said. "But
no one has. We have to be content with our script
writer's idea that our songs must bring results, along
the line of each day's program. I mean that if you
sing, 'Lover, Come Back to Me,' thousands of letters
must come in the next day, saying, 'Last night, after
hearing your program, I called up the girl I once was
engaged to. I told her I was sorry for whatever it
was we had quarreled about. Now we're engaged
again.' Could you sing that for us now — in a way to
make the man in the control room call up some girl
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When all the tests and proofs were over, and we
had agreed on a salary which sounded like a fortune
to me, I finally received word that a contract was
ready, in his office, to be signed.
I used Marion's charge account to buy a special outfit—a tailored suit with a jacket that had soft, fluffy
fur along the sleeves, and ten-fifty shoes, and stocking!
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Two other men were with us, to see the contract
signed. Then they went away. Men were always
disappearing out of his office, leaving us alone there
That day, for the first time, I thought I saw that their
leaving had been his suggestion. He glanced through
my contract again, then folded it and put it into an
envelope. In the act of offering it to me. his arm
went about my waist.
"There it is — the first step to all you want, starring
on a nationwide hookup, maybe Hollywood. Is it to
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she leave, go back to her perfectly
good apartment? Why was she sitting here so stubbornly? He had
forgotten completely about their
date. When he saw her the next day
he would remember and look uncomfortable and everything would
be impersonal again between them.
The tiny electric clock in the
hallway said twelve o'clock. Midnight on Easter Eve, a lovely new
dress and now — it might not have
mattered so much if this hadn't
been their first date, after nearly a
year of meeting him at work, talking to him, discovering how many
things they both liked, learning that
she worried when she missed seeing
him.
But it was silly — caring whether
he had remembered. She would
leave, right now. She felt the sympathetic glance of the headwaiter,
and color seeped up into her cheeks.
It was the same hot feeling of
embarrassment she had felt the first
day they'd met. She had gone into
the office of the night manager to
make a phone call. It was New
Year's Eve and even though she
had to work, she couldn't resist the
air of gaiety about the office. When
the page boy had come in she had
waved to him and called out "Happy

■ You may call this a marriage of inconvenience, but to
Alice Reinheart and her husband it's heaven on earth,
for they've learned to make a bargain and stick to it

By JUDY
SHE is a slip of a girl with dark
brown hair that gleams softly,
and with eyes of a strangely
lovely green. He is slight and fairhaired, with laughing blue eyes and
an infectious grin. She is excitable
and intense. He is quiet, reserved,
determined.
Alice Reinheart and Burke Miller
may sound like characters in a
story. They aren't. She is the girl
whose vibrant voice you hear in the
role of Chichi in the radio serial,
Life Can Be Beautiful. He is NBC's
night manager. They are both very
alive, very warm human beings,
very much in love, living a roman12

ASHLEY
tic adventure which started as
awkwardly as any love story conceived in a misunderstanding. . . .
The headwaiter was becoming
more and more anxious about the
beautiful young lady in the creamy
white bouffant evening dress who
had been sitting there in the lounge
waiting — oh much more than an
hour. His heart went out to her,
sitting so alone, and he felt anger
that anyone could be so stupid as
to delay a rendezvous with so
charming a girl.
The girl opened her lame evening
bag and carefully went over an already perfect makeup.
Why didn't

Only it hadn't been a page boy.
New
It hadYear."
been Burke Miller, the night
manager. He hadn't any right to
look so young. He'd laughed when
he saw the mistake she made, and
it had been such a friendly laugh
that she'd nearly forgotten her embarrassment.
She'd stood up in her confusion
and stammered, "I'm sorry, I've
been monopolizing your office."
"Stay where you are," Burke
smiled,
"and felt
tell better
me yourthen.
name."
She had
And
they had talked — about New York,
about the war, about the new Carole
Lombard movie, and even about her
hat.
"I like it," he said. He walked to
the door with her when she realized
that she was nearly late for her
broadcast.
"Please come back again soon,"
he told her.
She hadn't meant to, certainly.
Even if he had been friendly, he
was still an important person and
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CAN BE
she was just another radio actress.
But the next evening she somehow
found herself walking down the
corridor near his office and somehow
he had been standing in the doorway and somehow they were in his
office and they were talking again,
with an understanding remarkable
for two people who scarcely knew
each other.
It was exciting, talking to Burke,
finding out about his job and all
the things he had done, and answering his questions about her,
who she really was, who her parents
were, where she was born, and
when. . . .
And it was amazing how much
Burke had done, what drama there
was in his life. He'd been a newspaper man on the Louisville
Courier, winning the Pulitzer Prize
for reporting on the Floyd Collins
story — he was the reporter who
risked his life crawling into the cave
in an attempt to save Collins. He
had been broke in New York several
times, banged his head against the
hard rock of radio and made a place
for himself. He had lived life as
Alice herself had, excitingly.
And she found herself telling
him about her own life — telling
much more than she had ever told
anyone else. How she'd been born
in San Francisco, spent her childhood in Winnemucca, Nevada, and
since growing up had been all over
the world, walking hand in hand
with adventure.
"Home life — the social life — was
always too tame for me," she told
him. "Even when I was a little girl,
I wanted to get out into the world
and do things. At twelve, I was
well on the way to becoming a concert pianist. That was in 1924, and
soon after that my mother and
father took me to Europe with them.
I studied all over Europe — on the
run. I guess it developed a vagabond streak in my nature that I've
never quite been able to squelch."
He understood that. The same
streak was in him. He understood,
too, the urge that had sent her, when
she was fifteen, to touring up and
down the Pacific Coast with the
Players Guild, and to acting in radio
shows in her spare time. All this
wasn't exciting enough, and in
1928 she talked her protesting parJANUABY,
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■ Their lives give them tew moments to be together in their home —
and so times like this are doubly precious to the beautiful young
star of Life Can Be Beautiful and her NBC-executive husband.

ents into bringing her to New York
for a try at the stage. She was
successful there, too, appearing in
many
plays and frequently on the
air.
"But Dad lost his money in the
depression," she told Burke, "and
it was up to me to support the
family. Up until then, my career
had been something to have fun
with — not that I didn't take it seriously, but I didn't have to depend
on it. Now I did."
Somehow, when you want money
the most, it is the hardest to get.
The next few years were slim ones,
but Alice kept her nose to the

grindstone, and gradually more and
more jobs came her way, until, on
the fateful New Year's Eve when
she met Burke Miller and mistook
him for a page-boy, she was one of
radio's most versatile, popular actresses.
. . . And, she reminded herself as
she sat alone in the lounge of the
night club where they had arranged
to meet for this, their first date together, Mr. Burke Miller might be
NBC's night manager, but that was
no reason for him to keep her waiting until midnight. Just imagine
13
what would happen if she should
show up (Continued on page 61)

STEPMOTHER
■ "Kay opened her eyes on the darkness. The shock of awakening had
been so sudden that her nerves were still tingling." So begins one of
the greatest emotional experiences ever published in these pages, the
story of a beautiful woman

whose marriage plunged her into a whirl-

pool of jealousy and passion.
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The shock of
awakening had been so sudden that her nerves were still tingling from it. Then again, she heard
the sound that had first startled her
into wakefulness.
Outside, there was a shrill burst
of laughter and a car door was
slammed. A motor was raced and
over the roar of it, Kay heard her
step-daughter, Peg, call gayly, "See
you tomorrow!" There was the
clatter of high heels coming up the
walk.
Kay glanced at the clock and
frowned at its luminous dial.
Three-thirty. And Peg had. promised her father to be home by
twelve. John had made quite an
issue of it at dinner. In fact, he
hadn't wanted her to go out at all
and only gave his permission,
finally, on the condition that she
come home early.
And now, here she was — not only
late, but making no effort to be
quiet. In the bed next to Kay's,
John stirred restlessly and Kay held
her breath, afraid he would
awaken. After a moment, she
slipped out of bed and, pulling on
her dressing gown, crept out of the
bedroom to the dimly lit landing.
Peg was coming up the stairs
now, dreamily swinging her widebrimmed hat by its ribbon and
whistling a popular tune. Her
blonde curls had been blown about
by the wind and her blue eyes were
shining. She was smiling to herself and the smile gave her wide
mouth a look of childishness. She
looked so young and sweet that
Kay's annoyance almost faded.
Then, she saw her stepmother and
her face grew cold and petulant.
"Ssh," Kay whispered. "Please be
quiet, Peg. Your father's asleep.
You 14promised to be in early."

Peg's gaze measured Kay coolly.
"I'm sorry," she said with calculated impudence. "But I only
promised because you made Dad
insist on it."
Kay sighed. "I did nothing of the
sort," she said. "It's your father,
not I, who objects to your late
"Well," Peg retorted, "all I know
ishours."
that he doesn't think it's necessary to wait up and spy on me!"
A quick answer sprang to Kay's
lips, but she closed them firmly and
watched Peg walk past her, down
the corridor to her own room. Then
she crept back to her own bed,
trembling with mingled anger and
self-pity.
At nineteen, you could be so
cruel, so implacable! Everything
Peg did and said was designed to
make her stepmother feel like an
interloper, or, failing that, to undermine her authority asf mistress of
the house. Oh, Peg had been very
open about it, right from the beginning— she was taking no direction or criticism from any strange
woman just because that woman
happened to be married to her
father. And especially not from a
woman who was only nine years
older than herself. Peg took every
opportunity — and where there was
none, she manufactured one — to
assert her independence and make
her hostility felt by Kay.
Tonight, for instance. Kay's only
motive in leaving her bed and
meeting Peg in the hall had been
to protect the girl from her father's
anger if he woke and discovered she
had broken her promise to be in
early. But Peg had cleverly twisted
that motive into a desire to spy on
her. On the other hand, if John
had heard her come in, she would
have accused Kay of having awakened him deliberately so he could

catch Peg in the wrong.
It was all so difficult, so tremendously difficult! Lying there in bed,
her wide-open eyes staring up at
the dark ceiling, Kay faced the
problem squarely. Obviously, she
and John could not have a happy
marriage without
help ofchildren
John's
children.
And one the
of those
refused to give that help.
Suddenly, in a wave of sick bitterness, she felt that she had undertaken too impossible a task when
she married John Fairchild and
came to Walnut Grove to live. She
loved John, yes, loved him so much
that even now she couldn't imagine
a life without him. Still — life had
been pleasant before she knew him.
And a wave of nostalgia brought
the memories flooding back.

the rain
CHIC
andAGO.
herself,Chicag
wet oandin muddy
to
the knees, hurrying back to the
office with a story. The managing
editor barking orders at her, treate — "you're
her like damn
a man, newsp
becaus
an in
aperm
the ingbest
this town." Chicago in the sun.
Visiting celebrities to interview. Hotel rooms and handshaking. Chicago
at night. Swing music and rackets.
Racketeers and stories about them
and — David. No! Not David.
Mustn't think of him. Escape — run
from heartbreak, like before.
"Uncle George" calling her a fool,
but understanding and giving her
an assignment to do small town
impressions.
Then, Walnut Grove and John
Fairchild.
The spinning days, with John
rolling them along faster and faster,
taking her breath away. Calls in
the morning, lunch, dinner, drives
through the night. Flowers. More
phone calls. More days running
swiftly by, with nothing in them
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■ At nineteen you could be so cruel —
and Peg was ruthless in her hatred.

but John. A jovial John, grinning
deep clefts into his cheeks, his grey
eyes beaming. A quiet John, asking, "Will you marry me? Now?
Right away?" A serious John, telling her about his first wife, Anne,
who went out on the lake alone one
stormy night eight years before and
never came back, telling about his
children, Bud and Peg. "It isn't
really fair to ask you to take on
such a responsibility. You're so
young — and they're pretty spoiled,
I guess, being without a mother for
so long. But I know they'll love
you, just as much as I do." A timid
John, afraid he would lose her because of his children, saying hopefully, "I know it's a lot to ask of
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KAY remembered how blithely
she had looked forward to this
"
new adventure
of being a mother
you —
as well as a wife. Having John's
love, she felt equal to any task.
It had been easy to win Bud's
affection. He was twelve years old,
healthy, curious and eager. From
the first moment, he had been wiMing to accept her. She had loved
him on sight and it wasn't long
before he considered her one of his
best friends, in spite of the fact that
she was a grown-up and, what must
have been worse in his eyes, a
"lady."
But Peg. A dozen instances of
Peg's hostility flashed like pictures
on the screen of her mind. Peg,
when they met for the first time,
looking at her with cold, speculative eyes, never even putting out a
hand in welcome. Peg being defiant.
Peg calmly assuming that it was
Kay, and Kay alone, who objected
to her late hours and unexplained
dates. Peg being impertinent and
deceitful.
If only, Kay thought, she could
understand Peg — be friends with
her, help her! She was such a
strange girl, beautiful and gay and
capable of a disarming sweetness,
which Kay could not help feeling
was a truer indication of her real
character than the sullenness she
wore whenever she was with her
father's new wife. She was not —
Kay struggled to analyze her — very
stable emotionally, nor very happy.
She conceived violent affections,
as well as violent hatreds. She had
absolutely no ability to judge peopie, especially men. And whatever
emotion she happened to be experiencing atthe moment filled her
entire horizon. Her impulses, her

ungoverned temperament, might
some day lead her into serious
trouble.
And yet, as Peg herself had just
pointed out, you couldn't treat a
nineteen-year-old girl like a child.
Even if she acted like one.
Looking backward, Kay saw herself at nineteen and thought how
much more mature she had been
than Peg. But then, she'd had a
job — two jobs, really, because she
was working on a newspaper as
well as going to college. There
hadn't been time for petty resentments or equally petty enthusiasms.
Now, if only Peg were busy on
something that seemed important to
her instead of being so idle —
It was a chance, a slim one, but
still a chance. Kay's over-stimulated mind turned it over and over,
wondering how to test it. Of course,
Peg must never even suspect that
Kay wanted her to take a job. How
then to manage it? . . .
Dawn was stealing into the room
before Kay had a plan. She found
suddenly, that she Was relaxing
contentedly and from eyes grown
pleasantly heavy she watched the
pink fingers of light gather up the
shadows and sweep them into nothingness. Sleep came upon her unawares.
She slept only a few hours, yet
she woke feeling refreshed and
eager. All morning, she went about
keenly aware of a new sense of
well being, of belonging to the
house and right after breakfast, as
soon as John had left for his office
in the bank, she went in to Walnut
Grove to set her plan for Peg into
motion, she felt for the first time
that she belonged there, too. Before,
she had sometimes felt that it was
slow and dull, a backward place
compared to Chicago. But now, as
if her eyes had been given new
sight,
in
it. she understood John's pride
It was a small town, but it was
growing. And everyone in it was
helping it to grow. The butcher,
the baker, the policeman on Main
Street, the young woman pushing
the baby carriage, and all the
others — the young and the old, the
wise and the foolish, the rich and
the poor — all of them were just as
much a part of its growth as was
Mr. Clark, who smiled so condescendingly toher from the steps of
the bank where John worked.
Usually, Mr. Clark irritated her
deeply. He was so conscious of his
position as president of the bank
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■ Had Kay undertaken too impossible a
task when she married John Fair child?

and of hers as the wife of one of his
employes. She always felt almost
as if he expected her to courtsey to
him in gratitude for his generosity
in giving her husband a job. But
today, through her new awareness,
she realized that according to his
lights, Mr. Clark was important, the
most important man in Walnut
Grove, in fact, because he possessed the most money and the most
power. John was important, too.
His job at the bank was second-incommand to Mr. Clark's, but all the
same he was an employe. And Mr.
Clark was bound to observe the
social distinctions by condescending
to John Fairchild's wife.
Her good feeling persisted. She
visited the "Journal" office, where
she had a long talk with Andy
Clayton, the editor and publisher
of the town's only newspaper. Then
she picked up the evening dress she
was going to wear to the Country
Club Dance that evening. At the
dressmaker's, she ran into Eleanor
Clark, the bank president's daughter. Here again, she noticed something for the first time — how much
'of Mr. Clark had been reproduced
in his daughter. The arrogance, the
desire for power, the need for admiration and attention, they were
all there in the girl, somewhat
softened by her femininity, but by
no means obscured. And thinking
of these things made Kay glad she
had only Peg to deal with, for, after
all, Peg was an angel — if a misguided one — compared to Eleanor.

SHE returned to the house a few
minutes before noon to hear
from Mattie, the vast colored
woman who had been with the
Fairchilds for so long that she
seemed like one of the family, that
"Miss Peg gone out in a hurry
'bout fifteen minutes ago." Further
questioning disclosed that Peg's departure had been in answer to a
telephone call from a man.
Kay smiled secretively. Andy
Clayton hadn't wasted any time.
Now there was nothing to do but
wait.
Bud came racketing into the
house and Kay had lunch with him,
as usual. That is, she sat at the
table with him, but she was too
nervous to eat. She only half listened, one ear cocked for the sound
of Peg's return, while he prattled
about being elected captain of the
baseball team. In spite of her listening for it, she almost dropped her
fork when she heard the front door
JANUARY,
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slam and Peg's voice, shrill with
excitement, calling.
"Kay! Mattie! Where is everyThe next instant, she exploded
body?"
into
the dining room. "Kay! Bud!
I've got a job!" she cried, dancing
around the table.
Bud raised an eyebrow and
snorted derisively.
"But it's true!" Peg said. "Andy
Clayton called me up this morning
and offered me a job. Just like
Inwardly, Kay breathed a sigh of
relief.
that!" Andy had put it over. Apparently, Peg suspected nothing.
"You don't mean Andy Clayton
has given
a job on the 'Journal'?" sheyou
exclaimed.
"Yes, he has," Peg said proudly.
"But— I don't understand," Kay
said.
Peg tossed her head. "Andy Clayton called me and said he thought
a gossip column about the younger
set would be good in the 'Journal'
and he wanted it to be written by
somebody in the younger set, because that way it would be more
authentic and everything, and right
away when he thought of the
column, he thought of me to write
it, because I'm always running
around with that crowd and — "
here she hesitated a little, " — well —
because he knew you'd been such
a good newspaper woman before
you came here to live and maybe
you could help me a little at first —
and so he called me up and asked
me if I thought I could write it and
I said I thought I could and — so —
I have the job. Whew!" And she
laughed gayly, all out of breath
from her long speech.
Kay laughed, too. But she was
laughing with appreciation for
Andy Clayton's wisdom. What a
good psychologist he was, she
thought, to have played on Peg's
vanity so neatly.
"Why that's wonderful," she said.
"When do you start?"
"Right away," Peg said breathlessly. "I'm to write up tonight's
Country Club Dance — sort of a trial
piece. Gosh, I hope I can make it."
"Of course, you can," Kay said.
Bud stood up from the table. He
looked Peg up and down, shaking
his head with mock amazement.
Peg made a grab for him, but he
evaded her and ran out of the room,
with a whoop of laughter.
"He's awful," Peg said with a
small smile. She looked a little

timidly at Kay.

"Kay — " she ven-
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tured. "I — that is — you will help
me, won't you?"
"Certainly, I'll help you," Kay
said. "I don't imagine you'll need
much help, though, once you get the
hang of it."
Peg smiled a little sheepishly.
Then, "Kay—"
"Yes, Peg?"
"I — I'm sorry about last night,"
she said.
"Let's forget it, shall we?" Kay
smiled.
Peg blushed
and nodded.
ALL

day, Kay was excited, more
so than Peg, perhaps because
she had more at stake than the girl.
It seemed to her that her whole
future, all her hopes and dreams,
depended on Peg's success. Even
when she made out the sizable
check for their Country Club membership dues, she did it without her
usual qualms. For once, she felt
that belonging to the Country Club
wasn't an extravagance. It was
worth a bit of scrimping, if it helped
Peg with her job.
In the evening, as she dressed
for the dance, she felt pleasantly
gay and festive. She brushed her
dark hair until it glinted with life.

V

The excitement had given her dark
eyes a depth and glow and brought
a delicate flush to her cheeks and
lips, making them far more attractive than any cosmetics ever could.
Pulling on her new gown, she noted
with satisfaction how supple and
graceful her figure was and she
realized with a start that she hadn't
even looked at herself properly for
months. She smiled at her reflection in the long mirror. It was good
to feel feminine and desirable again.
Just as she was pinning a spray
of lilies-of-the-valley in her hair,
John came into her dressing room
to have his tie fixed. He stared at
her for a moment and there came
into his eyes a look that had been
missing from them for a long time,
a look of possessiveness and pride,
a warm, intimate look, that sent her
heart skipping. And they both forgot all about his tie, for the next
ten minutes.
Peg, looking girlish and extremely
unready for work in a frilly, tulle
dress that made her look as though
she'd been caught in a scoop of
foam, went to the dance with them.
This was the first time since Kay
had come to Walnut Grove that the
girl had gone out anywhere with
her
and John, and it made her very
happy.
And when they entered the
Country Club and John leaned
close to her and whispered, "Their
eyes are popping, darling, but I
love you, even if you are beautiful,"
Kay felt as though she were back
in Chicago and it was before John
had asked her to marry him. It was
all silly and wonderful and she
loved every bit of it.
They had barely settled down at
a ringside table, when a young
man dressed in a business suit and
carrying a camera and lights came
toward them.
"Miss Fairchild," he said to Peg.
"I'm Jim Shannon. Mr. Clayton
sent me over to take pictures."
Peg introduced him. "This is my
father and: — mother," she said. It
was the first time she had ever
called Kay her mother and she did
it a little awkwardly.
Jim Shannon eyed Kay a bit curiously. "Say," he said, "Mr. Clayton
said something about your being
Kay Harriman from Chicago. That
"Yes," Peg put in boastfully.
"She
was a pretty good newspaper
right?"
woman, ther,e."
"Pretty good!" Jim Shannon exclaimed. "Lady," he turned to Kay,
■ To have John close to her like
this, to know that she could
depend on his love and trust —

"you were a little god — I mean
goddess to us at school. That was
some series you did on the rackets."
"Thanks," Kay said with a smile.
Later, when Peg and young
Shannon had gathered up his
photographic paraphernalia and
gone to the other side of the room,
Kay turned to John.
"Let's dance, darling," she said.
"We haven't danced together since
I've been here."
"That's right, we haven't," John
said and led her to the dance floor.
"Remind me to do this more often,"
he added as he put his arm around
her."You
"I like
it." Kay smiled up at
should,"
him. "You're one of the best
dancers
met." I was talking
"That'sI ever
not what
about," John whispered, his lips
brushing her ear.
For a few minutes, Kay lost herself in his arms, letting him guide
her smoothly around the dance
floor. She closed her eyes, shutting
out everything but the flow of the
music and the gentle pressure of
John's arm. She was terribly conscious of John's nearness and as they
moved about in perfect unison, she
felt as though she were melting into
him, becoming a part of him.
The tempo of the music changed
and startled Kay out of her dream.
She opened her eyes. They were
gliding past Peg and Jim Shannon
taking a picture of Eleanor Clark's
party. It was Eleanor's behavior
that caught Kay's eye.
The girl was fairly bristling with
charm and vivacity as she stood
close to Jim Shannon and smiled up
into his eyes. For a second, Kay
was amazed by the sight. Then, the
reason for it occurred to her.
"Oh-oh," she said to John. "Peg's
in John
for trouble."
glanced back without interrupting his step. "Peg? Oh, you
mean the young man. Nonsense.
just met
Kay him."
answered. "But apShe"Yes,"
parently Eleanor doesn't know that.
Johnat darted
Look
her." another glance at the
young
people. here
"Now,tolook
he
said. "We're
havehere,"
a good
time. Forget you're a mother, for
a change. Peg and Eleanor have
been the best friends and the bitterest rivals since they were kids.
Peg can take care of herself. Come
on," and he whirled her about so
she couldn't see them any longer.
The orchestra finished .the set and
the dancers had begun to straggle
back to their tables, when suddenly
a low, vibrant voice arrested Kay
and John.
"Why, John Fairchild," it said.
"How nice (Continued on page 68)
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■ Welcome bock radio's grand comedy team! Fibber and Molly
celebrate twenty-three years of a happy marriage and business
partnership this winter. Molly got her anniversary present
this summer — in the form of a beautifully equipped trailer,
in which they toured the West Coast of California. What more
could Molly ask for now that her daughter has entered college
and her son has grown up? This is the McGees' sixth year with
the same sponsor on Tuesday nights at 9:30, over the NBC-Red.
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■ An intimate friend writes
a charming story about a
man he calls "Squire" and
who is much more concerned about being a real
father to his four sons than
he ever was

about singing

IF you want to see Squire Crosby
for yourself, just take a ride out
to Santa Anita or Del Mar. You'll
usually find Bing at one of these
race tracks any day he's not working. But don't look for him in the
clubhouse, among the movie celebrities and society bluebloods —
where the silver foxes and ermines
are so thick they remind me of a
trappers' convention.
Bing's reason for attending the
races is old-fashioned — he goes to
see the ponies run.
The point I'm making is that
Bing is a plain, simple guy. Some
folks claim he's the richest personality in Hollywood.
Personally, I don't know how
rich Bing is. And I don't give a
darn. In fact, I've often told him
I don't believe he files an income
tax return. He just telephones
Washington and asks Uncle Sam,
"How much do you need?"
I have heard it said that only two
present motion picture stars of any
consequence have remained unchanged by stardom. One is Gary
Cooper. The other Bing Crosby.
My acquaintance with Cooper is
slight, but I'm willing to believe
20

that of him. But as far as Bing's
concerned, I can personally vouch
that he's as regular as any one can
be. He isn't a bit different today
than he was nine years ago, when
we first met back in New York.
I've never changed my opinion
of him since that time.
It was pure coincidence that when
I came to Hollywood years later, I
landed at Paramount, where Bing
was already a top bracket star. We
happened to meet one day in the
commissary. Bing, if I remember
correctly, spotted me first, and instantly detached himself from a
group he was lunching with and
came over to my table.
"How are y', Hope," he said.
"Glad to see you again."
We've been friends ever since. I
like to call him Squire — not because
down at his place at Rancho Santa
Fe, near Del Mar, where he and
Dixie and the kids usually spend
the summer, he can live the life of
an English squire. (At least, according to what I've read about
squires). But because Bing's a real
gentleman, sweet and kindly — and
that's no crack.
We don't (Continued on page 72)

■ Mr. and Mrs. Bing Crosby at the
premiere of Bing's picture, although he'd rather be at home,
tucking the kids in their beds.
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■ A fellow who has made us
all his stooges becomes a
much more human being seen
through Bing's eyes — a husband who is deeply in love
and a demon

golfer who

will stop at nothing to win

■ Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hope like to
attend fights. Bing says Mrs.
Hope's the beauty of the family
and we agree with him. but Bob —
JANUARY.
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THERE should be a law against
this Hope fellow. He's dangerous. He's a menace. No one's safe
from his glib tongue. And try as
you will to match wits with him, he
always gets the best of everybody
and everything.
Take his recent personal appearance tour.
The world was in a turmoil.
Across the seas armies marched,
bombs wiped out cities, nations fell.
Over here war tension mounted,
the government launched gigantic
preparations for national defense.
In Hollywood, options dropped like
plummets and studio executives lay
awake nights trying to solve the
problem of the diminishing foreign
market.
Yet all this time Bob and his
troupe played to capacity crowds.
Box office records crashed in Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit and half a
dozen other cities.
And look what Hope has done to
me. He's out-talked me in pictures,
on the stage, and on the radio; even
when he's made guest appearances
at my race track at Del Mar. He
even stole my trombone player from
me. One day Jerry Colonna was in

my

band, and the next thing I

knew

he loomed

up

on Hope's

program.
Now, they rate me a pretty good
golfer in these parts. I've been two
times champion of Lakeside, and
not ashamed of it. Bob is a fair
player. But even at golf he can outtalk and out-handicap me into losing to him! Remember that charity
match we played with Ruby Keeler
and Paulette Goddard? Well, Ruby
is one of the best golfers in the state
of California. Paulette, on the other
hand, has plenty on the ball in
looks and talent but prior to that
match, she had had only six golfing
lessons. Hope, naturally, took the
arrangements in hand, and Paulette
and I found ourselves teamed
against him and Ruby. Guess who
won!
I call Bob "Honey Boy," the name
dating back to the old-time minstrel
shows. The idea came to me the
first time he played a minstrel man,
in black face, at a clambake of our
Westwood Marching and Chowder
Club. These are a bunch of talented
boys and girls from pictures and
radio — about a hundred of them —
who get (Continued on page 72)
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■ Rand was kneeling beside her. His voice
was hoarse as he whispered: "Just give
me a chance, Lynn! Just say that much."

■ Death comes in the night, and suddenly the
veil of serenity is ripped from the Prendergast mansion, revealing a threat of murder
to the girl who complained that life was dull
22
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HAZELTYNE craved adventure. At twenty-seven, beautiful, single, she felt that life held
more than her drab existence in a
San Francisco boarding house. That
was why she jumped at an offer to
nurse Mrs. Prendergast at her
strange home down on the fogshrouded California coast. The> woman at the employment agency admitted that Mrs. Prendergast had
been — well — "queer" — since her
husband's death. Her home, called
"Mystery House" by the people in
the vicinity, was a huge place,
always partially under construction, with not a single room that
was completely finished. Though
Page's nominal duty was to nurse
Mrs. Prendergast, who was a cripple, an extra salary was being paid
to her by the old woman's niece in
San Francisco, who feared that her
aunt was being influenced to leave
her fortune, including the famous
Ked Anna diamond, to others. It
was thus part of Page's duty to
watch Mrs. Prendergast's two companions, Flora Mockbee and Dr.
Randall Harwood.
Within a few days after her arrival at Mystery House Page learned
that Flora was the daughter of Mrs.
Prendergast's old housekeeper, who
had died a few days before Dr.
Harwood arrived at Mystery House.
He was a young physician, charming and likable but frankly an adventurer, who had recently returned
from China. Flora was obviously in
love with him, but Page did not believe he could be attracted by her
pale, homely face and spinsterish
ways. Later, Dr. Harwood asked
Page to pay special attention to the
fourth member of the household —
a young, handsome man named
Lynn whose precise identity was
a mystery, and who suffered from
a strange mental trouble. Lynn was
so greatly attracted to Page that
one day he revealed he was in possession of the famous diamond,
which he claimed Mrs. Prendergast
had given to him. Nevertheless, in
his vague way, he insisted that she
wanted it back, and that if she succeeded in getting it she might send
him to an institution.
In spite of the oddly sinister atmosphere about the house, Page
was happy in her new job, until
Flora revealed that she was engaged to Dr. Harwood. Harwood
later admitted a half-engagement,
but told Page that he loved her instead. Hardly had she adjusted herself to this proposal when, on a trip
to San Francisco, she conferred
with Barnes
Bishop,
the lawyer
PAGE

representing Mrs. Prendergast's
niece, who hinted that there was
something strange about the death
of Trudy
Mockbee,
—
that
she might
haveFlora's
been mother
poisoned.
Upon
House
Lynn,
asked

Page's return to Mystery
she had another talk with
and this time he unexpectedly
her to marry him.

walk., Pageto was
laterpath
A LITTLE
ing up the
the house
^ A Chinese was bowing and
scraping on the terrace, his ivory
face a broad smile. "Oneddy come,"
he announced.
"Old lady come? What old lady?"
Page asked.
For answer Ma Foy gestured with
a linen-clad arm, and Page saw
standing in the shade of the great
banana tree a frail elderly woman
in a furred coat, a plumed hat, and
long white gloves.
"I'm Fanny Watts Roy," the
strange woman said, in a weak,
faintly autocratic, pleasant voice
that matched her appearance in
some strange indefinable way. "I'm
Mrs. Prendergast's sister."
"I've heard her speak of you,"
Page assured her politely. But her
thoughts were in a jumble. What
to do? Mrs. Prendergast had left
none of her associates in ignorance
of her feeling toward her sister.
She hated her and despised her.
How on earth had this refined,
faded little person passed the Japanese guard at the highway gate?
Rand was away; Flora was probably asleep. And upstairs sat enthroned the despotic old woman
who would go into a rage at the
mere idea of her sister's nearness.
"I'm Mrs. Prendergast's nurse,
Page Hazel tyne," she said pleasantly. "Suppose that you come up to
my room? I'm not sure that Mrs.
Prendergast will see you. She's
been nervous, lately. That is, she
doesn't see anyone — much."
"Extraordinary!" Mrs. Roy said
in her faintly autocratic, weary,
lovely voice. "Of course she'll see
me! We haven't seen each other
for fourteen years."
"Imagine. . . ." Page murmured
sympathetically, her heart beating
fast with a terror she could not
understand, as she opened the door
of her room; snapped up lights,
"You know she is angry at Mrs.
Hibbs," she said cautiously.

"Yes; my daughter told me that
yesterday. The quarrel was nonsense of some
sort!"
"She's
old, and
it was just at the
time offered
of Mrs.gently.
Mockbee's death,"
Page
"I never did like Trudy Mockbee, never could stand her!" Mrs.
Roy said, with a sort of elegant
peevishness. "There's no question
she was after my sister's money."
Page left her and went off to
Mrs. Prendergast's room to break
the news. Flora was there; had
evidently just escorted the old lady
to her fireside chair in the sittingroom.
"Well, you look comfortable! Are
you ready for a visitor?" Page said.
"Mrs. Prendergast, Mrs. Roy is
For a minute there was a complete transfixed silence. Page was
almost frightened by the look she
saw
on the full old wrinkled face.
here."
Her employer, when angry, was a
dreadful sight.
"What did you say?" Mrs. Prendergast asked measuredly.
"Your sister from India. She's in
"Ha! I'll not see her," the old
lady
said.
my room."
"Ah, but she's your sister!" Page
said gently.
"You and Flora go right back and
see her now," Mrs. Prendergast said
fiercely, ignoring Page's remark.
"Tell her a man'll come over from
the farm, to get her in to Belmont,
and that when I want to see her
I'll let her know. You can give her
a cup of tea or something, if you
want to," she added more quietly.
She was shaken badly; Page
could see that. Her fat old hands
were trembling, and her face, livid
with anger and fear a few seconds
earlier, had turned an unhealthy
tallow color. This was her only
sister, after all, the girl reflected;
perhaps she found it harder than
she would admit to refuse this interview, that for both of them might
be the last in this life.
Flora and Page went through the
hall together.
Mrs. Roy, her coat removed now,
and her ashy graying hair uncovered, was "relaxed in a chair beside
the stove. The room was warm;
the faded beautiful eyes that the
visitor raised expectantly to Page
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■ Rand was kneeling beside her. His voice
was hoarse as he whispered: "Just give
me a chance, Lynn! Just say that much."
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PAGE HAZ
tiful, single, she felt that life held
more than her drab existence in a
San Francisco boarding house. That
was why she jumped at an offer to
nurse Mrs. Prendergast at her
strange home down on the fogshrouded California coast. The.y woadman at the employment agenc
mitted that Mrs. Prendergast had
her
since
r"
—
"quee
Deen — well —
husband's death. Her home, called
e
"Mystery House" by the peopl in
the vicinity, was a huge place,
construcundeer room
parti
that
alwaystion with
a singl
notally
was' completely finished. Though
Page's nominal duty was to nurse
Mrs. Prendergast, who was a cripple, an extra salary was being paid
in
niece her
n'sd that
the old
by isco,
her
to
feare
whowoma
San Franc
aunt was being influenced to leave
her fortune, including the famous
Ked Anna diamond, to others. It
was thus part of Page's duty to
ergast's two comwatch Mrs. Prend
panions, Flora Mockbee and Dr.
Randall Harwood.
Within a few days after her arrival at Mystery House Page learned
that Flora was the daughter of Mrs.
Prendergast's old housekeeper, who
had died a few days before Dr.
Harwood arrived at Mystery House.
He was a young physician, charming and likable but frankly an adventurer, who had recently returned
from China. Flora was obviously in
love with
him, but
Page did not
lieve he could
be attracted
by beher

pale, homely face and spinsterish
ways. Later, Dr. Harwood asked
Page to pay special attention to the
fourth member of the household —
a young, handsome man named
Lynn whose precise identity was
a mystery, and who suffered from
a strange mental trouble. Lynn was
so greatly attracted to Page that
one day he
he wasdiamond,
in possession ofrevealed
the famous
which he claimed Mrs. Prendergast
had given to him. Nevertheless, in
his vague way, he insisted that she
wanted it back, and that if she succeeded in getting it she might send
him to an institution.
In spite of
sinisterPage
atmospherethe
about oddly
the house,
was happy in her new job, until
Flora revealed that she was engaged to Dr. Harwood. Harwood
later admitted a half-engagement,
but told Page that he loved her instead. Hardly had she adjusted herself to this proposal when, on a trip
to San Francisco, she conferred
with Barnes
Bishop,
the lawyer

of
Mockbee, Flora's motherthatTrudy
she might
have been poisoned.
Upon Page's return to Mystery
House she had another talk with
Lynn, and this time he unexpectedly
asked her to marry him.

ing up the path to the house.
A Chinese
and
A ^LITTLE
later, was
Pagebowing
was walkscraping on the terrace, his ivory
face a broad smile. "Oneddy come,"
he announced.
"Old lady come? What old lady?"
Page asked.
For answer Ma Foy gestured with
a linen-clad arm, and Page saw
standing in the shade of the great
banana tree a frail elderly woman
in a furred coat, a plumed hat, and
long white gloves.
"I'm Fanny Watts Roy," the
strange woman said, in a weak,
faintly autocratic, pleasant voice
that matched her appearance in
some strange indefinable way. "I'm
"I've
heard her sister."
speak of you,"
Mrs.
Prendergast's
Page assured her politely. But her
thoughts were in a jumble. What
to do? Mrs. Prendergast had left
none of her associates in ignorance
of her feeling toward her sister.
She hated her and despised her.
How on earth had this refined,
faded little person passed the Japanese guard at the highway gate?
Rand was away; Flora was probably asleep. And upstairs sat enthroned the despotic old woman
who would go into a rage at the
mere
of her
sister's nearness.
"I'midea
Mrs.
Prendergast's
nurse,
Page Hazeltyne," she said pleasantly. "Suppose. that you come up to
my room? I'm not sure that Mrs.
you. is,She's
see That
Prendergast
been
nervous, will
lately.
she
doesn't
see anyone — Mrs.
much."
"Extraordinary!"
Roy said
in her faintly autocratic, weary,
lovely voice. "Of course she'll see
me! We haven't seen each other
. ." Page murmured
fourteen .years."
for"Imagine.
sympathetically, her heart beating
fast with a terror she could not
understand, as she opened the door
of her room; snapped up lights,
"You know she is angry at Mrs.

"Yes; my daughter told me that
yesterday. The quarrel was non"She's
old, and
it was just at the
sense of some
sort!"
Page offered gently.
time of Mrs. Mockbee's death,"
"I never did like Trudy Mockbee, never could stand her!" Mrs.
Roy said, with a sort of elegant
peevishness. "There's no question
she was after my sister's money."
Page left her and went off to
Mrs. Prendergast's room to break
the news. Flora was there; had
room.
evidently
just escorted the old lady
to her fireside chair in the sitting"Well, you look comfortable! Are
you
for a visitor?"
"Mrs.ready
Prendergast,
Mrs.Page
Roysaid.is
For a minute there was a complete transfixed silence. Page was
almost frightened by the look she
saw on the full old wrinkled face.
Her
employer,
dreadful
sight. when angry, was a
"What dergast
didaskedyou
say?" Mrs. Prenmeasuredly.
"Your sister from India. She's in
here."
"Ha! I'll not see her," the old
lady said.
"Ah,
but she's your sister!" Page
said
gently.
"You and Flora go right back and
room."
my her
see
now," Mrs. Prendergast said
fiercely,
Page'sover
remark.
"Tell
her ignoring
a man'll come
from
the farm, to get her in to Belmont,
and that when I want to see her
I'll let her know. You can give her
a cup of tea or something, if you
want to," she added more quietly.
She was shaken badly; Page
could see that. Her fat old hands
were trembling, and her face, livid
with anger and fear a few seconds
earlier, had turned an unhealthy
tallow color. This was her only
sister, after all, the girl reflected;
perhaps she found it harder than
she would admit to refuse this interview, that for both of them might
be the last in this life.
Flora and Page went through the
hall together.
Mrs. Roy, her coat removed now,
and her ashy graying hair uncovered, was 'relaxed in a chair beside
the stove. The room was warm;
the faded beautiful eyes that the
visitor raised expectantly to Page

Hibbs," she said cautiously.

■ Death comes in the night, and suddenly the
veil of serenity is ripped from the Prendergast mansion, revealing a threat of murder
to the girl who complained that life was dull
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were heavy with drowsiness.
"You'll take me to my sister?"
she said at once, rousing.
"I'm so sorry," Page said. "Mrs.
Prendergast feels wretchedly. She
really doesn't want to see anyone."
"How d'you mean anyone? What's
the matter with her?" Mrs. Roy
echoed sharply.
"I'm her sister."
I KNOW. But you see — " Page's
I eye fell on Flora, who was quivering in the shadows. "This is Mrs.
Mockbee's daughter, Mrs. Roy."
"What's the matter with Mrs.
Prendergast?" the imperious faded
voice reiterated. "I'm not going to
do anything to tire her. I've come
all the way from India; I only got
here Sunday. I have to get back
by March; my husband is a chronic
invalid — "
"I know," Flora interrupted, with
a firmness that amazed Page, "but
if you'll just wait until she writes
— " should I?" the newcomer
"Why
you
demanded impatiently. "I certainly shall do nothing of the kind! My
daughter and her husband both
feel that Mrs. Prendergast would
want to see the members of her
family if she were not influenced
in some way against them!"
She stopped, sniffed, and fixed a
defiant glare upon them.
"Suppose you see Doctor Harwood?" Page suggested placatingly,
all the trained nurse for the moment. "Miss Mockbee and I can't
very well go against Mrs. Prendergast's express orders."
"No, I suppose you can't!" Mrs. Roy
conceded. "When will he get here?"
"I'm going down to get you some
tea," Page said. "He ought to be
here soon."
Flora fluttered away, and Page
ran down to the kitchen, and busied
herself with a tray — cream, lemon,
lady-fingers, buttered
fresh toast.
She was carrying it upstairs
when, in the upper hall, she met
Rand.

Mrs. Prendergast for her money."
"She doesn't know that the big
diamond's missing?"
"Oh, no! But Mrs. Roy wants to
see you, Rand."
"I'll see her at once, of course,"
he said quickly. Page felt relieved.
Rand would settle everything!
He accompanied Page into her
bedroom and was introduced to
Mrs. Roy and Page saw with satisfaction that he made an instant
impression. "I wish, doctor," Mrs.
Roy said, "that you would go in and
ask her if I may not have just one
word with her; — not argument, not
reproaches! She is my only sister.
Surely she has no reason for not
just letting me kiss her and say,
'God bless you!' "
"Oh, Rand, I think she might!"
Page put in eagerly, touched by
this speech.
"I don't know," he said. "I might
go Rand
in andwent
talk away
to her."and Mrs. Roy
said, "He seems very nice."
"Oh, he's a darling," Page said with
a laugh. "We all take his orders!"
"Who else is here? Has she annurse?"doesn't
"No; othershe

need

another.

suppose, but he said Edward."
"Edward Lynn!" Fanny Roy exclaimed. "It's one of the Lynns.
My sister's first husband was Ed"I didn't
ward Lynn."know Mrs. Prendergast
had been married twice," Page said,
amazed. Lynn was a relative, then!
"Oh, yes; she was Mrs. Edward
Lynn when she met Rutger Prendergast," Fanny said. "They fell
madly in love with each other, she
and Prendergast, and Ned Lynn let
her get her divorce. This was — oh,
dear! Min's older than I am — this
was almost fifty years ago.
"Minnie's son would be fortyseven or so now. When she married Prendergast, Ned Lynn took
his child and went away; I've never
heard of him since, except that
about — oh, years and years ago,
eighteen or twenty years ago, she
wrote me that her son was dead.
But this might be his son. This
might be Minnie's grandson. Has

IT might be some relative of Ned
Lynn's who showed up here and
asked her to help him," the older'
woman said reflectively. "I wish I
could see him. I'd know in a second
if he was one of the Lynns; they
all"But
look surely,
alike." if he was her grandchild, even though the man divorced
her,
she'dcan't
say tell.
so?" Minnie's always
"You
been hard, you know, and it's the
hard people who go queer. I never
had any brains, and consequently

"You know. The sister who married the swami — Mrs. Erendergast's
sister!"
"Where is she?" Rand asked.

24

"Lynn who?" the visitor asked,
with a sharp interest that rather
surprised Page.
"Lynn — well, I asked him once
Lynn."
and
he said Edward — Edwards, I

she seen this boy?"
"Seen him!" Page echoed. "He's
a member of the family. But she
doesn't treat him like a grandson,"
she added doubtfully. "He's — you
see he's been terribly ill, he had a
sort of fever when he got here, and
he hasn't recovered — exactly. That
is, he's physically well, but he — he
can't remember; his mind's all confused. He's wonderful, in some
ways," Page went on loyally. "But
his mind's still— sort of vague."

"Oh, Rand, there's h-e-1-1 to
pay!" the girl laughed, surrendering the tray, and lighting lights as
they went along. "Mrs. Roy is
here!"
"Who?"

"In my room. I didn't know what
to do with her. Mrs. Prendergast
was frantic! She says she won't see
her, and I don't believe she'll
change her mind."
"They haven't seen each other,
then?"
"Oh, no. And Mrs. Roy is wild.
She thinks we're all working
on

There are the three of us, and

they couldn't go back on me," Mrs.
Roy said simply, and Page laughed.
"How about the diamond? Has she
ever shown it to you?"
"No; she never has."
"Miss Hazeltyne, you're a sensible girl,
I know
you'll
understandand
me. Are
things
going
on
honestly here? Is she happy? Are
■ Page knocked on the door. There was
no answer. She pushed the door open
and looked inside. The room was empty.

they
good care ofPage
her?" said,
"Oh taking
— absolutely!"
flushing (Continued on page
54)
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You Satisfied
■ If you aren't, says lovely Claudette Colbert, it's only because you've
been neglecting to take proper care of your face, your figure and your
clothes.

Read this inspiring

THERE is a large dose of somebody else's trouble in every
morning's mail if you're an important star. The morning I saw
Claudette Colbert (as important a
star as ever made a picture for
Paramount or broadcast on the air)
she had just swallowed her morning coffee — black for slimness — and
opened the last of several letters.
One was an appeal from a young
mother of three, widowed, jobless,
with an important operation to pay
for; another was a request for
$2,000 by return mail; a third was
the threat of suicide from a young
man; and the last, a letter from a
young woman which got her —
absent though she was — the talking-to of her life.
For the sake of her future, it is
a pity she wasn't there to hear it.
When Claudette had finished, I suddenly realized how lucky I was to
have been there to hear what she
said. Because, though it was aimed
at another person, I decided that
there isn't a woman I know who
can't benefit by the lesson in loveliness Claudette Colbert taught that
morning.

message if you want to find fascination

By PAULINE

SWANSON

"Just look at this!" Claudette
said, tossing the letter into my lap.
The young woman had taken inventory of Miss Colbert's many
blessings. "Why shouldn't you be
happy," she wrote, "with a good
job in the movies, a handsome husband, a beautiful home, and all
those expensive clothes you wear?
"My figure would probably look
all
right,like
too,"
she added, "if I had
clothes
that.
"And my hair might look pretty,
if I could afford to go to those expensive hairdressers in Hollywood."
"That young woman is so wrong,"
Claudette Colbert said. "She apparently is starved for some sort
of success — one little triumph would
cure all her dissatisfaction
with

This series of four pictures might
any title, they are dramatic proof
by analyzing her assets and her
desires. Left, 1929; above, 1931;

life, and those unripe economic
ideas along with it. But she can't
win that way — she can't complain
herself into a good job, or an interesting date, for that matter.
"If she's not happy with herself
the way she is, why in the name of
heaven doesn't she do something
"What could she do about that?"
I asked.it?"
about
"Plenty," said Claudette. "No
girl has to be an ugly duckling. I
am convinced that any girl — if she
wants it enough — can have a good
figure. Any girl can have an attractive face. She can wear becom-

be called "Evolution of a Beauty." By
of Claudette's contention that anyone,
liabilities, can gain the loveliness she
right, 1932, and opposite page, today.
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Paramount

ing clothes. She can get the job
she wants, or the man she wants —
if she wants it enough. And neither
luck, nor money — Miss Sourpuss to
the contrary — need have anything
to do with it.
"You see," Claudette continued,
"I've proved it.
"Let me give you a thumbnail
sketch of me — at sixteen. That was
in the middle 'twenties. You remember the middle 'twenties. Short
skirts and long waists, shingled
hair, baby vamp shoes. Well, just
JANUARY,

1941

imagine what a shingle bob would
do to this face — a moon face, with
flat, fish hooks of curls all around
it. Then imagine this figure — all
shoulders and no hips — in the
crackerboxes which passed for
dresses that season.
"Are you shuddering?" she said.
"But how you've changed," I remarked.
"That's the point. Nearly all of
us are something less than our own
ideal of perfection. But that's no
reason
to take it lying down —

there's a life-time ahead, and with
a little determination we can make
it about anything we want to.
"Somebody has said that art develops through three things: dissatisfaction, an ideal, and solitude.
I think the same thing is true of
beauty.
Any girl who takes stock of
herself, analyzes her assets and
her liabilities, then sets out for a
specific goal needs only time and
patience to become the sort of person she (Continued on page 60)
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a little determination we can make
it about anything we want to.
"Somebody has said that art dethree and
things:
dissatisfaction, an ideal,
solitude.
beauty. velops through
I think the same thing is true of
Any girl who takes stock of
herself, analyzes her assets and
her liabilities, then sets out for a
specific goal needs only time and
patience
become theon sort
per-I
son she to
(Continued
pooeof29SO

■ In each life there is a ruling passion. In Torchy's it
was a hopeless love, in Ned's it was fear, in Rose's a
burning desire for independence. But only the Guiding
Light of Five Points could bring them all to happiness

LATE on a spring afternoon, when
the thin sunlight slanted down
over the grime-encrusted walls
of Five Points, Dr. Ruthledge liked
to rest for a while in his study. He
didn't sleep. He simply sat there,
arms extended along the arms of
his old-fashioned easy chair, head
pillowed against its worn leather
cushions, thinking, struggling with
the great problems of people, of existence, of the soul.
One thing Dr. Ruthledge believed,
as he believed in the existence of
God:
There is a destiny that makes us
brothers,
None goes his way alone.
All that we send into the lives of
others
Conies back into our own.
But people would not see the
truth of those four lines. To their
own unhappiness, they fought
against seeing it.
There was Rose Kransky, for instance. It was hard to believe that
she had learned anything from her
tragic experience with Charles Cunningham. Still she went her way,
shunning responsibility, struggling
against all the ties that held her to
others. Now that Ellis Smith, her
husband — if he really was her husband— had left the city, she was
living with her mother and brother
in Five Points; but she had placed
her infant son in a nursery, ignoring
her mother's
heart-broken
pleas
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to keep it at home. She seemed
completely indifferent to the baby;
to her it represented only a burden
from which she must free herself.
From Rose, Dr. Ruthledge's
thoughts turned with a pang to Ned
Holden and his own daughter,
Mary Ruthledge. Once — and that
not so long ago — his dearest wish
had been that these two might be
married. But now he was convinced that marriage between them
would be a mistake, even a sin. And
there was nothing he could do to
keep them apart. Torchy, Ned's
wife, was his last hope, and now
she was gone.
"I know Ned never loved me,"
Torchy told him the day before she
left for San Francisco. "He liked
me, he was grateful. But he kept
on loving Mary. So I'll just go
away. I won't divorce him, and I've
told him I wouldn't. But any time
he wants to divorce me, he can."
Since then, Ned had moved to a
furnished room in Five Points, leaving the apartment he and Torchy
had occupied in a better part of the
city. Mary, against her father's
wishes, saw a great deal of him;
but between Ned and the man who
had been almost a foster-father to
him an estrangement had grown up.
Dr. Ruthledge tried never to
judge his fellow-man, but even his
love for Ned could not blind him to
his faults. He steadfastly refused to
see his mother,
the woman
who
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■ Torchy was smiling, sure of
herself. "It's very good publicity for me to be seen with
my husband — isn't it, Ned?"

called herself Fredrika Lang. He
would not cast out from his heart
the hatred for her that he had first
conceived when he learned that she
had abandoned him as a child.
Ned's newspaper columns and the
radio broadcasts that he had recently begun — they, too, were things
Dr. Ruthledge could not condone.
In them he preached a philosophy
of selfishness, glorifying this evil so
subtly and cleverly that he was doing immeasurable harm. Millions
of listeners and readers believed
him, unwittingly let their minds be
poisoned by him. Already, although
he had been on the air only a few
weeks, the name of Ned Holden was
famous from coast to coast.
If Dr. Ruthledge had needed further proof of Ned's own selfishness
— proof that he practiced what he
preached — it was found in his relationship with Mary. It did not
seem to matter to him that he was
breaking the heart of Torchy, who
had loved him so deeply, nor that
his frequent public appearances
with Mary were causing spiteful
talk in Five Points and the rest of
the city, nor that he had become
the cause of a rapidly widening
breach between Mary and the
father who adored her. For the first
time in her life Mary was disobeying Dr. Ruthledge. He asked her
not to see Ned, and she refused.
It would have been far better, Dr.
Ruthledge thought sorrowfully, if
Ned, when he first fled from Five
Points, had never returned.
He sighed and slowly got out of
the chair. At the window he stood
and looked out, for a moment, at
the busy life of Five Points. Across
the street Mrs. Kransky was standing in the door of her shop, looking
old and sad. It was a shame, Dr.
Ruthledge reflected, that Rose had
never learned how impossible it was
to find happiness for herself by
making others who loved her unhap y. . . .
A few blocks away from the parsonage, Life, that undiscouraged
teacher, was preparing to give Rose
Kransky one more, final, lesson.
She sat in the office of the nursery
where she had placed her child,
talking to the matron. The cheap
patent-leather of her purse felt
greasy under her nervous fingers.
"Those people that were in here —
the ones that said they might like
to adopt my baby — do you think
they still feel the same way?"
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radio broadcasts that he had recently begun— they, too, were things
Dr. Ruthledge could not
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In them he preached a philosophy
of selfishness, glorifying this evil so
subtly and cleverly that he was doing immeas
of listen
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Miliumed
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him, unwittingly let their minds be
poisoned by him. Already, although
he had been on the air only a few
weeks, the name of Ned Holden was
famous from coast to coast.
If Dr. Ruthledge had needed further proof of Ned's own selfishness
—proof that he practiced what he
preached— it was found In his relationship with Mary. It did not
seem to matter to him that he was
breaking the heart of Torchy, who
had loved him so deeply, nor that
his frequent public appearances
with Mary were causing spiteful
talk in Five Points and the rest of
the city, nor that he had become
the cause of a rapidly widening
breach between Mary and the
father who adored her. For tin
time in her life Mary was disobeying Dr. Ruthledge. He asked her
not to see Ned, and she refused.
It would have been far better, Dr.
Ruthledge thought sorrowfully, if
Ned, when he first (led from Five
Points, had never returned.
He sighed and slowly got out ol
the chair. At the window he stood
and looked out, for a moment, at
the busy life of Five Points. Across
the street Mrs. Kransky was standing in the door of her shop, looking
old and sad. It was a shame, I >i
Ruthledge reflected, that Rose had
never learned how impossible it was
to find happiness for herself by
making others who loved her unA few blocks away from the parhap y. sonage,
. . . Life, that undiscouraged
teacher, was preparing to give Rose
Kransky one more, final, lesson.
She sat in the office of the nursery
where she had placed her child,
talking to the matron. The cheap
patent-leather of her purse felt
greasy under her nervous fingers.
"Those people that were in here —
the ones that said they might like
to adopt my baby — do you think

Miss Miller, whose personality
seemed to have been dipped into
the same starch as her crisp uniform, said quietly, "Yes, Mrs.
Smith. As a matter of fact, the
woman was here only yesterday.
She asked me to speak to you once
more, hoping you might change
your mind."

the woshe murI have."
Welfare

ROSE was unable to meet
man's eyes. "Well, yes,"
mured. "Yes, I guess maybe
"Because of the Child
investigation?"
"Oh — you know about that?"
Rose looked up, startled. And yet,
when she came to think of it, there
was no reason for surprise. Naturally the Child Welfare people
would have come here, too.
"Have you any idea why they're
interested in you and your son?"
Miss Miller asked.
Rose shook her head hopelessly.
"No. . . . Just yesterday one of
their investigators came to see my
mother. She told Ma
there'd been a complaint filed about me
— about me not being
a fit person to have
charge of the baby.
And she asked a lot
of questions, about
why I didn't keep
him there with me,
and whether or not
I had a job, and how
much money Ma
made out of the

stricken mind reminded her, there
were other things — things Miss
Miller didn't know. An investigation would reveal that she wasn't
married to Ellis Smith. The scandal
of the Cunningham divorce case
would be raked up. And her own
mother had already told the investigator there was no reason at all
why the baby couldn't be kept at
home. No reason — except one that
her mother would never recognize:
that Rose refused to have him
there, a responsibility, a burden and
a reproach.
"There're reasons," she said hurriedly, "reasons I can't let this investigation go any further. I talked
to a woman — a writer — about a job
today. A secretarial job. Right now,
if there was any trouble, she might
change her mind and not hire me.
And anyway,
can't —snooping
I can't
stand
havingI just
people
around, asking questions!"
She saw Miss Miller's eyebrows
go up at the edge of terror in her
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I see." Rose took a
home."
a good...
to "Yes
deep breath and stood up. "Well —
I've made up my mind. You can
tell them they can have him."
"Mrs. Smith!" The impersonal
manner wavered; Miss Miller
seemed almost human. "Are you

"Yes!"
Rose tospoke
— " more loudly
you want
sure
than she had intended. Her voice
was harsh and angry. "Of course
I'm sure. I'll sign the papers right
to."
want me together
you pressed
now,
Her if lips
in an
uncompromising line, Miss Miller
turned to a file, took from it a
blank form, and silently began to
fill it out.
Well, that's that,
Rose thought dully
as she watched the
moving pen-point.
Ma'll jump all over
me, of course, when
she finds out. But I
had to do it, I had to.
It's better for the
kid, it's better for
me. I guess I really
had the idea of letting him be adopted
in the back of my
head all the time, but
I hated to take the

— " who could
store
"But
have filed a complaint about your
fitness as a mother?"
"I— don't know."
Rose forced her lips
to speak the words.
In a way, she was
telling the truth. She
didn't really know. But there was
only one person who could possibly
hate her enough to start this investigation— Charles Cunningham.
The man who had ruined her life,
who was the baby's real father —
surely he was the one, though what
his motive might be she could not
imagine.
Miss Miller said comfortably,
"Well, I'm sure you needn't worry,
Mrs. Smith. I told the investigator
we considered you perfectly fit to
retain charge of your child. We're
convinced that it would be difficult,
just now, for you to have him at
home; and you pay our charges
regularly."
"Thank you," Rose said absently.
It was true; as far as the nursery
was concerned, she was in every
way a fit mother.
But, her panic-

voice, and went on more quietly,
"Those people that want to adopt
him — I suppose you couldn't tell me
sorry
— our rules absolutely
who"I'mthey
are?"
forbid that. But I can assure you
we wouldn't permit the adoption
unless we were certain he was going

plunge.
It'll seem
sort of funny,
not
being able to stop in
here and say hello to
him
— but
have
himI couldn't
on my
hands! I'm going
places-^-I'm going to
work, and build up a life of my
own! And I couldn't do that with
him holding me back. . . .
She signed her name.

Prentiss

SUMMER in Five Points. The heat
lying close and sticky in the
streets and in the tiny rooms of tenement buildings. Children playing,
shouting, running over the scorching
pavements. Windows open twentyfour hours a day, so that life was
carried on as much outdoors as in.
In the City Times office a reporter
named Spike Wilson tossed into the
waste-basket a sheaf of publicity
material about Ned Holden, "The
Spectator," whose broadcasts were
every week gaining thousands of
new listeners. He wondered. He remembered Holden from the time
when he (Continued on page 50)
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SUPERMAN
■ Now for the first time, the
newest hero of the air comes
to you as a thrilling story.
Read the daring exploits of
Clark Kent, Superman, each
month on this page and tune
in the Superman broadcasts
on stations coast to coast
THE planet Krypton was doomed!
Jorel, Krypton's greatest scientist knew that. Feverishly he
worked to perfect the rocket ship
that would carry his family to
Earth. But he was too late! As he
stood there beside his laboratory, he
saw the sky flame into a fiery red.
The ground trembled and wide
fissures divided forests and fields.
Huge mountains crumbled and fell.
Jorel hastily took Kal-el, his infant son, from the arms of his
mother. He placed the sleeping boy
carefully in the model of his space
ship, swiftly swung the metal door
into place and set the controls.
The tiny rocket-ship roared into
the uncharted heavens just as the
mighty planet of Krypton exploded
into hundreds of thousands of glow-

ing fragments. Glittering stars to
remain forever in the night sky!
Through the far-flung darkness of
space, the ship hurled millions of
miles toward Earth.
Years later, the rocket reached
the United
States on Earth.
It

landed, unharmed, in a desert. A
bright moon lighted the lonely
sandy wastes as the metal door,
sealed years before, was opened
from the inside. Into the atmosphere of his new planet stepped
Kal-el.
(Continued on page 63)

■ Superman, disguised as Clark
Kent, became a cub reporter.

■ He took the girl gently in
his arms and leaped into space.

■ Swooping down, he tore off the
roof of the speeding street-car!
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never known the time to
I'VE
fly as it has during these
last few weeks. It seems
only yesterday that we were
planning hot weather meals and
now the wind is whistling around
my window with the message that
Christmas is almost here. I'm sure
that we're all planning to make this
the happiest winter ever, with a
feast of those holidays goodies so
dear to everyone of us. I almost
see the jars of crisp crunchy cookies,
taste the delicious fruit cake, and
smell the enticing aroma of pudding steaming for the great day.
We are fortunate not only in having these good things to enjoy, but
in the knowledge that they are as
healthful as they are flavorsome.
They really are, for they are made
up of just those foods which create
the energy we all need during the
winter to make our work easier and
more productive, our play more fun
than ever, and to help us combat
colds which too often are our lot.
The energy building minerals and
vitamins, you know, are found in
cereals such as oatmeal and bran,
in nuts and fruits and in molasses,
and these are the basis of all the
34

Now's the time
to fill up the
cookie jar with
these delicious
energy-building
oatmeal and molasses cookies.

holiday recipes I have for you this
month.
Since a well filled cookie jar is a
Christmas must I'll start with
recipes for the three kinds of cookies
pictured at the top of the page.
Oatmeal

8V KATE SMITH
Radio

Mirror's

Food

Counselor

Listen to Kate Smith's daily talks over
CBS at 72 noon, E.S.T., and her Friday
night variety show at 8:00 on CBS,
both
sponsored
by General
Foods.

4
1
1
2
1
%
Vz
2
1%
V-Iz
4
Wz

Cookies

cups flour
tsp. salt
tsp. soda
tsps. baking powder
tsp. cinnamon
tsp. cloves
tsp. nutmeg
cups rolled oats
cups walnuts
cups shortening
eggs
cups brown sugar

Vz cup molasses
Vi cup hot water
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Sift flour once, measure, and sift
with salt, soda, baking powder and
spices. Mix rolled oats and nuts with
flour. Cream together shortening
and sugar, beat in eggs one at a time
and add water and molasses. Combine the two mixtures, mix well
and drop by teaspoon on oiled baking sheet. Bake at 400 degrees F.
Makes 2 dozen large cookies.
Rolled Molasses Cookies

% tsp. salt
1 cup flour
2/
73 cup sugar
cup molasses
% cup butter
1 tsp. ginger
Heat molasses to boiling point,
add butter. Sift dry ingredients together and add slowly, stirring constantly. Drop by half teaspoon onto
buttered baking sheet, two or three
inches apart. Bake at 350 degrees
F. about ten minutes.
Cool slightly

and roll each cookie
of wooden spoon.

over

handle

Molasses Cookies

% cup melted shortening
1 cup molasses
1 cup brown sugar
1 cup thick sour milk
6 cups pastry flour
V2 tsp. salt
2 tsps. ginger
4 tsps. soda
1 tbl. lemon extract
Mix melted fat, molasses and
sugar until smooth, then add sour
milk. Sift remaining dry ingredients
and combine the two mixtures. Add
lemon extract and mix to stiff
dough. Chill. Roll on floured board
to one-third inch thickness, or roll
very thin for a very crisp cookie.
Bake at 350 degrees F.
One of the most popular holiday
desserts is the steamed pudding, so
here are two recipes, completely
different in flavor but equally delicious. Serve molasses hard sauce
with either one. The Date and Nut
Pudding recipe accompanies the picture at the left.
1%

Beat eggs, add milk and shortening
and beat the two mixtures together.
Stir in figs. Fill greased pudding
mold % full, cover tightly and steam
3x/2 hours.
Molasses Hard Sauce

V4 cup butter
1 cup powdered sugar
1 tbl. molasses
Va tsp. cinnamon
x/4 tsp. grated orange rind
Vz tsp.
Pinchvanilla
salt
Cream butter, add sugar gradually and cream together until light
and fluffy. Add remaining ingredients and mix thoroughly.
Keep in
cool place until serving time. .
Here's a closing tip: The puddings may be made in advance of
the holidays, so why not start to
prepare them now, and then all you
have to do is heat them just before
your dinner. This will cut down on
your holiday-time work.

Bran Fig Pudding

cup flour
tsps. baking powder
1 cup sugar
1 tsp. salt
2 cups whole bran shreds
2
eggs, well beaten
1%% cup milk
cup melted shortening
Vs cups chopped figs
Sift flour, measure,
add baking
powder, sugar and salt and sift together three times, then add bran.

POPCORN

TRICKS

HOLI
of
kindtime
bestcandy
the is
and time
too,DAY
as much
the kind
candy
Try
is to eat.
as it that's
fun to ismake
these Molasses Popcorn Balls.
3 quarts popped corn

DATE and NUT PUDDING
1 egg
1 tsp. soda

v2

cups
y2 tsp.
Vi tsp.
Va tsp.
Va tsp.
cup
% cup

%
%

flour
salt
cinnamon
cloves
nutmeg

cup molasses
CUP wa/er

cup molasse
sugar s
1%% cups
V2 cup water
% tsp. vinegar

chopped dates
chopped nuts
2 tbls. melted shortening

Va

Beat egg, add molasses, then
add soda and water which have
been mixed together. Sift together flour, salt and spices
and combine the two mixtures.
Dredge nuts and dates in additional flour and stir in lightly.
Add melted shortening. Fill
greased pudding mold % full,
cover tightly, steam l'/2 hours.
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■ Along with holiday meals comes the
steamed pudding. For one with an entirely new flavor, try this delicious Bran
Fig pudding for the Christmas dinner,
and decorate it with a sprig of holly.

V32 tsp.
butter
tbls. salt
2 tsps. vanilla
Pick over popped corn, discarding all hard kernels. Boil
molasses, sugar, water, vinegar
and salt, without stirring, to 270
degrees F., or until it becomes
brittle when tried in cold water.
Remove from fire, add butter
and vanilla. Pour syrup gradually onto popped corn, mixing
thoroughly. Form into balls
and wrap in waxed paper when
cool. They make wonderful
Christmas tree decorations.

What's New frorr
■ Edgar

Bergen dances

with his latest

"steady," Vera Gilmer, famous New York
model. Below, WBT's "Aunt Sally" is
Mrs.
Pasco
Powell,
expert
story-teller.

BY

DAN

JINX seems to follow Shirley
Temple on her radio appearances. Last Christmas, when
she was on the Screen Actors Guild
program, she was suffering from a
cold, and the same thing happened
this Fall when she starred in "The
Littlest Rebel" for the Lux Theater. Shirley came down with a fever
of 102 degrees on Friday, and
couldn't rehearse either that day,
Saturday, or Sunday. She finally
went on the air after only two rehearsals— and this on the Lux
Theater, which usually rehearses
steadily for three days. Many an
adult actor would have given a bad
performance under such circumstances, but Shirley showed no signs
of the lack of adequate rehearsals,
and only a couple of sniffles hinted
that she had a cold.
*
#
#
There was another little difficulty
connected with Shirley's Lux Theater appearances. Charlie Forsyth,
the sound-effects man, went into
a store to buy nine pistols with
which to fire blank cartridges, and
the proprietor called the police, figuring that anyone who wanted nine
pistols was up to no good. It took a
telephone call to Cecil B. DeMille
A
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SENSENEY
to convince a skeptical guardian of
the law that all Charlie wanted
them for was a Shirley Temple
broadcast.
* *
*
Luise Barclay, who plays Connie
Tremaine in Arnold Grimm's
Daughter, returned from her Mexican vacation with two more suitcases than she started out with.
Luise collects Souvenirs.
* *
*
You'll be hearing Alexander
Woollcott as a guest on several programs this winter, and maybe on a
regular show of his own in the
spring. The moon-faced Town Crier
has been ill, but now his doctor says
he's well enough to go back to work.
The illness sliced fifty pounds off
the hitherto more than ample
Woollcott figure.
* *
*
It's getting so NBC's glamour girls
line up in the studio corridors to
watch the entrance of Bernardine
Flynn (Sade, of the Vic and Sade
series). Bernardine is famous for
her very daring and smart hats, and
all the girls want to be sure to get
a look at them. Her latest is a flippant bonnet of two strips of black
felt, nicely fitted to the head in back

but flaring into two butterfly bows
in front. That's all there is to it.
* *
*
Wynn Murray, the 20-year-old
songstress you heard last season on
Fred Allen's programs, is being
screen-tested by M-G-M for a part
in Mickey
Rooney's
new
musical
* *
*
picture.
Since Virginia
marriage
to Jim Verrill's
Breyley, recent
young
dance-band manager, jewelers are
crediting her with a new idea in
designing jewelry. The lovely singer
on Uncle Walter's Dog House had
her wedding ring made with a Vshaped slot on top, enabling the
ring to fit snugly against the setting
of her marquise engagement ring.
Funny nobody ever thought of it
before.
* *
*
December 23 is the date this year
for one of radio's great traditional
Christmas programs. Mark it down
on your calendar right now to listen
to NBC's Farm and Home Hour on
that day, when Rev. Francis C.
Young and his boy choristers preRADIO

AND

TELEVISION

MIRROR

oast to Coast
■ Ginny Simms and Kay Kyser attend the
preview of their new RKO film, "You'll
Find Out." Below, listen to Father
Young's
Christmas
program
on NBC.

sent their annual Christmas show
for the thirteenth time on the network.
Father Young is pastor of St.
Juliana Church in Chicago. He has
always loved to write poetry, and
in 1922 a Chicago station asked and
received permission to read one of
his Christmas poems over the air.
Father Young, listening in over a
friend's crystal set, was delighted,
and the following Christmas he
himself stepped to the microphone
to read his own poems and present
the choir of boys' voices which he
had trained.
Until 1928 the program was heard
only locally in Chicago, but that
year NBC invited Father Young to
bring it to the network, as part of
the Farm and Home Hour, and since
then it has become a regular part of
radio's Christmas season.
The program is as simple and
beautiful as the Christmas story it
tells. Against a background of
Christmas music, Father Young
reads his most famous poem,
" 'Cause It's Christmas." Then comes
a short sermon — a plea for charity
JANUARY.
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and tolerance — followed by carols
sung by the choir. Some of the
carols are Father Young's own versions of German and Polish songs.
This Christmas, more than any
other, it might be a good idea to
make a point of listening to Father
Young's program, for its message of
good will and # peace.
*
#

italics, underneath a big, scrawled
"Charlie McCarthy." Gracie Allen
contributed the best one, though.
She looked at the sign over the stage
door which reads, "Through these
portals pass the most beautiful girls
in the world," and scribbled over
her own name:
"What am I doing

Wisecracks aplenty from the radio
stars who have put their signatures
on cement blocks which are being
embedded in the wall of the Earl
Carroll Theater in Hollywood. Jack

Cupid made a raid on the Big Sister program, and bagged two victims. Fred Uttal, the handsome
re?"
he
announcer of the show, married
Miss Madeleine Frick, of South
Carolina, and went on a typical
radio honeymoon, lasting exactly
two days. Betzy Tuthill, producer
of the
(Continued
on page
67)

Benny wrote "Much Love," and
Mary Livingstone followed that up
with her name and "Me Too."
Edgar Bergen's signature is in tiny

*

*

*
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What's New from Coast to Coast

■ Ginny Simms and Kay Kyser attend the
preview of their new RKO film, "Yo_ ..
Find Out." Below, listen to Father
Young's
Christmas
program
on
NBC.
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when
:,h, was "ii the Screen Actors Guild
A

|,
r(l|,|

mil.
Qnd

she
the

was ■ . 1 1 11 . ■ i 1 1 1 1 ■. In""
a
lima; happened
same

ihi . Fall when she starred In "The
i, Mil,, .i Rebel" tor the Lux Thealei, Shirley came down with a fever
of 102 degrees on Friday, and
couldn't rehearse either that day,
She finally
Saturday, or Sunday.
wenl en the air alter only two rehearsali
and
this on the Lux
Theater,
which
usually rehearses
teadilj i"i lime daj s Many an
adult actor would have given a bad
performance
under
such circ
stances, bul Shirley showed no signs
,,i the lack ol adequate rehearsals,
inid onl>

a couple of snillles hinted

thai she had a cold.
There was iinolhei

Utile difficulty

connected with Shirley's Lux Theatei appearances, Charlie Forsyth,
the ound effects man, went into
.i [tore to I'm nine pistols with
which to lire blank cartnde.es, and
the proprietor called the police, figuring that anyone who wanted nine
pistols was up i" i^> good. It took a
telephone call i" Cecil IV DeMille
36

SENSENEY
to convince a skeptical guardian of
the law that all Charlie wanted
them for was a Shirley Temple
broadcast.
Luise Barclay, who plays Connie
Tremaine in Arnold Grimm's
Daughter, returned from her Mexican vacation with two more suitcases than she started out with.
Luise collects Souvenirs.
You'll be hearing Alexander
Woollcott as a guest on several programs this winter, and maybe on a
regular show of his own in the
spring. The moon-faced Town Crier
has been ill, but now his doctor says
he's well enough to go back to work.
The illness sliced fifty pounds off
the hitherto more than ample
Woollcott figure.
It's getting so NBC's glamour girls
line up in the studio corridors to
watch the entrance of Bernardine
Flynn (Sade, of the Vic and Sade
series). Bernardine is famous for
her very daring and smart hats, and
all the girls want to be sure to get
a look at them. Her latest is a flippant bonnet of two strips of black
felt, nicely titted to the head in back

but flaring into two butterfly bows
in front. That's all there is to it.

Wynn Murray, the 20-year-old
songstress you heard last season on
Fred Allen's programs, is being
screen-tested by M-G-M for a part
in Mickey
Rooney's
new
musical

*

*

*

picture.
Since Virginia
marriage
to Jim Verrill's
Breyley, recent
young
dance-band manager, jewelers are
crediting her with a new idea in
designing jewelry. The lovely singer
on Uncle Walter's Dog House had
her wedding ring made with a Vshaped slot on top, enabling the
ring to fit snugly against the setting
of her marquise engagement ringFunny nobody ever thought of it
before.
December 23 is the date this year
for one of radio's great traditional
Christmas programs. Mark it down
on your calendar right now to listen
to NBC's Farm and Home Hour on
that day, when Rev. Francis C.
Young and his boy choristers preRADIO

AM,

TELEVISION

MIRl*oB

sent their annual Christmas show
for
work.the thirteenth time on the netFather Young is pastor of St.
Juliana Church in Chicago. He has
always loved to write poetry, and
in 1922 a Chicago station asked and
received permission to read one of
his Christmas poems over the air.
Father Young, listening in over a
friend's crystal set, was delighted,
and the following Christmas he
himself stepped to the microphone
to read his own poems and present
the choir
had
trained.of boys' voices which he
Until 1928 the program was heard
only locally in Chicago, but that
year NBC invited Father Young to
bring it to the network, as part of
the Farm and Home Hour, and since
then it has become a regular part of
radio's Christmas season.
The program is as simple and
beautiful as the Christmas story it
tells. Against a background of
Christmas music, Father Young
reads his most famous poem,
" 'Cause It's Christmas." Then conies
a short sermon — a plea for charity
I

1941

and tolerance — followed by carols
sung by the choir. Some of the
carols sionsare
Father Young's
own songs.
verof German
and Polish
This Christmas, more than any
other, it might be a good idea to
make a point of listening to Father
Young's program, for its message of
• •
good will and • peace.
Wisecracks aplenty from the radio
stars who have put their signatures
on cement blocks which are being
embedded in the wall of the Earl
Carroll Theater in Hollywood. Jack
Love."
wrote "Much
Benny Livingstone
Mary
followed
that and
up
with her name and "Me Too."
Edgar Bergen's signature is in tun

italics, underneath a big, scrawled
"Charlie McCarthy ." Grade Allen
contributed
Ihe he .1 one, though.
She looked :M the sic." ovei Hidoor which readi
"Through
in the world." and scribbled over
hei

own

name:

"What

am

/

Cupid made a raid on tin- Bl
ter pi"
o victims. Fred Uttai.
the li: 37
announcer
of the show, mai
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Madeleine

went

on

Fuck,

a

oi

typical

South

radio
I
ng exactly
two days.
Bet/y Tuthill. producer
of lie
IS 67)
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8:00
8:15
8:15
8:30
8:30
i9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30

Eastern Standard Time
CBS: News
8:00
8:00 NBC-Blue Peerless Trio
8:00 NBC-Rei! Organ Recital

SUNDAY'S

8:30 NBC-Blue: Tone Pictures
8:30 NBC- Red: Gene and Glenn
9:00
CBS
News ot Europr
9:15 NBC-Blue: White Rabbit Line
9:15 NBC- Red: Four Showmen Quartet
9:30
CBS: Wings Over Jordan
9:30 NBC- Red: Sunday Drivers
10:00 CBS: Church of the Air
10:00 NBC-Blue: Melodic Moods
10:00 NBC-Red: Radio Pulpit
10:30 NBC-Blue: Southernaires

HIGHLIGHTS

CBS: News and Rhythm
11:35 10:05 11:05
8:05 10:05 11:05 NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen
BOWES
FAMILY
8:30 10:30 11:30 CBS: MAJOR
8:30 10:30 11:30 NBC-Red: Music and American
Youth
11:45 11:45 11:45 NBC-Blue: Ahead of the Headlines
9:00 11:00 12:00 NBC-Blue: RADIO CITY MUSIC
HALL
9:00 11:00 12:00 NBC-Red:
Bonnie Stewart
9:30 11:30 12:30 CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle
9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC-Red: Wings Over America
10:00 12:00 1:00 CBS: Church of the Air
10:00 12:00 1:00 NBC- Red: Lee Gordon Orch.
10:15 12:15 1:15 NBC-Blue: Vass Family
10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30
11:00 1:00
1:00

1:30 CBS: March of Games
1:30 NBC-Blue: Al and Lee Reiser
1:30
NBC-Red: On Your Job
2:00
NBC-Blue:American Pilgrimage
NBC- Red: Smoke Dreams
2:30 CBS: Flow Gently, Sweet Rhythm
2:30 NBC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table
3:00 CBS: N. Y. PHILHARMONIC
3:00 NBC-Blue: Great Plays
3:30
NBC- Red: H. V. Kaltenborn
3:45 NBC- Red: Bob Becker Dog Chats

11:30

1:30
1:30

12:00
12:00

2:00
2:00

12:30

2:30

12:45

2:45

1:00
1:00

3:00
3:00

1:15

3:15

1:30
1:30
1:30

3:30
3:30
3:30

2:00
2:00
2:00

4:00
4:00
4:00

2:30
2:30
2:30

4:30
4:30
4:30
4:30

3:00
3:00
3:00

5:00
5:00
5:00

6:00 CBS: SILVER THEATER
6:00 NBC-Blue: Gordon Orchestra
6:00 NBC- Red: Catholic Hour

3:30
3:30
3:30

5:30
5:30
5:30

4:00
4:00
8:30

6:00
6:00
6:00

6:30
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00

4:45

6:30
6:30
6:30
6:45

7:30 CBS: Screen Actors Guild
7:30 NBC-Blue: Speak Up America
7:30 NBC-Red: Fitch Bandwagon
7:45 MBS: Wythe Williams

7:30
5:00

7:00
7:00

8:00 CBS: HELEN
HAYES
8:00 NBC-Red: CHARLIE
MCCARTHY

8:00
9:30
5:30

7:30
7:30
7:30

5:45
5:55

7:45
7:55

6:00
9:00
6:00

8:00
8:00
8:00

8:30
8:30 CBS: Crime Doctor
NBC-Blue: Sherlock Holmes
8:30
NBC-Red: ONE
MAN'S
FAMILY
8:45 MBS: Dorothy Thompson
8:55 CBS: Elmer Davis
9:00 CBS: FORD
HOUR
9:00 NBC-Blue: Walter Winched
9:00 NBC- Red: Manhattan Merry-GoRound

9:15

8:15

8:15
6:30

8:30
8:30

8:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
9:00
7:45

8:45
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30
9:30

4:30
4:30

9:45

4:00 NBC-Blue: National Vespers
4:00 NBC-Red: Yvette
4:15 NBC-Red Tony Wons
4:30 CBS: Invitation to Learning
4:30
4:30 NBC-Blue: The Revuers
NBC-Red: The World is Yours
5:00
Design for Happiness
5:00 CBS:
MBS: Musical Steelmakers
5:00 NBC-Blue: Moylan Sisters
5:00 NBC-Red: Met. Opera Auditions
5:15 NBC-Blue: Olivio Santoro
5:30
CBS: Col. Stoopnagle
5:30 MBS: The Shadow
5:30 NBC-Blue: Behind the Mike
5:30 NBC-Red: Your Dream Has Come
True

CBS: Gene Autry
MBS: Show of The Week
NBC-Red: Beat the Band
CBS: News of the World
NBC-Blue: News from Europe
NBC-Red: JACK BENNY

9:15 NBC-Blue: The Parker Family
9:30 NBC-Blue: Irene Rich
9:30 NBC-Red: American Album of
Familiar Music
9:45
NBC-Blue: Bill Stern Sports Review
10:00 CBS: Take It or Leave It
10:00 NBC-Blue: Goodwill Hour
10:00 NBC-Red: Hour of Charm
10:30 CBS: Columbia Workshop
NBC-Red: Serenade to Loveliness
Voice That Walks Beside
10:45 NBC-Red:
You

■

INSIDE

Janney

is the youthful

Richard

Tune-In Bulletin for December

of the

Parker

1, 8, 15 and 22!

Harman, Michigan's great All American football star, is a guest on Bill Stern's NBCBlue program tonight at 9:45.
December 8: Take your pick of music, sports or drama today. . . . Gitta Gradova,
pianist, is the guest star on CBS' New York Philharmonic concert at 3:00. . . . Also at
3:00, NBC-Blue's Great Plays program presents "Le Cid" by Corneille. . . . and on
Mutual there's a play-by-play description of the National League professional football
championship game. . . . Ted Malone visits William Dean Howells' home at Kittery
Point, Me., on NBC-Blue at 2:00.
December 15: Joseph Schuster, cellist, is the guest soloist on the N. Y. Philharmonic
program. . . . Ted Malone visits O. Henry's old home in New York City. . . . NBC's Great
Plays program
presents "The Imaginary
Invalid," by Moliere.
December 22: The N. Y. Philharmonic orchestra has a guest conductor this afternoon —
Dimitri Mitropoulos. ... An entertaining variety show is Your Dream Has Come
True, on NBC-Red
ON

THE

AIR

at 5:30.

TONIGHT:

Leon Janney

in

The Parker Family, on NBC-Blue at 9:15,
E.S.T., rebroadcast to the West at 9:15,
P.S.T., sponsored by Woodbury Soap.
A little fifteen-minute program, tucked
away and almost hidden by Sunday night's
big Bennys, Bergens, Hayes, et al., The
Parker Family is something you may have
missed.

You

shouldn't miss it. It's an en-

tertaining quarter-hour of anyone's
time.
Leon Janney, its star, is a young man
who used to be in the movies. Remember
him in "Courage" with Belle Bennett? It
was the picture that made him practically
overnight into what he now calls "one of
those dreadful child stars."
Leon was born in Ogden, Utah. His
mother was a former actress, Bernice Ramon, who had given up her career to
marry Nathan Haines Janney, an Ogden
businessman. But she was determined that
Leon, when he showed dramatic talent,
should go on to reach the fame she'd
never known. Before he was three years
old, tow-headed Leon appeared on the
stage of the local Pantages Theater to do
an amateur-night stint, reciting "Winken,
Blinken and Nod." He couldn't get beyond
the second line, but the smell of greasepaint was in his nostrils and his career
went on from there.

RADIO-The

Until he

was

nine, Leon

toured

the

Pantages Circuit as a monologist, lecturing vaudeville audiences on the high cost
of living, short skirts, and the evils of
politics. Between tours he managed to
attend the Page Military Academy. Twice
he was suspended from school, once for
talking too much and once for helping
himself from the school garden.
Los Angeles was his next stop-off. He
worked in the movies and attended school
with Ann Shirley, Betty Grable, Anita
Louise and Frankie Darro. He was suspended from school again, too, for
prank of some kind. After his final graduation in 1932, Leon and his mother came to
New

York, where he has appeared in Broadway stage plays as well as on the air.
Leon is twenty-three now, blue-eyed and

yellow-haired. His publicity man wouldn't
admit it, but Leon has been married, although he isn't now. His wife was movieactress Jessica Pepper, and they were divorced afew years ago. As you can see
from the picture above, Leon has enough
Hollywood blood in his veins to hate ties
and collars, and never wears them (or a
hat either) if he can avoid it.
He's an expert amateur musician, strictly
in the classical vein, and dislikes most swing
music very much.

SAY HELLO TO . . .
RAY

MONTGOMERY— the 18-year-old

college boy

who

plays the part of Noel Chandler in Irene Rich's dramatic
serial. Dear John, tonight. Ray is a journalism student at
the University of Southern California, and auditioned for
Irene's program just for fun — surprising himself and all
his friends by being successful. He's still in school,
and still expects to make newspaper
work his career.

Radio Mirror Almanac
RADIO

38

Family.

December I: Ted Malone, on the American Pilgrimage program at 2:00 this afternoon
over NBC-Blue, visits the home of Nathaniel Hawthorne in Salem, Mass. . . . Tommy

8:00 10:00 11:00 CBS: Headlines and Bylines
8:00 10:00 11:001 NBC: Dance Orchestra

■ ■'■':' ■:.■■: . ■
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Eastern

h
in

a!
2:00

</)
o

Standard

Time

8:30 NBC-Blue: Ray Perkins
I- 8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

8:05
2:30

9:05 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
9:15 CBS: School of the Air

8:45
8:45

9:45 CBS: Bachelor's Children
9:45 NBC-Red: Edward Mac Hugh

CLUB

8:45

9:00 10:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red: This Small Town

1:15

9:15 10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
9:15 10:15 NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
9:15 10:15 NBC-Red: By Kathleen Norris

10:30
1:45

2:30

MONDAY'S

HIGHLIGHTS

9:30 10:30 CBS: Stepmother
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph

9:45 10:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
9:45
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
4:30 10:45
10:45 NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

1:45 10:00 11:00 CBS: Short Short Story
10:00 11:00 NBC-Blue: I Love Linda Dale
10:00 11:00 NBC-Red: The Man I Married
12:00 10:15 11:15
8:15 10:15 11:15
11:00 10:30 11:30
10:30 11:30
10:30 11:30

CBS:

Martha

Webster

NBC- Red: Against the Storm
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: The Road of Life

11:15 10:45 11:45 CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
10:45 11:45 NBC-Red: David Harum

■ Mary

9:00 11:00 12:00 CBS: KATE SMITH
SPEAKS
9:00 11:00 12:00 NBC-Red: Words and Music

9:15 11:15 12:15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
9:15 11:15 12:15 NBC- Red: The O'Neiir
9:30 11:30 12:30 CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
9:45
10:00

45 CBS:
00 CBS:

Our Gal Sunday
Life Can be Beautiful

10:15

15 CBS:

Woman

10:30

30 CBS: Right to Happiness
45 CBS: Road of Life
00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
00 CBS-Red: Hymns of All Churches
15 CBS: Girl Interne
15 NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
30 CBS: Fletcher Wiley
30
30 NBC-Blue: Rochester Orchestra
NBC- Red: Valiant Lady
45 CBS: My Son and I
45 NBC-Red: Light of the World
00 CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
00 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
15
15 NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
30 NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
30
NBC- Red: Pepper Young's Family
45 CBS: Lecture Hall
45 NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
45 NBC- Red: Vic and Sade
00 CBS: Portia Faces Life
00 NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

3:00
11:00
3:30
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:30
11:45
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30
12:45
12:45
1:00
1:00
4:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
12:30

in White

15 CBS: We, The Abbotts
15 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
30 CBS: Hilltop House
30 NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
45 CBS: Kate Hopkins
45 NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
00 CBS: The Goldbergs
00 NBC-Blue: Children's Hour
00 NBC-Red: Girl Alone
15 CBS: The O'Neills
15 NBC-Red: Lone Journey
5:30 NBC- Red: Jack Armstrong

8:30
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:45
5:45

45
45
45

CBS:

8:55

00

CBS:
CBS:

News, Bob Trout
Edwin C. Hill

CBS:
CBS:

Hedda Hopper
Paul Sullivan

NBC-Red:

05

3:15
10:00
3:45
8:00
8:00
8:15
7:30
8:30
7:30
9:00
8:30
5:00

8:30
5:30
8:30
6:00
6:00
7:30

IS
:30

:45

30
30
30
00
00
00
:30
:30
:30
30
8:00
8:00
8:30

7:00
7:00

Baines

Mix

Life Can

be Beautiful

CBS: The World Today
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

00
00

6:15

Scattergood

NBC-Blue: Tom

CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's

7:15 CBS: Lanny Ross
7:30
7:30
7:30
:00
8:00
8:00
:30
:30
3:30
3:30
9:00
9:00
9:30

Gang

CBS: BLONDIE
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Red: BURNS
AND
ALLEN
CBS: Those We Love
NBC-Blue: I Love a Mystery
NBC- Red: The Telephone Hour
CBS: Howard and Shelton
MBS: Boake Carter
NBC-Blue: True or False
NBC-Red: Voice of Firestone
CBS: LUX
THEATER
NBC-Red: Doctor I.Q.
NBC- Red: Show Boat

00 CBS: Guy
00 NBC-Red:

Lombardo
America Sings

Margaret

McBride

interviews the King of Jazz, Paul Whiteman.

Tune-In Bulletin for December

2, 9. 16 and 23!

December 2: Tonight's Lux Theater play, unless there's a sudden change of plans, is
"Knute Rockne, All American," starring Pat O'Brien.
December
9: A beautifully
written and acted
serial is Lone Journey,
on NBC-Red
this afternoon at 5:15.
December
16: Percy Faith, musical
director of America Sings, on NBC-Red
at 10:00
tonight, is providing some very enticing harmonies.
Better listen in.
December 23: A clever fifteen-minute play, complete in itself, is the Short Short Story,
on CBS this morning at 11:00.
ON THE AIR TODAY: Mary Margaret
McBride, talking about things that interest
all women, on CBS at 3:00 P.M., E.S.T.,

graduate in her home town of Paris, Missouri. Her great-aunt offered her a free
college education, but there was a string

sion.
sponsored by the Florida Citrus Commis-

attached — if she accepted, she'd have to
study to be a dean of women. Mary Margaret wanted to be a newspaper woman
instead, so she turned the offer down and
worked her way through college. Between
classes, she looked after faculty children
and worked as reporter, part-time editor,
advertising salesman and typesetter on
the local newspaper.

Feminine

commentators

are

rare

in

radio, compared to the host of masculine
ones. But the few women who do make a
business of talking into a microphone are
outstandingly popular. Like Mary Margaret McBride, who has one of the most
friendly radio personalities
in the world.
Mary Margaret is an unorthodox person.
She makes a business of surprising her
sponsor as well as her listeners, and never
allows herself to be tied down to a script.
Up until broadcast time, her scripts usually consist of a couple of pencilled notes,
and before she has talked very long even
they are crumpled up into a ball and
tossed away.
Most of all, Mary Margaret likes to find
out the interesting things about places and
people everyone else takes for granted. For
instance, in a talk about the wonders of

Several years of newspaper work led to
magazine writing, and she would probably
never have turned to radio if the stockmarket crash hadn't come along in 1929
and wiped out her savings while at the
same time ruining many of her most
profitable literary markets. So she auditioned for a local New York station that
wanted a woman to be a radio "Grandmother," giving household hints. She got
the job, but "Grandmother" lasted only
three days. In the middle of a broadcast,
Mary Margaret suddenly announced that

the New York World's Fair she devoted at
least as much time to talking about the
manners and ability of the young man who
was her guide as she did about the various
exhibits. And once she made a whole
broadcast about a Broadway flea circus.
Mary Margaret is ample of figure, with
iron-gray hair worn in a shingle bob. She
has hundreds of friends, but never accepts

and could
was killing
off her
so
she
be herself.
She radio
thought"family"
then, and
still thinks, that women got enough domestic
advice from experts, and the best thing
she could do was to bring them entertainment and instruction about things that interested her as a reporter.

a social engagement unless she's sure that
in doing
she will
a story.time
That's
because shesoknows
how get
valuable
is. She
learned
that when she was a high-school

She must have been right. Because she's
still going strong. And by the way, she
still finds time to write. Her new book,
"How Dear to My Heart," is just out.

she couldn't cook very well, didn't like
housekeeping, was really only a reporter,

SAY HELLO

TO . . .

MURIEL BREMNER — once of Hollywood, who now lives in
Chicago and plays the role of Fredrika Lang on The Guiding Light over NBC. Muriel began her career on the stage
of the Pasadena Playhouse. In a Shakespearean play, she
was onstage when a super in the wings fired an arrow. It
went through her hat, narrowly missing her head, and
Muriel decided radio was a safer place than the stage.

Complete Programs from November 27 to December 26
TANUAHY.

1941
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2:00

Eastern

O
8:05
2:30
8:45
8:45

Standard

Time

9:00
9:00

CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Red: This Small Town

1:15
10:30

9:15
9:15
9:15

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
NBC-Red: By Kathleen Norris

1:45

9:30
9:30
9:30

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph

9:45
9:45
4:30

CBS: Woman off Courage
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

10:45 10:00
10:00
10:00
12:00 10:15
8:15 10:15

CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: I Love Linda Dale
NBC-Red: The Man I Married

11:00 10:30
10:30
10:30

CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: The Wiffe Saver
NBC-Red: The Road off Life

11:15 10:45
10:45

CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Red: David Harum

CBS: Martha Webster
NBC-Red: Against the Storn

9:00 11:00
9:00 11:00

CBS: KATE SMITH SPEAKS
NBC-Red: Words and Music

9:15 11:15
9:15 11:15

CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

9:30 11:30
9:30 11:30

CBS: Romance off Helen Treni
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

9:45 11:45

CBS:

Our

10:00 12:00

CBS:

Life Can

10:15 12:15
10:15 12:15

CBS: Woman in White
NBC- Red: Tony Wons

10:30 12:30

CBS:

Right to Happiness

12:45
1:00
1:00

CBS:

Road

3:00
11:00
3:30
11:15

1:15
1:15

CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's

11:30
11:30

1:30
1:30

CBS: Fletcher Wiley
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

11:45
11:45

1:45
1:45

CBS: My Son and I
NBC-Red: Light of the World

12:00
12:00

2:00
2:00
2:00

CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

12:15
12:15

2:15
2:15

NBC-Blue: Honeymoon
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

12:30
12:30

2:30
2:30
2:30

CBS: A Friend in Deed
NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Fami

12:45
12:45
1:00
1:00

2:45
2:45

NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
NBC- Red: Vic and Sade

4:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
12:30

3:15
3:15
3:15

8:30
2:00
2:00
2:15
' 2:15
2:45
5:45

3:00
3:00
3:00

3:30
3:30
3:45
3:45
4:00
4:00
4:00

4:15
4:15
4:45
5:45
4:45

be Beautiful

CBS: We, The Abbotts
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

CBS: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: Lone Journey
NBC- Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines

8:15
9:15

6:15
6:15

CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Blue: EASY
ACES
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's
CBS: Lanny Ross
NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
CBS: Helen Menken

5:30
5:30
5:30

9:00
9:30

8:00
8:00

5:00
7:30
8:30
8:30

6:30
6:30
6:30

8:30
8:30
8:30

7:00
7:00
7:00

9:00
9:00
9:00

7:30

9:30

7:451

9:45

40

10:

Nomination

for the

best-humored

ON THE AIR TONIGHT:
news commentator, on
a

Gang

Wythe Williams,
Mutual at 8:00,

rebroadcast

7:30, P.S.T., sponsored
Razors.

to the West

by American

and

24!

of the

quiz programs:

the

La

of the
peak

at

predicts

things

that

place in the future. He
crystal ball or tell fortunes
he does
from

You
got
Here
have

seem

to have

Europe

which

helps

going

to happen

will take

before

to

know

1939, as a guest

Lobby program, Wythe
that Europe would be

on

In June,

1939,

he

predicted

that

declared

it was,

on

April

won't tell how he gets his information from abroad, except that he has

Doghouse

biggest

Pennsylvania

Twenty-six

on

ever

ago

in

leaving

it

Minneapolis
to paper, it

was
him

In 1913

Wythe

married

Viola

Irwin, and

they now have three sons, Wilbur, David
Irwin, and Ian Wythe. The family lives in
Greenwich, Connecticut, where one of their
closest friends is Hendrik Willem van Loon,

on

well-known

Wythe

cast

author.

by

In fact, van

Loon

called "Invasion," a
Hitler's
of
a
rather invasion
grisly joke

telling,

in

the

book,

of

death!

SAY HELLO
SKIPWORTH — the
cently joined the

the to

to help cover the funeral, and his career
as a European
correspondent
was
begun.

Wythe's

ALISON

W

put him

Railroad,

to be a reporter on the
Tribune. Skipping from paper

recently wrote a book
fantasy
with
America, dealing
and played

war.

and

a news
broadcaster.
was born fifty-nine years

Wythe may have organized his own newsgathering syndicate in Europe before he
left there in 1936. He was sure then that
another

hired

lists of stations

the

be

he

for him

drives other reporters and news commentators crazy with curiosity and
envy.

would

politics and

to none. After his reStates he wrote a book,

same day Edward VII died, and there
no more vacation. His paper cabled

8.

by mail, some by telephone and
through personal contact. All this

continental

that paper that he went to Europe on a
vacation. He arrived in London on the

"certain sources" there and that some of
the news comes to him by cable and wire,
some
some

at 7:15,

took him four years to work up to the New
York World, and it was while he was on

Russia

Germany would sign a non-aggression pact. This happened in August. On
February 28, 1940, he said Denmark would
invaded — and

of

so impressed

of the

for the

and

be

Ross

Meadville, Pa., and didn't become a reporter until several years after he graduated from college. In between, he worked

Thomas
war by

that

was

assigned
Wythe

a Hobby

told Lowell
in another

September 6. England and France
war on Germany September 3.

there

CBS: Court of Missing Heirs
MBS: Wythe Williams
NBC-Blue: Ben Bernie
NBC-Red: Johnny Presents
CBS: FIRST NIGHTER
MBS: La Rosa Concerts
NBC-Red: Horace Heidt
CBS: We, the People
NBC- Red: Battle of the Sexes
CBS: Professor Quiz
NBC-Blue: Meet Mr. Weeks
NBC-Red: McGee and Molly
CBS: Glenn Miller
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
00 NBC-Red: Bob Hope

one

it happens.

predictions

knowledge

be a commentator

may find him irritating, but you've
to admit he has often been right.
are some of his news
come true:

a

and

information

him

Lanny

"Dusk of Empire," and became editor of
the newspaper, Greenwich Time. His radio
work started when a sponsor heard his
prediction on the Hobby Lobby program

doesn't use a
with cards, but

private

at 7:00,

diplomacy second
turn to the United

The startling thing about Wythe Williams
is that he does what other commentators
don't — he

Time

years of being European correspondent for
various New York papers had given him

Safety

NBC- Red: H. V. Kaltenborn

30 NBC-Red: Uncle Walter's
45ICBS
News of the War

prophet.

17

Julia Sanderson, on NBC-Red tonight at 9:00.
fellow is continuing his upward climb to the very

carols.
Best musical
bets:
Fred Waring's Pleasure
Ben Bernie at 8:00, La Rosa Concert at 8:30.

Wythe

Mix

6:00
6:00
6:00

news

10,

Battle

soon

NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS: News
NBC-Red: Lil Abner
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
CBS: Paul Sullivan

8:00
9:00
8:00

3,

December

In August,

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC- Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Kate Hopkins
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: The Goldbergs
NBC-Blue: Children's Hour
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

CBS: The World Today
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

international

December

is on

what's

CBS: Portia Faces Life
NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
NBC- Red: Backstage Wiffe

5:45

6:45
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:30

Daughter

Hill

5:30

MBS's

for

December
3:
Some
very delightful
music that you
may
be
neglecting
Rosa Concert, heard
on Mutual stations tonight at 8:30, E.S.T.

E.S.T., with

10:00
3:45

Williams,

Bulletin

of comedy fame.
Don't forget that he's on the air tonight at 10:00, over NBC-Red.
December 24: It's Christmas Eve, and all the programs will be featuring those beautiful

of Life

5:00
5:00
5:05

Wythe

Sexes, with Frank Crumit and
December
17:
That Bob Hope

CBS: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Hymns of All Churches

NBC-Blue: Tom

■

Tune-In

Gal Sunday

7:55
3:00

6:30

HIGHLIGHTS

CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh

8:45

2:30

TUESDAY'S

8:30 NBC-Red :Gene and Glenn
9:05 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CLUB
15 CBS: School ol the Air

o."

H
If)

TO . . .

veteran

of Portia

movie

Faces

actress

Life, playing

who
the

repart

of Meg Griffin. "Skippy"
hates making movies, but

is eccentric, and loves it. She
lived and worked in Hollywood

for

listen

years.

She

hates

to

to

the

radio,

but

always

keeps it on in her home.
She dislikes children, but goes
out of her way to see one. Once a reigning beauty of the
London and
never made

New
any

York stages, she now complains that she
money until she got old and ugly. Many

years ago she and her English painter husband, Frank Skipworth, were separated, but they have never been divorced.
RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

MIRROR

i/i
2:00

8:45
1:15
10:30
1:45

2:30
10:45
12:00
8:15
11:00

H
i/i
o

Eastern Standard Time
8:30 NBC-Blue. Ray Perkins
8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

a.'
8:05
2:30

9:05 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
9:15 CBS
School of the Air

8:45
8:45

9:45 CBS; Bachelor's Children
9:45 NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh

9:45 11:45 12:45 CBS: Our Gal Sunday
10:00 12:00 1:00 CBS
Life Can be Beautiful
10:15
1:15 CBS
Woman in White
10:30 12:30
12:45

11:30
11:30
11:45
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15

1:00
1:00
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
1:45
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15

12:30
12:30

2:30
2:30
2:30

12:45
12:45
12:45

2:45
2:45
2:45

1:00
1:00

3:00
3:00
3:00

4:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
12:30

3:15
3:15
3:15
3:30
3:30
3:45
3:45
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15
4:15

8:30
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:45
5:45
8:55
3:00
3:15
10:00
3:45
8:00
9:00
8:00
8:15
9:15
7:30
8:30
4:30
4:45
6:30
8:00
8:00
8:30
5:30
8:30
8:30
9:00
6:00
9:00

HIGHLIGHTS

9:00 10:00 CBS
By Kathleen Norris
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red
This Small Town
9:15 10:15 CBS. Myrt and Marge
9:15 10:15 NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
9:15 10:15 NBC-Red: By Kathleen Norris
9:30 10:30 CBS: Stepmother
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
9:45 10:45 CBS; Woman of Courage
9:45
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
4:30 10:45
10:45 NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
10:00 11:00 CBS: Short Short Story
10:00 11:00 NBC-Blue: I Love Linda Dale
10:00 11:00 NBC-Red
The Man I Married
10:15 11:15 CBS: Martha Webster
10:15 11:15 NBC-Red: Against the Storm
10:30 11:30 CBS: Big Sister
10:30 11:30 NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
10:30 11:30 NBC-Red: The Road of Life
10:45 11:45 CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
10:45 11:45 NBC-Red: David Harum

9:00 11:00 12:00 CBS: KATE SMITH SPEAKS
9:00 11:00 12:00 NBC- Red: Words and Music
9:15 11:15 12:15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
9:15 11:15 12:15 NBC-Red: The O'Neills
9:30 11:30 12:30 CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

3:00
11:00
3:30
11:15

WEDNESDAY'S

CLUB

4:45
5:45
4:45
10:00
5:00
5:05
5:15
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:15
6:15
6:30
6:30
6:30

1:30 CBS: Right to Happiness
1:45 CBS
Road of Life
2:00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
2:00 NBC-Red: Betty Crocker
2:15 CBS: Girl Interne
2:15 NBC-Red
Arnold Grimm's Daughter
2:30 CBS: Fletcher Wiley
2:30 NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
2:45 CBS: My Son and I
2:45 NBC-Red: Light of the World
3:00 CBS. Mary Margaret McBride
3:00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
3:00 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
3:15 NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
3:15 NBC- Red: Ma Perkins
3:30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
3:30 NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
3:30
NBC-Red
Pepper Young's Family
3:45 CBS: Lecture Hall
3:45 NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
3:45 NBC-Red
Vic and Sade
4:00 CBS: Portia Faces Lite
4:00 NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
4:00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
1:15 CBS: We, The Abbotts
4:15 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
4:15 NBC- Red: Stella Dallas
4:30 CBS: Hilltop House
4:30
Red: Lorenzo Jones
NBC4:45 CBS:
Kate Hopkins
4:45
Red: Young Widder Brown
NBC5:00 CBS: The Goldbergs
5:00
Children's Hour
3:00 NBC- Blue:
Red: Girl Alone
CBS: The O'Neills
5:15 NBC5:15
Red: Lone Journey
NBC5:30 NBC-Red:
Jack Armstrong
5:45 CBS: Scattergood Baines
5:45 NBC-Blue. Tom Mil
5:45 NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
6:00 CBS: News, Bob Trout
6:00 NBC-Red
Lil Abner
6:05 CBS: Edwin C. Hill
6:15 CBS: Hedda Hopper
6:30 CBS: Paul Sullivan
6:45 CBS: The World Today
6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
7:00
Amos EASY
'n' Andy
7:00 CBS:
NBC-Blue:
ACES
7:00
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
7:15 CBS. Lanny Ross
7:15 NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
7:30 CBS: Meet Mr. Meek
7:30 MBS: The Lone Ranger
7:30 NBC-Red:
Cavalcade of America
7:45 NBC-Red: H. V. Kaltenborn
8:00 CBS: Big Town
8:00 NBC-Blue: Quiz Kids
8:00 NBC-Red: Hollywood Playhouse
8:30 CBS: Dr. Christian
8:30 MBS: Boake Carter
8:30 NBC-Blue
Manhattan at Midnight
8:30 NBC- Red: Plantation Party
9:00 CBS: FRED
ALLEN
9:00 NBC-Blue: Song of Your Life
9:00 NBC-Red: EDDIE
CANTOR

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
8:00
8:00
8:00
9:30 8:30 9:30 NBC- Red: Mr. District Attorney
7:00 9:00 10:00 CBS: Glenn Miller
7:00 9:00 10:00 MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
7:00 9:00 10:00
NBC-Red
KAY KYSER
~
JANUARY, 19*1

■ "Mr.

District

Tune-In
November

Attorney"

Bulfetin

and

"Miss

for November

27: Fifteen minutes

Miller" — Jay
27,

of the newest

December
Hollywood

Jostyn
4, 11,

and

Vicki

18 and

Vola.
25!

gossip is provided

by Hedda

Hopper on CBS at 6:15.
The gossip's good, even though Hedda's delivery is affected.
December 4: A program for all good Americans is the Cavalcade of America, on NBCRed at 7:30, dramatizing
stirring incidents in our history.
December II: If you grown-ups think you're smart, listen tc the Quiz Kids at 8:00 on
NBC-Blue, and you'll be taken down a peg.
You'll have fun too, though.
December 18: Just one week left until Christmas, so speed up on your shopping. And
tonight, relax by tuning in Fred Allen's comedy on CBS at 9:00.
December 25: Christmas Day, and there will be special broadcasts on all networks. Of
particular interest is the one Mutual has scheduled from the Santa Barbara Mission
in California. . . . Val Ernie and his orchestra open tonight at El Patio, Miami Beach,
broadcasting
over NBC.

ON

THE

AIR

TONIGHT:

Mr. District At-

torney, on NBC-Red at 9:30, E.S.T., rebroadcast to the West at 9:30, P.S.T.,
sponsored

by

Vitalis.

This is not a program about New York's
famous District Attorney, Thomas E. Dewey,
although it was probably inspired by his
racket-busting

adventures.

Because

the

District Attorney of the program isn't mentioned by name, many listeners have
jumped to the conclusion that Dewey is
present in the studio, re-enacting some of
his exploits. That isn't so. The D. A. is
played by Jay Jostyn, a tall, slim, handsome radio actor.
For the last six years Jay, in spite of his
youth and good looks, has been a specialist
in character roles. Not until this Fall was
he ever cast as a romantic leading man,
when he got the part of Frank Hodges in
This Small Town, the NBC serial. Some of
his other roles are Frank Klabber in Hilltop House, Pa Parker in The Parker Family,
Ben Porter in Second Husband, and Jackie
in Our Gal Sunday. With his services in
such demand, it's no surprise to learn that
he's one of the highest-paid actors in radio,
frequently earning up to $1000 a week.
Jay is married, and he and his wife live
quietly in an apartment suburb of New York,
where his greatest interest in what little
leisure time he has is organizing dramatic
groups among children and directing them
in stage productions. On rare evenings
off, he and Mrs. Jostyn go to the theater.

Since Jay plays Mr. D. A., although his
name isn't mentioned on the program, he
gets all the fan mail addressed to the
character. After the Republican convention this Spring, when Willkie was nominated instead of Dewey, he received bags
of mail expressing sincere regret. Other
letters call on him, as District Attorney,
to solve all sorts of alleged crimes. Jay
used to answer these letters personally,
but he finally gave up. Now he forwards
the complaints to the proper officials with
notes explaining how he got them in the
first place.
Vicki Vola, who

type of program. You hear her on the
Crime Doctor, Perfect Crime, Who Knows,
and

other

coppery

Vicki has

deep

hair and an eager, animated

face.

action-shows.

She's one of the most superstitious members of a superstitious profession, loves
Hungarian music and ravioli, and hasn't
yet met the man she could fall in love

with.

Denver

is Viclti's home

town; Milwaukee

is Jay's. Jay had a lengthy stage career
before coming to radio, but Vicki went on
the air in Denver soon after leaving school,
and jumped into the big time when a sponsor bought a sustaining program she was
and moved it and the entire cast to

on

Hollywood. Four years in Hollywood led
to offers that brought her to New York.

SAY HELLO
AL

plays the role of Mr.

D. A.'s secretary, Miss Miller, is an actress
who is always at her best in an adventurous

GOODMAN — who

is back

TO . . .
on the air after

too long an

absence, directing the music for Fred Allen's program on
CBS tonight. Al used to be the late Flo Ziegfeld's favorite musical comedy maestro, and broke into radio when
Flo brought his shows to the air. Since then he's led
the orchestra for virtually every singing star in opera
and concert. Al is short, stocky and genial. He manages
to get along with only four or five hours of sleep and
does most of his work at night. He was born in Russia,
but fled from there when he was a boy, hidden in a load
of vegetables in a cart.
His family settled in Baltimore.
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Eastern Standard Time

</>
U
8:05
8:05
2:00

2:30
8:30

8:30 NBC-Rod: Gene and Glenn
9:05 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CLUB
9:05 NBC-Red: Happy Jack

: .

...

■■.,,,

i d: Isabel Manning

THURSDAY'S

HIGHLIGHTS

Hewson

9:45
Bachelor's Children
9:45 CBS:
NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
9:00 10:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
9:00 10:00
NBC-Red: This Small Town
9:15 10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
9:15 10:15 NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
9:15 10:15 NBC- Red: By Kathleen Norris
9:30 10:30
Stepmother
9:30 10:30 CBS:
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
9:45
9:45 10:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
4:30 10:45
10:45 NBC-Red:
The Guiding Light
10:00 11:00 CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
10:00 11:00 NBC-Blue: I Love Linda Dale
10:00 11:00 NBC-Red: The Man I Married
10:15 11:15 CBS: Martha Webster
10:15 11:15 NBC-Red: Against the Storm
10:30 11:30 CBS: Big Sister
10:30 11:30 NBC-Red: The Road of Life
10:45 11:45 CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
10:45 11:45 NBC-Red: David Harum
11:00 12:00 CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
11:00 12:00 NBC-Red: Words and Music
11:15 12:15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
11:15 12:15 NBC- Red: The O'Neills
11:30 12:30 CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
11:30 12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Houi
11:45 12:45 CBS: Our Gal Sunday
12:00 1:00 CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
12:15 1:15 CBS: Woman in White
12:15 1:15 NBC- Red: Tony Wons
12:30 1:30 CBS: Right to Happiness
12:45 1:45 CBS: Road of Life
1:00 2:00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
1:00 2:00 NBC-Blue: Margaret C. Banninq
1:00 2:00 NBC-Red: Hymns of All Churches
1:15 2:15 CBS: Girl Interne
1:15 2:15
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
1:30 2-30
2:30 CBS: Fletcher Wiley
1:30
NBC- Red: Valiant Lady
1:45 2:45 CBS: My Son and I
1:45 2:45 NBC-Red: Light of the World
2:00 3:00 CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
2:00 3:00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
2:00 3:00 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
2:15 3:15 NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
2:15 3:15 NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
2:30 3:30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
2:30 3:30 NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
2:30 3:30
NBC- Red: Pepper Young's Family
2:45 3:45 CBS: Adventures in Science
2:45 3:45 NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
2:45 3:45 NBC- Red: Vic and Sade
3:00 4:00 CBS: Portia Faces Life
3:00 4:00 NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
3:00 4:00
NBC- Red: Backstage Wife
3:15 4:15 CBS: We, The Abbotts
3:15 4:15 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
3:15 4:15
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
3:30 4:30
Hilltop House
3:30 4:30 CBS:
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
3:45 4:45 CBS: Kate Hopkins
3:45 4:45 NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
4:00 5:00 CBS: The Goldbergs
4:00 5:00
Children's Hour
4:00 5:00 NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red: Girl Alone
4:15 5:15
4:15 5:15 CBS: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: Lone Journey
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
4:45 5:45 CBS: Scattergood Baines
5:45 5:45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
4:45 5:45 NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
5:00 6:00 CBS: News
5:00 6:00 NBC- Red: Lil Abner
5:05 6:05 CBS: Edwin C. Hill
5:15 6:15 CBS: Bob Edge
5:30 6:30 CBS: Paul Sullivan
5:45 6:45 CBS: The World Today
6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
6:00 7:00 CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
6:00 7:00 NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
6:00 7:00 NBC- Red: Fred Waring's Gang
6>15 7:15 CBS: Lanny Ross
6:15 7:15 NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
6:30 7:30 CBS: Vox Pop
6:30 7:30 NBC-Red: Bob Crosby
6:45 7:45 NBC- Red: H. V. Kaltenborn
7:00 8:00 CBS: Ask It Basket
7:00 8:00 MBS: Wythe Williams
7:00 8:00 NBC-Blue: Pot o' Gold
7:00 8:00 NBC-Red:
Good News
7:30 8:30 CBS: Strange As It Seems
7:30 8:30 NBC-Blue: Fame and Fortune
7:30 8:30 NBC-Red: The Aldrich Family
8:00 9:00 CBS: MAJOR
BOWES
8:00 9:00 NBC-Blue: Rochester Philharmonic
8:00 9:00 NBC-Red: KRAFT
MUSIC
HALL
8:35 9:35 NBC-Blue: America's Town Meeting
9:00 10:00 CBS: Glenn Miller
9:00 10:00 MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red: Rudy Vallee
9:15 10:15 CBS: Choose Up Sides
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red: Musical Americana
9:45 10:45 CBS: News of the War
8:45
8:45

8:45
1:15
10:30
1:45

2:30
10:45
12:00
8:15
11:15
9:00
9:00
9:15
9:15
9:30
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:15
10:30
3:00
11:00
11:00
3:30
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:45
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30
12:45
1Z:45
12:45
1:00
1:00
4:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
12:30
8:30
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:45
5:45
7:55
3:00
3:15
10:00
3:45
8:00
9:00
8:00
8:15
9:15
7:00
8:30
7:30
5:00
8:30
9:00
8:30
9:00
8:00
6:00
8:00
7:00
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
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■ Ed East gives a really tough question to an Aslc-lt-Basket contestant.
Tune-In
November

28:

Bulletin

for

Important

Air on NBC-Blue

November

listening

at 9:35.

for

28,

December

Thursday

nights

5,

12.

is the

The subject tonight is "What

19

and

Town

26!

Meeting

Kind of World

of

Order

the

Do We

December 5: Tommy Dorsey's Fame and Fortune program on NBC-Blue at 8:30 is bright
and gay, and offers a chance to hear songs written by unknown
composers.
Maybe

they'll
be the hits of tomorrow.
Want?"
December
12:
The Town
Meeting
of the Air subject for tonight
is "What
Preparing to Defend?" and it should start a hot-and-heavy discussion.
December
19: "Is America
Re-arming
Efficiently?" is the subject they'll talk
tonight's Town Meeting of the Air.

Are

We

about

on

December 26: Who will win Horace
Heidt's prize of a thousand
dollars on the Pot O'
Gold program tonight? . . . The Town Meeting of the Air discusses "What Does the
Public Owe the Citizen Soldier?"
ON
THE AIR TONIGHT:
The Ask-ltBasket, with Ed East as master of ceremonies, on CBS at 8:00, rebroadcast to the
West at 8:30, P.S.T. — sponsored by Colgate
Dental
Cream.
Although
titles ever

it suffers from one of the worst
devised

by man,

the Ask-lt-

Basket is one of radio's most entertaining
quiz programs. Its new master of ceremonies and head quizzer, Ed East, helps
make it so.
He's a fat man, Ed East is, and doesn't
mind admitting it. Standing six feet one,
he weighs 265 pounds, living proof that a
lifetime in show business doesn't always
impart a lean and hungry look.
Born in Bloomington, Indiana, Ed went to
school with Hoagy Carmichael, who rose to
fame later with his tune "Star Dust" and
many other hits. Ed interrupted his own
education when he was fifteen, by running
away from home to join a carnival. He
says he's never regretted the act. In the
carnival he started out as odd-jobs boy
and finally worked his way up to being the
barker for a high diver. Then the carnival
closed and Ed went back home to complete
his education.
When he was seventeen and out of
school, he tried vaudeville as a black-face
comedian, but didn't get very far. He
made his debut in Indianapolis, got stage
fright, and was withdrawn after one disastrous performance. So he gave up
vaudeville
and
took
to leading
a dance

band. Later, he managed to conquer his
stage fright and now is one of the best
masters of ceremonies in radio.
In 1928 Ed met Ralph Dumke, another
hefty gentleman, and together they
formed the comedy team, "Sisters of
the Skillet." They made their radio debut
over station WGN
in Chicago. After eight
weeks nearly everyone at WGN was of the
opinion that the station would be greatly
improved if they'd take their act somewhere else. Harry Selinger, the boss,
thought

otherwise, and his confidence
terested a sponsor in them.

Ed and

in-

Ralph have split up their part-

nership now, but they're still good friends.
Ed came to the Ask-lt-Basket this Fall from
another quiz show, Name It and Take It.
Besides being a comedian, Ed is quite
a composer. He has written about 500
songs which have been published, and more
which haven't. At one time he used to
dash off ten songs a week for the "Sisters
of the Skillet" act. He'd be the last person in the world to claim that they were
all masterpieces.
He takes life easily, and his favorite saying is the one about "Today is the tomorrow you worried about yesterday — ana
it never happened." He's never in his
life had enough fishing or cold beans.
If you ever get to be a contestant on
the Ask-lt-Basket, you'll discover just how
much Ed helps the program. He's a master at putting people at their ease.
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TO . . .

CONNIE HAINES — the lovely vocalist on Tommy Dorsey's
Fame and Fortune program tonight on NBC. Connie's real
name is Yvonne Marie Ja Mais, which is pretty but too
hard to pronounce, she says. The greatest problem of
her life is her smallness — she's exactly five feet tall
and has a terrible time finding size 3 shoes and size 10
dresses. Born in Savannah, Ga.. Connie made her professional debut at the age of four. When she was fourteen
she began a career of vaudeville and night club singing
which
sey.

finally led her to a featured
She's

almost

nineteen

years
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spot with Tommy
old,
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Time
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2:30

05 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
9:15 CBS: School of the Air

8:45
8:45

9:45 CBS: Bachelor's Children
9:45 NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh

8:45

9:00 10:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red: This Small Town

1:15

9:15 10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
9:15 10:15 NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
9:15 10:15 NBC-Red: By Kathleen Norris

10:30
1:45

FRIDAY'S

CLUB

HIGHLIGHTS

9:30 10:30 CBS: Stepmother
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph

9:45 10:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
9:45
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
4:30 10:45
10:45 NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
10:45 10:00 11:00 CBS: Short Short Story
10:00 11:00 NBC-Blue: I Love Linda Dale
10:00 11:00 NBC-Red: The Man I Married
2:30

12:00 10
8:15 10

11:15 CBS: Martha Webster
11:15 NBC-Red: Against the Storm

11:00 10:30 11:30 CBS: Big Sister
10:30 11:30 NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
10:30 11:30 NBC- Red: The Road of Life
11:15 10:45 11:45 CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
10:45 11:45 NBC-Red: David Harum
9:00 11:00 12:00 CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
9:00 11:00 12:00 NBC-Red: Words and Music

■

9:15 11:15 12:15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
9:15 11:15 12:15 NBC-Red: The O'Neills
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9:30 11:30 12:30 CBS. Romance of Helen Trent
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2:30 CBS: Fletcher Wiley
2:30 NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

11:45
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2:45 CBS: My Son and I
2:45 NBC-Red: Light of the World

ON

12:00
12:00

2:00
2:00
2:00

3:00 CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
3:00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
3:00 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

Maude
Davis, on Kate Smith's Variety
Hour, heard over CBS at 8:00, E.S.T., re-

12:15
12:15
12:15

2:15
2:1b
2:15

3:15 MBS: Philadelphia Orchestra
3:15 NBC-Blue. Honeymoon Hill
3:15 NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

broadcast
sponsored

12:30
12:30

2:30
2:30
2:30

3:30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
3:30 NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
3:30 NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family

As an answer to the cry that there's
nothing new in radio, listen to Nan Rae

12:45
12:45
12:45

2:45
2:45
2:45

3:45 CBS: Exploring Space
3:45 NBC-Blue. Just Plain Bill
3:45 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

1:00
1:00

3:00
3:00
3:00

4:00 CBS: Portia Faces Life
4:00 NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
4:00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

4:15
1:15
1:15

3:15
3:15
3:15

4:15 CBS: We, The Abbotts
4:15 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
4:15 NBC- Red: Stella Dallas

1:30
1:30

3:30
3:30

4:30 CBS: Hilltop House
4:30 NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
4:45 CBS: Kate Hopkins
4:45 NBC-Red: Young Widder

8:30
2:00
2:00

4:00
4:00
4:00

5:00 CBS: The Goldbergs
5:00 NBC-Blue: Children's
5:00 NBC-Red: Girl Alone

2:15
2:15

4:15
4:15

5:15 CBS: The O'Neills
5:15 NBC- Red: Lone Journey
5:30 NBC- Red: Jack

5:45 NBC-Red:
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8:00 CBS: KATE
SMITH
8:00 NBC-Blue: Bishop and
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8:30
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30
9:30

8:30
9:00
6:00
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00

CBS: Lanny Ross
CBS: Al Pearce
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Red: Alec Templeton

8:00 NBC-Red:

the Gargoyle

Cities Service Concert

NBC-Red: INFORMATION
PLEASE
CBS: Johnny Presents
NBC-Blue: Gangbusters
NBC-Red: Waltz Time
MBS: I Want a Divorce
NBC-Red: ARCH OBOLER'S
PLAYS

9:00 10:00 CBS: Bob Ripley
9:00 10:00 MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
9:00 10:00 NBC-Reel
Wingsof Destiny
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air-
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fill what

regular

spot

everyone

on

expects

her program.

is the "straight woman"
on this
team, the one who is sane. Maude
zany

"Mrs.

Waterfall,"

mother

of

In real life, Nan and Maude
are sisters, and veterans of a varied career in
vaudeville. They were born in San Francisco of a Scotch family named
Clark.
A third sister, Alice, older than Nan or
and

now

and

stage

dead,

taught

act.

was

Nan

Then

Maude

became

a

to

Alice

joined

professional
assist her
married

Nan

a song-and-piano

in

and

in the act.
team,

and

toured the country's vaudeville houses
for years as the Clark Sisters.
When
vaudeville collapsed ten years
ago,

Nan

and

Hades,"

of

starring

a Divorce,"

at

the

highs

Chase

Maude

retired.

Hotel

in popularity

those

Helen

starring Joan

in St. Louis,
these

with Benny Rubin as guest star.
his orchestra open at the Hotel

Rae

9:00,

new

children and loving wife of "Stanislaus," who never appears on the air but
whom every listener must feel he knows intimately by the time Mrs. Waterfall
finishes telling about him.

They

7:00 CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
7:00 NBC-Blue: JOSEF
MARAIS
7:00 NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang

5:30

Nan

to the West at
by Grape
Nuts.

retired, and

6:00
6:00
6:00

7:00

opens

ance on Kate Smith's hour, were heard
every week for a while with Eddie Cantor
this Fall, and have now switched back to

her

Paul Sullivan

on NBC.
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But

resting wasn't as much
fun as they'd
thought, and they got restless. It occurred to them that radio had plenty of
masculine
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comedy
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dancer,
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music
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also at 9:30, is "I Want

2:00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
2:00 NBC-Red: Betty Crocker

5:45

29, December

Russian

1:00
1:00

4:45

Maude

haunting Arch Oboler plays, "The Women
Stayed at Home.". Time — 9:30 on
NBC-Red. . . . Xavier Cugat and his band open at the Netherland Plaza Hotel in
Cincinnati,
playing
over CBS.

3:00
11:00

2:45
5:45

and

Gal Sunday

10:00 12:00

12:30

Rae

mixed

comedy

teams,

but

and

plenty

strictly feminine

of

com-

binations. They'd fix that lack up, they
and so they changed their names,

decided,

for luck, and
characters.
It took
radio

teams,
no

created

them

with

their present

three

their idea,

years

to

by way

comedy
get

into

of appear-

ances in Broadway shows, but they're on
the air now,
and
doing very well.
The sisters live together in Hollis, Long
Island,

where

pleasant
three

they

home.

daughters,

have

Nan,
and

a

who

comfortable,
is blonde,

Maude,

has

the brunette,

has one son. They're not at all "typical"
vaudeville people; in fact, seeing them at
home you'd never think they had anything
to do with show business. Nan is always
working
spends

on

a

crazy

a lot of time

quilt,

and

fussing

over

goldfish. They remind
small-town widows.
When

you

of the most

you

listen to them

of

a

Maude
her
pair

pet
of

on the air, one

striking things is Maude's

high-

pitched, rather flat voice. It's an accident. When she first played the character
of Mrs. Waterfall she had a cold, and was
forced

to raise

her voice

to this pitch to

project it through the auditorium. Its
discordant creakiness got so many laughs
she kept it as

SAY HELLO

part

of the

character.

TO . . .

CHESTER STRATTON— who plays Monte Kayden in The
O'Neills and Mark Scott in Against the Storm. Chester
was born of theatrical parents in New Jersey on July 31,
1912. At the age of. ten he fell in love with a bareback
rider in a circus and ran away to be with her. He was
soon returned to his parents, though, and toured the
country with them in Chautauqua and vaudeville. Although
he's been in the theatrical profession most of his life, there
have been lay-off periods when Chester drove a furniture
43 to
truck, sold washing machines, and worked his way
Europe on an oil tanker.
He has blond hair and blue eyes.
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SATURDAYS

CBS: News off Europe
NBC-Red: News

hi

HIGHLIGHTS

5:15 NBC-Blue: Clou tier's Orchestra
3:15 NBC-Red: Crackerjack Quartet

<

CBS:

Ifl

r-

Odd

Side of trie News

NBC-Blue: Dick Leibert
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
NBC-Blue: Harvey and Dell

8:00
8:00
8:00

CBS: Press News
NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club
NBC-Red: News

8:05

NBC-Red:

8:15
8:15

CBS: Hillbilly Champions
NBC- Ken Watch Your Step

8:30
8:30

CBS: Honest Abe
NBC-Red: Wise Man

8:45

NBC- Red: Musical Tete-a-tete

9:00
9:00
9:00

CBS: Welcome Lewis' Sinqing Bee
NBC-Blue: Sid Walton
NBC-Red: Lincoln Highway

Texas Jim Robertson

■ Maestro
10:00

( une-.n

Toscanini with his wife and grandson.

Bulletin for November

30, December

7, 14 and

21 !

9:15 10:15 NBC-Blue: Richard Kent
9:30
9:30
9:30
8:00 10:00
8:00 10:00

CBS: Old Dirt Dobber
NBC-Blue: Gallicchio's Orch.
NBC-Red: Bright Idea Club
NBC-Blue: Deep River Boys
NBC-Red: Song Folks

8:15 10:15 11:15 NBC-Red:
8:30 10:30
8:30 10:30
8:45 10:45
11:00
9:00
9:00 11:00

Fed. Women's

Clubs

CBS: Dorian String Quartet
NBC-Blue: Our Barn
NBC-Red:

Smilin' Ed McConnell

9:00 11:00

CBS
Country Journal
NBC-Blue: American Education
Forum
NBC-Red: Milestones in Music

9:30 11:30
9:30 11:30
9:30 11:30

CBS: Let's Pretend
NBC-Blue: Farm Bureau
NBC-Red: Call to Youth

November 30: The football season is almost over, but there's a good game for you
to hear today — Army vs. Navy at Philadelphia, on all networks. . . . Arturo Toscanini
conducts his second concert of the season over NBC-Blue at 10:00 tonight. . . . Or if
the Toscanini brand of music is a little too high-brow for you, listen to Marion Claire
and Igor Gorin singing in "Countess Maritza" over Mutual at the same time.
December 7: Bill Stern describes the Notre Dame vs. Southern California football game
over NBC. ... At 1:55 this afternoon the Metropolitan Opera starts a sixteen-week
broadcast season on NBC.
And it's sponsored this year, too, by the Texaco people.
December 14: Will Hudson and his orchestra open at the Syracuse Hotel in Syracuse,
broadcasting over NBC.
December 21: Listen to Nila Mack's Christmas play on the Let's Pretend program over
CBS at 12:30 this afternoon. It's called "House of the World." . . . Dick Jurgens and
his orchestra start a new engagement at the Aragon Ballroom tonight.
ON THE AIR TONIGHT: Arturo Toscanini,
conducting the NBC Symphony orchestra
over NBC-Blue at 10:00, E.S.T.

10:00 12:00

CBS: Of Men and Books

10:15 12:15
10:15 12:15

CBS: Highways to Health
NBC-Red: Callinq Stamp Collectors

Radio

10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30

CBS: Football
NBC-Blue: Luncheon

New

10:55 12:55

NBC-Blue:

at the Waldorf

There will be a good many thousand dollars' worth of furs and jewels on display in
City's big eighth-floor studio tonight. A Toscanini concert is still one of

York's big social occasions, although

12:00

2:00

NBC- Red

Football

this is the peppery little genius's fourth
season conducting the NBC orchestra.
As a matter of fact, the plain people
who listen at home on their radios get a

2:15

2:15

NBC-Blue: Football

great deal more of Toscanini's artistry
than do the people in the studio audience.

2:30

4:30

NBC-Blue: Dance Music

Studio
is fine
for listen
broadcasting,
it's
terrible 8-G
to sit
in and
to music. but
Unless

7:30
3:00

9:30
5:00

CBS: News
NBC- Red El Chico Orchestra

3:05
3:05

5:05
5:05

CBS: Albert Warner
NBC-Blue: Dance Music

you're sitting in a small area right in the
center of the studio, you can't possibly
hear the same full, rich tone your radio

3:30
3:30

5:30
5:30

NBC-Blue: You're in the Army Now
NBC-Red
Religion in the News

3:45
3:45

5:45
5:45

CBS: The World Today
NBC-Red: Paul Douglas

4:00
4:00

6:00
6:00

CBS: People's Platform
NBC-Blue: Message of Israel

4:30
4:30

6:30
6:30

CBS: Gay Nineties Revue
NBC-Blue: Orchestra

4:45

6:45

7:45 NBC-Red:

8:00
5:00
8:30

7:00
7:00
7:00

8:00 CBS: Your Marriage Club
8:00 NBC-Blue
Orchestra
8:00 NBC-Red
Knickerbocker Playhouse

5:15

7:15

8:15 NBC-Blue:

5:30
5:30
5:30
7:30

7:30
7:30
7:30
7.30

CBS: Wayne Klnq Orch.
MBS: Boake Carter
NBC-Blue
Hollywood Tomorrow
NBC-Red: Truth or Consequences

9:00
6:00

8:00
8:00

CBS: YOUR
HIT PARADE
NBC-Red: National Barn Dance

6:35

8:35

NBC-Blue: Listener's Playhouse

6:45

8:45

CBS: Saturday Night Serenade

7:00
7:00
7:00

9:00
9:00
9:00

MBS: Chicago Theater
NBC-Blue: NBC SYMPHONY
NBC- Red: Undo Ezra

7:15

9:15
9:45

CBS: Public Affairs

7:45

44

Metropolitan
Opera
(Dec. 7)

H. V. Kaltenborn

Man and the World

brings you. So don't feel too envious of
the people who are there in person.
There aren't many stories in circulation
now about Toscanini's famous musician's
temperament. He doesn't often fly into a
rage any more, and the reason is that he's
happier than he's been for a long time.
He likes his orchestra and he likes NBC,
which lets him pick what men he wants to
play for him, and whatever music he wants
to play — and also carefully keeps him from
being bothered by reporters and flashlight photographers.
The big event in Toscanini's life during
the last year, of course, was his trip with

the

NBC

to South

America.

a nice day off and spend it enjoying themselves in Buenos Aires. There was a good
deal of disappointment when Toscanini
called a rehearsal for that day. The musicians gathered in the theater, grumbling a
little, and then Toscanini stepped up and
said, "Men, you are American citizens
traveling in a foreign land. This is your
national American holiday. I think we
should celebrate it in an appropriate manner." Then he conducted the orchestra in
playing "The Star Spangled Banner" and
declared the "rehearsal" over.
The only cloud on the South American
tour was the death in Rio de Janeiro of
Jacques Tuchinsky, a viola player, who was
killed in a traffic accident. The orchestra
had played its last concert, so Toscanini
was not told of the accident until a day or
so before the ship docked in New York.
He was so saddened that he shut himself
in his cabin for the rest of the voyage and
refused to see anyone when the ship

docked.

Toscanini has bought a home in Riverdale, near New York, and will certainly
spend the rest of his life in this country,
though

he hasn't yet become

SAY HELLO
MARION

Orchestra

They tell a story about something that happened on that trip. On the Fourth of
July it happened that no concert was
scheduled, and the musicians thought, it
being a national holiday, they could have

CLAIRE — soprano

a citizen.

TO . . .

star of the Chicago

Theater

of

tonight at 10:00. Chicago is Marion's
Mutual
Air, on and
the
hometown,
she returns to it for these broadcasts
after a glamorous career in opera and movies. She was a
child violinist when she was ten. playing with symphony
orchestras. Later, applying her talents to singing, she
went to Milan, Italy, to study, and made her debut there
in 1926. Once she appeared at a command performance
before the Crown Prince of Italy. In America, she's sung
with the Chicago Civic Opera Company, and in the movies

CBS: News of the War
you

saw

her as Bobby

Breen's

mother
RADIO

in "Make
AND

a Wish."
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KEN

ALD

EN

ING bells rang out for
WEDDblon
de Marion Hutton, Glenn
Miller's vivacious
singer.
She
married Jack Philbin, personal manager
of Johnny Long's orchestra.

Sorrow
has come
to batoneer
Little Jack
Little. His wife and personal manager, Tea Little,
died of meningitis
of the brain, while Jack was
playing in Kansas City.
#
*
*
Remember I told you about Bobby Byrne's fight
against appendicitis? Well, the illness finally caught up
with him and he was rushed to the hospital during an
engagement at the New York Strand. Guest bandsmen
pinch-hit for the youthful trombonist while he was
recovering from the operation.
Herbie Kay, orchestra leader and former husband of
Dorothy Lamour, was secretly married to Margaret
Elizabeth Rinehart, daughter of a prominent Tulsa,
Oklahoma family.
*
#
#
Jimmy Dorsey and his arranger, Toots Camarata,
have written a sequel to "Six Lessons from Madame
La Zonga." It's called "She's the Queen of the Conga,
But—."
#
*
*
Members of cooperative bands like Lou Breese, Casa
Loma, Woody Herman, Bob Crosby, and Mitchell Ayres
will get a break if they're conscripted, because their
dividends will continue
in the army.
# while
* they're
#
Enoch Light, after fourteen weeks in a hospital, has
recovered sufficiently to start reorganizing his band
and have it working by December.
*
*
*
COMINGS AND GOINGS: Josef Cherniavsky out of
WLWL as musical director, with Milton Weiner succeeding the Russian . . . Jack Jenney has dropped his
band and joined Artie Shaw . . . Woody Herman is due
back at the Hotel New Yorker soon . . . Sammy Kaye
is back on Victor records after a stint at Varsity . . .
Teddy Wilson, pianist, has joined Benny Goodman's
new band . . . Duke Ellington has gone to the coast to
make a picture. So has Tommy Dorsey. He'll appear
in Paramount's "Las Vegas Nights" . . . You can buy
Lanny Ross singing on Victor records now . . . Ray
Noble will be east in 1941 . . . Butch Stone, who used
to sing with Van Alexander's band, has joined Jack
Teagarden . . . Will Bradley brings swing music to the
conservative Hotel Biltmore in New York for the first
time.
(Continued on page 62)

Besides being tall,
dark and handsome,
Harvey Harding, new
NBC baritone, is an
eligible bachelor.

e
he's handsom
tall, hehe'shasdark,
HE'S
l bari— and
a beautifu
tone voice. In fact, Harvey
Harding, NBC singer, is quite a catch,
but romance will have to wait, he
says, until he gets a big commercial
program.
That shouldn't be long.
Harvey was born July 16, 1913, in
Berry, Kentucky, where his father
had a 50-acre farm. The chief family
diversion was song sessions, when his
mother, dad and two sisters got together beside the old melodeon
and rendered the semi-classics and
Stephen Foster melodies with fervent
zeal. They all possessed good voices
and mother was a whizz with the
wheezy organ. Once in a while they'd
vary the program by having Harvey
supply the accompaniment.
In those days, Harding's ambition
was to be a great concert pianist. So
when the Hardings sold their farm
and moved to Cincinnati in 1925,
Harvey set about obtaining a musical
education. His high school studies
completed, he promptly entered the
University of Cincinnati and then enrolled at the Cincinnati Conservatory
of Music. There he began a serious
study of the piano until someone discovered his rich baritone voice had
greater possibilities. He became absorbed in the classics and spent hours
daily at the keyboard, accompanying
himself in Bach, Beethoven and Schubert lieder pieces.
In 1931 Harvey graduated from the
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Conservatory, but radio did not claim
him until six months later when he
applied for an audition at a radio station in Cincinnati. They liked his
voice, but told him he should use it
on more popular songs. So Harvey
switched to swing and was given
three programs a week that found
instant favor with listeners. At the
same time, he joined the National
Players Club and played in stock
for two years.
Then came a try at Hollywood
where for a while he sang over a
coast station and appeared in a short
for Columbia Pictures. Last May he
decided to come to New York and
was given an audition by NBC. This
proved so successful that in a few
days he was singing on one of their
programs three times a week. Proof
of his success is the fact that this has
been increased to five times a week.
A bachelor, Harvey shares an apartment with two other ambitious young
singers. His favorite recreations are
swimming, horseback riding, tennis
and baseball,
isn't from
goingnowto
have
much timebutforhethem
on.
On the personal side — Harding is
six feet tall, weighs 160 pounds and
has blue eyes and wavy black hair.
now, radio!
girls, walk — don't run to
theAnd
nearest
Mary
Marge,
1718-A
Dahill
Road,
Brooklyn, N. Y. The Joyce Jordan-

Girl Interne serial has been on the
air for over four years. The roles
you asked about are played by the
following people:
Joyce Jordan
Ann Shepherd
Dr. Simon
Erik Rolf
Dr. Clifford Reed
Raymond Edward Johnson
Paul Sherwood
Myron McCormick
Marguerite Wright, 612 Vi Poplar Street,
Chattanooga, Tenn. No, Molly does
not play the role of Mrs. Uppington
in the Fibber McGee and Molly program. The part is played by Isabel
Randolph.

FAN CLUB SECTION
All Tommy Ryan fans are invited to
join his fan club by writing to Dorothy Donder, 131 Bremond Street,
Belleville, N. J.
A fan club for Clyde Burke, one
of the vocalists in Sammy Kaye's
band, is being started. All those interested are asked to write to Dorrie
Enid Cestare, President, 314 Clinton
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.
M. Lorraine Paxton, President of
the Sleepy Hall Fan Club, will be glad
to hear from new members. The address is 400 Crescent Street, Harrisburg,
Penna.
There is a new Glenn Miller Fan
Club being organized by Miss Marion
Kress, 220 Nassau Avenue, Kenmore,
New York. -'All those interested are
invited to join.
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The Wife Who

Ran Away

(Continued jrom page 7)
laughed at that. But 1 thought there
wasAt a first
wry Howard
note in Howard's
laughter.
used to tell
me all
about where he'd been every day,
whom he'd seen, what they'd said.
That was while he still had hopes of
finding a job. Slowly, though, he
what he'd
talkingit about
stopped
done,
shrugging
off, instead, with a
muttered "Nothing doing, anywhere."
And at last, after twelve months of
idleness, he just stopped making the
rounds.
That was when J had my first intimation of disaster.
I couldn't blame him, exactly. I
knew the terrible humiliation of going to office after office, having secretaries tell him that Mr. So-andrso
was out, or in conference, knowing
very well that was a lie and Mr. Soand-so just didn't want to see him
again. It was enough to make the
soul of a man shrivel up inside him.
But—
But, back of the excuses I made for
him, I became aware of something
else. Howard had stopped trying.
Something had happened to him,
something had gone out of him. Call
ambition,
spirit,
it
know
what
it was, hope.
exactly.... I don't
| DID everything I could to bolster
■ up his confidence. I deferred to his
wishes and his opinions. When I
spoke of my own job, it was always
as something temporary. When he
was depressed — as he was so often! —
I was tender and sympathetic.
I didn't care whether or not Howard had a job and was earning money.
What I minded was the thing not having a job did to him. He was beaten,
licked,
he didn't
care.
Worst and
of all,
it was seem
killingtoour
love
for each other. It's terribly hard to
express, but it was almost as if Howard were less of a man and I less of
a woman — as if he felt he had no right
to love me as a husband loves a wife.
Before my eyes I could see him
destroying both himself and our marriage. A mocking, cynical expression
had come into the blue eyes that once
looked out on the world so gaily and
hopefully. The tall, broad-shouldered
figure that he'd been so proud to keep
strong and vital was becoming lax
and
days apartment,
he didn't
even graceless.
bother to Many
leave the
but would stay there, smoking and
reading, until I came home.
I had to keep my fears to myself;
once I tentatively suggested that he
should keep fighting for a job instead
of staying home and waiting for one
to come to him, and he lashed out at
me bitterly, pouring out all his resentment at a world that "had no
place for him." After that I realized
my efforts to rouse him from his
lethargy must be more subtle.
Even then, I suppose I knew what
it all must eventually lead to unless
a miracle happened. But I turned
my thoughts away from that. A
miracle would happen!
It must!
It was one of my pitiful little efforts to arouse Howard that finally
brought about the catastrophe.
I thought that perhaps he was living too much with himself, and so I
began to invite people we both knew
to our apartment for evening parties,
hoping that the stimulation of their
presence and conversation would help
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him to forget his own troubles, and
also that the company of people who
were working would awaken a spirit
of competition in him that seemed to
be completely dead.
He accepted the parties as he accepted everything these days — without any particular interest. Or
seemed to. Inwardly, as I was to
learn, he resented them bitterly.
Vainly I tried to strike some spark
of festive spirit in him, planning new
games to play, inviting different people, preparing clever and amusing
things to eat. He let me go on, smiling crookedly at my enthusiasm — and
then, one evening after everyone had
left, he said:
"Why do you insist on giving these
parties
all theuptime,
I glanced
fromRosemary?"
the ashtray I
was emptying into the wastebasket.
There was an odd, tense look about
his lips.
"Why — 1 don't know," I said, trying to be off-hand. "It's nice to have
I think."
people
"Nice in,
to have
people in so they can
get a good look at your failure of a
husband?" he said savagely. "So they
can go away and talk about me, and
at me?"
laugh
"Howard,
that's ridiculous!" I said.
"You're imagining things."
"Oh no, I'm not." He began to
pace the floor restlessly, his brow
knotted, his nervous hands making
aimless movements along the backs
of chairs and the tops of tables. "I
know why you give these parties —
and that's not imagination, either!
You give them because I'm not enough
for you any more. You want to have
other society besides that of a failure.
It doesn't seem to occur to you that
I don't enjoy being put on display as
a horrible example."
"Nobody thinks of you as a horrible example, or as a failure, or anything else," I said, my own anger beginning to rise. "Nobody except you.
You're the one that thinks all those
things about yourself. And I wish
you'd stop it — stop pitying yourself
and complaining that the world's
against you!"
HOWARD halted and faced me, his
eyes blazing from a white face.
"Perhaps not. It's a matter of opinion.
But the point is, I'd rather you didn't
try to humiliate me by inviting outsiders to this apartment."
I took a deep breath. Almost without thinking, I said, "I'll have to remind you, Howard, that this is my
apartment, paid for with the money
I earn, and I have a right to invite
anyone
I felt Iaslike
if I into
had it."
struck him. And
almost hoped that he would strike
me back, match my cruelty with
some of his own. Anything to show
that he had shaken off his horrible
blight of indolence and self-pity. I
felt sick and weak inside, but still, as
I saw the fury in his face, there was
a sensation of exultation because I
thought, at last, I'd found the way to
help him.
But his gaze faltered. His shoulders
drooped.
"You're right, of course," he said
listlessly.
"I'm sorry.
Forget it."
That was the end of the argument.
But for hours we lay in our beds,
separated
by only a foot of space,

miles apart in sympathy. Both of us
were awake, but neither of us spoke.
In those hours of darkness I faced
the tragedy that was upon us. I knew
now that it was worse than I had
thought. I had done everything I
could for Howard, and everything
had failed.
Everything. . . .
No, not quite everything. There
was still that last desperate chance
— so desperate, so filled with danger
for us both, that up until now I had
even refused to consider it.
I could leave him.
Surely other women had met this
dilemma, and solved it, I thought.
Other women had been brave enough
to realize that, for one reason or another, they were bad for their husbands. Iwas bad for mine. As long
as I was with him, working and paying the bills, he had no incentive, or
at least not enough of an incentive, to
fight for the job and the self-respect
that were his right. He might be
unhappy, but he was fed, clothed,
warmed. With me, he was free to
ruin himself.
Life without Howard would be
empty for me. I knew that. But if
Ilast
loved
him, didn't I owe him this
chance?
ALL night I struggled with the
1 problem, trying to find some
other way out, but in vain. At last I
made my decision.
In the week that followed, I made
my preparations. I resigned my job
at the store and persuaded them to
let me go at the end of the week. I
drew out what little money there was
in the bank, and I arranged secretly
with Calypso, the Negro woman who
came in once a week to clean the
apartment, to write to me regularly,
as soon as I was settled, and let me
know how Howard was, whether or
not he had a job. I didn't want to
let any of our friends know where I
was going, because Howard must not
be able to trace me; but I knew he
wouldn't think of questioning CaEarly one morning, while Howard
lypso.
was sleeping, I crept out of bed and
dressed
quickly.andI'dleft
already
packed
a small suitcase
it in the
hall
closet, and had written him a note to
leave on the dresser.
"Howard — I'm giving up my job
and going away. I'm not coming back
until you have a job. I'm too tired of
things
can't go —on."
One as
lastthey
lookare,
at and
him, I sleeping
his
fair, tousled hair, his defenceless face,
the long body that I loved sprawled
out under the covers — and then I
hurried out of the room, out of the
apartment. I stumbled down the hall
toward the elevator, blinded by tears,
but upheld by the conviction that
what I was doing was the right thing,
the only thing that could save him.
Just one fact I failed to take into
consideration — that Howard loved
me. I forgot what that love might
do to him when he woke and found
me gone.
I went to New Haven, guided mostly by the thought that in the store
I had worked in the book department,
and New Haven was a college town
where there were many book shops
where I might find work. Luck, and
the magic name of my old employers,
helped me to get a job at the second
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him. I had been wrong, perhaps, to
think that by going away I could help
him. But now. . . . Now it would be

Mary Martin, star
of NBC's Thursday night Good
News program, is
all set for the
holidays with a
Christmas tree
that she trimmed
all

store to which I applied.
Three weeks went by. Three dreary
weeks, when I longed to feel Howard's arms about me, hear his voice,
touch him — even if it meant that he
never became the man he had been
once and I was sure could be again.
Three weeks with nothing but Calypso's sprawled, badly spelled notes,
telling me that he was looking for
me, was "awful upset," didn't have
a job.
Then, one afternoon, Mr. Keen
found me. At first I noticed him
only as an elderly, pleasant-faced
man who was browsing over a pile
of books while I was busy with another customer. When the customer
went away he came over to me. I
was conscious of a quizzically smiling mouth, a pair of bright blue eyes,
as I said, "Yes, sir?"
"Mrs. Forbes?" he asked.
"Yes — " I answered mechanically,
before I remembered that I was going
by my maiden name here. "How did
you know who I was?" I asked.
"I'm Mr. Keen," he said. His voice
was gentle and caressing. It made
you forget, for a moment, the feeling that he was able to read your
innermost
"They callYour
me
the
Tracer thoughts.
of Lost Persons.
husband asked me to find you."
"Has he a job?" I asked eagerly.
"No— not yet."
"Oh! Then . . . then I think you've
had all your work for nothing. I
won't go back to him."
HE or didn't
seem He
particularly
surprised.
only smiledupset,
and
said in a matter-of-fact sort of way,
"Not even if I tell you he needs you
—badly?"
"But he doesn't need me!" I exclaimed. "I'm bad for him. As long
as
I'm himself
there, supporting
him, get
he awon't
force
to go out and
job.
He's got to learn to do without my
help!"
"My dear," he said, with just a hint
of reproof, "he can do without your
help, perhaps — but I don't think he
can do without your love. Your husband tried to shoot himself."
I clutched the edge of the counter
behind me to steady myself. "Shoot
himself!" I whispered, and then, in
rising terror: "Is he hurt?"
"Not physically,
no.
It happened
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by

herself.

in my

office — somebody had mistakenly
—
and we weretold him
able Itocouldn't
stop himseein him
time.
Mrs. Forbes, he'd been trying for two
weeks to find you, and he was at the
end"But
of his
rope." wouldn't do anything
Howard
like
"I that!"
don't think you understand." He
leaned forward, looking at me intently and speaking with infinite
compassion — a compassion that I felt
vaguely was as much for me . as for
Howard.
one few
thing
has' when
kept
him alive in"Just
the last
years,
he had himself
no work,or when
he couldn't
respect
be respected
by
others. One thing kept him going —
that was your love. When you took
it away from him, and made conditions he felt he couldn't meet, he had
nothing.
His whole world was you!"
I KNOW," I said. "And I still love
' him — terribly. These three weeks
have been the unhappiest I've ever
spent. But I thought it was wrongbad for him — to be so dependent on
me." I fought back the tears, thinking of Howard being driven to attempt suicide because he thought I'd
stopped
lovingI was
him.tired
"I of
didn't
run
away because
working
for him. I'd have gone on working —
willingly, gladly, forever and ever —
if he'd been ill. But he was ill mentally, Mr.
for work
anyKeen.
more. HeAndwouldn't
leaving look
him
was the only way I could think of to
cure him. It was for his sake, more
than mine. . . . Oh," I pleaded, as if
it were Howard himself before me,
"you do believe me, don't you?"
Mr. Keen nodded. "Yes, I do. But
now — well, what you didn't think of
was that he'd be so heartbroken and
shocked over losing you he simply
couldn't put his mind to looking for
work. I tried to help him. When I
was in the store where you worked,
inquiring about you, I heard the toy
buyer complaining because there
were no low-priced play houses that
really looked like houses; and when
I saw Howard again I tried to get
him interested, as an architect, in the
idea of designing some himself. But
he wouldn't listen — he couldn't think
of I anything
you."
felt guiltybutand
despairing, all at
once.
Of course I would go back to

the same thing over again. I'd go
back, ness,toto the
watching
weakold lifeHoward's
of unhappiness.
Mr. Keen's kind voice broke into
my thoughts, and he spoke as if he
had read them: "Don't you think the
real point is — do you love him enough
to return to him, even though he
hasn't found a job yet, and may not
"Yes," I said after a moment. "Yes
afterwards?"
— of course.
I'll come back."
Mr. Keen smiled and patted me on
the shoulder. It was strange how,
although I'd known him only a few
minutes, I felt he was an old friend.
"Good. Now, when can you leave
That raised a difficult point. They
had been good to me in the book shop,
and I didn't want to leave them without notice. We -finally agreed that I
should leave at the end of the week,
here?"
and
Mr.me.Keen would tell Howard he'd
found
"Incidentally, how did you find
me?"
I asked curiously, and his eyes
twinkled.
IT was simple. Through Calypso,
' your maid. She came to the apartment one day while I was talking to
your husband, and was so insistent
about
found aknowing
job that whether
I guessed or
she not
was he'd
the
link you'd kept between him and
yourself. I followed her home and
got a glimpse at a letter she mailed
to you, and that gave me your adIt did sound simple, as he explained
it, butdressIhere."
could divine the patience
and cleverness that lay behind it.
"Well, good bye, my dear," he said.
"I'll see you in my office on Satur"Mr. Keen," I stopped him, "just
give Howard one more chance. Don't
tell him you've found me — and maybe, before
I come
back, he'll
wake
up and
do what
I wanted
him to
do.
Then my leaving won't have been for
He
nodded and agreed, and then
day."
he was gone. All afternoon I waited
nothing!"
on customers, feeling numb and cold.
It was with a heavy heart, the following Saturday, that I opened the
door of Mr. Keen's plain little office.
His efficient-looking secretary showed
me into a reception room and asked
me to wait, and a short time later
Mr. Keen himself entered, looking a
little upset. The way my heart sank
at sight of his troubled face proved
how much I had already grown to
depend on him.
"I'm afraid," he said, "that we'll
have to change our plans a little, Mrs.
Forbes. I've just seen Howard and — "
He broke off, and began again. "At
any rate, you'll be glad to know he
I felt a great surge of joy. "A job!
has a job."
Oh,"Designing
Mr. 'Keen! low-cost
Doing what?"
play houses
that look like real houses," he said
with a chuckle. "Remember, that
was the idea I gave him — -that is, I
let him think it was his own inspiration. I didn't think he even heard
me, but after I left him it seems he
began thinking it over, and pretty
soon he was sitting down, making
sketches. The first day he took the
sketches to show toy manufacturers,
one of them took not only the sketches
but Howard

himself."
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"But that's wonderful!" I cried. "I
knew he could do it!"
"That isn't all, though," Mr. Keen
went on. "The fact is — a very curious
but quite human sort of thing has
happened to your husband. Ever since
he first was out of work, he had no
pride in himself. And the day came
when you had no pride in him either,
and you left him. Now, very suddenly, he's got a job — he's got his
pride back — and, having it back, feeling like a man again, he's — he's
turned against you!"
I sank down into a chair. "You
mean — he doesn't want me back?"
"Well — he thinks he doesn't. He
told me, just now, that you left him
when he needed you most, and so you
couldn't have loved him. And so, he
says, why should he take you back
now when he doesn't need you?"
"But did you tell him that you'd
found me, and I was coming back,
not knowing that he had a job?"
"No," Mr. Keen said, "I didn't tell
him that. He thinks you're still missing, and simply says he doesn't want
me to go on looking for you, because
even if I found you he wouldn't want
you to come back to him. There was
no use talking to him in his present
frame of mind."
So this was the end. I had done
what I wanted to do for Howard —
only to lose him completely ! He was
a man now, standing on his own two
feet, fighting for his place in the
world, but he didn't want me beside
him. Sitting there in that big leather
office chair of Mr. Keen's, I felt an
overpowering wave of loneliness and
desolation. Somehow I had bungled.
Bungled terribly, tragically.
"Isn't there something we can do?"
I cried in anguish.
"I think I have a plan," he said.
I came up in the elevator and
walked down the hall toward our
apartment. I felt weak and dizzy,
unsure of my ability to carry out
the difficult role Mr. Keen had assigned me. So much depended upon
the success of his plan! — not my happiness alone,
well,
for I knew
thatbut
no Howard's
matter howas much,
in his new-found pride, he said he
didn't
want me
really
me as much
as I back,
loved hehim.
He loved
could
never really live without me, any
more than I could live without him.
I couldn't fail!
I mustn't!
HOWARD himself answered my ring
at the bell. He stepped back as
he opened the door, staring at me in
amazement. Then his lips tightened
and his eyes went hard. Before he
could speak, I said:
"I'm sorry to bother you, Howard."
My voice sounded strange and far
away to my own ears. "But may I
come in for just a minute? I'd like
to get the rest of my things and move
them out, if you don't mind."
"I — I— why, certainly," he stammered. "Come right in — you're welcome to them."
I entered the apartment. Mr. Keen
was sitting in the living room, and I
stopped, feigning surprise. We'd
agreed that I must pretend not to
know him. "Oh, I'm sorry. I didn't
know you had a visitor."
Howard nervously introduced us,
and I said, "I won't be long. There
are just a few things I want to
get. ..." I dragged a suitcase out of
the closet and began filling it with the
dresses and other clothing I had left
behind at first. I concentrated on the
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movements of my hands to keep myself from dropping this farce and telling Howard I had come back because
I loved him.
And then I caught a glimpse of his
face, and it steadied me. It was a
study in bewilderment and rising
anger. Whatever else he had expected, he hadn't
thoughtandI would
come home
unexpectedly
coolly
prepare to take myself even further
out of his life — and he didn't like it.
"I have a job, Rosemary," he said
truculently.
"Have you?" I marvelled at the
coolness of my voice. How could I
speak so off-handedly, when inside I
was burning? "That's very nice.
I'm glad." The closet that opened
into the living room was empty now,
and I bustled off into the bedroom.
Through the half-open door I heard
Mr. Keen murmur:
"Well, Forbes, you were going to
tell your wife you didn't want her,
if she ever came back — but I must
say it seems as if she weren't going
to give you the chance."
"It just proves what I told you!"
Howard burst out furiously. "You've
met her now — you can see she doesn't
love me. She wouldn't treat me this
way if she did!"
WELL, what do you care?" Mr.
Keen said comfortingly. "You've
decided you're better off without her
"Urn — yes — " Howard said doubtanyway."
fully, just as I came back into the
room, my arms piled high with lingerie for the suitcase.
"You'd like to keep all the books,
wouldn't you?" I asked Howard. I
picked up an evening coat he'd given
me, long ago; looked at it critically
and then tossed it over a chair. "You
might give that to Calypso, if you
see her. She always admired it."
"See here!" Howard roared, reaching my side in one long step. He
seized my arm, knocking clothes out
of my hands and onto the floor.
"You're still my wife! You're not going to act this way, sailing in here

and thinking you can sail right out
again.
Give me
thathand
suitcase!"
The touch
of his
swept away
all mytionpoise.
A blazing
rushed through
me. tide of emo"You might as well do what he
says, Mrs. Forbes," Mr. Keen's voice
broke in from behind us. "Especially
since
you out
didn't
intendyouto know
take very
that well
suitcase
of
here if you could possibly help it."

HOWARD swung around. "What?
How "Because
do you know
she found
didn't?"
I said,
Mr. Keen
me
and brought me back, Howard. But
you'd found work and said you didn't
ever
to see looked
me again."
"I — want
" Howard
from me to
Mr. Keen, and back again. "I was
crazy," tohe me
saidthan
humbly.
"You inmean
more
anything
the
world. I knew that when I saw you
walk
here and
tonight."
Mr. inKeen
I exchanged a quick
glance of understanding.
"Thensoftly.
you do want me back?" I
asked
"Do I?" Howard said.
"Do I!"
Mr. Keen stood up. He nodded
benevolently. I really believe he was
as happy over the way things had
turned out as Howard and I were.
And then he left the room. Over
Howard's shoulder, I saw him go.
I thought, in my new-found happiness, how infinitely fortunate we
had been to have Mr. Keen helping
us. And yet, in the months that have
passed since then, as I have been
able to know Mr. Keen better, I've
realized something even more important. The aid he gave us is only
a small part of the good he does
everyone with whom he comes in
contact. Knowing that has helped to
bring me a new humility and understanding.
"The Wife Who Ran Away" is the
first in a series of Mr. Keen, Tracer
of Lost Persons, stories, produced on
the air by Frank and Anne Hummert. Others will appear in future
issues of Radio Mirror.
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The Guiding Light
(Continued from page 32)
had been only an obscure reporter
on this same paper. Odd fellow —
moody, reticent about himself. And
he was still being reticent. He was
a radio star now, but no one knew
anything about his background or his
Ruthledge wasn't his
family.of Dr.
father,
course — but who was? And
who was his mother? Might be a
story there. Experience had taught
Spike Wilson that there was usually
a story in anything a famous person
didn't tell of his own accord. He
decided to ask a few questions down
in Five Points and see what he could
find out.
Ned Holden himself was on his
way back to Five Points from a hurried trip to San Francisco — a trip
taken solely for the purpose of se°ing
Torchy, his wife. Sitting in the Pullman section while green fields of corn
flashed past his unseeing eyes, he went
over and over the strange — the incredible— interview he had had with
the girl who now called herself Myrna
Reynolds.
He'd had the unpleasant feeling,
talking
to her,
that this wasn't
TorchyIt
at all, but
a complete
stranger.
didn't seem possible that a girl could
have changed so entirely in a few
months. Not only in appearance,
though even there she was different
enough. But mentally and — and
spiritually.
Torchy had prospered since leaving
him, there was no doubt of that. She'd
found a job singing in a night club
at the San Francisco Fair, and had
made an unexpected success with her
throaty, somehow tragic, voice. Now
she had a pleasant apartment overlooking the Bay, she wore expensive
clothes, she had learned how to enhance her natural beauty, and her
speech had lost its slang and grammatical imperfections. More than
anything else, she was self-confident,
assured.
And hard.
Surely success alone hadn't brought
about this staggering change in her,
he thought. Some other influence had
been at work — some influence which
was now and perhaps would always
remain a mystery to him. . . . He
dismissed all speculations as vain and
fruitless. Just now his mind was too
full of his mission to concern itself
with
the puzzle which was Torchy's
new character.
After talking to her for five minutes
he knew why she had answered none
of his letters suggesting a divorce.
I TOLD you when I left Five Points I
' wouldn't divorce you, but I'd let
you divorce me," she said. "Well, I've
changed my mind. You're my husband, Ned. I wish we could live together, like any married couple. Apparently we can't, without fighting and
making each other miserable. But — ■"
and her jaw took on a firm, uncompromising line — "if I can't have you,
no one else is going to."
"You left me almost six months
I wait
another
Iago,"
can hesuesaid.
you"If for
divorce
on six,
the
grounds of desertion."
Torchy's eyes narrowed. "You do
that, Ned, and I'll tell all I know
about you — that your father was a
thief and your mother a murderess.
And that I picked you up out of the
gutter, right here in San Francisco.
That won't be so very nice for the
50

famous
radiostruck
star, him.
The Spectator."
Cold fear
He could not
comfort himself by thinking she was
bluffing. She would do exactly what
she said. Under that newly-acquired
veneer of sophistication, she was as
primitive as she had ever been — but
with an added quality of ruthlessness
that she had not had before.
And so he left her, knowing that
for the time at least she held all the
winning cards
When the train pulled into the station he went directly to his room in
Five Points. He had a column and
part of a broadcast to write, and he
worked all afternoon, stopping only
to telephone Mary and arrange to
meet her in a restaurant that evening.
They had given up meeting at the
parsonage because of Dr. Ruthledge's
opposition.
He was at the restaurant before her,
and was seated in one of the booths
when he saw her come in through the
swinging doors.
Mary had fought so bitterly against
letting him once more into her heart.
But he, unheeding, had battered down
her defenses, one by one, until, sobbing, she confessed that she still loved
him, would always love him. And
now he could not face the trust in
her eyes and destroy it by telling her
there was no way they could be happy
together.
She came up to his table. "Ned!"
she said softly.
"I'm so glad you're

ciety column. You could see that even
the
reporter
who wrote
it didn't Yet
thinkit
it was particularly
important.
made
handswhite.
tremble
and herRose
faceKransky's
go perfectly
"Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cunningham
have
babylines
boy."of type that
That adopted
was all.a Two
were like the opening of a door. It
was all so plain now! Cunningham
had instigated the Child Welfare investigation— and also he was the unknown visitor at the nursery who had
seen the baby and wanted to adopt
him. But that had been a woman —
Miss Miller had said so ! Mrs. Cunningham, then, the new Mrs. Cunningham. Of course
she— couldn't
whose child
it was
or did know
she?
Charles must have known, or he
would not have brought the investigation against her. But surely not
his wife — how could she have willingly adopted the child of her husband
and another woman?
LjATRED for Charles Cunningham
' ' awoke fiercely in Rose. In the few
weeks since she had given up her
baby she had existed in an emotional
vacuum. She had expected to be free,
unfettered at the loss of this responsibility. Instead, she had felt strangely alone, empty, unwilling to admit
even to herself that she wanted him
back. Now, realization that she had
given her son to the one man in the
world she hated, unleashed all her
pent-up feelings and made her into
the mother she had refused to be
before.
She went straight to Charles Cunningham's office, the same office where
she had worked in that era Which
now seemed so long ago.
Cunningham half rose from his chair
as she entered — then sank back, staring at her almost in terror. The pain
of seeing him again was so great that
for a moment she could not speak.
His long face, with the deep lines
about the mouth, swayed before her,
then steadied, and she saw with a
mercy.
sudden clarity that he was at her
"The baby you and your wife adopted— it's mine, isn't it?" she asked.
"Johnny . . . ?"
"Is that what you call him? I
thought Charles was a nice name."
He frowned painfully. "Rose — I'm
"Really? Somehow, I got the impression you were never sorry — for

De Wolfe Hopper Junior guest-stars
on his mother's program, Hedda
Hopper's
Hollywood,
over
CBS.

back — I've missed you terribly — and
listening to the broadcast you did from
San
seemtremulously
to help."
She Francisco
sat down, didn't
waiting
for his news.
"You saw Torchy?"
"Yes. She — " His brown hand went
across the table to cover hers. No,
he could not hurt her again. "She
won't give me the divorce. But I'm
tired of waiting — tired of being afraid.
As soon as it's a year since she went
away,
suitthat
anyhow."
WouldI'llhefile
have
much courage?
He wondered.
It was such a small item in the so-

"You have
right to be bitter."
anything
you a did."
sorry."
This humility was something for
which she had not been prepared. It
made her uneasy, fearful that some
little bit of the old love might return.
"I want my baby back," she said
fiercely.
"But you gave him up of your own
accord," he reminded her. "It shouldn't
make any difference to you who
adopted him, as long as he's in a
good home. And I— I can assure you
"Don't you know I'd rather die," she
cried, "than let you have him? Haven't
you hurt me enough? Do you have
don't
is."
tohe"Ihurt
himwant
too?"to hurt him, Rose,"
he said gravely. "I love him — and
"Your wife! Does she know who
my wife loves him."
his father is?"
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"I believe so," he answered unexpectedly. "I think
the areason
she loves him
so. . . that's
. You see,
little
while after we were married, Helene
and I were in an automobile accident.
Afterwards — the doctors told us she
could never have a child." His mouth
twisted, and he added half-consciously, "And now — if anything should
— "
to Johnny
happen
His tone,
more than his words,
frightened Rose. "If anything should
happen?
What do you mean?"
veryI wanted
ill, Rose.
I'm glad
you"Johnny's
came in.
to tell
you.
But I was afraid."
Her baby was ill! From somewhere,
far back in the faith she had tried
to abandon, the conviction came to
Rose that here was her punishment —
her punishment for everything.
"You've got to let me see him!" she
said tensely. "You've got to!"
"Of course" he said in utter submission.
LATE that night she was still in
■ Charles Cunningham's home. Upstairs a nurse was with Johnny; the
doctor had just gone. There was nothing he could do, he'd said in a voice
nicely balanced between cheerfulness
and gravity, until morning. The situation was bad, yes — but not hopeless
by any means. Another twenty-four
hours should tell.
A fire burned in the library grate.
On one side of the hearth sat Charles
and Helene Cunningham, on the other,
Rose. In the silence, she studied the
woman Charles had married: slight,
pale, with an inner rather than an
outer beauty. Seeing Helene explained
so much that she had not understood
this afternoon — Charles' new humility, the sorrow in his eyes, his willingness to let her see the baby. She saw
the love that existed between them,
and felt abashed, for it was not the
tawdry, physical thing she had once
thought was love. It was, instead,
something that had purified Charles
and brought out all the decency he
had kept buried beneath a shell of
selfishness.
"If he —had
when
again,"
Charles
said heto gets
her well
as they
left
the nursery, "you must take him back.
Helene thinks so too — we've talked it
over, and we know it was wrong of
us to take him from you. Helene
didn't understand — she didn't know
you, and she thought it was my right
and — and duty to have Johnny with
me, since we could never have a child
of
own.Welfare
She didn't
know Itabout
the our
Child
business.
was
cruel. I didn't realize what I was
doing."
And it would be cruel, Rose realized, to take the child away from
this gentle, sweet-faced woman who
had grown to love him.
Across the hearth she saw Helene
Cunningham's hand steal into her husband's, and a glance of affection and
understanding pass between them, and
she knew that the other woman, for
all her passivity and deceptive gentleness, was stronger than she. It
would not really be cruel to take
Johnny from Helene, because Helene,
in her strength, recognized and accepted the necessity of losing him.
Rose struggled to her feet. "I'd
better be starting home — Ma'll be
wondering what's become of me. I'll
stop in first thing in the morning — "
"Wouldn't
you like
Mrs.
Cunningham
asked.to stay here?"
"You could telephone your mother,
and in the morning you'll be right
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here to see the doctor when

he

arrives."
"Why — yes, thank you," Rose said
awkwardly after a moment's hesitation. Emotion had taken its toll; suddenly she was more exhausted than
she'd thought. After she had telephoned, they showed her to a room,
and almost at once she was asleep —
to be awakened, in the morning, by
Helene's soft voice: "The doctor is
here, Rose. And Johnny is much betbe ableter. Iftoeverything
take him goes
away well,
in a you'll
week
or ten days." Abruptly, Rose felt
tears in her eyes — she, who had prided
herself that she never cried!
That fall Ellis Smith returned to
Five Points, resuming occupation of
his studio-bedroom in the tenement
near
Ruthledge's
church.
saw
a fewDr.people:
Fredrika
Lang, HeMary,
Dr. Ruthledge, Rose Kransky; and
told them, quite casually, where he
had been. For several months, he
said, he'd
where
he hadlived
met in
and San
come Francisco,
to know
Myrna Reynolds — the Torchy who
was Ned Holden's wife.
He added that Torchy had signed
a contract with The Silver Pheasant,
an uptown night club, and would soon
come to the city to appear there. "And

She was young, beautiful,
wealthy — but still she was
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it's in her contract," he said, "that they
can bill her as Mrs. Ned Holden."
Fredrika, when she heard it, said,
"Ned will hate that."
Ellis shrugged. "I can't get very
excited He
over still
whatrefuses
Ned will
or won't
hate.
to see
you,
"He doesn't precisely refuse," the
Fredrika?"
thin, tired-looking woman said. "I've
never tried to see him. When he's
ready, he'll come to me."
"How can you let him hurt you so!
And
— Torchy
she's just
as
bad. Myrna
She insists
on —clinging
to him,
no matter how badly he treats her. If
you could have seen her, Fredrika!
There's only one reason she wanted
to be a success, and to learn how to
dress and talk. She called it learning to be 'a lady,' and asked me to
help her. I did as she asked, not even
knowing whether or not I should. It
was pitiful, because somehow she had
the notion that if she could be 'a
lady' she'd win Ned's love — his real
love this
time.
why it
was
such
a shock
whenThat's
he wrote
asking
her for a divorce — and later, when he
saw her herandmanners
apparently
didn't were
care
because
and diction
better, or that she was a successful
night
It didn't
impressin
him a club
bit. singer.
All he was
interested
was the divorce.
So, terribly disap-

pointed, she turned on him and told
him he couldn't have one. . . ."
Fredrika asked quietly, "And now
she's coming here, to try to get him
"I don't know. I think she only
wants to be near him, blindly, without any you,
definite
plan."
"And
Ellis?"
"I?" he laughed shortly. "Oh, I'm
back?"
back because Torchy's coming back.
I'm working on a portrait of her."
Torchy's
debut at
The advertisements
Silver Pheasant was heralded
with
in the papers and with glaring billboards around town. "Myrna Reynolds
— Mrs. Ned Holden," the sign read.
"Direct from a triumphant season at
the San Francisco Fair." Ned saw
his wife's name, her face, wherever he
turned. His impulse was to run away
from every such reminder; instead, he
asked
to go with him to Torchy's
openingMary
night.
She searched his face questioningly.
"But Ned — are you sure you want to?
Won't it be terribly embarrassing?"
"Of course I don't want to — and of
course it will be embarrassing," he answered, smiling. "But I'm through
being
afraid,
I toldandyou.
going
to
act as
if Torchy
I hadI'mreached
an understanding — in other words,
I'm going to act normally. Certainly
it's normal for The Spectator to attend
a Mary
night nodded
club opening."
reluctant agreement,
and together they went to The Silver
Pheasant. The place was crowded,
noisy and smoky.
Then the lights dimmed and a
bright ray fell upon a girl who stood
near the piano. For a moment Mary
could not realize this was Torchy —
this poised, beautiful woman, in a
daringly cut evening gown. As if
she were quite alone in the room, she
began to sing — casually, softly, her
gaze fixed on some far-off vision she
alone could see. At the end, she acknowledged the applause, then disappeared.
SHE'S
Ned!" Mary
breathedwonderful,
in sincere admiration.
He
was about to answer her when they
both stiffened in amazement. Torchy
was coming toward their table.
Ned scrambled awkwardly to his
feet as she stopped.
"Hello, Ned — Mary," she said, an
enigmatic little smile on her lips.
"Nice of you to come. . . . Aren't you
going
to ask me
sit down?"
Wordlessly,
Nedto moved
to draw out
the chair on which she already had
her hand, and she seated herself, still
smiling, sure of herself. "Ellis Smith's
waiting for me over there," she said
with a toss of her head toward another corner of the room. "But I
think I ought to stay a while, don't
you, Ned? It's very good publicity
to "Torchy!"
be seen with
own husband."
Ned your
said thickly.
"Not to mention the fact," she went
on
smoothly,
ignoring
him,Ned.
"that And
it's
better
publicity
for you,
for Mary. Really, I don't think it was
very
youjudge
to bring
MaryTorchy,"
here."
"I'mwise
the ofbest
of that,
Mary interposed, and Torchy threw
her a swift, challenging glance.
"I'm only thinking of your reputation," she said.
"A minister's
daughter— seen
publicly
with a married
man, and the man's wife at another
table altogether. That surely isn't a
she
— " then
picture.
smoothed
a fold
of her And
dress,
very pretty
raised
her
eyes
directly
to
Ned's
—
"an even less pretty picture would

be a suit for damages, filed by the
wife, charging the minister's daughter with alienation of affections!"
"You wouldn't — " Ned gasped.
"I could. ... I think, if you're smart,
Ned, you'll see a great deal less of
Mary from now on." Torchy had
dropped her mask of poised indifference, and fury blazed out of her face.
Dimly, Ned realized how his visit to
her opening night, in company with
Mary, must have seemed to her — as a
deliberate, planned insult.
Before either Ned or Mary had a
chance to answer, Torchy had stood
up and was on her way to Ellis
Smith's table. A carelessly dressed
young man tried to stop her.
"Miss Reynolds — I'm Spike Wilson,
of the City Times. I'd like an interview— " in her rage, Torchy rememEven
bered that one must always be polite
to reporters. She smiled mechanically
and made an appointment to see him
the following day.
Ned and . Mary drove back to
Five Points in his car, the silence
between them was something that
each could feel, as if it had been a
heavy fog. They'd reached a complete, perfect deadlock, Ned was
thinking. That was all. If it had
been anyone else but Mary, he'd tell
Torchy to go ahead and create her
scandal. But not Mary. He had deserted her, humiliated her, then thrust
himself once more into her life after
she had learned to do without him.
To all that, he couldn't add the final
indignity of dragging her name
through a public scandal.
"Ned." Her voice was small and
frightened.
"What
can we do?"
"Nothing. Nothing but what she
says. We'll have to stop seeing each
other."
And perhaps even that would be
better than this continual torture of
being near Mary, unable to touch her,
crush her into his arms, answer the
insistent call of his love for her.
"If it weren't for Dad, I wouldn't
mind anything she could do."
"I know that, dear. But I would.
You're too fine and sweet to be pawed
over by scandal-mongers."
Late that night, after he had left
Mary at the parsonage, Ned faced the
whole truth, and hated himself for
it. He would do as Torchy said because he didn't want to expose Mary
to scandal, yes — but he would do it
for another reason too: to keep
Torchy from revealing the secret of
his parentage. All his success had
never succeeded in uprooting that
deepest fear of his life, the fear of
walking through a world that knew
of the taint in his blood.
A good reporter must be a good
detective. He must talk to people,
and get the answers to questions he
hasn't even asked; he must search old
records with infinite care and patience;
he must follow up the most unpromising clues; he must piece this fact up
with that; and at the end, if he is
lucky, he may have a story. And Spike
Wilson had his story.
Ned had spent this windy, bitter
evening of winter at the broadcasting
studio. On his way home, shortly before midnight, he bought a copy of
the Times from a shivering newsboy.
He hadn't intended to look at the
paper until he reached home, but a
word — his own name — in glaring
headline type caught his eye. He read
the story there on the street corner,
snow-freighted
wind
whipping
and
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snapping the paper in his hands.
"Ned Holden, the famous Spectator,
is the son of Fredrika Lang and the
man she was convicted of killing two
years ago. Documents in the possession of the Times . . ."
Often, in imagination, he had lived
this moment. Always before, it had
been only a nightmare. But this was
reality. The secret with which he
had lived so long was not a secret
now. It was something for everyone
with the price of a newspaper to read,
to discuss, to wonder over. And, reading the rest of the story that Spike
Wilson had written, he saw how much
worse it was to have the truth
blazoned out this way than it would
have been if he himself had revealed
it. Now he was put in the worst
possible light: as a coward who had
denied
his mother.
And that, of course — the knowledge
came at last, from the depths of his
soul — was the truth. He was a coward.
Stumbling, the paper falling from

AS

intended to. She searched her mind,
trying to remember what she had told
him about Ned. Just that he'd been
born in Cleveland, that was all. What,
if that was the one thing Spike needed
to know — the one clue? Then Ned
wouldalready.
hate her, more than he hated
her
"Nurse!" she said. "I think— I think
he's calling for Mary Ruthledge, Dr.
John Ruthledge's daughter. Will you
sendBrilliant
for her,
please?"
winter
sunlight streamed
in through the broad window of the
hospital room, over the bed where
Ned Holden lay propped up against
a heap of pillows. On one side of
the bed was Mary Ruthledge, on the
other, her father. Two weeks of illness had thinned Ned's face, but he
was smiling, and to Mary he looked
happier than at any time since that
long-ago night when she had first
promised to marry him.
This was the first day Ned had been
allowed to see many visitors; Rose
and Mrs. Kransky had just left. Rose,
too, had seemed happier than ever
before. She had a good job in a law
firm, and Mrs. Kransky had sold the
second-hand shop and moved into the
suburbs where she could care for
Rose's little boy while the girl was
away at work.
ROSE
had come nodded
through when
all right,"
Dr. Ruthledge
they
were gone. "She's learned, I think,
that it's impossible to be solely an
individual." There was a quizzical
expression in his eyes as he looked at
Ned, and the younger man flushed and
laughed
one
othera little
personashamedly.
that wants "There's
to see
you, Ned," the minister added. "Somethat I asked
here." to
Ned bodylooked
from to
Dr. come
Ruthledge
Mary and back again.
"Torchy?"
"No.
Your . . . mother."
Involuntarily, Ned stiffened, as if
in fear, and Dr. Ruthledge said quietly, "I know, Ned. You think it will
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his lax fingers, he went on down the
street. A violent gust of wind tore
his hat from his head, but he scarcely
noticed its going. The storm itself
was not more bitter than his own selfhatred.
A policeman found him, soon after
dawn, stretched out, unconscious, on
the steps of a public building. An
ambulance was called, and he was
taken, still unconscious, to a hospital.
And since hospitals proceed strictly
according to rule, it was Torchy —
Mrs. Ned Holden — who was summoned.
"He keeps calling for someone
named Mary," the doctor told her.
"Do you know who that might be?"
"No," Torchy said quickly. "No,
I don't." A fury of possession rose
in her; Ned was hers, and hers alone,
and Mary should not be called. But
when she went into his room, and
saw his closed eyes and fumbling
hands, heard his voice calling pitifully for Mary, she buried her face
in her hands.
What was this endless, pointless battle she was fighting?
Perhaps Ned suspected her of telling Spike Wilson the whole story —
but she hadn't. At least she hadn't

I don't
— " want to!" Ned
see her
hardnotto that
be "It's
exclaimed. "I realized, the night the
newspaper published the story, how
wrong I'd been. But how can she for"In your mother's eyes, my son,"
Dr. Ruthledge said gravely, "there is
give me?"
"I . . .to" Ned
turned uneasily, fearnothing
forgive."
fully, to Mary. From her steady, calm
gaze, so full of love and trust, he
seemed to gain confidence.
"There's nothing for her to forgive,
Ned," she said, "because, don't you
see, it's yourself you've hurt all these
"Myself?
Why . . . yes. . . , I supyears
— not her."
pose that's true." He took a long
breath. "All right. I'd like to see
With a nod to Mary to follow him.
Dr. Ruthledge
went to the door and
her, please."
opened it. Fredrika Lang — slight.
black-clad, trembling — stood on the
threshold. A moment in which the
earth stopped turning — and then she
was clasped in the arms of her son.
Dr. Ruthledge and Mary slipped
outside and closed the door. They
smiled into each other's eyes, winking
away
"The theNedtears.
Holden we used to know
has come home,TheMary,"
End he said.
(Be sure to tune in the current broadcasts of The Guiding Light, Monday
through Friday, on NBC-Red.)
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Mystery House
(Continued from page 24)
with earnestness, and with pleasure in
being
trusted.
"She's
she likes
to live.
She living
does the
wantwayto
get away; she has, they say, since
Mrs. Mockbee died. She wants to go
to Connecticut, where she lived when
she was a girl."
"She never lived in Connecticut
when she was a girl!" Mrs. Roy said
amusedly.
that like
We
lived in "Isn't
Richmond.
We Minnie!
used to
visit my aunt in northern New York,
up near Bingham ton; perhaps that's
what
her that
She gives
was still
in a idea."
reminiscent mood
when Rand came back. Then Flora
came in, with fresh tea.
"Page, I forgot to tell you that Mrs.
Prendergast would like to have you
come and read her to sleep," Flora
said suddenly.
OH,

isn't she asleep?" With a smiling good-bye to Mrs. Roy, Page
went at once to her employer's room.
To her surprise the old lady was quiet
and merely wanted "something that'll
make me sleepy," to be read to her.
Presently the dinner gong sounded,
and the crippled woman roused herself to say sleepily, "Just make sure
that woman's gone, will you?"
Page, obeying, peeped into her own
room, but it was dark and empty. She
ran down to dinner; Flora and Lynn
and Rand were standing by the dining
room fire; Mrs. Roy was not there.
"She got off, did she? Poor thing."
"No; she didn't get off," Rand said.
"She doesn't feel well; she's lying
down in Flora's room."
Page'suneasiness.
expression changed to one of
doubt,
"Is Mrs. Roy a pretty lady?" Lynn
asked.
"Lynn," Page said, shaking but her
napkin, "try to think now. Didn't you
ever hear of Mrs. Roy?"
"No, I never did," Lynn answered
unhesitatingly, but with the troubled
look that any serious question always
gave him.
"There's nothing really the matter
with her, is there, Rand?"
"I don't think so. Excitement, disappontment, emotion. She came a
long way, you know, and she must
have walked at least a mile. She took
some aspirin; she had it in her bag."
The evening moved on its accus-

tomed
way.
Page
room at
about
halfwent
pastinto
ten,Flora's
with
Rand and Flora, to find Mrs. Roy
heavily drowsy, and to help establish her comfortably in Flora's bed.
Flora made up a bed for herself on
the wide couch; Page presently went
to bed herself.
Rand awakened her at about two
o'clock, and she started up frightened,
feeling that panic was in the air, and
got herself into stiff white linen and
her nurse's cap. Mrs. Roy was ill.
The visitor had been just pleasantly
heavy and sleepy when they had put
her to bed, reporting that her headache was gone. But now she was desperately ill. Rand had sent from
the farm for Dr. Kenyon from Halfmoon Bay; the old man arrived at
about three, and immediately confirmed their fears that something was
seriously amiss. Mrs. Roy was in a
coma from which no stimulant could
aiouse
her;stopped.
at four o'clock her fitful
breathing
"Dead!" Page said in her frightened
heart, and for an awful moment all
the world seemed dead. She had
seen death before, but somehow this
was more than death. Page and Flora
and
twothey
doctors
went into
Page's
room,theand
all talked
together.
"This is what was in her bag," Flora
said, exhibiting a small foreign-looking flagon. "She said she was taking
aspirin tablets, but they don't look
like aspirin to me."
M O," old Dr.
' ^ ining them,
this
is. Do
you
Rand
spilled

Kenyon said, exam"I don't know what
know,
the tinydoctor?"
yellow pills

into his hand. "Something she used in
India, probably. She had a bad heart
and she had been under strong emotion, of course. Her sister, Mrs. Prendergast, had refused to see her, and
she was very much upset."
"Who is going to tell her sister?"
Page asked, in a whisper.
"Let her have her sleep out. I'll
tell her in the morning," Rand said.
At Rand's suggestion Page, dressed
as she was, curled up on her bed an
hour later, and to her own surprise fell
asleep. It was ten o'clock when she
awakened, and sunshine was flooding the room. She was downstairs
at breakfast when Rand joined her.

They take their Screen
Actors Guild rehearsals seriously —
left to right, Roger
Pryor, Jimmy Stewart,
Jean Hersholt, Margaret Sullavan and
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"Doctor Kenyon called it an accidental overdose," he said. "We both
suspect it was deliberate, or reckless
carelessness at least. But we don't
have to distress Mrs. Hibbs, the daughter, with that. Kenyon will meet the
daughter in Belmont this morning;
we've been telephoning. Flora thinks
that Mrs. Roy went into see the
Duchess last night and that it was the
interview that killed her. But the
Duchess isn't awake yet, so we don't
"Rand, will you come out on the terrace with me a moment? I want to
ask
you
something."
Pageturned
had finished
her breakfast;
she had
rather
know."
pale. They walked out into the sunshine together. "Rand," the girl said,
"could Flora have had anything to
do
do "Why
with frowning.
it?"you say that?" Rand stared
at
her,
"Well, I'll tell you. The Hibbses'
lawyer — Barnes Bishop, in San Francisco— said that I might tell you. They
thought that some influence was being
used on Mrs. Prendergast to make her
leave her money to some one else.
Who could it be but Flora? And if the
two sisters had met and been reconciled, that might have cut away the
inheritance
Flora,
mightn't
it?"
"But Florafrom
won't
inherit,
anyway!
Why should she? The old lady will
leave her something, of course. But
not enough to hurt Mrs. Roy's share —
or the Hibbses' share, as it is now."
"The Hibbses think that Mrs. Prendergast might have a motive in leaving a good deal to Flora. She may
know something about Mrs. Prendergast that — that would make it worth
Mrs. Prendergast's while to keep
friends with Flora," Page said significantly. "Barnes Bishop sent me a
purse for Christmas — do you remember? It came all done up as a gift,
but there was a note in it. He told me
he had found out that some one was
depositing a thousand dollars a month
to the account of Flora Mockbee in a
San"Great
Jose Scott!"
bank." Rand ejaculated.
THEY suspect that Mrs. Prendergast
had a quarrel with Trudy Mockbee,
and that there was something queer
about Trudy Mockbee's death. Doctor Ullmeyer thinks there was poisonRand's
face was grave, his eyes ining, or something."
tent on hers. "Trudy Mockbee, as far
as "The
I know,
died ofwant
acute togastritis."
Hibbses
have Mrs.
Mockbee's body dug up. And now,
with Mrs. Roy dying, I suppose they'll
be more suspicious than ever."
"Well, people do queer things when
there's money involved," said Rand.
"I'm going up to see the Duchess now.
Here's
a walk."
When Lynn;
Rand you
had two
gone take
indoors
Lynn
came closer to Page.
"Mrs. Roy died," he said, without
preamble.
"I know, Lynn. But she was old and
tired and sad and poor. It wasn't a
hard way
felt instant concern for to
hisgo."
airPage
of puzzlement
and
distress. "I want exercise," she said
cheerfully. "Wait until I get into
boots and a sweater, and let's walk
down
the wait,"
Whistling
Rocks."And im"Yes,to I'll
he said.
mediately he added, "Flora did it,
didn't she? She — now she'll want to
(Continued on page 56)
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Two Great Magazines for the Price of One
Merge to give you DOUBLE
NEWS OF HOLLYWOOD
WITH
its current issue PHOTOPLAY magazine takes the
most important step in its history.
Since its inception twenty-nine years ago, PHOTOPLAY has
been the mouthpiece of fans, stars and the cinema itself, a forum
in which all the interests of the industry have been heard frankly
and freely. In that time it has earned a place in the world of
motion pictures never approached by any other publication.
When Bernarr Macfadden acquired the magazine six years ago,
he determined at all costs to maintain its standards in quality and
its leadership in the field of motion picture publications. In these
days when every buyer is more than ever concerned about each
penny, we have sought a way to maintain that standard of leadership and still make the magazine available to the hundreds of
thousands of people who might not wish to spend twenty-five
cents for it.
So now PHOTOPLAY magazine comes to what we believe is
an even greater destiny. We believe that the usefulness of this
publication beginning with the next issue will be intensified and
extended far beyond its original frontiers. For you are now able
to buy PHOTOPLAY for ten cents.

according to Margaret Lindsay — Round-Up of Pace Setters by
Sara Hamilton — Beauty and Fashion — Photoplay-Movie Mirror's
Dancing School in which Mary Beth Hughes and Robert Stack
demonstrate the Conga. Also Close Ups and Long Shots by Ruth
Waterbury — Shadow Stage — Cal York — Casts of Current Pictures and many other features you have grown to love.
PHOTOPLAY- MOVIE MIRROR sets out on its journey to
meet your approval with the prospect of a circulation greater than
any other in its field, a distinction which will make it possible to
keep this the leader in quality as well as in quantity.
Be sure to get your personal copy of the very first issue of this
new masterpiece of screen publications, the most for your money
ever offered in its field, yet only ten cents at the nearest newsstand !
January PHOTOPLAY- MOVIE MIRROR-Now On Sale Wherever Magazines Are Sold.

Among Bernarr Macfadden's great magazines is one known as
MOVIE MIRROR, which has been under the same editorial guidance asPHOTOPLAY. By linking these two publications into one
it is possible to offer MOVIE MIRROR readers a greatly improved magazine and to give PHOTOPLAY readers their favorite
features in addition to some outstanding new ones.
Beginning with the January issue, now on sale, the merged publication appears under the name PHOTOPLAY- MOVIE MIRROR.
It sells for ten cents. It contains lifelike full-color pages, possible
in no other similarly priced magazine. You will find in its pages
Don't Be A Draft Bride by Bette Davis — Hollywood's SuperHeadaches by "Fearless"— Full page four color portraits of Judy
Garland and Jimmie Stewart — The Ten Best Dates in Hollywood
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V

(Continued from page 54)
"Flora!
What could she do to you?"
get me. Here, you take this. If any"She'd
"Who?" help her," Lynn said.
thing happens to me, I'd rather you
He did not answer in words. Instead
They had turned toward the end of
he jerked his head in the direction of
the
that was sheltered from
it."
the house.
had terrace
sight of the house by the great oaks;
"Mrs. Prendergast! How could she?
they were quite alone. Page found
She can't even walk!"
glittering on her palm the faint pink,
"She walks as well as you do," Lynn
the icy sparkle, of the great diamond.
stated simply, and there was a silence.
A fresh horror crept slowly through
"You get away," Lynn said. "Take
it with you! They'll kill me toPage's being. A hundred memories
rushing at her united to confirm this
night. Everything's all wrong!"
"You goose!" Page said affectionateincredible truth. She remembered the
ease with which Mrs. Prendergast had
ly. "It means everything's all right!"
For this part of her mission was
managed certain details of bathing
ended now. Page had the diamond.
and dressing. She remembered her
The end of her stay at Mystery House
own astonishment at finding her
was definitely in sight.
moved from one chair to another.
She need only give it to Mrs. Pren"You think she had something to do
dergast today — this queer strange day
with the death of Trudy Mockbee?"
of a funeral — and everything else
"I know she did. And I know she
would fall into line.
thinks I'll tell." The diamond rolled
"I want to ask you one favor, Page,"
in his hand like a casual pebble; he
Lynn said, "it's only for three days.
looked
at itto absently.
"She's
And it might mean that they — they
just beendown
waiting
get this before
she — does something to me. If they
didn't
get
me."
"Who didn't get you?"
"I don't know, exactly. But I tell you I've disappeared, you can say,
'You make him well, or bring him
think — " he said, in his anxious, simback,
or you'll never see your diaple way, "I think they killed my
"But Lynn," the girl argued, in
grandmother."
"they could put me
infinitemonddistress,
again!' "
WAS Trudy Mockbee your granddiamond!"
It's
that!
jail for
in "No,
it's not. She her
gave
it to me,
then?" No; she wasn't."
"I think shemother,was.
and
I
give
it
to
you,
because
" He
They were sitting on the steps of the
looked away to sea, grinding his— hands
terrace now. "You're going to give
restlessly together. "You're so awthat diamond to Mrs. Prendergast,
fully sweet, and I— I do love you so
much,"
he said huskily.
aren't
Page,you?"
looking at him seriously, felt
There was a silence. Presently,
her face flush. It did seem sometimes
Lynn looked at the diamond in his
as if they were all treating Lynn
rather as the holder of the diamond
cupped
hand. promise to hold it for
"If you'll
than as a human being with rights of
three
days,
and if in that time nothing
his own.
happens
to
me, I'll give this back to
"It belongs to her," she said.
you," he
moment.
"They'll
have
to said,
workafter
fasta now,
because
of
"It will if I give it to her," he said.
"But my grandmother gave it to me."
Mrs. Roy's dying.
You see?"
"Is Mrs. Prendergast your grandLynn?"
"Why, mother,
certainly
she is!" he said
quietly.
"I got it from her."
"But then why — I don't understand
it at all," Page said. There was no
getting anything coherent out of him.
Page gave it up. "Tell me what you
want me to do for three days," she
said.
"I want you to tell her." He usually
designated Mrs. Prendergast so; he
jerked his head now in the direction
of her room. "I want you to tell her
you have the diamond. But you must
say you can't give it to her for three
"Lynn, I have no right to do that!"
"Let me see it a minute," he said,
and as she opened her palm his
days."
big
brown fingers gently took it from
her hand. "Then I won't give it to
you," he said. "I'll throw it out there
from the Rock. It's deep there.
They'll never find it!"
"You mustn't do that!" Page's heart
was beating fast. "Just tell me why
I must wait three days, Lynn," she
pleaded, "so that I'll understand."
"Because, you see, in three days
she'll do something to me. They'll tell
you I slipped off the rock or that I
killed myself, or something."
"What do you mean?" Page's face
was suddenly white.
"I mean that then you'll know,"
Lynn said. "You'll know that they
were only letting me — be alive — until
they got the diamond back!"
"They?
Who?"
"Flora,
For
the for
firstone."
time in her life Page
felt her blood actually chilling.

I DON'T see. But if what you think
' is true," she said slowly, "we are in
terrible danger. But — oh, it can't be
true," the girl breathed. "If it is,
why don't we just slip away — you and
I— "How?"
get into the
San man
Francisco
asked. right now!"
"Well — " Fear was playing on her
heart like fingers on the taut strings
of a violin now. "We could — one of
the
— only I with
can'ta drive,"
she
said, cars
swallowing
dry throat.
"Rand!" she exclaimed in sudden relief. "He's not in this, he isn't such
a fool as to let himself into a thing
like
this I with
women!"
"No.
thinktwo
he crazy
believes
them. He
didn't come here until after I did. I
think she's told him that she'll give
him money; he'll be rich. And you
know Rand wants to be rich."
"I suppose every one does," Page
began.
Lynn was listening only absently.
"Shall I give you this?" he said, of the
diamond.
"Oh, hadn't you better, and get the
thing
of the
way?" to hold it for
"But out
you'll
promise
"If you say so. But the sensible
thing
for us to do would be to give
three days?"
it to her right now, and then ask to
be sent into the city at once, and
never come back!" Page persisted.
"And suppose they said that on account of what happened last night,
and Flora being upset, we'd have to
"It until
wouldn't
kill us to wait until
wait
tomorrow?"
tomorrow."
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"It would me!"
"Tell me what I ought to do," Page
said, trembling, holding tight to his
hands. "Whatever is best for you and
me. I've got to get out of here, Lynn.
I'm frightened."
"They
hurt you.
send
you wouldn't
over to Belmont
today,They'll
with
the biggest check you ever saw, if you
give them that."
Page looked at her companion. "We
go together or we don't go at all," she
said. "Tell me what to do?"
"Tell Mrs. Prendergast tonight that
you have the diamond hidden," Lynn
said promptly, "and will give it to her
on Saturday morning. Today's Tuesday. That gives them four days to
pack up what they want, and get out."
"But suppose they, Flora and Mrs.
Prendergast, plan to do something
right away? It might be too late!"
"They won't do anything to me until
they've got it."
"I'll think of a place to hide it. I'll
tell you where it is," Page decided
quickly, excitedly. "But one thing
more,
she added,
went
down Lynn,"
the terrace
stairs asandtheywalked
out on the cliff; "shall I tell Rand?
He's our one hope if Flora goes queer,
or if — but I can't even believe it yet!
— if Mrs. Prendergast is only pretending to be lame."
"Don't tell him yet! She may tell
him. Wait and see what happens."
RAND, just after luncheon, told her
quietly that the body of Fanny Roy
had been taken to Belmont, and met
there
Mrs.suddenly,
Roy's daughter.
Rand bysaid
a moment later,
"You will go away with me, won't
ycu?"
The girl looked at him curiously, her
color rising.
"I mean — " he said confusedly, "I
mean that I am going away — almost
immediately. I want you — most terribly— to go too. I want you to wait
for me — somewhere, anywhere — and
we'll — we'll ... He broke off abruptly, and there was another pause. "I
don't
he said.
Pageknow
was what
still. I'm
The saying,"
flutter that
his
shaken tone brought to her own heart,
silenced her. Presently Rand spoke
again, in his usual quiet tones.
"I told you weeks ago that I had
no right to say this to you, and I
didn't mean to say it," he said. "But
is there any chance — I don't mean
now — I don't mean in this accursed
place ! But after weeks, months, when
all this is closed up and forgotten,
would you — is there any chance that
you would wait for me somewhere?"
"Rand . . . no," the girl said quietly,
after a moment. "I'm terribly sorry.
I've never cared that way for any
man."
"But you might. Any girl might.
You'll love some man some time."
"I don't know. Just now it's all
mixed up in— in being afraid of this
place," Page said. "Since last night
— I've wanted — horribly — to get away.
I've felt scared quite suddenly, of
Flora, and of . . ." She finished the
sentence with a motion of her head
toward the closed door of Mrs. Prendergast's room.
"I think," Rand said quietl
thought, "that the sooner we y,allafter
get
away torn here the better.
But— I
must have you, Page," he ended.
The phrasing of it startled her.
I m not the kind of man you ought
to marry. But I'd try to make you
happy," Rand said, his tone so
strained, so almost fierce,' that the
commonplace little words seemed to
JANUARY,
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carry a sinister meaning.
Page saw that dark color was flushing his face, and that great veins were
standing on his neck.
"Rand, not now," the girl whispered.
"I'm really too frightened at everything that's happening. If it weren't
for
Lynnto —say
" She
meant
that.paused. She hadn't
"Why do you say 'if it weren't for
Lynn'?" he asked.
"I like him so much," Page answered simply. "I feel so sorry for
him. I don't want to go until he has
given up that diamond, and until he is
taken
care make
of." me jealous, Page,"
"Don't
Rand said, in a low, hard tone, trembling like a man who is putting strong
control upon himself. "Tell me that
you are only kind to him; that all this
laughing and picnicking isn't — isn't
" a fool!"
but that
anything
"Rand, don't
be —such
Rand had slipped from his chair;
he was kneeling now beside hers, one
arm half about her, his handsome dark
face close to her own in the soft lamp
and firelight. His voice was hoarse as
he said:
"Just give me a chance! Just say
What
should she have answered?
that much."
She did not know, for at this moment
Mrs. Prendergast's voice was heard
fretfully calling Flora, and Page went
quickly in to her.
The old lady had evidently been
reading. She looked up with her
gentlest smile as Page came in, and
somehow the girl found tremendously
reassuring this actual nearness to the
ogress of whom she had been thinking all day. Page went over to the
bed and laid a small browned hand
against the puffy old discolored one.
"I'm so sorry about your sister."
"We talked together last night,"
Mrs. Prendergast said. "We parted
"You did? Oh, I'm so glad! Does
friends."
Rand know that?"
"Flora does. But I told her only
tonight, and she may not have told
him. gastYes;
poor Fan!" Mrs. Prendersaid, dreamily.
"She was lovely," Page said.
SHE was very beautiful once. Sit
down here on the bed, Page, I
want to talk to you a minute. This
last thing has decided me — we're all
going away. Do you want to come
with
to Connecticut?"
Pageme had
considered the possibility
of this offer before. She answered
without hesitation, "To get you settled
— to be sure you were comfortable —
of course I'd come. I've never been
out of California; I'd love it."
"That unfortunate boy will still
have the diamond,, of course. We can
do nothing
aboutmenthat.
done
your
best. The
who You've
came down
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here from Pinkerton's told me that
that's the fate of all diamonds; they
are lost sooner or later. Well — "
Page was conscious, in the pause,
that her heart was beating fast. She
laid her
hand on Mrs. Prendergast's
hand
again.
"I have the diamond," she said.
Mrs. Prendergast looked at her first
in silence, then asked in a quiet tone,
"What did you say, my dear?"
"Lynn gave it to me today. But
he made me promise not to give it to
you"You
untilhave
Saturday."
it!"
"I have had it. And I will have it
on Saturday, and give it to you. That
was the only way he would give it
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to me, Mrs. Prendergast," Page said.
"You had better give it to me now."
"I can't. He made me swear that,
and I can't go back on my word!"
Mrs. Prendergast brooded upon this
for a full half-minute. "Tomorrow's
Wednesday. Thursday, Friday," she
said musingly. "And Saturday we
could — Send Rand in to me!" she
broke off to say suddenly. "And you
take yourself off to bed, my dear," she
added.
"You look tired."
Page took a hot bath, put a hot
bottle in between the fine heavy linen
sheets, adjusted her reading light and
flung two books on her bed. Then she
went to the western window and
opened it, and took a look at the
moonlit night. A light burned in the
little cabin where Lynn slept; he had
been isolated there upon first coming
to Mystery House because of the nature of his illness; he had stayed there
by choice ever since.
Page turned back and got into bed;
presently she was sleeping.
Everything looked more cheerful in
the morning, and the late mournful
event of an old lady's death during her
first hours under their roof appeared
to be completely forgotten. Forgotten,
too, by Lynn, was the diamond episode, or at least when he joined Page
at breakfast his talk was all of a fleet
of jellyfish that had strangely surrounded his favorite refuge on Rock
Island.
THEY had not gotten far into their
' meal before Rand came down, to be
followed presently by an unusually
composed and agreeable Flora.
"Well," Rand said, attacking his
eggs, "I had quite a talk with the
Duchess last night, and it's marching
"When do we go?" Flora asked with
an
air of interest.
orders!"
"Early on Saturday, I imagine."
Presently, when Lynn was gone,
Page asked, "What do we do with
"Didn't he want to stay here and
putter about by himself?" the Doctor
said.
Lynn?""That's what she promised him,
isn't
it?" the return of the diamond,
"For
yes," Page said simply. Her eyes met
Rand's, and she saw from his flush
that he had spoken without preconsideration.
"But she doesn't to want to wait
until said.
Saturday for that diamond,"
Rand
Page glanced at him quickly. She
felt her throat get a little dry, and her
spine a little cold, and she knew that
she was trembling. "That was Lynn's
condition," she pleaded. "After all, he
isn't quite responsible, is he? If he
feels
so strongly
"He it oughtn't
to —be " humored," Flora
said quickly, nervously.
"It isn't humoring him. He has
some confused idea that Mrs. Prendergast herself gave him the dia"Nonsense!" Rand said good-naturedly. "The only real question," he
mond."
added, "is whether you yourself
wouldn't rather be rid of the responsibility. What purpose is served by
your
hiding had
it until
Saturday?"
If Flora
not been
there Page
would have told him the truth: that
poor benighted Lynn actually feared
for his life if this one claim on Mrs.
Prendergast's protection were removed.
But Flora would repeat everything
to the old lady; Lynn would be betrayed. So Page assumed an expres-

sion of puzzlement, and said vaguely
that whether there were any good
reason for the three days' delay or not,
that was the condition Lynn had made.
"I suppose you could break that
condition,
and said.
he be none the wiser?"
Dr.
Harwood
"But Rand, why should I?"
"You positively have the stone?"
Rand asked, watching both women
with his favorite half-amused and
half-detached expression.
"Oh, yes;
have it. And safe, too."
"After
all,I Page,"
Rand said lazily,
"if you handed it over to the Duchess
today,
do?"
Her what
quickcould
look Lynn
reproached
him.
Flora precipitately rose and left the
room.
"The Duchess is terribly shaken,"
Rand went on, apologetically, "by her
sister's death, and of course Flora
doesn't need much encouraging to
He
entirely.
head
off her the
go
dismissed
thought
of theWell!"
two women with a great sigh of relief, and
coming around the table to draw a
chair up close to Page's chair, he put
one elbow on the table, and rested his
chin in his hand, facing her. "We've
been talking plans," he began. "Have
you
made up your mind? Do you
want to go east with the Duchess?"
"Rand, why not? It's wonderful
pay, and it would be such fun!"
"This is Wednesday." He was thinking. "But you'd want a little time to
get ready. How'd you like to go into
town tomorrow morning," he said,
"have a day or two there
ready for the trip, and join getting
us in
Sacramento on Saturday?"

"It
was they
the spare
^Could
me?" suggestion."
Duchess's
Page
looked at
him seriously;
their
faces were close together.
"You and Flora will get married?"
"I don't know," he said, flushing and
looking evasively away. "I don't
know, Page. It's my fault; I did it.
But it was all done before you came
down here. If I thought there was a

"However, I'm not going to talk
chance —
about that," he interrupted himself to
"I'ma talking
a change
say
d tone.
day or
you like
Would
aboutin you.
go?"
in town
two"Well—
yes.before
Only, wewhat
about the
diamond?" A distressed look came
into Page's face; she could be amused
and scornful with Flora, but Rand was
her friend. "I can't throw Lynn down,"
she said.
VOU don't have to. You can tele' phone me on Friday night and tell
me "You
where mightn't
it is, and— I'll
it." smiled
" get
she
"You'." ly,
thoughtful
"be able to find it. Suphe said.
pose Istole it and disappeared?"

"Or I might ask Lynn if he would
mind
my givingbother.
it to herLetright
"I wouldn't
themaway."
wait
until
Saturday!
—
Look
at
this,"
Rand
said, taking a slip of pale pink paper
from his pocketbook and laying it before her. Page looked down.
mered.
"Oh, my — my heavens!" she stam"That check goes to your bank account the day she gets the diamond."
"Oh, Rand!" Page was pale with excitement.
"And meanwhile all you have to do
is pack up, and I'll take you over to
Belmont.
This afternoon, if you like."
"Today! Good-bye to Mystery
House!" the girl exclaimed.
"Oh, but Rand — Lynn!" she added
in sudden recollection.
RAmO
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"What about Lynn?"
"What'll happen to him?"
"Oh, she's taking care of that."
"He will be comfortable?"
be back m
"Oh, certainly.one You'll
of these days and
San Francisco
you can look him up. Lynn will be
all right!"

PAGE did not feel quite so certain.
It was with a rather heavy and
rather fearful heart that she went
down to the rocks with Lynn that
morning before luncheon for a last
scramble along the shore.
"You aren't really going this afternoon, Page?" he asked, disturbed,
when she had given him the news.
"Oh, yes; to get some things, and
s." But the instant she
say good-bye
said the words their sense struck her
and she stopped in some
r,
as unfamilia
added an uneasy, "Why
and
,
confusion
not?"
•
"Why, because you promised!
he
exclaimed, in amazement. "You said
you wouldn't give it to her until Saturday!" , ,
"Oh, but I'm not! I'm to telephone
where
Rand
tell
Friday evening and
it is-"
"No, you're not!" Lynn ,laughed m
bitter unbelief and dissatisfaction.
"But I really am, Lynn. Rand just
What's
it. and
suggestedthat
we first
whatdifference
doing the
between

"He seems to feel that something
might happen to him if he stayed here.
So he's going into town with me."
"Oh, but that's nonsense!" Rand
can't saddle
"You responsibility
said, in concern.
yourself
with any such
as that. He doesn't know what he's
doing half the time; he might embarrass you terribly."
"He won't.
I'm not in the least
afraid. It's only something like amnesia— something that doesn't change
him,
just changes his memory!" the
girl argued.

Cream Deodorant
Stops Perspiration

"But you can't take him with you,
my
dear. She — the Duchess —
wouldn't stand for it! The worst of
it all is," Rand said thoughtfully, "I
may not be able to make it until toI'm expecting
a telephone
call some morrow.
time
this afternoon.
If it
comes before four we can get started,
but if it doesn't I really oughtn't to
away."
go "Tomorrow's

as good for me as to-

"I'll find out about it," he said. "I'll
go up and see what the Duchess
day!"
When he returned he merely said
thinks."
briefly, "She says she would rather
have
more you
was go
said.tomorrow," and nothing
Lynn accepted this verdict without
comment, slipping away at once after
luncheon. Page was in her room packbagstapped
at about
three
o'clock,
whening her
Flora
at the
door.

planned?"
"All the difference in the world!
"Rand's call came through," Flora
he said patiently.
said, "so he's starting about four; he
"You mean — ?"
said to tell you."
"I mean just what I told you. They'll
"He's taking Lynn?" the girl asked.
have me in an institution. They were
when
there
"I believe he talked to Lynn about
me
taking
talking about
it," Flora said. "But Lynn said he'd
they found out that I had the diarather go in tomorrow."
mond. You know that! They'll tell
"That gives me only an hour," Page
y0U__when you join them in Sacramurmured, with a glance at the clock.
mento on Saturday— they'll tell you
But
her thoughts were not as docile
that— well, they can tell you anyas her words. She could not go away
thing, and you won't know! I may be
and desert Lynn, that was plain.
dead, or I may be shut up, forever,
The instant Flora was gone Page
and you'll not know."
ran down through the infinite con"Ah, Lynn, Rand wouldn't lie to
volutions of halls and stairs and pasme!"
sages, and out upon the terrace.
"He mightn't, but she would. She'd
lie to anyone. You said — you said
you'd stand by me until Saturday —
IT was not yet four o'clock, but the
until they leave me enough money to
' bright day had gone under a cloud,
and a restless wind, heavy with rain,
live on, and go away. Page, you won't
was blowing fitfully from the south.
leave me, will you?" Lynn begged, in
The sea was rough and troubled, and
growing excitement. "When you do
I get so frightened, and the dreams get
dotted with racing whitecaps. A storm
all mixed up with the real. You have
was on the way. Page called "Lynn!"
the diamond now; I gave it to you
Page ran along in the shelter of the
to make you like me. Don't go away
high evergreen hedge that shut the
until I can go with you!"
kitchen windows away from the sea,
His words gave her an idea, and her
and knocked on the door of his oneface brightened.
room cottage.
"Why don't you go with me now,
There was no answer. Page pushed
Lynn? You could stay at Mrs.
the door open and looked inside. The
Chayne's, my old boarding house, unplain room was empty.
til everything was settled, and then
Below the cliff was the pier, jutting
come back here when we are on our
out into the tumbling steel-cold water.
way east."
Lynn's boat was there, tied to the
"I'd like that! Could I go with you,
wharf. He had not gone out in his
Page?" Lynn's lean brown young
boat; he certainly would not have
hands grasped hers eagerly, his voice
started for a walk at this hour. A
rose on a sort of cry.
cold premonition of disaster clutched
"Why not? I'll talk to Rand."
at her heart. Lynn had warned her
She ran up the terrace steps. This
that he might disappear — that somewas the solution, after all. She and
thing dreadful might happen to him.
Lynn would be safe in the city when
the mischief-making diamond went
back to its rightful owner.
Was Lynn's panic-stricken prophecy
true? Have Flora and Mrs. PrenderRand was alone in the dining room
gast conspired to kill him, as — perwhen she entered" it.
haps—they have already killed Trudy
"Rand,
I've
been
saying
good-bye
to
Mockbee and Fanny Roy? The web of
Lynn, and he reminds me that it was
danger spun by Mystery House and its
part of the arrangement — his giving
me the diamond, I mean — that I people holds Page more and more
should stay around until everything
tightly in next month's instalment of
was settled about him!"
this thrilling story. Don't miss reading it in the February issue.
"What was his object in that?"
JANUARY,
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"Let's get back to specific problems,"
I said, "once our gal has taken stock
of herself, decided she doesn't like the
total, and sets out to be beautiful, wise,
and witty — then what does she do?
What does she do about her face? Her
figure? Her clothes? Her charm?"
"I'll be specific, if you like — but I'll
have to be personal. My own is the
only case history I can use for illus-

/^

"First," I said, "your face."
tration."
"My natural hairline is very low.
I realized a good many years ago that
it was simply not right for my face—
which, in case you hadn't noticed, is
too broad. One simple change erased
both problems. I cut bangs, which
raised my hairline, curled them to
lengthen my face. A shortish bob
lengthened the line between head
and shoulders.
Presto!
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discomfort of chapped lips or
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wants
be.generalities,
It's up 10
These to
were
but her."
they
rang with conviction which I assumed
was born of a first-hand grapple with
facts.
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(Continued from page 29)

COMFORT

Daily

CHINGLES can come and go, so can
-J page boys, and Baby Bobs and
what-have-you — but I cling to one
version or another of my own particular hairdress. When you find the
sort of hairdress that is yours, unquestionably which highlights your
good features and minimizes your bad
ones — then, I think, you've found
something better than fashion. That's
style.
"The same thing is true of eyebrows.
I used to thin mine to a hairline — it
was the vogue, you remember — until
my brother showed me the mistake.
Men so often can show us the mistakes
we make — for they are not swayed by
fashion.
"My brother called me 'calf-eyes'.
"Calves have big, soulful eyes —
and no eyebrows. And they look silly.
I got the point. So I let my eyebrows
grow in to their own natural curve,
and they will stay that way. Fashion
can decree eyebrows up, down, or
off and I won't listen. I don't think
it's wise to tinker too much with the
natural lines of your lips, either.
"My figure problems weren't serious.
I simply didn't have a figure in the
sacks which passed for dresses when
I first took stock of myself.
"My too-broad shoulders did wonders for my waistline once I decided
to wear clothes which admitted the
existence of a waistline. My posture
improved the minute I discarded the
four-inch heels.
"You can't buy becoming clothes
with all the money in the world until
you've
studied what
your lines
figureareminutely,
and discovered
best for
your type.
"I didn't have any money during the
years
was finding
outnote
about
clothes."
Here II sensed
a slight
of defiance,
which indicated Claudette had not
forgotten the letter which started all
this.
"No one would have envied me my
job then. I was teaching French to
the spoiled children of the very rich.
My salary was infinitesimal. But I had
pretty clothes.
I made them myself.
"I wanted to be a designer then.
And if nothing had happened to
change the direction of my ambition,
I would have been a designer!
"I followed the same rules then as

I do now in selecting my clothes . . .
the only difference is that now I can
afford to splurge on fabrics.
"The rules can be stated very simply:
buy clothes which flatter your figure,
and never buy a dress which 'does
nothing for you' no matter how fashionable itis, nor how great a bargain.
Remember that the most flattering
styles are very often the least expensive. Buy wearable clothes, which
means that you must always select
styles which are appropriate for the
occasions in your life.
"If you're selecting a dress for a
school dance or a club party, a simple,
youthful gown — probably with short
sleeves — will be more suitable than
a copy of the backless and frontless
chiffon dream which your favorite
movie star wore in a picture in a scene
at Monte Carlo.
"If our gal is worried about a
question of taste, why doesn't she ask
her brother or her boy-friend for advice? Men in the family seem to
have
bility. an unerring instinct for suita"My husband, for instance, decided
I looked better with colorless nail
Claudette was wearing colorless nail
polish, so I made a mental note that
she not only preaches, but practices
her preachings. She asks the men in
her
family for advice, and then —
polish."
takes
it.
We now had our mythical girl who
wanted to be beautiful enough to do
something about it putting her best
face and figure forward, wearing becoming clothes, facing the world a
model of perfect taste.
DUT," I said, "what if we get her
'J that far, and she's still a stick?"
After all, even pretty girls can be
wall-flowers if they're tongue-tied.
"Right," said Claudette. "The girl
who has recognized her handicaps
and done her best to overcome
them has developed something besides attractiveness . . . for the thing
she has done has taken grit. She
comes out a two-time winner; the
same determination, good taste, and
imagination which have helped her
to streamline her face and figure are
the very ingredients of a personality."
There's just one danger the selfmade beauty must guard against,
Claudette warns.
Once she has started to improve
herself, and finds that it works she
is likely to become so fascinated with
the process that she thinks it perfect
subject material for casual conversation. This is dangerous. Talk to your
girl friends about your beauty technique, if you must, but never let your
men friends know there is such a
thing
as a "system" behind your attractiveness.
"And, above all," Claudette says,
"feel beautiful every minute so as to
radiate this idea to the rest of the
world.
"Don't talk about yourself. 'Me-meme' is music-scale practice, not beaucatching conversation. Be gay and
friendly, always ready to go places and
do things with HIM — and let the hairwhere
it may."
Indo blow
other
words,
relax and have
Like Claudette, lovely star of
"Arise My Love."
RADIO
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Love Can

Be Beautiful

{Continued jrom page 13)
late for one of NBC's programs!
He walked in, rather sheepishly,
just about then, and she expressed
her opinion in words that were curt,
clear, and very much to the point.
"I'm really awfully sorry," he said,
"but one of those office crises came
up at the last minute and I had to
settle it before I could get away.
Won't you forgive me?"
Perhaps, if she hadn't looked up
into his eyes at that moment — perhaps if he hadn't such warmth and
sincerity in his voice —
so, Alice
wasn't she
in
a Even
forgiving
mood, certainly
but somehow
did agree to carry out the rest of
the evening as they had planned.
And, oddly, by the time dawn rolled
around, the friendship and affection
they had built up between them in
the past eight months since they had
met was restored. It was then that
they both knew they were in love
with one another.
PERHAPS, too, it was that night that
made them realize that if their love
was to last, the demands of their
careers would have to be taken into
consideration. For months, they discussed marriage — a little apprehensively, for they knew they could have
no normal married life. They were
both too busy, and their hours were
too irregular. But they looked at
the problem from all sides, and when
they finally did decide on marriage,
the outlines of their life together were
all established.
They were married quietly, without
fuss or feathers, at City Hall.
It is, as Burke and Alice both foresaw, rather a strange sort of marriage. Strange — but perfect, too, because it is perfectly adapted to the
kind of life Alice and Burke lead.
For one thing, they keep their careers quite separate from their
home. All along, they knew they
would have to do this. Their jobs
created such dangers to their love.
One of the worst came along only
five or six weeks after they were
married, when radio actors threatened to strike in an argument with
the broadcasting studios over salaries.
Alice was an actress, and her loyalty,
naturally, belonged with the actors.
Burke's
as naturally,
was
with theloyalty,
networkjustexecutives
against
whom the actors were striking.
It was a situation that required
delicate handling. This is how they
solved it. If a telephone call came
for Alice, Burke would leave the
room, in order not to hear the conversation. If the call was for him,
Alice would leave. It was a point of
honor with them, since nine out of

ten calls during those hectic days concerned the argument between the actors and the networks. If Burke had
heard any of Alice's conversations, he
might unconsciously have taken advantage of his knowledge of the
actors'
plans
his overheard
side — the
network side.toIfwin
Aliceforhad
any of his, she might have done the
same thing.
"We stood with our backs to each
other during those weeks," Alice says
now. "It was the only way we could
see to keep our careers out of our
marriage. We were both glad when
the strike was averted, but the experience was good discipline for us. It
taught us how to make an agreement,
andThey
stickstill
to need
it." that discipline, and
probably will go on needing it as long
as they are both working. Their work
demands most of their time, and they
see each other about half as much as
most married people do.
Alice leaves their apartment — a
large place, seven rooms filled with
modern furniture, good books, many
plays, and fine records — about ten in
the morning, for the radio studios.
Frequently,
Burkeleaves,
isn't for
even heoutstill
of
bed when she
works nights at NBC.
Sometimes Alice gets home during
the day to spend a little time with
Burke; if not, she always sees him at
his office at 5:30. Burke's working
"day" begins at 5:00 and ends at
2:00
the morning.
she him,
isn't and
too
tired,inAlice
waits up Iffor
they have a bite to eat together.
YOU can see that during the week
they don't have much time together,
and this makes their weekends doubly
precious. Sundays they spend reading, going for a walk or maybe to the
movies. They almost never attend
night clubs — they work too hard, and
night clubs are too wearing. Their
friends are the people who work in
radio — actors, actresses, radio technicians and executives; and every
now
and
give a party that's
the heightthen
of they
informality.
Alice's mother lives with them in
the big seven-room apartment, and
serenely does wonders to keep it,
despite its irregularity, a real home.
Both Burke and Alice love her dearly,
and insist
without
her.they couldn't get along
Ambition, eagerness to get ahead in
the world, and real love have come
together for Alice and Burke to create
a workable, happy marriage. They've
proved that even for career-minded
people, Love — to paraphrase the title
of
Alice's radio serial — Can Be
Beautiful.
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Facing the Music
(Continued from page 45)

My

Offer

is

A mazing

The Larry Clintons have a blessed
event. His name is Larry Clinton,
Junior . . . The conga bug has bitten
even Guy Lombardo. He's playing
plenty of them in the Hotel Roosevelt grill . . Benny Goodman plans
another appearance at Carnegie Hall
— this time as guest soloist with the
New York Philharmonic.
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BANDLEADER

A PROMISING young bandsman
'» who for the past three years has
kept his melodic orchestra practically
within the
confines
of Chicago's
enormous
Aragon
ballroom
is husky,
handsome Dick Jurgens.
Dick has worked ever since he was
twelve. That was the year his father
died. Shortly afterward the family
grocery store in Sacramento was sold
and additional wage earners were
needed. Dick's brother and two sisters were too young to help.
The high school lad picked up his
trumpet and organized a band composed of fellow students. Six of those
boys are still with him.
Only three unusual incidents temdelayed the band's
upwardto
climb as porarily
it improved
musically,
reach its current pleasing style that
Dick
insists
is "sweet
but Dick
not sticky."
About
seven
years ago
was in
an automobile accident that left him
with a lip injury. The result was that
he couldn't play his trumpet until
just recently.
Another memorable event occurred
when the band was playing a one
night stand in a rough, tough mining
town known as Mokel Hill, California. The boys were paid to work
from nine to one. As they started to
pack their instruments away at the
appointed hour the noisy, drunken
miners rebelled. As if in a Gary
Cooper western, the customers
reached for their shooting irons and
trained them on the slick-haired,
scared music;ans.
"You kids keep playing till we tell
you
growled one of the
dancersto stop,"
ominously.
They were still tooting away when
the sun came up.
Some time later Dick faced his
toughest decision. The late Andrew
Karzas, who built the famous Aragon
ballroom, traveled west to audition
two bands — Orville Knapp's and
Dick's. All that the latter knew
about Karzas was that he detested
novelty arrangements.
"We had no word when Mr. Karzas would come. We were right in
the middle of a wild novelty tune
which had Ronnie Kemper jumping
up and down on the bandstand like a
monkey, when I turned around and
found the ballroom owner staring at
meThe
disgustedly."
Chicagoan returned east next
day
with
Orville
tucked in his
pocket.Knapp's contract
Although disappointed, Jurgens refused to eliminate novelties from his
library.
"You just can't play beautiful
dance music and be a hit. You must
have something else, a novelty, an
exclusive arrangement, or first choice
of Just
a potential
like anypopular
other song."
bandleader,
Dick has vocalist troubles. Eddy
Howard,
thanks
to a tremendous

buildup, left him to go it alone. Harry
Cool, who used to sing on KMOX,
St. Louis, replaced him. Ronnie
Kemper left to form his own band.
Dick hired Buddy Moreno who was
formerly
with Griff Williams.
Losing
these
hasn't bothered
Dick too much. men
He explains why:
"I don't put singers under contract.
If they want to leave there's nothing
that can stop them. They're of no
value
to usthese
if they're
unhappy."
During
personne
l changes,
Dick tried to break tradition and
failed. He hired a girl singer, Gloria
Gilbert. But letters from female
fans poured in. They wanted their
band all-male, all-eligible. Gloria
was too good looking and might woo
away one of their favorites.
Dick is most anxious to come east
and would like to make his New
York debut next spring when his
Aragon engagement is concluded.
"After all, I haven't got too much
time," he says candidly. "In about ten
years I'll be washed up because I
don't believe you can stay on a bandstand forever. Many who have tried
have outlived their usefulness. I'd
like to go into the recording
The 29-year-old leader's life is
strictly in the bachelor tradition. He
business."
spends several hours a week in a
gym, rides regularly, fondles a Doberman-Pinscher and entertains only
one woman lavishly. That is his
mother, who divides her time between Chicago and Sacramento,
where her two daughters live.
Although Dick is stacking most of
his cash into annuities, he doubts if
he will ever marry.
Quick-tempered, energetic, and far
from
the fireside-and-slippers type,
Dick says:

"I don't think I will ever marry.
Where in the world will I find a girl
crazy enough to keep up with me?"
OFF THE RECORD
Some Like It Sweet:
Goodnight Mother; Crosstown (Dick
Jurgens, Okeh 5730) Patriotic assurances that our boys won't go over there,
coupled with a more sprightly tune.
Glenn Miller on Bluebird handles the
same tune and adds a blues blare called
"What's Your Story."
Looking
For (Victor.
Yesterday;
1 Wouldn't
Take
a Million
Tommy
Dorsey,
26738). Polished perfection for any
dancers.
Nearness of You; Blueberry Hill
(Connie Boswell, Decca 3366). The
neatest warbling of the month.
Some

Like It Swing:

Pennsylvania 6-5000; Beat Me Daddy,
Eight to a Bar (Andrews Sisters, Decca
3375). Crisp rug-cutting with a low
bow to Vic Shoen's accompanying
rhythms. The telephone number belongs to the Hotel Pennsylvania and
was inspired by Glenn Miller's engagement there.
Martin on Every Block; Charlie Was
a Sailor (Lionel Hampton, Victor
26739). Some excellent solo work with
the dusky leader on the vibraharp.
Calling All Bars; Papa's in Bed (Cab
Calloway, Okeh 5731) Noteworthy in a
month devoid of any outstanding reThe rhythm
is solid
and Cab's
singing is cordings.
still
something
to hear.
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Superman in Radio
(Continued from page 33)
But he was no longer a baby. He
was a full-grown man. He was SUPERMAN!
He had been awakened by the voice
of his dead father. Superman listened as the sound box, placed in the
space ship by Jorel, automatically
opened when the rocket touched
earth.
"My son," said the voice of his father, "when you hear this, your
mother and I will already have perished in the destruction of Krypton.
We had hoped to go with you, but I
am afraid it will be too late. You
are now on Earth. It is the only
other planet in the world where the
atmosphere will allow you to live.
You will look just like the Earthmen.
But you are different. Krypton produced a race of supermen — men and
women advanced to the absolute peak
of human perfection.
"On Earth, you will be able to leap
into the air an eighth of a mile at a
single bound — hurdle the tallest
building — fly faster than the fastest
bird. Nothing will be able to harm
you. Your strength will be as nothing that has ever been seen before.
But, son, you must use your superhuman powers for Good. You must
champion the oppressed and swear to
devote your existence on Earth to
helping those in need.
"Beside you, you will find the blue
costume, the cloak and the shield that
will distinguish you always as Superman. Honor it! Good-bye!"
SUPERMAN listened, then closed the
door, sprang from the ground and
sped through the air. Hours later,
flying over the outskirts of a large
middle-western city, he saw, with his
telescopic vision, a street-car, out of
control, hurtling to disaster. He
swooped down eagerly, confident of
his supernatural strength. With ease,
he ripped the roof off the death-car!
He tucked the two terror-stricken occupants— an old professor and his
grandson — under each arm and in a
few minutes deposited them gently
and safely on earth.
He asked them only one thing: how
best to help other people? Conquering his stunned amazement and gratitude, the professor suggested that
Superman assume the identity of
Clark Kent and become a newspaper
reporter.
"Clark Kent— Clark Kent— I like it!
And joining a newspaper — that should
give me an opportunity to learn the
troubles of men — to know whom to
help — and when help is needed — I'll
doSoit!"Superman assumed an earthly
disguise — the shy, spectacled personality of Clark Kent. Perry White of
the "Daily Planet" hired him as a cub
reporter.
Superman was on his way!
He was in the City Room of the
"Planet" when Mike, the star photographer, ran panting up to White.
"Say, Chief — just got a phone call.
Theytwentieth
think there's
girl trapped
on
the
floor ina that
four-alarm
fire in the Sterling Tower!"
"What! — a girl trapped — can't they
get her out?"
"Nope — they can't reach her!"
Superman broke in eagerly:
"Mr. White — let me cover that
story! Maybe I can do something."
"Go ahead, Kent. But if the fire deJANUARY,
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partment can't reach her, why do you
think you can?"
Superman didn't answer. He rushed
out of the office with Mike, downstairs to the waiting car. Above the
wild screams of the fire sirens and
the pulsating motor, Mike told his
companion that there was something
funny about the Sterling Tower fire.
He had been tipped off that some one
had set it on purpose. But why?
The two men reached the balcony
directly across from the blazing inferno. They watched as the giant
flames and huge clouds of smoke
surged higher and higher toward the
heavens. The hungry fire tore at the
wall of the building. It cracked — it
began to crumble — and then Superman saw the terrified face of the girl
trapped in the North Star Mining Co.
offices. Alone — 20 stories up — cut off
by a sheet of flame and smoke!
One second. Superman was standing
beside Mike — the next, he was gone!
Up, up and away in the sheltering
shield of smoke! The flames crackled
and spit like things alive as he
reached the window. One blow
smashed the glass. He dropped into
the room. She was not there! He
went on — until he was stopped by
a locked door. With one push of his
hand, he splintered it to bits. Immediately his x-ray vision saw through
the thick doors of a closet. There,
half-unconscious, lay the girl. He
wrapped her in his cloak and held her
with his left arm. Dashing back
through the fire-engulfed room, he
sprang
ledge. back out of the window to the
The wind cleared the smoke away
momentarily. Down below, an astonished crowd looked up and saw Superman, poised like an eagle for flight,
stand for a moment. And then, just as
the huge wall collapsed and fell with
a crash that shook buildings, he
leaped out and up with the girl whose
life he had saved.
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NAILS
AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE

k^INUTES later, Clark Kent, "Daily
,vl Planet" reporter, hurried with an
ambulance doctor to a secluded spot
in an alley near the fire. The doctor
was the first to speak:
"But Mr. Kent, how did
get
here? The Fire Chief told meshesome
fantastic story of a superman who
rescued her by flying through the air.
But that's absurd — no human being
that!"Kent, Superman, smiled
could
And doClark
in agreement. But as he bent over the
girl, there was a light of pride in his
eyes.
The unconscious girl began to stir.
Suddenly,
Superman's
sharpin ears
heard the words
she mumbled
her
delirium:
"Oh— don't let them— they'll get
away! Catch them! — Stop them! . . .
They're in a big car — Oh! STOP —
you don't dare— STOP THEM!"
What was she trying to say? Was
sudden dark mystery to arise from
the ashes of the Sterling Tower Building? Superman was suspicious. Who
was this girl — why was she trapped
in the North Star Mining Co. office —
who had to be stopped? Superman
didn't know — but Superman would
find out! Don't
miss next
instalment ofSuperman
in month's
Radio.
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YOU'LL ALWAYS
BE CONSTIPATED
You correct faulty living habits — unless liver
bile flows freely every day into your intestines to
help digest fatty foods. SO USE COMMON
SENSE! Drink more water, eat more fruit and
vegetables. And if assistance is needed, take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. They not only
assure gentle yet thorough bowel movements but
ALSO stimulate liver bile to help digest fatty
foods and tone up intestinal muscular action.
Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are
wonderful! Used successfully for years by Dr.
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"EVERY MOTHER
SHOULD HAVE
THIS BOOK,

He Called My Bluff
(Continued from page 11)
can't she even sign a contract — withsellingnoherself
for it?"
Heout let
expression
of any kind
cross his face.

I could even be jealous if you like,"
he added, "and ward off other men
until you have worked out a tech-

Writes Mrs. C. C. L, Denver

"A girl can be as good as she likes,"
he
said,how
"in toanyturn
kind
career,without
if she
knows
menof down

"I have read the book INFANT
CARE, published by the government,
which you sent me. Every mother
should have this book, whether she
has just welcomed her first baby or
expecting
her twelfth." — Mrs. C. C. L.,
Denver.

hurting their self-esteem. It's also
advisable — at least it's easier — not to
invite reactions she doesn't want.
What were you expecting would happen, coming in here made up and
dressed in a way to excite and be-

We have sent over 22,000 copies of
this authoritative and helpful book to
our young mother readers. Written
by five of the
country's
leading
specialists,
it tells
how to
keep child
baby
well and thriving during the important first year.
This magazine makes no profit
whatever on the sale of the book,
merely forwards your remittance to
the proper authorities in Washington.
Send 10c. Wrap stamps or
coin safely. Address:

"I — Iwitch
— any" man?"
But I could only stammer that much, and stop. For I
couldn't tell him what I had expected.
I couldn't reveal my own appalling
innocence
only
wanted himby totelling
notice him
me. I'd
I knew
now that he must have been watching me all along, noting the attempts
I made to be more beautiful in his
eyes, and putting his own construction
on them. And as nearly as I could
tell from what he had said, that construction was simply that I was willing to sell myself for a chance at
success.

He was starting to look as if he
was having a very good time.
"The only trouble is," he said, "that
you'd
nique."have to go out^with me sometimes, Isuppose, wouldn't you, to give
them the idea that you belong to me.
Would you be disappointed again if
I asked you to go out with me an
evening soon?
Maybe tonight?"
"It would be lovely," I said, "to go

//
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I COULDN'T blame him, looking
' back. I was humiliated, thinking
of the spectacle I must have made of
myself, and of what must have been
his thoughts as he watched me. But
now I was reluctant to confess my innocence. In his sophistication, he
would only laugh at me all the more.
So I made a quick, desperate decision.
I'd humor him, placate him now.
Afterward, I'd try to win back his
respect. But for the moment, I'd play
the game as he thought I was playing it.
"What should I have said, then,
when you asked for a kiss? Of course
you didn't mean it. I was silly to think
you did. You were putting me to a
test or something. But if you did
mean it, I mean if anyone did, what
would have been an answer that —
that
— savage?" then
He wouldn't
looked at be
me too
incredulously,
laughed.
"Are you asking me to tell you how
to win a game against me?" he demanded. "Besides, I don't know exactly. But some girls can bring a
man to order and be liked for it.
Learn about it from them. And I
did mean
what
asked, and
can't
kid
me out
of Imeaning
it. you
So have
you meant the tricks you've been
playing, to interest me, whatever
your reasons were. I think now that
you hoped to make a willing slave
of me, uncompensated in any way.
But until now I thought you meant
you'd accept my help on — whatever
terms
might arrive
His we
merciless
and allat."too accurate
interpretations carved themselves on
my heart and mind and spirit, and
tears burned in my eyes and on my
cheeks.
"That's how it happened," he
added with sudden gentleness, "that
we disappointed each other. But if
you'll stop crying like that, as if
some
or something,
I'll
go on one
doinghadall died
I meant
to do for you,
just as
havemore
doneconsistent.
if you'd
been
niceI would
to me and
That is, what I'm trying to say is, I'm
sorry for my share in our being disappointed." He smiled boyishly,
frankly,
bewilderingly.
"I imagine

out"Towith
you." he asked. "Or "a play?
dinner?"
Surely this couldn't be happening,
surely
everything
couldn't
all
smoothed
out so quickly
and be
easily.
Or both?"
And on the way home I began to think
he must have expected me to concede a kiss, if he offered everything
he thought I might want.
But all evening Stephen Langley
did everything he could, to please me,
called for me in his car, brought me
an orchid to wear, bought me the
thrill of orchestra seats at the newest
musical, and supper at a smart place
afterward. And before the evening
was over, I began to feel a spot of real
warmth burning in each cheek, underneath my makeup, at the persistent
thought that by that time I owed him
the kiss I had refused. And if he
asked it, when we said good night,
it would be different from handing
me a contract while he asked it. It
would be like any of the boys expecting to be kissed good night when
we'd gone to a show.
AT supper, excited and maybe a
little unbalanced by his attentiveness and generosity, and the lavish
beauty of the hotel dining-room, and
the seductiveness of the music, I determined Iwould not refuse. I even
tried to be encouraging, though not
too much so. But on my doorstep he
unlocked the door and handed back
the key and said good night, and
would I go out again another night,
and that was all. And I was standing
on the upper step, and our lips were
so near, so almost on a level, and it
would have been so easy to kiss him
simply, honestly, gratefully, without
coquetry, that — I did.
"Thanks," I said, "for everything."
I had thought he would understand
that I only was offering my thanks
for a perfect evening. But he caught
me to him and kissed back, and I stood
breathless and my lips felt hot and
bruised.
"I'm crazy about you," he said, and
the words sounded torn from him
against his will.
I said, "I'm glad," and then wondered where my own words had come
from, because they had not passed
through my mind before I heard them
being spoken.
He answered,
"Don't go in. It's early. Let's talk.
We've got to get to understand each
other
and ourselves."
"I'd— better
go in," I pleaded. "I
really
must. Mother
would
and I wondered
if that was
whatworry,"
those
girls would have said, who could keep
safe
and yetAnd
not he
sacrifice
a man's
self-esteem.
must have
remembered the same thing, because
he smiled, and said,
"That's not your true reason. But
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it's better, lots better, than roaring
'no' at me. And of course you're right.
But soon?"
"If it will be as lovely," I promised,
"as tonight has been."
His kiss had brought a throb into
my heart and throat, that I never before had felt, like the startled throb
of wakening from sleep. And sleep,
late though the hour was, remained
impossible that night. I had not
known I wanted him to love me. I
hadn't known what I knew now —
that I loved him. But all the rest of
that night I thought my way back,
again and again, to the first time our
eyes had met. Each word, each picture, that I recalled, appeared in a
new light. Each sign of feeling I had
seen in him, took on significance.
That it might not be love he meant,
did not occur to me. I knew there
are other feelings than desire to marry
and
and sure
be faithful
one's
life. cherish
But I was
no other all
kind
of
desire would ever happen to me.
I had believed, that first night, that
we parted in perfect understanding,
and never could misunderstand again.
The next evening we went out, I was
dismayed to find that he expected to
be kissed again when we said good
night, and at other times, and would
not be denied. But by then I wanted
him to kiss me. I had brought myself
to be in love with him, imagining,
interpreting, believing, responding to
my own interpretations and beliefs
as if they were declarations he had
made.
AS

winter disappeared and spring
came loitering past, ambitions
slowly died and gave place to new
ones. The new ambitions were, to
please him, to win his admiration, to
be able to thought-wave him into
telephoning me or asking me out, and
to be the most absolutely stunning
girl he would see anywhere we went.
I realized, though, and admitted, that
he never talked about marriage. I
said so, to a girl friend. She laughed.
"They want to be sure beforehand,
of the answer they'll get, when they
talk about marriage," she said. "Can
you blame them? Don't leave it all
to him. Hint that you'd accept him,
andButseeI what
knew happens."
him capable of asking
for what he wanted. I did not believe
he was waiting for hints. I thought
maybe he was waiting for — money
enough to marry on, or a summer
vacation to be married in. Besides, if
I hinted, I would end this prelude that
had become so happy a time to me.
And then at last, one early-summer
night, driving home from a seaside
dance pavilion, he said,
"I have a very small bungalow on
a very large piece of ground. I was
there Sunday. At this time of year
you can see from every window,
flowers and trees and sky and distances, all day, and at night there are
starfields, and a sea of moonlight, and
the murmur of a brook. Your people
are accustomed to our going out together. They won't mind if we have
a house party at the bungalow next
week-end, with another couple,
would they? Would you like to?"
For a minute I didn't know if life
had stopped in me only, or in all the
world. And the first thought that
forced its way into the shocked stillness of my mind, was a thought of
men disappearing out of his office
when I was there. Would the "couple"
be as obliging, as aware of his wishes?
JANUARY,
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If that was what he meant — and
what else could he mean — his question was an absolute blackout to my
hopes and expectations and beliefs in
him. This had been his aim and object, a love-nest affair, not friendship, not marriage. He still thought
of me as he had thought at first, that
I would be willing to do anything to
please him, for the sake of what he
might be able to do for my career.
He had not changed his opinion, but
only his
method. Sickened, I understood at last.
"I'm not sure — if I should," I answered wretchedly, " — if I'd have a
"Isn't it rather late to think about
that question?" he inquired coldly.
"You've
right—" led me on and on to the
inevitable
moment You
when understood.
we'd have toI
arrive at terms.
talked about terms the day we signed
a contract. I've tried to find out
what would be acceptable to you.
I've promised everything. I've told
you I'm crazy about you. How long
did you suppose we could go on the
way
we have
been? MyI can't
anything
but you.
work think
is at ofa
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standstill. Because of you."
"And if I'd go up to your bungalow
with you, you could forget then?
You'd have made your conquest and
could
thinkbitterly.
of other things then?" I
answered
"I mean I could put the thought of
you out of my mind till week-ends,"
he said, "if I knew there would be
week-ends. Is that too hard to under"Yes, it is," I owned brokenly, "bestand?"cause all this time I've understood
you loved me, and meant to marry
me when a right time comes."
"You know better than that," he
answered. "I've known girls like you
for ten years, and haven't married
yet. When I do, I'll marry a home
girl, not help a girl like you in her
career till she meets some one who
can do more for her, and then let her
divorce me so she can travel on
farther with him. You knew that's
how I feel, too."
I DIDN'T answer. I tried. I couldn't
' speak. I felt him turn to look at me,
and heard a sharp intake of breath.
"Aren't you overplaying your part?"
he suggested sarcastically, but he
must have seen the pallor of my face,
sensed my faintness, for his voice
was unsteady beneath its harshness.
"Nothing I've said could do all that
to you. I haven't said you're off my
program if you won't do as I want
you to do. I'm proud to have you on
my program. But whatever the game
is, that you're trying to play, you'll
have to quit it and be yourself."
T'm sorry," I said miserably.
"Won't you please take me home? I
guess now.
I justIt don't
talkto any
more
could want
do no togood
say
— the things I'd say now, if I said
anything."
He didn't speak again, either, but
kept looking at me, bewildered.
"You needn't come to the door with
me," I said when we reached the
house. But he waited, watching, until
I had gone in.
All the rest of that night I tossed
back and forth, battling my willingness to do as Stephen Langley asked,
and at the same time my instinctive
certainty that no good could come of
giving him his way.
came.We I'dboth
have would
to see have
him
at Morning
the studio.
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to be there. How could I face him?
What would he say? What could I
say? What could I do? Who was
there anywhere, who could tell me?
I don't remember thinking of Ed
Whitney, the man who wrote our
script. I only can remember the earlymorning look of the hotel where he
had his living-apartment and office.
And I remember the way the clerk
watched me, as if I were a sleepwalker whom he feared to see wakened, as he phoned to Mr. Whitney
that I was there to see him. I remember how the sound of the elevator
door seemed to tear across my nerves
when I reached Mr. Whitney's hall,
and how he looked to me, that day,
almost like an angel, with his reflective, clerical face, and holding out a
hand to me, standing in a streak of
sunlight from a window.
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I FLASHED into the room, demand' ing as he followed me,
"Do you believe the things our program says, Mr. Whitney? Do you
know it's true that there's goodness
in any one — any one — and that any
one can believe in honesty, and understand it and — and respond to it, once
he "Yes,
believes?"
I believe that. Yes, child,"
Mr. Whitney said, placing a chair for
me at a wide, cool window, and
glancing with only very slight regret
at coffee that was cooling on a table.
"Will you let me tell you why I
asked you that?" I begged. "Will you
tell me how I can make myself be
believed? Then take your coffee, and
don't look while I try to tell you.
Telling
easier
that coffee
way." and
And will
whilebe he
drank
smoked cigarettes, I told him about
Stephen Langley and me, except that
I didn't tell about the house party,
but only said I knew Stephen had
misunderstood me. I didn't tell how
I knew.
"Please tell me what to do," I
begged. "I love him. You do understand, don't you? You've loved some
one? Can I— could I possibly have
any right to — to go into the kind of
affair he thinks I want, the kind I've
made him want? I mean I don't care
what becomes of me, if I make him
Ed Whitney smoked cigarette after
cigarette,
untilanother.
I was sure
scream
happy."
if
he lighted
But I'd
at last
he
stopped smoking to say.
"Tell him the truth, just as you've
told me. If he gives you any answer
except, 'I love you, too,' there's nothing more you have a right to do, except to stop seeing him. I believe
that's what he'll say. If he doesn't,
come back to me and I'll see what can
be done about another program for
you. Go and tell him now, just as
"I— will,"
I said.
you've
told me."
The elevator door clashed open as
I started to leave his apartment. A
man stepped off and, my soul frozen
within me, I shrank back into Ed
Whitney's
frantically, amazed arms, whispering
"It's he. It's Stephen. He mustn't
was on his way to Ed
seeBut
me he
here."
Whitney's
room.
Already
had seen
me and was at the
door. heScorn
and
disgust were in his face, and with
them such a rage of jealousy as I had
never seen.
"What did you expect him to be
able to do for you?" His voice was
like a sharp-edged tool. "How many

more of us are you making use of at
the
time?" hand closed urgingly
Ed same
Whitney's
over
mine.
"Tell him," he said, "just what
you've told me. Don't mind what he's
saying. It only means that he's cut
to the heart by finding you here."
"I thought Mr. Whitney could tell
me what to do about you." I drove
myself to say it. I don't know how
I ever managed to. "He said to tell
you truly what I had told him about
me, and that he believed you would
give me — the only answer I could
take and go on seeing you."
Shephen looked queerly from me
to Ed Whitney and back again.
"What's the only answer you could
take?"
he asked,
its harshest
lines. his face still set in
"It's — 'I love you too'," I answered.
"You told him that you love me?"
he gasped.
It wasn't the right answer. But
then it wasn't an answer exactly. It
was a question. Maybe I still could
make him want to give that only
answer.
"Yes," I said. I'd go through with
it. I'd make myself able to, somehow.
"I told him I'd wanted you to notice
me because you seemed to think I
was nothing but a machine to sing
songs. You thought it was because
I thought it would be good for my
career — and you've gone on thinking
that. And I told him we started going out, and that — the first night — I
started loving you, and began dressing to please you, and so you'd be
proud of me, and not just to — impress
you, the way I'd done at first. I began— thinking about your career, and
not even caring about my own. I
asked Mr. Whitney if I'd have a right
to — to do what you wanted me to do,
even if you didn't understand. He
said I had no such right, I hadn't any
right to do anything for your sake,
except — be released from your pro-

gram unless you said—"
finishedI out
sentence
for me.
UNLESS
said, the
'I love
you, too',"
he
"Betty, I do. I told you I'm crazy
about you. But I thought I saw
through all that, about impressing
me and wanting me to marry you. I
knew you were different from other
girls. I thought you were only
smarter. I was an awful fool. I want
you to love me because I love you.
That's the only way it has ever been,
with
me.it But
wouldn't
believe
was I that
way let
withmyself
you,
too. That's why I wouldn't let myself
think of marrying you, and wanted
to Most
be able
of totheforget
time you."
he was saying
these things, I was in his arms. But
Ed Whitney had not gone out of the
room, the way men disappeared out
of the office when Stephen and I were
there. His face was radiant, and it
frankly was so because of us. And
suddenly a kind of awe filled me.
"The program — worked!" I exclaimed. "I mean — you know — the
method
true." a little crazily,
And wedid.all It's
laughed,
we all were so excited. But we got
so many more letters, once we ourselves believed the message of our
program, that we were taken on a
larger station, and could not have a
vacation to be married in. We were
married in a chance hour we had,
when
gave upbroadcast.
its t:'me
on theourairprogram
to a special
But anyway, we were married.
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program, was married to John Lagehas conmann, a radio writer who Columbi
a
tributed several plays to the
Workshop.
*
*
*
Charlotte, N. C. — One of the most
beloved people in the South is station
WBT's "Aunt Sally," who for years
has won her way into the hearts of
both children and grown-ups. Her
bubbling good humor and vivacity
make her a delightful mistress of
ceremonies for the children's halfhour quiz, What's the Answer, every
Saturday morning at 9:15.
"Aunt Sally" is really Mrs. Pasco
a dyed-in-the-wool SouthPowell, erner.
She was born and raised in
Georgia, and as a child lived next door
to Joel Chandler Harris, creator of
the famous "Uncle Remus" stories.
Many a time she used to sit on his
knee and listen to his tales of Uncle
Remus and his friends, many of which
were never written down and printed.
Mrs. Powell's first experience as a
narrator was in Atlanta, where she
was employed by the public schools
to visit classrooms and tell stories to
the children. She is also an accomplished musician, and has toured the
United States as a concert pianist.
In 1928 she and her husband and
son moved to Charlotte, and "Aunt
Sally" originated there. She was on
the WBT staff as a fill-in artist, and
one day when a scheduled program
had to be cancelled, she was called
at a moment's notice. Usually, for
these hurried programs, Mrs. Powell
sang and played the piano, but this
time, without any warning, she told
the announcer, "I've sung 'Mighty Lak
a Rose' twice today and I don't intend
to do it again. I'll tell a story instead.
Announce me as ... as Aunt somebody. Aunt Sally will do." Thus for
the first time "Aunt Sally" was heard
telling one of Uncle Remus' stories.
After three years at WBT, Mrs.
Powell returned to Atlanta, where for
two and a half years she was Program
Director and conductor of children's
programs
for WGST.
During
those

Nelson Mclninch, expert sportscaster
for station KDYL, loves to watch all
games but plays only tennis himself.
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years she helped to launch the careers
of Jane Withers and Dixie Dunbar by
insisting that talent scouts give them
screen tests. Announcer Bert Parks
and sportscaster Red Barber are also
grateful for her help and encouragement when they were just getting
started.
Mrs. Powell then moved back to
WBT, where she is now and probably
will remain for some time to come.
Everyone, close friends and business
acquaintances alike, calls her "Aunt
Sally." She's a small, plump lady
with laughing eyes and an infectious
chuckle. Besides What's the Answer,
she's heard on another program
known as Blackie Bear, which consists of animal stories. She never uses
a script, and enjoys telling stories as
she remembers them, adding just a
little typical "Aunt Sally" originality.
"Aunt Sally" is prominent in the
social life of Charlotte, and is the
city's official Hostess, in which cashe entertains toimportant
tors pacity
and newcomers
town. In visithe
Charlotte Symphony Orchestra she is
concertmaster
for the second
violin
section.
*
*
*
Salt Lake City — -A sports announcer with an unfailing sense of
comedy is Nelson Mclninch, station
KDYL's specialist in athletics. He
doesn't play any sport himself except
tennis, but his enthusiasm for watching football, baseball, track, or any
other sport, and telling what he sees
in graphic, exciting terms, has made
him unendingly popular with KDYL
listeners.
In Kansas City, where the light of
day first fell on his flaxen hair, Nelson
was a boy choir singer in the Linwood
Christian Church, and rose to be the
soloist with a voice that could hit
high C. A sudden interest in the slide
trombone, and a sliding tendency in
his own vocal chords, combined to
bring his singing days to an end. His
voice
on sliding, and now he's a
basso kept
profundo.
He started playing tennis when he
was twelve years old. At that time he
was the smallest boy on the team and
rated the last in ability. Undaunted,
he went on playing, and won the
Missouri State High School championship before he was through.
After a year at the University of
Illinois, Nelson went to the Pacific
Coast and enrolled in the University
of California at Los Angeles. There
he met Alta Lyon, who is now Mrs.
Mclninch, and continued his occupation playing tennis and winning
trophies.
It was tennis that led him to radio.
His first job on the air was describing
matches at the Pacific Southwest Tennis Tournament at Los Angeles, and
he liked it so much he decided to make
announcing his career, with emphasis
on sports. His apprenticeship was
served at station KVOD in Denver.
An offer from the famous Racquet
Club in Palm Springs to act as the
club's tennis professional made him
forget, for a while, his resolve to stick
to radio. He played tennis and
chummed with Hollywood stars for a
couple of years, until 1939, when a
chance came to join the KDYL staff,
and he moved to Salt Lake.
Besides his sports broadcasts, Nelson is master of ceremonies on a
comedy program or two every week.
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Stepmother
(Continued from page 18)
to see you again. And this must be
your lovely new wife. I've heard so
much about her."
"Adella I" John said. He seemed
embarrassed. "When did you get back
from Europe?"
"Now, John," the woman said. "You
know perfectly well that I've been
back for a week." She turned to Kay
and put out her hand. "It's no use
waiting for John to introduce us, I see.
I'm Adella Winston."
"How do you do?" Kay said.
"You are lovely," Adella Winston
said appraisingly. "I'm not surprised
John lost his head."
Kay laughed uncomfortably. "Thank
you," she said, wondering what the
woman was trying to imply. John was
looking as though his collar were too
tight. She hated things like this, the
thinly veiled animosity she sensed in
the
apparently
words woman's
and the necessity
for harmless
John to
be polite and leave her in the dark.
IT was Peg who came to her rescue,
' appearing suddenly beside them
and saying, "Mrs. Winston, would you
mind our taking a picture of you for
the 'Journal'?" and with more cleverness than Kay had given her credit
for, getting the woman to the other
side of the room.
They sat down and there was a
strained silence between them. Kay
was waiting for John to explain.
Surely, he would tell her all about
the woman, that it was nothing, had
never been anything. But he didn't
say a word.
Then Peg came bursting in. "We've
got all the pictures," she announced.
"And we have a wonderful idea.
You know what we're going to do?"
she asked, sitting down. "We're —
Say! What's the matter with you
two?" She looked at them sharply
and then threw a glance at Mrs. Winston, who was now sitting a few
tables
frowned.
Kay away.
froze 'She
inside.
Then there was
something, something she should
know about. There must be, if even
Peg knew about it.
She forced herself to smile. "What
about the pictures?"
"Oh, that," Peg said enthusiastically.
"You know, we — Jim and I— we
thought we ought to show where the
money from the Charity Dance is going— get pictures of the playground
and the tenements and everything for
the story.
What do you think?"
"I think it's fine," Kay said. "And
I also think you're learning very fast."
Peg beamed. "We're going down to
the office now — if — that's all right?"
"Of course," Kay said quickly, forestalling John's objection. "As a matter
of fact, I'm a little tired," she said,
turning to John. "Let's drive them
down
to the paper
and then
home."
Somehow,
the sparkle
had gogone
out
of the evening for Kay. She sat
quietly in the car while John drove
to the "Journal" office. She kept
thinking of Adella Winston and wondering what the woman had been
trying
to it
do.could
And mean.
of John's silence
and what
Can this be jealousy? she thought
with dismay. But that was ridiculous.
She had never been jealous of anyone
in her life.
"Goodnight, Mrs. Fairchild," Jim
Shannon was saying.
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Kay returned to the moment with a
start. "Oh, goodnight," she said.
"Don't stay out too late, Peg," John
said.
"You needn't worry," Jim Shannon
assured him. "I'll see she gets home
safe
— and
soon."between John and Kay
The
silence
continued. Gradually, however, as
they drove along, there was an almost
perceptible change in its quality. It
stopped being an awkward, distrustful
silence and became an easy, close sort
of thing. And there was no need to
say anything.
Kay forgot about Adella Winston.
The only thing she could remember
was the look that had been in John's
eyes earlier in the evening. And the
remembering made her a little dizzy.
Something of her feeling must have
communicated itself to John, for he
reached over and took her hand and
his touch was like electricity, sending
a shock through her.
And nothing was the same after that
night. It seemed to Kay that her getting Peg the job had acted like a
clean-blowing wind, sweeping through
the house and leaving in its wake a
fresh, clear atmosphere. There was
joy there now.
In the
Kay She
didn't
quite
trust
herbeginning,
happiness.
watched
warily for any signs of Peg's losing
interest
job. very
But there
any. Pegin her
worked
hard,weren't
much
harder than Kay had ever suspected
she could.
Even Andy Clayton fell under the
spell. He forgot his earlier doubts
about Peg. He liked her Charity
Dance story so much that he started
to train her as a cub reporter.
Kay suspected that the real cause
for the great change in Peg was Jim
Shannon. Jim was a nice youngster,
Kay supposed. At least, everyone
around town seemed to like him. She
had liked him herself, at first. Now —
but she told herself she was being
over-critical. His boyish, callow cynicism, that was only a pose, surely —
something he thought was right and
proper for a newspaperman. And the
way he seemed to be using his job
on the paper as an entree to Walnut
Grove's young social set — but, perhaps that was really Peg's fault. And,
anyway, the important thing was that
he
helped
to keep Peg busy and
happy.
Spring flowered into summer and
summer brought with it a change in
the daily routine of life. Bud was
sent away to camp and his going left
an emptiness in the house. Peg and
Jim, too, spent less time arguing and
talking in front of the fireplace or on
the sun porch and more time outdoors, swimming or playing tennis or
just riding around in Jim's rattly old
roadster.
Sometimes, in the hot, sultry days,
Kay
found
time
hanging
heavily.
oily

The

characte rs and situations in this
inary
■ay any
fictional
and imagwork are wh
not portray and are
, and do
inten ded to
actual
not
sons,
living or dead.

Those times, she would sit quietly in
her house or drive out along the river,
nursing her sense of security and contentment. Her thoughts would flirt
lazily with plans for the future, or
linger lovingly over the past few
weeks. One time, she had felt guilty
about John's being cooped up in his
stuffy office while she was out in the
bright sun and she drove over to the
bank, feeling that if she sat in the
office for awhile with him it would be
rather like sharing his work. But he
was preoccupied and distraught, and
she never repeated that experiment,
even though he apologized later.
"You came in right on top of an
argument with Clark," he had explained with a tight smile.
"John! Anything wrong?" she asked.
"No." He drew the word out. "Just
upsetting at the moment. Now and
then Clark and I don't see eye to eye
would
say.
about things."
And that was all he
Late in July, there was a spell of
breathless, oppressive heat. One afternoon, after three days of sweltering, Kay decided to go for a swim in
the river. She changed into her bathing suit and a light pair of slacks,
and drove to her favorite spot on
the river. Here, under a thick grove
of trees, it was cooler. The grass was
still
and down
near the water's
edge green
the earth
was pleasantly
moist
and spongy. She slipped out of her
slacks and ran into the water. The
water was warm, but there were currents in it fed by icy mountain
streams. She swam about, finding
these cold spots and luxuriating in
their shocking chill.
THERE was a shout from shore and
Kay turned toward the sound. Peg
and Jim were waving to her and a
moment later, Peg was wading into
the river.
"We thought you'd be here," Peg
called. "Mr. Clayton's closed up shop
for the day. Too hot. So when Mattie
told us where you were, we decided
"Swell," Kay called back.
to With
come,a few,
too." strong strokes, Jim had
already reached her. "Hello, Lady,"
he spluttered. "This is a nice spot,
but couldn't you do something about
water?"
cold running
getting
Kay laughed.
"Come on," she said,
"I'll show you the cool places."
Kay was the first to give up their
frolic" and head for shore. She threw
herself on the grass and lay there,
feeling happy and comfortable. In a
little while, Jim and Peg came out of
the water, too. Jim threw himself
down beside Kay, while Peg ran to his
car for towels and cigarettes.
"Lady," Jim said. "You ought to
wear a bathing suit all the time.
You look like a kid. And I like the
way you're not combing your hair
There was nothing in the words,
this something
season."
but
in his voice made Kay
look at him. It was in his eyes. Suddenly, she felt as though a cold wind
had blown over her and she wanted
her clothes very badly. She got up
quickly and saying something about
having to give Mattie instructions for
dinner, hurried to her car.
As she drove
home,
the strange
panic that had sent her fleeing from
(Continued on page 70)
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(Continued from page 68)
Jim subsided. She told herself that
she was being a fool. Jim had only
been trying to be pleasant. But, no
matter how she tried to think it away,
that look of impudent, unashamed
desire had been there.
If her suspicions had needed any
bearing out, Jim soon began to prove
them correct. He got into the habit
of dropping in at odd hours, when he
knew Peg would not be at home.
Once, when Kay had been pretending to be very busy, he said, "Kay,
why don't you get out of all this?
You don't belong in this town. You
don't belong in this family."
"It seems to me," Kay said, "that I
belong here very much. This is my
home and my family — and I love it."
IIM sneered. "Who are you trying to
•* convince — yourself? You're young,
full of life and beauty and you're
wasting your time being a housewife
when you should be out doing important things."
"Right now," Kay said carefully, "I
can think of nothing more important
than seeing that things continue to
run smoothly here and that Peg and
John are kept happy."
The pointedness of her remark, the
cold anger in her eyes, silenced him
for the moment. But it didn't stop
him from coming to see her. Eventually, Kay grew to dread the sound
of the doorbell, knowing it was the
prelude to Mattie's announcement:
"It's that young Shannon again."
Worse than anything else was the
air of tension that was creeping into
the house. Peg wasn't laughing so
much any more. When she was at
home, her eyes were always on Kay.
And when she was away from home,
Kay was never quite sure when she
would come running in on some pretext and, even while she talked glibly
about having forgotten her notes or
needing a handkerchief, search with
her eyes for cigarette stubs in the
ashtrays or Jim's hat on the clothes
rack. Sometimes, Jim would actually
be there when Peg came in and then
the girl would carry him off with her
and there would be a sort of challenge
in her bearing as she did it.
Then, one afternoon late in August,
Jim walked into the living room unannounced. Kay was busy at her accounts and Jim was the farthest thing
from her thoughts. She said hello
casually, told him to sit down and
wait until she was. through, and
promptly forgot him.
Then, totally without warning, his
hands were on her shoulders. His
fingers were like steel, his hold on
her hard and steady. Horror shuddered through her as his lips touched
the back of her neck. She wrenched
herself free and jumped to her feet.
"Don't be a fool!" she said harshly,
choking with revulsion.
"I couldn't help it," Jim said. He
moved
closer and
to her.
love inyou,"
he breathed
caught"I her
his
arms.
There was a startled gasp from the
doorway and Kay whirled about. Peg
was staring at them, her eyes aflame
and her face a white mask. And behind her, John stood.
"Kay!"
moment. John exclaimed after a long
Peg

laughed
COMING
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hysterically.
NEXT MONTH!

"That's

The boldness of it shocked even
divorce."
Kay. Peg caught her breath in a tearing sob and ran out of the room.
John's face went grey and he clenched
his fists as he advanced toward Jim.
"You insolent, young fool," he said
in a voice that trembled with irrepressible rage.
Jim stood his ground. "Why don't
you"Stop
ask it!"
Kay?"Kay said. Stop it, both

see now that leaving you alone so
much must have given him a lot of
opportunities. Maybe, he even got the
idea there was something wrong between us. How alone you've been in
all this." His arms tightened about
herOnly
shoulders.
me." that Peg
the sure"Forgive
knowledge
was up in her room, weeping with
all the bitterness of despair, kept Kay
from feeling that all her weeks of
worry and heartbreak had not been
in vain. To have John close to her
like this again, to know that she could
depend on his strength and his love
and his trust in any emergency was
worth a great deal to her.
Peg's eyes were a little too bright
the next morning at breakfast and
she was just a little too chipper about
saying that "Of course, I'm going to
work. You don't think Jim Shannon
could
me middle
away, doof you?"
And keep
in the
the morning,
Peg came home.
"Just thought I'd stop in and tell
you the news before the gossips get
started," she said brightly, much too
brightly,with
Kay Eleanor
thought.Clark
"Jim last
Shannon
eloped
night.

LJER
tone was so full of anger that
of you!"
' ' both men stared at her. And the
flaring moment of murderous hatred
died as they stood looking at her.
She spoke first to John. "You know
me better than to think I'd be a party
to any such nonsense."
"My loving you isn't nonsense," Jim
interposed.

Eleanor just phoned me. It's supposed
to be aa scoop
my smile.
column." Peg
smiled
hard, for
brittle
"Oh, Peg — I'm so sorry," Kay said,
her heart aching for the girl. The
brave face, the flippant words seemed
so much more pathetic than tears
would have been.
"Don't be silly," Peg said. "I think
it's wonderful. They're just right for
each other. Well, bye-bye now. Got

what I thought."
"No," Kay cried. "You — you're
"Don't you think I know what's
wrong."going on for weeks?" Peg
been
flashed.
"That's not true," Kay said, her
heart going cold with the fear of having John misunderstand, too.
John stepped into the room toward
them. "Of course, there's an explanation," he said, as if to convince Peg.
"There is," Jim said, stepping forward and cutting off Kay's words.
His face was flushed as he said to her,
"Let me tell them." He faced John.
"I'm in love with Kay and I want to
marry her as soon as she can get a

Kay

turned on him. "That's precisely what it is. And I'm sick and
tired of it. I don't love you. What's
more, I can conceive of no circumstances under which I could love you.
You're young and callow and stupid
and I'm past the age when it interests
me to help someone grow up. You've
got nerve
a crushto on
me. in And
had
the
come
here you've
and cause
trouble because of it. You've been
presumptuous and deceitful, taking
advantage of Peg to worm your way
into this house, without caring
whether you hurt her or not. You've
madebiggest
fools offool
us of
all —yourself.
but you've
made
the
Now,
go
away and think it over. I'll expect an
apology
from was
you a one
day." agonizing
Jim's face
burning,
red. "Kay — " he began. Then, the
full impact of the finality of her dismissal seemed to strike him. He
whirled and hurried from the room.
"Kay — darling — " John said brokenly. "I— I understand. It's all right."
"No," Kay said, slumping into a
chair, feeling weak and torn, her
nerves crying out against the tension
of the past few minutes. "No, it's all
wrong and it's all my fault. I should
not have been so stupid. But I was
afraid to throw him out before — oh,
for lots of reasons. Because I didn't
want to give him the satisfaction of
knowing I paid that much attention
to him, because I didn't want to spoil
anything
for Peg." her into his arms
John gathered
tenderly. "Don't," he whispered. "It
isn't so bad. You've never felt Jim
was quite right for Peg and now he's
shown himself up. He's also shown
me
he added
softly. all"I this.
should I
have up,"
understood
— sensed
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to get a story."
VET, Kay told herself, it might have
' been worse. It might have been Peg
that Jim married. Now, at least, none
of them had anything more to fear
from him. And Kay was comforted.
Then, at two o'clock, John came
home. There was a numb, vacant look
in his eyes and he walked like someone in a daze. Without saying a word,
he went to Kay and held on to her as
though she were the last remaining
strength and support in a world crashing to ruin about them.
"John — John, darling! What is it?"
Kay whispered the question, her
throat suddenly tight with a paralyzing presentiment.
"I just resigned from the bank,"
John said. "Resigned!" he laughed
harshly. "It was high time I got out
of "John!"
there — in Kay's
a rut — voice
no future
was— " sharp.
"Why?
What really happened?"
John looked at her as though her
voice had awakened him, called him
back suddenly from some far place.
He shook himself and his eyes cleared.
He smiled crookedly.
"What happened?" he said bitterly.
"Nothing. Just that Clark wanted to
make room for his new son-in-law,
Jim Shannon."
If only, Kay thinks, Peg had never
met Jim Shannon and started the
chain of events that culminated in
Jim's marriage to Eleanor Clark and
John's loss of his job in the bank.
How will she meet this new threat
to her happiness? Be sure to read the
next chapters of Stepmother in the
February issue of Radio Mirror.
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BEAUTY'S

By DR. GRACE

GREGORY

AT bridge, a low honor will often
'* take the trick, if it is skilfully
finessed. And many a plain face
becomes strikingly beautiful by the
skilful use of make-up. It is an art
hvell worth practising.
Meet Yvette, one of the newest of
radio stars. I wish you could meet
her, just as I did. At night clubs and
studios, singing with the most delightful hint of a French accent,
faultlessly made up for the lights, she
seems a young sophisticate with just
a hint of the old world in her distinction. But by daylight, minus
make-up and sophistication, she is a
young girl from Birmingham, Alabama, unaffected and a little shy.
Yvette was trained as an artist.
Singing was a hobby with her. But
that golden voice which delights us
all on her own program, Have You
Met Yvette? on the NBC-Red, Saturday nights at 7:45 EST, and Sundays
at 4:00, made her decision for her.
Radio was bound to discover her.
Yvette's beauty is of a rare and
exquisite type. She is petite, with
soft golden blonde hair and expressive brown eyes. Her skin is finetextured and clear as a baby's. And
with her unerring artistry she chooses
the minimum of make-up. A light,
soothing powder base, and just a
dusting of powder. No rouge, but a
little mascara on the too-blonde
lashes. Natural brows darkened imperceptibly with pencil. And just
the right shade of lipstick clearly outlining the warm,
generous
mouth.
Under the lights of studio and
night clubs, however, Yvette shows
complete mastery of the art of theatrical make-up. She knows that with
proper use of rouge, powder base, eye
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■ Have you met Yvette/1 She sings on Saturday nights and
Sundays over the NBC-Red, and says the art of make-up is
in

learning

each

beauty

trick

shadow and so forth, it is possible to
create for oneself the face one should
have, or, as in her case, to fortify a
delicate coloring and fineness of contour so that the cruel bright lights
will show her as she really is.
Yvette has already done a highly
sucessful movie short, and there is
every prospect that her public will
demand that she be seen as well as
heard. A lovely face, a lovely voice,
and a most lovable personality point
to movie as well as radio stardom.
Yvette agrees with me that for
ordinary street and evening make-up,
the younger and lovelier the face, the
less need be done. A mature face, or
a face with defects calls for accomplished artistry. For everyone, experiment only will discover the proper
routine. Practise makes the routine
swift and sure.
First, of course, we cleanse the face
with the right cleansing cream, followed by mild soap and soft water.
Then a brisk patting with a skin
freshener. And now the all-important
question of powder base.
Many creams and lotions make excellent powder bases, when the only
purpose is to soothe and protect the
skin, and make the powder stay on.
But if the skin is blemished, there
are bases which have the additional
purpose of concealment. If you have

until

you've

perfected

it-

serious blemishes, there is a marvelous product which will conceal even
a large purple birthmark, or a burn.
If you are really clever with cosmetics you will use both cream and
dry rouge. Apply the cream rouge
with a moistened rouge paw or pad,
and blend it carefully. Experience
will show where it does most for the
contours. For mature faces, rouge
close under the eyes. With most
powder bases the rouge goes under
the powder base. Always it is under
the powder. The cream rouge stays
with you. But you need the dry
rouge for finishing touches and for
repairs during the day. A dusting of
powder, please, even over the dry
rouge. Remember, the effect you
want is a natural flush that shows
through the skin.
EYEIt make-up
a story
to itself.
cannot beis said
too alloften
that
most of us are the better for a little
mascara on the lashes and pencil or
mascara on the brows. Skilfully used,
it is not noticeable. For blondes, it is
an A absolute
"must." is a real timegood make-up
saver, because it stays on all day.
Experiment until you have your own
best make-up routine, practice it,
and you will be surprised at how
little time it takes.

Bing — By Bob Hope
(Continued from page 20)
see much of each other socially, although we're fairly close neighbors
in Toluca Lake. Our respective interests keep us pretty much occupied.
But we do play golf together about
once a month — when we're home.
Bing's a fine golfer, and loves the
game. He likes to win, too, but if he
loses, he can take it.
Dolores (Mrs. Hope) and I were
down at his Del Mar home a counle
of times during last season, and Bing
proved to be a swell host. One eve-in
ning we came in from a long walk
the country, hungry as truck drivers
after a long haul. The servants had
didn't faze Bing.
gone to bed, but that
He went into the kitchen— and proved
that even a crooner can cook. Honestly, though, Bing prepared a supper of scrambled eggs and bacon and
of coffee as good as any I've
a pottasted.
ever

our last visit to his ranch, Bing
and the twins, Philip and Denis,
staged a song concert, and we all had
a lot of laughs.
It's cute to hear Bing address the
he'll say— The
boys. "Well, men,"
eldest, Gary, is only six and a half
years old. And the "men" fall in line
he wants. They're a
with whatever lot,
well-behaved
even Lindsey, the
baby, who's only two.
Bing's a family man who skips the
he'd rather
fancy premieres because
go to the movies with Dixie. He enat home,
evening
an
joys spending
catching up on his reading after putting the kids to bed.
ON

Bing is swell to work with, because
he's mentally alert and has a sense of
humor.
funny-bone
short. HeDon't
can sell
ad Bing's
lib with
the best
of us.
No one gets more of a kick out
of the cracks people make at his
houses than he himself. On my
radio show one night I told the yarn
about Bing taking Ligaroti down to
the Santa Fe tracks near Del Mar to
see the Streamliner go by. As the
train zoomed past, Bing turned to the
horse and scolded, "See? That's the
A few
days later I met Bing on the
way
it's done!"
lot, and the first thing he said was,
"Dixie and I got a great kick out of
on Ligaroti."
that
Onegagof you
the pulled
best anecdotes
I know
about Bing combines his sense of
humor with his ability to accept circumstances as they come. It concerns
an incident that happened several
years ago at his ranch, where he was
entertaining a group of friends from
Lakeside and their wives. I wasn't
there myself, but one of the fellows in
the party told me about it.
It was a bright, moonlight night,
and some one suggested a hike in the
valley. The group walked along almost in a body until they reached a
narrow dirt road, and it became necessary to continue singly or by twos.
Bing and his cocker spaniels, Laddie
and Duchess, brought up the rear.
Everybody was happy until the dogs
decided to go exploring in the brush.
When they returned, the atmosphere
became as potent as a double Scotch

on
stomach.
You that
didn't
needanto empty
be psychic
to guess
in
their wanderings they had routed out
a skunk!
Then, I'm told, the pups got excited, brushed up against Bing, and
instantly made him as highly perfumed as themselves! Whereupon
the rest of the group, to avoid the
same result, took to their heels and
fled, leaving Bing and the spaniels a
good quarter-mile behind.
Instead of getting sore, Bing started
to sing — in his best voice, and apparently blissfuly ignoring the stench
around him. He sang the entire two
miles back to the house, his voice
carrying clearly in the still night to
his delighted audience ahead.
Boy,
I'd beenI could
there! tell you
Bing Ihaswish
a heart.
about the pipe organ he bestowed
upon his church, which he attends
every Sunday. I could mention the
many handsome contributions he
makes to charities — and probably get
him ?ore. Like all who're sincerely
charitable, Bing doesn't like his good
deeds publicized.
BING will never have to worry
about a tight hatband. He has
something which should always save
him from the danger of taking himself too seriously. He's humble ! I
suppose the idea of a man rich and
famous acting humble doesn't ring
true. But it's no pose with Bing. He's
absolutely sincere.
Maybe
guessed. I'm crazy
about
the you've
guy!

Bob — By Bing Crosby
(Continued from page 21)
together every six months for a big
feed and minstrel show. It's a costume affair, lasts until dawn, and
everybody has a hilarious time. Pat
O'Brien's in charge of the next shindig this fall, and Ken Murray, Jerry
Colonna and Ella Logan are members
of the gang. My brother Larry stage
manages the minstrels, for which we
rehearse weeks in advance.
Bob's favorite stunt at these clambakes is reading lines out of his hat.
He puts them inside the crown, then
invents all sorts of zany gags to remove the hat.
Make a careful, honest appraisal of
this Dream Boat of the airwaves, and
what's he got? Looks? With that
dish nose, and that shovel chin, Bob
Taylor and Ty Power can rest easy.
Mrs. Hope is the beauty of the family,
and of course Linda, the baby, is already giving evidence of great future
beauty.
Dolores can out-sing him, too.
WHAT

issessesit,thatthen,
the fellow
poshas made
the world

his stooge? Frankly, I'm afraid it's
brains.
gray hematter.
any one Yeah,
tell you
took itDon't
easy let
to
become an overnight sensation. He
worked for his breaks. He came up
the hard way. He's a veteran of
twelve years in show business.
Believe it or not, Hope was once a
hoofer. He started out originally in a
blackface act with a pal, calling themselves dance comedians. The team
was dissolved when the other chap
72

died, and Hope joined up with a new
partner. They were eccentric dancers,
playing
Gus Sun
Time in
— athecircuit
familiar the
to small
towns
east
anrl middle west.
When Bob went east last summer,
he got a great kick out of including
in the trip Cleveland — where he once
sold newspapers and jerked sodas.
He school
looked with,
up all even
of the forgiving
gang he'd those
gone
to
who, in his youth, nicknamed him
"Hopeless." His real name being Lester Townes
Hope,
"Les Hope"
became
a butt
for even
wise cracks.
Beneath that glib-talking Mr. Hyde exterior breathes a warm-hearted Dr.
Jekyll personality. For all his scenestealing, gagging and general torhe's a most
pretty
level-headed
fellow, andmenting,the
sentimental
guy
in the world. His devotion to friends,
particularly old-time pals whose
financial status has failed to keep
pace with his own, amounts almost
to a mania. He recently brought a pal
of his out from Cleveland and paid all
his expenses. The fellow had been
down on his luck back home. Bob's
trying to find him a job out here.
You all know what a pushover he
is for benefits. Like the time he
played twenty-two of them in a short
stretch — making three appearances
one day — then retired to Palm Springs
in a state of near collapse.
Having a pretty good sense of humor himself, Hope doesn't relish
people who take themselves too se-

riously. One of his friends tells about
an evening at his home when a small
group included a film actress who fancies herself pretty much of a Bette
Davis or Sarah Bernhardt. Her entrance was as dramatic as a queen's,
and herallemoting
let up for
second
evening.didn't
Everybody
grewa
bored,

and

finally

Bob

exploded.

I OOK, honey," he said to the asoir'-ing Helen Hayes, "relax. Be yourself. You're not at the studio.
You're at the Hope mansion. You're
among friends. Forget you're an actress and just have a good time."
The "mansion" is a big, comfortable
house of whitewashed brick set amid
a couple of acres of lawn framed by
a fence. At the entrance gate you
have to announce yourself through a
speaking tube, and if you don't know
the password of the moment, you're
out of rious
luck.
At present
it's a mystecharacter
in a popular
song.
There's an assortment of dogs on
the place. One is a black spaniel
named Lum. Once there was an Abner, too, but he got too noisy and had
to be banished after the neighbors
complained.
You can see that Hope's come a long
way from the kid in Cleveland who
wanted to be a parachute jumper, and
leaped off the roof of his home with
an opened umbrella for balance. Perhaps you can't attribute his arresting
personality
that feat,
but I wouldn't
d;scount theto theory
entirely.
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in addition get all

TJERE'S a wonderful offer that every ambi-* -* tious woman should read — then act upon.
If you can spare a few hours daily or weekly
from your regular duties, this offer gives you
the opportunity to add many dollars to your

YOUR OWN
DRESSES

REE!

for Complete Portfolio of
Smart New Advanced 1941
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in this new kind of
for Married Women

family's earnings.
Or, if you can devote all
your time, you can make up to $23.00 weekly
\
— and even more. Either way, you can earn a V
many as low as
substantial regular income and in addition get \
all your own dresses without a penny of cost. Many ^V
women in all parts of the country are now enjoying ^*»
this pleasant, easy and dignified ' way to make extra
money. So can you. Just mail coupon below and complete particulars will be sent you free by return mail
NO

EXPERIENCE

• NO

INVESTMENT

No special experience, no regular canvassing necessary, and not a penny
is required now, or any time. Accept this amazing offer. Become the
direct factory representative
for the glorious Fashion Frocks in your
locality. Show the glamorous styles. Wear the stunning dresses furnished
you Free. Your friends and neighbors — in fact, all women — will be
delighted to see these gorgeous dresses, and will gladly give you their
orders. You aqj^cmly show them the newest and most stunning dresses,
but allow them to buy direct from the factory and
save them money besides.

f c4s%»lUl\
HOLLYWOOD

§m

k

APPROVED

1941,

AUTHENTIC

STYLES

The Fashion Frock advanced styles for Spring and Summer,
1941, are the smartest and most beautiful in all our 33 years
of dress manufacturing history. They are the last-minute
approved styles from famed fashion centers, where our
stylists rush the newest style trends to us to be made into
Fashion Frocks.

Wear and show the latest
Fashion Frocks as worn in
Hollywood by many
of
the most prominent;
screen stars.
i

WORN

BY FAMOUS

MOVIE

STARS

Many prominent screen actresses wear Fashion Frocks. Some
the first of the new 1941 Spring Styles are shown here as worn
by Binm'e Barnes, Astrid Allwyn, Adrianne Ames, and June Storey.
I This Hollywood acceptance puts the stamp of approval on the styles,
fabrics and colors of Fashion Frocks.

FASHION

FROCKS

V- Is breath • taking

Fashion Frocks are extensively advertised, are endorsed and approved
by fashion editors of leading magazines. This superior line of gorgeous dresses is known to women everywhere who are eager to
see the new spring Fashion Frocks. As they are never sold in stores
but by direct factory representatives only, the demand for them is
growing so fast we need more women to help us take care of it,
so this glorious opportunity is open to you. You can make up to
$23.00 weekly — and in addition get all your own dresses free. It

in this
checkedand
'monotone
with punctuated
matching
/rock,
by smart pockets,
turban.
Style 862

— "■■vi^^ costs you nothing. No money is required now or any time. Just
' >~ \ mail coupon for free particulars. Or write a letter — a postal will
M
\
do. There is no obligation.
t amazing offer is
open to ambitious women everywhere, and is
absolutely Free in every

.to pay now or at anytime. /
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BEADLESTON
SISTERS

PECCY

SAYS

:

"WE BOTH SMOKE CAMELS—
THEY'RE SO MUCH MILDER"
AND

NANCY

"THEY

HAVE

ADDS:

MORE

FLAVOR, TOO!

'The 'extras' are the very things
we like best about Camels!"
And here are a few of the many
other distinguished women
ivho prefer Camel cigarettes:
Mrs. Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia
Mrs. Gail Borden, Chicago
Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston
Mrs. Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr.,
Philadelphia
Mrs. Charles Carroll, Jr., Maryland
Mrs. J. Gardner Coolidge 2nd, Boston
Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel 3rd,
Philadelphia
Miss Eleanor Frothingham, Boston
Miss Polly Peabody, New York
Mrs. Rufus Paine Spalding III, Pasadena
Mrs. Oliver DeGray Vanderbilt III,
Cincinnati
Mrs. Kiliaen M. Van Rensselaer,
New York

Copyright. 1940, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Winston- Salem. North Carolina

In recent laboratory tests, Camels
burned 25% slower than the average of the 15 other of the largestselling brands tested— slower than
any of them. That means, on the
average, a smoking plus equal to

5

EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!

Peggy and Nancy are the daughters of
Mrs. C. Perry Beadleston of New York and
Long Island. Among their family forbears
are a Territorial Governor, a Secretary of
the Treasury, a World War general...

would like to be a writer... Nancy (seated
on arm of the sofa) is fun-loving, figureskates beautifully, composes swing music.

Noted for their glowing
blonde beauty

They agree that: "There's something special about a Camel. It always tastes just
right. Milder and cooler and full of flavor!
Camel cigarettes are gentle to the throat,
too — not a bit harsh." As Nancy says:
"Well, you'd have to smoke Camels to

Good companions, the lovely Beadleston
sisters are usually seen together at debutante parties, the theatre, polo matches.
Serious-eyed Peggy reads a great deal,
EXTRA

GET

MILDNESS

THE "EXTRAS"

EXTRA

WITH

"Camels . . . our favorite cigarette "

know how grand they really are !"
COOLNESS

EXTRA riAVOR

SLOWER-BURNING

CAMELS
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Own Story

Vivid Radio Drama
Daring Choice Between
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of a Woman's
Money and a Man

LOVE SHY- A RADIO STAR'S STRANGE FEAR

wr#/jr/#7X0j/i0/tL
WHEN

LASHES

DARKENED
LONG

ARE
TO

SWEEPING

LOVELINESS

Columbia
Motion Picture Stai

R bewitching eyes— who

can resist their spell r
How well Hollywood Beauties realize that
eye make-up is all-important . . . that the
effect must be soft and lovely . . . and that
Maybelline is always flattering — never
obvious!
Rita Hayworth subtly accents her exotic
brunette charm. She knows that even the
duskiest eyelashes fade out lighter at the
ends ... so they need Mascara that goes

on divinely and doesn't smudge off. As she
darkens her lashes to the very tips, she

sweeps them upward with the Mascara
brush — to make them look longer, lovelier, more luxuriant. Her expressive brows
are tapered gracefully with the famous
smooth- marking Eyebrow Pencil. Her eyelids shimmer with a touch of exquisite
Eye Shadow.
You can glorify your eyes just as easily
this very day with Maybelline Eye Beauty
Aids — and be sure you get genuine
MAYBELLINE Eye Beauty Aids. At
Drug and Department Stores everywhere,

Attractive Purse Sizes at All Ten Cent Counters

" • Bureau
„,»^
\ Good Housekeeping!
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HE THOUGHT:

jfil/BE loVEEIJVESS ItSEEeT
UNTIL, ALAS, SHE

SMILED.1

Take no chances with "Pink Tooth Brush"— help protect
your own bright smile 'with Ipana and Massage!
FROM ACROSS THE ROOM

her beauty was

flawless— almost unreal in its perfection of
form and color. He thought, above the
swift pounding of his heart, "Why, she's
the loveliest— the most exciting thing I've
ever seen in my life! I must meet her at once! "
And when he did, his eyes held hers and
whispered, "You're loveliness itself!" But
then— right at that breathless moment— she
smiled. And in just that instant his eagerness faded.
POOR TEETH— DINGY
GUMS ARE A TRAGEDY.

A ruined smile is a
tragedy to anyone. But
it is a particularly tragic handicap to a woman. So don't YOU be as
foolish as this poor girl,
and ignore the warning
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aid the health of the gums as well. Massage alittle extra Ipana onto your gums

winning smile— your
charm.

when you brush your teeth. Feel that delightful tang— exclusive with Ipana and
massage. It flashes the news that gum circulation isimproving— strengthening gum
tissues— helping to make gums healthier.
So get an economical tube of Ipana today.
Join the charming women who have found
Ipana and massage one way to a more attractive smile.

NEVER

IGNORE

"PINK

TOOTH BRUSH." When

you seebrush
"pink"— see
on your
your
tooth

J/H dentisty.and see him
J^
promptl
It may not
mean serious trouble ahead. It may simply
mean that today's soft, creamy foods have
robbed your gums of work, left them tender, sensitive, weak. And, often, your dentist's advice will simply be more work and
exercise for those lazy gums— "the healthful stimulation of Ipana and massage."
FOR IPANA, WITH MASSAGE,

is especially

designed not only to clean the teeth but to

IPANA
'FEBRUARY,

of "pink
tooth
brush"!
To
do so is
to risk
your

TOOTH

PASTE

WHEN YOU BUY IPANA,

ask your druggist for
the new D. D. tooth
brush. Designed with
the aid of over 1,000
dentists, the D.D. brush
is more effective for
gum massage, more
thorough cleansing.
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WHAT DO YOU
WANT TO SAY?

It's always August
underneath your arms!

PRIZE
INSPIRINGIRSAMERICANISM
F T
3W that the world is rife with
r
| >1 bigotry and intolerance it is
refreshing to hear the good
AMERICAN WAY of tolerance and
broad-mindedness expressed through
such serials as The Goldbergs, Life
Can Be Beautiful and The Guiding
Light. In these serials people of
diverse nationalities and creeds are
busy living "The Good Life" together
and their largeness of spirit is a rebuke to the world of reality.
Escape from reality becomes a
beneficial psychological process when
we escape to such fictitious yet real
people as Molly Goldberg, Papa David
Solomon and Dr. John Ruthledge.
They inspire us with a philosophy
that is as American as the Constitution and as precious as Liberty. It
would indeed be a better world if we
would all follow Papa David in being
prejudiced only against prejudice
and intolerant only of intolerance. —
Virginia Ellerington, Dumbarton, Va.
SECOND
"I'M A WAR

PRIZE

NEWS

ADDICT"

Here's one of those queer beings —
a war news addict. Don't be too hard
on us, ye who seek to escape realities!
I'm no ostrich. I am living
my
inch of this gruesome war (overevery
radio and in the papers), and while
my heart bleeds over such useless
destruction and the hatred it is all
engendering, I find it a thrilling game
when viewed from the diplomatic
standpoint.
This is history in the making! And
what history! To read of something
long past and forgotten by most
people, cannot compare with the
surging emotions awakened by this
experience— turning a page each day
in a living drama — the most terrible
of all time! Following with intense
expectation the diplomatic maneuvering— guessing what next; viewing
with amazement the versatility with
which the leaders turn and twist the
wheels of Fate— like spinning the
{Continued on page 67)

Underarms perspire in Winter as in Summer.
Use Mum daily to guard your charm!
can't prevent risk of underarm odor. But
Mum's effectiveness lasts. Winter or summer, Mum is the word for charm.

OUTDOORS, winter may bluster. But
outdoors or indoors, it's always
August, always 98 degrees, under your
coat and dress, underneath your arms.

FOR CONVENIENCE!

So don't let winter fool you. Remember, even when you see no moisture, odor
can and does form, and winter clothes
especially, are apt to carry tales about any
lack of daintiness.

in 30 seconds and you're fresh for hours.
FOR SAFETY! Is your skin sensitive?
Mum won't irritate even after shaving.
And Mum is harmless to fabrics.

That's why Mum is so important to
you right now. Just smooth Mum on and

FOR CHARM! You're dainty always,
when you make Mum a daily habit. Get

you're safe from odor, sure of your popularity, for a full day or evening.
Use Mum daily, for even daily baths

a jar of Mum at your druggist's today.
Long after your bath has faded, Mum
goes on guarding your charm.

WINTER

AND

SUMMER.

..MUM'S

THE

WORD

Smooth Mum

FOR

on

CHARM!

THIS IS YOUR PAGE!
YOUR

LETTERS OF OPINION

PRIZES
First Prize
Second Prize
Five Prizes of

WIN

$10.00
$ 5.00
$ 1.00

Address your letter to the Editor,
RADIO MIRROR, 122 East 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y., and mail it
not later than January 27, 1941. All
submissions become the property of
this magazine.
rEBHUAHY,

1941

For Sanitary Napkins
Napkins need Mum, too. For
this important purpose, thousands ofwomen use Mum because itis always so gentle,
so dependable.

TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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■ The career of Anne Hummert

is as vivid, as dramatic

and as exciting as the daily radio dramas she has created
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HER hats are small, feminine, usually blue
new menace to our Gal Sunday's happiness.
And always there is a dream of walking out
and quite charming; her office, high above
of New York some day to begin living far from
Park Avenue, is the reflection of success;
her name is Anne Hummert and her importance
anything to do with the business of radio, in
to you as a radio listener is quite incalculable.
a very small and intimate house that will have
The role she plays in your listening is more
been especially built. It will sit high on a blueimportant than any actor's, than any director's,
capped
hill in Virginia,
facing atout
over* farm
soft
rolling country
looking across
a real
than any engineer's in the control room — for
Anne Hummert is half of an amazing team that
to distant mountains smoky in a warm haze.
Yet dreams seem to have a
conceived and supervises the
way of taking second place to
writing of over sixty broadcasts a week!
such practical demands on the
To list a dozen: The RoHummerts as living dramatimance of Helen Trent, Our
cally as two
of radio's most
important
personalities.
Gal Sunday, Backstage Wife,
Young Widder Brown, John's
Other Wife, Mr. Keen, Tracer
I have
ons
timese lately
seenALtentativ
suggesti
SEVER
of Lost Persons, The Album of
made that a general ten cent
Familiar Music, Waltz Time,
admission be charged to all
Amanda of Honeymoon Hill,
radio broadcasts, with the
Just Plain Bill, Second Husrevenue then going to the
band, Stella Dallas.
American Red Cross.
In terms of listener surveys,
this is a staggering total of
I can't think of a better, an
somewhere near 20,000,000
-easier, a more welcome way
to
raise funds for the Red
radio sets, to which an averCross. Radio does so much
age of nearly three people a
now with its announcements
set usually listen.
several times a day urging
There is probably not one
listeners to join in sending
of you reading this who
doesn't tune in one or more
money that the ten cent adof those broadcasts every day
next step.mission plan seems a logical
and every week. Anne HumIt would be little enough to
mert's career is a romantic
success as vivid, as dramatic
pay for the chance to watch
and as exciting as those radio
radio's stars in their perfordramas she has helped to
mances. Ihope that the netcreate.
A„„« nummert
u„m_fij — author
„.uu««. works
will
join in making
— TUo
I ne nm/*-,;n^
amazing Anne
i
«■ .•
_*
,, this
for
there
In the
very a first days
,, 3
,. shows
.
plan effective soon
fnr- +*««•<*
™v
„„j;„
a„i ofl net-„+ ot,more than
a score ot, radio
work
radio Anne
Ashenhurst
is an urgent need for relief in
this world crisis.
went to work for Frank Hummert and soon they were writing as a team —
a team which was responsible for some of the
A FEW Sundays ago, William Powell, on the
Silver Theater program, gave one of the
very first radio serial dramas — Betty and Bob,
Just Plain Bill, Ma Perkins. It was a team that
most ingratiating, amusing performances I've
ever chuckled at. His warm, friendly way of
enjoyed breathless success in an ever widening
field — a team that united its personal lives in
clowning
me, superbof artistry.
recom-'
marriage.
mend
that is,theto producers
the Silver I Theater
demand
a
return
performance.
From Sunday through to Wednesday, Mr.
I think it is also high time that this editorial
and Mrs. Hummert work in New York, superpage offer words of praise to that other CBS
vising their programs, going to broadcasts,
Sunday night show that offers such a blend of
conferring with advertisers, checking with program directors. The last half of the week is comedy and drama — Take It or Leave It. Blessed
usually spent in Connecticut where there is a with an exciting idea on which the program is
based, it is doubly fortunate that Bob Hawks
real home surrounded by an oasis of green
is the master of ceremonies. Here is a showman
lawns in the summer time and hedges of white
in the winter. Here the Hummerts guide the
for
my money who always gives his "broadcasts
destinies of their radio heroes and heroines.
pace, zip, and suspense. Equally important, he
Here Brenda Cummings of Second Husband is is the contestant's friend, helping him as much
first fated to fall ill with a high fever that
as he can to answer correctly. Have you gathered that I like Take It or Leave it? I do.
threatens her life, here Helen Trent is first
FRED R. SAMMIS
scheduled for a new romance, here is plotted a
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YOU have probably known several
cases like that . . . the medical records
report lots of them. And they all lead
up to this warning:
Don't take a cold lightly. Don't
neglect it. Take care of it at once.
HELP

NATURE

EARLY

If you feel a cold coming on, or your
throat feels irritated, go to bed. Keep
warm. Drink plenty of water and fruit
juices. Eat lightly. Gargle full strength
Listerine Antiseptic every two hours.
All of these simple measures are
aimed to help Nature to abort a cold
quickly. Rest and warmth build up
reserve. Juices and water aid elimination. Food restores strength. And Listerine Antiseptic kills millions of germs
on mouth and throat surfaces . . . the
very types of germs that many authorities claim are the cause of many
of the distressing aspects of a cold.
Tests showed germ reductions on tis-

sue surfaces ranging to 96.7% fifteen
minutes after the Listerine gargle, and
up to 80% one hour after.
9 YEARS

OF

\
OfferV.
good
S. A.only
in
Continental

RESEARCH

And in tests conducted during 9 years
of research, those who gargled Listerine Antiseptic twice a day had fewer
colds, milder colds, and colds of shorter
duration than those who did not use it.
This success we ascribe to Listerine's
germ-killing action on the mouth and
throat surfaces.
We wish
Antiseptic
off a cold,
that as a
your most

we could say that Listerine
so used would always head
but we cannot. We do say
first aid it is deserving of
serious consideration.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

At the first symptom of a Cold or Sore Throat

LISTERINE . . . QUICK!
FEBRUARY,
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At all Drug
Counters, now/

I,/

Corel Bruce, s/ng/ng
star of "Louisiana
Purchase." and of the
Sen Bernie broadcasts
heard Tuesday nights
over the NBC network.
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■ Beautiful, desirable, the toast of Broadway
radio, this new
in her own

star who

and

is barely twenty-one, tells

words, the incredible story of her life

and of a love that taught her the truth about herself
SOME day, I thought while the
wheels of the train clicketyclacked over the steel rails, I'll
have what I've been working for
ever since I first went into that little store in Brooklyn and asked for
a job. Some day I'll have the music
and the spotlight following me
around the stage and the sharp
thunder of applause coming from
the auditorium. I'll have my picture
in the papers, and I'll have people
wanting to meet me and I'll have
dates with men whose names are
known around the world.
I'll have all that, I thought, and
it won't mean a thing. It won't
mean a thing, because to get it I've
thrown away my one chance at
happiness.
That was two years ago. A great
many things can happen to you in
two years. You can also learn a
good deal, and the things that
seemed important to you then don't
seem as important now. All the
things I predicted have come true
in two years. All except one.
I'm singing on Ben Bernie's program .over NBC. I'm featured in
the Broadway musical hit, "Louisiana Purchase," and my dressing
room in the theater is right nextdoor to Irene Bordoni's. (I used to
save my nickels to see her in the
movies!) After the evening performance of the show I could have
had a job singing in New York's
most ultra-ultra night club, except
that I simply haven't the time. Next
June I'm going to Hollywood to
start a new career in the movies,
with a contract that promises in
black and white to pay me more
money than I used to think was in
existence. I've had dates with some
of the movies' most famous and
charming men.
But the part about all this not
meaning a thing ... that didn't
FEBRUARY,
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come true. It most emphatically
does mean something! Two years
ago, coming back to New York in
the train from Chicago, I thought
I was heartbroken, but time has
changed that heartbreak, quite
magically, into little more than a
sweet memory. Perhaps it's true,
as I told myself then, that I'd
thrown away my chance at happiness; but there will be another
chance. I know it. I can afford to
wait, because next time I won't
throw it away. . . .
And meanwhile, life is really
pretty exciting and wonderful.
You have to know the Carol
Bruce of seven years ago to understand the Carol Bruce who said
"No" to the man she loved.
Things weren't very easy for me
or my family in those days. Until
I was twelve, Dad had been reasonably well off, financially, and we
lived — Dad and Mother and my kid
sister Marilyn and I— in a home of
our own on Long Island. Then there
was the depression, and Dad's investments were all swept away,
and we gave up the house and
moved to an apartment in Brooklyn.
Dad hunted around for work where
there wasn't any, but Mother was
luckier. I guess it was luck, anyway. She got a job in a factory.
It did something to me, seeing
my mother leaving home every
morning to work with her hands in
a factory. It hurt me, very deeply.
I'd sit at my desk in school, forgetting to study, seeing nothing but
Mother bent over her work table,
her hands flying, her face tense.
Perhaps it wasn't really as bad as
I imagined it. Mother said it wasn't.
Unlike Dad, who was born in the
United States, she'd come here
from Russia, and she said she was
thankful to live in a place where
she could work and earn money.

All I knew was that she came
home, every night, completely worn
out, and when I was thirteen, going
on fourteen, I made up my mind to
do something to help her.
After school one afternoon I went
downtown, into the business part
of Brooklyn, and looked for a job.
I had only the vaguest idea of how
to go about it. I was afraid of the
big department stores where, I'd
heard, they made you fill out big
long questionnaires and wouldn't
hire you unless you'd had lots of
experience. And since I was going
to have to lie about my age, I
wanted to do my lying to someone
who might not have as much experience as the personnel manager
of a big store.
SO and
I wandered
whenever Ialong
came the
to a street,
small
shop I'd go in and ask if they could
use a salesgirl. Luck was with me,
because in about the tenth shop
they said they could. I explained
that I could work only after threethirty every day except Saturdays,
because I went to school, and the
woman
that ran the store looked at
me sharply.
"How old are you?" she asked.
"Seventeen," I said calmly.
It was an easier lie than it sounds,
and she believed me. I really did
look as if I might be seventeen. I
was big for my age, as tall as I am
now and I think a little heavier.
Mother always let me choose my
own clothes, so — as any girl would
— I always selected dresses that
would make me look older than I
was. And besides, this afternoon
I'd done some special and quite successful experimenting with powder
and lipstick.
I started out at eight dollars a
week, which seemed like a fortune
to me.
(Continued on page 68)

■ They loved each

other

madly, despairingly, but another love, greedy and demanding, stood between
them

denying

them

their

right to each other until —
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PEOPLE who kno,w my
call me Mr. Keen the Tracer
of Lost Persons. Some of them
seem to think I am a story book
detective, dashing wildly after
clues, always getting my man — or
woman — no matter how completely
he has disappeared, but this highly
nattering picture is as lacking in
some ways as it is exaggerated in
others.
As I see it, finding a missing person is only part of my job; the rest
of it is helping him to adjust himself satisfactorily later on — and if
this sounds a bit on the moralizing
side it's because I believe there is
nothing in the world more tragic
than people who have happiness at
their finger tips and who because of
their own blindness and lack of understanding never get it for themselves or for those they love. People,
for instance, like Louella Rennselaer, her son Martin and Julie
Cobb — the girl he loved.
I met Martin first. I was sitting
in my study one night wondering
whether to finish the detective
story I was reading or go to bed
when the door bell rang and a moment later James, my butler, appeared at the study door, only to be
shoved aside by a young man who
had followed him from the hall.
The intruder was tall and dark,
well-dressed, good looking even
with his face twisted with suffering,

"Mr. Keen," he blurted, "you've
got to help me — got to find her before it's too late!"
"Too late for what?" I asked in
surprise.
"To find her alive! Mother," his
voice broke then he began again.
"Mother— she's gone — and if she's
dead I've killed her!" He sank into
a chair and hid his face in his
hands. "If anything has happened
to her," he moaned, "I'll kill myself."
"Now pull yourself together," I
advised.
"I'll do everything I can
to help you, of course, but I'll have
8

■ "What are you doing here?" cried
Martin. "If you've been telling
Mr. Keen anything about Mother — "

to have some facts to work with. I
don't even know your name."
"I'm sorry, sir," he made an obvious effort to control himself. "My
name is Rennselaer — Martin Renn-

"that's what Mother and I thought,
though Julie seems to think I'm not
good for anything but commercial

I continued questioning him then
selaer."
and
under the strain of his emotion
he answered much more frankly
than people usually do, giving me
a much more intimate glimpse into
his life than he realized.
"Occupation?"
"I'm an artist. At least," bitterly,

"No!" vehemently. "She's not
my wife. That's the trouble. I
wanted her to be. I fell in love
with
her the first time I saw her."
wife?"
art." was that?"
"When
"About six months ago. I was
visiting a friend in the hospital and
she was the nurse on the case. I—

"Who

is Julie?" I asked. "Your
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Listen to Mr. Keen, Tracer
of Lost Persons, every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
evening, at 7:J5, E.S.T., on
NBC-Blue — sponsored by the
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g perAs I see it, finding a missinthe
rest
son is only part of my job;
himadjust
of it is helping him to
self satisfactorily later on— and if
this sounds a bit on the moralizing
side it's because I believe there is
nothing in the wbrld more tragic
than people who have happiness at
their finger tips and who because of
their own blindness and lack of understanding never get it for themselves or for those they love. People,
for instance, like Louella Rennselaer, her son Martin and Julie
Cobb — the girl he loved.
I met Martin first. I was sitting
in my study one night wondering
'hether to finish the detective
story I was reading or go to bed
when the door bell rang and a moment later James, my butler, appeared at the study door, only to be
shoved aside by a young man who
had followed him from the hall.
The intruder was tall and dark,
well-dressed, good looking even
with his face twisted with suffer"Mr. Keen," he blurted, "you've
got to help me — got to find her before it's too late!"
"Too late for what?" I asked in
surprise.
"To find her alive! Mother," his
voice broke then he began again.
"Mother — she's gone — and if she's
dead I've killed her!" He sank into
a chair and hid his face in his
"If anything has happened
to her," he moaned, "I'll kill my■v pull yourself together," I
advised.
"I'll do everything I can
to help you, of course, but I'll have
8

■ "What are you doing here?" cried
Martin. "If you've been .telling
Mr. Keen anything about Mother — "

to have some facts to work with. I
don't even know your name."
"I'm sorry, sir," he made an obvious effort to control himself. "My
name is Rennselaer — Martin RennI continued questioning him then
selaer."
and under the strain of his emotion
he answered
much
more frankly
than people usually do, giving me
h more intimate glimpse into
than he realized.
"Occupation?"
"I'm an artist. At least," bitterly,

"that's what Mother and I thought,
though Julie seems to think I'm not
good for anything but commercial
"Who is Julie?" I asked. "Your
"No!" vehemently.
wife. That's the
wanted her to be. I
art."
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with
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time
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well, I fell in love with her right
away. She said she loved me too.
It took Mother to see that she's
really hard and selfish — nobody else
would have seen through her. But
I wouldn't listen — and now it's too
late."

do you keep saying it's
late?" I asked.
"Because — here," handing me a
letter
he had
pulled
from
his
pocket. "Read that."
I opened the letter and read:
"My own darling boy . . . My
life is over when you, my only
child, no longer need me . . . You
mustn't blame yourself . . . You
must marry Julie Cobb, since
you want to . . . and I pray to
heaven she will make you a good
wife . . . By the time you get this
I shall have found the way out
. . . Not much before my time . . .
Never blame yourself for this,
promise me ... I love you . . .
Mother. . . ."
"You see Mr. Keen? She's always
been like that."
"No
wonder
you are so disWHY too

tressed," I said. "Does

your

"He died when I was fifteen,"
Martin
father—"said.
I know that sometimes a mother's
reaction to a son's marriage is influenced by money so I asked, "Did
you support your mother?"
His answer removed that possibility. "No. She had an income
from my father. It wasn't large but
she made it do — by scrimping — for
both of us; denied herself so that I
could be an artist — though I'm not
as good as she thought I was. But
Julie," he sighed, "kept at me until
I got a commercial art job."
"And you and your mother quarreled about that?"
"No. She thought I was making
a mistake,
but we off
didn't
— "
his
voice trailed
and quarrel
he stared

apartment of our own, just the two
of us. I didn't tell Mother until last
night. She didn't say anything —
just went off to her own room. She
wasn't feeling well this morning so
I didn't mention it again. And when
I got home tonight from work she
wasn't there — only the note."
"I still don't see why that should
make her go away," I said. "After
all, most sons leave home when they
"But Mother didn't have very
get married."
long — to live, Mr. Keen. It's her
heart," he explained. "It's always
"So that's it," I said then. "I
been bad." Isn't it possible, though,
understand.
that she's just gone to stay with

miserably into the coals in the fire-

some
friend?"
Martin
shook his head. "No. I've
telephoned everywhere. I called her
doctor, but he didn't even know

place.
"Something must have happened," Iinsisted, "or she wouldn't

where
was."
"DoessheMiss
— er — ," I looked at
the letter I still held in my hand,

have
left."Something did happen.
"Yes.
Julie persuaded me that when we
were married we'd move into an

"Miss Cobb know she's gone?"
"She certainly does," he answered
angrily. "When I'd given up trying to find Mother I went to Julie's
apartment and told her what had
happened. We quarreled and I
broke our engagement. I hope I

■ "Wouldn't it be much nicer to knit for a baby you could see?"
I suggested.
"A baby who was very close to you? For Martin's baby?"

never
her again!"
For asee
moment
neither of us spoke,
then I said, "It looks as though
you've given me a tough job — and
I'dMartin
better took
get atthe
it." hint and stood
up. "You mean — you'll find Mother
— in time — " he asked with the first
sign of hope he had shown.
"I'll do my best," I promised.
He seized my hand, tried to speak,
then turned and rushed out of the
room.
That was a sleepless night for me,
and a fruitless one, for none of my
efforts — checking hospitals, even
morgues — revealed the slightest
trace of Mrs. Rennselaer. The situation as I faced it next morning
looked hopless. More as a matter
of routine than because I expected
much help I decided to see Julie
Cobb. I looked up her address in
the nurses' registry in my office and
at eight o'clock I went to her apartment, a small one inexpensively
though attractively furnished, shining and clean even at that early
hour.
Julie Cobb was an independent
and determined young woman if I
could tell anything from her firm
little chin, but I could understand
how Martin might overlook its sig-'
nificance when lost in the beauty of
her soft brown eyes.
"I'm surprised that Martin sent
you to me," she said when I explained my visit. "When he left
last night (Continued on page 61)
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Listen to the entrancing performances of Alec Templeton,
Friday nights over NBC network.

WOMAN

HE ADORES

Her name is Julie. The man
who loves her is Alec TemI called upon the Alec
WHEN
Templetons shortly after
their marriage, I found
Alec working at the piano. His
fingers, slender and sure, moved
deftly up and down the keyboard.

"It's a new symphony," he explained. "I'm doing so much work,
now. Suddenly there are so many
things to compose — fine things,
serious things, beautiful things, and
so little time to do them in."
There was something different
about this amazing man. Alec had
always been one of the miracles of
radio and music to me. The first
time I met him, I had the feeling
that he knew what was happening
in the room as well — or better —
than I despite the fact that he was
unable to see. But now, there was
something in his face, in his whole
manner that was new and puzzling.
"For the first time," he went on,
"I have an inspiration that is deep
and fine and real, an inspiration
that makes me want to produce
great music — the greatest
music
FEBRUARY,

1941

pleton. And he does not need
to see to know her true beauty is her great understanding
By FRANCIS

CHASE.

JR.

that has ever been written. I have
someone to share my feelings about
things and to inspire me to greater
things. I'm inspired by the sheer joy
of Suddenly,
living!"
I knew what was different about him. He was a man
with a purpose, for he was a man in
love!
"It's like — well, it's like suddenly
being set free to have everything
that you love around you. There's
justThenothing
about."
name to
of worry
the woman
he loyes
is Julie — her name was Juliette
Valiani before her marriage to Alec.
She's older than Alec. Alec is thirty

and Julie is thirty-eight, and her
hair is a dark and rich auburn, her
eyes, clear and blue and laughing.
From the moment she entered the
room, Alec seemed more sure of
himself. Understanding, like a live
spark, leaped from one to the other
and filled the bright room. Later,
Julie told me that it was always
like that with people who share
deep experiences like music or life
... or love.
You see, Julie has a theory about
marriage which was perhaps born
of experience and of the later rich
companionship she and Alec have
shared over the two years which
preceded their marriage.
"Successful marriage — I mean
happy marriage — is built on experiences shared by husband and
wife," Julie said. "It's not just
sharing experiences, but exchanging experiences as well. If Alec can
see through my eyes, then I know
that he will give back to me in
beautiful melody all that I can convey to him (Continued on page 84)
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■ Presenting, as a vivid novel you'll
long remember, the entire story of
a favorite radio broadcast, with pictures of the cast you have come to
love. Read the drama of lovely Pat
Rogers, who dared to choose between wealth and the man she loved
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■ "It's no use, Pats," he said.
"I've made it impossible for you
to sacrifice yourself. Stormy and
I were married just an hour ago."
12
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even as Patricia Ryan was waiting, as she stood at a window and
looked out into the hot sunshine of
that summer afternoon. So much
depended on what would happen
within the next few hours when she
told Scoop — what she had to tell
him. A swelling desire to escape
the decision was nagging at her,
tempting her to let matters drift,
not to say anything. Her long,
slender fingers tapped nervously
against the wire of the screen, as
she realized with sudden panic, that
she had little or no understanding
of the man she loved. She could
not foresee his reactions, or judge
what his decision might be.
The warm color crept into her
face, and a tender smile touched
her lips. Images of the two years
during which she and Scoop had
known each other came crowding
into her mind in happy confusion;
memories of these past months
since they had come to Phoenix to
work on the News Gazette when

"SS

£.

Scoop's friend, Ty DeYhoe had
bought the paper — back, back to
their first meeting in Chicago when
she had been secretary to John
Knight. Pat stopped her nervous
tapping, and was very still: whereever her thoughts wandered, whatever her memories, she was brought
up against the secret which she had
kept hidden. But John Knight had
discovered that secret, and it had
spoiled what she had believed to
have been their love. She knew
now that what she had felt for John
had been something quite different:
love was the surging sweetness, the
response of her whole being, the
need for Scoop.
"I must go through with it," she
told herself, "I can't let Scoop marry me believing I'm Patricia Ryan.
He won't stop loving me because
I'm Patricia Rogers with a fortune
I hate; of course, he won't. He'll
like me more working for my living
so I could find realx happiness, and
not playing around with the millions Dad left me — Dad would have

much
longer.
He'd been
so ill.
"Pat, my dear," he had said, and
his eyes had held a very real trouble, "I've made so many blunders
in my life. It wouldn't matter about
me, but I haven't done the right
thing by you. I thought money
would solve all the problems in life,
but it doesn't; it only shuts us away
from others — we're never in touch
with reality. We can't even tell
whether someone loves us, or is just
using us. And, that, my dear, that's
bitter medicine to take. It's a terrible, corroding doubt. I wish I
could
you that."
And spare
she had
tried to comfort
him, she had tried to convince him
she had been happy. She could
not let him know how miserable
she had always been, how her
money had driven other children
away. "Rich-kid, rich-kid" had
been flung in her face. But he had
known; he had faced the same, bitter isolation. And when he had died,
it had been the determination to
break through the terrible barrier
between her and others, which had
made her turn her back on the fortune which was hers. With a letter of introduction from her guardian she had come to Chicago to
work in the office of John Knight.
Then her guardian had died, and
had appointed Knight trustee of the
estate — and she had been faced by
a very angry young man.
"Oh, yes," he had exclaimed, his
voice bitter, his face white, "it was
only a game with you, you thought
it fun to play me along. You're
nothing but a spoiled brat of a rich
girl who could run back into the
security of her money at any time.
Why didn't you tell me at once,
when you first knew I loved you?
That would have been the honest

"
understood
Yes, Pat —thought,
her father had
realized that the money he had
piled up, and piled up had not
brought him happiness, or even
peace. She closed her eyes; she
could see again the gardens, the

andAnddecent
thingbeen
to unable
have done!"
she had
to make
him understand it had been fear
which had kept her silent. She
could not make him see how she
had been waiting, longing for some
one to love her for herself alone.
But, and there was a warm satisfaction in this thought, her attempts
had not been all futile. She had experienced the sweetness of friendship. The two girls, Virginia Hardesty and Alice Warner, who, at a
different time had shared her apartment in Chicago, and who now lived
with her in this little house in

sweeping lawns of the Rogers'
estate on Long Island, her father
in his wheel chair. He had known
so well he would not be with her

Phoenix, had brought her something real, true and lasting which
she would never have known if she
had remained Patricia Rogers. She

The novel presented here is the story of the Girl Alone radio
serial by Fayette Krum, heard Monday through Friday at 5:00 13
P.M., over the NBC-Red network, sponsored by Quaker Oats and
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour. Tune in this exciting, romantic drama.
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She felt a sudden, urgent need to be reassured.
"You do love me, really, don't you?" she whispered,
and her hand caught his tightly.
"Hey — " he began, but her expression stopped him.
For a minute there was silence between them, and,
then, somehow, she found the words she needed.
"I'm not— I'm not Pat Ryan," she fumbled; "I'm not
a reporter." It was so much harder than it should
have been. Why should it be difficult to tell someone
that you were rich? "I'm — I'm an heiress, Scoop —
I'm Patricia Rogers."
She hesitated, waiting — for what? An angry outburst, or sudden laughter? But Scoop was silent, and
only the warm, loving sympathy in his eyes told her
he was listening.
"I'm telling this stupidly, but it's the best I can do.
A man loved me once, but when he found out who
I was, he ran from me — just as everyone stops being
natural and friendly if I let them know I have money.
"When father died, I went on my own, found real
friends, tried to make good just as I was. Then I met
you, fell in love with you — " She paused again, and
pressed, trembling, into Scoop's arms. She was suddenly afraid: why didn't he say something? Tears
were on her cheeks.
"Pats, darling," Scoop whispered, "crying won't
help, and besides, what is there to cry about?"
Pat pushed herself away from him, and met his
steady gaze.
"You mean — " she couldn't finish the sentence.
"I mean I'm in love with you. Even if my head is
whirling. Who'd ever thought James Curtis would
end"Don't
up with
an heiress!"
joke,"
she pleaded.

■ Love was the surging sweetness, the response of Pat's
whole being, the need for Scoop with his ready laughter.

had been able to meet them on their own ground, and
in so doing had proved she could be liked because
there was that in her which called forth their affection. This, in itself, had made her experiment worth
while.
And Scoop with his ready laughter, his level eyes,
his devil-may-care attitude would surely realize that
for which she had been struggling. If only he would
hurry! It was getting late, and Jack would be home
from school. She smiled a little bitterly: even when
she had taken in the child of a friend who had died,
she had appeared in a false light. Everyone had
thought she had been so brave to take on this added
responsibility with her limited means. But now, at
last, she would be on firm ground; be absolutely
honest with the one person with whom it mattered.
Yet, as she heard quick steps on the porch, Pat felt
her throat tighten, and found she could not answer
as Scoop called her name.
"Hy, Pats," and he was in the room, and she was
in his arms, and his lips were on hers; "what's all the
mystery? What's back of that cryptic message you
left at the office?"
Pat waited, resting her head against his shoulder,
aware of his closeness, shutting away for the minute
the fact that there was any problem. Then she drew
his face down to hers, and pressed her cheek against it.
"Why so quiet, Pat?" he was asking.
14

"What else is there to do?" Scoop asked. "One just
can't take so much money seriously." He shook his
head, and straightened his shoulders. "I suppose I'll
believe it some day." He looked down into her
flushed face, and drew her to him, smoothing her hair.
"Patricia Rogers — it doesn't seem real — "
Her slender fingers stole up and pressed his lips.
"Hush, that's our secret, dear, yours and mine." She
sighed. "I'm glad I told you— I'm glad it's over with."
"Don't expect me to be coherent for awhile." Scoop
smiled, and rose to his feet. "I've got to get back.
They yelled murder when I ran out on them at the
"You do love me — it doesn't make any difference?"
Pat still pleaded, her hand on his arm.
office."
Scoop bent and kissed the tip of her nose.
"Ryan or Rogers, you're still the Pats I'm going to
love and honor day after tomorrow."
He stooped for a last, lingering kiss, and then was
gone. Pat stood perfectly still for a minute, pressing
her hands to her eyes. She was trembling; she had
not known she had been so fearful of what might
happen. Then she flung her arms wide with a sudden, joyful gesture. Slowly she began whirling
around the room, gliding from one dance step into
another; the relief she felt demanded motion, action.
Just two days, and so much to do! She flung herself
into a chair, her eyes bright and eager. Everything
must be perfect — the wedding, the honeymoon. She
laughed as she thought of the frantic pleading, the
arguments they had had to use to get even four days'
leave from the newspaper; all the more reason for her
to arrange every detail of the precious hours when
they would be together — alone. Scoop would never
plan anything more than two minutes ahead; so it
was up to her.
Pat caught up her hat, and started for town, her
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head whirling with all the things which must be attended to— her dress — flowers for the judge's living
room. She would not admit to the tiny regret she felt
because Scoop had refused to be married in a
church; it was such a small thing after the way he
had taken the revelation of her real identity. She
forced herself into a slower walk as she arranged
her ideas.
"If I don't get things in order, everything will be
as helter-skelter as if Scoop had done it. First I'll
rent the car so we'll surely have it to take us to
Denver."
But at the show window she stopped, her eyes lingering on the beautiful, new, sleek automobiles. She
saw the salesman come toward her, saying, in an unconcerned manner:
"We're practically giving those away, Miss Ryan.
Got orders to close out every one of them. New models
in next week."
Pat caught her breath: why not— why not — yes, why
not buy one as her wedding present to Scoop!
"Yes," she whispered to herself and the daring of
her action seemed to break the bondage which she had
imposed upon herself for so long. She felt freedom,
like a wave, breaking over her.
The shops were next. Shoes which were smart but
comfortable — dress, hat, purse, and then to the florist.
With sudden dismay Pat remembered that this was the
tourist season, and no reservations had been made for
them at the hotel in Denver. She hurried across the
street, and telegraphed the Ritz.
"Now," Pat thought, as she came out into the late
afternoon sunshine, "I must run along home and
change if I'm to be on time to meet Scoop for
dinner."
But at the corner of the street she hesitated, and a
tender smile curved her lips as she had a sudden vision
of Scoop in his old, gray, crumpled coat and trousers.
"It'll never enter his head to buy anything new. I'll
just order a suit for him, and save him the bother.
It's lucky I thought of it in time. What fun this all
is. I didn't know I could be so happy."
Yes, Pat thought, I'm really happy for the first time
in my life. And, the next morning, as she waited
impatiently on the steps of the porch for Scoop to
drop by, the very sunshine seemed to reflect her joy.
Her eyes were filled with anticipation as they rested
on the new coupe, standing by the curb, glittering with
an amazing brilliance. She watched as Scoop came
down the road, stopped and looked over the car, and
then turned up the path toward her. She could hardly
keep quiet.
"Some car!" he exclaimed, glancing back toward it;
"wonder who's the lucky owner?"
"Us!" Pat laughed the reply.
"What?
Have you gone daffy?"
"For our trip — isn't it perfect?"
"It's perfect, all right. But are we supposed to pay
for it with buttons?"
Scoop's voice was incredulous.
Pat glanced at him quickly.
"Scoop, I— I bought it myself." This wasn't going
just as she had expected. "As a wedding present
for — " she caught back the word, "you", just in time.
"Oh — I forgot. Guess it hadn't sunk in, you really
being the Rogers gal. But look here, Pats, I'm the
one who wears the pants in this family. And when
new cars are to be bought, I'm going to do the
buying."
"Oh, Scoop, of course. But, just this once? It's
my wedding present — don't you understand, dear? A
girl has a right to make the man she loves a present,
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■ "Heiress or beggar girl," he had told her, "Pat Ryan or
Pat Rogers, you're still the qirl I'm going to marry."

especially if it makes her so happy."
Scoop's eyes rested on Pat's flushed face, her eager
eyes. His hand went out and caught hers.
"Oh, all right, Pitter-Pat, if it makes you happy."
Pat sighed, and laughed, and drew close to him
as they went up the steps. The telephone started
to ring as they opened the door, and Scoop caught
up the receiver with a quick:
"I'll take it."
He listened, muttered something, then turned toward her with a dazed expression on his face.
"Holy smoke, Pat, did you do that?"
"Do what?"
"That was the telegraph office, with a wire from
Denver.
Did you reserve a suite at the Ritz?"
Pat nodded; somehow, suddenly there were no
words to explain.
"My girl, we don't earn enough in a month to pay
a bill there for a week — have you gone completely
Pat stood quiet for a minute. She realized with a
feeling of consternation how thoughtless she had been.
nutty?"
Scoop was angry. She had never seen him look just
like this before.
"Scoop, I'm sorry — I should have known — "
"Yes, you should," he turned away with a gesture
15
of annoyance. "And all this has got to stop. Enough
is enough. It mayn't seem much to you, but it means

a lot to me. I'm not the kind of a
guy whose wife runs around paying the bills—"
"My dear," Pat cried in a desperate, little voice; she just couldn't
let him go on using that tone
toward her: "I was silly. I didn't
think—"
"But, you've got to think, Pats.
•How else will we get along?"
"I know — I won't do it again. Oh,
please, Scoop, try and understand,"
she pleaded. "I'm awfully sorry."
She put her hand on his arm.
"We mustn't quarrel — now. Please
forgive me. It won't happen
again."
"But I meant what I said." He
hesitated, then kissed her. But the
old happy intimacy had not been
restored. "I'll see you later," he
said, and turned abruptly, and was
out of the house before she could
say anything more.
Pat sank into a chair. She longed
to put her head down on her arms
and cry. There was no way to recapture the wonder she had felt, the
joy which had passed so quickly.
But she shook herself out of the
feeling of depression, and turned to
her packing, determined not to
think about it. And a night's rest
helped her to forget. Her spirits
soared again as she responded to the

gay chatter of Alice and Virginia
as they insisted upon cooking her
breakfast and serving it in state
this last morning in her little home.
Her bags were packed. Alice
stood behind her where she sat at
her dressing table, with hat poised
over her dark hair, and Virginia
was suggesting a bit more lipstick,
when the door bell rang sharply.
Jack came running up the stairs.
"From the office, Pat," he cried;
"from Scoop."
From Scoop! Pat tore the envelope open with eager fingers, then
read, and read again, the one line
written there.
"Sorry, Pat, it just wouldn't
work.
Scoop."
The paper
crumpled in her fingers.
"Scoop!" Pat was down the stairs,
out of the house, and running along
the street toward Scoop's room, before Alice or Virginia could question her. "Oh, Scoop," she cried to
herself, as she ran, her breath coming in painful, jagged sobs, "why?
What did I do?" And then, as she
stopped running for a moment and
her sobs softened to tears, she was
sure she knew. The suit! The suit
she had ordered for Scoop so unwittingly two days ago, so that he
would look nice at his own wedding! It had seemed so right then,
■ In that quiet room, Pat cried,
"Scoop, I've lost you! Why
did you misunderstand me so?"

terday?
but
now — after Scoop's anger yesPat began to run again. If that
was it, she would make him understand. Why hadn't she realized?
She should have known, should
have called the store and stopped
them from sending the suit out.
The door of his room was i unlocked, and she pushed it open.
There was no one there, but across
the bed lay the suit she had ordered
to be sent to him. Standing in that
silent room, Pat realized with sudden clarity how this last thoughtless act must have struck him. With
a low cry she sank on the bed.
"I've lost him — he's gone. Oh,
my dear, why did you misunderstand? Ionly wanted you to look
nice
on your
wedding
I'd
have done
it whether
I was day.
Patricia
Rogers, or Pat Ryan. Scoop, you
And stubborn
she sank fool
forward
crazy,
— " as the hot
tears forced themselves under her
closed eyelids.
At last, Pat raised her head; her
eyes were swollen, her head ached,
she was weary, exhausted. She
understood, only too well. The car,
the hotel, and then, the suit — now,
when it was too late she realized
how they had brought home to
Scoop the fact that he was marrying
a girl with millions; a girl who
hadn't stopped to think. She saw
so clearly how her thoughtless happiness had made her insensitive to
his possible reactions.
Slowly she dragged herself to her
feet; she must find him somehow.
He was the only real love she would
ever know in this world, and her
money and her work and everything else were but dust in her
eyes without him.
Though Pat often lost courage in
the days that followed, she clung
doggedly to her faith that somehow, somewhere she would meet
Scoop. She asked for no sympathy,
she refused to talk. Let others think
what they will, she said to herself,
lying restless on her lonely bed
through the hot nights, I was to
blame. Scoop will surely go to some
newspaper, and I will hear of it, he
will not drop out entirely from the
life of all his friends. I will wait.
I will find him, and I will tell him
why I acted as I did, he will understand.
And, then, one hot summer morning, as Pat forced herself to her
work in her cubby hole of an office
at the News Gazette, she heard a
sound, and saw a girl standing at
her door: a slim, vibrant girl,
dressed in slacks and a pull over
sweater. She came forward, smiling, and Pat noticed how she moved
with a swift coordinated ease.
"Miss
(Continued
on page 79)
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■ An intimate glimpse into
the life of Dennis Day, the
charming young man whose
beautiful voice entrances
you every Sunday evening

By CHARLES

PALMER

THREE thousand miles away the
McNultys were entertaining in
their home in the Bronx. Proud
they were, and you'd expect it. His
mother was crying, with no shame,
and you could tell his father's heart
was pretty full. Dennis was pretty
full-up himself when he came out
of that telephone -booth.
You'd like Dennis Day as much
as his parents do. The boy's of
average height, five feet nine, and
slight. No doubt of his race, with
his black hair, bushy black brows,
clear skin, strong nose, black eyes,
and that long upper lip of the Irish.
He has good teeth, which you see
a lot, because he grins quickly and
often. He's eager, enthusiastic,
curious about everything and
friendly as a pup. His pet expletive
is "Gee," and he always calls Jack
Benny "Misther Benny," with just
the faintest touch of the brogue.
You like his singing already. Well
into his second year on the Jack
Benny program as its singing star
and naive object of the cast's jokes,
Dennis is pretty much a favorite
these Sunday nights in American
homes.
Dennis Day is a nice kid.
Naturally enough, for the McNultys to whom he was born in the
Bronx twenty-two years ago gave
him, along with his sister and four
brothers, a good old-fashioned
bringing up. Strict, but jolly too.
I asked him about his father, and
the words tumbled over each other.
"Oh,
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■ Dennis Day, whose greatest love is Mother McNulty, has seen
his dreams come true on the Jack Benny program, on NBC-Red.

have a lot of fun together." Ask
him about his Mother, and he just
beams and gropes around for words.
Though New York is a big city,
the McNultys lived a neighborhood
life, finding their pleasure and their
friends among their neighbors in
the parish. Mrs. McNulty plays an
accordion and knows all the tunes.
Dennis and his sister used to dance
the reels and jigs, and sometimes
even did them in costume around
at the parish affairs.

He was a boy soprano, and was
a soloist in the choir at St. Patrick's
Cathedral. After his voice began to
change he did no singing until he
was sixteen, and then began to sing
again at parish entertainments.
It was planned that Dennis was
to become a criminal lawyer. He
went through parochial school and
Cathedral High, and graduated
from Manhattan College two years
17
ago. If you spent your Saturdays
or Sundays (Continued on page 78)

■ Horrified, I scarcely had time to take
in the meaning of Tom's announcement
before he was leading me onto the stage.

alone in the little anteroom that opened off Mrs.
Bridger's "main studio."
Through the half-opened door I
could hear Mona Reese singing, not
very well, the "Caro Nome." She
finished, and there was the wellbred patter of gloved hands before
she started her next number.
I put my own two hands together, to stop their trembling.
They were hot and damp.
My
I SAT
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throat felt as if someone had put
a string around it and were slowly
pulling it tight. I didn't have to
look at the printed program on the
table to know who was to sing the
next numbers after Mona. Ardith
Mason. That was I, Ardith Mason,
contralto. And I knew I couldn't
do it.
It wasn't that I hadn't tried. This
was Mrs. Bridger's annual recital,
and I'd sworn
that this time I

wouldn't fail my teacher. I'd told
myself there was nothing, absolutely nothing at all, to be afraid of.
Those people in the audience were
all kind — they must be, or they
wouldn't clap so nicely for poor
Mona. They wouldn't eat me; they
wouldn't throw things, or boo or
hiss. On the contrary, if I could
only sing for them as I sang for
Mrs. Bridger in the privacy of her
practice room, they'd applaud and
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■ All her life she had lived in a world of unreasoning fear. Then one night
love and terror were
blended
in a startling solution of her obsession
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thing, out on that platform, confronted by that sea of faces. — white,
expressionless, many-eyed, manyeared. I might scream, or faint,
or forget every note of my song, or
my knees might give way under me
and bring me sobbing to the floor.
Or — perhaps worst of all — I might
only stand there, rooted, immobile,
like an animal hypnotized by the
glittering stare of a snake.
I stood up. The white, frothy
skirts of my gown swirled about
my legs as I ran to the far door of
the room — the door away from that
leading into the studio. Poor Mother
— she had worked so hard to make
that lovely dress, and she was out
there now, waiting to hear me. She
would be so bitterly disappointed.
So would Mrs. Bridger. But it was
no use.
I couldn't face it.
As I ran out into the hall, down
the stairs to the street, I began to
cry. They were the tears of my
own disappointment, of anger, of
humiliation.
It was no new thing. All my life
I had loved to sing; making music
had been part of me. But also, all
my life, I had had an unreasoning,
instinctive terror of people. I even
hated to meet them for the first
time. It was torture "for me; I
blushed, and stammered, and felt
awkward and inept. I could barely
get through the ordeal. Each time it
left me exhausted, almost ill.
applaud. But still — all the arguing
in the world wouldn't change matters. just
I
could not face them!
I wasn't unsure of my ability as a
singer. I knew I was Mrs. Bridger's
best pupil; I knew my voice was
clear and true and rich. But the
thought of all those people watching me, their attention pressing
close upon me like something physical, brought me a terror that was
sheerest agony.
I might do anyFEBRUARY,
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Meeting ' people individually was
bad enough. Meeting them in
crowds was unthinkable. I, a singer,
had never sung in public. That was
the simple truth. I had never dared.
I could not understand it myself.
If I had been homely, there might
have been a logical explanation,
but I was not. I had studied myself
in the mirror often enough to know
that, if I wasn't beautiful, I was at
least pretty. My eyes, dark brown,

contrasted startlingly with my pale
gold hair. I knew how to dress, how
to use cosmetics; I'd taught myself
that, hoping thus to bolster my own
self-assurance. It hadn't worked.
I shut myself up in my room before Mother returned, and cried
myself to sleep, that night of Mrs.
Bridger's recital. The next morning
I crept into the living room of our
apartment, hating to face my
mother. I might have known she'd
understand. She kissed me, and said
Mrs. Bridger had announced I
was ill.
"I was so frightened, Mother," I
said. "I couldn't have sung."
She tried to be cheerful as she
put my orange juice and toast and
coffee on the table. But she didn't
quite succeed, and I felt terribly
ashamed of myself. I knew well
enough how great a sacrifice it had
been for her to pay for my vocal
lessons out of the little bit of money
Father left when he died. And now,
if those lessons weren't to lead to
anything . . .
Seeing Mrs. Bridger, later that
morning, was even worse. She was
a big, imposing woman with a forbidding manner and a kind heart,
and she frankly said she thought I
was a silly girl.
"Every artist has a little bit of
the exhibitionist in him," she said.
"If you haven't that, Ardith, you
aren't an artist, in spite of your
voice. Which, incidentally, is one of
the best I've ever heard."
I suppose praise like that was intended to help me. Instead, it only
embarrassed me. I blushed, and said
nothing, and we began the lesson.
It went well, as most of my lessons did, and at the end of the halfhour, Mrs. Bridger nodded approvingly.
"Very good," she said. Then,
raising her voice: "Mr. Arnell!"
19
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thing, out on that platform, confronted by that sea of faces.— white,
expressionless, many-eyed, manyeared. I might scream, or faint,
or forget every note of my song, or
my knees might give way under me
and bring me sobbing to the floor.
Or — perhaps worst of all— I might
only stand there, rooted, immobile,
like an animal hypnotized by the
glittering stare of a snake.
I stood up. The white, frothy
skirts of my gown swirled about
my legs as I ran to the far door of
the room — the door away from that
leading into the studio. Poor Mother
— she had worked so hard to make
that lovely dress, and she was out
there now, waiting to hear me. She
would be so bitterly disappointed.
So would Mrs. Bridger. But it was
no use. I couldn't face it.
As I ran out into the hall, down
the stairs to the street, I began to
cry. They were the tears of my
own disappointment, of anger, of
humiliation.
It was no new thing. All my life
I had loved to sing; making music
had been part of me. But also, all
my life, I had had an unreasoning,
instinctive terror of people. I even
hated to meet them for the first
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before he wai leading me onto the stage.
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throat felt as if someone had put
a string around it and were slowly
pulling it tight. I didn't have to
look at the printed program on the
table to know who was to sing the
next numbers after Mona. Ardith
Mason. That was I, Ardith Mason,
contralto.
And I knew I couldn't
do
it.

It wasn't that I hadn't tried. This
was Mrs. Bridger's annual recital,
and I'd sworn
that this time I

wouldn't fail my teacher. I'd told
myself there was nothing, absolutely nothing at all, to be afraid of.
Those people in the audience were
all kind — they must be, or they
wouldn't clap so nicely for poor
Mona. They wouldn't eat me; they
wouldn't throw things, or boo or
hiss. On the contrary, if I could
only sing for them as I sang for
Mrs. Bridger in the privacy of her
practice room, they'd applaud and
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time. It was torture 'for me; I
blushed, and stammered, and felt
awkward and inept. I could barely
get through the ordeal. Each time it
left me exhausted, almost ill.
Meeting 'people individually was
bad enough. Meeting them in
crowds was unthinkable. I, a singer,
had never sung in public. That was
the simple truth. I had never dared.
I could not understand it myself.
If I had been homely, there might
have been a logical explanation,
but I was not. I had studied myself
in the mirror often enough to know
that, if I wasn't beautiful, I was at
s, dark brown,

contrasted startlingly with my pale
gold hair. I knew how to dress, how
to use cosmetics; I'd taught myself
that, hoping thus to bolster my own
self-assurance. It hadn't worked.
I shut myself up in my room before Mother returned, and cried
myself to sleep, that night of Mrs.
Bridger's recital. The next morning
I crept into the living room of our
apartment, hating to face my
mother. I might have known she'd
understand. She kissed me. and said
Mrs. Bridger had announced I
was ill.
"I was so frightened, Mother," I
said.
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nothing, and we began the lesson.
It went well, as most of my lessons did, and at the end of the halfhour, Mrs. Bridger nodded approvingly.
"Very
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said.

Then,
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raising her voice: "Mr. Arnell!"

A middle-aged man with a red
face and bushy white hair came out
of the room next to the practiceroom. He rushed over to me and
took both my hands in his.
"Beautiful, Miss Mason," he said.
"Beautiful! You have the voice!
It is exquisite!"
I shrank away, my old fear gripping me horribly. I could scarcely
acknowledge Mrs. Bridger's introduction. But slowly, as they talked
and I listened, I began to understand.
Mr. Arnell was the musical di-

rector of a coast-to-coast radio
program. He was an old friend of
Mrs. Bridger's, and he was looking
for a singer to star on a new program he was arranging. In me, he
thought he had found that singer.
"I understand your — your shyness," he told me. "It is temperament— the mark of the artist. Very
well. Good. In radio, it does not
matter. There will be no audience,
only a little, innocent black microphone. You will sing for it, and for
me, and you will not be frightened!"
And then, as he went on, carrying

"You don't understand!" I cried.
I couldn't bear to have him think
his touch was repellent to me —

me away on the tide of his enthusiasm, Ibegan to hope. This was the
answer to everything. In radio, I
could be a success. I could make
music for others without ever coming into contact with them. And I
would not be afraid! Strangely,
even the thought of the microphone
did not terrify me. It was too impersonal, and although it was the
symbol of millions of listening ears,
they were all too far away. They
would not bother me, I knew.
Of course, in the days that followed, there were difficult, agonizing moments. Mr. Arnell spared
me as much as he could, but there
were a few people I absolutely had
to meet — the sponsor, some men
from the advertising agency, the
musical arranger. I felt at times
as if I were the center of a whirlpool of people, being spun in a dizzy
circle by their intrusive thoughts
and desires. Yet I know now that
my introduction to radio was accomplished much more quietly than
that of most singers. I met the
sponsor, but only socially and after
I had sung for him, in a little studio
with the orchestra, into a microphone that carried my voice to him
in another part of the building.
Mr. Arnell,
with true
showman's
instinct,
even made
an asset
of my
greatest liability. After the con-'
tracts had been signed, while we
were preparing for our first program, I discovered that he was
sending out publicity about me,
telling everyone how shy I was,
how I hated to meet people, how I
refused to have an audience in the
studio.
I remonstrated, weakly. "I hate
being like I am," I said. "I wish we
didn't have to tell other people
He beamed and patted me on the
about it."
shoulder.
"Good publicity, my
dear. When you've been in the entertainment business as long as I
have you'll know how valuable
anything is that sets you apart from
others in the public's mind."
With that I had to be satisfied —
and truthfully, it didn't matter
very much to me, as long as I was
protected from all the many contacts radio performers must usually
make.
Once the program started, and I
read the favorable comments about
myself the critics made, I was happier than I had ever been. I was
doing what I loved to do most —
singing. And I was moving in a little, compact world of few people.
That was all I asked of life.
It was Tom Foran who swept me
out of that little world.
He joined my program about
three months after the first broadRADIO
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cast. The sponsor hadn't been very
well satisfied with our announcer,
and finally he was dismissed and
Tom was hired to take his place.
The sponsor was evidently taking
no chances this time, because Tom
was the most popular and highestpriced announcer in radio.
HE

was so sure of himself! We
didn't meet until after the first
broadcast, but before that I
watched him at the microphone
and around the studio — smiling,
moving with self-confident grace,
always ready with a remark that
brought quick grins to the faces of
the men in the orchestra. He was
handsome, in a dark, Irish way, but
you knew at once that his good
looks had nothing to do with his
poise, because that poise came
from within — from some innate assurance that all the world was his
friend.
The way he came over to me
after the broadcast, blandly ignoring the studio rule that I was not
to be approached by anyone except
Mr. Arnell, was typical.
"Miss Mason," he said, "I just
wanted to tell you how beautiful
you sang. As beautifully as you
looked, and that's saying a great
deal."
I managed to murmur my thanks,
and he smiled quickly and left me.
I scarcely had time to be afraid of
him.
The following week, at rehearsal,
I was conscious of his eyes, admiring and friendly, watching me as I
sang, and afterwards he made it a
point to see me and say a few
casual words. So it went on for
several weeks, until I was no longer
conscious of any strangeness with
him. He had become one of the
few people I accepted as a friend —
but he had done so without putting
me through my usual agony of
getting acquainted.
Then he asked me to go with him
to dinner and a theater. Old habit
made me say, I suppose a little
primly:
"Thank you — but I never go out.
I— I'm awfully sorry."
"I've heard that you didn't," he
said with an unabashed smile, "but
won't you make an exception, if I
really beg you to? We needn't go
to the theater, if you'd rather stay
away from crowds."
"No, I— " And there I stopped,
because I suddenly realized I'd been
speaking without thinking. I really
did want to go out with him. I
really did want to know him better.
"All right," I said. "I'd love to.
And I think maybe I would like it
better if we didn't go to the
theater."
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He didn't show any surprise at
mind.
abrupt I change
my grand.
be
know a ofnice
quiet"That'll
place,
with wonderful food. Tomorrow
night — around seven?"
After he'd left me I felt a wild
elation, mixed with terror. And still
— it was a pleasurable sort of terror.
I did like him, I admitted to myself.
His mere presence touched something in me that I had always
thought did not exist. I had never
been drawn to a man before. I had
never even wanted to go out with
one. Now I wanted to — and feared
to, at the same time.
This mixture of delight and apprehension lasted all the rest of that
day, and all the next, until the
moment when Tom called at the
apartment. I chose dresses and discarded them and chose them all
over again, and finally settled on
the one I had selected first — a
simple gray crepe that I had worn
at my first broadcast. I think
Mother was exhausted, helping me,
by the time the doorbell rang.
And then, as Tom and I rode
downtown in a cab, suddenly I was
not nervous any more. He was so
natural, so quick to put me at ease,
that I began to look forward to our
evening together with real pleasure.
At the restaurant, a quiet one on a
side street, he ordered expertly for
us both, and then I found myself
laughing and talking naturally
about things that had happened at
the studio.
Only one thing occurred while
we were at the restaurant to remind me that all this was a new,
daring experience for me. Without
warning, a man and a girl stopped
at our table. As Tom introduced
them to me I recognized the girl as
a famous Hollywood star.
"Oh, you're Ardith Mason!" she
said in genuine pleasure. "I'm so
glad to meet you. I've wanted to tell
you how much I admire your
singing."
All my shyness returned in a tormenting flood. I felt my cheeks
burning as the blood rushed into
them. I couldn't meet the star's eyes,
and my mumbled thanks sounded
stilted and ungracious. It was a relief almost like the relief from pain
when they left.
Tom's glance was half puzzled,
half amused, but he made no comment. For me, the evening was
spoiled. I felt terribly ashamed of
acting so stupidly in front of him,
an uncomfortable restraint, which
he tried in vain to break, fell between us.
It was still early when we finished
our dinner and left the restaurant,
and Tom said cheerfully, "Well —
where shall we go now? Somewhere

to dance?
A movie?"
"I — I think maybe you'd better
take me home," I said. Surely he'd
leap at the chance to get rid of me,
I thought. He must be so bored
with a girl who was such a complete coward!
But he shook his head decidedly.
"Not a chance. You're not going
to get away from me as early as
this. If you won't do anything else,
we'll get into a cab and drive
around the Park."
"You don't have to. I mean — it's
all right if we go home now," I
replied.
He simply looked at me in amazement, and raised his hand for a
passing cab.
IT was better, somehow, in the cab.
There were things to watch, and
the radio was turned on so there
was a soft fabric of music about us
as we drove. It was a warm spring
evening, and the scent of the growing things in the Park came through
the open windows, oddly mingled
with the acrid smell of exhaust
— to remind us, Tom said, that we
were still in the city.
I wanted to apologize to him for
acting the way I had in the restaurant, but the words would not pass
my lips. I hated to confess my silly,
terrible fear to him — and anyway,
I reminded myself, he must know
of it already and understand. I was
grateful to him for that.
The minutes sped by — and then
I saw the taxi -meter and said in
horror, "Tom, you really must take,
me home. Look at that meter — this
is He
costing
you aand
fortune!"
laughed
told me not to
worry over that, and then he leaned
forward and gave the driver my
address. I expected him to say goodnight at my door, but when we
stopped he (Continued on page 57)
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Fictionized from the popular serial heard over CBS,
daily at 10:30 A.M., sponsored by Colgate Toothpowder.

s just right, now,"
K that'
THINsaid
I Kay
to the painter.
He pushed his little, colorsplotched cap to the back of his
head and looked dubious. Kay was
amused. She could almost hear
him thinking that this Mrs. Fairchild sure had funny taste.
Kay was pleased, however. It
was a good color for the walls of a
dress shop. No matter what color
the dresses were, they would show
up well against this warm, neutral
gray. As for the painter's criticism
that— "It's kinda dull, ain't it?",
the rest of the decorations she and
Gen had chosen would furnish
enough contrast and excitement.
As she went into the back room
of the shop to check over the first
shipment of dresses, Kay hummed
softly to herself. She was very
happy. There was something good
about working again. It was a fine
feeling to know that she was being
useful and creative.
Now, while she carefully folded
the dresses back into their boxes,
Kay found she could bear to think
of that afternoon when John had
come home from the bank and announced that he had resigned. Sitting there in the sunny workroom
of the shop, she could look back on
that afternoon and the weeks that
followed it, without pain, as if they
were something in a dream, something not quite real. Yet they had
been real, terribly real.
That afternoon was graven on her
mind for all time. Every detail of
it was clear and sharp. The way
John had looked, dazed and broken,
and how he had held on to her as
though she were the only thing he
had left in the world. And the
sound of his voice, distant and torn,
telling her he had been forced to
resign because Clark wanted his job
for Jim Shannon.
She could still remember the
shock of that. Only that morning,
she had felt so confident and relieved because Jim Shannon
had
24

removed himself from their lives by
eloping with Eleanor Clark. She
had even told herself that although
Peg was miserable at the moment,
in the long run she had saved the
girl a lot of unhappiness.
And standing there, staring
numbly at John, she had been overwhelmed by a feeling of guilt. It
was all her fault. She had made
an enemy of Jim Shannon by
humiliating him and dismissing him
like a schoolboy. She had been
stupid and short sighted.
"It's all my mistake," she had said
to John.
John had patted her head gently
and tried to reassure her.
"No, darling," he had said in that
far away voice that made it seem
as though he weren't talking to her,
at all, "this was bound to happen
sooner or later. Clark's been finding fault with me for months. This
was just a handy excuse."
"But why?" Kay had asked.
"Why?"
"I don't . know why," John had
answered. And, as if that were
answer enough, he had slumped in
his chair and stared blankly before
him, , his head sunk down on his
chest, deep, gray lines drawing
down the corners of his mouth and
making his eyes look hollow. He
had looked old, suddenly, and as
though something had died within
him.
Seeing him like that had shocked
her more deeply than hearing that
he had lost his job. She had always
thought of him as being solid and
dependable, a man whose maturity
equipped him to face any problem
with intelligence and courage. And,
while she had realized at once that
John had probably never thought of
being without his job — any more
than such a possibility had ever
occurred to her — she couldn't understand his giving way to despair
and hopelessness like that.
Presently, John had moved and,
drawing a rasping breath that was

Copyright 1938 by Sherman &■ Marquette, Inc., published 1940

"Darling," she said softly, as
she pressed her slender fingers
against his cheek to make him
aware

of her. "You're only tired

and surprised.
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■ "She opened her eyes.
Then she realized what had
happened and she began
desperately to cry. Would
John ever understand?"
Read radio's drama of a woman whose love swept her
into a marriage she feared
almost like a sob, had covered his
face with his hands, as if to blot
out the thoughts that were running
through his mind. It had been unbearable to Kay to watch him like
that, not knowing how to reach
him, how to comfort him.
"Darling," she had said softly,
touching his face with her fingertips to make him aware of her again.
"You mustn't take it so hard.
You're tired and surprised — that's
why it all looks so black now. It
will be all right."
Her voice reached him, or perhaps it was the gentle touch on his
face, for he straightened up and
focussed his eyes on her.
Seeing she had caught his attention, she hurried on. "You're bound
to get another job soon," she said
brightly. "Why, everyone in town
knows and respects you."
"Thanks," John said, squaring his
shoulders with an effort. "I was
being a bit of a fool, wasn't I?" And
he smiled sadly at her.
"I know it's an awful blow," Kay
had said then. "Especially after
all the years you've worked
"That's just it," John had said.
"And now that I'm too old to start
— " not old!"
— " Kay had
"You're
a new career
onthere
herself crying. "A man of
nine isn't old. He's at his
And there's no reason in the

found
fortyprime.
world

why you shouldn't get a fresh start.
You've got experience and knowledge that should be an asset in any
kind of business. And don't think
that
people
John
had won't
smiledrealize
then,that!"
and the
effort it took was less noticeable.
"You're right, darling," he said,
hugging her close. Then, as though
he were taking courage from her,
"You're right. I've got to show
them there's plenty of fight left in
me. before
And youhe can
do it."
And
lefthelp
the meroom,
he
25
patted her shoulder and said, "And
thanks for not breaking down the
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her eyes.
Then she realized what had
happened and she began
desperately to cry. Would
John ever understand?"
Read radio's drama of a woman whose love swept her
into a marriage she feared
Flctlonlied from file popular serial heard over CBS,
dally or 10:30 A.M.. sponsored by Colgate TooHipowder.
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in the long run she had saved the
girl a lot of unhappiness.
And standing there, staring
numbly at John, she had been overwhelmed by a feeling of guilt. It
was all her fault. She had made
an enemy of Jim Shannon by
humiliating him and dismissing him
like a schoolboy. She had been
stupid and short sighted.
"It's all my mistake," she had said
to John.
John had patted her head gently
and tried to reassure her.
"No, darling," he had said in that
far away voice that made it seem
as though he weren't talking to her,
at all, "this was bound to happen
sooner or later. Clark's been finding fault with me for months. This
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said to the painter.
He pushed his little, colorsplotched cap to the back of his
head and looked dubious. Kay was
amused. She could almost hear
him thinking that this Mrs. Fairchild sure had funny taste.
Kay was pleased, however. It
was a good color for the walls of a
dress shop. No matter what color
the dresses were, they would show
up well against this warm, neutral
gray. As for the painter's criticism
that— "It's kinda dull, ain't it?",
the rest of the decorations she and
Gen had chosen would furnish
enough contrast and excitement.
As she went into the back room
of the shop to check over the first
shipment of dresses, Kay hummed
softly to herself. She was very
happy. There was something good
about working again. It was a fine
feeling to know that she was being
was just a handy excuse."
useful and creative.
"But why?" Kay had asked.
"Why?"
Now, while she carefully folded
the dresses back into their boxes,
"I don't. know why," John had
answered. And, as if that were
Kay found she could bear to think
of that afternoon when John had
answer enough, he had slumped in
his chair and stared blankly before
come home from the bank and anhim,
his head sunk down on his
nounced that he had resigned. Sitting there in the sunny workroom
chest, deep, gray lines drawing
down the corners of his mouth and
of the shop, she could look back on
that afternoon and the weeks that
making his eyes look hollow. He
had looked old, suddenly, and as
followed it, without pain, as if they
though something had died within
were something in a dream, somehim.
thing not quite real. Yet they had
been real, terribly real.
Seeing him like that had shocked
That afternoon was graven on her
her more deeply than hearing that
mind for all time. Every detail of he had lost his job. She had always
thought of him as being solid and
it was clear and sharp. The way
John had looked, dazed and broken,
dependable, a man whose maturity
and how he had held on to her as
equipped him to face any problem
though she were the only thing he
with intelligence and courage. And,
while she had realized at once that
had left in the world. And the
sound of his voice, distant and torn,
John had probably never thought of
tolling her he had been forced to being without his jot> — any more
than such a possibility had ever
resign because Clark wanted his job
for Jim Shannon.
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Peg

Fairchild,

nineteen,

beau-

tiful and gay, but Kay's problem.

way any other woman would."
But as he went, there had been
something about the way he held
his shoulders, the way he carried
his head high, that stirred a vague
dissatisfaction in Kay. On the surface, he had recovered his poise and
assurance. But underneath, there
was something missing, something
very wrong.
And Kay had wondered about
that. What had happened? she had
asked herself. Where was the John
she had fallen in love with, the
John whose first attraction for her
had been his maturity and his good
sense?
Suddenly, she had seen with
startling clarity the whole pattern
of her life with John Fairchild, how
she had left Chicago and her life
as a newspaperwoman to come here
to Walnut Grove, as John's wife —
second wife, actually, for John had
been married once before until one
stormy summer night eight years
ago when his first wife had gone
out on the lake in their boat and
never come back.
She saw herself as the young
wife of an older man, as the stepmother to John's children — to Bud,
adorable, loving Bud, just entering
his teens, and to Peg, sweet, stubborn, foolish nineteen year old Peg
who had been so reluctant to give
her new mother any love or trust.
She remembered herself as she was
when she met John — frightened,
so badly frightened that she was
running away from herself. That
was while she was trying desperately to kill her love for David
Houseman by telling herself she
was running away from him because she didn't love him.
And Kay had sat there that afternoon, examining her soul with the
impersonality of a stranger. At
last, she had been brought to a
complete
realization
of how
her
26

subconscious struggle for survival
had betrayed her. She had found
herself forced to admit, in the end,
just what she had been running
away from — not David or his love,
but his youth and the tragic consequences their love might have
had.
Meeting John, when she did, had
been like walking out of turmoil
into a quiet, peaceful garden. John
had soothed her and his quiet assurance had dispelled her confusion. She had listened to him, clung
to his solidity and wisdom and in
her heart she had had the feeling
that with such a man a woman
would always be safe. She had
even welcomed his restraint, for
somehow it had seemed more real
to her, more like what love should
be, than David's wild passion.
But, when she had reached the
end of her self- analysis that day,
one thing stood out clear and strong

Fourteen-year-old Bud Fairchild, loving his stepmother wholeheartedly.

in her mind — her feeling for John.
It burned in her like a steady flame.
She loved him.
The days that followed were not
easy. It seemed to Kay that everyone in Walnut Grove was suddenly
taking an interest in John and his
affairs. The telephone and front
door bell seemed to ring incessantly.
People were interested and sympathetic, curious and wise-eyed.
"Darling, how terrible," or, "Kay,
is it really true?" or, "I just can't
understand — why John was so successful." They gave advice. They
cornered Kay or Peg and asked
questions that were hard to answer
in the face of what had happened.
Kay found herself increasingly
proud of the way Peg bore up under
the onslaught of gossip, but bearing
up was no solution to their problem.
Days passed and grew into weeks
and still John did not get a job.

Their savings were dwindling at
an alarming rate, yet John was
angry at Kay's suggestion that they
economize. "We must keep up our
front," he told her. "No one wants
a man who's licked and admits it!"
But that became more and more
difficult. For slowly, John was exhausting all the possibilities of employment in< Walnut Grove. And
everywhere he turned, he came up
against the same thing. Aside from
the bank, there was no place for a
man of his capabilities and experience. With slight variations, all his
friends said the same thing.
"I'd like to help you, John," they
would say, "but I just haven't got
a suitable opening. The only job
that's open is the shipping clerk's
(or the office boy's, or the porter's,
as the case might be). And you
can't do anything like that."
And, as the days went by, John
grew more and more reluctant
about approaching people for work.
He stayed home more, keeping to
his study, avoiding Kay and the
children. At meals, he was silent
and abstracted and if Kay or Peg
tried to cheer him up, he would
leave the table without a word. And
he grew thinner and more and more
removed from them.
Strangely enough, his unhappiness seemed to fan his ardour. He
made love to Kay, violently, intensely, as though he were trying
to compensate for his other failures.
There was a madness in his caresses,
a groping, furious madness that
frightened Kay because, even while
his kisses burned on her lips, she
had a horrible feeling that she was
alone, that he was far away from
her.
Then, toward the end of September, the change came. There was
nothing unusual about the beginning of that
day, except
for mother
John's
receiving
a letter
from his

Mother Fairchild, who left Walnut Grove the day Kay arrived.
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and his strange reticence about it.
When Kay brought in the morning mail, she had noticed the lettered postmarked in California. So,
at the breakfast table, she asked
casually whether it was from his
mother.

because she wanted to be happy.
If John said his mother had always
wanted to travel, but had never
been able to do so because she had
to take care of his house and children after his wife's death, then it
must be so.

"Yes," John said, a
creeping into his face.
"What does she say?"
"Oh nothing much,"
folding the letter and
into his pocket.

But, now, in the face of
strange behavior, all the old
tions which Kay had pushed
her mind came popping up

slow flush
,,
Kay asked.
John said,
slipping it

KAY was mildly surprised, until
she remembered there was nothing unusual about John's not telling
her what was in his mother's letter. He never had told her. Only
it had never struck her as strange
before. Most of the time, Kay barely remembered that John had a
mother.
She didn't know Mother Fairchild. She had only met her once,
on the day she and John were married. Immediately after the ceremony, Mother Fairchild had given
her a formal peck on the cheek,
pressed the keys of the house into
her hand, said "Congratulations
my dear," and left Walnut Grove.
At the time, Kay had worried because it seemed as though she had
driven the older woman away. But
John had laughed at her fears.
"Kay! Don't be silly. She loves
you as much as she does me." And
Kay
accepted
John's
explanation

John's
quesout of
again.

Why hadn't Mother Fairchild traveled while John's first wife was
still alive? And why had she never
written to Kay? Did she disapprove
of John's second marriage?
The arrival of Gen Porter in Walnut Grove had driven all these
speculations from her mind. In the
first place, Gen didn't warn her of
her coming and that in itself was
a surprise. Kay and Gen had
shared an apartment in Chicago
and Kay had missed her friend
sorely since her marriage. But the
thing that surprised her most and
gave her the greatest pleasure was
that Gen was going to settle down
in Walnut Grove.
Gen had married since Kay had
been away from Chicago. And,
while her marriage was a happy
one, Fred Porter's job as a traveling salesman left her alone a lot
and Gen had decided she must do
something to fill in the empty days.
Wanting to be near Kay and having
a remarkable talent for dress design, Gen had the brilliant idea of

opening a dress shop in Walnut
Grove;
Kay was a little chary of the idea,
in the beginning. Such an idea
would be practically revolutionary
in Walnut Grove.
"You see, Gen," she said, "For
years, the women here have gone
to Chicago to do their shopping and
they love it. It makes each new
dress an event and they all look
forward to their two or three trips
a year. They'd expect something
very special and exciting to make
up for the loss of their shopping
excursions."
But Gen soon set Kay's mind at
ease on that score. "We'd really
have something to offer," she answered. "I've already contracted
with a dress concern to create
twelve designs a season for them,
six of which are to be made up
exclusively for our shop. This way,
we can offer the women of Walnut
Grove exclusive gowns at much less
than they'd have to pay in Chicago,
to say nothing of the fact that they
can't buy dresses like ours anyAs Gen
outlined her plan in more
where else."
detail, Kay lost all her misgivings.
And, as her doubts disappeared,
Kay realized that by investing in
the shop her personal savings,
which John had consistently refused to touch, she would be able
to earn some money and thus
alleviate (Continued on page 50)

"But, Andy," Kay said. "I'm worried— I can't
let anything like this happen to John now."
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WALTERS

■ Clothes need resolutions too, so
start your New

Year styles right by

resolving to follow these wise tips
from

radio's

lovely

Penny

Singleton

Photos by Ted Allen

■ For ice-skating — a short, dark green skirt with
blouse and white crocheted sweater, trimmed
with colored
flowers,
with
cap to match.

■ For business — a tailored suit
in two shades of gray. The skirt
is gored; accessories are black.
28

YOU'LL have a world more fun in this New
Year if you dress the part for every occasion,"
says Penny Singleton who entertains and amuses
you as "Blondie" on these favorite broadcasts Monday nights at 7:30 over CBS. Penny chooses six
costumes that fill the bill for a well-rounded
business and social life. She puts glamour and
sparkle into "date" costumes, color and dash into
those for sport, and stresses tailored simplicity "on
the job." Select your new clothes on Penny's plan
— you'll never again have to refuse an invitation
because "you haven't the right thing to wear."

John Reed

■ For street wear — Penny chooses
a blue, collarless coat with a
Dutch hat of the same material.
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Thoughts

■ For dancing— a taffeta shirtmaker frock; pale blue blouse
with gold dots and black skirt,
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Thoughts
WALTERS
By GWENN
■ Clothes need resolutions too. so
start your New Year styles right by
resolving to follow these wise tips
from

radio's

lovely

Penny

Singleton

Photos by Ted Allen

■ For ice-skating — a short, dark green skirt with
blouse and white crocheted sweater, trimmed
with colored flowers, with cap to match.

YOU'LL have a world more fun in this New
Year if you dress the part for every occasion,"
says Penny Singleton who entertains and amuses
you as "Blondie" on these favorite broadcasts Monday nights at 7:30 over CBS. Penny chooses six
ded
costumes that fill the bill for a well-roun
business and social life. She puts glamour and
sparkle into "date" costumes, color and dash into
those for sport, and stresses tailored simplicity "on
the job." Select your new clothes on Penny's plan
you'll never again have to refuse an invitation
because "you haven't the right thing to wear."

■ For spectator sports — suede
wrap-around coat and slouch hat
of rust; gloves and bag of gold.
rSBH

■ For business — a tailored suit
in two shades of gray. The skirt
is gored; accessories are black.
28

John Reed

■ Forstreet wear— Penny chooses
a blue, collarless coat with a
Dutch hat of the same material.
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For. dancing
— a taffeta shirtmaker frock; pale blue blouse
with gold dots and black skirt.

PAGE HAZELTYNE, for all her
youth and fresh beauty, still
found the warmth and thrill of romance only in the pages of books.
And the deadly routine of her daily
work slowly was stifling her hopes
and even her dreams.
When the offer came from a
strange young lawyer named
Barnes Bishop for a job that held
mysterious overtones of danger she
stopped only to think how wonderful to throw overboard her whole
present dreary life. So she had gone
to Mystery House.
The mystery of Mystery House
seemed comparatively simple to
Page, and the only complications
were those her heart was suddenly
making. Mystery House was an old,
much gossiped about, mansion down
the Pacific Coast from San Francisco. It sat perched high on a cliff
overlooking the fog shrouded waters
of the ocean, out of reach of the
every day world, protected by miles
of fenced in land which no one with
Copyright 1935, Kathleen Norris

a respect for his health dared tresThe occupants of Mystery House
pass.
were four when Page arrived. Ruling with an iron hand was a gray
haired old woman whom Page had
been hired to help as a nurse — Mrs.
Prendergast, possessor of a vast fortune and a priceless diamond called
the Ked Anna. Constantly at her
side was Flora Mockbee, a colorless,
efficient, sometimes spiteful woman
nearing a spinsterish, bitter forty.
Flora, Page learned, was the daughter of the faithful old housekeeper
who had attended Mrs. Prendergast
years and years, until she had died
the previous autumn.
Then there was Doctor Rand
Harward, dark, taciturn from his
years in China, with black eyes that
seemed to dwell more and more on
Page. Rand, whose attentions first
made Page restless, excited, and
then unhappy when she accidentally
overheard him talking one night
to Flora. For they were engaged —

Rand and Flora! Though it was obvious that only Flora was in love.
Rand couldn't love such plainness.
Then Lynn — with his tall, slim
body, and blond hair falling before
incredibly blue eyes that clouded
over so often with confusion and
bewilderment. "Get to know Lynn,"
they had told Page. "Try to help
him." If only she could! For Lynn
wasn't stupid, or out of his mind.
There were times, when she was
alone with him, that he talked lucidly. But the other times, when
nothing he said made sense!
Then one day, when they had
sailed out to the Rock — a tiny speck
of an island where Lynn spent long
hours away from everyone — Lynn
had opened his hand and Page had
seen the glittering breath-taking
Ked Anna diamond! "They want
to get it away from me," he told
her, "but they can't have it until
they promise not to do anything
When

Page

told

Rand,

he

to me."
■ Page cried out his
name and was on her
knees beside him. "Lynn,"
she whispered, "Lynn
darling,

you're

hurt."

whistled and said, "Do you think
he would give it to you?" Page
said, "I think so," and she had asked
Lynn. "But you'd give it to them!"
he'd protested and then they'd hurt
me — send me to an institution!"
"Oh no," Page protested. "They
wouldn't do that!" But Lynn had
refused to give her the diamond
until Page promised to hold it for
three days.
He'd handed it to her and then
he'd said, haltingly, "You're so good
to me, Page. I— I love you!"
It was as though his words had
been a sharp knife pressing against
her heart. Lynn, bewildered, confused, loving her! Yet it wasn't as
ridiculous to Page as it should have
been.
She told Rand about getting the
diamond. "So in three days I'll give
it to Mrs. Prendergast," Page said.
"That gives us three days in which
to pack up and leave," Rand said,
more to himself, and then he explained to Page that Mrs. Prender-

America's famous author brings to radio
the stories every woman wants to hear.
On these pages Radio Mirror publishes in
its original novel form. "Mystery House,"
recently heard on the air. Tune in "By
Kathleen Norris" daily over the NBC-Red.
sponsored by Wheaties. and CBS, sponsored by Bisquick I see page 39 for time).

gast had been wanting to go east
to Connecticut for a long time but
not until she had her diamond back.
"You'll come too?" he asked
Page, and there was urgency in his
voice. "You must come. I love
you. We'll start out together. We'll
go East, or wherever you want."
So Page, who had never been
loved, now had her second proposal.
She and Rand were to leave Mystery House on Friday, the two
women on Saturday. Rand was going to drop Page off in San Francisco, then drive back to get Flora
and Mrs. Prendergast. He would
call Page that night, assure her
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that Lynn was well and cared for,
then she would tell Rand where the
diamond was hidden.
Friday dawned cold, drear, with
the quiet menace of a storm far out
to sea that soon would be lashing
Mystery House with a furious wind
and rain. Page wanted to see Lynn,
to tell him she was leaving and to
have him go into town with her if
he wanted, if he was afraid to stay
behind without her. But Lynn was
gone! And as the storm increased
in intensity, she searched everywhere for him. Though his boat
was tied up at the dock, the little
cottage near the shore where he
often stayed, was empty. She called
his name but there was no answer.
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Pagen
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looming up ahead of her, heavy
and foreboding. She let herself in a
side door and, shedding the jacket
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She and Rand were to leave Mystery House on Friday, the two
women on Saturday. Rand was going to drop Page off in San Francisco, then drive back to get Flora
and Mrs. Prendergast. He would
call Page that night, assure her

Friday dawned cold, drear, with
the quiet menace of a storm far out
to sea that soon would be lashing
Mystery House with a furious wind
and rain. Page wanted to see Lvnn,
to tell him she was leaving and to
have him go into town with her if
he wanted, if he was afraid to stay
behind without her. But Lynn was
gone! And as the storm increased
in intensity, she searched everywhere for him. Though his boat
was tied up at the dock, the little
cottage near the shore where he
often stayed, was empty. She called
his name but there was no answer.
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she had thrown over her shoulders
for protection, went up to the sitting
room where she knew Mrs. Prendergast would be waiting. Light
streamed under the door but Page
would have preferred the darkness
of the hallway this afternoon. There
was, she thought, danger in Mystery House — for her, for Lynn, for
Rand.
Hurriedly she opened the door.
The Duchess sat with a magazine
in her lap. Flora and Rand were
beside her.
"Ah, there she is!" Rand exclaimed. "Not much of a day to get
anywhere. We'll have to wait until
tomorrow, Page, to leave. This
storm has washed out the road."
Page walked toward them. Quite
without warning she was frightened, terribly frightened. She
fought it down — everything was as
usual — Rand, Flora, the old woman
in her big chair, the sea pounding
and rushing far down on the
shore. But she was frightened just
the same.
Lynn did not come to dinner, and
the kitchen Chinese, anxiously interrogated afterward by Page and
Rand, reported that he had not come
to them for any food. At Page's
suggestion Rand telephoned the
Japanese at the farm almost five
miles away; they had not seen Lynn.
"Where could he go, Rand? His
boat is at the dock!"
"You never can tell, with him."
Rand's voice was troubled and
puzzled. He and Page were going
upstairs together, and now she
caught at his hand in the halfgloom of the hallway.
"Rand, could they have done
anything to him? While you were
working this afternoon, and I was
asleep?"
"Well, I hardly see how they
could. Lynn'll turn up. He's able
to take care of himself. He may be
sheltering in some cave or tree.
He'll show up!" Rand smiled comfortingly.
At intervals all evening, and
afterward, Page tried to shake the

IV

terrifying fear of Lynn's disappearance from her mind. Yet thought
of him kept re-occurring, forcing its
way through the desultory conversation she was keeping up with the
old lady. Flora seemed even more
preoccupied than usual and Rand
left early in the evening. "Some
last minute cleaning up," he said,
with a smile.
Page was glad when the Duchess
finally announced that she would
go to bed. "The storm's made me
sleepy," she said.
Page was at her dresser, brushing
her hair the hundred routine strokes
before climbing into her own bed,
when there was a knock on her
door from Flora's room.
"Come in!" Page called. The door
opened, and Rand entered.
Page, clad in her warmest pajamas, reached instinctively for her
kimono; its padded dark blue folds
were about her as she turned with
a flush and a smile.
"Rand! I thought of course it was

"I think you are losing your
mind!" she said. At Flora's closed
door she paused, her back to Rand.
After a while she heard him move;
he came close to her but did not
attempt to touch her.
"I'm sorry," he said. "But there
are things in all this — things about
Lynn and the diamond and Trudy
Mockbee's death — that you don't
understand. And I can't tell you
about them! But it's not too late.
You and I could go away! It would
be beginning over again, Page, and

"Page," he said quickly, "you've
got to promise to marry me. I've
not much to offer you — but I'm going to get out — I'm going away, and
before I go I want to know that
you'll not marry anyone else."
Page pushed against him with all
the might of her strong young
arms. "Please! Don't be so crazy,
Rand! You're all I have to depend
on; don't fail me now!"
"I'm not failing you," he said.
"Let's go away tomorrow and never

this time I'd make good."
Page neither turned nor spoke. Her
senses were in complete confusion.
Gradually the tumult in heart and
brain subsided. The room was very
still. This man who was pleading
with her, the g'tl thought, was her
only possible otector; she must
not lose him.
"Rand," she said, turning. But
the room was empty. Slowly Page
went to the hall door; silently
slipped the lock. Slowly she came
back to the bed. But Page could ndt
sleep. The storm was over, and
dawn was painting the bedroom
walls with faint pearly notes after
she finally lost consciousness, and
when she awakened at nine, the
world was bathed in sunshine. Page
arose refreshed, somehow feeling
the entire situation brighter and
more normal. The terrible night .was
over.
Mrs. Prendergast was asleep
when Page looked in at her. Flora
was alone at breakfast. Again hot
coffee and twinkling glass and silver, pink crisp curls of bacon and
golden waffles did their share to
make Mystery House seem like any
other comfortable country mansion,
and as she fell upon her food Page
was in high spirits.
Presently she went out to the
sun-washed terrace, and looked
along the cliffs and down at the

come
Page,back!"
panting, wrenched herself
free now; breathless and shaken,
she walked away, looking back at
him over her shoulder.

sea, hoping that Lynn's tall loosebuilt figure might be in sight somewhere; she looked toward his cabin,
but the door was closed and the
place
(Continued
on page 71)

"She's in with the Duchess. I had
Flora!"
to speak to you," he said.
RAND sat close beside her on the
bed and drew her to him. The
girl felt her shoulders stiffen and
her whole body instinctively draw
away; her heart beat fast; there was
something
in Rand's
manner
and frightening
his voice.

SUPERMAN
■ Read the amazing adventures of Superman, unconquerable hero from another
world — an exclusive Radio
Mirror feature. Then tune in
your local station for his
thrilling

daily

broadcasts
■ He lifted his fist and, effortlessly, smashed a hole in
the steel plates. Like lightning, he rushed through and —

SUPERMAN! Mighty visitor from
the planet Krypton who is
faster than an airplane — more powerful than a locomotive — invincible
to all danger! Disguised as Clark
Kent, mild spectacled reporter of
the "Daily Planet," he has arrived
on Earth to champion the weak and
oppressed.
When we last saw Superman, he
had rescued an unconscious girl
from the blazing inferno of the
North Star Mining Company. As
she was carried off to the ambulance, his super-sensitive ears heard
her murmur: "Catch them . . .
Catch them! . . . STOP THEM!"
SUPERMAN, disguised again as
Clark Kent, leaned over the
hospital bed of June Anderson,
the girl he had saved from flaming
death. But much had happened
since he had safely lifted her from
She strugthe burning building.

gled to speak, and said brokenly:
"Mr. Kent — when I woke up here
in the hospital, after the fire — the
first thing I saw — the very first
thing — were those two faces bending over my bed — Bartley Pemberton and Joseph Dineen!"
"The heads of the North Star
Company!"
"Yes — and they came here to try
again to kill me — They failed once
when I was saved from the trap
they had set — And now this time
they ran away when they heard
you coming down the hall.
"But they won't stop! — I was
their office secretary — and then I
found out what they were doing.
They weren't honest — they were
swindlers! They sold poor people
stock in a worthless mine out West!
But now I'm afraid for more than

Sobbing, she buried her face in
her hands. And Clark, sworn never
to reveal his true identity as Superman, could only try to comfort her.
In a few minutes, she was able to
tell him the rest of the story that
was tormenting her.
Risking her life, she had obtained
documents and evidence which definitely proved the guilt of the swindling pair. For safe-keeping, she
placed them in a sealed package
which she gave to her brother,
Captain of the steamer "City of
Madison." She had told no one —
except the detectives who had come
to question her in the hospital. They
had just left when Pemberton and
Dineen climbed into her room from
the fire-escape directly beneath her
window. They had heard every
word she said!
They had (Continued on page 76)

myself."

■ Clark Kent stood poised on the skyscraper ledge for
a split second — then up, up and away went Superman!
FEBRUARY,
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■ Superman, disguised as Clark Kent, listened to the
girl whisper the names of her attempted murderers.
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BY KATE SMITH
Radio

Mirror's Food

Counselor

Listen to Kate Smith's daily talks over
CBS at 72 noon, E.S.T., and her Friday
nijht variety show at 8:00 E.S.T., on
CBS, both sponsored by General Foods.

YESTERDAY I took advantage
of the weather, a perfect blueskied winter day, and drove to
Connecticut. By the time I'd
reached my destination, an old
farmhouse in the Berkshire foothills, the tangy air had whipped
up such an appetite that I more
than did justice to my dinner and
when dessert appeared, apricot upside down cake with pistachio
sauce, I thought I wouldn't be able
to eat another bite — but I did, down
to the last crumb.
When I complimented my hostess
on the cake she smiled and said, "It
should be good — -the recipe is out
of your own cook book!" Of course
the other guests began to tease me
about praising my own recipe,
whereupon my hostess came to my
rescue by saying that it was one of
her family's favorite desserts.
"The point is," she said, "that it
can be made in no time at all with
staples I always have on hand. If
you will see to it that your supply
of dried fruits such as prunes —
you'd never believe the pounds and
pounds of those we eat during the
year — apricots and dried raisins
never gets low, you'll always be
sure of meals that hit the spot and
are nourishing and economical to
prepare."
While she was talking I had an
idea. "If dried fruits are so popular
with this family," I said to myself,
"I'll bet recipes based on them
which were sent in to our recent
Favorite Recipes Contest will appeal to everyone." So, back in
town this morning, I've selected
from those prize winners just such
recipes.
The first is a prune cake, handed
34
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The

favorite

dessert of an

Editor

is this economical

and

nutritious Prune Whip — Miss Smith tells exactly how to make it.

down to Mrs. J. J. Carroll from her
grandmother.
Prune Cake
Mrs. J. J. Carroll, Overland,

Mo.

V2 cup butter
1 V2 cups sugar
21 cup
eggs sour milk
2x/2
1
1
1

cups sifted cake flour
tsp. baking powder
tsp. cloves
tsp. Cinnamon

HOSTESS

1 tsp. allspice
1 tsp. baking soda
1 cup cooked prune pulp
Cream
butter,
add
sugar
and
cream together.
Beat eggs, combine with sour milk and add to
creamed mixture.
Sift dry ingredients together and add to first mixture, then stir in prune pulp. Bake,
either as a layer or a loaf cake, in
moderate oven.
Mrs. Carroll suggests caramel icing for the cake.
Of course, the wife of Radio

HINT

HERE'S a refreshment trick for
your next bridge or tea party
— doughnut eclairs — more delicious
than any eclairs you've ever eaten
and loads easier to prepare because
the basic ingredient is the popular
sugared doughnut.
Split the doughnut in half, spread
the lower half with chocolate cream
filling, place two halves together
again and fill the hole with the
same filling. Result — the luscious
doughnut eclairs pictured here.
Chocolate Cream Filling:
% cup sugar Vs cup flour
Vs tsp. salt
2 eggs
2 cups scalded milk
1 tsp. vanilla
Wz squares chocolate, shaved thin
Mix dry ingredients, add slightly
beaten egg and gradually pour in

■

A brand new idea for your next

party — luscious

Doughnut

Eclairs.

scalded milk. Cook in double boiler,
stirring constantly until thickened
(10 to 15 minutes). Remove from
heat, add vanilla and chocolate and
stir until chocolate is melted.
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■ Mrs. Marie Hall's favorite Raisin Sour Cream Pie
will make everyone clamour for a second portion.

Mirror's editor was not permitted
under our contest rules to submit
an entry, but had she been eligible
I'm sure her recipe for the prune
whip which is her husband's favorite dessert would have won an
award by the unanimous decision
of the judges.
Prune Whip

V2 lb. prunes
V4 pt. whipping cream
x/2 tsp. vanilla
Sugar to taste
Cook prunes until tender and reduce to pulp. Whip cream, add vanilla and sweeten to taste. Reserve
sufficient whipped cream to decorate each serving, fold remainder
into prune pulp and serve in sherbet glasses.
Raisin sour cream pie is sure to
have the family sitting up and asking for more if you will follow this
prize winning recipe.
Mrs.

Raisin Sour Cream
Pie
Marie Hall, San Francisco, Cal.

2
1
V2
1
1

egg yolks
cup sour cream
tbl. vinegar
cup sugar
cup chopped raisins
Dash each of cloves, cinnamon,
nutmeg
Plain pastry
Beat egg yolks, add remaining ingredients in order and mix well.
Line a pie plate with plain pastry,
pour in mixture and bake until firm
(25 to 30 minutes). "This may be
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Take that box of dried Apricots off the shelf

and try Mrs. Thomas

used as a two-crust pie," says Mrs.
Hall, "or a one-crust pie using
whipped cream or meringue for
topping. Delightful and economical."
The favorite and prize winning
pie for Mrs. Thomas Powell is
made of apricots which combine
deliciously with graham cracker
crust.
Apricot Cream Pie with Graham
Cracker Crust
Mrs.

Thomas

Powell,

Meadowlands,

Pa.

Apricot Cream Filling:
1 tbl. butter
8 tbls. flour
% cup sugar
Vi tsp. salt
2 egg yolks, beaten
2 cups milk
1 tsp. vanilla
2 cups cooked sweetened apricots
2 egg whites, beaten stiff
2 tbls. confectioners' sugar
Melt butter. Add flour, sugar, salt,
beaten egg yolks and milk and cook
in top of double boiler until thick,
stirring constantly. Remove from
heat, add vanilla and pour into graham cracker crust. Top with apricots, then with meringue made of
egg
confectioners'
and whites
brown and
in moderate
oven. sugar
Graham Cracker Crust:
16 graham crackers, rolled fine
2 tbls. sugar
2 tbls. flour
V2 tsp. cinnamon
% cup melted butter
Combine ingredients, mix well
and line a pie plate.

Powell's Apricot Cream

Pie.

For a real he-man dinner there's
nothing to beat spare ribs, but
you've never eaten them at their
best
unlessdressing.
you've tried them with
this fruit
Spare
Mrs.

Ribs with Fruit Dressing

Cecil

Gray,

Jefferson

City,

Mo.

3 lbs. spare ribs
2 tsps. salt
2 cups raisins
6 medium apples
IVz cups sugar
Place spare ribs in kettle, add
salt, cover with boiling water and
simmer covered until tender, about
half an hour. Cook raisins and
apples separately until tender, mix
them together and add sugar. Place
spare ribs in roaster, cover with
fruit dressing and cook, covered, in
moderate oven for half an hour.
The pistachio sauce which my
Connecticut hostess served with
apricot upside down cake is made
as follows:
Pistachio

Sauce

1 tbl. flour
Pinch salt
V2 cup sugar
1 cup boiling water
1 tbl. butter
1 tsp. almond flavoring
% cup chopped pistachio nuts
Combine
dry
ingredients,
add
boiling water and rub to smooth
paste. Boil until thickened, stirring
constantly. Remove from fire and
add butter, flavoring and pistachio
nuts. Tint with green fruit coloring.
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■ Dancers who pack Chicago's Palmer House and listeners who tune
in the Alec Templeton show on NBC when Ray Noble leads his band,
know little of the worries that beset this Englishman. Right,
Larry Stewart, the young and handsome vocalist with the orchestra.

T BASIE, noted colored
COUN
swing pianist, is threatening
to break up his band and join
Benny Goodman. The Count is dissatisfied with his booking arrangements. However, insiders insist the
Count will never throw in the
baton.

Jimmy Dorsey has long deserved
a commercial. Word comes now
that a cigarette company will sponsor the great saxophonist on NBC
in January.
36

Johnny Green may be off the air
but he still is a very busy lad. He
has just turned out the musical score
for a musical comedy called "Hi 'Ya
Gentlemen" which will star fighter
Max Baer. Incidentally Johnny's
band singer, Carol Horton, has
teamed
orchestra.up with Charlie Spivak's
*
*
*
The radio-music war was far
from a peaceful settlement as this
magazine went to press. It has the
bandleaders worried stiff. Facing
a probable music blockade, many

of them have resorted to swing
version of classics which are copyright clear. Kay Kyser pulled a
sneak preview to show his sponsor
a new version of the College of
Musical Knowledge that could
operate in the event of the ASCAP
ban.
Reports were favorable.
* *
*
Woody Herman's orchestra, a cooperative group, is taking no
chances. They have insured their
leader's life for $150,000.
* *
*
Columbia
records
have
had a
RADIO

AND
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due largely to the popularity of
Tommy Dorsey who opened the
place. My west coast agents reported Judy Garland, Mickey Rooney, Lana Turner, Rosalind Russell,
Herbert Marshall, Cary Grant,
Wayne Morris, Tony Martin, Marlene Dietrich, Mary Astor, Brian
Donlevy, and Franchot Tone were
present. How would you like to
rub elbows with these stars in your
local dance emporium?
* *
*
THIS CHANGING WORLD: Bon
Bon Jan Savitt's former chocolate
coated crooner is now leading his
own band. It was assembled by
Eddie Dunham, ex-Casa Loma arranger. .. . Emil Coleman shifts to
Hollywood's Ciro on Jan. 8. . . . Joe
Reichman is now playing in New
York's Essex House. . . . Up-andcoming Vaughn Monroe is set for
Boston's Brunswick Hotel in January. . . . Hal Kemp's pretty vocalist, Janet Blair, may get a movie
offer. . . . Sonny Burke's new band
gets both MBS and CBS wires
from Brooklyn Roseland in January. Benny Goodman is reported
to have helped finance this new
unit. . . . Bob Carroll is Charlie
Barnet's new *singer.
#
*

■ Judy Garland, out with her very
best beau, maestro Dave Rose,
greets bandleader Tommy Dorsey
at the
Hollywood
Palladium.

minor housecleaning and dropped a
number of bands off their list.
* *
*
Al Donahue tried to be funny
during a vaudeville engagement,
helping the acrobats execute some
flip flops. Result:
a bruised back
for Al.
* *
*
Keep your eyes and ears out for
James Roosevelt's new coin machine gadget called "soundies." I
saw it at a mammoth preview for
bandleaders, screen stars and newspaper people. For a dime you not
only hear a swell arrangement of
a popular tune, but see a well-produced movie short. Running time
is about two minutes. However
only one of the big name bands is
featured at the present time, due
to other commitments. This may
be a drawback. Most of the "soundies" Isaw were conducted by Victor
Young.
* *
#
No ballroom ever got the celebrity turnout afforded Hollywood's
new Palladium Ballroom. This was
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their own worries and it is my job
used every sort of presto Ray
help has
them."
sure to bring his family to this
country. Dozens of letters have been
exchanged. Countless propositions
have been offered. But the answer
from London is always the same:
"We're here for the duration."
"They say it would be like tearadded.
ing up the roots," the bandleader
One of his brothers is a doctor
and England needs many men of
medicine these days. The other
has a government post.
But Ray, his wife, Gladys, and
Bill Harty, the band's manager and
drummer, haven't given up in their
efforts, and they might have persuaded the family to come here by
the time you read this.
To keep his mind completely occupied, the soft-spoken composer
of such hits as "Goodnight Sweetheart," "Love Is The Sweetest
Thing,"
(Continued on page 55)

Horace Heidt fans have written
to express disappointment in the
results of our recent popularity poll
won by Sammy Kaye. They said
they were not properly informed
about the contest. We are sorry if
there were any misunderstandings.
However, Facing The Music's poll
was strictly impartial and had no
favorites.

NOBLE IS THE WORD

FOR HIM

RAY NOBLE has made a secret,
solemn pledge with himself not
to take his worries to the bandstand
or microphone. There are many
times when the tall, thin Englishman has a difficult job in keeping
his eyes and ears on the music. But
to the dancers who pack Chicago's
Palmer House where his newlyorganized band is playing, and the
listeners who hear him with Alec
Templeton on NBC, he carefully
conveys the impression that there's
nothing much on his mind but some
well groomed blonde hairs.
And that is just the way Ray has
wanted it since the Battle of
Britain started, even though his
mother and two brothers are
staunchly facing the endless Nazi
air attacks.
"These people who come to dance
to my music are not interested in
that," he explains reticently. "After
all I am being paid to entertain
them.
They come here to forget

■ Cute

Connie

Haines sings on

Tommy
Dorsey's
weeklyon broadcast, Fame
and Fortune,
NBC.
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KEN

THIS CHANGING WORLD: Bon
Bon Jan Savitt's former chocolate
coated crooner is now leading his
own band. It was assembled by
Eddie Dunham, ex-Casa Loma arranger. .. . Emil Coleman shifts to
Hollywood's Ciro on Jan.
. . . Joe
Reichman is now playing8. in
New
York's Essex House. . . . Up-andcoming Vaughn Monroe is set for
Boston's Brunswick Hotel in January. . . . Hal Kemp's pretty vocalist, Janet Blair, may
get a movie

ALDEN

offer. . . . Sonny Burke's new band
gets both MBS and CBS wires
from Brooklyn Roseland in January. Benny Goodman is reported
to have helped finance this new
unit. . . . Bob Carroll is Charlie
Barnet's new singer.

■ Judy Garland, out with her very
best beau, maestro Dave Rose,
greets bandleader Tommy Dorsey
at the
Hollywood
Palladium.

minor housecleaning and dropped a
number of bands off their list.

* *

Al Donahue tried
during a vaudeville
helping the acrobats
for
flip Al.
flops. Result: a

*

Johnny Green may be off the air
but he still is a very busy lad. He
has just turned out the musical score

satisfled with bis booking arrangements. However, insiders insist the
Count will never throw in the
baton.

llnili)

for a musical comedy called "Hi 'Ya
Gentlemen" which will star fighter
Max Baer. Incidentally Johnny's
band singer, Carol Horton, has
teamed up with Charlie Spivak's
orchestra.

Jimmy Dorsey has long deserved
a commercial, Word comes now
thai a cigarette company will sponsor the great saxophonist on NBC
in Januai y

The radio-music war was far
from a peaceful settlement as this
magazine went to press. It has the
bandleaders worried stiff. Facing
a probable music blockade, many
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Keep your eyes and ears out for
James Roosevelt's new coin ma-

■ Dancers who pack Chicago's Palmer House and listeners who tune
in the Alec Templeton show on NBC when Ray Noble leads his band,
know little of the worries that beset this Englishman. Right,
Larry Stewart, the young and handsome vocalist with the orchestra.
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called "soundies."
saw it chine
at gadget
a mammoth
preview forI
bandleaders, screen stars and newspaper people. For a dime you not
only hear a swell arrangement of
a popular tune, but see a well-produced movie short. Running time
is about two minutes. However
only one of the big name bands is
featured
at the present time, due
Young.
to other commitments. This may
be a drawback. Most of the "soundies" Isaw were conducted by Victor

#

*

*

No ballroom ever got the celebrity turnout afforded Hollywood's
new Palladium Ballroom. This was
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Horace Heidt fans have written
to express disappointment in the
results of our recent popularity poll
won by Sammy Kaye. They said
they were not properly informed
about the contest. We are sorry if
there were any misunderstandings.
However, Facing The Music's poll
was strictly impartial and had no
favorites.
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Eastern Standard Time
8:00 CBS: News
8:00 NBC-Blue: Peerless Trio
8:00 NBC-Red: Organ Recital
8:30 NBC-Blue. Tone Pictures
8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

z

3:00

9:00 CBS:

h

8:15
8:15

9:15 NBC-Blue:
9:15 NBC-Red:

8:30
8:30

9:30 CBS: Wings Over Jordan
9:30 NBC-Red: Sunday Drivers

in

News

of Europe
White Rabbit Line
Four Showmen Quartet

9:00 10:00 CBS: Church of the Air
9:00 10:00 NBC-Blue: Melodic Moods
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red: Radio Pulpit
9:30 10:30 CBS: N. Y. A. Symphony
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Southernaires
11:35 10:05 11:05 CBS: News and Rhythm
8:05 10:05 11:05 NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen
BOWES
8:30 10:30 11:30 CBS: MAJOR
8:30 10:30 11:30 NBC-Red: Music and
Youth
11:15 11:45 11:45 NBC-Blue:
3:00 11:00 12:00 NBC-Red:

Ahead

FAMILY
American

of the Headlines

Lee Gordon

Orch.

9:30 11:30 12:30 CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle
9:30 11:30
NBC-Blue:
RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
12:30
HALL
9:30
11:30 12:30 NBC-Red. Wings Over America
10:00 12:00
CBS: Church of the Air
10:00 12:00 1:00
1:00 NBC-Red
Sunday Down South
10:15 12:15

1:15 NBC-Blue:

10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30

March of Games
1:30 CBS
1:30 NBC-Blue. JOSEF
MARAtS
1:30 NBC-Red: On Your Job
2:00 NBC-Blue. American Pilgrimage
2:00 NBC-Red: NBC String Symphony

11:00
11:00

1:00
1:00

11:15

1:15

11:30

1:30
1:30

12:00
12:00
12:00

■ Ian

Vass Family

Keith

leads

a

letter-writer

Tune-In Bulletin for December
December

to

the

Wishing

29, January

Well.

5, 12 and 19!

29: The Mutual network celebrates its fourth birthday today with a special

broadcast. . . . Albert Spalding, the violinist, is guest star on CBS' Philharmonic
broadcast this afternoon — and then scurries over to another studio in time for the
Pause That Refreshes show at 4:30, on which Helen Jepson is the guest star.

2:15 NBC-Blue: Foreign Policy Assn.
2:30 CBS. Flow Gently, Sweet Rhythm
2:30 NBC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table

January 5: Today's guest stars: Dalies Frantz, pianist, on the CBS Philharmonic concert,
and Vronsky and Babin, duo pianists, on the Ford Hour. . . . Ted Malone's American
Pilgrimage, NBC-Blue at 2:00, travels to the home of Horatorio Alger in New York.

2:00
2:00
2:00

3:00 CBS: N. Y. PHILHARMONIC
3:00 NBC-Blue: Great Plays
3:00 NBC-Red: Washington Calling

January 12: Flute-voiced Lily Pons is the Ford Hour's guest star tonight — CBS at
9:00.
... To catch up on tomorrow's news, listen to Pearson and Allen on NBC-Blue
at 7:00.

12:15

2:15

3:15 NBC-Red:

H. V. Kaltenborn

12:45

2:45

3:45 NBC-Red:

Bob

1:00
1:00

3:00
3:00

4:00 NBC-Blue: National
4:00 NBC-Red: Yvette

3:15

4:15 NBC-Red.

Becker

Tony

Dog Chats

Vespers

ON

Wons

1:30
1:30

3:30
3:30

4:30 CBS: Pause That Refreshes
4:30 NBC-Red: Pageant of Art

2:00
2:00

4:00
4:00

5:00
5:00
5:00
5:00

4:00

CBS: Design for Happiness
MBS: Musical Steelmakers
NBC-Blue: Moylan Sisters
NBC-Red: Met. Opera Auditions

5:15 NBC-Blue:

Olivio Santoro

4:30
4:30
4:30
4:30

5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30

3:00
3:00
3:00

5:00
5:00
5:00

THEATER
6:00 CBS: SILVER
6:00 NBC-Blue: New Friends of Music
6:00 NBC-Red: Catholic Hour

3:30
3:30
3:30

5:30
5:30
5:30

6:30 CBS: Gene Autry
6:30 MBS: Show of The Week
6:30 NBC-Red: Beat the Band

6:00
6:00
6:00

7:00 CBS: News of the World
7:00 NBC-Blue: Pearson and Allen
7:00 NBC-Red: JACK
BENNY

6:15

7:15 NBC-Blue:

6:30
6:30
6:30

7:30 CBS: Screen Actors Guild
7:30 NBC-Blue: Speak Up America
7:30 NBC-Red: Fitch Bandwagon

2:30
2:30
2:30

4:00
8:30

4:30
4:30

CBS: Col. Stoopnagle
MBS: The Shadow
NBC-Blue: Behind the Mike
NBC-Red: Your Dream Has Come
True

News

from

Europe

6:45

7:45 MBS:

7:30
5:00
5:03

7:00
7:00
7:00

HAYES
8:00 CBS: HELEN
8:00 NBC-Blue: This Curious World
MCCARTHY
8:00 NBC-Red: CHARLIE

8:00
9:30
5:30

7:30
7:30
7:30

8:30 CBS: Crime Doctor
8:30 NBC-Blue: Sherlock Holmes
ONE
MAN'S
FAMILY
8:30 NBC-Red

7:45

8:45 MBS:
8:55 CBS:

6:00
9:0 J
6:00

7:55
8:00
8:00
8:00

9:15

8:15

8:15
6:30

8:30
8:30

8:00

8:45
00
00
00

7:00
7:0J
7:00
7:30
9:00

30
30

8:00(10 00
3:00 10 00

38

Wythe

Williams

Dorothy
Elmer

January 19: You can hear one of the world's greatest comedies today on NBC-Blue
at 3:00 — "The Rivals," by Richard Brinsley Sheridan. . . . Ted Malone's American
Pilgrimage visits the home of Edgar Allen Poe in Richmond, Va.

Thompson

Davis

HOUR
9:00 CBS: FORD
9:00 NBC-Blue: Walter Winched
9:00 NBC-Red: Manhattan Merry-GoRound
9:15 NBC-Blue: The Parker Family
9:30 NBC-Blue: Irene Rich
9:30 NBC-Red: American Album of
Familiar Music
9:45 NBC-Blue: Bill Stern Sports Review
10
CBS: Take It or Leave It
10 00 NBC-Blue: Goodwill Hour
10 00 NBC-Red: Hour of Charm
10: 30 CBS: Columbia Workshop
NBC-Red: Serenade to Loveliness
11 00 CBS: Headlines and Bylines
11: 00 NBC- Dance Orchestra

THE

AIR

TODAY:

Your

Dream

Has

Come
True,
on NBC's
Red
network
at
5:30 P.M., E.S.T., sponsored by the Quaker
Oats Company.
Besides providing you with news, music,
drama, stock-market reports, recipes and
household hints, improving your vocabulary and diction, solving your domestic
problems, and locating you if you are a
missing heir, radio now is attempting, in
this program, to be an old-fashioned fairy
godmother
and grant your dearest
wish.
In an average week, about five people
who have written sincere letters to the
sponsor of Your Dream Has Come True,
telling what they want and why they
haven't yet been able to receive it, are
brought to the NBC studios in Chicago
and given their heart's desire. Maybe one
dreamer is a six-year-old whose dog died
under the wheels of a car and who wants
another one. Dreamer No. 2 may be a
girl who wants a chance to be a professional photographic model — or an old
lady who needs an apparatus to help her
hear better.
Here's a typical case: Mildred Dennison, once of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, wanted to
be an actress. A few years ago she appeared in her last high-school play, and
left the stage crying because it didn't seem
likely she'd ever get a chance to act again.
Mildred
saved
her pennies
and finally

got to Chicago, where she found a job
in a department-store tea room and studied
what she could of music and drama on
the side. Then she happened to see an ad
in the paper, advising readers that if
they'd write letters about their secret desires they might find those desires coming
true. What Mildred didn't know was that
the ad was inserted by the people who
were about to launch Your Dream Has
Come True on the NBC network. She
wrote the letter, and the board of judges,
led by Dr. Samuel Stevens, president of
Grinnell College, decided her ambition
was worth helping.
The result was that Mildred appeared
on the program, where her wish was
dramatized, and then was given a complete traveling outfit, expenses, and a
ticket to Hollywood, where the Paramount
people promised to give her a screen test.
Being in the studio audience at a broadcast of Your Dream Has Come True is
aa lot
of labelled
fun. Showmanship
runs Well,
riot. There's
well,
the Wishing
set up
on the stage, with Ian Keith, famous movie
and stage star, playing its Voice. The
lights in the studio go out when the wisher
approaches the well, which is eerily illuminated, and Glenn Welty directs the orchestra with a luminous baton. You'd almost
expect Walt Disney to bring Mickey Mouse
onto the stage at any moment.

S«yMt£&Z-

ALBERT SPALDING — the internationally famous violinist
who is master of ceremonies and soloist on the Pause
That Refreshes program tonight on CBS. He was born in
Chicago to a wealthy family, but studied and practiced
until he became one of the greatest living musicians.
In the first World War he enlisted in the Signal Service
of the
U
S. Aviation
Corps,
serving
with
distinction.
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Eastern Standard Time
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8:30 NBC-Blue: Ray Perkins
8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

0.
2:00

45

45

8:05
2:30

9:05 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
9:15 CBS. School of the Air

8:45
8:45

9:45 CBS: Bachelor's Children
9:45 NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh

9:00 10:00 CBS:
9:00

By Kathleen Norris
10:00 NBC-Red. This Small Town

9:15 10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
9:15 10:15 NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
9:30
9:30 10:30 CBS: Stepmother
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin

10:30 NBC-Red:

30

8:55
3:15
10:00
3:45
8:00
8:00
8:15
7:30
8:30
7:30
9:00
8:30
5:00
8:30
5:30
9:00
6:09
6:00
6:00
6:30
6:3,
7:00
7:00

7:30

Ellen Randolph

9:45 10:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
9:45
4:30 10:45 NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's

10:00
10:00
10:00
10:15
10:15
11:00 10:30
10:30
10:30
10:45
10:45
11:00
9
11:00
9
11:15
9
11:15
9
11:30
9:
11:30
9
11:45
9
12:00
10:
12:15
10
12:30
10
12:45
1:00
3:
1:00
11
1:15
3:
1:15
11
1:30
11;
1:30
11:
1:30
11:
1:45
11:
1:45
11
2:00
2:00
12;
2:00
12:
2:15
12:
2:15
12;
2:15
12
2:30
2:30
12
2:30
12:
2:45
2:45
12:
2:45
12
3:00
1:
3:00
1:
3:00
3:15
3:15
3:15
3:30
3:30
3:45
12:30
3:45
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15
4:15
2:45
5:45

CLUB

4:45
5:45
4:45
10:00
5:05
5:15
5:30
5:45

10:45
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:15
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:30

Family
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
CBS: Short Short Story
NBC-Blue. I Love Linda Dale
NBC-Red: The Man I Married
CBS: Martha Webster
NBC-Red: Against the Storm
CBS
Big Sister
NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red
The Road of Life

11:45
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:30
2:30
2:30
2:45
2:45
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:15
3:15
3:15
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:45
3:45
3:45
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15
4:15
4:15
4:30
4:30
4:45
4:45
5:00
5:00
5:00

CBS
Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS
KATE
SMITH
SPEAKS
NBC-Red: Words and Music
CBS
When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills
CBS. Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
CBS Our Gal Sunday
CBS Life Can be Beautiful
CBS Woman in White
CBS Right to Happiness
CBS Road of Life
CBS: Young Dr. Malone
CBS-Red: Hymns of All Churches
CBS. Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Fletcher Wiley
NBC-Blue
Rochester Orchestra
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
CBS: My Son and I
NBC-Red: Light of the World
CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red
Mary Marlin
CBS: Jan Peerce
NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
NBC-Red
Ma Perk'ns
CBS
A Friend in Deed
NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
NBC-Red
Pepper Young's Family
CBS: Lecture Hall
NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
CBS. Portia Faces Life
NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
CBS: We, The Abbotts
NBC-Blue. Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
CBS
Hilltop House
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Kate Hopkins
NBC-Red
Young Widder Brown
CBS; The Goldbergs
NBC-Blue
Children's Hour
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

5:15
5:15
5:30
5:45
5:45
5:45
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30

CBS
The O'Neills
NBC-Red. Lonj Journey
NBC-Red. Jack Arms
rong
CBS
Scattergood Ba nes
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS
News, Bob Trout
CBS
Edwin C. Hil!
CBS
Hedda Hoppe.
CBS
Paul SuJIivan

d:45 CBS
The World Today
6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

6:00 7:00 CBS
Amos 'n' Andy
6:00 7:00 NBC-Red:
Fred Waring's Gang
6:15 7:15 CBS. Lanny Ros:
9:30 7:30 CBS: BLONDIE
6:30 7:30 MBS: The Lone Ranger
8:30 7:30 NBC-Red: BURNS
AND ALLEN
7:00 8:00 CBS: Those We Love
7:00 8:00 NBC-Blue: I Love a Mystery
7:00 8:00 NBC-Red: The Telephone Hour
7:30 8:30 CBS: Pipe Smoking Time
7:30 8:30 MBS: Boake Carter
7:30 8:30 NBC-Blue: True or False
7:30 8:30 NBC-Red: Voice of Firestone
8:00 9:00 CBS: LUX THEATER
8:00 9:00 NBC-Blue: You're in the Army Now
8:00 3:00 NBC-Red: Doctor I.Q.
8:30 9:30 NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
8:30 9:30 NBC-Red: Show Boat
9:00 10:00 CBS
Guy Lombardo
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red
Contented Hour
—
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Radio Forum
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6, 13 and 20!

December 30:
It you're not already a Girl Alone fan, now's the time to start.
Begin
the story on page
12 of this issue, and tune in the program
at 5:00 this afternoon
on NBC-Red.
January
6:
You
can
find out all about
nuts and
the business
of growing
them
by
tuning in the CBS American
School of the Air this morning.
January
13:
Raymond
Gram
Swing
returns to his program
on MBS
tonight at 10:00
after a brief vacation — so tune
him
in and
get his excellent
interpretation
of the
news.
...
A fast-moving
and
exciting
adventure
story
is I Love
a Mystery,
on
NBC-Blue
at 8:00.
January
Cafe

20:
Jimmy
Dorsey's
orchestra
Rouge, in New York, broadcasting

ON THE AIR TONIGHT:
Pipe Smoking
Time, on CBS at 8:30, E.S.T., rebroadcast
to the West at 8:30, P.S.T., sponsored by
Model
Smoking
Tobacco.
In spite of its title, Pipe Smoking Time is
just as entertaining for women as it is for
men, so don't be scared away, ladies. Late
in November this program, which has been
on the air for several years, was given a
thorough overhauling and a new cast was
installed. Now it's a show unlike any other
you can
hear on any network.
Arthur Fields and Fred Hall contribute

opens
tonight
over NBC.

at

the

Pennsylvania

Hotel's

ering much about keeping on the melody.
Edward Roecker was on Pipe Smoking
Time before, in the season of 1937-38,
when Pick and Pat were the comedy stars
of the show.
As for Woody Guthrie — well, Woodie is
a hobo. He was dusted out of the Oklahoma Dust Bowl in 1936, taking with him
only his guitar and some tunes that he
carried in his head. He went to Calibecause

fornia, but he didn't look for work there
he soon found that a couple of

their own songs and homely humor; Edward Roecker, baritone, sings old-time
songs and new ones, too; and Woody
Guthrie, Dust-Bowl refugee, strums what he

songs
were usually
a meal.
been touring
aroundgood
the for
country,
by He's
foot
and boxcar, ever since. John Steinbeck
met him in California and arranged for
him to sing a song in the movie version of

calls his "git-tar" and sings ballads which
he and others like him have made up. In
short — a colorful assortment of entertainers.

"The Grapes of Wrath." Woody's voice,
Steinbeck says, sounds exactly like a tire
iron hitting a rusty rim, and perfectly
expresses the Okie spirit.

Fields and Hall have been in radio since
1925. Before that, Fields was with the
famous vaudeville act, the Avon Comedy

This is Woody's first commercial program, but he has recorded a number of
Dust Bowl ballads, and a permanent record
of his songs has been filed in the Library
of Congress at Washington. Some of his
songs go on for hours, because they have
more than a hundred stanzas each. Woody

Four.

He

left it in 1910 to make

phono-

graph records (the old-fashioned cylinder
type) for Thomas A. Edison. In his long
career he estimates that he's made more
than a thousand different recordings,
reaching his greatest popularity in that
field during the first World War — in which,
incidentally, he was a buck private. On
Pipe Smoking Time, Fields does most of the
singing for the team; Hall plays the
piano

and

recites the

songs

without

both-

himself doesn't know how many different
ballads he knows by heart, but he figures
he could probably sing and play for two
or three days straight and never repeat
himself.

He's

never

tried it. Twenty-four

hours is about as long as he's ever been
able to hold up in a song fest.

S«y Ak& 7o-

PERCY FAITH — Canadian-born maestro cf the Carnation
Contented program tonight on NBC. Percy began his career
at the age of 11, piaying the piano in a Toronto mov.e
theater. In 1933 he joined the musical staff of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, and last Fall he became
permanent conductor of the Carnation show. He's married
and
has
two
children,
Marilyn,
8, and
Peter
David,
3.

Complete Progr
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Eastern

ui
2:00

6
8:05
2:30
r-

Standard

Time

8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
CLUB
9:05 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
9:15 CBS
School of the Air

9:45
Bachelor's Children
9:45 CBS
NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
9:00 10:00 CBS. By Kathleen Norris
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red: This Small Town
8:45
8:45

8:45
1:15

9:15 10:15 CBS. Myrt and Marge
9:15 10:15 NBC- Bine: Vic and Sade
9:30 10:30 CBS: Stepmother
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red
Ellen Randolph
9:45 10:45 CBS
Woman of Courage
9:45 10:45
4:30 10:45 NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red
The Guiding Light
10:00 11:00 CBS
Mary Lee Taylor
10:00 11:00 NBC-Blue: I Love Linda Dale
10:00 11:00 NBC-Red
The Man I Married

12:00 10:15 11:15 CBS
Martha Webster
8:15 10:15 11:15 NBC-Red
Against the Storm
11:00 10:30 11:30 CBS
Big Sister
10:30 11:30 NBC-Blue
The Wife Saver
10:30 11:30 NBC- Red
The Road of Life
11:15 10:45 11:45
Aunt David
Jenny's
Stone-.
10:45 11:4 CBS
NBC-Red:
Harum
9:00 11:00 12:00
NBC
9:00 11:00 12:00 CBS:

KATE
SMITH
SPEAKS
Red
Words and Music

■ We,

9:15 11:15 12:15
BS: When a Girl Marries
9:15 11:15 12:15 NBC-Red: The O'Neills
9:30 11:30 12:30 CBS
Romance of Helen Trent
9:30 11:30 12:30
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
9:45
Our Gal Sunday
10:00 12:00
10:15 12:15
10:15 12:15
12:30
12:45
3:00 1:00
11:00
1:0
3:30
11:15

1:15
1:15

11:30
11:30

1:30
1:30

11:45
11:45

1:45
1:45

12:00
12:00

2:00
2:00
2:00

12:15
12:15
12:15

2:15
2:15
2:15

12:30
12:30

2:30
2:30
2:30

12:45
12:45
1:00
1:00

2:45
2:45

4:15
1:15
1:15

3:15
3:15
3:15
3:30
3:30

1:30
1:30

3:00
3:00
3:00

3:45
3:45
8:30
2:00
2:00

4:00
4:00
4:00

2:15
2:15

4:15
4:15

CBS

Life Can

be Beautiful

NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
Blue: Tom Mix
NBC- Red: Life Can be Beautiful
NBC- News
CBS:
Red: Lil Abner
NBCCBS: Edwin C. Hill

5:45
5:45
5:45

7:55
3:00

5:00
5:00

6:00
6:00

8:00
9:00
8:00
8:15
9:15

6:00
6:00
6:00

CBS: The World Today
6:45
Blue: Lowell Thomas
6:45
CBS:
7:00 NBC- Amos 'n' Andy
Blue: EASY
ACES
7:00
7:00 NBC- Red: Fred Waring's Gang
NBC- Lanny Ross
7:15 CBS:
Blue: Mr. Keen
7:15
NBC- Helen Menken
CBS:

5:00
7:30
8:30
8:30

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00

5:30
5:30
7:30
5:30

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

9:00
8:00
9:30

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:30
3:30
8:30
9:00
9:00
:00

10:00
3:45

CBS:

6:15
6:15
6:45

6:30
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:30
7:45

9:30
9:30

7:45
NBCCBS:
8:00 MBS
8:00
8:00
8:00 NBCCBS:
8:30 NBCMBS
8:30
8:30 NBC
NBC
8:30
9:00 CBS:
9:00 NBC
9:00 NBC
9:30 CBS:
9:30
9:30 NBCCBS:
10:00 NBC10:00 MBS
10:00
NBCCBS:
10:30 NBC
10:30

Paul Sullivan

Red: H. V. Kaltenborn
Court of Missing Heirs
Wythe Williams
Blue: Ben Bernie
Red: Johnny Presents
FIRST
NIGHTER
La Rosa Concerts
Blue: Uncle Jim's Question
Red: Horace Heidt

Invitation

NBC- News
9:45 10:45 CBS

40

Bee

to Learning

of the World

Joe

Hill

confers

with

his assistant,

31, January

of
1940's
should
miss.historic news stories, called "Twelve Crowded

David

Levy.

7, 14 and 21!

Doghouse

Months" — something no one

January 7: Uncle Jim's Question Bee is on NBC-Blue now, tonight at 8:30. . . . followed
by Grand Central Station on the same network at 9:00. . . . And at 8:00, you'll enjoy
Ben Bernie, the Ol' Maestro, also on NBC-Blue.
January 14: A one-man show that has a lot of people listening in is Meet Edward Meeks
on NBC-Blue tonight at 10:30.
January 21: Tommy
casting over NBC.

Dorsey's orchestra opens tonight at the Meadowbrook
Listen in for some Sentimental Swing.

Inn, broad-

ON THE AIR TONIGHT: We, the People,
heard on CBS at 9:00, E.S.T., and rebroadcast to the West Coast at 9:00, P.S.T.,
sponsored by the makers of Sanka Coffee.
Offhand, it's pretty safe to say that
radio doesn't offer any more nerveracking
job than that of putting We, the People
on the air every week. You probably

there are more rehearsals.
Almost anything can happen, though, to

hadn't thought of it, but it's not simple
to find enough people with interesting
stories to fill half an hour of air time, and
then get them all together and shepherd
them to a microphone.
Joe Hill, the boss of the program,

which goes to the West Coast. Then there's
a frantic man-hunt, and if it's unsuccessful
someone else has to be hastily summoned
to read the script in place of the missing

people's

We, the People
Blue: Grand Central Station
Red: Battle of the Sexes
Professor Quiz
Blue: John B. Kennedy
Red: McGee and Molly
Glenn Miller
Raymond Gram Swing
Red: Bob Hope
Red. Uncle Walter's
Blue: Edward Weeks

director

doesn't seem to let it worry him. He's a
tall (six feet two inches), lanky, goodnatured chap who takes things in his very
long stride. The picture above shows him
wearing a moustache, but he shaved it
off a month or so ago. He cultivated it
in the first place to make him look more
dignified and mature, but he says that now
he has enough gray hairs on his head so
he doesn't need any on his face.
Joe, with ten assistants, combs the newspapers for stories of interesting people.
Then he calls them up on the telephone,
no matter where they are, and invites them
to appear on the program. If tkey accept
— and usually they do — they arrive in New
York on Sunday morning. From talking to
them on the telephone, writers for the
program have already gained enough material to prepare rough scripts. A short rehearsal isheld Sunday afternoon, then the
scripts are revised, if necessary, to fit the

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Red
Lorenzo Jones
4:45 CBS: Kate Hopkins
4:45 NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
5:00 CBS: The Goldbergs
5:00 NBC-Blue: Children's Hour
5:00 NBC-Red: Girl Alone
5:15 CBS: The O'Neills
5:15 NBC-Red: Lone Journey

4:45
5:45
4:45

People's

December 31: The year comes to an end, and the networks will tell you about the
carnival as midnight sweeps across the continent. . . . CBS presents its annual review

1:15 CBS
Woman
n White
1:15 NBC-Red
Tony Wons
1:30 CBS
Right to Happiness
Road of Life
1:45 CBS
2:00 CBS
Young Dr. Malone
2:00 NBC-Red
Hymns of Al! Churches
Girl Interne
2:15 CBS
2:15 NBC-Red
Arnold Grimm's Daughter
Fletcher Wiley
2:30 CBS
Valiant Lady
2:30 NBC-Red
BS
My Son and I
2:45
2:45 NBC-R»d: Light of the World
3:00 CBS Mary Margaret McBride
3:00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
3:00 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
3:15 C3^: Jan Peerce
3:15 NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
3:15 NBC-Red
Ma Perkins
3:30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
3:30
NBC-Blue
John's Other Wife
3:30
NBC-Red
Pepper Young's Family
3:45 NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bil
3:45 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
4:00 CBS: Portia Faces Life
4:00 NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
4:00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
4:15 CBS: We, The Abbotts
4:15 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

2:45
5:45

The

Tune-In Builefin for December

personality

more

exactly,

and

upset the carefully prepared radio program. Sometimes a guest's voice just isn't
good for broadcasting, and he has to be
coached. Sometimes a guest appears all
right for the first broadcast, but forgets
that he has to show up for the second,

guest. Once a colored taxi driver didn't
arrive for the broadcast. It's presumed
that he picked up a fare and couldn't get
to the playhouse
time. out
Joe'sintofirst
assistant, Dave Levy,inrushed
Times
Square, grabbed the first taxi-driver he
could find, who happened to be white,
and the script was hurriedly revised to fit.
Joe has
radio
long
learned
not been
to let in
things
likesothat
get he's
on
his nerves. He was born in West Virginia
and studied to be a violinist and pianist,
majoring in music at Dartmouth College.
He fell in love and was married before he
graduated, though, and the problem of
making a living switched him into being a
newspaper music critic. From there he
went to straight reporting, and then into
publicity in the early I930's, when radio
was just beginning to be important. The
advertising agency where he worked set
him to writing radio scripts in between
publicity releases, and before he knew it
he was knee-deep in radio, where he has
remained.

S^ /Vee&Z-

ELMIRA ROESSLER — who is Jennifer Davis in Backstage Wife,
on NBC-Red this afternoon. Elmira was born in St. Louis,
Mo., 22 years ago, and studied to be a dancer before she
changed her mind and decided to go in for acting. Betty
Grable was a classmate at dancing school. She did her
first radio work while she was still going to school, and
first went on CBS late in 1939. Once she broadcast a complete fifteen-minute program while a mouse played around
her feet on the studio floor — an experience that would
have unnerved most women but didn't bother Elmira a bit.
She's
a blonde,
green-eyed,
and
weighs
just 108 pounds.
RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

MIRROR

Eastern Standard
al
2:00

8:45

i/i
u
8:05
2:30
8:45
8:45
9:00
9:00

1:15

9:15
9:15

1:45

9:30
9:30
9:30

2:30

9:45
9:45
4:30

8:30
8:30
9:05
9:15

Time

NBC-Blue: Ray Perkins
NBC-Red
Gene and Glenn

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CLUB
CBS
School of the Air
9:45 CBS
Bachelor s Children
9:45 NBC-Red
Edward MacHugh
10:00 CBS
By Kathleen Norris
10:00 NBC-Red
This Small Town
10:15 CBS
Myrt and Marge
10:15 NBC-Blue
Vrc and Sade
10:30 CBS
Stepmother
10:30 NBC-Blue
Mnry Marlin
10:30 NBC-Red
Ellen Randolph
10:45 CBS
Woman of Courage
10:45 NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
10:45 NBC-Red
The Guiding Light

10:45 10:00 11:00 CBS
Short Short Story
10:00 11:00|NBC-Blue
I Love Linda Dale
10:00 11:00 NBC-Red
The Man I Married
Martha Webster
12:00 10:15 11:15 CBS
8:15 10:15 11:15 NBC-Red
Aganst the Storm
10:30
11:00
11:30,CBS
Big S.ster
10:30 11:30 NBC-Blue
The Wife Saver
10:30 11:30 NBC-R-d
The Road of Life
10:45 11:45 CBS
Jenny's Stories
10:45 11:45 NBC-RedAunt David
Harum
KATE
SMITH
SPEAKS
3:00 11:00 12:00 CBS
12:00
11:00
9:00
NBC-Red
Words and Music
9:15 11:15 12:15 CBS
When a Girl Marries
9:15 11:15 12:15 NBC-Red
The O'Neills
9:30 11:30 12:30 CBS
Romance of Helen Trent
9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC-Blue
Farm and Home Hour
Our Gal Sunday
9:45 11:45 12:45 CBS
10:00 12:00

1:00 CBS

10:15 12:15

CBS

12:30
12:45
3:00
11:00

1:00
1:00

3:30
11:15

1:15
1:15

11:30
11:30

1:30
1:30

11:45
11:45

1:45
1:45

12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30
12:45
12:45
12:45
1:00
1:00
4:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
12:30
8:30
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:45
5:45
8:55
3:00
3:15
10:00
3:45
8:00
9:00
8:00
8:15
9:15
7:30
8:30
4:30
6:30
8:00
8:00
8:30
5:30
8:30
8:30
9:00
9:00
6:30
9:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:45

2:00
2:00
2:00
2;15
2:15
2:15
2:30
2:30
2:30
2:45
2:45
2:45
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:15
3:15
3:15
3:30
3:30
3:45
3:45
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15
4:15
4:45
5:45
4:45
10:00
5:00
5:05
5:15
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:15
6:15
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
8:00
8:00
8:30
8:30

Woman

in White

1:30 CBS
Right to Happiness
1:45 CBS: Road of Life
2:00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
2:00 NBC-Red: Betty Crocker
2:15 CBS: Girl Interne
2:15
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's
2:30 CBS: Fletcher Wiley
2:30
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

NBC-Red:

Hill

3:30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
3:30 NBC-Blue: John's Other
3:30

NBC-Red:

Wife
Pepper Young's Family

3:45 CBS: Lecture Hall
3:45 NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
3:45 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

4:00 CBS: Portia Faces Life
4:00
NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
4:00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
4:15
BS: We, the Abbotts
4:15 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
4:30 CBS: Hilltop House
4:30 NBC- Red: Lorenzo Jones
4:45
4:45
5:00
5:00
5:00

CBS: Kate
NBC-Red:
CBS: The
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:

Hopkins
Young Widder Brown
Goldbergs
Children's Hour
Girl Alone

5:15
The O'Neills
5:15 CBS:
NBC-Red: Lone Journey
5:30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
:45
:45 CBS: Scattergood Ba'.nes
:45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix

NBC-Red:

and

Lester Damon,
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Life Can be Beautiful

00 CBS: News, Bob Trout
00 NBC-Red: Lil Abner
05 CBS
15 CBS:

Edwin C. Hill
Hedda Hopper
30 CBS
Paul Sullivan
:45 CBS: The World Today
:45
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

8: A

complicated

NBC-Blue
tonight
Jimmy
Flynn.

America — Big

Town — Hollywood

Playhouse — Dr.

NBC serial, Against the Storm.
Lone Journey is about a man

who

is

an idealist and a woman who isn't, and
the conflict that comes when they fall in
love and marry.
Claudia

Morgan,

one

of the New

York

stage's loveliest stars, plays the leading
feminine role, that of Nita Bennett. She's
the daughter of Ralph Morgan and the
niece of Frank, of the movies, but although she's acted in a few films most
of her fame has been won on the stage.
Wolfe Bennett, the hero, is played by
Lester Damon, another of radio's recruits
from the stage. He's thirty-two years old,
and began his career fourteen years ago

production

30
30

BS: Meet Mr. Meek
MBS: The Lone Ranger
Cavalcade of America
NBC-Red: H. V. Kaltenborn
CBS: Big Town
NBC-Blue: Quiz Kids
NBC-Red: Hollywood Playhouse
CBS: Dr. Christian
MBS: Boake Carter
NBC-Blue: Manhattan at Midnight
NBC-Red: Plantation Party
CBS: FRED
ALLEN
NBC- Red: Eddie Cantor
NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
NBC-Red: Mr. District Attorney
CBS: Glenn Miller
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: KAY
KYSER
CBS: News of the World

00
00
:00
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
9:00
9:00
9:30
9:30

9:4S 10:45

1941

It's called

prizes, is on
Win with

Spin and

Christian — Manhattan

S.
of

at Midnight

Mr. District Attorney.
You can't hear them all on the same night, but whichever ya
pick you'll hear some good entertainment.
him on the air since 1938.
ON THE AIR TODAY: Lone Journey, on
Two of the best characters in Lone
NBC-Red at 5:15, E.S.T., sponsored by the
Journey are Henry Newman and Mrs. King,
makers of Dreft.
played by Cliff Soubier and Grace ValenYou won't hear much melodrama if you
tine. Cliff is a veteran of the air, and
listen to Lone Journey, but you will hear
used to live in Chicago, appearing in
the story of some real, human people, well
several radio programs every day. Lone
written and well acted. The author of
Journey at first originated in Chicago,
Lone Journey is this year's radio sensation,
you
but recently moved to New York, and Cliff
Sandra Michael, who also writes another

CBS: Lanny Ross
15
15 NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen

Fred Waring's Gang

news.

January 15: For good acting and an exciting story, listen to Big Town, starring Edward
Robinson and Ona
Munson,
on CBS at 8:00 tonight.
January 22:
Wednesday
is drama
night on the air:
Meet
Mr. Meek — Cavalcade

playing in stock in his native town of
Providence, R.I. Later he was in Shakespearean plays in England, then returned
to New York and was in the original stage

30 NBC-Red:
:45

22!

kind of quiz show, with all sorts of money

at 9:35, just after the

00
Amos 'n' Andy
00 CBS:
NBC-Blue: EASY
ACES
00

NBC-Red:

stars of Lone Journey.
1, 8, 15 and

January I: Happy New York to everybody, from Radio Mirror! . . . And the networks
wish you Happy New Year, too, with a parade of special features. NBC broadcasts
both the Sugar Bowl football game in New Orleans and the Rose Bowl game in
Pasadena. . . . While CBS offers the Orange Bowl game in Miami. . . . And Mutual
has the East-West game, in which Tommy Harmon of Michigan is playing. . . . Mutual

January
Daughter

Mary Marlin

3:15 CBS: Jan Peerce
3:15 NBC-Blue: Honeymoon
3:15 NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

Morgan

Tune-In

also presents "1940 in Review," with Raymond Gram Swing as the commentator. . . .
The Cavalcade of America, on NBC-Red at 7:30, has a specially written play called
"Westering Star," by the famous dramatist, Maxwell Anderson with music bv
Kurt Weill.

2:45 CBS: My Son and I
2:45 NBC-Red: Light of the World
3:00
CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
3:00
3:00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce

9:00 10:00
9:00 10:00
9:00 10:00

FEBRUARY,

Life Can be Beautiful

■ Claudia

of

"Dead

End."

You've

heard

moved with it. He's stocky, jovial, and
very versatile. He claims he learned versatility as a boy when he played with medicine shows and carnivals, doing just about
everything there was to be done in each.
In one traveling company he was an acrobat in part of the show, and used to fall
"dead" on the stage with his legs and
body in full view of the audience and his
head in the wings — so he could play his
own dirge on a cornet.
Grace Valentine (Mrs. King, the salty
Western character) was in the movies in
the days when Hollywood was just a sand
lot. After talkies came in she made some
more pictures, but then returned to New
York.
a

Lone Journey is directed by John Gibbs,
tall, handsome man who is not only

Sandra

Michael's

her husband

business

manager

but

as we'l.

S^/^eMZSEYMOUR
YOUNG — who at sixteen is one
ans. He had his first audition in 1933, when

of radio's veterhe was nine, and

NBC talent pickers described him then as "flat and colorless." Later in the same year he tried again and got a
job. Now you hear him as Jacob Kransky in The Guiding
Light. He can also sing, dance, play the piano, and do
dialect impersonations. His hobby is drawing pencil portraits and sketches, which he gives to the members of
the casts of radio shows he works on. Some day, if radio
doesn't turn into
be
a
cartoonist.

a life work for him, he'd
His
recreation
is
horseback

41

like to
riding.

Eastern Standard Time
NBC- Red: Gene and Glenn
NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CLUB
NBC-Red: Happy Jack
CBS: School of the Air

8:30

NBC-Red:

a."

in

O
8:05
8:05
2:30

Isabel Manning

8:45
8:45
9:00
9:00

CBS
Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red
Edward Mac Hugh

9:15
9:15

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue
Vic and Sade

9:
9:

CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: Woman of Courage
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red
The Guiding Light
CBS. Mary Lee Taylor
NBC Blue: I Love Linda Dale
NBC Red: The Man I Married
CBS: Martha Webster
Red: Against the Storm
NBC- Big Sister
CBS:
Red: The Road of Life
NBCCBS:
Aunt Jenny's Stories
Red: David Harum
NBCCBS: Kate Smith Speaks
Red: Words and Music
NBC- When a Girl Marries
CBS
Red The O'Neills
NBCCBS: Romance of Helen Trent
Blue: Farm and Home Hour
NBCCBS Our Gal Sunday
CBS Life Can be Beautiful
CBS Woman in White
Red: Tony Wons
NBC- Right to Happiness
CBS:
CBS: Road of Life
CBS: Young Dr. Malone
Blue: Margaret C. Banning
NBC- Red: Hymns of All Churches
NBCCBS: Girl Interne
Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
NBCCBS: Fletcher Wiley
Red: Valiant Lady
NBC- My Son and I
CBS:
Red: Light of the World
NBC- Mary Margaret McBride
CBS
Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC- Red: Mary Marlin
NBC- Jan Peerce
CBS:
Blue: Honeymoon Hill
NBC- Red: Ma Perkins
NBCCBS: A Friend in Deed
Blue: John's Other Wife
NBC- Red: Pepper Young's Family
NBC- Adventures in Science
CBS:
Blue: Just Plain Bill
NBC- Red: Vic and Sade
NBC- Portia Faces Life
CBS:
Blue: Mother of Mine
NBC- Red: Backstage Wife
NBC- We, The Abbotts
CBS:
Blue: Club Matinee
NBC- Red: Stella Dallas
NBC- Hilltop House
CBS:
Red: Lorenzo Jones
NBCCBS: Kate Hopkins
Red: Young Widder Brown
NBCCBS: The Goldbergs
Blue: Children's Hour
NBC- Red: Girl Alone
NBC- The O'Neills
CBS:
NBC-Red' Lone Journey
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS: News
NBC-Red: Lit Abner
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
CBS: Bob Edge
CBS: Paul Sullivan
CBS: The World Today
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas

9:
9
9
4:
10
10
10
10
10
10;
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12:
12
12
l 12
12
1:
1
1:
1
1
1
1:
1
1

2:
2:
2:
2:
2
2:
2
2:
2:
2;
2
2:
3:
3:
3:
3;
3:
3:
3:
3
3

6:45

42
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Hewson

CBS
By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Red
This Small Town

CBS Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Lanny Ross
NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
CBS: Vox Pop
NBC-Red. Bob Crosby
NBC-Red: H. V. Kaltenborn
CBS: Ask It Basket
MBS: Wythe Williams
NBC-Blue. Pot o' Gold
NBC-Red: Good News
CBS: Strange As It Seems
NBC-Blue: Fame and Fortune
NBC-Red: The Aldrich Family
CBS: MAJOR
BOWES
NBC-Blue: Rochester Philharmonic
NBC-Red
KRAFT
MUSIC
HALL
NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
NBC-Blue: America's Town Meeting
CBS: Glenn Miller
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: Rudy Vallee
CBS: Choose Up Sides
NBC-Red: Musical Americana
CBS
News of the World

■ Bing

Crosby

and

Tune-In
January

2:

Connie

Boswell are together professionally again.

Bulletin for January

After all these years,

Major

Bowes

CBS at 9:00 tonight — and what's even
provide a mighty entertaining show.

more

2, 9, 16 and

and

his amateurs

23!
are still on the air —

surprising, after all these years they still

January 9: Don't forget America's Town Meeting on NBC-Blue at 9:35 tonight.
In these
days of war and unrest, the Town Meeting's discussions are more than ever important
to hear.
January
16:
The
American
School
of the Air on CBS
presents the story of Meggy
Macintosh
on its Tales From
Far and
Near this morning.
January
23:
Some
of the most
remarkable
true stories
you
ever
heard
will be on
Strange As It Seems, over CBS at 8:30 tonight.
ON

THE

AIR TONIGHT:

Hall, with Bing Crosby

The Kraft Music
and

Connie

well, Bob Burns, and John Scott
orchestra, heard on NBC-blue
E.S.T., and
sponsored
by Kraft
If you thought the Kraft Music

Bos-

Trotter's
at 9:00,
Products.
Hall was

pretty good last year, you'll call it practically perfect now, for in addition to Bing
it now has Connie Boswell as a regular
member of the cast.
The addition of Connie is particularly
important because she and Bing are old
friends. They've known each other since
the days when both were struggling young
singers trying to get along. In fact, the
Boswell Sisters — Martha, Connie and Vet —
came to Hollywood back in the late I920's,
when the Rhythm Boys (one of them was
Bing) were knocking around from one
night-club engagement to another. Connie
and her two sisters went on the air in
their first commercial program the same
week Bing got his first commercial. Back
in New York, they appeared together in
"George White's Scandals," and made
their first phonograph record together,
Connie on one side of the record, Bing
on the other. And their movie debuts
were in the same picture, Paramount's
"Big Broadcast of 1932." Now they're together again, and having a fine time.
Frail, slender little Connie is 105 pounds
of courage. She was born in New Orleans,
and at the age of four she fell from a
coaster wagon, suffering injuries that almost completely paralyzed her. Through
the years she recovered from the effects
of her fall, and she and
Martha
and Vet

went on the vaudeville stage as an instrumental trio. Interpolated songs seemed to
please audiences better than their instrumental efforts, so eventually they gave the
latter up and went on to fame as singers.
Several years ago, Connie fell again,
and since then she has been confined to
a wheel chair, unable to walk. That didn't
daunt her spirit, and neither did the marriages of Martha and Vet, which put her
up against the problem of retiring or
continuing as a soloist. She chose the
latter course.
She's married to Harry Leedy, her
manager, and gets around seated on a
little wheeled stool which looks as little as
possible like a wheel chair. She makes all
her own vocal arrangements, and plays
the cello, piano, trumpet and saxophone;
writes plays and poetry when she can't
go to sleep at night, and frequently takes
time out from all these pursuits to paint
Connie and Bing have a language of
pictures.
their own which nobody else in the world
understands. Whenever they meet, he
says, "I need a haircut," which sends her
off into gales of laughter. Nobody knows
what he means except Connie and Bing,
andBefore
they Bing
won't came
tell. from his vacation in
mid-November, there were widespread
rumors that he'd leave the Kraft Music
Hall. They seem to have been just rumors,
and that's a good thing. He and Connie
make a singing and wise-cracking team
that
should be kept on the air by force,
if necessary.

S^t/eMoi;-

DOROTHY
GREGORY — who in a few months after her graduation from high school is already playing the important
role of Geraldine Quinton in Scattergood Baines. Dorothy
studied dramatics and dancing while she was going to
school, and when she graduated set out to break into radio.
One

day, sitting in a studio reception room, she realized auditions were being held in the studio next door.
She picked up a script another actress had left behind,
and at the first opportunity rushed into the studio

and up to
auditioners,

the
but

mike. Her name wasn't on the list of
officials
listened — and
gave
her
the
job.
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2:00

8:45
1:15
1:45

2:30
10:45
12:00
8:15
11:00
11:15

H
</i
6
8:05
2:30

I Eastern Standard

T. me

8:30|NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
9:05 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CLUB
9:15( US
School of the Air

8:45 9:45 CBS: Bachelor's Children
8:45 9:45 NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
9:00 10:00 CBS
By Kathleen Norris
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red: This Small Town
9:15 10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
9:15 10:15 NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
9:30 10:30 CBS: Stepmother
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
9:45 10:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
9:45
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
4:30 10:45
10:45 NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
10:00 11:00 CBS: Short Short Story
10:00 11:00 NBC-Blue: I Love Linda Dale
10:00 11:00 NBC-Red: The Man I Married
10:15 11:15 CBS: Martha Webster
10:15 11:15 NBC-Red: Against the Storm
10:30 11:30 CBS: Big Sister
10:30 11:30 NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
10:30 11:30 NBC-Red: The Road of Life
10:45 11:45
Aunt Jenny's Stories
10:45 11:45 CBS:
NBC-Red: David Harum

9:00 11:00 12:00 CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
9:00 11:00 12:00 NBC-Red: Words and Music
9:15 11:15 12:15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
9:15 11:15 12:15 NBC-Red: The O'Neills
9:30 11:30 12:30 CBS Romance of Helen Trent
9:3011:30 12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
I
9:45 11:45 12:45 CBS: Our Gal Sunday
10:00 12:00 1:00 CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
10:15 12:15

1:15 CBS

10:30 12:30

1:30 CBS: Right to Happiness

12:45

Woman

in White

1:45 CBS
Road of Life
2:00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
2:00 NBC-Red: Betty Crocker
2:15 CBS: Girl Interne
2:15 NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's
2:30 CBS: Fletcher Wiley
2:30 NBC-Red: Valiant Lady

1:00
1:00

3:30
11:15

1:15
1:15

11:30
11:30

1:30
1:30

11:45
11:45

1:45
1:45

12:00
12:00

2:45
2:45
3:00
3:00
3:00

CBS: My Son and I
NBC-Red: Light of the World

2:00
2:00
2:00

12:15
12:15
12:15
12:15

2:15
2:15
2:15
2:15

3:15
3:15
3:15
3:15

CBv- Jan Peerce
MBS: Philadelphia Orchestra
NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

12:30
12:30

2:30
2:30
2:30

12:45
12:45
12:45

2:45
2:45
2:45

3:30
3:30
3:30
3:45
3:45
3:45

CBS: A Friend in Deed
NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
CBS: Exploring Space
NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

1:00
1:00

3:00
3:00
3:00

4:15
1:15
1:15

3:15
3:15
3:15

1:30
1:30
12:30

3:30
3:30
3:45
3:45
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15
4:15

2:45
5:45
8:55
3:00
3:15
10:00
3:45

4:45
5:45
4:45
10:00
5:00
5:05
5:15
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:00
6:15
9:30
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00

8:30
5:30
8:30
9:00
6:00
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:35
7:00
7:00

7:30
7:30
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:35
9:00
9:00

FEBRUARY,
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CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin

4:00 CBS: Portia Faces Life
4:00 NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
4:00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
4:15 CBS: We, The Abbotts
4:15 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
4:30 CBS: Hilltop House
4:30 NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
4:45 CBS: Kate Hopkins
4:45 NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
5:00 CBS: The Goldbergs
5:00 NBC-Blue: Children's Hour
5:00 NBC-Red: Girl Alone
5:15 CBS. The O'Neills
5:15 NBC-Red: Lone Journey
5:30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
5:45 CBS: Scattergood Baines
5:45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
5:45 NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
6:00 CBS: News, Bob Trout
6:00 NBC-Red: Lit Abner
6:05 CBS: Edwin C. Hill
6:15 CBS: Hedda Hopper
6:30 CBS: Paul Sullivan
6:45 CBS: The World Today
6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
7:00 CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
7:00 NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
7:15 CBS: Lanny Ross
7:30 CBS: Al Pearce
7:30 MBS: The Lone Ranger
7:30 NBC-Red: Alec Templeton
SMITH
8:00 CBS: KATE
8:00
Singin' and Swingin'
8:00 NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red: Cities Service Concert
8:30 NBC-Blue: Death Valley Days
PLEASE
8:30 NBC-Red: INFORMATION
9:00 CBS: Johnny Presents
9:00 NBC-Blue: Gangbusters
9:00 NBC- Red: Waltz Time
9:30 CBS: Campbell Playhouse
9:30 MBS: I Want a Divorce
9:30 NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
9:30 NBC-Red: ARCH
OBOLER'S PLAYS
9:35 NBC-Blue: Your Happy Birthday
10:00 MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
10:00 NBC-Red: Wings of Destiny
10:45 CBS: News of the World
ZZ^
1941

of

Destiny— Betty Arnold,

Tune-In

Carlton

Bulletin for December

Kadeil,

Willavd

27, January

Farnum,

3, 10 and

Henry

Hunter.

17!

December 27: The movies' best actress and radio's best writer join forces tonight
when Everyman's Theater, on NBC-Red at 9:30, presents Bette Davis in "The Mirror,"
by Arch Oboler. . . . Alec Templeton presents one of his delightful musical satires on
NBC-Red at 7:30.
January 3: Your Happy Birthday, on NBC-Blue at 9:35, starts its sponsored career
tonight, after having been on for a few weeks sustaining. If today is your birthday,
you may win some money out of the program. . . . On NBC, Kansas City sends a
salute to the U. S. Antarctic Expedition.

3:00
11:00

8:30
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15

■ In Wings

January 10: If Western stories are your dish, don't miss Death Valley Days, on NBC
tonight
8:30. . . . Joan Blondell does some good acting on "I Want a Divorce,"
MBS at at
9:30.
January 17: The biggest stars of Hollywood are appearing in the Campbell Playhouse
programs, over CBS at 9:30 tonight. Too bad they have to compete with 1 Want a
Divorce on MBS and Arch Oboler's plays on NBC at the same time.
fortunate
contest-winner
of the week.
ON
THE AIR TONIGHT:
Wings of
The planes are all Piper Cubs, valued
Destiny, on NBC-Red at 10:00, E.S.T., sponat $1,750, and are flown by Peirce straight
sored by Wings
Cigarettes.
This is the first radio program ever to
from Chicago to t':e winners, no matter
where they live. Since the planes must
give away an airplane on each broadcast.
be delivered on the Sunday afternoon folNot only that, but if you win a plane the
lowing the Friday night broadcast, Peirce
sponsors arrange for you to learn how to
frequently has to hustle. Several times he
fly it.
has been grounded by bad weather, but
The first part of this thirty-minute program is drama — an aviation mystery story
he's always managed to arrive in the tiny
Piper Cub in time for the scheduled
revolving about the adventures of a transport pilot, a daredevil girl photographer
presentation.
Peirce's proudest achievement came
and the pilot's "grease-monkey" or mewhen he delivered a plane to the first
chanic. Steve Benton, the pilot, is played
winner,
Thomas Gallagher, a resident of
by John Hodiak (you hear him also in the
Cincinnati. Just before reaching the Cintitle role of Li'l Abner); Peggy Banning,
cinnati airport, he was flying straight into
the girl, by Betty Arnold; and Brooklyn,
a I 10-mile headwind. The maximum speed
the mechanic,
by Henry
Hunter.
of the plane was 90 miles an hour. Peirce
After the dramatic portion of the prosays he is the first man who ever flew
name of theTheweek's
airplanethree miles over the city of Cincinnati
winner gram,
is theannounced.
winner
is the
person

who has most successfully completed an advertising slogan in 25 words or
less, and a different slogan is announced
every week.
Del

King, the Wings of Destiny announcer, puts in a long-distance call direct
from the studio to the person whose slogan
has won for that week. While he is waiting
for the call to be completed, a second
studio announcer is talking on another
telephone to Art Peirce, former World War
ace, who is at the Chicago Municipal Airport, waiting to fly the prize plane to the

backwards.

He

doesn't say how

he man-

aged to get there, though. You'll have to
figure
that
out yourself.
If, when you listen in to Wings of
Destiny, you are unhappy because you
can hear only the announcer's half of the
telephone conversation in which the winner
is told of his good luck, don't blame the
program. For some reason, it's against
the law to broadcast both ends of a telephone conversation. Horace Heidt's
O' Gold show runs into the same
strictions.

Pot
re-

S«</t/e£&7oMARY PATTON — the glamorous young woman who plays
Marie Martel in Arnold Grimm's Daughter. Mary was born
with an exhibition complex, she says, and never intended to
be anything but an actress. Before she achieved her ambition, though, she did some singing, modelling, secretarial
work, and even selling in a department store. She got her
first acting job as an understudy in the New York company
of "You Can't Take It With You," then went on tour playing one of the leads in the show, and began working in
radio upon her. return to New York. She likes the theater,
sports
of all kinds,
dogs
and
horses,
and
loves
to cook.
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CBS:

H

Odd

Side of the News

8:30 NBC-Blue: Dick Leibert
8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

U)

NBC-Blue:

8:00
8:00
8:00

Harvey

and

9:00 CBS: Press News
9:00
9:00 NBC-Blue: Breakfast
NBC-Red: News

8:05

NBC-Red:

Texas

Dell

Club

Jim

Robertson

8:15
8:15

9:15 CBS: Hillbilly Champions
9:15 NBC-Red: Watch Vour Step

8:30
8:30

9:30 CBS: Honest Abe
9:30 NBC-Red: Wise Man

8:45

10:00

Tir

8:15 NBC-Blue. Cloutier's Orchestra
8:15 NBC-Red: Crackerjack Quartet

oi-

<

Standard

CBS: News of Europe
NBC-Red
News

2<LJ

NBC-Red:

Musical

Tote-a-tete

9:00
10:00 CBS: Welcome Lewis' Singing Bee
9:00 10:00 NBC-Blue:
Sid Walton
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red: Lincoln
Highway
9:15 10:15 NBC-Blue: Richard Kent
9:30 10:30 CBS: Old Dirt Dobber
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Gallicchio's Orch.
9:30 10:30
NBC-Red: Bright Idea Club

■ Tiny Welcome

Lewis thinks

up

new

Tune-In Bulletin for December

and

crazy

ideas for

28, January

her Singing

4, 11 and

Bee.

18!

8:00 10:00 11:00 CBS: Symphony Concert
8:00 10:00 11:00 NBC-Blue: Deep River Boys
8:00 10:00 11:00 NBC-Red: Song Folks

December 28: Tonight's your last chance to hear Toscanini conduct the NBC Symphony
until he returns in February. . . . On Mutual at 10:00, Marion Claire and Jan Peerce

8:15 10:15

sing the4: leading
the CBS
operetta,
"The Fortune
Teller."
January
Wonder roles
whatin the
Hit Parade
program
will be broadcasting tonight?

NBC-Red:

Fed. Women's

Clubs

8:30 10:30 11:30 CBS: Dorian String Quartet
. 8:30 10:30 11:30 NBC-Blue: Our Barn
8:45 10:45

NBC-Red:

Smilin'

Ed McConnell

Chances are the nation's most popular tunes are no longer allowed on the air, due
to the argument between the networks and the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers. . . . Alfred Wallenstein leads the NBC symphony on NBC-Blue
at 10:00.

9:00 11:00 12:00 CBS: Country Journal
9:00 11:00 12:00 NBC-Blue: American Education

January II: There's a sports event for you today on NBC — the track meet sponsored
by the Veterans of Foreign Wars in Boston. . . . The MBS Theater of the Air presents

9:00 11:00

Marion Claire in "Naughty Marietta."
January 18: There's a real musical novelty on the Mutual Theater of the Air — an
operetta version of "Cyrano de Bergerac," with Marion Claire and Richard
Bonelli.

Forum
NBC-Red: Milestones

in Music

9:30 11:30 12:30 CBS: Let's Pretend
9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm Bureau
9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC-Red: Call to Youth

12:00
10:15 12:15
10:15 12:15

CBS:

Of Men

and

1:15 CBS: Highways to Health
1:15 NBC-Red:
Calling Stamp

12:30

NBC-Blue:

ON THE AIR TODAY: Welcome Lewis'
Singing Bee, on CBS at 10:00 A.M., E.S.T.

Books

Luncheon

Collectors

at the Waldorf

11:00
11:00

1:00
1:00

NBC-Blue: Metropolitan Opera
2:00
2:00 NBC-Re^l: Music from WTIC

12:00

2:00

3:00 NBC-Red:

12:45

2:45

3:45 CBS: This Is My Land

1:00
1:00

3:00
3:00

4:00 CBS: Bull Session
4:00 NBC-Red: Campus

1:30

3:30

4:30 NBC- Red: A Boy. a Girl, and a Band

2:00

4:00

5:00 NBC-Red:

The

2:30

1:30

5:30 NBC-Red:

Curtis Institute

3:00
3:00

5:00
5:00

Report to the Nation
6:00 CBS
Ei Chico Orchestra
6:00 NBC-Red

5:05

NBC-Blue:

Dance

Music

Dance

To begin with, members

Capers

World

Is Yours

Music

3:30
3:30
3:30

5:30
5:30
5:30

6:30 CBS: Elmer Davis
6:30 NBC-Blue: Listeners' Playhouse
Religion in the News
6:30 NBC-Red

3:45
3:45

5:45
5:45

6:45 CBS: The World Today
6:45 NBC-Red: Paul Douglas

4:00
4:00

6:00
6:00

7:00
People's Platform
7:00 CBS:
NBC-Blue
Message of Israel

4:30
4:30

6:30
6:30

7:30 CBS: Gay
7:30 NBC-Blue

7:00
7:00
7:00

8:00 CBS: Your Marriage Club
8:00 NBC-Blue: Orchestra
8:00 NBC-Red
Knickerbocker Playhouse

NBC-Red:

4:45
8:00
5:00
8:30

Nineties Revue
Orchestra
H. V. Kaltenborn

5:15

7:15

8:15 NBC-Blue:

5:30
5:30
5:30
8:00

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30

9:30

8:00

9:00 CBS: YOUR
HIT
PARADE
9:00 NBC-Blue: Song of Your Life
9:00 NBC-Red: National Barn Dance

6:00
6:00

8:00
8:00

Saturday

Night

Serenade

Chicago Theater
7:00 9:00 10:00 MBS
7:00 9:00 10:00 NBC-Blue: NBC
SYMPHONY
7:00 9:00 10:00 NBC-Red: Uncle Ezra
9:15
10:15
CBS:
Public
Affairs
7:15

7:45

9:45ll0:45 CBS: News of the Worl i
44

of the studio

audiences are all "Guppies," and belong to "The Glub Glub Club." You automatically become a Guppy if you attend
one of the broadcasts, and your slogan
and password are both "Glub." Your club
song
Forever
What is
does"I'm
it all
mean? Blowing
Dunno. Bubbles."
Before the broadcast starts Welcome
Lewis passes out bananas, grapefruit,
doughnuts, candy, peanuts and other
edibles to the people in the audience.
Everyone is encouraged to chew away
while Welcome selects the candidates for
the quiz.
Cash prizes are won by the successful
contestants on the quiz, but the most unsuccessful one gets a booby prize. Some
weird and wonderful booby prizes have
been awarded by the elfin Miss Lewis: an
old gray beard, red flannel underwear, a
plug of chewing tobacco, anything that
seems like a good idea at the time. One
woman got a live lobster, but she was
game.
She took it home
and cooked
it.

When

the half-hour program

has fin-

ished its broadast, the excitement isn't
over by any means. After-show auditions
select some contestants for the following
week. Welcome invites would-be contestants to step up on the stage and sing
their favorite songs. Some rather remarkable vocal efforts are heard in these sessions, and perhaps it's just as well they
aren't broadcast, or a lot of people would
think something was wrong with their
radios.
Welcome Lewis, though you might not
suspect it from listening to her as she
engineers this program, is really a very
sane and intelligent young woman. She
comes from a family of musicians; she
herself plays the violin and her singing
ability was discovered when she was a
small child. When she was eleven she made
her professional debut on the stage of the
Million Dollar Theater in Los Angeles, and
went on from there to lead her own orchestra and later become one of radio's
first big stars. By "big" we don't mean
physically, though. Welcome is less than
four feet ten inches tall, but a terrific
amount of musical ability and energy are
packed
into that tiny frame.

and the World

CBS
Wayne King Orch.
MBS: Boake Carter
NBC-Blue: Little Ol' Hollywood
NBC-Red
Truth or Consequences

9:45 CBS

6:45

Man

This is a crazy program, but it's fun. It
is really a musical quiz show, with the contestants trying to identify songs described
in charades which are sent in by the listening audience; but Welcome Lewis has
dressed it all up with so many wild ideas
that nobody really cares whether the songs
are identified or not.

Guppies play a special radio version
of the old game, "Post Office," too. It
has practically nothing to do with the
game as you used to play it when you were
alittle
kid,china
exceptpig.that the loser has to kiss a

SAMUEL CHOTZINOFF— who talks tonight between the two
halves of the NBC Symphony concert. He was born in Russia but came to the United States as a boy, and studied
to be a concert pianist. After attending Columbia University he became an accompanist, and toured with artists
like Alma Gluck, Efrem Zimbalist and Jascha Heifetz,
whose sister Pauline he married. In 1925 he left the
concert stage for the post of music critic on the New
York World, and now he is critic on the New York Post.
He's a close friend of Arturo Toscanini, and was the man
who
first invited
the maestro
to lead
NBC's
orchestra.
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MRS. DAVID 3. GAMBLE, JR.
(FKEDERICA VANDERBU.T WEBB)

MRS. MARY

ELIZABETH

WHITNEY

(the former mrs. John hay Whitney)

MRS. ST. GEORGE

DUKE

(the

former mrs. angier biddle duke)

AMERICAN
PASSPORT
WHAT stamps you an American girl?
Proclaims it in remotest corners of
the globe?
MRS; ANTHONY

- -^ —

■-■*?■ "'y

J. DREXEL,

~

i

That aura of bright, pervasive freshness. Theconscious perfection of groomed
hair, groomed nails, chic dress — twiceclean skin.
That cool freshness of petal-smooth
skinisyour American passport toBeauty.
Cultivate it, as do so many members
of leading American families — by devoted observance of the Pond's ritual :—
SMOOTH ON your face and neck clouds of
tender, caressing Pond's Cold Cream. Then
slap your cream-coated skin smartly for 3
full minutes. This deliciously slippy cream
cleanses and softens. It mixes with dirt and
make-up, the dried, dead cells on your skin
— softens them and sets them free.
WIPE OFF all this softened debris with deft
Pond's Tissues.

AGAIN

SLAP

with

cream-laden fingers.
And again clean off with
caressing
Pond'sspankings
Tissues.
These creamy

enhance both the cleansing and softening
actions of Pond's. Lines seem less apparent,
pores seem diminished.
FOLLOW with the COOL, WET FRAGRANCE
of Pond's Skin Freshener.
COAT this freshened, dewy face with a layer
of a distinctly other type of cream — Pond's
Vanishing Cream. This cream's distinguishing duty is to disperse remaining harsh
particles, aftermath of exposure, and leave
your skin silky-smooth — pliant! Wait one
full minute before wiping it off. Then see
how it has left an indubitable mat finish on
your skin. How competently it both receives
and holds your powder!
Perform this ritual in full at least once,
night or daytime. And in briefer form again
whenever your skin and your make-up demand freshening. Keep your face ever cool,
clean, sweet as a flower — as do millions of
lovely American girls — with Pond's.
Send for Trial Case. Fill in and forward coupon below. Pond's, Dept. 8RM-CVB, Clinton. Conn.
So I may start my Pond's ritual at once, please
send my trial kit of basic preparations I need, inthe 3 famous
Pond's 10ff
Creams
7 Pond's
Powder cluding
shades.
I enclose
for and
postage
and
packing.
Name
Address.
City

_Slale_

MRS. JOHN JACOB ASTOR . . . MRS. DAVID S. GAMBLE, JR. . . .
MRS. NICHOLAS RIDGELY DU PONT . . . MRS. ST. GEORGE DUKE..J
MRS. MARY ELIZABETH WHITNEY . . . MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL, III

names

which represent six great American families of culture,
45

wealth and distinction. Each follows the Pond's ritual
FEBRUARY,

1941

By DAN

SENSENEY
■ Portrait of a happy pair —
Frances Langford and Jon
Hall celebrate a recordbreaking vaudeville tour
with

a

dinner

at

Ciro's.

WHAT'S NEW FROM COAST TO COAST
A STORK race is going on in Col.
Stoopnagle's CBS Quixie-Doodle
program. The wives of program
director Sam Baker, announcer Alan
Reed and script writer Al Garry are
all expecting babies the last week in
February. Everyone connected with
the program has entered a pool, making a guess on which baby will be
born first and when, and the winning
mother will get a bassinet as a present
from the show.
*
*
*
TIP: Beg, borrow or steal a copy
of Arch Oboler's "Fourteen Radio
Plays," published in book form by
Random House. It contains the regular acting scripts of some of his most
*
*
*
exciting radio dramas,
and
it's swell.
A wartime romance worthy of a
novelist's pen came to a happy ending
when Edwin Hartrich, Jr., CBS
European correspondent, returned recently to the United States. In the
fall of 1939 Hartrich was stationed by
■ In the Cocoanut

CBS in Paris, where he met Eileen
O'Connor, a lovely young American
girl who was a professional dancer
at the Bal Tabarin night club. They
were planning to be married, but
CBS sent the groom-to-be to Finland
to cover the Russian invasion. By
the time he returned to Paris for
the invasion of France, Eileen had
gone to Ireland. Then the war called
Hartrich to Berlin and Eileen came
home to America. Finally, a month
or so ago, Hartrich was given permission to leave Berlin for the United
States. All the boats and planes were
booked solid for months, but he
stowed away on a liner, and when it
docked in Jersey City Eileen was on
the pier, waiting for him. They were
married a few * days* later.
*
About the time you're reading this
— on January 1, in fact — you may be
conscious that your pet popular music
is missing from the network programs. Even more upsetting, several

favorite musical programs may disappear from the air entirely then.
If either of those things happens, you
can blame the quarrel between the
networks and the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers, which controls the performing
rights on
of America's
music.
As most
this issue
of Radio popular
Mirrob
goes to press, the fight has been
going on for several months, and
there is still no sign of weakening on
either side. Here's a way for you tc
know, the night of January 1, if th«
quarrel has been settled peaceably oi
if the ASCAP music has been barred
from the air: Listen to Amos 'n
Andy. If their program is introducec
by the theme song which has becom(
familiar over a decade of broadcasting, you needn't worry — your programs will continue without noticechange.
But song,
if Amos
Andj
have able
a new
theme
expect'n' plentj
of musical shows to turn dramatic
(Continued on page 48)

Grove — Mickey Rooney

autographs Eddie Duchin's recording
of the popular song, "Our Love Affair."

■ Writer's daughter joins
Mary Marlin cast — Pat
Crusinberry, daughter of
Jane Crusinberry, author
of the daily NBC serial.
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Can your Beauty really be Re -Born?
"Yes!"

"In your NEW- BORN -SKIN!''
Just under your present surface skin ... a New-Born
Skin is coming to life. Will it have a New- Born
beauty? Let my 4-Purpose Face Cream help to make
it smoother, lovelier ... so your New-Born Skin may
make you younger looking when it comes to view.

WOMEN eagerly ask . . ."Is it true?. . .Will I have a
New-Born Skin?" Yes . . . sooner than you know, the
skin you see and touch today, will be gone, flaked away.
For underneath this surface skin, new beauty is awakening in the young skin which is growing to life, and preparing to replace your older and worn-out skin of today.
Will this New-Born Skin flatter you . . . will it be lovelier . . . will it make you look younger?
Your New-Born Skin can bring a revelation of beauty
to your face, if you will let my 4-Purpose Face Cream
help nature gently remove the flakes of old skin . . .
soothingly to clear and cleanse away surface impurities.
Only then can your New-Born Skin emerge in all its
beauty and all its glory!

These dry flakes are the villains that can rob your NewBorn Skin of beauty. They keep your face powder from
looking smooth. They can and do make you look older.
My 4-Purpose Face Cream permeates these flakes of old
skin. Dirt and impurities are loosened so they can be gently
whisked away. Rough spots caused by dryness seem to
vanish. You can prove this if you will use Lady Esther
4-Purpose Cream at least twice every day, and above all,
just before you powder. How soft your skin will feel! How
smooth your powder will look ! For Lady Esther 4-Purpose
Face Cream makes your skin look smooth and helps you
to keep your accent on youth!
Ask Your Doctor About Your Face Cream
See if he doesn't agree that only the finest, purest face
cream can help your New-Born Skin to be as beautiful as
it can be! See if he doesn't tell you that every word Lady
Esther says is true . . . that her cream removes the dirt,
the impurities and drab, dry skin particles. That it refreshes your skin and helps Nature to refine your pores.
Try my Cream at my expense. Let it reveal a first glimpse
of the future loveliness that may be yours.

The Miracle of Reborn Skin
Your skin is constantly wearing out —
drying — flaking off almost invisibly. But
it is immediately replaced by new-born
skin — always crowding upward and outward. Lady Esther says you can help
make each rebirth of your skin a true
Rebirth of Beauty !
FEBRUARY,
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(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)

■ Southern gentlewoman
lar WBT star is Mary

and popuDavant.

(Continued from page 46)
CHARLOTTE, N. C— Telling about
the Woman's World over station WBT
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at 8: 15 is Mary Davant,
a little, dark-haired Southern woman
with WBT
amazing
She's and
been has
on
the
staffvitality.
for a year,
built up a tremendous popularity,
due partly to her charming voice and
partly to the unending stream of
new features which she is forever
adding to her programs.
Mary has been interested in the
theater ever since she was a school
girl in Tennessee. After college she
took an active part in the Memphis
Little Theater, of which she was
president for a number of years. In
1929 she was chosen to represent her
city in the Belasco Tournament of
Little Theaters in New York City,
and won an award in the leading role
of a one-act play.
Mary didn't want to be a professional actress, though. She is the
wife of Allison Davant, prominent
Southern cotton broker, and her most
important job was creating a home for
him and their son. After the Davants
moved to Charlotte, however, she
continued her Little Theater work as
a hobby, directing and acting in
various plays. This was work that
eventually led her to radio.
Mary is one of Charlotte's most
smartly-dressed women, and you'd
never guess from h°r appearance that
she is the mother of a nineteen-yearold son.
She is also mistress of ceremonies
on another WBT program, Young
America. On this show she gives
talented young people of North and
South Carolina a chance to perform
— acting, singing, or playing a musical instrument — on the air. Her interest in them doesn't stop there,
either. She says, "Words of encouragement and confidence from others
do wonders in bolstering the courage
of ambitious young students. I know
— I was one."
She also spends a great deal of her
time in seeking out Carolina women
who have accomplished worthwhile
things against heavy odds. Then she
tells of their achievements on her
program, believing that thus she is
encouraging them to continue and at
the same time inspiring others.
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PITTSBURGH — Radio has many
programs conducted for the special
benefit and interest of shut-ins — but
KQV, Pittsburgh, has one that is
conducted by a shut-in as well.
Frank Stilley, heard every Sunday
morning at 10 over KQV, is twentysix years old. He weighs only sixtyfour pounds. He can't walk, or move
his hands, or turn his head. He is
almost completely helpless, a victim
of the disease called arthritis. And
yet, known to thousands of listeners
as "Cheerie
he brings
comfort to thoseChatter,"
who are
much more
fortunate than he.
Frank Stilley's story, and the story
of the radio program that he has
built out of a wheel-chair, is another
chapter to add to the amazing saga of
what courage and the will to live can
create out of physical pain.
One morning, when he was twelve,
Frank woke up to find that he was
unable to get out of bed. Long months
of hospital treatment followed, and
gradually he improved to the point
where he could drive his own car
with the aid of braces and walk with
crutches. But when he was seventeen the stiffness and pain returned,
this time for good. Doctors told him
frankly there was nothing they could
do to help him.
But nothing could stop Frank
Stilley from helping himself — and
helping others to help themselves.
Four years ago he broached the idea
of a radio program for shut-ins by a
shut-in to KQV, and the station gave
him fifteen minutes a week to work
with. His cheerful philosophy soon
made him a favorite.
On his programs Frank reads
poetry and campaigns vigorously
against people who stare at the handicapped and refuse to give them a
chance to live normal lives. A number of celebrities have been his
guests at the microphone, and he receives bags full of mail.
Frank refuses to be a real shut-in
himself, and broadcasts his program
from the KQV studios, not his home.
He travels to and from the studios in
a wheel chair of his own invention.
It is a card table chair with two
wagon wheels in the front and two
casters in the back, and in it he covers lots of territory.
A dramatic actor of distinction is
Stinky, this
DeloneSharbutt's
He
proved
day when dog.
Del took
him to a broadcast of the CBS
Martha Webster program, for which
Del is the announcer. At one point
in the script actor Ray Collins was
supposed to walk away from a table,
calling his dog. No actual dog-bark
was needed, but just before the
broadcast they decided to use Stinky,
just for fun. If he didn't bark when
Ray called — well, no harm was done.
Stinky, a bright-eyed Scotty, watched
Ray at the microphone, perked up
his ears when Ray called "Here,
Fido!" — and barked, precisely on cue.
Not only that, but he repeated his
flawless performance later in the day,
on the rebroadcast to the West. '
You can really win money now by
submitting questions to the Information Please quiz program. Questions
used on the show bring $10 apiece,
instead of the former $5; and questions that stump the experts are
worth an additional $25, instead of
$10, to those who sent them in.

■
for

T. Charles Cafferty campaigns
symphonic

music

on

KDYL

SALT LAKE CITY— Because he
was convinced that many people
would welcome an hour of serious
music late in the evening, instead of
an unbroken succession of dance
bands, Thomas Charles Cafferty has
become one of station KDYL's most
important personalities.
T. Charles, as he prefers to be
called, is a Westerner, having been
born in Anaconda, Montana, nearly
twenty-six years ago. When he was
six his family moved to Butte, and
there Tom grew up. He'd hardly
started going to school when he discovered that he loved music and
wanted to be a violinist — and not the
hill-billy kind, either. For twelve
years, he took his lessons seriously,
and emerged at seventeen as the
president of the Montana Music Association.
About this time in his career Mr.
Cafferty — he'd recently acquired the
"Mr." to go with his new dinner
jacket and his six feet two inches of
height — decided to continue his education out West. He went to Los
Angeles Junior College, and one of
his extra-curricular activities there
was to manage a ping-pong center
where one of the regular customers
was Bing Crosby.
Maybe it was Bing who first put
the idea of radio into his head. Anyway, when he returned to Butte
after receiving his diploma from the
Junior College, he tried to sell inbut his he
heart
in his
it.
For four surance
months
spentwasn't
most of
time haunting the premises of station
KFBB at Great Falls. Every day
they shooed him away, but he persisted, and at last one of the regular
announcers had to go to a hospital
with sinus trouble, and the station
gave Tom his chance. Occasional additional assignments followed, and
finally he was put on the KFBB staff.
A year there, a year at KFBK, Sacramento, and another year at KOH,
Reno, brought him to KDYL, where
he proudly bears the title of Musical
Commentator.
Early in 1940 Tom conceived the
idea
of displacing
KDYL's
late-at-night
popularsome
musicof with
the
classics. Symphonic Serenade, of
which he is the master of ceremonies,
(Continued on page 81)
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Now YOU can give your
skin screen star care —
right in your own home
Lovely Loretta Young shows you just
how screen stars protect million-dollar
complexions. Now you can give your
skin regular beauty facials just as they
do. You'll find Active-Lather Facials
with Lux Toilet Soap remove dust,
dirt, stale cosmetics thoroughly —
help you keep skin smooth!

Milder!
Costly Perfume!
Pure!
ACTIVE lather!
9 out of 10 Screen Stars-clever women
FEBRUARY,
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it to protect loveliness

The son of the
late Sir Arthur
Co n a n Doyle
meets the radio
counterparts of
the famous Sherlock Holmes
characters his
father created —
left to right,
Doyle, Nigel
Bruce, Mrs. Doyle,
Basil Rathbone.

Stepmother
(Continued from page 27)
some of John's burden. So, before
Gen left to look for an apartment in
town, Kay had virtually become a
partner in the venture.
And Kay found herself being happy
for the first time in weeks. Hope
was in her heart. She could see the
future a little more clearly.
She was so excited and elated, that
she was totally unprepared for John's
opposition. "Kay, I can't have you
can't!"
working,
She
tried supporting
very hard me!
to see I it from
his point of view, but somehow, practical considerations got in the way
of her sympathy. She was willing to
admit that her working might be a
blow to his vanity and that, perhaps,
people might be given the impression
that they were worse off than they
really were. However, it made her
a little impatient to see the way
John's mind was working. It seemed
to her that they were in no position
for false pride.
So, she and Gen had gone ahead
with the shop. And already, whether
it proved to be a success or not, its
effect on all their lives was wonderful.
She was feeling like a new person.
And
gradually,
John's opposition
had
died down.
Sometimes,
he would even
forget that he was supposed not to
approve and he would get as enthusiastic as she was.
Kay smiled as she thought of his
excitement when Gen had brought
the first batch of sketches for his
approval. It had amused Kay to
watch Gen win him over. "After all,"
Gen had
said, "all
dress
for men.
Seemssensible
to me women
a man
should be consulted about what he
likes to see on a woman."
KAY stood up and went back into
the shop to see how the painter
was doing. He had finished one wall
and was busy on the second. Kay
leaned against the door frame, watching him. The paint brush made a
pleasant, swishing sound and the
smell of turpentine and paint was
pungent and heady.
Suddenly, as she watched, the
painter seemed to break up into little
ripples before her eyes. Then, he disappeared entirely. The soft sound of
his paint brush was magnified into a
hammering on her ear drums.
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I'm going to faint, she thought with
amazing clarity. She clutched at the
door and with a tremendous effort
kept herself from falling.
"What's the matter, Mrs. FairShe struggled toward the sound and
in a moment she could make out the
child?"
painter's face.
"I — I don't know," she murmured.
"It must be the paint."
"Yeah," the man said cheerfully.
"It's pretty strong. Some people can't
stand it. Now, take my wife, for instance. She can't bear the smell of
paint. It ain't so bad most of the
time, but when she's having a baby —
one whiff and she keels right over."
This time, Kay let the surging, ringing blackness close down
over her.
WHEN
she awoke, she was in her
own bed and Gen was bending
over her.
"Oh, Kay," Gen was saying. "Darling. What happened?"
Kay turned her face away. "How
did I get here?" she asked.
"I brought you," Gen said. "The
painter carried you to the car and
up here. How do you feel now? Shall
I call the doctor?"
"No!" Kay cried frantically. "No!
No! I'm all right, really. It must have
been
smell the
of paint."
Gen the
lowered
blinds and tiptoed
out of the room. Left alone, Kay
faced the situation dismally. There
was little doubt now about it. She
was going to have a baby.
"I don't want it! I don't want it!"
she cried, beating her clenched fists
on the bed.
This was the fear that had driven
her away from David. This was the
fear that had made her promise herself never to marry. It was this terror that John's calm sensibility and
strength had lulled to rest, until she
had forgotten it completely.
Now she remembered her father.
And her brother. Her child would
be like that. She would watch it grow
up. And all the while, she would be
waiting for it to happen, for the fits
of depression, the dark, heavy gloom
to settle over her child's mind. She
would see her bright, clever child,
turning morose and despondent and
she would be powerless to help it.

And she would lie awake nights, wondering whether her child would go
the way her father did, trying to beat
the oppressive weight on his mind by
drowning it in drink, or whether it
would be like her brother, slowly escaping further and further from living until he found the final escape
in death.
No! She couldn't bear it. She
would kill herself. That would be
better. Anything would be better
than bringing a child with such an
inheritance into the world.
The downstairs door slammed.
"Darling," John called from the foot
of the stairs. "What's wrong? Mattie
"No,"
Kay ill."
called back. "I'm all
you're
says
right.
be down
a minute."
She I'll
washed
her inface
with cold
water, meanwhile gathering her scattered wits. She realized suddenly that
she would have to tell John about the
baby, but how was she to find a way
to explain the fear that was in her
heart?
John ran to meet her and caught her
hands in his. "You're so pale, darling.
Are you sure you're all right?"
"I just
got
a Kay
littlesmiled
dizzy and
fromnodded.
the paint
at the
shop,
that'sJohn
all. said,
I'm better
now."at her.
"Well,"
beaming
"That's one thing you won't have to
worry about any more — working. You
can take it easy from now on."
"John!
You've got a job!"
yES — I mean, no — I mean, not exactly," John stammered.
Then he
"Listen to me — "
himself.
at
laughed
"But, John, if it's not a job — -what
"Well," John said seriously, "the
members of the Reform Committee
have asked me to be their candidate
for Mayor. What do you think?
is it?" I accept?"
Should
"Oh, John! Should you accept!"
Kay thought her heart would burst
from its beating. "It's wonderful! Sit
down
me hand
all about
John and
heldtellher
fast, it."
while he
talked. And there was such strength,
such hope behind his words. He spoke
with pride, but it was the pride of a
man who has been given something
important to do and knows he can
handle it. She could almost feel his
confidence like a tangible thing about
him. And she forgot in this moment
of pleasure that there was fear in her.
He told her that he had been chosen
by this mittee
newly
Reform Combecause formed
of his reputation
for
integrity and honesty. The Committee
was planning a wide-sweeping cleanup of Walnut Grove. Somehow, that
amused Kay a little. After her experiencesthere
in Chicago,
imagine what
couldshebecouldn't
in a quiet,
littleing town
like this that needed cleanup.
John told her who the Committee
members were and Kay wondered
idly why all Reform movements always seemed to attract the same sort
of people. They were mostly small
businessmen, with a sprinkling of the
usual teachers and ministers and a
few zealous spinsters.
"You'll have to help me write my
speeches," John said. "I want them
to be good. And I'm not much of a
"That's probably why you'll be
elected," Kay said.
politician."
"The first thing we're going after
is the gangster element over on the
East Side," John said. "I'll get all the
RADIO
data on that — "
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"Oh, John," Kay laughed. "Gangsters. They're nothing but petty
thieves and bad boys. Besides, I think
you're going about that the wrong
way. After all, it's not those bad,
little
boys thatthat
are make
important.
It's
the conditions
them that
way, that you should go after. The
slums, the poor factory conditions, the
unemployment."
"Maybe you're right," John said
thoughtfully. "I'll talk it over with
the Committee tomorrow."
Kay felt a vague sense of irritation.
Why did Reform Committees always
behave the same? She had never
heard of one that had ever attacked
a problem at its real source. They
always made a lot of noise and fuss
about surface things and let the real
issues be handled by someone else.
Well, if she had anything to do with
John's campaign — and she made up
her mind that she would — he, at least,
would not waste his time ineffectually.
That same evening, John accepted
the candidacy and by the next morning, everyone in town had heard or
read about it. Andy Clayton printed
the news, of course, right on the front
page of the Journal. As she read it,
Kay had a feeling that something was
wrong. Andy seemed very noncommittal about the whole thing. It was
the straightest piece of reporting Kay
had ever seen. Just the information
that a Committee, made up of — and a
list of names — had been formed and
had nominated for Mayor, John Fairchild.
DUT when she turned to the editorial
^ page, Kay had a jolt. Reading
Andy's editorial, she remembered her
own irritation of the evening before.
Only Andy wasn't irritated. He was
downright suspicious and he said so.
He asked a lot of questions in that
short editorial. He wanted to know
why it had suddenly become necessary
to have a Reform Committee in Walnut Grove. He pointed out that over a
period of five years there had been no
noticeable rise in crime or vice. And
why, if they were a Reform Committee with any sincerity of purpose,
did they start out by attacking the
petty gangster element on the East
Side? Why didn't they get at the
real civic problems, which were responsible? The slums, the factories,
the unemployment? Andy wrote that
he hated to think this, but he couldn't
help remembering that flashy gestures
like this were the sort of tactics
generally used by politicians to get
votes and cover up their real activities.
Suddenly, Kay was worried. She
didn't like the implications of that
editorial. She had no doubts of John's
integrity, for he was no politician,
much less a crooked one. But she saw
very clearly what a perfect front he
would make for unscrupulous men.
His very reputation would be their
best weapon. And what would happen to John, if Andy carried his
curiosity too far and exposed the Reform Committee as a fraud?
So, instead of going to the dress
shop, as usual, Kay drove down to
the Journal office. She considered
Andy Clayton one of her best friends
and she had always thought he was
fond of John. What she intended to
do, she didn't quite know. But she
was determined to stop Andy's newspaper criticism, if she could.
"You're just the person I want to
see," Andy said as soon as he caught
sight of her. "What is going on up
FEBRUARY,
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Tough with Dirt

• • •

Golden Bar or Golden Chips,
Fels-Naptha Soap goes after dirt in a
determined way that no pale, weak-kneed
soap can hope to equal. For reaching
under-the-surface dirt, for loosening
ground-in grime, there's nothing like
golden soap plus naptha, the thorough,
persistent, gentle cleaner. GOLDEN
soap plus naptha — .rWf -Naptha !!

with Clothes
Fels-Naptha Soap is more than just
an able dirt remover. This richer, golden
soap literally 'floats away' the clinging dirt
particles that only soap and naptha working
together can really loosen. So it's plain common sense to wash your sheerest washable
things the Fels-Naptha way. The strenuous
rubbing that ruins delicate fabrics is unnecessary when Golden Soap and Gentle
Naptha go to work. And Fels-Naptha
is specially kind to hands, too.
It's worth knowing that Fels-Naptha
Soap works well in any kind of water, hot
or cool, hard or soft— that Fels-Naptha Soap
Chips are actually 'non-sneeze'. They were
the very first to eliminate powdery dust that
irritates your nose. Whether you're buying
bar-soap or box-soap, tell your grocer you
want FELS-NAPTHA. For free introductory bar of Fels-Naptha Soap, write
Fels & Co., Dept. 9-B, Phila., Pa.
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at
house?
Who's responsible
for
thisyour
Reform
Committee?
Whose idea

'-£££*-*

course not," Kay answered.
was"No,
it? ofJohn's?"
"That's the funny thing about it,"
Andy Clayton said. "I've had my best
reporters out on the story and nobody
seems to know who thought up this
brilliant idea of a Reform Committee
all of a sudden. Not even the Committee members know — or they're not
telling. But I'll find out, believe you
"But, Andy," Kay said, "I'm worried— I mean about John. He's so
happy about this thing, he believes in
it so much — if anything should go
wrong,
know
he'd do."and
Andy I don't
patted
herwhat
shoulder
smiled gently. "Leave it to me," he
said. "I've known John all his life
and I wouldn't do anything to hurt
him. You know that. But, if there
is something
phoney about this set-up,
me."
he'd best know it now, right away,
before he gets in too deep to back
out. Now, you be a good girl and
run along and let me do my detective
work. Of course, if you can find out
anything from John — you know, who
puts up the money for the campaign
and such things — I'd appreciate it."
Andy's attitude upset her. It reawakened the vague uneasiness she
had felt when John first announced
his nomination, but it did nothing to
clarify matters. Andy's suspicions apparently had the same amorphous
foundation as her own distrust had
had and the only reason she could
see for not dismissing the whole thing
as foolish was the fact that they both
had the feeling that something was
wrong. But no matter how she
searched for a clue, she could find
nothing.

Why Most Girls1 Hand Skin Needs Special Care
NATURE scamped a bit on your hand
skin — made it less oily; easily cheated
of its natural softening moisture.
All the more reason to use Jergens Lotion
regularly! It's the easy way to furnish your
skin with new skin-softening moisture.
Two ingredients in Jergens are used by
many doctors to help dry, rough skin to
adorable smoothness. No stickiness! More
girls use Jergens now than any other Lotion.
Such a simple way to cultivate heart-winning
soft hands! Regular use helps prevent mortifying roughness and chapping. Start now
to use Jergens Lotion. 50j£, 25j£, 100, $1.00.

FREE/ .. PURSE-SIZE
MAIL THIS COUPON

BOTTLE
NOW

(Paste on penny postcard, if you wish)
The Andrew Jergens Company, 3520 Alfred Street
Cincinnati, Ohio (In Canada: Perth, Ontario)
Let me see how soon Jergens Lotion helps me have
lovable, soft hands. Send purse-size bottle, free.
Name
Street
City
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TO get away from her strange sense
of impending danger to John,
she buried herself in the last minute
preparations for the opening of the
shop. She kept herself as busy as
possible, even insisting that Gen go
to Chicago to pick up the exclusive
models that had been made for them,
while she stayed behind and arranged
the fashion show they had planned for
their opening.
She wrote invitations to the right
women. She planned refreshments
and ordered them. She rehearsed Peg
and two of her young friends, who
were to act as mannequins. She wrote
advertisements and a special feature
story on fasbions for the Journal.
She worked feverishly, driving herself
to exhaustion, so that she could be
sure of sleeping when she finally went
home
night.
She didn't
wantJohnto
think — atabout
anything,
about
and the Reform Committee, or about
the baby, whose existence was now
beginning to make her more and more
uncomfortable.
felt that
she mustn't
brood on these She
things,
did no
good. She must wait until she knew
what had to be done and then do it.
At last, the shop was opened.
Thanks to Gen's genius as a designer,
it caught on immediately. Practically
every woman Kay had invited to the
opening ordered something. And it
wasn't just a momentary, openingday success, either. For, as the days
went by, their business kept increasing. Even at the end of the first
week, they showed a margin of profit.
It was about a week after this that
Andy Clayton's investigations began
to bear fruit. He called Kay and told
her what he had discovered. It was
pitifully little, but it was enough to
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prove that there were some grounds
for their suspicions, even though they
still didn't know what.
"I don't know how it fits in," Andy
said over the phone, "but there's been
a lot of extra money circulating
around over on the East Side. I've
checked on reported robberies and
asked a few questions from people
I know at the bank, but I can't find
out where those thugs got all that
money. See if you can find out from
John what the Reform Committee's
doing with the campaign funds."
It was all very well for Andy to
give her this assignment, but Kay had
no idea of how to go about questioning John. If she still had been a newspaper woman and not his wife, she
would simply have gone to John and
asked him point blank. Reporters
were known for their impudence, and
frequently, they got their best results
through just such surprise tactics. But
she was no longer a reporter. And
John was her husband and she was
trying to help him without his knowledge.
But,any
thinktactful
as she way
would,
couldn't
find
to she
broach
the
subject. So, finally, she did just ask
John point blank whether he had any
idea of how much money the Reform
Committee was spending on the campaign and how it was spending it.
"But why do you want to know this,
Kay?" John asked.
And she was forced to explain. She
had to tell him how worried she had
been, and how curious Andy Clayton
was.
OH, so that's it!" John said. "Andy
Clayton, eh? The Walnut Grove
Crusader. I'm certainly surprised to
hear that you've been working behind my back with him in this mudslinging campaign of his. I thought
you had better sense. Don't you realize that Andy Clayton's just trying to
build up circulation by whatever
means falls into his hands? And
there's nothing like a political campaign to revive the circulation of a
paper. But just to set your mind at
rest, I'll show you what we've been
doing with the campaign funds. It so
happens that I have all the figures
here."
And he had shown her. Everything
was accounted for, down to the very
stamps used for the business of
the Reform Committee. Nevertheless,
Kay's mind was not set at ease. Nor
did Andy Clayton believe that he
had been wrong in his original suspicions. But they both realized that
they could do nothing for John, that
he would never believe them, until
they had full and conclusive evidence
to put before him — before it was too
late.
The time was growing short, now.
Kay and Andy spent long hours pouring over the fragmentary reports
brought in by Andy's reporters. They
speculated, followed leads down blind
alleys, they matched stories, trying to
untangle the truth from the mass of
gossip and electioneering slander.
And slowly, very slowly, they began
to make some sense out of it all.
One thing began to stand out more
and more clearly. Everything could
be traced back to Matthew Clark or
his son-in-law, Jim Shannon. It was
Clark's
money
thatAndwasit was
circulating
on
the East
Side.
Clark
who was pulling all the strings.
But why? They had to find out
why. And they had to find out fast.
Andy set his best reporter on Clark's
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trail. And gradually, all too slowly
for take
Kay'sshape.
impatience, the truth began
to
They found out that Clark had been
the moving light behind the creation
of the Reform Committee. He had
kept carefully in the background, but
it had been his suggestion that John
be nominated. They had no legal
proof of any of this. They pieced
it together painfully from a hint
dropped here and a word dropped
there. They discovered that Clark's
plan was to strike a last-minute blow
at John, by discrediting his ability,
perhaps even charging him with irregularities atthe bank. Clark thought
he had a perfect weapon there. John
had played right into his hands by
hiding the real reason for his resignation.
As election day drew nearer, the
opposition began to open its attack
on John. Every day, sly hints of
startling disclosures to come were
dropped.tacked. HisJohn's
was a job
athaving character
been without
for so long was being mentioned more
and more often.
AND

Goldilocks was brightening up
her smile with delicious Denty ne the day she found the home
of the three bears. Of course
she tried their chairs, their beds
and their
— and you've
never
seenporridge
three madder
bears.
ButGoldilocksflashedherlovely
smile and said" Any way,porridge
won't make your teeth shine."
"But it's nice porridge," wailed
the big bear.
"And not chewy enough," said
Goldilocks. "Now Dentyne has
an extra firmness that helps polish teeth and makes them gleam.
It strengthens jaw muscles —
firms up your gums. Here try
some."
"M-M-M,"
said the little bear.
"It's delicious. That nice cinnamon taste is different — and extra

V

"Right-O," laughed Goldilocks,
good."
"and
note the flat handy package. It slips neatly into purse or
pocket. More smiles to you and
brighter ones — with Dentyne."
Moral: Help your teeth stay
lovely and sparkling by chewing Dentyne often. Get a flavortite package today.
6 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
STICKS IN EVERY PACKAGE
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the Reform Committee suddenly dropped into the background.
There were no more speakers making
speeches glorifying John. There were
no more brass bands and street corner rallies. No one spoke in his defense. He was isolated, left alone, to
defend himself as best he could.
Kay wanted desperately to reassure

The people clamored for vengeance.
And the indignant citizens marched
on Matthew Clark's house.
Kay was frightened by this upheaval. She had expected a violent
reaction, but not anything like this.
Frantically, she phoned Andy Clayton.
"Andy, can't you stop them? You
must!" she cried.
Mrs. Clark had stopped the crowd.
She had come to the door and stood
there before them and something
about the dry-eyed sorrow in her
face had quieted them down as no
Militia could have done.
"You can go away now," she had
said. "He's not here. He'll never be
here — or anywhere — again. He's paid
for his crimes. Let him rest in peace."
Somehow, Clark's suicide threw a
pall over the city. The people were
no longer angry. They were just
stunned. Jim Shannon left town and
no one saw him go.
Elections were held, but they were
the quietest elections the city had
ever seen. John was elected unanimously.
John was very humble. His victory
seemed to mean less to him than the
discovery of all Kay had done for
him. He knew now that without her
help, he could never have won. He
would have been made the laughing
stock of the city.
Somehow, he wasn't capable of putting any of this into words. But Kay
understood.
She could see it in his

The CAST of STEPMOTHER
Kay Fairchild
JANET LOGAN
John Fairchild.. CHARLES
PENMAN
Peg Fairchild
BARBARA
FULLER
The characters
do not portray

and
and

Mother Fairchild. BESS McCAMMON
Bud Fairchild CORNELIUS PEEPLES
Andy Clayton..
.DON GALLAGHER

situations in this work are wholly fictional and
are not intended to portray any actual persons,
(Illustrations posed by members of the cast)

John, but she didn't dare. She was
afraid that in his righteous indignation, John might go to the Reform
Committee and denounce them publicly. If he did that, she and Andy
would never have a chance to get the
real proof they needed.
Then, only three days before election, the whole thing broke. Andy
Clayton got all the evidence he needed. He turned the entire issue of the
Journal over to an expose of the
crooked politics that had been bleeding the people of Walnut Grove for
It was all there. Clark's connection
years.
with
the administration and the party
machine, which over the years had
built up such a complicated system
of graft and cover-up, that it would
take months for auditors to straighten out the city's affairs. Clark's manipulations of government relief
funds, his misuse of the money in his
bank — and his having forced John to
resign so that John would not come
across his embezzlements — his misdirection of State appropriations and
taxes. And finally, his double dealing
in having John nominated so that he
could ensure the re-election of his
own candidate and thus make sure
that his speculations would not be
uncovered.
Walnut Grove went mad. Townspeople stood about on the streets in
excited groups, waving their newspapers and shouting for justice. The
Mayor sent for the Militia and under
its protection escaped from the city.

imaginary,
and
living or dead.

eyes, feel it in the way he held on
to her.
She held fast to him. She wanted
to show him she understood, that he
didn't have to tell her. She wanted
to show him how happy she was to
have him again, fully and completely
hers. She wanted to give him something, something great enough to show
her gratitude for his gift of himself.
"John," she whispered softly, carefully, not to break the warm bond
between them. "I — I can tell you now
— I'm going to have a baby."
His face glowed as though there
were a light behind his eyes. He
didn't speak. He just touched her
face, gently and with wonder. The
last barrier between them vanished
and they were one.
ONLY later did Kay realize the
magnitude of what she had done.
In her unthinking gesture of giving
herself completely, of binding John
to her with knowledge of the child
she was bearing him, she had forever
closed off any chance of ever telling
him the whole truth.
Not tell him? How could she let
him go on living in this blissful expectancy, knowing the horrible reality
he would have to face one day?
How can Kay tell John of her secret
fear — her dread that having a baby
would
be a tragedy?
the
next instalment
of this Don't
movingmiss
drama
of a second wife and the problems
she faces— in the March Radio Mirror.
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Facing the Music
(Continued from page 37)
and "The Very Thought of You," has
set up a rigid schedule of work. His
band plays nightly in Chicago and
by the first of the year will probably
shift to New York and the Waldorf
Astoria. There are records to be
made for Columbia, and the Friday
night sponsored stints. Whenever he
has a chance, Ray is performing some
benefit affair for his former country.

MOST people have always labored
under the false impression that
s best known
Ray
Noble
England'
dance band was
leader.
Ray came
here in
1934 but before that time his London
records had blazed a trail for him.
"As a matter of fact," states Ray,
"In those days most English dancers
hardly ever heard of me. Jack Hylton, Ambrose, and Carroll Gibbons
were the popular chaps."
Actually Ray's job was a thankless
one. He was popular music director
for His Master's Voice, a recording
company. He directed the standard
studio band and played, as he says,
"all the tunes Hylton and Ambrose
turned down."
But record collectors in New York
soon smoked him out and found a few
of his platters that were imported
covered with dust in small, swank
phonograph stores. Word got around.
Pretty soon the Victor Company reissued some of Noble's efforts.
Two of these were "Japanese Sandman" and Noel Coward's "Mad About
the Boy." Record experts still insist
newer discs hardly top these 1934
relics. Both records still sell if belated enthusiasts can find them.
Several U. S. booking agencies
made inquiries about this mysterious
English jazzist. Would he cross the
seas and bring his band?
But Noble, under a long term contract to the London record company,
turned these offers down, until one of
the record officials spoke to him:
we believe
you Take
shoulda accept
one"Ray,
of these
offers.
three
months leave of absence. Hang the
contract. If you stay in the States
five months, you'll stay forever. If
you fail, you still have a job here."
Noble hasn't forgotten those words.
He tries to apply the same philosophy
to the people who work for him.
When the American agents first
learned that Noble never had a band
of his own they were disappointed.
"Then I explained to them that it
was better this way. It would have
been tough bringing a band over due
to union restrictions. So when I came
to New York all I had with me were
a baggage load of arrangements, my
wife, singer Al Bowlly, and Bill
Harty."
The next few weeks all Ray saw of
New York were musicians' hideaways
on Broadway and in Harlem, smokefilled rehearsal halls, and breathless
tipsters who showered praises on
some unknown trombonist or trumpet
virtuoso yet unrecognized. Invariably
these undiscovered musical gold
mines would be playing in Staten
Island, Newark or Brooklyn and Ray
would scurry around New York and
Jersey only to meet up with some
hopeless amateur.
Then a quiet, bespectacled young
musician came to the rescue. Rated
around radio row as a musician's
musician, Glenn Miller had a knack
FEBRUARY,
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powder shade for yourself, you need ask yourself only
three questions.
skin

creamier, with less pink — Rose
Cream (Natural). The most popular of the blonde shades because it

2. fairer?
Shall I keep it the same
shade?

tones in so perfectly with the average blonde skin. Many, very many,
darker blondes use it to add deli-

1. Shall

I make

my

3. Shall I deepen its color?
The matter comes down to this:
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ash blondes. Pure blondes love it
because it lightens their skin.
A light
powder,
but

Do you look your most attractive when your skin has delicate
baby-pink tones?
Are you lovelier when your skin
has creamy shades that contrast
with the dark lights in your eyes?
Does a warmer, rosier shade
make your face bewitching against
your honey-pale hair?
You will answer "yes" to one
of these questions — and Pond's 3
superlative blonde shades will provide you with the right shade for
your effect.
A delicate pink shade —
Light Natural — our lightest shade.
It matches the transparent skin of

cacy and lightness to their coloring. Red blondes who want to tone
down their color use it to add a
needed creamy glow to their skin.
A warm sunny shade with
a rosy glow over it — Sunlight.
Girls who are not quite sure
whether they are blondes or brunettes find it matches their skin.
Other blondes use it because it
gives warmth. Sophisticated
blondes are particularly fond of
the exotic depth it gives their skin.
Pond's Powders give a smoothas-baby-skin finish to your face.
They keep away shine for hours
without giving that powdered look.
Blondes will find their 3 shades
grouped together on the counter.
And Brunettes will find their 4
brunette shades.
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for organizing good, solid bands.
Quickly but carefully Miller, with the
aid of several other American bandsmen canvassed Tin Pan Alley, gave
the harried Englishman a top-notch
crew. Miller stayed on as key arranger and assistant conductor.
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KEEPS GRIP ON SELF AS HUSBANDS

BUT IS RELIEVEP

THAT TRUSTy

BlSSELL

PENCIL-SHARPENING INVENTION COLLAPSES,
LITTERING RUG WITH SHAVINGS

DOES ITS JOB
BEAUTIFULLy
FOR FAST, THOROUGH CLEAN-UPS

VOICES APPROVAL THAT BlSSELL'S
HI-LO BRUSH CONTROL ADJUSTS ITSELF
AT ONCE TO NAP- LENGTH OF ANY RUG.

THRILLED NO END AS BlSSELL'S NEW
"STA-UP"HANDLE STANDS By ITSELF,
ALLOWING SUDDEN RUSH TO TELEPHONE

Ray's first assignment was to open
the lofty Rainbow Room in Radio
City. This was followed by a string
of commercials, recordings. But
American efficiency and high pressure
wore the Britisher to a frazzle. After
two and a half years he was ready
to throw in the sponge.
Then early this year Ray was ready
to try again. He had become used to
hustle and bustle, subways and tough
cabbies, 3-minute breakfasts, and 5minute lunches. He began to like
hot dogs instead of Yorkshire pudding.went
He became
an American
citizen and
the whole
hog.
A new band was organized,
launched, on the west coast, and in a
few
months
was among the country's
favorite
bands.
The Nobles live comfortably in one
of Chicago's swank North Side apartments. Theirs was a childhood romance. Ray was born and lived in
a rambling English house in Brighton, near London. Gladys was the
dark-haired little girl who lived next
door. They played together, went to
school together, and twelve years
ago were married. It's been a happy
marriage, too. Typically, their only
domestic trouble in Chicago has been
in getting the landlord to put up with
their three Scotch terriers.
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Some Like It Sweet:
You'll Find Out: That's the name of
Kay Kyser's new picture and all the
big bands have rushed to record the
many fine Johnny Mercer-Jimmy McHugh tunes. Tommy Dorsey (Victor
26770) and brother Jimmy (Decca 3435)
thump out "You Got Me This Way," my
favorite, while Kay himself does a rolversion of "The
Bad Humor
Man" forlicking
Columbia.
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Here's A 180-Page Book Packed With New

BEAUTY

SECRETS

Send For Your Copy Today
Make yourself even more beautiful. Not
by magic, but by adhering to the startling
secrets revealed by Helen Macfadden, in
her exceptionally practical book. Help
Yourself to Beauty.
Now, for the first time, you can discover
how the famous beauties of the stage,
screen and society maintain their alluring
complexions. You can learn how to bring
luscious, colorful results to the most commonplace face. How to lend sparkle to
your eyes, glow to your cheeks, vividness
to your lips. Yes, you can learn how to
develop your beauty to glamorous proportions by merely following the simple,
eusy instructions contained in Helen Macfadden's
new book, HeVp Yourself to
Beauty.
Helen Macfadden's amazing book tells
you how to banish skin defects — discusses
creams — gives you many complexion tips

— tells you how to control your figure —
how to add beauty to your hair — how to
beautify your eyes — hints on how to wake
up a lazy skin — how to accent your personality by make-up — how to use rouge
and powder properly — how to choose colors best for you — tells how screen stars
acquire allure — how to improve facial
outlines — how to cultivate personality —
how to be a lovelier you!
The price of this splendid 180-page
cloth-bound book is only $1.00, but you
need send no money with your order.
Mail your order to address below today
and we will send the book by return mail.
Upon delivery pay the postman $1.00,
plus postal charges.

Macfadden

Book Co., Inc.

Dept. RM2. 205 E. 42d St.. New

York. N.Y.
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lot
Crosby's "Got a One Track
Mind"is Bob
(3434).
Down Argentine Way; You're Nearer
(Victor 26765) Leo Reisman. Give this
bushy-haired maestro better than average tunes and he's; unbeatable.
Yesterthoughts
Handful of Stars
(Bluebird 10893) Glenn Miller. Another
Victor Herbert melody revived. Last
year
was gives
"Indian
Summer."
Kenny
Baker italso
it a try
(Victor 26768).
Our Love Affair; We Three (Decca
3416) Casa Loma. The correct way to
play a couple of good tunes. Kenny
Sargent sings flawlessly.
Some

Like It Swing:

Java Jive; Do I Worry? (Deccs
3432) Ink Spots. Close harmony tribute
to coffee. Don't think the Sanka people
will approve but Ink Spot fans will
One of the best.
House of Morgan; Lost Without Yoi
(Victor 26751) Lionel Hampton
Hampton forsakes drums and pianc
and concentrates on the vibraharrj.
Special
Stomp; 26762)
Keepin' Artie
My
self
For Delivery
You (Victor
Shaw's 'Gramercy Five. Fast, unusua
quintet that should give Shaw new fans
Relax with Vincent Youman's lovely
almost forgotten tune on the reverse.
Rhumboogie; Million Dreams Ag<
(Decca 3396) Woody Herman. Harlen
collated with Havana with good results
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Love Shy
(Continued from page 21 )
paid the driver and came up in the
elevator with me, and since I knew
Mother would be in bed, I asked him
to come in.
In the kitchen we put the coffeepot on the stove, and I found some
crackers and cheese. I looked up smiling from arranging them on a plate
and met his eyes. There was a questing, longing look in them. And suddenly his arms were around me, his
lips seeking mine.
In the burning warmth of that first
kiss, I thought I had lost all other
sense and for one beautiful, intoxicating moment there was no fear, to
overcome my happiness. But then
reason returned and I was powerless
to check the sheer fright which made
me stiffen, turn my head away from
his.
He released me at once. "I'm sorry,"
he said curtly, and I knew from his
tone
that me
he was
hurt,such
that a he
hadn't
expected
to show
complete
and violent revulsion.
YOU don't understand!" I cried. I
couldn't bear to have him think
his touch was repellent to me — for it
wasn't. That moment in his arms had
been almost unbearably sweet. I had
wanted to respond to him — had responded to him; but my unconquerable instinctive reserve then had
made me turn away. Even now I was
longing to go back into his arms, to
press close to him. I could scarcely
explain to myself — how could I ever
explain to him?
I tried. I said, "Please don't think
I didn't want you to touch me — to
kiss me. It's only that — only that all
my life I've been afraid of people. Of
their touch, of their — their attention.
I've always wanted not to be noticed.
Or — no, that's not right — I haven't
wanted not to be noticed, but something inside me has always made me
shrink away — "
He interrupted. "Yes, I know. I've
read your publicity, Ardith. The shyest girl in radio. It's not bad, either.
Garbo's And
madeyou a dogood
thing of itYou
for
years.
it beautifully.
were wonderful in the restaurant,
with Bert and Claire. But you can
drop it with me."
"It's true, though!" I burst out.
"You don't think I'd act like that if
I didn't have to, do you? It's torture
to me not to be able to look people

in the eyes, talk to them naturally!"
"But you're being ridiculous!" he
said. He was beginning to believe me,
and the necessity for believing me
made
him aangry.
"Oh,
of course
all
of us have
little bit
of that
— of selfconsciousness, lack of poise, whatever
you want to call it. But we conquer
it. We don't let it ruin our lives."
"I've tried to conquer it," I said,
fighting
to when
keep back
tears. on"I
hoped that
I was the
a success
the air it might go away. But it didn't.
And I hoped when we — you and I—
got
be such
goodbe friends
from to you
how to
more . I'd
. . learn
more
sure of myself. . . ."
"You poor kid." I heard him murmur after a moment. Then, again, I
was in his arms, but this time there
was no passion in his embrace, nothing but comfort.
Comfort, yes. But he left a few
moments later, and it seemed to me
that he was not the same. He was
too healthily normal to understand
my obsession. He would comfort me
as he might have comforted a child,
but by needing that comfort I had
lost him.
Numbly, I crept to bed. and lay
awake for hours, knowing that love
had come to me and that I had lost it.
He could have loved me, I said to
myself, over and over. He could
have loved
me, butofnow
because he thinks
me heas can't,
strange,
mentally unhealthy, a freak. A girl
who is afraid of people! No wonder
he had left as soon as he could '
The rest of the week dragged by.
I didn't see Tom, nor hear from him.
And on the day of the rehearsal, only
a wave and a smile from across the
room, and later a few moments of
casual, unimportant talk.
I could expect nothing else. I knew
that.ing Still,
I couldn'tThat
suppress
feelof desolation.
brief aperiod
of knowing Tom and being his friend
had opened a door into a vista of j
happiness I had never known before. !
It was hard to find the door shut in
my face, and try to return to my old
drab life.
Tom Foran was full of surprises,
though. The following week, after
the broadcast, he asked me:
"Could you possibly make it for
dinner with me tomorrow night?
I've been so busy — but the show I
was going to announce tomorrow has
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YOUR OPPORTUNITY
To Win A Rich Reward
ENTER
THIS
TRUE
MANUSCRIPT
CONTEST

STORY
TODAY!

ADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC.,
MACF
announces another great true story
manuscript contest with the attendant
rich rewards for writers of acceptable true
stories.
It begins on Thursday, January 2, 1941, and
ends on Monday, March 31, 1941. Eight big
prizes ranging from $500 up to the magnificent sum of $1,000 will be awarded for
successful true stories submitted. Perhaps
yours will be among them.
Do not hesitate to enter because you have
never tried to write for publication. Already Macfadden Publications, Inc., has
paid out over $650,000 in prizes for true
stories, largely to persons who never before
had tried to set a story down on paper. What
they did you too should be able to do.
So start today. Select from your memory
a story from your own life or which took
place in the life of a relative or acquaintance. Write it simply and clearly just as
it happened. Include all background information such as parentage, surroundings and
other facts necessary to give the reader a
full understanding of the situation. Do not
be afraid to speak plainly.
No matter whether yours is a story of
tragedy, happiness, failure, success, love triumphant or love disdained, if it contains the
gripping interest and human quality we seek
it will receive preference over tales of less
merit regardless of how skilfully written
they may be. Judging on this basis, to the
best true story received will be awarded the
grand prize of $1,000, to the two second best

►

►

►

CONTEST

All stories must be written in the first person
based on facts that happened either in the lives of
the writers of these stories, or to people of their
acquaintance, reasonable evidence of truth to be
furnished by writers upon request.
Type manuscripts or write legibly with pen.
Do not send us printed material or poetry.
Do not send us carbon copies.
Do not write in pencil.
Do not submit stories of less than 2500 or more
than 50,000 words.
Do not send us unfinished stories.
Stories must be written in English.
Write on one side of paper only. Do not use thin
i issue paper.
Send material flat. Do not roll.
DO NOT WRITE ANYTHING ON PAGE ONE
OF YOUR MANUSCRIPT EXCEPT YOUR FULL
NAME AND ADDRESS IN YOUR OWN HANDWRITING, THE TITLE AND THE NUMBER OF
WORDS IN YOUR MANUSCRIPT. BEGIN YOUR
STORY ON PAGE TWO. WRITE TITLE AND
PAGE NUMBER ON EACH PAGE BUT NOT
YOUR NAME.
Print your full name and address on mailing
container.
PUT FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE THEREON. OTHERWISE MANUSCRIPTS WILL BE
REFUSED OR MAY NOT REACH US.
Unacceptable stories will be returned as soon as
rejected, irrespective of closing date of contest.
BUT ONLY IF FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE
OR EXPRESSAGE HAS BEEN ENCLOSED WITH
SUBMITTAL. If your story is accompanied by
your signed statement not to return it. if it is
not acceptable, it will not be necessary to enclose return postage in your mailing container.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for any losses
and we advise contestants to retain a copy of
stories submitted.
Do not send us stories which we have returned.
You may submit more than one manuscript,
but not more than one prize will be awarded to
any individual in this contest.
Within a month after receipt of each manuscript, a report or rejection notice will be mailed.
No corrections can be be made in manuscripts
after they reach us. No correspondence can be
entered into concerning manuscripts submitted or
rejected.
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been cancelled, and except for about
fifteen minutes later in the evening
I'll be free. How about it?"
I hesitated, and he smiled a little
tightly.
"And
swear,"
he said,
"I'mI
not asking
you I out
because
I think
ought to. I'm asking you because I'd
like to spend an evening with you."
He had read my thoughts exactly,
and
I flushed. "All right, Tom," I
said quietly.

the two that
big $750
don't
forget
even second
if yourprizes,
story etc.
fallsAndslightly
below prize-winning quality, if we can use
it we will gladly consider it for purchase at
our liberal word rates, which range upwards
from 2c to 5c per word. Unlike the eight
prize awards there is no restriction on the
number of stories we can purchase if they
come up to our requirements. ^
If you have not already procured a copy
of our free booklet which explains the
simple method of presenting true stories,
which has proved to be most effective, be
sure to mail the coupon today. In writing
your story do not fail to follow the rules in
every particular, thus making sure that your
story will receive full consideration for prize
or purchase.
As soon as you have finished your story
send it in. By cooperating with us in that
way you can help to avoid a last-minute
landslide, insure your story of an early
reading and enable us to determine the
winners at the earliest possible moment.
This contest closes March 31, 1941.
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Always disguise the names of persons and places
appearing in your stories.
This contest is open to every one everywhere
in the world, except employees and former employees of Macfadden Publications, Inc., and members of their families.
If a story is selected by the editors for immediate purchase, it will be paid for at our regular
rate, and this will in no way affect the judges in
their decision. If your storv is awarded a prize
a check for the balance due, if any, will be mailed
after the decision of the judges which will be final
there being no appeal from their decision.
Under no condition submit any story that has
ever before been published in any form.
Submit your manuscript to us direct. Due to
the intimate nature of the stories, we prefer to
have our contributors send in their material
to us
direct and not through an intermediary.
With the exception of an explanatory letter
which we welcome, do not enclose photographs
other extraneous matter except return postage. of
Manuscripts submitted are considered for all
of our magazines and we reserve the right to
publish accepted material where best adapted to
our needs.
This contest ends Monday, March 31, 1941.
Address your manuscripts for this contest to
Macfadden Publications, Inc., Oept. 41C, Box
333, Grand Central Station, New York, N. 7.
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This time I didn't prepare for the
evening with such excitement. In
spite of what he'd said, I didn't see
any particular significance in the
date. It couldn't be that he felt any
interest in me — not now, not after
what had happened. He'd suddenly
found himself with some unexpected
time, and out of an impulse of kindness had asked me to go out with
him. That was all.
At dinner
he said
seriously,
thought
a lot about
what
you told "I've
me,
last time we were out together. I
think I understand, Ardith. But it's
something you ought to cure — for
your
happiness."
"I'veown
tried,"
I said. I told him about
the old days at Mrs. Bridger's, when
I would summon every ounce of
courage I possessed to face an audience— only to fail. I told him other
things — of how when I was a little
girl I'd walk extra blocks home from
school to avoid a gang of boys that
teased me by running after me and
trying to catch me. And of how, once
when I was a child, I'd sung in a
Sunday-school entertainment, and had
heard some older women, acquaintances of my. mother's, talking:
"Little Ardith loves to show off,"
one of them had said, angrily amused.
TOM nodded chologist,"slowly.
"I'm that
no psyhe said, "but
was
probably what started it all. Things
that
happen
to us towhen
we'reof kids
can do
something
the rest
our
He seemed thoughtful as we left
the restaurant.
I supposed he was
lives.
..."
thinking about me, but somehow it
didn't the
help
that.
I didn't
want
manto I know
loved to
be thinking
of me as a psychological problem.
"Look," he said, "I've got to run
over to the Civic Auditorium. I'm on
I marvelled at his careless way of
speaking. The charity benefit show
thethebill."
at
Civic Auditorium was one of
the city's biggest theatrical events,
with society out in all its jewels and
ermine. The audience was one that
would test any performer — and yet
Tom had eaten a hearty dinner and
had only just now mentioned the fact
that he was to appear there.
He made another off-hand suggestion:
"It won't take me long. Why don't
you come with me — you can watch
from the wings — and then we'll go
somewhere
if you
it?"
I agreed. else
Mother
had feel
gone like
to visit
some friends,
backI
until
late. In and
my wouldn't
present be
mood
didn't want to return to a deserted
apartment. Besides — though I would
hardly admit it even to myself — that
world of footlights, of performers who
appeared before their audiences in
the flesh and not as disembodied
voices coming over the air, was fascinating to me. Like
child who
can't
help watching
from a.across
the street
a party to which she wasn'i invited,
I couldn't help accepting Tom's invitation.
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Everything was turmoil, backstage
at the Auditorium, but Tom led me
to a fairly quiet spot in the wings
and left me there, with instructions
not to move. "I'll be going on soon,"
he said. "My act's a monologue, very
short, and as soon as it's over we'll
getThen
out of
he here."
was gone. An orchestra,
unseen from where I stood, was playing lively music, and a dozen girls
in spangled costumes were performing an intricate dance on the stage.
Beside me, a famous opera star was
talking to an equally famous violinist.
They were both laughing at some
joke Ihandscouldn't
understand.
rushed to and
fro, and twoStagemen
stood beside a huge switchboard,
their hands on the levers ready to
manipulate the lights.
The atmosphere was vital, electric,
and I felt my heart beat faster in response to it. Everyone seemed to be
busy except me. Everyone belonged
here except me. I was the only one
who was no part of this spotlighted
world of make-believe. My voice was
heard and loved by millions — but because Iwas afraid, I was still only a
voice, not a person.
Standing there, I had the strangest
feeling — as if I really were invisible.
I almost expected someone to come
along and walk right through me.
THE dancing act came to an end,
' and after the girls had bowed to the
applause, Tom strolled out on the
stage. I edged a little closer to listen
— it was hard, in the wings, to hear
what he was saying.
Snatches came to me. It didn't
seem to be a monologue, but an announcement of some kind.
".
.
.
been
persuaded,
sakea
of this wonderful
cause, for
to the
break
long-standing
rule air
. .. .. star
you've
all
heard on the
. beautiful
young lady . . . tonight makes her
very first appearance on a stage . . .
Ladies and gentlemen — Miss Ardith
Mason!"
Stunned, frozen in amazement and
horror, I had scarcely taken in the
meaning of Tom's announcement before he was leading me onto the stage.
I saw a vast space of murmurous
darkness, a fringe of brilliant lights
at my feet. Applause beat against
my ear-drums. The grip of Tom's
hand on mine was so strong it
numbed my whole arm — until I
turned and saw that he was gone and'
I was alone on that great stage.
Simultaneously my eyes grew
more accustomed to the darkness beyond the footlights, and my breath
caught in my throat. The theater
seemed to be one huge, living wall
of faces, rising tier on tier above me
to an immeasurable distance. And all
that wall was swaying giddily. . . .
With a terrific effort of will I
gained control of myself and the
swaying auditorium steadied. I must
have been on the stage only a few
seconds, because the applause was
just beginning to die out, but it
seemed like years. I wanted to turn
and run, but my legs would not move.
Then I saw the orchestra leader, in
the pit, raise his baton and look at me
questioningly. I could do nothing in
response, and evidently he took it for
granted I was ready to sing, because
he brought the stick down and the
orchestra played the opening bars of
a song I had sung on the previous
evening's broadcast. I recognized it,
but my throat was dry; I couldn't
begin to sing where I was supposed
FEBRUARY,
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to, and the leader began the introduction again.
I looked in desperation into the
wings — and that was what saved me.
I saw Tom, and as he met my glance
he smiled and raised his two hands
into a soundless gesture of applause.
His bravado suddenly infuriated me,
bringing the realization that he had
tricked me into this nightmare situation— and the fury closed in upon my
fear and smothered it. I forgot those
people out there; I remembered only
Tom's laughing, triumphant face. And
I began to sing.
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I SANG the piece through, and the
' applause was greater than it had
been when Tom brought me on the
stage. But I bowed, and ran off — and
then kept on running, out of the theater, down the stagedoor alley and
into one of the waiting cabs lined up
on the street.
I sank back on the cushions, almost
fainting, and when the cab drew up
in front of my apartment house I was
still trembling so violently I could
hardly get the money to pay the man
out of my bag. My heart was hammering crazily and I was almost ill.
In the apartment, without turning
on the lights, I threw myself down
on my bed.
It must have been no more than
ten minutes later that the house telephone buzzed. I dragged myself off
the bed and went into the kitchen to
answer it.
"Mr. Foran to see you, Miss Mason."
"I can't see him!" I cried. "Tell
him I'm not at home."
I went back into the living room
and turned on the lights. I never
wanted to see Tom again. Dragging
me onto that stage had been too deliberately cruel, no matter what he
hoped to accomplish. It was the trick
of a small boy who delights in torturing helpless animals.
It was —
He was pounding on the apartment
door — pounding steadily, thunderously; shouting, "Ardith! Let me in
or I'll break this down!"
I stepped to the door and flung it
open. Tom rushed in.
"Ardith, you were magnificent!" he

He grew suddenly quiet.
"You couldn't," he said slowly.
"You couldn't— because I love you
rible?"
My anger, as I stood there before
too
him, much."
slowly ebbed away, leaving me
weak and deflated.
"I had to do it," he went on. "Don't
you
see, miserable
Ardith? I state
couldn't
in that
you leave
were you
in.
You wouldn't ever have believed I
loved
you, if and
you'dafraid.
gone You
on feeling
self-conscious
had to
prove yourself, to yourself, before
you'd ever believed enough in your
own strength to credit my love. I
had to take the chance of letting you
fail — even," he smiled crookedly,
"even though I knew if you did you'd
never
speak I to
me "Yes
again."
"I — see,"
said."
— you had to
do Heit. held
Thank
Tom." and this
out you,
his arms,
I went into them of my own free
bravely, gratefully— unafraid of
thing or everything, as long as
was there holding me.

time
will,
anyTom

PLEASE!

Well, the judges have finished the exhausting and difficult job of deciding the winners in
RADIO MIRROR'S photo contest, "Your Child and You," as announced in the October and
November issues, and which closed on November 12. Here is the complete list of prizes.
Our hearty congratulations
go to —

...

I

He wavedbe—"me
aside.
"Nonsense
I'd
afraidweren't
You
afraid. You didn't have
time to be. Arid now you'll never be
"I — " The hot words died on my
afraid again."
tongue. It was true. Not only that
I hadn't been afraid — for I hadn't
been, not very — but more important,
that I would never be afraid again.
My mind went racing back to the
dark cavern of the auditorium, the
blazing footlights at its lower rim, the
sense of people, hundreds of people.
. . . The thought brought with it no
sensation of cold dread. I could face
that audience again — now — any time.
I wouldn't let myself believe. "But
suppose I had fainted — or run off the
stage, or done something else ter-
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shouted. He'd forgotten his
coat, his tie was crooked,
were sparkling. "They're
plauding. Your name will be
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Lost — and Found
(Continued from page 10)
I thought he wasn't likely ever to
mention my name again."
"He didn't send me," I said. "He
doesn't even know I'm here."
"I'd be only too glad to help you if
I could," she said readily, "but I
haven't any idea where Mrs. Rennselaer might be."
"Try to think of something, Miss
Cobb," I urged. "We have to work
fast if we're going to find Mrs. Rennselaer before she — takes her own
life."
"Take her own life!" Julie was
scornful. "Not that one! I know that's
what Martin's afraid of — he accused
me last night of driving her to suicide
— but you'll live a long time before
you'll hear that Louella Rennselaer
has killed herself!"
Her frankness shocked me. No
wonder Mrs. Rennselaer didn't want
Martin to marry this girl, I thought,
but to the girl herself I only said, "In
her state of health — subject to heart
attacks — "
"Heart attacks!" Julie interrupted.
"Her heart is as strong as yours — or
mine."
"She had a heart attack when Martin told her you and he were going to
live
alone her.
after your marriage," I
reminded
JUST as she had one when he took
job,"
countered.
"Justtime
as
shea has
had Julie
a heart
attack every
he has shown a sign of wanting to live
his own life. She's used her heart —
her poor, weak, naughty heart as she
calls it — to keep Martin under her
thumb, dependent on her, dancing
attendance on her instead of standing
on his own feet. She stages these
heart attacks to scare him into doing
anything she wants him to do. Don't
tell me anything about Mrs. Rennselaer's heart," she concluded furiously,
"I've got my own heart to think of.
It's
beenwith
broken,
too, you
know,"
added
a crooked
little
smile.she
But if she was asking for sympathy
she didn't get it. "I read the note
she left," I said. "It was full of her
love for him — her fear that — "
"That I was mercenary and selfish,
would ruin • him," Julie broke in.
"That's what you were going to say,
isn't it? And now that you've seen
me, you believe it?"
"I believe if you love Martin you
should help me find his mother, not
ridicule
her love for him," I said
impatiently.
"I'm not ridiculing her love for
Martin, Mr. Keen," Julie said wearily.
"I can understand her feeling that he
is her whole world because he's been
my whole world ever since I met him
— and still is. I'm just trying to make
you see how things are — see that
Martin is entitled to a life of his own,
not just little bits of it that his mother has selected and wrapped up and
handed to him. I'm trying to save
him. That's why I want you to find
her just as much as Martin does."
"It sounds more as though you're
trying to save your own pride," I
told her. "You're pretty sure he'll
come back to you if his mother is
found, aren't you?"
"I don't want him back," she
snapped. "I want her back, though —
so he'll know what a fraud she is,
know that she'd never have the courFEBRUARY,
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age to kill herself, that she was only
scaring him so he'd break with me
and be mother's little boy again. And
it isn't right, Mr. Keen," she said.
"I can give Martin up — give up my
own happiness — but I can't bear to
have Martin give up his chance at
life." She was sobbing now, curled
up in a large armchair with her face
hidden against its worn back, and in
spite
of myself I began to feel sorry
for her.

"Mothers aren't like that, Miss
Cobb," I said.
She sat up, fished a handkerchief
out of her pocket and wiped her eyes.
"No, mothers aren't like that, thank
heaven," she agreed. "No one knows
better than I do what mothers are
like," she went on softly. "My own
mother worked her fingers to the bone
to educate us children — died before
her time, worn out with trying to
give us the opportunities she had
missed. And in the hospital I've seen
mothers — dozens, hundreds of them
— so kind, so unselfish, so brave that
it's torn me to pieces inside. That's
what mothers are like, Mr. Keen, but
Martin's mother is the exception that
proves the rule. She's so afraid of
losing him that she's deluded him —
and probably herself as well — into
believing that his only chance of happiness lies in sticking close to her
and doing just as she tells him. Now
do you see what I mean when I tell
you I'm trying to save him?"
K/jAYBE
to," Iithesi'Vl
tated, I'm
"but beginning
all this makes
just
that much more important to find
Mrs. Rennselaer and bring her back."
"You might try her doctor," Julie
suggested half-heartedly, "Dr. Carrick Trevelyan. She'd be more likely
to get in touch with him than anyone
else. See him, Mr. Keen. And when
you find Mrs. Rennselaer tell her my
engagement to Martin is broken.
She'll come back fast enough then."
After talking to Julie I wanted
very much to see Dr. Trevelyan so I
went directly to his office and after
I'd waited a few minutes in the reception room his receptionist showed
me into his private office. But with
all my questions I was unable to get
from him the slightest clue as to Mrs.
Rennselaer's
place.
heard from hiding
her and
had Henohadn't
idea
where she might be. He admitted,
however, when I asked him about
her health that her heart trouble was
largely imaginary.
"You will understand from your
own experience," he said, "that occasionally in the medical profession
we come across a case in which psychology isjust as important as medicine. In Mrs. Rennselaer's case,
accepting her belief that she must
take good care of her heart has
proved more helpful to her peace of
mind and general well being than the
efforts I made, when she first became
my patient, to .convince her that no
such
ailment the
exists."
I assured
doctor that I did understand and that I would hold his
information in confidence. After
thanking him for giving me so much
of his time I was standing near the
door starting to put on my overcoat,
when his telephone rang. The voice
of the office nurse, from the reception
room, reached me clearly through the
connecting door:
"Long distance, Dr. Trevelyan."
Standing there, hat in hand, I
couldn't help hearing the doctor's part
of the disjointed
conversation
that

followed. "Yes ... No ... I haven't
heard from him today ... I can't,"
he glanced at me nervously, "can't
answer
thatI paid
just now."
At first
little attention, then
as the doctor's nervousness increased
I was suddenly struck with the possible significance of that call. If Julie
was right and Mrs. Rennselaer should
get in touch with Dr. Trevelyan — if
she was actually talking to him now!
There was no reason, of course, to believe that I could have such luck, no
reason except the doctor's obvious
reluctance to answer the questions
which were being put to him. But
when at last he said with relief, "Yes,
that's right, there is somebody in the
office with me," my hunch became
stronger and as soon as he hung up
the receiver I completed my goodbye and started back to my office.
If only I could find out where that
call came from! The telephone company couldn't trace it for me — the
law is very strict on that point — but
I have some good friends in the police
department and by pleading with
them I finally got their promise to
check it. A little later I was informed that it had come from a small
inn in the Pocono Mountains. It was
only a slim chance, I knew, that it
had been made by Mrs. Rennselaer,
but sometimes hunches are stronger
than reason, and this was one of the
times, so I told Mike Clancy, my
assistant, to bring the car around and
we started off on what I had to admit
might be only a wild goose chase.
I kept urging Mike to drive faster,
for although by now I was beginning
to take Mrs. Rennselaer's threat of
suicide less seriously, the success of
the plan I was thinking of depended
on my talking to her before news that
Martin had broken his engagement
reached her and sent her hurrying
home to him. And this was inevitable,
if she were really the woman at the
inn, because as soon as Martin informed Dr. Trevelyan of that fact, as
I knew he must do, the doctor would
relay the message. I could only hope,
and urge, "Faster, Mike; faster."
T HERE was only one guest at the inn
' who fitted the description Martin
had given me of his mother, a whitehaired, slender woman who smiled
pleasantly but hesitantly when I introduced myself. At first she denied
her identity, but when I told her that
Martin had asked me to help him find
her, she melted.
"The darling," she said tenderly.
"My darling boy is worried about
Here was no domineering woman,
scheming against her son's happiness.
Here, every word and inflection told
me, was a mother consumed with love
for her only child, so blinded by devotion that she could not see that
that very devotion was a silken cord,
strangling him.
Has he been very miserable, Mr.
Keen?"
me." she asked anxiously.
"Why did you go away?" I asked.
"I thought Martin didn't need me
any more — love me any more."
"What made you think that?"
"He forgot how much I loved him,"
she replied. Tears gathered in her
eyes and she lowered her voice as
though talking to herself. "He forthat I'vesince
lived hefor was
nothing
except
him gotever
born.
He
wouldn't listen to me — wasn't my little boy any longer.
"But that's all over now." Her voice
brightened and she smiled delightRADIO
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edly. "I've
learned with
that that
he's
broken
off hisjust
engagement
— that girl. I was just starting for
home when you arrived," she went
on. "I'll comfort the hurts and Martin and I will forget all this and be
happy again."
I didn't say anything and after a
moment she asked worriedly, "That's
what Martin wants, isn't it?"
I nodded. "Yes, Martin wants you
back, Mrs. Rennselaer."
"I knew it," she sighed ecstatically.
"Even to breaking his engagement."
I don't often find it necessary or
advisable to tell a falsehood, but if I
could just keep mother and son apart
a little longer I believed I could help
them work things out, so I said deliberately, "Even to letting you think
he For
has abroken
that the
engagement."
moment
significance of
my words didn't register, then it hit
her full force. "You mean," she
gasped, putting her hand to her heart
in a gesture which was perfect
through long practice, "that Martin is
trying to trick me into coming home
and that afterwards he'll go back to
Julie?" I nodded. "But why?" she
asked piteously.
"Why?"
"Haven't you ever threatened to
punish Martin, Mrs. Rennselaer, and
then when the time came, relented
and failed to make your threat
good?"
"Yes, I have," she answered slowly,
"often. I couldn't bear to hurt him."
AND that's what he's counting on
k now," I said. "He knows you can't
bear to hurt him and he thinks you'll
relent
as you
have moment
before." and
This now,
was the
critical
I watched her nervously. Would she
believe me — or would she see through
my story and insist on going home
immediately? Apparently, I had been
more convincing than I realized, for
at last she said, "So that's it," in a
hopeless voice. Then, "What can I
do?" she cried frantically. "What can
I do?"
She was so desperate that I almost
confessed my deception, but I didn't
want to give up now so I said, casually, "Perhaps if you don't relent
this time — stay away — "
She grasped at the suggestion eagerly. "You mean — if I don't go back
— if Martin doesn't know where to
find me — everything will come out all
right?"
I sighed with relief. "I can't
promise," I said, "but isn't it worth
trying?"
"Yes," she agreed falteringly, "anything is worth trying that will make
Martin need me again. I just can't go
on living — with no one to — need me."
"You mustn't talk like that," I reproved her. "Somebody does need
you. You are a mother and the world
needs mothers today more than ever
before. Think of what is going on
in Europe — hundreds of children,
orphaned, homeless."
"Oh, the poor babies," her sympathy was instant. "But they're so far
away — "
"But there are lots of ways you
can
anyhow,"
I said.
makehelp
clothes
for them.
The"You
Red might
Cross
would take anything you sent, and
see that it was delivered to children
who are most in need of it."
"I used to knit," she said doubtfully.the
"Whendearest
Martin little
was sweaters
little I
made him
and mittens and caps. He looked too
sweet in them," she smiled fondly.
"Fine," I said. "And since this place
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"I won't tell him until you are
ready
I am?"for me to tell him," I answered.
DACK in my office late that after'-' noon I found Julie Cobb waiting
for me.
"I hope I'm not bothering you," she
apologized, "but I had to know if
you'd found Mrs. Rennselaer. I
haven't seen Martin, of course, but I
know he's nearly crazy with worry
and it's killing me."
When seeing
I explained
I'd just come
from
Mrs. that
Rennselaer,
she
asked, "Why in the world didn't you
bring her back with you?"
"Because I have a better plan than
that," I said.
"Well, I want her to come back,"
she insisted, "so Martin will know
what a fraud she is."
"If she comes back now he'll never
know she's a fraud," I said. "She'll
cry over him, then he'll be more
under her thumb than ever and you'll
never
get want
him back."
"I don't
him back!" she flared.
"I don't believe
you mean
that,

NEXT

UNIT
"The

is a little off the beaten path suppose
I stop in every few days to see how
you are getting on. I could bring you
wool and needles — and news about
Martin," I added.
"Why, I believe that would be a
good idea," she said thoughtfully. "A
wonderful idea. But," in alarm,
"you'll promise not to tell him where
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"Why not?" he demanded.
"Because," I answered slowly, "she
believes you haven't really broken
your engagement with Julie — that it's
just a trick to get her back."
Martin wheeled on Julie. "If this
is some
of yours!"
blazed,
but
her stunt
face must
have he
convinced
him of her innocence for he turned
to me again. "Why should she think
I'd pull a trick like that?" he asked.
"It doesn't make sense."
"Martin," I said seriously, "I've got
something to tell you and it's going
to hurt. But I'm going to tell you
anyhow because I think it's best for
all of you. Can you take it?"
Bewildered, he didn't answer for a
moment, then, "Why, yes sir, I think
"Then sit quietly and listen," I
ordered and, when he'd found a chair,
"First, your mother could easily susI can."
pect you of tricking her — because all
her"Mr.
life she's
tricked
you!" up again,
Keen,"
he was
pounding on my desk, "you can't say
that
Mother!"
"I about
told you
it would hurt," I reminded him.
He sank back into his chair, mumbling, "She wouldn't. She couldn't
have tricked me even if she'd wanted
heart," I said. "That's
heart—"
Her her
to. "Yes,
how she tricked you. Her own doctor admits that her heart is strong.
All her heart attacks were staged to
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Julie. I think you do want

him

I was interrupted by word from my
secretary, in the outer office, that
Martin Rennselaer was there, asking
back."
to see me. "Send him in," I said, and
a moment later he flung the door
open — to pause in consternation as he
recognized the girl seated at my desk.
"Julie!" he said and held out his
arms. Then he dropped them, stepped
back. "What are you doing here?" he
exploded. "If you've been telling Mr.
"
about
anythingtold
Keen
"I haven't
Mr. Mother
Keen —anything
about your mother that isn't the
truth," Julie broke in spiritedly.
"I know your ideas about the
truth," Martin retorted. They looked
at each other hungrily, and I decided
to take a hand.
"Martin, isn't it about time for you
to stop quarreling with Julie and
For up
a moment
I thought he would
with her?"
make
do just that; a long moment when I
could feel his love for Julie struggling against his love for his mother,
then he shook his head slowly and
asked in a tired voice, "Have you
heard anything about Mother, Mr.
I nodded.
"How is — is she," tensely, "all
Keen?"
I nodded again.
"Thank God," he said in relief.
"But
where is she? Did you bring
right?"
isn't coming home just yet,"
home?"
her"She
I said. "She even made me promise
not to tell you where she is."

IN ONE ISSUE

frighten you into giving her her own
"No!" Martin was appalled.
"Yes," I said. "Did you ever know
her to have a heart attack when she
wasn't trying to make you do something she wanted you to do — or give
upway."
something you wanted to do?
"Yes, Martin."
Martin, think hard," Julie
Think,
had
slipped out of her chair and,
kneeling at his side, was stroking
his bowed head, and instinctively
Martin reached up and caught her
hand in his own.
"It was only that she was excited
then," he explained finally. "I really
brought on the attacks. They were
"They were not your fault," I said.
"And Julie, as a trained nurse, knew
my fault."
JULIE!"
he looked at her questionthey weren't."
ingly and she nodded. "I don't see
what you're getting at," he said then
confusedly. "You seem to think
Mother
doesn't love
me." think any"Oh, Martin,
we don't
thing of the sort!" Julie protested.
"We know she loves you — more than
is good for you, or for her either.
That's why we're trying to help, isn't
"Yes. You see Martin," I went on
it Mr. Keen?"
slowly, "mother love can be too
strong sometimes. Your mother loves
you so much she doesn't realize that
you must grow up, work, be independent. Your mother married your
father, Martin, so why shouldn't you
marry
Julie?
She loves you — and
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you love her, don't you?"
"I — I— " he began hesitantly, then,
"Julie — sweet — I do love you," he
cried, drawing her toward him.
"But Mother," he said a moment
later, "if she died — "
"She won't die for a long time," I
said, "and you can't expect Julie to
wait for you forever. Go back to
Julie, Martin — and leave your mother
to me. I have a plan — but you'll have
to trust me, help me. Will you?"
"Yes," Julie broke in, "we will.
Say you will, Martin," she implored.
"Please, darling."
"I — I don't know," he began doubtfully, then he gave in. "Anything
youTrue
say, tosir,"
ended. I visited Mrs.
my hepromise
Rennselaer at the inn every few
days, finding her more contented than
I'd
dared and
hope other
for, busily
sweaters
small making
knitted
garments. She delighted in the work,
for beneath her pathetic little pretensions at being the perfect mother
she was at heart a real mother. She
talked unceasingly about Martin —
anecdotes of his childhood and schooldays, the good times they had had
together, the hopes she had for his
career. Sometimes she laughed over
the stories, sometimes she cried — but
never could I escape seeing that he
was the very center of her being. Of
Martin's
however,
the
part that future,
Julie might
playat inleast
it, she
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wouldn't say a word, and I didn't
press her.
Gradually, though, I began to hope
that I could eventually break down
her opposition to the girl, and at last
the day came when I took Julie and
Martin to the inn with me.
XA/HEN we arrived the youngsters
"" asked me to see Mrs. Rennselaer
first — they were naturally rather
doubtful about how she would receive them — so I went to look for her
and found her in a bright corner of
the sunporch, knitting busily and
watching
other end aof Ping-pong
the room. game at the
"They're very selfish," she laughed,
indicating the players. "That other
couple has been waiting for an hour
table."
give up
won't
andForthey
a few
minutes
we the
talked
about
impersonal things, then she asked,
"How's Martin?"
"Fine," I said, "though of course
he's very anxious to see you."
"I suppose he's still seeing — Julie?"
Iasked
nodded.
"Are they — married?" she
fearfully.
"No. But they're very much in love
and they want to marry — if you will
come to the wedding."
She shook her head slowly and I
could see that although she was turning the idea over in her mind, she
hadn't yet reached the point where
she could give him up. "I don't want
to go to their wedding," she said. "It's
sweet of Martin to insist on my being
there though, isn't it?"
"Yes, it's very considerate," I answered.. "It's. Julie who's insisting on
waiting," I added. "Martin would
marry her tomorrow, but Julie thinks
their marriage wouldn't be a success
unless you had some share in their
happiness."
I could see that she was touched,
but she said doubtfully, "That's
strange.
I thought she hated me."
"She couldn't hate you, loving
Martin as she does," I said.
"You think she really loves him?"
"I'm sure of it. And that he loves
her." She didn't say anything, just
FEBRUARY,
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sat there thinking; occasionally she
smiled to herself, occasionally her
eyes filled with tears, and once she
pressed her lips together, shaking
her head as though in pain. At last
I asked, "What have you against
Julie, Mrs. Rennselaer?"
"Why, nothing at all," she answered
in surprise. "She's really a very nice
girl — attractive — well mannered."
"Then you'd agree to Martin's marrying her?" I asked.
"No," she cried, "I couldn't. I just
couldn't. He's all I have in the
world," she sobbed, "and I can't give

tt
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him"Then
up!" what have you against marriage?" Iasked. "Wasn't your own
marriage happy?"
"Oh, yes — no one has ever been so
happy," she answered softly. "It was
all my
dreams
come true!"
She was
lost
in her
memories
for a moment,
then she sighed, "But that was difof course."
"Was ferent,it?"
I asked. "You were in
love — and so are Martin and Julie.
Isn't it their turn now?"
"Their turn?
What do you mean?"
A MINUTE ago you mentioned the
** Ping-pong players, talked about
the couple that would not give up the
table so the others could have their
turn. Isn't that true of life? Doesn't
each generation, after it's loved and
married and had children, pass on to
those children the right to lead their
own lives in turn?"
"Why — I don't know," she replied
slowly. "Nobody has ever put it to
me that way before."
"Aren't you afraid you'd be denying the happiness you and your husband had if you denied that same
happiness to Martin — and Julie?" She
didn't reply and I tried a new tack.
"Mrs. Rennselaer, you like children,
don't you?"
yes.
I adoreseethem.
I sit here
and"Oh,
wish
I could
the babies
who
are going to wear these sweaters I'm
"Wouldn't it be much nicer to knit
knitting."
for a baby you could see?" I suggested. "A baby who was very close
to you?
For Martin's baby?"
"Martin's baby," she said tenderly.
"Martin's baby! But," in horror,
"that would mean being a grandmother! I'd feel so old!"
I looked at the carefully waved
hair, the cheeks, still firm, though
flushed now. "You'd be the youngest
grandmother
I know,"
I said. She
smiled then and
that encouraged
me
to say, "You've had a full, happy life
— love and marriage and a son who is
devoted to you. Don't you want him
to have them too? You've made him
happy so far. But when you're gone
— you don't want him to be lonely
then — with no one to care for him?"
"Loneliness," she said softly.
"That's what I've always been afraid
of — being lonely and not needed. I
couldn't face that myself," she added.
"And I couldn't bear to have Martin
"He'll have to face it if you keep
face it." in his way," I said.
standing
"Standing in his way!" she cried,
pulling back as though I had struck
her. "Oh, Mr. Keen, how can you say
that! Why, I'd do anything for Martin! Give him anything — everything
he wanted! The tears were running
down her cheeks, but she made no
attempt to stop them. "But I'd never
stand in his way. Not for the world !"
"You wouldn't mean to," I said
gently, "but without
meaning
to —

without realizing that you were — "
"I think I see what you mean," she
said slowly then. "Perhaps you are
right. Perhaps Martin and Julie —
but," she began to sob again, "I can't
"There's no reason why you
give him up!"
should," I said. "They'll be close by
— you won't be losing him."
"And they'd let me come to see
"Of course."
"They wouldn't," she faltered, then
went on, "wouldn't — -hate me for what
I've tried to do?"
them?"
"Certainly they wouldn't. They'll
She bowed her head for a moment
and
her shoulders shook, then she
love you."
looked up at me with eyes which
were brave and serene behind their
tears.
"You're right," Mr. Keen," she said
then, "and if it hadn't been for you
I'd have gone on — never realizing — "
she
then said
"I
want stopped,
to see Martin.
Takedecisively,
me to him,
please!
him— and Julie!"
"That Take
won't mebe tonecessary,"
I said,
"they're right here — waiting." I
stepped to the door and called, "MarThey
rushed in, hand in hand,
tin— Julie."
stopping in the doorway as if in apprehension. Their mood affected
Mrs. Rennselaer. "I'm afraid," she
whispered. "Suppose they won't for"They've already forgiven you," I
said.
She stood up, her face working,
give me!"until Martin had bounded
but not
across the room and caught her in
his arms did she say a word.
"My son, my son," she cried then
and, when he had released her, "my
daughter, too," she added, holding
out her hand timidly to Julie.
"It was only that I thought you no
longer needed me," Mrs. Rennselaer
said when they had recovered from
the emotionalism of their meeting.
OF responded.
course we need you," Martin
"I even more than Martin," Julie
put
ownme mother
she in.
could"My
teach
any of died
the before
things
I'll need to know about a home — and
I hope you'll help me," she added
shyly, "tell me how to cook the things
Martin likes — why, I don't know any"We'll learn together," Mrs. Rennselaer promised. "I've learned a lot
ofthing!"
things lately, Mr. Keen," she added,
turning to me, "things I'll never be
able to thank you for!"
pointed
over I her
shoulder.
"That's
allI the
thanks
need,
Mrs. RennseShe spun around again in time to
see Martin and Julie, their arms
locked around each other, their lips
tight together in a long kiss.
"I'm so happy!" she whispered. And
in laer."
those words she told me that my
hopes for these three people would
be fulfilled, for the silken cord which
had bound Martin too closely to his
mother had been severed and the ties
of love and understanding which now
held them together with Julie could
never be broken.
"Lost and Found" is the second in a
series of Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost
Persons, stories, produced on the air
by Frank and Anne Hummert. Others
will appear in future issues of Radio
Mirror.
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What

Do You Want

to Say?

(Continued from page 3)
roulette — to decide the final gesture!
To those who do not care to hear it,
I say, let them gently turn the dial. —
Miss Myrtle V. Stevenson, Chattanooga, Tenn.
THIRD PRIZE
A

PLEA

FOR

BOYS TOWN

What I would like to put into mere
words for Father Flanagan, would be
utterly impossible. Here is a man for
whom no shrine could be built. His
generosity in helping others knows
no bonds and his magnificent wonders
at Boys Town, the place he made
famous, are indescribable!
Now, all these things (and more)
can really be told on a thirty minute
radio Iprogram,
my the
one fortunate
regret is,
that
am not "and
among
who are lucky enough to tune in.
This program, quite unlike others of
its kind, is truly original, and, from
what I hear, promises to be absolutely the best on the air!
Its talents are all unknown — boys
who may have been your boys, contribute the fundamentals — and my
reason for writing Radio Mirror is to
inspire some big-time sponsor to
broadcast it at its regular hour on a
coast-to-coast network.
To Father Flanagan, meanwhile,
may your joy and happiness multiply
in the years to come, and because of
your untiring willingness to assist the
Youth of Tomorrow, goes our heartfelt appreciation. — Mary Miller, St.
Catharines, Ontario, Canada.

FOURTH

PRIZE

help we can get from radio, not
humor that needs to be washed out
of the mouths of babes with soap and
Why must we of the radio audience . water.— Mrs. G. E. Neitz, Chico, Calif.
be forever forced to entertain unSIXTH PRIZE
known guests in our homes? If the
announcer before presenting a serial
SHE KNOWS
HER CHICKENS!
would name two of the actors or
actresses appearing, we would soon
Here's the last laugh on Hope, I
feel a keener interest in the people
hope!
to whom we are listening. I think we
Recently on his Tuesday night
should give a big hand to Old Dutch
show, Bob Hope was remarking about
the California weather. Then came the
for telling us when one of their cast
cannot appear and also for naming
joke. "Why it was so cold out here
the substitute.
the other day, a chicken laid its egg
A stranger entering our home is standing up." Everyone laughed. It
either introduced by a mutual friend
was supposed to be a good joke, but
or introduces himself. That is conit wasn't. It was the truth. Chickens
sidered common courtesy. Why cando
Md.lay their eggs standing up — always.
— Miss De Murmie Scott, Fairplay,
not the radio sponsors be equally
as courteous? — Miss Maretta Terrill,
Ridgeway, Ohio.
SEVENTH PRIZE
FIFTH PRIZE
A
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charlie McCarthy needs a spanking
I know that every American home
does not boast a junior, aged six, but
I still think we are an average family who allow the children to listen
to Charlie McCarthy before bedtime,
come Sunday night. Charlie's to be
spanked this time, not the children.
On October sixth, Charlie made the
cute remark, "Oh, nuts to you," and
Monday
ears rang
withhumorous
Junior's
brilliant my
adaption
of this
bit of horse play.
Honestly, Mr. Bergen, being a parent is a real job. We need all the

MY
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Have you heard George Hicks?
There's a young man of remarkable
ability and versatility, charm, intelligence and accuracy of interpretation.
How naturally he talks with the Old
Ranger about Death Valley Days.
How naturally he breezes down Fifth
Avenue, describing the Easter Fashion parade. How realistic are his
descriptions of a championship boxing match at Madison Square Garden,
as he brings all the color, excitement
and thrills into our own homes.
I vote for George Hicks! — Edith L.
Koerner, Patchogue, New York.

Why

I Threw Love Away

(Continued from page 7)
Mother cried when I told her what
I'd
me toliked
her
and done,
kissedand
me. then
She hugged
would have
to tell me not to take the job, but
there was no getting around it — eight
dollars a week would come in very
handy.
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I worked at that store until after
I had graduated from high school,
and by the time I quit I was making
fifteen dollars a week.
I won't pretend I liked it, after the
first thrill of getting a weekly pay
envelope had passed. Standing behind
a counter and selling things — that
wasn't at all what I wanted out of
life. But I did have sense enough to
know that until I was older it was
all I was going to get.
Even then, I wanted to go on the
stage. I wanted to be an actress. Most
girls do, of course, at that age. But I
think with me it was something more
than merely being stage-struck. I
was determined to be an actress, even
though I knew very well what a long
and diffcult road I was mapping out
for myself. I didn't kid myself, you
see. I knew I was pretty, and that
being pretty was just about my only
asset. I didn't have any dramatic
training except what I got in the
school plays, and after I started working I couldn't give as much time even
to them as I'd have liked.
I DIDN'T
quit stage
schoolbecause
and tryI
to get a want
job onto the
knew school was the best preparation
there was for getting ahead in the
world. I didn't want to be a child on
the stage, anyway. When I finally
started in the theater I wanted to be
a So
woman,
playing
a woman's
parts.
I waited.
I waited
until school
was over and I was really ready to
start out.
Even then, I didn't try to crash
Broadway. There must be a big streak
of caution in me. I took stock of my
assets andto decided
still weren't
enough
impressthey
casting
agents.
They still consisted of just a pretty
face and figure.
Where, I wondered, would those
assets be enough to help me get a job
— a job that was a step along the road
I'd planned for myself?
There was only one answer.
I'd be a model. A mannequin, a
clothes mannequin.
I looked in the classified advertisements of the newspapers, and found
several ads for models. And bright
and early the next morning I was
on my way.
Of course, I was terrible at the first
place I went to. I took my ideas of
how to walk from the fashion sections of the toward
movie news
reels who
I'd seen.
I walked
the man
was
interviewing me, instead of across the
room in front of him, and I guess I
waved my arms and carried my body
in an affected way that was horrible
to see. It shouldn't be any surprise
when
I tellsomething
you I didn't
the job.
I knew
was get
wrong,
but
I didn't know what, so I waited until
all the hiring was over and then made
friends with a girl who had been
hired. She showed me how to walk,
and where to walk, and I started out
to the second address on my list,
where I was more successful. They
put me on the payroll at twenty dollars a week.

Now I had a job at good pay in a
business that was at least a second
cousin to the theater. That, I thought,
was something. I took another mental
inventory of my assets, and decided I
could safely add one more to the list —
at least on a gambling chance. I had
a voice, and I thought then that I
could sing, although I know verywell now that I couldn't — not really.
With some pieces of music tucked
under my arm, I began to spend my
lunch hours calling on theatrical
agents and managers. I got exactly
nowhere. Most of them wouldn't even
listen to me, and those who did soon
discovered I had nothing to offer
them.
It was my first taste of real discouragement.felt
I
trapped, helpless.
New York was full of girls who
wanted to go on the stage, and all of
them were better trained and
equipped
to
do next.than I. I didn't know what
Dad came to my rescue. He belongs
to so many lodges and societies I
could never keep track of them all,
and one of his lodge brothers was Nat
Brusiloff, the orchestra leader. He
asked Nat, as a favor, to hear me
sing, and Nat — dear, kind Nat, one of
the sweetest and most generous men
on Broadway — consented, although he
must have been weary of listening
to the hopeful daughters of lodge
brothers and casual acquaintances.
I went to his studio, and after I'd
sung for him he sent me into the
seventh heaven of delight by asking
me to come back the next day, because there was another man he
wanted to have hear me.
That was how I met Mike, who became— and still is — my business advisor. He was the man Nat had
wanted to hear me, and we liked each
other on sight. After he'd listened to
me sing a few songs, and asked me
some questions about myself — how
old I was, why I wanted to be a
singer, and so on — and then offered
to help me with the business side of
my career. I accepted, and that's
one decision I've never regretted.
THE necessity of having someone like
' Mike — a combined business manager and friend — had never occurred
to me, but I see now that it would
have taken me many years to reach
my present success without him. You
certainly need someone, in this business, who has your own best interests
at heart and — even more important —
knows how to go about securing them.
Mike sent me to a voice teacher
who showed me in a couple of weeks
how to get the best out of my voice,
and then — again aided by Mike — I got
my first theatrical job, as vocalist
with a band that was going to fill an
engagement at the Mount Royal Hotel
in Montreal. That was in June, and
I stayed in Montreal all summer.
tell you
about although,
Bob (which
isn't
hisI'llreal
name),
looking
back, he doesn't seem so terribly important to me any more. He was a
boy I met in Montreal, the son of a
fairly wealthy Canadian family. He
was twenty-seven. I was seventeen.
And I fell in love with him.
All that enchanted Canadian summer we had fun together. Taking a
carriage in the afternoon to the top
of Mt. Royal. Coming back down to
RADIO
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have dinner in one of the bright,
happy little French restaurants on a
side street. Meeting again after my
evening's work, for supper somewhere, or a ride in Bob's car.
But I didn't understand. I didn't
realize that to Bob I was only a child
— somebody he liked to be with but
couldn't by any stretch of the imagination take seriously. He didn't love
me. He was very fond of me — and
still is; I see him every time he comes
to New York and we still have good
times together — but the thought of
love wasn't in his mind at all.
I found all that out when the time
came to leave Montreal, and Bob was
sorry to see me go — but not broken
hearted, as I was. Pride made me
hide what I was feeling. But I was
miserable for some time after I got
back to New York.
Mike knew something was wrong,
and he guessed what it was. He did
the best thing in the world for me —
put me to work taking singing lessons
until he'd lined up another job.
I thought Bob had taught me a lesson, the lesson being simply not to
fall in love, but I was wrong.
As I learned to be a better singer,
I got more jobs, each one a little more
important than the last, and finally
I signed up to sing at a night club
in Chicago. And in Chicago, when I
was nineteen, I met Bill.

I'd be able to
thought feeling
BILL!
a pain
him without
think I ofnever
in my heart. He was so tall and
straight, so full of the joy of life. I
can remember every turn of his head,
every inevery gesture of his hands,
flection of his voice. I can remember
Sunday afternoons on the beach of
Lake Michigan, when the sun seemed
to sink right into our hearts, and evenings at the club when we would sit
at a table between my numbers and
talk, talk, talk.
He was a reporter on a Chicago
paper, and most of the time he was
laughing, but once in a while his
quick temper would flare up and then
subside, just as quickly. He loved to
stay up all night and go to work
after a shower and shave the next
morning, and he loved to get a story
before the other reporters did, and
he loved to dance, and he loved — yes,
I know he did — me.
There was no question of its being
a boy-and-girl love affair this time.
Neither of ■ us was happy when we
were out of each other's sight. It
must have bothered Bill to take anything as seriously as he took me. We
didn't talk much about marriage, because Isuppose we both knew that it
would be our stumbling-block, and
the minutes were too precious, too
full of laughter, to waste in a discussion that would make us unhappy.
At last, though, we had to face it.
Bill was the kind of man who would
have to be the boss in his family. He
earned fifty dollars a week and probably never would earn much more.
To me, that didn't matter. I'd have
been perfectly happy to go on working, pooling
earningsabout
withmoney.
Bill's
and never
evenmy thinking
That was out, as far as Bill was concerned.
He didn't much like the kind of
work I did, either. It made too many
demands on me and on my time; and
he was impatient and out of sympathy with anything that took me
away from him. He tried to hide it,
but I knew.
For
instance,
there
were
times
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Ladies and Gentlemen
of Hollywood,

Photoplay-Movie Mirror
Thanks You Sincerely!
myriad
for the
thank
WE expres
iation
sionsyou
you
of apprec
sent us on the publication of
our first combined issue last month;
we thank you for your help in our past
accomplishments and your confidence
in our future promise. And, Ladies
and Gentlemen of America, we thank
you, too, for the loyal support during
the past twenty-nine years — almost
three decades of experience and growth
— that have made a magazine like the
new combined Photoplay-Movie Mirror
possible.
Another

Great Issue Is Now

Off the Presses
In it you will find, in addition to the
facts, information and gossip of the
studios that make Hollywood a fascinating topic everywhere, among others
such titles as City of Lonely Girls, in
which a writer who must remain anonymous charges that because most screen
heroes are spoiled Hollywood single
girls spend lonely lives — The Girl
Who Learned to Dress, a heart to heart
description of what Carole Lombard
found out about clothes that every
girl will want to read — Red-Headed
Rebel, beginning the life story of
Greer Garson — Hollywood Who's
Who, With a Difference by Hedda
Hopper — Here's Where I Live, by
Brenda Joyce — Act of Providence, the
story of Ruth Hussey's success — Life
of Lynn, a personality story about the
inimitable Jeffrey.

Pictorially, in addition to the wealth
of illustrative material on every page,
we give you four-color portraits of
Ginger Rogers and Tyrone Power —
two-color portraits of Madeleine Carroll and Hedy Lamarr — roto galleries
of Ray Milland, Constance Moore and
Myrna Loy — not forgetting a fashion
section devoted to Linda Darnell and
a story on Rita Hayworth with more
eye-filling pictures.
Make sure of your copy of the new
February issue by going to the nearest
news stand now. And don't let the
low price of 10c mislead you. The
new combination makes it possible to
publish such a magnificent magazine
at so small a price.
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The inside story of why Myrna Loy and
Arthur Hornblow broke up, told by
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when I couldn't join him at his table
in the night club. Another reporter
for a rival newspaper might be there
to interview me, or a producer from
New York might drop in and want to
meet me. Then I would have to give
all my attention to these visitors —
my job, my whole future, demanded
it — and Bill couldn't understand, although he did try very hard.
I looked ahead, and I knew I
couldn't see a marriage in which I'd
have to divide my time between Bill
and my job.
simply
conceivable. It
Eventually
Bill wasn't
would grow
tired of being kind and understanding,
and there would be quarrels. Knowing him, I was sure there would be.
And even if there weren't, if by some
miracle he kept his temper in check,
he would be unhappy and hurt, and
where there was no happiness for him
there would be none for me.
I thought of giving up my career.
But I knew that wouldn't solve the
problem either. Bill was proud, but
he was also sensitive. He always
knew what I was thinking as well as
I knew it myself. If I gave up my
work for his sake he would feel a
sharp sense of guilt. He would never
have believed my assurances that the
career didn't matter, that I was glad
to give it up. He'd have seen right
past them to the real sorrow in my
heart, and our marriage would always have that secret wound in it.
There were other reasons, too, why
I couldn't stop working — sound, practical ones. For the first time in my
life, I was able to help Mother and
Dad, give them the little comforts and
luxuries they deserved. And — there
was Mike. Most of all, there was
Mike. I was under a deep obligation
to him. He'd had faith in me when
no one with
else money
had, andand
he'dkindness
backed that
faith
and
help
couldn't
begin to
count. that
Now,I when
he even
was beginning
to realize on his investment of all
those things, I couldn't call all bets
off. I couldn't do that to Mike, and
expect to go on living with myself.
I T was a battle I had to fight out for
' myself. No one could help me. Not
even Bill. Because of course he wasn't
willing to admit many of the things
I knew instinctively. He believed, or
said he did, that I could go on working for a while longer, and then soon
I'd be tired of it and we could be
married and he'd take care of me for
the rest of my life. I knew very well
I'd never be tired of working. I think
he wilfully blinded himself to the
truth, and so I had to see it for both
of us.
Marriage, for Bill and me, just
wasn't in the cards.
So that was why I sat in the eastbound train at the end of my Chicago
engagement, listening to the clicketyclack of the wheels and trying not to
cry. I'd made my decision, and it was
dust and ashes in my mouth.
And, as I said, it all came true —
everything, exactly as I predicted—
except one thing. I gave up Bill, but
life didn't stay dreary and bleak. Life,
after two years in which to think
things over and learn a great deal, is
still very good indeed.

KENNY

BAKER

I've been able to tuck the memory
of Bill into a special corner of my
heart where it can't hurt me. I
haven't forgotten him, and if things
were right for us both I believe I
could fall in love all over with him.
But meanwhile, there are many other
things to think of. I'm busy at work
I love to do, and I know I give pleasure to other
people in
in that
doingnothing
it. There's
atake
solid
satisfaction
can
away.
So don't think of me as a girl with
a broken heart. It was broken for a
while, but it's mended now. I'm only
human, and I love being a success.
I love being able to buy pretty
dresses, and having to run from one
appointment to another, and the applause that comes when I finish a
song in the radio studio or the theater. Ilove going out to night clubs
with men like Franchot Tone or Tony
Martin.

THERE'S a long way for me to go
still. solveI tohaven't
old the
rebe an forgotten
actress. my
From
counter in the shop where I first
worked to the wholesale dress firm
where I modelled clothes, from there
to dance-band singing and on to night
clubs, it's always been with me. It
was with me after my return from
Chicago when Mike and I turned
down night club offer after night club
offer because I wanted to stay in New
York and be available when a chance
came along to be in a musical comedy.
I might have weakened, by myself,
but Mike wouldn't let me take just
any old job. He said the musical
comedy chance would come along,
and he was right.
At last I was cast in "Louisiana
Purchase,"
the I critics
audiences liked and
me and
was a and
Broadway
success and Universal Pictures came
around to offer me a movie contract
and I accepted it.
That was almost the final step. In
Hollywood they'll put me in musical
pictures at first, of course, but I want
them to give me a chance to act too.
And if they will I'll work so hard
that — some day — I'll be what I always
wanted to be. An actress.
No, I don't even regret Bill. I'm
glad
camestrength
into myenough
life, and
I'm
glad he
I had
to send
him out of it. I know that some day
I'll fall in love again, but not blindly,
this time. The next time I love, it
will be a man who is more important
in his field of work — whether it's
stage, movies, radio, business, politics, no matter what — than I am in
mine.
He'll know about all the demands
of my profession, and he'll respect
because he's more
them. But inalso,
important
his sphere than I am
in mine, I'll still be able to play
second-fiddle to him, as a wife should
always do if she expects to make her
husband happy and be happy herself.
There will be no Mr. Carol Bruce in
my marriage. But there will be a
Carol Bruce outside of the marriage.
Does it seem like too big an order?
I don't think so. After all, being an
actress seemed like a pretty big order
when I was fourteen.

and AL GOODMAN
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Mystery House
(Continued jrom page 32)
gave no sign of being occupied. Stifling a new fear, she turned and went
back into the house. They would all
be leaving now in less than an hour,
would say farewell probably forever
to Mystery House — Page, Rand, old
Mrs. Prendergast and Flora. Page ran
up the winding staircase into the large
front bedroom. There the conversation had in it the flavor of a last time.
Rand, with his suitcase, coat and
gloves, came in to say goodbyes.
"Ready, young woman?" he called
to Page as he entered.
"All packed!" Page replied.
"I'll go down to the door with you,"
Flora remarked, for Page and Rand
were to drive ahead in Rand's small
coupe, while the two women followed
in the limousine.
They threaded the endless corridors together, Page, Rand and Flora,
and came out upon the sunny terrace
below. Tai Fat was putting Page's
big bags into the car when the chugging of another motor sounded on the
drive, and to every one's amazement
a second car came briskly into view
between the laurels and the evergreens. A visitor at Mystery House!
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THE car stopped and a young man
jumped out and ran up the terrace
steps. Page gave an exclamation of
amazement. It was Barnes Bishop.
"Hello!" he said. "Going places?"
Page, in a sort of dream, performed
introductions. Rand was the first to
speak.
"How'd you get through?" he asked.
"Usually the Japs give us some warning. We might have missed you."
"Oh, there were a lot of county
cars — workmen and repairmen — out
there!" the young lawyer answered
easily. "They were testing the bridge
when I came along and I followed
them right on through." He paused
for breath and looked expectantly at
Page.
added. "Some storm last night!" he
Why

had Barnes come so unexpectedly? Somehow he must have
learned of danger, Page thought.
"You were lucky to catch us," Rand
said. "We were just starting for San
Francisco."
"Would it be all right if I hold you
up a few minutes?" Barnes said. "I'd
like to talk to Miss Hazeltyne a moment and then we can all start back."
As soon as they were out of earshot, he stopped and stared at Page.
"I came to get you!" he said.
"But why — how?" Page began.
"I tried to call you last night. The
operator said all the lines were down.
I thought it might have been a stall,
to give them time to get away."
"Get away?" Page repeated, puzzled.
Barnes nodded vigorously. Then,
with a jerk of his head toward the old
mansion, "What do you know about
this outfit anyway?"
"Why — why what am I supposed to
know?" Page asked.
Barnes' serious face grew grimmer.
"The reason I tried to call you last
night was to tell
you that the authorities opened Trudy Mockbee's grave a
few days ago and it was empty!"
Page looked at him, her eyes dilated. "But what does it mean?"
"That's what worried me — why I
called last night," he said quickly. He
looked back over his shoulder. "Let
me get this across ber'ore they come
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out again. You're going
me. This isn't any place
got you into this and I'm
you"But
out. I was
That'sjustflat!"
on my

way to the
city now with Doctor Harwood," Page
said. "I wasn't in any danger." Nor
did it seem now as though she were,
with the sunshine streaming down,
and Barnes standing beside her.
"But the grave — " she added, her
breath
catching
a little.out"Isn't
it a
crime to
steal people
of their

Uot parcW

s
«
©
u
$

"Of course," Barnes said impatiently. "Now one more thing, quick.
graves?"
This — this half wit, Lynn — where is
he? I'd like to get a look at him."
"He's not a half-wit at all!" Page
said heatedly. Then, her anxiety getting the better of her, she said, "That's
just it! He hasn't come home since
yesterday
"But he morning."
has the Prendergast diamond!" Barnes protested.
"Oh no," Page said quickly. "He
gave it to me, and I'm to give it to
Mrs. Prendergast today."
BARNES drew the breath in through
his teeth in a sort of slow, astonished whistle. Then he held her in a
stare that was almost rude.
"You haven't the diamond with you
now? You know how dangerous that

^1
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home with
for a girl. I
going to get

"Oh be?"
no," Page answered quickly,
would
"It's hidden."
"I'd like to talk to Doctor Harwood
for a minute," Barnes said abruptly,
almost ignoring Page's last sentence.
"Rand!" Page called, as he reappeared in the doorway. He came
across the terrace and joined them.
"There was something I wanted to
ask you, Doctor," Barnes said, and all
the social lightness had gone out of
the tone of his voice. "Would that boy
— that Lynn — know anything about
the fact that Trudy Mockbee's body
was dug up from its grave a few
There was a silence. Rand looked
ago?" to Barnes Bishop.
from
days Page
"Good heavens, no!" Rand said
slowly, "Lynn wouldn't know about
— such a thing. You don't mean that
there has been any question of Trudy
Mockbee's grave being robbed?"
"I do mean it," Barnes said seriously. "This was before you got here last
fall. Ullmeyer, the Belmont doctor
who attended them here usually, was
away at the time of Mrs. Mockbee's
last illness, and sent a Doctor Moore to
her. Both doctors were dissatisfied
with the diagnosis, and after all sorts
of delays they finally got permission
to open the grave. The body was
Rand

glanced at Page. "Did you

"Not that?"
until today. Mr.
know
megone."
a few moments ago."
"I think Flora should
Page, and if it upsets her
you and I may have to

Bishop told
know this,
too terribly
put off our

"Oh,
but Rand, of course!" the girl
to town."
trip
said eagerly. "If you think anything
is accomplished by telling her," she
added doubtfully.
"I think," Rand said, "I'll tell Flora.
SheHe haswent
a right
know."
into tothe
house again, and
Page looked inquiringly at Barnes.
"What do you think the significance
of the grave business is?" she asked.
"Well, it has none until we can find
out who did it. Who would do it? Who
would have any object in sneaking

over there to Halfmoon Bay to destroy
evidence
of that
Flora and
Randsort?"
came out on the
terrace. Rand was carrying a little
suitcase.
"I was going to come back tonight,
but now we're so late I think I'll have
to stay in town," he said. "Are you
going with me or with Mr. Bishop?"
"I hope she'll go with me," Barnes
said.
"Suppose you do then, Page," Rand
agreed with surprising quickness. "For
He went
down
to his car. Flora
I ought
to get
started."
looked after him, as indeed they all
did, but with an absorption so deep
that Page had to speak to her more
than once to rouse her.
"You'll stay to lunch?" Flora said
then, in the furtive, hurried fashion
that represented her at her worst.
"Oh, we can't. We ought to be going
right away. But Flora," Page said.
"You will have Rand telephone me the
minute Lynn comes back? I feel as if
I were throwing him down, some"I'm horribly afraid he's out on the
Rock," Flora said suddenly, walking
to the edge of the terrace and looking
out toward the sea.
"Out on the Rock? But the boat's
in!" Page exclaimed.
how— "
"I know.
But one of the Chinese
boys came to me a few minutes ago
and said he saw something white waving out there — in some way he might
"In all that storm yesterday!"
"Before that, perhaps. He was down
"
with
the— boat
just before the rain
have got
"I remember he was! But does he
swim well enough to make it?" Page
asked, turning a little pale. "Or could
the"That's
boat have
in?" happened.
what drifted
I'm afraid
— "
began
I'm
afraid Chang or Tai Fat tied it up
without ever thinking how it got loose.
It's certainly tied now."
DAGE glanced at the man.
"Are you
"I sure
'any
goodam."
on aBarnes
boat?" said.
"Then I think we ought to go right
out there, don't you?" the girl said
anxiously, urgently. "He's been there
twenty-four
hours
without
any food!"
They all ran
down
the brick
steps
together to the pier.
The catboat was at her mooring;
Flora handled the ropes adeptly as
they all got in; the canvas rattled up
in a fresh winter breeze, the sail filled
and the little craft wheeled and
dipped as it carried them across the
heavy rollers that were still coming
in from the storm.
Page was the first one out of the
boat
it shingle,
beached and
on the
small when
strip of
was island's
off like
an arrow on the narrow shelflike path
that led up and about the rock to the
entrance of Lynn's little cave. The
sunshine was so bright on the sea now
that she was almost blinded as she
reached the narrow slit in the black
face asof she
theentered,
rock. Page's
heart
still
stumbling
on stood
loose
stones and pushing away the brush
that guarded the entrance, for at the
back of the little place, in the dimness,
something was stirring; something
gave a long groan that made her
whole being sick with terror.
It was Lynn, writhing on the rough
ground like a hurt animal, his right
hand clutching the bloody mass of
torn shirt and cut raw flesh that was
his left shoulder.
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Page cried out his name and was on
her knees beside him before she knew
what she did; almost before she could
sense the fear and pity in her heart
she slipped an arm under his neck.
"Lynn!" she whispered. "Oh, he's
ill— he's hurt! He's hurt his shoulder
—oh, what have you done to yourself;
did you fall? How did you do it, and
you let us know!"
why didn't
His eyes, sunken into his head,
looked into hers dazedly. His thin
cheeks were flushed and hot.
"He's hurt, Barnes!" Page exclaimed, as Barnes came stumbling
in to the darkness of the little cave.
"He must have fallen and smashed his
back
shoulder. We'll have to get him right
to the shore and into a hospital,
away! It hurts you, doesn't it, my
darling?" she said to him. "But weget11
have to move you; we'll have to
you back right away."
Lynn's hands clung tight to her
hand; he never moved his eyes from
hers.
"Maybe I'm dreaming this," Lynn
muttered. "All night long I thought
you would come, I kept thinking you
had come. But this— this hurt so!" he
finished, tugging again at his shoulder.

I KNOW, darling. I know!" Page
1 said, soothingly. "But we'll have it
fixed in no time now, and they'll give
you something to make you sleep, and
comfortable. We'll get
get you
you
away all
from Mystery House once
and for all," Page said, kissing the
limp hand she held in her own. She
looked up at Barnes and saw him
looking at her, and smiled with her
eyes full of tears. "I love him!" she
said simply. "I didn't know it until
just now. That's been it, all along.
We can get him down to the boat between us, can't we? You can walk,
can't you, Lynn?"
"I think I twisted my foot when I
fell," he said. "But don't leave me,
will you, Page?"
"Leave you! No; we'll all go together. And they'll have you fixed up
in no time. But you're starving, aren't
you?" Page demanded, in a fresh
burst of pity and concern.
Barnes was supporting Lynn on the
other side.
"Steady him there!" Page said to
him hurriedly. "We'll have to get
him down somehow. There's a blanket
here — have Flora fix it in the boat so
we can lay him on it!"
"Where's Flora?" Lynn whispered.
He had managed to rise to his feet.
"She's down at the landing; she's
fixing the boat. How did you get here,
Lynn?" Page demanded, as they
slowly moved out into the light.
"Rand and I came in the boat."
"You and Rand!
When?"
"That long time ago — whenever it
was! I was just putting off — after
you'd said that you were going into
town with him, Page, you remember?
— and he came down and said he
wanted to get out to the island. So
we came along together. We climbed
up the Rock, and we were looking off
to see if the storm was coming, you
know, and he slipped and stumbled
against me, and I fell."
"But he helped you up?"
"No; Imyfellshoulder
straight to
struck
on the
thewater,
rocks.andI
must have fainted, because when I
woke up the tide was washing over
me, and the boat was gone."
Page glanced at Barnes, looked back
at Lynn with a frown.
"Oh, but he would have told us, I'm
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ALL SHADES OF

sure he would!"
"Not if he thought Lynn had been
killed," Barnes offered.
"And you were out here all night
in the storm, with that wound burning
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and"You
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see I'd stopped taking the
tonic, nest
Page,"
earpuzzled Lynn
look. said,
His with
face an
worked
with pain; he dragged against her,
panting. "And that was what made
everything suddenly seem to come
clear," he went on. "Trudy Mockbee,
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SHE looked down at him fearfully;
his face looked drawn and weary.
But she knew now — she knew now
what the real miracle and secret of
her love for Mystery House and the
shore and the sea were, and she could
have sung for sheer joy. Lynn was
hers — battered and bewildered and
sick and penniless — there was no
other man in the world for Page
Hazeltyne!
She was entirely unconscious of
Barnes Bishop's presence. Absentmindedly she told him what to do.
With an entire lack of self-consciousness she murmured to Lynn in little
phrases of concern and love.
"Darling," she whispered, "just try
to be patient a few hours more!"
"You're being so wonderful to me,"
Lynn said. "I've stopped the tonic.
Page,
and it's
all so much
clearer!"their
"Hello!"
Barnes
interrupted
conversation sharply. They had come
out on the east face of the Rock now.
"Where's the boat?" Page strained
her eyes through the thickening mist
that almost blotted out the water.
"That's just it," Barnes said blankly.
"It's gone. The woman's gone."
They eased Lynn to a sitting position, and looked at the strand again,
and at each other.
"I think she's taken the boat and
made for the shore," Barnes said.
"She wouldn't leave us here on this
rock — she wouldn't dare! Not with
Lynn hurt — not in this weather, without food or blankets! What — what
would
mered. she gain by it?" Page stam"We couldn't be witnesses against
her," Barnes suggested.
"But you don't mean — you can't
mean — leave us here!" the girl gasped.
"They left me," Lynn said, suddenly
intelligent and quiet.
"You think Rand knew that you
hadn't been killed!" It was a cry
rather than
a question.
In answer.
Page's
frightened
heart
she knew the
"I shouted at him. It wasn't storming then; it was deadly still before
the storm," he said.
"He couldn't — " Page's throat was
dry;
words
would
"But
— but her
it was
Flora
who not
told come.
us to come
out here, who said she saw you signaling!" she exclaimed.
"I didn't signal; I didn't wave. I
couldn't move by myself. I was afraid
of falling on that ledge. I only managed to drag myself up to the cave
when the rain began to come down so

heavy
the silence
waves once
got soagain
high."their
In theanddead
glances crossed, and they looked down
at the pier that was so rapidly being
smothered in mist, and at the sullenly
rushing water that was gathering.
"You knew it was Trudy Mockbee —
that's why they did all this," Lynn
presently said. "I was all mixed up;
I couldn't explain before. But as soon
as I stopped the tonic, then it all
began to come clear. I talked to
Rand about it, and he knew- then that
Ithis.
knew He
— and
I think
— all
knows
all that's
about why
Chinese
drugs,
does,"
he added.
was in Harwood
China for
years.
It was "He
the
stuff in the tonic and in the sleeping
medicine he gave me. The minute I
stopped it, I knew. And I told him I
Page exchanged a swift glance with
Barnes that said that Lynn was not
quite responsible for what he was
saying. Barnes nodded almost imknew!"
perceptibly, but Lynn caught the gesture and began again urgently, in infinite distress between pain and weakness and mounting fever, but with a
definiteness and clearness that she
had never heard in his speech and
manner before.
"They've left us here, Page, don't
you understand? They've gone off
and left us. They'll turn the boat
loose and let her capsize, and tell
everyone — if there's ever an investigation— that they left us here and we
were to go sailing. There never could
be
I didn't
fall suspects.
accidentally,
no proof
matterthat
what
anyone
"It was that medicine all the time
that was making me feel so queer,
Page," Lynn continued.
"You think it did really keep your
head fuzzy? Perhaps it did. But
maybe — maybe," Page said earnestly,
"Rand was really trying to help you!
I can't believe — I don't believe that
he'd do anything so horrible as drugging you. They'll send out after us,
I'm sure of it, and I'll hand them over
the
diamond,
go straight
into
the city and and
neverwe'll
think
of Mystery
House again. People don't do things
like this! They wouldn't dare! Rand
may need money — he does — he admits
it— and Flora may be queer, but they
aren't murderers. Why should he give
you dope to keep you dazed? He was
always talking of your not forgetting
your tonic, and remembering your
sleeping pills!"
DECAUSE he knew I knew, Page,"
'-' Lynn said, in the fretful tone of a
man in monotonous pain.
"About the diamond — I know. But
wasn't the simplest way to get the
diamond to get you cured? You
couldn't have stopped them starting
east, kept
diamond
and all;
youit couldn't
have
her from
giving
away if
sheThey
wanted
— they
knew him,
that."with
had to
been
guiding
many stops and changes of position,
from that bit of the path they had
reached on their slow progress toward
the beach, back to the cave.
Page looked about. There was a
little grill built in here out of the
wind; there was a can standing on it
with some grease, yellow and solid
inside it; there was another small can
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with matches. Under the grill the
ground was blackened with wood
ashes; the damp of the fog had reached
them, and they sent a faint acrid odor
into the air; the sound of water was
washing all about through the mist;
the cry of gulls came piping through
it. There were no other sounds; no
heartening human sounds. Page and
the two men might have been shut
away on a star.
"I wasn't talking of the diamond,"
Lynn said in a whisper. "Rand was
to have that. Trudy Mockbee promised it to him. "You see, they're after
my grandmother's money. It was all
planned when I got here, and then
the only thing to do was to get me out
of the way; they had to, they were in
so deep. But they found that I had
the diamond, do you see? — and Rand
wanted that. That was to be his share.
She knew she never could sell it, and
it was no good to Flora. But he was
going sold
backit there.
to ' China,
and he
have
He could
havecould
cut
it, you know, and he would have been
rich for life.
"Lynn,mond!stop
thinking
the diaWhat do
we careof about
it?
The thing is to get you to land, and
have that shoulder fixed. It's Mrs.
Prendergast's; let her have it and give
it to Flora or Rand or anyone else she
likes!"
MY

grandmother gave the diamond to me," Lynn went on.
"She was ill, you know, the day I got
here, and I was ill too, with that horrible buzzing in my head, but I didn't
know how sick I was. I'd had to get
here from Rio, and my money was
stolen. I went in to see her. She'd
quarrelled with my father; he was
her
see each
otherson.
for They
years. didn't
But when
he
knew he was dying he told me to
come to her, and bring her a letter,
and I gave her the letter, and she
cried — she was sick, and the tears kept
running down her face. And she told
me where the diamond was and how
to get it. It was in her knitting bag
— you know the red silk bag that
hangs on the back of the chair? She
said I'd find it wedged into a card of
black cotton, and I did. And then I
was horribly ill, and Rand was there,
and he told me to give it to him, but
I wouldn't, because she'd given it to
me! She made me kiss her, and she
said I was Ned's boy." Lynn was
silent for a moment, his lips trembling
with weakness and pain, before he
continued. "And she said I was to
come in and see her in the morning,
and Trudy said she would call me.
But then I was sick, and afterward
Rand was there, and Flora, and they
told me she was dead."
"Trudy was dead?"
"No; my grandmother! It was my
grandmother who died, Page," Lynn
said patiently. "Didn't I tell you that?
It^ was my grandmother who died!
It's Trudy who's pretending to be
my grandmother, don't you see? — to
get the money, and then to go away."
Page, in the beginning, had stared
at him in a complete incredulity that
gradually gave way to stupefaction.
Her face, in the foggy shadows of the
cave, was white. When Lynn stopped
speaking, and twisted his body about
to grasp his shoulder again, she moved
her tranced eyes from his face to
Barnes's and back again.
"You mean that Mrs. Prendergast
is—?"
she began. The whisper faded
into silence.
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The Headstrong Girl Who
Thought She Knew It All
She didn't care what they said. They
couldn't treat her like a child. She could
take care of herself in any company. In
fact, she could go with Gregg— wild, pampered leader of the schools' gilded youth—
to the unchaperoned party at his mountainside cabin in perfect safety. Wasn't she
seventeen, a senior in High School, head
of her class?
She'd show them!
And so, after the family was abed Jan
put on her sister's newest evening dress,
climbed furtively from her window and
down the rose trellis, ghosted out of the
back gate and down the dark street where
Gregg's car was waiting in the shadows to —
But True Story believes you would much
rather learn from Jan's own words the
bizarre story of that Spring night's strange
adventures and the jeopardy in which a
human life was placed. Her revelations
speak for themselves with a drama and intensity such as you will rarely read. Only
Jan, of all the world, could tell you so
vividly and unforgettably just what happened. Every girl should read her story.
Every mother of a headstrong girl should
make its message hers. The title, Not Her
Kind. The page, 32. The magazine, February True Story. At all news stands,
now!
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"Mrs. Prendergast was my grandmother. She's dead. I knew it all
along, but I was sick,"
"That's why they got at the grave,"
Barnes said, under his breath.
"Barnes, it's true," Page said.
"Of course it's true! This woman
and her daughter saw that the old
woman was dying, perhaps helped her
die, and believed that they could get
away with it! And I tried to work
this up into a case!" Barnes said.
"It's a case, all right! We can follow
it up as clear as a bell — once we get
offLynn
this had
rock."subsided to troubled muttering, his cheeks sunken and his eyes
unnaturally bright. Fog pressed at
the door of the cave. There was no
food, no ship, no ocean, no world in
sight.
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DAGE was stretched on the warm
' western front of the Rock, half sitting, half reclining, her eyes fixed on
the subdued afternoon glitter of the
western sea. Beneath her the eternal
sea moved majestically against the
sheer wall of the island's steep side,
split into foam and rushed on toward
the shore. Clouds moved across the
skv, fog came and went.
Fog was the tragedy; so much fog!
Fog smothered the island from dawn
until almost noon, and at three o'clock
the stealthy advances of it put out
the sun and crept over the face of the
sea, and once again the three castaways were shut into a world of mist.
They were all weak with hunger,
but there was a dreadful pallor about
Lynn's
a dreadful
that toldweakness,
Barnes and
herself languor
that he
could not long survive. The great gash
and the smashed bone on his shoulder
was infected; except for the first hour
that Barnes and Page had been on the
island he had been unconscious and
muttering in fever. They had been
prisoners here since Saturday. This
was Monday.
Sunrises and sunsets told them of
the calendar. Otherwise Page would
have thought the time much longer.
There was fresh rain water in the
hollows of the higher rocks, but there
was no food anywhere after the few
spoonfuls of old rancid bacon fat had
been divided. Barnes and Page had
talked at first of gulls' eggs, of shrimp
and crab and possibly fish, but they
had secured none of them. Rough
water was eternally bursting against
the face of the Rock. It was too deep
and too rough for either fish or crab.
Sometimes when the fog lifted a
little a steamer or two could be seen
moving up or down the coast. Barnes's
shirt had been fixed to a stick; he and
Page had waved it madly whenever
there was the faintest hope of being
seen. But for most of the time fog had
closed that getaway, and had almost

Superman

obliterated all sight of land from the
eastern side of the Rock.
For hours the man and the girl had
patrolled that side of their prison.
They had shouted, knowing even
while they shouted that no human
voice could hope to carry above the
noise of the waters and the crying of
the sea birds.
Mercifully, the full horror of their
position on the rock had not come to
Page at first. For the first few hours
she had been concerned only with
thoughts of Lynn. Lynn must be
moved to safety. Lynn must see a
doctor. After that she had been
puzzled, and then hungry. On the
first night on the Rock, she and
Barnes had refrained from talking of
food; they had disposed themselves as
best they could in the little cave, had
slept fitfully and coldly.
In the morning hope had arisen.
They would catch a fish; they would
somehow manage to exist here until
the inevitable search was set in motion. Sooner or later Barnes' mother
would wonder at his silence. Sooner
or later some one would come down
to Mystery House, perhaps to find it
empty and to wonder, perhaps to look
out at the Rock.
Meanwhile she and Barnes hoped
and planned, when the fog cleared
they might light a signal fire that
would be seen far out at sea. When
the heavy seas lessened they would
try to reach the shore with logs for
rafts.
"Not now, not while the seas are
bursting that way on the rocks — we'd
have no chance at all," he said. "But
just
soon as
they
down,
get asas much
start
as quiet
we can,
and we'll
push
toward
the shore."
Page would
look thoughtfully down
at the water when he said this.
CHE must hope and plan, and hope
^ and plan she did, even while her
head ached dully from hunger, and
every hope in her young body felt
racked and sore from the long chilled
strain of the nights. When a dull light
behind the fog announced dawn she
went down to the shore and splashed
her face with water and ran her
fingers through her roughened hair.
Two or three times a day she bathed
Lynn's hot face. She and Barnes
fished patiently with a bent sharpened unbaited bit of wire. But they
caught nothing.
Marooned on a lonely tip of rock,
surrounded by tossing waves, without food or water — how can Page,
Lynn and Barnes escape from this
horrible predicament? Did Flora and
Rand deliberately send them to thev
doom? You'll find the answers, and
the solution of the riddle of Mystery
House, in next month's Radio Mirror.

in Radio

(Continued from page 33)
failed again to kill her — but now they
knew that Captain Anderson had the
incriminating package. They would
stop at nothing to get it!
Clark waited only to hear that the
"Madison" was steaming off the Atlantic Coast on its way to Charleston.
He sped down the corridor, up the
stairs, out to the roof. The crooks had
asecond
full day's
start. Clark
There Kent
was not
to waste!
stooda
poised on the skyscraper ledge for a
split second — then up, up and away

went Superman, red cloak streaming
behind him as he cut the air like a
bullet!
Winging his way down the Coast
his keen telescopic eyes pierced the
fog and darkness ahead and searched
for the first glimpse of the freighter
But Pemberton and Dineen, in theii
powerboat, had caught up with the
"Madison" even before Superman lefi
the hospital.
Violating every law of the sea, thej
sent up red rocket distress signals
RADIO

AND

TELEVISION
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The towering bulk of the freighter
lay motionless in the black water,
waiting for the smaller boat to come
alongside. Captain Anderson ordered
the men shown to his cabin immediately. He was furious.
"Do you know you've stopped a vessel on government service — a vessel
transporting
important
The Captain
refused munitions?"
to turn over
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his sister's package to the swindlers.
Immediately, they forced him down
into the hold, tied him up and broke
open a case of explosives. They were
determined to remove every trace of
him and his ship! They crept back
on deck, leaped off and swam to their
cruiser. In a minute, there was a
flickering glow in the darkness of the
hold — a thin spiral of smoke, creeping
up the companionway and curling out
above the hatch-covers on deck. Then
— sudden alarm — shouting, confusion.
Boats went over the side, pulled frantically for safety. But Captain Anderson was trapped, unconscious. The
inevitable explosion would destroy
him and the evidence!
DUT meanwhile — high up in the
^ night sky — Superman saw a glow on
the sea. Swiftly, he headed downward.
His rapid glance searched the boats —
Captain Anderson was not there; In
a second, Superman clung to the steep,
slipperying. side
of thehearing
"Madison,"
listenHis super
picked
up
sounds inside the hull. He lifted his
fist and, effortlessly, smashed a hole
in the steel plates. Like lightning, he
reached the after-hold and broke
down the locked door. The Captain,
seeing him dimly, gasped:
"Fire— TNT aboard— get out— GET
Superman only smiled as he lifted
the Captain to his shoulder. He carried him out through the jagged hole
OUT!"
in the steamer's side, wrapped him in
a life preserver, dropped him in the
sea near the lifeboats and streaked
again for the doomed ship.
"Touch and go now — that stuff'll
explode any second. But I have to
find the safe and get those papers.
There's
the bridge
down smashed
— down — the
"
One crack
of his —hand

captain's safe. He had June Anderson's package! Not waiting for the
stairs, he crashed out through the
wall, up to the deck and off. As he
disappeared into the far horizon, the
"Madison" exploded with a shattering roar that filled the sky with
ABOUT
screaming shells and scattered flaring
embers on the face of the sea! But
SIZE OF DIME
Captain Anderson was safe. SuperNOTHING TO BUYI GIRLS! LADIES! Send Name and Adman had conquered again!
dress. Charming Watch or Big Cash Commission. Send No
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bars for life. As soon as he reached
WILSON CHEM. CO.. INC.. Dept. 65-32, Tyrone. Pa.
land, he called the Police. Mystified,
they them
listened
to Superman's
voice
tell
where
to find the deep
swindlers.
Then, one last stop, as he mailed the
package of evidence to June Anderson. Proud, he knew he had closed
another case.
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Follow Superman on his next assignment when he rescues Lois Lane,
girl star reporter, from a howling pack
of maddened convicts — in the next
instalment of this exciting series, in
the March Radio Mirror.
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more beautiful with
Princess Put Rouge
ouppose you found you were less
beautiful than you could be . . . and
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And
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(Continued -from page 17)
he rushed out after the program
down the hall, to a telephone and,
calling from California, got connected
with the Bronx.
After that phone call, Dennis settled
down to try and get accustomed to
being a new star and having money,
and having mail addressed to him,
and sent to Hollywood. He stood living in hotel rooms as long as he
could, and then, as soon as his first
option was picked up, he rented himself a house.
It's a small house, like thousands
of others out here; white stucco with
a red tiled roof, two bedrooms and
one bath, on a quiet street of other
small houses on the south slope of the
hills which frame the San Fernando
Valley. He tried a colored boy for a
while, but lately has been taking care
of the place himself. The dining room
table is piled high with mail, and the
living room has a small upright piano
CARLY in June he was put on a
with next week's song. On the wash*- CBS sustainer, Ray Block's weekly
bowl in the bathroom is a wet washVarieties. Dennis was paid $21 a
week. Not bad — six dollars better
cloth, with a shoe-shining set on the
cabinet by the tub.
than the clerk's job he'd been hoping
I
was
over a few mornings ago, and
to land, and work he enjoyed into
the bargain.
we were talking at the kitchen table
Then came that unbelievable part
over a breakfast of soft-boiled eggs,
toast and coffee which Dennis had
of his story. One night, as he was
singing, Mary Livingstone, Jack
just made.
Benny's wife, just happened to be in
New York and just happened to be in
THE doorbell rang, and Dennis usha hotel room with a radio and just
' ered in a pleasant-faced middleaged woman who had been sent up
happened to switch on the set and
hear Dennis. Somehow Mary knew,
by the agency to talk about a job as
listening to him, that he was the one
housekeeper. Dennis knew that some
business-like questions were expected
they'd all been looking for to replace
Kenny Baker who had left them for
of him, but he was out of his depth.
another program.
He looked over at me, a married man
And that is exactly what happened.
of several years' standing, with a
desperate appeal for help in his eyes.
Somehow, Dennis outsang all his
But I hardened my heart, though I
rivals and landed in Hollywood for
final auditions. Those were successhave my normal share of humaniful, then came the night of the real
tarian instincts.
broadcast, with everyone in the
They
eventually
the
studio, Jack and Mary included, in a
kitchen, and
there was reachedone of those
uncomfortable silences while Dennis
nervous glow. Time came for Dennis
to sing, he did, he was sensational,
tried to think of the business-like
the applause filled the studio, and it
thing to say. He looked around for
was all over.
inspiration, gulped, and then came
Or almost. For Dennis first had to
out with it.
hear from his Mother, and his Dad,
Pointing his finger dramatically, hv.
and his sister and brothers.
And so
said:

at Bronx Beach Pool back then you
may have done business with Dennis,
for his summer job was renting beach
umbrellas to the visitors.
Dennis went on the air for the first
time the night of April 16, 1938. A
short two years and a bit ago, which
goes to show what can happen when
you have what it takes.
With his diplomas packed away in
his trunk, Dennis became the general
office boy in the city owned radio
station WNYC picking up a lot of
radio background which comes in
mighty handy to him today. In September, that job was over and he
prepared to enter law school, only to
undergo an operation which postponed law school for what he thought
was a year, but looks now like a lifetime. To fill in the time, he looked
for a job.
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Station,
D pt. 1604,
Detroit,
Mich.
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When
Paige

Dennis Day guest-starred on Musical Americana, he introduced Raymond
to his family — The McNultys — Pop, Mom,
Sis, and
his four brothers.
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"That— that's the stove!"
His mother was out here last spring
and stayed a month. It was just after
he'd moved into his new house, and
she came out to help him get settled.
He was waiting at the station two
hours before her train came in, and
showed her everything in California.
They had a grand time one night,
over at Gail Patrick's house. (Gee,
she's beautiful, says Dennis.) Fibber
McGee and Molly were there, and so
was Bill Frawley and a lot of others.
Everybody did their act, and there
was an accordion there which Mrs.
McNulty played and Dennis did a jig.
Mrs. McNulty has a grand sense of
humor, and gets a big kick out of
hearing
Day"In push
Dennisof
around on"Mrs.
the air.
fact some

0ne- ,
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the gags which began to appear in
the script after her visit sound susfamiliarshe
to gave
Dennis,
and some
he's
pretty surepiciously
that
away
family secrets to the writers.

only 20c plus postage; 2 for 39c.
Just send this ad with any photo.
SEND NO MONEY
but pay on de^m^k^m^h
livery.
Free 6x9"
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each Oil Colored
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Dept. M-16.
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with every simulated
diamond enV
gagement ring ordered now. Smart,
«.
new, deeply
engraved,
Sweetheart T
Design, yellow gold ptate weddin
ring given as get-acquainted
gift
FREE with every Flashing Simu
lated Diamond Solitaire Engagement ring ordered at our Anniversary Sale offer of only $1.
SEND NO MONEY
with order,
just name and ring size.
10
days' age approval.
Your mail.
packcomes by return
EMPIRE
DIAMOND
CO.
Pept.290-P,Jefferson, Iowa

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE Without Calomel— And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of hile juice into

your towels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just decay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stomach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
Take as directed. Amazing in making bile flow free-

Hair
OFF

ly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10(f and 25#.

Face
Lips

Legs
Chin
ffenHv
nappy
m \f
naJ ugiy
hair . . .Arms
was unloved . . . dis-

couraged. Tried many different products . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed a
simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked. I
have helped thousands win beauty, love, happiness.
My FREE book, "How to Overcome the Superfluous
Hair Problem", explains the method and proves actual
success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
obligation. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette, P. O. Box
4040. Merchandise Mart, Dept. 101, Chicago.
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TO see Dennis now, you wouldn't
' think because
he's lonely.
He isn't,
on the
whole,
he knows
everybody
in town, and what is more important,
they know him back. But neverthefilled.less there's a big empty space to be
Dennis is a family man by nature.
That's what he's been brought up to
be. He has his house, true enough,
but
it isn't
homefound
yet. the
And right
it won't
be until
he a has
girl
to share it.
Who it will be he hasn't the faintest
idea. But he realizes that she's going
to be hard to find. She's got to be
nice, that goes without saying. More
than that, she's got to be smart, for
Dennis has ambitions. More than anything else, she's got to be understandit's a bad
is in ing,
forbecause
the home;
up business
half the Dennis
nights,
rising late, never knowing whether
he'll be home for dinner. To say
nothing of publicity pictures with
girls whose business it is to be beautiful.
But sooner or later he'll find her.
And sooner than later there'll be
about five kids around the house, because that's Dennis' idea of the way
he wants
kids,
too. to live. And they'll be nice

HOURS

OF
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FEMININE
HYGIENE
Made Possible
By Remarkable
Scientific
Development

i A remarkably advanced method in feminine
hygiene is now creating a sensation from ccastto-coast. For this amazing method is not only
dainty and safe — but gives continuous action
for hours without use of poison. And actually
kills germs at contact.
Called Zonitors — these dainty, snow-white
suppositories spread a greaseless, protective
coating. To kill germs, bacteria on contact. To
cleanse antiseptically. To deodorize — not by
temporarily masking — but by destroying odor.
Zonitors are most powerful continuous-action
suppositories. Yet entirely gentle to delicate
tissues.
Non-caustic,
contain
no poison. Don't
burn. Even
help promote
healing.
Greaseless, Zonitors are completely removable with water. Nothing to mix, no apparatus
needed. Come 12 in package individually sealed
in glass bottles. Get Zonitors at druggists. Followgiene
this amazingly
safe about.
way in feminine hywomen are raving
^JfcP("
■a|#|BBi
■ ■■■Mi

revealing
booklet, sent in plain
envelope.
Write Zonitors, Dpt.
1106-B.
370 Lexington Avenue, New York City.

REDUCE— THE

HOLLYWOOD

The price
MACFADDEN

of this new book is but $1.00
BOOK CO., R.M.-2, 205 E. 42nd

Sell NYLON

(Continued from page 16)
Ryan?" They told me out there to
come and see you. I'm Stormy Wilson,
and I've come from Scoop — Scoop
Pat was on her feet.
"He sent you — has anything hapCurtis—"

Post Paid.
St., N. Y. C.
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Girl Alone

WAY

Here it is . . . the new Sylvia of Hollywood book you
have been waiting for. Streamline Your Figure is more
than a reducing book. It is packed to the brim with pracf ical instructions illustrated by 32 full page photographs
from
life. Moreover,
you of
canyour
carryboudoir.
out Sylvia's simple
instructions
in the privacy

SILK HOSIERY

Thrilling news!
Now you can sell amazing
Nylon hosiery with famous, long wearing
Snag-Proofed Silk Chiffon Hosiery which
RESISTS snags and runs, and is tested
for DOUBLE
WEAR.
Cuts hosiery bills
\ in half. Individual lengths. Low prices.
. Exceptional
opportunity
to earn cash
\ and
by others.
taking
ordersyourfrompersonal
friends, hosiery
neighbors,

Complete Outfit Free!

Write fully today for complete
outfit
which contains sample of NYLON
HOSIERY FABRIC and actual silk stocking.
No experience
needed.
You can earn
welcome cash even in spare time. Write
fully today.
AMERICAN
SILK
HOSIERY
Dept.
U-18,
Indianapolis,

MILLS
Indiana

Stormy stepped to the desk, and
their eyes met in a long, level gaze
pened?"seemed to judge and measure
which
the other.
"I'll tell you. Scoop doesn't know I
came. But I thought his friends ought
to know. He's in a hospital in
"Hospital — Scoop!" Pat's fingers
closed —over
the edge of her desk.
Irwin "
"Just listen, it'll be quicker that
way. I'm a stunt flyer and driver. I,
and my brother, and three other kids
travel around the country doing — oh,
all kinds of things. Well, we came
across Scoop, hitch-hiking west. He
sort of joined up with us. He's a
great guy," her face softened. "He
didn't say much about himself though

Use Poslam, as thousands do, it's a concentrated
ointment that starts to work right away, no long
waiting for results. Apply Poslam Ointment tonight— wash face with pure Poslam Soap — the
price is small — the relief great! All druggists.
rDFF>
Generous sample — write name and
"address on penny post card to:
Poslam, Dept.W-2, 254 W. 54th St., N.Y. C.

POSLAM

SOAP &
OINTMENT
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PICTURE
RING

RUSH
Your Favorite

PHOTO or
SNAPSHOT

SEND

NO

MONEY— Mail Picture!

Imagine — any picture or snapshot yon send perLow Wholesale
Price Only
manently reproduced on exquisite onyx-like
rinp! Picture keeps clear and sharp for yeara
end years and withstands rubbing', washing and
near — unharmed by water, weather — will not
tarnish. Think
of joy
you'll
from wearingbeautiful
PICTURE
RING
withgetlikeness
of your
loved one reproduced as beautiful setting. MAKE
Picture Hand
MONEY: We Bhow voa how to earn money showPainted In
ing sample ring ana taking orders from friends
LilelikeCotors
—10c Extra
and neighbors who wantonelikeit. QUICK— send
photo with Btrip of paper trimmed so endB meet
around finder for size. Pay postman only 48c plus
few cents postage. Photo returned with ring unharmed. Money back
guarantee. Canadian orders please enclose 48c. ORDER NOW.

4&

PICTURE RING CO., Dept. A-31. Butler Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio

NEURITIS

Relieve
Pain In Few
Minutes

To relieve the torturing pain of Neuritis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO, the fine formula, used by thousands.
No opiates. Does the work quickly — must relieve
cruel pain to your satisfaction in a few minutes or
your
back. Don't
suffer. on
Askthisyourguarantee.
druggist
today money
for trustworthy
NURITO

^ScratcfcinfJS

For quick relief from itching of eczema, pimples, athlete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes and other externallycaused skin troubles, use world-famous, cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes irritation and quickly stops intense
itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
your druggist today for D. D. P. PRESCRIPTION.

The only Genuine Art Corners

lOO
£ASY

are made by ENGEL of Chicago!
Original Square and Round styles,
also others illustrated are still in
steady demand. New Poc-kets ^
and Transparos are especially
fine! For 100 each of three
types and samples, send 300
in stamps, coin or money order to
Engel Art Corners Mfg. Co.
Dept. 60P, i709 N. Clark St., Chicago.
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Tints Hair
%JET BLACK
This remarkable CAKE discovery. V
TINTZ Jet Black Shampoo, washes out V
dirt, loose dandruff, grease, grime and safely gives hair a real smooth JET BLACK
TINT that fairly glows with life and lustre.
Don't put up with faded dull, burnt, off color I
a minute longer. TINTZ Jet Black Cake works
gradual . . . each shampoo leaves your hair blacker, lovelier, softer,
easier to manage. No dyed look. Won't hurt permanents. Full cake
50c (3 for $1). TINTZ comes in Jet Black, light, medium and dark
Brown, Titian, and Blonde. Order today ! State shade wanted.
post
plusassurpostman
Pay our
FY I Just
MftRIb
NO ITIVll
positive
age on
wtl^l^
CPNI\ l^w
ance of satisfaction in 7 days or your money back. (We Pay Postage
If remittance comes with order.l Don't wait — Write today to
TINTZ COMPANY, Dept 837, 207 N. MICHIGAN, CHICAGO

CANADIAN

OFFICE: Dipt. 837. 22 COLLEGE

STREET. TORONTO

Try Dr. R. Schiffmann's
ASTHMADOR
the next time
an asthmatic attack leaves you
_ing forfumes
breath.aidASTHMADOR'S
omatic
in reducing the
severity of the attack— help you breathe
more easily. And it's economical, dependably uniform, produced under sanitary conditions in our modern laboratory—its quality insured through rigid
scientific control. Try ASTHMADOR
in any of three forms, powder, cigarette
or pipe mixture. At all drug stores or 'write today for a free sample to
R. SCHIFFMANN CO.. Us Angeles, Dept F-U
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he did tell me he was a reporter, had
worked in Chicago and here in Phoenix. But I guessed something was
wrong. He put on a good show, but
he wasn't happy all the same."
"But — what— what happened — "
"I'm telling you. We were all broke,
and he got a chance to ride in an
amateur race. He tried for the purse
to help us out. And he went off a
curve — and crashed. He's paralyzed,

ers; her face tender and gentle. There
was a new dignity about her. And
as Scoop looked at her, he settled himself more firmly in his chair, while
Stormy Wilson, standing beside him,
placed one hand upon his shoulder.
"It's no use, Pats," he said. "I've
made it impossible for you to sacrifice
yourself. I'll not live on your money.
Stormy and I were married an hour

Miss
Ryan."
"No!"
Pat cried; "no — no — not

The flowers
from color
Pat's
hands,
spilling dropped
their crimson
across the floor like blood. Her lips
opened, but no sound came. Her eyes
turned from Scoop to Stormy in a
wide, closed
unbelieving
stare.
hands
on the arms
of hisScoop's
chair
as if to hold himself still.
"Iago."
said," he repeated, "I married

"I felt responsible. If Scoop hadn't
Scoop."
done
this for us he wouldn't be — I
just figured if you — " she stopped
abruptly. "I know I'd want to stick
if anyone I cared about was helpless and broke. He'd spoken of you,
once or twice — not much — but I took
you
— " drive me to join him —
chance
a "Will
now
— " Pat's voice broke on a dry,
choking sob.
LONG, never ending roads stretching
■before her, clouds of dust, hot
air beating against her eyes: a nightmare of motion in which Pat vaguely
realized she was sitting beside Stormy
Wilson, while her heart and thoughts
strained to reach and find Scoop. But,
at last, she stood in his room, and
had dropped to her knees beside the
wheel
chair
in
which he sat. She
—
flung
her
arms
around him.
The CAST of
"Pats— Pats!"
Scoop
cried.
Patricia Rogers
"How did you
"Darling!" Pat
find me?"Her face
sobbed.
against
"P a this.
s!" h e
moved his shoulders as if in pain:
"get up. You are
not staying. Walk
out of this room.
I'm a cripple. I
left
you,
and

Scoop

Curtis

Then Pat sobbed, a bitter cry
escaped
her lips; her face was stark
Stormy."
in its pallor. She stepped toward him.
"Scoop, you couldn't have done this
to
— not trailed
if you off
loved
Scoop — "
her usvoice
intome.
silence.
"Miss Ryan," Stormy began, but
Scoop stopped her with a gesture.
"Let me tell her," he said. "Pats —
Pats — it's because I loved you that I
— that we did this, that Stormy was
"To help!"
Pat cried. "You never
willing
to help."
loved me, Scoop Curtis. You left
me on my wed- ding
day —And
that's
not love.
— I
followed
you
here
—
I
tried
to
marry
GIRL ALONE
BETTY WINKLER
PAT

you — " Her hands
twisted and
turned, beating

MURPHY

against
eachit'sother.
"Maybe,
best
if you think that,
Pats," Scoop answered, his face
Virginia Richman
LAURETTE FILLBRANDT
hard; "you'll get
Patit sooner."
steadied
Alice Ames
JOAN WINTERS
over
herself with one
(Illustrations posed by members of the cast)
hand on the back
^——_ ■ ~ ~~ ^^^^~
"I've finished
of a chair.
Stormy

Wilson

JUNE

TRAVIS

l."I
"But,fina
Scoop,
that's
want
care inofhisyou.
I have
His to
eyestake
blazed
white
face.— "
"Don't say you've enough money
to take care of me, don't say it, Pats."
She struggled to her feet, and
looked at him, one hand at her quivering lips.
"I love you. You love me. Nothing
else
"A matters."
lot of things matter," he answered through set lips, "a hell of a
lot"You're
of things."
wrong. Oh, Scoop, I've been
so lonely, so unhappy. I'm never going to leave you again. I'll go now
because I'm going to find a minister.
We'll be married right here — today."
She placed her hand on his.
"You make it hard for me, PitterPat. If you think I'll let you sacrifice
Pat's lips on his stopped his words.
Then she moved
toward the door.
— "
yourself
"Wait, wait," Scoop's voice rang
with to
a desperate
urgency.
me
time
think. Come
back at"Give
five this
afternoon. Do this for me, Pats."
The quick color stained Pat's face.
"Yes," said Pat thoughtfully, "I was
stupid before. I'll be wise and patient
this time — and always."
Scoop's eyes followed her with
stark longing as she closed the door
behind her.
At five Pat stood in the entrance
of Scoop's room, her arms full of flow-

with
dream
s. I'm
through with ideals
going
to
. I'm
Chicago — I'll use my money — I'll
never
go witho
a thing
I want.
I'll
ut and
take what
I can,
others
can pay.
Watch the papers, Scoop. You'll read
things there — things about Patricia
Rogers, one of the richest girls in
America — and what she's doing.
You've taught me one thing. Love
"Doesn't
it? You're wrong, Pats,
doesn'
t exist."
you're
wrong."
hear his low voice.But she could not
SHE
putfeel
her thehand
her rising,
lips; she
could
hot to
tears
the
sobs choking in her throat. She must
not let Scoop, she must not let
Stormy, see those tears or hear those
sobs. She turned quickly, and passed
through the door into the bleak loneliness of the hospital hall. She did
not
see
pity in watching
Stormy's Scoop,
eyes,
standing the
motionless,
as he listened with straining ears to
her footsteps growing fainter and
fainter, fading in the distance.
Has Scoop's impulsive gesture oj
self-sacrifice only succeeded in ruinown scenes
life and
Patricia's and
as
well?ing his
New
of emotion
drama are in store for you in the
coming chapters of this romantic
novel — so reserve your March issue
at your newsdealer's
now!
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{Continued from page 48)

FEIA1NINE
HYGIENE
with a million
users in 50 years
A truly wonderful method of feminine hygiene.
Pleasant . . . soothing . . . deodorizing . . . convenient and easy to use.
Complete in itself . . . ready to apply. Just
a dainty Boro-Pheno-Form, medicated suppository, preferred and used by thousands of women
every year. A million users in 50 years.
Ask for Boro-Pheno-Form at any drug store.
It comes neatly packed in boxes of 12. Get
acquainted now with this popular, convenient
way of feminine hygiene.
FREE! Interesting booklet about
Feminine Hygiene. Write today.

Dr. Pierre's BORO-PHENO-FORM
DR.
ASK

PIERRE
CHEMICAL
CO., DEPT.
B-12
162 N. Franklin St., Chicago, III.
ANY
DRUGGIST
ANYWHERE

GUARANTEED

JEWELRY

Solid sterling silver Birtbstone
Ring; or lovely 13 set sparkling
Dinner Ring; or All-Occasion Ring with simulated Ruby and
8 brilliant marcasites; your choice, FOR selling 4 boxes of
Rosebud Salve at 25c each. Order 4 salve. Send No Money.
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, BOX 17, W0O0SB0RO. MARYLAND.

C/tRN I SHOW
FREE
MONEY ! FABRICS

SAMPLES

fivmiviiii

\ New Kind
Stainproof! Waterproof! Women buy
on sight ! Many gorgeous patterns !
Looks like fine linen — wears better!
No washing or ironing. Wipe clean
with damp cloth! Amazing low prices
— low as $1.00. Also complete bigprofit line dresses, shirts, hose, lingerie.

ACTUAL

SAMPLES

FREE! I^VsIm-

PLES table cloth fabrics. Complete dress line included FREE.
B. J. MELVILLE CO.. Dept. 1784, Cincinnati, Ohio

s

jnys-Catarrh-Head Colds
TRY THIS TO CLEAN THE NASAL CONGESTION

Flood the nasal passage with SIN AS IPTEC.
Different, it loosens and flushes out the thick, sticky,
mucous secretion that often blocks drainage and
causes headache pressure. Promotes easy breathing
as it cools and soothes hot, irritated, swollen nasal tissue. Moneydruggist
back if for
firstSINASIPTEC
bottle doesn't convince
you.
Ask your
today sure.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY 25c MAILOFFER
Send only 25c coin with your name, address for demonstration size of the regularly $1 SINASIPTEC plus a 25c value
nasal applicator free of all extra charges. Write direct to
American Drug Corp., Dept. B-3. 6060 Maple, St. Louis, Mo.

Nervous, Weak
AnklesSwollen
Excess acids, poisons and wastes in your blood are removed chiefly by your kidneys. Getting Up Nights.
Burning Passages. Backache, Swollen Ankles. Nervousness, Rheumatic Pains, Dizziness, Circles Under Eyes,
and feeling worn out, often are caused by non-organic
and non-systemic Kidney and Bladder troubles. Usually
in such cases, the very first dose of Cystex goes right
to work helping the Kidneys flush out excess acids and
wastes. And this cleansing, purifying Kidney action,
in just a day or so, may easily make you feel younger,
stronger and better than in years. A printed guarantee
wrapped around each package of Cystex insures an immediate refund of the full cost unless you are completely satisfied. You have everything to gain and
nothing to lose under this positive money back guarantee so get Cystex from your druggist today for only 35c.
FEBRUARY,

1941

was the result, and it was a big success from the start. Now Tom's program has the support of the newly
enlarged Utah State Symphony Orchestra and its conductor, Hans
Heniot.
Tom isn't married, but he soon will
be, to a charming Salt Lake brunette.
They've already announced their engagement.
* *
*
Margaret MacDonald's job of playing the title role in the Kate Hopkins, Angel of Mercy serial keeps her
in New York, but all her spare time is
spent in building a home in Hollyr
wood. It's easier than it sounds. Margaret checks blueprints in New York
and corresponds with her father in
Hollywood, and he executes all her
instructions and reports back, in detail, on building developments.
* *
*
It would be silly for a nurse not to keep

There's a new actress in radio, and
if heredity means anything she's
going places. Her name is Pat Crusinberry, and she's the seventeenyear-old daughter of Jane Crusinberry, author of The Story of Mary
Marlin. Appropriately, Pat made her
in her mother's
radio debut
big-time playing
the role of Priscilla
drama,
Babcock.
* *
*
LOS ANGELES— After originating
Help Thy Neighbor, which in three
and a half years has found jobs for
25,000 people, Hal Styles is on the air
with a new program, called Hearts
Re-Paired. The new one is designed
to give either partner of a warring
married couple an opportunity to
voice his or her grievances over the
air before any action is taken for
divorce. Hal believes that people
who do this are automatically less
likely to take the ultimate, tragic
step of appealing to the courts.
Hal invites unhappily married
people to write him a letter, and then
chooses the ones who wrote the most
interesting and universally appealing
letters to appear on Stage 3 of station
KFWB for the broadcast. On the air,
he listens to each story and then
sums up his advice in the form of a
recommendation. A jury of twelve
"neighbors," picked by lot before the
broadcast, occupy a box in the corner
of the stage and are called on to affirm or deny Hal's recommendations.
marNo one who isn't, or hasn't been,
ried can serve as a juror. In addiaudition, members of the listening
ence telephone in their opinions of
each case under discussion. In this
way, impartial, friendly opinion tells
each unhappy appellant who is at
fault, the appellant or the marriage
partner.
Hal believes that divorce is America's greatest social problem, and this
program is his method of combating
it. He reasons that if men and
women have an opportunity to air
their grievances in public before
applying for divorce, the mere act of
"blowing off steam" may solve a
problem the law can't; and also that
audience hear varithe radio
letting
ous marital
problems will create a
more understanding and helpful attitude toward the divorce evil.

up with modern ideas. I've used internal sanitary protection even though it
cost me a lot more. But when I learned
that Modess had brought out Meds —
a new and improved tampon at only
20^ a box of ten — I decided to try them.
And am I glad I did! Meds are the best
tampons I've ever used. And they're
the only tampons in individual applicators that are so reasonable.

MM MM Mm Just to get acquainted with
new customers, we will beautifully enlarge
one snapshot print or negative, photo or picture to 8x10 inches — FREE — if you enclose
this ad with 10c for handling and return
mailing. Information on hand tinting in
natural colors sent immediately. Your original returned with your free enlargement.
Send it today.
Geppert Studios, Dept. 146, Des Moines, Iowa
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Be a RADIO Technician
Learn at Home — Make

Good

Money

Get facts about job opportunities in Radio and those coming in Television. Read how you prepare at home in spare
time. Hundreds I trained have good Radio jobs or their
own Radio businesses. Many make $30, $40, $50 a week.
Many make $5 to $10 a week extra fixing radios in spare
time whiie learning. Find out what Radio offers you.
Mail coupon. Get 64-page book "Rich Rewards in Radio."
■ MR. J. E. SMITH, President. Dept. 1BT
I National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C
yourplain
book FREE.ly.)
(No salesman
■| Mail
Please mewrite
AGE.will call. I

I

NAME
...,
ADDRESS

| CITY

STATE.
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Take

your bath

leisurely

and add to your beauty —
says Marjorie Anderson,
heroine of The Shadow,
heard Sundays on

THERE are all sorts of practical
reasons for the daily bath — health,
personal daintiness, skin stimulus,
and so on. But for beauty and for
luxury a goodly proportion of our
baths should be affairs of leisure, devoted to the enjoyment of the ever
increasing list of special bath aids.
Marjorie Anderson thinks so. She
and I had quite a chat about bubble
baths, foam baths, bath salts and
whatnot. I came away convinced that
here is a girl who knows how to make
a fine art of life.
As everyone knows, Marjorie Anderson is Margot Lane, the heroine of
The Shadow, that fascinating mystery
story heard over Mutual at 5:30 E.S.T.
Sundays.
Although Marjorie has the threefold beauty of exquisitely modeled
features, golden blonde coloring and
faultless grooming, that is not the important thing. One remembers rather
what a grand person she is, her keen
intelligence, and how she twinkles
when she smiles.
Hers has been a varied career.
Born in Spokane, Washington, she
was educated in New York. She specialized in dramatics at Miss Finch's
school in New York City, which has
a complete theatre, but in spite of her
success there, she turned from theatrical work to charity. She managed
a day nursery in Hell's Kitchen, and
later worked in the children's ward
of the Tonsil Hospital. Still she
seemed to have no idea what she was
intended to do. She traveled all over
Europe, and then decided to go into
business. She got as far as managing
a dress shop, and then went into stock
with Chamberlain Brown. Some discerning friend persuaded her to apply
for a radio audition.
That was in
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1932, and she's been on the air since.
It is pleasant to know that somewhere in this scrambled career Marjorie Anderson achieved a happy marriage. She has a two-year-old daughter, whom she has already entered for
the class of 1960 at Bryn Mawr.
Bathing has become an art — and
there is no art more indispensible to
beauty. First, choose your soap carefully, one with no free alkali (the
tongue tip test settles that) and suited
to your skin. A good water softener
and a bath brush, plenty of face
cloths, towels for a brisk rub down;
that used to be enough. But nowadays we need the relaxation of the
luxury bath, the fragrant, soothing
tub in which we love to linger. Our
minds — and our faces — seem to
smooth out as we lazily splash and
stretch in the warm, scented tub. Marjorie says if she must choose between
a luxury bath and a nap to refresh
her, she'll take the bath every time.
Bubble baths are among the latest.
The running water whips the bath
into a mass of fragrant bubbles. The
water is softened. You hardly want
to get out but when you do your skin
feels like velvet. Then there are foam
baths made from sea moss. Both
kinds come in the most fascinating
assortment of odeurs. You will want
to try all of them. But remember the
men of the family like bath luxuries
too, and pine is usually their favorite;
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Mutual.

so add that to your assortment.
Don't forget the refined starch for
the bath. It is marvelously soothing
to the skin. And there is a powder
which you shake into the water —
just a dash — for a lovely fragrance.
Bath salts, too, are excellent to soften
and perfume the tub.
Wind up with a brisk toweling and
an alcohol rubdown for skin toning,
and a liberal patting with a fragrant
dusting powder. There you are, a
new woman! You feel serene, relaxed, beautiful from top to toe.
FRAGRANT

TRICKS

AFTER all the delightful fragrances
lof the modern beauty bath one is
inspired to follow up with a skillful
use of perfumes and toilet water.
Toilet water is just like perfume, only
lighter, more informal. Spray a little on your undies with a fine atomizer. Use it on the handkerchief, on
the part of your hair, and so on. Perfume must be applied more carefully.
A touch on the wrists, behind the
ears, on
lip. tucked
A littleinside
perfume on the
a bitupper
of cotton
your hat band. Almost anywhere
else you think of.
Many women have the ensemble
idea and try to apply it to their fragrances. The answer is, don't! It is
a simple psychological fact that we
get usedaware oftoit.any
and friends.
become unSo odor
do your
By
using a variety in bath fragrances,
in sachets, in perfumes and so on, we
develop a more acute appreciation of
them all.
Another little trick for subtle
fragrance is to burn a cone of incense
in an incense burner on the floor of
your closet. It gives a faintly oriental
scent to your outer garments.
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LOVELY LASHES
IN 60 SECONDS

*

"ROMANCE"
Here's how to make your eyes flash
with appeal.
1. Curl your eye lashes upward with
KURLASH — clever eye lash curler.
2. Requires no heat or practice.
3. Upcurled
lashes
shine in, making

let more
your eyes

light
ap-

\
pear larger and more sparkling.
\\ %d> 4. Note, too, lashes appear darker,
rj
longer, more luxuriant . . $1.00
IMPORTANT:

Listen to Betty Lou Gerson
in The Story of Mary Marlin,
the popular serial, at 10:30
A.M., E.S.T., on the NBC-Blue.

Get

Only Complete
THE

KURLASH

Rochester, New York

FEBRUARY,

1941

items about Miss Gerson. She is 26,
five feet six inches tall, weighs 106
pounds and has dark brown eyes and
black hair. All of which adds up to
a very charming person.
Miss

Rose

Ann

Pantalone,

Ansonia,

Conn: The cast of "Amanda of Honeymoon Hill" is as follows:
Charity Amanda Dyke
Joy Hathaway
Joseph Dyke
John
MacBryde
Edward Leighton. . . Boyd Crawford
Colonel Leighton
John Connery
Sylvia
Helen
Shields
Susan
Irene Hubbard
Aunt Maizie
Florence Edney
Charlie Harris
Roger DeKoven
Jim Tolliver
Jackie Kelk
Job
Juan
Hernandez
Roger
John James
Catherine

Noughton,

Chicago,

with JSpJ

KURLASH
The

too
girls would be only
MOST
happy to lead a life of leisure
and just settle down to a round
of social functions. But not Betty
Lou Gerson, attractive star of the
Story of Mary Marlin, heard daily at
10-30 A.M. E.S.T., over NBC-Blue.
She wanted to be an actress, not
"just a society girl."Betty Lou became
While at school
interested in dramatics, taking an
active part in the class plays. Her
studies over, she returned home to
Birmingham, Alabama, and decided
to join the Little Theater movement
there. Later she left for Chicago
where she joined the Goodman
Theater.
A friend who had written a radio
drama to be broadcast over a Chicago
station asked Betty if she would like
to play the leading part. She accepted and, not without fear, faced
the microphone for the first time in
her life. But her interpretation of
the role was excellent and her success led her to apply for an audition
at the NBC studios.
That ended her career as a teacher.
Soon she was playing small parts in
dramatic broadcasts. From then on
her rise was rapid. In a few months
she was leading lady opposite Don
Ameche in his radio broadcasts. When
the show was transferred to the West
Coast Betty went along. There she decided the glamour boys of the movies
were all right in Hollywood, but Radio Director Joe Ainley more closely
resembled her ideal. Soon after the
program was transferred to Chicago,
she and Ainley were married.
And now here are some personal

acquainted

KURLENE,
the appear
oily basedarker,
cream more
that '
makes lashes
luxuriant!
Used
with
KURLASH,
KURLENE
makes
your
lash-curl
last longer, too
50c

Bye-Beauty

COMPANY,

Line

INC.

• New York City * Toronto, Canada

Send 10c in coin or stamps to Jane Heath, Dept. 2F,
Kurlash Co., Inc., Rochester N. Y. for trial tube of
Kurlene. Receive free chart analysis of your eyes.

—

'

I

AddressCity.
State
Color :

•

I

Eyes-

MAKE MONEY COLORING PHOTOS
Fascinating new occupation quickly
Easyby average manor woman. Work
learned
full or spare time. Easy to understand method brings out while
natural,learning.
life-like colors.
Many ea
No canvassing.

to
Learn

Free Book tells how to make good
money doing this delightful home C
work uals
forand atudioa,
individfriends. stores,
Send today
for
your copy. No obligation.
NATIONAL ART SCHOOL

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 1382, Chicago, U.S.A..

SITROUX

HI:

Rosemary
Garbell
in
The
Story of
Mary plays
Marlin."Tootie"
With the
exception of the principal characters,
the cast of "I Love a Mystery"
changes with each broadcast, so we
have no record of who played
"Patricia."

FAN CLUB SECTION
A Pat Friday fan club has just been
formed.
Those interested are invited
to write to Isabel Lee, President, 958
Silvercrest Avenue, Akron, Ohio.
Dorothy Dalton, General Delivery,
Winneconne, Wisconsin has just
formed
the official
"Curley"
Fan Club.
For allJoethose
who Bradley
listen
regularly to "Club Matinee" and the
"Ranch Boys" this should be news.

-»•

CLEANSING TISSUES
Softer!
(or tissuesSay
that"Sit-True"
are as soft
as a kiss on the cheek.

Stronger! As strong as a
man's fond embrace.
Sitroux is made only
from pure cellulose.

more absorbent!
They drink
in moisture.
Ideal
for beauty
care. k|*
Useful everywhere.

; :•:>
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The Woman

He Adores

(Continued from page
of an experience he can never have
except through me. Alec, on the other
hand, will give to the world a music
that I could never give it. We're like
a team, each with our parts to play."
"The first time I heard Alec play
over the radio," Julie said, "I knew
that somehow, somewhere, some way,
our paths would cross. It was an odd
feeling, a feeling utterly without
reason. You can put it down to
woman's intuition . or whatever you
want. It's entirely unexplainable."
That was four years ago. Julie, then
a concert singer, was living in her
native Kansas City and Alec was
broadcasting from Chicago. The meeting didn't occur until two years later
and then Julie was completely surprised when she stood, at last, face
to face with Alec.
CHE was in Los Angeles for a con^ cert and a vacation, and one day
Mrs. Modini Wood, the mother of
Mrs. Richard Bonelli and a close
friend of Julie's, invited her to a
party. That was the summer that
Alec was appearing on a radio program with Bonelli. The evening was
probably half over when Bonelli introduced Alec and Julie. The talk
turned, quite naturally, to music.
They talked of Bach and Beethoven
and Alec told her about a recent trip
to Germany when he had played
upon the same spinet that Beethoven
had used as a child. She had liked
the boyish enthusiasm of his description of that notable event and then,
suddenly, he was talking of a number
that Hoagy Carmichael had just published.
Almost before they knew it, they
had made the unbelievable and almost ridiculous jump from Beethoven
to boogie woogie. Also, almost before
they knew it, the evening had gone
and the guests were departing. The
next day, Alec called Julie at her
hotel and they took up their discussion of boogie woogie from where
they had left off the night before with
the more tangible result that, that
same night, he took her off to a small
cabaret in downtown Los Angeles
where they could hear some real
boogie woogie at first hand. For the
first time, Alec had found a companion who could enjoy music — real
music, he calls it — whether it is made
in Carnegie Hall by a hundred-piece
symphony orchestra or by a bass
fiddle, a drum and a hot trumpet in
some little-known dive where the
music has to be good or else. During
the next two years, Alec and Julie
could be found, often, in the Hollywood night clubs and at the more
serious music-fests held in the Hollywood Bowl or the Hollywood Grove,
for which Alec is doing the music
this year.
It was about this time, too, that the
Mookels, of Yipsey Ditch, made their
appearance on the scene. The
Mookels were born to the Templetons
during the early months of their
courtship. Alec, like many a great
creative genius, was perfectly willing
to forego all physical exercise despite
the fact that he needed exercise to
keep him in shape for his strenuous
broadcasting and concert season.
When Julie would try to get him out
for a walk, he was ready to go home
at the end of fifteen minutes.
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That's when Julie thought of the
Mookels. She knew that Alec, whose
whole life is governed and timed by
radio, was a great lover of the daytime serial programs, so she thought
up a serial of their own involving
a family, the Mookels, who lived in
Yipsey Ditch. Everything that ever
happened to a family and to a town
in a radio serial happened double to
the Mookels and to Yipsey Ditch.
Alec played all the male characters,
Julie the female characters. They
acted out their running serial story
on their walks about Hollywood.
Then, suddenly, Alec was spending
an hour, two hours, walking. Before
he knew it, he was hating to come
home because so many interesting
things happened to the Mookels and
he hated to leave them hanging out
on a limb until next day.
To understand the Templeton's and

At the anniversary luncheon celebrating Norman Brokenshire's 18th year
in radio, Graham McNamee (right)
presented
him
with a bronze
bust.

how

their romance grew and blossomed into the happy marriage it has,
one must understand the Mookels.
Their appreciation of music — which
brought them together and welded
them into a happy, single entity — is
supplemented by a joint, quick humor
and understanding which is evidenced
nowhere as strongly as in this running adventure of a very ordinary
family which undergoes the most extraordinary happenings. The conversations of the Mookels is wholly extemporaneous, witty and sometimes
fairly bubbling with a sparkling wit.
At other times, it may be dull and
stodgy, but still it's all right because
it's their own conversation and the
Mookels love to listen to each other
and share their ideas and thoughts
and experiences.
But there is a deeper significance
that the Mookels hold for the Templetons. The very origin of the Mookels
— to induce Alec to take his muchneeded
exercise — is a better insight

into the character of Julie Templeton
than any other.
It isa awarmhearted
clever ' and
enthralling
medium
and loving wife has devised to circumvent her husband's habit of not
taking care of himself. It is one of
the ways in which Julie is caring for
Alec . . . and somehow, a very typical
Alec Templeton stunt, entirely in
character.
I asked Julie if she intended to go
on with her music now that she was
married.
"In a way, yes. I'll
sing
around the house and always
for friends.
And I hope to be able to help Alec
with his composition after we're settled a bit. You know, writing down
notes for him and that sort of thing.
As far as the concert stage is concerned, the answer is no. I'm going
to And
spendlook
my after
time Alec,
looking
she after
does. Alec."
They
live in a seven-room apartment in a
downtown apartment hotel in Chicago,
Alec's and
broadcasts
originate. Hiswhere
parents
his secretary,
Bob North, live with them, but more
and more, Julie is taking over many
of the little tasks they used to perform
for Alec, and Alec, in his turn, is
coming to depend more and more
upon Julie for the performance of
those little things he is unable to do
for himself.
For example, as an insight into how
Julie cares for him, Alec likes to rise
early regardless of whether he got to
bed at ten o'clock the night before
or two o'clock the same morning. His
only ways of telling time are by a
clock which chimes, or by radio. Quite
often Julie manages to silence the
chime of the clock with a handkerchief if Alec has been up late the
night before and she feels that he
needs rest.
WHEN
Alec and Julie decided to
get married last August, it is interesting to note that they were wed
in a beautiful garden ceremony at the
Hollywood home of Mrs. Modini
Wood, where they first met, almost
two years before to the month. Richard Bonelli gave away the bride and
Mrs. Bonelli acted as matron of honor.
Alec was attended by his father.
Among the seventy odd guests were
some of radio's great musicians as
well as some yet-unknown exponents
of swing from cabarets where the
couple had gone to hear boogie
woogie during their two-year courtship. Stars of the screen were also
among the guests.
When the ceremony was over, the
Templetons boarded a plane for Chicago where the pianist-composer was
booked to play a radio engagement
the following Saturday and prepare
his own fall program series. The
newspapers commented that the Templetons hadn't time for a honeymoon.
The newspapers were wrong. Visit
the Templetons in their home or walk
with them along the beach of Lake
Michigan or study their faces as they
sit, enthralled by the hot music of
the
Hotel
Sherman's
Panther
where
radio
celebrities
play Room,
when
their work is done, or at a Negro revival meeting in some ramshackle
church in Chicago's Harlem, and
you'll begin to understand that for
both Alec and Julie, the honeymoon
will never be over.
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ity^uARiE's first portrait from real life reflects the shy, sweet reticence of the most
demure of the Dionne Quintuplets. -This .
charming character study is third in Karo's
series, "The Quints as Individuals",
painted by Willy Pogany, famous American artist. Yvonne was first, then came
Annette. Now you see Marie. Watch for
Emilie and Ceeile. They're enchanting!
Marie isn't talkative, but she is a flattering listener. She takes a thoughtful,
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serious interest in all that is said, repeats

King Features Syndicate

conversations precisely. Her memory is
remarkable. Marie's school marks equal

EVERY

DAY,

women

wonderful! That new Karo Waffle Syrup
has a flavor all its own. It makes pancakes
and French toast exciting eating!

are finding de-

lightful new ways for using America's
Table Syrup of Quality in cooking. Try
some of them, see how Karo adds new
flavor to familiar foods.

Every Karo treat is nutritious and energizing. For Karo is rich in maltose, dextrins

Karo gives special zest to baked ham,
I sweet potatoes, apples, bananas. Just try it

and Dextrose food -energy sugar. Serve
your children all the Karo they wanton bread, cereals, in fruit juices, as dessert
sauces. Two teaspoons of Karo in a glass of

j in cakes, pies, puddings! It makes glorious,
easy-to-cut icings, smooth frozen desserts.
A new party dish: Top piping hot waffles
! with scoops of vanilla ice cream, and cover

milk — that's the way to sweeten milk deliciously and increase its energy value. All

j with lots of Ivot Karo Waffle Syrup. It's

grocers sell Karo.

her sisters', but her deportment record
often heads the honor list. She is fond of
animals, but prefers them yellow in color.
Tiniest of the Quints at birth, Marie
has caught up to Yvonne, the biggest
Quint at birth, in height and weight. The
carefully supervised diet of Marie and the
other Quints is in a large measure responsible for their amazing good health and
vibrant energy.
OR. ALLAN
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/ like Karo
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~^Karo on your
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cereal? It's

Its maltose and dextrose are ideal carbohydrates for growing
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"Apple sauce
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LlJCKIES pay the price to get the better tobaccos ... tobaccos
that are worth the money because they're milder.
Independent tobacco experts like Connor Aycock will tell
you that in buying tobacco, as in buying most things — you get
what you pay for.
Before the auctions open, Lucky Strike analyzes tobacco samples— finds out just where and how much of this finer, naturally
milder leaf is going up for sale — then pays the price to get it.
That's worth remembering, especially if you're smoking more
today. For the more you smoke, the more you want such a
genuinely mild cigarette.
Among independent tobacco experts — auctioneers, buyers
and warehousemen — Luckies are the 2 to 1 favorite. Next time,
ask for Lucky Strike.

With men who know tobacco best- It's Luckies 2 to 1
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LOGAN
as
FAIRCHILD

in "Stepmother
See page 24

10 MAN WANTED
ME -Yet I Found Romance!
The Vivid Radio Drama of a Lonely Girl

™SMOX&,
ANOTHER

EXTRA
FLAVOR
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COOLNESS
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MILDNESS
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BIG ADVANTAGE

FOR YOU

IN CAMELS —

the smoke of slower-burning Camels contains

LESS NICOTINE
rtz
:«

than the average of the 4 other of the largest-selling *A
cigarettes tested — less than any of them — according
s»
«** itself
to independent
scientific tests of the smoke

all is said and done,
WHEN
the thing in smoking is the
smoke !
Your taste tells you that the smoke
of slower- burning Camels gives
you extra mildness, extra coolness,
extra flavor.

%

Now Science tells you another important— and welcome — fa.ct about
Camel's slower burning.
Less nicotine — in the smoke! 28%
less nicotine than the average of
the other brands tested — in the

^m!**** M

smoke! Less than any of them — in
the smoke! And it's the smoke that
reaches you.

i2>£

By burning 25%
slower

Try Camels . . . the slower-burning
cigarette.-. .the cigarette with more
mildness, more coolness, more flavor, and less nicotine in the smoke !
And more smoking, too — as explained beneath package at right.

than the average of the 4
other of the largest-selling
brands tested— slower than
any of them — Camels also
give you a smoking plus
equal, on the average, to

"SMOKING OUT" THE FACTS about nicotine. Experts, chemists analyze the smoke of 5 of the largest-selling brands . . .
find that the smoke of slower-burning Camels contains less
nicotine than any of the other brands tested.

PER PACK!
£> EXTRA SMOKES

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem. North Carolina
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Help keep your smile sparkling
with Ipana and Massage
DO

YOU have to be a great beauty to
find happiness— to win a husband— to
be admired by your friends?
No! Decidedly no! Charm counts as
much as great beauty. And even the plainest girl with a sparkling smile can give
cards and spades to a beauty whose smile
is shadowed.

"A LOVELY SMILE IS YOUR MOST
IMPORTANT BEAUTY ASSET!"
say well-known beauty editors of
23 out of 24 leading magazines
In a recent poll made among the beauty
editors of 24 leading magazines all but one
of these beauty experts agreed that a lovely
smile is a woman's most precious asset. They
went on to say that "Even a plain girl has
charm and personality if she keeps her
smile bright, attractive and sparkling."
MAHCH,

1941

Your smile is you! It's a priceless asset!
And you should keep it right. Remember—your gums as well as your teeth need
daily care— for bright, sparkling smiles
depend upon healthy gums.
Keep your smile at its sparkling best . . .
guard against "pink tooth brush". . . with
the help of the modern dental health

routine of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.
If you see "pink" on your tooth brush—
see your dentist. You may or may not be in
for trouble. He may tell you your gums are
weak
because
soft
foods and
have sensitive
robbed them
of today's
work. Like
thousands of dentists today, he may suggest "the healthful stimulation of Ipana
Tooth Paste and massage."
Get Ipana Today I
For Ipana not only cleans teeth thoroughly
but, with massage, it is specially designed
to aid the gums to healthier firmness.
So get Ipana today. Each time you brush
your teeth, massage a little extra Ipana
onto your gums. Help keep your gtyns
firmer, your teeth brighter and your smile
the charming beauty asset it should be.

IPANA TOOTH PASTE
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No Man Wanted Me—
Mr. Keen, tracer of lost persons, helps a lonely schoolteacher

10

A Love to Be Envied

13

Adele Whitely Fletcher

Gabriel Heatter's great love story
I Owe You My Life
The gripping story of a girl singer who wanted to end her life
Girl Alone
In fiction form — the vivid drama of a well-loved radio serial
Heaven on Earth
Another preview of a hit

Kenny Baker and Al Goodman

18
22

Stepmother
A first wife returns from the past like a ghost

24

Marriage or Else
Jack Sher
The intimate marriage story of Our Gal Sunday
Passion Blinded Me
The confession of a beautiful girl who made a daring choice

28

Mystery House
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A promise of happiness comes to Page and Lynn

Norris
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Kate Smith
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** THYNMOLD
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Radio Mirror's cooking editor offers some really new recipes
Superman in Radio

30

41

for 10 DAYS at our expense!
■VTy^vT T can have that suave, smooth,
* ^-' *-* flowing figure . . . that slimmer
silhouette ! Stand before a mirror in an
ordinary foundation . . . then notice the
uncontrolled waist and hips. Now slip
into your thynmold and see for yourself
how the ugly bumps and bulging waist
and hips are instantly slimmed out.
Not only will your figure appear more slender, but you'll actually be able to wear smaller
size dresses . . . even in the exacting new styles !
After wearing a Thynmold for 10 days, make
the Mirror Test again ... if it doesn't do everything you expect... it will cost you nothing!
MADE OF FAMOUS PERFOLASTIC RUBBER
Thynmold is made of pure Para rubber, interlined and perforated for comfort. The unique
combination of Girdle and separate Brassiere
gives support and freedom impossible in the
usual one-piece foundations. Laced back
permits adjustment for change in size.
We wantyou to be thrilled with
your
new Thynmold!
That'sto why
we make
it easy for you
test
Thynmold for 10 days at our expense! SEND NO MONEY- but
write today for complete information telling how you can get your
Thynmold for only $1 down.
Send Today for Your
^ FREE
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DIRECT PRODUCTS CO., INC.
Dept. 183.
358 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Send illustrated folder, sample of perforated material and details of Trial Offer and $1.00 down plan.
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What do You
want to

If she can't take a tip —
she'll surely lose her job

First Prize . . .
AND

STILL ANOTHER

QUIZ!

We have had all kinds of amusing
and constructive contests over the
air — spelling, history, quizzes of numerous kinds — but why not one featuring good manners and deportment?
In my social work among the
underprivileged, who in most cases
live in communities with few library
facilities, I've noted these families
usually have a tiny, cheap radio, plus
an avid desire to learn for themselves
and their children, those niceties of
human conduct that make for a more
harmonious and cheerful living. In
many cases if these people knew what
to do in seeking work, they could
secure the employment that means
so much to them; and in knowing
what not to do, they would keep the
employment — employment that may
mean the difference between security
and insecurity.
Ruth J.. Butner,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Second Prize . . .
A SURE CURE

I have found a cure for missing
programs due to forgetfulness of the
hour.
Each morning I check over the list
of programs for that day. When I
decide which programs I wish to hear,
I set the alarm clock for the first
program of the day and reset the
alarm after I hear each program.
This way I never miss a program
which I am truly anxious to hear.
This is especially helpful for contesters who wish to hear the rules and
announcements of prize contests.
Miss Mary Sale,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
(Continued on page 84)

YOUR

LETTERS OF OPINION

Why risk offending? Use Mum every day.
Be sure underarms are always fresh!
NANCY
believe
Yet
there, couldn't
plain as day,
was her
the eyes!
note that
told what her fellow workers thought.
Carelessness of this sort . . . the merest
hint of underarm odor. . . can pull you
down so quickly! That's why smart girls
make a daily habit of Mum.
For Mum makes your daintiness sure.
Just smooth it on and you're safe from
underarm odor for a full day or evening.
Never forget Mum for a single day, for
even daily baths can't prevent risk of offending. Underarms always need Mum's
sure protection.

More women use Mum than any other
deodorant because:
MUM IS SPEEDY! Thirty seconds is all it
takes to apply a touch of Mum.
MUM IS SURE! Without attempting to
stop armperspiration,
Mum prevents underodor all day long.
MUM IS SAFE! Can't irritate your skin...
can't harm clothes. Mum has the seal of
approval of the American Institute of
Laundering. Get a jar of Mum at your
druggist's today. Use it every day... be
sure you're always sweet

WIN

PRIZES
First Prize
$10.00
Second Prize
$ 5.00
Five Prizes of
$1.00
Address your letter to the Editor,
RADIO MIRROR, 122 East 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y., and mail it
not later than February 25, 1941. All
submissions become the property of
this magazine.
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For Sanitary Napkins

More and more women who
want no worries about daintiness are using Mum for
this important purpose. And
Mum is so gentle, so safe.

TAKES THE ODOR

OUT OF PERSPIRATION

Bernarr Macfadden
(right), Radio Mirror's publisher, is a
guest on Walter
White's

program.

NOBODY'S

CHILDREN

■ The editor tells the touch- RECENTLY I watched a rehearsal
I CAN tell you now the poignant
story of how a complete half hour
and broadcast by a truly remarkable woman, Hedda Hopper.
radio program was kept on the
ing
story
of
a
program
that
In her appearance, her conduct
air for thirteen weeks through one
rather famous listener's impulsive was kept on the air by a fa- and her success she is distinctand sentimental gesture.
ly worthy of reporting. Miss Hopper
has been credited with a good fifty
The story begins on a Sunday in
mous star's impulsive gesture years of living, yet she looked to me
July a year and a half ago, with the
not over forty. She is also credited
first broadcast over the Mutual netwith
having
a
sharp,
humorously biting tongue. She
work of a half hour program called Nobody's Children.
Its studio setting was unique, for it broadcast from the
has. She wears hats she is proud of and which, judgby the oneshapes.
I saw, win men's praise in spite of
reception room of the Children's Home Society of
their ingfantastic
California, dramatizing the stories of the orphans at
Her broadcasts are conducted with a complete
the Society. Movie guest stars interested in the proabsence of formality. An hour before program time,
gram appeared without payment, making brief talks.
Hedda sits down at a small workmanlike table with
The program ran over a year, always with the hope
that a sponsor would take the broadcasts. None did
a microphone in front of her, her hat on, a pencil in
her fingers, a cigarette burning in a glass ash tray, and
and so, on a Sunday this past fall, Walter White, who
begins reading her movie news for first rehearsal.
conceived the program and directed all its broadcasts,
At a floor microphone a few feet away, actors assemble
announced to listeners that the program would have
to play their roles in the life stories of famous screen
to end. It could not afford to be continued, he explained, without sponsorship to absorb the costs of personalities, an important broadcast feature.
broadcasting the program.
Then, fifteen minutes before air time, all the feeling
of good nature with which the studio has been filled
A few days later, Walter White had a check for
abruptly disappears. The network censors have just
eighteen hundred dollars — enough to keep the program
on the air several more weeks without sponsorship.
sent in Hedda's news minus several pet stories.
The check was from Hedy Lamarr.
"What?" she screams while the program director
stands beside her waiting for the storm to subside.
Grateful, he respected a request that the gift remain
anonymous, but somehow, news of it reached Louella
"Why don't they throw the whole program off the
Parsons and was published in her column.
air? Tell me — what's so libelous about saying that
That is why I am able to write this story at all. I Charles Boyer wears a toupee?"
Ten minutes later she is hurriedly reading over the
don't know whether the program will continue longer
revised, and cut, script, still muttering to herself.
on the air, now that the additional weeks have passed.
Five minutes later, with an air of great calm and
I hope it will, because as Walter White wrote me,
good
cheer, Miss Hopper is bringing her listeners the
"The purpose of our program is to acquaint listeners
latest in the world of Hollywood glamour.
with the problems of the homeless and under-privileged child, also to stimulate interest in the older
At the broadcast's end, she joins her friends who
children, to the end that they will be given such
have waited for her in the sponsor's booth and rushes
out, shouting goodbyes and hurling pleasant insults to
essentials as a home, foster parents, and affection,
the staff in the control room — ready to continue her
understanding and opportunity."
dizzy round of parties, luncheons, previews, dinners,
He also wrote, "Miss Lamarr gave in the spirit that
most gifts from the heart are made, in all sincerity,
balls, night clubs and — on occasion — sleep.
and even dated the check she sent me with her little
FRED

adopted boy's own adoption date."
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Look out for a COLD . . . watch your THROAT

gargle Listenne Quick!
A careless sneeze, or an explosive cough,
can shoot troublesome germs in your
direction at mile-a-minute speed. In
case they invade the tissues of your
throat, you may be in for throat irritation, a cold — or worse.
If you have been thus exposed, better
gargle with Listerine Antiseptic at your
earliest opportunity. Listerine kills millions ofthe germs on mouth and throat

reductions up to 80% in the number of
surface germs associated with colds
and sore throat were noted.

surfaces known as "secondary invaders"
. . . often helps render them powerless to
invade the tissue and aggravate infection. Used early and often, Listerine
may head off a cold, or reduce the
severity of one already started.

These tests showed that those who

Amazing Germ Reductions in Tests

Tests have shown germ
ranging to 96.1% on mouth
surfaces fifteen minutes after
Antiseptic gargle. Even one
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reductions
and throat
a Listerine
hour after,

That is why, we believe, Listerine
Antiseptic in the last nine years has
built up such an impressive test record
against colds . . . why thousands of
people gargle with it at the first hint
of a cold or simple sore throat.

4/o1fie/?/
GET THIS

AMAZING

Listerine Throat Light
"Lucite" shoots light around curve

Fewer and Milder Colds in Tests

gargled with Listerine Antiseptic twice
a day had fewer colds, milder colds, and
colds of shorter duration than those
who did not gargle. And fewer sore
throats, also.
So remember, if you have been exposed to others suffering from colds,
if you feel a cold coming on, gargle
Listerine Antiseptic — quick!
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

75$ LISTERINE
THROAT LIGHT
1 75* LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC

H.50 Value

Offer good only in continental U. S. A .

wMfe/l/ew$^

socfAuy/ii&zr

use -mm
about"
just "wonder
LEADERS
STYLE
. ..
out themselves
try them
Theydon't
new ideas.
For instance, take Tampax — monthly sanitary
protection that does away with pin-and-belt
problems and maintains a perfect silhouette
in any costume
Tampax was invented by a doctor, to be worn
internally. Made of pure surgical cotton, Tampax
absorbs gently and naturally, permitting no
odor to form; therefore no deodorants are
needed. No bulging, no chafing, no visible
edge-lines. The wearer does not feel Tampax
while it is in place. It is so compact there are
no disposal problems.
Tampax
comes hygienically
ual one-time-use.
applicators, sealed'in
so neat individand ingenious your hands never touch the Tampax
at all! And a month's supply will go in an
ordinary purse. Now in
three sizes: Regular, Super
andJunior.Atdrugstores
and notion counters. Introductory size, 20^.
Economy package of 40
gives you a real bargain.
Accepted for Advertising by
the Journal of the American
Medical Association.

TAMPAX INCORPORATED
mwg-31-a
New Brunswick, N. J.
Please send me in plain wrapper the new trial package
of Tampax. I enclose 1W (stamps or silver) to cover cost
of mailing. Size is checked below.
(

) REGULAR

(

) SUPER

NameAddressCity

-State-

(

) JUNIOR

■ Brian McDonald, master of ceremonies of WJAS's Amateur Hour,
and some of the twins who made
its annual twin party a hit.

the
custom
sponsors
the Screen
Actors
S a ofpleasant
THAT'
Guild program have. At the end
of each broadcast the feminine guest
stars come to the footlights and are
handed huge bouquets of flowers
by page-boys. No other radio show
does this, but that's no reason they
* *
*
shouldn't.
It's wedding bells for Paul Baron,
orchestra leader on Luncheon at the
Waldorf, and Wynell Russell, pretty
New York girl.
* *
*
The first fur necklace ever seen in
the NBC Chicago radio studios — or
probably anywhere else, for that matter— showed up around the shapely
throat of- Loretta Poynton (she's Pearl
Davis in the Kitty Keene serial). It's
made of mink, shaped into bells with
gold clappers, and strung on a gold
chain.
* *
*
George Fisher, the Mutual network's Hollywood gossip columnist,
was married last month to Nica
Doret, a dancer, in an elopement to
Las Vegas, Nevada. It's a second
marriage for both of them.
* *
*
They're saying that Skinnay Ennis
may take over permanent leadership
of Hal Kemp's band, following the
tragic death of Hal in an automobile
accident. Skinnay, who used to be
a member of the band, flew from Los
Angeles to San Francisco to lead it
in its scheduled opening there the

night after the accident, while Hal
was still living. The next day, after
his death, the band cancelled its appearance. Skinnay leads the orchestra on Bob Hope's program, and he
might incorporate the membership
of the Kemp band into his own group
or try to assume leadership of both.
PITTSBURGH, PA.— Almost as
firmly-founded a Pittsburgh institution as the smoking stacks of its
factories is the Wilkens Amateur
Hour which is heard every Sunday
afternoon over station WJAS. And
high point of the Amateur Hour's
yearcast—isan a amateur
truly unique
broadshow annual
in which
all
the performers are twins.
The Wilkens company has presented its Amateur Hour every Sunday for the past six years, without
interruption except by the 1936 flood
and two World Series. More than
3000 contestants have been introduced
on the air, and $15,000 has been paid
out in awards, in addition to trophies.
Many people who got their start on
the WJAS amateur show have become
professional entertainers, some reaching the big networks. The Wilkens
Company (it's a Pittsburgh jewelry
firm) helps these budding entertainers by operating an artist's service which books them for jobs without charging any fees or commissions.
Heard regularly on the Amateur
Hour are its master of ceremonies,
handsome Brian McDonald, announcer Jack Logan,
"Tiny"
Ellen
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By

DAN

SENSENEY

■ Charity broadcasts are always allstar — here Edward Arnold, Bette
Davis, Jimmie Newill and Connie
Boswell are aiding the Red Cross.

Sutton, 250-pound songstress, and
Harry Walton,
plays accompaniments for thewhocontestants
on the
piano.
Brian and the others on the program work for weeks every year before the annual twin show, rounding
up talented sets of twins between the
ages of 5 and 18 to compete. Auditions
are held, and the best pairs are used
on the air, while the others are guests
of the broadcast. Triplets aren't forgotten, either — they are brought to
the broadcast as guests of honor. And
what with all the twins and triplets
and people who want to watch the
show, Moose Temple Hall, where the
broadcasts are held, is always filled
to overflowing.
*
*
*
Here's something I can't understand: why, after hearing Gracie
Fields, the English comedienne, sing
"The Biggest Aspidistra in the
World" on Christmas Day's broadtribute to hire
England,
some
smartcastsponsor
her? doesn't
Or, at least,
why doesn't she do more gueststarring spots?
(Or maybe sponsors

just listen to their own programs.)
*

•

*

The war brought tragedy into the
life of Cissie Loftus, the famous actress you hear in the title role of Meet
Miss Julia, when she learned that her
mother had died in London. Cissie
had tried to bring her mother to

America, but the 84-year-old lady refused to leave her home, near London's Croydon Airport. Not long
after, Cissie received the report of
her death — a brief note which did not
say whether the death was due to
natural causes or resulted from a
Nazi bombing.

xx Like every Bride I wanted
a Lovelier Skin -and Camay
e77
ve L.on
to Mrs.haJames
Macwithey
helped me — Says
Camay's greater mildness is a help to Every Woman
—even to many with Dry and Delicate Skin.
ement
new improv
great Camay
Nowhas amade
milder than
g
six of the leadin large -selling
beauty soaps, as we proved by actual tests. Skin specialists we asked
say that regular cleansing with a
fine, mild toilet soap will help your
skin to look lovelier. So why not
let Camay's milder cleansing help
you in your search for greater skin
loveliness !

Photographs by David Berns

His bride in his arms, Mr. Macwithey
finds her blonde hair and creamy skin an
exquisite picture. After the reception
they left for a honeymoon at Sea Island,
Georgia, with Camay in her luggage.
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Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Episcopal Church, East
about Camay, "Camay
delicate skin like mine.

Macwithey were married at Christ
Orange, N. J. Mrs. Macwithey says
is so mild. It is just wonderful for
I really feel that my continued use

of Camay helps my skin to look smoother and lovelier."

The Soap of Beautiful Women

GIRLS! LOOK AT YOUR

CHAPPED HANDS

SEE WHY MEDICATED NOXZEMA IS
SO WONDERFUL FOR CHAPPED HANDS
• Chapped hands are really CUT hands— a
combination of skin irritation, like chafing,
coupled with tiny cracks, particularly in the
knuckles.
That's why
thousands Cream
of people
today are switching
to Noxzema
for real
relief. Because Noxzema contains medication
to soothe and help promote quicker ealing of
red, irritated, chapped hands— help restore them
to their normal soft, white, smooth loveliness.
Nurses in hospitals were the first to discover
how wonderful Noxzema is for chapped hands.
Surveys indicate that scores of physicians and
dentists who must wash hands frequently yet
must keep them in good condition, use this
medicated cream regularly.

Beulah Brown, dusky comedienne
on the NBC Show Boat program, has
received nineteen proposals of marriage since the broadcast first went
on the air — all of them by mail. What
the writers don't know, apparently, is
that Beulah, though not married, is
never likely to be. She exists only as
the voice of comedian
* *
* Marlin Hurt.
It's a wonder more people in radio
don't have nervous breakdowns. Soon
after the networks stopped broadcasting music controlled by the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, the producer of one
program wanted a Spanish-American
number for his girl soloist to sing.
He picked one from the catalogue
of a Irm which was not affiliated
with the ASCAP group and which
therefore could have its music put
on the air. But there was a hitch.
The Spanish lyrics only could be sung
on the air. The English lyrics had
been written by a member of ASCAP
and were therefore unavailable to
the networks. If the producer had
used them on the air he would have
been sued for infringement of copyright by the man who wrote them —
who
happened to be the producer's
own brother!
* *
*
CHARLOTTE, N. C— The handicap
of being born on a Friday the Thirteenth hasn't ever seemed to bother
Jane Bartlett, petite feminine star
of WBT, Charlotte. She has a charm
and loveliness that attracts many
friends; her voice brings entertainment and happiness to millions of
radio listeners; and she can draw
from a piano the kind of music most
of us would give years of our lives
to create.
With all her talent, Jane is one of
the
you've
ever most
met. unassuming
The program people
directors
for
her eight weekly shows on WBT —
three sponsored and five sustaining —

■ Mildred Baker is commentator,
script writer and home economist of Salt Lake City's KDYL
say that she
she'sdemands
so easy to
work from
with
because
nothing
other people, and everything from
herself.
In Tampa, Florida, where Jane was
a child, she was something of a
prodigy. When she was three years
old she could play the piano by ear,
and began taking lessons then and
there. At the age of ten she added
the violin to her studies, and mastered
it with such speed that she was invited to join the Tampa Symphony
Orchestra, where she was the only
child member of an adult orchestra
in the whole United States.
Her family moved to Atlanta when
Jane was fifteen, and she continued
broadening her musical education,
winning a couple of scholarships, giving concerts throughout the South,
and appearing
From City
Atlanta she went in totheaters.
New York

■ Joan Bennett receives a bouquet from the sponsors and a
handshake from Jimmie Cagney on the Screen Guild show.

Make this simple test
Try it yourself, this way! Put Noxzema on one
hand before retiring. Feel how the smarting
and soreness are soothed away. In the morning, compare your two
hands. See how Noxzema has helped heal
the tiny cuts and
cracks. If you don't say
your "Noxzema hand"
looks softer, smoother,
whiter— your money
will be refunded! Get
Noxzema at your drugwhileis on!
the
special gist's
trialtodayoffer
FOR A LIMITED TIME
ONLY yon can get the

generous 25^ jar of Noxzema for only 19(i! Try it

today!
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and more scholarships, one at the
famous Eastman School of Music.
While she studied in New York she
played her own accompaniments and
sang popular
station
WHAM. songs over Rochester's
In 1934 she moved to Charlotte,
auditioned for WBT, and was immediately put on the staff, and just as
quickly sponsored. Today she's one
of the oldest people, in point of service, at the station.
Jane's home
life is simple, with
swimming,
tennis and bridge her
favorite diversions.
She isn't married, and lives with her family.
*
*
*
SALT LAKE CITY — Diminutive
Mildred
Baker
doesn't
believe that
you emphatically
have to be a man
to
get ahead in radio. At station KDYL
she holds down three jobs, all of them
important: she's "Nancy Allen," home
economist, on a baking concern's
sponsored commentator
program, "Patricia
Page,"
feminine
on events
of
the day, and one of KDYL's crack
continuity writers.
Mildred first went on the air over
KDYL when the call-letters of the
station were known only to those
listeners who possessed crystal sets
with ear phones. She was a singer
then, playing her own accompaniment
and performing in a tiny burlap-lined
room, called a studio out of politeness only, on the roof of a Salt Lake
City hotel. Her announcer was also
the
station's
and program
director.
He technician
thought Mildred
should
sing jazz as well as classical numbers; Mildred
knewinsistence
she couldn't.
He
was firm
in his
that she
try, and she was firm in her refusal —
but at last he won out. She stretched

her vocal chords to cover a couple
of choruses of "When My Baby
Smiles at Me," but was so unhappy
over the result that she quit radio.
For a season or so she toured with
an opera company, and then returned
to Salt Lake City. At that time there
was a resident theatrical troupe in
town, and Mildred got a job playing
ingenue roles and kept it for four
seasons, appearing with Gladys
George, Victor Jory and Donald
Woods, who were all in the company.
But radio was growing up. The station changed hands and moved, and
an oportunity came along for Mildred to be "Nancy Allen," home
economist, on a sponsored program.
"Nancy" went off the air after a
while, but last year the same company revived her on the same station.
A year and a half ago Mildred
joined the continuity staff at KDYL,
glad of a chance to settle down after
having free-lanced both as writer
and commentator. Since then she has
added both the "Nancy Allen" and
"Patricia Page" shows to her duties.
Mildred is married, and the mother
of Betty Ann, a particularly talented
'teen-age
youngster
interested in music
and who
art is
as asMildred
herself. The greatest fun for all three
Bakers, though, is to go camping together. Mr. Baker does the cooking
and Mildred
is the family's
champion trout fisherman.
Next summer,
though, she hopes that perhaps the
whole family can go to Hawaii, where
her father was born.
*
*
*
Did you get a Christmas card apparently from your favorite movie
star? A good many people along
Radio Row did, and were puzzled un-

til they learned the cards were from
Colonel Stoopnagle. He sent out a
lot of them, all from different stars.
Just a typical Stoopnagle joke.
* *
*
Our listening-in scout reports that
there's a young actress broadcasting
over local stations in New York who
ought to be heard on the networks,
she's that good. Her name is Constance Moss, and the tip is free to
* *
*
sponsors.
"Evelyn" is the name of a Spitfire
plane now in the service of Great
Britain. The pursuit plane was named
by its pilot, a Canadian flier, for Evelyn Lynne, songstress on the NBC
Breakfast
Club and Club Matinee
* *
*
programs.
Fred Allen will probably shoot me
on
but here's
can sight
see for
him,this,
in person,
if how
you you
live
in New York or ever come there for
a visit. Go to the Somerset Hotel, a
not very impressive theatrical hotel
in the Times Square district, and hang
around its barbershop. At least once
a week, and sometimes oftener, Fred
goes there for a haircut, shave and
manicure. He always has the same
barber ofand
manicurist,
wouldn't
think
going
anywhereandelse.
Look
to
loyalty
explanation.
TheFred's
Somerset
usedforto the
be his
unofficial
headquarters when he was an obscure
vaudeville performer, and he loves
the place. Out-of-work actors in
New York know how frequently he
visits it nowadays, and several of
them are always around when he
arrives, generosity
ready to count
Fred's wellknown
for aon handout.

SEE! PRETTY WOOLS STAY SOFT WITH AMAZING NEW
IVORY SNOW! 3-SECOND SUDS IN COOL WATER!
Easy now to give sweaters safe care !
No more worry about hot-water shrinking !
A GREAT BIG CHEER for
the new Ivory Snow! It's a
wonderful cool-water soap that's
safe for the downy softness of
sweaters— safe for every woolen
washable a girl ever loved!
This new Ivory Snow sudses
in 3 seconds — in safe cool water!
No need for hot water and
NOT

A RUN

hard rubbing that shrink woolens. Just squeeze your pretty
sweaters gently through cool,
pure suds of Ivory Snow and
watch 'em come out soft and
fleecy! You'll thank your stars^
for this new cool-water
form of pure Ivory Soap !
Try Ivory Snow today!

IN SIGHT,

thanks
to Ivory
Snow'sandnightly
care! No
hot water
strong soap — plenty
of cool, pure
suds to help
stockings
wear!

HAPPY DAYS
FOR SWEATERS!

No fear of hot-water
shrinking for woolens, with coo/-warer
Ivory Snow! Cool
suds help sweaters
stay fleecy!
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WOOLENS
LITTLE
TOTS'

thrive on Ivory
Snow's safe care ! It's
the new cool-water
form of baby's own
pure Ivory Soap!
TRADEMARK
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Keen's startled
see Mr.
still
It must
have been the first
in his whole career that
had come to him and announced, beforehand, she intended
to run away. I couldn't blame him
for thinking I was crazy.
Perhaps I was crazy, a little —
from loneliness, from the fear of
being an old maid, from thinking
about my plain face and unbecoming clothes and desperately pointless life.
I was twenty-eight years old. For
six years I had taught in a New
York public school. And it looked
very much as if I would go on
teaching there, forever — or until I
was like some of the older teachers,
embittered and weary and sour.
I lived in a dark, littered apartment with my mother, my sister,
Annette, and George, Annette's
husband. For a long time George
hadn't had a job, and I paid the
rent, as well as all the other expenses.
Don't think I minded that. I'm
not selfish. But the longer I went
on supporting three other people,
I CAN
look.
time
anyone

the more they all expected me to '
support them. Long ago, George
had stopped looking for a job. He'd
refused several, because they were
too small and trifling for a man of
his abilities, • he said. Annette
thought he was the most wonderful
person' in the world, naturally, and
couldn't see why I didn't think so
too. As for Mother — well, Mother
was sweet, and meant well, but she
hated arguments and always urged
me to be nice to George and Annette— which meant letting them
have their own way at no matter
what sacrifice to myself.
In the mornings I'd get up in the
room I shared with Mother, and I'd
catch a glimpse of myself in the
mirror — I never had time for more
than a glimpse, but that was
enough. The plain, shabby dark
suit, the thick glasses I wore because Iused my eyes so much, the
sallow skin, my hair done up in the
quickest and easiest and therefore
most unbecoming way possible —
everything about myself and everything about my life told me I was
a failure as a woman. I was nothing but a machine, and if that machine had emotions and desires of
its own, it was obviously not supposed to express them.
But one morning at the breakfast table, I lost my temper. George
had just calmly started eating the
last piece of toast, which meant that
I'd have to go into the kitchen to
make some more. If I did that, I'd
be late to school, if, I didn't I'd go
hungry. And of course I was never
late to school.
10

Copyright, 1940, 1941, Anne and Frank Hummert

Annette wanted some money, and
Mother was complaining that she
didn't feel well and would have to
go to a doctor. Mother collected
visits to the doctor like other people collect stamps, and I knew. it.
The last straw came when I said
I wouldn't be home that night for
dinner. A sly grin came to George's
pasty face and he said, "Our little

school teacher has a date — is that
it? Come on, Irene, confess."
"A young man?" Mother asked
eagerly.
"Why don't you bring him
around, Irene?" Annette said lazily,
managing to convey to me her conviction (which I shared) that no
man would even look twice at me.
"Let us have a look at him." And

MR. KEEN, RADIO'S FAMOUS TRACER OF
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NO MAN WANTED ME-

■ "I'm glad you've decided not to wear
those goggles all the time," he said.
"They loom up so big, nobody can see
how pretty you really are behind them."

1
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PERSONS, HELPS A LONELY SCHOOLTEACHER

LEARW A LESSON IN LOVE

Keen's startled
still see Mr.
It must have been the first
in his whole career that
anhad come to him and nded
nounced, beforehand, she inte
to run away. I couldn't blame him
for thinking I was crazy.
Perhaps I was crazy, a little —
from loneliness, from the fear of
being an old maid, from thinking
about my plain face and unbecomclothes and desperately pointing
less life.
I was twenty-eight years old. For
six years I had taught in a New
York public school. And it looked
very much as if I would go on
teaching there, forever — or until I
was like some of the older teachers,
embittered and weary and sour.
I lived in a dark, littered apartment with my mother, my sister,
Annette, and George, Annette's
husband. For a long time George
hadn't had a job, and I paid the
rent, as well as all the other expenses.
Don't think I minded that. I'm
not selfish. But the longer I went
on supporting three other people,
the more they all expected me to
support them. Long ago, George
had stopped looking for a job. He'd
refused several, because they were
too small and trifling for a man of
his abilities, . he said. Annette
thought he was the most wonderful

NO MAN WANTED ME-

I CAN
look.
time
anyone

person' in the world, naturally, and
couldn't see why I didn't think so
too. As for Mother — well, Mother
was sweet, and meant well, but she
hated arguments and always urged
me to be nice to George and Annette— which meant letting them
have their own way at no matter
what sacrifice to myself.
In the mornings I'd get up in the
room I shared with Mother, and I'd
catch a glimpse of myself in the
mirror — I never had time for more
than a glimpse, but that was
enough. The plain, shabby dark
suit, the thick glasses I wore because Iused my eyes so much, the
sallow skin, my hair done up in the
quickest and easiest and therefore
most unbecoming way possible —
everything about myself and everything about my life told me I was
a failure as a woman. I was nothing but a machine, and if that machine had emotions and desires of
its own, it was obviously not supposed to express them.
But one morning at the breakfast table, I lost my temper. George
had just calmly started eating the
last piece of toast, which meant that
I'd have to go into the kitchen to
make some more. If I did that, I'd
be late to school, if. I didn't I'd go
hungry. And of course I was never
late to school.
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Annette wanted some money, and
Mother was complaining that she
didn't feel well and would have to
go to a doctor. Mother collected
visits to the doctor like other people collect stamps, and I knew. it.
The last straw came when I said
I wouldn't be home that night for
dinner. A sly grin came to George's
pasty face and he said, "Our little
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school teacher has a date — is that
it? Come on, Irene, confess."
"A young man?" Mother asked
eagerly.
"Why don't you bring him
around, Irene?" Annette said lazily,
managing to convey to me her conviction (which I shared) that no
man would even look twice at me.
"Let us have a look at him." And
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she giggled rather unpleasantly.
"It isn't that at all," I said miserably. "Mrs. Pringle, the Principal's wife, has invited me to dinner . . . And I think you're mean
to tease me this way."
I SUPPOSE it was foolish to let my
feelings run away with me, but
once I'd started I couldn't stop.
"You know I never go out with
men! I haven't money enough to
dress myself — or any time to meet
them, either!" I cried, fighting back
tears. "Honestly, sometimes I just
get so tired and discouraged I'd like
to . . . t© . . ."
George chuckled. "To what?"
"To run away!" I exploded. "Run
away somewhere, and never come
back." I honestly hadn't thought of
running away before — not consciously— but as I spoke the words
I suddenly saw a vision of real
heaven. "Every penny I earn goes
to you," I rushed on, "and you
don't appreciate it. None of you!
You don't like it if I'm not home
every night — and you tease me
about not having any dates with

Listen to Mr. Keen, Tracer of
Lost Persons, every Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday night
of 7: 15, E.S.T., on NBC-Blue, sponsored by Ko/ynos
Toothpaste.

men . . . How would you all like it
if I did run away?"
"Now, Irene — " Mother began
placatingly, but George interrupted
her.
Waving a contemptuous hand at
me, he said, "You won't! But if
you did, we'd go to Mr. Keen, the
tracer of lost persons. He'd find
you and bring you back, quick
And that was why I had to tell
enough!"
Mr.
Keen I was running away.
I went to see him the next day,
after school, without any appointment. It was sheer luck that I
found him in. His plain, efficientlooking secretary showed me into
an office that contained only a desk,
two chairs, a filing cabinet and —
Mr. Keen.

■ "But I've got to do something about my life before it's- —
before it's too late. I've got to, Mr. Keen!" I said desperately.

I'd been nervous about coming.
I'd envisioned Mr. Keen as a stern,
gimlet-eyed man who could see
straight into your mind. Instead,
though his eyes were sharp enough,
he was rather small and very
friendly looking, with graying hair
and a smiling mouth. When I told
him why I had come —
"But my dear Miss Leslie!" he
said. "My profession is finding people, not helping
them runI told
away!"him
I tried
to explain.
about my fear that life was passing me by, and the way I supported
the whole household, and their lack
of appreciation. I said I hadn't ever
thought about running away until
I mentioned it in the heat of anger,
but that now, the more I thought
about it, it seemed the only solution.
"But . . . your own mother!" he
said.
"Your sister!"
"Yes," I admitted, "it sounds terrible. But I've got to do something
before it's — belife I've
ownlate.
about foremy
it's too
got to, Mr.
Keen!" I said desperately. "And I
can't think of anything except runto them —
I can't talk
away. Annette
Georgening and
will just get
mad, and Mother will cry, and
nothing will really be settled.
Won't you please, please help me,
by not looking for me if they come
to you and ask you to take the
"What makes you think they'd
come to me?" Mr. Keen asked.
"They all know of your work —
they've
about you in the newscase?"papers—read
and coming to you would
be the first thing they'd think of.
In fact," I added, remembering
George's sneering remark the
before, "my brother-inmorning
law
said he'd have you find .me,
when I threatened to run away. He
said you'd bring me back quick
I was crying now, hardly aware
ofenough."
what I was saying. But I felt Mr.
Keen's hand on my shoulder, heard
his voice saying comfortingly,
"Now, Miss Leslie, you're badly
upset. If you'll just go home and
get a good night's rest — then maybe
things won't seem so bad in the
"They will!" I sobbed. "They'll
morning."
He led me to the door, still talkbe worse."
ing kindly but refusing to commit
himself about what he would do
if the family came and asked him to
find me. Yet, somehow, after I'd
left him, I knew he'd do as I had
asked. He was so kind, and at the
same time so shrewd, he'd be bound
to see through them and know that
I was right. I had, even then, the
first inkling of what I learned later
— that Mr. (Continued on page 76)
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■ Twenty-five years have passed
since Gabriel Heatter fell in love
with Sadie — but there's still a magical youth in their eyes and laughter
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Love
By
TWENTY-FIVE years ago d a boy
and a girl first looke into
each other's eyes, and in that
instant the whole pattern of their
lives was set. From that first moment, Gabriel and Sadie Heatter
have dared to believe in their love.
Neither has ever held back for fear
of loving more than the other and
being let down. And always it's
been right that it should be like
this. There's never been anyone
else for either of them.
He was a young reporter on a
Brooklyn newspaper, and she, a
school teacher, was a friend of his
sister's. Not a very intimate friend.
In fact, up to that moment when
the two girls met on a shopping trip
in New York, they hadn't seen
each other since childhood.
It was
MARCH,
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the merest chance that Sadie Hermalin, the following Saturday, went
to the Heatter flat to visit her old
acquaintance, and have a little
longer chat than had been possible
in the crowded store.
It was Gabriel who opened the
door at her ring. "I'm Sadie Hermalin," she said, and she was suddenly and strangely shy. "I've come
to He
see stepped
your sister."
back to let her in. But
his eyes never left her. And her
eyes never left him.
Sadie had brought her sewing,
and the two girls settled themselves
Gabriel Heatter broadcasts Thursday and
Saturday nights over Mutual, sponsored
by Liberty; also Wednesday and Friday
on MBS, and Tuesdays on We The People.

in the living room, where their
tongues flew as fast as their shiny
needles. It was 1915, and they
talked of D. W. Griffith, who was
directing a motion picture called
"The Birth of a Nation." They suspected that President Wilson was
going to marry the wealthy, widowed Edith Boiling Gait. They
hoped the United States would keep
out of the war in Europe. Stockings,
they agreed, were sure to be more
expensive, because with skirts going higher the silk part of stockings
would have to go more than halfway up the leg.
Gabriel came to the doorway.
Somehow, Sadie had known he
would.
"I thought you'd gone long ago,"
his sister (Continued on page 53)
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■ Could she ever prove that when she offered him her
love she was not merely paying a debt? The gripping
confession of a girl singer who thought life wasn't
worth living and a man who showed her that it was

WENT to the window and looked out. It seemed
very far down to the street. Far enough for what I
wanted, anyway.
It was late at night, and the stretch of asphalt in
both directions was deserted. Directly below me was
a street lamp; a few bugs battered themselves against
its white globe, but otherwise there was no movement
anywhere. Down at the end of the street, where it
opened into the Boulevard, a car whizzed past, and
then there was silence again.
My room was hot and close. Everything in it— the
worn, cheap chairs, the imitation-oak table and the
hideous blue runner on top of it, the rumpled in-a-door
bed where I had been lying since seven o'clock, my few
dresses hanging limply in the shallow closet — everything seemed to be waiting, silently, resenting my
presence.
Across the street there was a dingy scrap of park —
palm trees standing arid guard over the bare ground
from which they had sucked all the life so that grass
wouldn't grow, a waist-high hedge surrounding the
whole thing. On a few benches scattered here and
there I could make out the dim forms of sleeping men.
Human derelicts — but no more derelict, I thought, than
I. They were fools, hanging on to something that was
no use to them — their lives. I wouldn't be such a fool.
This was Hollywood. This drab, silent side street
and that ugly little park, they were Hollywood just as
much as were the studios and the night clubs, the
drive-in restaurants and the neon-lighted boulevards.
For too many people, they were the real Hollywood.
I wouldn't be sorry to leave them.
I climbed out of the window. There was a narrow
ledge just below it, and for a moment I clung there.
That was a mistake. Sheer physical terror swept over
me. It wasn't the thought of death, but of falling,
crashing. My legs would not move to jump. I shut
my eyes and relaxed my hold on the window frame.
I felt myself topple out into space. I was falling. My
eyes flew open and I saw the pavement rushing up to
meet me. I think I screamed.
A dark shadow flashed beneath me. And then,
miraculously, I struck not the pavement but something
else — something that grunted and seized me and fell
with me to the ground and then let me go.
I was quite unharmed, though the world was whirling in front of my eyes and I couldn't catch my breath.
There was a roaring in my ears. It didn't seem possible
that I was still alive; I couldn't adjust my mind to the
realization that death had been snatched away so suddenly, so unbelievably.
Slowly the earth steadied. A man was beside me,
getting to his feet and leaning over me.
"That was a fool trick." His voice seemed to come
from far away, but it sounded grim and disgusted.
I opened my mouth, but no words came. Vaguely
I heard excited voices and saw lights beginning to come
on in windows.

"Come on," he said, taking my arm and starting to
14

pull me to' my feet. "We don't want everybody in the
block coming down here to see what happened. I'll
help
you shaking
to your violently,
room."
I was
unable to stop, and still too
weak to do anything of my own will, but he half -led,
half-carried me to the deserted entrance of my apartment house and into the self-service elevator. "Third
floor. Right?" he asked, a finger hovering over the
control-board.
I nodded. The old elevator lumbered upwards and
stopped; he swung the door open and led me down
the hall. In front of my door I gestured weakly. A
neighboring
door opened and a frightened face peered
out.
"She's all right," the man who had saved my life
snapped. Then he pushed open my door and we went
in. I sank down on the sofa.
"Feeling better?" he asked.
I nodded, dumbly, and he sat down beside me. He
was young, I saw — young and broad-shouldered and
shabbily dressed. He smiled, and little lines of good
humor crinkled around his blue eyes — astonishingly
clear and direct eyes, set wide apart above a straight
nose and a large mouth.
"What — happened?" I asked after a long time.
"I was sleeping — or trying to — on a bench in the
park across the way. I saw you getting ready to . . .
take-off ... so I jumped up and ran and got there just
in time to catch you." He shrugged. "I used to play
football in college. It wasn't so different from receiving a forward pass. You were a little heavier, that's
"Oh," I said. I knew I should thank him, or say somemore toI him,
believethingthat
was but
alive.I was still confused. I couldn't
"What'd you do it for?" he asked suddenly, and
then colored slightly. "I'm sorry. None of my business,
all."
"That's all right," I said slowly. "I was discouraged.
I suppose."
I'm a singer. I ran away from home to come out here
to Hollywood. I've been here a year, living from hand
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I "I'm not lying!" I said
desperately. "I've never
loved
any man
before."
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It was late at night, and the stretch of asphalt in
both directions was deserted. Directly below me was
a street lamp; a few bugs battered themselves against
its white globe, but otherwise there was no movement
anywhere. Down at the end of the street, where it
opened into the Boulevard, a car whizzed past, and
then there was silence again.
My room was hot and close. Everything in it— the
worn, cheap chairs, the imitation-oak table and the
hideous blue runner on top of it, the rumpled in-a-door
bed where I had been lying since seven o'clock, my few
dresses hanging limply in the shallow closet — everything seemed to be waiting, silently, resenting my
presence.
Across the street there was a dingy scrap of park —
palm trees standing arid guard over the bare ground
from which they had sucked all the life so that grass
wouldn't grow, a waist-high hedge surrounding the
whole thing. On a few benches scattered here and
there I could make out the dim forms of sleeping men.
Human derelicts — but no more derelict, I thought, than
I. They were fools, hanging on to something that was
no use to them — their lives. I wouldn't be such a fool.
This was Hollywood. This drab, silent side street
and that ugly little park, they were Hollywood just as
much as were the studios and the night clubs, the
drive-in restaurants and the nedn-lighted boulevards.
For too many people, they were the real Hollywood.
I wouldn't be sorry to leave them.
I climbed out of the window. There was a narrow
ledge just below it, and for a moment I clung there.
That was a mistake. Sheer physical terror swept over
me. It wasn't the thought of death, but of falling,
crashing. My legs would not move to jump. I shut
my eyes and relaxed my hold on the window frame.
I felt myself topple out into space. I was falling. My
eyes flew open and I saw the pavement rushing up to
meet me. I think I screamed.
A dark shadow flashed beneath me. And then,
miraculously, I struck not the pavement but something
else — something that grunted and seized me and fell
with me to the ground and then let me go.
I was quite unharmed, though the world was whirling in front of my eyes and I couldn't catch my breath.
There was a roaring in my ears. It didn't seem possible
that I was still alive; I couldn't adjust my mind to the
realization that death had been snatched away so suddenly, so unbelievably.
Slowly the earth steadied. A man was beside me,
getting to his feet and leaning over me.
"That was a fool trick." His voice seemed to come
from far away, but it sounded grim and disgusted.
I opened my mouth, but no words came. Vaguely
I heard excited voices and saw lights beginning to come
on in windows.
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block coming down here to see what happened. I'll
room." unable to stop, and still too
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to your violently,
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weak to do anything of my own will, but he half-led,
half-carried me to the deserted entrance of my apartment house and into the self-service elevator. "Third
floor. Right?" he asked, a finger hovering over the
control-board.
I nodded. The old elevator lumbered upwards and
stopped; he swung the door open and led me down
the hall. In front of my door I gestured weakly. A
neighboring door opened and a frightened face peered
out.
"She's all right," the man who had saved my life
snapped. Then he pushed open my door and we went
in. I sank down on the sofa.
"Feeling better?" he asked.
I nodded, dumbly, and he sat down beside me. He
was young, I saw — young and broad-shouldered and
shabbily dressed. He smiled, and little lines of good
humor crinkled around his blue eyes — astonishingly
clear and direct eyes, set wide apart above a straight
nose and a large mouth.
"What — happened?" I asked after a long time.
"I was sleeping — or trying to — on a bench in the
park across the way. I saw you getting ready to . . .
take off ... so I jumped up and ran and got there just
in time to catch you." He shrugged. "I used to play
football in college. It wasn't so different from receiving a forward pass. You were a little heavier, that's
"Oh," I said. I knew I should thank him, or say somemore toI him,
believethingthat
was but
alive.I was still confused. I couldn't
"What'd you do it for?" he asked suddenly, and
then colored slightly. "I'm sorry. None of my business,
all."
I suppose."
"That's all right," I said slowly. "I was discouraged.
I'm a singer. I ran away from home to come out here
to Hollywood. I've been here a year, living from hand
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never
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he said. "You're not broke. You
still have some cigarettes. Can I
I stared at him. Then I began to
have
laugh,one?"
and once having started, I
couldn't stop. Merriment shook
me like a terrier shaking a glove.
It seemed so irresistibly comic that
this man, who had saved my life,
should be asking for a cigarette! But
I knew that any moment the laughter would change to equally stormy
tears.
He stopped me. He slapped my
face.
With tears stinging my eyelids,
but laughing no longer, I put my
hand to my cheek, touching the
place where it burned. He moved
uncomfortably in his corner of the
sofa. "Sorry," he muttered. "You
The silence lengthened, became
needed it."
something that throbbed between
us with the pulse of the blood in
my"You
cheek.
are right," I said humbly,
at last. "You must think I'm an
awful fool. Being out of a job
doesn't seem to have made you want

■ I stopped.
made

I knew there was no use trying to explain what had

me try to kill myself.

I just couldn't

to mouth. Last week it looked as
if I was going to get a break, singing on a radio program. My agent
said I was all set for the job, but
today — yesterday, I guess it is now
— everything fell through. Another
girl got it.
"Um-hmm," he nodded as my
voice trailed off. "That happens
quite a lot, I understand.
So?"
I felt as if I were talking in a
dream. Everything had an air of
unreality. I no longer wanted to
die. I just wanted to rest. "I didn't
see any sense in going on — struggling and hoping," I said. "I'm a
failure, and I know it. Why keep
on kidding myself?"
YOU'RE a failure," he said. "You
must be all of twenty years old
— and you're a failure!"
"I'm twenty-three," I said. "And
I don't think failure has anything
to do with how old you are. Anyway— it wasn't so much being a
failure.
I— I just got so tired of
16

put it into words.

living the way I was — one day after
another — all of them just . . . just
days. I had ten dollars left when
the chance at that radio job came
along. I spent most of it for some
decent stockings and a hat — and
now it's all gone. I spent the last
of it on a hamburger before I came
I stopped. I knew there was no
use
trying to explain what had
home."
made me try to kill myself. I
couldn't put into words the dreadful, dragging sensation of weariness, the soul-sickness, the conviction that nothing was any good,
would
ever be any good.
"Funny you should be in radio,"
he was saying cheerfully. "That's
my line, too. I'm a radio engineer.
At least, that's what I studied to be
when I was in college. Right now,
I'd swap my college degree for a
chance to wash dishes." He glanced
around the room, and his eye lit
on a half-open package of cigarettes lying on the table.
"Hey!"

to Something
commit suicide."
was happening to me.
I had never paid much attention
to men. All my life I had had only
ambition to drive me — ambition to
be a singer, to be famous — and it
had taken the place of the daydreams most girls weave about the
men they will some day meet and
love and marry. I had never been
in love, I had never even imagined
myself to be in love. Most of all, I
had never wanted to be in love. But
now, rubbing my cheek, I still felt
the sharp impact of his hand, and I
felt his gentler touch as he had
helped me into the apartment. I
was watching the play of expression in his face. I was following the
lines of his body as he sat beside
me, seeing its strength and grace.
It wasn't as clear as that in my
head, of course. All I was really
conscious of was a growing interest
in him and . a growing desire to
seem, somehow, less unworthy in
his eyes.
"It'd take more than that to make
me commit suicide," he said grimly.
He reached over and helped himself to the cigarettes, lit one and inhaled deeply. "I haven't got much,
but I'm not going to let go of what
I have got.. And you shouldn't
either. Don't give up, not even
when you have to . . . Look here."
He turned on me abruptly. "You
weren't out on that ledge very long,
"No ... I don't think so."
were you?"
"Well, you know where the park
is, where I was. And there's a
hedge around it. Would you have
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said it was possible for me to see
you getting ready to jump — get off
the bench, hurdle that hedge, and
reach the sidewalk under your window in time to catch you?"
"No," I admitted. "I guess I
wouldn't."
"I didn't think it was possible,
either. But I knew if I yelled, you'd
jump all the sooner. And I was
pretty sure your window wasn't
high enough so you'd be killed, and
you'd just be badly injured, which
wouldn't solve any of your problems, whatever they were. So —
though it looked impossible — I tried
running to catch you. And it
worked.
You see?"
"I don't — " I began uncertainly.
Impatiently, he said, "It's what I
mean by not giving up, even when
you have to. Most of the time, the
things that look impossible can be
done. Maybe," and he laughed,
"maybe you and I can even get
jobs!"
"How long have you been out of
work?" I asked. .
"About three months ago I had
two days' work digging trenches on
a movie location. Before that —
well, it doesn't matter much. It's
four years since I worked at my
profession."
"You make my troubles seem
very small," I said.
"That was the idea," he admitted.
"But I didn't mean to do it by
making mine seem big." He stood
up "You won't do anything crazy
again, will you?"
"No." I moistened my lips. I
wanted to say something, and it
wasn't going to be easy. "I can't
thank you enough for what you've
done. You've saved so much more
than my life . . . Some day I want
to be able to repay you."
To my amazement, a frown appeared between his eyes. "Forget
it," he said gruffly.
"But I didn't mean that!" I exclaimed, getting somewhat shakily
to my feet. "I only meant — I want
to be able to help you, as much as
you've helped me. Where do you
live — when will I see you again?"
"I'll drop by sometime," he said
evasively. "As you can see, I haven't
any permanent address," he added
with a wry smile. His hand was on
the doorknob.
"No— wait!" I called. It wasn't
conscious thought that made me do
it— but I went to him and kissed
him on the lips. His eyes widened
in surprise. Then with a quick
movement he opened the door and
was gone.
I leaned against the wall, listening to his footsteps recede down
the hall.
I didn't even know his name.
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The light of dawn was creeping
in at the windows as I undressed.
I threw myself down on the bed and
slept the clock around.
I awoke to what seemed like a
new life. That day, and the days
that followed, it was as if he were
with me all the time. The memories
of his face, his voice, his gestures,
were all so sharp and clear that he
might have been beside me in person. The warmth of his lips was
always on mine. At night, before I
went to sleep, I would hold long
conversations with him, telling him
what had happened to me during
the day — and telling him, too, how
much I loved him.
AND things were happening to
me, too! He had been so right.
I saw it now, and the knowledge
put new vitality into me, into my
body and into my soul as well. Just
as he'd said, there was always the
chance that the impossible would
become possible, if you would only
expend a little more energy than
you'd thought you possessed.
I went to my agent. I had never
liked him much, but once I'd
thought that having an "agent," no
matter what kind, was enough to
insure getting jobs. I knew better
now, and I rather thought my agent
was too lazy to exert himself much
in my behalf. I was no longer satisfied with his shrugs and excuses, his
often-repeated wail that "Things are
dead." When I left him after that
last interview I knew that I was

Every night when I went home,
and every day from my window, I
watched for him. "I'll drop around
some time," he'd said; and strangely, I was sure he would keep his
word. I wanted to be ready for him
— prove that I was as strong and
courageous as he.
When I could, I kept on looking
for a better job, and eventually I
found one, as vocalist with a much
larger, more professional band in a
night club that had been open just
long enough to be popular with the
movie crowd. And there I was the
success I'd dreamed of being. I had
the thrill of seeing dancers turn and
watch me while I sang, and of receiving satisfied little nods and
smiles from my boss, the leader of
the band.
I was able to buy some new
clothes and put some money into
the bank. I could have moved away
from my cheap little furnished
apartment, but I wouldn't do that.
Once I'd thought it the most dismal
and depressing place to live in the
whole world, but now all its inconveniences and grimy sordidness became beautiful — because this was
where he would come to find me.
It was the link between him and
me, and (Continued on page 81)

on my own, I'd have to find my job
by myself.
I won't go into detail about the
next month. It would make dull
reading, just as, except for one
thing, it would have made dull living. The reason it was not dull was
that he — that was the only name I
knew him by — was always with me,
encouraging me. For the first time
I actually enjoyed the pursuit of a
job. The long hours of waiting in
offices, the occasional interviews,
the hurried tracking-down of rumors that there might be a job
here or a job there — I didn't mind
them any longer. Something inside
me, told me they were leading to
a definite goal.
Luckily, I didn't have to worry
too much about money for a while.
There were still three weeks to go
before my rent was due, and I
pawned my watch (I'd always
clung to it, frantically before) for
enough to buy the minimum amount
of food.
Within a week I had a job. Not
much of a job to be sure — singing
with a small band in an obscure
and very unattractive night clubbut I got paid for it.
17
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ALL her life, her money had
/A brought only unhappiness to
Patricia Rogers. In an attempt i to
start all over again after a broken
love affair with John Knight, the
trustee of her estate, she had
changed her name and gone with
her adopted son, Jack, and two
friends, Alice Ames and Virginia
Hardesty, to work as a reporter on
a Phoenix, Arizona, newspaper.
There she fell in love with Scoop
Curtis, another reporter, who knew
her only as Pat Ryan. On the eve of
their wedding she revealed her true
identity to him, and after the initial
shock of learning that he was engaged to an heiress, he took the
news calmly. But Pat's Telief at
having told her secret at last led
her into the mistake of using her
money extravagantly on luxuries
they could not possibly afford on
Scoop's salary, and Scoop, believing
he would be marrying a girl whose
money would be a barrier to their
happiness, left her on the morning
they were to have been married. Pat
tried to hide her heartbreak, and
remained in Phoenix until, one
morning,
she learned
that Scoop
■ While they watched, a vague
shape appeared, struck — there
was a crash, then lurid flames.
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had been badly injured. The news
was brought to Pat by Stormy Wilson, a girl stunt driver in a troupe
which Scoop had joined after leaving Phoenix. It was in an exhibition of stunt driving, Stormy said,
that Scoop had been injured.
Pat rushed to Scoop, to find that
he was paralyzed and had been told
by the doctors that he would never
walk again. She begged him to
marry her, and at first he refused,
but when she insisted, seemed to
consent. That afternoon, however,
when Pat returned to the hospital,
Scoop informed her that he and
Stormy had just been married.
Crushed and deeply hurt, Pat resolved to return to Chicago, resume
her real name, and accept the responsibilities ofher fortune.

THE air, clear, and cold, stung
Patricia's cheeks; it was invigorating after the heat of Arizona. The snap and tingle of the
wind sweeping along Lake Shore
Drive buoyed up her spirits, and
banished, momentarily, any
thoughts which still had power to
hurt and wound.
She glanced at her wrist watch,
and saw it was almost four. John
Knight was due for cocktails and
dinner at her new home. She would
enjoy seeing him — and yet — none
of the things she did had any meaning; she could find nothing to hold
her interest. She made motions,
saw people, because she must not
stop long enough to remember the
emptiness in her life waiting to
overwhelm her. Patricia turned
and started home, the wind at her
back. If it would only lift her and
carry her into some new existence,
colorful and exciting. What, to be
honest, had these past six weeks of
motion and activity amounted to —
nothing but a desperate effort to
keep certain memories from hurting
too much. Others had been more
thrilled and enthusiastic than she.
She remembered Virginia Hardesty's
wide eyes,
close attention
whenAlice
she Warner's
had told
them her true identity. It had
meant more to them than to her,
when, at her suggestion, they had
arranged to leave Phoenix and
come to Chicago to live with her
in the magnificent old mansion she
had bought and had had redecorated. Yet, they were very dear to
her; how lonely she would have
been if they had refused. And Jack
had certainly had the most glorious
time with the place swarming with
painters, plumbers, carpenters, and
then
with
interior
decorators,

smearing himself with paint, clambering up ladders, and being generally underfoot.
Patricia sighed. She had believed
it would be amusing to do, once
again, all the things her money
made possible; it had not been the
success she had hoped. The workmen were gone; Alice and Virginia
had found positions, Jack was in
school; she must find something else
to help strengthen the shell she was
building around the hurt in her
heart, the hurt which had gone so
deep when Scoop married Stormy.
Perhaps John Knight would be able
to suggest a diversion. When Alice
had returned to her former position
as his secretary, Pat had asked her
to tell John what had happened —
last summer. She had not wanted
him to question her. But she knew
that someday she would have to
talk to him; he was trustee of her
estate, they had been very close— ^once. This evening might prove to
be the time for the plunge —
"Oh," Patricia thought; "everything's so muddled when one's unShe had almost decided not to
happy!"
say
anything about herself. But, as
she sipped her coffee, she glanced
up, and found John watching her,
his gaze intent and probing. She
knew what he must be thinking.
"What's the verdict?" she challenged; "is this the manner you use
toward
clients?"
John smiled, unembarrassed.
"You've changed, Pat. And I
was thinking you're lucky."
"Lucky?" Patricia's fingers
drummed restlessly on the arm of
her chair. "No, not lucky. You're
He shrugged, ignoring her words,
wrong."
pressing his point. "Yes, you are.
You found out in time that your
silly pretence of being a working
girl wouldn't stand up. You should
face certain facts."
"How much has Alice told you?"
Pat's voice was a little unsteady.
"The general outlines. Enough to
know your money made trouble.
And it always would, Pat; you can
didn't have a chance to find out."
see"I that."
Her dark eyes were moody, bitter.
"No, Scoop Curtis had more
brains than you. A man has to
meet a woman on an equal footing.
That's why I'm building my own
fortune, and then, Pat — I haven't
"
"Please,— John!"
Patricia spoke in
forgotten
quick protest; she had not expected

The novel presented here is the story of the Girl Alone radio
serial by Fayette Krum, heard Monday through Friday at 5:00
P.M., over the NBC-Red network, sponsored by Quaker Oats. Tune
in this exciting drama of a beautiful woman in search of fove.
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love affair with John Knight, the
trustee of her estate, she had
changed her name and gone with
her adopted son, Jack, and two
friends, Alice Ames and Virginia
Hardesty, to work as a reporter on
a Phoenix, Arizona, newspaper.
There she fell in love with Scoop
Curtis, another reporter, who knew
her only as Pat Ryan. On the eve of
their wedding she revealed her true
identity to him, and after the initial
shock of learning that he was engaged to an heiress, he took the
news calmly. But Pat's -relief at
having told her secret at last led
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they could not possibly afford on
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he would be marrying a girl whose
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happiness, left her on the morning
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meant more to them than to her,
when, at her suggestion, they had
arranged to leave Phoenix and
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men were gone; Alice and Virginia
had found positions, Jack was in
school; she must find something else
to help strengthen the shell she was
building around the hurt in her
heart, the hurt which had gone so
deep when Scoop married Stormy
Perhaps John Knight would be able
to suggest a diversion. When Alice
had returned to her former position
as his secretary, Pat had asked her
to tell John what had happened—
last summer. She had not wanted
him to question her. But she knew
that someday she would have to
talk to him; he was trustee of her
estate, they had been very close —
once. This evening might prove to
be the time for the plunge —
"Oh," Patricia thought; "every-
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■ Virginia: happy
bride of a
few glorious, but too-brief hours.

this. "Don't say anything.
I need
your advice. What shall I do?"
"Do? My Lord, what can't you
do! You're back in the city you
love; you can give Jack everything
— the finest education — every advantage. You'll find plenty of uses
forPatricia
your money."
shook her head. After
all it did not help to talk to another.
"That's not what I mean. I'm just
fumbling — no direction. I want
something to interest me, keep me
from thinking."
"Oh, I see. Running away again,
aren't you? Find your real self,
Pat, and what you want from life."

THE words were meant to have
special significance and Pat looked
quickly at the serious, handsome
face so intent, almost arrogant.
"You won't get anywhere until
do — "
you
"You're terribly serious," Patricia
interrupted, and forced a smile. "I
thought you might have some ideas,
not a suggestion to dig down into
myself — that's not easy." She would
not add, aloud: "It would hurt too
much."
"A way out — a short cut?" John's
eyes were doubtful, his voice challenging. "There aren't any."
"No — " she said, quickly. "There
will be something — "
The trouble, Patricia realized the
next day, as she thought over John's
advice, was that she did not know
what she wanted. Oh, yes, she did,
but she was not going to admit it
even to herself. It was not easy to
stop wondering where Scoop might
be, or what his life must be like
now that he was a cripple. That
hurt. Even her anger at him faded
before that realization. She started
to walk restlessly around the room.
She picked up some letters from
her desk, and tossed them aside.
She simply must find something to
20

■ Jack: whom Pat adopted, thinking
thus to make her money do good.

occupy her time; she must bury
every memory deep, deep — And,
almost as if in answer to the aching
throb within her, came the soft
tinkle of the telephone bell. As she
lifted the receiver, she heard Virginia's excited voice.
"Pat, guess who's in town? Walking around
as bigknew,
as ever
— " with a
And
Patricia
knew
sudden quickening of her heart.
"Scoop — " it was no question.
"Right. I ran straight into him at
lunch today. Was he glad to see me
— wouldn't let me get away. He's
back on his old paper."
"He's walking! You mean — he's
well?" Pat steadied herself with
one hand on her desk.
"Yes, walking. He told me about
it. Said his paralysis was some
sort of nervous inhibition. I forget
the long name for it. He just got
over
"Ohit—— "suddenly."
Pat was trembling.
"He wants to see you; kept asking about you. I didn't know what

to "Well,
say." if you see him again," Pat
said, her shoulders back, her chin
lifted, "you can tell him — from me
— I do not want to see him." She
spaced the words slowly; then
dropped the receiver before she
could ask the question trembling on
her lips: "Where's Stormy — didn't
he Patricia
say anything
walkedabout
to Stormy?"
the window
and looked out, but she saw nothing of the bright, winter day. Why
— why did this have to happen?
Scoop, well and strong, working as
a reporter in Chicago! He had no
right to come back here. Her shut
fist pounded against the glass. If I
could only tear the thought of you
out of me. And, why won't they die,
all those dreams and plans I built
around you? You married Stormy,
didn't you, Scoop Curtis — made a
fool of me, and I won't, I won't see

■ Alice: Pat's friend, and secretary to John Knight, her trustee.

you again. But — your voice saying
"Pitter-Pat" — the way your hair
crinkles on your forehead — such
silly things to remember — such silly
things — And Pat felt the hot tears
sting her eyes.
Patricia was frightened at what
the news of Scoop's return to Chicago did to her. That terrible sense
of futility which had filled her days
disappeared,
and eagerness which
she had believed lost forever came
flooding back into her life.
She
tried
to deny
it, but
it was
stronger than her will. But there
was fear, as well, fear of further
suffering. Why had he asked to see
her?
Would it be wise to talk to
him, to know what he had in mind?
He had hurt her, hurt her beyond
belief; he had humiliated her, her
pride still suffering, but she knew
Scoop too well to believe he could
do anything mean, or underhand.
Each day brought the hope, as well
as the dread, that he might telephone, or that somewhere,
in a
bus, theater,
or restaurant,
she
would see him.
Once or twice as
Patricia thought
she saw Scoop's
familiar figure coming toward her
down
a street, her heart would
quicken, and her body stiffen, only
to endure disappointment mingled
with a sense of escape when she
realized her mistake.
And it was
almost a relief when one day, as she
took her walk, with head lowered
against the sudden blasts of icy
wind, that Patricia did run into him.
He caught her arm, and she raised
her eyes. They stood, not speaking,
just looking at each other, and his
fingers tightened their hold.
"Knew this would happen sometime," Scoop said, after a little
while. "Virginia said you wouldn't
see me, or I'd been around. There's
a lot of explaining due you, Pat."
"There's nothing to explain." She
hoped he would think the wind had
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made her breathless.
"Is Stormy
with you?"
"That's part of it. Don't be stubborn, Pat. I must talk to you. Let's
get out of this gale — go to your
home.
Come on." He hailed a taxi.
Patricia settled stiffly into a corner of the cab, keeping her eyes on
the street. She knew Scoop was
watching her. The minutes dragged
by, but, at last, they faced each
other in the huge living room. Pat
had flung her furs and hat onto a
chair. A long whistle puckered
Scoop's lips.
"Some place, this," he remarked;
"but sort of vast and remote — no
homey feel about it."
"Oh, Scoop did you come to tell
me that!"
He moved quickly, and had her
hands in his.
"I've been all kinds of a fool. But
I thought I was done for — would
never be any good again. If I'd only
waited."
"Weren't you just a trifle too
eager to marry Stormy to wait?"
Pat jerked her hands from his, and
walked over to the fire.
"Stormy? You can forget her. I
didn't love her; she agreed to help
me out. She's back at stunt flying.
I haven't seen her since I've been
on my feet."
"You expect me to believe that
Stormy was just a sweet, unselfish
girl, willing to sacrifice — "
"She's a grand girl," Scoop
flared, "and she had some crazy idea
she owed me a lot."
"It sounds swell, Scoop, but sort
of fantastic — to me."
Scoop moved closer to her. His
eyes were grave and level; there
was no smile on his mouth which
laughed so easily.
"Look at me, Pitter-Pat," and her

■ "Lucky?" Pat's fingers drummed
restlessly on the arm of her chair. "No,
I'm not lucky."
you're wrong, John.
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heart caught at the sweet familiarity
of that name, "there is one fact
that's got to register with you, and
stick. No matter what kind of an
idiot I've been, I love you, have
" a
you — in
lovehands
willher
loved
Pat you,
threwand out
helpless gesture.
"Just what does that mean? Why
tell me now? As if we could turn
back time, and be as we were —
can't you realize what you've done
to us — to me?"
"Stormy agreed we'd annul the
"Oh, Scoop,"
she cried, "as though
— "
marriage
you could erase what's happened.
Can't you guess how I've felt all
these weeks! And you turn up,
and say — let's forget — we'll start
again — " Her eyes were blazing in
her white face; they clouded suddenly with tears. "You took something we'll never find again — the
sweetness — and you say it's noth"I don't say it's nothing." Scoop's
lips twisted a little, as if in pain.
ing—" what wouldn't I give to have
"Lord,
us as we were. But, Pat, don't
blame me too much. Do you think
it was easy — what I did? Maybe,
we can't go back, but we can start
Patricia backed away from him.
"Iagain."
don't want to be hurt. You're
asking too much. I'm not making
terms, but, I'd have to be awfully
Scoop hesitated. "I understand."
— " was very quiet. "I don't
His
surevoice
wonder. But, I'll prove it's true
what I've told you. We'll be happy
Patricia watched him as he caught
up his hat, and turned toward the
door.
"Will we?" she whispered in the
yet."

silence of the room which suddenly
seemed very vast and lonely. She
steadied herself with one hand on
the mantel, her eyes dark with
emotion. Dare she let herself believe Scoop? He had done two
crazy, impulsive things, one through
hurt pride, one, as he thought, to
save her from sacrificing herself.
Scoop — Scoop — will you, will any
man, ever realize that love, for
itself, alone, is what matters, instead of spoiling and distorting it
with pride, and doubt? Do you
know that truth now? I must wait
and see. I must not let myself hope
too much. But as she caught up her
hat and furs, she found she was
humming a song as she ran up the
stairs.

resuddenly
had life.
JOY, interest,
She could
turned to Patricia's
laugh again, really laugh. Scoop
was in and out of the house, or calling her on the telephone daily. They
had slipped naturally into the old
comradeship, the unity of thought
and interest which they had known
in the past. And when John
Knight had remonstrated with her,
telling her how foolish she was to
see Scoop again, she quite firmly
told him not to interfere. Her
doubts and fears grew less and less;
hope would be denied no longer.
One afternoon Scoop arrived at
the house with a stranger, a tall,
distinguished looking man, faultlessly, though a trifle too formally,
dressed. Virginia had already
come in from work, and she and Pat
were having tea.
Scoop introduced his companion
as George Richman and added, "I
want you to meet him. He gave me
a lead on that insurance racket
story. I told you about it, Pat. The
paper got a line on it, and I've been
sleuthing away. It's much bigger
than we suspected. But it'll be in
the"Mr.
bag soon."
Curtis helped me." When
George Richman smiled, his face
changed, there was a curiously attractive quality about the man. Yet,
as he crossed the room, Patricia
sensed something theatrical, even
fantastic about him. Then she
noticed Virginia's eyes, wide with
interest. She was disturbed; she did
not know exactly why. She caught
his next words. "He ran a story I
wanted published. I made what return Icould."
"But
how did you happen to
bluntly.
know about the racket?" Pat asked,
"Oh," he waved a long, well kept
hand, as if to dismiss the subject,
"I have ways and means — ways and
He settled {Continued on page 86)

means — "
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■ Mother Fairchild peered at the woman.
Then she gasped. "A ghost!" she cried.
You've come back like a ghost, Anne."
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Dr. Caryle's reception room,
KAYheldentered
tight in the grip of an awful tension. It was impossible for her to
answer the invitation to relax of the chair
where she sat until the doctor was ready to
see her.
This visit was the last, she knew. She had
seen four other doctors, and they had been
unable to tell her what she wanted to learn.
Dr. Caryle was her last hope.
No doubt, they had done their best, those
other doctors, but they had failed to reassure Kay. It was no comfort to find them unwilling to commit themselves beyond the
conjecture that the chances were ninety out
of a hundred against her child being
anything but normal. It was no comfort,
at all.
"Your memory seems remarkably clear,"
one doctor had said to her, "but it only gives
me a confused picture of your father's
symptoms. I'm afraid to make a positive
diagnosis on such slender clues. Actually,
I cannot even be sure your father was insane.
Now, if I had a case history — "
"But," Kay had said, "I've already explained how we travelled all over the country— how impossible it would be to collect
the data for a case history — "
"I wish I could help you," the doctor had
said. "But the best I can say is that it is
highly improbable that your child would
ever become a mental case."
"You — you're not sure?" Kay had asked.
"No," the doctor had said sadly. "In all
honesty to you — I'm not sure."
That was the best Kay could get out of
any of them. Without more definite information than Kay was able to provide, they
could not be sure. And that day, after the
fourth doctor had failed to give her a positive
answer, she felt that she had reached the end
of her strength.
Ever since the day, John was elected Mayor
of Walnut Grove and she, in the fullness of
her love, had told him about the child they
were going to have, her nerves had been
crying out against her self-imposed need for
secrecy.
John himself, and even Peg and

Bud, his children by his first marriage, had
noticed the change in her. It had been a mistake to tell John only half the truth about
their child and nothing about her fears for
it. She knew she must tell him someday,
but she had kept putting it off, hoping that
the doctors would relieve her of the necessity of telling him anything. So, despising
herself all the while for what she was doing,
she had managed to invent excuses for running up to Chicago two or three times a week.
But this could not go on forever.
And, going home on the train that afternoon, she had already made up her mind to
tell John everything. She couldn't bear to
let him go on as he was, looking forward
happily to the birth of his child. And that
was when she picked up a Chicago newspaper
and came across the review of a book written
by Dr. Gustave Caryle.
The name of the psychiatrist had struck
a familiar chord, but it was some minutes
before she remembered that it was because
her father had been very friendly with this
Dr. Caryle, when they were living in Denver.
Thinking back on this friendship, it had
seemed odd. And from that thought had
sprung another one. What if they had not
been friends — if her father had been a patient?
She had written immediately for an appointment, including in her letter everything
she could think of that might remind a busy
doctor of an old patient. In a few days, she
had received a letter asking her to call on
Dr. Caryle.
And now, here she was. . . .
The soft voiced receptionist said, "Dr. Caryle will see you now, Mrs. Fairchild."
"I am very happy to meet you," Dr. Caryle
said, taking her hand in his hard, strong one.
"Your father often spoke of you."
"Then — you did know him?"
"Oh, yes, very well," Dr. Caryle said,
leading her to a chair. "Now, tell me what's
troubling
you." far back into the chair and
Kay shrank
went over it all, again. Painfully, careful
not to leave out any small thing, she described her father's fits of depression, his
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tight in
grip ofreception
an awful room,
tenKAYheldentered
Dr.theCaryle's
sion. It was impossible for her to
answer the invitation to relax of the chair
where she sat until the doctor was ready to
seeThis
her. visit was the last, she knew. She had
seen four other doctors, and they had been
unable to tell her what she wanted to learn.
Dr. Caryle was her last hope.
No doubt, they had done their best, those
other doctors, but they had failed to reassure Kay. It was no comfort to find them unwilling to commit themselves beyond the
conjecture that the chances were ninety out
of a hundred against her child being
anything but normal. It was no comfort,
at all.
"Your memory seems remarkably clear,"
one doctor had said to her, "but it only gives
me a confused picture of your father's
symptoms. I'm afraid to make a positive
diagnosis on such slender clues. Actually,
I cannot even be sure your father was insane.
Now, if I had a case history — "
"But," Kay had said, "I've already explained how we travelled all over the country— how impossible it would be to collect
the data for a case history — "
"I wish I could help you," the doctor had
said. "But the best I can say is that it is
highly improbable that your child would
ever become a mental case."
"You — you're not sure?" Kay had asked.
"No," the doctor had said sadly. "In all
honesty to you — I'm not sure."
That was the best Kay could get out of

Without more definite inforany of them.
mation than Kay was able to provide, they
could not be sure. And that day, after the
doctor had failed to give her a positive
fourth
her strength.
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herself all the while for what she was doing,
she had managed to invent excuses for running up to Chicago two or three times a week.
But this could not go on forever.
And, going home on the train that afternoon, she had already made up her mind to
tell John everything. She couldn't bear to
let him go on as he was, looking forward
happily to the birth of his child. And that
was when she picked up a Chicago newspaper
and came across the review of a book written
by Dr. Gustave Caryle.
The name of the psychiatrist had struck
a familiar chord, but it was some minutes
before she remembered that it was because
her father had been very friendly with this
Dr. Caryle, when they were living in Denver.
Thinking back on this friendship, it had
seemed odd. And from that thought had
sprung another one. What if they had not
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denot to leave out any small thing, she his
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disappearances and his returns,
drunk and filled with impotent
rage, his growing addiction to drink
and finally his death. Then, she
went on to her brother, who had
slowly lost all interest in living,
until he was like a shadow among
people — a shadow not speaking, not
hearing, not moving. A shadow
slowly fading into death, slowly
escaping.

THEN she told him of herself — of
her work as a newspaper woman,
and then her marriage to a man so
much older than she, her efforts to
fit into his home and bring happiness not only to him but to his two
children, grown-up Peg and adolescent Bud. Efforts that might have
been successful, but for this new
danger —
Dr. Caryle stood above her while
she talked. He stood very still and

his tall, broadshouldered frame
blotted out everything else in the
room. She spoke up to him, her
head lifted so she could watch his
face. His expression did not change.
When she was through, he sat down
beside her and took her cold hands
into his.
"You've been torturing yourself
with this for a long time, haven't
you?" he asked. Kay nodded and
he patted her head gently.
The understanding and sympathy
she felt in him was too much for
her. She found herself pouring out
the whole story of her childhood
to him, the terror, the misery of it,
the decision she had made at sixteen
never to marry, never to fall in
love. And about David, for love
of whom she had run away from
Chicago and how she had gradually
forgotten about him in her newfound love for John Fairchild.

"What a pity," Dr. Caryle said in
the end. "All this unhappiness — "
He got
up, over
shaking
that
is all
now.hisGohead.
home "But
and
be happy and don't be afraid of
anything. Your father was not in"But— Dr. Caryle— his fits of—"
Kay stammered.
"Your father was not insane,"
the
doctor repeated firmly. "I knew
sane."
him. He was sensitive, that was
his trouble. He was far too sensitive for the profession he chose.
Unfortunately, only the unusual is
news, it seems, and the unusual is
too often depressing and sordid. It
is not insane to be depressed by the
sight of suffering and disaster. It is
merely human. And your father
was human. More than that, he
was humane.
"He was deeply moved by the
things he saw and wrote about and
it hurt him that he could not help
the people with whom his work
brought him in contact. We had a
long talk about that one night, I
remember. I remember advising
him to leave the newspaper business and become a writer. That
might have saved him. But he said
he couldn't give up his job."
"You mean because of us — his
family?" Kay asked. Dr. Caryle
nodded. "But — there's still my
brother.
He was
ins — her
"
Dr. Caryle
stopped
with a
shake of his head. "Your brother's
case had nothing to do with any
inherited weakness," he said.
"Then—?"
"Then," Dr. Caryle said positively, "you have nothing more to
worry
about. wasEver."
Her heart
singing with happiness as she left the building. Only
now that the weight of this fear
had been lifted did she realize how
completely it had possessed her,
how subtly it had hovered in the
background of her life for years,
governing her emotions, her actions. And now she was. free and it
was like stepping into the sunshine
after a long confinement in a dark
room.
She got on the train for Walnut
Grove, feeling as though she were
setting out on an adventure. She
had the feeling that everything in
her life would be different now.
She could live freely, without pretense, without fear. Watching the
sunlit countryside slip by, she marvelled at all the fears that had lived
in her so long. How easily they had
all been swept aside! And she almost laughed aloud, thinking of
some of the things that had frightened and annoyed her.
There was the sudden arrival,
three
(Continued
on page
70)
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■ Though he's a partner to Fred Allen's gay quips on the Wednesday night Texaco shows over CBS, and light-heartedly
sings your favorite ballads, Kenny Baker is really a serious young man. Bent on furthering his career as a
concert singer, Kenny has been engaged on an extensive tour all this winter, rushing back to New York for27 his
broadcasts, and happy, if short, visits with his family — a wife he adores and two lovely children, Susan and Kenny, Jr.
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IT WAS a warm, lush, Spring
night in Central Park. The
breeze coming from the small
lake caressed her cheeks, lingered
— and was gone. She felt free and
careless and altogether happy.
She took off the tiny, perky hat,
shook her golden red hair and her
sea-green eyes filled with amusement. She laughed in that casual,
easy way she had of laughing.
"What are you laughing at?" he
said, still holding her hand as they

By JACK

SHER

walked
along the narrow
path.
"At you, at me." She smiled now.
"At the world and at nothing at
"I don't feel like laughing," he
said. He was a tall, serious young
man, quite handsome, with smooth,
black hair, fair skin and warm
blueall."
eyes.
"What's the matter, Bill?" she
asked. She held his hand tightly.

■ It's been a wonderful four
years. Dorothy and Bill Spire
n their lovely new apartment
overlooking
the East River.

"I don't know," he said, still
serious. "I'm, well — well — gee, Dot,
I'm just all mixed up."
They had stopped now, sat down
on a bench near the lake. It was
getting darker. Below them the
lake was becoming more of a mirror
for the beautifully lit buildings
that bordered the park. You could
see the shapes of the buildings in
the water, the lighted windows, the
reflections of multi-colored signs.
It was like an etching carved by
some gigantic hand. It was a little
too perfect, too much like a picture
set. You had to look up and see
the real buildings, the real lights,
to believe it. It was quiet, except
for couples »who intermittently
strolled by talking in low voices,
walking close together. A cop
stood on the little bridge nearby,
easily swinging his night stick.
"It doesn't seem like we've only
known each other a week," he said.
"Maybe we haven't," she smiled.
He said, "Don't be mystical, Dot.
The way I feel is very real. Darn
it," he murmured intently, "you
know I'm in love with you."
"Uh, huh," she said, "we're in
love all right." She smiled at him
again, as if all men were babies
when it came to this sort of realization.
"Dot?"
"Yes?"
"Dot, are you listening to me?"
"Yes, Bill."
Bill grew tense, even a little annoyed in his excitement. "Is all
you can say is yes? Listen, Dot,
well — Dot, I think — well — " he
paused and tried to find words. He
looked down at his shoes and the
words came out slowly. "Dot, will
didn'tme?"
answer for a moment.
youShemarry
Then she put her lips against his
cheek. "Of course, darling," she
said.
Bill took her in his arms and
kissed her. The cop swung his night
stick vigorously and took a step in
their direction. Then, he grinned,
changed his mind and strolled away
whistling and shaking his head, as
if the law and the world and all
young kids in the park at night
were slightly touched.
After awhile, they talked intensely and excitedly, made plans, figured out how much they could live
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■ That was the very romantic ultimatum Dorothy Lowell
gave the man

she loved —

Read the intimate marriage
story of Our

Gal

Sunday

on, argued, worried and schemed
happily. They couldn't sit still on
the bench. They walked until they
were too tired to take another step
and then found a more secluded
bench near another lake, deeper in
the park.
"Just as soon as Carl and I get
started in business for ourselves
we'll get married," Bill said ecstatically.
Dot frowned. "Do we have to
wait 'til then?"
"Gee, honey," Bill said, surprised,
"you wouldn't want to get married
if we don't have enough money,
would you?"
Dot laughed. "Why not, it's been
done before."
They argued about that. Bill was
always so cautious about things.
She could work, she'd find a job.
Bill was so old fashioned about not
wanting her to contribute her share
of the expenses. Imagine his saying they shouldn't get married until
he was making a hundred dollars a
week and could afford a maid! That
was silly. She wouldn't mind going
without things, at all. Of course, he
was right about her not having any
first hand experience with poverty.
Mother and Dad had always given
her the best of everything.
Dorothy Lowell, whom today you
hear as Our Gal Sunday on the air,
almost wished then that her life
had been a little more difficult. It
would be so easy then to say to
Bill, "Look here, I've been in tough
spots before. I can take it." But
she really hadn't. She began to look
back over her life, up until she had
met Bill Spire.
You, Dorothy Lowell, she thought,
may not have been born in the lap
of luxury, but you've certainly had
just about everything you ever
wanted. Dad's being a successful
lawyer had made it possible for her
MARCH,
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■ You can hear Dorothy Lowell as Our Gal Sunday, the popular radio
serial heard at 12:45 P.M., E.S.T., dally over the CBS network.

to go abroad to school. Austria,
how vague and far away that
seemed now. She remembered
things almost as if they had happened to her in a dream, or rather,
it was more like a newsreel you saw
a long time ago. The boat, the little
girl standing at the rail watching
New York get smaller and smaller.
And then strange faces and a
strange language.
She remembered coming back,
dimly, and the school in Brooklyn,
Adelphi Academy, with the girls in
pigtails and her own red hair always tangled and knotty. Then going away to Oakwood Finishing
School, crying, not wanting to leave
home, and then the easy, carefree
times, the diary — oh yes — and that
boy in Poughkeepsie. She laughed
softly to herself. What would Bill
think if he could have seen her
then, so terribly, terribly in love
with — what-was-his-name? He was

thirteen, she remembered that, and
he was very handsome and never
clean and he called her "Red." How
that had scorched her feelings!
She had always wanted to be an
actress, she couldn't remember
when the stage hadn't been everything. Her mother, she remembered, had laughed once and said
to friends, "Dorothy stood right up
on the Fifth Avenue bus today and
began to recite to people." Her
mother understood, though. She
had wanted to be an actress, too,
until she met Dad. That's why she
helped win Dad over when Dorothy had announced determinedly
that she was going to the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts.
She remembered all that very
clearly. Learning to act, studying
technique, going to the theater.
That had only been a few short
years ago. Garson Kanin and Martin Gabel (Continued on page 61)
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■ You can hear Dorothy Lowell as Our Gal Sunday, the popular radio
serial heard at 12:45 P.M., E.S.T., daily over the CBS network.
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Always she had the courage to
do what she wanted, even when
er passion for Hal meant losing the love of the finest man she
ew. A woman's moving conession of the choice she made

Passion Blindec
hurt most told
THE very man I ge
me I had coura
to do what
I did. Maybe he's right. But I
need even more courage now.
I need it to fight such loneliness and
heartache as a girl rarely has to
face.
You wouldn't know that if you
saw me perhaps. I am very successful, as the world measures
success. I am one of the best-known
and most-in-demand accompanists
in radio. I make money, I live well,
I have friends — and yet it requires
more courage for me to go on than
for anything else I have ever done
in my life.
I always had the strength to do
what I thought was right for myself. It was courage, I suppose, that
made me leave my home town in
Ohio and go to New York equipped
with just a hundred dollars and a
certain ability to play the piano.
Before I ran through my money I
had a job — playing accompaniments
for the radio department of the
Deane Advertising Agency. It was
only a part-time job at first. But I
worked hard, and before long it was
permanent. The months passed; I
became their head accompanist . . .
and, also, I became the fiancee of
30

Chet Barr, one of the company's big
executives.
We were a great contrast, Chet
and I. He was tall, slender, with
light-blue eyes, a thin mouth. He
was quick and keen and very ambitious. Something — a boyhood of
poverty, perhaps — had taught him
to live within himself, so that you
were always conscious of his reserve, of thoughts that he would
never let you see. I've never been
like that. My face shows every
emotion that crosses my mind. I'm
impulsive and strong-willed, and
I've
never learned how to hide what
I'm feeling.
We were engaged, yes . . . but even
then I realized, dimly, that something was lacking in our relationship. Chet didn't seem to be in any
hurry to set a date for the wedding, for one thing. He was content to drift along, taking me out
to dinner frequently, occasionally
to a party.
I knew why, of course. The company was building up its radio department by leaps and bounds, and
he was terrifically busy. Once
things quieted down, and Chet
wasn't working at such high tension, Itold myself, things would be

different. We'd be married, in a big
church, and go away on a long honeymoon that would make up for all
the months of waiting.
But meanwhile . . . Meanwhile,
though I didn't know it, I was missing the great adventure of love for
which I was ready.
Then I met Hal Stevens.
I was playing accompaniments
for the auditions in one of the small
rooms for Mr. Higbie, who was interviewing the talent that morning.
Things were just routine for me until Hal Stevens got up and advanced
to the piano with his music.
He was at least six feet tall, with
curly black hair. There was both
grace and power in his movements,
a virile set to his jaw. Chet dropped
into the studio just then, but he
was vague and shadowy to me. I
hardly knew he was there. As he
handed me the music, his hand
grazed mine. I felt a thrill, one that
was actually painful in its intensity,
go through
dental touch.me at that casual, acciHe sang "Danny Deever" and
"Invictus." He had a rich, baritone
voice. I played my best for the accompaniments, for instinctively I
hoped his audition would be sucRADIO

AND

TELEVISION

MIRROR

■ I didn't go to Hal's first
broadcast. I wanted to have
his voice to myself, pretend
he was singing to me alone.

7

i
cessful. But Mr. Higbie said merely,
"Thank you — we'll let you know."
That, as we all knew, was merely
a polite way of saying, "No."
Hal Stevens took it standing up.
But his eyes were the least bit rueful as he turned to me. "I want to
thank you, anyhow," he said. "Nobody's ever accompanied me the
way you did."
"Thanks," I said. . "Too bad we
haven't a spot for you right now.
But try us later. I think you've got
something."
We drifted out of the audition
room and stood in the doorway
chatting. I felt under a sort of spell.
His vitality, his magnetism simply
flooded me. His speaking voice
thrilled me as much as his singing
voice had. He asked me to lunch
right then and there. I found myself walking out of the building
with him.
He told me a lot about himself
at lunch. He had received his training in one of the best schools in
New England. He felt he had it in
him to make good in a very big
way.
"All I want is the breaks!" he
said. "Just one good break and the
walls of Jericho will come tumMARCH,
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became their head accompanist . . .
and, also, I became the fiancee of
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Chet Barr, one of the company's big
executives.
We were a great contrast, Chet
and I. He was tall, slender, with
light-blue eyes, a thin mouth. He
was quick and keen and very ambitious. Something — a boyhood of
poverty, perhaps — had taught him
to live within himself, so that you
were always conscious of his reserve, of thoughts that he would
never let you see. I've never been
like that. My face shows every
emotion that crosses my mind. I'm
impulsive and strong-willed, and
I've
never learned how to hide what
I'm feeling.
We were engaged, yes . . . but even
then I realized, dimly, that something was lacking in our relationship. Chet didn't seem to be in any
hurry to set a date for the wedding, for one thing. He was content to drift along, taking me out
to dinner frequently, occasionally
to a party.
I knew why, of course. The company was building up its radio department by leaps and bounds, and
he was terrifically busy. Once
things quieted down, and Chet
wasn't working at such high tension, Itold myself, things would be

different. We'd be married, in a big
church, and go away on a long honeymoon that would make up for all
the months of waiting.
But meanwhile . . . Meanwhile,
though I didn't know it, I was missing the great adventure of love for
which I was ready.
Then I met Hal Stevens.
I was playing accompaniments
for the auditions in one of the small
rooms for Mr. Higbie, who was interviewing the talent that morning.
Things were just routine for me until Hal Stevens got up and advanced
to the piano with his music.
He was at least six feet tall, with
curly black hair. There was both
grace and power in his movements,
a virile set to his jaw. Chet dropped
into the studio just then, but he
was vague and shadowy to me. I
hardly knew he was there. As he
handed me the music, his hand
grazed mine. I felt a thrill, one that
was actually painful in its intensity,
dental touch.
go through me at that casual, acci-

cessful. But Mr. Higbie said merely,
"Thank you — we'll let you know."
That, as we all knew, was merely
a polite
way of took
saying,
"No."
Hal Stevens
it standing
up.
But his eyes were the least bit rueful as he turned to me. "I want to
thank you, anyhow," he said. "Nobody's ever accompanied me the
"Thanks," I said. "Too bad we
haven't
spot for you right now.
way
you adid."
But try us later. I think you've got
something."
We drifted out of the audition
room and stood in the doorway
chatting. I felt under a sort of spell.
His vitality, his magnetism simply
flooded me. His speaking voice
with him.
thrilled
me as much as his singing
v°ice had. He asked me to lunch
"ght then and there. I found myse» walking out of the building
He told me a lot about himself
« lunch. He had received his trainin one of He
the felt
besthe schools
«ew eeEngland.
had it in
in
■"'"
to 194
make
^ch,
good in a very big
1

and
Deever"
He sang
." He"Danny
"Invictus
had a rich,
baritone
voice. I played my best for the accompaniments, for instinctively I
hoped his audition would be suc-

."A1Jlofl want
the breaks!" he
wails
Jerichois will
come tumwall' Just one good break and the

bling down for me." He smiled at
me. "Not that I'm complaining of
anything today. It sure was a swell
break that brought you to the piano
for me."
Impetuously he insisted on seeing
me again — that very evening. I
wanted to tell him I was an engaged
girl. But I couldn't somehow. And
as I didn't wear my ring during
business hours, he couldn't tell
from that. Besides, I think I really
wanted to, so I said yes.
HE

took me to a concert that
evening. Then two days later
it was lunch again. Then he asked
me to go to a music -store with him
to help him choose some new songs.
And that evening it was dinner in
a little French restaurant.
After dinner he said he wanted
to go over his new songs. Would
I come to his studio and try them
out with him? I hesitated. A voice
deep inside me, was warning me.
But, I reasoned, why not? What
was the harm?
"All right," I said.
His studio was in the West Thirties, four nights up in an old-fashioned house. It was a curious place,
a small room full of antique furniture he had inherited. There was
an old upright piano in yellow
wood, some fine hooked rugs and,
behind a screen, a gas range and
shelves for food.
"Living, eating, sleeping and
working — all in one room!" he
laughed. "But I won't be here long.
Just give me one big break and
watch me travel!" In another man
it might have seemed conceit. In
Hal it merely seemed justifiable
self-confidence. Or was I prejudiced? Was I ready to believe anything he said because every minute I was with him I felt myself
a new person, alive to the fingertips?
I went through songs with him
for three hours. At the end, exuberant and excited, he gathered me in
his arms and kissed me.
My response to his warm, eager
lips frightened me. It was then I
discovered how little Chefs kisses
had stirred me. The vitality of Hal's
kiss made my heart pulse into a
high rhythm it had never known
before.
I broke away, hastily said goodnight and ran down the stairs, as if
I were running from some danger.
I was frightened — and at the
same time, I was happy. Happiness
was the natural result of the ecstasy
I had experienced in his arms during that one moment. But it was
wrong, I kept telling myself, over
and over — wrong to be so happy in
the embrace of any other man but
Chet to whom I was engaged.
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So for a week I fought against
myself. I refused to see Hal, and
talked almost coldly to him on the
telephone. I made every possible
opportunity to see Chet. I did respect and like him! — and when he
took me to a big formal advertising
club dinner, and I saw the respect
and deference with which everyone
treated him, my heart was full of
admiration.
But not of love.
When
he took me home,
that
night, I asked him in. I made some
coffee.
I talked
furiously,
and
laughed
quickly
at the amusing
things he said. As we sat before my
little white fireplace I kept
thinking, this is the man I
love,
marry.the man I am going to
It was no good. I saw
things plainly when Chet had
left and I lay in my bed,
wide awake, my thoughts
racing. He was not the man
for me. I hadn't known
what love was, before I met Hal.
But now I did, and it was not love
I felt for Chet.
Then what was I doing, barring
Hal from my life? Why shouldn't
I see him? Hadn't I done everything in my power to give my heart
to Chet — and failed?
So Hal and I started seeing each
other again. Chet had gone out of
town and I did not miss him. Our
relationship seemed more and more
unreal. Only the hours I spent with
Hal seemed to be part of ray actual
life. I knew I was in love with him
now, and what else in the world
mattered? To me, who had never
lacked the courage to follow my instinct wherever it led — nothing.
Then came the gay little party he
gave at his tiny studio. After his
guests left that spring evening, I
remained behind to help him clear
away. What a warm, singing feeling it gave me merely to be washing
the dishes, running the old carpet
sweeper over the rugs!
"Now don't tell me you're sleepy
and must run home!" laughed Hal
when the work was finished.
It was after one. "I never was
more wide awake in my life," I said.
"Then sit down here on the sofa.
I'm going to give my accompanist a
concert all by myself," said Hal.
He had some phonograph records
which played only the accompaniments, the vocal line to be supplied by the user. He put the records on one after the other on his
phonograph.
He sang "Rolling Down to Rio"
and the Toreador's Song from Carmen. Then he sang a plaintive little
French ballad. His voice, though
vibrant and young, seemed to express all the frail loveliness of a

■ As he handed me the music his
hand grazed
mine.
I felt a thril
that was painful in its intensity go
through me at that accidental touch.

vanished time. It touched me to
the heart. I felt a choked, a tight
sensation in my throat. He — he was
not only a man, but a real artist.
How proud I was of him! How I
loved him and how proud I was of
that love at this moment!
His voice died away. The accompaniment ceased. There was silence
in the room. Outside too there was
silence in the heavy spring darkness.
He came over to me. He took my
hands in his, bent and kissed them.
They trembled in his grasp. Then
he seated himself beside me. He
held me close. "Darling, darling!"
he breathed. "I love you! I want
you!
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answered with evasions, hesitations,
awkward silences on the phone.
Finally, after torturing myself
and Hal for over a week, thankful
only that Chet had not yet returned
from his trip, I made up my mind.
I would break off my engagement
with Chet. That would not erase the
memory of the way I had betrayed
his trust, but at least the path of
my future would be clear. Then
conscience could no longer lay a
heavy hand on the joy of my love
for Hal.
Suddenly at ease now, the next
time Hal called up I said I would
see him. I had something important to say to him.
We dined together. Quietly I told
him I was engaged to Chet Barr,
and that now I had decided to
break the engagement just as soon
as I could see Chet.
I was touched by the humility
with which Hal took my news. He
seemed hardly able to believe, at
first, that I had chosen him instead
of a successful man like Chet. And
even after I had told him again and
again that I had no regrets, he
wouldn't let himself be convinced.
"Don't break off with him,
Diane," he pleaded. "At least — not
just
yet. dropped;
For your it
ownwassake.
His eyes
hard I—for"
him, I knew, to make the admission that was coming. "I talk a lot
about being a success. But I may
never be. I may never be able to
give you all the things Chet Barr
could give you — all the things you
deserve. And I won't ask you to
marry me when I'm able to offer
"Allso Ilittle."
want is you — " I began, but
you silenced
he
me with a gesture.
"That's what you think now. But
wait a while, Diane. Wait until
you're sure, before you throw away
your chance at all the things being
Mrs. Chet Barr would bring you.
Please! Give yourself time to know

I struggled, but weakly. The
thought of Chet stabbed me. But
— I did not love Chet. I knew that
perfectly well now. I loved only this
man whose voice had sought out the
innermost depths of my heart,
whose kisses were pleading, coaxing, storming upon my lips. Why
should I hesitate to return them?
"I love you, Hal!" The whispered
words came from me without my
willing them. And at the sound of
them the joy in my heart mounted
and mounted. I stopped thinking,
caring, worrying. I let the tumult of
love sweep me away entirely in its
flood.
But afterwards, remorse and
shame gave me no rest.
True, I
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loved Hal. True, I had no feeling
for Chet. But just the same, what
had I done to Chet? How could I
face him now, his quiet blue eyes so
confident of me, his voice always
so gentle when he spoke to me, his
trusting me that was so perfect?
I had thought the conflict in me
was over. I found it had just begun.
Again I cut myself off from Hal. He
sent me flowers, notes that burned
with ardor. He telephoned me several times a day. Stubbornly I declined to see him. I was very busy,
I said. He was hurt, then angry. He
could not understand my conduct.
He knew I loved him. Why on
earth had I broken from him so abruptly? What was the mystery?
I

you love me — " he smiled crookedly— "enough so it doesn't matter whether I'm rich or poor."
"I know now," I said. "And I'll
feel so much better about it all if
"Diane!" White, tense lines had
I teU Chet—"
suddenly
appeared at the corners of
his mouth. "I'd much rather you
I stared at him, amazed at what
I could see was real anger, and he
didn't." relaxing a little. "I'm
smiled,
sorry. I didn't mean to snap. I
suppose I take the fact that I
haven't any money a little too
seriously. But it's really important
to me — I want you to be sure before
you do anything about Barr: You
mustn't — " His voice softened.
"You
(Continued
on page
65)
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took me to a concert that
evening. Then two days later
it was lunch again. Then he asked
me to go to a music-store with him
to help him choose some new songs.
And that evening it was dinner in
a little French restaurant.
After dinner he said he wanted
to go over his new songs. Would
I come to his studio and try them
out with him? I hesitated. A voice
deep inside me, was warning me.
But, I reasoned, why not? What
was the harm?
"All right," I said.
His studio was in the West Thirties, four nights up in an old-fashioned house. It was a curious place,
a small room full of antique furniture he had inherited. There was
an old upright piano in yellow
wood, some fine hooked rugs and,
behind a screen, a gas range and
shelves for food.
HE

"Living, eating, sleeping and
working — all in one room!" he
laughed. "But I won't be here long.
Just give me one big break and
watch me travel!" In another man
it might have seemed conceit. In
Hal it merely seemed justifiable
self-confidence. Or was I prejudiced? Was I ready to believe anything he said because every minute I was with him I felt myself
a new person, alive to the fingertips?
I went through songs with him
for three hours. At the end, exuberant and excited, he gathered me in
his arms and kissed me.
My response to his warm, eager
lips frightened me. It was then I
discovered how little Chefs kisses
had stirred me. The vitality of Hal's
kiss made my heart pulse into a
high rhythm it had never known
before.
I broke away, hastily said goodnight and ran down the stairs, as if
I were running from some danger.
I was frightened — and at the
same time, I was happy. Happiness
was the natural result of the ecstasy
I had experienced in his arms during that one moment. But it was
wrong, I kept telling myself, over
and over — wrong to be so happy in
the embrace of any other man but
Chet to whom I was engaged.
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answered with evasions, hesita
awkward silences on the phonetions
Finally, after torturing myself
and Hal for over a week, thankful
only that Chet had not yet returned
from his trip, I made up my mind.
I would break off my engagement
with Chet. That would not erase the
memory of the way I had betrayed
his trust, but at least the path of
my future would be clear. Then
conscience could
no longer lay a
heavy hand on the joy of my love
for Hal.
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left and I lay in my bed,
wide awake, my thoughts
racing. He was not the man
for me. I hadn't known
what love was, before I met Hal.
But now I did, and it was not love
I felt for Chet.
Then what was I doing, barring

Hal from my life? Why shouldn't
I see him? Hadn't I done everything in my power to give my heart
to Chet— and failed?
So Hal and I started seeing each
other again. Chet had gone out of
town and I did not miss him. Our
relationship seemed more and more
unreal. Only the hours I spent with
Hal seemed to be part of my actual
life. I knew I was in love with him
now, and what else in the world
mattered? To me, who had never
lacked the courage to follow my instinct wherever it led — nothing.
Then came the gay little party he
gave at his tiny studio. After his
guests left that spring evening, I
remained behind to help him clear
away. What a warm, singing feeling it gave me merely to be washing
the dishes, running the old carpet
sweeper over the rugs!
"Now don't tell me you're sleepy
and must run home!" laughed Hal
when the work was finished.
It was after one. "I never was
more wide awake in my life," I said.
"Then sit down here on the sofa.
I'm going to give my accompanist a
concert all by myself," said Hal.
He had some phonograph records
which played only the accompaniments, the vocal line to be supplied by the user. He put the records on one after the other on his
phonograph.
He sang "Rolling Down to Rio"
and the Toreador's Song from Carmen. Then he sang a plaintive little
French ballad. His voice, though
vibrant and young, seemed to express all the frail loveliness of a
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time Hal called up I said I would
see him. I had something important to say to him.
We dined together. Quietly I told
him I was engaged to Chet Barr,
and that now I had decided to
break the engagement just as soon
as I could see Chet.
I was touched by the humility
with which Hal took my news. He
seemed hardly able to believe, at
first, that I had chosen him instead
of a successful man like Chet. And
even after I had told him again and
again that I had no regrets, he
wouldn't
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about being a success. But I may
never be. I may never be able to
give you all the things Chet Barr
could give you — all the things you
deserve. And I won't ask you to
marry me when I'm able to offer
"All I want is you — " I began, but
he silenced me with a gesture.
"That's what you think now. But
you so little."
wait a while, Diane. Wait until
you're sure, before you throw away
your chance at all the things being
Mrs. Chet Barr would bring you.
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sensation in my throat. He — he was
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loved him and how proud I was of
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in the room. Outside too there was
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■ "I've loved you from the very beginning, Lynn,' Page said seriously,
sudden tears in her smiling eyes.

lay on the sun-washed
SHE
bracken of the rocks sleepily,
idly, staring at the blue sea
upon which light was shining at
last, and into whose long white
blackness color and form had come.
With the first light she and Barnes
had gone about to the eastern face
of the rock, had sat there waiting
and watching for the faintest sign
of life on the shore, that they might
begin their calling and signalling.
They had lighted a brush fire; the
smoke of it went straight up into
the clear blue air. Surely, surely
anyone seeing that fire would sense
that some one was in trouble, out
on the Rock!
Barnes came to join her, throwing himself down on the sparse
chaparral and falling as she had
into a daydream that was part
weakness and part hunger and
silent largely because the two had
said so many things to each other
so many times.

"Lynn asleep?" he presently said.
"Yes." Page looked away and he
saw her eyes filled with tears. "It
isn't hurting him so much now,"
she said. "He'll just sleep that way
until he — doesn't wake up!"
"He's got a lot more strength than
you think, Page."
"I know. But nobody could fight
that."
There was another silence. After
awhile Page broke it.
"They'll find us some day, and
the grill, and the blanket, and think
that we picnicked here, and that
our boat was carried away."
"Listen, that's no way to talk!
We'll get out of this."
"Well, I think we will. But if we
don't — Do you suppose they've all
gone away from Mystery House?"
"I think so. They probably got
right out. Probably they'll split;
they won't want to be identified.
The old woman will go east and live
somewhere; Harwood will go back
to China — "
"I've thought it all out," Page
said, in a long silence. "Mrs. Prendergast probably was ill, perhaps
dying, and Trudy Mockbee was
thinking about the money. Flora
came on to join her mother, and
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either the mother had a plan to kill
the old lady, or they thought of it
together. I think Mrs. Prendergast — I mean my Mrs. Prendergast!
— did it alone! She promised Flora
money and Europe and everything
poor Flora's been starving for, if
she would keep her mouth shut.
And of course she is Flora's mother.
Any woman would stand by her
mother.
"Then Lynn showed up, just at
the end, and got in to see his grandmother, who told him she was dying and put the diamond into his
care. That upset all Trudy Mockbee's plans, and except for his
being ill with some sort of oriental
fever, she probably would have
given up the whole thing, perhaps
kept the old woman alive. But the
doctor said Lynn was dying, and
two of the Chinese, a boy and an
old man, actually did die, and it
seemed as if Lynn never would live
to expose her. And right in there
Rand came along, broke, and with
nothing but a lot of Chinese poisons
left to show for all his years of
work, and he fitted right in, to play
her game for her, manage the Chinese, fallin
in love
love with
or let'
her fall
with Flora,
him, which
was the one way of shutting up
Flora, and keep Lynn doped. There's
no question that the 'tonic' was
some Chinese drug that confused
his mind, especially as he was just
convalescing after a terrible illness.
"And then I came into the picture
as Page
a nurse."
fell silent. The sun strengthened and glittered on the sea, and
shadows from the upsweep of the
Rock and from the gnarled trees
that clung to it precariously fell
softly on the boulders and sea
grasses and shrubs that descended
to the blue water.
"The diamond," Page said
dreamily, after awhile, "is three
steps down the terrace from the second level. You must sit down there
on the step and let your hand fall
naturally on the garden bed beside
it. There's a stain like white plaster
on one of the bricks where the lime
has streaked it, and right in a line
with it, you put your finger straight

down, and you will touch cotton,
and the diamond is in the cotton."
"While we're talking," Barnes
said, "there's something I want to
say — two things; if we get out of
this, we can discuss it again. But
if we don't, and — anything happens to you, which I don't believe,
I'm going to write the whole story
and leave it in the cave. We have
to. It'll be murder then, and Flora
ought to be taken up before she
gets in charges
any deeper.
don't know
what
they Icould
bring
against Harwood. Drugging a sick
boy isn't definable exactly, when
the man who does it is a research
man and has taken his M.D.; even
if they prove murder against 'Mrs.
Prendergast' they couldn't hold him
as an accessory. He wasn't here.
Well,
that's that."
"Barnes,
they might come out
here and clear up all traces of our
having been here, and destroy the
"They might, of course. But we
couldn't help that. Now about the
second thing. If this sunshine holds,
and these waves go down — and
paper."going down now — you and
they're
I might make a break for the shore.
If they're there, Rand and the women I mean, they might shoot at
us; they're desperate now. But I
think we have to chance it— some
time today while there's light, if the
couldn't
sea"We
quiets
down." make

it, and you

"Perhaps not. That's what I want
know it."
is sweet. I don't want to
you"Life
to consider."
risk it yet. Let's wait until tomor.row"Tomorrow
anyway." — " Barnes began,
with a jerk of his head toward the
cave.
"I don't think anything would —
be in time now," Page said in a
low voice. "The fever is burning
him away.
He's so weak!"
"You love him, don't you?"
She moved her sunken eyes to his
face.
"The way a woman loves a man,"
she said.
"And I love you that way."
"I know. (Continued on page 56)
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and falling as she had
chaparral
into a daydream that was part
weakness and part hunger and
silent largely because the two had
said so many things to each other
"Lynn asleep?" he presently said.
Page looked away and he
so "Yes."
many times.
saw her eyes filled with tears. "It
isn't hurting him so much now,"
she said. "He'll just sleep that way
until
wake strength
up!"
"He'she —gotdoesn't
a lot more
than

l
he old lady, or they thought
of it
together. I think Mrs. Pren
dergast—Imean my Mrs. Prendergast!
—did it alone! She promised
Flora
money and Europe and every
thing
poor Flora's been starving for
if
she would keep her mouth shut
And of course she is Flora's mother
Any woman would stand by her
mother.
"Then Lynn showed up, just
at
the end, and got in to see his grandmother, who told him she was dying and put the diamond into his
care. That upset all Trudy Mockbee's plans, and except for his
being ill with some sort of oriental
fever, she probably would have
given up the whole thing, perhaps
kept the old woman alive. But the
doctor said Lynn was dying, and
two of the Chinese, a boy and an
old man, actually did die, and it
seemed as if Lynn never would live
to expose her. And right in there
Rand came along, broke, and with
nothing but a lot of Chinese poisons
left to show for all his years of
work, and he fitted right in, to play
her game for her, manage the Chinese, fallin
in love with
or let'
her fall
with Flora
him,, which
was the one way of shutting up

"I know. But nobody could fight
think,wasPage."
youThere
another silence. After
awhile Page broke it.
"They'll find us some day, and
the grill, and the blanket, and think
that we picnicked here, and that

Flora, and keep Lynn doped. There's
no question that the 'tonic' was
some Chine
se drug that confused
his mind, especially as he was just
convalescing after a terrible illness.
"And then I came into the picture

our boat was carried away."
"Listen, that's no way to talk!
We'll get out of this."
"Well,
that."I think we will. But if we
don't — ■ Do you suppose they've all

Page fell silent. The sun strengthened and glittered on the sea, and
as a nurse."
shadows from the upsweep of the
Rock and from the gnarled trees
that clung to it precariously fell
softly on the boulders and sea
grasses and shrubs that descended
to the blue water.
"The diamond," Page said

gone
away so.
from They
Mystery
House?"
"I think
probably
got
right out. Probably they'll split;
they won't want to be identified.
The old woman will go east and live
somewhere; Harwood will go back
"I've thought it all out," Page
said,
in a— long
silence. "Mrs. Prento China
" probably
dergast
was ill, perhaps
dying, and Trudy Mockbee was
thinking about the money. Flora
came on to join her mother, and

dreamily, after awhile, "is three
from the secsteps down the terrace
ond level. You must sit down there
hand fall
your
on the step and let
naturally on the garden bed beside
it. There's a stain like white plaster
on one of the bricks where the lime
has streaked it, and right in a line
with it, you put your finger straight

down, and you will touch cotton,
and"While
the diamond
in the cotton."
we're istalking,
" Barnes
said, "there's something I want to
say — two things; if we get out of
this, we can discuss it again. But
if we don't, and — anything hap-

pens to you, which I don't believe,
I'm going to write the whole story
and leave it in the cave. We have
to. It'll be murder then, and Flora
ought to be taken up before she
gets in charges
any deeper.
don't know
what
they Icould
bring
against Harwood. Drugging a sick
boy isn't definable exactly, when
the man who does it is a research
man and has taken his M.D.; even
if they prove murder against 'Mrs.
Prendergast' they couldn't hold him
as an accessory. He wasn't here.
"Barnes, they might come out
Well,
that'sclear
that."
here and
up all traces of our
having been here, and destroy the
"They might, of course. But we
couldn't help that. Now about the
second thing. If this sunshine holds,
and these waves go down — and
they're going down now — you and
I might make a break for the shore.
If they're there, Rand and the women I mean, they might shoot at
us; they're desperate now. But I
think
we have to chance it— some
paper."
time today while there's light, if the
"We couldn't make it, and you
sea quiets down."
"Perhaps not. That's what I want
"Life is sweet. I don't want to
know it."
you
consider."
risk to
it yet.
Let's wait until tomor"Tomorrow — " Barnes began,
anyway."of his head toward the
with row
a jerk
cave.
"I don't think anything would —
be in time now," Page said in a
low voice. "The fever is burning
him"You
away.
so
weak!"
love He's
him,
don't
ypu?"
She moved
her sunken
eyes to his
face.
"The way a woman loves a man,"
she"And
said.
you thatonway."
"I know.I love
(Continued
page 56)
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■ "I've loved you from the very beginning, Lynn,' Page said seriously,
tears in her smiling eyes.
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all the talk about
WITH
patriotism and hanging on to our American customs and ideals, I
believe this month is a good
time to talk about a typical
American
dish — hash!
Now I know lots of people
think hash is just thrown
together to save time and
money and use up all the
odds and ends that collect in our

refrigerators. It's true of course that
hash is economical since it utilizes
leftovers which might otherwise be
wasted, but it's equally true that
when properly made there is nothing better. A whole meal can be
planned with hash as the main ingredient. If you will select one of
the following menus for tonight's
dinner I'm sure you will receive
your family's compliments.
I
Corned Beef Hash
Baked Tomatoes
Cole Slaw
Cornbread
Baked Apples
II
Lamb Hash*
Glazed
and Pineapple*
Tomato Carrots
and Cucumber
Salad
Raisin Bread Pudding
III
Smoked Tongue Hash*
Fresh Spinach Peas
Hearts of Lettuce Salad
Banana Cake with Butterscotch Sauce*
*Recipe Herewith

In general the directions for making hash are the same; that is, you
run the ingredients through the
food chopper (if you prefer moist
hash use the fine knife, otherwise
the medium), add the dry seasonings and mix well, adding the liquid
(or beaten egg, in one recipe) last.
You have your choice of cooking
36

■ A Sunday breakfast treat —
hash on a fresh roll, topped
off with a poached egg. Left,
a pleasing way to serve hash
is in
glass
baking
dish.

the mixture on top of the stove or
in the oven. I suggest baked hash
for this month's menus since you
will need a moderate oven for all
these and if the hash gets too dry
baste with equal portions of hot
water and melted butter. Half to
three quarters of an hour is the
baking time for all these recipes.
The proportions of the ingredients for hash vary as the following
recipes show, but remember that all
measurements by cup refer to the
ingredients after chopping.
Lamb Hash
1
2
1
1

cup cooked lamb
cups boiled potatoes
medium onion
small green pepper, minced
Salt and pepper to taste
V4 cup milk
Sri .ed Tongue Hash
1 cup smoked tongue
1 cup boiled potatoes
1 small onion
2 tbls. minced parsley
1 egg, beaten

This is best made of the heavy
butt end of the tongue which
usually is not brought to the table.
No seasonings are included, since
the tongue itself is so spicy, but additional pepper may be included.
For variety, bake the hash in a
well buttered ring mold placed in
a pan of water. When the hash is

done, turn it onto a platter and fill
the center with buttered noodles
garnished with chopped Brazil nuts.
Another variation is to break eggs,
one or two per serving as desired,
over the top of the hash when it
is almost done, then return the dish
to the oven untiLthe eggs are set.
I don't believe you will have a
scrap of hash left over — but if you
do, here's a hint for Sunday morning breakfast. Cut fresh rolls part
way through, spread open and butter liberally. Place a portion of
hash in the center and brown beneath the broiler flame. Top with
a poached egg and serve at once.
You wouldn't think that glazed
carrots and pineapple slices have
much in common, but they have;
they both rely for their success on
light corn syrup. Syrup combines
just as perfectly with Vegetables
and fruits as it does with waffles
and pancakes, giving them just the
necessary sweetness. Corn syrup is
important from a health standpoint
too, since it contains a high percentage of dextrose which, as you
know, creates the extra energy we
all need during the winter.
Glazed carrots and pineapple
slices and banana cake with butterscotch sauce are favorite dishes
at all the Schrafft Restaurants here
RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

MIBBOB

AMERICAN DISH
■ The family will never recognize this hash, dressed up
in a ring form with center
filled with buttered noodles
and

chopped

Brazil

nuts.

■ Glazed carrots and pineapple
slices (right), and banana
cake with butterscotch sauce
(above), are attractive side
dishes for your hash dinner.

in New York City.
1
1
Vz
2

Glazed Carrots and Pineapple
bunch carrots
medium can sliced pineapple
cup corn syrup
tbls. melted butter

Scrape carrots and cook in boiling
salted water for ten minutes. Drain
pineapple and place in center of
shallow baking pan which has been
well buttered. Drain carrots and
arrange around pineapple slices.
Pour on sauce made of the syrup
and melted butter and bake in moderate oven until carrots are tender
and sauce begins to candy.
Banana Cake with Butterscotch Sauce
Use any desired white cake batter
for the dough. Arrange sliced bananas in well buttered square cake
pan, sprinkle with lemon juice and
pour on the batter. Bake in moderate oven. Cut into squares and
pour on butterscotch sauce, topping
each serving with whipped cream.
Butterscotch Sauce
%
1%
4
%
Yt
6

cup corn syrup
cup medium brown sugar
tbls. butter
cup water
tsp. vanilla
tbls. heavy cream

Combine syrup, sugar, butter and
water and boil together until sauce
reaches heavy syrup consistency.
Cool and add vanilla and cream.
MABCH,
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HERE'S a trick
your guests
thermometer is
zero, one which

to make you and
forget that the
hovering around
will hit the spot

after a skating or skiing jaunt. It's
tea in a new style, piping hot and
pungent, with a spicy aroma that
tells you in advance how good it
will be.
To each cup of hot tea prepared
in the customary way, add a teaspoon and a half of sugar and a
thick slice of lemon stuck with
whole cloves. Instead of spoons use

muddling sticks — which are really
sticks of cinnamon.
As pictured here, the tea has
been prepared in quantity and
placed in a heat proof glass punch
bowl which rests on a glass teapot
warmer guaranteed to keep the
grog hot without boiling.
For less formal occasions, an
earthenware bowl and small mugs
of peasant design would be appropriate and attractive.
Serve with simple assorted sandwiches and small cakes.
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all the talk about
WITH
patriotism and hanging on to our American customs and ideals, I
believe this month is a good
time to talk about a typical
American
dish — hash!
Now I know lots of people
think hash is just thrown
together to save time and
money and use up all the
odds and ends that collect in our
refrigerators. It's true of course that
hash is economical since it utilizes
leftovers which might otherwise be
wasted, but it's equally true that
when properly made there is nothing better. A whole meal can be
planned with hash as the main ingredient. If you will select one of
the following menus for tonight's
dinner I'm sure you will receive
your family's compliments.
I
Corned Beef Hash
Baked Tomatoes
Cole Slaw
Combread
Baked Apples
II
Lamb Hash*
Glazed
and Pineapple
Tomato Carrots
and Cucumber
Salad •
Raisin Bread Pudding
ni
Smoked Tongue Hash*
Fresh Spinach Peas
Hearts of Lettuce Salad
Banana Cake with Butterscotch Sauce*
•Recipe Herewith

In general the directions for making hash are the same; that is, you
run the ingredients through the
food chopper (if you prefer moist
hash use the fine knife, otherwise
the medium), add the dry seasonings and mix well, adding the liquid
(or beaten egg, in one recipe) last.
You have your choice of cooking
36

■ Glazed carrots and pineapple
■ A Sunday breakfast treat —
hash on a fresh roll, topped
off with a poached egg. Left,

slices (right), and banana
cake with butterscotch sauce
(above),
side
dishes
for are
your attractive
hash
dinner.

a pleasing way to serve hash
is in a glass
baking
dish.

the mixture on top of the stove or
in the oven. I suggest baked hash
for this month's menus since you
will need a moderate oven for all
these and if the hash gets too dry
baste with equal portions of hot
water and melted butter. Half to
three quarters of an hour is the
baking time for all these recipes.
The proportions of the ingredients for hash vary as the following
recipes show, but remember that all
measurements by cup refer to the
ingredients after chopping.
Lamb

Hash

1
2
1
1

cup cooked lamb
cups boiled potatoes
medium onion
small green pepper, minced
Salt and pepper to taste
V4 cup milk
1
1
1
2
1

Sri
ed Tongue Hash
cup smoked tongue
cup boiled potatoes
small onion
tbls. minced parsley
egg, beaten

This is best made of the heavy
butt end of the tongue which
usually is not brought to the table.
No seasonings are included, since
the tongue itself is so spicy, but additional pepper may be included.
For variety, bake the hash in a
well buttered ring mold placed in
a pan of water. When the hash is

done, turn it onto a platter and fill
the center with buttered noodles
garnished with chopped Brazil nuts.
Another variation is to break eggs,
one or two per serving as desired,
over the top of the hash when it
is almost done, then return the dish
to the oven until, the eggs are set.
I don't believe you will have a
scrap of hash left over — but if you
do, here's a hint for Sunday morning breakfast. Cut fresh rolls part
way through, spread open and butter liberally. Place a portion of
hash in the center and brown beneath the broiler flame. Top with
a poached egg and serve at once.
You wouldn't think that glazed
carrots and pineapple slices have
much in common, but they have;
they both rely for their success on
light corn syrup. Syrup combines
just as perfectly with Vegetables
and fruits as it does with waffles
and pancakes, giving them just the
necessary sweetness. Corn syrup is
important from a health standpoint
too, since it contains a high percentage of dextrose which, as you
know, creates the extra energy we
all need during the winter.
Glazed carrots and pineapple
slices and banana cake with butterscotch sauce are favorite dishes
at all the Schrafft Restaurants here

in New York City.
Glazed Carrots and Pineapple

1 bunch carrots
&1 medium
cup corn can
syrupsliced pineapple
2 tbls. melted butter
Scrape carrots and cook in boiling
salted water for ten minutes. Drain
pineapple and place in center of
shallow baking pan which has been
well buttered. Drain carrots and
arrange around pineapple slices.
Pour on sauce made of the syrup
and melted butter and bake in moderate oven until carrots are tender
and sauce begins
to candy.
Bunana Cake with Butterscotch Sauce
Use any desired white cake batter
for the dough. Arrange sliced bananas inwell buttered square cake
Pan, sprinkle with lemon juice and
Pour on the batter. Bake in moderate oven. Cut into squares and
Pour on butterscotch sauce, topping
eMn serving with whipped cream.
Butterscotch
.* mp corn syrup

Sauce

"UcilUu
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To each cup of hot tea prepared
in the customary way, add a teaspoon and a half of sugar and a
thick slice of lemon stuck with
whole cloves. Instead of spoons use

muddling sticks — which are really
sticks of cinnamon.
As pictured here, the tea has
been prepared in quantity and
placed in a heat proof glass punch
bowl which rests on a glass teapot
warmer guaranteed to keep the
grog
without
boiling.
Forhotless
formal
occasions, an
earthenware bowl and small mugs
of peasant design would be approServepriatewith
simple assorted sandand attractive.
wiches and small cakes.
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■ Veteran musical director of many a
Broadway musical hit, Al Goodman conducts for Fred Allen's Wednesday show.

^j-acinq

By

MADCAP Charlie Barnet has
done it again. He took unto
himself his fourth wife, and this
time it was his pretty blonde vocalist Harriet Clark. Most of us
thought the saxophonist would
make Helen O'Connell, Jimmy
Dorsey's warbler, his next mate.
Charlie is only twenty-seven. His
new bride is eighteen.
*

#

*

Bobby Byrne has a cigarette
sponsor and the program plans to
put on only BMI tunes, those songs
published by the network music
company. After a test run in New
York, the series will go network
around February first. Listeners
will be asked to title new songs and
win cash prizes and subsequent
royalties.
*

*

*

Contrary to rumors, the Pickens
Sisters will not form a professional
reunion. Jane, one of the trio, is
doing too well on her own, currently singing in Ed Wynn's show
"Boys and Girls Together." Sister
Patti is playing in vaudeville with
her tenor-husband, Robert Simmons.
* *
*
Wedding bells rang out for two
members of Glenn Miller's band.
Sax player Al Klink wed model Pat
Moorhead and guitarist Jack Lathrop tied the knot with Barbara
38

Jane Mitchell, a secretary.
*

*

*

Jimmy Lunceford has switched
from Columbia to Decca Records
. . . Casa Loma is now playing in
Los Angeles' Palladium . . . Woody
Herman is back at the New Yorker
. . . Russ Morgan has shaken up his
entire band . . . Duke Ellington is
now playing in Casa Manana, Culver City, California . . . Betty Bradley is now singing with Bob Chester, replacing Dolores O'Neill.
Xavier Cugat replaces Bob Crosby on the Camel NBC shows which
is a victory for conga lovers over
swing addicts . . . Jimmy Dorsey
has replaced Glenn Miller at the
Hotel Pennsylvania in New York
and Sammy Kaye decided to cut
short his engagement at the Hotel
Commodore in order to begin a
lucrative one-night tour.
Eddy Duchin is now heard from
Chicago's Palmer House, replacing
Ray Noble, who is due to come
east . . . Muriel Lane, an amateur,
is now Woody Herman's vocalist,
replacing the ailing Dillagene.
* *
*
Word is going around that the
master of them all, Paul Whiteman,
is forming a new dance band and,
will break it in this month for
Florida dancers . . . Enric Madriguera is making a comeback and
just signed a recording
contract

KEN

ALDEN

with Victor. The latter company
lost its No. 1 Rhumba man, Cugat,
when he switched to Columbia . . .
You see Kay Kyser and singer
Ginny Sims together off the bandstand as much as you see them on
it. I saw them recently at the
theater, and again talking in low
tones over a light dinner.
ALMOST

EVERYTHING

N should be one of
GOODMA
AL the
happiest musical stars that
shines on the kilocycle firmament.
The stockily - built, black - haired
veteran not only conducts the Fred
Allen CBS charades but is musical
director for Al Jolson's musical
comedy hit, "Hold On To Your
Hats." These two chores and his
numerous Columbia recordings
have made him not only popular,
but prosperous.
Unlike a good many of his colleagues, Al has been happily married to the same woman for more
than twenty years. Their love affair reads like a scenario for a
Mickey Rooney — Judy Garland film.
Yet Al's heart is still heavy. For
six years ago Al's boy died following an appendectomy. The fifteen
year old son and his dad were inseparable. And time has not been
a good healer. You can tell that
when Al talks about the boy. His
voice starts to choke up as he recalls
RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

MIRROR

■ Two singing brothers who spell their names
differently — Bob Eberly (left) of Jimmy
Dorsey's band and Ray Eberle, who sings for
Glenn Miller. Right, the radiantly happy engaged couple, Bonnie Baker and Orrin Tucker.

these memories. You can see it as
you gaze about the spacious sevenroom apartment that the Goodmans
occupy on New York's Central
Park West. I counted over a dozen
photos of Herbert. There's one of
a dark, handsome boy in the living
room, another just above the piano
and a lot more in the solarium.
"If he had lived things would
have been better," Al said softly.
"Something has gone out of my life
that I can't replace. This may seem
funny to you, but I haven't seen a
football or baseball game since Herbert died. You see, we were real
pals and we did so many things like
that. Going back alone just wouldn't
seem right."
GOODMAN'S life was touchedby
an earlier tragedy when another
son died of diphtheria at the age of
two. However, the oldest child, Rita,
is now a full-grown, married woman and a mother. Needless to add,
Al is quite the expansive grandpa.
Al has been in show business for
more than two decades. Yet he's
still in his forties and filled with a
bouncing energy that some younger
batoneers I know might well envy.
Al is ever grateful for those many
years in the theater.
"Show business experience is essential to radio work," he said.
"When you have conducted night
MABCH,
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after night, year after year, before
different kinds of audiences in all
parts of the country, you seem to
know by instinct just what an invisible audience wants. Even though
you can't see the people you play
for, the illusion is there. So are
the footlights, the scenery, and the
Goodman has conducted the orapplause."chestras for more than one hundred
and fifty Broadway shows. Performers like Will Rogers, Marilyn Miller,
Jack Donahue, Fred Allen, Bert
Lahr and Ethel Merman would
often insist that the producer hire
this competent music master. When
Al Jolson made his rousing comeback this season, the mammy
singer wouldn't bend a knee until
he had signed his old conductor.
When Al studied music at the
Peabody Conservatory in his native
Baltimore he had originally intended to become a singer. But
when he heard the booming voice
of a barrel-chested classmate, he
soon switched over to orchestrating.
The possessor of that voice was
John Charles Thomas. Al's change
of plans was timely. Soon after, the
Milton Aborn Opera Company came
to the Oriole City and needed a
rehearsal pianist. The seventeenyear-old ex-baritone applied for the
job and got it.
The next season he asked Aborn

for a regular job. When the impresario agreed, Al made a bee-line
for the girl who lived next door, to
keep a childhood promise. Ever
since they swapped home work
notes, Al and Fanny Goodman knew
they would be a permanent pair.
"When most of the kids went out
to play ball at recess," Al recalled,
"Fanny and I would sneak into the
auditorium and sit at the piano.
Sometimes we would play. Sometimes we would talk of all the wonderful things we would do when we
grew up and were rich. And when
my father insisted that I become a
lawyer, it was Fanny who told me
to They
stick to
music."
were
married before the
troupe left for Chicago. It was in
the sometimes windy city that Al
got his first break. The opera conductor got one of his usual temperamental fits and walked out just before curtain time. The cast was in
a turmoil but producer Aborn had
confidence in his latest acquisition.
"Albert, do you think you can
hold down the spot?"
"I'm sure of it Mr. Aborn," the
young man replied. A few hours
later he proceeded to prove it and
handled the score for "Cavalleria
Rusticana" and "Pagliacci" without
any trouble.
On the west coast Al got a job
playing
piano
for Earl
Carroll,
39

"Marie" over and over, I would
think of all the lesser bands that
imitated the great chorus part.
For musical comedy, the handsome George Gershwin Memorial
Album would be a treasure chest in
itself.
If by good fortune I met some
sarong-fitted native on the island,
it would be good foresight to have a
Xavier Cugat number along. "One,
Two, Three, Kick" would fill the
bill.
I would always like to guess what
might be the current leader of the
Hit Parade back home so I would
take a chance with Sammy Kaye's
"Nightingale Sang in Berkely

who was then a composer. But
Al Jolson heard about this young
but capable conductor and hired
him to conduct for his new show,
"Sinbad."
"To this day I still don't know
whether Al really wanted me because Iwas a musician or because
he knew my wife's brother was a
jockey," Al says.
Al and Fanny Goodman have a
pretty heavy
Because
musical
tastesschedule.
run from
Bach Al's
to
boogie-woogie, you're apt to see
them at Carnegie Hall or some real
low-down swing sanctum on 52nd
street. They usually are with large
parties. But most of their friends
are not in show business.
Goodman's association with Fred
Allen goes back many years. So the
poker-faced comic has never been
reticent about kidding Goodman
just as he used to kid Peter van
Steeden.
Al loves to banter with Allen but
usually gives up easily. "I try to
gag back with Fred as far as anybody can gag back with him. But
I always lose."

THE Victor record company have
asked a provocative question: "If
you were marooned indefinitely on
a desert island, what ten Victor or
Bluebird recordings would you take

And, because no matter where I
would be I will never forget the
land
of my birth, I'd have close to
Square."
me always, Kate Smith's stirring
"God Bless America."
OFF THE RECORD
Some Like It Sweet:
■ Shirley Ross joined the Ben Bernie
program when it went out to Hollywood. Listen to Shirley sing and
bandy words with the Old Maestro,
Tuesday nights, at 8:00, over NBC.

along?"
My selections will certainly give
the long hair critics shudders and
my swing colleagues will probably
sneer contemptuously. But I would
rather pass up those records that
are acknowledged classics for a
simple, personal list that would
always be a friendly catalog of
memories.
First of all I'd want a Hal Kemp
record, preferably "Got a Date With
it was to Hal's
An
musicAngel"
that because
I danced with my first
real date. Gosh, I can still see that
waiter's face when I fumbled to pay
the check.
I would want Henry King's lovely
"April in Paris" for that tune is my
favorite and I wouldn't neglect Paul
Whiteman's "Stardust." Somehow
Hoagy Carmichael's timeless ballad
must bring back romantic recollections to all of us.
A pair of swing tunes would be in
the stock to help me forget my
plight. Naturally they would be
Benny Goodman's sizzler "Don't Be
That Way" with Mr. Krupa at the
drums, and Artie Shaw's "Begin the
Beguine."
When I played Tommy Dorsey's
40

Jerome Kern Tunes (Columbia C34)
Al Goodman. An album of beautifully
orchestrated melodies by a great composer, including a thrilling version of
"Old Man River."
Adios; Green Eyes (Victor 26794)
Xavier Cugat. A pair of rumbas you
shouldn't miss.
My Mother Would Love You ; You Say
the Sweetest Things (Bluebird 1921)
Freddy Martin. This under-rated band
continues to click or have I said that
before.
Yes My Darling Daughter; Down
Argentine Way (Bluebird 10920) Dinah
Shore. Eddie Cantor's thrush is going
places on the air and on the records.
Stardust; Old Fashioned Love (Columbia 35771) Eddy Howard. Dick
Jurgens' ex-vocalist gives his version
of two oldies and has excellent help
from an all-star instrumental group.
Some Like It Swing:

Shanty In Old Shanty Town; Swing
Me Bach (Decca 3409) Johnny Long. A
promising "band delivers with this one.
Beat Me Daddy; There I Go (Decca
3454) Woody Herman. Another boogiewoogie salute coupled with a sprightly
foxtrot.
One O'Clock Jump; Blues in Thirds
(Victor 27204) Sidney Bechet. The one
real swing cut of the month played by
five New Orleans devotees.

■ He's radio's left-handed violinist —
Johnny Long. Johnny's playing at New
York's Roseland Ballroom. Dialers can
hear him over the NBC-Red network.

Wings Over Manhattan (Bluebird
10885) Charlie Barnet. An over-long
jazz rhapsody of New York life highlighted by some fetching sax solos.
Make Believe Ballroom Time; Old
Black Joe (Bluebird 10913) Glenn Miller. Up to the Miller standard. I think
you'll like his dreamy tribute to Stephen
Foster.
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in RADIO
B Thrill to the daring rescue
by radio's amazing hero, of
beautiful Lois Lane in a
prison

of

rioting

inmates
** SuniM*-, W.. 1<M0

Above

the

bedlam, Superman's voice

d
CLARK KENT sped northwar
toward San Miguel penitentiary through a forest of
towering pine. He had just received
orders from his Editor, Perry White,
to join Lois Lane, the "Planet's"
star girl reporter, at the prison. He
was close to his goal when the road
made a sudden turn and, in the
twilight, he saw men in uniform
barring his way. A police whistle
stabbed the quiet. Troopers halted
his car.

"Hold it up buddy — this is as far
as you go!"
Clark's voice was pleasant and
soft:
"What's the matter, officer? Road
blocked?"
"Yeah — blocked right here. Turn
around and head back where you
came from. Where do you think
you're goin', anyway?"
Kent's calm, low-spoken reply
matched perfectly the outward personality of the mild-mannered,
spectacled reporter — the disguise in
which Superman walked the earth.
"San Miguel. I have a date at
the prison. You see, I'm a newspaperman."
The officer's face clouded. His
tone, suddenly, was sharp and curt.
"Reporter, hey! How'd you get
wind of this so quick?"
"Wind of what?'
Don't give me that stuff. Who
told you about the riot at San
Miguel?"
Clark was genuinely amazed.
Then his surprise turned to concern.
A riot at San Miguel! And Lois
was there, alone. Impatient now at
the officers who barred his way, he
■ wondered if the Wolf and Keno, imMARCH,

1941

rang

out:

"Drop that

timber!"

prisoned henchmen of the Yellow
Mask, were behind the riot. If they
were, it was time for Superman to
get into action!
"Look, officer, I'm sorry but I
have to go through. If there's
trouble at San Miguel, I just haven't
time to stop — "
The tall, stern patrolman couldn't
believe his ears. Infuriated, he
roared:
"Haven't time? — Say, who do you
think you're talkin' to!"
But Clark sprang from the car.
He could afford to waste no more
minutes. He knew that his superhuman powers must even now be
needed at the penitentiary. When
wrong-doers were at work, Superman did not wait to obey the conventions and customs of ordinary
men. Before the troopers could
move, he ran ahead of them. And
then they heard the gentle voice of
Clark Kent turn, in a flash, into the
strong booming tones of Superman:
"Sorry— I'd like to stay but I
really can't. So long, boys — if you
want to hold my car, I'll make a run
for it! See you at San Miguel!"
Transfixed, the officers watched
the astounding figure in blue costume, with its red cloak streaming
behind, disappear down the road
with the speed of lightning. In a
second, Superman was too far away
for them to hear him say:
"Too bad, fellows. I'd like to stay
and chat but I can't do it now. If
there's trouble at San Miguel, I
have to be there — and be there in
a hurry. Up we go — faster —
FASTER!" Out of sight, he began
to fly, cutting the air like a hurtling
bullet.
(Continued
on page 85)

■ The patrolman, infuriated, roared:
"Who do you think you're talkin' to?"
Below — Swiftly, Superman gathered
the unconscious
Lois in his arms.
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8:00 CBS: News
8:00 NBC-Blue: Peerless Trio
8:00 NBC-Red: Organ Recital

8:00

8:30 NBC-Blue: Tone Pictures
8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
9:00 CBS: News of Europe

8:15
8:15

9:15 NBC-Blue: White Rabbit
9:15 NBC-Red: Kidoodlers

8:30
8:30
I9:00
9:00
9:00
3:30
9:30

9:30 CBS: Wings Over Jordan
9:30 NBC-Red: Sunday Drivers

'u>

„u

Line

t-

10:00 CBS: Church of the Air
10:00 NBC-Blue: Primrose String Quartet
10:00 NBC-Red: Radio Pulpit
10:30 CBS: Symphony Orchestra
10:30 NBC-Blue: Southernaires

11:35 10:05
CBS: News and Rhythm
8:05 10:05 11:05 NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen
11:05

8:30
CBS: MAJOR BOWES FAMILY
8:30 10:30 11:30 NBC-Red: Music and American
10:30 11:30
Youth
11:00 12:00 NBC-Red:

Lee Gordon

11:15 12:15 NBC-Blue:

I'm An American

Orch.

9:30
12:30 CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle
CITY
MUSIC
9:30
12:30 NBC-Blue: RADIO
HALL
9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC-Red: Wings Over America
10:00
1:00 CBS: Church of the Air
10:00
1:00 NBC-Red: Sunday Down South
10:15 12:15

NBC-Blue:

Vass

Family

10:30
10:30
10:30

1:30 CBS: March of Games
1:30 NBC-Blue: JOSEF
MARAIS
1:30 NBC-Red: On Your Job

11:00
11:00

2:00 NBC-Blue: American Pilgrimage
2:00 NBC-Red: NBC String Symphony

11:15

1:15

11:30

■t 00 CBS. N. Y. PHILHARMONIC
3:00 NBC-Blue: Great Plays

12:00
12:00
12:15
12:45
1:00
1:00
1:15

15 NBC-Blue: Foreign Policy Assn.
2:30 CBS: Flow Gently, Sweet Rhythm
2:30 NBC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table

15 NBC-Red:

H. V. Kaltenborn

45 NBC-Red:

Bob Becker Dog Chats

4:00 NBC-Blue: National Vespers
4:00 NBC-Red: Yvette
3:15

1:30
1:30
1:30

2:00
2:00

4:15 NBC-Red:

4:30
4:30
4:30
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:00

Tony

Wons

CBS: Pause That Refreshes
NBC-Blue: Behind the Mike
NBC-Red: Pagent of Art
CBS: Design for Happiness
MBS: Musical Steelmakers
NBC-Blue: Moylan Sisters
NBC-Red: Met. Opera Auditions

2:00

4:00

2:30
2:30
2:30

4:30
4:30
4:30
4:30

5:30
5:30
5:30
5:30

3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00

5:00
5:00
5:00
5:00

6:00 CBS: SILVER THEATER
6:00 MBS: Double or Nothing
6:00i'NBC-Blue:
New Friends
6:00 NBC-Red: Catholic
Hour of Music

3:30
3:30
3:30

5:30
5:30
5:30

6:30, CBS: Gene Autry
6:30 MBS: Show of The Week
6:30 NBC-Red: Beat the Band

4:00
4:00
8:30

6:00
6:00
6:00

4:30
4:30

6:30
6:30
6:30

7:00,
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:30

5:15 NBC-Blue:

CBS: Col.
MBS: The
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:
True

CBS: News of the World
NBC-Blue: News from Europe
NBC-Red: JACK BENNY
CBS: Screen Actors Guild
NBC-Blue: Dance Music
NBC-Red: Fitch Bandwagon

7:45 MBS:

8:00
9:30
5:30

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:30

5:55
6:00
9:00
6:00

8:00
8:00
8:00

7:30
5:00
5:00

9:15
8:15
6:30

8:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
9:30

8:15
8:30
8:30
8:45

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30
9:30

8:00 10:00
8:00 10:00

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:30

Wythe

Williams

CBS: HELEN
HAYES
NBC-Blue: Star Spangled Theater
NBC-Red: CHARLIE MCCARTHY
CBS: Crime Doctor

8:30 NBC-Blue:

8:30
8:45
8:55
9:00
9:00
9:00

Olivio Santoro

Stoopnagle
Shadow
Hidden Stars
Your Dream Has Come

Sherlock

Holmes

NBC-Red: ONE
MAN'S
FAMILY
MBS: Dorothy Thompson
CBS: Elmer Davis
CBS: FORD
HOUR
NBC-Blue: Walter Winchell
NBC-Red: Manhattan Merry-GoRound

9:15 NBC-Blue: The Parker Family
9:30 NBC-Blue: Irene Rich
9:30 NBC-Red: American Album of
Familiar Music
NBC-Blue: Bill Stern Sports Review
CBS: Take It or Leave It
NBC-Blue: Goodwill Hour
NBC-Red: Hour of Charm
CBS: Columbia Workshop
NBC-Red: Serenade to Loveliness
11:00, CBS: Headlines and Bylines
lll:00lNBC: Dance Orchestra
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:30

Helen
Tune-In

Hayes and

Raymond

Massey, her co-star in a recent play.

Bulletin for January

26,

February

2, 9, 16 and 23!

January 26: Don Ameche, who hasn't been heard on the air nearly enough lately, is
scheduled to be on the Screen Actors Guild show over CBS tonight at 7:30.
February 2: Bette Davis, Herbert Marshall, and James Stephenson are on the screen
Actors Guild program, doing a radio version of their smash movie hit, "The Letter."
. . . Ted Malone visits Booker T. Washington's home at Tuskegee Institute, NBC-Blue
at 2:00. . . . The N. Y. Philharmonic on CBS has Joseph Szigeti, violinist.
February 9: Paulette Goddard and Henry Fonda co-star in "Destry Rides Again" tonight
for the CBS Screen Guild Program. . . . Guest stars: Rose Bampton on the Ford Hour
and Joseph Schuster, 'cellist, on the N. Y. Philharmonic program.
February 16: That delightful movie, "It's a Date," is on the Screen Guild program in a
radio version, starring Deanna Durbin, Kay Francis and Walter Pidgeon in their original roles. . . Nino Martini sings as the Ford Hour's guest, and Zino Francescatti,
violinist, plays with the N. Y. Philharmonic.
February 23: On the N. Y. Philharmonic concert you can hear Nadia Riesenberg, pianist.
. . . Gladys Swarthout, famous America mezzo-soprano, is on the Ford Hour.
ON
THE AIR TONIGHT:
Helen
Hayes,
usually stays in New York the latter part
of the week, traveling up to Nyack Sunstarring in a different half-hour play each
week, on CBS at 8:00, E.S.T., rebroadcast
day evening after the repeat broadcast,
and commuting between Nyack and New
to the West
Coast
at 7:30, P.S.T., and
York Monday and Tuesday nights. Her
sponsored by Upton's Tea.
playwright husband, Charles MacArthur,
Unless you're a fanatical devotee of
and her two children, Mary and Jamie, live
Charlie McCarthy (or unless you live in
the Pacific Time Zone, where Helen and
in Nyack the week around.
Your first impression on seeing Helen
Charlie aren't on at the same time), you
offstage is one of disappointment. She
couldn't do better than to tune Helen
Hayes in tonight. Most radio acting is
isn't as pretty, you think, as you expected.
Then she begins to talk, and you realize
good, but hers is magnificent.
she's much prettier. Her whole face
You'd never guess than Helen was one
sparkles with animation; she tells a story,
of America's greatest actresses if you
and her gestures and the intonation of
watched her rehearsing her radio shows.
her voice bring the characters in it to life
She loves radio, but is quite willing to adright in front of your eyes. Just now, for
mit that other people know more about it
than she does. No displays of temperaher role in "Twelfth Night," she is wearing
her hair in a way that ought to be a
ment ever go on at a Hayes rehearsal,
fashion for small women — it curls in crisp,
and afterwards, when the script has to be
tiny blonde ringlets all over her head. You
cut so it won't run overtime (it always does
have to be cut, too), Helen goes home
can see the style in the picture above.
and lets other people wield the blue penHelen is a lot more domestic than you'd
cils. "I'd only get in their hair," she exexpect an actress to be. When she's at
Nyack, not working, she runs her home
Besides acting on the air, Helen is starvery efficiently — does the shopping herplains.
ring in a Broadway production of Shakeself, with special reference to her husband's likes or dislikes in food; spends a
speare's "Twelfth Night." This means that
lot of time with the children, putters
she doesn't have much time this winter to
around in the garden, and so on.
spend at her home in Nyack, N. Y. She

S««//Je£&7oFRANK

FOREST — whose

tenor voice is heard

tonight at 6,

E.S.T., on the Double or Nothing program over MBS. He's
a Minnesota boy who studied in Europe and later won acclaim singing in European opera, making his debut at La
Scala
likes

in Milan. You've seen him in the movies, "Champagne Waltz" and "I'll Take Romance." He's a bachelor,
blondes, stands 5 feet 11 inches, and has dark hair.
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10

2:00

Standard

Time

6

8:30 NBC-Blue: Ray Perkins
8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

8:05
2:30

9:05 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
9:15 CBS: School of the Air

8:45
8:45

9:45 CBS: Bachelor's Children
9:45 NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh

CLUB

8:45

9:00 10:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red:This Small Town

1:15

9:15
9:15
9:30
9:30
9:30

1:45
12:45

9:45
9:45
4:30

2:30

10:00
10:00
12:00 10:15
8:15 10:15
11:00 10:30
10:30
10:30
11:15 10:45
10:45
9:00 11:00
9:00 11:00
9:15 11:15
9:15 11:15
9:30 11:30
9:30 11:30
9:45 11:45
10:00 12:00
10:15 12:15
10:30 12:30
3:00
11:00

12:45
1:00
1:00

3:30
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:30

1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
1:30

11:45
11:45

1:45
1:45

12:00
12:00

2:00
2:00
2:00

12:15
12:15
12:15

2:15
2:15
2:15

12:30
12:30
12:45
12:45
1:00
1:00

2:30
2:30
2:30
2:45
2:45
2:45

4:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30

3:00
3:00
3:00
3:15
3:15
3:15
3:30
3:30

12:30

3:45
3:45

8:30
2:00
2:00

4:00
4:00
4:00

2:15
2:15

4:15
4:15

2:45
5:45

4:45
5:45
4:45
8:55 10:00
3:15

Woman

Edwin

Hedda Hopper
Paul Sullivan

5:30
5:45

3:45

5:45

8:00
8:00

6:00
6:00

6:45
6:45
6:45
7:00
7:00

you

the

news

tonight

27. February

on

NBC-Blue.

3, 10, 17 and 24!

mornings tells you about Americans

at work — today's subject is "Citrus Fruit Growers."
February 10: Gene Krupa's band closes tonight at the Hotel Sherman in Chicago.
It's
been5:00.
broadcasting over CBS. ... A warm and human story is The Goldbergs, on CBS
at
February 17: Tommy Dorsey's band closes at Meadowbrook
at Work program tells about Cattle Raising.

tonight. . . . The Americans

February 24: Recommended for a half hour of music that's very pleasant to listen to:
The Voice of Firestone, on NBC-Red at 8:30 tonight.
ON

THE AIR TONIGHT:

John B. Kennedy,

in a review of the day's Associated Press
news, heard over NBC-Blue between 9:30
and 9:35 P.M., E.S.T., tonight and every
night except Sunday.
This
is the same
curt,
incisive
commentator whose picture you see at the

He sticks fairly close to New

York now

but there was a time when he was radio's
most air-traveled reporter. Practically
every week he would hop a plane for some
part of the United States where a story
was brewing, and would broadcast from
there. Day by day, he never knew where

beginning
of every
twenty-four
hours later,
movie
newsreel.
He Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
has the kind of voice he'd
Johnbe was
born in Quebec,
but he came
that makes you believe whatever he says
to the United
States when
he was quite
young, and got most of his education here,
is true — but that's all right, because he
although he also went to school in England
takes his job seriously enough to convince
himself that when he makes a statement
and Canada. He graduated from St.
it's a fact.
Louis University and then went into the
The carelessly-dressed, tousle-haired Mr.
newspaper business.
During the first World War, John
Kennedy started his adult life as a newsdirected the war relief activities of the
paper reporter and went from there to
magazine work. He was an associate
Knights of Columbus, and worked in cooperation with Herbert Hoover in reeditor of Collier's Weekly when that magazine decided to sponsor an air show,
lieving distress after the war. Several
foreign
countries
gave
him decorations.
and just happened to be chosen as its
master of ceremonies. So much fanJohn's program tonight comes from a
mail resulted that John gave up writing
small "Talk Studio" just off NBC's news
room, where the Associated Press teletype
for the printed page in favor of writing
machines are located. John will arrive
for the microphone. He never took a
voice lesson in his life.
at NBC about 6 o'clock this evening, and
John plays a good game of golf, swims,
will spend
the time from then until 9:30
in
looking over the news clacked out by
as he says, "with a rope," likes beer but
no stronger beverage, smokes a pipe in
the machines and writing his script around
and out of bed and sometimes even in
those items that seem the most important.
the studio, where no one is supposed
It's only a five-minute script, but it takes
to smoke anything, and does his writing
a lot of work, because of frequent lastminute changes.
in the kitchen as often as he is permitted.

C. Hill

CBS: The World Today
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
NBC-Red: Henry Cooke

CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
6:15 7:15 CBS: Lanny Ross
9:30 7:30 CBS: BLONDIE
6:30 7:30 MBS: The Lone Ranger
8:30 7:30 NBC-Red: BURNS
AND
ALLEN
7:00 8:00 CBS: Those We Love
7:00 8:00 NBC-Blue: 1 Love a Mystery
7:00 8:00 NBC-Red: The Telephone Hour
7:30 8:30 CBS: Pipe Smoking Time
7:30 8:30 MBS: Boake Carter
7:30 8:30 NBC-Blue: True or False
7:30 8:30 NBC-Red: Voice of Firestone
7:55 8:55 CBS: Elmer Davis
8:00 9:00 CBS: LUX
THEATER
8:00 9:00
You're in the Army Now
8:00 9:00 NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red: Doctor 1. Q.
8:30 9:30 NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
8:30 9:30
NBC-Red: Show Boat
9:00 10:00 CBS: Guy Lombardo
9:00 10:00
Contented Hour
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red:
NRC-RlneRadio Forum

gives

February 3: The CBS School of the Air on Monday

5:15 CBS: The O'Neills
5:15 NBC-Red: Lone Journey
5:30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
5:45 CBS: Scattergood Baines
5:45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
5:45 NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
6:00 CBS: News, Bob Trout
6:15 CBS:
6:30 CBS:

Kennedy

Tune-In Bulletin for January

4:30 CBS: Hilltop House
4:30 NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
4:45 CBS: Kate Hopkins
4:45 NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
5:00 CBS: The Goldbergs
5:00 NBC-Blue: Children's Hour
5:00 NBC-Red: Girl Alone

6:05 CBS:

B.

January 27: Woman of Courage, an exciting serial starring Selena Royle which has only
been heard in the East up to now, has added a rebroadcast to the West.
Listen at
12:45, P.S.T.

in White

5:15

3:45

5:55
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:30

1:15 CBS:

■ John

1:30 CBS: Right to Happiness
1:45 CBS: Road of Life
2:00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
2:00 CBS:Red: Hymns of All Churches
2:15 CBS: Girl Interne
2:15
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
2:30 CBS: Fletcher Wiley
2:30 NBC-Blue: Rochester Orchestra
2:30 NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
2:45 CBS: Home of the Brave
2:45 NBC-Red: Light of the World
3:00 CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
3:00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
3:00 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
3:15 CBS: Jan Peerce
3:15 NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
3:15 NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
3:30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
3:30 NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
3:30 NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
3:45 CBS: Lecture Hall
3:45 NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
3:45 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
4:00 CBS: Portia Faces Life
4:00 NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
4:00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
4:15 CBS: We, The Abbotts
4:15 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas

5:05
10:00

8:15
7:30
8:30
7:30
9:00
8:30
5:00
8:30
5:30
9:00

10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
10:15 NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
10:30 CBS: Stepmother
10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
20:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
10:45
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
10:45 NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
11:00 NBC-Blue: 1 Love Linda Dale
11:00 NBC-Red: The Man 1 Married
11:15 CBS: Martha Webster
11:15 NBC-Red: Against the Storm
11:30 CBS: Big Sister
11:30 NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
11:30 NBC-Red: The Road of Life
11:45 CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
11:45 NBC-Red:
David Harum
12:00 CBS: KATE SMITH SPEAKS
12:00 NBC-Red: Words and Music
12:15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
12:15 NBC-Red: The O'Neills
12:30 CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
12:45 CBS: Our Gal Sunday
1:00 CBS: Life Can be Beautiful

ScuftieMoi;-

ESTHER RALSTON — heard as Madelyn in the CBS serial, We,
the Abbotts. The former star of silent films is devoting most of her time to radio now, although she recently
j

Alley."
"Tin Pan Ted
picture,
new radio
one York
appearedto in
married
a New
commentator,
Lloyd, She's
and

J |

doesn't want
tall,
blonde,

to spend too much time in Hollywood. She's
beautiful,
and
a
very
capable
actress.

Complete Programs from January 24 to February 25
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a.
2:00

6

8:05
2:30

8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
9:05 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CLUB
9:15 CBS: School of the Air

8:45
8:45

'
9:45 CBS:
h; Bachelor's Children
9:45 NBC-Red:
Edward MacHugh

9:00 10:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red: This Small Town
9:15 10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
9:15 10:15 NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade

12:45
2:30
10:45
12:00
8:15
11:00

9:00
9:00
9:15
9:15
9:30
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:15
10:30
3:00
11:00
3:30
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:45
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30
12:45
12:45
1:00
1:00
4:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
12:30
8:30
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:45
5:45
7:55
10:00
3:45
8:00
9:30
8:00
8:15
9:45

5:00
7:30
8:30
8:30
5:30
5:30
7:30
5:30
5:55
9:00
8:00
9:30
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:35
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:30
7:45

9:30 10:30 CBS: Stepmother
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Martin
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
9:45 10:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
9:45 10:45 NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
4:30 10:45 NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
10:00 11:00 CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
10:00 11:00
Blue: I Love Linda Dale
10:00 11:00 NBCNBC Red: The Man I Married
Martha Webster
CBS:
10:15 11:15
10:15 11:15 NBC -Red: Against the Storm
10:30 11:30 CBS Big Sister
10:30 11:30 NBC -Blue: The Wife Saver
Red: The Road of Life
10:30 11:30
NBC- Aunt Jenny's Stories
10:45 11:45 CBS:
11:45
Red: David Harum
10:45
CBS: KATE SMITH SPEAKS
11:00 12:00 NBC11:00 12:00
Red: Words and Music
CBS: When a Girl Marries
11:15 12:15 NBC11:15 12:15
Red: The O'Neills
NBC- Romance of Helen Trent
11:30 12:30 CBS:
Blue: Farm and Home Hour
11:30 12:30
NBC- Our Gal Sunday
11:45 12:45 CBS:
12:00 1:00 CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
12:15 1:15 CBS: Woman in White
Red: Tony Wons
12:15 1:15
12:30 1:30 NBCCBS: Right to Happiness
12:45 1:45 CBS: Road of Life
2:00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
1:00 2:00
1:00
Red: Hymns of All Churches
NBC- Girl Interne
1:15 2:15 CBS:
2:15
1:15
Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
NBC- Fletcher Wiley
1:30 2:30 CBS:
Red: Valiant Lady
1:30 2:30
NBC- Home of the Brave
1:45 2:45 CBS:
Red: Light of the World
1:45 2:45
2:00 3:00 NBCCBS: Mary Margaret McBride
Blue: Orphans of Divorce
2:00 3:00
2:00 3:00 NBC- Red: Mary Marlin
NBC- Jan Peerce
CBS:
2:15 3:15
Blue: Honeymoon Hill
2:15 3:15
2:15 3:15 NBC- Red: Ma Perkins
NBCCBS:
A Friend in Deed
2:30 3:30
2:30 3:30
Blue: John's Other Wife
2:30 3:30 NBC- Red: Pepper Young's Family
2:45 3:45 NBC- Blue: Just Plain Bill
2:45 3:45 NBC- Red: Vic and Sade
CBS: Portia Faces Life
3:00 4:00 NBC3:00 4:00
Blue: Mother of Mine
3:00 4:00 NBC- Red: Backstage Wife
4:15
CBS: We, The Abbotts
NBC3:15
Blue: Club Matinee
3:15 4:15
3:15 4:15 NBC- Red: Stella Dallas
CBS: Hilltop House
3:30 4:30 NBCRed: Lorenzo Jones
3:30 4:30
CBS: Kate Hopkins
3:45 4:45 NBC3:45 4:45
Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: The Goldbergs
4:00 5:00 NBC4:00 5:00
Blue: Children's Hour
4:00 5:00 NBC- Red: Girl Alone
CBS: The O'Neills
4:15 5:15 NBC4:15 5:15
Red: Lone Journey
5:30 NBC- Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
4:45 5:45 NBC5:45 5:45
Blue: Tom Mix
4:45 5:45 NBC- Red: Life Can be Beautiful
NBCCBS:
News
5:00 6:00
5:05 6:05 CBS: Edwin C. Hill
5:30 6:30 CBS: Paul Sullivan
5:45 6:45 CBS: The World Today
Blue: Lowell Thomas
6:45
5:45 6:45 NBC- Red: Henry Cooke
NBCCBS:
6:00 7:00
Amos 'n' Andy
6:00 7:00
Blue: EASY ACES
6:00 7:00 NBC- Red: Fred Waring's Gang
NBC6:15 7:15 CBS: Lanny Ross
6:15 7:15
Blue: Mr. Keen
6:30 7:30 NBCCBS: Helen Menken
6:45 7:45
Red: H. V. Kaltenborn
7:00 8:00 NBCof Missing Heirs
CBS:
MBS Court
7:00 8:00
Wythe Williams
7:00 8:00
Blue: Ben Bernie
7:00 8:00 NBC- Red: Johnny Presents
NBC- FIRST
NIGHTER
7:30 8:30 CBS:
7:30 8:30 MBS: La Rosa Concerts
7:30 8:30
Blue: Uncle Jim's Question Bee
7:30 8:30
Red:
Horace
Heidt
NBCNBC- Elmer Davis
7:55 8:55 CBS:
8:00 9:00 CBS: We, the People
8:00 9:00
Blue: Grand Central Station
8:00 9:00 NBC- Red: Battle of the Sexes
8:30 9:30 NBCCBS: Professor Quiz
8:30 9:30
Blue: John B. Kennedy
8:30 9:30 NBC- Red: McGee and Molly
8:35 9:35 NBC- Blue: Bishop and the Gargoyle
9:00 10:00 CBS: Glenn Miller
9:00 10:00 MBS Raymond Gram Swing
9:00 10:00 NBC Red: Bob Hope
9:15 10:15 CBS: Invitation to Learning
9:30 10:30 NBC Red: Uncle Walter's Doghouse
9:30 10:30
Blue: Edward Weeks
9:45 10:45 CBS
NBC- News of the World
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■ Ted

Tun-In

Collins takes

it easy

while

Bulletin for January

watching

a

28, February

Kate

Smith

rehearsal.

4, 11, 18 and 25!

January 28: Tuesday is the "Wellsprings of Music" day on the CBS School of the Air,
and today you'll hear French-Canadian melodies.
February 4th: Listen to the Court of Missing Heirs tonight at 8:00 on CBS — there's no
telling when you'll have the thrill of hearing your name or that of a friend on it.
February II: Are you one of the millions that wouldn't miss a chapter of Life Can Be
Beautiful?
If not, do yourself a good turn and follow the crowd by tuning in on CBS
at 1:00 or NBC-Red at 5:45.
February 18: Sailors' songs and chanties are featured on the CBS School of the Air this
morning. . . . For good comedy tonight, tune in Fibber McGee and Molly on NBC-Red

at 9:30.

February 25: Gene Krupa's band opens tonight at the Meadowbrook,
NBC.
Gene is still the apostle of the hottest kind of swing.
ON

THE

AIR TODAY:

Ted Collins, read-

broadcasting

over

kinds of night life he has no use at all, and

ing the news on Kate Smith's mid-day
program over CBS, sponsored by SwansDown Cake Flour and Diamond Salt.
A stocky little Irishman with a broad
grin and a boundless store of energy is

never attends Broadway hot spots,
Ted's married to the lovely blonde
Jeannette Collins, and has an eighteenyear-old daughter named Adelaide. Until
a year or so ago the Collinses lived on

one of radio's most important and suecessful men. But because he is Kate

Long Island; then they moved to a big
apartment on Central Park West, near

Smith's manager and business associate,
you don't hear as much about him as you
should. When Kate says, "Well, Ted,
what's new?" on her noon-day talk today,
and he begins reading the latest bulletins,

Ted's and Kate's office on Columbus
Circle. The office is in the same building
where Ted worked as an executive of the
Columbia Recording Company, when he
first heard Kate sing. As his bankroll in-

you'll be listening to a man who really
heeded the old proverb about opportunity

creases, Ted likes the daily reminder, entering the building, of the times that

knocking
but
once
on
everyone's
door. weren't so easy.
When Ted first heard Kate sing, that was
His partnership

with

Kate — whom

he

opportunity. It didn't have to knock
twice.
Ted was born in New York a little over

calls Kathryn — has been just about perfeet. At the very beginning, they agreed
that Kate would sing and Ted would handle

forty years ago, and learned as a kid that
if you couldn't lick the biggest guy on the
block you weren't going to get very far.
Those early years gave him a spirit of independence he's never lost. He still takes
no nonsense from anyone — neither from
sponsors, advertising agencies, or network
executives.
He went to Fordham University and is

all business matters, and they've both
stuck religiously to that agreement. Ted
has furthered other careers besides Kate's,
but he's done it so unobtrusively that
he's never received much credit for it.
Another thing Ted did for which he's never
had the credit (or blame, if you feel that
way about it) was to originate the gueststar idea when he had Kate and Ben Bernie

still one of its most loyal rooters. He loves
sports of all kinds, and prides himself on
possessing a strong and healthy body. It
would be an excellent idea for him to
build himself a penthouse atop Madison
Square Garden, because he spends about
three
evenings
a week
there.
For other

appear on each other's shows,
When you first meet Ted, you think he's
fairly hard-boiled and tough. That isn't so.
He's really one of the tenderest-hearted
men on Broadway, and will always lend a
helping hand to anyone needing a break —
because once he needed one himself.

S^/^e£go7o-

RICHARD GORDON— who plays "The Bishop" in tonight's serial on NBC-Blue, The Bishop and the Gargoyle. Richard
started his career in 1898 as a reporter and cartoonist
for a Bridgeport, Conn., paper. In 1900 he switched to
the stage, and began a long succession of increasingly
important Broadway roles. In 1930 he joined NBC's staff
of actors, and won fame as Sherlock Holmes — but after a
while he refused to play the part any longer for fear of
being typed. He and his wife (she was his leading lady
in 1905) live in Piermont, N. Y., in a home with a big
basement
where
Richard
pursues his hobby of carpentry.
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MRS. JOHN

JACOB

ASTOR

BEAUTY OVER
THE AMERICAS
FROM Alaska to Cape Horn, from
the Aleutian Islands to Parahiba,
easternmost tip of Brazil — throughout
these wide Americas lovely women
have learned the same romantic beauty
lesson.
The ritual of skin care prized in all
these American countries is the same
we in the United States likewise treasure— the simple, effective principles
long laid down by Pond's: —
CLOAK your face and neck lavishly with
the sleek, fragrant smoothness of Pond's
Cold Cream. Smack your skin briskly with
cream-wrapped fingertips for three full
minutes — even five. Pond's has two distinct missions to perform for you. One
cleansing. The other softening. It mixes
with the dust, make-up and foreign accumulations on your skin — softens them and
sets them free.
WIPE

AWAY

all this freed and softened

debris with the gentle competence of Pond's
Tissues — created tenderly soft and absorbent for this express purpose.

MRS. JOHN
SENORA

ASTOR

1941

SUBERCASEAUX

. . . MRS.

SPLASH

ON

now the cool, wet

grance of Pond's Skin Freshener.
Th6n MASK this spic-and-span face of
yours with a smooth layer of a very different type of cream — Pond' s Vanishing Cream
— light as a cloud, innocent of greasiness.
This cream's specific duty is to help disperse remaining particles, little chappings
caused by exposure. Wait one full minute
before you wipe it off. Then see
how it leaves a perceptible mat finish on your skin — a petal-softness
that receives and holds your powder smooth and captive for hours.
Perform this brief Pond's ritual
in full always before retiring or
during the day. A shorter ritual
whenever your skin or make-up
need freshening.

ROBERT

. . . SENHORA

W. ARMSTRONG

J/~'/)

/r C7i

m THESE TWO

FOR THE PRICE OF CREAM
ANOTHER

THRIFTY

GIVE-

AWAY—For a limited
period
you can
buymediumPond's
Cold Cream
in the
large (6.1 oz.) size that gives
you so much more for your
money, and get absolutely

W*

free
20 c box
of Pond's
Face aPowder.
At your
favorite beauty counter.

. . . SENORITA

AIMEE LOPES DE SOTTO

ANA

ROSA

MARTINEZ

GUERRERO

MAIOR . . . names that hold the magic and dual
45
connotation of great wealth and great beauty in five great American countries. Each one observes the Pond's Ritual

MARCH,

PILA

JACOB

biViAUK UN briskly a second coating of
Pond's Cold Cream. Again wipe off with
gentle Pond's Tissues. This second creamy
spanking enhances both the cleansing and
softening actions of Pond's. Note how the
pores seem finer, lines less apparent in your
glowing, softened skin.

Eastern
in

8:05
2:30

8:45
1:15
1:45
12:45
2:30

Standard

Time

8:30 NBC-Blue: Ray Perkins
8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
I
9:05 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CLUB
9:15 CBS: School of the Air

8:45 9:45 CBS: Bachelor's Children
8:45 9:45 NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
9:00 10:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red: This Small Town

I
9:15 10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
9:15 10:15 NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade

I
9:30 10:30 CBS: Stepmother
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
9:45 10:45, CBS: Woman of Courage
9:45
10:45 NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
4:30 10:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

10:00 11:00 NBC-Blue: I Love Linda Dale
10:00 11:00 NBC-Red: The Man I Married
CBS: Martha Webster
15 11:
15 11
Red: Against the Storm
NBC30 11
CBS:
11:00
Big Sister
30 11 30NBC Blue:
The Wife Saver
30 11 30 NBC Red: The Road of Life
12:00
8:15

9:15
9:15

45CBS:
45 NBC
I
::00 CBS:
:00 NBC15 CBS:
15

9:45

CBS:

Our

10:00

CBS:

Life Can

10:15
10:30

CBS:

Woman

11:15
9:00
9:00

:00

Aunt David
Jenny's
Stories
Red:
Harum
KATE
SMITH
SPEAKS
Red: Words and Music

When a Girl Marries
Red: The O'Neills
9:30 11
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
12:30 NBC9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

1:30 CBS:
1:45 CBS:

be Beautiful
in White

Right to Happiness
Road of Life

00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
00 NBC-Red: Betty Crocker
15 2
CBS: Girl Interne
15 2
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
30 2
CBS: Fletcher Wiley
30 2
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
2
CBS: Home of the Brave
2:45,NBC- Red: Light of the World
00 3: 00 CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
00 3: 00 NBC- Blue: Orphans of Divorce
00
3: 00 NBC- Red: Mary Marlin
15 CBS: Jan Peerce
:15 NBC- Blue: Honeymoon Hill
:15NBC- Red: Ma Perkins
30 3: 30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
30, 3 30NBC- Blue: John's Other Wife
30
3: 30 NBC- Red: Pepper Young's Family
:45 CBS: Lecture Hall
Just Plain Bill
45 NBC- Blue:
45 NBC- Red: Vic and Sade

12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30
12:45
12:45
12:45
1:00
1:00

00 CBS:
00 NBC00 NBCils'cBS:
:1S NBCilSNBC30CBS:
:30 NBC45 CBS:
45 NBC00 CBS:
00 NBC
00 NBC:15CBS:
ilS NBC-

4:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
12:30
8:30
2:00
2:00

2:15
2:15

Portia Faces Life
Blue: Mother of Mine
Red: Backstage Wife
We, the Abbotts
Blue: Club Matinee
Red: Stella Dallas
Hilltop House
Red: Lorenzo Jones
Kate
Red:
The
Blue:
Red:

Hopkins
Young Widder Brown
Goldbergs
Children's Hour
Girl Alone

The O'Neills
Red: Lone Journey

45

5:30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
5:45 CBS: Scattergood Baines

8:55

45
00
05

5:45 NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
6:00 CBS: News, Bob Trout
6:05 CBS: Edwin C. Hill

3:15
10:00

15
30

6:15 CBS:
6:30 CBS:

3:45

45

6:45 CBS: The World Today
6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
6:45 NBC-Red: Henry Cooke

00
00
00
15
15
30
30
30

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:15
7:15
7:30
7:30
7:30

2:45
5:45

45 5:45 NBC-Blue: Tom

3:45
8:00
9:30
8:00

8:15
9:45

7:30
8:30
6:30
6:30
8:00
8:00
8:15

6:45|
00
00

8:30
5:30
8:30
8:30

Mix

Hedda Hopper
Paul Sullivan

CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Blue: EASY
ACES
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
( lis Lanny Ross
NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
CBS: Meet Mr. Meek
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Red: Cavalcade of America

7:45|NBC-Red: H. V.- Kaltenborn
8 00 CBS: Big Town
Quiz Kids
00 NBC- Blue:
00 NBC- Red: Tony Martin
iIs'nbc-: Red: How Did You Meet
I30CBS: Dr. Christian
:30 MBS: Boake Carter
Blue: Manhattan at Midnight
130NBC- Red:
Plantation Party
:30 NBC8:55 ins
Elmer Davis

5:55

7:55

9:00
6:00
9:00

3:00
8:00
8:00

00 CBS: FRED
ALLEN
HEATTER
00 MBS GABRIEL
00.NBC Red: Eddie Cantor

6:30
9:30

8:30
8:30

30 NBC30
NBC Red: Mr. District Attorney

3:35
7:00
7:00
7:00

Blue: John

B. Kennedy

9:35 NBC-Blue: Spin and Win
00 CBS: Glenn Miller
Gram Swing
00 MBS Raymond KYSER
00 NBC Red: KAY
News
of
the
World
3:45llO:45lCBS:
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Jeanette

Tune-In

Nolan

and

Agnes

Moorehead
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of the Cavalcade

February

5, 12

and

cast.

19!

Gal Sunday

00
00

3:00
11:00
3:30
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:45
11:45

■

January 29: Tony Martin's back on the air — good
news for everyone who likes romantic
song.
Listen to him on NBC-Red
at 8:00 tonight — and to the program which
comes
right after
his fifteen
minutes,
How
Did
You
Meet,
which
consists
of dramatized
accounts
of listeners'
meetings
with their future
sweethearts.
February 5: Spin and Win,
on NBC-Blue at 9:35 tonight, is a complicated

sort of quiz

show with money prizes — but it's sort of fun, too.
February
12: It's Lincoln's
Birthday,
and the networks will have
some
special programs
commemorating the life of that great American. . . . NBC broadcasts the Santa Anita
Derby
February

from
19:

the Santa Anita track at Arcadia, California.
For a balanced ration of comedy tonight, why

for thirty minutes on NBC-Red
program on CBS at 9:30?
ON

THE

AIR

TONIGHT:

at 9:00, then

Cavalcade

of

America, on NBC-Red at 7:30, E.S.T. (rebroadcast to the West at 6:30, P.S.T.),
sponsored
mours Co.
In
known

the
as

by

the

radio
an

E.

I. DuPont

business

this

"institutional"

de

Ne-

is what

is

program.

In

other words, it doesn't try to sell the product of its sponsor as much as it tries to
build

up

good

will and

familiarize

the

public with the sponsor's name. Many
dio programs are failures because,

raal-

though they're good shows, they don't send
the sponsor's sales up. Cavalcade of
America doesn't have to worry about that
— all it needs to do to be a success is give

switch

over

not listen to Eddie

Cantor

to the last half of Fred

Allen's

authors who've done Cavalcade scripts
are Marc Connelly, Maxwell Anderson, Cal
Tinney and Stephen Vincent Benet.
The Cavalcade dramas are directed

by

a plump, dynamic little man named Homer
Pickett, who looks enough like Winston
Churchill to be his American twin. A
regular "stock
up the various

company" of actors divide
parts on each script. There

are eight of these regulars, they're
on each program, and their names

heard
make

up a list of radio acting aristocracy: Ed
Jerome, Carl Swenson, Jeanette Nolan
and

her husband, John Mclntire, Ray Collins, Ted Jewett, Agnes Moorehead and
Kenneth Delmar. A member of this acting company may have an important role
week and only a couple of lines the

you an inspiring and entertaining halfhour once a week, and to that end it hires

one

radio's most capable actors, America's
best-known authors, and every now and
then an unusual
guest star.
Patriotism is its theme. Every week the

next — just as actors used to do in the
old-time stage stock companies which
changed
bills every week.
A Cavalcade broadcast is a dignified

story of some

incident

or significant

phase

affair.

Everyone,

including

the

members

of our country's history is dramatized.
The people who run the show try to match

of Don
clothes

up famous authors with subjects they've
always been interested in. For instance,
Alexander
Woollcott
wrote
and
acted
in

once,

a script about the Battle Hymn of the
Republic. The Cavalcade of America

tumes of the drama's period. It was nice
for the studio audience, but certainly

people knew he was interested in the subject before they ever decided to do a

didn't mean a great deal to listeners.) A
Broadway theater, the Ritz, is used for

broadcast

the

person

to

on

it, so

choose

he

for

was
the

the
job.

logical
Other

with

Voorhees' orchestra, wears evening
as a matter of course. (Although
as

an

experiment,

Maxwell

Ander-

son's play, "Valley Forge," was broadcast
the actors wearing the Colonial cos-

broadcasts,

people

attends

and
each

an

audience

of

1200

one.

S«yt/e£&ZANN THOMAS — a sweet-faced young miss of 23 who is
radio's expert in tough-gal roles. You hear her tonight as
the thick-witted maid. Lily, in Meet Mr. Meek over CBS —
and other days when you tune in a particularly tough feminine voice, the chances are that's Ann too. She's a veteran
of some 35 productions on Broadway, and long since lost
count of all her microphone characterizations. Her biggest thrill recently came when Minerva Pious, Fred Allen's
dependable comedy actress, had to go to Hollywood for
two weeks and Ann was chosen to handle her roles on the
Allen

program.

She's

blonde,

New

York

born,

and

single.
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KEEP YOUR

ACCENT

ON YOUTH!

"Win New Loveliness . . . New Youthfulness in your

NEW-BORN-SKIN!"*^

^^£S§4

Yes! It's really true . . .You are getting a beautiful
New-Born Skin. Yes, under your present skin a Brand
New Skin is coming to life. Let my 4-Purpose Face
Cream help your New-Born Skin to keep its promise
of appealing freshness and youth.

IT SEEMS a miracle too wonderful to believe, but at this
very moment, under your present skin ... a New-Born
Skin is flowering . . . growing, gradually replacing your
worn-out surface skin which flakes away in tiny little
particles.
Will your New-Born Skin really flatter you? Will it
help you look younger? The answer is "Yes!'% says Lady
Esther. "Yes ... if you will care for it properly with my
4-Purpose Face Cream."
Don't let the dry flakes of your old surface skin imprison
the beauty of your New-Born Skin. My 4-Purpose Face
Cream gently permeates those drab flakes . . . the surface
impurities and dirt. It helps you whisk them away ... so
your New-Born Skin may appear at its clearest and at its
best. And to do this ... all you need is one cream. Lady
Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream.
Ask Your Doctor About Your Face Cream
Does he suggest that you feed your skin from the outside?
Will he recommend astringents, or skin foods, or tissue
creams? Lady Esther believes he will not . . . for it stands
to reason that any cream that can fill the pores can be
harmful to the skin. But ask him if my cream doesn't help
your skin because it loosens the dry little flakes and surface impurities . . . really cleanses your skin. Ask your
doctor if every last word that Lady Esther says isn't true!
So try my 4-Purpose Face Cream at my expense. Use
no other cream for a full month. Let my cream give you
complete beauty care. Let your New-Born Skin come to
light in all its glory. Use my cream particularly before
you powder, for, after wiping away Lady Esther cream,
your skin is in perfect condition to receive powder. Use
just enough powder to protect your skin from dust— and
see if your skin doesn't appear lovelier and more opalescent—smoother, more radiant— with a look that really
spells beauty!

The Miracle of Reborn Skin
Your skin is constantly wearing out —
drying — flaking off almost invisibly. But
it is immediately replaced by new-born
skin — always crowding upward and outward. Lady Esther says you can help
make each rebirth of your skin a true
Rebirth of Beauty I
MARCH,

1941

Lady Esther,
7134 West 65th St., Chicago, 111.
(65)
Please send me your generqus sample tube of
Lady Esther Face Cream; also nine shades of
Face Powder, free and postpaid.
Name
Address
City_
-State.
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(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)
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Life Can

-Blue: Mother of Mine
00 NBC- Red: Backstage Wife
00 NBC:15 CBS: We, The Abbotts
Blue: Club Matinee
:15 NBC- Red: Stella Dallas
15 NBC:30CBS: Hilltop House
Red: Lorenzo Jones
;30 NBC
:45 CBS: Kate Hopkins
Red: Young Widder Brown
:45 NBC00 CBS: The Goldbergs
00 NBC Blue: Children's Hour
:00 NBC Red: Girl Alone
:1S'CBS:
15 NBC30 NBC;45 CBS:
:45 NBC:45 NBC00 CBS:
05 CBS:

The O'Neills
Red: Lone Journey
Red: Jack

Armstrong

Scattergood Baines
Blue: Tom Mix
Red: Life Can be Beautiful
News
Edwin C. Hill
Bob Edge

IS CBS:
30 CBS: Paul Sullivan
6 :45 CBS: The World Today
6 :45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
6 45 NBC-Red: Henry Cooke
7
CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
7 :00
00 NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
7 00 NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
7 :15 CBS: Lanny Ross
7 15 NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
7 :30 CBS: Vox Pop
7 :30 NBC-Red: Xavier Cugat
:4S!NBC-Blue: Met. Opera Guild
:45 NBC-Red: H. V. Kaltenborn
00 CBS: Ask It Basket
00 M BS: Wythe Williams
00 NBC-Blue: Pot o' Gold
00 NBC-Red: Good News
:30 CBS: City Desk
.. NBC-Blue: Fame and Fortune
30. NBC-Red: The Aldrich Family
55 CBS: Elmer Davis
CBS: MAJOR
BOWES
MBS: GABRIEL
HEATTER
NBC-'Blue: Rochester Philharmonic
NBC-Red:
KRAFT
MUSIC HALL
NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
10
10
10
10
10
10

■

Borrymore,

Tune-In

Vera

Vague

and

Bulletin for January

Vallee

30,

do

some

February

clowning.

6, 13

and 20!

be Beautiful

Portia Faces Life
45JNBC
00 CBS:

3:00
3:00
3:00

4:15
1:15
1:15

When a Girl Marries
Red: The O'Neills
Romance of Helen Trent
Blue: Farm and Home Hour
Our Gal Sunday

:15 CBS: Woman in White
Red: Tony Wons
:15NBC:30CBS: Right to Happiness
Road of Life
:45|CBS:
00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
Blue: Margaret C. Banning
00 NBC- Red: Hymns of All Churches
00 NBC- Girl Interne
15 CBS:
Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
15 NBC:30 CBS: Fletcher Wiley
Red: Valiant Lady
:30 NBC
45 < US: Home of the Brave
.,s'c_.
:45 NBC Red: Light of the World
00 CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
Blue: Orphans of Divorce
00 NBC- Red: Mary Marlin
:00 NBC- Jan Peerce
:15 CBS:
Blue: Honeymoon Hill
15 NBC- Red: Ma Perkins
15 NBC- A Friend in Deed
30 CBS:
Blue: John's Other Wife
30 NBC- Red: Pepper Young's Family
30 NBC- Adventures in Science
45!CBS: Blue: Just Plain Bill
45INBC- Red: Vic and Sade

10:30 12:30

3:30
11:15

Time

NBC-Red: Isabel Manning Hewson
:45 CBS: Bachelor's Children
:45 NBC Red: Edward MacHugh
iOO CBS: By Kathleen Norris
:00 NBC- Red: This Small Town
ls'cBS: (Vlyrt and Marge
:1S NBC- Blue: Vic and Sade
:30!CBS: Stepmother
30 NBC- Blue: Mary Marlin
30 NBC- Red: Ellen Randolph
:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
45 NBC- Blue: Pepper Young's Family
:45 NBC- Red: The Guiding Light
:00 CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
:00 NBC Blue: I Love Linda Dale
Red: The Man I Married
00 NBCls'cBS: Martha Webster
Red: Against the Storm
15 NBC3o'cBS: Big Sister
Red: The Road of Life
30 NBC:4s'cBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
Red. David Harum

9:15
9:15
9:30
9:30
9:45

3:00
11:00
11:00

Standard

NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
Blue: BREAKFAST
CLUB
NBC- Red: Happy Jack
CBS: School of the Air
NBC-

NBC-Blue: America's Town Meeting
CBS: Glenn Miller
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: Rudy Vallee
CBS: Choose Up Sides
NBC-Blue: Ahead of the Headlines
CBS: News of the World

January 30: The beloved children's classic, "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
CBS School of the Air this morning. If it was one of your favorites
kid, don't miss hearing
at 9:00 tonight.

it. . . . Listen

to Gabriel

Heatter's

Farm," is on the
when you were a

news

program

on

NBC

February 6: Listen to next week's news by tuning in Ahead of the Headlines on NBC-Blue
tonight at 10:30.
It recently moved to this new time from Sunday afternoons.
February

13: Frank

with Baby

Morgan

Snooks,

is on the

it offers you

Good

News

a lot of comedy.

program

now,

NBC-Red

. . . For folks who

at 8:00 — so,

take their Saturday-

afternoon opera broadcasts seriously, there's the Metropolitan Opera Guild program,
NBC-Blue at 7:45, talking about next Saturday's performance.
February 20: Recommendation of the night: the program that never disappoints, The
Aldrich

Family,

on

NBC-Red

at 8:30.
about

ON
THE AIR TONIGHT:
Sealtest Show, on NBC-Red
E.S.T.
After

batting

along

without

making

any

Rudy Vallee's
at 10:00 P.M.,

for several

months

remarkable

dent

censor

in
is so

popularity-survey figures, Rudy Vallee's
show has suddenly blossomed out into a
half-hour that is real fun to listen to. That
it wasn't

so before

was

never

Rudy's

fault,

exactly — things just didn't seem to click
together into a fast, bright program.
Now they do, and we all give thanks.
Part of the improvement, at least, is due
to that
John

Bad

Boy

of the American

Theater,

Barrymore, Esq. John hasn't reformed. He's still the unpredictable pos-

sessor of a sense of humor that's likely to
run amok any minute. He refuses to stick
to the script, and nearly drives the people
who write it crazy.
This

is what

happens

couple

of days

before

every

the

week.

broadcast,

funny

that

are

so

the script writers decide to incorporate them in the broadast version.

Then, by the time the actual broadcast is
given, Barrymore has thought up a whole
new batch of ad-libs. The presence of an
audience seems to intoxicate him, and he
just can't
prepared

is that

with

all his spontaneous

he never once has made the producers of the program wish they could

what he says. His sense of showmanship and of what the public will like
strong that he never oversteps the

bounds

of good

taste.

John's verbal high-jinks help Rudy, too.
In the past, Rudy has sometimes been a
little too

dignified

on

the

air.

He

can't

be

dignified when John's around. It's impossible to keep a straight face when the
wildest of the Barrymores starts clowning
— not that he ever stops. For instance,
when Rudy introduces Barrymore to the
studio

audience,

John

always

responds

with

a beautiful display of "ham" acting: hand
on heart, head thrown back, eyelids fluttering in pleased surprise. It brings down
the house, and from then on anything

A
the

program has a "preview" — a performance
before a small invited audience. Barrymore takes the script and appears to read
it, but inserts lines of his own

him

remarks,

help wandering away from the
script.
The
wonderful
thing

You'd

expect some outbursts of temperament between Rudy and John — and

you'd
goes. expect wrong. Oddly enough, they
get on fine. Rudy, mindful of his old desire to be an actor, studies the Barrymore
technique and timing, and Barrymore,
probably
hopes
a good

without

he can

meaning

learn

business

from

man

and

it at all, says he
Rudy
save

how

to be

his money.

Anyway, they're fast friends — proof being
that Barrymore's contract with the program was recently renewed for another
thirteen weeks.

YVETTE — who sings the solos on Xavier Cugat's program
tonight over NBC. Yvette, whose real name is Elsa Harris, was born in Birmingham, Ala., on September 17, 1922.
Her family is of French extraction, so she comes by her
stage name honestly. She learned her intriguing Creole
patois when she was a child attending a convent school
in New Orleans. When she was 17 she came to New York,
intending to study art. But some friends heard her sing
and urged a musical comedy career on her; she auditioned
for stage producers and an NBC talent scout heard her.
Result — a radio
debut
last January
and
instant
success.

S«yMe&'£RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

MIRROR

/he uou/i jwiqetynaus the most oeautipd.
Your exquisite fingers, flame-tipped with the lustrous beauty of
Dura-Gloss— like tiny beacons, flashing a message to a masculine

WfiA-GlGSS
INDIAN KCO

■

heart falling under your spell! Let Dura-Gloss, the durable, easyonflow, longer-lasting nail polish created for the most beautiful
fingernails in the world, bring flashing beauty to your fingertips!
Exult in their longer-lasting gem-hard lustre— and compare this
superlative polish, Dura-Gloss, to polishes costing five, ten times
as much! Buy Dura-Gloss— Buy Dura-Gloss today!

The Belter mail Polish by LORR 10*
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DURA-GLOSS

?

THE DIFFERENCE
between NAIL POLISHES
lOtfof nail
off
the edge
nail polishes
within one"fray"
day.
(1)atMany
Dura-Gloss doesn't.
(2) Many 10<< nail polishes dry so
fast that you can't apply them propsmoothly.
erly. Dura-Gloss goes on evenly and
(3) Many lOtf nail polishes never dry
underneath and are easily "dented."
Dura-Gloss never "dents."
(4) Many lOtf nail polishes chip off
so easily that you have "bald spots"
on your nails. Dura-Gloss is true to
its name — it lasts.
,
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wi!
a

2:00

8:45
1:15
1:45
12:45
2:30

H
Ifl
U
8:05
I2:30
8:45
8:45
9:00 10
9:00 10:
I
9:15 10
9:1510
9:30 10
9:30 10:
9:30 10
9:45
9:45
4:30
10:00
10:00

12:00 10:15
8:15 10:15
11:00 10:30
10:30
10:30
11:15 10:45
10:45
9:00 11:00
9:00 11:00
9:15 11:15
9:15 11:15
9:30 11:30
9:30 11:30
9:45 11:45
10:00 12:00
10:15 12:15
10:30 12:30
3:00
11:00
3:30
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:45
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30
12:45
12:45
12:45
1:00
1:00
4:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
12:30
8:30
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:45
5:45

12:45
1:00
1:00
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
1:45
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:15
2:15
2:30
2:30
2:30
2:45
2:45
2:45
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:15
3:15
3:15
3:30
3:30
3:45
3:45
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15
4:15
4:45
5:45
4:45

8:55 10:00
3:15
3:45

5:05
5:15

Eastern Standard Time
NBC-Red:

Gene and Glenn

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CBS: School of the Air

CLUB

CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Red: This Small Town
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: Woman of Courage
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
NBC-Blue. I Love Linda Dale
NBC-Red: The Man I Married
CBS: Martha Webster
NBC-Red: Against the Storm
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: The Road of Life
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red: Words and Music
CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
CBS: Our Gal Sunday
CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS: Woman in White
CBS: Right to Happiness
CBS: Road of Life
CBS: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Betty Crocker
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Fletcher Wiley
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
CBS: Home of the Brave
NBC-Red: Light of the World
CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Jan Peerce
MBS: Philadelphia Orchestra
NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
CBS: A Friend in Deed
NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
CBS: Exploring Space
NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
CBS: Portia Faces Life
NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
CBS: We, The Abbotts
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Kate Hopkins
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: The Goldbergs
NBC-Blue: Children's Hour
NBC-Red: Girl Alone
CBS: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: Lone Journey

5:30 NBC- Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS: News, Bob Trout
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
CBS: Hedda Hopper

3:45

5:45
5:45

CBS: The World Today
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
NBC-Red: Henry Cooke

8:00
8:00

6:00
6:00

CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Lanny Ross
CBS: Al Pearce
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Red: Alec Templeton
CBS: KATE
SMITH
NBC-Blue: Army Show
NBC-Red: Cities Service Concert

7:30
8:30
7:30
9:00
5:00
8:30
5:30
5:55
8:30
6:00
5:00
6:00
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:35
7:00
7:00

9:30
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:55
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:35
9:00
9:00

50

NBC-Blue: Death Valley Days
NBC-Red: INFORMATION
PLEASE
CBS: Elmer Davis
CBS: Johnny Presents
MBS: GABRIEL
HEATTER
NBC-Blue: Gangbusters
NBC- Red: Waltz Time
CBS: Campbell Playhouse
MBS: I Want a Divorce
NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
NBC-Red: ARCH
OBLER'S
PLAYS
9:35 NBC-Blue: Your Happy Birthday
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: Wings of Destiny
10:45 CBS: News of the World

■ Jimmy
Tune-In
January 24:

Dorsey's

vocalist,

Helen

Bulletin for January

O'Connell — and

24 and

Glen Gray and his orchestra open

Jimmy

31, February

himself.

7, 14 and

21 !

at the Palladium, the new super ballroom

in Los Angeles, tonight.
They're going to broadcast over NBC.
January 31: Joe Louis and Red Burman fight it out tonight at Madison Square Garden
for the heavyweight
title.
NBC
broadcasts
the battle, with
Bill Stern
announcing.
. . . Death Valley Days, on NBC-Blue at 8:30, has an interesting story to tell — about
the telegraph operator who kept the wires open for eighty hours to send the news of
Custer's Last Stand.
February 7: Woody Guthrie and Burl Ives sing music you aren't likely to hear anywhere
else on the CBS show, Back When I Come From.
It's at 10:30 tonight.
February 14: Joan Blondell stars in a story of love and marriage in I Want a Divorce,
over Mutual at 9:30 tonight.
Each broadcast is complete in itself — it's not a serial.
February 21:
Something
that's vitally important to every American
is told about on
the CBS School of the Air this morning.
It's the Panama Canal, and right now you'll
want to know all you can about it.
ON

THE

AIR

TONIGHT:

Your

Happy

Birthday, variety and novelty program, on
NBC-Blue at 9:35, E.S.T., sponsored by
Twenty Grand
and Spud Cigarettes.
As they say at the start of the program,
all you have to do to win money on Your
Happy
Birthday is to be born.
It's got so that brilliant minds stay awake
nights now trying to figure out new ways
of giving money away over the air. Edward Wolf, who is head of a firm which
originates and produces radio programs,
thought up this method, and it's such a
good one practically every radio owner
in the country will be tuning in before long
— or at least making sure some friend is
tuning
in for him.
You don't have to listen to Your Happy
Birthday to get a share of the $1000 that's
given away each week, but it certainly
helps. On

each program there are dramatizations of events which took place on

three different dates. Let's say that one
program will dramatize events on these
three dates: January 20, 1912, August 14,
1920, and May 2, 1898. If you were born
one of those three days — month, day, and
year — you're in the running for the
money. After the dramatizations and
some music by Jimmy Dorsey's band, Tiny
Ruffner, the master of ceremonies, introduces a movie star who picks one of three

JAN

candles out of a giant birthday cake set
on the stage. Each of the candles has
one of the three dates attached to it,
and the one the movie star picks is the
lucky date.
Then the movie star digs into a bowl
containing slips marked with all the Congressional Districts in the United States,
and selects one slip. Everyone who was
born on the winning date in the winning
Congressional District gets a slice of the
$1000 if he has proof of his birthdate
and place. If there's only one claimant,
he gets the full $1000. If there aren't any,
that amount is added to the $1000 on a
future program.
But if you aren't listening in, and none
of your friends who know your birthdate
are listening in, you may never know
you're entitled to the money.
not take any chances.

Tiny Ruffner, who hasn't been heard on
the air much lately, returns as the Birthday
Man, and Mary Small is the Birthday Girl.
She also sings a song or two on each program,— and very nicely, too. With all
the drawing of the winning birthday and
birthplace, there's no lack of music on the
program, because Helen O'Connell and
Bob Eberly, Jimmy Dorsey's two regular
dance-band soloists, sing a number or two
as well.

SayMtf&To-

PEERCE — tenor

So better

star of the CBS

Golden

Treasury

of

Song this afternoon. You've also heard him frequently
singing on the Radio City Music Hall program, Sundays
over NBC. Jan came up to fame the hard way. He was
born on the lower East Side to a poor immigrant family,
and began studying violin when he was nine years old,
using an instrument that cost four dollars and was almost too expensive for his mother to buy, at that. He
began singing when he was 15, and grew up to play and
sing in a hotel orchestra. Roxy, the showman, hired him
for

the

Radio

City

Music

Hall — and
RADIO

he's
AND

still

there.

TELEVISION

MIRROR

Lovely Barbara StanwyjsI
m

with a charm hint
: for YOU
LUX SOAP MAKES A
WONDERFUL BEAUTY )
BATH! ITS ACTIVE
LATHER MAKES YOU
SURE OF DAINTINESS

!)

/

STAR

THIS GENTLE, WHITE
SOAP HAS SUCH
A DELIGHTFUL
FRAGRANCE -LEAVES
SKIN SWEET!

OF

PARAMOUNT'S
"THE LADY EVE"

Clever girls take
Hollywood's tip — win
out with skin that's sweet!
"Men love to be near the girl who's
sweet," this famous beauty says. And
tells you how screen stars protect the
daintiness important to charm. Lux
Soap's ACTIVE lather carries away perspiration, every trace of dust and dirt
— leaves skin really fresh.

9 out of 10
Screen Stars use it!

. .■ :,■:■,■ : ■:■ : ■.■:. -.■ 7. 7 : r. ■ ■

You

MARCH,

1941

will find screen stars are right! A daily luxurious
Lux Toilet Soap bath makes you sure of daintiness,
of skin that's sweet, appealing.
51

Eastern Standard Time
8:00 CBS: News of Europe
8:00 NBC-Red: News

oi-

8:15 NBC-Blue: Cloutier's Orchestra
8:15 NBC-Red: Cracker jack Quarto*

<

8:30 CBS: Hillbilly Champions
8:30 NBC-Blue: Dick Leibert
8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

Ifl

8:45 NBC-Blue: Harvey and Dell
8:00
8:00

9:00 CBS: Press News
9:00 NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club
9:00 NBC-Red: News

8:05

9:05 NBC-Red:

8:15
8:15

9:15 CBS: Burl Ives
9:15 NBC-Red. Watch

8:30
8:30

9:30 CBS: Honest Abe
9:30 NBC-Red: Wise Man
9:45 NBC-Red:

Texas Jim Robertson
Your Step

Musical Tete-a-tete

9:00 10:00 CBS: Welcome Lewis' Singing Bee
9:00 10:00 NBC-Blue: Sid Walton
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red: Lincoln Highway
9:15,10:15 NBC-Blue: Richard Kent
9:30 10:30 CBS: Old Dirt Dobber
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Gallicchio's Orch.
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red: Bright Idea Club

Tune-In Bulletin for January

8:00 10:00 11:00 CBS: Symphony Concert
8:00 10:00 11:00 NBC-Blue: Deep River Boys
8:00 10:00 11:00 NBC-Red: Song Folks
8:15 10:15 11:15 NBC-Red:

Fed. Women's

Clubs

8:30 10:30 11:30 NBC-Blue: Our Barn
8:45 10:45 11:45 NBC-Red:

Smilin' Ed McConnell

9:00 11:00 12:00 CBS: Country Journal
9:00 11:00 12:00 NBC-Blue: American Education
Forum
9:00 11:00 12:00 NBC-Red: Milestones in Music
9:30 11:30 12:30 CBS: Let's Pretend
9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm Bureau
9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC-Red: Call to Youth
10:00 12:00

10:30 12:30

1:30 NBC-Blue: Luncheon

11:00
11:00

1:00
1:00

2:00 NBC-Blue: Metropolitan Opera
2:00 NBC-Red: Music for Everyone

12:00

2:00

3:00 NBC-Red:

12:30

2:30

3:30 CBS: Old Vienna

12:45

2:45

3:45 CBS: This Is My Land

1:00
1:00

3:00
3:00

4:00 CBS: Bull Session
4:00 NBC-Red: Campus

1:30

3:30

4:30 NBC- Red: A Boy, a Girl, and a Band

2:00

4:00

5:00 NBC-Red:

The World Is Yours

2:30

4:30

5:30 NBC-Red:

Curtis Institute

3:00
3:00

5:00
5:00

6:00 CBS: Report to the Nation
6:00 NBC-Red: Johnny Long Orchestra

3:05

5:05

6:05 NBC-Blue: Dance Music

3:30
3:30
3:30

5:30
5:30
5:30

6:30 CBS: Elmer Davis
6:30 NBC-Blue: Listeners' Playhouse
6:30 NBC-Red: Religion in the News

3:45
3:45
3:45

5:45
5:45
5:45

6:45 CBS: The World Today
6:45 NBC-Blue: Edward Tomlinson
6:45 NBC-Red: Artie Shaw Orchestra

4:00
4:00

6:00
6:00

7:00 CBS: People's Platform
7:00 NBC-Blue: Message of Israel

4:30
4:30

6:30
6:30

7:30 CBS: Gay Nineties Revue
7:30 NBC-Blue: Orchestra

4:45

6:45

7:45 NBC-Red:

8:00
5:00
8:30

7:00
7:00
7:00

8:00 CBS: Your Marriage Club
8:00 NBC-Blue: Orchestra
8:00 NBC-Red: Knickerbocker Playhouse

5:15

7:15

8:15 NBC-Blue: Man and the World

5:30
5:30
8:00

7:30
7:30
7:30

MBS: Boake Carter
8:30
8:30 NBC-Blue: Little Ol" Hollywood
8:30 NBC-Red: Truth or Consequences

9:30
6:00
6:00
6:00

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00

Collectors

at the Waldorf

Dance Music

Capers

H. V. Kaltenborn

CBS: YOUR
HIT PARADE
MBS: GABRIEL
HEATTER
NBC-Blue: Song of Your Life
NBC-Red: National Barn Dance

8:35

9:35 NBC-Blue: NBC

6:45

8:45

9:45 CBS: Saturday Night Serenade

7:00
7:00

9:00 10:00 MBS: Chicago Theater
9:00 10:00
10:OONBC-Red: Uncle Ezra

7:15

9:15 10:15 CBS: Public Affairs

SYMPHONY

9:45 10:45 CBS: News of the World

52

1, 8, 15 and 22!

January 25: The NBC Symphony program on NBC-Blue has changed its time to 9:35.
. . . On Mutual at 10:00, the Chicago Theater of the Air has scheduled the operetta,
"Cyrano de Bergerac," with Richard Bonelli and Marion Claire in the leading roles.
February I: Henry King's orchestra opens at the Mark Hopkins Hotel in San Francisco
tonight, broadcasting over NBC. . . . From Madison Square Garden at 10:30 tonight,
NBC-Red
broadcasts the Melrose Track and Field Games.
February 8: More athletics are supplied tonight between 10:30 and I 1:00 when NBC-Red
broadcasts
the Boston Athletic
Association
Track Meet from the Boston
Garden.
February
15: Your Hit Parade, on CBS at 9:00, takes you on a tour into one of the

CBS: Of Men and Books
1:15 CBS: Highways to Health
1:15 NBC-Red: Calling Stamp

7:45

25, February

control room.

Army training camps as part of tonight's show.
February 22: It's Washington's Birthday, and the networks will observe the event with
special programs.

10:15 :
10:15 12:15

6:35

■ Milton Cross (right) in the Met's new

ON THE AIR TODAY: The Metropolitan
Opera Company, on NBC-Blue at 2:00,
E.S.T., sponsored by the Texaco Company.
Last year about this time the future of
one of America's great landmarks, the
Metropolitan Opera House, looked uncertain, to say the least. It was in financial
difficulties, and there didn't seem to be
any way of getting it out. The wealthy
people who used to maintain it by paying
large sums for seats and boxes had gradually withdrawn their support until there
wasn't enough money coming in to keep
the famous old place going.
As a last resort, the radio audience
which every Saturday afternoon tuned in
the broadcasts presented by NBC was appealed to. And the listeners came through.
Their contributions poured
in.
One other thing happened, too. For
several years it hadn't been easy for NBC
to find commercial sponsors for the Saturday matinee broadcasts. But the big response to the appeal for funds proved
that lots of people tuned in, and the
Texaco
company was impressed.
Some of the money was used to renovate
the old auditorium. A new gold brocade
curtain was installed, and so was a special
radio control booth with a glass front,
instead
the inold,
44."
The
old of
boxes
the unsheltered
Grand Tier "Box
were torn
out, and rows of seats put in instead. The
changes, particularly the installation of the

GWEN

K:

soundproofed control room, have greatly
increased
the clarity of the broadcasts.
Of course, radio listeners can't see the
action on the stage, but they can take
comfort in the realization that many people
who are actually sitting in the Metropolitan Opera Auditorium can't see the stage
either. The place is built in the oldfashioned horseshoe style, with balconies
running around the sides clear up to the
stage. If your seat is on the side (and
unless you've paid quite a bit of money
for it, it will be) you won't see much more
than you would at home in front of your
radio.
Today's opera g»es to a great many
listeners, separated by a great many thousands of miles. In the United States, it is
carried by 13 i NBC-Blue stations. In addition, it goes to South America over the
powerful short wave stations WRCA and
WNBI, with a special commentary in Spanish by Llopis de Olivares, instead of Milton
Cross' English commentary which we in
this country hear.
Milton Cross and most of the men connected with putting the opera on the air
stay in the control room at the rear of
the auditorium, but there is one NBC man
backstage. He keeps an eye on the performance and telephones the control booth
to tell Cross and the others of any minor
changes in cast or performance that might
interrupt or confuse the broadcast.

&yAM&ZL

WILLIAMS— songbird on The Song of Your Life, tonight on NBC. Gwen decided to be a professional singer when
she was 13 years old and won an amateur contest conducted
by a radio station in her home state, Florida. In the
University of Miami she majored in music, and after getting her degree came to New York, where she sang in night
clubs before Harry Salter, Song of Your Life orchestra
leader, heard her and hired her for his show. He says
she has a brilliant singing future ahead. Gwen is married to Norman Foley, an executive in a music publishing
firm, and
insists
that
marriage
can
go
with
a career.
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A Love To Be Envied
(Continued from page 13)
exclaimed, surprised.
"I'm going now," he said. His eyes
rested on Sadie. It was as if he hadn't
known there could be a girl like her,
a girl softly turned, with young eyes,
and a voice that came strong and clear
because there was a quick, fine brain
behind it.
"I tried to see you not long ago,
Miss Hermalin," he said. "About a
story I was working on for my paper.
You knew the girl the story was about.
But you were out of town."
"I'm sorry," Sadie said. "Why not
try again some time?"
She could have bitten off her tongue.
She was acting, she told herself, exactly like a stupid, smitten girl.
"I'm going to," he told her, "so
soon I think it will surprise you."
Then he was gone and the room
seemed less bright and warm.
The next morning, as Sadie was
leaving for school — she had fifty-nine
boys in her sixth grade class — the telephone rang. "Hello!" It was his voice.
"This is Gabe Heatter."
"I didn't know newspaper reporters
got up so early," she told him, excited,
laughing.
"Usually they don't," he said. "When
can I see you, Sadie?"
"Tomorrow night . . ." She was tentative.

Can you

without

"Tonight," he urged. "Don't make
me wait until tomorrow, please. I
. . . I'm so very fond of you!"
"Tonight, then," she said, a sudden
lump of gratitude in her throat for his
unashamed avowal. "I'll be waiting,
Gabe."
From then on, they each knew they
were in love. And neither tried to
hide the fact.
THEY used to go to Luchow's in New
1 York for the famous sauerbrauten
and potato pancakes and dance to
waltzes of old Vienna with their love
warm in their eyes. They used to go to
a little Italian restaurant, frequented
mostly by newspaper men, and feast
on spaghetti and drink red wine and
listen to Neapolitan love songs. Saturdays often found them in Carnegie
Hall and perhaps it was the exalted
music and perhaps it was their love
growing stronger all the time but
later, in the Russian tea-room, they
never saw anything beyond each
other's eyes. Sundays they walked in
the park, watching to see if any other
girl wore violets as large and deep as
those pinned on Sadie's shoulder.
They spent evenings before a coal
fire in the Hermalin living-room. Mr.
■ From the family album — a photo
taken more than twenty years ago —
Mr. and Mrs. Gabriel Heatter with
their first born,
daughter
Maida.
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Hermalin, also a newspaper man, who
loved Gabe as a son from the moment
he met him, and Gabe used to talk
while Sadie knitted socks and helmets
for those fighting with the British and
French forces overseas.
The men's talk was of the war always, of politics at home, of Pershing in Mexico, of newspapers, of
sports. They talked quickly and authoritatively. And, true to their craft,
they were hard-boiled and realistic
one minute and then, without warning,
incredibly sentimental and naive.
"It's amazing," Sadie would say,
laughing, "that I should be so eager
to marry a mad newspaper man after
having had a mad newspaper man for
a father.
never onlearn!"
The men Some
would people
pull harder
their
pipes at this and pretend to have forgotten she was there. Until Gabe no
longer could resist reaching for her
hand. Or until she surprised them
by knowing about something they
hadn't
expected her to know about at
all.
"Listen," her father would say, "the
girl's
brains!"
"Andgot she's
beautiful, too," Gabe
would add. For this to him always
was the miracle.
Usually it was after Mr. Hermalin
had gone to bed or been understanding enough to pretend he was going
to bed that Gabriel would get a manuscript from his overcoat pocket and
read Sadie a story he was writing.
"I have to make more money than
I'm making on the paper," he would
tell her. "I have to buy you a seal
coat and a velvet hat with a plume.
Do you really think I might be able
to do fiction, darling? Does what I've
written here hold you?"
SPRING comes to Brooklyn when the
Trees of Heaven growing in the
little back yards sprout pale green
buds, when flower venders pull horsedrawn wagons of petunias and pansies, geraniums and bachelor buttons
through the quiet streets and their
cries mingle with the hucksters calling
"Strawberries . . . Fresh Strawberr-i-e-s . . ." when the river that
runs beneath the bridges that link
Brooklyn with Manhattan is a faded
blue, when jewelers display trays of
wedding rings in their windows. . . .
For these are immutable things, like
the love of man and woman. Today
they herald spring in Brooklyn just
as they did in 1915 when Sadie and
Gabriel were married; just four
months after they first had looked into
each other's eyes.
The caterer's men put up a red and
white striped awning before the little
Hermalin house. The florist's men
turned the rooms into sweet gardens
and trailed smilax and clusters of
white roses along the banisters. The
musicians, behind palms, played the
wedding march. Sadie came down the
stairs on her father's arm. Her veil
was like a mist about her young face
and she was smiling. For at the foot
of the stairs Gabe was waiting, and he
looked the way men do when they love
one woman more than anything else
in the world.
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Today the Heatters have a big
house on Long Island and a town
apartment off Fifth Avenue. There
are many to serve them. Two and
three cars stand in their garage. Fur
coats and velvet hats are no longer
dreams but realities. However, before all this came to be, the years were
uncertain and sometimes lean. At
first they lived with the Hermalins in
a house on Long Island to which they
all moved from the house in Brooklyn.
And it was here, early in 1917, that
their daughter, Maida, was born.
Gabriel Heatter held his little
daughter in his arms and the years
ahead, which he'd previously thought
of in terms of Sadie and himself, belonged now to Maida too. He saw her
growing up . . . walking . . . talking
. . . going to school . . . growing tall
. . . And he marvelled that men and
women should accept life, which is
so altogether wonderful, so calmly.
"Darling," he said to Sadie, "I think
it's time we made a home of our own.
It may not always be easy going. But
you'll manage."
FROM
the daythat
theyconfidence
were married
he
has shown
in her.
Every salary check or pay envelope
he ever has received has been deposited in her hands, untouched. It
was no empty phrase when he promised "With all my worldly goods I thee
Life for all of us is made up of
little experiences. Obviously not all
of them can be happy. Sometimes it
was
insufficient money that troubled
endow."
the Heatters. Sometimes they saw
far too little of each other because
he had to work at night and sleep during the day when she had to be up and
out with little Maida. Sometimes
other women — and often they were
women influential in business — found
him as attractive as the girls in Brooklyn once had found him. And sometimes other men — and often they were
business associates he brought home
— found her as attractive as the boys
in Brooklyn once had found her. But
they never let anything that happened
get"I between
them. Heatter says today
think" Sadie
"that every wife does well to discipline
herself not to allow little things to be
important. For if a man loves a womon her complaints will disturb him.
And a man who is disturbed has less
spirit to bring to his affairs. Besides,
complaints are like termites. Slowly
they undermine the bond a man and
woman know. And when this bond is
weakened a marriage is weakened
too.
"This I know beyond any doubt .
the minute you fuss about anything
1918 itBasil
Heatter
was born. And
youIn give
greater
importance!"
Gabriel, looking down on the male
child in his arms, said to Sadie
"They're saying this war soon will be
over. But if in twenty years the
drums
shouldwill,"
roll Sadie
again .said,
. ." "for all
"As they
the noble talk that's been going
He smiled, as he always did. at her
fine,
reality.
And
he
round intelligent
. . ."

for the beautiful color portrait ot

lovely Ginny Simrns, Kay Kyser's vocalist and leading lady
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thanked God he had a wife he did not
have to spare things but with whom
he could share things.
"I hope we're cynics and it won't
be the way we fear," he told her. "But
if Basil should be called one day
when he is grown — and the cause is
right
— may Heatter
he be a was
bravenosoldier."
Gabriel
different
from other men before they find their
way in the business world. He did
what he could as well as he could. He
worked on newspapers. He wrote advertising. He managed publicity campaigns. He executed foreign business
for a linoleum firm. And sometimes
his income was large and sometimes
it was small and sometimes he had
no income at all.
"I wanted to give you so much, darling," he toldaround
Sadie their
one little
evening
as
they walked
house
while their babies slept upstairs. She
had followed him out, sensing he was
restless and discouraged. And he had
taken off his top coat so, as they
walked arm in arm, she could wear
it over her shoulders too.
"Success will come, Gabe," she said.
"You must have patience. Most men
don't make their name until they're
in their forties."
LIE still likes to tell about the time
n he was offered ten thousand dollars for an advertising job. This happened when he was doing a sustaining
program, reporting news seven nights
a week, and being paid nothing for it.
"I hurried home," he says, "to tell
Sadie the good news. Our reserve
funds were pretty nearly gone and
there were a dozen things the children needed."
Sadie listened to everything he had
to say the way she always listened,
with her whole attention.
"But Gabe," she said when he'd
finished, "you've always believed radio
would be important and those who
grew up with it were like to be important too. And this job would give
you no time for your program!"
"I still believe all that," he told her.
"But, darling, we have to live. I
can't be a fool . . ."
"I don't want you to give up your
program," she said.
"But how will we live? How?" he
asked.
"I don't know," she said. "I only
know we'll manage — somehow."
"I doubt," says Gabriel Heatter tellstory "that
in aing this
million
who there's
would one
havewoman
done
what Sadie did, or been as game as
she was later on. For we had tough
going for a long time — until, at last, I
found a sponsor and a salary!"
Sadie Heatter says, "I deserve no
credit for what I did — none at all. I
knew — don't ask me how — -that Gabe
belonged in radio. And when you're
as sure about anything as I was about
this you don't mind things being difficult; you're always more or less looking beyond them."
She has the limitless courage of
which women are capable when
they're loved as deeply and solely as
she's always been loved. And he
has the will to succeed and the qualities of faithfulness of which men are
capable when they love deeply and
solely and receive the same undivided
love in return.
Twenty-five years have passed since
Gabriel and Sadie first met. Their
daughter, Maida, is married now.
Their son, Basil, is eligible for the
draft. But there's still a magical youth
in their eyes and in their laughter.
MARCH,
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Mystery House
(Continued from page 35)
And it's all so strange, our being out
here, and perhaps all dying out
Page got up and walked into the
cave; she felt lame and weak.
" was wet and cold on Page's
The —and
fog
here
face,
there was no comfort in the
cave. Lynn was there in the afternoon shadows; he was lying on his
face on the brush they had gathered to
make a sort of bed for him; their one
old blanket covered him, but he shuddered with the cold. Barnes had hung
his watch on the projecting broken
end of an embedded root in the walls
of the cave. Page looked at it. Ten
minutes past three, and their prison
was closed upon them for the long
cold night, the night that would be
broken by no hot food, softened by no
blankets. She felt that she could not
face it. She sat down and braced her
back against a rocky wall, and wished
that she might die, that this hunger
of body and mind might be stilled.
A FTER awhile Barnes came in. The
»» girl, who had been sponging
Lynn's
hot face,
at him
as
he
blundered
in looked
the nowupthick
dusk.
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Fog pressed after him and spread
fingers like the visible fingers of death
over the group. Page had fed the fire;
it was by its dull light, for they dared
not let it flame and smoke here in the
closed walls, that they saw each
other's faces.
It was night in the cave. No use to
wonder about the fog-drenched Rock
Island now, signalling, calling, watching. Her voice was tired anyway, and
her throat sore. Barnes put wood on
the little fire in the cave. Its smoke
made straight for her eyes and she
shut them on the dim interior, on the
form in the shadows that was Lynn,
on Barnes' haggard face lighted to an
Indian redness in the dull glow.
Page curled her arm about a jutting bit of mossy rock, put her face
down upon it. Her shoulders ached
with the first approaching of the night
cold. This was going to be a bitter
night. But as Barnes reminded her
after awhile, that meant a clear day
tomorrow. Somewhere in the endless black hours she saw his silhouette
against the mouth of the cave. He was
looking out.
"Stars!" he said triumphantly.
And the morning, sure enough, was
brightly sunny, with a quieter sea.
They must make a try for the shore
today, Barnes said. If anyone at Mystery House saw them approaching on
help.
their propelled logs they might get
While they talked they had been
standing on the western face of the
Rock, on the little promontory they
called Beacon Hill, where they kept
their signal fire burning day and night.
Now just as they turned to return to
the cave, Barnes in a strange hushed
tone said the single syllable of Page's
name.
Her back was to the sea. She turned
and stood beside him, and for a long
moment neither spoke. Page wavered
a little
against
the about
man'sher.
shoulder,
and
he put
his arm
"Yes, sir; that's it!" Barnes presently said, clearing his throat.
Two miles away toward the west a
big steamer had stopped in her course;
she was moving again now, but
straight for the shore.

"Oh, no!" Page said in a whisper.
"They've seen us, Page." Barnes
was recklessly piling wood on the
slumbering fire. A plume of smoke
went wavering up into the blue sunshiny air. He and Page ran up the
slanting face of the Rock between the
scrubby brush and dwarfed oaks, silhouetted themselves against the sky,
screaming, gesturing. The girl was
crying hysterically.
"They've seen us! They're coming!"
The heavenly message of a ship's
whistle broke in through the sea-bird
crying and the endless washing of the
waves.

"That's it!" Barnes said huskily.
Page was crying; she did not speak.
Braced together by his arm, they
never moved their eyes from the white
swan that was slowly growing larger
and larger against the sea.
"They may decide we're just picnickers and go away!" the girl whis"They won't," Barnes said.
pered.
Nearer, nearer. The ship was heading straight for the Rock. She heaved
to, a quarter of a mile away. Barnes
had run down to the fire for a flaming
branch.
He waved it above his head.
When, panting with weakness, Page
joined him, he caught at her arm,
faced her about toward the ocean.
"See those fellows up there — toward
the right?" he said.
"I can just see them moving.
"Letting down a boat," Barnes said,
in a tone almost reverent. Page reeled
against his shoulder and he held her
tight, kissing her hair and her foretrying to"You've
laugh.been"Don't
cry,
dear!" head,
he said.
so brave.
There's nothing to cry about now!
They're coming for us. I knew they
would! I knew that just as soon as
the fog raised we'd get away. We're
all right now!"
CTUMBLING in their haste, laugh^ ing, crying, Page and Barnes went
down the Rock to the cave. Lynn was
breathing heavily; and now and then
he muttered to himself. He knew
nothing of what was passing, as somehow they got him out of the cave that
had been their prison for three terrible
days and nights. He was not conscious when hands much stronger than
theirs grasped the blanket on which
he lay, and carried him away from
the Rock.
Page knew she was not going to
faint, but she could not speak to the
three seamen who had brought the
launch to shore, and even to smile sent
rockets of agony through her head.
Guided by strange hands, she somehow got into the launch and sat down,
with Lynn's hot head cushioned against
her shoulder, and then water and sea
began to reel about her, to the acment oftheone
boat's
tucktuck-tuck, and companiher
look crisp
backward
showed the Rock growing smaller and
smaller, and the outlines of Mystery
House merging with it on the line of
shore.
It was all a dream — a dream shot
with pain and hunger, and with weakness that was worse than either. There
was a ladder, and some one shouting
from above, "Keep your arm about
her, Larsen;
she's and
falling!"
and then
there
were faces,
she began
to
explain that Lynn was terribly ill—
he must be gotten to a hospital — and
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she was crying bitterly. Women, looking on, a ring of faces pale with compassion, were crying too.
The blessedness of a soft bed was
under her, and Bess O'Neal, an old
friend from training school days, was
giving her chicken soup, each scant
teaspoonful a nectar beyond anything
human lips had ever tasted before.
Page lay back, broken and sore and
dirty and weary beyond words, and
opened her eyes only when she opened
her lips for the spoon.
"Now don't rush me," the nurse said,
"for this is all you can have for twenty
minutes. The doctor's with the sick
one, and the well one is having ham
and eggs. You poor thing, you! This
is Tuesday and you were there since
when — Saturday? What do you know
about that! You'll tie your boat more
securely the next time! The well one
has wirelessed for a doctor and a hospital and an ambulance, so your sick
friend will be taken care of, but he's a
pretty sick man, if you ask me."
"He'll
getcushions.
well now." Page sank
back
in the
THE Princeton moved on her ap' pointed way between the port of
Los Angeles at San Pedro and the harbor of San Francisco. The overnight
passengers began to gather on the
decks, overcoated, carrying their bags,
and Page and Barnes and Lynn were
among them. Lynn, feeble and bewildered, looking about him with sick,
troubled eyes; Page seeing nothing but
his fever-flushed face. She and Barnes
were safe now. Only a few hours' rest,
only hot baths and changes of clothing and regular meals stood between
them and complete recovery from the
effects of the three terrible days on the
Rock. They could forget it now, forget the fogs, and the chill-shaken
aching nights, and the dreamy despairs of those long vigils when they
had watched the shore and the sea.
But what of Lynn? Was it too late
for Lynn?
At the dock she was vaguely aware
of crowds, photographers, newspaper
men. The sun was shining brightly
over San Francisco's seven times
seven hills, and the miracle of everyday life was moving on briskly; trolleys and motor cars, children running
in the sunshine, leisurely crowds
coming and going! Page felt that
she could never drink in enough
of it to satisfy her starved soul. Just
human contacts, hands and voices and
the chipping of feet on pavements
would never seem commonplace to
her again.
The nurses at the hospital brought
her a tray while she waited for the
doctors' verdict on Lynn. Page talked
to them a little of the strange accident,
the "lost" boat that had drifted away
and left her with the two men on the
Rock, the thrill of seeing the big
Princeton turn in her course and come
slowly, steadily to the rescue, but she
hardly knew what she said. Afterward she was tired and sleepy, and a
kindly head nurse gave her a small
white room to rest in, and put a warm
blanket over her while she slept. Then
there was more chicken soup and
afternoon light warm on the white
hospital walls, and Barnes back again,
shaved and brisk and spectacled once
more.
He sat down beside Page's bed and
they talked, and it was all like a
dream.
"Your friend Miss Bowditch telephoned, and Mrs. Chayne telephoned,
and every one is very much excited
MARCH,
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about you, and the newspapers have
pictures of you," Barnes said.
"It isn't three o'clock, Barnes?"
"It is. You've slept the day through.
I've been seeing people — Mother first,
"And she was frantic?"
"Not at all. The firm had a wire
course — "
of
yesterd
ay saying, 'Detained in Los
Angeles; writing, love,' and she was

■to love —

perfect
serene."
"Wholy would
send that?"
"Harwood, perhaps. Perhaps Flora.
Remember Flora asked me, in the
boat, what my firm was? Anyway, we
would have been dead before Mother
ever got worried enough to make a
"We would have been dead," Page
said thoughtfully. "Barnes, how long
could we have stayed there?"
"I suppose another week. People
move."
don't
die as fast as all that, you know."
"Anothe
r week! When I shut my
eyes I can feel it all and see it all
again — the fog and the rocks we sat
on; I can hear the sea and the gulls
and feel that weak — that hungry, tired
feeling! Barnes, what did they say of
WITH the last sudden question she
had laid her fingers on his hand;
he felt them press his own.
"They don't know," he said, started
toLynn?"
add something to it, checked himself and was still.
"They think he is very ill."
"Oh, but we knew that, Page!"
"Yes,between
we knew the
that.fever
It'll beand
a fight
now
his
strength. Are they going to operate,

"They're afraid— not." He had
phrased it wrongly, and he saw her
color
fluctuate.
Barnes?"
"He's too weak?"
"I imagine they think so. I don't
think
they've
decided."
"They
wouldn't
let me see him?"
"I don't think so. They've three
nurses on the case. Mrs. Hibbs, his
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said that she had known of his marriage— the
of Lynn's
but she
had marriage
never known
there father,
was a

Mc

[ORE appealing to a man than "glamour"
is the charm of silken-soft, smooth
hands. How do other women have them?
Well, thousands use Jergens Lotion regularly. Itfurnishes your skin with beautifying moisture most girls' hand skin needs.
(Nature's moisture is so easily dried out of
your hand skin by water, cold and wind.)
Many doctors help to smooth rough,
"crackable" skin with 2 special ingredients.
Both are in Jergens Lotion. Easy; quick.
Never sticky! Regular use helps prevent marring roughness and chapping! Start now to
use Jergens Lotion. 50^, 25?5, 10^, $1.00.

FREE/

PURSE-SIZE
MAIL THIS COUPON

MRS. SALLY WEBB'S LOVELY

BOTTLE

JERGENS
LOTION

Name
Streets

City_
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HANDS

?'/ do all my own housework," writes Mrs.
Webb, Los Angeles, Calif., "and I have a 3year-old son! But Jergens Lotion helps wonderfully tokeep my hands soft and supple."

NOW

(Paste on penny postcard, if you wish)
The Andrew Jergens Company, 3521 Alfred Street
Cincinnati, Ohio (In Canada: Perth, Ontario)
Let me see how soon Jergens Lotion helps me have
lovable, soft hands. Send purse-size bottle, free.

"Oh, that's
so — she's his cousin! Did
cousin,
was here."

SOFT,

tax*

FOR
ADORABLE

HANDS

"You told her everything?"
"A good deal: about Trudy Mockbee's taking her aunt's place, and
about your having the diamond safe.
child."
She
says it's all clear now, clear why
her aunt wouldn't see her — why there
was so much secrecy. And she feels,
as I do, and I suppose as you do, that
there'll have to be an investigation
about the two deaths — Mrs. Prendergast's
Roy's."
"Are and
theyMrs.
going
to arrest them?"
"Yes; police everywhere are on the
lookout. They think Flora and the old
woman were going to drive east, but it
seems more likely now that they made
straight for the Mexican border. Harwood lived there for awhile, it seems."
At three o'clock in the dark of the
early morning Lynn was taken up to
the surgery. At eight the next morning Barnes came quietly into the hospital to discover that while Page had
changed her suit — the suit she had
worn through all those days on the
Rock — for a nurse's trim white uniform, she had not undressed and gone
to bed all night long. Lynn was very
RADIO
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ill. He had had a few moments of
consciousness and Page had seen him;
he had immediately lapsed back into
his muttering coma again.
"He's pretty bad, is he?"
"They say so. They telephoned for
Mrs. Hibbs at four. But now she's
gone home again. But he's so horribly
— weak," Page said in a whisper, her
cheeks wet. She and Barnes went out,
came back again. Lynn still breathed,
and now, with an abandonment of
caution whose significance did not
escape her, they let her go into his
room. She knew why. They thought
he was dying.
Not knowing what she did, Page sat
down beside his bed and murmured to
him, and he opened his heavy eyes
and looked at her painfully as a man
looks who knows not reality from
dreams. She linked her hand in his
hand. Presently he was lightly, restlessly asleep.
The clock's hands moved. Daylight
dropped on the white wall, lay in
clean angles on the floor, was gone.
Nurses noiselessly brought pillows.
Page's back was luxuriously braced.
Somebody took off her shoes, wrapped
her feet in a warm blanket that held
a hot water bottle. Somebody else
held soup of just the right temperature at her lips. Five o'clock, with
the subdued clinking of trays in the
hospital corridor and the smell of toast
everywhere. Six o'clock, with winter
blackness at the windows, and still
Lynn, fretting sometimes, muttering
sometimes of the gulls and the noise
of the sea, slept on.
A doctor wrote "Faint?" on a card,
and held it before Page's eyes — eyes
that were heavy now in the hooded
lamplight. She shook her head with a
white smile; the vigil went on. Long
afterward they told her that those
eight solid hours of sleep then had
been the miracle that had saved him.
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Thrilling Smooth Skin can be yours . . . new
COMING into a hospital room that
was filled with spring sunshine two
weeks later, Page sent a quick glance
toward the man who was sitting
propped in pillows in the bed. His
fine eyes, still sunken, were fixed on
her expectantly. She nodded at him
with a reassuring smile, before setting the various things she had
brought with her in their right places.
His fountain pen was filled and went
on the table beside his bed; his pajamas had been returned fresh and crisp
from the laundry, there were magazines; there was a green paper box
with wet violets in it and a small green
glass bowl.
She did not look at Lynn while she
went about, but he watched her steadily, contentedly. When at last she
came to sit beside him and laid a hand
in his, he gave a great sigh of relief.
"Always so horribly afraid you
won't come back, Page, when you go
away at night!"
"Goose!" she said. And for a moment of silence they smiled at each
other. "You look quite specially
rested and fine today," Page said then.
"It's because you're here," Lynn responded simply.
"I'm here, nothing!" she scoffed.
"You look as if you'd liked your
breakfast and slept ten hours and sat
up in the sunshine!"
"All of which I did, Page," the man
said, in his low, somewhat hesitant
voice.
"Wonderful!" she approved.
"And now I've news for you."
"Of them?"
MARCH,
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ONE-JAR

Beauty Treatment works against dreary Dry Skin

Just one cream is all you need to help
your complexion to luscious satinsmoothness — the new Jergens Face Cream!
All-purpose cream, made by Jergens skin
scientists, makers of the famous Jergens
Lotion for your adorable hands. This lovely
new Jergens Face Cream:

Face Cream yourself. 50& 25*5, 10^— $1.00
a jar at beauty counters. Get Jergens Face
Cream today, sure.
Endorsed by (LSl/iX ty 2/ri^lS
Famous Fashion Creator

ALREADY

( I ) cleanses expertly; (2) helps soften your

POPULAR!

Walter Winchell introduced Jergens Face Cream
on the air. Thousands
tried this new cream.
'■'■Did more for my skin in 4

skin; (3) gives a velvet finish for powder;
and (4) makes a lovely Smooth Skin night
cream that helps amazingly against sensitive dry skin. And, girls, very dry skin

months than expensive
cosmetics had done in

may tend to wrinkle early!

Alix — world-famous designer of exquisite
fashions — endorses this new "One-Jar"
Beauty Treatment for daily care of your
complexion. Try this light, fragrant Jergens

years," writes Mrs. J. A.
Ware,ico.
Hobbs,
Mex"Thanks New
for your
new Jergens Face Cream."

ALL-PURPOSE.

..FOR

ALL

SKIN

TYPES
^ncd
vfsCCf

lazoHtacmaeaS^

Generous
Sample
lovely now.
new
Face
Cream.
Mail ofcoupon

(Paste on penny postcard, if you like)
The Andrew Jergens Company, 1605 Alfred Street
Cincinnati, Ohio (In Canada: Perth, Ontario)
Please rush my free sample of the new Jergens Face
Cream.
Name
Street^
JState^

FOR

A SMOOTH,

KISSABLE

COMPLEXION
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Cream Deodorant
safely

Stops Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses — does not
irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly checks perspiration 1
to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration.
4. A pure, white, greaseless, stainless
vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for being
harmless to fabric.
More than 25 MILLION
jars of Arrld have been
sold ...Try a jar today.

ARRID
a |ar
i AIL STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS
I Also in 10 cent and 59 cent jars )

39^

SITROUX
^ V * ^A '

CLEANSING TISSUES

*~\

ER thatSay
SOFT
as a
as softrue"
are "Sit-T
for tissues
kiss on the cheek.
STRONGER
As strong as
a man's fond embrace. Sitroux
is made from pure cellulose.

MORE

ABSORBENT

Drinks in moisture. Ideal for
beauty care and a thousand
and one uses everywhere.
AT 5 & 10#-DRUG
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"I saw Flora."
ened.
Lynn's thin face paled; his eyes wid"They got them?"
"Just Flora. Her mother — I'll always want to call her 'Mrs. Prendergast,' I suppose — was too ill to move.
She's in a hospital in Denver, and they
can't do anything about her until she's
well enough to be brought into court.
They say she's dying. But they have
Flora.
I saw her!"
"You saw her?"
"Yes; at the court. Barnes took me
there. She's not under arrest; she's
just being held pending investigation."
"Did she talk to you?"
"Did Flora talk to me!" Page repeated. "She came across the room
where she was being detained and
clung to me. She was crying all the
time. Hysterical and frightened; you
never saw anything like it! She said;
'Oh, be my friend — help me! I never
meant you to be harmed. I knew you
wouldn't die out there. On Tuesday
I was going to send a wire to San
Francisco that you were out on the
CHE knew when she told us you
»* might be out on the Rock that she
Rock!'
was
going to abandon us there. But
you see Rand had thrown her down,
Lynn. He told her right then and
there that he was going to get way.
There was nothing left but for her to
escape, That
too! afternoon
We've tried
traceall him
since.
he to
drew
the
money he had out of a San Francisco
bank and since then nobody's heard
anything of him. Barnes said that
if they got anything out of her they
might get enough to go after him
too, but I don't believe they will."
"I'm glad you're not with him,
Page," Lynn said simply. "The dream
is over, isn't it, and we're awake!"
"It seems to me," Page amended it,
"we're going into the best of the
Lynn picked up her brown left
hand;
dream."looked at it.
"That isn't a dream, is it?" he said.
Page's eyes followed his to the plain
gold ring on her third finger.
"No; that isn't a dream. I wonder — "
she said, laughing and flushing, "if we
ought to make it one?"
"What do you think?"
"I've loved you from the very beginning, Lynn," the girl said seriously,
sudden tears in her smiling eyes. "But
in these last few days you've grown
so different — you're getting well; your
mind's all clear where you used to be
so vague, and you're so — definite
where
used toinlet difficulties.
me run you. The
. . ."
She you
stopped,
man, lightly beating against her hand
with his own thin one, laughed nervously.
"Don't you want your husband to
be Something
definite, Page?
. I'm sorry."
in the. . hesitating
yet infinitely tender tone, something of possession and domination, brought the
hot blood to her face. Page was not
laughing as she said, "That's it, you
see. I've known you — one way all
these months — and now you're
changed. You were always just Lynn,
who didn't think quite straight and
who didn't count — nobody paid much
"
to youhe— reminded
attention
"You did,"
her quite
seriously as she paused.
"Oh,
well— I— yes,
I did,"
Page

NEXT

stammered, "because I was so sorry
for you! Just tell me," she recommenced, smiling gallantly and blinking to keep the moisture from her
eyes, "just tell me that you remember
about that day — ten days ago, the day
after
operation
— ?"married, Page?"
"Thetheday
we were
Lynn asked gravely, all his laughter
gone now, his eyes fixed on hers and
his hand still lightly beating her hand.
"You did want me to — but I know
you wanted me to — " the girl faltered
in distress. Lynn frowned faintly,
staring at her.
"You aren't serious, are you?"
"I think I am. If you didn't — if you
were
sick andhe didn't
— " awhile
"I knew,"
said, know
and for
neither spoke. "I'm so weak yet,
Page,"much
Lynnto said
it doesn't
take
makethen,
me "that
play the
baby!
I've a handkerchief here somewhere
— lend me yours. I knew," he went on
in a low tone that he tried unsuccessfully to hold quite steady, "that you
saved me. That when I was tossing
about — it was always the Hawaiian
volcano, Page, so frightfully hot and
thick
and think
close toabout
me — it,
" dear."
"Don't
"Well, in the middle of that suddenly to be back in this room and
to have you here in your rumpled suit
that you wore on the Rock, and with
your hair all blown and salty — and yet
you were in white, too, like a nurse
— kneeling down, whispering to me:
'Would you like to be married, Lynn?
Wouldn't you like us to be married
IT was like something cool and safe
now?'
'right
and strong, in the middle of desert
sands," he
remember thesaid
cool after
feelingawhile.
of your "Ihand,
and that afterward you leaned over
and kissed me, and your lips felt so
cool against my forehead. And then I
remember your saying, 'Rest your
head my
here,head
Lynn;
holding
you!'
And
felt I'm
right,
and there
seemed to be such a coolness and
darkness everywhere, and we were off
the Rock!
"Are you asking me seriously,
Page," Lynn said, when for another
strange moment or two there had been
silence between them, "if I want to go
"No,onnot
really," she said, stirred
back
that?"
as
she never
had been stirred in her
life before, smiling and in tears.
"Then don't say that any more."
Lynn rubbed his thumb on the gold
ring. "It's you and I now until the
end of the
said. alive
"I never
would
havechapter,"
left thishe room
but
for you. There's nothing in my life
butHe you.
Youeyes,
can't
shut his
andleave
Page me
saw now."
tears
slip from under his lids and for a long
time he did not speak, and she could
not.
The placid sunshine streamed into
the hospital room. Lynn dozed with
his fingers locked in Page's fingers,
and a look of infinite peace on his
thin face. Page sat back in her chair
and fell into a daydream. The Prendergast diamond, held carelessly in
her palm, winked wickedly on the
white walls in green and gold and
pink. The Ked Anna, older than the
pyramids, had reached the Winter of
its days; but for Page and Lynn life
was at the Spring.
The End
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M carriage or Else
(Continued from page 29)
had been seniors in her junior year.
She remembered, delightedly, the
play Gar had directed — the one in
which she had played the lead — and
how swell he and Martin Gabel had
been after she left school, helping her
get a part on Broadway.
She frowned now. Two plays. Not
very big parts. Broadway had been
tough. And then radio, this new field
she had never even thought of entering until the
Duchess
D'Andria,
a friend
of the
family,Cafara
had introduced
her to Carlton Aslop. Carl was Bill
Spire's
besthisfriend
when herhe radio
took
her
under
wing and
to teach
technique, it was inevitable that she
meet Bill.
PIEY were both working at that
little New York station, WHOM, and
Carl had said, "Bill, this is Dorothy
Lowell.
placeshe inhoped
radio."so
Bill had She's
smiled going
and said
and then gallantly pitched in to teach
her all he knew about the business.
And after the broadcast, Carl, Bill
and friends from the radio station
went over to the Park Lane Cafeteria,
right across the street, and talked the
night away over coffee. In seven
short days she had become "Bill's
girl."' She didn't know how it had
happened. Neither did Bill. It just
happened. It was just the most natural
thing in the world. And now, marriage. At eighteen. She whistled under
her breath and turned to Bill.
"What do you think Mother and
Dad will say?" she asked.
Bill looked a little frightened. "Do
you think they like me?"
"Sure," Dorothy laughed, "but Bill,
they just won't believe I'm grown up
enough to get married."
They didn't believe it, either, that
night when Dorothy got home and
announced it breathlessly. Her father
smiled. "You two kids think it over.
I think you're just planning this to
hear yourself talk." Her mother sighed
and smiled and thought to herself
that it would be a good many years
before her daughter would be married.
Treating Dorothy like a child didn't
help matters. It made her more determined than ever that she and Bill
should marry. But Bill still felt cautious about the venture. He didn't
want to have to depend on Dorothy
working to keep things going. And
she was young! He couldn't get around
that. He was twenty-five — but a girl
eighteen — well, maybe he was rushing
things a bit.
Dorothy and Bill discussed, argued,
worried about it for a whole year.
Dorothy's parents went blithely about
their own business. It was "just a
romance" to them. They liked Bill
tremendously; they thought some day
he'd make Dorothy a fine husband.
Some day. Then one night Dorothy
and Bill really had it out.
Bill came rushing in with the news,
that he and Carlton Aslop were going
to be able to go into business together.
At last, this dream they had had for
four years was going to come true.
They were going to open a small
studio and make transcriptions to sell
to radio stations. Bill was so excited
about the venture he hardly noticed
the expression on Dorothy's face.
"Bill," she reminded him, "do you
remember what you said would hapMARCH,
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See

FAY

WRAY,

starring in "Wildcat Bus" for RKO

Both from Canada.. the scintillating
star, FAY WRAY — and the famous
chapped skin lotion, ITALIAN BALM
Beautiful, lovely Fay Wray — born in Alberta, Canada
—cinemaland.
is one of Canada's greatest gifts to beauty, as well as to
From Canada also came Italian Bairn, the famous chapped
skin lotion — another beauty gift for women everywhere.
Campana Italian Balm was originated in Canada in 1881.
Through scores of severe Canadian winters, it has been
preferred because of the beautifying protection it affords
against chapping and ugly rough, dry skin.
An American owned company introduced Italian Balm
to the United States in 1926. Since then over 98 million
bottles have been sold. Try it on your hands today. Only 10^,
200, 350, 600 and $1.00 a bottle. If you prefer a hand cream,
try Campana Hand Cream — 100, 250 and 500 jars.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
To Win A Rich Reward
ENTER
THIS
TRUE
MANUSCRIPT
CONTEST

STORY
TODAY!

ADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC.,
MACF
announces another great true story
manuscript contest with the attendant
rich rewards for writers of acceptable true
stories.
It begins on Thursday, January 2, 1941, and
ends on Monday, March 31, 1941. Eight big
prizes ranging from $500 up to the magnificent sum of ?1,000 will be awarded for
successful true stories submitted. Perhaps
yours will be among them.
Do not hesitate to enter because you have
never tried to write for publication. Already Macfadden Publications, Inc., has
paid out over $650,000 in prizes for true
stories, largely to persons who never before
had tried to set a story down on paper. What
they did you too should be able to do.
So start today. Select from your memory
a story from your own life or which took
place in the life of a relative or acquaintance. Write it simply and clearly just as
it happened. Include all background information such as parentage, surroundings and
other facts necessary to give the reader a
full understanding of the situation. Do not
be afraid to speak plainly.
No matter whether yours is a story of
tragedy, happiness, failure, success, love triumphant or love disdained, if it contains the
gripping interest and human quality we seek
it will receive preference over tales of less
merit regardless of how skilfully written
they may be. Judging on this basis, to the
best true story received will be awarded the
grand prize of $1,000, to the two second best

►

►

►

CONTEST

All stories must be written in the first person
based on facts that happened either in the lives of
the writers of these stories, or to people of their
acquaintance, reasonable evidence of truth to be
furnished by writers upon request.
Type manuscripts or write legibly with pen.
Do not send us printed material or poetry.
Do not send us carbon copies.
Do not write in pencil.
Do not submit stories of less than 2500 or more
than 50,000 words.
Do not send us unfinished stories.
Stories must be written in English.
Write on one side of paper only. Do not use thin
tissue paper.
Send material flat. Do not roll.
DO NOT WRITE ANYTHING ON PAGE ONE
OF YOUR MANUSCRIPT EXCEPT YOUR FULL
NAME AND ADDRESS IN YOUR OWN HAND•WRITING, THE TITLE AND THE NUMBER OF
WORDS IN YOUR MANUSCRIPT. BEGIN YOUR
STORY ON PAGE TWO. WRITE TITLE AND
PAGE NUMBER ON EACH PAGE BUT NOT
YOUR NAME.
Print your full name and address on mailing
container.
PUT FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE THEREON, OTHERWISE MANUSCRIPTS WILL BE
REFUSED OR MAY NOT REACH US.
Unacceptable stories will be returned as soon as
rejected, irrespective of closing date of contest.
BUT ONLY IF FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE
OR EXPRESSAGE HAS BEEN ENCLOSED WITH
SUBMITTAL. It your story is accompanied by
your signed statement not to return it, if it is
not acceptable, it will not be necessary to enclose return postage in your mailing container.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for any losses
and we advise contestants to retain a copy of
stories submitted.
Do not send us stories which we have returned.
You may submit more than one manuscript,
but not more than one prize will be awarded to
any individual in this contest.
Within a month after receipt of each manuscript, a report or rejection notice will be mailed.
No corrections can be be made in manuscripts
after they reach us. No correspondence can be
entered into concerning manuscripts submitted or
rejected.
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pen when

Bill paused. That worried look
came
across his face again. That look
business?"
Dorothy knew so well. "Gee, Dot," he
said,
"I remember
but firmly,
— "
"Bill,"
Dorothy —said
"are we
going
to get
or not?"
"Well,
suremarried
we are,
honey," Bill
said.
"I mean," Dorothy said, "before I
get too old to walk to the altar."
Bill laughed. "You're only nineteen,

the two that
big $750
don't
forget
even second
if yourprizes,
story etc.
fallsAndslightly
below prize-winning quality, if we can use
it we will gladly consider it for purchase at
our liberal word rates, which range upwards
from 2c to 5c per word. Unlike the eight
prize awards there is no restriction on the
number of stories we can purchase if they
come up to our requirements.
If you have not already procured a copy
of our free booklet which explains the
simple method of presenting true stories,
which has proved to be most effective, be
sure to mail the coupon today. In writing
your story do not fail to follow the rules in
every particular, thus making sure that your
story will receive full consideration for prize
or purchase.
As soon as you have finished your story
send it in. By cooperating with us in that
way you can help to avoid a last-minute
landslide, insure your story of an early
reading and enable us to determine the
winners at the earliest possible moment
This contest closes March 31, 1941.

PRIZE SCHEDULE
First Prize
Second
Third

$1,000

Prize— 2 at $750

1.500

Prize— 5 at $500

2.500

8 Prizes

RULES

$5,000

<

<

«

Always disguise the names of persons and places
appearing in your stories.
This contest is open to every one everywhere
in the world, except employees and former emof Macfadden
bers of ployees
their
families. Publications, Inc., and memIf a story is selected by the editors for immediate purchase, it will be paid for at our regular
rate, and this will in no way affect the judges in
their decision. If your story is awarded a prize,
a check for the balance due, if any, will be mailed
after the decision of the judges which will be final,
there being no appeal from their decision.
Under no condition submit any story that has
ever before been published in any form.
Submit your manuscript to us direct. Due to
the intimate nature of the stories, we prefer to
have our contributors send in their material to us
direct and not through an intermediary.
Witn the exception of an explanatory letter,
which we welcome, do not enclose photographs or
other extraneous matter except return postage.
Manuscripts submitted are considered for all
of our magazines and we reserve the right to
publish accepted material where best adapted to
our needs.
This contest ends Monday, March 31, 1941.
Address your manuscripts for this contest to
Macfadden Publications, Inc., Dept. 41 C, Box
333, Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y.

■COUPONMacfadden Publications, Inc., Dept. 41C
P. O. Box 333, Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y.

R. M. 341

Please send me my free copy of your booklet entitled "Facts You Should Know Before Writing
True Stories."
Name
Street
Town
(Print plainly.

'.

you and Carl went into

_

State
Give name of state in full.)

"Bill Spire," Dorothy said meaningly, "we are going to get married
next
— ■"
Billweek,
didn't orsayelseanything
for awhile.
He looked carefully at the girl sitting
beside him. He saw the determined
lift of her chin, the purpose in her
Dot."She had never seemed so taneyes.
talizingly beautiful and alive. Then,
he knew that it couldn't be "or else,"
that he couldn't go on without her.
He knew then, in that minute, what
he meant to her, too. Her lips were
beginning to tremble just a little.
"All right, honey," Bill said, softly,
"we'll get married right away."
"Oh, Bill," Dorothy said, and she
buried herself in his arms. They
stayed that way a long while before
Bill finally spoke.
"We'll make out all right, I guess,"
he said, "but always remember one
thing. I'm the one that's going to
"All right,"
Dorothy said.
support
this family."
"That means we'll have to live on
the little I'm making now," Bill went
on. "Say, do you know how to cook?"
Dorothy laughed happily. "No," she
said, "I can't even make coffee."
THE following week was a hectic
one. Dorothy's mother still refused
to believe they were getting married.
She wouldn't believe it until Dorothy
came home with her trousseau. Dorothy's father was too amazed to do
more than open his mouth, forget
what he had to say, and close it again.
Neither parent really objected to the
marriage, but the air was full of
cautious advice that week and it was
a scared girl that walked to the altar
with Bill.
It was a lovely wedding. All Dorothy's school friends, debutantes, the
flower friends
of society,
wereup there.
Bill's
radio
turned
en masse.
When turned
it was to
over,
of Dorothy's
cousins
Mr. one
Lowell
and said,
"Now uncle, do you believe Dorothy's
married?" Dorothy's father laughed,
shook his head, kissed his daughter
and
but luck
I certainly
wish answered,
these kids "No,
all the
in the
laughed
do Bill
youflushed,
mind if
we getandoutsaid,
of "Now
here?
The bride has to learn how to make
world."
They of went
to the Poconos for their
a cup
coffee."
honeymoon, a short honeymoon because Bill had to get back on the job
and make a living for his new bride.
They took an apartment at the Beaux
Arts, in one of the nicer New York
residential sections. It was more than
they could afford, really, but they
were filled with optimism now that
they had each other. Dorothy talked
Bill into letting her look for radio
work
to buy
the "extras" she might
need for
herself.
Dorothy wasn't sure she could get
anything in radio, but she was burning
to try. She had worked only once on
a network show. Bill had been able
to

help

her

get
RADIO

a job
AND

on

the
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Minutes From Hollywood" show. Not,
strangely enough, because she was
known as an actress, but because she
looked like Ginger Rogers, whom she
was hired to impersonate.
Dorothy came through with flying
colors, and Bill was so proud of her
that night!
Now, whether he wanted her to
work or not, he would be just as
proud if she got a full time job in
radio. It took Dorothy less than a
week to land a steady job on Allen
Prescott's Mutual show. Not only did
the show pay good money, enough for
all the ''extras" Dorothy wanted, but
its master of ceremonies, Mr. Prescott,
helped Dorothy through her domestic
problems. Prescott, who as the "wife
Saver," gave tips to women about
coo.king, took Dorothy in hand and
taught her how to cook. Before long,
she was hurrying home from the
studio every night to whip up a tasty
delight for a very tired husband coming home from struggling with a new
business.
ALMOST
immediately, Dorothy
was making more money than
Bill. Not a few times, they had scenes
because she slipped some of this
money into things for the apartment.
"We had an agreement," Bill would
say angrily. "I'm to make the money
for us, not you."
"You do, Bill," Dorothy would say,
"but I can help a little, can't I? Say,
in a year or so, you'll make my salary
look sick."
Bill would calm down, grin, and
plug away determinedly. They had
grand times, too. Their apartment
was always a meeting place for actors,
writers, directors, and well known
people in the theater. Everybody
loveding tothe
whowere
wereSunday
fightget "two
ahead.kids"
There
morning breakfasts, a delightful ritual,
open to everybody who cared to cram
into their little apartment. They
played badminton in a nearby armory,
went roller skating in Rockefeller
Plaza, went to night clubs, or had
parties for their friends at home.
Neither of them worried about
finances very much, because Dorothy
had faith in Bill and Carl making
good.
days"
couldn't
come. Those
Maybe"rainy
it was
thisjust
confidence,
maybe it was just hard work, but Bill
Spire and Carlton Aslop finally did
click. They put their business "over"
and were both hired by important advertising agencies. Dorothy went on
to more radio shows, better programs,
and finally the lead in Our Gal Sunwhich she's done for three and
a halfday,years.
It's really been a wonderful fouryear
marriage.
It doesn't
seemButlike
four years
to either
of them.
in
that time, Carlton Aslop, who was
divorced, was introduced by Bill to
Martha Scott and they've been married. And Bill and Dorothy have
taken yearly trips to such places as
Canada, Bermuda, Guatemala, West
Indies and Panama. And they have
a lovely, new, four-room apartment
on East 52nd Street overlooking the
East River, a place to crowd in
even more friends for games and
parties.
And Bill has gained a little too
much weight, Dorothy thinks. And
Dorothy still works too hard, Bill
thinks. And they both still like
to think and laugh together about
that evening four years ago when
Dorothy said, "It's marriage — or
else."
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A piping hot waffle . . . ready for the
final touch . . . that will make you smack
your lips in ecstasy. Just add plenty of
melted Parkay margarine for extra flavor
. . . and a little syrup!
Parkay is a new Kraft creation that
will delight you as a spread and seasoning. Grand for baking too . . . because
it's a flavor- shortening and just the thing
for pan-frying!
Nourishing no matter how you use it
. . . Parkay is an excellent energy food
and reliable year 'round source of Vitamin A (8,000 U.S.P. XI units per pound.)
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• The U. S. Government's Children's Bureau has published a complete 138-page book "Infant Care"
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wealth of authoritative information on baby's health and baby's growth.
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A (-Iandful

of Beauty

Hand cream left on all night
is a great help. There are special
hand gloves to wear at night made
of an especially treated material
which no cream can penetrate, so
that instead of coming off on the
sheets, the cream remains on all
night to soften and beautify.
Gloves by day have something to
do with the smoothness of hands.
These raw winter days be sure you
wear gloves that are warm enough
whenever you go out. On the other
hand, as springlike days come, do not
coddle your hands with heavy gloves
that make them perspire. And, of
course, you will wear work gloves to
protect your hands during any work
that might get them begrimed.
All these creams and lotions and
soothing baths will help with the
cuticle, too. But when you manicure,
there are special cuticle creams to
soften it so that you may push it back
with your orange stick. It is utterly
unnecessary ever to cut a cuticle
that is kept properly softened and
pushed back.

■ It's not hard work that spoils
your hands, but lack of care,
says Joan Blaine, heroine of
the NBC
serial, Valiant
Lady.

THERE are distinct fashions in
hands. We were a long time getting over an ideal of pale hands,
pink-tipped, looking utterly useless.
The type still perpetuated in wax
models and illustrations.
The most beautiful hands I know,
most expressive of modern ideals, are
the hands of Joan Blaine, of Valiant
Lady (Mondays through Fridays at
2:30 p. m., NBC).
Any way you look at her, Joan
Blaine is beautiful. She has the unusual combination of black hair and
dark blue eyes. But being an amateur palmist of sorts, I immediately
asked for a closer look at her fascinating hands. And there was the
whole story. I never saw such versatile capable looking hands. Beautifully cared for, of course. But strong
and energetic, with the marks of an
amazing diversity of talents. No Wonder. After winning all sorts of medals for oratory and debating, she went
to Northwestern University on a
scholarship and graduated in Speech,
Liberal Arts, Law and Music. Besides
her theatrical career she has had
three years of concert work from
coast to coast. In the theatre, she began with the Chicago Theatre Guild.
Then there was Hollywood, stock and
summer stock, and finally Broadway.
But Joan, not content with being
actress, orator, musician, lawyer, and
all the rest, has a flair for creating
beauty all around her. She designs
her own clothes, making them so perfectly the complement of her personality that, smart though they are,
one thinks only of her and not of the
charming dress. Her apartment is so
beautiful and so characteristic that I
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was not at all surprised that the
creating of beautiful interiors is one
of her avocations. Cooking is another. Also she is an outdoors girl,
fond of riding and swimming. And
a beautiful dancer.
Hands that do things are the
modern ideal. It is not work and activity that spoils the hands, but carelessness. Nowadays there are so
many special preparations such as
hand creams, hand lotions and special gloves that there is no excuse
for chapped, roughened hands.
Remember, your hands are in
water many times oftener than your
face — and they are not protected by
cosmetics as the complexion is. You
must make it up to them with soothing hand creams and hand lotions.
No harsh soaps, ever, for any purpose. For the cleansing which active
hands require frequently, use softened water whenever possible. Some
of the perfumed water softeners you
use in your beauty bath are good for
hand-washing too. And there is a
special sea-moss perfumed hand
bath.
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IF your fingers are not naturally
' tapering (really creative fingers
are apt not to be) you can make them
seem so by choosing an enamel of a
decided color, wearing the nails a
little long and shaping them carefully. Experiment with various
shades. The natural and the pale rose
enamels are not becoming to everyone. The deeper shades are probably
here to stay, because they are becoming and because they save trouble.
No fussing about stains under the
nail, or half-moons.
Of course every chip in the enamel
shows up in the darker shades. And
active modern fingers will somehow
chip even the best enamel. The
simplest 'remedy is to carry in your
handbag a tiny bottle of the enamel
you are wearing, or one of the new
tubes. One brush stroke from the
base of the nail to the tip repairs
damages without giving a patched
effect.
Breaking of the nail tips is a problem with everyone who wears the
nail long. There is a nail tonic containing stimulating herbal ingredients
which helps greatly. Believe it or
not, it may be applied over nail
Some women find that giving the
nails
polish. an occasional vacation from
enamel for at least the night and
morning helps. Others have faith in
a prolonged rest, days at a time with
no enamel. The toughness of the
nails is a matter of general health
and physical temperament. Some are
helped by such vacations and others
do not need it at all. But above all,
to avoid breaking nails, wear them
just
long
enough for becomingness
and no
longer.
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Passion Blinded Me
(Continued from page 33)
mustn't do anything that would make
you hate me later."
Even then, I didn't admit to myself
that he had convinced me. I still intended to tell Chet when he returned
from his business trip two days later.
But circumstances made it easy for
me to keep silent. Chet was terribly
busy, working day and night. We had
almost no time alone together in the
week after his return.
Then came the news that our
agency had landed the big commercial account — and now, I told myself,
before the actual frenzy of preparing
the program began, was the time for
me to tell him. We were going out
to dinner together, for the first time
since his return; the opportunity was
perfect.
Only — at the last minute, Chet had
to go to dinner with Mr. Richards, the
sponsor, and called the date off. I
had dinner with Hal, instead.
|_|AL was gloomy and a little dis' ' tracted, and at last it came out; he
was worrying about his career.
"I'm not getting anywhere at all,"
he said bitterly. "Do you realize, the
only engagement
I've had work
in six
months
has been substitute
in
a choir?"
I patted his shoulder. "You'll get
the breaks yet."
"I don't need breaks!" he said
grimly. "Just give me one break, one
opening and I'll hammer right
through. Say, Diane," he went on
earnestly,
your company
has
landed the "Ibighear
Richards
account and
are getting up a program. They
haven't lined up all their talent yet,
have they?"
Not yet.next
There's
be
a "No.
big audition
week,going
withto the
sponsor himself sitting in."
"Diane," he said tensely, "why
can't I gram?
be Youauditioned
for itthat
could swing
for prome,
couldn't you? You've got some influence."
"I'm afraid it wouldn't help, Hal.
They want only people with reputations."
"That's all I hear wherever I go!"
he burst out. "But how is a man to
get a reputation if nobody will let
him even start? Now look, dear," he
pleaded, "you know I'm as good as
any of them. You know all that's
keeping me down is that I've never
had a real chance. And something
tells me this is it. If I can get a hearing— and that's all I ask — just a hearing— I know they'll like me. Won't
you help me, darling?"
"I'd love to," I said dully, "but they
won't audition any unknown for this
program."
"I won't be unknown after they
hear me!" He took me in his arms.
He pleaded for my help. He seemed
to summon up all the vital force of
his soul and his charm and magnetic
attraction for me to get me to give
him this help.
I didn't
want get
to do
only
man
who could
Hal it.an The
audition
for that program was Chet. Chet —
the man I didn't love and was still
engaged to! All my knowledge of
what was right and what was wrong
told me that I ^onidn't ask him, of
all people, to help Hal.
But, against that, I did desperately
want to help Hal get ahead. And I
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argued with myself: Hal was bound
to go on and do great things. It was
as much for Chefs benefit as Hal's
for Chet to give him this audition. I
would really be helping both of
them. Why, in time Chet would
thank me for having given him the
opportunity to sign up a voice like
Hal's ered it.before anybody else discovThey were all very logical and
nice-sounding arguments I gave myself. Coupled with Hal's intensity,
they convinced me. The very next
day I spoke to Chet about letting
Hal in on that big audition for the
new program.
"Hal Stevens? The name doesn't
briskly. anything to me," Chet said
mean
"I'm not surprised," I said. "He
hasn't done much radio work, but
he's a find just the same, Chet."
He you
eyed know
me quizzically.
guess
talent when "Well,
it showsI
up, all right. But look, Diane, the
sponsor doesn't want to listen to any
unknowns."
"He'll want to listen to this unknown," Isaid with conviction.
"All right," Chet agreed, laughing.
"Tell him to show up for the auIt wasn't until I'd left Chefs office
dition."
that
the full realization of what I'd
done swept over me. Now it would
be harder than ever — almost impossible— to tell Chet that I was in love
with Hal.
CTIFLING my shame, I plunged into
J the day's work. That night I told
Hal I'd arranged for the audition.
He acted like a kid. He shouted
and carolled and grabbed me in his
arms and hugged the breath out of
me. He was extravagant in his expressions of gratitude toward me.
"I'll never forget this!" he cried.
"I'll never forget it was you who
gave me hope and help when there
was nobody else in the world who
had faith in me. Oh Diane — I love
I helped him prepare his songs for
this big audition. Like him I had
the feeling it was the big break for
him. The flow of confidence emayou!" nating from him told me that.
The audition was on a big scale.
They used the main audition room,
with its modern furnishings, luxurious leather-chairs. They had a band
playing the accompaniments. I sat
in one of the big chairs with the
crowd of musical experts the painstaking Mr. Richards had brought
with him. I wasn't worried. I knew
Hal would make good. This was just
the sort of audience he could impress
most, one that knew music and
voices. Behind the glass partition I
saw Hal take his place. The band
began to play. I closed my eyes to
surrender to the spell of his voice.
And I knew as by a sixth sense that
everybody in the room was surrendering to it also.
Yes, Hal made good. He got a
leading spot on the program. The
sponsoring company was excited
about him. Chet thanked me for having tipped him off about Hal.
"You always know the real thing
when
along."of busy Chet beI sawit comes
very little
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• If you want that gay,
vivacious look of "collegiennes". . . the exciting,
natural allure men adore
. . . use Richard Hudnut
Marvelous Face Powder . . . the new
powder that you choose by the color of
your eyes. Modern science, you see, has
discovered that eye color is related to
the color of your skin . . . your hair.
• That's why you choose Hudnut
Marvelous Face Powder by the color
of your eyes. It is the sure way to
select the powder that best suits your
complexion ... to give you that natural look. So, whether your eyes are
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to find the powder most flattering to
you. Just ask for Hudnut Marvelous
Face Powder . . . the powder that's
keyed to the color of your eyes.
• How thrilled you will
be when you see the way
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this pure, fine -textured
face powder smooths on
• • • clings for hours . . .
agrees with even the

most sensitive skin. How fresh you'll
feel! How lovely you will look! And
remember — for perfect color harmony,
be sure to use Matching Marvelous
Rouge and Lipstick, too.

Hudnut Marvelous Face Powder and harmonizing Rouge and Lipstick
at drug and department stores — only 55c each. (65i in Canada.)
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fore the big opening of the program.
And even less of Hal. Mr. Richards
did nothing by halves, it seemed. He
had Hal go to a famous musicteacher for several weeks of intensive coaching. Hal missed several
dates with me, calling up at the last
minute and putting them off.
I DID not attend Hal's first broadcast.
' I did not want to strive for his
attention in the midst of the excitement and the celebrities with whom
he would be surrounded. I wanted
to have him and his voice to myself.
And the only way I could do that
was to stay home and listen to it
pouring out of my radio, so young, so
vital, so glad.
He was a bigger hit than even I
expected. The next day there were
sacks of fan-mail for him. The studio was excited. Mr. Richards, Chet
and Hal had a conference. The result
of it was given to me by Hal himself.
He came bursting into the rehearsal room in which I happened
to be alone at the moment.
"What do you think — Richards is
taking twice as many stations for the
next broadcast! And he wants a bigger orchestra, on a semi-symphonic
scale. Says that would be more appropriate for a voice like mine! I'm
in,Tears
Diane,ofI'm
joyin!"came into my eyes.
"I'm glad, Hal!"
He went on, excited, elated. Talked
of plans for the future. He would
move out of his studio at once. Had
his eye on a certain pent-house.
Needed new furniture, too — modern
stuff. Overnight almost his whole
life had taken a different direction.
I heard him with a smile. I was
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so happy for his sake. Only — in my
heart was the desire he take me
somewhere that very night for a little
celebration — just the two of us. But
he did not even think of that. In
fact, he told me he had a dinner date
with a music-publisher who wanted
him to introduce a number on the
radio soon. I swallowed my disappointment.
We did not have dinner together
until a week later. And then he excused himself immediately after it
was over. He had an appointment
with the sponsor, this time. I did not
mind that. But he had been so
abstracted all through the meal.
There were times when he actually
did not seem to be aware I was sitting opposite him. I went to a movie
alone after he left. I cried a little
alone in the crowded darkness of the
theatre. But things would not keep
up like this, I was sure. As soon as
things quieted down a little Hal
would have more time for me.
But it did not turn out that way.
As time went on I saw less and less
of him rather than more. He took a
pent-house apartment and had me
choose the curtains and draperies
and even go shopping for them, but
after that our appointments became
fewer and fewer. I tried to be patient. I realized that a man in his
position just did not have time of
his own for romantic meetings,
kisses. I made every possible allowance for him.
No, I didn't realize that Hal, successful, was not the same as Hal on
the way to success. I did not realize
he was drifting away from me. Until
the day I dropped in unexpectedly at
his new pent-house apartment — T felt

.City.
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I had that right, at least — and found
him entertaining a lady at tea. She
wasn't very young or very pretty,
but in the embarrassing scene that
followed she acted in a cool, proprietary way towards Hal that made
me bewildered and heartsick.
The lady was Elaine Richards, Mr.
Richards' sister,
artdilettante.
She wasspinster
at least and
ten years
older than Hal. I learned more about
their relationship at the big party
the sponsor gave for Hal a little later.
Hal did not take me, but he sent me
an invitation. I went.
It was a chance remark I overheard that gave me the confirmation
of the truth I suspected. I was sitting behind a screen in a corner,
alone heardand
unnoticed, when I overit.
"Pretty big smash, this Hal
Stevens!" said one man of the two
Iscreen.
vaguely saw standing before the
"Sure," said the other coolly, "he
knows one of the most important
rules for getting on — how to use
women. Do you see him pouring it
out for Miss Richards? That's the
trick. Play up to the right woman,
regardless of age or condition — that's
the way to get ahead!" he ended
cynically.
I DID not stay much longer. I went
■ home heartsick.
I cried most of the night. Suddenly
and sickeningly I saw Hal in his true
light. His ambition meant more to
him than anything else on earth.
He — he had used me — until now
when there was nothing more I could
do for him. And now he had started
with — no, no it just couldn't be true.
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It could not be true that when he
had had me in his arms in the back
of his mind was only the desire to
further his career. I thrust the
thought out of my mind.
But it persisted. Everything that
had happened since I gave myself to
him out of pure love fell into that
pattern. The way he had insisted I
remain engaged to Chet. The way he
had persuaded me to get him that
big audition that had skyrocketed
him to success. I sat up in bed with
the awful thought that crashed
through my mind. No, no — it couldn't
be true that he had knowingly, deliberately sent me to beg his big
chance from the very man he was injuring.
I slept not a wink that night. In
the morning I dressed, swallowed a
cup of coffee and went right over to
Hal's apartment.
He was just up. "I'm sorry, Hal,
I've got to speak to you," I said.
"And you've got to listen. When you
asked me to get you that audition,
did you know I would have to speak
to Chet Barr about it?"
He wanted to lie, but I was staring
at him so steadily he could not. "Yes,
Ifiantly.
knew, what of it?" he asked de"You — you could send me to the
very man you and I were deceiving
— yes, that's the only name for what
we were doing, Hal. You could send
me to that man to beg a favor for
you!" I cried.
"What harm was there in that?"
he asked coolly.
A FEELING of burning shame and
*~»
revolt
And theof
horror,
too. surged
This within
could me.
not be

WHEN

THE

STARS

man I loved. He had changed into
a stranger, a cold, hard, calculating,
despicable man whose ambition conloves. trolled every act of his life- — even his
"There's one other thing I want to
know," I choked. "Or rather, I'll tell
you. When you met me, you knew I
wasHe Chefs
lookedfiancee,
away, didn't
he hadyou?"
the grace
to "And
do that.
you "Yes."
deliberately played up to
me because you felt that sooner or
later you could get me to use my influence with Chet to help you some
time or other!"
He flushed. "That isn't so, Diane.
I loved
"Yes, you."
I can understand I wasn't
altogether displeasing to you. But it
was nice that I could1 be .of use to
you,
too, wasn't
nice and
you know
could
let yourself
fallit?in Solove
you weren't wasting time, either. It
was just the perfect affair for you,
wasn't
"Now,it?"Diane — really — "
"And now that you've gone part
way up the ladder thanks to one
woman,
you'vewhodecided
to
find another
might it's
be time
able to
help youquite
the rest
of the
You're
really
expert
in way.
picking
the
right
woman
to
love,
aren't
you?"
I
said furiously.
He looked out of the window, his
foot tapping in nervous impatience.
I looked at him, just once more, and
that was my last look at the man
who had thrilled my body and soul
into their first real life, the man I
had thought I would love until every
fibre of me was dust. I turned on my
heel and walked out.
The pain came
when
I reached

home again. I thought I would go
mad. How could I have let my emotions betray me into falling in love
with a man like Hal? The shame and
horror of it overwhelmed me. I could
not sleep nights or work days. My
habitual courage completely deserted
me. I made up my mind to tell Chet
the truth once and for all. He was
certainly entitled to it now. But I
could not find the strength to do it.
Instead, for the first time in my
life I ran away from a problem. I
quit my job, resigning by letter,
without seeing Chet. I gave up my
apartment. I went to live in an oldfashioned brownstone-front house in
a quiet street, where the landlady
let me have the back bedroom and
the use of the parlor with its old upright piano. I made a scanty living
giving music-lessons to children of
the neighborhood.
And there, as the weeks passed,
after I had experienced an agony of
suffering, the power of my love for
Hal finally passed.
AND it was there that Chet found
*» me, months later. One day I found
him sitting in the parlor when I came
in from the street.
"Chet!" I said. "Oh, Chet!"
We shook hands. We uttered the
usual commonplaces. I trembled all
over. How good it was to see him!
"Well, you little truant, I've come
to take"We're
you back
youra job,"
he
said.
gettingto up
program
that is to be accompanied only by
piano
music, and
since you're
the
most brilliant
accompanist
I know,
I've come for you."
He smiled, but there was no clue
in the way he spoke that helped me
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fathom his real reason for coming.
But it didn't matter why — he was
there, asking me to come back to
work.
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commonplace face. How to lend sparkle to your eyes, glow to your cheeks, vividness to your lips. Yes, you can
learn how to develop your beauty to glamorous proportions by merely following the simple, easy secrets contained
in Helen
Macfadden's
R.
M. 3, 205
East 42nd book,
Street,"Help
New Yourself
York, N. toY.Beauty." Only $1 postpaid. Macfadden Book Company. Inc., Dept.

IMPROVED CAKE MASCARA!
NO
DULL
DRAB
HAIR
when you use this amazing

• Special Spiral Brush darkens
all sides of your lashes — curls
them automatically!
• Smart new "lipstick" metal case
holds hollow tube of Mascara.
• An unusually generous
amount, de luxe quality.
• Tearproof — non-smarting.

Modern eyes Mascara

10c

If your 5 & 10c store has not yet
received "Modern Eyes,"senda
dime and 2c stamp for mailing.
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Distributors, Dept. C-30
75 East Wacker Drive, Chicago
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4 Purpose Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation,
LOVALON will do all of these 4
important things for your hair.
1. Gives lustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo
film.
3. Tints the hair as it rinses.
4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.
LOVALON does not dye or bleach.
It is a pure, odorless hair rinse, in
12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
At (tores which sell toilet goods

for 5 r inset
for 2 rinses
10f*

"Oh, Chet," I repeated, "it's wonderful of you,
but —he" said. "You had
"I don't
get it!"
a wonderful future in radio. There
are lots of good mechanical pianists
in the business but mighty few who
can draw emotion and understanding out of singers the way you can.
Why did you suddenly up and go —
and without a word to me except to
back?" now. I looked
ring courage
my the
send
I had
him right in the eyes and started to
tell him all about Hal and myself.
He interrupted right away. "I
"You all
knew
about" that,
— knew!
I gaspeDiane."
d.
"Yes, all the time." His tone was
gentle and pitying. "Everybody
knew, my dear. It was written all
over your face. Everybody knew you
were in love with Stevens."
I buried my burning face in my
hands. As from a great distance I
heard his voice go on.
"I was terribly hurt," he said, "but
at the same time I knew you couldn't
help yourself. I had to admire the
courage you had in loving as your
heart
told you
He was
silentto."a moment and my
heart pounded in anxiety, waiting
for his next words. Had he come
back just to tell me that he'd known
all along? Would any man, even
Chet, do that, But it couldn't be—
anything else.
"Well," he began again, "now
there's absolutely no reason why you
shouldn't come back and work for
us," he said. "Will you do it?"

I SUDDENLY understood. Yes, I
1 could go back now. Because there
was nothing more in Chefs heart for
me. He had cleansed it of me during
the past few months just as I had rid
my heart of Hal. It was safe to go back
now — that was what he was really
telling me. I could no longer hurt
him by being near him, working with
him,
which
had run
away.was the main reason I
I managed
to smile.
go
back,
Chet. Thank
you "Yes—
very,I'll
very
much," I said.
I have been back over a year now.
I am a success in my chosen line of
radio work. I am also a very lonely,
heartsick woman.
Chet married a few months ago, a
charming, gentle girl to whom he is
everything in the world. Hal did not
go up as fast as it seemed he would.
He had a falling out with Miss Richards, it seemed, and her brother let
Hal out the following season. His
voice went back on him, too, because
of the emotional and business tangle
he was in, I suppose. He has a sustaining spot on a small station,
though, and perhaps will make his
way up again after a time — if he finds
the right woman to give him his
chance.
I have never seen him. I never
want to.
So I have lost both the men I loved
each in so different a way. I work
hard. I have friends but there is an
emptiness in my heart that time does
not seem to fill. My days seem long
and my nights are lonely.
Well, if a girl has the courage to
do as she pleases, I suppose she must
also have the courage to pay for this
privilege. I'll find it somehow.
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If you've ever owned a
radio you've no doubt
heard Frank Munn sing
on the American Album
of Familiar Music on
Sunday nights, on NBC.

.HE center part lends

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO KNOW?
then you've
a radio
YOU lyown
IFprobab
the golden voice
heard
of Frank Munn, star of the American Album of Familiar Music, for he
has been singing on the air for the
past eighteen years.
Frank started life in New York
City as the son of George H. Munn,
policeman. When both his parents
died it was his grandmother who
guided him from baby buggy days to
broadcasting.
Starting to work as soon as he
could find a job, he served as a shuttle-boy in an embroidery factory for
$3.00 a week. The buzz and rhythm
of the machines led him to hum and
keep time with them. Soon, as he
discovered the joys of vocal expression, he began singing an accompaniment to them. Friends heard his
splendid but untutored voice and
urged him to take up music.
While studying he worked at his
regular job and took part in church
and club amateur productions. His
work in these theatricals came to the
attention of the phonograph companies. His first and most important
"break" came while he was making
records for Brunswick. It was there
that he met Gustave Haenschen,
NBC conductor, with whom he has
been associated in business and
friendship ever since. After making
records which sold by the thousands
and made him nationally famous,
Munn turned to radio.
His first song on the radio was
"Little Mother O'Mine." That was in
1923. Among the songs which he has
sung more than a hundred times each
are "Rose of Tralee," "Somewhere a
Voice Is Calling," "The Rosary," "Auf
Wiedersehen" and "Roses of Picardy."
Not content with just being a radio
favorite, Frank Munn is also a radio
fan.
He spends at least two hours
MAROT.
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a day listening in and his favorite
programs are, as you may have
guessed, musical ones.
He likes the opera and attends regularly, his favorites being "La Traviata," "La Boheme," "Tosca," "Rigoletto," "Pagliacci" and "Cavalleria
Rusticana." His favorite operatic
voices are those of Enrico Caruso,
Geraldine Farrar, Antonio Scotti, Tita
Ruffo, Rosa Ponselle, Lily Pons,
Louise Homer and John Charles
Thomas.
His favorite color is blue; his favorite phrase is "Take it easy." He believes in "breaks," but not in hunches.
He hates to get up in the morning
and he hates to go to bed.
Dorothy Mantay, Schenectady,
N. Y.:
The cast of Martha Webster is —
Martha Webster
Bess Flynn
Virginia Craig
Toni Gilman
Lucy Craig
Betty Philson
Winfield Craig
Jimmy Donnelly
Dick Craig
Carleton Young
Mr. Alvin Craig
Ray Collins
Lloyd Crawford
Donald Cook
Wilbur
Ralph Dumke
Kay Smith
Gretchen Davidson

T,

witchery to a heart-shaped
face. The Hair is brushed back
smoothly from the brow and held
securely with DeLong Bob Pins.
ALL BOB PINS ARE NOT ALIKE

You don't have to be annoyed
by loose, falling pins that do not
Try De Long's
shape.
theirhave
keep
. . . they
a strong, lasting
grip . . . they won't slip out.

DeLong
BOB PINS
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Daytime Serial Listener — Luise Barclay plays Connie Tremayne in
Arnold Grimm's Daughter. The role
of Stanley Westland is taken by Bret
Morrison.

FAN CLUB SECTION
Those wishing to join a Lucille
Manners Fan Club can do so by contacting Shirley Grapper, 164 West
79th Street, New York City.
Tommy Ryan fans are invited to join
his fan club by getting in touch with I
Dorothy Donder, 131 Bremond Street,
Belleville, N. J.
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Stepmother
ANN ASOTHERN
in "MAISIE WAS A LADY"
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EYES
HAIR
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SEND Purse-Size Box of Powder,
Rouge Sampler and miniature
Tru-Color Lipsrick in my color harmony shade. I enclose ten cents for
postage and handling. -ft Also send
my Color Harmony Make-Up Chart
and Illustrated Book.'THE New Art
of Make-Up"... FREE.25-63-3

(Continued from page 26)
weeks before, of Mother Fairchild.
houses, leading Mother Fairchild
John had written his mother about
into making her usual statement —
"I'll have to be looking around for a
the baby, of course, but even he had
not expected her to come flying back
place, soon" — and then very quickly.
from California on hearing the news.
"I was out on the River Road on
But she did. And, after months of
a story, this morning," Peg said gaybarely remembering that John had a
ly, "and I saw the darlingest place.
mother, Kay had suddenly found
You must see it, Grandmother."
herself with a mother-in-law. And
"I— why— I'd love to see it," Mother Fairchild said.
such a mother-in-law!
Mother Fairchild had settled her"I'll
you out there in the
"You'll take
love it.
self in the guest room and, although
morning," Peg spoke again quickly.
she talked^ of finding herself a house,
she never looked for one. She kept
"Well — I don't know — in the mornherself busy, instead, by running the
ing— " Mother Fairchild murmured.
family, ordering Matty about, advis"I've got a lot of things to—"
ing John as to the administration of
"Now, Mother," John interrupted.
the city government and generally
"The house won't fall to pieces if you
handling them all like children.
take a few hours off." He turned to
It had annoyed Kay, but, preochis daughter. "That's the old Howard
cupied with her worry over her baby
place, isn't it, Peg?"
and her desperate visits to the ChicaCOR some reason, Kay felt that John
go doctors, she had made no effort
to assert herself. Now, she realized
1 and Peg had plotted the whole thing.
that she had been afraid to antagoNow, Bud broke into the conversanize Mother Fairchild. For some
tion. "Say, Dad,"
said, "didn't
Mr.
Howard
have ahehandball
court
reason she could not fathom, John's
on the back lawn? Gee, Grandmothmother didn't like her. Everything
er! Can I bring the gang out to play
pointed to that. The way she had
gone off to California the day John
Mother Fairchild laughed a bit
and Kay were married, her never
once writing to Kay, and now her
awkwardly. "Here, now," she said.
"I haven't taken the house yet."
complete
disregard of Kay's position
in
the family.
But Mother Fairchild was no match
for
the combined salesmanship of
on it?"
John and Peg and Bud. Kay was
DEG was waiting with the car, when
amazed by their cleverness. Their
■ the train pulled into Walnut Grove.
attack was sudden and they worked
"My!" Peg exclaimed. "You look
very fast and almost before Mother
all sort of shiny.
Have fun?"
Fairchild could catch her breath she
Kay laughed. "I had a wonderful
was settled in the rambler-covered
day," she said. "I had no trouble at
cottage.
all, getting exactly what I wanted."
Having arranged that to her satisWhich was true. "You drive, Peg,
faction, Peg gave Andy Clayton her
I'm a bit tired."
two weeks' notice and went to work
"Well, in your condition — " Peg
in
said in perfect imitation of Mother
ery.the dress shop with Gen Porter.
Fairchild and they both laughed.
And Kay was free to build her nurs"Peg," Kay said, after awhile, "how
Sometimes, in the next weeks, Kay
would you like to take over my work
was tempted to laugh at herself for
at the dress shop?"
being so happy. It seemed a bit silly
"You mean, give up my job on the
to get so much joy out of the little
Journal?" Peg asked. Kay nodded.
things that made up her life. Plan"But, why?"
ning meals, shopping for the baby,
"Oh, various reasons," Kay said.
arguing with the carpenter and the
"For one thing, I think you've learned
man who was painting the nursery
all you can learn about the newsrhyme cartoons on the walls. But
paper business in a small town. For
it was fun and it made her happy.
another, I'd like some time off. I
want to fix up a nursery, a really
And her happiness transferred itself to the others. Even John's Mayoral
dignity was removed with his coat,
Peg drove in silence for a few minnice one."
when he entered the house. Someutes. Then, "You know, Kay, the
times, listening to him with Peg and
guest room would make a perfect
Bud, Kay felt that he was hardly
nursery, it's so sunny and everyolder than they were. Mother Fairchild blossomed out rather pleasant"Yes," Kay
said, "but—"
ly, too. She loved the fuss of big
"But grandmother, huh?" Peg
thing."
family dinners on Sundays. At
smiled. "Oh, well, she'll probably be
Christmas, they had a riotous time,
getting herself a house soon."
hiring a sleigh to deliver Christmas
"Has she said anything, recently?"
baskets
to the East Side families and
Kay asked.
But Peg changed the subject. Kay
then singing and jingling all the way
wondered what the girl meant. That
out to Mother Christmas
Fairchild's dinner.
sumptuous,
old-fashioned
she meant something was obvious
The week after New Year, the
from the strange smile lurking on her
lips. It occurred to Kay, and she
nursery was finished. Kay had kept
the room locked while it was being
scolded herself inwardly for not having thought of it before, that Peg
built, because she wanted to surprise
must have chafed under her grandeveryone, even John. But, the morning it was finished, she was so pleased
mother's domination. Poor Peg, who
valued her freedom so highly.
with it and so happy generally, that
That same evening, Kay got an
she wanted to share her pleasure. So
she phoned Mother Fairchild and
inkling of what was on Peg's mind.
asked her to come and see it.
Peg
directed
the
conversation
to

Coming soon — another great love story — Clifton
Fadiman's unforgettable romance!
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They were both upstairs in the
nursery, when the doorbell rang.
Matty was out marketing, so Kay
excused herself and ran down the
stairs to open the door.
A thin, small woman with a sad,
pale face was standing on the porch.
Her eyes looked very large and deep,
shadowed by the brim of a cheap
hat, which was covered with snow.
The snow was clinging to the worn
fur collar of her shabby coat and her
thin shoes were wet with it.
"Yes?" Kay asked.
"Does — does John Fairchild live
here?" the woman asked. Her voice
was low and a little tremulous.
"Yes," Kay smiled. "Won't you
come in? He isn't at home now, but
perhaps 1 can help you. I'm Kay
Fairchild."
The woman swayed slightly and
put out a thin, gloveless hand to
grasp the doorpost. "Kay Fai — " she
whispered. "You mean, Mrs. Fairchild?"
"Yes," Kay said. "Please come in.
You look so — so tired and cold."
The woman stepped inside timidly.
Kay closed the door and turned to
lead the woman into the living room.
The woman was hanging on to the
back of the hall chair and staring at
the foot of the stairs.
Mother Fairchild was standing
there. She took a few steps forward,
her head stuck out in front of her,
peering at the woman. Then she
gasped and stepped back.
"A ghost!" she cried. "You've
come back like a ghost, Anne."
"If I'd known that John had married again — I— I didn't know — " the
woman whispered. "I wouldn't
have — " and her knees gave way and
she was a forlorn heap on the floor.
Kay stooped and loosened her
collar. "Please call the doctor, Mother Fairchild," she said quietly. isr
"Do
you know
who
that
Mother Fairchild cried shrilly.
first
"I gathered that she's John's
wife," Kay said calmly.
"We must call John. What will
we
What will
people say?"
Motherdo?Fairchild
prattled.

"H'm. You pups have got a bad rash all right. Don't know as I ever saw
anybody worse broken out... Oh, you feel fine, do you?. . .Well, you
don't look so good! You ought to see yourself in the mirror!"

"Funny— your tail looks O.K. . . . By Jove, I see it all now! Your mother's
been stingy with the Johnson's Baby Powder— giving you little dabs in
the rear instead of good all-over rubs!"

"Of course, we'll call John," Kay
said. "But first we must call the
doctor.
This woman is ill."
KAY'S
controlFairchild
had its
effect.apparent
For once,selfMother
took the orders. By the time John
came home, breathless with haste
and terrified that something had happened to Kay — for Mother Fairchild
had dramatized the need for secrecy
and urgency — Kay and Matty had
half-carried, half-supported Anne to
the guest room in the attic and the
doctor was with her.
John burst into the living room,
where Kay and Mother Fairchild
were waiting.
"Darling," he sighed, gathering
Kay into his arms. "I — from the
way mother talked, I thought you'd
fallen downstairs — or something."
"It's not me," Kay said, wondering how you tell a man he's got two
"It's—"
wives.
"Anne's come back," Mother Fairchild blurted.
"Who?" John asked.
"Your wife — Anne — she's come
back," Mother Fairchild repeated.
John's hold on Kay tightened until
she could hardly breathe. "Nonsense,
Mother," he said. "Anne's been dead
for eight years. She was drowned — "
"Apparently,
she wasn't,
John,"
MARCH,
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"Listen— stick around at bath-time and get in on my Johnson's rubdown. You'll feel like a different dog— so slick that rashes and chafes
and prickly heat'll have a tough time getting a toe hold!"
"Babies have it pretty soft these days!
Downy, soothing Johnson's Baby Powder
costs so little any baby can have all the
sprinkles he wants to keep him comfortable!"

WDSER
BYHNPSOON'
BAJO
Johnson & Johnson, New

Brunswick, N. J.
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Kay said. "She's here — upstairs, right
now.
The doctor's with her."
"It can't be," John said, shaking
himself.
"You're sure it's Anne?"
"Of said.
course, I'm sure," Mother Fairchild
"This is — this is ridiculous," John
said.
"What
can we do?"
Kay pushed him away gently. "At
the moment," she said very quietly,
"it's not a question of what can be
done with her. Obviously, we've got
to take care of her. She's ill and
needs attention and I suspect she has
nowhere else to go."
"But Kay, darling," John said, his
face ashen with worry, "what are we
going to do? What are we going to
"Don't say anything," Kay said.
"First, we must get her well. It seems
to me that is the only thing to do
say?"
"Honestly," Mother Fairchild said,
"I don't see how you can take this
terrible
Why, if — "
now." blow so calmly.

by a secretary
When you're as active as I am, it's a
blessing to have the extra comfort of
internal sanitary protection. But it
used to cost me plenty extra ! So did
I cheer when I learned that Modess
had brought out Meds — a new and improved tampon — at only 20^ for a box
of ten. Meds are the only tampons in
individual applicators that cost so little.
And I certainly like them a lot better.

DOCTOR'S NEW
QUICKER RELIEF!
Get the New Super-Soft Dr.
Scholl's Zino-pads if you
have painful callouses, burning or tenderness on the bottom of your feet. Experience
the quicker relief they give
. . . how they soothe, cushion, protect the sensitive
area. Absolutely new in deign, shape, texture.
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softer than before.
iThi n Scalloped Edge.
Separate
Medications included
for
removing callouses.
Cost but a trifle. Sold
everywhere. Insist on
Dr. Scholl's!
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KAY silenced her mother-in-law
with a glance. "Hysterics aren't
going to help," she said sharply. "I'm
going upstairs, now," she added, "to
see whether there's anything I can
The doctor was waiting on the upstairs landing. Anne was very ill, he
said, suffering from malnutrition and
exposure. He also suspected some
heart trouble, but he could not be
certain from his cursory examination.
do." the doctor left, Kay tiptoed
When
into the room and stood by the bed,
looking down at Anne.
Anne was asleep, sunk deep in a
sleep of exhaustion, one hand clutching the corner of her pillow. Poor
woman, Kay thought. What had happened to her? Where had she been
all these years? And why, why had
she come back now? But there were
no answers to these questions. Anne
slept on.
Kay went to her own room and sat
down by the window. She had been
cool enough downstairs, but now her
nerves gave way to panic. Now that
she was alone, she could admit to
herself the enormity of this thing
that come
had happened.
firstwives
wife
had
back! JohnJohn's
had two
living under the same roof! There
were the children, Kay realized with
agony. How would they take it?
How would Peg feel?
And Bud?
Why had Anne come back? What
did she want? Kay tried to tell herthat itand
didn't
that John
loved selfher
that matter,
Anne could
have
no claims on him any longer. Anne
was so pathetic and beaten looking
that she wrung the heart with pity.
If John were to mistake pity — as so
many people have done — for a reawakening of love?
Nor did it help Kay to remember
the Enoch Arden Law. Anne had
been gone for eight years and the law
ruled that after seven years a person
was legally dead. Though Anne had
no legal claims on any of them, what
of her moral and emotional claims?
Anne belonged to Walnut Grove and
she was the mother of John's children. She was ill. Her sudden reappearance was dramatic. The whole
thing would appeal to people, arouse
their curiosity, start their tongues
wagging.
Kay's
heart She
constricted
with a sense
of futility.
smiled
bitterly at her own fine words downstairs. Yes, they must
wait until

Anne was better. But what if Anne
did not getwere
better?
If the
doctor's
suspicions
correct,
might
she
not be a chronic invalid, not sick
enough to be bedridden, just weak
and helpless enough t© command
sympathy? And Kay had a picture
of herself being placed in the role of
a usurper.
Anne's
way! The wife who stood in
The tongues started wagging even
sooner than Kay had expected. The
very day after Anne's appearance,
people began to call on Kay. Anne,
of course, was too ill to leave her
bed. No one mentioned her. But
eyes were curious and heads were
cocked, as though listening for some
revealing sounds from the rest of the
house. Lips spoke of ordinary things,
but they curled surreptitiously with
anticipation.
"We've got to do something," Kay
said to John, one evening after a
week of this sort of thing. "Everyone
knows about Anne. I don't know how
they found out, but they did. We
can't go on giving the impression that
we hope to keep it secret."
"But,asked.
what can we do, darling?"
John
"Anne is well enough now to tell
you something about what happened
to her — where she's been. You've got
to talk to her. And then we'll give
the story to Andy Clayton. That
ought
themAnne's
quiet." story only
But toit keep
didn't.
added to the mystery. Kay did her
best to write it so it would make
some sense and Andy printed it in
full. It told of how Anne had been
caught out on the lake in a sudden
squall, that night eight years ago.
She had tried to get back to shore
and had finally managed to scramble
to the beach far from the clubhouse
landing. But, climbing up the slope,
she had fallen. And that was all she
could remember. She had only remembered that a few weeks ago,
when it had come to her suddenly
who she was and where she belonged.
She couldn't remember anything else,
where she had been, or what she had
been doing.
THIS merely served to whet the col' lective appetite of Walnut Grove.
Now, people were openly curious.
They gathered in gossipy groups in
Kay's living room, fussing over Anne,
who was well enough now to sit in
an easy chair before the fireplace.
They cornered Bud. "Isn't it wonderful," they twittered, "to have
your own mama back?" The dress
shop did a remarkable volume of
business and Peg was worn out with
trying to evade the questions that
were hammered at her all day.
Perhaps the most terrible thing of
all was to watch Anne's desperate
attempts to win the love of her children. Peg was shy and timidly tender
with her mother. She recalled enough
of her childhood to be able to go back
over the past with the sad-voiced
woman, who was so different from
the mother of her memories. But
Bud was miserable. To him, the woman was a stranger. The word
"Mother" had no meaning for him.
He was stiffly polite and thoughtful,
but he avoided his mother as much
as Eventually,
possible.
Anne was well enough
to go out a bit and the talk and interest gradually died down. But now
Kay realized that the time had come
to make
some
permanent
arrangeRADIO

AND
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ments for Anne. Kay was sorry for
her and still worried about her condition, but that Anne should go on
living in the same house with them
all was unthinkable. Kay was not
concerned so much by the sly smiles
of Walnut Grove, although she saw
that for a man in John's position the
conjectures and insinuations of the
townspeople might be dangerous. She
was far more concerned with the decisions that no longer could be postponed, that must be faced, for all
the heartbreak they might mean.
Kay had consulted the doctor again
and learned that his original suspicion had been correct. Anne had a
very bad heart condition. So bad,
in fact, that the doctor advised
against telling Anne what was wrong
with her, because in most such cases
the shock of the knowledge was fatal.
This was the thing that bothered
Kay. For, when John heard about
Anne's
he was
terribly dangerous
distressed condition,
and, moved
by
pity, he became more attentive, kinder and gentler with her.

The 3 ways to

| I IS motivations were very clear to
' ' Kay and she didn't mind. But
Anne misunderstood. She began to
pay more attention to her appearance
and, several times, Kay saw her flush
with excitement when she heard John
coming into the house. John didn't
seem to notice this reawakened interest in him as a man. But for Kay
it contained the elements of tragedy.
Then, in February, Mother Fairchild caught a slight cold and had to
stop her visits for a few days. She
was very restive and lonely during
that time. And, when she was well
again, she turned up one evening
with
fine tosuggestion.
Why didn't
Anne acome
live with her?
"I'd love to go, Mother," Anne said.
"But," she smiled wistfully, "I— I
hate to leave my children. I've just
found them again and — "
They were all gathered in the living room and when Mother Fairchild
spoke, her words had the impact of
a bombshell.
she"Why
said. not take the children, too?"

"Mother!" John cried. Then, as
though he were
afraid he had offended Anne, he added, "It isn't as if
Anne were going far away. The children can go to see her every day.
We'll all see her as often as possible."
"Oh, please," Anne broke in. "I
wouldn't think of such
thing.— They
belong here — in their a home
with
their father." She got up and moved
toward the door. "I'll just pack my
few things and we can go in a little
while.
I— I think I'm a bit tired."
Mother Fairchild waited until she
heard Anne close the door of her room
upstairs.
Then she burst out against
John.
"Really, son!" she said. "I can't
think what's happened to you these
last years. How can you be so cruel?
That poor, little woman! Can't you
see how she feels?"
"Now,
Mother,
be
reasonable,"

The characters and situations in this
work are wholly fictional and imaginary, and do not portray and are not
intended to portray any actual persons, living or dead.
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John said. "I'm sure Anne doesn't
expect us to break up all our lives
just because she had an accident

One step
toward

eight
yearsbeing
ago." very selfish," Mother
"You're
Fairchild said, pursing her lips
righteously.
"I think
to
separate a woman
from it's
her sinful
children.
At least, you might let the children
choose whether they want to be with
their mother or with their step-

LOVELINESS

There was a heavy silence for a
moment. mother!"
"Perhaps I should go away," Kay
said quietly.
"No!" Bud cried.
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"Kay, you mustn't even think of
such a thing!" John said.
"Humph!" Mother Fairchild snorted. "Bud, don't be silly. Your mother
loves you and needs you."
"I won't go with you," Bud cried
defiantly. He ran to Kay and clung
to her arm. "Don't let them make
me, Aunt Kay.
Don't let them!"
KAY took his hands in hers and held
them tight. "Don't, Bud," she
said. "No one can make you do anything you don't want to."
"Spoiling him," Mother Fairchild
said. She turned to Peg. "And what
Peg you?"
had stood up.
about
away "before Mother
ing look.
"I waving
— I don't
mured,
her

Now, she backed
Fairchild's piercknow," helplessly.
she murhands
"Kay — ■" she whispered, as if she
were asking for help.
"Make up your own mind," Mother
Fairchild ordered. "Personally, I
think you owe it to your poor, sick
mother to be with her."
Upstairs a door was closed and Kay
was afraid Anne would walk in on
the argument.
"Couldn't we discuss this some
other time?" she suggested. "I don't
think there's any point in making
Anne
now."
Theremore
was unhappy
no time to
say any more,
for Anne appeared in the doorway,
her coat over her arm and her shabby
travelling bag in her hand. She put
down her things and crossed the room
to Kay.
"You've been very kind," she said,
putting out her hand.
"Thank you."
"We'll be seeing you often," Kay
smiled. "You're not really going away,

have Peg dropping in for awhile
every day, either, for Kay could see
that the girl was not entirely happy.
Then, too, this arrangement effected
John. He felt duty bound to go out
to see Anne every day and to take
Bud with him as often as possible.
This wasn't easy — or pleasant. For
Bud still couldn't bring himself to
feel anything toward his mother. He
went to see her because his father
said he must, but, whenever he could,
he found excuses for disappearing so
he wouldn't be home when his father
set out.
And it seemed to Kay that the family she had fought so hard to bring
together, to consolidate, was being
split up and there was nothing she
could do about it. Bud was developing a frightening knack for evasion
and subterfuge. John was almost
never at home. And Peg was unhappy. To make matters worse, instead of resting out at Mother Fairchild's, Anne was busying herself
with activities far beyond her
strength. Kay tried to warn Mother
Fairchild against letting Anne run
about so much and give so many teas
and dinners for her old friends. But
Mother Fairchild scoffed at her
warnings. "She's perfectly all right,"
she would say. "All Anne needs is
a little
Then, happiness."
a few weeks after Anne had
moved, John began to seem worried.
He grew reluctant about going to see
Anne. Several times, he appeared on
the verge of telling Kay something,
but each time he checked himself.
FINALLY, one morning in March, he
forced himself to speak.
"I don't know what to do, Kay,"
he began.
"It's been bothering me
dear?"
for"What
quite has,
awhile."
"Well, you see," John said.
"Some
time ago, Judge Peterson spoke to
me
about
getting this business
of

Anne turned to her son. She put
her
know."about Bud and murmured
you arms
tenderly, "Be a good boy. And come
to see me — often — I'll — miss you terribly." Her voice was choked with
tears.
Kay glanced at Peg. The girl was
still standing, back against the wall,
her face twisted with pity.
"Peg, dear — I— " Anne stammered
through her tears.
"You don't have to say goodbye to
me," Peg said quickly, very quickly,
as though she had to say it before she
changed her mind, and admitted the
truth — -that she wanted to stay with
Kay. "I'm going with you. Wait
until I get my hat and coat. I'll pick
up thesherest
my ofthings
tomorrow."
And
ran ofout
the room
before
anyone could say a word.
For the first
few dayslike
aftera Anne's
departure,
it seemed
happy
solution to have her living with
Mother Fairchild. But, as time went
on, Kay realized that it was really
worse than having her in the house.
The house seemed terribly empty
without Peg.
It didn't help much to

Ruth Nagel made her professional
debut, acting with her Dad, Conrad
Nagel, who
directs
radio'son Silver
Theater
program,
Sundays,
CBS.
radio and television mirror

Anne straightened out legally. He
said that a man in my position
couldn't afford to let things slide. So
— well — he arranged everything and
there was a private hearing of the
case and — "
"Oh, John!" Kay exclaimed. "You
should have told me."
"I know," John said. "But I didn't
want to upset you."
"John, what was the decision?"
"No, no, darling," John cried, taking her in his arms and hugging her
close. "Don't worry. It's all right.
The court decided that Anne has no
legal claims and our marriage is
valid. But — you see — " he went on
rather painfully, "I had to make a
choice. There was never any question in my mind, of course. I couldn't
give you up, ever. You're a part of
me.
love you.
Only,
now without
I don't
know I how
to tell
Anne
hurting her too much. I don't know
how to explain it to you — but — I
think, I'm afraid that Anne — "
"I know, John," Kay interrupted.
"I've known for a long time that
Anne hoped you would take her back
as your wife. I think your mother
wanted that, too."
"You're so wise, Kay," John whispered, "so wise — " He straightened
then. "I've got to tell her," he said.
"Oh, John," Kay cried, "What will
it mean to her?" "It's unfair to let her
go onto— know
hoping —the" John
has
truth. said.
Each "She
day
longer makes it that much more difI've got toKay
tell her
John ficult.wanted
to goright
withaway."
him,
but she refused. She knew that if
she were going to have to face such
an ordeal, she wouldn't want Anne
there to see her pain. It would be
bad enough for Anne, without having to pretend bravely before her
rival, her victorious rival, at that.
"You know best," John admitted.
"I'll atbe the
back
soon," he said, kissing
her
door.
To make the time pass more quickly, Kay got Bud to play a game of
Rummy with her. But she found it
hard to concentrate on the game.
The minutes seemed to drag and Kay
grew tense with the strain of listening for the sound of John's car.
"Rummy!" Bud cried. "Gee, I beat
you again, Aunt Kay."
That was two games. They played
another. Still John did not come
back. Kay tried to rivet her attention to her cards, but her thoughts
kept straying. John had been gone
an hour. It only took fifteen minutes to drive out to Mother Fairchild's. What could have happened?
"Rummy!" Bud yelled gleefully.
"Boy! You're terrible tonight, Aunt
Kay. That's four games I beat you."
The telephone shrilled and Kay
almost upset the card table in her
hurry to get to it. It was John.
"Kay," he said, his voice all taut
almost as if
and thick. He sounded
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he had been drinking. "Come out
here, will you? Bring Bud with you.
And hurry!"
"John!" Kay cried. "What is it?
Has something happened to Anne?"
But the wire was dead. John had
hung up already.
What was the event at Mother
Fairchild's house that caused John
to call so urgently? Has he failed
in his decision to tell Anne that she
has no place in his life? Be sure to
read the climax of this dramatic novel
in the April issue of Radio Mirror.
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Keen is always far more interested
in helping people than in finding
them.
I went home from Mr. Keen's office,
hanging on to a strap in the crowded,
smelly subway. Annette had come in
late from her bridge club and was
crossly preparing a dinner, mostly
out of cans, in the kitchen. George
had been in the living room all afternoon, and a pall of stale cigarette
smoke hung over everything. Mr.
Keen had said things might seem
better if I went home and rested, but
I'd been right: they seemed worse.
I made all my plans before the
following Friday. It seemed to me I
was being very efficient and working
everything out exactly. That just
shows how naive and simple I still
was — -though I'll never say I'm sorry
for what I did.
On Friday night, while the rest of
the family was away at a movie, I
packed my clothes and closed the
door of the apartment behind me —
for, I told myself, the last time.
I knew where I would go. The summer before, two other teachers and
I had planned a vacation in Vermont.
At the last minute, I hadn't been able
to go along because Mother fell ill
and wanted me to stay home and care
for her; but when the other girls returned they gave me such glowing reports of the good times they'd had —
the dances, the hikes, the long evenings of laughter and fun — that Vermont had stayed in my mind as the
ideal place to go.

ementI'din run
the
advertisbut
small winter,
acrossit a was
NOW
travel section of the Sunday paper,
telling about Three Maples Farm in
Vermont. It sounded exactly like the
sort of place I wanted. I didn't want
a big hotel; I couldn't afford it, for
one thing, and — why not admit it? —
I was afraid to go, alone, to a place
where there would be lots of beautiful girls, well dressed and sure of
themselves.
It was a sparkling morning, as cold
and crisp as a lettuce leaf, when I
arrived them
at Three
Maplesme,
Farm.
I'd
wired
to expect
so Mr.
Wilkins, the owner, was at the station
to meet me, driving a fat, sleek horse
hitched to a sleigh. He put me in the
front seat beside him, tucked a robe
around me, and away we went.
The strange surroundings, however,
had brought a change in my mood.
Suddenly, I was realizing what I had
done. It seemed to me, just then, that
through all the past week I must have
been almost out of my mind with irritation and vexation. For the first time,
I was frightened. What was I doing
up here, spending what little money
I had when I should be using it to
support myself while I looked for another job? I couldn't find another
teaching position, that was certain —
not after leaving my school so abruptly. I felt a little conscience-stricken
about that, but then I told myself
there were plenty of substitute teachers who would be just as good as I,
and would jump at the chance to take
the job.
But then, gradually, the stingingly
fresh air and the sparkle of the sun
on the snow began to raise my spirits.
I wouldn't regret what I'd done! For
the first time in my
existence
I'd

been
wasn't would
going
to
be acourageous,
coward now.andTheI future
take care of itself somehow — and
meanwhile I'd make the best of the
present.
I turned to the ruddy-cheeked old
man beside me. "Are there many people staying at
farm?"
I asked.
"Nope,"
hethesaid
unconcernedly.
"Sorta slack season right now. Only
one boarder besides yourself — young
fellow named Draper. Come up fer
the ski-in' . . . You ski?"
"Why— no. No, I don't," I said, disconcerted bythe news of the one other
guest, wondering what he would be
like — fearing and yet anticipating the
moment of meeting him.
"Better learn," Mr. Wilkins said,
returning to the subject of ski-ing.
"Got a few pairs around the house
you can paddle 'round on."
A FEW minutes later we were at
Three Maples Farm, drawing up
before a compact brick building with
neat white curtains at the windows.
I liked the looks of the place, it was
so comfortable and clean and selfrespecting looking. As I jumped from
the sleigh I began to feel the thrill
and tingle of adventure. A strange
new sensation of life, of vitality, was
coursing through me. Whatever else
happened, I would, I would, have this
time of peace and happiness.
Mrs. Wilkins, as chubby and cheerful as her husband, met me at the
door and showed me to a bright little
room on the second floor. "Now, I'll
tell you just what I told Mr. Draper,"
she
chattered.
to feel Miss
like
a real
member"I want
of theyoufamily,
Leslie. Dinner's at noon and supper
at six and breakfast at eight, and we
eat in the kitchen because I think
the folks that come here like it that
way — and if they don't," she laughed,
"they can just go back where they
When she had left I unpacked and
came
from."
changed
my clothes. Before leaving
the city I'd bought some much-tooexpensive outdoor clothes, and now
I put them on — long ski trousers of
a lovely gray and a white and red
sweater that clung softly to my figure.
It was wonderful to see the difference
just a few becoming clothes made;
I twirled gaily in front of the mirror
before running downstairs to explore
the farm.
I found Mr. Wilkins in the barn,
putting the sleigh away, and for a
while we talked — or rather, he talked,
pointing out the hill back of the farm,
explaining how much land he owned.
Then a young man came across the
farmyard, carrying a pair of skis. Mr.
Wilkins motioned him over, and introduced him to me. "This is Mr.
Draper, Miss Leslie," he said, and
then he twinkled. "Maybe he'll teach
"I'd be glad to," Mr. Draper said
ski."a nice smile, showing
how Heto had
youonce.
at
even, white teeth. When he spoke, he
looked at me with real interest and
friendliness — which didn't, however,
hide his frank appraisal.
I said, "I'm afraid I'd be awfully
stupid on skis. I'll probably get stuck
in a drift first thing." That wasn't
what I have
wantedsaid
to say
at all. I'd
rather
something
gaymuch
and
confident, but the habit of shyness
was still too strong in me.
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"Probably," he agreed. "But I'll
He you
propped
pull
out." the skis up against the
wall of the barn, and we wandered
toward the house. He was from New
York, he said, his first name was
David and he wished I'd call him by
it. "There's no sense in being formal,"
he laughed. "As Mrs. Wilkins says,
we're
of the family."
That both
was just
howpart
it began.
I think I
fell in love with him the instant I
saw him. I felt as if I had stepped
into a new world — a world in which
glances and intonations spoke more
loudly than words, in which each day
was a promise and each evening a
treasure-house of memories.
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J STOPPED wearing my glasses, and
' spent some time in arranging my
hair more becomingly — and had my
reward when David said approvingly:
"I'm glad you've decided not to
wear those goggles all the time. They
loom up so big nobody can see how
pretty you are behind them." He hesitated, and exactly
then laughed.
you look
like a "They
prim made
little
school
teacher."
There was something about the way
he said it — as if being a school teacher
was the most sickeningly dull thing
to be in the whole world — that made
me blush and look away.
For a whole week we had a glorious
time. We spent long hours on the slope
back of the farm, with David teaching me how to keep my balance on
those treacherous skis. I was almost
sorry — though I would not have admitted it for worlds — when I became
expert enough to navigate by myself,
for it meant there would be no more
of those moments when David, one
arm around me, helped me regain my
feet.
And then, at night, there was the
delicious sensation of weary muscles,
the delight of eating huge meals at
the kitchen table, with Mrs. Wilkins
always urging us to eat more, the
warm intimacy of the cheerful, lighted
room in contrast with the cold darkness outside.
Though
living
fool's
paradise, I Ihadwasnever
beeninsoa happy.
And then, one evening about seven
o'clock, phonethe
telein theold-fashioned
kitchen rangwall
sharply,
three times. "That's for us," said Mrs.
Wilkins, and answered. "Hello? . . .'
Miss
Leslie?
Yes, dismay
just a minute."
I felt
prickling
run over my
skin. So they had tracked me down,
after all! Desperately, I regretted my
folly in giving Mrs. Wilkins my right
name. Now all this enchanted happiness would come to an end!
But there was no way out of the
situation now; Mrs. Wilkins was holding the receiver toward me and looking expectant, and David was waiting
for me to answer. I got up and crossed
the room in a daze.
But it was not Mother, nor Annette.
It was Mr. Keen. I almost sobbed with
relief when
I heard
say, "Your
family
came to
see me him
yesterday,
Miss
Leslie. I just wanted to tell you I
understand now why you ran away.
I won't tell them where you are."
"Oh, thank you!" I said. "But— but
how did you know — " I was going to
say, "where
me," but,silence
suddenly consciousto offind
the listening
behind me, I let my voice trail off.
Mr. Keen understood what I meant,
though.
practically
left Maples
a trail
of arrows"You
pointing
to Three
Farm," he chuckled. "Did you know
you'd cut an advertisement for it out
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of the Sunday paper, and left it in
your desk at school? Finding you was
the easiest job I ever had."
"But you won't tell them?"
"No, my dear. You stay away and
have a nice vacation, and when you
get back I'll help you straighten things
out with your family. You ore having
a good time, aren't you?"
"Oh, simply wonderful! And thank
you so much — you're the dearest man
in the world!" This time I couldn't
keep the delight and happiness out
of my voice — for not only did I know
now there was no chance of the family
finding me, but Mr. Keen's opinion
proved that I had been right, and
that running away had been the best
thing to do.
They say that pride goes before a
fall. I don't know about that, but I
do know that happiness goes before
misery. Within a few short hours I
was to realize that I had been living
in a dream, and come face to face
with stark reality.
I hung up and returned to the table,
feeling self-conscious. But David was
looking over the evening paper and
didn't ask any questions about my
telephone call. If I had been wiser in
the ways of men, perhaps I would
have known he was a little too interested in the paper.
AFTER supper we all— Mr. and Mrs.
i Wilkins and David and I— sat in
front of the fireplace in the living
room, talking and laughing. But about
nine o'clock the farmer and his wife
went to bed, leaving us alone, and then
David fell unaccountably silent. He
seemed to be turning something over
in his mind, and at last he spoke.
"Do you know, Irene," he said,
"you're a very mysterious person?"
He smiled down at me — I was sitting on a low hassock at the side of
the hearth — but his eyes were grave.
"Mysterious?" I said, trying to
speak lightly. "I don't think so."
"Oh, yes, you are. You arrive here
— in this out-of-the-way spot — practically wearing a disguise, with those
big spectacles and your hair done up
in the most unbecoming way you
could figure out. Then, when you discover I'm the only other guest here,
you drop the disguise, but you still
don't tell me anything about yourself
— -where you come from, what you do
when you're not at Three Maples
Farm, or anything at all. I've told
you all about myself, hoping to draw
you out, but you just look mysterious
and"I —sayI nothing."
haven't meant to," I said,
avoiding
his gaze.
Thereus was
electric tension
between
now an which
I must break. It wasn't in his words,
but it was easy to read in his eyes,
in the way he stood, not relaxed, staring down at me so intently — that he
was pleading with me.
I must tell him something, end this
desperate evasion of his questions
with halting, half answers.
A smile was still on David's lips,
but he was watching me closely.
"I'm beginning to wonder if you aren't
somebody important — a famous acThere
now in his
tress,was
maybe .excitement
. ."
voice, a curious rising quality — almost
as though he were elated about something. Unconsciously he took my hand
in his. I wondered if he could feel the
frightened beat of my pulse. It seemed
to throb even into my fingertips.
An actress! He thought I was a
famous actress in disguise! It was such
an utterly ridiculous
thought — and

then the certainty swept through me.
He liked me, was fascinated by me
because I intrigued him, because the
glamour I really lacked had been supplied by this mystery about me.
"Oh David," I thought to myself,
"you deserve everything but the truth
about me."
Aloud,
"Yes,"
not
really
knowing
whatI said,
I meant,
except
that I must tell him something.
"You are, then," he said quickly.
"Yes," I repeated, caught up by his
emotion, carried away by my desperate longing to keep his interest —
the only interest so close, so dear that
actress.
II'mhadan ever
had from any man. "Yes —
"I — I came here to rest. I hadn't
expected
— " ex"I knewto Ifind
wasanyone
right!"hereDavid
claimed, more calmly. "I guess I knew
it all along, only — " he broke off and
walked back to the old dog-head chair
that stood near the fire, its black
leather glazed to a fine softness.
"I — " but he didn't seem to be listening and so I stopped and we sat an
endless time in silence. He broke the
quiet when he scratched a match on
the heel of his boot and lit a cigarette.
"Smoke?" he asked. I shook my head.
He stood up and stretched.
"I seem to be ready for bed," he
yawned. "Will you excuse me?"
He hadn't said anything any different, yet nothing was the same now
between us. He knew that I knew,
but he turned and went quickly up
the stairs.
For a moment I didn't follow and
then I went up to my room. For a long
time I sat at the window, the light
turned off, looking out over the snowcovered fields and thinking.
I had told him I was an actress because that was what he had wanted
me to say. He had wanted me to be
famous, to have glamour and excitement. So I had lied to him — or let
him think I was something else than
the plain, unromantic, school teacher
I really was.
And it had spoiled everything.
I might as well face the truth.
The interlude was over.
"Stay away and have a nice vacation," Mr. Keen had said, "and when
you get back I'll straighten out things
with your family."
ALL
thatthing
didn'tthat
matter
now. was
The
' only
mattered
David. I was in love with him. I did not
think he loved me. He was only interested in me as a figure of mystery.
I thought of what would happen if
I told him who I was — and dropped
my face into my hands as if by doing
so I could shut out the pictures that
came trooping into my mind. The
dreary, dull contrast of everyday life
would kill all the romance and glamour with which David had surrounded
me. It would not even be a quick
death, but a long one, lingering and
painful. I'd have to watch him trying
to be polite when his interest in me
had fled.
No! Better to let this interlude together be perfect — better never to
tell him anything. At least, I could
keep these memories.
But the decision did not make the
long night pass any more easily.
The next morning, choosing a moment when the kitchen was deserted,
I put in a long distance call to Mr.
Keen. "You can tell Mother you've
found me," I said dully. "I'm coming
"But Miss Leslie!" Mr. Keen
home tonight."
sounded
worried as well as surprised.
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"What's the matter? Your voice is so
different from what it was last night.
What
happened?"
"Nothing.
I've just come to my
senses, that's all."
"Hmmm," Mr. Keen said. "There's
a man mixed up in this," he added
shrewdly.
"Isn't there?"
"Well— yes," I admitted. "But that
doesn't have anything to do with my
decision to come back home."
"I think maybe it does. . . . You
wait, Miss Irene Leslie," he ordered.
"I'm going to fly up to see you. I'll
be
there argue,
this afternoon."
I could
he hung up.And before
David had already gone out, without asking me to go with him. And
that was all I needed to prove to me
that my decision had been right.
Mr. Keen arrived about three in
the afternoon.
"Now,
is alloffthis?"
he
asked
whenjusthe what
had taken
his coat
and hat and Mrs. Wilkins had left us
alone
the sitting
night
when in
I talked
to youroom.
I said"Last
to myself
you were extremely happy. And now
. . . well, all I have to do is look at
you to know you aren't."
I I IS sympathy, his evident concern
■■ for my happiness ahead of anything else, broke down my last shred
of reserve. On the verge of tears, I
told him everything. I let him see my
inner belief that no man could be interested in Irene Leslie, school teacher
and family drudge, and I confessed
that I would rather keep the memory
of this one romance, even if it had to
end, than see it ruined by dull realities
back in New York. When I'd finished
he took my hand.
"Irene, Irene," he said, shaking his
head. "Do you really have such a low
opinion of this young man?"
"Low opinion?" I forgot to be angry,
I was so startled. "But I haven't a
low opinion at all. I love him. I told
"Yes,"
that."he said, "I believe you do.
you
But
at the
same time
you inthink
capable
of losing
interest
you he's
just
because he finds out you're an ordinary, sweet girl — and a much prettier
girl, incidentally, than you'll give
yourself credit for. If he'd really do
that, wouldn't he be a pretty shallow
sort
of person?"
"You
don't understand," I said. "It's
all been so lovely and romantic up
here ... so exciting. Seeing me in
New York — meeting my family —
would be such a — a dismal contrast.
Particularly when I've let him think
I'm some one important."
"I think all the romance and excitement has been in your mind,
Irene," he said thoughtfully. "Not in
his. I don't know him, of course, but
I'd be willing to bet that is true. . . .
You see, Irene, your life has been so
drab and narrow that you don't really
understand people. Least of all, men.
Now, I want you to promise me that
you'll
tell him who
you really are — "
"I couldn't!"
I exclaimed.
"Suppose he is disappointed? Suppose he does lose interest in you? It
will be better that way — better to end
the whole thing — than to think for
the rest of your life that you had
found happiness and lost it because
you were afraid to reach out and take
it." His gentle face was very grave.
I sat there, turning over and over
in my mind what he had said, and
slowly the conviction grew that he
was right. It would be better to do
as he said. I had been brave enough
to run away from home; I mustn't go
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"Let me give you some advice —
both of you," Mr. Keen said. "Stop
letting your imaginations play tricks,
for one thing. And Irene, stop running
I don'ttheblame
you for
running away.
away from
drudgery
of your
home. But you went looking for
romance, and when you found it—
you couldn't believe it was true.
Neither could David, for that matter.
So each of you was all ready to run
away from the thing you wanted most.
You'll never get anywhere, that way."
"Well, I'm not running away from
anything
said David, and he
took me innow!"
his arms.
Still I held back. "My family . . ."
I murmured.
"What about your family?" David
asked. "If they belong to you, they

didn't sit down. "What is it?" he asked.
"I have a confession. That is," I
said, "I want to tell you who I really
am. You — you guessed what I was the
first
time youfrown
saw me."
A puzzled
wrinkled his brow.

must
swell." not," I said, "they're
"Butbe they're
selfish, and demanding, and I don't
want you to have to deal with them — "
Mr. Keen broke in. "I had a little
talk with your mother and sister and
brother-in-law last night," he said. "I
th'ink I opened their eyes to a few
things— principally to how badly
they've treated you. And if David
will just be firm with them — and if
you will, too, Irene — I don't think
they'll cause you any more trouble.
The important thing is to change your
responsibilities toward them, Irene —
notDavid
to runheld
away
me from
even them."
closer.

"I guessed . . .?"
"Yes. You said I looked like a
school teacher. Well — that's what I

In America every woman is a queen in her
own right, and beautiful women realize the
secret of feminine loveliness is a soft, clean
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are minimized by cleansing pore

I Address
I City.

back to being a coward now.
"I'll tell him," I said at last.
It was dark when David returned.
I was waiting in the sitting room,
alone; Mr. Keen was in the kitchen,
talking to Mrs. Wilkins. I heard David
come in and close the front door
quietly. Then his footsteps went slowly along the hall.
"David!" I called.
The footsteps stopped. He stood in
the doorway, looking in.
"Oh — hello," he said shortly, as if
he weren't very glad to see me.
"David — come in. I want to talk to
youHe— tell
you insomething."
came
reluctantly, but he

Akron, Ohio

"A — school teacher! Then you weren't
telling the truth last night!" David
leaped forward, put his hands on my
shoulders, and held me away from
him, laughing. All his moodiness had
vanished. He was delighted.
am.'- you believe me — " I began
"Did
but he was rushing on.
"You crazy little kid! You acted so
self-conscious when I tried to find out
who and what you were, I was surer
than ever you were a mystery-woman. And I don't like mystery-wo-

AS I write this, David and I have
' been married for two years. I can
afford to forget, now, the old days,
for they have gone for good. With
David and Mr. Keen to back me up,
I had the courage to tell George and
Annette that I would no longer help
them, and Mother that although I
recognized
wouldn'tat
let
her run amyduty
life.toIt her,
was Ipainful
first, but gradually things straightened out. George, when he realized
I meant what I said, went out and
got a job, and now he and Annette
are living happily in an apartment by
themselves. Mother and David are

"Then that's why you've been
avoiding me today?"
"Of course! When you said you
men."a famous person, here for a rest,
were
I knew I'd been kidding myself all
along, thinking you were really interested in me. After all, I couldn't very
well let myself get any more in love
with you — an actress — than I was al"Well, young man," said Mr. Keen's
!"
voice readyfrom
the doorway, "it's a good
thing you said that. She'd never have
believed you loved her unless you

good friends,
and I'm
she she
is much
more
contented
now sure
than
had

told
her yourself."
David
whirled around. "Who are
you?" he demanded angrily.
"He's Mr. Keen, David," I said.
"A very sweet and wise man."
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I Owe You My Life
(Continued from page 17)
as long as I stayed there it could
not be broken.
But two more months passed, and
he didn't come. Now it wasn't so easy
to pretend that he was with me all
the time. Cold fear began to creep
into my heart. He'd gone away, to
some other city. He'd forgotten me
completely. I never had meant anything to him ... I would never see
him again.
And the success I had won was dry
and tasteless. People flocked to the
night club, and I knew it was at least
partly to hear me sing, because they
told me so. A radio network put a
remote- control booth in the club, and
we were on the air every night, and
my agent — a new one — was sure he
could get me on a commercial program as a soloist. I didn't care. What
goodhimwasandsuccess
I couldn't
to
lay itifbefore
him take
like ita
gift, saying,
becauseTake
I love
you
that
I have "It's
all this.
it, and
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KALAMAZOO
GAVE US UP TO
18 MONTHS TO PAY

30 DAYS TRIAL

FREE
GAS

Write your name and
address on coupon
below. Mail today —
Get sensational New
Free Catalog.
Kalamazoo

RANGES

9 5

\,.
America's outstanding values in Ranges,
Heaters, Furnaces — alive with new features,
new ideas, new equipment. Easiest terms —
up to 18 months to pay. Direct -to -You Factory
Prices. 30 Days Trial. 24 hour shipments.
Satisfaction or money back. More bargains
than in 20 big stores. Over 1,600,000 satisfied
users. 41 years in business.
Sparkling New Gas Ranges with every late
feature (for bottled, manufactured, or natural
gas) — New Coal and Wood Ranges that
save you Yz t0 }/%• Dual Oven Combination
Coal-Wood and Gas Ranges (which can be
equipped to burn oil) . New Coal and Wood
Heaters. New Oil Heater bargains. Oil Ranges.
Nearly 300 Factory Stores in 14 states. Ask
for address of store nearest you.

share it with me."
SICK despair was with me all the
time — despair because I had been
such a fool, because I had not insisted on knowing his name, at least.
And he didn't even know mine; he
might hear me singing on the air and
never know it was I, singing for him.
Then, one night, I met him again.
I was singing at the night club, and
I looked out over the floor. There he
was, at the side, standing by one of
the tables. At the same moment, he
caught sight of me, and I saw his
face light up.
I don't know how I finished the
chorus
song.
I didn't,
at
all. ofMythatmind
was Maybe
a blank
until
I had left the stand and was threading my way through the dancing
couples
toward
him. him
It wasn't
I had nearly
reached
that I until
saw
what he was doing there. He was
dressed as a waiter, and he was placing food on a table occupied by a
stout, middle-aged couple.
My mind registered the information, but Itodidn't
care. It hemade
difference
me whether
was noa
waiter or a movie star — he was back,
and that was all that mattered. Hurriedly, he finished what he was doing
and turned to me.
"Hello," he said, smiling. "So you
did do the impossible, after all!"
"Yes!" I breathed. "And I've been
looking for you everywhere, to tell
you. But you never came back —
and I didn't know your name — "
The couple at the table were looking at us in amazement and disapproval.
"I got a job too, you see," he said.
"This is my first night here."
"Yes. I'm so glad!"
He looked away from me and
glanced uneasily around the room. I
was aware for the first time that the
music had stopped and people were
returning to their tables. Many of
them were looking at us curiously,
and the frown on the face of the
middle-aged man beside us had
deepened.
"I must see you," I said. "At two
o'clock — when the place closes — can
you come to my dressing room?"
"All right."
I turned and went back to the
bandstand, happiness carrying me
along so I seemed
to be floating,
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In How to Gain Weight, Bernarr Macfadden gives full information on
what to eat and how to exercise to add those flattering pounds. If you
really wish to put on healthful flesh — send for How to Gain Weight
today. Only 50c postpaid.

MACFADDEN
Dept.

RM-3,

205

East
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BlueWalia
Tender mood of a spring flower garden captured in this exquisitely blended fragrance
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. . . enchanting as a lilting tune . . . provocative as a dare! Try a touch of BLUE waltz on your throat,
New! Valentine
Heart Box with
Blue Waltz
Perfume & dropper

your wrists, your lips. It's as appealing to a man's heart
as anything that is gay and young and challenging.

10c

BLUE

WALTZ

PERFUME

^10« at all 5 & 10* stores
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rather than walking. When I reached
my chair at the side of the orchestra I looked back to the table where
we had been, but he was gone.
I didn't see him again.
After an hour had passed I knew
something was wrong. Between songs
I left the bandstand and went to the
head waiter in his little cubby-hole
near the kitchens. He was a large,
florid-faced man who could be very
polite to customers and very surly
to subordinates, and he looked up
crossly as I entered.
"That new waiter," I said breathlessly. "The one that came to work
tonight — what's happened to him?"
He looked me up and down, and
then said, his gaze fixed insolently on
a point just over my right shoulder.
"He's gone. I was forced to dismiss

Speedline
Corona Silent
Model

CORONA

THE
tuc PORTABLE WITH
ES
ING FEATUR
OUTSTAND
HOAT.NO
WW-tSi'KSi

"Dismiss him!" The monstrous
cruelty of it — that he should have
lost, so soon, the job that meant so
much
him." to him; that I should have lost
him again, almost before I'd found
him — made me speechless for an instant. Imanaged to gasp out, "But

_gn*s ltSht"rftkeystoyourou>tt

SELE?0ArLAROuTDFRAME-

THE corners of the head waiter's
' thick mouth drew down. "For crewhy?" ating a disturbance in the dining
room. Unfortunately, I cannot distoo,was
or Inowould."
"Butmiss you,
that
disturbance!" 1
said, remembering the brief moment
we had talked, the way we had
parted as soon as we were aware

y
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people
weredear
looking
at us.
"He's— aI
— a very
friend
of mine
hadn't seen him for months. I had
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to "Employees
talk to him!"of this restaurant are
expected to keep their personal affairs to themselves. I advise you to

YOU
LIKE TO DRAW,
SKETCH or PAINT—

Write for Talent Test (No Fee). Give
age and occupation.
FEDERAL

SCHOOLS.

Inc.

RM-21, Minneapolis, Minn.

GIVEN

remember
that, Miss
Once I would
have Searle."
been cowed by
his arrogance. Now I was angry —
furiously, desperately angry — at the
injustice of what had happened to
the man 1 loved, at myself, but most
of all at this stupid, pompous creature
who had robbed me of the love I
wanted more than anything in the
world.
"You had no right to dismiss him
for the few minutes we talked!" I
cried.
"But I don't care about that

now. Where did he go?

Where can I

"I have no idea," he said. But I felt
he
find was
him?"lying. I could see past his
superior air to the snobbishness that
inspired it. I knew he had bitterly
resented the small disruption of his
dining room routine that we had
caused, that he did not want me to
profit by it, and that he disapproved,
on principle, of any connection between a common waiter and a singer
in the band.
"I'm quite sure you wouldn't hire
a waiter without asking him for his
address," I said in a cold rage. "Either
you tell me that address or I'll go
to His
the eyes
manager."
narrowed. "That would be
very
dangerous
you." my job! I'll
"I don't
care ifforI lose
do my best to see that you lose
For a moment he studied me. Then
he reached for a small filing-case on
the desk and drew out a card. "The
address
he gave is 146 Carson Street,"
he said sullenly.
yours!"
"And — " I hesitated, but this was
no time for worrying about what the
head waiter would think. "His
He didn't bother to hide his scornful amusement. "Your — very dear
friend's
nameback
is Quirk.
Quirk."
I went
to theTom
bandstand,
name?" that I had only one more
thankful
group of songs before the evening
was over. 1 must see — Tom — as soon
as possible! For this was real irony
— that after he had saved my life and
put new courage into me, I should
be the instrument of his undoing! I
had promised myself that I would
repay him for his help, and instead,
his first sight of me had brought
about the loss of the first job he'd had,
probably,
No man, innomonths.
matter how courageous
he was, could go through what had
happened xo Tom tonight without
letting bitterness and despair strike
into his heart. I knew — -too wellwhat it meant to have work snatched
from you when you thought it was
within your grasp.
As soon as I could, I hurried out
of the night club, called a taxi and
gave the address of 146 Carson Street.
The driver looked at me in a curious

NOTHING
TO BUY

Ladies — Lovely Watch about size o( a dime. Give awav FREE pictures with White CLOVERINE Brand SALVE for chaps, shallow
cuts mild burns. Easily sold to friends at 25c a box fwith picture free)
and remit per catalog. SPECIAL: — Choice of 35 premiums for sending only $3 collected.
46th year. Be first. Nothing to buy. Write Tor

Wl LSON CHE M. CO., INC., Dept. G5-R, TYRONE,
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HOW TO RELIEVE
DISTRESS OF
FEMALE PERIODIC
COMPLAINTS
Few women today do not
suffer some distress from
monthly functional disturbances. Maybe you've
notired YOURSELF getting
restless, cross and nervous
at such times? Then try
famous Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound to
help quiet unstrung nerves, relieve
monthly pain (cramps, backache, headache) and distress from weak, nervous,
dizzy spells due to periodic disturbances.
Pinkham's Compound has relieved such
rundown nervous feelings for thousands
of women.
WORTH TRYING !
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■ The newly married Don Wilsons found time for a bit of honeymooning when the Jell-O program visited New York. Don's bride
was Peggy Kent, the daughter
of 20th Century-Fox's
president.
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way, but he said nothing until we
stopped in front of a dingy, wickedlooking building in the poorer quarter of Los Angeles.
"You sure this is the place you
want,
Miss?"at he
I looked
the asked
house.then.
A dim bulb
over the door illuminated a sign:
"Royal Bayard Hotel. Rooms — 40
cents."
"Yes," I said, a lump in my throat.
It was such a pathetically pretentious
name for that drab place! "This
must be it."
A frowsy man behind a grill in the
entrance of the Royal Bayard jerked
upright in his chair as I came in. I
must have been a strange sight there,
in my elaborate, daringly cut evening
gown, my face carefully made up for
the
bandstand.
I didn't give him time
to wonder
at me.
"Mr. Quirk," I said. "Does he stop
here?"
"Uh — yes," he gulped. "Yes —
ma'am. Room eleven, upstairs. He
just come in a little while ago.'*
"Thank you," I said, and went up
the creaky, villainous stairs. It was
almost too dark to see in the upper
hall, but finally I found room eleven.
I knocked.
THE door swung open, and he stood
above me, looking down with an impassive face. I stepped inside, quickly.
The room was small, sordid in its atmosphere of poverty and neglect.
"I — I had to come," I said weakly,
intimidated by his silence, by the
lack of welcome in his expression.
He gave the knob of the door a little push with his hand, so that it
swung to and shut with a slight click.
"You should have stayed away," he
said flatly.
"But it was my fault you lost your
job!
Don't you see? — I couldn't — "
He interrupted impatiently. "Don't
worry about that. It's nice of you —
but I'd probably have been fired
pretty soon anyway. I expect I'm a
lousy waiter."
It was as I had feared. This night
had been all he could stand — the last
indignity. His voice was mocking,
bitter. His shoulders — so broad, so
strong! — were sagging as if he'd been
whipped. Now it was he who was
hopeless, convinced of the futility of
all effort.
"But you mustn't feel that way!" I
said. "You — you said yourself that
nothing's impossible — if only you
don't give up!"
"I know I said that. But it's easier
to say things like that to other people," he said slowly, "than keep believing them yourself."
"Tom!" It was the first time I had
ever spoken his name; it was unbelievably sweet on my lips. "Can't
you see that everything is changed
now? I've found you — we're together
— I'll help you — I have plenty of
money — "
He turned his head away. "You
don't owe me anything!"
"It isn't a question of that! I—" It
was hard to say. I had come here
for only one reason — to tell him I
loved him. But I had so little experience in love, so little knowledge
of it. Involuntarily, I lowered my
eyes, and felt the skin of my cheeks
grow warm with embarrassment. "I
love you," I said, very softly. "I want
to be with you. That's the reason I
came here — not because I thought I
owed you anything."
He said, almost angrily, "Stop talking like that! It's easy enough to see
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The Man
Bette Davis
Married

A

No Rough Red
"Household Hands"
For Me!

When unpredictable Bette Davis
got married on New Year's Day at
Kimrock, Arizona, she gave the millions who love her a double surprise.
Few, if any, expected her to marry at
this time. Still fewer knew of the
place that Arthur Farnsworth, New
England businessman, had gained in
her heart.
After the first surprise of the headlines subsided everyone began to ask
about the lucky man — what was he
like, where did he come from, how
long had Bette known him, what
about his family background, what
of his business career and the hundred other things of interest? And
who could supply the answers?
Photoplay-Movie Mirror for March
had just gone to the printer. The
order went out to stop the presses,
re-make the magazine. A new story
— a news story — the story of Arthur
Farnsworth — must be included for
our readers.
And so today, right off the presses,
you can read in Photoplay-Movie
Mirror the story of the man who won
the heart of Bette Davis. Now you
can have the answers to the questions
everyone is asking. Be among the
first to know the whole story. Get
your copy now. Only 10 cents at the
nearest news stand!

PHOTOPLAY-Movie

Mirror

NOW I'VE LEARNED
W
THIS EASIER WAY TO KEEP THEM SOFT
AND SMOOTH So say thousands of
women who use Barrington daily —
after performing household, hospital
or office duties — and are thrilled with
the way this amazing cream helps
keep hands
and smooth.
because
this soft
delicate,
fragrant That's
cream
is specially made to comfort and relieve rough, red hands. See for yourself how much more quickly than a
lotion Barrington Cream will make
your hands soft, smooth and white.
Sold in the better 5 and 10c stores;
also in drug and department stores.
10c, 25c, 39c.
North

American
Dye Corporation
Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.

Barrington cHr"dm
NADCO

QUALITY

PRODUCT

Help Yourself To Beauty
Now you can learn how to maintain an alluring complexion — how to bring luscious, colorful
results to the most commonplace face. How to lend sparkle to your eyes, glow to your cheeks,
vividness to your lips. Yes, you can learn how to develop your beauty to glamorous proportions by merely following the simple, easy secrets contained in Helen Macfadden's book,
"HelpEastYourself
to Beauty."
Only N.$1 Y.
postpaid. Macfadden Book Company, Inc., Dept. R. M. 3,
205
42nd Street,
New York,

Kidneys Must
Clean Out Acids
Excess acids, poisons and wastes in your blood are
removed chiefly by your kidneys. Getting up Nights,
Burning Passages, Backache, Swollen Ankles, Nervousness, Rheumatic Pains, Dizziness, Circles Under Eyes,
and feeling worn out, often are caused by non-organic
and non-systemic kidney and Bladder troubles. Usually in such cases the very first dose of Cystex goes
right to work helping the Kidneys flush out excess acids
and wastes. And this cleansing, purifying Kidney
action, in just a day or so. may easily make you feel
younger, stronger and better than in years. A printed
guarantee wrapped around each package of Cystex insures an immediate refund of the full cost unless you
are completely satisfied. You have everything to gain
and nothing to lose under this positive money-back
guarantee, so get Cystex from your druggist today for
only 35c.
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Covered with all-silk material and hand- embroidered silk by women in China — leather soles —
Cuban heels— lovely floral and butterfly desigm —
fully lined,
na^spaddedinside — very useful, comfortable
and fashionable — so dressy and tantalizingly chic I
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Special
tor Introductory
pane
Price—
only at $2.50}
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YOUR CHOICE of any
color: Red, Green, Blue,
Gold , Black, Rose, White,
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Back

Send No Money!
Write for free cata
log of Oriental articles priced from $1. 00 to $50.00,

Pay the postman — OR (if you prefer) send SI. 00
bill, check, stamps or money order on my MONEYBACK guarantee.
Don't delay. Order TODAY1
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Pertussin "Moist-Throat" Treatment
Wins Thousands

• When you have a cough due to
a cold, it can be made much worse
by parched, dry air in your home
and office.
Pertussin fights this dry-air irritation. It helps throat glands to
pour out their soothing natural
moisture. Then that sticky, tickling
phlegm is easily raised — and your
cough is relieved!
For over 30 years many physicians have prescribed this most
effective remedy — Pertussin! Safe
even for babies. Get a bottle at your
druggist's today.Thousands rely on
soothing, quick-acting Pertussin!
A scientific product based on the
therapeutic properties of Thyme.

PINS 30<P RINGS'^

Class pins, club pins, rings and emblems.
Finest quality. Reasonable prices from 30c up.
Write today (or our attractive, free catalog.
DEFT.

J, METAL

ARTS

CO.. ROCHESTER.

N. V.

GMAKE
IRLS!*^
MONEY

DRAWING

WOmCn
tXCBI in many branches of commercial art, illustrating and designing, a field offering ever widening opportunities for those lucky
enough to have artistic talent. If you like to sketch
objects, people or designs, don't waste your rare
gift. Train yourself to do the pleasant and profitable work for which nature fitted you. You can do
it in your spare time — at home — by studying the
same lessons that have enabled our many graduates
to earn up to $5000 a year — some even more.
Write us for Free Talent Test and Book describing
opportunities. Give age and occupation.
3601 FEDERAL SCHOOLS, Inc.
Federal Schools Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Northwest Airline Photo

"Oh, 'deer'," said Phil Harris,
Jell-O maestro, receiving this
trophy in Canada. Behind Phil is
Norris Goff, Abner of Lum&Abner.
what youyou
think
decided
owe you're
me a doing.
debt, You've
and if
my pride won't let you pay it one
way,
pay it another."
Then,
seeingyou'll
my stricken
face, he added
more quickly. "Thanks for trying it
— but you're not a very convincing
I could think of nothing to say. I
had come to him, offering my love,
knowing that perhaps — probably — he
liar."
cared nothing for me. I'd been prepared for a rebuff — but not this kind.
I had thought at least that he would
believe me.
I felt as if I were up against a
blank wall. There was nothing more
I could do.
But — was that true? Wasn't there
always one more thing you could
do, to make the impossible become
possible?
there make,
alwaysif you
one
more effortWasn't
you could
were

willing
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A TRAINED

PRACTICAL

NURSE!

Practical nurses are always needed! Learn at home
in your spare time as thousands of men and wome'n
— 18 to 60 years of age — have done through Chicago
School of Nursing. Easy-to-understand lessons,
endorsed by physicians. One graduate has charge
of 10-bed hospital. Nurse Cromer, of Iowa, now runs
her own nursing home. Others prefer to earn $2.50
to S5.00 a day in private practice.
YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Mrs. B. C., of Texas, earned $474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned S1900!
You, too, can earn good money, make new friends.
High school not necessary. Equipment included.
Easy payments.
42nd year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO

SCHOOL

OF

NURSING

Dent. 183, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, 111.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
_Age_
NameCity
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throw

away

cau-

When he set me down again,
quered.
neither of us could talk. We could
only laugh breathlessly, and look at
each other, and try to realize that
something beautiful and precious had
come into our lives. And when we did
speak, it was only in disconnected,
half-formed sentences.
"I've wanted so much to see you

— "
darehad!"
didn't you
— but If1 only
again
"Tom!
"I wasn't getting any place — still
out of a job. After the pep talk I
gave you, I'd have looked an awful
fool — you'd've known it was all just
whistling
the dark
— " now! We're
"But it in
doesn't
matter
going
places,
together!
I'm can
on the
air — I'll ask people how you
get
"We'll be married tomorrow!"
Suddenly, he sobered. "All the
same, I'm ashamed of myself. It was
you that had the courage to break
through my — my pride and — and
doubts,
by doing something any woa job—"
man must find it hard to do . . . offering yourself
me . I. told
."
"But
it was to you,"
him, "that
taught me how — by proving that
nothing is impossible!"

What Do You Want to Say?
{Continued jrom page 3)

Third Prize . . .
ANSWER

Earn '25 a week

to

tion, restraint, doubts?
Yes.'— there was! And I knew what,
in this case, that extra effort must
be.
"I'm not lying!" I said desperately.
"I'll make vou believe me!" I came
closer to him. "I've never said this
to any man before — because I've
never loved any man before. Maybe
words can't tell you what I mean.
But if you'll take me in your arms —
if you'll keep me here, with you — if
you can tell me tomorrow morning
that you still don't believe me ... If
you still think then that I'm only
paying a debt— I'll go away, I'll never
you again — " came into his eyes
seeComprehension
slowly.
"You mean — " he whispered.
"Let me prove how much I love
you!" I pleaded. My arms were
around him, my hands pressed
against the hard muscles of his back.
"Darling! That's all I ask of you!"
And at last he believed. I felt myself swept off my feet, caught up into
an embrace that told me I had con-

TO

A PRAYER
TIRED

HOUSEWIFE'S

Lanny Ross offers a program that is
the answer to a tired housewife's
prayer. This goes for her husband,
too. In the first place, this wellmannered singer is smoothly introduced by the previous program
announcer (Amos 'n' Andy). Then
importantly, the songs of Lanny Ross
positively astonish with their different
kind of beauty, their wide range and
their heartwarming quality.
In my opinion, and I listen to radio
with the regularity of a weather-man
studying the heavens, Lanny Ross has
a real radio mission.
Mrs. George Keenan,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Fourth Prize . . .
WE WANT

JUDY

BACK

Why is it that someone

as good on

the radio as Judy Garland should be
taken off and her place given to guest
stars? In the movies, Judy is a wonderful actress as well as a singer and
comedienne.
I am more of a Judy
Garland fan than ever since hearing
her on the air. I'm sure there are
many more who feel the same way.
Why can't we haveMary
her Fisher,
back?
Lyons, N. Y.

Fifth Prize . . .
CAUGHT IN THE ACT— OF LAUGHING
I am in the dog-house tonight. My
keeper put me there because she is
a sage and sober octogenarian and I
am barely a septuagenarian, and
frivolous. She caught me listening
gleefully to — of all things — Col. Stoopnagle's program. I try not to, but if
I accidentally hear that infectious
laugh, and "Don't people have more
fun than anybody?" I am lost. I just
sit giggling to the end.
RADIO AND TELEVISION MIRROR

How I would like to be among those
present at a Stoopnagle
Cecileparty!
Blue,
Rusk, Texas.
Try Dr. R. Schiffmann's
ASTHMADOR
the next time
an asthmatic attack leaves you
gasping forfumes
breath.aid ASTHMADOR'S
aromatic
in reducing the
severity of the attack— help you breathe
more easily. And it's economical, dependably uniform, produced under sanitary conditions in our modern laboratory—its quality insured through rigid
scientific control. Try ASTHMADOR
in any of three forms, powder, cigarette
or pipe mixture. At all drug stores —
or -write today for a free sample to
R. SCHIFFMANN CO., Los Angeles, Dept. F<4!

Amazing! Thrilling! Romantic!
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reproduced permanently in this beautiful onyx - like ring.
Will Last a Lifetime!
The only Ring featuring ijie New Magnified Setting!
(Photos returned.) Indeetruotiblet Waterproof! SEND
NO MONEYI Enclose strip of paper for ring eiae. (Eiperlly painted
Pay postman plus a few cents postage. If you send
10c exlra)
48c wo pay postage. Canadians: Send Money Order!
PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO.. Oot.C-5. 519 Main St.,Cincinnati.O.

48c

Send Your Boy to Bernarr Macf adden's ManBuilding' School at Lebanon, Tennessee.
Accepted by all educational institutions as
a high-class preparatory school and junior
college • Ages accepted from nine years.
• Prepare your boy for the battle of professional or business life by making him a
square-shouldered, double-fisted fighting
man. • Write for information to Castle
Heights Military Academy, Lebanon, Tenn.

(Stop itch

I Relieve itching of eczema, pimples.
athlete's foot, rashes and other skin
troubles. Usecoolingantiseptic D.D.D.
Prescription. Greaseless, stainless.
Stops itching quickly. 35c trial bottle
proves it — or money back. Ask your
druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.
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TABLECLO
THbuy
Stainproof! Waterproof!
Women
on sight! Many gorgeous patterns!
Looks like fine linen — wears better!
No washing or ironing. Wipe clean
with damp cloth! Amazing low prices
—low as $1.00. Also complete bigprofit line dresses, shirts, hose, lingerie.

ACTUAL
SAMPLES
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PLES
table cloth fabrics.
Complete FREE!
dress line included
FREE.
B. J. MELVILLE CO., Dept. 1891. Cincinnati, Ohio

Wedding RING
with every simulated diamond
f engagement ring ordered now*
i Smart, new, beautifully em*
■ bossed. Sweetheart design, yelI low gold plate wedding ring
I given as get acquainted gift
] FREE with every Flashing simulated Diamond Solitaire Engagement ring ordered at our Annl>
versary Sale offer of only $1.
SEND NO MONEY with order.
Just name and ring size. 10
days approval. Your package comes by return mall.
EMPIRE
DIAMOND
CO..
Dept. 295-P.
Jefferson.
Iowa

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE Without Calomel — And You'I! Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just decay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stomach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
■ the world looks punk.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
■ Take as directed. Amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. lOtf and 250.
march. 194]
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Sixth Prize . . .
WHAT,

NO

TELEPHONE?

"Be At Home When The Telephone Rings!" Radio these days
seems bent on filling telephone companies' pockets. I wonder what's the
big
idea? Pot
A. & P.,
Wings
of Destiny,
and O'Gold,
many other
programs
are demanding a telephone in the
home — to be able to compete for their
worthy prizes. Those of us not fortunate enough to be able to afford
a telephone, are left out in the cold
as far as having a chance is concerned.
Are phone companies putting the
pressure on radio to sell their wares?
Why don't the sponsors of such programs realize that there are families
in this country that could use a substantial prize award, and that they
are perhaps the majority buyers of
those sponsors' products? And that
their few cents go for that particular
product — not for the convenience of
a telephone!
Mrs. Margaret Donovan,
Lewiston, Me.

Seventh Prize . . .
WHAT'S

ALL THE WHISTLING

ABOUT?

There remains one objection to the
ever-increasingly popular audience
participation program, which as a
devotee of this kind of enlightening
entertainment, I'd like to see eliminated. This listener refers to the annoying habit studio audiences have
of whistling their applause! Now,
despite the informality encouraged at
the studios during this type of program— quiz contest affairs — studio
audiences ought to be discouraged
from offending with such noise those
not privileged to attend the broadcast
in person. It not only sounds noisy
and shrill at the listening end, but it
cheapens the program as well.
Why not have polite little signs on
the walls of the studio to the tune of
"Please refrain from whistling your
approval — it doesn't sound so well to
those
at home
— !"
then a listening
good timein will
be had
by And
all!
Ruth Bracker Stone,
New York. N. Y.
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BOOK IN COLORS, "RUGS
and ROOM IDEAS"

Shows 61 Early American, Ori
ental, Texture and Leaf designs — new Solid Colors,
Two-tone and Tweed blends
— Ovals. Tells how we shred,
merge, reclaim the valuable
materials, sterilize, picker,
card, spin, redye and reweave.
You Risk Nothing by Trial.
We Guarantee to satisfy or
pay for materials. 67th year.

OLSON
2800 N. Crawford Ave.,
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MAIL NEW CATALOG

Chicago, 111.

FREE to:

NAME.
ADDRESS
TOWN

STATE

RECORDS-8
LATEST

PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS

Victor, Columbia, Decca, etc. Slightly used.
Guaranteed to play like new, or money refunded.
Such artists as Bing Crosby, Benny Goodman,
Wayne King and hundreds of others. 10 different records $1.00, in large quantities 8c each.
Write for free particulars, C. HOODWIN CO.,
Dept. A-19, 4419 Broadway, Chicago, III.
WORLD

Superman

Factory

Rugs, Clothing7

Its AH So Easy — your materials are picked up at
your door at our expense by Freight or Express —
and a week later you can have deep-textured
Broadloom Rugs, woven Reversible for Double
Wear and Luxury, ANY SIZE up to 1 6 feet seamless
by Any Length. Mail coupon or lc Postal for —
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TYPEWRITERS

(Continued from page 41)
"There's the prison — and there's the
riot — that State Trooper was right.
I think it's time Superman took a
hand in this before somebody gets
hurt. Down — down. . . ."
Landing lightly just outside the
high prison gates, he paused for a
moment. Then, effortlessly, Superman vaulted the wall. He appeared
out of the tear gas smoke as a group
of convicts, carrying a huge twenty
foot timber as a battering ram, massed
for a concerted rush on the main
gates.
Above
bedlam, Superman's
voice
rang that
commandingly:
"Stop
that! Drop
timber!"their
The convicts,
not that
knowing
new adversary, turned to knock him
out of the way. Superman spoke
again:
"I said drop that timber."
They
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rebuilt office models — up-to-date
improve,<ZA \j \j Wc£f\
ments — standard keyboard,
back spacer, ribbon
reverse,
n
color ribbon,
etc.
Never
before
such rockbottom
prices!
FULLY GUARAN uiED!
Backed by 30 years of fair dealing.
Ten day trial. Easiest terms in history — as low as 60c a week.
FREE bic price slashing catalog shows all makes in colors, derails on 10
day trial and easiest terms. FREE Van Zandt Touch Typing course with
your typewriter.
See catalog before you buyMail
coupon
now
while
stock is complete.

___________________
■r —INTERNATIONAL
TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
| 231 W. Monroe St., Chicaso. 111. (Dept. 303)
I Send Free Catalo? in colors showing late model standard Typewriters
at tremendous savings with no money down and 10 days' trial.
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ignored him. "All right, it simply
means I have to take it away from

vxNow I can
smile fhrouqh

WHY suffer needlessly, when so much of
the functional pain of menstruation is
known to be unnecessary . Midol has helped
millions of women. If you have no organic
disorder calling for special medical or
surgical treatment, it should help you.
Developed for its special purpose, Midol
contains no opiates. One ingredient is prescribed frequently by many doctors. Another, exclusively in Midol, increases the
relief by reducing spasmodic pain peculiar
to the menstrual process. Small size, 20 i;
large size, 12 tablets, 40?L Write for trial
package free. General Drug Company,
170 Varick St., New York, N. Y.

MIDOL

|—I E said no more. Whirling, he
' ' snatched the ram from the prisoners' clutching hands. Panic-stricken,
they huddled together as Superman
you."the timber as if it were a bamswung
boo cane and cleared a space. He
drove the convicts, yelling with terror, back across the yard and into the
cell-blocks
where the guards locked
them
up.
But more than half of the rioting
prisoners were still loose, scattered
in the prison buildings. Superman
had no time for them now. He must
find Lois. With the riot quelled temporarily, he could once again become
Clark Kent, newspaper reporter. No
one saw the red cloaked figure vanish
into a cloud of gas.
Seconds later, Kent was sitting in
the Warden's office. He had only one
question:
"Where is Lois Lane?"
As the Warden started to answer,
a guard burst in. Breathlessly, he reported that che Wolf and Keno, carrying Lois Lane, had slipped out of one
of the buildings. With a small band
of helpers, they had made their way
to the prison's steam plant.
Clark, quickly, asked the location
of the plant. Waiting for nothing
else, he sped from the office. Once
outside, the reporter, hidden by the
heavy clouds of rolling tear gas, became— in a split second — Superman!
But before the Man of Steel could
reach them, half of the Wolf's men
began to work frantically to open the
tunnel leading to escape beneath the

steam plant. The others fought off
the prison guards with hoses loaded
with live steam from the boilers.
Bound hand and foot, Lois lay, trembling, beside a boiler. The' Wolf held
a steam hose nozzle pointed at her.
He was ready to open it if his escape
were blocked.
But Superman's X-ray eyes had
seen through the heavy clouds. Racing against time, he dashed across the
yard. As he plunged into the hissing,
flesh-searing steam, he heard the
guards cry frantically: "Come back
here — you'll be killed."
Superman only smiled to himself—
"Oh, no, I won't. They don't know
that steam can't hurt me." Then,
shouting — "Go on, boys — turn it on
full and watch out for yourselves.
Because here I come!"
THE convicts, terrified by the grim,
■ revengeful figure, scattered. Swiftly, Superman gathered the unconscious Lois
his strong
arms. off
"I'll that
get
her out
ofin here
and turn
steam, quickly. When she comes
around, she'll just see Clark Kent —
and so will all the rest. Superman is
no longer needed. The guards must
have rounded up every one of those
convicts by now. So — it is time for
Clark Kent to reappear. No one can
know who Superman really is!"
But Superman was wrong. Two
convicts had gotten away — in the confusion, the Wolf and Keno had made
good their escape! Lois and he had
not heard the last of the Yellow
Mask and his hirelings. Be sure to
read the next chapter of "Superman
in Radio" in the April Radio Mirror.
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Girl Alone

LOWEST

Cut Rate Piicesi

BUY NOW!
PRICES NEVER LOWER!
m i FREI
FREE Sample card — over 1,000 Colors, including new Style!
■ M Flash
Flash; over 150 latest models.
FREE instruction.
Gift offer. I
I
■
(Est.
(Est.
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Write today.
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F S I YARN CO., 85 Esses St.. DepL A-3. Hew York. N. Y.I
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TOMBSTONES
DIRECT

TO

YOU$750|

• Genuine beautiful ROCKDALE 1 up
Monuments, Markers, Satisfaction E ASY
or Money Back. Free lettering. Free IE™5
catalog. Freight paid. Compare our prices.

Rockdale Monument Co. Dept. 339, Joliet, III
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YES-KREMOIA

is an M.D.'s formula — a medicated cream,
especially for surface skin problems.
Hastens removal of old surface cuticle,
revealing fresh skin. Kremola assists
nature
in
clearing
we can't
it the
justice
in
words — test Kremola your
and skin
your ; friends
willdo ask
secret
of your live skin. When others fail— try Kremola— $1 .25
at all dealers or write KREMOLA, Dept. MC-5,
Michigan, Chicago,
111. for FREE SAMPLE.

2975

S.

YOU'LL ALWAYS
BE CONSTIPATED
UNLESS-

You correct faulty living habits — unless liver
bile flows freely every day into your intestines to
help digest fatty foods. SO USE COMMON
SENSE! Drink more water, eat more fruit and
vegetables. And if assistance is needed, take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. They not only
assure gentle yet thorough bowel movements but
ALSO stimulate liver bile to help digest fatty
foods and tone up intestinal muscular action.
Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are
wonderful! Used successfully for years by Dr.
F. M. Edwards in treating patients for constipation and sluggish liver bile. Test their goodness TONIGHT! 15(4, 30(4 and 60(4.
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(Continued from page 21)
himself beside Virginia, and Scoop
dropped into a chair next to Patricia.
The fire crackled on the hearth; the
room should have been peaceful and
cozy, shut away from the wind which
beat against the windows, but Pat
felt disturbed. She only half listened
to Scoop; she kept glancing toward
the two on the other side of the room.
"Who is he?" she asked, suddenly.
"Who? Oh!" Scoop io'lowed her
gaze; "I don't really know. It
wouldn't surprise me to find he's one
of the gang — maybe, playing his own
game on the side. I may be all wrong,
"He's funny," Pat continued in a
at that."
low
voice, "people don't go around
dressed up like that except at weddings and funerals. Look at that silk
hat — a top hat — " she laughed.
"Somehow that name suits him. I
guess he's more amusing than sinApparently aware of her scrutiny,
Tophat rose to his feet.
ister."
"If you'll excuse me — " he bowed
formally. 'I must be going. I hope,
Miss Rogers, you'll let me come
again." He crossed the room, stopped,
and added with impressive emphasis:
"I wish you'd use your influence, and
persuade our friend here to be careful. I've warned him he's in danger.
He's too near the truth; he's making
it uncomfortable
for some
people."
"Oh, nuts," Scoop laughed, and
Pat saw, for the first time in weeks,
the old, familiar grin on his face.
"I've come through tighter spots than
this."
He leaned
toward
Pat, and

whispered: "Don't worry. And let
Tophat
come
around;
he'sdoor
useful."
Patricia
turned
as the
closed
to see Virginia with bright eyes and
flushed face.
"He's wonderful," she exclaimed.
"He's so interesting — he's asked me
dinnerwastomorro
to "Oh,"
w."could find to say,
all Pat
and could think of no reason for the
vague, uneasy sensation she experienced at the mention of the man she
had nicknamed Tophat.
DATRICIA grew more and more un■ easy as the days passed. Yet, she
could not deny that Tophat was
amusing, brilliant, an interesting
talker. She attempted one day,
when he had arrived at the house
earlier than usual, and was waiting
for Virginia to come in from work,
to pin him down as to what he actually did, and had done. But after he
had talked fluently about himself for
half an hour, she discovered she had
no more facts than before her first
question. But she told herself, after
she was alone, and Virginia had left
to have dinner with Tophat. that does
not necessarily mean he is part of
the racket Scoop is trying to break
up, or that his past will not bear
looking into. Still those intangible,
disturbing doubts persisted in nagVirginia
ging at her.was in a whirlwind of excited happiness; she went singing
through the house, she bought new
clothes. Scoop absorbed in the trail
he was following, only grunted when
RADIO

AND
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BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN
Of Tired Kidneys
If backache and leg pains are making you miserable, don't just complain and do nothing about them.
Nature may be warning you that your kidneys need
attention.
The and
kidneys
are Nature's
way blood.
of taking
acids
poisonous
waste outchief
of the
Theyexcess
help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting
up nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty passages with
smarting and burning sometimes shows there is some| thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
] used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood. Get
I Doan's Pills.

25 Movie Star Pictures 5x7 28c
Send 28c for 25 beautiful pictures of
the most popular Movie Stars in the
latest poses. Size 5x7 inches. Printed
on fine paper in rich lifelike colors.

Screen Art Studios, Dept. 17
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Patricia attempted to question him,
and shrugged the subject away with
a careless: "Virginia's old enough to
take care of herself." And Pat became really frightened when Tophat
drew her aside one day; this time his
warning was direct. "Tell Scoop to
call the hunt off. He may listen to
you. The gang he's after won't stop
at murder." But she was helpless.
Scoop only laughed, and Virginia put
her fingers to her ears and ran away
at the first word Pat said.
Then one Saturday morning Scoop
arrived at the house, looking rather

Safe,

modern
method

grim.
"Tophat called the turn," his voice
was crisp. He held up his soft hat.
The small round hole made by a bullet was plain to be seen, just above
the ribbon.
"Scoop," Pat cried, through white
"Scoop—"
lips.
"Well,
they missed. Don't worry,
Pitter-Pat — it's over. I've got them
on the run. What I came to say was,
try to prepare Virginia. She has a
shock coming. And, don't let her do
anything
foolish."
"She won't
listen to me," Pat answered, hopelessly. "I haven't any
"You will have, soon. I'll call you
proof."
PATRICIA
ran quickly up the
later."
' stairs. Virginia should be home as
she did not work on Saturdays. But
there was no answer to her knock.
She pushed open the door, and
stared; drawers were open, the
closet was partially stripped of
clothes. And then she saw the note.
Pat knew what was in it before she
tore open the envelope. Her lips
quivered as she read the last lines:
"He's so wonderful, Pat, and I love
him. I'm so happy. I trust him, and
if he wants to be married this way,
I know he has a good reason for it.
I'll always trust him — "
Pat reached the telephone somehow, choking with relief as she heard
Scoop's voice.
"Oh, Lord," he almost shouted,
"what a mess. The papers are on the
street;
whole
story's
broken.
He
was the the
brains
of the
racket,
and the
police are after him. I never thought
she'd be as crazy as this — "
"I've got to find her. What can we
do? We must — Scoop, we must — "
"Hold on, let me think. Here, get
out your car, and be ready to start.
I'll be there in ten minutes. I'll see
if the hecops
have picked
up anything."
And
slammed
the receiver
down.
The roads flung themselves toward
Pat, then receded. Red lights, green
lights — stop, start again. All Scoop
had said was: "They're after him.
He's stiff
heading
state
line."
Pat
was
with for
cold,thesick
with
anxiety
by the time they ran into a small
town, and a State Trooper stopped
them.
"We've got him," he announced in
answer to their questions. "He must
be nuts. He's in that florist's there,
buying flowers for his bride."
A long sigh from Pat: "They've
been
married?"
"Sure;
one way we got onto him.
She's up there." He waved toward a
hotel in the middle of the block. "The
store's surrounded — he can't make a
And then across the still cold air
getaway."
came
the sharp crack of a shot — and
another, like an echo. Pat and Scoop
were out of the car, and running
down the street. Across the entrance

hours
ofgives
medication

ON all sides, women are turning to an amazing safe way in feminine hygiene. A way
that is not only dainty and safe — but gives continuous medication for hours without use of
poison. And actually kills germs at contact.
Called Zonitors — these dainty, snow-white
suppositories spread a greaseless, protective
coating. To kill germs, bacteria on contact. To
cleanse antiseptically. To deodorize — not by
temporarily masking — but by destroying odor.
Zonitors are most powerful continuous-action suppositories. Yet entirely gentle to delicate tissues. Non-caustic, contain no poison.
Don't burn. Even help promote healing.
Greaseless, Zonitors are completely removable with water. Nothing to mix, no apparatus
needed. Come 12 in package individually sealed
in glass bottles. Get Zonitors at druggists. Follow this amazingly safe way in feminine hygiene
women are raving about.

FREE

revealing booklet, sent in plain envelope. Write to Zonitors, 370 Lexington Ave., Depi. 3306B, New York City

New 11 Minute
Shampoo
Specially Made for Blondes — Helps
Keep Light Hair from Darkening —
Brightens Faded Blonde Hair
1. Not a liquid! It's a fragrant powder that
quickly makes a rich cleansing lather.
2. Instantly removes dingy, dust-laden film that
makes blonde hair dark, old looking.
3. Called Blondex, it gives hair attractive lustre
and highlights
— keeps
look
for a whole
week.that "Just Shampooed"
4. Lightens hair with absolute safety. Fine for
children's hair, too. Largest selling blonde
hair shampoo in the world.
Get BLONDEX at drug, department or 10c stores.
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of the shop, his arm still full of
flowers, sprawled the body of a man.
Scoopturned
took hold
of Pat's She
shoulders,
and
her around.
heard

"No more mistakes," Pat thought;
"no more mistakes. We'll be happy —

Her eyes asked the question she
dared not put into words.
He shook his head, his face drawn
and haggard.

someone
say,she
"Resisted
and
remembered
had seenarrest,"
a revolver
in the outflung hand of Tophat —
Tophat, romantic, unscrupulous Tophat whom Virginia loved — Virginia —
waiting for him in that hotel room!
"Scoop!" Pat pulled frantically at
his coat, "we must get to her before
theAgain
police."
they were running, running
in out of the cold, asking the desk
clerk questions, hurrying along a
long hall — opening a door to see Virginia as she turned toward them with
a radiant face.
"Pat!" she exclaimed in amazement. She glanced at Scoop. "What —
how — " she hesitated as Patricia
crossed the room, and took her in
her arms.
"Virginia, dear, something — has
happened — "
THERE was the sound of heavy foot' steps along the hall and a policeman
came to the door. Virginia's eyes
widened; the radiance was wiped
from her face. She caught at Pat,
as her lips formed a question, though
no sound came.
It had to be told somehow; there
was no way of softening the blow.
"He's dead, dear. He was shot resisting arrest — "
And then Virginia screamed: "You
brought the police — you never liked
him — George — darling — You showed
them the way — George — I'm going to
him — let me go — " She began to
struggle.
"No — no — not yet — no — " Pat
pleaded, and Scoop placed a hand on
Virginia's shoulder. "I didn't bring
them — I tried to get here first — oh,
my dear, I'm sorry — sorry — don't —
don't—"
Pat held her close as Virginia broke
into dry, choking, dreadful sobs.
Virginia would not listen. She
could not even hear what Pat, with
desperate patience, tried to tell her.
She let herself be taken home, and a
nurse ordered. But she refused to
talk; she lay, white and still, the only
sign of life the slow tears which
rolled down her cheeks, the broken
murmur of her voice, calling to the
man whose bride she had been for a
few, brief, glorious hours.
It was after another futile attempt
to talk to her friend, that Scoop
found Pat huddled in a chair in the
living room, her eyes circled by
weariness and pain. He touched her
hair; and she tried to smile.
"Pat, dear, we can't go on like this.
I'm as cut up about Virginia as you,
but brooding won't help. Let's pull
out of it. We'll start over again —
and I."
you"What
do you mean?" Pat asked,
wearily.
"I've heard from Stormy. She's
flying up north. And I've radioed her
to come down, to help get our marriage annulled. I'll ask her when she
here."
gets
"But—
will she?"
"Sure, that was our arrangement.
Smile when you look at me, PitterPat. This time no slip-ups."
"Are you certain, Scoop; are you
certain? I'm frightened. Something
always happens."
"You're tired, Pat, and nervous.
Stop
worrying."
He drew
to him,
and she
let her head
rest her
against
the
roughness of his coat.

at last."weather changed; the wind
THE
veered to the south, bringing rain;
it grew warmer; at night a heavy
mist rose from the earth, and a fog
crept in over the lake. There was a
blanket of wet gray over the landing
field at Union Air Port the evening
Patricia and Scoop waited by the administration building, huddled in
their coats. Their ears strained for
some sound. No planes were leaving
that night, but Stormy had radioed
she was coming in.
"Isn't she due?" Pat asked, nervously. "Can she land in this fog?"
Do you think she'll mind my being
here? Shouldn't you see her alone?
Scoop, maybe I had better go —

"No, not dead — not even unconscious— cut up a lot. She crawled
out — but — she says she can't see —
something about flames — and her
Terror flooded over Pat.
— " he took her cold hands
in "Scoop
his.
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"Hey, you've the jitters; it will be
all
right."
vainly,
keep
the
strainScoop
out tried,
of his
own to voice.
Scoop—"
"They've turned on the flood-light —
she ought to see that. Anyway, she'll
get directions from the operator.
Stormy could fly in a pea soup.
There's a plane now — hear it— Say,
what's the matter?" he called as a
man ran past them.

The CAST

of GIRL ALONE

Patricia Rogers
Scoop

BETTY WINKLER

Curtis

PAT

MURPHY

Stormy Wilson Curtis. .JUNE TRAVIS
John

Knight

Jack
Virginia

SYD SIMONS
FRANK

Hardesty
LAURETTE

Alice Ames

PACELLI

FILLBRANDT

JOAN

WINTERS

(Illustrations posed by members of the cast)

"She can't hear us. She's calling
for directions. Something happened
to her reception. Says she's got to
land — gas gone." "Hey, keep clear of
the field," someone yelled, as Pat
and Scoop moved out from the shelter of the building. "She may strike
anywhere
this muck."
Patricia inshrank
back against the
wall; the droning overhead had
risen to a roar. She raised her hands
to her face. Somewhere toward the
distant light a vague shape slithered,
struck — there was a crash, and then
flames — lurid flames, streaking the
clouding grayness. People were running, shouting. Scoop had disappeared. Trembling, she turned and
pushed the door open, and found her
way to a chair in the waiting room.
More voices, and steps coming nearer.
Through the open door she saw a still
figure carried into another room.
There was the clang of an ambulance,
and a doctor hurried by. Pat rose to
her feet as Scoop came into the room,
his face streaked with wet and dirt.

"Wait, Pat," he said; "wait— and
Minutes — hours — Patricia never
knew how
long it was as Scoop
"
eyes — the
walked
floor, and she stood, rigid
by the chair. She only knew that
when the doctor came in, she found it
difficult to move. She heard his
words as from a great distance —
words
— horrible, terrifying words.
see—"
"Blind? Yes, I'm afraid so. The
flames got her eyes. Must have
seared across
not
burned
badly. them,
A few for
bad she's
cuts, but
nothing serious. She's asking for
you,
Mr. was
Curtis."
Scoop
standing very still. "Tell
her I'll be there in a minute — just a
minute." He passed one hand across
his own eyes, and as the doctor hurried from the room, he faced Pat.
"You heard." He flung out his
hands in a helpless gesture, and the
cold fear tightened around her heart.
"I can't let her down — can I?" he
cried
desperately.
"Pat!" not
She speak.
could
not move,
she could
"She'll never fly again — she's blind
— Stormy's blind — do you know what
that'll mean to her?"
Pat stepped toward him; the floor
waved under her feet. He looked
into her eyes, his own dark with
"She doesn't know why I sent for
her— I'll tell her I wanted her with
me — Oh, my God, give you up again
pain.
— Pat, what else can I do?"
SHE
reached
for his hands;
she
heard
herself saying:
"Yes — the
His arms were suddenly around
do — "
to on
thinglips
only his
her,
hers. Then he was
gone, and she was alone. This wasn't
true, ofquietly
course;down
it couldn't
She
moved
the hallbe.
toward
the room where Stormy lay. The
door was open. She saw the covered
figure, the bandaged head, the white
face turned toward Scoop as he bent
above her; the fumbling, groping
hand that touched his sleeve as he
kissed her. Pat turned, stumbling,
out of the building, across the field to
her car. The fog was lifting. It had
done its work. She was driving
home to that great, lonely house.
Twice before she had happiness in
her grasp — twice before it had been
taken from her. It had happened
again, and this time there was no one
to blame. She opened the door of
her home, and went up the great
flight of stairs to her room. Her
body was shaking, her lips trembling.
She sank down by a chair, and buried
her face in its cushions. She did not
think; she could not cry. She was
conscious of but one fact; she and
Scoop would never be together; she
and Scoop would never be happy.
How will Pat re-make her life after
this new tragedy? Will she be able
to accept the fact that she and Scoop
can never find happiness together?
Read the next chapters in this thrilling story of an unwilling heiress in
the April issue of Radio Mirror.
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KARO'S

SERIES

"THE

QUINTUPLETS

AS

INDIVIDUALS

Here she is with her favorite toy —
Emilie, quick of wit, always ready
to play a prank, and just as ready
to have one played on her. Willy
Pogany, noted American artist, who
painted the Dionne Quints from life

models of houses and gardens. She
loves brilliant colors, and plenty of
them. She works and writes with
her left hand. Of all the Quints,

for Karo, says: "Emilie's infectious
good humor can turn a rainy after-

Cecile's portrait — it comes next !
Emilie's health is superb, on a
par with that of Annette, Yvonne,
Marie, Cecile. Tribute must be paid
to the careful diet which helps to
keep these children happy, buoyantly healthy, .energetic.

noon into exciting fun for her sisters."
Emilie is perhaps the most imaginative and spontaneous Quint. She
has a nice sense of design, makes
Jovely sketches and workmanlike

Emilie and "Lady" Cecile are perhaps the two least alike. Watch for

The

' of chilps enjoy
dren and grown-u
deand millions
quints
licious, wholesome Karo in many,

many ways: as a "spread"; as
sweetening for fruits and fruit
juices, cereals, milk, cocoa and
other beverages; as a sauce for
puddings and desserts. Yes ! Karo
merits its title, "America's Table
But of
don't
reserve
". Karo for table
Syrup
Quality
use alone. It's a real flavor boon to
cooking. This tempting, rich syrup
gives everyday foods new interest,
new appeal. Try it on baked ham,
apples, bananas, pears. Use it in
cakes and pie fillings and frostings.
It gives frostings smooth, easy-tocut consistency.
Karo Waffle Syrup is a rich new
blend ! It makes an exciting treat
of those old favorites — pancakes,
French toast, waffles. Surprise the
family with waffles and Karo Waffle
Syrup tonight. They'll love the delightful Karo Waffle Syrup flavor
Karo
— it's Syrup.
different! All grocers sell

KARO
WAFFLE SYRUP

RED LABEL
KARO

Be sure to try
this fific, delicious, different
syrup.
It
has
flavor
all a
"hot
cake'*
its own.

(crystal white)

Delightful for
sweetening
fruit, milk.
beverages.
Fine for
frostings.

.The
TWe »a,neBaroe
™e
h'1^..

DR. ALLAN

''orld Copyright 1941
■: Features Syndicate

ROY

DAFOE

SAYS:
i

"Karo is the only syrup served the Dionne Quintuplets. Its maltose and dextrose are ideal carbohydrates for growing children."
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AND

DEXTROSE

— FOOD-ENERGY

SUGAR

. . . for Chesterfields are made for smokers like
yourself, with the three important things you want in a
cigarette... MILDNESS, BETTER TASTE and COOLER SMOKING.

Chesterfield's right combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos has so many things a smoker likes . . . that
Chesterfield is just naturally called the smokers cigarette.
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Copyright 1941, Liggett & Myers ToRArro Cc
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• Inside the surgical-gauze covering of the new Modess, is a filler so
downv-soft that we call it "fluff." It is this extra-soft filler
that makes the new Modess sanitary napkin so wonderfully comfortable
— so wonderfully comforting. You'll have a new
feeling of security, too; read whv, in the pamphlet inside every
Modess package. Buy Modess at your favorite store.
It costs only 20j£ for a box of twelve.

They begged for introductions
but no one took her home!

Yet Ellen could be popular, if she'd remember . . . Mum
THE MUSIC was sparkling— the man
adorable— the evening started out divinely. Ellen at the start was ringed with
admirers, she had the stag line at her beck
and call. "Who is this lovely girl?" they
asked and begged for introductions. But
one by one her partners drifted away—
drifted and never came back.
Long before the last strains of the last
waltz Ellen went home in tears— alone. One

women
MUM

Every Day Guards Charm !

use it than any other deodorant.
IS QUICK! Just smooth Mum

on . . .

it takes only 30 seconds and you're through,
and youto have
hours
come.Mum's lasting protection for
MUM IS SAFE! For you and for your
clothes. Mum won't irritate even sensitive
skins. It won't injure fine fabrics. Mum's
gentleness is approved by the Seal of the
American Institute of Laundering.

MUM IS SURE! Hours after you've used
Mum, underarms are still fresh. Without
stopping perspiration, Mum guards against
risk of underarm odor all day or all evening long. Get a jar of Mum from your
druggist today. Use it every day... always!
•
•
•
FOR SANITARY NAPKINS-Thousands of
women use Mum on Sanitary Napkins because it
is so gentle, so dependable . . . a deodorant that
helps prevent embarrassment.

simple, unforgivable fault can ruin a girl's
evening— yes, and even romance.
At a dance or in business, on her job or
her dates, no girl can afford to risk under-

CHARM

IS SO

IMPORTANT.

.. NEVER

NEGLECT

MUM!

arm odor. That's why smart girls play safe
with Mum— why they make daily Mum
the quick, dependable safeguard of their
charm.
A touch of Mum under your armsafter your bath or before you dress— keeps
your bath freshness lingering all day or
all evening long. Remember your bath
only cares for past perspiration but Mum
prevents risk of odor to come. And Mum is
so gentle, so safe and so sure that more
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vx Like every Bride I wanted a Lovelier Skin—
and Camay helped me to have one"
— Says Mrs. James

L. Macwithey

Camay's Greater Mildness is an important
help to Every Woman— even to many with
Dry and Delicate Skin.
MRS. MACWITHEY is lovely to look at, and doubly delicious because her skin is lovely, too. Her blonde
hair and bright brown eyes set off a skin of creamy perfection.
A Soap Gentle Even to Sensitive Skin!
Mrs. Macwithey is keen about Camay's mildness, its soft,
creamy lather. "Camay is so mild? she says, "it is just
wonderful for delicate skin like mine."
Many women feel that way about Camay, especially if
they have a tendency toward a delicate or a dry skin.
For now a great new improvement makes Camay
milder than six of the leading large-selling beauty soaps,
as our tests prove. Skin specialists we asked say that
regular cleansing with a fine, mild toilet soap will help
your skin to look lovelier.
Get 3 cakes of this fine mild toilet soap today. Let
Camay's gentle cleansing help you in your search for
greater skin loveliness.

Photographs

by David Berns

Mr. and Mrs. James L. Macwithey
were married at Christ Episcopal
Church in the fashionable town of
East Orange, N. J. Mrs. Macwithey
in wedding gown of blush pink satin
is crowned by a Mary of Scotland
cap. Mrs. Macwithey is a Camay bride
—and about it she says: "I adore its
mildness. Camay is so mild. It is just
wonderful for delicate skin like
mine. I really feel that my continued
use of Camay helps my skin to look
smoother and lovelier."

Trade-Mark
Reir.U.S.Pat.Off.
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The Soap of Beautiful Women

Man of the month:
William

L Shirer.

Girl of the month:
Lovely Ginny Simms.

Broadcast of the month:
Ezra Stone's Aldrich Family.

SOMETHING to TALK ABOUT
■ Special mention for the girl on our cover, for a Berlin news
commentator, for achievement in television and for a broadcast
FOR THE girl of the month I nominate Ginny
Simms who adorns the cover of this issue. Beauty is a twice welcome commodity when it is
accompanied by graciousness. Ginny Simms has
increasing beauty, and — especially for a girl whose
job it is to sing with a dance band (even Kay
Kyser's) — a surprising quality of dignity.
There is a romance between Ginny and Kay
Kyser. Hollywood, which seldom lets well enough
alone, decided a long time ago these two were
secretly married. I'll confess that when this rumor
first came to my desk, I wired Pittsburgh and asked
a reporter to check the marriage records for the
past three years — on a tip that the supposed elopement took place there. But neither there nor in
any other town, as far as I know, is there any
record of any such marriage.
I do think these two will marry some day, when
the excitement and fun has subsided a little and
they begin to see that lasting happiness more often
than not is insured only that way. In the meantime,
Ginny's singing and Kay's music is a very pleasant
combination.
FOR the man of the month, I nominate a man of
medium height, stocky build, wearing glasses,
thinning hair slightly in need of brushing, who
stood at a luncheon recently and spoke of his life
for the past year and a half in Berlin. His voice
was the same calm, matter of fact, sincere voice
that we all listened to so intently night after night
during the past months of declared war in Europe.
He was William L. Shirer, and he was addressing
a group of foreign correspondents. I was astonished
at the intentness of his audience. Here was a group
of men distinguished in their own right, paying the
greatest compliment — a desire to hear his every
word — to a radio broadcaster. Newspapermen are
not usually inclined to such courtesy. William
Shirer spoke off the record, a phrase used so frequently these days to prevent personal thoughts
from reaching the public. In this case it was done
to protect the new Berlin news broadcaster for
CBS — not to hide any personal feelings. For as
Bill Shirer spoke, there was the most profound contempt in his voice for the Nazis. Bill Shirer is back
in this country so that he can sleep soundly again
through a quiet night, so that he can eat what he
wants, so that he can talk to whom he pleases and
say what he pleases.
Already his nerves are be-

coming whole again, though as he talks he still
makes you feel that Europe and its heartbreak is
near enough to touch.
FOR the news of the month I nominate television,
which has bounced back from its state of lethargy. Again I have the feeling that this entertainment miracle will soon provide many of us with an
entirely new kind of pleasure. There is television
in the air — an Englishman successfully demonstrates alarge size screen, large enough for use in
a movie theater; CBS again shows its proud
achievement in color television and observers are
again impressed with its realistic quality and thirddimensional character; the national association of
television broadcasters conducts a series of demonstrations and the Federal Communications Commission guardedly sends out to newspapers a story
which between the lines reveals the fact that the
Government is now ready to join in an effort to
make regular commercial television broadcasts a
reality.
FOR the program of the month I nominate the
Henry Aldrich broadcasts. Years ago, when loudspeakers were first being attached to radio, eliminating the burden of earphones, it seemed easy to
laugh out loud at radio comedians' jokes. It hasn't
been so easy the past few broadcasting seasons.
Personally, I find that Fred Allen can on occasion
force from me a hearty chuckle, and sometimes
Charlie McCarthy and Jack Benny. But there is
another program, not commonly designated as
comedy, which evokes in me the warmth of genuine
and repeated laughter. It is the Henry Aldrich
program written by Clifford Goldsmith, with Ezra
Stone starring as Henry. A year ago when I picked
this as my favorite program, the room on either
side of me on the applause bench was plentiful.
Today, there is continuous praise for these broadcasts, especially for Goldsmith. It is easier to get
on the bandwagon now, the program has a Crossley
"29." This
means(accepted
nothing popularity
to you as rating)
it stands,of perhaps,
but
interpreted, it means that there are only five other
programs on the air today which are more popular
in this nation-wide survey.
FRED R. SAMMIS
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combat INFECTIOUS DANDRUFF the new, pleasant way
with Listerine Antiseptic!

Easy home treatment gets after distressing scales, cleanses and invigorates scalp
as it kills millions of germs associated
with the infectious type of dandruff.
If your scalp feels itchy, your hair seems
full of scales, if annoying flakes shower
down on coat collar or dress, look out.
They may be a warning that infectious
dandruff has started.

Heed this warning before the condition
gets worse. Start now with Listerine and
massage. This is the medical treatment
that has shown such amazing results in a
substantial majority of clinical test cases.
The treatment is as simple and easy
as it is delightful. You simply douse full
strength Listerine Antiseptic on your scalp
and hair and follow with vigorous and
persistent massage. While a few delightful applications may help you, it is better
to continue the treatment systematically
morning and night.
Listetine gives the hair and scalp an
antiseptic bath. Those distressing scales
begin to loosen and disappear. Your scalp
feels healthier and more invigorated. And
don't
APRIL,
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Listerine

Antiseptic

kills

millions of the germs on scalp and hair,
including the queer parasite called the
"bottle bacillus," recognized by outstanding dandruff specialists as a causative agent of infectious-type dandruff.
Countless people find that Listerine
Antiseptic brings results that are truly
amazing. Thousands of enthusiastic letters from all parts of the country testify
to that. Their experience is corroborated by
painstaking research work which showed
the following impressive result:
In a clinical test, 76% of dandruff sufferers who used Listerine Antiseptic and massage twice a day, within a month showed
complete disappearance of or marked improvement inthe symptoms of dandruff.

If you've got the slightest symptom of
this trouble, don't fool around. Start immediately with Listerine Antiseptic.
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

'
Pityrosporum Ovale, or "bottle bacillus,'
which often accompanies
tious dandruff. infec-

THE TREATMENT
MEN: Douse full strength Listerine on
the scalp morning and night.
WOMEN: Part the hair at various
places, and apply Listerine right along
the part with a medicine dropper, to
avoid wetting the hair excessively.
Always follow with vigorous and persistent massage with fingers or a good
hair brush. Continue the treatment so
long as dandruff is in evidence. And
even though you're free from dandruff,
enjoy a Listerine massage once a week
to guard against infection. Listerine
Antiseptic is the same antiseptic that
has been famous for more than 50
years as a mouth wash and gargle.

WATCH
YOUR
CHILD'S
SCALP!
Children are by no means immune
from infectious dandruff. Inspect your children s scalps once a week and if there is
any indication of itching, inflammation or scaling, which so often accompany the
infectious type of dandruff, start right away with Listerine Antiseptic.
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The loveliest thing

■ Radio's Blondie, Penny Singleton, becomes a bride. The groom
is Robert Sparks, the producer of the "Blondie" movie series.
American

§i SiW
CjHIFFON is so unbelievably fine
it clings to your skin less like a
powder than like the flattering,
soft light of rendezvous candles.
Specially processed, Chiffon Face
Powder is then sifted through the
finest silk, to remove every tiny
particle of shine, to be cake-proof,
streak-proof, longer-lasting.
Its unique Chiffon bouquet is
exquisitely feminine.
In seven high fashn shades:
Rachel,
, Natural, Dark Tan,
' Beige, Brunette, Rose
Petal, Rose Beige.
Chiffon
Lipstick
— for softer, more kissable contours. Four alluring new shades:
Chiffon Red, True Red, Medium
and Raspberry.
Chiffon Ail-Purpose Cream—
the only cream you need to cleanse,
help clarify and soften your skin.
Stop at your 5 and 1 0 for
all three . . . 10<f each
DISTRIBUTED

BY PRIMROSE

HOUSE

595 Fifth Avenue, New York

ent
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ETON'didn't
SINGL
NYRobert
PEN
come as
Sparks
with
a very big surprise to any of her
friends. The "Blondie" of radio and
movies had hinted that she and the
producer of her Columbia movie series
would be married, but she hadn't said
just when. The couple went to Goldfield, Nevada, for the ceremony, which
was unusual because Yuma or Las
Vegas are usually the towns selected
by Hollywood people for runaway
weddings. They were married there
on New Year's Day under their legal
names, Marianna Dorothy McNulty
and Robert Salathiel, and went on a
moonabout
Bob's
to visit
to Cincin
honey
later.
weeks
threenati
relatives
*
*
*
Fashion Purses
notes from
Chicago
studios:
made NBC's
to look
like
small duplicates of real gas masks
made their appearance this month,
carried by Jane Webb of the Tom
Mix cast and Dora Johnson, who is
Evey Fitts in the Ma Perkins serial.
Another military note is found in
Betty
Winkler's
way suit
of brightening
a severe
black wool
by draping
a generous splash of gold braid across
the front. The idea is borrowed from
an officer's dress uniform.
The Chicago girls go in for novel
accessories in a big way. Frances
Carlon, who plays Zenith Zambrini in
Ma Perkins, has a lapel ornament in
the form of two little gold sailors,
each wig-wagging gold flags with ruby
centers. One tiny tar wags an "F"
and the other a "C". Blonde Louise
King, the Lullaby Lady on the Carnation Contented Hour, has a new
lapel watch to decorate her tailored
suit. It's a replica of the Liberty Bell,
crack and all, done up in gold and
small diamonds. The watch face seals
the bottom of the bell where the clapper would be. Ruth Bailey, Rose
Kransky of The Guiding Light, gleefully displays an unusual clip in the
shape of a globe. The little sphere
is lighted by tiny diamond stars shining over the lapis-lazuli earth.

Airlines photo

CHARLOTTE, N. C— A radio station isn't entirely made up of announcers, singers, actors and musicians. It also needs people like
station WBT's Charles H. Crutchfield
— people who may not be heard often
on the air but are mighty important
just the same. Crutchfield, whom
everybodydirector,
calls "Chuck",
is WBT's
program
and a prime
reason
for the station's excellent reputation
for good local programs.
Chuck used to be an announcer, but
he possesses a fine sense of showmanship as well as a pleasing voice, and
the former led him into the program
director's post. Only occasionally does
he announce a show nowadays, when
he pinch hits for another member of
his staff, or when the old announcing
fever grips him.
Besides being one of the handsomest men in Charlotte, Chuck is a direct descendant of Sam Houston, first
governor of Texas. He was born 28
years ago in Hope, Arkansas.

■ You don't hear him often,
but Charles H. Crutchfield
is behind every WBT program.
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Chuck played around with radio
when he was still in college, announcing part-time on the local station. After graduation he took to
announcing in earnest, and worked
for several southern stations before
joining WBT seven years ago. There
he was an announcer for less than a
year before he was made program
director. At that time the staff consisted of just three announcers including himself, but it has grown until
now it has two full-time continuity
writers, five announcers, a transcription department with a librarian and
complete library, and three assistants
for Chuck.
All this spells success, of course,
so Chuck was a little taken aback the
other day when he made one of his
infrequent appearances on the air, and
an hour later received a telephone
call from a dear old lady who remembered him from his announcing
days, and said she was glad he was
back at WBT and hoped he'd have
good luck there this time.
When Chuck isn't busy doctoring
programs or hunting up new talent
for his pet station, he can be found
on one of Charlotte's golf courses,
or sitting up on a deer stand somewhere in the Big Smokies, or on a
rifle range beating the scores of his
fellow-marksmen — in
other
words,

By

DAN

SENSENEY

■ If you hear, "It's been nice talking to you," you've been
listening to WSAY's news commentator, B. S. Bercovici.
he's an avid lover of sports. Incidentally, although he's good-looking
enough to make feminine hearts flut*
*
ter, he isn't *married.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.— B. S. Bercovici, who is heard by millions of
people on the Mutual network when

he broadcasts from Rochester's station
WSAY, landed in New York thirty
years ago and almost cried because
he couldn't speak English and was
sure he'd never learn. Today his voice
is one of the most cultured and pleasant on the air, but if anyone had told
him then that some
day he would

BRIGHT BEAUTY FOR SILKS! COOL-WATER
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Amazing safety for silk lingerie!
to prints that are blurred and faded
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favorite washable housecoat — your
from hot-water washing! There's coolwater safety waiting for every wash"pet" satin nightgown . . . don't let
them get washed-out looking and drab!
able you own — right in a blue-andwhite box labeled Ivory Snow! Try
Just tub them with Ivory Snow — the
amazing new soap that gives coolIvory Snow today'
water safety to every washable
color in the rainbow! Then see
LOVE FILMY
how bright and lustrous those
STOCKINGS?
lovely colors can stay!
Wash 'em every night
WHAT AMAZING SPEED!
in cool suds — in pure
suds — in safe Ivory
Ivory Snow bursts into suds in
Snow suds. Suds come
just 3 seconds — in safe cool
1-2-3 in cool water! It's
water! So it's good-bye to
3-second magic!
washed-out
colors — good-bye
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Yes, cool- water Ivory Snow is safe
for gaily patterned washables!
They can look like a million, washed time after time in Ivory Snow's
cool pure suds!
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make his living by talking English,
Bercovici would have thought it was
an attempt to make fun of him.
Bercovici was born in Bucharest,
Rumania, and became the youngest
accredited contributor to a Rumanian
newspaper when he was fourteen. He
and his entire family came to America
when he was a young man, and that
was when the tragedy of not being
able to communicate with other people
first struck him. He could speak German and French as well as his own
language, but English seemed so different from all of them he was sure
he'd never master it.
However, he did, and enrolled in
the School of Chemistry at Columbia
University. Although he took his
degree in that subject, chemistry is
one of the few things he has never
practiced for a living. He switched
to writing instead, and turned out
plays, movie scripts, and translations.
Then he opened his own publicity
office, but three years ago he closed
that and asked a New York station
if he could go on the air as a news
commentator. The station gave him
his chance, but not much money —
but the chance was all he needed.
After a few months he switched to
another station, which happened to be
the local outlet for a New York state
network. Listeners upstate liked him
so much that WSAY asked him to
move to Rochester and take over a
sponsored program for them. Now
he lives in Rochester, broadcasts
locally for the National Clothing Company, and the Mutual network, of
which WSAY is an affiliate, carries his
talks to the country Mondays through
Fridays at 11:00 a.m., E.S.T.
Bercovici is prematurely grayhaired, tall and slim, and a disappointment to those who see him for the
first time, since everyone expects to
find a ponderous old man with bushy
eyebrows and an abdominal expansion.
His sign-off sentence, which he uses
at the end of every broadcast, is "It's
been nice talking
to you,"
around
Rochester
this remark
has and
become
so
familiar that people have taken to
saying it to each other instead of
"Good-bye."
In the last year or so, Bercovici
has made several accurate predictions
over the air. As far back as the beginning of the war he foresaw the
final occupation of Rumania by the
German army. He also said that the
Balkans would be the scene of political and military activities before a
final decision would be reached; that
the decisive battles of the war would
be fought in Africa; and that, after
the fall of France, there would be a

split between European and Colonial
France. That hasn't completely happened yet, but events indicate that it
isn't far in the future.
Since Bercovici has been on the
Mutual network, countless requests
arrive at WSAY for him to make personal appearances and lecture dates.
Bercovici doesn't like financial details,
so all these requests are turned over
to Mort Nausbaum, WSAY's commercial manager
and Mort,
also Bercovici's
personal
manager.
at the age
of 26, finds himself in the dual capacity of commercial manager of an
important Mutual affiliate, and personal adviser to one of the nation's
important broadcasting figures.
*
*
*
Vigorous denials come from Bonnie
Baker and Orrin Tucker that they're
engaged. Bonnie says she definitely
isn't engaged to Orrin, and doesn't
want other people to think she is, because then nobody ever asks her for
a date. However, I've seen them together, and no amount of denials can
contradict the so-much-in-love looks
that pass between them.
The Harry Jameses ought to be four
by the time you read this. The family physician informed Harry, much
to that trumpet-playing bandleader's
delight, that the baby he and his wife
expected around the middle of February would be twins. Mrs. James
is the former Louise Tobin, who used
to sing with *
Benny* Goodman's
band.
*
I talked to Joseph Kahn at NBC
the
other day,
and for
learned
thatthose
it's
a mistake
to take
granted
interludes of music which come on a
network whenever something goes
wrong and a program is interrupted.
You know the announcement: "Due
to technical difficulties beyond our
control, the program you have been
hearing is temporarily interrupted.
We now entertain you with a brief
recital
piano music."
That'sof where
Joseph Kahn comes
in. He's a stand-by musician, and he
told me something about this littleknown side of radio. Not that Joseph
is nothing but a stand-by pianist — on
the contrary, he plays with the NBC
(Continued on page 88)

■ Miss KYW was that station's hostess when it
became
a 50,000-watter.
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WHAT DO YOU
WANT TO SAY?

Does Soap Irritation Rob
You of a ^p&tfr $&&

First Prize . . .
REMEMBER OUR SOLDIERS
It is indeed gratifying to see the
number of radio stations that are now
broadcasting some of their programs
direct from the army training camps
throughout the country. I know the
men in these camps are grateful to
the stations, to the sponsors, to the
performers who together make it possible. Such programs from camps do
much to uphold the morale of the men
at this critical time in our history.
— J. Croughwell, New York City.

Second

Thousands of women find Cashmere Bouquet Soap
mild and agreeable to a sensitive skin

Prize ...
A STORY

FOR TODAY

In the many daytime serials presented over the air, I consider Against
the Storm one of the most enjoyable,
as well as beneficial. It is a valiant
program, the heartwarming effect of
which is reassuring in these days of
conflict, and strife. The realistic characters might well be human people,
and so appeal more to the radio audience than those whose problems are
so obviously fictitious. Told with the
author's sincere emotion, and deep
understanding of human nature, it is
the story of people who have the courage to overcome their frailties and
unite in the bond of common friendship to find refuge "Against the
Storm"
of life. — Joan Braun, Albany,
N.
Y.

Third Prize . . .
DISCOVERED— A NEW

VOICE!

I want to tell about a discovery I
made a few weeks ago. It was while
listening
to Sammy
Want
to Lead
a Band.Kaye's So You
You see, I am a nurse in a hospital,
and one evening I was busy in my
ward, my mind a thousand miles
away, and not paying any particular
attention to the radio which was
turned on by one of the patients' bedside. I was suddenly startled by a
melodious voice such as I had never
heard before. It was singing "Down
"Where the Trade Winds Play." I
(Continued on page 71)
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findlucky
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your
way in skin care.
You see, when your skin is sensitive
to a soap, it's likely to cause unsightly
complexion flare-ups that drive women
wild. In fact, one woman in two says
some soap or other irritates her skin.
So cream your skin with the mild,
gentle lather of Cashmere Bouquet. Thousands of women find it their lucky way
to a "peaches and cream" complexion.
And if you're a "stepper outer", your
swanky gowns and sport clothes bare a
lot of you to the world. So, as you bathe,
cream each lovely curve of your body
with Cashmere Bouquet's exotic lather.
Look like "peaches and cream" all
over. Be charmingly scented with the
fragrance men love.

$10.00
$ 5.00
$ 1.00

Address your letter to the Editor,
RADIO MIRROR, 122 East 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y., and mail it
not later than March 29, 1941. All
submissions become the property of
this magazine.
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■ All her life she'd been taught to think
that everything — even happiness — was hers
for the taking. But neither her money

nor

her beauty could make him love her, until —

GUESS everybody knows the old
saying that if you spare the rod you
spoil the child. If there's any wisdom in sayings, then I'm sure the rod
was never used on me, because I was
certainly spoiled. It took me twenty-two years of living to discover
something that most people manage
to pick up right at the start. As
Daddy said, you've got to work if
you want people around you to love
you. Most people know that, and
accept it, but I had to learn it the
hard way — by having my heart
crumble to dust for a time, and
knowing the warmth of desire in the
face of Lee's indifference and coldness.
But the story doesn't start there.
I think it starts with my father. His
name is J. K. Chafee. That doesn't
mean much to you unless you're in
radio, but if you are, you'll know that
he's what they call a big shot — vicepresident in charge of programs for
one of the big networks. He started
in radio back in the earphone days,
and he's gone right up with it. In
return radio has made him rich and
influential.
And from the day my mother died,
when I was eight years old, his one
interest outside of radio has been me.
"Carol,"
the two
relative
so we've
10

he used to say, "there's only
of us. We haven't a single
in the world that I know of,
got to stick together through
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■ I couldn't face the thought of New York, and
couldn't see why our honeymoon should ever end.

everything no matter what happens."
We did stick together. He was a
swell dad. I could always tell him
everything, and count on him to
listen and to understand. He lavished attention on me as well as
money. I went to the best schools,
never wanted for anything. Even
boys came to me when I wanted
them, and left at my command when
I tired of them.
That is, they did until Lee Ferris
came along. It was just after my
twenty-first birthday, and I'd gone
up to get some money from Daddy
for a shopping trip. His secretary
said he was busy and asked me to
wait for a minute. While I waited
Lee came out of Daddy's office and
walked through the room I. was in.
It was as simple as that, but I knew
it right away. The way he walked —
easy and graceful, like a finely-bred
APRIL,
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animal; the way he put his hat on
his head — jauntily, but without conceit; the way his eyes looked at me.
Oh, I knew it right away. He was
the man for me.
I asked Daddy about him.
"Why, Lee sings baritone in the
Granger Quartet. He takes care of
the quartet's business details, too.
Why?" His fine gray eyes looked at
me quizzically.
"Oh nothing," I said. "But Daddy,
he's a very handsome man."
"So I'm told," he said drily. "Miss
Bainbridge says half the girls in the
office would give an arm or two for
a date with Lee Ferris."
"Does he ever go out with anyone?" Iasked anxiously.
"Not him. I don't believe the boy
ever realizes the girls are interested
in him. He's a nice guy."
Naturally I thought all I had to do

was reach out and take Lee Ferris
just as I'd always taken anything I
wanted.
So I started right in.
The first part was easy. I had him
introduced to me and then accidentally ran into him four or five times
in the space of a few days. Each
time I saw him I knew more surely
that Lee was the one. Then I happened to go to his broadcast one
night and later I happened to fall in
with his sponsor. It all worked
beautifully. The three of us — Lee,
the sponsor and I— left the studio
together and went across the street
for a drink.
Afterwards Lee took me home.
He had a little roadster, and when
he stopped in front of our apartment
house on the East River, I told him to
pull up a little to where we could see
the river.
It was
(Continued on page 62)
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CURIOUS the way Ellen felt as
if this newspaper paragraph,
this photograph of a man's face was
a lifeline thrown out to her. Strange
how it had come to her attention
now when she had such desperate
need of something to hold to, something to pull her out of the wreckage
her life had become. She smiled
then, that sad little smile which had
come to hold neither lightness nor
gayety, the smile which came only
to her lips now, and no longer to
her eyes.
The quiet of the room was hypnotic, holding Ellen as though she
posed for a sculptor, her face in profile to the window, the sun flooding
in, lighting the clear, soft alabaster
of her cheeks, striking pale glints
in the yellow hair, shadowing the
tender curve of her mouth that even
in repose couldn't help its warm invitation. The scraping of a pencil
across the roughness of a tiny drawing board forced her mind back from
its timeless dream and Ellen's gaze
on the newspaper faltered. She had
forgotten Janey was in the room.
The child got up and came over to
her, her warm little cheek resting
against hers. Ellen's arm reached up
and went around her daughter.
Janey, so thoughtful beyond her
handful of years, so quick to her
mother's moods, so aware when
things were going well and when
they were snarled and heartbreak
threatened again. Even Mark, who
had come after Janey, had been so
protective with her lately, almost as
if he knew he was the man of the
house, little boy that he was, the
man of a house that stood in frightened isolation, ringed by unsympathetic, watching eyes waiting to
carry back to quick tongues any
movements that might add to the
ammunition of gossip.
Oh she hadn't been fair to these
two youngsters of hers, Ellen
thought, allowing them to see her
desperation, her unhappiness. It was
hard enough for children left fatherless, without putting her new burdens on them as well. Children
shouldn't be brought up against reality this way. They should live in
their own world, their own laughing, carefree child's world.
'My goodness,
Mummy,"
Janey
Copyright

1938,

■ Dr. Loring's eyes were wise and yet
gentle, for all the determination of
his chin, the sternness
of his mouth.

said, holding on to her in that new
frightened way. "You've been reading that paper a long time. And you
haven't even turned the page once.
It must be a very good story."
"Yes, darling," Ellen agreed. "It
is a very good story. Listen, it's
about a doctor, a very fine . . ."
"Is it about Peter?" Janey asked.
"He's a doctor."
"No dear." Ellen tried to keep her
voice casual. The children must continue to think of him as he used to
be. She mustn't let her own heartbreak color their memory of him.
"No, Janey, this is about another
doctor. It's about Dr. Anthony Lor-

1939, 1940, 1941. by Frank and Anne Hummert

ing, who is very successful and distinguished and who is giving up his
practice to devote himself to bringing help to those who can't afford
doctors and hospitals."
"But that sounds like Peter, mother," Janey said and her voice showed
her bewilderment. "Peter's been doing that at the Health Center."
"Yes, darling, but it's different
now." Ellen found herself groping
for innocent words that might turn
away the questions. "Peter has resigned from the Center, for — for
reasons he can't explain just yet.
And now," she forced the lightness
to her voice, "march off and do your
RADIO

AND
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■ Some

women

know both the ecstasy of

love and the bitterness of hate. Beautiful
Ellen Brown gambled
Now, as a thrilling novel, read the full story of this pop-

that second romance

would bring her new happiness but found . . .

ular radio serial. For exciting listening, tune in Young
Widder Brown Monday to Friday at 4:45 E.S.T. on NBC-Red.

home work, young lady. And if you
work out all your arithmetic problems, Hilda will give you some of
that marvelous chocolate cake she
baked
this God,"
morning."
"Thank
she prayed silently,
watching Janey slowly walk from
the room, "I have two healthy
youngsters to eat it." For now she
was remembering the huge cake
with only one slice cut out of it
which Hilda had just put away.
There had been only one guest at
Ellen's little tea room on Elm Street
for lunch that day, a stranger just
passing through Simpsonville who
didn't know the town was boycotting it. But remembering his kind,
middle-aged face Ellen doubted if
it would have made any difference
if he had known. He looked like the
sort of man who would know gossip
wasn't always true, who could understand how life has a way of
involving human beings. Yes, he
would sift a scandal, a man like that,
sift it and study it and know how
little, how pitably little of it was
true and how much of it was false.
She sighed as she picked up the
paper
"I'm again.
sure I would like you, Dr.
■ Ellen had soft hair, eyes
that changed from blue to
gray to violet, a mouth
that was a tender curve.
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Anthony Loring," she thought as
she looked at his eyes.
They were such thoughtful eyes,
far seeing and wise and yet gentle
too for all the uncompromising determination of his chin and mouth.
Once Ellen would have thought his
mouth stern, even unyielding. But
now she saw only the strength of its
firm lines.
Peter's mouth wasn't like that!
Ellen's heart skipped a beat remembering. Peter's mouth, which she had
loved so much, lending itself so
easily to laughter and love, then
changing just as easily to that sulky,
spoiled mouth of a child when he
was denied anything he wanted,
changing so terribly in these last
months. She had always thought of
it as easy and generous, now she
knew it for what it was, weak and
undisciplined.
But she mustn't think of Peter,
and her love for him, but of the
Health Center and how Peter was
destroying it just as surely as if he
were tearing down the building
stone by stone. And it was unthink13
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in repose couldn't help its warm invitation. The scraping of a pencil
across the roughness of a tiny drawing board forced her mind back from
its timeless dream and Ellen's gaze
on the newspaper faltered. She had
forgotten Janey was in the room.
The child got up and came over to
her, her warm little cheek resting
against hers. Ellen's arm reached up
and went around her daughter.
Janey, so thoughtful beyond her
handful of years, so quick to her
mother's moods, so aware when
things were going well and when
they were snarled and heartbreak
threatened again. Even Mark, who
had come after Janey, had been so
protective with her lately, almost as
if he knew he was the man of the
house, little boy that he was, the
man of a house that stood in frightened isolation, ringed by unsympathetie, watching eyes waiting to
carry back to quick tongues any
movements that might add to the
ammunition of gossip.
Oh she hadn't been fair to these
two youngsters of hers, Ellen
thought, allowing them to see her
desperation, her unhappiness. It was
hard enough for children left fatherless, without putting her new burdens on them as well. Children
shouldn't be brought up against reality this way. They should live in
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said, holding on to her in that new
frightened way. "You've been reading that paper a long time. And you
haven't even turned the page once.
It must be a very good story."
"Yes, darling," Ellen agreed. "It
is a very good story. Listen, it's
about a doctor, a very fine . . ."
"Is it about Peter?" Janey asked.
"He's a doctor."
"No dear." Ellen tried to keep her
voice casual. The children must continue to think of him as he used to
be. She mustn't let her own heartbreak color their memory of him.
"No, Janey, this is about another
doctor. It's about Dr. Anthony Lor-
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ing, who is very successful and distinguished and who is giving up his
practice to devote himself to bringing help to those who can't afford
doctors and hospitals."
"But that sounds like Peter, mother," Janey said and her voice showed
her bewilderment. "Peter's been doing that at the Health Center."
"Yes, darling, but it's different
now." Ellen found herself groping
for innocent words that might turn
away the questions. "Peter has resigned from the Center, for — i°r
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from
the room, "I have two heal
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youngsters to eat it." For now she
was remembering the huge cake
with only
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which Hilda one
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.
There had been only one guest at
Men's httle tea room on Elm Street
for lunch that day, a stranger just
passing through Simpsonville who
didn't know the town was boycotting it. But rememberin his kind
middle-aged face Ellen g doubt
ed if
it would have made any difference
if he had known. He looked like the
sort of man who would know gossip
wasn't always true, who could understand how life has a way of
involving human beings. Yes, he
would sift a scandal, a man like that,
sift it and study it and know how
little, how pitably little of it was
true and how much of it was false.
She sighed as she picked up the
"I'm sure I would like you, Dr.
paper again.
Anthony Loring," she thought as
she looked at his eyes.
They were such thoughtful eyes,
far seeing and wise and yet gentle
too for all the uncompromising determination ofhis chin and mouth.
Once Ellen would have thought his
mouth stern, even unyielding. But
now she saw only the strength of its
firm lines.
Peter's mouth wasn't like that!
Ellen's heart skipped a beat remembering. Peter's mouth, which she had
loved so much, lending itself so
easily to laughter and love, then
changing just as easily to that sulky,
spoiled mouth of a child when he
was denied anything he wanted,
changing so terribly in these last
months. She had always thought of
it as easy and generous, now she
knew it for what it was, weak and

undisciplined.
But she mustn't think of Peter,
and her love for him, but of the
Health Center and how Peter was
destroying it just as surely as if he
were tearing down the building
stone by stone. And it was unthink-

able that Peter should do that.
It was only a few days ago that
one of the directors of the Health
Center had come to her with the
news of Peter's decision. She had
listened appalled, her mind going
back to the beginning, back to the
days when Peter had t started the
Center and had fought almost the
whole town to keep it going. There
had been so many selfish interests
working against them in those days,
but one by one Peter had conquered
all of them, with Ellen in back of
him.

THAT was how the love that had
been there between them had
grown, doing the work that meant
so much to both of them, making it
possible for the people who lived up
in the Smoky Ridge section to get
medical attention. First there had
been that makeshift office and then,
oh so slowly, the influential men of
the town had become interested,
even the ones who had been so much
against them at first.
It had been so exciting then seeing their goal coming nearer and
nearer, the clinic first and then the
hospital itself! And what a red letter
day it had been when they had been
able to afford a head nurse and they
had sent for Martha Todd who had
been Peter's office nurse in New
York, homely, capable Martha who
had come to be Ellen's friend and
who had stood by her so staunchly.
So the Health Center had grown
until it was spoken of with respect
all over the country; and now it was
being threatened by Peter himself,
threatened just as their love had
been threatened and at last destroyed.
The Center, born of Peter's dreams
and ideals, the Center which would
never have come into existence
without Peter there at the head of
it. And now Peter was deserting it,
leaving it as an unscrupulous captain would leave a foundering ship.
And it would sink, go down with all
their hopes, and the hopes of those
patients who were getting well, and
their dreams of new health. Unless . . .
Suddenly Ellen reached her decision. Her own dreams, her own
ideals had gone into that Center too.
It was a symbol of too many beautiful desires to let one man's weakness wreck it. Somehow she would
save it, somewhere there must be
another doctor with the vision and
ideals Peter once seemed to have,
a man stronger than Peter who
would not waver when things went
wrong.
Her hand trembled as she reached
for the notepaper tucked in a compartment of the desk. She knew
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now what she was going to do,
quickly before her fright stopped
her. A letter to Loring, successful,
famous, about to give up his fashionable practice, a letter to him asking his advice. Surely he would read
what she wrote, would have something to reply, some word of help,
even if the letter did come from a
little town, from an unknown woman who had nevertheless the courage to do what she thought was
right.
Yet, as she wrote, she had to force
back a hundred doubts that began to
flood her thoughts. It was almost
like going up to a perfect stranger
on the street to tell him a personal
secret. It was foolish, dangerous, but
the pen did not stop its swift travel
across the paper. Once she had
started the words flowed after each
other, as though in flight.
Peter would hate her for writing
this letter. She must be careful to let

Loring see the problem as it was but
not to criticize Peter. She must never
let anyone who didn't understand
know what had happened to Peter.
When a man was as weak as Peter,
love had such an easy way of turning to hate. He would hate her because she was doing this without
asking him, writing a stranger to
suggest a new head for the Center.
But better that hatred, Ellen decided, trying to still the turmoil in
her heart . . . better, much better,
that he hate her than love her the
way he did now, selfishly trying to
hold on to her even when he had no
right to her love. For there was
Joyce standing between them, Joyce
once brilliant and gay, the eternal
spoiled darling, now broken in mind
and body . . . Joyce, who was Peter's
wife and who needed him so desperately.
She read the letter she had written and then she signed it and the
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against it and then what would she
do, which way could she turn?
Even if Maria hated her so much,
couldn't she think of Janey and
Mark and see what losing the tea
room would mean to those helpless
children?
What ugliness, Ellen thought,
drinking in the loveliness of the
quiet little town, there could be hidden under beauty! She had been
born and brought up here. She
loved it so much, every twisting
turn of its roads, every dear familiar house, every garden flowering now in springtime color. She
knew it so well, knew the roads that
led down to the river, the ones that
led up to Smokey Ridge. How often
she had driven up those roads with
Peter when he had needed her help
in desperate illnesses. She had even
helped him bring babies into the
world up there in that wild, desolate
hill country.
Her heart turned over as she
heard an automobile horn honking
behind her. Could it be Peter?
Would he dare be coming after her
here in plain sight of everyone?
But when she turned she saw it
was only her oldest friend, Uncle
Josh, grinning at her like a bad
boy who had just been caught
stealing jam.
"Your car awaits you, Madame,"
he said jumping out of the familiar
old battered jalopy and opening the
door with an exaggerated flourish.
"You're a dear," Ellen patted his

Ty-'J-yVT-J' r - - - „

■ Now the words were not stinging,
they were being hurled at her in
anger, like so many heavy stones.

trembling of her hand did not show
in the signature. She addressed the
envelope, writing "Dr. Anthony
Loring" with a firmness that had
come to her suddenly, as though
the very name had the power to
► lend her strength. She sealed the
envelope knowing that all her own
hopes of happiness were being enclosed in that letter. A few square
inches of white paper, carrying a
name and a single stamp going to a
man she had never met. Were entire lives suspended so haphazardly,
Ellen thought? Held dangling for a
stranger's decision?
Quickly, she went down to the
post office to mail it. And as she
walked home afterwards she felt
as if eyes were watching her from
every window she passed. She saw
the aspidistra plant in Maria Hawkins' parlor window move a little.
And in front of the hardware store
Mrs. Hammond and Geraldine Fiske
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stood apart waiting for her to pass,
failing to respond to her greeting
and her smile.
It was as if the entire feminine
population were seeing Ellen for
the first time, seeing the soft, pale
yellow hair, her eyes that changed
from blue to grey and from grey to
violet under her changing moods,
her mouth, the slim lines of her
small figure that were such torture
to the plain ladies of Simpsonville.
Now looking back Ellen saw how
unthinking gossip was. Most women liked to talk about their
friends, but it took a frustrated, unhappy woman like Maria Hawkins
to be really vicious. Probably without Maria urging them on the women of the town would never have
imposed that cruel boycott on
Ellen's tea room.
Maria knew what the boycott
would mean to Ellen. She wouldn't
be able to hold out much longer

old cheek gratefully. "You've always got a little joke about every"Lovely afternoon, ain't it, Ellie?"
he said as he climbed into the seat
thing."
beside her. "Look at them lilacs.
Didn't expect them out so soon.
Guess I'll have to give my bushes a
pruning one of these days. What
about
fix
them upyours,
a bit Ellie?
too? I Couldn't
like to getI out
in gardens these first warm days.
Y'know the poets say spring is for
the youngsters. But they're wrong,
Ellie gal. Spring is fer the old fellers, like m'self. Takes the starch
out of our bones, makes us feel like
Suddenly
he realized that she
yearlings
again."
wasn't listening, that her thoughts
were slipping back again, back into
the morass of hopelessness and despair from which she could never
quite free them.
"Just leave it to time, Ellie," he
said gently patting her hand.
"Time's the greatest healer of them
all. And stop blaming yourself,
child. You aren't to blame for anything, unless it's being too pretty.
And you can't blame yourself
15 for
that, can you? Anymore than you
can blame (Continued on page 81)
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startled her with the intensity of

his radio acting, making her forget that
this was not real, that he could not love
her — that he was a man already married!

I HAD long adored the radio voice
of Clay Mori an, with whom I was
to co-star. I had seen pictures of
him. I was sure we'd get on well.
A girl couldn't help trying to please
a man that good looking. Not that
he would truly be so exciting. Who
wanted him to be? He was married
and I was in love with my work.
I think I first decided to be an
actress because I wasn't pretty and
thought that if I couldn't have
beauty I could make up for it by
being famous. Then, as I began to
grow up and my slim hips and trim
ankles and wavy, ash blonde hair
lent an air of appeal to me that had
been lost before with my pig tails
and braces to keep my teeth
straight,"
I no longer
had that
son for being
an actress.
But reamy
passion for acting was too much of
a part of me then.
After my graduation from a dramatic school, I haunted every radio
station in my city. Eventually my
persistence brought me a few small
parts; then the director of a new
and big day-time program happened to hear me and sent for me
to audition for the starring role.
Miraculously, after everyone else
had tried out, the job was mine.
I was deliriously happy. It was a
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wonderful new program. I liked the
character I was to portray, I liked
the director and the studio in which
we were to broadcast. And, as I
said, I was to co-star with Clay
Morlan, already a famous star.
Then I went to rehearsal. Clay
Morlan was at the mike when I
was ushered in. And we were introduced. And he smiled. It was
not the smile I had seen in pictures
of him. It was as if he smiled gay,
championing assurance to a homely
little girl with a tear-stained face,
who was still somewhere in my
heart. That moment I was almost
in panic, crying out inwardly not
to start this thing so that it could
not end in failure. Of course, he
couldn't know. It was just a feeling of my own. I told myself so at
once. And then I noticed all the
cast was in the studio and I wondered why I had at first seen only
him.
It lasted a century, that rehearsal.
Our director was artistic, nervous,
impatient. To him I was not a person at all, but part of a program,
a new part not yet perfectly adjusted. He was worried about me.
But little by little, I found Clay
Morlan was leading me past and
around his fault finding, as if we

were dancing together past people
who got in the way, and mike
fright didn't get me until I was
alone that evening. It did then. I
had to keep it at bay by studying
the script with all my might, not
giving myself time to think of anything else.
It was funny — about Clay Mojllan and me. Almost from the first,
I had the feeling that the lines we
had been hired to speak had been
written especially for us. Or else
it was Clay, reading the lines, who
made it seem that way. Sometimes
he startled me, with his intensity,
and I had to grope hastily for my
own lines, almost forgetting for the
flash of a second that they were
lines, that this was not real, that I
was not a woman whom he loved
with madness.
He was so convincing that sometimes women in the cast would
glance searchingly at me, and then
at him. And one day I heard one
of the men say to another:
"Well — Clay's always best at this
sort of thing, portraying a man so
much
in love."
So they,
too, not only I, were feeling sometimes that he was being his
real self, not acting. And it was
his real personality, then, feelings
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■ His arms closed around me. In the
half-dusk his lips found mine. A
torment had ended.
Now we knew.

which
startled
and my
throat.

could be
me, made
heart throb
That was

his own, that
my lip quiver,
high against my
not as it should

be, I'd keep saying to myself. I'd
been in plays before. It wasn't as
if I hadn't. And there had been
good looking boys who played opposite me, better looking, some of
them, than Clay Mori an was, and
not married, either, as he was. Yet
never before had I mistaken a play
or a line for a reality to start and
tremble at, or to set warmth flaming in my cheeks. I had felt real
tears in my eyes when he read from
his script:

DARLING, try to understand
what I'm saying to you. Try
to want to believe me. You could,
if you'd let yourself believe.
"Tomorrow will be ours — alone
together," he read on, with the
depth and earnestness that I could
feel electrify all the cast as well as
me. "I've pretended love and know
the difference. This time it is love.
I never have loved any girl but
And again I had to grope huryou."
riedly for my lines, and tell myself
all the way home that if I were any
kind of actress, my heart would not
be torn so. I was disgusted with
myself. I called myself absurd, to
be moved by this man whom I
scarcely knew. Once on a rainy
day he had taken me home in his
car. Once, when I'd been too worried to have lunch, and my head
ached, he had sent out for tea and
sandwiches for me. That, and
kindly technical suggestions, were
the extent of any interest he had
shown.
Angrily I reminded myself that,
the only other time we had been
alone together, when he could have
shown personal feelings if he chose,
in look or tone or words, he had
stood as far from me as the width
of the elevator permitted. He never
had been more cool and withdrawn.
He had not even smiled the most
casual of smiles. And all he had
said had been something about the
war in China, as if he were purposely thinking of the farthestaway place that he could find to
think of.
For days and days, for weeks, I
kept on telling myself things like
these. It did no good. By then I
had to read myself to sleep at night,
or I'd be putting off sleep in order
to think about him, to remember
how he had looked, how he had
spoken, that morning, that afternoon. And there were times I'd
wake and have to snap on my light,
to drive away a sense that he was
there, was only as far away as he
18

had been when we were in that
elevator together. It was a state
of mind that simply could not go
on. I'd have to put a stop to it
somehow.
Perhaps, if I were to talk to him,
get to know him as a friend, it
would break this spell, this crazy,
mad feeling I had. I was no girl
to be falling in love with any one's
husband! Why would I? There
were men enough in the world. But
a wish to talk with him was so
natural. And I was making something else of it, by suppressing it.
So I decided the way to set myself
right, was to be friendly with him,
reasonably, sensibly. And I would.
Beginning the very next day.
And so I plunged into the most
mistaken course I could have
chosen. The very next afternoon I
managed that we would leave the
elevator together, so we'd have to

talk on the way to the street door.
And that would be a beginning. I
could make one conversation lead
to another. I knew I could. I
could. I didn't know what to say,
as we walked toward the door. But
that didn't matter. I said the first,
thing I thought of. I made him
look at me, and then I smiled, and
said, falling into step:
"I liked today's scenes. Did you,
he looked surprised, surMr.First
Morian?"
prised and resistive. Then his eyes
flashed to meet my eyes, and his
step slowed, and he answered:
"Yes. Yes they were unusually
good," he agreed. He was speaking
carefully, the way I'd speak if I
were making words last as long as
possible. But, even so, we were then
at the door. He stopped and looked
out through the glass, not offering
to open the door, as if he assumed

I'd stop, too, if he did. He glanced
along the street, and up at the sky,
and said with an entrancing,
twisted smile:
"Suppose I told you
car out there, in hope
another rainy day and
you home again? What

I keep my
there'll be
I can take
would you

say?"
And then we were out on the
street and he was saying —
"It's clear now, but I think I'd
better drive you home anyway, just
to make sure." He said it so casually and with such a gay smile that
I couldn't very well frown at him
and refuse.
It was not like the day when there
actually had been rain. We had talked
easily that day. Today we knew
he should not be taking me riding,
though I had accepted his invitation. And he did most of the talking.
There were remnants of a snow-

fall in the streets. When I got home
my mother said it had been kind of
him to bring me, but her lips tightened a little when I told her who he
was. I decided not to worry her
by letting him bring me home again.
I could have him leave me somewhere else, at a friend's house.
But Clay had a second thought,
too. After that day he invited me
to ride only when it was really bad
walking. It was winter, though,
with plenty of bad walking, and it
became an unspoken agreement
between us that on bad days he
would take me home.
One day he suddenly suggested,
"Maybe we'd have time to drive
through a corner of the park. What
time
be flurries
home?" in it was
Windmust
withyousnow
tearing through the park. Dry,
frosty branches crackled and tossed
beneath it. The drive was broken
up into patches of rough ice.
"At — dinnertime," I said.
There had come to be these days
when I rode with him, and no other
days at all. The gaps between, that
some people called days, were mere
punctuation, periods, dashes, spaces.
I let him drive into the wind and
cold of the park. It would mean
another half hour with him.
BUT it was not at all like driving
on the main road. In the park
we were too alone. I was too aware
of him, of the throb of his voice,
and his glance, and his nearness.
There was a strange tension
between us, as if we were in flight
together. And in a voice that said,
"I love you — love you — love you,"
I made myself say instead, because
this couldn't — just couldn't — go on:
"Let's — let's drive out and find
coffee and waffles somewhere. It's
so cold here."
He didn't answer at once. But
we drove along until we found a
coffee shop.
We sat at the solid, glistening
white counter and after we had
ordered, neither of us spoke. We
could never acknowledge this thing
that was happening to us — not only
to me, but to him. For half an hour
I had known that I was in love,
and that it wasn't only I who was
in love, and that we never could
acknowledge that we were. I
laughed shakily and said:
"Mother will be furious that I
spoiled my dinner."
I was glad he laughed, too. Then
we sat there a long while, talking,
and other days we were there
again. Once it had mattered little
what we talked about, as long as
we were together and talked. That
wasn't so any more. I remembered
every question he asked about me,
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treasuring it as though it were a
gift. And everything he told me,
about him, seemed something precious he entrusted to me. We never,
either of us, spoke of his wife. I
knew, and he knew that I knew.
That was all.
Soon there were days when he
looked sleepless and ill. Sometimes
it was evident he hated to be with
me, hated himself for wanting to
be with me. But also it was evident that he could not bear to stay
away. He was reading his lines
badly now, on the microphone,
making nothing of them unless they
happened to express feelings of his
own. And if they did, he gave them
too much significance, dwarfing
everyone else in the cast but me,
making of the others a faint background for me. There was not a
day when my heart did not break
for him — for myself — for her.
There was nothing, I said to myself, that we could do about it, nothing that would be of any use. He
would have told me if there were
anything. Divorce? It sounds so
simple. But it was not simple. Or
he would not go on silently suffering as he was suffering, instead of
asking his wife to divorce him.
The day we were asked to remain
for separate rehearsal, just he and
I, he realized for the first time that
he was breaking, and that I was.
For the hour, he got back his selfcommand and helped me through,
as he had done the first day I rehearsed with him. But there was
no joy now in reading well. Or in
anything. I had no sense of anything except of waiting — waiting
and yet knowing there could be
nothing to wait for.
Rehearsal ended, I fled through
an unlighted room where audiences
sat at certain hours. It was the
shortest way to the elevators. I
meant Clay to understand, by my
not saying good night, that I'd be
waitingto for
himit atthrough
his car.tonight,
We'd
have
talk
whatever came of it. Then it occurred to me that he might not have
understood, and I turned to go back
and tell him, and — I was in his
arms.
I had not heard his step on the
thick rug. I had not known the
sense I felt, of his nearness. His
arms closed around me. In the halfdusk his lips found mine. My arms
clasped around his neck, I gave
back kiss for kiss. Now he knew.
That tortured question in his eyes
would never harrow me again. He
knew. A torment had ended, but
a new torment was already beginning. We clung as though all the
world were trying to tear us19from
each other, (Continued on page 67)

which could be his own, that
startled me, made my lip quiver,
and my heart throb high against my
throat. That was not as it should
be I'd keep saying to myself. I d
before. It wasn't as
been in plays
if I hadn't. And there had been
played opgood looking boys who g,
some of
posite me, better lookin
them, than Clay Mori an was, and
Yet
was.
he
as
not married, either,
never before had I mistaken a play
or a line for a reality to start and
tremble at, or to set warmth flaming in my cheeks. I had felt real
tears in my eyes when he read from
his script:
understand
DARLING, try to
what I'm saying to you. Try
to want to believe me. You could,
if you'd let yourself believe.
"Tomorrow will be ours— alone
together," he read on, with the
depth and earnestness that I could
feel electrify all the cast as well as
me. "I've pretended love and know
||„. dilleienee.

Tins

lime

il is love.

I never have loved any girl but
you."
And again I had to grope hurriedly for my lines, and tell myself
all the way home that if I were any
kind of actress, my heart would not
be torn so. I was disgusted with
myself. I called myself absurd, to
be moved by this man whom I
scarcely knew. Once on a rainy
day he had taken me home in his
Once, when I'd been too worcar. ried
to have lunch, and my head
ached, he had sent out for tea and
Iwiches
for me.
That,
and
kindly technical suggestions, were
the extent of any interest he had
shown.
Angrily I reminded myself that,
the only other time we had been
alone together, when he could have
shown personal feelings if he chose,
in look or tone or words, he had
stood as far from me as the width
of the elevator permitted. He never
had been more cool and withdrawn.
He had not even smiled the most
casual of smiles. And all he had
said had been something about the
war in China, as if he were purposely thinking of the farthestaway place that he could find to
think of.
For days and days, for weeks, I
kept on telling myself things like
these. It (lid no good. By then I
had to read myself to sleep at night,
or I'd be putting off sleep in order
to think about him, to remember
how he had looked, how he had
spoken, that morning, that afternoon. And there were times I'd
wake and have to snap on my light,
to drive away a sense that he was
there, was only as far away as he

in that
had been when we were a state
It was
elevator together.
ly could not go
of mind that simpput
a stop to it
I'd have to
on

SOp:rhTps,ifIweretotalktohim
as a friend, it
get to know him spell,
this crazy
would break this
no girl
mad feeling I had. I was
one s
to be falling in love with any There
I?
husband! Why would
world. But
were men enough in theh.m was so
a wish to talk with
somenatural. And I was making sing it.
thing else of it, by suppres
myself
So I decided the way to set
him,
right, was to be friendly with
I would.
reasonably, sensibly. And
day.
Beginning the very next
most
And so I plunged into the have
mistaken course I could
I
chosen. The very next afternoon
the
managed that we would leave
to
elevator together, so we'd have

talk on the way
And that would
could make one
to another. I

to the street door
be a beginning, j
conversation lead
knew I could. 1

could. I didn't know what to
as we walked toward the door.
that didn't matter. I said the
thing I thought of. I made
look at me, and then I smiled,

say
But
firsl
him
and

said,
fallingtoday's
into step:
"I liked
scenes. Did you
First he looked surprised, surprised and resistive. Then his eyes
Mr. Morlan?"
flashed to meet my eyes, and his
step slowed, and he answered:
"Yes. Yes they were unusually
good," he agreed. He was speaking
way I'd
carefull
y, the words
as longif ast
last speak
were making

possible. But, even so, we were then
at the door. He stopped and looked
out through the glass, not offering
to open the door, as if he assumed

I'd stop, too, if he did. He glanced
along the street, and up at the sky,
and said with an entrancing
"Suppose I told you I keep my
twisted
car
out smile:
there, in hope there'l be
another rainy day and I can ltake
you home again? What would you
And then we were out on the

was saying —
he now,
street
"It's and
clear
but I think I'd
better drive you home anyway, just
to make sure." He said it so casually and with such a gay smile that
I couldn't very well frown at him
It was not like the day when there
and refuse.
actually had been rain. We had talked
easily that day. Today we knew
he should not be taking me riding,
though say?"
I had accepted his invitation. And he did most of the talking.
There were remnants of a snow-

fall inthe streets. When I got
home
my mother said i, had been
k,„d o
him
to
brin
g
me,
but
her
-edahtt.ewhenlto.d lips tighthefwhfhe

was.
I decided not to worry her
I could have him leave me
where else, at a friend's house. some-

treasuring it as though
it were a
gift. And everything he told
me
about him. seemed somethin
g
cious he entrusted to me. We
never
either of us. spoke of his wif
e I
knew,wasandall.he knew that I
lhat
knew

Soon there were days when
he
looked sleepl
ess and ill. Sometimes
it was evident he hated to be with
me, hated himself for wanting
to
be with me.
But also it was eviwith
bec
th°"ght
dent that he could
plen
a second
had
an
y of
badpok
a« ty
uns
tn„ ame
not
walk
bear
en ing,
to
and
stay
agr
it'
eemem
o^-ide
^vited
me
bet
ween 'I""
us 'haK4
thatday
on he
bad days he
away.
He
would take me home
g his lines
.
badly now. wason readin
the micro
makin
g nothing of them unlessphone
One day he suddenly sugge
they
sted
happened to express feelings of his
"Maybe we'd
time to* drive
own.
And
through a cornerhave
if
they
did,
he
gave then,
of the park. What
too one
much elsesignificance,
time
every
ing
be flurr
Windmust
homeies
'" in it was
in the cast dwarf
withyousnow
making of the others a faintbut baime
fc
tearing through
the park.
Dry
ground for me. There was not a
frosty branches crackled and
tossed
beneath it. The drive was
day when my heart did not break
broken
for him— for myself— for he]
up "At
into
patchrtime
— dinne
es of," roug
ice.
I hsaid
There was nothing, I said to myself, that we could do about it. nothThere had come to be these
days
ing that would be of anv use He
when I rode with him, and no other
would
have told me if there were
days at all. The gaps between, that
anything. Divorce? It sounds so
some people called days, were mere
simple. But it was not simple. Or
punctuation, periods, dashes, space
s
he would not go on silently sufferI let him drive into the wind and
ing as he was sutfering,
cold of the park.
of
It
d mean
asking his wife to divorce instead
him.
another half hour with woul
him
The day we were asked to remain
for separate rehearsal, just he and
I, he realized for the first time thai
D UT it was not at all like driving
f-> on the main
road. In the park
he was breaking, and that 1 was
we were too alone. I was too aware
For the hour, he got back his sell
command and helped me through,
of him, of the throb of his voice,
as
he had done the first day I reThere
strang
hearsed with him.
tension'
But there was
and his was
glance,a and
his enearness
between us, as if we were in flight
well. Or in
reading
in
now
joy
no
together. And in a voice that said,
I had no sense of am
anything.
"I love you — love you — love you,"
thing except of waiting— waiting
I made myself say instead, because
and yet to knowing
wait for. there could bi
nothing
this"Let's
— let's
couldn't
— just
drive
couldn't
out and
— go find
on:
Rehearsal ended, I fled through

to ide oniy when u
iycoeudnnhln\b''ingmehomea^n
was
walking. It was wint
er, though

coffee and waffles somewhere.

It's

He didn't answer at once. But
so coldshop.
here."
coffee
we drove along until we found a

an unlighted room where audieni ,
sat at certain hours. It was the
shortest way to the elevators. I
meant Clay to understand, by my

We sat at the solid, glistening
white counter and after we had
ordered, neither of us spoke. We
could never acknowledge this thing
that was happening to us — not only
to me, but to him. For half an hour
I had known that I was in love,

not saying good night, that I'd be
waitingto for
his car.tonight,
We'd
have
talkhimit atthrough
whatever came of it. Then it occurred to me that he might not have
understood, and I turned to go back
arms.
and tell him, and — I was in his

and that it wasn't only I who was
in love, and that we never could
acknowledge that we were. I
laughed shakily and said:
"Mother will be furious that I

I had not heard his step on the
thick rug.
I had not known
the
sense I felt, of his nearness.
His
arms closed around me. In the halfdusk his lips found mine. My arms
clasped around
his neck, I gave
back kiss for kiss. Now he knew.
That tortured question in his eyes
would never harrow me again. He
knew.
A torment had ended, but
a new torment was already begil

I was my
gladdinner."
he laughed, too. Then
spoiled
we sat there a long while, talking,
and other days we were there
again. Once it had mattered little
what we talked about, as long as
we were together and talked. That
wasn't so any more. I remembered
every question he asked about me.

ning.
We clung as though all the
world were trying to tear us froi
each other. (Continued on page 117}
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■ A delightfully sophisticated new hit tune for Radio Mirror readers
Music by
just as it is featured on the air and in records by Benny Goodman
Lyrics by
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■ Their home is a penthouse
as luxurious as a Hollywood
set, but visit the Easy Aces
and you'll start by playing
checkers on the floor and
end by raiding the ice box
Photos taken exclusively for Radio Mirror by NBC.

■ Top — in the modern

living room — waiting for com-

pany, Goodman takes a nap so that he'll be fresh for
any political arguments his friends might advance,
while Jane reads and just waits. Above, before the fireplace, playing a game of Chinese checkers. Right, on
this exercise bike, Jane admits she gets no place fast.

■ There are twin beds in the light, sun-filled bedroom
(bottom). Jane's mirrored dressing table is every
woman's dream. Below, Goodman at work in his study.
The desk is cluttered with objects — from candy to old
Christmas cards. Goodman's hobby is taking moving
pictures.
Left, enjoying movies filmed last summer.

y

JACK

SHER

|OMES
generally
reflect
the
r™"1 them.
kind ofNot
people
who of
liveJane
in
the home
nd Goodman Ace, the "Easy Aces"
ou hear every Tuesday, Wednesay and Thursday evening on NBC's
plue network. The last place in the
fvorld you'd expect them to live in
s a penthouse.
Not only do they
ive in a penthouse, but it's on Park
Vvenue
in a building
called the
ftitz Towers.
Goodman is about as ritzy as a
iiamburger sandwich. Jane is about
is Park Avenue as a porch swing.
3ut there they are and you have to
nee them at home to believe it. The
tatch is that the minute you get
inside their home you forget all
bout Park Avenue and the Ritz
"owers. Goodman is lolling about
n an old robe, which Jane doesn't
ike. Jane is lying on the floor in
lacks, begging Goodman to play a
;ame of Chinese checkers with her.
You feel at ease. You feel, just
Poking at (Continued on page 93)
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■ Top— in the modern living room— waiting for
compony, Goodman takes a nap so that he'll be fresh
for
any political arguments his friends might advance
while Jane reads and just waits. Above, before the fire'
place, playing a game of Chinese checkers. Right
on
this exercise bike, Jane admits she gets
no place fast.
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NOTHER day to be faced, to be
II ER fortune had never brought
Now, on these pages, you can read as a
lived through, days stretching
anything but unhappiness to Patricia
vivid novel the entire story of radio's
Rogers. In an attempt to start all
endlessly
away
into the
popular drama, Girl Alone. For exciting
over again after a broken love affair
future; would they be like this one,
listening, be sure to tune to this story
with John Knight, trustee of her
Patricia wondered, as she sat before
estate, she had gone to Phoenix,
her desk in the morning room, too
of a woman's search for love, written by
Arizona, changed her last name to
listless even to open her letters. It
Fayette Krum and heard Monday through
Ryan, and found work as a reporter
frightened her, the way in which
there.
In Phoenix she fell in love
Friday at 5 P.M., E.S.T., over the NBCunhappiness
and despair drained
with another reporter, Scoop Curtis,
Red network, sponsored by Quaker Oafs.
the strength from her body, and
but when
she confessed
her real
left her mind inert and sluggish.
identity and made the mistake of
seeming to flaunt her wealth in front of Scoop, he
She rested her head on her hand, her eyes bleak; her
called off their wedding and left Phoenix.
nerves, strained and taut, made the lonely hours more
difficult to endure.
Pat tried to go on and bravely continue her life,
but when she heard that Scoop had been injured
I couldn't understand before, she thought, but now
stunting an automobile with a troupe of traveling
I do, just how much Virginia suffers, and why she
dare-devils, she rushed to his side — to learn that
shrinks from me, believing as she does that I was to
doctors said he would never walk again. She pleaded
blame for her husband's death. Hate is a ghastly
with him to marry her, but he refused, and instead
emotion, but I don't hate Stormy, though she is Scoop's
married Stormy Wilson, another member of the darewife — his wife. While I, who waited, planned —
devil company. Disillusioned, believing that Scoop
dreamed — Patricia pushed back her chair, and walked
no longer loved her — not realizing that his marriage
to the window. Spring is almost here; I should dress
to Stormy had really been an act of self-sacrifice, Pat
returned with her adopted son, Jack, to Chicago,
and go out. I used to enjoy walking, but even that is
determined to accept her money and build a new life.
an effort now — placing one foot before the other,
In Chicago, she rented a huge house and persuaded
her two friends, Alice Ames and Virginia Hardesty,
on — on —on her desk rang, and she crossed to
plodding
The telephone
to live with her. Again she saw John Knight, but her
it, too indifferent to care who might be calling.
life was empty, unreal. It didn't acquire reality again
"John, yes, it's Pat," she said.
"Oh, I'm all right.
until Scoop returned to Chicago — cured and able to
walk once more! But he was still married to Stormy,
No, I haven't been out. Yes, it looks like a lovely day."
"Then meet me for lunch."
who was flying an airplane in the North. Scoop's
newspaper researches into an insurance fraud racket
"I don't feel up to it; really I don't, John. I'd be
brought a new acquaintance into Pat's life — a man
stupid
they nicknamed Top Hat for his dandified way of
"Thatcompany."
doesn't matter, Pat!" John's voice, though
dressing. Virginia Hardesty fell in love with Top Hat,
gentle,
was
insistent. "Make an effort. You're not
and just as Scoop discovered he was implicated in the
the
only
one
who's unhappy."
insurance swindles, she ran away with him as his
"Does that help?" Patricia asked, her lips quivering.
bride. Top Hat was killed resisting arrest, and Vir"It should. Other people have gone on, made someginia, believing Pat had sent the police after him,
turned against her former friend.
"Oh, thingI outknow,"
of — " she broke in, her voice sharp, "you've
At last Scoop was able to persuade Pat to let him
always blamed me for not facing up to things. Here's
tell Stormy he had never loved her, and ask for his
freedom. But when Stormy arrived in Chicago, flying
your chance to rub it in."
"That's not like you, Pat. I'm trying to help. You
her own plane, she crashed and set the plane afire.
The flames blinded her — and Pat and Scoop knew
they could never decently ask her to set Scoop free.
"I'm sorry," she said, quickly, "but I— "
know it."

■ Not pain, not anguish, not renunciation could bring happiness now to lovely Pat
Rogers, but a love so true, so all-consuming that it would burn away every regret
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"Then come to lunch with me."
"No — no — not today.
I don't want to see anyone."
"You're going to see me. I'm as stubborn as you.
I'll be around — since it's not lunch, make it cocktails
at five."
He had hung up before Patricia could answer. She
sighed, then smiled; rather surprisingly, she was glad
John had not let her have her way. What would she
have done without him during these past terrible
weeks? He had been patient, thoughtful; she had
come to rely on his strength — and he loved her. If I
had loved him, she asked herself, would I have been
happy? But there had been laughter and fun with
Scoop — the touch of his hand — his lips on hers — She
straightened her shoulders with a nervous jerk — she
would see Virginia, and in trying to help her, she
might forget the deep pain of her own memories.
Patricia stepped into the hall just as the front door
bell rang; she hesitated, waiting, as the butler moved
toward it. Then she shrank back into the room, her
body stiff, her heart pounding. It was Scoop's voice
she heard; it was Scoop coming toward her. How tired
he looked, she thought; older, but with a controlled
quality he had never had before.
"Pat!" He stopped; and there was a sudden hunger
in his eyes.
"Why — " Patricia could not finish the question. She
found a chair, and dropped into it; the stiffness of her
body had turned to weakness.
"I had to see you. It's important." He spoke
quickly. "I couldn't explain over the phone. You've
got to help — I— I— " He fumbled for words.
Oh, Scoop, why did you come? Patricia almost
cried the words aloud. Then her anger at him, at the
whole world, at herself, as she felt her emotions stir
and awaken in response to his nearness, flared into
quick, bitter words.
"Can't you stay away, keep out of my life — haven't
you done enough — "
Scoop's face grew taut.
"Don't, Pat. This isn't fun for me. I put off coming
as long as I dared. I tell you I need your help. You
must "see Stormy."
"See Stormy!"
There was amazement in Patricia's
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with him to marry her, but he refused, and instead
emotion, but I don't hate Stormy, though she is Scoop's
married Stormy Wilson, another member of the darewife — his wife. While I, who waited, planneddevil company. Disillusioned, believing that Scoop
dreamed — Patricia pushed back her chair, and walked
no longer loved her — not realizing that his marriage
to the window. Spring is almost here; I should dress
to Stormy had really been an act of self-sacrifice, Pat
and go out. I used to enjoy walking, but even that is
returned with her adopted son, Jack, to Chicago,
determined to accept her money and build a new life.
an effort now — placing one foot before the other,
In Chicago, she rented a huge house and persuaded
plodding
on — on —on her desk rang, and she crossed to
her two friends, Alice Ames and Virginia Hardesty,
The telephone
to live with her. Again she saw John Knight, but her
it, too indifferent to care who might be calling.
life was empty, unreal. It didn't acquire reality again
"John, yes, it's Pat," she said.
"Oh, I'm all right.
until Scoop returned to Chicago — cured and able to
No, I haven't been out. Yes, it looks like a lovely day."
walk once more! But he was still married to Stormy,
"Then meet me for lunch."
who was flying an airplane in the North. Scoop's
newspaper researches into an insurance fraud racket
"I don't feel up to it; really I don't, John. I'd be
brought a new acquaintance into Pat's life — a man
stupid company."
they nicknamed Top Hat for his dandified way of
"That doesn't matter, Pat!" John's voice, though
dressing. Virginia Hardesty fell in love with Top Hat,
gentle, was insistent. "Make an effort. You're not
and just as Scoop discovered he was implicated in the
the only one who's unhappy."
insurance swindles, she ran away with him as his
"Does that help?" Patricia asked, her lips quivering.
bride. Top Hat was killed resisting arrest, and Virginia, believing Pat had sent the police after him
"It should. Other people have gone on, made someturned against her former friend.
thing out of — "
At last Scoop was able to persuade Pat to let him
"Oh, I know," she broke in, her voice sharp, "you've
tell Stormy he had never loved her, and ask for his
always blamed me for not facing up to things. Here's
your chance to rub it in."
freedom. But when Stormy arrived in Chicago flying
her own plane, she crashed and set the plane afire
"That's not like you, Pat. I'm trying to help. You
The flames blinded her— and Pat and Scoop knew
they could never decently ask her to set Scoop free
know
"I'm it."
sorry," she said, quickly, "but I—"

■ Not pain, not anguish, not renunciation could
bring happiness now to lovely Pat
Rogers, but a love so true, so all-consumin
g that it would burn away every regret
National
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voice now,
as well as anger.
Scoop nodded. "She's wondering
why you don't come around — if
you don't like her. She'll suspect
something soon. Remember, she
thinks I loved you — once — "

PATRICIA jumped to her feet.
"And after what's happened,
Scoop, you expect me to run in and
out of your house — " Her dark eyes
blazed in her white face.
"Pat, don't feel that way. Can't
you see what I'm going through?"
"Oh, Scoop—" With a swift motion Patricia crossed to him, her
anger vanishing as quickly as it had
come; her eyes were filled with
unshed tears. "I shouldn't act like
this." She touched his hand, and
his fingers closed over hers. She
realized with sudden clarity what
the long drawn tension of his days
and nights must be.
"If what we did is to be any use
to Stormy, we've got to see it
through," he said, simply.
Patricia dropped his hand and
moved away, forcing herself to
meet this new demand on her. She
fought back the impulse
to say:

"No, I shan't let myself suffer any
more so Stormy can be happy — put
me first this time." But she couldn't
say that, or act in such a manner.
"All right," she spoke, at last, "I'll
Scoop turned away, quickly;
there
come."was so much he longed to tell
her, but there was nothing that
could be said, really. "This afternoon," Pat called, as he stepped
into the hall.
For a few minutes Patricia stood
very still; she felt bewildered, as if
she had been driven into a corner.
Outside the windows the sunshine
beckoned, the sky was blue, but
there was no joy for her in the
clear day. Scoop had been right:
their sacrifice would be meaningless if Stormy ever suspected the
truth. This was a situation from
which there could be no escape. At
that word, Pat smiled, bitterly.
And, as she faced this fact, her
world seemed to change, her outlook shifted. What she had to do,
she would do, no matter how difficult or unpleasant it might be.
The ordeal of seeing Stormy
proved
to be more
painful than

even her dread of it had led her to
suspect. As she left Scoop's apartment a few hours later, Patricia
felt bruised and numb. Was there
comfort in the certainty she had
done the right thing? That Stormy's
happiness and peace must be kept
secure because her love for Scoop
was all that compensated for her
blindness? All she knew was that
the drain upon her own control had
been almost more than she could
stand; not to envy, not to be bitter,
not to blame Stormy because she
was in the position which should
have been hers. Patricia drove
faster and faster; she must get
home — John would be there. He
might be there, now, waiting for
her. He loves me, she thought, and
I need someone to love me, to protect me from the memory of
Scoop.
Stormy's face when she speaks of
How lightly, she reproached herself,votion
had toshe
her, dismissed
how littleJohn's
had deshe
cared how he might feel, in the
days of her own carefree happiness! And, when, at last, he sat
opposite her, holding his cocktail
glass, and talking quietly, she
watched him with a new comprehension. Her eyes glanced from
his dark hair to the lean suppleness
of his tall figure. Perhaps, she
thought, I am seeing him for the
first time as he really is. Impulsively, she spoke:
"I saw Stormy this afternoon.
Scoop asked me to go and see her.
He was afraid she might grow susJohn glanced
quickly at her tense
picious if I didn't."
face. "Not a bad idea. The sooner
you know what you're up against,
the sooner you get over it."
"Get over it?" Patricia shook her
head. "John — " she flung out one
hand in an instinctive gesture for
help.
"If Ibeside
only her
could—"
He was
instantly, and
had her hand in his.
"Pat — I'm here — always have
been." He touched her black hair
with gentle fingers. "Come out to
dinner with me ; try to forget everything, if only
for oneForget?
evening."
Patricia
hesitated.
Could
she forget even for a few hours?
She lifted her eyes to John's face.
Then with an unexpected sense of
release she jumped to her feet.
"You're right. I'll be ready in a
The weeks which followed were
strange, disturbing weeks for
minute." (Continued on page 72)
Patricia,

■ "Pat!" John's voice held
— "
His
lips
were"Pat,ondear
hers.
edge.
a rough
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■ "She's one of the nicest persons Iknow," says Helen Hayes
about
her I I-year-old
daughter.

Louise Dahl-Wolfe
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Y
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word for it — that the world would
surely be a finer place, a generation
from now, if every parent would do
as Helen and her playwright husband, Charles MacArthur, are doing
for their two children, Mary and
Jamie.
Helen was dubious about offering
any advice about children for publication. With characteristic modesty,
she didn't think she had any right
to tell other mothers how to train
their children.
"I'm so much luckier than most
women," she explained. "I have
my work in radio and on the stage,
and with that work I earn enough
money to afford nursemaids and
governesses. Who am I to lay down
rules for mothers who really have
the work of caring for their children? It seems like a terrible piece
of effrontery on my part even to
offer a suggestion."
But I knew already of Helen's
relationships with eleven-year-old
Mary . and three-year-old Jamie,
and though it is perfectly true that
a combined nurse and governess
takes over most of the routine work

owtoVtou/'s

■ Helen Hayes brings all mothers a message that
will help them face the future with lightened hearts
HOW can I help my child to
build a happy life in the
world of the future?"
A great many mothers and fathers
of America, as they read their daily
papers, are asking themselves that
question — asking it in fear and
doubt, and finding no answers to
satisfy them.
On an earth ruled by terror or
the threat of terror, so many of the
old safeguards seem, suddenly, useless. Our own experiences of twenty
and twenty-five years ago appear
to have taught us nothing. If they
had, how could there be war in the
APRIL,
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world now? How then, we ask, can
we offer any wisdom to those innocent heirs of the world we've
made — even though they will need
wisdom so badly?
Helen Hayes, who besides being
a very great actress (you know that
if you've ever listened to her
Sunday-night dramatic program on
CBS) is one of the best mothers
I've ever known, has one answer.
Perhaps it isn't the perfect answer
— perhaps no answer could be entirely perfect. But in it there is so
much sound common sense and so
much — well, decency
is the best

of caring for the children, it's not
true, as Helen intimated, that she
isn't a capable and thoughtful
mother.
As a matter of fact —
"It seems to me," I said, "that
being free of the small drudgeries
— like seeing that they eat the
proper foods, dressing and undressing them, picking up their toys after
them — has given you more time to
study and understand their deeper
needs, in a way that many mothers
can't, because they just don't have
"That's true, of course," Helen
admitted. "I know that I respect.
Mary
as people — not as
time." and orJamie
children,
as things that belong to
me, but as real people. And I know
that's important, between parents
and children, much more important
than
parents
realize. how
I've
never most
been able
to understand
parents can expect respect if they
don't
it."
Thisgive
question
of respect — it, I
think,
is
at
the
root
of Helen
Hayes'
answer to the problem
of helping
your children prepare themselves
for the world of tomorrow.
"I think that children," she said,
"are the finest people in the world.
Every time they get off the track,
I believe, it's because some adult
has taught them the wrong thing
to do. I'm (Continued on page 59)

■ Meet some of your next
door neighbors — eight happy prize winners in our
recent photo contest
for mothers
and
children

■ A snapshot study
in mother love won
the first prize —
Mrs. W. O. Buehler,
above, of Hamilton,
Ohio, and her wideeyed baby, at home.

■ Left, third prize
winner — baby Karen,
one year old, gets
her first flower lesson from mother —
Mrs. Keith M. Grimm,
of Detroit,
Mich.

■ "What a lovely family," said the judges, and
so Mrs. Hyland G. Sanders and her four young
children, of Central City, Ky. (above), won
fourth prize; to young Mrs. Robert Durant and
daughter (left), of Los Angeles, went the fifth.
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■ Above, a picture to bring back memories

of a delightful summer

spent at the seashore with her baby — Mrs. Howard Banks' entry in
Radio Mirror's Mother and Child contest won the second prize.

■ The Reverend

Willis J. Loar took this

picture of his three-year-old daughter's
birthday, while mother and baby brother
watch her blow out the candles. This
picture

was

awarded

the

sixth

prize.

■ This grand studio portrait,
left, of Mrs. Gordon Leisenring and her son Ronnal, of
Denver, Colorado, won seventh.

■ Eighth prize —

an

unusual

LachtS. above,
Mrs.girl,
photograph
man
and her of
little
29
of San Francisco, California.

■ Sandra, whose birth was
the ultimate happiness of
two courageous youngsters.

■ Once he had only a dream and a girl whose
faith was as great as her love for him. Now
Frank Sinatra has everything to sing about
with
thin,
is tall, very
and
eyes
gray
humorous
He sort of
wavy, black hair.
slouches in front of the microphone
and eases out the lyrics of a song
Yet there's
as casually as a yawn.
And
always warmth in his song.
on this night he was singing:
"For tears would fill my eyes,
My heart would realize
That our romance is through — "
The way he sang this number,
"I'll Never Smile Again," made you
believe it. You told yourself that
it was only a song and the youngster singing it was only another
HE
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good vocalist. But you knew, somehow, that he really felt it. That's
why he was so good.
After awhile, he came over to the
table and began talking about singing and about a girl named Nancy,
who had great faith in him. And
then you realized why he was able
to get so much "heart" into his
singing. Then you realized why this
twenty-two-year-old kid, Frank
Sinatra, was able to come up out
of nowhere to sing with Tommy
Dorsey's band and make "I'll Never
Smile Again" the Number One hit
of the year. You realized why he'd

become one of the very good reasons for listening to Tommy's program, Fame and Fortune, every
Thursday night on NBC's Blue network.
A few years ago he was nobody.
A small town kid, easy going, apparently worthless, but with a head
full of the great American dream
of success. He had one other thing
besides this dream. He had a girl
named Nancy, who loved him and
had faith in him and had a dream
all of her own.
You've probably seen lots of kids
like these (Continued on page 55)
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■ The story of the beautiful
he grasped her hand
WHEN
in his that first time they
met, he wasn't thinking of
what Jack had told him — about her
sparkling wit, her honors at school,
her ability to "wise-crack" even
better than the boys who dropped
by the house to see her brother. He
was thinking only of the cool mist
of her grey-blue eyes, the warmth
of the gold in her blonde hair, the
honesty of her smile. For the first
time in all his fifteen years Clifton
Fadiman was in love — in love for
life!
Polly Rush smilingly returned his
warm greeting and in her spontaneous, friendly way asked him to
sit down. Then she looked at him
appraisingly and liked what she
saw. For she too was in love — in
love for life!
A honeymoon in a furnished
room, a budget of ten dollars a
week, a joint wardrobe that fitted
without crowding into one suitcase,
meals of spaghetti and cheese —
these are the bright fabrics that are
woven into a tender love story that
has lasted twenty glorious years,
ever since that first moment when

they were introduced by Polly's
brother. Twenty years of finding
themselves, of adjusting their relationships, one to the other; years
of rivalry, of arguments neither
could ever quite win — or lose. For
Clifton Fadiman, although today he
APRIL,
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romance

Polly and Clifton

Fadiman have made exciting
for

twenty

glorious

years

acts as quiz master of Information
Please, America's favorite question
and answer program, long ago
found in Polly Rush a partner who
continually threatened to be wiser
and wittier than the man she loved.
It's a strange thing that love can
grow out of rivalry. Perhaps, in the
case of Polly and Kip (they called
him Kip in school and they still call
him Kip) it was simply that rivalry
sharpened their wits first, then
made them aware of a deep respect
for each other, and finally taught
them that nowhere else, with no one
else, could either of them find such
everlasting happiness. . . .
Anyway, when Kip was honor
student at Boys' High School in
Brooklyn, and Polly occupied the
same enviable position at Erasmus
Hall High, rivalry was the basis of
their friendship. Kip graduated
with honors and won a scholarship
to Columbia University. So did
Polly. The scholarships, while helpful, didn't pay for all the expenses
of a college education, so Kip decided to work
his way
through

By

ETHEL

BARRON

Columbia. Polly decided she would
too.
When they got their college degrees Kip wanted to go to Europe.
He'd saved up pennies for years,
with dogged determination, denying himself the good times most
college boys take as a matter of
course, and now he had the money
for the trip. For the first time,
Polly had to watch Kip reach a goal
she herself couldn't. She had to
stay home while he went abroad.
But she did something almost as
dazzling. She won a scholarship to
Bryn Mawr, and while Kip was
traveling she took her master's degree there.
It must have been their separation that showed them something
they'd never realized before — that
besides being friendly rivals, they
'were very much in love.
That knowledge was suddenly
more rapturous, more vital and important than anything else in the
world. The fact that Kip was then
making exactly ten dollars a week
simply didn't mean a thing. Why,
they could get married easily —
they'd have to live in a furnished
room and do without a honeymoon,
but what of that? They discussed
an elopement, because it would be
cheaper, as well as romantic. But
Polly's grandmother, with whom
she was a great favorite, begged
them to (Continued on page 90)
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-EE, Aunt Kay, what's the matter?" Bud was saying from
the living room doorway.
And Kay wondered with a start
how long she had been standing
there, holding the silent telephone.
"Get your things, Bud," she said.
"We're going to your grandmother's."
"Aw — " Bud began and then
lowered his eyes before something
he saw in her face.
If she had been asked later how
she had driven out to Mother Fairchild's that night, Kay would have
been unable to tell.
Bud touched her hand. "Aunt
Kay," he said softly.
And Kay realized they were in
the car and she had somehow
managed to park it at the foot of
the snowbanked pathway to Mother
Fairchild's cottage. The door opened
and a stream of light made a lumbering silhouette of John coming
toward the car.
"John!" Kay cried, running toward him.
John caught her shoulders. "Easy
now," he said. "It couldn't be
helped."
"Anne — oh, she's not dead,
John?" Kay whispered.
"No," John said. "But it's pretty
bad. The doctor's with her."
"Then it was a shock," Kay
blamed herself. "I should have
known she was too ill to be told."
"Kay, listen," John said firmly,
"the doctor's been expecting this
for some time. You're not to blame
in any way. Now, pull yourself
together."
"Must I go in?" Kay pleaded.
"Must I see her?"
"You were the first person she
asked for when she regained consciousness," John said. "Please,
don't be afraid, Kay. She isn't.
She knows."
They went inside then, into a
hush that made even Bud whisper
instinctively. To Kay, it felt as
though the whole house were holding its breath, waiting for something. Peg and Mother Fairchild
were sitting in the living room,
silent, their faces like masks.
The doctor came out of Anne's
bedroom just then. "Will you go in
now, Mayor
Fairchild?"
he said.
32

"And Mrs. Fairchild — she's been
asking for you." He turned to
John's mother. "She wants you to
be Peg
there,
too." softly and Bud stared
sobbed
with wide, round eyes. Kay helped
Mother Fairchild from her chair
and, John supporting his mother,
they went into Anne's room.
"I'm glad you came, Kay," Anne
said. Her voice was very low, yet
very clear.
"You mustn't talk," Kay said.
And moved by sudden pity and
affection,
little hand.she pressed Anne's thin,
"I have to tell you," Anne said
in that strange, bell-like voice. "I
don't want any of you to feel guilty
about anything. I knew about — I
knew I was going to die. Months
ago, I knew it. That's why I came
"It doesn't matter," Kay whisback."
pered.
Anne's fingers tightened on Kay's
hand. "You — Kay — I want you to
know how glad I am that John
found someone like you. Sometimes— in all those years — I used to
worry about the children — and
John — " There was a startled gasp
from Mother Fairchild and Anne
shifted her gaze from Kay's face to
the older woman's. "Oh— yes — "
she said. "I — I never lost my
memory. I just said that because
I couldn't think of any other explanation— and I wanted to stay
near the children — for this little
Her voice faded into a breath and
a spasm of pain flickered in her
time." John smoothed back her hair
eyes.
tenderly.
"John," Anne whispered. "I'm
sorry — sorry for everything."
"No, Anne, dear, you — " John
began softly.
"Please, there isn't much time,"
Anne interrupted. "I must tell you.
I am sorry — and you — John — all of
you, mustn't be sorry for me. You
must forgive me. I wasn't in any
accident that night. I was miles
from Walnut Grove when the storm
broke. I was — I ran away with a
There was a heavy, stunned stillness in the room.
man."
"I was going to write to you,

John," Anne went on wearily, "but
when I read about that overturned
boat being found on the lake — I—
it seemed so much simpler — to let
everyone think I was dead." The
pain came into her eyes again and
her voice
like alone.
a sigh.And"I —then
I'd
like
to talk was
to Kay
— As
could
seethePegdoorandclosed
Bud?"behind
soonI as
John and his mother, Anne breathed,
"Will you do something for me,
"Anything."
"In the top drawer — a letter in
an envelope — a man's name on it,"
Anne spoke jerkily. "When I'm —
when
— send it to him, please." She
Kay?"
was gasping a little for breath. "He
doesn't know. I didn't tell him what
my doctor said — I— he thinks I just
wanted to see the children and that
I'll"Icome
back — " Kay whispered
understand,"
and kissed Anne's forehead.
"Wouldn't you like to see him? I
"No," Anne shook her head with
call — ""Better if he doesn't
couldeffort.
an
know — until — " Tears trembled in
— Bud — " with Peg
"Pegreturned
eyes. Kay
herWhen
and Bud, Anne was lying very still,
propped high on the pillows. There
was in her eyes a faraway look of
peace and a gentle smile made her
somehow very beautiful.
"Kay," she said softly, "take care
of them. They need you." Her
eyes moved lovingly over her children's faces. "Peg," she pleaded,
"forgive me."
"Oh, Mother!" Peg flung herself
down beside the bed and buried her
face in the pillow.
Anne did not die that night. For
two days, she lingered on the edge
of life and then, peacefully, quietly,
on the second night, she slipped into
her last sleep. Only then did Kay
mail the letter to the man who was
expecting Anne to return to him.
Sometimes, in the next weeks,
Kay thought of that man and pitied
him. She thought that perhaps she
ought to write to him, but she could
never think of anything to say.
Then Peg came back home and Kay
was so glad to have her there, that
she gradually forgot about the man.
(Continued on page 75)
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■ Kay had thought she knew her husband well, but she was to learn that in every marriage
there are secrets which cannot be told until the last barrier of doubt and fear is gone.
Read the final chapter of a novel of marriage based on one of radio's most popular dramas

Janet Logan
as
Kay Fairchild
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■ From Mrs. W. J. Wilmington of Sugar Ridge,
Ohio, comes this ingenious suggestion for
a delicious
variation:
eggplant
croquettes.

or not we observe
WHETHER
Lent strictly, there is no getting away from the fact that
the Lenten season is an interesting
one from a cooking point of view, a
challenge to every one of us to create
varied, appetizing and nourishing
menus. For this reason, whenever I
find such a recipe, I put it aside; and
when I went over the recipes which
earned prizes for so many of you
readers in our recent Favorite
Recipes Contest I put some of them
aside too, just for this pre-Lenten
department of ours.
Lenten meals, of course, mean
that we must pay particular attention to vegetables, eggs and starches,
and it is on these ingredients that
this month's menus are based. Some
of them, you will see when we come
to them, can be used with meat if
you prefer them that way, but all of
them have this in common — they
taste good, they are good for you
and they are simple and economical
to prepare.
Suppose we begin with the
starches — and with two of our
prize-winning recipes.

1
6
2
1
2
Vz
Vz
2

Bakers' Lenten Dinner
Mrs. Frank Baker, Millersburg, Ky.
cup macaroni
cups boiling salted water
tbls. butter
tbl. flour
oz. can mushrooms
cup milk
cup grated cheese
hard cooked eggs
Salt, pepper, paprika to taste

Cook macaroni in boiling salted
water until tender, drain and keep
hot. Melt butter in sauce pan, stir
in flour then add mushrooms, milk
and cheese and cook until thick
34

■ Mushrooms, cooked with onions and then
stuffed with Braiil nuts and baked, are so
appetizing you'll

and smooth, seasoning to taste with
salt and pepper. Place macaroni on
buttered platter, pour on sauce,
cover with egg slices and garnish
with parsley and paprika. A hurryup variation on Mrs. Baker's recipe
would be to use canned spaghetti,
which would eliminate making the
sauce and cooking the macaroni;
simply heat the mushrooms with the
spaghetti and garnish with parsley
and hard cooked eggs.

be coming

back for more.

Savory One-Dish Supper
Mrs. Winifred Lambert, Linden, N. J.
Vz
Vz
2
6

package wide noodles
lb. sauerkraut
tbls. minced chives or parsley
sausage patties

Cook noodles in boiling salted
water until tender, drain and arrange alayer of noodles in a buttered
casserole. Sprinkle with chives or
parsley, adding salt and pepper to
taste, then add a layer of sauerkraut,
covered with chives or parsley. Continue the alternate layers, taking
care to make the top layer of sauerkraut. Place sausage patties on top
and bake in moderate oven until
sausage is done and other ingredients heated through. For a Lenten
variation, omit the sausages. This
dish, too, may be made of canned
spaghetti.
Peanut butter adds interest to
this vegetable recipe which won a
prize for its sender and will win
cheers for you when you serve it.

BY KATE SMITH
Radio

Mirror's

Food

Counselor

Listen to Kate Smith's daily talks over
CBS at 72 noon, E.S.T., and her Friday
night variety show at 8:00 on CSS,
both
sponsored
by General
Foods.

Peanut Butter Vegetable Loaf
Mrs. Harry E. Whittaker, Taunton, Mass.
2 cups cooked lima beans
2 cups cooked carrots
1 cup coarse bread crumbs
tsp. minced
grated onion
11 tbl.
parsley
Vz tsp. celery salt
Salt and pepper to taste
6 tbls. peanut butter
2 tbls. bacon fat
1 egg, beaten
% cup milk

Chop lima beans slightly and dice
carrots and combine with bread
crumbs. Melt bacon fat, add peanut
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■ Left, Mrs. Harry E. Whittaker of Taunton,
Mass., cooks this peanut butter vegetable
loaf; above, a shrimp vegetable casserole.

butter, then seasonings, beaten egg
and milk. Combine two mixtures
and turn into buttered casserole or
loaf pan and bake in moderate oven
until firm (about one hour). Serve
with white or tomato sauce. Lenten
variation: Use melted butter in
place of bacon fat.
Eggplant croquettes and mushrooms stuffed with Brazil nuts are
two recipes which are Lenten specials and treats all the year round.
Eggplant Croquettes
Mrs.

W.

J. Wilmington,

Sugar

1 medium eggplant
2 eggs
Cracker crumbs
Salt and pepper to taste

Ridge,

Ohio

Peel eggplant and cook until tender in salted water. Drain, then
chop fine and add salt and pepper to
taste, one beaten egg and sufficient
cracker crumbs to hold the mixture
together. Mold into croquettes, dip
in cracker crumbs, then into beaten
egg and into crumbs again. Fry in
deep fat (390 degrees F.) until
golden brown. Variation: Use leftover peas, beans, carrots, cauliflower etc., in place of egg plant.
\Vi.
V4
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
%

Stuffed Mushrooms
lbs. mushrooms
cup butter
onion, minced
cup soft bread crumbs
cup chopped Brazil nuts
tsp. salt
Pepper to taste
tbl. tomato catsup
tbl. lemon juice
strips bacon
cup evaporated milk

APRIL, 1941

Wash mushrooms, drain and remove stems. Chop stems fine and
cook with onion in butter (low
flame) for five minutes. Combine
with crumbs, Brazil nuts, catsup,
lemon juice and salt and pepper.
Stuff mushrooms, top each one with
bacon strips and place in buttered
baking dish. Pour milk around
mushrooms and bake at 400 degrees
F. for twenty-five minutes. Lenten
variation: Omit bacon strips.
No Lenten Cooking Corner would
be complete without at least one fish
recipe, so here is a fine, easily prepared casserole of shrimps and
vegetables.

VARIATIONS

ON

1
2
1
1
3
6
2
%

Shrimp Vegetable Casserole
cup coarsely broken wide noodles, un
cooked
medium onions, sliced
green pepper cut in rings
cup canned or cooked peas
cups canned tomatoes or
medium tomatoes sliced or quartered
cans shrimp
3 tbls. butter
tsp. salt
Vs tsp. pepper

Drain shrimp and remove black
center membrane. Combine ingredients, reserving enough shrimp,
onion and tomato for decorative top
layer, and turn into buttered casserole. Dot with butter, add salt and
pepper and bake, covered, at moderate temperature (325-350 degrees
F.) until done, about one hour.

SEVERAL

OLD

THEMES

French Fry: Sweet potatoes, carrots (both cut as regular french fried
potatoes are), onion rings, green pepper rings, cauliflower flowerets.
Broil: Tomato, eggplant, orange and canned pineapple slices. Brush
slices with melted butter before placing under broiler flame, cook first
on one side then the other until golden brown and tender.
Roast: Carrots, parsnips, turnips, celery butts and small whole onions
around a roast as you do potatoes. If old, vegetables should be parboiled five to ten minutes before adding to roast.
,
Stuff and Bake: Turnips, onions, celery butts. Parboil until tender,
scoop out centers and combine with bread crumbs, cooked rice, cooked
or canned spaghetti for stuffing, adding salt and pepper to taste.
Moderate oven until tender.
Season mayonnaise for salad of mixed cooked vegetables with curry
powder, mace or nutmeg.
Combine shredded red cabbage, watercress, Spanish onion slices and
paper thin carrot slices for a colorful midseason salad. Serve with tart
French dressing.
35
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And here is Jack Beckman, also thirteen. He too lives
in Chicago and is a typical American

boy. Jack likes history

best and so knew this one: "Tell which of the following
states seceded from the Union in the Civil War — Maryland,
Louisiana,

West

Virginia,

Missouri,

Arkansas,

Kentucky."
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This is Edith Lee James, age 13, who lives
..j Oak Park, III. She plays the piano, but
photography is her hobby. Her ambition is
to be a professional photographer. One of
Edith's questions was — "Define an

intaglio."

4

■ Match wits with America's youngest set
of quiz experts — if you dare— and see why
the Quiz Kids, those amazing girls and boys
of radio, have taken the country by storm

■ George Van Dyke Tiers is another of those clever Quiz
Kids. He's thirteen, too, and was born in Chicago. He's
a whiz at geography and spelling. Here's a hard one —
"If a cork is sunk into the sea to a depth of 40 fathoms,
will it rise to the surface after it has been released?"

I

T

i~

FROM a summer fill-in for the Alec Templeton show
to regular winter broadcasts, now on the NBC-Blue
network, Wednesday nights at 8:00 E.S.T. — that's the
success of Quiz Kids, a question and answer program
that employs only junior experts who haven't yet
reached sixteen. Many a grown-up listener finds himself stumped by the questions which these amazing
youngsters answer without hesitation. The children
who are selected for the program are first nominated
by listeners, then mailed an extensive questionnaire
which they answer. Those selected on this basis are
then granted a personal interview. Each child who
actually takes part on the program gets a $100 Liberty
Bond. Here are pictures of some of Quiz Kids' brightest
stars and questions each of them (save one) correctly
answered. Match your wits with them and if you
stumble, see page 82 for the answers.
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■ Meet Geraldine Hamburg who is fourteen, and lives in
Evanston, III. Geraldine has studied piano for five
years and has given many recitals. She likes football;
her ambition is to be a radio artist. One of her questions was, "Identify Widow's peak and Widow's Weeds."

■ Gerard Darrow, eight, was born in Indiana. At three,
Gerard could identify all the birds. His hobby is
collecting shells; he likes to roller-skate and swim.

■ Joan Bishop is fourteen; has been studying music for
a number of years and once performed with the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra; reads extensively, enjoys baseball. Here's one for you book-readers — "Name two
fiction characters who made their escapes as corpses."
■ ■■■
i m mi

■ Meet Mary Ann Anderson, fourteen, from Chicago.

You can see from the picture Gerard didn't get this
one — "Complete this saying: 'Keep your ear to the — ' "

She's a student of opera and Shakespeare; collects
stamps, and dislikes baseball. See if you can get any of
these: "What would you be carrying home if you brought
an antimacassar, a dinghy, a sarong, and an apteryx7"
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■ George Van Dyke Tiers is another of those clever Quiz
Kids. He's thirteen, too, and was born in Chicago, He's
a whii at geography and spelling. Hore's a hard one —
"If o cork is sunk into the sea to a depth of 40 fathoms,
will it rise to the surface after it hos been releosed?"
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■ Match wits with America's youngest set
of quiz experts — if you dare — and see why
the Quiz Kids, those amazing girls and boys
of radio, have taken the country by storm
FROM a summer fill-in for the Alec Templeton show
to regular winter broadcasts, now on the NBC-Blue
network, Wednesday nights at 8:00 E.S.T.— that's the
success of Quiz Kids, a question and answer program
that employs only junior experts who haven't yet
reached sixteen. Many a grown-up listener finds himself stumped by the questions which these amazing
youngsters answer without hesitation. The children
who are selected for the program are first nominated
by listeners, then mailed an extensive questionnaire
which they answer. Those selected on this basis are
then granted a personal interview. Each child who
actually takes part on the program gets a $100 Liberty
Bond. Here are pictures of some of Quiz Kids' brightest
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■ Joan Bishop is fourteen; has been studying music for
a number of years and once performed with the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra; reads extensively, enjoys base™'l. Here's one for you book-readers — "Name two
™tion characters who made their escapes as corpses.'

■ Meet Mary Ann Anderson, fourteen, from Chicago.
She's a student of opera and Shakespeare; collects
stamps, and dislikes baseball. See if you can get any of
these: "What would vou be carrying home if you brought
an antimacassar, a dinghy, a sarong, and an apteryx7"
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BOB ALLEN, handsome young
vocalist, is the best possibility
to take over the leadership of
Hal Kemp's band. However, at this
writing, there was still a good deal
of betting on Skinnay Ennis for the
post. All radio row was shocked by
the untimely death of the 36-yearold favorite. Hal left a widow and
three children, two from his first
wife. Although the funeral was held
in San Francisco, the burial was at
Hal's North Carolina birthplace
where such close friends as Kay Kyser, John Scott Trotter and Saxie
,
s, attended
Dowell
rites.Hal's parent
final and
the
*
*
*
Benny Goodman is still a musician's musician. Although he is not
the top favorite among the general
public, he copped first place in the
38

Bradley's

KEN

ALDEN

sings
band.

Downbeat and Metronome trade
magazine polls. The bespectacled
clarinetist is now on the road with
his new band and recently played as
soloist in another concert of serious
music in Boston.
*
*
#
Glenn Miller is now before the
20th Century-Fox cameras filming
"The Great American Broadcast"
with Alice Faye and Jack Oakie. Before leaving New York, he signed a
new Bluebird recording contract
which will run three years. He was
also the leading record draw on the
nation's 400,000 juke box machines
in 1940. The Andrews Sisters and
Jimmy Dorsey were tied for second
place.
It is said that Glenn and Kay Kyser earned an estimated $1,700,000
between them last year. Those cig-

gie commercial radio shows helped
considerably.
* #
#
Dorothy Claire, blonde warbler,
left Bobby Byrne's band to join
Glenn Miller's at twice the salary,
replacing Marion Hutton (scheduled
to be a mother) in that crew.
* #
#
THIS CHANGING WORLD:
Xavier Cugat landed that CamelNBC show and many say the BMIASCAP music war was largely responsible. The tango king has many
tunes in his library that are in the
public domain . . . Jimmy Dorsey is
back at New York's Hotel Pennsylvania . . . Wayne King back at the
Chicago Edgewater Beach Hotel .
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■ Co-leaders of one band —
drummer Ray McKinley and
trombonist
Will Bradley.

■ Sammy
orchestra

Kaye's
taking tour.
his
on
a road

Gene Krupa returns to the New Jersey Meadowbrook end of this month,
replacing Tommy Dorsey . . . Paul
Whiteman has reorganized his band
and is currently playing in Florida
. . . Tommy Dorsey has added another singer, soprano Marie Frye,
giving his organization eight vocalists. Others are Connie Haines,
Frank Sinatra, Paul Mason and the
four Pied Pipers . . . Muriel Lane,
young Bridgeport, Conn., warbler is
easily the best of the girl vocalists
Woody Herman has ever engaged.

Will Osborne has scrapped his
band and plans to produce movies.
. . . Sammy Kaye wrote the words
and music for his new theme, "Until
Tomorrow." His old signature never
had a title or lyric. Sammy left the
Hotel Commodore in New York
rather suddenly, to make a road tour.
That hotel has dropped
its name
band policy.
# *
■*

Several years ago Benny Goodman
found himself in an unhappy predicament. An important commercial
broadcast was just a few hours away,
and his star trombonist had suddenly
fallen ill. Manager Willard Alexander flashed an S. O. S. across Tin

Dinah Shore was caught by surprise when Eddie Cantor shifted his
NBC radio shows to the west coast.
Dinah had just leased a new apartment— and the* lease
* can't
* be broken.

casual suggestion: "How about Wilbur harassed
Schwictenberg?"
The
manager fumed.
This was no time for double talk or

Bandleader Benny Meroff and his
wife, Florence are divorced. They
have one child, Diane, 12.

Vaughn Monroe, a new band that
bears watching, gets its first real
break — a May engagement in New
York's Paramount theater.
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Pan Alley's grapevine: "Save Our
Swing." comber
A heard
typical
radioandrowoffered
beach-a
the call

idle insisted
jests. Butthere
the man
flinch.
He
was didn't
a musician
named Wilbur Schwictenberg, who
did most of his playing with a CBS
house band. Later that night, with
the broadcast successfully conclud39
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band and plans to produce movies.
. Sammy Kaye wrote the words
and music for his new theme, "Until
Tomorrow." His old signature never
had a title or lyric. Sammy left the
Hotel Commodore in New York
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break — a May engagement in New
York's Paramount theater.
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Several years ago Benny Goodman
found himself in an unhappy predicament. An important commercial
broadcast was just a few hours away,
and his star trombonist had suddenly
fallen ill. Manager Willard Alexander flashed an S. O. S. across Tin
Pan Alley's grapevine: "Save Our
Swing." A typical radio row beachcomber heard the call and offered a
casual suggestion: "How about WilThe harassed manager fumed.
bur Schwictenberg?"
This was no time for double talk or
idle insisted
jests. Butthere
the man
flinch.
He
was didn't
a musician
named Wilbur Schwictenberg, who
did most of his playing with a CBS
house band. Later that night, with
the broadcast successfully conclud-

ed, Alexander carefully jotted the
name in his little black book. Outwardly the book had no distinction.
But from its hastily pencilled notes,
many a great dance band had been
formed.
"He's a great trombonist," someone remarked. "But good lord, what
a name!"
Alexander looked up from his
writing and smiled wisely. "You
can always get another name. Try
getting a good trombonist."
Today the slight-framed, personable horn footer with the name, is
more easily recognized as Will Bradley. He and drum beater Ray
McKinley have formed a band earmarked for success. Organized less
than a year ago, the partners in
rhythm can look back on a series of
precedent-shattering achievements.
They destroyed the old theory that
two men can't direct the policies of
one dance band and still be friends.
They introduced Harlem's savage
boogie woogie music to the jitterbugs
and made them like it. They became
the first swing band to play New
York's staid Hotel Biltmore and
leave, still on amiable terms with
the management.
The band made its debut in March,
1940, at the Famous Door. Will,
Ray, and manager Alexander knew

they had a musically fine band, but
that it lacked a basic characteristic.
But after a couple of trips to Harlem, the boys knew they had the
answer in boogie woogie. Up to that
time, boogie woogie, a solid doubling of the average dance band tempo, had been jealously guarded by
colored swingsters. A few piano pioneers like Bob Zurke and Meade
"Lux" Lewis, had brought it south
of Lenox Avenue. But only a few
swing purists had accepted it.
On one of Ray's excursions to a
Harlem hi-de-ho hideaway, he
heard a dusky girl singer shout these
words of encouragement to the
rhythm section: "Beat Me Daddy,
Eight to the Bar!" Ray borrowed
the phrase and used it during vocal
boogie woogie licks. Songwriters
Hughie Prince and Don Raye wove a
tune from the chant and "Beat Me
Daddy, Eight to the Bar" shoved its
way into juke box popularity.
Swing jargon got a new expression.
The Bradley band of 14 musicians
and two vocalists (Jimmy Valentine
and pretty Lynn Gardner) includes
many star soloists, like pianist
Freddy Slack, who left Jimmy Dorsey for McKinley. Each gets plenty
of individual opportunities. In this
respect, the band differs from Glenn
Millef s , Sammy Kaye's, and Ray
■ Tops in romantic melody is Tony
Wednesday
show Martin's
on NBC.

Noble's. They are all known as ensemble bands. The Bradley-McKinley combination resembles more
closely the Benny Goodman or Bob
Crosby type of band.
McKinley is 30 years old and hails
from Texas. He is thin, nervous,
and a double for Benny Goodman.
He is married to Eleanor Sheehy and
the couple live in the Hotel Piccadilly, hard by Times Square. Ray
says he wouldn't live more than a
block away from Broadway.
Bradley is two years younger and
is the father of two children, Bill,
three, and baby Shannah, 18 months
old. "Shannah," explains Will, "is
an Indian name meaning 'pretty
one.' My wife, Pat, has fifty percent
Cherokee blood." Will was- born in
New Jersey and now lives in Forest
Hills, Long Island. Although McKinley's drums are prominently displayed on the bandstand, it is
Bradley who gives the downbeat.
The band is now in the midst of a
cluster of college dates, most of them
in the south. But they hop back to
New York or Chicago for their
Columbia record sessions. They are
a good bet to play the Glen Island
Casino this summer, cradle of name
bands.
■
OFF THE RECORD
Some Like It Sweet:

Nelson
Eddy: 4263-4264)
"Bittersweet"
tions (Columbia
The selecMGM
baritone was never in better voice as
he recaptures the charm of Noel
Coward's lovely score, including "I'll
SeeLeoYouReisman:
Again." "Make It Another Old
Fashioned" and "My Mother Would
Love You" (Victor 27230). Two polished
treatments of Cole Porter tune-twisters
from "Panama Hattie." The vocals
could be better.
Glenn Miller: "Nightingale Sang in
Berkeley Square" and "Goodbye Little
Darlin'" (Bluebird 10931) Ray Eberle
is given the vocal assignment on a pair
of ballads. Not top Miller but still
excellent work.
Some Like It Swing:

Benny Goodman: "Benny Rides
Again" and "Man I Love" (Columbia
55001)turnTo
make this
Goodman's
reauspicious
platter isrecord
12 inches
and sock all the way through. On its
heels Benny has a swell version of
"Nobody"
from 35820.
"Strike Helen
Up the Forrest
Band"
on Columbia
clicks on the vocals.
Artie Shaw: "Stardust" and "Temptation" (Victor 27230). A standout arrangement of a perennial favorite.
Tommy
Dorsey
new "Stardust"
on Victor 27233, has
that ashould
rate equal
bows.
Tony Pastor: "You're the One" and
"World Without You" (Bluebird
10963). This relatively new band
strikes out a solid tempo.
Gene Krupa: "Yes, My Darling
Daughter" and "Blues Krieg" (Okeh
5909). Satisfying swing with emphasis
on the drums.
40
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WHAT SECRETARIES REALLY THINK . . .

Tests with 615 secretaries show a 29%
longer lasting flavor in Beech-Nut Gum
615 secretaries, in 26 cities, tested peppermint
chewing gum. They reported that Beech-Nut's
flavor lasted, on an average, 29% longer than
the peppermint flavor of all the other brands
tested. In addition, 2 out of 3 said that they preferred the flavor of Beech-Nut to that of the
other brands. When you buy chewing gum,

F

They said: more minutes of flavor

get the yellow package of Beech-Nut. It's delicious. Discover how long and how much you
enjoy its better, stronger peppermint flavor.
An independent consumer research organization made the tests*
615 secretaries in 26 cities were
tested. Various brands of peppermint chewing gum were bought
in local stores and rewrapped in
plain wrappers. Each secretary
was given two different brands

(Beech-Nut and one other), asked
to report how long she thought the
flavor of each stick lasted and
which stick tasted better. Thus
Beech-Nut was tested against all
the other brands.
*Ntirne on request.
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Jtte yarn mwfmncuis me most becvutipd:
Alluring, boldly lovely, the twinkling brilliance of your fingernails
conveys a message, a message to a man's intuition, of the loveliness of
all of you! Let Dura-Gloss bring its gift of gem-flashing beauty to
your fingernails! Do what millions of thrilled women are doing,
switch your affections to Dura-Gloss, the easy-onflow, durable, longerlasting polish that has swept America like a prairie fire! A tiny dime
—ten cents— is all you pay for Dura-Gloss— but compare Dura-Gloss
to polishes costing up to ten times as much! Buy Dura-Gloss today!

The Keller Nail Polish by LORR 10*

DURA-GLOSS

?

THE DIFFERENCE
between NAIL POLISHES
(1) atSome
lOtfofnail
"fray"
off
the edge
nail polishes
within one
day.
Dura-Gloss doesn't.
(2) Some lOtf nail polishes dry so
fast that you can't apply them properly. Dura-Gloss goes on evenly and
smoothly.
(3) Some 10^ nail polishes never dry
underneath and are easily "dented."
Dura-Gloss never "dents."
(4) Some lOtf nail polishes chip off
so easily that you have "bald spots"
on your nails. Dura-Gloss lasts.

FOR EIGHT days the Yellow
Mask, master criminal, had held
the mountain city of Dyerville
and its 30,000 people in a grip of
terror. The brilliant, twisted brain
of the Mask which, for sheer evil and
ingenuity, far surpassed anything the
world had ever seen, had discovered
untold means of causing earthquakes, fires and floods to menace
the lives of every inhabitant of the
city. What were his purposes?
Where would his reign of terror end?
No one knew.

Perry White, editor of the "Daily
Planet," immediately assigned his
two star reporters, Clark Kent and
Lois Lane, to go to Dyerville and discover what they could about the
diabolical plans of the Yellow Mask.
Instantly, Kent and Lois set out
for the threatened city. Even Lois
did not know that Clark, the mild,
spectacled reporter, was Superman.
Superman — the champion of the
weak and oppressed, the visitor from
a distant planet whose strength and
powers were greater than those of
any mortal man!
As their car neared the toll bridge
over the Jefferson River, leading into
Dyerville, a voice floated, ominously,
from the loudspeaker of their automobile radio:

llVkM

■ Then the voice from the radio came again: "Very well, gentlemen, shall
I
destroy your city now!
Run for your lives!"

"Go back, Mr. Kent — go back —
GO BACK. This is the last warning
of the Yellow Mask!"
At first, startled, they wondered
about the mysterious origin of the
voice. But then Clark realized that
the Mask must have used a superpowerful transmitter which drowned
out all other stations. Unafraid, the
man and the girl continued on. They
passed the toll gate. They were on
the bridge when, suddenly, the huge
steel structure trembled and swayed.
Lois screamed as their automobile
slid toward the guard rail. Clark,
wasting no seconds, jumped from
the driver's seat. Ducking out of
sight he tore off his street clothes
and, as Superman, leaped up into
the air.
"Got to save the bridge — and save
Lois — not much time — good thing it's
dark — no one saw Clark Kent
change into Superman — Great
Scott! — the bridge is rocking like a
pendulum — if I can get down underneath it— down on the piers — quick
— it's going — matter of seconds —
down — downV
Red cloak streaming in the wind,
Superman plummeted down through
the darkness like an arrow — while
the great structure of struts and
cables swayed and groaned above
the river, while the car holding Lois
Lane slipped — halted — and slipped
again, nearer to the brink that
yawned suddenly where, a moment
before, there was solid road-bed!
APRIL,
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■ Faster than an airplane, Superman flew to meet the boiling
flood as it came down the gorge.

Superman stood poised for a minute on the sandy river bottom as his
x-ray eyes pierced the murky darkness of the water.
"Why, the foundation is half gone
— blown apart, as if it had been hit
by a shell or a torpedo. So this is
the work of the Yellow Mask! Those
girders are just hanging loose — if I
can only put them back where they
He went to work. Superhumanly,
— " to straighten the twisted
he
began
belong
steel. It was difficult, even for Su-

■ He

tore at the granite walls,

ripped into the living rock —
but more and more was needed.

"I don't know — it's pretty far
gone. But maybe I can make it. If
rman —the whole thing will fall,
Ipedon't,
crash into the river and take Lois
along with it. Now then — one more
Straining with all the immeasurable strength in his body, Superman
repaired the damage, righted the
bridge and, assuming his disguise of
Clark Kent again, ran back to Lois.
He parried her questions about his
absence
(Continued
on page 58)
pull!"
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Eastern Standard Time '
CBS: News
NBC-Blue: Peerless Trio
NBC-Red: Organ Recital
8:30 NBC-Blue: Tone Pictures
8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

8:00
8:00
8:00

<

8:00
8:00

9:00 CBS: News of Eu ope
9:00 NBC: News from Europe

l/l

8:15
8:15

9:15 NBC- Blue White Rabbit Line
9:15 NBC- Red: Deep River Boys

8:30
r8:30

9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30
9:30

9:30 CBS. Wings Over Jordan
9:30 NBC-Red: Lee Gordon Orch.
10:00 CBS. Church of the Air
10:00 NBC-Blue: Primrose String Quartet
10:00 NBC- Red: Radio Pulpit
10:30 CBS: Symphony Orchestra
10:30 NBC-Blue- Southernaires

11:35 10:05 11:0S CBS: News and Rhythm
8:05 10:05 11:05 NBC-Blue
Alice Remsen

8:30
MAJOR
BOWES
FAMILY
11:30 CBS
3:30 10:30
NBC-Blue: Luther-Layman Singers
8:30 10:30 11:30
10:30 11:30 NBC-Red: Music and American
Youth
10:00

11:00 12:00 NBC-Red:

Emma

Otero

NBC-Blue: I'm An American

11:15

9:30
12:30 CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle
9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC-Blue: RADIO
CITY
MUSIC
HALL
11:30 12:30 NBC-Red
Wings Over America
10:00 12:00 1:00 CBS: Church of the Air
10:00 12:00 1:00 NBC-Red: Sammy Kaye
10:30 12:30 1:30 CBS: March ot Games
10:30 12:30 1:30 NBC-Blue: JOSEF
MARAIS
10:30 12:30 1:30 NBC-Red: On Your Job
11:00 1:00 2:00 CBS: THE FREE COMPANY
11:00
1:00 2:00 NBC-Blue: American Pilgrimage
11:00 1:00 2:00 NBC-Red: NBC String Symphony
11:15

1:15

11:30
11:30

1:30
1:30
1:30

NBC-Blue: Foreign Policy Assn.
2:30 CBS: World of Today
2:30 NBC-Blue: Tapestry Musicale
2:30 NBC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table

12:00
12:00

2:00
2:00

3:00 CBS: N. Y. PHILHARMONIC
3:00 NBC-Blue: Great Plays

12:15

2:45
1:00
1:00

3:00
3:00
3:15

1:30
1:30
1:30

3:30
3:30
3:30

2:00
2:00

4:00
4:00
4:00

2:30
2:30
2:30
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:30
3:30
3:30
4:00
4:00
8:30
4:15

4:30
4:30

4:30
4:30
4:30
4:30
5.00
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:30
5:30
5:30
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:30
6:30

4:45
7:30
5:00
5:00

6:45

8:00
9:30
5:30

7:00
7:00
7:00

5:45

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:45

5:55

7:55

6:00
9:00
6:00

8:00
8:00
8:00

9:15

3:15 NBC-Red:
3:45

H. V. Kaltenborn

NBC-Red: Bob Becker Dog Chats
4:00
4:00 NBC-Blue: National Vespers
NBC-Red: Muriel Angelus
4:15
NBC-Red: Tony Wons
4:30 CBS: Pause That Refreshes
4:30 NBC-Blue: Behind the Mike
4:30 NBC-Red: Pageant ot Art
5:00 CBS: Design for Happiness
5:00 MBS: Musical Steelmakers
5:00 NBC-Blue: Moylan Sisters
5:00 NBC- Red: Met. Opera Auditions
5:15 NBC-Blue
Olivio Santoro
5:30 CBS: Col. Stoopnagle
5:30 MBS: The Shadow
5:30 NBC-Blue: Hidden Stars
5:30 NBC-Red
Your Dream Has Come
True
CBS:
SILVER
THEATER
6:00
6:00 MBS: Double or Nothing
6:00 NBC-Blue: New Friends of Music
6:00 NBC-Red: Catholic Hour
6:30 CBS: Gene Autry
6:30 MBS: Show of The Week
6:30 NBC-Red: Beat the Band
7:00 CBS: Dear Mom
7:00 NBC-Blue: News from Europe
7:00 NBC-Red: JACK
BENNY
7:15 CBS: Headlines and Bylines
CBS:
Screen
Actors
Guild
7:30
7:30
NBC-Blue: Dance Music
7:30 NBC-Red:
Fitch Bandwagon
MBS: Wythe Williams
8:00 CBS: HELEN
HAYES
8:00 NBC-Blue: Star Spangled Theater
8:00 NBC-Red: CHARLIE MCCARTHY
8:30 CBS: Crime Doctor
8:30 NBC-Blue: Sherlock Holmes
8:30 NBC-Red: ONE
MAN'S
FAMILY
8:45 MBS: Dorothy Thompson
8:55 CBS: Elmer Davis
HOUR
9:00 CBS: FORD
9:00 NBC-Blue: Walter Winched
9:00 NBC-Red: Manhattan Merry-GoRound
NBC-Blue: The Parker Family
9:30 NBC-Blue: Irene Rich
9:30 NBC-Red: American Album of
Familiar Music

8:15
6:30

8:30
8:30

8:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:30

8:45
9:00 10:
9:00 10:
9:00 10:

9:30 10 SO
9:30 10 :30
8:00 10:00 11: 00
8:00 10:00111: 00

NBC-Blue: Bill Stern Sports Review
CBS: Take It or Leave It
NBC-Blue: Goodwill Hour
NBC-Red: Hour of Charm
CBS: Columbia Workshop
NBC-Red: Deadline Dramas
CBS: Headlines and Bylines
NBC: Dance Orchestra
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March 2: Don't miss the Screen Actors' Guild show tonight at 7:30 on CBS — it has
Bette Davis and James Stephenson in a radio version of Bette's big hit, "The Letter."
. . . Lawrence Tibbett sings on the Ford Hour, CBS at 9:00. . . . And Orson Welles
returns to the air for a guest appearance on the Silver Theater, CBS at 6:00.
March 9: Carole Lombard is the glamorous guest star of the Silver Theater today. . . .
Rose Bampton is singing on the Ford Hour. . . . Ted Malone's
program today visits the home of a strange genius — Ambrose
cisco. Listen on NBC-Blue at 2:00.

American Pilgrimage
Bierce — in San Fran-

March 16: Fererc Molnar's play, "The Swan," is on NBC's Great Plays series — and it
ought to be just as good now as it was when it first won success in 1924. . . . Grace
Moore sings on the Ford Hour.
March 23: Guiomar Novaes, pianist, is the Ford Hour's guest tonight. . . . NBC's
Plays takes a quick survey of the drama from
1920 to 1940.
ON THE AIR TODAY: Double or Nothing,
on the Mutual
network this afternoon
at

fails, he gets— not nothing,
$5 he won originally.

6:00, E.S.T., sponsored by the White Laboratories.
A hundred
and
nineteen
stations carry
this quiz program every Sunday afternoon,
which means that it has one of the largest
hookups of any broadcast on the air. Yet
a short two years ago Double or Nothing
was a mere substitute for Bank
Night in
the Capitol Theater in Washington,
D. C.
One reason for its sudden success is the
clever way in which it capitalizes on the

Double
or Nothing
has
its share
of
music, too.
Frank Forest, radio and concert tenor,
made
one
guest
appearance
on the program
during its first few weeks
on the air, and made such a hit that he was
added to the cast as a regular attraction,
Eliott Jacoby and his orchestra supply the
rest of the music,
Walter
Compton,
who
thought
up the
idea of Double or Nothing and is its
master of ceremonies, is only 28 years old,

"take a chance" spirit in all of us. Yet
the title of the show is really a little mis-

but he's already done more exciting things
than most people of 50. He was born in

leading. Contestants don't exactly get
double or nothing. Here's the way it
works: Walter Compton, the master of
ceremonies, asks a contestant a question.

Charleston, S. O, and at the age of ten
was touring the South as a boy pianist,
In Roanoke College he edited the year
book, associate-edited the college paper,

If the contestant answers correctly he's
awarded five dollars. Then, while the clock

served as president of his fraternity, and
directed five plays, one of which he

ticks the seconds away, the contestant has
to talk extemporaneously for one minute
on the subject of his question. For each
pertinent, informative, or amusing fact he
brings out in this ad-lib speech, Walter
awards him $2, $3, or $4, depending on

wrote. After taking his baccalaureate degree he turned up as a member of the
college faculty. In 1935 he entered radio in Roanoke, worked for several stations
and finally landed with WOL in Washington. Now, besides appearing on Double

the importance of the fact. Then he has
to answer one more question. If he answers correctly he gets double the amount

or Nothing, he is one of Washington's
best-known announcers. On Mutual, you
usually hear him introducing the President

he

and

has

won

during

his ad-lib

talk.

If he

announcing

special

but

Great

only the

broadcasts.

S«*/Me£&ZZORA LAYMAN — the feminine member of the Luther-Layman
singers on NBC-Blue this morning. Zora can sing anything,
from concert music to hot blues, and she can play piano,
ocarina and harmonica — but doesn't like to play any of
them. Born in the Colorado cattle country, she's an excellent rider. She's considered an outstanding authority
on
native
American
songs,
like
those
she
sings
today.
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Eastern Standard Time
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
NBC-Blue: Ray Perkins
NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CLUB
CBS: School of the Air
CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Edward Mac Hugh
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
NBC-Red: This Small Town
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: Woman of Courage
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
NBC-Blue: I Love Linda Dale
NBC-Red: The Man I Married
CBS: Martha Webster
NBC-Red: Against the Storm
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: The Road of Life
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Thunder Over Paradise
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: KATE SMITH SPEAKS
NBC-Red: Words and Music
CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
CBS: Our Gal Sunday
CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS: Woman in White
NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
CBS: Right to Happiness
CBS: Road of Life
CBS: Young Dr. Malone
CBS:Red: Hymns of All Churches
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Fletcher Wiley
NBC- Blue: Rochester Orchestra
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
CBS: Home of the Brave
NBC-Red: Light of the World
CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
NbC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Jan Peerce
NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
CBS: A Friend in Deed
NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
CBS: Lecture Hall
NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
CBS: Portia Faces Life
NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
CBS: We, The Abbotts
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Kate Hopkins
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: The Goldbergs
NBC-Blue: Children's Hour
NBC-Red: Girl Alone
CBS: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: Lone Journey
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS: News, Bob Trout
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
CBS: Hedda Hopper
CBS: Paul Sullivan
CBS: The World Today
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
NBC- Red: Fort Pearson
CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Lanny Ross
NBC-Red: European News
CBS: BLONDIE
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Blue: This is the Show
NBC-Red: BURNS AND ALLEN
CBS: Those We Love
NBC-Blue: I Love a Mystery
NBC-Red: The Telephone Hour
CBS: GAY NINETIES
MBS: Boake Carter
NBC-Blue: True or False
NBC-Red: Voice of Firestone
CBS: Elmer Davis
CBS: LUX THEATER
NBC-Blue: You're in the Army Now
NBC-Red: Doctor I. Q.
NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
NBC-Red: Show Boat
NBC-Blue: Basin Street Music
CBS: Guy Lombardo

00 NBC-Red: Contented Hour
"-^— 30 NBC-Blue: Radio Forum _^^^^__
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March
3: From
Madison
Square
Garden,
NBC-Blue
broadcasts
the
Golden
Gloves
Boxing Tournament tonight.
March
10: Something
special in the way of swing music is the Basin Street Chamber
Music Society on NBC-Blue tonight at 9:35.
March
17: You can learn all about how precious stones are mined, cut, and sold by
listening to the American School of the Air this morning on CBS.
March 24: Did you know Molasses and January, your old Show Boat comedy favorites,
are back
on the air now?
Inside
Radio
can't
give
you
the time,
because
their
program is recorded and sent to different stations for broadcast at different times —
but if you want to hear them
the show.
ON

THE

Between
1:15.

AIR
the

TODAY:

Bookends,

Ted
on

call up your local station and ask if it's going to have
Malone

in

NBC-Blue

at

The nicest thing about Ted Malone is
his simple, sincere, and all-embracing
friendliness. He just naturally likes people,
and he certainly has more friends than
anyone else on the air. There's something about the way he talks on the air,
something about the way he reads poetry,
that convinces listeners he's somebody
they'd like to talk to. Frequently they do
talk to him, by writing letters — "Not fan
mail," Ted says earnestly, "but the kind
of letters they might write to someone
they'd known a long time." Then, on a
trip to New York, they'll drop in to watch
his broadcast at NBC. He doesn't have
a regular studio audience, but any time a
listener comes to NBC and wants to attend a Ted Malone broadcast, the pageboys have standing instructions to bring
them in.
On

to fill a vacant fifteen minutes on the air,
and a book of poetry was the first thing
that came to hand. Now he loves poems,
because he discovered how much more
beautiful and meaningful they were when
read aloud, instead of silently.
On Sundays he has a half-hour program,
the American Pilgrimage, in which he visits the homes of different American authors and tells listeners what kind of men
and women
the authors were.
Ted's a plump, quiet man with a pipe
and a toothbrush moustache. He's been
married ten years, and lives in a New
York suburb with his wife and two daughters. One girl, nine years old, is named
Verlia Elaine, after her mother, but she's
never called anything but Bubbles. The
other little girl, a year and a half old,
has no real name as yet — Ted and his
wife can't decide on one. In the meantime, Ted or
calls
Happy.
can't
be dismal
sourher
if your
name "You
is Bubbles

week days, Mondays through Fridays, Ted has a fifteen-minute program
during which he talks a little — without any
prepared script — and reads poems selected from the works of famous authors or
from the three to four thousand original
poems listeners mail in to him every week.

Happy,"
he says.
Ted leaves his home early every morning
and commutes to New York and his office,

He's

have six," he says. "This way, none of us
work very hard, and we all have a good
me.

been

doing

altogether. When
like poetry himself.

this about

eight years

he started it, he didn't
He'd been called on

or

just like any business man. He has six
secretaries working for him in the office,
he confesses shamefacedly. "I could probably get along with four, but I like to

JACK BAKER — whose nickname around NBC's Chicago studios
is "The Louisiana Lark," partly because he was born in
Shreveport, partly because he loves to sing. His real
name is Ernest Mahlon Jones, he has been a semi-pro baseball player, a baseball coach and a schoolteacher, and
his job as star soloist on
is the result of an audition

this morning's Breakfast Club
he took at NBC back in 1936.
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NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CLUB
CBS: School of the Air

r-

CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Edward Mac Hugh
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
NBC-Red
This Small Town
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: Woman of Courage
NBC-Blue:
Pepper
Young's
Family
NBC-Red: The
Guiding
Light
CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
NBC-Blue: I Love Linda Dale
NBC-Red: The Man I Married
CBS: Martha Webster
NBC-Red: Against the Storm
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: The Road of Life
CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue: Thunder Over Paradise
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: KATE SMITH
SPEAKS
NBC-Red: Words and Music
CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
CBS: Our Gal Sunday
CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS: Woman in White
NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
NBC-Red: Tony Wons
CBS: Right to Happiness
CBS: Road of Life
CBS: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Hymns of All Churches
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Fletcher Wiley
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
CBS: Home of the Brave
NBC-Red: Light of the World
CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Jan Peerce
NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
CBS: A Friend in Deed
NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
NBC-Red: Vie and Sade
CBS: Portia Faces Life
NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
CBS: We, The Abbotts
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
CBS Hilltop House
Red: Lorenzo Jones
NBCCBS: Kate Hopkins
Red: Young Widder Brown
NBCCBS: The Goldbergs
Blue: Children's Hour
NBC- Red: Girl Alone
NBC- The O'Neills
CBS:
Red: Lone Journey
NBCNBC- Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
Blue: Tom Mix
NBC- Red: Life Can be Beautiful
NBCCBS: News
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
CBS: Paul Sullivan
CBS: The World Today
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
NBC-Red: Fort Pearson

CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Blue: EASY ACES
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Lanny Ross
NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
NBC-Red: European News
Helen Menken
45 NBC-Red: H. V. Kaltenborn
MBS Court of Missing Heirs
Wythe Williams
Blue: Ben Bernie
NBC
NBC- Red: Johnny Presents
NIGHTER
CBS:
MBS : FIRST
La Rosa Concerts
NBC
Uncle
NBC Blue:
Red: Horace Jim's
Heidt Question Bee
CBS: Elmer Davis
CBS: We, the People
NBC-Blue: Grand Central Station
NBC-Red: Battle of the Sexes
CBS: Professor Quiz
NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
NBC-Red: McGee and Molly
NBC-Blue: Inner Sanctum Mystery
CBS: Glenn Miller
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: Bob Hope
CBS: Invitation to Learning
NBC -Red: Uncle Walter's Doghouse
NBC -Blue: Edward Weeks
CBS: News of the World
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March 4: There's a mystery
play that kids itself on NBC-Blue tonight at 9:35.
It's
called the Inner Sanctum Mystery, and if you like chuckles with your melodrama it's
the show for you.
March
II: Ben Bernie is back in New York now, so on his show tonight (NBC-Blue at
8:00) you can hear Carol Bruce singing.
March
18: Ten o'clock Tuesday night is a perfect listening time, because you can take
your pick.
If you like comedy, there's Bob Hope on NBC-Red; if you prefer music,
there's Glenn Miller's orchestra on CBS; and if you want to understand the news of
the day, there's Raymond Gram Swing on Mutual.
March 25: Some of you have been writing in to Radio Mirror to say that Helen Trent
is the most appealing heroine on the air.
tune in CBS at 12:30 today.

If you haven't yet fallen under her spell,

ON THE AIR TODAY: Ireene Wicker, The
Singing Lady, on NBC-Blue at 5:15 P.M.,
E.S.T., rebroadcast to the West at 3:15,
P.S.T.
Tiny, vivacious Ireene Wicker is one of
the most energetic
people
in the world.

Until her marriage, Ireene lived in Connecticut, coming into New York every
morning to work in an office she maintains
near Radio City.
Now she has closed the
Connecticut house, but she still keeps the
office and has regular office hours.
One

She's not only on the air with her songstory program for children every Monday

secretary types her manuscripts and keeps
things in order at the office, but Ireene

through Friday, but she's recently started
doing those fascinating
Deadline
Dramas
on Sunday nights (10:30, NBC-Red)
with
Bob White.
In addition she writes all her
own programs and does the research for

does most of her work alone.
She can't
dictate very successfully, and doesn't use
a typewriter, so she writes all her scripts
in longhand.
Her handwriting
is nearly
illegible, she admits, and frequently
she

them.
can't read it herself.
Just now, without a break in her radio
She enjoys the great amount of reschedule, Ireene is getting used to being search she must do to prepare her scripts,
the bride of Victor Hammer, wealthy New
but once got herself into a research sitYork art dealer. They were married the
middle of January, driving to Baltimore
and returning to New York in time for
Ireene to do her program on the air.
Ireene met Victor when she was broadcasting from the Chicago Fair — it was a
publicity stunt arranged by their press
agents in connection with an art exhibit

uation she almost didn't get out of. She
decided that once a week she'd do a
program about two children who were
traveling all over the world. First she
read travel-agency folders to get the material necessary, but that wasn't enough,
so she began stocking up on thick, heavy
travel books. Before long she was so

Victor had at the Fair that first introduced
them to each other. Then they didn't
meet again until after Ireene had moved

fascinated with her reading she didn't
want to do any writing — so she brought
the children back to the United States,

to New
ripened

York,
when
their acquaintance Victor and Ireene don't entertain or go
out much in the evenings, since both are
into something
much
more
imhard workers and are ready for a few
portant.
Ireene loves pictures and art objects,
hours of relaxation when nighttime comes
which are Victor's main business interest;
around. They've been talking about goand he loves music and the radio, which
ing to a play or a concert for several
are her main business interest, so they're
weeks now, and haven't yet found just the
a perfect couple.
right time for it.

S^/^e£go%-

DOROTHY CLAIRE — who recently took over the star singing
job on Glenn Miller's Moonlight Serenade program, heard
on CBS tonight, tomorrow and Thursday at 10:00. Dimpled
and blonde, Dorothy has been singing ever since she won
an amateur contest at the age of six. She was born in
LaPorte, Ind., and her parents were both musically inclined, though non-professional. Right now she has two
sisters who also sing with bands, while a fourth sister
is still in high school. Before joining Glenn Miller's
band, she was with Bob Crosby and Bobby Byrnes. She's
even
prettier
than
her
picture,
and
is 23
years
old.
RADIO

AND
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How to become Some Man's Dream Girl
Lesson 1 - Launching your Campaign
You've just met him — in fact, you're barely past the "how d'you do" stage. But a
hopeful flip of your heart indicates that here is a situation with Possibilities. How
are you going to make him feel the same way about things? How are you going
to catch his wandering eye and hold it? Here are some pointers that'll help you
fool-proof your opening campaign: —

""•■

liONT at t'ie ^rst en"

[Ill line up a couple of
""
other conquests for
decoy.
He'll
follow
crowd. P.S.
In any
Battle the
of

"vll I counter, wheel
out your heaviest artillery
and aim all your big ammunition straight at him. Men
scare so easily!

■ man drag you

nQNTlet

any other

into a shady corner and tell
you the story of his life. If
your hero sees you at all,
he'll be too polite to break
in on such a cozy tete-a-tete.

the Sexes, your best bet is
a complexion of disarming
sweetness. Concentrate on
Pond's Creams maneuvers.
Nightly. Before make-up!

l/y 100- watt c^e
folksy
stayskin'n canforeground
—(ifl
if your
take
the,
glare! Clinch that with a
brisk daily 3-minute pattingin of luscious Pond's Cold
Cream. Wipe off creamsoftened dirt and old makeTissues.
how
up with Repeat!
gentle See
Pond's
this double cleansing and
softening with Pond's makes
"dry" lines
less!
pores
seem show
smaller
— little

""

nQNTtake
V1" "tive the
on initiathe

cheek-to-cheek stuff when

he asks you to dance. If he's
a conservative, he may think
you a forward miss. If he
isn't, you'll soon find out!

IjfjN 1 sit back and dream
""'■
■ wistful dreams of being some big strong man's little
dream girl.

APRIL, 1941
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l||l have a skin that looks
" V and feels so caressable
he can't resist it! Pond's
Cold Cream, followed by
cool Pond's Skin Freshener,
lends baby-skin tenderness
— and Pond's Vanishing
Cream whips off little roughnesses like — that!

"" beauty kit! Such
Pond's
for ing
IjlJiessend
beaut
as strik
Mrs.
John Jacob Astor, sparkling
Liz Whitney, winsome Margaret Biddle are Pond's devotees. And don't dally!
Another She may be luring
him on this very minute!

dream-girly right

l/w" I with your wit
|jf|M f try to dazzle him
and beau
d byn thehe's
e
blindewhe
shinalreadyty

and
ijll hlook flower-fresh orthroug
to the all-imp
tant good -night. Dead or

There's
on your
sad
— sonoth
nothing!
ing— no nose.
and ridiculous as a shinynosed girl trying to be a
charmer.

haunt ed
you make-u
a second
if you
p won't
depart
put your powder over a
glamorizing foundation of
Pond's Vanishing Cream.

POND'S, Dept. 8RM-CVD
Clinton, Conn.
I want to launch my dream-girl campaign right! Please send me — pronto!
— Pond's Special Beauty Ritual Kit
containing Pond's Cold Cream, Pond's
Tissues, Pond's Skin Freshener and
Pond's Vanishing Cream. I enclose
10? for postage and packing.

=**■"

Name.
Address _
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Eastern Standard Time

H
l/>

6
2:00

8:45

12:45
2:30

12:00
8:15

11:15
8:45
9:00
9:00
9:15
9:15
9:30
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:15
10:30
3:00
11:00
3:30
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:45
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30
12:45
12:45
12:45
1:00
1:00
4:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
12:30
8:30
3:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:45
5:45

8:05
2:30
8:45
8:45
9:00
9:00
9:15
9:15
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:45
9:45
4:30
10:00
10:00
10:15
10:15
10:30
10:30
10:30
10:45
10:45
10:45
11:00
11:00
11:15
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:45

8:15
8:30
9:05
9:15
9:45
9:45
10:00
10:00
10:15
10:15
10:30
10:30
10:30
10:45
10:45
10:45
11:00
11:00

11:15
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:30
11:45
11:45
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30
12:45
12:00 1:00
12:15 1:15
12:15 1:15
12:30 1:30
12:45 1:45
1:00 2:00
1:00 2:00
1:15 2:15
1:15 2:15
1:30 2:30
1:30 2:30
1:45 2:45
1:45 2:45
2:00 3:00
2:00 3:00
2:00 3:00
2:15 3:15
2:15 3:15
2:15 3:15
2:30 3:30
2:30 3:30
2:30 3:30
2:45 3:45
2:45 3:45
2:45 3:45
3:00 4:00
3:00 4:00
3:00 4:00
3:15 4:15
3:15 4:15
3:15 4:15
3:30 4:30
3:30 4:30
3:45 4:45
3:45 4:45
3:45 4:45
4:00 5:00
4:00 5:00
4:00 5:00
4:15
4:15
4:45
5:45
4:45

8:55 10:00
5:05
3:15 5:15
10:00 5:30
3:45 5:45

NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
N
i
Ray Perkins
NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CLUB
CBS: School of the Air
CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
CBS: By Kathleen Morris
NBC-Red: This Small Town
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: Woman of Courage
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
NBC-Blue I Love Linda Dale
NBC-Red: The Man I Married
CBS: Martha Webster
NBC-Red: Against the Storm
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: The Road of Life
CBS:
Aunt Thunder
Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue:
Over Paradise
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: KATE SMITH
SPEAKS
NBC-Red: Words and Music
CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
CBS: Our Gal Sunday
CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS: Woman In White
NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
CBS: Right to Happiness
CBS: Road of Life
CBS: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Betty Crocker
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Fletcher Wiley
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
CBS: Home of the Brave
NBC- Red: Light of the World
CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Jan Peerce
NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
CBS: A Friend in Deed
NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
CBS: Lecture Hall
NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
CBS: Portia Faces Life
NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
CBS: We, the Abbotts
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Kate Hopkins
NBC-Blue: Edgar A. Guest
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: The Goldbergs
NBC-Blue: Children's Hour
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

5:15 CBS: The O'Neills
5:15 NBC-Red: Lone Journey
5:30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
5:45 CBS: Scattergood Baines
5:45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
5:45 NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:30
6:45
6:45
6:45
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:15
7:15
7:15
7:30
7:30
7:30

CBS; News, Bob Trout
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
CBS Hedda Hopper
CBS: Paul Sullivan
CBS: The World Today
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
NBC-Red: Fort Pearson

3:45 5:45
8:00 6:00
CBS:
Amos EASY
'n* Andy
9:30 6:00
NBC-Blue:
ACES
8:00 6:00
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Lanny Ross
8:15 6:15
NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
9:45 6:15
4:15 6:15
NBC- Red: European News
CBS: Meet Mr. Meek
7:30 6:30
MBS: The Lone Ranger
8:30 6:30
NBC-Red: Cavalcade of America
6:30 6:30
6:30 7:00 8:00 CBS: Big Town
8:00 7:00 8:00 NBC-Blue: Quiz Kids
8:00 7:00 8:00 NBC-Red: Tony Martin
8:15 7:15 8:15 NBC- Red: How Did You Meet
8:30 7:30 8:30 CBS: Dr. Christian
5:30 7:30 8:30 MBS: Boake Carter
8:30 7:30 8:30 NBC-Blue: Manhattan at Midnight
8:30 7:30 8:30 NBC-Red: Plantation Party
5:55 7:55 8:55 CBS: Elmer Davis
ALLEN
9:00 8:00 9:00 CBS: FRED
HEATTER
6:00 8:00 9:00 MBS: GABRIEL
9:00 8:00 9:00,NBC-Red: Eddie Cantor
6:30 8:30 9:30 NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
9:30 8:30 9:30 NBC-Red: Mr. District Attorney
6:35 8:35 9:35 NBC-Blue: Spin and Win
7:00 9:00 10:00 CBS: Glenn Miller
7:00 9:00 10:00 MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
KYSER
7:00 9:00 10:00 NBC-Red: KAY
News of the World
7:45 9:45 10:45 CBS

jz=zL1
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■ Joan
Tune- In

Blaine's beauty is enhanced
Bulletin

for

February

February 26: Today and every Wednesday

26,

by her taste in clothes.
March

5,

12

and

19!

for a few weeks you can hear a special

program presented by the National Federation of Music Clubs. It's on CBS from 5:30
to 5:45 this afternoon. . . . Horace Heidt's band opens tonight at its old stampingground, the New York Biltmore
Hotel.
NBC
carries the remote-control
programs.
March
5:
High
point
of
romantic
song
tonight
is
Tony
Martin's
fifteen-minute
program
on NBC-Red at 8:00.
March 12: Del Casino and his band open at the Netherland Plaia Hotel in Cincinnati
tonight, with NBC broadcasting the music.
March 19: Don't miss Gabriel Heatter's exciting news broadcast at 9:00 tonight over
the Mutual network.
ON THE AIR TODAY: Joan Blaine in
Valiant Lady, on NBC-Red at 2:30 P.M.,
E.S.T., sponsored by Bisquick.
Round almost any corner in NBC's Radio City and you'll see a beautiful and
well-dressed girl; but one of the most
beautiful and best-dressed of them all is
the star of Valiant Lady. The funny thing
about Joan is that she isn't particularly
vain of her good looks and she doesn't
spend a great deal of money on her
clothes. On the other hand, she does give
them a lot of thought.
Joan's rules for being well dressed are
simple. She loves color, line and fabrics,
and believes that you have to love them
to study them intelligently. She scorns
frills, but knows how to be feminine without them. She hates to shop, but would
rather shop than not look attractive. She
says that the test of a becoming frock
or hat is that you must be able to put it
on — and forget all about it.
Joan designs her own dresses, sketching
them out very carefully and taking the
sketches to her own couturier, where she
explains carefully exactly what she wants.
Sometimes she takes along the material
which she wants used, sometimes not. For
shoes, she has had a mold of her foot
made by a good New York shoemaker.
Now, whenever she needs a new pair she
simply calls him up and says, "Make me
a pair of walking shoes in — " whatever
leather she prefers. Her evening shoes,
contrary to style, are all made with closed
toes — she dislikes open-toed shoes.

She designs all of her hats, and makes
most of them herself. Hats are an important part of her wardrobe, because the
lights in radio studios are none too good,
and she always wears one when broadcasting. Although she loves off-the-face hats,
they're no protection to the eyes from the
overhead lights, so she only possesses one.
Joan's desire to dress attractively isn't
vanity. She says, "I've always felt that
acting was only part of my job. Being
friendly to the people I work with, and
keeping up the spirit of the whole company— that's part of my job, too. And I
way.
couldn't do that if I came to the studio
looking
sloppy
or put together
any-oldii
Besides
herjust
program,
mainhome
interests inlife
now are Joan's
a country
and her dog, Cricket. The country home
hasn't been chosen yet, but for some time
she has been visiting farms not too far
from New York, trying to find one she
wants to buy. The dog — and probably he
is one reason she wants a place in the
country so fervently — is a black cocker
spaniel, not quite two years old. Joan
tries to make up to him for apartment life
by donning slacks and romping strenuously with him for thirty minutes or so,
night and morning. She says it keeps the
dog in condition, but wears her out.
Cricket is also responsible for a bad fall
Joan took on the icy sidewalk one recent
winter night. She was running with him,
she confessed after the doctor had discovered that no bones were broken.

EDGAR A. GUEST — the famous American poet whom you can
hear over NBC-Blue this afternoon at 4:45, E.S.T., if you
live in or near any of these cities: Pittsburgh, Albany, Baltimore, Boston, Springfield, Mass., Fargo, N. D., Providence,
Buffalo, Chicago, Philadelphia, Lancaster, Cleveland, Bridgeport or New Britain, Conn., Poughkeepsie, Washington,
Plattsburgh, N. Y.. York, Pa.. Syracuse. Minneapolis or Detroit. It's nice to hear the familiar, homely Guest philosophy
again — too bad the network isn't bigger so more people
could enjoy him. He's almost sixty years old, lives in
Detroit
and
commutes
to
Chicago
for
his
program.
RADIO
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WORLD'S

MOST POPULAR

NAIL POLISH NOW

IN

<*"•>>,

50*

ACTUAL

BIGGER

SHADE

ON THE CAP

lO*
NEW

BOTTLE

DONALD
NEW

DESIGNED

DESKEY,

YORK

BY

FAMOUS

INDUSTRIAL

DESIGNER

TRIPLE GOOD

NEWS

for glamour

experts! An exquisite new "dressingtable" bottle! 50% more of the wonderful porous Cutex Polish! And
a new cap that has the actual shade
you're buying painted right on it.
The loveliest, biggest bottle in Cutex
history. Try the newest shade —
thrilling, startling BLACK RED! All
Cutex Polish now on sale is Porous
— and as long wearing as ever! Get
a bottle today — only 10f5.
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"". I 8:15
K)

Ob
2:00

r-.BO
8:05
2:30
! 8:45

8:45

8:45J

9:00
9:00
1:15
9:15
1 9:15
1:45 9:30
9:30
9:30
12:45 9:45
9:45
2:30 4:30
10:45 10:00
10:00
10:00
12:00 10:15
8:15 10:15
11:00 10:30
10:30
11:15 10:45
8:45 10:45
10:45
9:00 11:00
9:00 11:00
9:15
9:15
9:30
9:30
9:«5

11:15
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:45

Eastern

Standard

NBC-Red

Gene

Time

and

Glenn
■^—
9:05 NBC-Blue
BREAKFAST
CLUB
9:05 NBC-Red: Happy Jack
9:15 CBS: School of the Air
9:45
CBS: Bachelor's Children
9:45 NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
10:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
10:00 NBC-Red
This Small Town
10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
10:15 NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
10:30 CBS: Stepmother
10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
10:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
10:45 NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
10:45 NBC-Red
The Guidinq Light
11:00 CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
11:00 NBC-Blue: 1 Love Linda Dale
11:00 NBC-Red
The Man 1 Married
11:15 CBS
Martna Webster
11:15 NBC-Red
Against the Storm
11:30 CBS: Big Sister
11:30 NBC-Red
The Road of Life
11:45 CBS
Aunt Jenny's Stories
11:45 NBC-Blue: Thunder Over Paradise
11:45 NBC-Red: David Harum

12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30

CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red
Words and Music
CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red
The O'Neills
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour

10:30

12:45 CBS
Our Gal Sunday
12:00
1:00 CBS
Life Can be Beautiful
12:15
1:15 CBS: Woman in White
12:15
1:15 NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
12:15 1:15 NBC-Red
Tony Wons
12:30
1:30 CBS
Right to Happiness

3:00
11:00

12:45
1:00
1:00

3:30
11:15

1:15
1:15

11:30
11:30

1:30
1:30
1:45
1:45

10:00
10:15
10:15

11:45
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30
12:45
12:45
12:45

2:00
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:15
2:30
2:30
2:30
2:45
2:45
2:45

1:00
1:00

3:00
3:00
3:00

4:15
1:15
1:15

3:15
3:15
3:15
3:30
3:30

1:30
1:30
12:30
8:30
3:00
2:00

3:45
3:45
4:00
4:00
4:00

2:15
2:15

4:15
4:15

2:45
5:45
7:55

4:45
5:45
4:45
5:00

3:15

5:05
5:15

10:00
3:45

5:30
5:45

3:45

5:45

8:00
9:30
8:00

6:00
6:00
6:00

8:15
9:45
4:15

4:45
8:30
7:30
5:00
8:30

6:15
6:15
6:15
6:30
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00

9:00
8:30
9:00
5:55!
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:30

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:55
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:30

6:35
/:00
7:00

8:35J
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:»a

7:00

7:15
7:30
7:45
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1:45 CBS
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:30
2:30
2:45
2:45
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:15
3:15
3:15
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:45
3:45
3:45;
4:00
4:00
4:00

Road

■ Geoffrey

Tune-In

of Life

CBS. Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red
Hymns of All Churches
CBS. Girl Interne
NBC-Red
Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS
Fletcher Wiley
NBC-Red
Valiant Lady
CBS: Home of the Brave
NBC-Red: Light of the World
CBS
Mary Margaret McBride
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS. Jan Peerce
NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
CBS: A Friend in Deed
NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
NBC- Red
Pepper Young's Family
CBS: Adventures in Science
NBC-Blue
Just Plain Bill
NBC- Red
Vic and Sade
CBS: Portia Faces Life
NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife

CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Red- Lorenzo Jones
CBS
Kate Hopkins
NBC-Red
Young Widder Brown
CBS: The Goldbergs
NBC-Blue: Children's Hour
NBC-Red: Girl Alone
CBS. The O'Neills
NBC- Red: Lone Journey

NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
5:45 CBS
Scattergood Baines
5:45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
5:45 NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
6:00 CBS: News
6:05 CBS: Edwin C. Hill
6:15 CBS: Bob Edge
6:30 CBS:

Paul Sullivan

6:45 CBS: The World Today
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
6:45
6:45 NBC-Red: Fort Pearson
7:00 CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
7:00 NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
7:00 NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
7:15 CBS: Lanny Ros.
7:15, NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
7:15|NB(
Red
European News
7:30 CBS: Vox Pop
7:30 NBC-Red
Xavier Cugat
7:45 NBC-Blue: Met. Opera Guild
8:00 CBS: Ask It Basket
8:00 MBS: Wythe Williams
8:00 NBC-Blue: Pot o' Gold
8:00 NBC-Red: Fannie Brice, Frank
Morgan
8:30 CBS
City Desk
8:30 NBC-Blue
Fame and Fortune
The Aldrich Family
8:30 NBC-Red
8:55 CBS: Elmer Davis
9:00 CBS
MAJOR
BOWES
HEATTER
9:00 MBS: GABRIEL
9:00 NBC-Blue: Rochester Philharmonic
9:00 NBC-Red
KRAFT MUSIC HALL
9:30 NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
9:35 NBC-Blue: America's Town Meeting
10:00 CBS. Glenn Miller
10.00 MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
10 00 NBC-Red: Rudy Vallee
10:15 CBS
Choose Up Sides
10:30 NBC-Blue: Ahead of the Headlines
News of the World
10:45 (US

and

Gertrude
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March
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February 27: A listening "must" for Thursday nights (assuming you can tear yourself
away from Bing Crosby or Major Bowes) is the Town Meeting of the Air on NBC-Blue
at 9:35.
Most nights it's more exciting than a prize-fight.
March 6: Young
Dr. Malone, on CBS at 2:00, is a serial that's climbing
steadily in
popularity because of its human, natural characters and situations.
Have you formed
the good habit of listening to it yet?
March
13: Xavier Cugat and his orchestra are scheduled to open tonight in the Hotel
Roosevelt,
New
Orleans,
broadcasting
sustaining
programs
over CBS.
The same
band has its commercial program tonight, too, at 7:30 on NBC-Red.
March 20: Fletcher Wiley's matter-of-fact comments on CBS at 2:30 today will leave
you with something to think about after the program is over.
ON THE AIR TONIGHT: City Desk, an
exciting story of newspaper life, on CBS
at 8:30 P.M., E.S.T., rebroadcast to the
West at 9:00 P.M., P.S.T., and sponsored
by Colgate Shave Cream and Brushless
Shave.
City Desk isn't a serial — each episode
is complete in itself, and you can enjoy
it whether you've ever listened before or
not. But the characters are the same every
week — Jack Winters, played by James
Meighan; Linda Webster, played by Gertrude Warner; Caruso, played by Jimmy
McCallion; Mrs. Cameron, played by
Ethel Owen, and Dan Tobin, played by
Geoffrey Bryant. Jack and Linda are two

4:15 CBS: We, The Abbotts
4:15 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
4:30
4:30
4:45
4:45'
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:15
5:15
5:30

Bryant

j

reporters, and naturally they "scoop the
town" on every episode, uncovering crimes
that invariably baffle the police. Not too
true tento
to. life, maybe, but good fun to lisGertrude Warner, who plays Linda, is
a pretty girl who has come up fast in radio. She qraduated from high school four
years
break into
radio. ago,
Just and
like decided
that. Forshe'd
six months
she
haunted the studios, and nothing happened. Then the stroke of luck which is
usually at the bottom of anyone's success
came along. She was hanging around in
a studio reception room one day when an
actress fell ill. The despairing director,
who had frequently been pestered by the
job-hunting
theto actress'
part into her Gertrude,
hands and thrust
told her
do her

best. Her best was very good, and she
was started on her career. Gertrude's
hobby is fencing, and she takes lessons at
Salle Santelli, New York. Weekends she
spends with her mother and small brother
in Hartford,
Conn., where she was born.
The picture printed above is a publicity
stunt. It shows Gertrude with Geoffrey
Bryant, who plays Dan Tobin, managing
editor of City Desk's "Chronicle," apparently conferring
overYork
a printer's
was taken
in a New
newspaperstone.
office,It
and is about as close as Gertrude or her
fellow-actor ever came to actually working on a newspaper. But maybe they were
getting into character.
Bryant is a Texan, and has been an
actor ever since he grew up. He's played
on the stage in New York and London, and
in stock company productions all over the
country. The only sport he really likes is
boxing, him
at which
he's Valley
an expert.
heard
in Death
Days,You've
Aunt
Jenny's
Stories, Just Plain Bill, and Mr.
District Attorney.
When you listen to City Desk, pay special attention to the music, which is written for the show by Charles Paul, a CBS
staff organist-pianist-composer. Around
the studios they consider him one of their
most talented men. He's quiet and unassuming, but a demon for work. He never
smokes, but during a long session of composing at the piano he manages to eat
up a whole pound of peanut brittle.

cSV^^-

GEORGE PUTNAM — the announcer for Portia Faces Life, on
CBS this afternoon. George was born in Deposit, N. Y.,
but soon went westward with his family, stopping in San
Diego, Calif. George studied to be a history teacher,
but jilted that profession in favor of a WPA drama group.
Later he toured the coast with a Shakespearian troupe
headed by Tyrone Power's mother. Then came six months
of highly unsuccessful searching for gold before he got
a job as announcer on a San Diego station. Three years
ago he joined the CBS staff in New York. Last June he
married
Ruth
Carhart,
the
popular
radio
songstress.
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"Almost a Miracle!"
■i

A BRAND-NEW SKIN
will soon arrive
to enchant you
with its Beauty!
Just beneath

your

present

younger, lovelier brand-new

skin is a

skin. As day

by day it unfolds, as it conies to life . . .with
every tick of the clock— it is replacing
your older surface skin and bringing you
a hope of new beauty in the future.

VWWWVWWIWW

WILL YOU BE proud to show this
brand-new skin? Will it make you
look younger? Will it have new-born
beauty when it appears ... as your surface skin slowly departs in tiny dry little
flakes? That depends, says Lady Esther,
on the care you give it, on the wisdom
with which you choose your face cream!
Your New-Born Skin can emerge in
beauty . . . but only if you will help Na-

ture remove the dull drab flakes of old
dry skin ... if you will let my 4-Purpose
Face Cream help free your skin of these
be-clouding flakes... help to whisk them
away. . . revealing the enviable loveliness
of your New-Born Skin.
Use my 4-Purpose Face Cream. Use it
liberally. Try to leave it on twice as long
as usual so that it can, right from the start,
begin to loosen the dry flakes of outer
skin. Let it completely loosen the surface
impurities and the dirt, let it clean the
apertures of your pores . . . helping Nature
to refine them, and to bring a clarity—
an opalescent loveliness— to your NewBorn Skin.

skin because it loosens surface impurities
and dry skin flakes . . . really cleanses . . .
yes, helps to refresh and soften your skin.
Ask your doctor if every last word Lady
Esther says isn't true!
Try my 4-Purpose Face Cream at my
expense. Use no other cream for a full
month. Let it help Nature refine your
pores. Let it soften and soothe your skin,
ending the need for a powder base. For,
with my face cream, your face powder
goes on perfectly— flattering you with its
clarity and smoothness . . . making you
appear the proud possessor of a beautiful
New-Born Skin.

Ask Your Doctor
About Your Face Cream
Ask him if you should attempt to feed
your skin from the outside! Ask him if
he recommends astringents, or skin foods
or tissue creams!
I believe he will say that a cream which
can fill your pore openings may enlarge
them.
But ask him if Lady Esther cream
doesn't help protect the beauty of your
&PRIL, 1941

(You can paste this on a penny EXP
postcard)
ENSE
PLE TUBE AT MY:
LadySAM
Esther, 7134 West 65th St., Chicago, 111.

T70CT!7
send ofmeLady
your
generous
t/
S\CiCt Please
sample tube
Esther
Face
Cream; also nine shades of Face Powder, free
and postpaid.
(66)
NameAddress.
City

-State-

tffyou live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)
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a.
2:00

8:45
1:15
1:45
12:45
2:30

U
8:05
2:30
8:15
8:45
8:45

8:15 NBC-Red:

9:05
9:15
9:15
9:45
9:45
9:00 10:00
9:00 10:00
9:15 10:15
9:15 10:15

4:15
4:15

4:45
5:45
4:45
8:55 10:00
5:05
3:15 5:15
3:45 5:45
3:45 5:45
2:45
5:45

8:00
8:00
8:15
4:15
7:30
8:30
7:30
9:00
5:00
8:30
5:30
5:55
8:30
6:00
5:00
6:00
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:35
7:00
7:00
7:45

CBS: By Kathleen Morris
NBC-Red: This Small Town
CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade

9:30 10:30 CBS: Stepmother
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
9:45 10:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
9:45 10:45
Pepper Young's Family
4:30 10:45 NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light

10:00 11:00
10:00 11:00
12:00 10:15 11:15
8:15 10:15 11:15
10:30 11:30
10:30 11:30
10:30 11:30
11:15 10:45 11:45
8:45 10:45 11:45
10:45 11:45
9:00 11:00 12:00
9:00 11:00 12:00
9:15 11:15 12:15
9:15 11:15 12:15
9:30 11:30 12:30
9:30 11:30 12:30
9:45 11:45 12:45
10:00 12:00 1:00
10:15 12:15 1:15
10:30 12:30 1:30
12:45 1:45
3:00 1:00 2:00
11:00 1:00 2:00
3:30 1:15 2:15
11:15 1:15 2:15
11:30 1:30 2:30
11:30 1:30 2:30
11:45 1:45 2:45
11:45 1:45 2:45
2:00 3:00
12:00 2:00 3:00
12:00 2:00 3:00
12:15 2:15 3:15
12:15 2:15 3:15
12:15 2:15 3:15
12:15 2:15 3:15
2:30 3:30
12:30 2:30 3:30
12:30 2:30 3:30
12:45 2:45 3:45
12:45 2:45 3:45
12:45 2:45 3:45
1:00 3:00 4:00
1:00 3:00 4:00
3:00 4:00
4:15 3:15 4:15
1:15 3:15 4:15
1:15 3:15 4:15
1:30 3:30 4:30
1:30 3:30 4:30
12:30 3:45 4:45
3:45 4:45
8:30 4:00 5:00
3:00 4:00 5:00
2:00 4:00 5:00
2:15
2:15

Gene and Glenn

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CLUB
CBS: School of the Air
NBC-Red: Isabel Manning Hewson
CBS: Bachelor's Children
NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh

6:00
6:00
6:15
6:15
9:30
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:30

5:15
5:15
5:30
5:45
5:45
5:45
6:00
6:05
6:15
6:45
6:45
6:45
7:00
7:00
7:15
7:15
7:30
7:30
7:30
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:30
8:30
8:55
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30
9:30
9:30
9:30

7:55
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:35 9:35
9:00 10:00
9:00 10:00
9:45 10:45!
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NBC-Blue: I Love Linda Dale
NBC-Red: The Man I Married
CBS: Martha Webster
NBC-Red: Against the Storm
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: The Road of Life
CBS:
Aunt Thunder
Jenny's Stories
NBC-Blue:
Over Paradise
NBC-Red: David Harum
CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
NBC-Red: Words and Music
CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
CBS: Our Gal Sunday
CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS: Woman in White
CBS: Right to Happiness
CBS: Road of Life
CBS: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Betty Crocker
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC- Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Fletcher Wiley
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
CBS: Home of the Brave
NBC- Red: Light of the World
CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Jan Peerce
MBS: Philadelphia Orchestra
NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
CBS: A Friend in Deed
NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
CBS: Exploring Space
NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
CBS: Portia Faces Life
NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
CBS: We, The Abbotts
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Kate
NBC-Red:
CBS: The
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:

Hopkins
Young Widder Brown
Goldbergs
Children's Hour
Girl Alone

CBS: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: Lone Journey
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC- Red: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS: News, Bob Trout
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
CBS: Hedda Hopper
CBS: The World Today
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
NBC-Red: Fort Pearson
CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Lanny Ross
NBC-Red: European News
CBS: Al Pearce
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Red: Alec Templeton
CBS: KATE SMITH
NBC-Blue: Army Show
NBC-Red: Cities Service Concert
NBC-Blue: Death Valley Days
NBC-Red: INFORMATION
PLEASE
CBS: Elmer Davis
CBS: Johnny Presents
MBS: GABRIEL
HEATTER
NBC-Blue: Gangbusters
NBC- Red: Waltz Time
CBS: Campbell Playhouse
MBS: I Want a Divorce
NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
NBC-Red: ARCH
OBOLER'S
PLAYS
NBC-Blue: Your Happy Birthday
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: Wings of Destiny
CBS: News of the World
__I^^ZZ

■ Home

of the Brave's Tom

Tune-In

Bulletin

for

Tully, Jeannette
February

28,

Nolan, Joan
March

7,

Banks, Dick Widmark.
14

and

21 !

February 28: Nazimova stars in Arch Oboler's adaptation of "The Family," best-selling
novel, on Everyman's Theater, tonight at 9:30 over NBC-Red. . . . NBC-Blue has the
Madison Square Garden fight between Tommy Tucker and Gerry Webb, light heavybroadcast

weights, at 10:00 — Bill Stern announcing. ... At 8:00, NBC-Blue's Army Show is
from Fort Bliss, Texas.
It comes from a different Army Camp every Friday.

March 7: Arch Oboler's play tonight is called "Problem Papa," and it's about a day
in the life of a small boy. . . . The NBC Army Show comes from March Field, California. .. . And Bob Crosby's orchestra opens at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, with
an NBC wire.
March 14: Arch Oboler has scheduled a re-broadcast of one of his most successful
plays, "The Ugliest Man in the World," for tonight. It stars Raymond
Johnson. . . . The Army Show is from Fort Lewis, Washington.

Edward

March 21: It's a real event on Arch Oboler's program tonight, because comedian
Eddie Cantor is the guest star. . . . Of course, Inside Radio must remind you that all
Everyman's

Theater

plays listed here are subject to change.

ON THE AIR TODAY: Home of the Brave,
on CBS at 2:45 P.M., E.S.T., sponsored by
Calumet Baking Powder and Swansdown

Flour.

The
a way.

title is a little bit misleading,
This drama

in

is a story of patriot-

ism, but it isn't the flag-waving kind. It's
the kind of patriotism that goes deeper,
and has its roots in the love of a land,
of traditions, and
of ideals.
The most important

person in Home

of

the Brave is Joe Meade, somebody you'll
look forward to meeting every day. Joe
has lots of the common sense that has
always been so important in shaping
America. Since he was raised on a ranch,
he'd refer to this gift as "horse-sense"
whenever he spotted it in somebody else;
he wouldn't ever spot it in himself. He
hasn't much use for "isms" of any kind,
and he can recognize anything that's false
or phoney a mile away.
Tom Tully is the name of the radio actor
who plays Joe. Like his radio character,
he's big, ruggedly handsome, and deepvoiced. Like the character he plays in the
serial, he was born in the West — in
Durango, Colorado, a mining town in the
heart of the Rockies. He left Colorado by
joining the Navy, and got his first glimpse

of New York from the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
After he left the Navy he tried writing
short stories about his experiences, but
none of them were published. Then, as he
says, he "sweated, starved, argued, persuaded, cried and finally beat his way
Broadway, the legitimate stage

through

and radio" into his present position as a
successful actor.
Dick Widmark plays the role of Neil.
He's a good-looking young actor who first
saw the light of day in the peculiarlynamed town of Sunrise, Minnesota, in 1914.
But the family soon moved to Evanston,
Illinois, which Dick refers to now as his
home town. He's a graduate of Lake
Forest College, where he served for two
years as an instructor of speech and
drama. He crashed radio two and a half
years ago via the Aunt Jenny program.
Not married, he lives in a New York apartment where he devotes his time to furthering his radio career, reading, and playing
the drums.
Dick's leading lady, Joan Banks, who
plays the part of Lois, is a beautiful blonde
who is married to radio actor Frank Lovejoy, the lucky fellow. She and her husband
lead very quiet lives, as they both carry
heavy radio schedules. Her favorite
possession is her Cocker spaniel.

S«y^e£&7oMARY YOUNG— a former Ziegfeld Follies girl who is now
bringing glamor to the role of Lily, the Creole, on Arnold
Grimm's Daughter, heard today on NBC. Mary began her
theatrical career as a dancer in a Russian ballet, switched
to the Follies, and then in 1935 successfully auditioned for a
radio job in Detroit. Two years later she married radio
writer Charles Gussman, and they moved to Chicago to live.
Mary was born in Chestnut Mound, Tenn., 22 years ago, and
was educated in Detroit. When she isn't acting in the
Chicago radio studios she's very busy being the mother of a
little daughter who arrived in the world just six months ago.
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NOWA\m in Your Own HomeHollywood Beauty Care i
HERE'S ALL YOU
DO TO TAKE A
LUX SOAP
ACTIVE-LATHER
FACIAL. PAT THE
LATHER LIGHTLY
INTO YOUR SKIN

Lux Soap ACTIVE-LATHER
FACIALS are quick, easy
and they WORK!
This lovely Hollywood star shows
you just how she uses Lux Toilet Soap
to guard her priceless complexion.
This gentle care removes every trace
of dust, dirt, stale cosmetics. Try
Active-Lather Facials for 30 days!
See what they can do for you!

BERRY
BROS.' "STRAW

BLONDE"

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use it to protect loveliness
APKIL,
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Eastern Standard Time
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8:00 CHS: News of Europe
8:00 NBC-Red: News
8:15 NBC-Blue
8:15 NBC-Red:

<

Cloutier's Orchestra
Gene and Glenn

8:30 CBS: Hillbilly Champions
8:30 NBC-Blue: Dick Leibert

l/l

8:45 NBC-Blue: Harvey and Dell
8:45 NBC-Red: Deep River Boys
8:00
8:00
8:00

9:00 CBS: Press News
NBC-Blue: Breakfast Club
9:00
9:00 NBC-Red: News

8:05

9:05 NBC-Red:

8:15
8:15

9:15 CBS: Burl (ves
9:15 NBC-Red: Watch

8:30
8:30

9:30 CBS: Honest Abe
9:30
NBC-Red: Wise Man

8:45

10:00

NBC-Red:

Happy Jack
Your Step

Four Showmen

9:90 10:00 CBS: Welcome Lewis' Singing Bee
9:00 10:00 NBC-Blue: Al and Lee Reiser
9:00 10:00
NBC-Red: Lincoln Highway
9:15

CBS-Blue: Richard Kent

9:30 10:30 CBS: Old Dirt Dobber
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Kogen Orch.
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red: Betty Moore

■ The

8:00 10:00 11:00 CBS: Symphony Concert
8:00 10:00 11:00 NBC-Blue: Norsemen Quartet
8:00 10:00 11:00 NBC-Red: Concert Music
8:15 10:15 11:15 NBC- Red: Fed. Women's
8:30 10:30
8:30 9:30
8:45 10:45
9:00 11:00
9:00 11:00

Club

NBC-Blue: Our Barn
NBC-Red: Gallicchio's Orch
NBC-Red:

Smilin' Ed McConnell

9:00 11:00

CBS: Country Journal
NBC-Blue: American Education
Forum
NBC-Red: Eastman School of Music

9:30 11:30
9:30 11:30
9:30 11:30

CBS: Highways to Health
NBC-Blue: Farm Bureau
NBC-Red: Call to Youth

9:45 11:45

CBS: Jobs for National Defense

10:00 12:00
10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30
11:00 1:00
11:00 1:00

CBS: Let's Pretend
CBS: No Politics
NBC-Blue: Luncheon

at the Waldorf

NBC-Blue: Metropolitan Opera
NBC-Red: Music for Everyone

11:30
11:30

1:30
1:30

NBC-Red: Golden Melodies
CBS: Of Men and Books

12:00

2:00

NBC-Red:

12:30
12:30

2:30
2:30

CBS: Old Vienna
NBC-Red: Saturday Soiree

12:45

2:45

CBS: This Is My Land

1:00
1:00

3:00
3:00

CBS: Matinee at Meadowbrook
NBC-Red: Campus Capers

1:30

3:30

2:00
2:00

4:00
4:00

NBC-Red: A Boy, a Girl, and a Band
CBS: News of the Americas
NBC-Red: The World Is Yours

2:30
3:00
3:00

4:30

3:05

5:05

3:30
3:30
3:30

5:30
5:30
5:30

CBS: Elmer Davis
NBC-Blue: Vass Family
NBC-Red: Religion in the News

3:45
3:45
3:45

5:45
5:45
5:45

CBS: The World Today
NBC-Blue: Edward Tomlinson
NBC-Red: Orchestra

4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15

6:00
6:00
6:00

CBS: People's Platform
NBC-Blue: Message of Israe
NBC-Red: Muriel Angelus

4:30
4:30

6:30
6:30

4:45

6:45

8:00
5:00
8:30
5:15

7:00
7:00
7:00

8:30
5:30
5:30
8:00
9:30
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:30

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

6:35
6:45
7:00
7:00

5:00
5:00

6:15

7:15

5:30 NBC-Red:

Dance Music

Curtis Institute

CBS: Report to the Nation
NBC-Red: Charlie Spivak Orch.
6:05 NBC-Blue: Dance Music

7:15 NBC-Red:

European

News

CBS: Wayne King
NBC-Blue: Little OP Hollywood
7:45 NBC-Red:
CBS: Your
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:

H. V. Kaltenborn
Marriage Club
Orchestra
Knickerbocker Playhousr
Man and the World

8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00

CBS:
Tavern
MBS: Duffy's
Boake Carter
NBC-Blue: Bishop and the Gargoyle
NBC-Red: Truth or Consequences
CBS: YOUR
HIT PARADE
MBS: GABRIEL
HEATTER
NBC-Blue: Song of Your Life
NBC-Red: National Barn Dance

8:30

NBC-Blue; John B. Kennedy

8:35
8:45

NBC-Blue: NBC

9:00
9:00

MBS: Chicago Theater
NBC-Red: Uncle Ezra

7:15

9:15

CBS: Public Affairs

7:45

9:45

CBS: News of the World
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Bulletin

Weezy,

for

Jitchy,

March

1, 8,

Sally

15

and

Emily.

and

22!

March I: Get some tips on home-making from Betty Moore, who starts a new program
this morning at 10:30 over NBC-Red. . . . The Santa Anita Handicap is being broadcast this afternoon over NBC. . . . CBS' People's Platform, tonight at 7:00, discusses
"What Does Americanism Mean Today," with Col. Theodore Roosevelt and Representative Sol Bloom among the guest talkers. . . . Listen to Wayne King's second
program in his new series on CBS at 7:30.
March 8: From the Santa Anita track in California comes the San Juan Capistrano
Handicap race, over NBC.
March 15: That interesting mystery serial, The Bishop and the Gargoyle, has changed
its time to tonight at 8:30.
March 22: You'll get some chuckles and maybe some hearty laughs out of Your
Marriage Club, on CBS tonight at 8:00. The only trouble with it is that it sometimes
works the old, moth-eaten jokes about married life a little too hard.
ON THE AIR TODAY: The Vass Family,
in their own variety show over NBC-Blue
at 6:30 P.M., E.S.T.
Take one look at the bright, youthful
faces above and you'll have a hard time
realizing they are all radio veterans.
You've heard them on more programs than
you could count up to without taking altogether too long a time about it. Sometimes they've ail been together; sometimes
they've approached the mike separately.
On occasions they've sung solos, but they
haven't disdained to work in choral groups.
Their names are Sally, Weezy (Louisa),
Jitchy
Emilybut
andsheFrank.
another (Virginia),
girl, Harriet,
worksThere's
as a
hostess in a tea room, and seldom appears
before the mike. Another boy, Leland, is
in radio too, but he's more interested in
the technical
side of things.
They just drifted into radio, via Madge
Tucker's children's programs on NBC.
When they were children in South Carolina they learned many hill songs, just for
fun, and these came in handy when they
turned their attention to radio. Their
Aunt Lulu — Mrs. Curtis B. Railing — wrote
their scripts for them. Then Aunt Lulu
v/ent to London to go on the air for the
BBC, and the Vasses didn't have any
scripts any more. They sat around, wondering what to do. One of them said,
"Let's have a story conference, with
everybody

suggesting

ideas."

MURIEL

It was

a

very poor story conference, because no
one had any ideas. Then another one
said, "Let's try it a different way. Everybody go away by himself for two hours
and write a script. Then we'll come back
here and pick the best one or patch one
together from the best parts of all of
It sounded like a good idea, so each of
the kids retired and was quiet for a couple
of hours. When they reassembled, Sally
was the only one who had actually written a script. They read it, decided it was
them."
good, and since then Sally has done all
the scripts for their shows, writing them
on the kitchen table of the Vass apartment
while the others are enjoying themselves.
Sally doesn't mind. She thinks scriptwriting is fun, and simply puts in everything that happens to the real Vass family. When one of the girls begins going
out with a boy steadily, the incidents connected with the new romance are put on
the air. There is mighty little privacy in
the Vass family.
Some of their fan mail comes addressed,
appropriately, to the "Vast Family." One
admirer wrote, in all seriousness, to "The
Saturday
Bath
Sometimes SallyMorning
wishes she
wereFamily."
writing scripts
about a family that sings and acts on the
air, because then she could use incidents
like that too, as well as the things that
happen
around
their home.

S«yt/e£&7o-

KIRKLAND — who

won

Broadway

fame

portraying

Mary Todd in the prize-winning play, "Abe Lincoln in Illinois."
Now she's playing the same character in the CBS serial,
Honest Abe, heard at 9:30 this morning. Muriel made her

SYMPHONY

CBS: Saturday Night Serenade

Vasses — Frank,

Tune-In

r

first stage hit in the leading role of "Strictly Dishonorable," then went to Hollywood for several years' work
in the movies. Now she's back in New York, dividing her
time between radio and the stage. She's red-haired and
tiny, was born in New Rochelle, and was educated first
in a convent and later in the American Academy of Dramatic Art — where they told her she'd never be an actress!
RADIO
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Marriage on a Shoestring
(Continued from page 30)
two. They sit in public parks and on
benches along lake shores. They're
usually very close together. They
don't ingseeabout
anyone
else. They
are thinkmarriage,
usually,
and a
home of their own and the future.
In the case of these two, Frank and
Nancy, it was the very immediate future they were thinking of that night
down on the beach in Long Branch,
New Jersey. Summer was ending. It
had been a fine summer for both of
them, easy and lazy and fun, until
what had started out as just another
summer romance turned into the real
thing.
They had fallen in love with each
other. No questions asked, no thought
of the future. This was IT and nothing else mattered. But now, it was
their last summer night together. The
next day, Nancy would pack her
things and hurry back to her job as a
stenographer in a nearby Jersey town.
Frank didn't have a job he could go to.
CO they sat there on the beach and
J looked at the ocean and wondered
what would happen to them. Nancy
couldn't support both of them. Besides, Frank didn't want her to work.
Frank might be able to get a job, but
that would mean his giving up his
dream of becoming a singer. They
had talked of a home of their own,
a little apartment in Jersey City, and
maybe a family. But that seemed a
long way off now.
"Maybe I ought to get a job somewhere," Frank said.
"You
mean, give up singing?"
Nancy asked.
Frank didn't say anything for
awhile. "I guess that's what it looks
like, Nancy," he said at last.
"But you can't do that," Nancy said
determinedly. "You just can't do what
you don't want to do."
"Look, Nancy," Frank said. "If you
stick by me, if you don't mind waiting, I'll get something."
"I'll wait," Nancy
"If can,
you
know you can do it, Ismiled.
know you
too."
"It'll be tough for awhile, but I
know I can do it."
There weren't any heroics about
this decision. Nancy had faith in
Frank and in his talent, because she
loved him.
She knew all about the trouble
Frank had always had trying to convince his father that being a singer
could be worthwhile. His father was
an honest, hard working Jersey City
fireman. He had wanted Frank to
learn some trade. Nancy had heard
all about their arguments. About
Frank's saying again and again, "I
want to be a singer, Pop." And about
Frank's father always answering,
"Son,
plain started
darn foolishness."
All that's
this had
when Frank
was just a kid in grade school. There
were rows because Frank skipped
school and spent his time hanging
around dance halls listening to bands.
Then Bing Crosby and Russ Columbo
began taking the country by storm
and Frank spent every cent he could
lay his hands on to buy their records.
During his High School days, Frank
seemed to his family to be drifting
more and more toward shiftlessness.
There had never been a singer in the
Sinatra family, and now here was
Frank with these crazy ideas, chasing
APBIL,
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THERE'S no better reason for using Fels-Naptha Soap
than this: richer, golden soap and gentle, dirt-loosening naptha make a combination that can't be equalled
for taking the back-breaking labor out of washday.
No weak, would-be beauty soap can get all the deepdown dirt the way Fels-Naptha Soap does. In hard or
soft water, hot or cool, this Peerless Pair of Cleaners— gentle naptha and golden soap, provide
washday help that saves your hands, your
energy — yes, saves your money, too.
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If you have been a 'washday wife' write to
Fels 8b Co., Dept. 9-D, Phila., Pa., for a free
introductory bar of Fels-Naptha
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husband
5V>
step your
out that
night.you'll be ready
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bands around the New Jersey countryside and hanging around phonograph
shops. His school seat was seldom
warm. The High School principal was
always
tell Frank's
father
how verycalling
absentto from
school his
son
was. Frank had told Nancy all this.
"My Dad raised the devil," Frank
had explained to her, "and I guess
I was pretty useless. But, you see, I
wasn't
really been
wasting
time. instead
Maybe ofI
should have
in school
hanging around band rehearsals, but
that was the only way I could learn
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THIS was the plan and Frank stuck
to it. He waited hour after hour for
appointments. He offered to sing for
anything. Anything, to small radio
station owners, almost always means
nothing. So Frank sang for nothing.
Then, he began getting programs. He
sang on every small station that
would have him. His first year in
New York, he often had as many as
eighteen programs a week. All this
work earned him just enough for the
carfare back and forth to New Jersey.
Sometimes, it would be too discouraging. "I don't even know
whether anybody listens to my proNancy," heNancy
would would
say.
"You grams,
wait,"
say.
"Some day, some one will hear you
and give you a break. You can't say
nobody listens to you," she added with
a smile. "Why, some days I sneak out
of the office to listen. You just keep

ROUGE.
a lifelike ..There's
shade of
Max Factor Holly, wood Rouge for
"^V. J. your type . . . 50*!

Max

anything
about Frank
music."
By the time
met Nancy at the
beach, his family had just about decided he would never amount to anything. He had left school to sing with
small bands that paid him practically
nothing. He had been fired from a job
as copy boy on a Jersey City paper.
He had gone off on tour with a Major
Bowes unit and come home penniless.
He had tried to explain to them how
valuable the experience had been,
how it had given him poise and confidence singing before theatre audiences. The family sighed and didn't
understand.
Little by little, through that summer in Long Branch, Frank had told
Nancy all these things and she seemed
to be the only person who understood
him. Now, he had to make good. He
had to find a way to sing somewhere.
Nancy and Frank sat up most of
that last night, planning, dreaming,
scheming to find a way they could
eventually have a life together.
Finally, they worked out a plan.
Nancy would go back to her job.
Frank would go over to New York
City every day and begin haunting
the small radio stations.

And Frank did. In those days, he
sang
everything that was written. To
plugging."
pick up experience, after a hard day
at the New York studios, he would
sing with small bands over in Jersey.
For a long time, he held down a solo
spot at the Rustic Cabin, a small New
Jersey place.
Every night when he got through
with work, he and Nancy would get
together and talk about the way he
sang and the way other singers sang.
Whenever she could, Nancy listened
to him on the radio. Frank believed
then, and still does, that the words

of a song are much more important
than the melody — that in order to put
over a song, you have to believe the
words you are singing. He worked
hard to give every song he did a new
interpretation. He worked consciously
and deliberately for a style all his
own.
Sometimes, it seemed as though all
the heart and warmth he put into
his lyrics was being wasted. His audience on the local stations was naturally small. But Nancy kept him going. She kept telling him how much
better he was getting every day.
They kept planning for that home of
their
own, even though it looked very
far away.
It wasn't so far away, though.
Frank was getting a reputation, even
if he didn't know it. Band leaders were beginning to notice him. In
Benny Goodman's band there was a
trumpet player named Harry James,
who thought Frank was swell.
"There's a kid who can make lyrics
mean something," Harry would tell
the other Goodman men. "He makes
the words of a song come alive. If I
ever get a band of my own, I'm going
Those
words, had Harry James
to
hire him."
written
or said them to Frank then,
would have meant everything in the
world. But he didn't. Another year
went by, a year of only pennies in the
pocket and Nancy's faith. Day after
day, Frank trudged back and forth
from New Jersey to New York.
But 1939 came along and Harry
James decided the time was ripe for
him to have a band of his own. One
day, Frank came out of a small New
York station's studio to find a tall,
thin young man with a grin on his
face standing there.
"Howya," the tall, thin fellow said.
"I'm Harry James. I've been listening
to you for a couple of years. How'd
youFrank
like just
to sing
stoodwith
theremy forband?"
a minute.
Then he grabbed Harry's hand and
said,
"When
do IHarry
start?"said.
"Right
away,"
Frank rushed to the nearest telephone and called Nancy to tell her
the wonderful news. "Now we can
getThat
married,
night,honey,"
there he
was said.
another all
night session of making plans. They
could see the future now. But there
wasn't time to get married because
Frank had to go right out on the road
with Harry's band. The band clicked
immediately. Nancy and Frank wrote
letters every day and when Frank
came back they were married in New
Jersey, not far from the little apartment they had always wanted. That
same week, Harry James and Band
opened at the New York Paramount.
After closing at the Paramount,
Frank and Nancy got that little apartment in New Just
Jersey.
It wasn'tnicely
big,
or luxurious.
an average,
furnished little place that all out of
work kids in love dream about.
Other bands began to bid for Frank,
but he stuck to Harry for a year.
Then Harry's band, on tour again, arrived in Chicago at the same time as
Tommy Dorsey's. Jack Leonard,
Tommy's ace singer, was leaving.
Tommy heard Frank one night at the
Palmer House and decided he had to
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It was announced last month that "PORTIA FACES
LIFE" would appear in this issue. It will appear,
instead, in a forthcoming issue of RADIO MIRROR.
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have him. Harry didn't want to hold
Frank back, for he felt that Dorsey's
band was just the spot for him.
But following Jack Leonard wasn't
all gravy. Leonard had been with
Dorsey for years and had built up a
tremendous following. Dorsey fans
were bound to object to a newcomer.
Jack Leonard's reputation wasn't
Frank's real worry, though. If it had
been only that! But, in a few weeks,
there was going to be more to worry
about than just Nancy and himself.
There was a baby coming. They had
both wanted one and the job with
Harry James had seemed permanent.
Now, there was a chance to take another step up the ladder. But — what
if Frank didn't live up to Tommy's
expectations?
Band singers are a dime a dozen.
Harry James would have to get another singer to replace him right
away. If he failed with Tommy, there
might not be another job open for
months. There would be hospital bills
to pay. At first, Frank thought of
turning down Tommy's offer without
even telling Nancy about it.
But Nancy knew something was
worrying him before he had been
home very long. At first, she thought
it was just worry over the baby that
was coming. Then, she realized it
must be something else, something
about his job.
AREshethings
right with the band?"
askedall him.
"Fine," Frank said. "Great. But
Nancy," he hesitated and then blurted
it out. "I've had an offer from Tommy
Dorsey."
"That's swell," Nancy said, her eyes
lighting up. "You've always wanted
to sing with Tommy's band."
"I sure have," Frank said. "But
look, Nancy. We've got to think of the
baby. And, if I don't catch on —
well—"
Nancy smiled. "Remember what I
said down at the beach that night?
I still mean it, Frank. Always do
what you want to do. I still believe
in you." She smiled again. "And I
bet somebody else will, too. Three
are going to be harder to beat than
two."
Frank didn't hesitate after that.
He called Tommy Dorsey that night
and accepted the job. The first few
months with the band were tough.
Fans grumbled about Leonard being
replaced. Sometimes, Frank worried
and his confidence wavered. But
Nancy was always there to bolster it
up.
Soon, the tone of the fan letters
began to change. People began writ"That aSinatra
kid sure
can Frank
sing."
And ing,
just
few days
before
recorded "I'll Never Smile Again,"
the number that was to bring him
fame, Nancy presented him with a
seven pound baby girl.
Things are very much all right
now in the little apartment over in
New Jersey. What was a dream a
few years ago, what was no more
than a girl's faith in the boy she
loved, has now brought to Frank and
Nancy
all the things they wanted.
The
baby
girl's name
Sandra.
She's
just four months
old isnow.
Because
the music world finally gave them a
break, Nancy and Frank want Sandra
to become a harpist. But if Sandra
is anything like her father, she'll be
what she wants to be. Or maybe
she'll be like her mother and some
small cause
town
of her boy
faithwill
and "get
love. there" beAPRIL,
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3. See how gentle
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vanishing cream
less. It is neither
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4. See how convenient FRESH #2 is to apply. You can use it immediately before
dressing — no waiting for it to dry.
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Superman in Radio
(Continued from page 43)
by saying that he had gone out to see
if the bridge-road was still passable.
Quickly they drove to the office of
the City Commissioner of Dyerville.
They found the official beside himself
with worry and fear of the menace
hanging over his city and its citizens.
The Yellow Mask had demanded
one million dollars. Unless it was paid
by the following midnight, the city
of Dyerville would be destroyed!

There's nothint smart or attractive about lips
rough and chaWed from "Lipstick Parching."
That's why/ every "Sub-Deb" Lipstick contains an added ingredient to help keep your
lips adorably smooth as satin. Coty
"Sub-Deb" /gives you not only exciting color . . . but also valuable
protection against parching.
Try Coty rSub-Deb" and soon \
you'll bevelling others of its
blessed Jiagic. $1.00 or 50tf.
/

TWENTY-FOUR of the precious
1 thirty-six hours passed. No one
knew how to bring the threat into the
open — no one knew how to fight the
danger. The dark cloud hung ever
lower over the city's heart. Only
Superman was sure that he could
meet and conquer the menace. Still
disguised as Clark Kent, he questioned
the Commissioner.
"Commissioner, suppose you were
going to destroy Dyerville — how
would
do it?"
"Well,youKent,
look at this map. This
is Harley Dam — with the Lake up
above. If I were bent on destroying
Dyerville,
thetenHarley
Dam. The I'd
lake blow
behindoutit is
miles
long. Every drop of its billions of
gallons of water would come down on
us and wipe this city and its people
from the face of the earth!"
The Commissioner finished speaking. Silently Clark and Lois followed
him into the Council Room. The executives of the city had gathered to
decide if they should surrender to the
Mask and pay him the ransom he demanded for 30,000 lives. But they were
brave men. Every one of them voted
to defy the criminal! Then, as the vote
was counted, the voice came again:
"Very well, gentlemen, you have
made your decision — and I have made
mine! I shall not wait until midnight.
I shall destroy your city now — at once.
The flood is already on its way!"
At that instant, Clark Kent vanished. Changed in a twinkling to the
flying form of Superman, he flew
faster than an airplane, back up the
valley to meet the boiling, roaring
flood of Harley Lake as it poured down
toward the narrow gorge of the Jefferson River and headed, inevitably,
for the city below!
"If I ever worked fast, this has to be
the time. I must block up the gorge.

It's once chance in a thousand. Even
Superman can't hold back a flood — it
won't hurt me. I can't drown — but it
can kill every living soul in Dyerville.
The —wind
sharply as the
Faster
faster whistled
— "
winging figure cut through it. Racing
ahead of the flood, Superman swooped
down to the only place where it could
be turned from the doomed city — the
narrow bend of the gorge. Between
the rocky cliffs, rising a hundred feet
on each side, a towering wall of angry
water thundered.
"There it is — can't get ahead of the
water. But maybe I can block it off —
send the rest of it down the old river
bed! But I have to tear those cliffs
apart — drop tons of rocks — here goes!"

WITH flood waters raging on every
side, Superman tore at the granite
walls, ripped into the living rock. He
sent great masses plunging to the foot
of the gorge. But more — and yet more
was needed as the angry waters
swirled through. Then — Superman
saw a great point of stone hanging
high
—
"Oneoverhead
last chance!
If I can rip that
loose — crash it down there in the
middle— Here's my last try!" His
great muscles strained to the task.
"Not much time — once more — it's
cracking
starting crashing
to go — now!"
With a— gigantic,
sound, the
tons of rock fell. In the last second,
Superman tore down the high rocky
walls of Jefferson Gorge and turned
aside the murderous flood into the old
river bed. The City of Dyerville was
saved!
Two hours later, Superman, disguised once again as Clark Kent, met
Lois Lane in a telegraph office on
the city's Main Street. She was triumphant:
"I beat you to it! — I've already sent
Perry White the complete story of
how Dyerville was saved from the
flood! This is one time, Mr. Clark
Kent,
when you
weren't
in on He
it!" only
Superman
didn't
answer.
smiled to himself.
Next month — read another of these
thrilling exploits of Superman, the
strange being who devotes all his
great strength to conquering the
forces of evil.
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for more "Bundles for
Britain" — Claudette
Colbert takes direction from Arch Oboler
with a smile, while
lovely Merle Oberon,
in the foreground,
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Tomorrow's Children
(Continued from page 27)
honestly convinced that if a group of
children were put on an island somewhere, and left there to grow up by
themselves, they'd turn into a race of
people who would amaze us with
their generosity, dignity, and general
ability to get along with each other
without fighting.
"That's why Charlie and I do everything we can to give Mary and Jamie
a good example. The one thing I
think we really owe them is that.
Mary is eleven years old, and not
once has she heard a quarrel between
her father and mother."
Helen's expressive face sparkled
with amusement. "I don't mean to
say that we don't quarrel. We do.
We're both temperamental people,
and there are bound to be explosions.
But Mary never knows it. That's one
thing we are agreed on. We may feel
as if we'd like to cut each other's
hearts out, but if either of the children comes into the room, the fireworks stop. We even stop thinking
the quarrel, because we know children are sensitive and can tell when
things are wrong even though no
words are spoken.
THE children never hear us gossip' ing, either, or saying anything that
indicates we are envious of someone
else. I think we can at least spare
them from contact with malice and
envy.
"The result is that Mary, at eleven,
feels she is able to join in an adult
conversation, because she has never
heard an adult conversation which repelled or confused her. Since she's
on safe ground, she talks to grownups without either self-consciousness
or precociousness."
"How about discipline?" I asked.
"Don't you ever have to discipline
either of them?"
Helen smiled. "Mary almost never.
Jamie's more active and apt to upset
things, principally, I suppose, because
he's
boy. But— Well, I'll tell you
about a Jamie.
"He's adopted, you know. Some day
— rather soon, I think — we intend to
tell him about his adoption. We know
exactly what we'll say to him, and
rehearse it together, Charlie and I,
every now and then.
"We didn't want Mary to be an only
child, and we decided to adopt a boy
when she was about eight. We were
a little afraid she might be jealous,
after being the star attraction in the
MacArthur household for so long, so
we worked out a little scheme. Nothing was said to Mary until everything
was arranged, and when I went in the
car to get Jamie I took her along,
telling her only that we were going
after a present for her. At the hospital Itook her into the room where
Jamie was, showed him to her, and
said. 'We're getting you a little
brother, Mary. Do you like him?'
"She looked up at me and said, 'You
mean he's mine, Mummy?'
" 'Yes, Mary,' I said, and from that
moment Jamie has been her brother
first and my son second. Jamie
knows how things stand, too. That's
why, when he misbehaves, it doesn't
mean half as much for me to slap his
hands as it does for Mary to look
disapproving and say gently, 'That's
he hangs
not
heart
if his
looks asThen
and Jamie.'
head nice,
his very
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Was he a glump! Cried if you looked at
him. Acted like our sissy little spaniel
was a starving mountain lion.

Total loss at meals, too. Sneering at the
cook, complaining about the service . . .
I almost conked him with my spoon.

By bath -time I'd decided — one more peep and George was a drowned cousin.
Imagine my surprise when he broke out in smiles. "Ah!" says he, clutching my
Johnson's Baby Powder. "Downy-soft Johnson's — just what I've been needing!
Conditions around this house are not so bad as I thought."
Give your baby the comfort that keeps so
many babies happy— Johnson's Baby Powder! It doesn't cost much but it's lovely
and smooth . . . and, my! how it helps relieve chafes and prickles!

I
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Johnson 85 Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.

were
about her
to break."
Raising
two children was not
a very great problem to Helen Hayes
until last spring. Then, along with
thousands of other mothers who
watched war breaking out again and
knew the world was changing faster
than anyone could keep up with it,
she was frightened.
"I asked a man I know, 'How can I
help my children get ready for the
future? How can I prepare them for
it, when I don't know what is coming
myself?' I hoped he might give me
an answer," Helen said, "because he
is the wisest person I know. He is an
invalid, and he sees the world from a
perspective the rest of us don't have.
"And he told me, 'Just remember
this, Helen. Your children are going
to be the pioneers of a new world.
The things you have — the things they
have now — they won't have in that
new world. Prepare them to do without. Prepare
them
real pioneers.'
"That's
why
— " toshebe was
intensely

'''/'/ove yott/ -sot Mf>
on mine.

serious now — "that's why Charlie
and I are trying to accustom Mary
and Jamie to the simple things of
life, the fundamentals. We have
bought a farm, just a small one, and
both we and the children spend as
much time there as we can. I want
Mary and Jamie to know the land and
understand it, because on the land
life
is at its simplest and most elemental.
"It's hard not to protect and coddle
your children, and give them luxuries,
when you have the financial means
to do so. Every father and mother
must want to make life easy for their
children — it's the deepest and most
natural sort of instinct to give your
children everything you can. But today, with the future staring us in the
face, that is a mistaken kindness. I
do what I can to keep Mary and
Jamie from getting used to things
that when they are older, perhaps,
they can't have.
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THIS
Mary's
Whenyear
sheI changed
first began
to school.
attend
school I spent a good deal of time
picking out the right one for her. I
went and sat in the classrooms of several private schools and one public
one, and found out how the children
were taught; and I finally selected a
private one that seemed to me to be
just right — advanced in its methods,
but not too arts-and-craftsy.
"But this year Mary started going
to a public school, the regular grammar school in Nyack. It wasn't good
for her, I thought — it wasn't good
preparation for the future — to be always with the children of wealthy
parents,
frompublic
the school.
democraticprotected
contacts of a real
I don't know what tomorrow's world
will be like, but I do know that if
it's to be worth living in at all, the
democratic tradition will be an important part of it.
"I've thought a great _ deal about
what my invalid friend said. My children— and the children of everyone
else — are going to be pioneers! Pioneers in what kind of a new world?
That's something no one can answer
with certainty, but I don't think it
matters. Pioneers always need courage and faith in themselves and honesty and a conviction in the value of
their own lives. If I can help my
children to develop and keep those
qualities — because I know they already possess them — I'll be doing all
that's possible to help them be happy
and useful when they grow up, no
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matter what changed conditions they
find then.
"I'd be glad, of course, if I could
provide them with material things
that would make their lives happy
and secure. But material things —
money, I mean, and property — may
not be much good in the future. All
I can really give them, and be quite
sure it will be useful to them, is character. And, when you come right
down to it, the only way I can give
that to them is by example. If they
didn't admire and respect their father
and mother, it would be rather silly to
blame them for not being admirable
or worthy of respect themselves.
"That's why Charlie and I refuse
to quarrel in front of them, and it's
why we
or malicious
ever let
them
knowdon't
that gossip,
we have
thoughts. We aren't perfect, of course,
and we don't try to appear so. But
we do try to show the children that
we actually believe in the things all
parents say they believe in. We try
not to tell them, for instance, that
gossiping is wrong — and then undo
the effect of our lesson by allowing
them to hear us doing that very thing.
Or to preach that 'money isn't everything' and then show them all too
plainly by the things we do and say
that we really think it is."
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I T seemed to 'me, as I thought over
• what Helen Hayes had said, that it
all simmered down to a few cardinal
points — very important points, that
the whole world could study with
profit. In a complicated society, our
children will need a love for the
simple things of life, for they are the
only things they can be sure of. And
in addition, they'll need an integrity
— a return of the pioneering spirit —
that too many of their elders have
lost or neglected. We don't have to
give them these qualities — for, Helen
believes, they already possess them.
But if we can help them to retain
them,
future. we'll have done our duty by the
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Lebanon, Tennessee, a man-building, fully accredited school preparatory for college, placed
on the honor roll by designation of the War
Department's governmental authorities, where
character building is the most important part
of education.
THE
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(I) cleanses expertly; (2) helps soften your
skin; (3) gives a velvet finish for powder;
and (4) makes a fragrant Smooth Skin night
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may tend to wrinkle early!
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Who makes this many -purpose cream for
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I Need

You, Darling

(Continued from page 11)
summer then, and the top was down.
We could see the stars trying vainly
to shine through the glare of the city.
We heard the boats hooting distantly
out on the gray-bosomed river, and
saw their lights, like pinpoints marching sedately and carefully this way
and that way, bound on their own
strange errands.
Lee's arm fell across the back of
the seat. His hand touched my shoulder. I moved over, close to him,
wanting him to take me in his arms,
wanting the pleasure of feeling his
lean long strength holding me. "It's
beautiful," I murmured.
"Yes," he said matter-of-factly. "It's
a great fairyland, contrived by man
for his own pleasure. But the fairyland has turned on its maker, and now
it holds him in its grip. That's why
the city is a woman — made from man
and by man, but now it has the upper

You remember Aladdin ? The
poor
magic tailor's
lamp, son
and who
everyfound
time the
he
rubbed it a Genie appeared and
granted Aladdin's every wish.
One day at lunch . . . presto!
Genie appeared. "Hey," said
Aladdin, "why are you here? I
didn't rub the lamp."
"I know it," replied Genie, "but
it rubs me the wrong way to see
you eating all soft food. Take
this Dentyne and chew some
often. Its extra chewiness gives
your teeth needed exercise and
helps protect them from tartar
and decay. And that richly satisfying taste is real flavor magic."
"That's fine!" said Aladdin.
"Don't forget," answered Genie.
"Dentyne adds lustre to your
smile."
"Genie,"
said Aladdin, "you're
really a genius."
Moral: You too should take the
Genie's advice. Try Dentyne for
distinctive flavor and to help
brighten your teeth . . . And
don't overlook its handy, flat, flavortite package-so easy to share.
6 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
STICKS IN EVERY PACKAGE

E

DENTYN

HELPS KEEP TEETH WHITE... MOUTH HEALTHY
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I didn't want him to talk like that. I
only wanted him to hold me. I dropped
hand."
my head until it rested on his shoulder. Iknew the ghost of the perfume
I wore haunted his nostrils.
He ful!"breathed
deeply. "But beautihe said.
I TURNED so my lips were near his.
Against my ear was the tweedy
roughness of the coat he wore, and the
faint odor of good tobacco made me
tingle all over. I caught his hand
and drew it to my breast. Then his
lips were against mine. At first
lightly and caressingly, then harder
and harder. His arms held me, then
they demanded, then they became
hard and strong like steel. I wanted
to cry out, to tell him this was like
Heaven slipping from my grasp to
have him hold me so and not love me.
Because he didn't love me. There
was no love in his embrace, only passion. And almost I didn't care. I just
plain wanted him.
He released me suddenly, and his
arms let me go so completely that it
was like being pushed away. He
laughed. He laughed, and the sound
came oddly on the midnight air, like
an oath after a prayer, like a wrong
note in the symphony that had played
so briefly in my heart. "That's for
the vice president's daughter," he
said, and laughed again. He got out
and came around to let me out. I
felt my face go red and furious.
"Do you think — " I began.
"I don't think anything," he said.
"I just know I'm not a toy to be
tossed around by a spoiled brat. Your
father buys my voice for fifteen minutes a day, but he doesn't buy me.
All the money in the world wouldn't
be enough to make me play nursemaid to a rich man's daughter. Remember that!" He turned on his heel
and strode back to the car. I stood
there for a minute, hating myself and
Lee Ferris and my father and pretty
much the whole world.
But it didn't last. I knew it wouldn't.
realized that Lee's
The next ofdayme I had
rejection
only made me
love him more. Yes, it was love. I
knew from the way my heart felt,
from the way I got panicky and afraid
when I thought of not seeing him
again. And for the first time in my
life I came face to face with a problem I couldn't tell Daddy about. I
was ashamed of the way I'd thrown

ning.
myself
at Lee, and frightened that I'd
spoiled everything right at the beginThe next day I spent a long time in
front of the mirror. I brushed my long
blonde bob until it shone like burnished gold. I sprayed some new perfume into the air and then walked
through it, so only a haunting fragrance would cling to me. I put on
my newest dress and a plain black
straw hat with a wide brim. Finally
I was satisfied, or almost, and I went
to the noon
studio
in time
rehearsal.
Whenfor heLee's
cameafterout
I was waiting.
"Lee," I said, "I came to apolo"Youaway.
don't need to." He started to
walk
"Wait!" I caught his arm. "I know
I don't need to, but I want to, because I'm ashamed. I'm not really that
way. I— I— " The blood began to creep
up into my cheeks.
I could feel it.
Lee looked at me, and something,
gize— "
I don't know what, made him soften.
"No," he said. "I know you're not.
Maybe I should be the one to apoloMy heart began to sing again. It
would be all right! "Don't," I said.
"But will you come up to Connecticut
with us for the week-end? Daddy's
having a lot of people and I know
he'd like to see you too."
He thought a moment. "Yes," he
said.
"I'd rest
like ofto."the week I shopped
All
the
gize."
for bathing suits and slacks and sports
clothes, and every minute I lived
waiting for Friday night to come. I
didn't see Lee. I avoided him purposely, only telephoning once to arrange to pick him up in my car after
the broadcast Friday night.
And it was perfect. For three whole
days we played together. Looking
back on it now I still think of it as
sun-filled and cloudless, being constantly with Lee, swimming, sailing
on the Sound, talking, dancing —
knowing for the first time the ecstasy
of love growing, blossoming inside me.
I HOPED that Lee felt something of
' this too. I wanted to believe it,
and I tried hard to, but I knew it
wasn't so. He began to like me, and
I think to respect me, and maybe even
to admire me, but he didn't love me.
Still, we were together, and this in
itself was enough for the time. Later
maybe I could make him love me.
One thing that made it easier was
the way Lee and Daddy got along.
They liked one another a lot. Daddy
saw in Lee the same qualities I had
come to love — the honesty and
strength of purpose and character.
"You could do worse," he said. "Carol,
baby, I'd hate to lose you, but I just
want to say that if you have to get
married
someday,
I don't
ever find
a better
man think
thanyou'll
Lee
I hugged him.
He knew.
All that autumn and winter we
went around together. My love for
Ferris."
him
grew deeper and stronger until it
was the only thing that seemed to
matter.
Then towards spring I began to see
a change in Lee. At first he seemed
restless and discontented. "It's this
darned job," he said. "I've got a good
voice, I think, and yet the only place
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I can use it is in a quartet. I'd like
to at least try to do more with it."
"But your lessons," I said. "You've
always kept those up. Don't they
count?"
"Oh, yes," he said impatiently.
"They're all right, only I need more
practice, and a really good teacher
before
can get
place." For three
That Igave
me any
an idea.
weeks I thought about it, and then
I determined to have it out with Lee.
One night we stayed home together
while Daddy was out. A big fire blazed
in the fire place and threw long dancing shadows across the big room. We
felt cozy and warm and protected
from the river chill. Everything was
just right. I kept thinking about it all
evening. It was a hard thing to say.
Finally I gathered my courage in my
two clenched fists and went and sat so
close to Lee on the big soft davenport that he had to put his arm around
me. It felt so good to have it there
I hadn't
realized how starved
Iagain.
had been
for affection.
I turned my face up to his ear and
whispered, "Darling, will you marry
me?"
He jumped. "Carol!"
"Now wait," I said. "Let me tell
you. You know I love you."
"Yes, Carol, darling, I know," he
said sadly. "And I wish I— "
"Don't say it," I told him. "I just
know I can't go on seeing you and
not have you with me all the time. It's
so precious — "
"It has been, Carol. I guess you're
about the best friend I've got."
CRIEND!" I said. "I don't want to be
' your friend. I want to be your wife
. . . Oh Lee, can't you marry me even
for my money?"
Something in my voice, maybe the
plaintive appeal, made him smile and
kiss me — the first kiss since that night
in his little car. "I don't know," he
said. "I wish I did love you. I'd give
— " him then and made him
anything
I kissed
stop. But I went on talking and
eventually I won. I didn't know
whether it was the life I promised
him, or just his own niceness and his
desire not to hurt me, that made him
decide. At the end, he kissed me
fondly, very fondly, and then whispered into my hair. "You're very beautiful, Carol darling. I'm a lucky guy
to have you loving me so much."
Daddy was marvelous. For a wedding present he gave us a trip around
South America that was just about
perfect. We sailed on the afternoon
of our wedding day. In the cabin that
night Lee put his arms around me. He
buried his face in my hair. His voice
came huskily. "Darling, did I ever
tell you you're the loveliest girl I've
ever been able to imagine?"
"No," I whispered. "Tell me."
"You are," he said softly. "The way
your hair grows away from your forehead, and your ears, so little and pink,
like sea shells, and your nose, that
gets saucy when you're mad, and the
way you stick out your lower lip when
you're thinking — "
pulled
me. his head down
made him I kiss
and"Darling!"
It was like that for four glorious
weeks. In Lee's arms all the bliss and
beauty I had dreamed of became more
than dreams, more even than reality.
His lightest touch made my blood run
first cold, then warmer and warmer
until it became a cataract pulsing
through my veins, pounding, pounding to be free and light like the air,
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Beauty for you in these 3 questions

MRS. JOHN JACOB ASTOR has rich auburn hair, blue eyes. She
uses Pond's Brunette (Rachel) because it matches her fair skin.
When trying to choose the
right shade of powder for yourself, ask yourself only three
questions.
Shall I lighten my skin?
Shall I match it?
Shall I warm

it?
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It's simply a matter of this:
Are you more beautiful when
your skin looks frail shell-pink?
Are you lovelier when your skin
looks ivory-pale to contrast with
the dark lights in your eyes?
Are you more stunning if your
skin is a warm, rosy tone to dramatize your brunette coloring?
Pond's has 4 superlative brunette shades to give the effect
you desire.
A light rose-pink shadeRose Dawn. It is light enough to
match fair-skinned brunettes.
Slightly darker brunettes by the
thousands use it to lighten and
brighten their skin.
A deep cream shade—
Brunette-Rachel. Countless brunettes use this to match their
natural creaminess of tone. Some

BEAUTY BARGAIN! Look for this card
on the counter — it has a big 20? box of
Pond's Powder with thrilling new Pond's
"LIPS," both for only 25? at drug,
department and 10? stores.

use it to add warmth to a pale
ivory skin. Dark brunettes use it
to lighten their skin when they
prefer an even beige tone without
pink in it. By far our most popular
brunette shade.
A deeper, sunnier shade
— Rose Brunette — in which there
is more rose than cream. This is
the powder that matches most
successfully the brunette skin with
a great deal of warmth. Darker
brunettes use it to lighten their
skin. A third group finds that the
pink in the powder takes the dull
yellowy tones out of the skin.
And there is also our
new Dusk Rose, the darkest,
rosiest of our shades. It brightens
muddy tans. It matches a deep,
rosy tan. Other brunettes who dislike growing paler in winter keep
a warm, sunny tan with Dusk Rose.
Pond's Powders give a smoothas-baby-skin finish to your face.
They keep away shine for hours
without giving that powdered look.
Brunettes will find their 4 lovely
shades and Blondes will find an
equally successful group. You can
pick your own shade easily.
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demanding release — a wild bird with
beating heart confined to a cage.
We stopped in Florida for the last
of the season there. Lee wanted to go
to New York right away to take up
his radio engagement, but the sun was
so warm and bright in Miami I
couldn't face the thought of New York,
and I didn't see why our honeymoon
should ever end, so I made Lee stay
for three more weeks. He didn't want
to but I made him. At first I only
had to say I wanted to stay, but after
a week he grew restless again, and I
thought up a daring scheme to keep
him with me.
It took real courage to put it into
words. "Lee," I said, "you know I
have a lot of money — more than we'll
ever use, and it's in my name too.
I don't need to ask Daddy for it . . ."
"Yes," he said, "but I won't live on
it. "Of
I toldcourse
you that."
not," I said, but deep
down I knew I did want him to live
on my money. I wanted to make him
all mine and keep him forever that
way. But I went on talking. "And I
wouldn't
youdoto,isbutinvest
I do think
the least want
I can
some

'ESIGNED for the Fast
Pace of a Rumba. The Crown
and Back are brushed as smooth
as a Helmet. The Hair is rolled
under loosely at the neck and a
double roll frames the face ingeniously. All kept cleverly in
place with DeLong Bob Pins.
ALL BOB PINS ARE NOT ALIKE

You don't have to be annoyed
by loose, falling pins that do not
keep their shape. Try De Long's
. . . they have a strong, lasting
grip . . . they won t slip out.

DeLong
BOB PINS
wtrrcfc AjCip cruJt

money in my own husband."
"What's your idea, dear?" he said.
"Why but
not
-*JUST
take this,"
a yearI answered.
and do nothing
study music! You won't be bothered
with business or rehearsals or broadcasts. You can develop your voice and
satisfy
In theyourself."
end he agreed. We stayed
in Miami for another month, until the
bad weather in New York was over.
Once settled in New York, Lee
plunged into his practice with so
much enthusiasm it made me afraid.
Sometimes it seemed he liked music
more than he liked me. Oh, it's silly
to be jealous of a man's career, but
I guess I was. I began to resent the
daily
to Signor
and thetrips
endless
hours ofSarni's
practice.studio
He used to shut himself up in the
music room in our apartment from
two to six every day, and if I even so
much as opened the door he told me
to go away and not bother him.
And one other awful fear weighed
on me more and more. I remembered
that Lee had never loved me as I
wanted to be loved — with the same
white passion I felt for him. Never
once had he been really mine. Only
my body kept him and held him, and
I was almost afraid to say it even to
myself, my money! Yes, my money!
I had to face it.
All the time this thought was growing in me like a death, I tried harder
and harder to hold Lee. Several times
Signor Sarni thought he was ready for
auditions for opera, and each time I
discouraged him ,pn some pretext —
saying another month would see still .
more promise, or that it was the
wrong season, or sometimes I just
managed to keep him out late a few
nights, so it took a week of hard work
to repair the damage. Occasionally I
even let him sleep past the hour
for his lesson.
I know it was wrong. I know now it
was really dishonest, but I had to
have him, and I had to do those things.
The months passed. The spring
came again
after more
the long
"northern
winter.
Lee grew
and more
im-

patient. Nothing I did would take his
mind off singing. Finally I decided to
have a big party — a really big one,
with lots of people and lots of champagne. Iplanned it for the last week
in May, just before people began to
leave for the summer.
When the night came Lee was morose and sullen. It was all I could do
to get him into his dress clothes and
make him receive the guests.
What is it they say about the hostess
never having a good time at her own
party?
Well, wretched
I guess it's
I never
had a more
timetrue.
in my
life.
I scarcely saw Lee all evening. Maybe
it was my fault. I knew I shouldn't
have asked Barbara Davis. She's an
incorrigible
— theall kind
that's
never
satisfiedflirt
unless
the men
in
sightnight
danceshe attendance
— and
this
singled out onLeeherfor
her
attentions.
After all the guests had gone, about
three in the morning, I found myself
with a splitting headache. I felt as
though it would be nice to crawl into
a corner of the dirty, messy room and
die. But I couldn't even go away. I
was so mad I just had to talk to Lee.
"I think when I give a party for you,"
I said, "the least you can do is to pay
some attention to me. After all, I paid
for it." My voice sounded cold and
deadly as the jealousy that froze me.
LEE was facing away from me tak■ ing off his coat. I saw the back of
his neck go brick red. He pulled the
coat up slowly over his big shoulders.
Then he turned around. His mouth
made a grim and bitter line across
his face. When he spoke, it was slowly
and carefully, as though he were holding on tight to something that wanted
to rise and choke him.
"I'd hoped it wouldn't come to this,
Carol," he said. "But you've driven me
to "Wait!"
it and now
I'veto got
tell you — "
I tried
stoptohim.
He went on inexorably. "I'm not
blind,
knowmonths
what you've
doing Carol.
these Ilast
to hold been
me
down, to keep me tied to you. Well,
I've been quiet because I thought all
along fore you'd
come
your I senses
beit was too
late.to Now
know you
won't. You've grown into a hard and
cruel woman. You'll do anything —
stoop to anything — to gain your ends.
All along I've waited to see the real
woman come out. It hasn't. . . . You're
He a paused
still
spoiled then,
brat!" and his shoulders
drooped, but he looked me straight in
scream out
or —throw
myself
theI wanted
eye. "I'mto getting
"
on him and make him stop, but I
couldn't. I stood there open-mouthed,
listening, listening, to the dreadful
words.
"I'm getting out tonight. And I
won't be back. I couldn't come back
to a woman who's considerate when
she thinks it's good policy, and kind
when it's the only way she can get
I tried to stop him. I promised
what she wants."
everything. I threw my arms around
him and begged and pleaded, with
sobs racking me, and tears flowing.
But it did no good. He packed a bag
and went away. I watched him go
through the door, and heard it close.
The night was a long nightmare. I
don't think
I slept at all. When

Meet Yvette on the May cover of Radio Mirror — a beautiful color
portrait of this charming singer with the tantalizing French accent
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dawn came over the East River I sat
at my window watching the rosy light
fill the sky, hating the dawn and all
things that meant life, because I
wanted only to die.
At seven o'clock I telephoned Daddy.
Was that my voice? That still, small
thing that seemed to come from a
great depth?
He came right over, and listened
with downcast eyes while I told him
the whole pitiful story.
"It's partly my fault," he said at
last, wearily. "I gave you far too
much. You expected things to be easy,
and
I should
have found
a waytheyto aren't.
make you
understand
that
you've
if youhave
wanttoldpeople
to love got
you to...work
I should
you.
I saw it coming."
"But he married me for my money,"
I protested. "And it didn't hold him!"
He looked at me strangely then, and
began to talk. He talked for a long
time. "You go back to Lee," he ended.
"And forget all your fancy stuff. Sublet the apartment, and go to him
wherever he is with just the clothes
on your back and maybe two dollars
in your purse. Tell him anything you
like, but go to him. And live on his
money!"
"It won't work," I said weakly. "But
I'll try. I've got to because I love him
so much."

• 0 •

TANGEE
ONE OF THE RAREST, LOVELIEST
REDS OF THEM ALL !
After eight long years of research, Tangee red-red is ready for you!
J\ A pure, clear shade . . . startling and saucy . . . red-red accents the
loveliness of your lips and the whiteness of your teeth.
red-red goes on smoothly, stays smooth for hours, because it's made
with a pure cream base that helps to end that dry, "drawn" feeling. Try
it yourself . . . with the matching rouge and the right shade of Tangee
Face Powder.

I DID it all as Daddy said. It took me
a couple of days, but at the end of
that time I'd learned that Lee had
moved to a two-room-and-kitchenette
apartment way down in the Chelsea
district.
his radio And
work.that he'd gone back to
When he opened the door to my
knock that night and saw me there,
with the little suitcase, a flash went
across his face. I thought for a minute
it was joy. And when I told him I
wanted to live with him on his money
and really be his wife, the deep brown
eyes lighted up from inside.
"It's a good idea," he said. "I can't
do any real work with all that money
around. I've managed to buckle down
these last few days, and I'm going
to get someplace. Signor Sarni has
offered to coach me free."
"I'm him
so glad,"
wanted
to take Imemurmured.
in his arms I
and hold me the way he used to,
touch my face with his hand, make
me
part of him
But about
he didn't.
All a evening
we again.
talked
the
future — his future. When I mentioned
going to bed he smiled strangely.
"This way," he said, and took me into
the bedroom. He kissed me — on the
forehead, and went back into the living room, closing the door firmly. A
little later I heard him getting undressed and pulling out the couch to
sleep on.
I cried myself to sleep that night,
and for many nights afterwards. Because never once did Lee touch me
except for that chaste little kiss on
the forehead each night before bed.
Strangely, I came to value that
token above all embraces. And it was
a token. I felt it. I knew it.
All summer we lived like that, in
the heat and noise of a New York
summer. At first I thought I'd hate
it. But I didn't. Lee and I talked a
lot, and saw many people — mostly his
friends, although after a while I no
longer felt ashamed to ask my friends
down to our tiny little place. I just
I stuck out my chin and stopped caring
i about what they thought.
It was such a puzzle to me. I had so
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— by a school teacher
Ancient history is my subject — but
when it comes to sanitary protection,
I'm all for the modern, internal way.
And I've always wished I didn't have
to pay extra to get it. So I certainly
was delighted when Modess brought
out Meds — a new and improved tampon— at only 20f5 a box of ten. I like
Meds far, far better. And they're the
only tampons in individual applicators
so wonderfully inexpensive.

AS A
BUTTEJ^LY
WING
See how smooth, youthful, alluring your skin
jiooks with hampden'S powder base. It helps
conceal blemishes, subtly 'tints' your complexion, gives you a flattering 'portrait finish.'

POWD'R-BASE
25c also 50c & 10c sires
Over 15 million sold
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little, and yet I was happier than I'd
ever been. I took delight in marketing in the big chain stores and making
every dollar count. I learned how to
cook things that Lee liked and always
I kept the house spotless even in the
summer heat and soot. Yes, it was a
puzzle. Something in me was changing, deeply and surely.
Autumn came at last, and Lee took
auditions wherever he could get them.
We waited breathlessly for the decisions to come in. For two weeks
it seemed as though our whole lives
revolved around the opinions of those
men high up in their offices.
Then the letter came! Lee had been
accepted! Nothing grand or startling,
but it meant a secure hold on the first
rung of the ladder.
That night we had a party to celebrate Lee's success. My Lee, singing
in opera! When I thought of it my
heart turned over in my breast with
pride. Then a moment later came
the familiar twinge. Because he wasn't
my Lee. He was mine only as far as
the bedroom door. There he always
stopped as though he struck a solid
wall. But I did love him! Just being
with him was enough for now.
THE party was grand. I couldn't help
' thinking about that other party —
the big one — and how unlike it this
one was. Only eight of us, talking,
playing the piano, singing, drinking
a little dry sherry. That's all, and yet
it had everything — good spirits, good
talk, good people, good singing. More
than once, when I caught myself up
for a minute and looked around, the
tears came to my eyes. I was so
grateful.
But at twelve I made them all leave.
"Lee has a big day ahead of him," I
protested, laughing. "He needs his
sleep.
you'll
Then II know
went to
bed understand."
and lay there
alone, but not lonely, hearing Lee
moving about in the other room, wanting him, but not impatiently. Just
waiting — for anything he chose to do.
Then I heard a step and the door
opened. Lee came in and sat down on
the edge of the bed. He touched my
face with his hand. "Will you marry
me,
darling?"
he voice
said.and
I heard
the
huskiness
in his
the clear
strength of it.
In spite of myself I began to cry.
He held me in his arms for a long
time, until the love and joy of him
came to me and the tears stopped.
"I love you, Carol," he said. "You
know I didn't love you in the beginning, but you aren't the girl I married, now. You've grown up the way
I hoped you would. If it hadn't been
for all
wouldn't
have
had
to that
call money
you allI those
horrible
things.
Butwere
I didn't
them.
knew they
only mean
a veneer
overI
something fine and sweet and good.
And I knew that if I could once find
it — I'd really need you."
He kissed me then as though he
meant it. The strong arms held me
tight and close, his firm mouth pressed
against mine until I felt like a great
bird winging into the darkness of a
great unknown forest, a stranger going
home, a worshipper coming into a
church. There was nothing for a
time but the two of us, pressed together and held together by love.
And afterwards it was better too.
I felt quieter and warmer, and stronger andfore.
deeper,
than all
I'd this
everwas
feltmine
beBecause now
for keeps — all of Lee, and all of
Heaven that a mortal can stand.

***************************
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For quick relief from itching of eczema, pimples, athlete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes and other externally
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itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
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Trespassing Forbidden
(Continued from page 19)
-until, all control abandoned, I snatched
myself away and sank into a chair
beside a little table. The unlighted
lamp on the table mocked at me, like
a symbol of our bafflement. And all
the questions I had refused to ask,
broke wildly from my lips.
"Is there nothing we can do about
it? You can't love both her and me.
You must choose, darling. If it's —
not me — I'll go away. You can't go
on like this. It's doing terrible things
to Even
you. Do
stillsee
lovehimher,there
Clay?"in
nowyouI —can
the dimness, his face white, quivering
a second, then set in hard, tight
lines as he answered:
"I — never loved her, Anne. Not as
you mean love. Not as I love you.
Maybe with such love as was possible
to me, five years ago. It seems like
nothing to me now, except that I was
flattered, proud to be her choice."
He stopped, fumbling for words. I
prompted softly:
"She was— beautiful?"
"No," he said. "But — pretty, popular.
At parties men crowded around her,
just to exchange a word or a smile,
to watch her. She was made for
popularity. It contented her. She
didn't really want anything more. She
had no more — depth than that. But
seven men had proposed marriage to
her. I don't know why she accepted
me. I think it was the psychological
moment. Her friends were marrying.
She fancied marriage. A wedding. A
church full of friends."

Everyone admires pictures in ncrturql
' colors because the surroundings and
loved ones are so true to life, just the
way they looked when the pictures
were taken, so we want you to know
also about our gorgeous color enlargements.
Over one million men and women
have sent us their favorite pictures for
enlarging. Thousands write us how
much they also enjoy their remarkably
true-to-life, natural colored enlargements, we have sent them in handsome
frames. They tell us that their handcolored enlargements have living
beauty, sparkle and life.
You are now given a wonderful opportunity
receive
a beautiful
enlargement toof your
cherished
snapshot,
photo, or kodak picture FREE. Please
include the color of hair and eyes for
prompt
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on in
a natural,
lifelike colored
enlargement
a handsome,
free frame to set on the piano, table or
dresser. Your original is returned with
your enlargement. (10c for return mailing
Send asthethis
coupon
with snapshot, print appreciated.)'
or negative today,
free enlargement
offer is limited.
DEAN STUDIOS,
Dept 346, 211 W. 7th Street, Des Moines, Iowa
I accept your free offer and am enclosing picture
for my first 5x7-inch enlargement as well as information on a Natural Color Enlargement.
Color of Hair
Name..
Color of Eyes

Address..
City

..State-

LIE started to pace the room, but re'' turned to fling himself into the
chair at the other side of my table.
"Please," heunderstand.
begged,
misThere have"don't
not been
other men since we've been married.
I don't think it could come into her
mind to be untrue. She tries to be a
good wife. We both have tried our
best. We've grown fond of each other.
We trust each other. We've been together five years. The only future she
has ever planned for, is a future with
me. Without me, there's nothing left
her. No place in life, no means of living. She has never had a child. Doctors say there would be too much
danger. We planned to adopt one, but
— somehow — we never have. She lost
her father many years ago, her mother
recently. She has no one but me. Anne,
how could I desert her? How could
I even tell her?"
A weariness came over me.
"It seems — you can't," I said. "So
I suppose that's all, then. You can't
tell her, but you've told me — you've
practically told me you choose her."
He reached across the table to grasp
my hand and hold it, roughly, hurting
it, not knowing that he hurt.
"I love you," he insisted. "That's
why I can tell you. I can ask you
to suffer with me, because I love you.
It's
I knowI ask
that.a woman
Still — it'sI
true.absurd.
How could
don't love, to sacrifice herself for me?
But later, Anne — if we'll only wait,
she won't be so alone. Her sister is
coming here in two months, to live
with us. Then I can tell her. I will —
then. I promise. I swear it. I see now.
Alone, I couldn't see. It won't be so
hard for her, if she has her sister —
someone to be with. Then I'll tell
her and — I'll ask for a divorce."
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KEEP
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WELL
• The U. S. Government's Children's Bureau has published a complete
138-page book "Infant Care" especially for young mothers, and authorizes this magazine to accept readers' orders. Written by five of the
country's leading child specialists, this book is plainly written, well
illustrated, and gives any mother a wealth of authoritative information
on baby's health and baby's growth. This magazine makes no profit
whatever on your order, sends your money direct to Washington.
Send 10 cents, wrapping coins or stamps safely, to
Readers' Service Bureau
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Spent with emotion, I pressed my
cheek against his hand, then rose unsteadily.
"Everything will be all right," he
said. "We'll find that we can wait,
andTo bebe ourselves
ourselves again."
again! Not to live
in silence or doubt or fear any more!
It seemed more happiness than I could
bear. I was hysterically happy, driving home. I even made him so. We
laughed at anything and nothing. But
we did not park. We did not kiss.
We both had keyed ourselves to wait.
Only at my door, we held each other
tight, a long moment, and even then
I didn't lift my face to be kissed.
It was buried against his shoulder.
I think his lips touched my hair. That
was all.
I woke early the next morning and
went to the window to watch the dawn
pass from gray to gold. People across
the way were getting up. A sunlamp
shone through their white windowshades. A milkman's wagon was stopping next door. A messenger on a
bicycle was peddling up the street. He
stopped next door, too. No, he had
only stopped to peer at the house number. He was starting on again. And —
he was stopping again — at our house,
coming in at the gate.

LUSTROUS HAIR
(--Jvame your face with soft,
radiant hair . . hair that gleams with
dancing highlights . . that sparkles
with glorious sheen. Perhaps the real
beauty of your hair is hidden beneath
a dull soap film. Let Nestle Colorinse
rinse away this drab coating and add
lustrous highlights and a new rich
tone to your hair. Colorinse. . created
by Neslle, originators of permanent
waving . . gives hair an alluring, silky
finish . . leaves it soft and manageable.
Colorinse is not an ordinary dye nor
a bleach . . it washes out easily with
shampooing. There are 14 flattering
shades of Colorinse on the Nestle
Color Chart. Choose the one that will
glorify the color of your own hair.
Lnjoy the bewitching breath-taking
attractiveness that Colorinse imparts.
For best results with Colorinse use
Nestle Liquid Shampoo.
1 \)c for package
of 2 rinses at
10c stores.

25c
for five rinses
at drug and
department stores.
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A CHILL of dread and fear crept
*» from my heart through all my
body. Wrapping my dressing-gown
around me, I flew downstairs to the
door. But maybe it only was a message
from Clay, instead of the telephone
call I had expected. My shivering
abruptly overcome, I felt life spring
into all the happy little laughter
muscles in my face. Breathless, I
took the letter the boy handed me.
And it was — it was for me. It was —
from him.
Dancing back to the stairs, to the
melody I'd brought home the night before, I dropped down on a step and
tore open the letter. And the gladness
that had started singing through all
my being, was silenced and frozen.
The letter, in Clay's writing, said:
"Dear Miss Carrington: I'm writing
so that you'll know I'll be back at
work in three or four days. I got a
little scratched-up in a car smash, last
night, and thought you might be
alarmed if you read of it in the papers
of didn't know till you were at the
studio. I wasn't driving. It wasn't
my car. I won't be jailed or anything. But I'll be here at the hospital
until the doctors know just how badly
Delia is hurt, and what must be done
for her. She was unconscious a long
time. Now — "
THE letter fell from my hand. I
' thought I never would be able to
take it up again and read the rest of
it. I think I knew then what this was
to mean to him and me. I knew by the
very fact of his writing — by the
formality of his letter — as though we
already were parted — and by the care
he took to reassure me first and make
me understand little by little. Delia.
His wife. Hurt.
Unconscious.
I crept upstairs and automatically
dressed to go and face what that day
was to hold. Somehow I got through
rehearsal and broadcast. His letter
had asked me not to go to the hospital to see him, not to call him on
the telephone there, but to wait to
hear from him.
All day he sent bulletins, and all
the next day and the next. At the
end of the third day I knew.
Delia's

life was safe. She only — he said only
— would be — unable to walk. Only!
She only would be helpless, completely dependent on him. Only! The
world stopped. It was the end of
everything.
Clay did not come to see me. Our
author wrote him out of the script
for three days. On the fourth day we
met at the studio. He would not look
at me until the broadcast ended. I
whispered love words into the microphone, stifling in my heart the real
love that rebelled there. I riveted
my eyes upon the script until they
burned and ached in protest, for fear
of what they would say if I let them
be seen.
But our ordeal did at last come to
an end, and we went — so quietly now
— out through that same room where
audiences waited, and were in the
street before either of us spoke. We
drove in silence to the coffee shop,
and there he told me. He told me
everything was changed. The arrival
of
sister
couldn't
help us now.
No Delia's
divorce
could
be asked.
If I
wished, he would get himself released
from his radio contract, and we need
not go on meeting. Because nothing
could ever be done now that could
bring me happiness, he said, and we
must make ourselves forget. We must
never talk of love or think of it, again.
If I wished, he would stay on the
program, if he could help more by
staying. But he thought it would be
better for me if he left. I'd been crying
silently all the time he talked. I
to
say: stop. I couldn't talk, except
couldn't
"Stay. And I'll stay."
DIDN'Tat that
care. microphone,
If it killed listening
me, to
■| stand
to words of love that had become hollow mockery, I'd die. But until I did,
we would be together, even if only to
suffer together.
That was what I thought that day.
It's easy to talk of dying, and say,
"I don't care." But, when you say
that, you think of being dead, not of
being slowly tortured, killed a little
every day, by your own words, and
words spoken by the one voice that
can wake in every fiber of you, in
every thought, every motion, a heartbreaking wish for life.
It was not until early summer that
Clay again asked me to drive with
him. I didn't see how talk could be
of any use, but if he thought it could
be, to him, perhaps it could. I thought
he meant we would drive to our little
shop, stopped.
but he drove aimlessly awhile,
then
"Delia listens to us every day," he
said abruptly, like a person determined to get something over with
quickly.
you're
ful. She"She
wantsthinks
to see
you.wonderCould
you bear to come home with me, to
seewill
her?
know towhat
I'mit asking.
It
do asI much
me as
will to
His look, his tone, were so utterly
without hope of anything, that I
reached over to lay my hand on his
hand on the wheel. It was the first
caress that had passed between us
since the night of the car wreck.
"Poor darling!" I said. "But we
can't be through with it by my not
going
to her.
She'll always
persist. beWe before
can't
explain.
It would
you."
our minds.
We'd live it through a
hundred times instead of once."
He nodded, and started the car.
But I had never known anything could
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cause such agony as going into their
house, into Delia's room, seeing her,
crippled, unable to walk, to move
without help.
Yet it was she who made it possible
for me to remain. She was all Clay
had said she was, sweet, charming,
pretty. She talked, made us talk,
about the broadcast, the story we were
in, and about sound effects, and our
author.
Then,stood
suddenly
hand
as we
trying taking
to get Clay's
away,
and looking like a suddenly resolute
child, she said:
"Miss Carrington, — Anne, — I listen
to you every day. And after all, I
know Clay. And I know he and you
are not playing at being in love. You
— are in love."
Somehow I was able to catch back
my breath in a note or two of laughter. It was meant to express surprise.
"We — try to be convincing," I said.
"But don't say you're convinced."
She looked shrewdly, almost wisely,
at me and then at him.
"Only people in love," she said
judicially, "could be as merciful as
you're being to me, ready to die of
love for each other rather than acknowledge itto me. And only people
in love," she went on more vehemently, to silence the protest Clay had attempted, "could be as blind as you are
being. You can't imagine anybody
wanting anything but love and marriage. But I'm through with life. I
want — "
"Delia," I interposed gently, "you
only say that because you're hurt and
ill. As soon as you're better — "
"I'm never going to be better," she
cried. "You know that. And I know.
And what I want is to go away into
a home, where there are other people
who are — crippled like me. That's
what I want. And you want freedom
to marry. And I want you to have
it. I'mfice. Iwant
not sacrificing.
I never
what I want.
And sacriI expect you to help me. And I want to
help you. I don't know how to go
about divorce. But we'll find out.
We must all find out, and talk again
tomorrow."
CHE held out a hand to me, and told
** Clay to take me home and that we
must come at the same time the next
day. We both tried once more to dissuade her, Clay by reasoning and I
urging that we wait and think, and
not do things we might too late regret. But her voice became almost
hysterical, and we promised we would
do just as she wished, and left her.
But on the stairs I stopped.
"I'm going back," I said. "I can't
leave her like this. I know what she's
doing. She's crying her heart out.
I've got to make her understand we
won't
as she says.
Don't come
with
me. do
Women
understand
women.
When I tell her I won't, she'll know I
won't."
I did go back. Delia's door was
open, but I paused to knock, fearing
to startle her. I paused, and stood
aghast, appalled at what I saw. The
woman who was paralyzed was standing! At one side of the chaise-longue
on which she had been lying, she must
have dragged herself a distance of
several steps, for, leaning forward,
she could touch a small table, and to
that she clung, motionless, with both
hands. Clinging, twisting, she drew
herself nearer to it, one foot, then
the other. She took away one hand
from its support, grasping it harder
APKIL,
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La Conga for hours without
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Jo Morgan, of Cincinnati, is
still impeccably dainty after
dancing six hours a day!
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with the other.
Then I could see her face. It was
ashen. Great beads of perspiration
stood out on her forehead. Her
mouth was a thin, distorted line. Her
eyes shone like fox-fire in darkness.
But she was standing upright now,
not crouching any longer, or leaning.
Cautiously she slid one foot before
her, tion
watched
move,been
anda smile
a contorthat would it have
in a
face less drawn, writhed across her face.
A moment she stood, swaying a little,
gloating over her success. Then the
other foot slid forward, and again the
first, and then again the other. It
was more a step then, not so much
a pushing, sliding motion, but a step.
Slowly she crossed to the other side
of the table. There the hand that had
been clutching it, found all at once
no support beneath it. She screamed.
I ran to her. She collapsed in my
arms. With all my strength I managed to place her again among her
"I'll call the doctor," I said, starting
pillows.
toward the door.
But she would not release my hand,
would not let me go.
"No," she said. "It's nothing. It's
over now. He's coming, anyway, in
a little while. He's told me that if I
were a stronger kind of person, there
could sometime be an impulse strong
enough,
wishwillgreat
recoordinatea the
and enough,
muscles. toThen

Jusc tuck a little pat of Parkay
margarine into warm-from-theoven rolls. Parkay's delicious flavor will make them doubly good !
You'll be proud to serve Parkay
to your family and guests. Fine,
too, for seasoning vegetables . . .
as a flavor shortening for pastries
... for pan-frying.
Remember, Parkay is nourishing. An excellent energy food —
a reliable year 'round source of
Vitamin A (8,000 U.S. P. XI units
per pound).
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I could walk. But he said I'm not
capable of that. He didn't know my
temper,
see
you
two or
walkhowout.mad
The I'd
waybe,youto look
at Clay! The way he looks at you!
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Heroine of the Storm!
The Heart of a
Green Mountain Girl
BECAUSE Kay Allen happened to be V
the daughter of a civil engineer, because she happened to be at the great new
dam the night that devastating hurricane
swept New England, because she happened
to understand the workings of the massive
valves and water gates of the still unfinished dam, a great catastrophe was averted, hundreds of lives were saved, the reputation,
the dreams, the future of the man she hated with a consuming flame
were preserved and her own heart was purged of the rancor and
resentment that had been consuming her very soul.
We say it all just "happened," but did it or did Providence in her
infinite wisdom arrange it so?
In True Story Magazine for April you can read her story— the
amazing account of a little girl who, heartbroken, found herself cast
in an heroic Valkyrie role, commanding the storm but unable to
hold back the surging emotions of her own feminine heart. Titled
"Journey to Love," it is a story that we are proud to offer and you
will love to read. Get your copy of April True Story today!

April Issue Out Now
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I want that, too."
DUT her face had a narrow, tight
'-' look, and her body still trembled
from the superhuman effort she had
been making, and I begged:
"Let me call the doctor."
She repeated,
come. walk,
Besides, he said if"No.
onceHe'll
I could
Icome
couldback.
always.
ended.
won't
I had It's
a wish
great Itenough,
a wish to live again and be free to find
love, as he has found it, and you have
found it. Clay and I never were in
love. I got to think that maybe
no one ever is. But you are. And
he is, now. And I want life and love,
too. And I'll have what I want. Just
as I walked when I really wanted to
walk. I did walk, didn't I, Anne?
You saw me, didn't you?" Her eyes
went past me, and I turned around.
Her challenging was not for me, but
for Clay, who, white and still, was
moving slowly into the room. Her
scream had brought him to the door.
He must, I realized, have heard every
word she said. She saw him now, and
wanted him told that she had walked,
told so that he must believe.
With his help, she walked again
when the doctor came. The doctor
called it a miracle of will power. She
laughed, though traces of struggle
and exhaustion lingered in her f face
and her laugh sounded hard and quick
and tense, as she answered:
"No. It was just a miracle of bad
I think I never have seen a person
happier than she was, as her prospect
temper."
of freedom drew near, and of finding
love as Clay had done, in spite of their
mistaken marriage. And so she has
done. She was married a few weeks
ago, six
became months
final. I canafter
offertheherdivorce
no better
wish than to hope she will be as
happy, in this new marriage of hers,
as Clay and I have been in ours.
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WANT TO BE
THE NEXT BRIDE
IN YOUR GROUP?
YOU girls who want to be next at the
altar, and you girls who are already
married — here's your chance to acquire and
develop that magic touch which draws
beaux like a magnet and keeps husbands
in love with you.
It's personality !— and Sylvia of Hollywood
tells you all about it in her great book, Pull
Yourself Together, Baby! Here's the answer to the question "How can I be Popular?" Here are revelations about that certain something which makes an ugly person
charming, a pretty woman fascinating and
a beautiful girl simply irresistible.
Make no mistake about personality . . . you
can acquire it . . . you can develop it. If
you are laboring under the false notion
that you must be as beautiful as the Hollywood stars or you can't catch the admiration of others — forget it! You can build
up charm as surely as you can build up a
thin body. You can acquire personality !
If you are one of those women who in a
blundering, self-conscious manner shrivel
up into knots when in the company of strangers, Sylvia of Hollywood has plenty of
tips for you. You've a got
all the personality
makings forif
magnetic
you will only use them.
If you wish to acquire
self-assurance, poise and
charm, read the suggestions Madame Sylvia has
for you in Pull Yourself
Together, Baby !
The price of this book
is only $1 postpaid. Order
your copy today from address below.
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Just to get acquainted we will send you smart new yellow gold
plate engagement ring or wedding ring. Romance design engagement ring set with flashing, simulated diamond solitaire with six
side stones. Wedding ring has band of brilliants set in exquisite
Honeymoon Design mounting. Either ring only $1.00 or both for
$1.79. SEND NO MONEY with order, just name and ring size,
"Wear ring 10 days on money-back guarantee. Rush order now!
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.,
Dept. 902-M
Jefferson. Iowa
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NEW!
taperingSmart,
nails long
for
everyone ! Cover broken,
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any length and polished
any desiredshade. Defies
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Parkside.

Do You Want

to Say?

(Continued from page 9)
immediately inquired the name of the
golden singer and was informed that
it was Arthur Wright. Since then I
have never missed an opportunity of
listening to this magnificent singer. —
Edna Shrieves, New York City.

Fourth Prize . . .
AN INSPIRATION TO EVERYONE!
This letter is a tribute to Connie
Boswell — not only to her ability but
to her brave, unconquerable spirit. I
have just read her remarkable life
story — of how she overcame every
almost unsurmountable obstacle until
she reached the heights and became
one of radio's greatest personalities.
I never dreamed when I heard Connie's lusty voice over the radio that
she was singing from the confines of
a wheel-chair. Surely the glorious example of this wonderful girl should
spur weaker wills on to greater
achievement. — Harris, Charlotte, N. C.

Fifth Prize . . .
LET'S KEEP RADIO DEMOCRATIC
Inasmuch as 20 percent of the
serials are tops, and 60 percent more
are good, I think they compare very
favorably with any other type of
radio entertainment in the pleasure
and interest they afford. These sweeping attacks made against them or any
particular kind of program strike me
as just
plain
great-it
est good
liescussedness.
in the veryRadio's
fact that
caters to all types and interests and
ages; maybe its greatest need is listeners who pick, sort, and enjoy
rather than kick, dent, and destroy. —
Loretta Capes, Imlay City, Michigan.
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"The Friend of Fine Fabrics"
When the "gimp" goes out of your
housedresses, if they crease like
accordions,
look toa your
starch}
'Try
Linit. See what
sleek,
smooth
finish it gives the fabric. See how
much longer your dresses — anything that's starchable — stays
fresh, crisp, clean looking. This
modern starch penetrates the fabric instead of merely coating the
surface. It laystiay fibres that catch
dust and dirt. Linit makes ironing easier. All grocers sell Linit.

Sixth Prize . . .
AGAINST THE MUSIC WAR
May I ask just what the ASCAP
music war is all about? I have read
several articles about it, but I do not
understand its exact purpose and
what the ultimate outcome will be. I
do know that it has confused me, that
I cannot recognize any of my favorite
programs since their beautiful theme
songs have been replaced with a few
meaningless chords and scales.
We have also been getting an overdose of "Jeanie with the Light
Brown Hair." Please don't misunderstand me. I love some of the
old songs, especially the works of
Stephen Foster. But even his songs
get monotonous, program after program.— Mrs. Bill Battle, Jr., Rome, Ga.

Seventh Prize . . .

NOW!

So natural
they even
have half
moons.

What

Dept.

1G-D,

Chicago

AND FOR THE MUSIC WAR
There is a fresh gust of wind from
the south whistling about the eaves
and the rain is fairly assaulting the
windows. But I'm enjoying the
warmth of the fireplace, and the radio
is playing sweet rhythm. As I sit
here listening to "Silver Threads
Among the Gold," "Annie Laurie,"
and "Beautiful Dreamer," I've never
enjoyed the radio so much in years.
This ASCAP mix-up pleases me.
Maybe the jitterbugs don't agree
with me, but in the meantime I'll say
this is one disturbance that is soothing to the nerves. — Ruby Wheeler,
Aberdeen, Wash.
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blurred as they were by unhappiness,
torn by rebellion, yet filled with an
undercurrent of hope which increased
as the days passed. There were hours
when the sheer health of her young
body made her glad to be alive. There
were evenings when, returning from
a dinner or the theater in John's car,
she felt the vibrant quality of the
man beside her, and her blood moved
quickly, and the need of love stirred
her with its imperative urgency.
Spring had come; a spring of sudden rains, of sunshine, and warm
winds. Patricia and John stood by
the open windows of the living room;
the trees in the street were veiled in
green, the air was soft against their
faces. He stepped closer to her, but
she did not move away. Then his arms
were about her, and he swung her
around so she faced him.
"Pat!" His voice held a rough edge.
"Pat — " His lips were on hers, and
her eyes closed as a deep sigh shook
her. There was delight, joy, in being
held against him; her nerves, her body
relaxed into the unexpected sweetness of it.
"Marry me, Pat — let me love you;"
his words were muffled, broken, as his
lips brushed her cheek, and were
pressed against her hair; "I've waited
— I'll make you happy — Pat."
DATRICIA let her head drop to his
' shoulder. She needed all he could
give her, not only of passion, but of
tenderness and companionship.
"Yes, John — yes — " it was as if
something had broken within her,
loosening the tight constriction which
had held her bound, releasing her into
freedom. And with the words came
an urgent necessity for action — no
more waiting — no more delay — She
drew a little away from him so she
could look into his face. "Yes, John—
if you'll marry me now — at once — "
"You mean it, Pat, you mean it?"
She nodded, her lips parted.
"Then — get a coat — pack a bag —
we'll
line and
— " beating
The cross
words the
wereState
sharp,
through them was an almost desperate intensity. Patricia glanced at
him quickly; was he afraid that she
might change her mind?
John was standing where she had
left him in the hall when she came
running down the stairs. She felt
his hand close over hers, drawing her
out into the street, helping her into
his car. They were speeding through
the spring dusk, through the warm
night, to love, to a fulfillment long
delayed — to that room in a quiet hotel
in which he came to her and took
her in his arms. The words of the
marriage service were echoing in her
ears, as his lips pressed hers, possessive, demanding. Patricia lifted her
hands to his face, and her mouth
grew eager under his kiss.
Patricia watched the man beside
her, as they drove back to Chicago
early the next morning; her eyes were
tender, her heart was singing, her
hands lay relaxed in her lap. Not for
one second would she have foregone
the rapture, passion and unutterable
sweetness of the night just past, but —
had she been wise to marry in this
manner? She wanted their life to
be serene, orderly, beautiful in all its
details; the old Pat of thoughtless actions, of impulsive moods must not be

permitted
hoped to
and John
"Well,

to spoil the relationship she
have with John. She sighed,
glanced at her with a smile.
Mrs. Knight, just what are

There was a little pucker between
Patricia's
your plans?"
eyes; then she laughed.
"Don't think
I'm crazy, dear — you
mustn't
misund
erstan
d me, but — " she
hesitated.
"Out with it. What's wrong?"
"Nothing, nothing is wrong. It's
been wonderful." She placed one hand
against his on the steering wheel.
"But, I've always been too impulsive.
I'm wondering if we should have
waited and had a formal wedding.
What I'm trying to say is that I want
everything to be right for us, and
maybe, we shouldn't have run away
"As if that mattered. It's up to
this — "
like
us
make it
fine — But
"
"Ito know
that.
I sort of feel
it was the old Pat acting, not the
Pat who's your wife. Why did you let
He shook his head.
me,"Maybe,
John?" I was afraid if we
Her fingers pressed more firmly on
his. "Never be afraid. I love you,
dear." Yes, Patricia thought, her eyes
•"
on
the —road
before them, I do love
waited
him, deeply, tenderly,
passionately.
"John," her voice held a new assurance, "no one need know what we've
done. There's no one to question me
at home. Let's have a real wedding
next week. You may think me silly,
but I shan't be content if we don't."
"And not live together until then?"
There was dismay in his voice.
"I know. But I do feel so strongly
about this. Please, dear."
JOHN stared ahead, his eyelids puckJ ered. Then he said, slowly, thoughtfully, "If you want it that way. Perhaps you'reJohn,"
right." Patricia said, grate"Thanks,
fully. "And when we get into town,
just drop me somewhere. I'll see
about
my clothes
at once."
As Patricia
hurried
home for lunch,
her thoughts kept time to the beat of
her heart. Everything necessary could
be done in a week. When they came
back from their honeymoon she would
see about closing the house; that
would give Virginia and Alice ample
time in which to find an apartment.
They would
returncould
to John's
penthouse; later they
find another
place. She had already ordered her
wedding dress, the days to come
would be filled with fittings, shopping,
with the thousand details to be arranged. There was just one thing she
dreaded, and that she would do at
once, and get it over. As soon as she
entered the house, she went to the
telephone and called Stormy. When
Scoop knew, the past and all it had
held, would be finished with forever.
She had decided to let Alice tell Virginia the news; it would be easier for
them both that way.
Through the crowded days which
followed Patricia had little time in
which to think. The tender, passionate
and deep emotion she felt for John
had hidden her earlier love like a
mist shutting away everything but the
present. And the hours slipped quickly by until that minute when she stood
at the entrance of the church, her
RADTO
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hand resting on the arm of an old
friend of her father's who had flown
on from New York to give her away.
The music rose, flooding toward her
as she stepped into the aisle. She saw
faces about her as she moved onwards
to where John waited. Alice — Scoop
with Stormy beside him — Jack, home
from school for the wedding — Virginia. Was that Virginia? I'm glad,
Patricia thought, it means she doesn't
hate me any more. Then John's hand
was holding hers, the minister was
speaking the last words of the wedding ceremony. Across the quietness
there came a sharp, sudden crack.
Patricia swung, clutching at John;
there was a sickening, tearing pain
in her side. John was holding her;
she was on the altar steps; she heard
screams, running feet. Her wide eyes,
uncomprehending, saw John's face
and Scoop — what was Scoop doing
here, bending above her, calling her
name?
His face blurred, was lost —

/
/

I

"finders keepers losers weepers;

IT was still, very still at the bottom
of the black pit where she lay;
now there was a light, and Patricia
struggled toward it. It was a lamp,
shaded and dim, and a strange woman
in white sat by it— a nurse. As she
tried to move, a stab of pain caught
her, cleared her head; she tried to
speak, and at her low murmur, John
crossed from the shadows of the room,
and bent above her.
"Pat, darling!" How white his face
was, how strained and drawn. "Oh,
God, Pat." He checked himself.
"You'll be well soon, dear. You're all
right."
Patricia's
was
so tired.eyes flickered, closed; she
"You'll
stay,closed
John —over
don'thers.
leave me."
His
hands

i YoUr steady
^

interest I
«*" *"' ° vonr "hear,
d nMlt thing J
pouncing on your
ffing y0Ur
P Break a date or wo,
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"Always, Pat — always."
When Patricia opened her eyes
again there was sunlight in the room,
and John was sitting beside the bed.
She was in the penthouse; then she
remembered — the church — the shot —
"Was it Virginia?" she asked.
John hesitated.
"Yes," he answered.
"Where is she?" Pat cried. "She
didn't mean to kill me, oh, I know
she didn't. What's happened to her?"
"She's all right, dear. You mustn't
get excited. She was going to commit
suicide. She was on her way to that
hotel where she and Top Hat stayed;
but some friends met her, and insisted
she come with them to the wedding.
And, when she actually saw you — in
your bridal dress — being married —
something just snapped, and she fired
— that's all she remembers."
Tearscheeks.
were running down Patricia's
white
"Don't let anything happen to her,
John; she mustn't be arrested."
"No, Pat, of course, I won't. She's
broken hearted at what she did. And,
strangely, this has cured her. It's
like the crisis of a fever. She's sane
and calm.
And she's with Stormy."
"Oh," Patricia whispered. She felt
suddenly exhausted. She closed her
eyes, and nestled down further in the
pillows. She would sleep and rest.
John would attend to everything, and
when she was well she would see
Virginia.
The days passed swiftly; there were
hours of sleep and rest, quiet talks
in the evenings with John. Patricia
could feel health and strength flowing into her body. The wound in her
side was not deep; it was healing
rapidly. Soon, she thought, I shall be
well and strong, and John and I will
APRIL, 1941
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start on our honeymoon. It was a
bitter shock to her hopes and plans
when John came hurrying into the
penthouse one day, his face worried
and troubled. Pat was sitting by the
window, propped up by pillows.
"Bad news, dear," he said. "I've
got to leave for South America, at
once. I was afraid this might happen.
I've done my best to get out of it, but
I can't. There's a bad muddle down
there over some land grants, and it
looks as if I were the only one to
straighten
it out."
"Oh, John,"
Patricia cried, "must
you
go?
I
—
in his eyes. " she stopped at the pain
"I know. To leave you for a day, a
few hours is bad enough. And this
may be weeks. Oh, Pat," his voice
broke, "just when you're mine, after
drew
allShe
these
yearshis
— " head down on her
breast, and kissed his hair. She struggled against a feeling of dread, of
actual fear. I'm becoming morbid, she
thought, but, oh, I don't want to be
left. Yet he wouldn't leave me if
he didn't have to, and I must not make
it harder for him than it is already.
"I'll write you every day," he said,
"and when I get back we'll have our

cy&f cFsdee ^..
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honeymoon."
IT was lonely, terribly lonely with' out John; the evenings were so long,
where before they had passed so
quickly and contentedly, as he had
sat with her, talking and reading. It
had been the first real companionship
Patricia had ever known, and she
felt its loss through every hour. The
arrival of John's letters each morning
was the one event for which she waited, and she read and reread them,
thrilling to the deep, passionate love
in them, hoping each one would tell
her the day of his return.
Then one morning there was no letter; the day passed — another day, and
still
him.without
"When news
after
four no
daysword
she from
was still
of him, or from him, she called his
office, only to find they also wondered
at his silence. Patricia was frightened;
what could she do, to whom could
she turn? And, that afternoon, when
the butler came and told her Scoop
was asking to see her, she was both
afraid and relieved. He might know
something — newspapers had a way of
finding out things. But one glance
at his face banished her hope.
"What is it, Scoop?" she asked, attempting to keep her voice level, her
heart from racing. "Do you know anything about Scoop's
John?
You're
worried —his"
"John?"
face showed
surprise.
"I haven't heard from him for days,
and I'm frightened. If not, what
For a long
here?" Scoop stared at
you minute
brought
her, then with an utterly weary gesture, he said:
"Stormy knows."
"Knows what?"
"That I love you — "
"Scoop! How can she? What have
"It's always something I do — I know
that."
He dropped into a chair, and
you done?"
"It
hair. you
his when
throughPat,
handchurch,
ran one
was
at the
were shot. Stormy was frightened,
begged me to get her out of the crowd.
She had her hand on my arm.
And
I I— " his voice choked.
"I shook
her off. I said something mad, crazy —
how I'd lost you forabout about
something
ever— something
love — Oh, Pat,
I was wild. I didn't think. I left her."

Desi Arnaz and his movie star wife,
Lucille Ball. Desi is to do shortwave broadcasts to South
America.

There was silence in the room.
Patricia shut her lips. She did not
trust herself to speak. You never
thought, did you, Scoop — like a child —
you've done it again. I'd like to tell
you
what I me
think.
has shown
how But
muchI won't;
better John
it is
to be patient and gentle. At last, she
asked, quietly:
"What has Stormy done?"
"Nothing as yet. I found her at
home. Someone had put her in a taxi.
The only thing she's said is: You
shouldn't have lied to me. Scoop — I'm
not worth it'. Then she insisted I go
find Virginia and bring her to us; she
thought she could help her. Oh,
God — " his head dropped on his
clenched hands.
"I'm sorry, Scoop," Patricia's voice
broke, "but — you must make Stormy
believe
she'sarewrong,
that kinds
you do
love
her.
There
different
of love.
I've learned that. You must prove it
"I can't prove something that isn't
to her."
SCOOP rose to his feet, and stood
looking at her; his eyes passed from
her hair, her face, over her slim body.
"I thought you'd better know," he
true."
said, turning away. "It's been so useless— so useless," he repeated. At the
door he looked back. "I'll keep trying." But there was no hope in his
voice.
Patricia rested her head wearily
against the pillows of her chair. The
pain,
anguish,
—
all for the
nothing;
not the
even renunciation
blind Stormy
happy. And she had once envied her.
And John — where was John? She
needed him as never before; he was
strong and gentle. She longed to have
him with her, to hear his voice. Panic
crept over her; no, no, nothing could
have happened to him — Oh, God, she
prayed softly, let there be a letter
from John tomorrow.
Thus the good intentions of Scoop
and Pat have only succeeded in tangling their lives still more hopelessly—
with Stormy's heart broken, with John
Knight strangely missing. Read the
amazing climax of this swiftly paced
serial in the May Radio Mirror.
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Stepmother
(Continued from page 32)
Kay tired very easily now that the
lime for her baby to be born was
drawing near and it was good to have
Peg around to do errands and attend
io the housekeeping.
It was late in May and Kay was
transplanting bulbs in the garden,
when the pains began to come.
Days later, lying in her cool hospital bed, looking down at the funny,
little, puckered-up face of her son
as he lay in the crook of her arm,
Kay's heart was filled with gratitude.
Her baby never failed to fascinate
her. He was so perfect, so beautiful.
He grew so quickly, like a fat little
flower bud. Everything about him delighted her, the way he looked and
smelled, even the way he shrieked
lustily. Sometimes, she would smother
her face against his round, little chest
and whisper, "Oh, Billy, Billy. I love
you so much — so much." And the
baby would chortle and squirm.

MARY'S
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ON "DATE-ABILITY."

know that men want allure in women

she o\Wf

...the mysterious quality such

as one finds in "the fragrance of youth." Don't be like Mary!

THAT summer, John insisted on
. ' keeping the family together and he
rented a cottage in the country, not
far from Walnut Grove. They were all
very happy there. Bud and Billy were
inseparable. Both of them got brown
as chestnuts and their shrill glee carried the days along swiftly. Peg
and John drove into town every morning to work, but they always managed to get home in time for a swim.
To Kay, the summer seemed to fly.
It was like a long, sunny day of
laughter and a long, soft night of
moonlight on the slow river. And
then it was over and they reopened
the house in Walnut Grove, with a
flurry of mops and dust cloths.
Calmly, easily, the days passed,
with just enough activity and work
in them to make Kay glad when evening came and the younger ones were
in bed and she could rest with John
to keep her company.
She wanted it to last, this luxurious
sense of contentment, of fulfillment.
She wanted it so much that, at first,
she refused to recognize the things
that should have warned her that
something was wrong with John. They
were little things, his inability to
laugh
at Bud's
jokes, his quickness to
irritation
over trifles.
But, the day when Peg first brought
Bert Weston to the house, Kay found
she could no longer ignore John's attitude. She had spent a pleasant afternoon with Peg and Bert Weston and
she couldn't help noticing the sparkle
in Peg's eyes, whenever the girl
looked at the tall, good-looking young
man. Kay had liked him, too, and
they had chattered and laughed a
great deal.
When John came home, however,
their gayety had died down. He came
into the house without a smile and
his greeting to Bert was distant, almost as if he were unaware of him.
And at dinner, the conversation,
which had moved so happily in the
afternoon, became labored and embarrassed with John's silence.
All the while, Kay had the feeling
that John was resentful, that he was
annoyed with Peg for bringing this
stranger into the family circle. Later,
after Bert had left, Kay tried to explain to John that it had been at her
suggestion that Bert stayed to dinner.
But John didn't seem to be listening.
Although Peg continued to see Bert,
APRIL, 1941
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John did not openly voice his objection. In fact, after Peg had timidly
asked whether he couldn't help Bert
find work, he even got him a job on a
road maintenance gang. And gradually, Kay got the feeling that she had
been mistaken in thinking that John
didn't like Bert.
Then, on a Sunday afternoon, Kay
was startled out of her dreamy contemplation ofthe first, sprouting buds
on the elm tree in the backyard by
John's
return
a hurriedly
calleda
conference
at from
the office.
There was

REIL-rORH

pent-up, bitter anger in his eyes. Kay
turned from the window and stood
there, her back against the light, waiting for him to speak.

In long or short lengths
Knitted of lastex, fashioned to fit, they ar&
styled in the same manner that has made'this
famous line a "must"/
with Young Ameri/

CINALLY, he said sharply, "Kay, you
' must speak to Peg. She's making a
laughing stock of us. Do you know
what she does? She drives out almost
every night and picks up Bert when
he's through with his work."
"But, John," Kay protested, "what's
wrong
with that?"
"Wrong?"
John repeated. "The
mayor's daughter running after a day

ca's smart set Wjfl
notrollorhike-MP
: . .. guaranteed
non-run.
;'
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-
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WHEN your baby suffers from
teething pains, just rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.

"John!" Kay was shocked. "I never
laborer?"
expected
you John
to be flushed
— to be then
a snob!"
Strangely,
and
brushed his hand across his forehead
uncertainly. "I'm sorry," he said. "I
didn't mean it to sound like that."
He said nothing more, but his silence was even more disturbing than
his words had been. Kay was certain
that something was troubling John
profoundly. But try as she would, she
could find no reason for his moods.
And suddenly, Kay realized that all
these weeks she had been living in a
dream of peace, a peace that had in
reality left them. She was at cross
purposes with the man she loved and
he with his daughter. Nor could she
deny now, with this realization thrusting itself upon her, that Bud felt the
strain of his father's peculiar behavior,
too. Her stepson was quieter, less inclined to laugh, absent for longer
periods from the backyard where he
used to play so much with his friends.
The days dragged and Kay felt that
the whole family was waiting, watchfully, tense with anticipation. Then,
driving back across the East Side one
afternoon, Kay was shocked to see
Bud loafing with a crowd of boys outside a cheap poolroom. It was only
two o'clock. Bud should have been in
school.
Kay pulled up to the curb and
called with
to him.
"Going my way?" she
asked
a smile.
Bud started guiltily, and, leaving the
boys without a word, got into the
car. Kay drove homeward in silence.
Presently, Bud fidgeted and said,
"I'm sorry, Aunt Kay."
"Suppose we forget the whole
thing?" Kay said. "Even where that

the team, Aunt Kay!" He was dirty
and grimy and one knee of his pants
was torn, but he was happy.
All spring, Bud practiced, three
afternoons a week. He skinned his
knees and sprained a finger and
wrenched a shoulder, but he wouldn't
have given up practice for anything
in the world. During games, he sat
on the bench and shouted himself
hoarse and waited to be sent in to
play. Finally, the coach told him he
could
term. play in the last game of the
Bud was so excited all week long
that he could hardly eat. On Saturday, hours early, he put on his baseball uniform and wandered restlessly
about the house. By two o'clock, he
was feverishly excited, when he ran
into the living room to say he was
leaving and to make sure Kay and
John wouldn't be late.
"I'll get somebody to save you
seats," he said. "Don't be late. I don't
want
you be
to miss
any darling,"
of it."
"We'll
there,
Kay
assured
"Don't
worry."
A few him.
minutes
after
Bud left, the
telephone rang. It was for John. When
he put down the phone he reached
for his hat.
"I've got to go out for a few minutcs
he ssid.
"Oh, John!" Kay exclaimed. "Can't
you postpone it until after the game?
Bud wants so much to have you
"I'll be back in time," John promised.
BUT
the-e."he wasn't. Kay waited until almost three o'clock. The game would
start any minute. She stayed until
the hall clock began to strike the hour
and then, with the speed that comes
from urgency, she left the house and
ran to the car. It took only a few
minutes to drive to the ball field, but
even so, she was terribly late. All
the benches were crowded and she
had to stand. She could see Bud sitting in the dug-out, his uniform all
dirty in front. And he sat there all
through the rest of the game.
After the game was over, Bud was
already in the car when she got to it.
"You were late," he said, his face
full of an emotion he tried to choke
out of his voice. "And Dad didn't
"He had
to go out on very important
come,
at all."
business," Kay said placatingly.
"That's why I was late. I was waiting
"I made a home run," Bud said.
him." wonderful!" Kay said. "I'm
for"That's
"It
wasn't
much," Bud said.
so proud
of you."
Kay tried to get him to tell her
more about the game, but he answered
only in monosyllables. As soon as
they reached home he hurried to his
room. The house became very silent
then. It was nearly dinner time before John returned.
"John — Bud's baseball game — " she
reproached him. "He's terribly disthereI
to see him appointed
makebecausea you
homeweren't
run. And

'S
DR. HAND
LOTION

And shamefacedly Bud said, "I
place is— ?"
guess you're right, Aunt Kay."
Kay didn't
tell John
about
Bud'sif
escapade.
It would
be time
enough
it happened again. Which seemed unlikely for spring brought baseball and
Bud had a new interest. When the
school team went out for practice, Bud
haunted the ball field and dogged the
footsteps of the coach, until in sheer
desperation, he allowed Bud to try
out for the team.
"I made it!" Bud yelled as he ran
into the house that afternoon. "I made
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waited so long for you I was late."
John frowned abstractedly. "The
game . . . ? Oh — oh, yes. I forgot all
about
to telltothespeak
truth."to him, tell
"Youit,ought
him you couldn't get away from the
He didn't answer; indeed, he seemed
scarcely to have heard her. Yet when
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she pressed him, seeking an explanation for his preoccupation, he smiled
he'd
and apologized,
quickly
been
thinking
of something saying
else.
From that day on, Bud drew in upon
himself. Kay, though she tried, was
unable to reach him. He was polite
enough. There was no specific thing
for which she could criticize his behavior. But he had retreated into a
queer, half-sullen, adolescent world
of his own.
IT was July when quiet humdrum
' Walnut Grove was shocked by a
sensational incident. A small fruit
shop on the East Side was held up by
three young hoodlums and in the
scuffle the Italian shopkeeper was shot
and wounded.
And the day after the hold-up,
Andy Clayton telephoned.
"Kay," he said, "I'd like you to
come down to the office — and bring
Bud with you, please."
At the Journal office, Kay and Bud
found Andy talking to a poorly dressed
woman who spoke broken English.
"That's him!" she cried excitedly at
sight of them. "He is the boy what
stand outside! He is the only one I
know — from picture in your paper.
Si!" And she nodded emphatically.
"Andy!" Kay exclaimed in a small
voice.
"What is all this?"
"This is the wife of the man who
was hurt in the hold-up yesterday,"
Andy said gravely. "She's been telling
me a strange thing. I thought you
should hear it. . . . Bud, were you at
that hold-up?"
Bud's face was pale and he was
clenching and unclenching his hands.
He didn't say anything — but Kay
knew, with sickening realization, that
he had been at the hold-up.
"You can tell us, Bud," Andy was
saying in a gentle voice. "Nothing
will happen to you. Who were the
other boys?"
Bud, his head bowed, his gaze on
the floor, stubbornly kept silent.
"I shouldn't be doing this at all,"
Andy groaned to Kay. "This woman
came to me instead of the police, because of the picture in the paper. . . .
I ought to have sent her right over
to the station to tell her story."
"Bud," Kay pleaded, "I'm sure you
didn't have anything to do with the
hold-up, really. But you were there —
this woman saw you. Won't you tell
us who the other boys were?"
"I— can't," Bud said painfully. And
that was as much as he would say to
Helples
entreat
all
sly, she
ies.called
John.
and
him home
took Kay's
At first, John was patient with the
boy. But as he struggled to break
down the wall of stubborn silence Bud
had erected around himself, she saw
that patience begin to go.
"This is a serious thing, son," he
argued. "Stealing's bad enough — but
that shopkeeper was shot. He might
have been killed. And — and you're
the mayor's son. That will make
things harder for me, but not any
easier for you. If you take all the
blame — refuse to tell the names of the
other boys — they'll send you away to
reform school."
Bud shot him a frightened glance.
"I — I just can't tell you their names,
Dad," he said.
John's jaw hardened. "That's nonsense! Bud — I haven't whipped you
since you were a little boy. But unless you tell me who else was mixed
up in that business yesterday — I'll
whip you now!"
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Onlyshowed
a stiffening
Bud's
slender
body
that heof had
heard.
Kay felt ill. She watched them go
upstairs together, heard the door of
Bud's room shut behind them, and
then covered her ears with her hands
to shut out the sounds of the cane
against Bud's flesh.
John came down, white and trembling, and threw himself into a chair.
He covered his face with his hands.
"He won't tell me," he moaned. "I
might have known he wouldn't — that
way.She It
was — brutal
of me."
wanted
to answer,
to comfort
him. But there was no answer she
could give.
It was the same all that week. Bud
repeatedly refused to tell the names
of the boys who had engineered the
hold-up, nor would he identify any
boys who were picked up by the police. In desperation, Kay went to Bert
Weston, asking him to help her, knowing that the people on the East Side
might talk to him because he lived
among them. The only clue she could
give him was the name of the poolroom where she had once seen Bud.
Then, because John refused to take
advantage of his position as mayor to
have it delayed, the trial was called
and Bud was taken in as the lone defendant. It was not easy for Kay to
sit quietly, watching while the Judge
shot questions at the white-faced boy
—answer.
questions which he refused to
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CUDDENLY there was a commotion
^ in the rear of the courtroom and
Bert Weston shouldered his way
through the crowd. He was pushing
a tall, gangling boy before him. Kay
recognized him as one of those who
had been with Bud in front of the
poolroom that afternoon.
"Your Honor," Bert said, "I wish to
give this — young thug into your custody. And I'd like to give my eviSo, at last, the complete story of
the
hold-up came out — the story as
dence."
Bert had learned it by his inquiries
on the East Side. Part of it Bert told
himself; more was in the sullen testimony of the boy, a budding gangster
who had thought it clever and foolproof to use the mayor's son as a blind
and cover-up for his hold-up job. He
admitted, now, that Bud knew nothing about the robbery that night, until
after the shots had been fired.
"We all run away," the youth mumbled. "Bud
with the
rest o'tothe
He was
scared.
Wanted
tellgang.
the
cops just what happened. But I told
him if he did, me and the gang'd get
his old man.
That shut him up."
Beside her, Kay felt John's body
grow tense, and her hand stole over
to press his. She knew what he must
be thinking, and what agony his
thoughts
silence hadwere
beenbringing
only to him.
protectBud's
his
father — the same father who had
whipped him for refusing to speak.
Bud did not get off scot-free, for —
knowingly or not — he had been acting as look-out for the gang. He was
custody.
put
on probation and placed in Kay's
Then the court was adjourned, and
the crowd of people ebbed through
the big swinging doors into the hall,
until only John and Kay, Bert and
Bud and Peg, were left. There was
a moment of embarrassed silence.
Then, John offered his hand to Bert.
"My thanks and my apologies go
together, Bert," he said simply.
"You've
done — what
I should
have
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done myself, and didn't."
Bert's handsome young face flushed
with pleasure — and Peg, clinging to
his arm, looked up at him with worship in her eyes.
They went home then, all of them
together. But at the house, John
found a pretext for keeping Bud with
him while the others went inside.
Half an hour later, they came in together. Kay never knew what John
said to Bud in those thirty minutes,
but it was something that wiped away
the misunderstanding of the last
months so magically and completely
that it might never have existed.
Dinner was a gay meal, and afterwards Bert took Peg and Bud to the
movies — "To celebrate," he said. John
and Kay were left alone.
John sank wearily down at her feet
and rested his head against her
knees. "There's something I have to
tell you, Kay," he said.
"Yes, dear?" she murmured.
"I won't be running for re-election
this fall," he said quietly.
"You won't •. . . !" The statement
was so unexpected that for a moment
she could not comprehend it. "But
why not?" she asked at last.
John leaned forward, so that he
was no longer touching her. "Orders
from the political bosses of Walnut
Grove," he said in a bitter voice.
"But ... I don't understand. I
thought — I thought when you became
mayor the political machine was
broken."
That's what I thought all the time —
until last April."
"Last April!" she repeated in
amazement. "This has been troubling
you all that time — and you've never
told me?"

He turned so she could see his hurt,
bewildered face. "I couldn't tell you,"
he said. "I was ashamed."
Then, before she could speak, he
was rushing on, eager at last to unburden himself.
"Ashamed!" he repeated. "All my
life I've been ashamed and helpless
and dependent!" He silenced her
shocked protest with an uplifted
hand. "Please don't try to stop me,
darling. I've got to tell you — everything. You seeas— if
" searching for the
He paused,
right beginning.
VOU remember, I told you about my
' brother, who died when he and
I were both boys." Kay nodded. Long
ago, when she first met John, he had
mentioned that brother. She had all
but forgotten about him since.
"I didn't tell you what Bill's death
did to my mother. It made me the
most important thing in her life. She
centered all her love on me, and
watched me and guided me every
minute of my life. She tied me hand
and foot with her love.
"She sent me to school and when
I graduated
I found
that inshe'd
arranged with the
bank here
Walnut
Grove to give me a job. I went on
living pronounced
in her house.
— "
John
the She
wordsevenwith
painful care — "even selected Anne
for me, as a wife — almost forced me
to marry her, or would have forced
me if I'd tried to resist. And when
Anne disappeared and we thought
she was dead, Mother began taking
care of me again. Then you came to
Walnut Grove and I fell in love with
you. Falling in love with you was
the first independent
thing I ever

didKay
in my
wholeas life."
realized,
she listened, that
much of this she had already known
— known, and refused even in her
heart to recognize. It was all so
plainly, so obviously the reason for
Mrs. Fairchild's dislike of her.
"You were like new life to me,"
John ful.was
going on.
"It was I wonderIfelt strong.
Confident.
thought
I could do anything, alone, independently. For a while, I could. But the
strength you brought me was only an
illusion, really. It went all to pieces
when Clark fired me from the bank.
I was frightened, weak, all over
again. . . . Being elected mayor kept
me from showing, too much, how I
felt. I was all right again. I did very
well on my own, as mayor. Or ... I
thought
I did." upon this. "What do
Kay seized
you mean, thought?" she exclaimed.
"Of course you did."
But John shook his head. "No.
That's just it. I didn't. There's just
as much crooked politics in this town
as there was when Clark was running it." He smiled wanly at Kay's
look of disbelief. "I didn't know it
either, darling, until last April, when
a pair of ward heelers came and told
me 'the boys' didn't want me to run
again because they were tired of
working their graft around me. They
•want someone in office who will play
"You with
meanthem."
. . ." Kay said, and left
along
the sentence unfinished.
"The graft has been going along as
it did in the old days," John said.
"The the
only
difference
is that
they've
had
bother
of hiding
it from
me.
Now they want to operate without
that
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"And you've known this since last
April!" Kay's arms went out to him
in pity. "You should have told me,
"I told you why I didn't," he said.
"I was ashamed. And I was afraid
. John!"
. . afraid you might leave me. As
— as Anne did."
"I don't understand," Kay said.
"A man came to see me after Anne
died. He had a letter from her, sent
to him after her death. You sent it,
didn't you?" he asked quietly, and
Kay nodded. "He told me why Anne
ran away with him. It was because
she couldn't stand Mother's domination any longer — because — " John's
voice died away into a whisper — "because she'd lost all respect for me. I
couldn't bear the thought that that
might happen to you. To us."
"Oh, John, John," Kay murmured,
her heart torn for him.
"It all seemed to pile up so," John
went on. "The politicians — that man
— and Bud's trouble. I was a failure
— as a mayor, as your husband, as
Bud's father. . . ."
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DARLING," Kay said tenderly, pulling him close. "But don't you see?
You weren't a failure — you haven't
been. You've tried to carry all this
and you shouldn't have. It
alone,a sign
isn't
of weakness to want help,
companionship."
love, and
and"That's
different,"
John said. "I
need more than that — I need someone
to tell me how to live, how to think."
"Not any more. You can't say any
longer that you're weak or cowardly.
This — what you've just done — proves
it. It took courage for you to bear
all that worry by yourself — and even
more courage to confess your mistakes
me, tonight.
to And
suddenly You
she have
foundcourage."
herself
pouring out her own unhappy story.
She took him through her childhood,
through the years when she watched
what she thought was madness growing in her father, through the years
of fear and despair, when she denied
every normal instinct in her because
of her vow never to marry. And without mentioning his name, she told him
about David Houseman and how his
love had frightened her into flight and
sent her to Walnut Grove, where she
had met John and married. She told
it all, even to the weeks of deception
and torture, when she had run from
specialist to specialist, frantic with
fear that their child might inherit
her father's insanity.
And, as she spoke, the tears ran
down her face, until suddenly she
found that imperceptibly she and
John had changed roles. Now he was
comforting her. In her need, he had
found strength.
At last she was still. The whole
story was told. And John was holding
her tight against him.
"We have come through a great
deal," she thought. "But we have come
through together. Now, all the barriers are down. No more walls of
secrecy. No more bitterness and
doubt. Perhaps— in the future — -there
will be many things to face, hard
things, sad ones. But we are together
now. Together.
and better."
(TheStronger
End)
But because, as Kay realized, every
marriage must meet new problems as
time goes on, the story of a stepmother is never really finished. To
learn more of Kay and John and their
family, tune in Stepmother every
Monday through Friday on CBS.
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Young Widder

Brown

(Continued from page 15)
a rose for blooming."
"Thank
you, darling,"
reached
over
and kissed
him as heEllen
stopped
the
car before the tea room. "You help
me so much and you make me feel
ashamed when I see that anxious look
coming into your eyes because then
I know I'm wearing a very long face
again and worrying you and that
means I'm thinking again, instead of
forgetting."
Thinking, always thinking, Ellen
realized desperately as she went into
the tea room. Would she ever be able
to stop it? To look forward again
instead of backwards?
She made herself a sandwich and
poured a glass of milk and putting
them on a tray carried them into her
tiny little living room.
"I'm going to have fun," she promised herself, "and be nice and luxurious and lazy the way I always longed
to be when the tea room kept me
rushing so I didn't have a moment to
myself. I'm going to catch up on my
reading and just enjoy myself."
SHE looked at the magazines she
had bought the week before and
turned the pages trying to interest
herself in them. But after a while
the magazine fell from her listless
hands. It was torture reading those
stories. Life wasn't like those stories.
Why couldn't life be like those
stories,
Ellen too,
thought.
couldn't
real
women,
fall in Why
love with
the
right man instead of the wrong one?
Peter had seemed like the right man
in the beginning.
She remembered

"MEN
Says

him as he was when he first came to
Simpsonville, that day he had given
Mark first aid treatment when the
dog bit him. She had been amazed at
his skill, not knowing until later that
Peter was a doctor. Peter had been
unhappy then but when he told her
his story she had been able to help
him. Maybe that was the reason she
had grown to love him so much, encouraging him, showing him the way
to regain his confidence. Women always like to feel they are needed.
And Peter did need her then. Desperately. She remembered his face,
the horror in his eyes when he told
of the operation he had performed on
the
his through
father's
friendmanand who
who had
had been
sent him
college and medical school. Peter had
been heartbroken when the old man
died after the operation and had
blamed himself. Maybe another doctor, an older, more experienced one
could have pulled him through. Maybe .. . oh, there had been so many
maybes Peter had found to torture
himself with but in the end she had
dragged them all out into the open,
confronting him with them one by one,
snowing him how heedless his torture
had been, how quixotic it had been
of him to leave his practice in New
York and come to Simpsonville and
make a hermit of himself out of that
mistaken sense of guilt.
Then later when she had urged him
to get in touch with his old friends
again Peter saw that she was right,
for a post mortem had revealed his
benefactor had died of an incurable
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disease,
not the results of that operation at all.
"You've made a man of me again,"
he had said to her then. "And I'm
going to spend the rest of my life
thanking
you,when
darling,
always."
That was
he had
first begun
to dream of the Health Center, when
he had decided that his life and experience could be put to so much more
good here in Simpsonville than in
being a fashionable specialist on Park
Avenue in New York.
DEMEMBERING, Ellen almost felt as
** if she had gone back to those days
again. She could almost smell the
bread and the cakes baking in the
oven down in the kitchen. The kitchen
was always full of that smell of spices
and browning cookies then. They
were so busy those days, with her
getting up at six in the morning to
set the bread out in the rising pans,
making great bowls of icing to cool
in time to spread on the cakes she
kept putting into the oven, cramming
in as many at a time as it would hold.
Ifr took so much baking to make
enough money to keep a roof over
Mark stomachs
and Janey's
andof their
little
full ofheads
the sort
food
a growing
The townchild
had needs.
rallied around her
then, buying her bread and cakes for
bridge parties and teas and dinners.
She hadn't dreamed that she would
ever be able to save enough money to
start a real tea room some day and
have good, Swedish Hilda down in
the kitchen helping her. They had
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been anxious days, often, but they
had been happy ones, too, full as they
were of good hard work and ambition.
But the best part of it all had been
Peter. Life had been so lonely before he came, so terribly lonely, used
as she had been to a man's step about
the house, a man's love to cling to.
After the first awful shock, of her husband's death was over, after that first
blinding sorrow had left her little by
little so that it had become only a remembered pain rather than the constant physical one and then, in the
end, that enduring loneliness, she had
turned more and more to the children,
giving them now not only the adoration she had always lavished on them
but the love she had once given their
father as well. They were twice loved,
those children, once for themselves
and once again for the father who had
been taken away from them.
When Peter had come it was miraculous how she was able to look
ahead, to dream of herself by a man's
side again. They would have been
married then if Ellen hadn't felt that
a widow with two children was an impossible burden for a doctor who had
to establish himself in a new town.
THEN Joyce Burton had moved to
' Simpsonville with her wealthy father. Joyce, with her beautiful clothes,
the assurance her money gave her and
so pretty, too, in her spoiled, petulant
way. Joyce who was used to getting
all the things she wanted. And she
had wanted Peter. Ellen knew that
the first time the girl looked at him.
Maybeabout
she Joyce
shouldn't
havebeginning
been so
bitter
in the
when she saw the tricks the girl was
always playing in her efforts to woo
Peter away from her. Maybe she
should have seen even then the beginnings of the strange neuroticism,
the twisted mental streak Joyce
couldn't really help, any more than
she could help those great staring
eyes of hers.
Peter had liked Joyce. That was one
of Peter's charms — liking people. But
after Joyce persuaded her father to
give the five thousand dollars which
started the hospital fund, Peter had
acted almost as if Joyce had helped
him more than Ellen had.
Ellen hadn't been able to endow the
hospital with money. She had been
able to give only her ideas, her encouragement and sympathy, her time
that she could spare so sorely. And
when the town in its gratitude for
what she had done for the Health
Center
become
Peter's
assistantvoted
she that
had Ellen
worked
as hard
as
he had, giving her every loyalty and
thought to making it successful.
Then had come that awful, bitter
quarrel with Peter.
He had been late coming back to

the Center after a date with Joyce
and the patient who had just been
operated on was desperately in need
of treatment. Ellen had ordered the
assistant to proceed, though it was
against
Peter's
"Ellen,"
Peterinstructions.
had said roughly,
"what was the matter with you? Had

sense?"late, Peter," she
your were
lost you
you"But
replied. "The patient might have died."
"I left my instructions," he went on
remorselessly, "and you failed to fol"I— I couldn't follow them," Ellen
low them." driven by the anger of his
stumbled,
words, "they — they were wrong; you
weren't there when you said you'd
But Peter's bitterness had continued,
had found words that cut across her
heart like a whip lash.
When he said, "I thought you loved
me," Ellen had cried out in protest,
"But I do. You know I do." And she
had
cried, was
gently,
because Peter wasn't
listening,
continuing:
"There must be someone else." Even
then, they might somehow have forgotten the bitterness of their quarrel
if Ellen had been able to postpone her
be."
trip out of town, but it had been her
aunt and the wire had said:
"URGENT YOU LEAVE AT ONCE.
DOCTORS DO NOT ANTICIPATE
MANY

MORE

DAYS."

SO she had left, leaving Peter with
his bitterness, leaving him with
Joyce.
until
her aunt
well on Itthewasn't
road to
recovery
that was
she
was able to return.
She would never forget how she
felt that day rushing back to Simpsonville on the train. How could she ever
forget that last day? The wheels chugging beneath the swaying floor of the
train
keptheart
whispering
name
and her
echoed Peter's
the whisper.
Just "Peter, Peter, Peter" . . . over
and over again so that the name
became a litany on her lips.
Her first shock came when she saw
Peter wasn't at the station to meet
her. She hadn't wired anyone else
she was coming, wanting those first
moments alone with him but as she
walked past the Hawkins house she
heard Maria call her name.
So it was Maria who told her, her
shrewd little eyes gloating as she saw
the
fade lips.
from Ellen's cheek, the
smilecolor
on her
"I expect you were thinking Peter
would be at the station to meet you,"
she said. "He's out of town. On his
honeymoon. He married Joyce Burton
yesterday morning. Right smart for
a young doctor to marry a rich girl
like that. Money comes in handy,
"Peter wouldn't marry for money,"
it?" forcing herself to hold her
Ellen
doesn'tsaid,

ANSWERS to the QUIZ KIDS' QUESTIONS
CORRECT
I— Geraldine's answer was — Widow's peak is a lock of hair growing in the middle of
fhe forehead.
Widow's weeds are mourning garments.
2 — Vance.
Gerald should have said — "Keep your ear to the ground."
3 — Joan said — The Count of Monte Cristo and Emmy in the novel, "Escape," by Ethel
4 — Mary Ann's answer was — Antimacassar — a crocheted doiley used on backs of chairs.
A dinghy — small boat for rowing or sailing.
A sarong — cloth garment made famous
by Dorothy Lamour.
An Apteryx — a small bird of the ostrich family.
5— Edith's definition was — An intaglio is a seal.
6 — Van Dyke answered — "No, the pressure of 40 fathoms
(240 feet) is so great that
the cork would not rise as it would be compressed by the great pressure."
7— Jack said — Maryland
did not.
Louisiana
did.
West
Virginia did not.
Missouri
did not.
Arkansas did.
Kentucky did not.
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head high like that, forcing back the
tears so close behind her thick eyelashes. "Ifloved
he married
Joycethat
it was
because he
her. I know
and
youWhen
should
know
it,
Maria."
she had opened the door to
her own house, Mark and Janey had
come rushing to meet her and she
saw that they had been crying. But it
wasn't until the woman who had been
taking care of them had gone that
Janey turned to her.
"Why did Peter marry Joyce,
Mother?" she had demanded trembling.
"Oh, darling," Ellen had whispered.
"Janey, darling, it's so hard to explain. You'll understand when you
grow up. Some things are hard to
understand when you're young."
"Then I never want to grow up,"
Janey had whimpered.
Oh, she should have stopped it then,
loving Peter. But when he came to
her telling that Joyce had tricked him
into their marriage when he, so
furious in his hurt at his quarrel with
Ellen,
had she
turned
Joyce's him.
comfort,
she found
mustto forgive
For
she was a woman in love.
"Oh, Ellen, I've been such a fool,"
he had said. "After we quarrelled I
got drunk.
I don't
know
what
it was, And
if it then
was her
sympathy,
or if it was needing someone to take
the empty place you had left or if it
was only my hurt striking at you as
I thought you had struck at me. ... I
. . . I . . . oh, darling, I am so confused, so terribly confused."
had hated Joyce then and Ellen
had almost hated her, too, for what
she had done. But afterwards she had
stopped hating her, after the quick
mental collapse that had sent Joyce
to a sanitarium.
The doctors had said she would
never recover if Peter divorced her,
as he wanted to do. But it was Ellen
who made him stand by his wife. And
later, when she knew how hard it was
for Peter and her to keep on seeing
each other this way, day after day,
when she knew how the town was
gossiping about them, when even little
Mark and Jane were made the
targets for the gossip about her, she
resigned from her post at the Health
Center.
She had fought so desperately in
all those months to tear her love for
Peter out of her heart. And it had
been so useless to try, with Peter
always coming to her, leaning on her,
depending on her, loving her.
But it wasn't until Joyce was discharged from the hospital as cured
that Ellen knew how weak Peter
really was. Joyce, so frail and white,
so dependent on Peter, clinging to
him, all her old arrogance gone, Joyce
as bewildered as a child now that she
was back in the normal world, needed
Peter so much more than Ellen needed
him. And Peter had refused to stand
by her.
Strange that it was through another
woman's
hurtso Ellen
really
saw Peter
as he was,
selfish.
Strange
that
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what she saw didn't change her love.
Ellen had been his only strength and
without her he was a weakling. She
could never forget that day Joyce
came to her weeping, saying that
Peter had told her to leave him, that
he hated her.
"He almost
loves you,
Ellen," the
had
been
hysterical,
andgirlEllen
knew then that she must help her —
for Joyce's sake, for Peter's, even for
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Receiving the Liberty award of Valor in Citizenship for their rescue of Mark
de Tristan, who was kidnapped last summer — left to right, J. Edgar Hoover,
Fulton Oursler, editor of Liberty, Citizen Ellis Wood, Bernarr Macfadden, the
publisher, and Citizen Cecil Wetsel.
her own. Peter's only salvation, as a
man, must lie now in keeping his
marriage vows to Joyce.
"No, my dear," Ellen had said
softly. "He only imagines he loves
me, as I once imagined I loved him.
Tell him that. Tell him . . ." She
clenched her hands to force the
words. "Tell him I never want to see
him again — that he was right when
he said there was someone else I
loved. Urge him to go away from
Simpsonville, with you, and forget
me and find peace somewhere else."
DUT Peter was not to be put off so
^ easily. Ellen's message, brought to
him by Joyce, only released in him a
full tide of fury. He was like a man
possessed — drinking, coming to the
tea room and demanding to see Ellen,
refusing to go to the Center, driving
crazily through the quiet town during the night, and at last disappearing from his home completely, so that
there had been no word of him for
nearly a week and the frail thread
that held Joyce's reason was beginning to snap, and still Peter refused
to give her the comfort that might
save her.
And the town was talking, blaming
Ellen for it all — blaming her not for
the mistakes she had made honestly,
but for the intriguing and scheming
of which she was innocent.
. . . Ellen awoke with a start, her
heart pounding from the shock. A
car outside backfired again, then the
engine caught and raced and the car
sped away.
"Just Josh Higgins leaving the
office," Ellen said in anger at the
fright which had held her a moment.
"I must have been dreaming — "
She stopped then at the pain of her
memories. The food lay on the tray in
front of her, untouched, and she stood
and carried the dishes back into the
kitchen. All she could feel was an
overwhelming sense of futility.
What had it availed her to go back
over the past months, searching for an
answer? The letter! She was remembering the white envelope with the
blue ink, the stamp she had put in
the corner — and the color rose into

her cheeks. Perhaps there was an answer after all, that another man, a
stranger might write.
Hours after the children had been
put to bed that night, Ellen lay
thinking still again of the twisted
lives so near to her, of poor, tortured
Joyce, of Peter and of what was going
to happen to the Health Center. Then
the thought of Loring came to her
like a quiet peace, a hand held out
asleep.
to her in the darkness, and she fell
Often, after that, she thought of
Loring, waiting for the letter that
might come. But as the days went
by and he did not answer, the old
fears closed in over her again.
Then, one day, a stranger came into
the tea room.
"Mrs. Brown?" he asked. And as
she nodded, "I'm Dr. Loring. I was
driving through this part of the country. That's why I'm here in person
rather
letter."
"Oh than
yes," by
Ellen
said politely, and
for the barest fraction of a second she
didn't consciously realize that here,
talking to her, was the man upon
whom her hopes for the future rested.
"Oh — " Ellen said again and then she
moved toward him. "Dr. Loring, I— "
HE did not wait
to find conventional for
words ofherwelcome.
He
said, in a voice that was cold, impersonal, almost as if he did not like her,
"To come right to the point, Mrs.
Brown, do you mind very much my
asking exactly why you wrote that
Ellen flushed. There was a quality
letter
me?" that was stinging her.
in his towords
"I ... I thought you might be able
to
... to help
the his
Center."
Shehelp
was mefloundering
under
aloof
scrutiny. "You see, Dr. Turner, who
is
that's
beenresponsible
done there,forhaseverything
had an ...
an
unfortunate experience in his private
life and is thinking of leaving Simp"I see." Still that coldness in his
voice, that quality that was almost
sonville."
dislike
of her in his eyes. It troubled
Ellen,
wanting
this man's
as
she did. Instinctively,
she approval
was liking
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what she saw in him, his tallness, the
dark eyes she felt could be as tender
as they were cold now, the strength
that showed in his mouth and chin,
even more now than it had in the
newspaper photograph.
"You — live here?" His eyes flicked
across the room, with the tables set
for the meals that were no longer
served.
"Yes, this is my tea-room," Ellen
said, her voice rising imperceptibly to
meet the challenge of his question.
"I'm surprised," he went on, "that
a layman, an outsider like yourself,
should have such a strong interest
in a Health Center." Now the words
were not just stinging, they were being hurled at her, like so many stones.
"I
should
haveto expected
request
such as yours
come from a someone
more intimately concerned with the
hospital. From Dr. Turner himself,
for instance."
"I'm afraid you don't understand,"
Ellen said, facing him now, her breath
coming more quickly.
"Apparently not," Loring said with
the same quiet coldness. "Apparently
don't understand
why
II think
I shall have atto all.
ask That's
Dr. Turner
himself what all this means."
"Oh no!" Ellen made an instinctive
gesture of dismay.
"No?" Loring turned and there was
almost a sardonic expression on his
face as he paused a moment. "You
don't want me to see Dr. Turner?"
MO. But there's a reason — it's for
' ^ Dr. Turner's own sake."
"Really?" He was politely skeptical. • "That's interesting. But I'm
afraid I must judge for myself. If
you don't mind, I think I'll go on to
the Center now."
"Very well," Ellen said dully.
"Whatever
you him
thinkstride
best." across the
She watched
street, the door of his car slammed,
there was the quick roar of his engine
starting and then he was driving down
to the end of the street.
Ellen stood in the doorway, watching, watching. She took a step forward, as though to follow the car,
but then she knew that she didn't
want to be present when the interview took place. But though she
stayed perfectly still, she could see
Peter as clearly as if he stood in front
of her. His eyes were dark with fury.
She could see Loring too, and his face
was white with the shock of learning
the whole story.
Why had she written that letter?
But how could she have possibly
foreseen that Loring would come
here himself, wanting to talk to
Peter? Was she to win the hatred
of two men — one who had loved her
so, and the other who might have
brought her some measure of relief?
She turned back into the tea-room
that didn't need her, and whose familiar arrangement of chairs and
tables seemed strange and vaguely
hostile. The silence returned no answer to the furious questionings of
her heart except the remorseless loud
ticking of the clock.
Has Ellen's well-meant attempt to
save the Health Center brought more
unhappiness to herself and disaster
to everything she has worked for?
\ What effect will Anthony Loring have
upon her life? Be sure to read next
month's instalment of this moving
story of real people. •
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color which this preparation will give to a lock
snipped from your own hair.
Mary T. Goldman Co., 7621 Goldman Bldg.
St. Paul, Minn. Send free test kit. Color checked.
□ Black
□ Dark Brown
□ Light Brown
□ Medium Brown
Q Blonde
D Auburn
Name. .
Address.

ALPHA-CRAFT, 303 FIFTH AVE., N.Y. C

.--J

. State.
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YOUR OPPORTUNITY
To Win A Rich Reward
ENTER
THIS
TRUE
MANUSCRIPT
CONTEST

STORY
TODAY!

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC.,
announces another great true story
manuscript contest with the attendant
rich rewards for writers of acceptable true
stories.
It began on Thursday, January 2, 1941, and
ends on Monday, March 31, 1941. Eight big
prizes ranging from $500 up to the magnificent sum of $1,000 will be awarded for
successful true stories submitted. Perhaps
yours will be among them.
Do not hesitate to enter because you have
never tried to write for publication. Already Macfadden Publications, Inc., has
paid out over $650,000 in prizes for true
stories, largely to persons who never before
had tried to set a story down on paper. What
they did you too should be able to do.
So start today. Select from your memory
a story from your own life or which took
place in the life of a relative or acquaintance. Write it simply and clearly just as
it happened. Include all background information such as parentage, surroundings and
other facts necessary to give the reader a
full understanding of the situation. Do not
be afraid to speak plainly.
No matter whether yours is a story of
tragedy, happiness, failure, success, love triumphant or love disdained, if it contains the
gripping interest and human quality we seek
it will receive preference over tales of less
merit regardless of how skilfully written
they may be. Judging on this basis, to the
best true story received will be awarded the
grand prize of ?1,000, to the two second best

►

►

►

CONTEST

All stories must be written in the first person
based on facts that happened either in the lives of
the writers of these stories, or to people of their
acquaintance, reasonable evidence of truth to be
furnished by writers upon request.
Type manuscripts or write legibly with pen.
Do not send us printed material or poetry.
Do not send us carbon copies.
Do not write in pencil.
Do not submit stories of less than 2500 or more
than 50,000 Words.
Do not send us unfinished stories.
Stories must be written in English.
Write on one side of paper only. Do not use thin
tissue paper.
Send material flat. Do not roll.
DO NOT WRITE ANYTHING ON PAGE ONE
OF YOUR MANUSCRIPT EXCEPT YOUR FULL
NAME AND ADDRESS IN YOUR OWN HANDWRITING, THE TITLE AND THE NUMBER OF
WORDS IN YOUR MANUSCRIPT. BEGIN YOUR
STORY ON PAGE TWO. WRITE TITLE AND
PAGE NUMBER ON EACH PAGE BUT NOT
YOUR NAME.
Print your full name and address on mailing
container.
PUT FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE THEREON, OTHERWISE MANUSCRIPTS WILL BE
REFUSED OR MAY NOT REACH US.
Unacceptable stories will be returned as soon as
rejected, irrespective of closing date of contest.
BUT ONLY IF FULL FIRST CLASS POSTAGE
OR EXPRESSAGE HAS BEEN ENCLOSED WITH
SUBMITTAL. If your story is accompanied by
your signed statement not to return it, if it is
not acceptable, it will not be necessary to enclose return postage in your mailing container.
We do not hold ourselves responsible for any losses
and
advise contestants to retain a copy of
storieswesubmitted.
Do not send us stories which we have returned.
You may submit more than one manuscript,
but not more than one prize will be awarded to
any individual in this contest.
Within a month after receipt of each manuscript, a report or rejection notice will be mailed.
No corrections can be be made in manuscripts
after they reach us. No correspondence can be
entered into concerning manuscripts submitted or
rejected.
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the two that
big $750
don't
forget
even second
if yourprizes,
story etc.
fallsAndslightly
below prize-winning quality, if we can use
it we will gladly consider it for purchase at
our liberal word rates, which range upwards
from 2c to 5c per word. Unlike the eight
prize awards there is no restriction on the
number of stories we can purchase if they
come up to our requirements.
If you have not already procured a copy
of our free booklet which explains the
simple method of presenting true stories,
which has proved to be most effective, be
sure to mail the coupon today. In writing
your story do not fail to follow the rules in
every particular, thus making sure that your
story will receive full consideration for prize
or purchase.
As soon as you have finished your story
send it in. By cooperating with us in that
way you can help to avoid a last-minute
landslide, insure your story of an early
reading and enable us to determine the
winners at the earliest possible moment.
This contest closes March 31, 1941.

Good

health and proper

care are the twin secrets for
beautiful and healthy teeth
By

DR.

GRACE

GREGORY

thing thatctive
some
is absol
h is
moututely
REALLY attra
within your own control. It
is a matter of strong, beautifully
cared for teeth, perfect mouth hygiene, and expression. With these,
you can smile your way through
almost any situation. Smiles are
irresistible.
The first thing I noticed about
Ann Shepherd, who plays the title
role in Joyce Jordan, Girl Interne
on CBS, five days a week at 3:00
P. M., E.S.T., was her smile. It was
a generous smile, not afraid to be
friendly with all the world. And
the warm, well-shaped lips revealed
a set of the most attractive teeth I
have ever seen; strong, even, and
beautifully cared for.
Having beautiful teeth is not a
gift from your fairy godmother. It
is a matter of mouth hygiene and
diet, primarily. The rules for both
are well known, but they seem to
need repeating every once in so
often, because nine out of ten people show avoidable dental defects.
Go to your dentist every six
months at least — and if your teeth
show signs of improper care or defective nutrition, I hope he does not
mince words in telling you off.
Brush your teeth at least twice a
day — at least. Keep two toothbrushes on hand, so that you will
have one always stiff and dry.
Change your toothbrushes frequently. A new toothbrush a month
is a good idea.
. When you brush your teeth, be
sure you do it correctly.
Never
A

PRIZE SCHEDULE
First Prize

$1,000

Second Prize — 2 at $750 each....

1,500

Third Prize— 5 at $500 each

2,500

8 Prizes

RULES

$5,000

<

<

M

Always disguise the names of persons and places
appearing in your stories.
This contest is open to every one everywhere
in the world, except employees and former emof Macfadden
bers of ployees
their
families. Publications, Inc., and memIf a story is selected by the editors for immediate purchase, it will be paid for at our regular
rate, and this will in no way affect the judges in
their decision. If your story is awarded a prize,
a check for the balance due, if any, will be mailed
after the decision of the judges which will be final,
there being no appeal from their decision.
Under no condition submit any story that has
ever before been published in any form.
Submit your manuscript to us direct. Due to
the intimate nature of the stories, we prefer to
have our contributors send in their material to us
direct and not through an intermediary.
With the exception of an explanatory letter,
which we welcome, do not enclose photographs or
other extraneous matter except return postage.
Manuscripts submitted are considered for all
of our magazines and we reserve the right to
publish
accepted material where best adapted to
our
needs.
This contest ends Monday, March 31, 1941.
Address your manuscripts tor this contest to
Mactadden Publications, Inc., Oept. 41C, Box
333, Grand Central Station, New York, N. Y.

•COUPON

RM-4
Mactadden Publications, Inc., Dept. 41 C
P. O. Box 333, Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y.

Please send me my free copy of your booklet entitled "Facts You Should Know Before Writing
True Stories."
Name
Street
Town
(Print plainly.

state
Give name of state in full.)

** EY *
*RADIO* MIRRO
* *R*HOME^OEM
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YOURS WITH
3wmA LIPSTICK
■ Ann
radio's

Shepherd,
A new season! A new personality and IRRESISTIBLE

Joyce
Jordan, knows the loveliness of perfect
teeth.

m
brush into the gums, and never use
a scrubbing motion except on the
biting surface. Brush in the direction the teeth grow, with a
sweeping-out motion. If the tongue
is a little coated, brush the tongue
also. See to it that the brushing
massages the gums — they need it.
Finally, use real care in the
choice of your dentifrice and your
antiseptic mouth wash. You are
perfectly safe among the better
dentifrices; you will find no harsh
abrasives, and no deficiency in
cleansing ingredients. But some
may suit you better than others.
Powder or paste? Try both. And
do not forget the new liquid dentifrice which is so popular. Keep on
until you are acquainted with all
the well-known tried and tested
brands of dentifrice, and then make
your choice. Other things being
equal, the one that pleases you best
is the best for you, because you will
enjoy brushing your teeth. The same
goes for mouth washes.
A mouth that is beautifully cared
for is one of the surest ways to keep
your breath sweet and, more than
APRIL,

1941

Lipstick to give you glamour! Fashion leader in
the spring parade is the smart woman who
chooses her lipstick as part of her costume, flash
red for pastels! candy stripe red for that patriotic
accent to your navy and white! ruby red for sophisticated black! fuchsia plum to vibrate with
the new South American shades! Secret whip-text
process means a softer, creamier, non-drying
IRRESISTIBLE Lipstick. Matching rouge, face powder
and powder foundation.

ITS
LASTS LONGER
SMOOTHER

that,
most
and
have

your health good. But even the
scrupulous care of the mouth
teeth is not enough. You must
a proper diet, containing calcium, phosphorus and vitamins.
Such a diet is essential to the health
and vitality of your whole body as
well as your teeth.
Do not believe the twaddle about
pearly teeth. If your teeth are strong
and healthy, they will be beautiful.
Teeth naturally vary widely in color, as any dentist will tell you.
Sometimes rather large teeth give
an effect of personality which is just
as pleasing as the very small regular ones. Like your teeth the way
they are, nourish them properly,
and take good care of them.

IOC AT ALL
$ & 10< STORES

zm^s"

USE IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME
87

What's New from Coast to
Coast

ASTHMADOR!

{Continued jrom page 8)

SIZES SMALLER

?

1 HAT is just what the
Thynmold Perforated Rubber
Girdle will do for you! But
you won't believe such a drastic change can be possible unless you actually try it yourself.

TestTHYNMOLDForlODays
...at our expense!
If you cannot be fitted with a
dress smaller than you normally wear ... it won't cost
you a penny I
Appear Slimmer At Once!
Broad hips, bulging waistline,
and diaphragm rolls . . . are
smoothed out instantly. Made
of the famous PERFOLASTIC pure Para rubber, perforated for ventilation, lined
with soft fabric, THYNMOLD is delightfully comfortable. Separate overlapping Brassiere gives support
and freedom of action.
Send for FREE trial Offer.
DIRECT
PRODUCTS
CO., INC.
Dept. 184S,
358 Fifth Avenue, New York
Send illustrated folder, sample of perforated material,
details of 10-day Trial Offer and $1.00 down plan.
Name
Address

"

YES-KREMOLA

.j an M.D.'s iormula — a medicated cream,
I especially for surface skin problems.
Hastens removal of old surface cuticle,
revealing fresh skin. Kremola assists
in
justice
it the
we can't
in clearing
nature test
■words—
Kremola your
and skin;
your friends
willdo ask
secret
others fail— try Kremola— SI. 25
WhenKREMOLA.
live skin.
yourdealers
of ail
at
or write
Dept. MC-6, 2975 S.
Michigan, Chicago, 111., for FREE SAMPLE.

IF

YOU

HAVE

GRAY HAIR

Symphony, on the Cities Service program, and on Information Please, in
which he regularly sits at the piano
for the musical questions. He was in a
recent Information Please movie short,
too.
The networks devote a good deal
of thought to having the proper fill-in
artists available at all times. Every
staff musician or announcer of a network is frequently assigned to standby duty, according to a carefully
worked-out schedule. For instance,
when the President of the United
States is slated to make a radio address, a symphony orchestra is on
hand in case there is a line-break.
During the progress of a sports broadcast a dance band is ready with a
medley of football airs or popular
tunes. The networks always try to
have a kind of music ready that
wouldn't destroy the mood of the program scheduled.
Stand-by musicians, when on duty,
sit in NBC's studio 2B, a small room
equipped with three microphones, a
piano, organ, and control room. Somebody is there, just in case, every minute the network is on the air, waiting
for the red light which is a signal
to start playing.
iji

$

4>

PITTSBURGH, Pa.— Just because a
business firm in Huntington, West
Virginia, decided to try advertising on
the air, Beckley Smith became a news
broadcaster. Until then, he'd been the
firm's star salesman, and that was
why he was assigned the job of arranging and announcing the program.
The show sold products for the sponsor, all right, but it also sold Beckley
to radio — or radio to Beckley, which
amounts to the same thing. All this
happened
in 1927,
"Beck"
been
announcing
everand
since.
Now, has
on
the staff of WJAS in Pittsburgh, he's
recognized as one of the leading news
broadcasters in the east.
"Beck" is now in his seventh con-

and DON'T LIKE a
MESSY MIXTURE....
then write

FREE

BOTTLE

R. SCHIFFMANN

CO., Los Angeles, Dept. F-42

€X£ft£l5E
AND LIKE IT!
Huckly cheeks . . . sparkling eyes . . .

muscles hard and firm ... a new zest
for life ... all yours if you follow the
simple,
of Bernarr
fadden ineasy
his instructions
new book. Exercise
and MacLike
It. It makes exercising a game with a
prize no money can buy — dynamic
health. Order your copy today. At
your booksellers or direct from the
publishers, $1 postpaid. MACFADDEN
BOOK CO., INC. Dept. RM-4. 205
East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

MARRIED
MAKE
NO DOOR

WOMEN !

MONEY!
CANVASSINC

STYLE BOOK beautiful, new style book and money
RUO-EZEE, Oepl. 41. 283 Fiat ««.. Minieaailis, Minn. J

FREE

5x7
PHOTO
ENLARGEMENT
ANY SUBJECT OR GROUP

Send any clear snapshot, photo, bust,
full length, groups, scenes, baby,
mother, clad, sweetheart, etc. We will
enlarge to 5x7 on salon quality photographic paper FREE. Just send print
or negative. We "ill also include information about hand coloring by expertducing
artistslife-like
who likenesses
specialize and
in FREE
reproFRAME. Your original returned with
your FREE enlargement. Send now
and kindly enclose 10c for return mailing. (Only 2 to a Customer.)
IDEAL
PORTRAIT
CO.
P. O. Box 748 C.N., Church St. Annex. New

WAKE UP YOUR

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
Take as directed. Amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10# and 25#.

FREE

V

WEDDING

. . . Healthful! Stimulating!
Clean smelling! Use MIFFLIN— "the national rubdown" as bath substitute!

RING
with

Also in Pine, Lavender, Wintergreen

RUBBING

ALCOHOL
COMPOUND

88

every simulated diamond en-

| dcrrd now. gagement
Smart*
ring orheart design,
yelengraved.
Sweetgold (jiven
plate
weddinglowring

MIFFLIN
DRUG, DEPARTMENT and 5 & 10c STORES

York

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just decay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stomach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

ARTHUR RHODES. Hair Color Expert, Dept. 27. LOWELL, MASS.

ISOPROPYL

•

TO DOOR

Be the local money making representative for exclusive. r„_
tionally advertised, fast ecllirin children's garment? that are
preferred by mothers everywhere. Kl.id-c«>e Self Help Garments are patented. No others have the buttonlcus back drop
real feature that gives children self reliance and saves mothers*
time, worry, and sewing on buttons. No capital required. Get
paid daily. No canvaesing required — take orders direct from
ho men by appointment. Hundreds rnHking good stead v,
weekly
incomes
— full timehelps
or part
■ppCC
n i-i- jn
leading
magazines
you lime.
sell.Advertising
Write for (
wi ■ kk uwwn making plan.

Without Calomel — And You'll Jump Out
of Bed
the pour
Morning
Go into
The
liver in
should
2 pintsRarin'
of bile to
juice

As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European
American experience, I am proud of my Color Imparfcer
for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully
GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can't leave
stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,
more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending
my free trial bottle and book telling All About Gray Hair.

ilk-Mh

aromatic
aidASTHMADOR'S
in reducing the
gasping forfumes
breath.
severity of the attack— help you breathe
more easily. And it's economical, dependably uniform, produced under sanitary conditions in our modern laboratory—its quality insured through rigid
scientific control. Try ASTHMADOR
in any of three forms, powder, cigarette
or pipe mixture. At all drug stores—
or -write today for a free sample to

LIVER BILE-

today for my

TRIAL

ASTHMADOR
the next time
Try Dr. R. Schiffmann's
an asthmatic attack leaves you

Hr

■ From star salesman to announcer
— Beckley Smith is in his seventh
sponsored year on station WJAS.

as get acquainted
gift FREE with everylated
Flashing
simuDiamond
Solitaire
Engagement
ring
ordered at Sale
our
Anniversary
offer of only SI.
SEND NO MONEY with order, just name and ring
Blze. 10 days' approval. Your package comes by return mail.

EMPIRE

DIAMOND

CO., Dept.

RADIO

AND

20-p,

Jefferson. Iowa

TELEVISION

MIRROR

WHOA!
RAGMAN

DON t LET THE
HAVE THEM!

You can dye your accessories in
thrilling new colors with INSTANT
It's easy! It's fun! And you'll get professional results, because RIT — and only
RIT— contains neomerpin, thesamepenetrating ingredient used by professionals.

■ Station KDYL's Douglas Crosby
Gourlay — he considers radio
work a romantic
profession.

RIT dyes clear through every thread.

secutive year of being sponsored byPittsburgh's big Kaufmann's Department Store. He's heard twice every
day, except Sundays, at 12:30 and
6:15 p.m., and since he began this
sponsored series he's done 3,756 news
broadcasts. It's a Pittsburgh record — ■
and, as far as anybody knows, a national one as well.
Born in Russell, Kentucky, "Beck"
is 41 years old. He's happily married,
and has one child, Beckley, Jr.
$

4s

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah— From as
far back as he can remember, current
events have always had a peculiar
fascination for KDYL's chief announcer, Douglas Crosby Gourlay —
and that, he believes, is why he is in
radio today. Up in Vancouver, B. C,
where he was born, Doug first decided
that if he didn't go to sea as a profession he'd find something equally
romantic to do on land. Being a news
commentator in radio seemed to fit
that description, so with no previous
experience in broadcasting he applied
for and obtained the job of newscaster at one of Vancouver's stations.
It just happened that the manager
of an Ogden, Utah, station was taking a vacation in Vancouver in 1937,
during the first week Doug was on
the air, and heard him doing the news.
The next thing Doug knew, he was
hired away from Vancouver and settled in Ogden. He didn't stay there
long, either, because six weeks later
he moved to KDYL in Salt Lake,
where he's been ever since.
Doug is young — in his twentiesblond, handsome, well dressed and
with a slight English accent. He's
quick at making friends, and has more
of them, in and out of radio, than
anyone else on the KDYL staff. His
favorite year-round sports are badminton and swimming.
He's still single, and insists that the
one and only girl for him is still in
Vancouver. Some day soon, he says,
he's going back to her.
1941

RIT dyes evenly ... no streaks!
NO BOILING

27 colors . . .
at drug and notion
counters everywhere

Use Instant RIT to make old things look new!

RIT
NEVER

SAY

DYE

—

SAY
Copyright 1941, Rit Products Corporation

#

Raymond Gram Swing has decided
that work's the only thing that will
keep him healthy. He took a threeweek vacation, fell ill the first day
of it, and spent practically the whole
time in bed.
*
*
*

APRIL,

RIT

SMART GIRLS
carry the improved

Don't tell me you're
old-fashioned three days
t?| a month !
Many modern women have stopped givingin to functional periodic pain — now depend
on Midol for comfort. Among thousands of
women recently interviewed, more reported
using Midol for this purpose than all other
preparations combined, and 96% of these
Midol users said they found Midol effective !
Midol contains no opiates; is made expressly to relieve the typical functional pain
of the menstrual period. Unless you have
some organic disorder requiring special
medical or surgical treatment, Midol should
help you. All drugstores. Large size, 40^;
small size, 20j£. Coupon brings trial package.

—

GENERAL DRUG COMPANY, Dept.B-441,
170 Varick St., New York, N. Y.
Please send free, in plain wrapper, trial
Name_
package
of Midol.

I

You can't carry a new pair ofg:
stockings with you. But it's li
easy to carry RUN-R-STOP|
in your handbag. Then, when j?
a run starts, touch a drop off;
this colorless liquid to it, and 1
your worries are over. It comes |
in colorful purse vanity and |;
instantly, permanently stops 1
runs and snags, in silk and !
Nylon hose. Easily removed. \
Ask for RUN-R-STOP today. \
Only 10c at dept., hosiery,
shoe,and 10c stores.

RUN-R-ST
MORRISTOWN

StreetCity

89

Don't Let

If you have gray hair, just wet it with
Canute Water. A few applications will completely re-color it, similar to its former natural
shade ... in one day, if you wish. After that,
attention only once a month will keep it
young-looking, always !
Your hair will retain its naturally soft texture and lovely new color even after shampooing, salt-water bathing, perspiration, curling or
waving. It remains clean and natural to the
touch and looks natural in any light.
Easy To Use — Canute Water is pure, safe,
colorless and crystal-clear . . . remarkably easy
to use at home. Experience is not necessary.
SAFE! Canute Water has a remarkable record
of 25 years without injury to a single person.
In fact, Universities
scientific research
one or Water
America'sto
§reatest
provedat Canute
e perfectly harmless. Skin test NOT needed.
Only CANUTE WATER Can Make All These Claims
Try it and you will soon understand why
leadingselldealers
most Water
of America's
Cities
more in
Canute
than all largest
other
hair coloring preparations combined.
6 application size
$1.15 everywhere.

ANY

PHOTO

Size8xlO inches

or smaller if desired,
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, landscapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return
of original photo
guaranteed.

ENLARGED

47

» ,
tf ^ _ A
<9 TOr Spl.UV

SEND
NOMONEYi-SSftS
(any
size) and
within a week you will receive

your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage — or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20inch enlargement sent C. O. £>. 78c plus postage
or send Send
80c and
pay postage.
Take advantage
of this amazing'
offer now.
your wephotos
today. Specify
size wanted.
STANDARD ART STUDIOS
113 S. Jefferson St.
Dept. 1551-D,
CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS

LOOK AT THIS AMAZING

IDBTCH^RING

OFFER*

YOUR CHOICE of Jeweled Elgin, Waltham
or Illinois wrist watch. New styled size 0
case. Reconstructed movement. Accuracy
guaranteed. Given with every Simulated
Diamond ring when ordered and paid for
on our purchase privilege plan. Payments:
$3.50 down, within 20 days after arrival, at
your post office. Balance of $3.50 anytime
within a year (total only $7.00). Remember,
the cost of watch is included in price of the
ring. Extra surprise free gift enclosed for
promptness. Send NO money with order.
Just rush name, address, ring siie. It comei
by return mall in special gift box, postpaid,

A. HAMILTON JEWELERS
Topeto, Kansas Depl.WG Ml

Earn $25 a week
AS A

TRAINED

PRACTICAL

NURSE!

L_

Practical nursea are always needed! Learn at home
in your spare time as thousands of men and women
— 18 to 60 years of age — have done through Chicago
School of Nursing. Easy-to-understand lessonB,
endorsed by physicians. One graduate haa charge
of 10-bed hospital. Nurse Cromer, of Iowa, now runs
her own nursing home. Others prefer to earn $2.50
to $5.00 a day in private practice.
YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN I
Mrs. B. O-i of Texas, earned $474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first ease after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned 81900 !
You, too, can earn good money, make new friends.
High school not necessary. Equipment included.
EaBy payments. 42nd year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO

SCHOOL

OF

NURSING

Dept. 184,
100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, 111.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pageH.
Name_
_Age_
City
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No Question About Love
(Continued -from page 31)
have a real wedding instead. So a
wedding it was — a very simple ceremony, with only the members of the
two families present.
And the rivalry stopped. Instead
of pitting her wits against Kip's, Polly
now harnessed them for his benefit —
as she has done ever since.
The furnished room was their
home, frequent spaghetti and cheese
— because that's a nourishing dish and
very filling — was on their menu, and
as to clothes: "I had one dress and
loved it," Polly says now.
Outwardly it was all a lark, a
carefree, Bohemian adventure that
refused to admit there was in it anything of sacrifice or struggle. But beneath the bravado were two youthful spirits, determined and just a little
frightened, who knew very well that
living on ten dollars a week was no
Polly
joke.
the one
had a
grimly

knew Kip could write. It was
thing he loved to do, and he
talent that she determined
must not be stifled by marriage, financial worries or anything
else. Quietly, she went about making
things as easy for him as she could.
She rolled up her sleeves and went
job -hunting on her own.
Eventually she found one. It was
about the worst kind of a job for a
bride that could have been imagined:
secretary to Ganna Walska, the opera
singer, which meant that Polly would
have to travel a great deal and see
very little of her new husband.
POLLY
didn't let
herself upthink
that accepting
the even
job, giving
her
home and embarking as traveling
companion to a temperamental prima
donna, was a sacrifice. She reflected
that they needed the money and it
would give Kip a chance to write.
She traveled for six months. The
pay was good, and the money extremely welcome. But — much more
important to Polly — Kip was lonely
and wanted her back home; so she
quit and came back to New York.
And now here is something that
proves how young and unworldly they
were after all. In spite of those six
months of loneliness, in spite of their
comparative poverty, Kip now insisted that Polly must have her trip
to Europe. She had the time, he
reasoned, and she'd helped earn the
money. Besides, he'd had his trip and
it wasn't fair for her not to catch up.
Polly demurred,
but not too much.
It's hardly necessary to point out
that by the time she returned, the
Fadiman treasury badly needed replenishing. And Polly had by no
means forgotten her self-imposed duty
of seeing that Kip had the opportunity and freedom to write. This time
she found work with the Anderson
Art Galleries in New York, where she
wrote innumerable pamphlets and
brochures about pictures. There she
carried on happily until 1932, when
Kip was earning enough money to let
her take time off and have a baby.
Kip had amply justified Polly's
faith in him. He'd advanced from
his office-boy job in a publishing
office to a much better position at another publisher's, where he subsequently became editor-in-chief.
Polly went about having a baby in
a thorough, business-like way. By
the time young
Jonathan
Fadiman

Tired Kidneys
Often Bring
Sleepless Nights

Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles of tiny
tubes or filters which help to purify the blood and
keep
When they
tired have
and todon't
work you
right healthy.
in the daytime,
many getpeople
get
up nights. Frequent or scanty passages with smarting and burning sometimes shows there is something
wrong
with your
or bladder.
Don't
this condition
and kidneys
lose valuable,
restful
sleep.neglect
When disorder of kidney function permits poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it may also
cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,
loss of pep and energy, swelling, puffiness under
the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
Don't wait ! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years.
They give happy relief and will help the 15 miles
of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

NEW!
DURABLE

1941 MODEL!
PocketRadioPlug in
Batteries
PLASTICMQCABINETS

Dual Bands-Magictenna-Microdial
Fits
or puree
— Wt.
6 ozs.your
Smallpockets
aa cigarette
package.
PATENTED
POWER
RECTIFIER. Hi-ratio
eaay
tuning
"MICRODIAL".
M. L.
OF
ILL. SAYS: "MIDGET RADIO
WORKS
ONE YEAR
SERVICE FINE!",
GUARANTEE!
Sent
complete ready to liBten with instructions and tiny phone for use in
homes, offices, hotels, in bed, etc. SIMPLE TO OPERATE— NO
ELECTRICITY NEEDED1 SEND NO MONEY! Pay postman only
$2.99 plus postage charges on arrival or send $2.99 (Check, M. O..
Cash) and yours will be sent poetpaid. A MOST UNUSUAL VALUE!
FREE!

•■MAGICTENNa',-EXIIVIINATES

ORDER NOW!

OUTSIDE

WIRES!

MIDGET RADIO CO., Dept. L4, Kearney, Nebr.

GIVENTO

NOTHING

BUY!

—

GIRLS!

LADIES!

Send name and address. Lovely Little Watch or Cash Commission. Send no money. EITHER Watch, Cash or other
valuable premiums GIVEN. Simply Give Away Free
Big Colored Pictures with our well known White CLOVERINE Brand SALVE used tor chaps, mild burns, cuts.
Salve easily sold to friends at 25c a box (with favorite
picture FREE) and remitting per catalog. Act Now!
Nothing to buy. 46th year. Write today for order of
Salve and Pictures sent postage paid.
WILSON
CHEM. CO., Inc., Dept. 65-19-G, Tyrone, Pa.

UP TO SAVE
$800
You, selftoo,
build Ityoura fine can
home.
will
be shipped complete -_ 4 -Jtrvrri^g
from our nearest mill, including all lumber Readi-Cut,
siding, windows, doors, interior woodwork, flooring,
roofing, hardware, nails, paints, varnish. All exposed
lumber knotless. Send For Big New Catalog of Homes!
Aladdin Readi-Cut Method saves 18% lumber waste — up to
30% labor cost. See 85 new modern home designs, many In
full color, 4 to 10 rooms at erected costs from $1200 to $8000. Send
IOC- postage for new catalog No. 866. Write nearest mill today.

THE ALADDIN

CO., portlan6,ore.;'toronto'.ont '

^PSORIASIS

D€RmOIL

(SCALY

SKIN

TROUBLE)

MAKE THE ONE
Prove it yourself no matter
how long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful
on with
Psoriasis andbook
Dermoil
amazing true photoproof of results alsographic
FREE.

TEST

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
SEND
FOR
disease Psoriasis. Apply
no n- staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
the
have gone,
the
yearsscales
of suffering',
report
red patches gradually disappeared
and ihey enjoyed the thrill of a
clear skin again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is
backed by a positive agreement to give definite benefit In
2 weeks or money is refunded without question. Generous
trial bottle sent FREE to those who send in their Druggist's
name and
address.
Make
famous
"One
Spotname
Test'rplainly.
yourself. Write
today for
yourourtest
bottle.
Print
Results may surprise you. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett
and Walgreen Drug Stores. LAKE LABORATORIES. Box
547,
Northwestern
Station,
Dept.
1804,
Detroit,
Mich.

\CENEROUS
Atrial size

FREE
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arrived she'd read enough books on
child rearing to be an authority on
the subject.
The years of hardship and struggle
are now happily over, but the Fadimans maintain a simple kind of life.
They've
just Street
moved and
to aFifth
new Avenue
apartment at 74th
which is a masterpiece of comfort and
beauty — but not of extravagance.
Polly, with the help of her housekeeper, runs the home. She is an excellent cook and frequently takes
charge
of
the kitchen
prepare
Kip's
favorite dish,
chicken.to He
is easy
to
cook for, and balks at only one thing
— spaghetti.
Polly is very blonde, very beautiful, and completely without vanity.
A friend once asked her where she
bought her clothes. She laughed.
"Look inthere,
my closet.
You'llif find
two
dresses
but darned
I know
where I bought them."
A typical Fadiman day starts at
nine fast
o'clock
morning.
together inis the
a ritual
when BreakKip is
in town. Then he goes to the office,
and after Polly has gone over the
household schedule with her housekeeper and seen little Jonathan off to
Lincoln School, she devotes the balance of the working day to the Child's
Study Association. This is an experimental school which is her chief interest outside her home. The association publishes a newspaper which she
edits, donating her salary to charity.
DOLLY and Kip still like to argue.
' Talk is their greatest diversion and
they can entertain themselves for
hours discussing any subject of current interest. Once or twice a week
there are guests for dinner.
the Fadimans'
friends
areAmong
President
and Mrs.good
Roosevelt.
Clifton has been master-of-ceremonies at many of the dinners at
which Mrs. Roosevelt has been guest
speaker. Mutual respect and admiration between the First Lady and
affable, charming young Mr. Fadiman
resulted and Mrs. Roosevelt has frequently invited Polly and Clifton to
her home in New York.
A short time ago, the Fadimans purchased alittle country home in Westport, Connecticut.
Here they entertain Kip's two
brothers, Eddie and Bill, and their
families. The brothers and sistersin-law are all close, intimate friends.
No social or business deal is planned
unless all three families are in on it.
At Westport too they entertain
Polly's mother and father, who is a
practicing dentist; her sister, who is
married to a physician, and her two
brothers, one of whom is a teacher
at New York University.
Kip's mother pays tribute to
her daughter-in-law with simple,
straightforward sincerity: "She not
only has brains and beauty, but also
poise, tact and understanding. There
was no indication when Clifton married her that he would mingle with
the type of people who have since
crossed his path, but Polly has taken
it all in her stride. She is a fine wife,
a good mother, and a dearly loved
daughter-in-law."
And if the Clifton Fadimans themselves were questioned, they'd probably pretend that their affection today
is as casual as it was in that longago time when two high-school kids
found fun in outwitting and competing with each other. Don't be
fooled. It isn't.
APRIL,
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DON'T COVER
COMPLEXION
LET THE FAMOUS MEDICATED CREAM
THAT'S AIDED THOUSANDS HELP CLEAR
UP YOUR COMPLEXION
• Don't let a Poor Complexion cheat you of a lot
of life's fun!... Don't cover up a skin that's roughlooking or marred by externally caused blemishesYou
!
may be making those very flaws worse!
LetMedicatedNoxzema Skin Creamhelp restore
your normal skin beauty. It's the cream so many
nurses rely on for natural complexion loveliness.
How if works . . . Noxzema helps reduce enlarged
pore openings with its mildly astringent action...
softens rough skin. ..soothes irritated skin. ..helps
promote quicker healing of
externally caused blemishes.
Apply Noxzema as a Night
Cream — it's greaseless! Use it
as a protective Powder Base.

SPECIAL OFFER!
See if Noxzema can't help you as
it has so many thousands. For a
limited time you can geta generous
256 trial jar for only 19£ at any
drug or department store. Get your
jar today!
Send Your Boy to Bernarr Macfadden's Man-Building
School at Lebanon, Tennessee. # Accepted by all educational institutions as a high-class preparatory school and
junior college. # Ages accepted from nine years. # Prepare your boy for the battle of professional or business
life by making him a square-shouldered, double-fisted
fighting man. + Write for information to Castle Heights
Military Academy,
Lebanon,
Tenn.

OLD

LEG

R. C.
VISCOSE
COMPANY
140 North Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois

i^NYLON

Before and After.
Read this new bock about
Facial Reconstruction. Tells
how easy it is for noses to
be reshaped -protruding
ears, thick lips, wrinkles
and pouches corrected.
Plastic Science explained.
Elaborate illustrations.

WITH FAMOUS LONG-WEARING
SNAG-PROTECTED SILK HOSE
Thrilling news! Earn op to $22 in a week! Amazing new
patented process makes women's Snagr-Protected ChiffonHosiery resist snags and runs, wear twice as long, and
cut silk hosiery bills in half. Also sell sensational NEW
NYLON HOSIERY. Write fully for actual silk stocking and sample nylon fabric— sent FREE !
AMERICAN SILK HOSIERY MILLS
Dept. X-18
Indianapolis, Indiana

TROUBLE

i Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
, leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it
fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

160 Pages.
Only 2 5c — mail coin or stamp toGlennville Publishers. 313 Madison Ave., (Dept. AG) N Y. C

A Sensible Treatment
FOR CORNS
—for sensible people
1* 'Do**!
lODAYTRIQi
YOUR CHOICE — UNDERWOODS!
ROYALS! REMINGTON! L. C. SMITHS!

WHYtreatment
SUFFERthatfrom
corns?
Here's
helps
relieve
paina sensible
quickly
— removes corns effectively. For Blue-Jay Corn
Plasters do two important things. First, felt pad
helps relieve pain by lifting off pressure. Then
medication gently loosens corn so that in a few
days it may be removed — including the "core!"
(Stubborn cases may require more than one
application.)
Blue- Jay costs very little — only a few cents to
treat each corn — at all leading drug counters.

WOODSTOCKS! As low as 1 3 mf grs. orig. ^^^W^ OA
price. Typewriters that cost up foSIIO.OO— as ^*^ /hw\
low as $29.90.
Genuine, up-to-date
standard, full
sized ,«A
•£at~
rebuilt
office models—
improvements — standard
keyboard, back spacer,
ribbon Ireverse,
color riuoon, etc. Never before such rockbottom prices!
FULLY GUARANTEED! Backed by 30 years of fair dealing.
Ten
Easiest catalog
terms shows
in history
— as lowas
60cadetails
week.on
FREE day
big trial.
price slashing
all makes
in colors,
10 dav trial and easiest terms. FREE Van Zandt Touch Typing course with
your typewriter. See catalog before you buy. Mai I coupon now
while stock is complete.

fTN
71 rnatiCatalog
onal"
ty pewrT
ter*exchan
ge "~
1231
St.,inChicago,
III. (Dept.
Send W.FreeMonroe
colors showing
late 403)
model•> standard Typewriters.
■ at tremendous savings with no money down and 10 days' trial.
Name
Address .
I Town

State

■■ .i
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LOVELY BLONDE
HAIR!

New Shampoo
Method — Specially
Made for Blondes — Washes Hair
Shades Lighter — Safely!
Mothers and daughters stay young together when sunny,

golden curls and smart, blonde coiffure are both glowingly
lovely. Because of its delicate texture, particular care is
needed to keep blonde hair from fading, darkening, losing
attractiveness. That's why smart blondes throughout tiie
country use BLONDEX, the shampoo made specially for
them. It removes dull, dingy film and brings out every
glorious highlight. Costs but a few pennies to use and is
absolutely safe.
Nothing
finer for
BLONDEX
at drug,
department
or children's
10c stores. hair. Get

EEZJ
BUY

NOW!

A r LOWEST

ttt NEVER
RateLOWER!
Ptices:

■ Beatrice Kay's the sobsinging soubrette in CBS's
bright Gay Nineties Revue.

PRICES

m m frei
FREE Sample card— over 1000 Colors including I
W m new
new Style Flash—over 150 latest models. FREE in- I
struction. Gift offer. (Est. 22 years.) Write today. I
IF m struc
U
FF && rK YARN CO.. 85 Essex St.. Dept. A-4, New York, N. Y. |

rNew
SUBTLE, alluring, enticing. Sells regularly for $12.00 an ounce. Made from
the essence of flowers. Exquisite!
A single drop lasts a week! It is: —

"Temptation"

To pay for postage and handling, enclose
only 10c silver or 12c stamps.
(Est. 1872)

Free Trial Bottle

Paul Rieger,

278 Davis St., San Francisco—

PIMPLES
EXTERNALLY
CAUSED
Soothed and helped
with widely used,
efficient RESINOL
The active medication relieves itchy soreness,
allays irritation, and thus aids healing. Use
Resinol Ointment and Soap to help your skin.

BSEE3

For free sample of each, write Resinol MG-1 , Balto., Md.

OINTMENT
andSOAP

Wrap cotton around
the end of an orangewood
stick.
Saturate with Trimal and apply it to
cuticle. Watch dead
cuticle soften. Wipe it
away with a towel. You
will be amazed with the
results. On sale at drug, department and 10-cent stores.

RIMAL
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semi
quaver
in the
her hemi-d
voice emiand
gal with
S the
SHE'
she's no small part of the hilarious goings on Monday nights at 8:30
when casts
theoverGay
CBS.Nineties Revue broadHer name is Beatrice Kay and she
puts over those sob songs of the
Mauve Decade with such perfection
that it brings out roars of laughter in
present-day audiences.
To listen to her, you would take it
for granted that here is a singer who
actually performed in the 1890's, so
realistic is her blues style, but Beatrice is still a young woman.
Born in New York of artistic and
music-loving parents, she started her
theatrical career at the age of six,

articles published.
And 1now
intimate
She's
5 feet
inchfortall,
weighsdetails:
108 pounds,
has brown hair and blue eyes and answers to the
nickname
"Honey."
If she
could
arrangeof it,
Beatrice
would live in the country, preferably at her
home in
Delaware,
N. grandmother's
J. Just an old-fashioned
girl, after all.
Mrs. Daisy Stiles Hickock, Woodbury,

Conn: Luise Barclay plays the part
of Connie Tremayne in Arnold
Grimm's daughter. Stanley Westiand is played by Bret Morrison.
Betty Lou Gerson takes the role of
Mary Marlin.
Jean C. Hine, Haines City, Florida:

appearing in Col. McCauley's famous
stock in Louisville, Ky., as "Little
Lord Fauntleroy." For this she received $35 a week.
Beatrice's more formal education
came in grade schools in New York
and Louisville, the Professional Children's School and Mount Kisco Prep.
Some of her schoolmates were Gene
Raymond, Helen Chandler, Ruby
Keeler and Milton Berle.
She studied dancing but never took

The casts you asked about are as
follows:
Those We Love

a
singing
lesson. nor
She a says
she's
neither
a soprano
contralto.
"It's just a raspy voice," she insists,
good-naturedly. "I once tried to sing
for several weeks while bothered by
a sore throat. The result was a rasp.
I continued to sing and discovered
my new voice was more popular than

Hilltop
Bess Johnson
Jean Adair
Jerry Adair
Steve Cortland
John Barry

In the Gay Nineties Revue, when
the old." sings those numbers which
Beatrice
were popular before she was born,
she first studies all she can to learn
the background of the song and the
personality of the songstress who
made it famous.
A vivacious and intensely-studious
young miss, Beatrice Kay spends her
more private moments composing
music, dabbling with paints and
building
furniture.
had a
I few
stories,
sketchesShe's
and even
newspaper

Kathy Marshall played by Nan Grey
Kit Marshall
Richard Cromwell
Dr. Leslie Foster
Donald Woods
Elaine Dascom
Helen
Wood
John
Marshall
Oscar
O'Shea
Aunt Emily
Alma Kruger
Martha, the maid

Virginia Sale
House
Bess Johnson
Janice Gilbert
Jimmy Donnelly
Joseph Curtin
David Gothard

FAN CLUB SECTION
George Santos, 396 Main Street,
New Rochelle, N. Y., has organized a
Vaughn Monroe Fan Club and would
like to hear from Vaughn Monroe
fans.
A fan club for Jimmy Valentine,
vocalist with Will Bradley's orchestra, isested
being
started.
those
are asked
to All
write
to interBetty
Kearns, President, 1658 Wallace
Avenue, Bronx, New York.
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GIVE YOUR LAZY
LIVER THIS
GENTLE "NUDGE"

Follow Noted Ohio Doctor's Advice
To Feel "Tip-Top" In Morning!
If liver bile doesn't flow freely every day into
your intestines — constipation with its headaches and that "half-alive" feeling often result.
So step up that liver bile and see how much
better
you should
Just try Dr.for Edwards'
Olive Tablets
used feel!
so successfully
years by
Dr. F. M. Edwards for his patients with constipation and sluggish liver bile.
Olive Tablets being -purely vegetable, are wonderful! They not only stimulate bile flow to
help digest fatty foods but also help elimination. Get a box TODAY. 150, 300 and 600.

QmnSeli 0B

CAMEO

STYLE

PHOTO RINGS

IT IS NEW!
IT IS DIFFERENT!
New sensational low
price. Looks like a
NOW
$10.00 white gold ring.
A treasured keepsake!
Send any photo and
ring size. (Photos
returned.) Pay postiCanadu
man plus a few cents
(Handpainted
ana Send
postage. If you send
25o extra)
cash, we pay postage.
Money Orders) ( Waterproof)
PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO.. Dpi. 0-7,5 19 Main St., Cincinnati. O.

98c

Rheumatism

Relieve
Pain In Few
Minutes

To relieve the torturing pain of _ Neuritis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, or Lumbago in few minutes,
get NURITO, the fine formula, used by thousands.
No opiates. Does the work quickly — must relieve
cruel pain to your satisfaction in a few minutes or
your
back. Don't
suffer. on
Askthis
yourguarantee.
druggist
today money
for trustworthy
NURITO

AN* II KS IT!
SE
RUcheek
AlXiRuddy
s . . . sparkling eyes . . .

muscles hard and firm ... a new zest
f^S.
for life . . . all yours if you follow the
jjt,'0
simple, easyin instructions
Bernarr
T\
Macfadden
his new bookof Exercise
L
ft and Like It. It makes exercising a game
with a prize no money can buy —
dynamic health. Order your copy today. At your booksellers or direct
from the publishers. $1 postpaid.

MACFADDEN
205 East 42nd St.

BOOK
Dept. RM-4

CO.,

INC.

New York,
r-',t N. Y.

NEW KIND OF MAN'S SHOE
The new sensation In men's
shoes — The Chippewa
Clipper. It zips on and off
<tH i
in a "jiffy". Right now is
the right time to get into a dignified and highly profitable shoe
business ol your own with this
fast seller, and a complete
line of almost 250 stylesof
dress, work and sports shoes.
Prices aslowasSl. 98 a pair.
Free 10-second demonstrator sells super-comfort aircushion shoes like magic.
Be the MASON Factory Shoe Man in your locality.
Manufacturer established 38 years will send complete line
a,?"'*'
on request including factory-fitting shoe service training.
No experience needed. Write for big FREE sales kit.
Mason Shoe Mfg. Co., Opt. M-14. Chippewa Falls, Wis.

GIRLS!!

13 - 25 YRS. OLD
Who Suffer Pain, Weak Nervous Spells
from Functional Monthly Disturbances. READ THIS !
If you're approaching womanhood or In
your early 20's and are troubled by restless, cranky, nervous spells, by cramps,
headaches, backache — due to this cause
— take Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound — famous for over 60 years.
Pinkham's Compound Is one of the
MOST EFFECTIVE women's medicines
made to relieve distress of weak, nervous
spells due to functional periodic complaints. Beneficial for older women, too,
to help build up resistance against distress of "difficult days." WORTH TRYING !
APRIL, 1941

It's Easy Living
(Continued from page 23)

PAZO
RELIEVES
THE
TORTURE OF SIMPLE PILES

them, as if it were all right to toss
your hat on a chair, take off your
coat, and go see what you can find in
the ice box. That's just what they
expect their friends to do.
The Aces, who live easily, have
lived and broadcast in New York for
seven years. The Ritz Towers has
been their home for the past three
years. They have a four-room suite,
which is as luxurious as a Hollywood
set large
designer's
living
room
is
and dream.
spacious,Thevery
modern,
with softmetrical
lounges,
symchairs and comfortable,
numerous mirrors.
There are twin beds in the light, sunfilled bedroom. Against the wall is a
large dressing table for Jane. In one
corner is an exercising bicycle.
Goodman's study — actually his
workshop — is equipped with a chesterfield lounge, where he lies to ponder
on
scripts.
There's
a tremendous
desk,
cluttered with
objects,
from candy
to
old Christmas cards. There are two
telephones, black and white twins and
a picture of Jane.
The view from every window in the
penthouse is breathtaking. On one side
you can see all of Central Park,
stretched out green and seemingly
never ending. From the living room
and the terrace you can see Radio
City, Times Square, the Hudson River
and even the shores of New Jersey.
GOODMAN and Jane Ace both came
to the big city by way of Kansas
City. They went to school together.
Goodman began proposing at the age
of twelve. At sixteen, Jane slapped his
face because he tried to kiss her. A
few years later she married him.
Goodman had a job as a reporter
on a Kansas City paper. At the time
Jane accepted him, he was doing a
Hollywood chatter column on station
KMBC. One day, while Jane was
watching him from outside the studio,
he sent out a note telling her to come
in because he was out of chit chat.
Jane went into the studio, began
chattering
aimlessly
and got
that's
how
the Easy Aces
program
started.
A sponsor hired them. Then fired
them because the Aces, now a union —
being married — wanted $50 a week
instead of $30. Fan letters forced the
sponsor to rehire them, but he
couldn't keep them long because bigger sponsors were bidding for them.
The Aces idea of a good time is the
movies, an occasional prize fight, or a
good play.
They don't go to night clubs, because
they have a night club of their own.
Friends call it the "Club Ace." The
"Club Ace" is a bi-weekly gathering
of friends in the Aces' apartment.
An evening at the Aces' consists of
doing nothing — with gusto. People
in show business, everyone, broke and
rich, come up and just sit around and
talk. Of late, there have been hectic
political discussions. When customers
of the man"Club
Ace" to
getthe
hungry,
Goodsends down
delicatessen
for chicken
legs and
sandwiches.
Jane and Goodman Ace aren't really
host and hostess at the "Club Ace,"
they're just part of the gathering.
Sometimes they leave a discussion,
go to the movies, come back and take
up where they left off. Everything
is easy, informal, democratic — which
is a pretty good description of Jane
and Goodman Ace.

y~ ' .^
I'M SO THANKFUL, PAZ0
BROUGHT RELIEF FROM PAIN

For relief from the torture of simple Piles, PAZO

ointmenc

has been famous for more than thirty years. Here's why:
First, PAZO soothes inflamed areas — relieves pain and itching. Second, PAZO lubricates hardened, dried parts — helps
prevent cracking and soreness. Third, PAZO tends to reduce
swelling and check bleeding. Fourth, it's easy to use. PAZO's
perforated Pile Pipe makes application simple, thorough. Your
doctor can tell you about PAZO ointment. Get PAZO ointment
from your druggist today.

rnrr
rntt

Grove Laboratories, Inc.
Dept. 200-MWG-l,
St. Louis, Mo.
Gentlemen:

I want PAZO,

FREE!

Offer Limited.
MAIL TODAY!

(Good only in U. S. A.)
(Mailed in a plain wrapper)

Name
Address —

mmmmw

State —

City

Men and women make big money.
Sell this
bargain hose.
Guaranteed against holes, ^C™
snags,
runs, up to 9 months,
depend- j^^lr SENDl
ing on quantity.
Cars furnished
pro- ^§£91
urKFl
ducers.
Write.
WILKNIT
HOSIERY ^iMP
* Wrf r"
CO.,

Midway

8-B4,

V HAIR
Greenfield,

O. ^■^-*r
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and LovJi/0
• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale streaks
of gray to natural-appearing shades — from lightest blonde
to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush does It —
or your money back. Used for 28 years by thousands of
women (men, too) — Brownatone is guaranteed harmless.
No skin test needed, active coloring agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting — does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray appears.
Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair. 60c at
drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee. Retain your youthful charm. Get BROWNATONE today.

Use
Poslam,
thousands
it's a away,
concentrated
ointment
thatasstarts
to workdo, right
no long
waiting for results. Apply Poslam Ointment tonight— wash face with pure Poslam Soap — the
price is small — the relief great! All druggists.

FREE " address
Generous onsample
penny— write
post name
card and
to:
Poslam, Dept. W-4, 254 W. 54th St., N.Y. C.

POSLAM

SOAP &93
OINTMENT
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THE PHOTOPLAY-MOVIE

MIRROR

EXPERT

JURY

NAMES

ITSHU.ECT

%k: '■'■'•:

In a community noted for its beautiful girls, rnecca ol cw

finess and
WgB.

physical perfection for all the world, what glamorous charmer nas rh#J||

lpure °f IP? '

The selection requires courage as well as careful study. Photoplay-Movie Mirror has

the courage and its jury of experts — a cover artist, a fashion expert, a famous doctor and
a noted showman-is

qualified beyond

question.
The result of their survejfis announce •.
— and illustrated — in the new April issue,
now on sale. In it you wilt find not otny the
^m -■

first selection but nine runners-up as well —

f>*&

tLSQu

the ten best figures in Hollywood, beauty

issue

capital of the world. Is your favorite actress
among them? Get your copy of Photoplay Rn

L

^

WW

Movie Mirror at the nearest newsstand —
now '—and see for yourself I
1° T*lk~.Man p1'*doinS "-Let The J ^ acco Koad

(Photoplay -Movie '■•Mirmyr recognizes this

,nteresting -T th,s month ^

Bf r Mathews-

figure as Hollywood V mo si perfect. Do you?)
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YOU HAVE THE LOVELIEST

EYES !

"Why let other
girls get all the
thrilling compliments," said a
smart young woman we know.
"I've proved for
myself that Maybelline does make a
difference. Now, men often say nice
things about my eyes".
Maybelline Eye Make-up is truly
glorifying, because it's natural-looking.
Your lashes are perfectly lovely with
Maybelline Mascara, created for realistic effect — never stiff or gummy.
You know, Nature fades out all eyelashes at the ends. Darkened to the
very tips, they appear much longer
and more luxuriant! Then see how
expressive your brows are, when
clearly defined and tapered gracefully
with the Maybelline smooth-marking
Eyebrow Pencil. And there's a soft
sheen for eyelids...
ja flattering background for eyes,
in a touch of subtle
Eye Shadow. Make
your eyes irresistibly enchanting —
today — with genuine Maybelline
Eye Beauty Aids.
Handy purse sizes
at all 10c counters.

LLING

BEAUTY

AIDS

"Luckies

pay higher prices to get the
lighter leaf!" says Fred Evans, independent tobacco buyer of Danville, Va.

">

''"pO folks who watch the auctions, it's plain as day
X that Luckies go after the lighter, milder leaf—
and pay higher prices to get it. That's why most auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen prefer Luckies.
I've smoked Luckies myself for 14 years!"
In buying tobacco, you get what you pay for. And
independent tobacco experts tell you that Luckies
pay higher prices to get the finer, the lighter, the
naturally milder leaf. So smoke the smoke tobacco
experts smoke. Next time, ask for Lucky Strike.
□ Tobacco Company
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With men who know tobacco best- it's LUCKIES 2 to I
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l-CRET ROMANCE -The Radio Star in ALICE FAYE'S Life

LameL
IkeLe smoke
smoke ol
ol OlowerOlower-iji
JJurning Camels
gives you

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR
am

LESS
NICOTINE
than the average of the four other
largest-selling cigarettes tested — less
than any of them — according to independent scientific tests of the
smoke itself.
THE

SMOKE'S

THE

THING!

A LL that you get from a cigarette — you
./jLget in the smoke itself. And here's
what you get when you smoke slower-burning Camels. More mildness where you
want mildness. ..in the smoke. More flavor
where you want flavor . . .in the smoke.
More coolness, too!
In the same slow smoke of a Camel cigarette, you get less nicotine. Yes, 28%
less nicotine than the average of the four
other largest-selling brands tested... less
nicotine than from any of them.
Dealers feature Camels by the carton.
For convenience — for economy — get your
Camels by the carton.

'Camels taste like the cigarette they are ... a finer

BY BURNING 25%
SLOWER than the
average of the 4 other
largest-selling brands
tested . . . slower than
any of them . . . Camels
also give you a smoking
plus equal, on the average, to

5

K. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina

cigarette of real mildness, wonderful flavor!"
MRS. EDWARD

EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!

M. McILVAIN, Jr., of New York

• A lover of home life, Mrs. Mcllvain

furniture and silver. She also likes

enjoys running a household. ..entertaining small groups of friends.
Deeply interested in decoration, she
prefers antiques and period pieces
. . . was photographed against the

candid photography. . . movies . . .concerts. . . Camels. "Smoking Camels
is one of my chief every-day plea-

background of an eighteenth-century lacquer screen. As a hobby,
Mrs. Mcllvain
collects miniature

sures," says Mrs. Mcllvain. "Camels
are mild as can be. ..and taste simply
grand. Yes,
that there's
less
nicotine
in the
the fact
smoke
of Camels
means a lot to me!"
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TAKE HOPE
■S&

Make your smile your beauty
talisman. Help keep it sparkling
with Ipana and Massage.
TAKE HOPE— plain girl! Look in your
mirror— and smile! There's your
chance for beauty. For if you keep your
teeth sparkling, gums firmer, you, too,
have a loveliness to turn the eyes of men.

"A LOVELY SMILE IS YOUR MOST
IMPORTANT BEAUTY ASSET!"
say well-known beauty editors of
23 out of 24 leading magazines
In a recent poll made among the beauty
editors of 24 leading magazines all but one
of these beauty experts agreed that a lovely
smile is a woman's most precious asset. They
went on to say that "Even a plain girl has
charm and personality if she keeps her
smile bright, attractive and sparkling."
MAY,

1941

But truly, how is your smile? Bright
and radiant— or dull, dingy? Help make
your smile sparkle, make it the real, attractive YOU. Start today with Ipana and
massage. Remember, a sparkling smile
depends largely on firm, healthy gums.
If you ever see "pink" on your tooth
brush— see yottr dentist right away. He

may say your gums only need more work
—natural exercise denied them by today's soft foods. And, like thousands of
dentists, he may suggest "the extra stimulation ofIpana and massage."
Try Ipana and Massage

For Ipana not only cleans teeth thoroughly but, with massage, is specially
designed to aid the gums to sturdier,
more resistant firmness. So be sure to
massage a little extra Ipana onto your
gums every time you brush your teeth.
Start with Ipana Tooth Paste today.
Let Ipana and massage help keep your
gums firmer, your teeth sparkling, your
smile winning and attractive.

IPANA TOOTH PASTE
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YOU need never fear that anyone can detect
anything if you wear Tampax— internal
sanitary protection. Tampax has been perfected
by a doctor so ingeniously for monthly use
that it can be inserted and removed quickly
and easily. Your hands never touch the Tampax
and you simply cannot feel it when in place!
You experience a new and glorious freedom
with Tampax. A month's trial convinces beyond
doubt . . . You can dance, swim, engage in all
sports, use tub or shower . . . No chafing, no
bulging, no pin-and-belt problems. No odor
can form; no deodorant needed. And Tampax
is easily disposed of.
Made of pure surgical cotton, tremendously
absorbent, Tampax now comes in three sizes:
Regular, Super and Junior, each in dainty onetime-use applicator. Sold at drug stores and
notion counters. Introductory box, 20iS. Economy package of 40 gives
you a real bargain.
Accepted for Advertising by
the Journal of the American
Medical Association,

When My Fiance Was Drafted
The confession of a radio singer in an army camp

13

Alice Faye's Secret Radio Romance
An exciting story of happiness that came unexpectedly
Don't Leave Me Now
The radio drama of two who had only each other
They Call Me Yvette
A piquant eighteen-year-old tells her own success story
Young Widder Brown
Beautiful Ellen Brown learns that love can begin as hate
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ON

TAMPAX INCORPORATED
MWG-51-B
New Brunswick, N. J.
Please send me in plain wrapper the new trial package
of Tampax. I enclose lOi (stamps or silver) to cover cost
of mailing. Sire is checked below.
(

) REGULAR

Name-

(

) SUPER

Address.
City

-State-

(
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What do You
want to

Frowns can speak volumes- but
they can't say "Mum"!

tt j

First Prize . . .
A

TEACHER

DEFENDS

HER

PUPILS

Lately there has been much criticism of children who appear on radio.
It makes them affected, it is said, and
interferes with their school work.
As a teacher of Dramatic Art, I
know these statements are untrue.
On the contrary, those children who
do the best work in my classes are
unaffected in their speech and deportment, easily maintain high averages
in school, and often also take dancing,
music or some other art.
I believe work in radio to be one of
the forms of training a child should
have. It improves their speech and
diction; develops their imaginations;
and calls for poise and personality of
the sincere, natural type that is of
great future value. — Louise C. Horton, Royal Oak, Michigan.

Second Prize . . .
| SAY— "CONTESTS ARE FAIRl"
Having been fortunate enough to
have won everything from a pound of
coffee to several one hundred dollar
checks via radio contests, it annoys
and even saddens me to hear the uninitiated ask, "Are radio contests
fair?" or even more frequently insist:
"I never heard of a New Yorker winning in a national contest!"
May I suggest that the complainant
first realize that it is only fair to expect sponsors to distribute their prizes
geographically, so as not to put all
their prize checks in the same location. Then, if said complainant will
just remember also that there are
forty-eight states, and that every time
they hear nounced,
a thatNew
name those
anthereYorker's
must follow
names in the competing other fortyseven states. In other words, to the
listening New Yorker who is waiting
(Continued on page 75)

Even a hint of underarm odor ruins charm.
Every day use quick, safe Mum.
WHAT'S
happened
makethetwoevening
hearts
chill that
earlierto in
beat as one? Lovely Peggy doesn't know
—but her frowning escort could tell her.
Only being a gentleman he never will.
A girl who offends with underarm odor
seldom knows she's guilty and no one
is likely to tell.
Lovely Peggy's sole offense was trusting her bath alone. And no bath deserves
that perfect trust- A bath only takes care
of past perspiration— Mum makes that
bath-freshness last. One quick touch of
Mum under each arm— 30 seconds after

your bath or just before you dress— and
charm is safe all day or all evening long.
MUM IS QUICK! Just smooth Mum on
... in 30 seconds you have Mum's lasting protection for hours to come.
MUM IS SAFE I Mum won't irritate your
skin. It won't injure fine fabrics. Mum's
gentleness is approved by the Seal of the
American Institute of Laundering.
MUM IS SURE! Without stopping perspiration, Mum prevents risk of future
underarm odor hours on end. Get Mum
from your druggist. Use it every day!

7faUf**/ye/

YOUR

LETTERS OF OPINION

WIN

PRIZES
First Prize
..$10.00
Second Prize
$ 5.00
Five Prizes of
$ 1.00
Address your letter to the Editor,
RADIO MIRROR. 122 East 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y., and mail it
not later than April 28th, 1941. All
submissions become the property of
this magazine.
may, 1941

For Sanitary Napkins

Thousands of women use
Mum this way because
it is gentle, dependable
. . . a deodorant that prevents embarrassment.

TAKES

THE ODOR

OUT

OF PERSPIRATION

WHAT'S NEW FROM

Thursday
night's
Brice and
Frank Morgan
are Fanny
still making
you
augh, but have you noticed that
the Good News show is now called
something else? Left, who's making
the better impression with Lana
Turner — Tony Martin or Glen Gray?

EVERYBODY is wondering whether
or not Jack Benny will be on the
air next season for his old sponsor.
His contract comes up for renewal
soon, and Jack is said to be asking for
a higher weekly pay-check. That
Sunday he was off the air he came to
New York — to see the play "Charley's
Aunt," he said, before making it into
a picture. But he had a conference
with his sponsors, too.
* * *
Fibber McGee is the new mayor of
Encino, a small town near Hollywood
in the San Fernando Valley. He was
inducted at elaborate ceremonies
which were broadcast on NBC. In case
you missed the show, the best crack
of the evening was made by Andy
Devine, the mayor of Van Nuys, another small town not far from Encino.
Andy said: "A lot of you people
listening in may not know how Encino got its start. As you go north on
Ventura Boulevard you come to a big
electric sign with an arrow pointing
to the right, saying 'Van Nuys.' As
people traveled north, those that
could read turned to the right — those
that couldn't went straight ahead, and
that's how Encino
into being."
* * came
*
Have you noticed that the Thursday-night comedy program with Fanny Brice and Frank Morgan has
quietly dropped its old title of Good
News? The sponsors discovered that
nobody thought of the show by that
name. Listeners called it mostly "the
Fanny Brice program" or "Baby
Snooks." And since weekly royalties
had to be paid for the use of the title
to the owners of an old musical
comedy success called "Good News,"
it seemed a good idea to drop it altogether. The name now is Maxwell

House Coffee
doesn't
mention
Fanny Time,
Brice, which
Baby Snooks
or Frank Morgan, but does mention
something very important to the
sponsor.
* * *
It looks as if Henry Aldrich would
be in the United States Army soon.
Ezra Stone is the young actor who
created the role of Henry on the stage
and has made him famous on the air.
Now Ezra's draft number has come
up, and he will very likely be called
to the colors about May 1. That
doesn't mean that The Aldrich Family
will go off the air, though. The producers are already looking around for
an actor with a voice sufficiently like
Ezra's distinctive, adolescent cackle to
take his place.
* * *
Hundreds of people in radio, and
thousands upon thousands of listeners,
were saddened by the death of Donna
Damerel, who created the character
of Marge in the Myrt and Marge
serial.
Death came suddenly to Donna, a
few minutes after the birth of her
third child, Donald. She herself was
only 28, although she was a veteran in
the radio industry. Myrt and Marge
was one of the earliest popular radio
serials, and it has been on the air
continuously, except for one brief interruption, ever since it first started
nearly ten years ago. The hold Donna
had upon the affections of listeners
was illustrated by the bags full of letters which poured in after the news
of her death.
Donna's mother, Myrtle Vail, said
at first that it would be impossible to

By

DAN

SENSENEY

replace Marge on the program. But
Myrt is a good trouper, and she knows
the show must go on, so it is likely
that by the time you read this a new
Marge will have been chosen. Donna
was to have been written out of the
script anyway for three weeks after
the birth of her baby. She made her
last appearance on the air the day
before the baby was born.
Donna's husband was Peter Fick,
well known
swimmer
and athlete.
She had two other children, one each
from two previous marriages.
* * *
The NBC studios in Chicago are an
inexhaustible mine of bright new
ideas for the feminine wardrobe. Apparently the radio actresses there are
always first with the newest thing in
gadgets. During a broadcast of The
Guiding Light, Jeanne Juvelier was
seen wearing a silver charm bracelet,
the charms making up a complete
miner's outfit in miniature — spade,
cradle, pan, pickaxe, burro and even
a tiny scale to weigh the gold dust.
On the same program Ruth Bailey
was wearing lavishly jeweled hair
ornaments — butterflies set with stones
of all colors and put on tiny springs
so they bobbed realistically when
Ruth turned her head. They were
gifts from her husband to celebrate
a boy.
the
recent arrival of their first baby,
Louise King, the Lullaby Lady of
the Carnation Contented program, introduced ahuge chiffon handkerchief
embroidered with her telephone number. Another decorative item in
Louise's wardrobe is a carved wooden
necklace of alternate footballs and
gridiron shoes.
In the Ma Perkins studio, Rita Ascot
(Continued on page 6)
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did«t come here to *># •
I DIDN'T come here to rock at $15 per
day. I came to mix and mingle, to
laugh and live in the Florida sun, to wave
goodbye to work and worry. So far, no
score for Mabel. And so I rock.
I didn't come here to rock. I came to
swim and sun with new adoring Adonises
. . . but they're out with other girls. And
so I rock.
I didn't come here to rock. I came to
dance the hours away in the moonlight
with a man . . . the MAN I might be
lucky enough to meet and maybe to
marry. Well, I met him . . . and he's out
tonight with Thelma. And so I rock.
Am I slipping? Am I breaking up at
27? Maybe ...
Still, my hair is nice; my eyes are
good; I walk without crutches; I still
have all my teeth. I've got a figure to
match Eleanor's, a bathing suit to go
with it, and three evening gowns that

are a little bit of Heaven right here on
Earth. I've got a "line" that men like.
I even have my own car. Yet here I sit
and rock while romance reigns around
me and the moonlight mocks me. It's
never happened to me before and every
time the rocker creaks, it seems to ask:
"How come? What's wrong . . . How
come? What's wrong . . . How come?
What's wrong ..."
Take This Tip
Perhaps, Mabel, yours is that unfortunate trouble that puts so many otherwise attractive people in the wall-flower
class — halitosis (bad breath).
The insidious thing about it is that
you yourself may not know when you
have it, and so can offend needlessly.
Perhaps all you need to get back into
the swim is a little Listerine Antiseptic
now and then, especially before a date.
This amazingly effective antiseptic and

deodorant quickly makes the breath
sweeter and fresher. Thousands of popular people, fastidious people, simply
wouldn't be without it. It's part of their
passport to popularity . . . and it should
be a part of yours.
Mouth Fermentation
Listerine works this way to sweeten
breath: It overcomes fermentation of
tiny food particles in the mouth . . . said
by some authorities to be the principal
cause of odors; then overcomes the odors
themselves. Other cases of bad breath
may be due to systemic conditions; to
get at the causes, see your doctor.
Get in the habit of using Listerine
Antiseptic night and morning, and between times before business and social
engagements. Keep a bottle handy in
home and office; tuck one in your handbag when you travel — it pays.
Lambert Pharmacal, Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Let LISTERINE Look After Your Breath
MAY,

1941
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showed the latest in clips — a pair of
fat bumblebees chasing each other
across the collar of her dress. The bees
are topaz, with wings that glitter with
brilliants.
* * *
A letter addressed to an NBC
singer: "Friday, while listening to
your program, I heard a song which
went like this — la-de-do de-la-do.
Will you please sing it again next
* * *
Friday?"
Here's a confession: Last month in
this column I said that Charles
Crutchfield, Program Director of station WBT in Charlotte, N. C, was a
bachelor. I was wrong. He's very
happily married, and has two children. Apologies to Mrs. Crutchfield —
and to my readers.
* * *
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If you just can't get enough of Pat
O'Malley's dialect poems on Alec
Templeton's program (and lots of
people
be glad
to know
that Patcan't)
has a you'll
new book
of them
out.
It's called "The New Lancashire Lad,"
and is published by Howell, Soskin &
Co. of New York City. Here's a warning, though
reading to
the them
poemsrecited
isn't
as funny
as— listening
in Pat's broad *Lancashire
dialect.
* *
LOUISVILLE, Ky.— Versatile is the
word for Bill Bryan, newscaster, announcer and special-events chaser for
station WHAS in Louisville. He not
only does five news broadcasts a week
for a candy sponsor, but he plays the
piano with the expertness of fifteen
years' study, has written a hundred
original songs and other musical
compositions, sings in a rich baritone
voice, and has produced a number of
exceptional radio programs which
have been aired over WHAS in the
last four years.
Bill especially loves interviews, and
has talked on the air to such celebrities as Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Rudy Vallee, Madeleine Carroll, Anna
Neagle and others. His interest in
people led him to devise a fifteenminute program called I Am What I
Am Because — which won honorable
mention in a poll conducted by a New
York newspaper.
Bill is tall (6 feet 4 inches) and
lanky. He comes from Orlando,
Florida, where he entered radio ten
years ago at the age of seventeen as a
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Is a charmer of^ soft
rayon-and Lastex with
intriguing ribbon bows
Fits like a dream undei
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A carefree pantie allows freedom of action
but keeps you slim as
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pianist-singer. While working his
way through the University of Florida
he moved into the announcing field
"for the fun of it." As soon as he was
graduated from college he was offered a position on the announcing
staff of WHAS which he has kept ever
since. Coast-to-coast listeners heard
him
announcing
PaulandSullivan's
news
broadcasts
on CBS,
at the present
time he is the announcer for all CBS
sustaining
in Louisville.programs which originate
He's very happily married
former Dorothy Rothe, whom
at the University of Florida.
knew three years could pass so
ly until I got married," he
happily.
* * *

to the
he met
"Never
quickgrins

Did it ever occur to you to wonder
what you'd do if you won one of those
midget airplanes the Wings of Destiny
program gives away every week? Of
course it's nice to get the plane, but
it really isn't easy to take care of it.
As Mrs. Thomas Frissell of Middletown, Connecticut, one of the winners,
exclaimed, "You can't just put an airMrs. plane
Frissell
under the was
bed!"so excited when
she got the telephone call telling her
she'd won
that she
her
voice.
Then asheplane
recovered
and lost
rushed
out to the local airport to rent a
hangar and take out insurance. She
didn't keep the plane, though. She
doesn't drive a car very well, and
she'd heard pilots say that unless you
were able to drive a car you probably
would have trouble learning to pilot
a plane. So she accepted one of her
sixteen offers and sold her Piper Cub
for $1300. Only two other winners
have sold their prizes — George Blair
of Miami, Florida, and Harold Beck
of Lebanon, Indiana. Mr. Beck
wanted the money for an operation his
son needed, and Mr. Blair wanted to
build a house.
Some of the Wings winners have
been inspired to become full-fledged
pilots. One is Albert Walker of Pueblo, Colorado; another is Victor
Bouldin of Houston, Texas. V. J.
Sweeney of Chicago already knew
how to fly, so he arranged for his wife
to take the lessons which are included
as part of the prize. Henry Miller of
Tulsa, Oklahoma, found his prize
very appropriate — he works at the
Spartan School of Aeronautics. Lieutenant Wyan Thiessen of Davenport,

When comedians get together on a charity
broadcast — Gracie Allen, Fibber McGee and Molly, and George Burns. Fibber
you know, is new mayor of Encino, Calif.
Blue Swan's newest
evening wear creation.
Fits as if it were part of
you. Laton*and rayoi
v.<>*$

k
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Iowa, found his far from appropriate
— he's a Reserve Cavalry Officer. But
he's a flying enthusiast now.
Thomas Gallagher of Norwood,
Ohio, makes his plane work for him.
He rents it out at the local airport to
students
their
own. who don't own planes of
*' * *
CHARLOTTE, N. C— Not all Southern beauties lived back in the days
of Scarlett O'Hara. One of the present-day crop can be heard six afternoons a week on WBT's Briarhoppers
program, in the person of Billie Burton, sixteen-year-old songstress.
Billie was only twelve years old
when she first raised herself on tiptoe to reach a WBT microphone and
captivated audiences with her soft,
musical Southern drawl that even in
one so young held romance and loveliness. She put her heart and soul
into that first performance, because
success meant more to her than just
personal satisfaction. It meant the fulfillment of her mother's dream that
Billie would some day have the musical fame she herself had been denied.
And since Billie's memorable debut
four years ago, happy Mrs. Burton
knowsdreams
that she's
her
come very
true. close to seeing
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Here we see Mr. F. Martin Smith, Jr., and
his lovely bride having fun cutting the wedding cake. After the ceremony the reception
was held in the Rose Room of the Algonquin, famous New York hotel.

Off for a honeymoon in North Carolina.
Mrs. Smith says: "I've used Camay for
years. Delicate skins like mine need an
extra mild beauty soap and Camay's wonderful mildness makes it just right for me."

I'm another Bride thanking Camay

for

Skin"
helping me to a Lovely
• Says Mrs. F. Martin Smith,

Jr.

Although Billie has just turned sixteen, she has the poise of a young
woman and the microphone manners
of a veteran trouper. She's tall,
golden-haired, with laughing grayblue eyes. Maybe heritage has something to do with her beauty and grace,
for she is a descendant of two famous
Civil War generals and of a prominent Southern statesman, Governor
John Alston of South Carolina.
Besides being a radio star herself,
Billie's an ardent radio fan — her favorite stars are Connie Boswell and
Frances Langford. One thing she
isn't interested in — as yet — is boys.
Maybe she's too determined to be a
great singer to let romance interfere
with her ambition — or maybe the
right
boy her
hasn't
happened
along
yet
to make
realize
that love
is just
as important as music.
* * *
PITTSBURGH— Once J. Herbert
Angell walked out on broadcasting
because
didn't
was asanya
future inhe it,
and think
went there
to work
(Continued on page 82)
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Every woman

can benefit from

Camay's greater mildness— even
many with dry and delicate skin.

M

TRS. F. MARTIN SMITH, JR., is tall

and slender, with chestnut hair
and grey-green eyes, while her skin is
unusually fair and of flawless purity !
Naturally such a lovely skin calls
for the very utmost care— and so Mrs.
Smith uses Camay.

by David Berns

the other leading large-selling beauty
soaps. Actual tests made in the great
Procter & Gamble laboratories proved
this superior mildness of Camay.
Get 3 cakes of Camay today. Put this
milder Camay to work right away, helping you in your search for loveliness.

A great many beautiful women, even
those women who feel they have a somewhat sensitive skin, or a dry skin, tell
us they prefer Camay because of its
superior mildness.
For now a great new improvement
has made Camay milder than six of
Mark

Willie Burton, sixteen-year-old
songstress on WBT's Briarhoppers.
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■ Helen

Young,

■ You

Johnny

Long's twenty-year-old vocalist, was a tap-dancer until she
won a vocal contest sponsored by Sophie
Tucker.

THE stork swooped down on Tin
Pan Alley and as a result bandleaders Woody Herman, Mitchell
Ayres, Sonny Burke, and vocalist
Marion Hutton all expect additions to
their families.
* *
*
If Benny Goodman's new Old Gold
cigarette show on WJZ, New York,
clicks, it will be expanded to a full
NBC network. Benny still has time
for serious music. His newest "long
hair" venture is with Gregor Piatigorsky, eminent* Russian
*
* 'cellist.
Jimmy Blumenstock, Fordham foot-
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■ In the limelight this season is

ALDEN

ball star, seems to be the constant
companion of Helen O'Connell, Jimmy Dorsey's blonde
* * vocalist.
*
Even if radio doesn't air it, Irving
Berlin's new tune, "When that Man
is Dead and Gone" should be a major
click. It is being extensively plugged
on records and in theaters and night
clubs.
* *
*
The King Sisters turned down a
Glenn Miller movie bid to stay with
Alvinofrom
Rey's
band, now Theheard
MBS
Westchester.
reasonoveris
that Louise is married to Alvino and
Yvonne is wed to pianist Ed Cole.
* *
*
The Modernaires, formerly with
Paul Whiteman's band, are now a
permanent feature of the Miller orchestra. The quartet will help Dorothy
Claire
and
Ray Eberle with the vocal
chores.
* *
*
Speaking of Miller, the boys in the
band tell this story of how careful a
craftsman Glenn is when it comes to
recording work. The band had to
record until
theirthe"Anvil
three
times
leader Chorus"
was satisfied.
♦

Tony Pastor's orchestra, playing at New York's Lincoln Hotel.

can hear Johnny

Long's orchestra over NBC

#

New
York's
mammoth Roseland
Ballroom
on
Decca
records.

vocalist. . . . Joan Merrill received a
long-term Bluebird record contract.
. . . Ex-NBC page boy, Ted Steele,
one of the country's best novachord
players,
dance
band. Heis forming
tested thea full-sized
outfit when
he
cut
an
album
of
Duke
Ellington
tunes
for Decca.
* * *
There is talk now that the Hal
Kemp band will break up because no
suitable leader has been found. Several of the musicians have made inquiries into jobs with other bands.
Before his death, Hal had planned to
enter the serious music field.

*

THIS CHANGING WORLD: Horace
Heidt is back at the New York Biltmore hotel again, replacing Orrin
Tucker. . . . Benny Goodman has had
two new personnel changes: Pete
Mondello is now on tenor sax instead
of Jack Henderson, and Davie Tough
is hitting the drums, succeeding Harry
Yaeger. . . . Bob Crosby is making his
second film for RKO. . . . 17-year-old
Gloria Hart is Raymond Scott's new

■ Dorothy Claire's doing a good
Moonlight
Serenade
program.
job
singing on
Glenn Miller's
CBS
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Raymond Scott is now on a string
of college and theater dates. The band
comes East in April for its first full
length semester around New York
since it went on the road last year.
* *
*
The 10th annual New York WorldTelegram radio editors' poll voted
Guy Lombardo their favorite band,
Kate Smith and Bing Crosby their
favorite popular vocalists, and Eddie
Cantor's singer, Dinah Shore, the star
discovery of 1940.
* *
*
Charlie Spivak's band is one of four
that the wise boys are putting their
money on. The others are Tony Pastor,
Johnny Long, and Vaughn Monroe.
Spivak and his sweet trumpet did so
well at Glen Island Casino during the
tough winter season that they will be
rewarded with a lucrative summer
engagement. As most dance followers
know, this Westchester rendezvous
fostered the careers of Casa Loma,
Glenn Miller, Larry Clinton and
Bobby Byrne. Spivak begins a long
theater tour March 28. The band is
only six months old.
* *
*
Woody Herman has done so well at
the Hotel New Yorker that he has
been held over through April. No
definite replacement after that.
* *
*
Anson Weeks was painfully injured
in a bus crash in Iowa. The rest of
the band got off with minor cuts and
bruises.
* *
*
Annual custom: Xavier Cugat returns to the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria
Starlight Roof for the spring and
summer. You'll hear him via NBC and
MBS.
* *
*
Joe Davis, the famous publishersongwriter, is the real name of the
"Leslie Beacon" who wrote "Montana
Moon," Radio Mirror's Song of the
Month. Joe is Abe Lyman's musical
minute man. When Maestro Lyman
is pinched for a certain type of waltz
for his Friday evening "Waltz Time"
or an unusual rhumba or hill-billy
ditty for one of his sustaining broadcasts, he drops into the Davis office
and talks to Joe.
Davis is a native New Yorker and
the beaming father of two daughters,
both of whom he'll keep out of the
music business — by fair means or foul.
Soon after his radio excursion, Joe
became a music publisher and sponsored "Jump On The Manhattan
Merry-Go-Round," "Basin Street
Blues," "After You're Gone," "Christopher Columbus," "I Ain't Got Nobody," "I Would Do Anything for You"
— and "Montana Moon," which he
thinks will join his long list of smash
hits.
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If soap irritation mars your complexion, perhaps you will
find Cashmere Bouquet Soap more mild and agreeable
T^HERE'D be more "peaches and
J- cream" complexions if it weren't
for the disheartening fact that one
woman out of two reports that some
soap or other irritates her skin.
So take a tip from the lovely women
who have patiently searched for a
soap that won't irritate their skins . . .
and found the answer in mild, agreeable Cashmere Bouquet Soap.
When complimented on their clear,
smooth skins, three generations of
belles have blessed the lucky day they
first decided to try Cashmere Bouquet.

And — because it's so nice to be like
peaches and cream all over, and to be
glamorously scented all over with the
fragrance men love — you'll glory in
bathing with Cashmere Bouquet Soap,
too. You get three luxurious cakes of
Cashmere Bouquet Soap for only 25
cents, wherever good soap is sold.

SHOT

I'M afraid we'll have to amputate."
I The city doctor once again examined the two torn fingers of the
terrified little boy, clinging desperately to his mother. The bones were
crushed very badly. "I believe lockjaw will set in if we don't."
"But doctor," the woman spoke
pleadingly, "if you do that Johnny
will never be able to play his violin
again. You don't know what that will
do to him."
Her other
eyes searched
bedroom
for the
doctor. the
He
was the family physician. Then she
continued: "Isn't there some other
way?"
(Continued on page 76)
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IN ONE ear and out the ether —
Wouldn't the Quiz Kids program be more
enjoyable if its Master of Ceremonies stopped
sounding so much like a fatuous uncle and became adult in handling these bright youngsters?
1941 success story is announcer Dell Sharbutt,
who has done so capable a job of making listeners
like his commercials that he's been signed exclusively by one company. Listen to him describe a
bowl of soup some time.
Nomination: David Harum, for a daytime serial
that is almost sure to please you.
If you like Girl Alone, you'd be even more enthusiastic after meeting author Fayette Krum.
Most amusing nickname for a radio program:
Elsie Beebe — short for Life Can Be Beautiful.
Prediction: this spring America will have the
most beautiful flower gardens in the world, if
only a tenth of all the seeds radio programs have
been giving away are planted.
Best joke based on the music war: a listener,
when queried, identified ASCAP and BMI as
colleges.

you
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News to be envied: Bob Hope has acquired a
beautiful new home in California.
Welcome back to George Fisher, whose Hollywood Whispers are heard two times a week,
sponsored over the Mutual network.
Query: must the author of Woman of Courage
use the name Tin Town, for the slum part of
his city?
Heartfelt sympathies to Myrtle Vail, mother
of Marge, who died so tragically in childbirth.
In need of more plot and character: the new
serial, Home of the Brave.
Most intimate broadcast: Tony Martin's fifteen
minutes on Wednesday evenings.
Number one Crossley in the five times a week
field: Ma Perkins.
Suggestion: that the Inner Sanctum Mystery
program get more hair raising stories or else
change the narrator's style. Those strange laughs
and fearful predictions now are just silly in view
of what actually happens.
Friendly star: Irene Rich on the telephone.

10

Television, you hear unofficially, has been given
another swift kick. Now it is defense orders that
must be filled before factories can begin to get
the machinery needed for large scale manufacturing of sets.

Question: why does Gabriel Heatter pronounce
the name as though it were spelled Frawnce?

Amazing how much fun it is to listen to I Love
a Mystery, a perfectly incredible melodrama.

Wish: to have the knowledge and memory of
John Kieran, most consistent of all quiz experts.

Surprise of the month: to be told that Bonnie
Baker is a champion at ping pong — table tennis
to a professional.

New program and well worth listening to:
Robinson White and Ireene Wicker play-acting
on NBC-Red every Sunday night.
FRED R. SAMMIS

Man of Ideas: Announcer Jean Paul King.
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• Envelops your body in an invisible web of
flower-fresh fragrance. It's subtle to the
senses, like an emotional adventure ... It pampers
your body with an adorable gentleness to your skin.
Use Mavis Talcum daily . . . use it lavishly ... to
fragrantly accent your charm. White, Flesh, and
BOD1TAN (Rachel) shades. 75tf, 50£, 25<t, and 10<fr.
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TANGEE'S THREE SMOOTHLY ALLURING CREAM RASE LIPSTICKS

keep your lips soft and lovely for hours . . . help end that dry
"drawn" feeling. Together with their matching rouges and your
own shade of Tangee's Face Powder they give you complete
make-up harmony. . . a perfect blend of skin and lip coloring.

Tangee
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Always, when we were together, Iwas conscious
of a quality in Ron Evans
I had never felt in Ted.

■ We can wait," he had said,
"it's only a year." But her
heart cried out that a year
was too long, and sought another— the confession of a

*
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radio singer in an army camp

THE offer was so unexpected and
so marvelous that, when it came,
it did not seem quite real. It
meant so much to me in every way.
I had been wandering from room to
room, too restless to sit still, unable
to adjust myself to life without Ted,
wondering what I would do during
the long year ahead while he would
be at camp. And I was so lonely.
Ted and I— we had grown up together in the southwestern town
where we had been born, and from
high school on there had never been
anyone else: dances, games, card
parties — always Ted. Lost, that was
the way I felt — lost, as if only part
of me was still in Oakhurst.
And then that telephone call; it
changed everything. Not only did
it mean I would see Ted, but it gave
me the opportunity of which I had
dreamed: a chance to sing over the
radio. For it was Mr. Conley, of our
local radio station, asking me to
come to the office that afternoon for
an audition.
"We're arranging for a group
of entertainers to go down to Camp
Daniels, Miss Adams. And we want
local talent, pretty much, as the boys
come mostly from around here.
Make them feel we're all friends together. I've heard you sing in amateur shows, and here's your chance;
everything we do at Camp will be
broadcast over an interstate network. Want to give it a try?"
"Do I?" I breathed. "I should say
I do."
"At two then," he said.
"At two," I repeated, and turned
to call mother and tell her the news.
Then I realized this was her day at
the Red Cross. I ran over to the
piano, and began sorting my music,
wondering what I had better use for
the audition. I found myself singing happily; perhaps, things were
working out for the best after all.
MAY,
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Some of the bitterness I had felt disap eared. Ithad rankled, no doubt
of it, that, when the draft had first
been discussed, Ted had not suggested our marriage. It hadn't been
as if the country was at war; that
of course, would have been different. I could not help feeling that
if he had loved me as I wanted him
to love me, he would never have
taken a chance on our being separated for a year. We had almost
quarrelled about it.
"But, Betty," how intent he had
been to make his point; "it's not
right to try and get out of it. We
can wait, dear; it's only a year."

WAIT, wait — I did not want to
wait; I longed to be swept off
my feet, to be told I was more than
anything else in life to him, to know
he could not leave me. And it had
hurt, the rift between us; we had
always had such an understanding
companionship.
Ted had pulled me to him, and
as he had kissed me, I had felt his
arms tighten around my shoulders.
"Don't get the idea it's easy to
leave you, but — "
There had been a new quality in
his voice; my heart had beat quickly
in answer to it. Then he had held
me off at arm's length, half smiling,
half serious. "Better keep our
heads," he had said; "or it'll be
anything but easy."
And now, wouldn't Ted be surprised and thrilled when I turned
up at Camp Daniels! I felt certain
I'd make good at the audition. I
knew my voice was good, and I loved
to sing. So I was not nervous that
afternoon, though I was excited as
I realized how big a thing was being
planned. It would mean leaving
home for at least several months;
the entertainers were to stay at a
small town within easy driving distance of the camp. Mother and
father were a little worried about
that at first; I was only nineteen,
but when they learned that friends
of theirs, a Mr. and Mrs. Davidson,
were to be in charge, they were almost as excited as I.
The days before we left were the
busiest I had ever known: clothes
to be bought, programs arranged, a
hundred details to be prepared.
Everything was grand, all the members of the group got along beautifully, and it was a friendly, happy
crowd who drove into Camp Daniels
two weeks later. I had written Ted
I was coming, and he was the first
person I saw, as the car stopped
and I poked my head out of the
window. I knew then how dreadfully Ihad missed him. I wondered
if he would kiss me before all those
people. I scarcely knew whether I
14

wanted him to or not, yet when he
didn't — and I might have known he
was too reserved to do so — I turned
away, rather miffed, to meet a pair
of smiling brown eyes in a tanned,
surprisingly handsome face. A
strong hand closed over mine.
"So you're Betty Adams. I'm
Ted's buddy; he's told me about you.
I'm Ron Evans, leader of the band.
You'll have to see a lot of me. We're
going to be friends, I hope."
All around us were eager voices,
bustling activity; the air was crisp
and cool. Far away a bugle sounded, there were little flags fluttering, and one large American banner
whipping in the wind.
"Sure, you will," Ted said; but
he tucked my hand under his arm
with a quietly possessive gesture.
My heart was beating quickly, my
eyes were shining, my cheeks
flushed. Ted was so good looking
in his uniform. Ron Evans glanced
at us, then with a smile walked on
beside us as we crossed the road to-

ward the Recreation Hall.
"I've leave to drive you over to
Lynwood. I want to be sure you're
comfortable. It's great to have you
here," Ted was saying in one ear,
while Ron Evans was talking away
on the other side of me about his
band and how we. must arrange to
do some songs together — I agreed
with Ted: it was great to be
there.
We rehearsed for two hours that
afternoon. And when Ron started
his band I was delighted. He was
a musician, and I knew I could work
with him. How he swung his men;
my eyes were drawn again and
again to his tall, lean figure so at
ease, so graceful, to his dark eyes,
and his mouth curved in a smile.
And by the time we were driving
the few miles to Lynwood, there
was no doubt at all but that our
entertainment would be a success.
It was a queer, little hotel at
which we were to stay, more like
an overgrown boarding house, but
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As we struggled I could feel that he had grown really angry.
Neither of us knew Ted was standing in the door, watching us.

clean and tidy. Our group had engaged the entire second floor, and
when Ted carried my bags up to
my room, and before I had even
taken off my hat and coat, I caught
his arm, and shook him.
"Oh, Ted, Ted," I cried, "isn't this
fun!
Aren't you thrilled?"
"Sure I am." He kissed me. "My,
but I'm glad to see you."
"Really, Ted? You are glad, aren't
you?" And I dropped into a chair
with a sigh, stretching my arms
above my head, relaxing with a
sense of utter comfort. He came
over and sat on the arm of the chair,
and I looked up into his blue eyes.
"You know I'm glad! Why ask
such a silly question?"
"Oh, you're so quiet. Don't you
ever, ever get excited? If you'd
only lose your head sometimes!"
He laughed, and patted my hand.
MAY,
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"At that, I may, some day."
"And what a surprise that would
be!" I exclaimed.
Then I felt his
lips on my hair.
Who wouldn't have been excited?
I'm not doing any special pleading,
but the situation in which I found
myself was as stimulating as the
cool breezes, the keen air, the stars
at night sparkling in the blue sky.
Not only was I singing over the
radio, but I was receiving some surprisingly good notices in the papers.
I was surrounded by all the color
and thrill of army life without being
aware of its drab side, or of the
hard work necessary to it. And
Ron Evans was outstanding. He
would have dominated in any set of
circumstances. We were together
almost every day as he and his band
accompanied my songs — military
songs that sent the blood swinging

and pulsing through my body. And,
whenever his shoulder pressed mine
bending above me as we studied
some sheet of music, or his hand
lingered on mine as he helped me
to the platform, I was conscious of
him, of his body, of a quality which
I had never felt in Ted. I knew
perfectly that many of the reasons
he gave so as to be with me were
mere, made up excuses. And
though I understood that Ted trusted me too much to object to my
growing intimacy with Ron, it made
me angry. I was tired of his quiet
certainty. It would have flattered
my vanity a lot more to have him
make some protest.
And then, that night, when Ron
drove me back to Lynwood after
the performance, and he didn't15 have
leave; just went off with us when he
had been (Continued on page 89)

Some of the bitterness I had felt disap eared. Ithad rankled, no doubt
of it, that, when the draft had first
been discussed, Ted had not suggested our marriage. It hadn't been
as if the country was at war; that
of course, would have been different. I could not help feeling that
if he had loved me as I wanted him
to love me, he would never have
taken a chance on our being separated for a year. We had almost
quarrelled about it.
"But, Betty," how intent he had
been to make his point; "it's not
right to try and get out of it. We
can wait, dear; it's only a year."
want to
WAIT, wait—I did not
wait; I longed to be swept off
my feet, to be told I was more than
anything else in life to him, to know
he could not leave me. And it had
hurt, the rift between us; we had
always had such an understanding
companionship.
Ted had pulled me to him, and
as he had kissed me, I had felt his
arms tighten around my shoulders.
"Don't get the idea it's easy to
you, but — "
leave
There had been a new quality in

his voice; my heart had beat quickly
in answer to it. Then he had held
me off at arm's length, half smiling,
half serious. "Better keep our
heads," he had said; "or it'll be
anything but easy."
And now, wouldn't Ted be surprised and thrilled when I turned
up at Camp Daniels! I felt certain
I'd make good at the audition. I
knew my voice was good, and I loved
to sing. So I was not nervous that
afternoon, though I was excited as
I realized how big a thing was being
planned. It would mean leaving
home for at least several months;
the entertainers were to stay at a
small town within easy driving distance of the camp. Mother and
father were a little worried about
that at first; I was only nineteen,
but when they learned that friends
of theirs, a Mr. and Mrs. Davidson,
were to be in charge, they were almost as excited as I.
The days before we left were the
busiest I had ever known: clothes
to be bought, programs arranged, a
hundred details to be prepared.
Everything was grand, all the members of the group got along beautifully, and it was a friendly, happy
crowd who drove into Camp Daniels
two weeks later. I had written Ted
I was coming, and he was the first
person I saw, as the car stopped
and I poked my head out of the
window. I knew then how dreadfully Ihad missed him. I wondered
if he would kiss me before all those
people.
I scarcely knew whether I

wanted him to or not, yet when he
didn't — and I might have known he
was too reserved to do so — I turned
away, rather miffed, to meet a pair
of smiling brown eyes in a tanned,
surprisingly handsome face. A
strong hand closed over mine.
"So you're Betty Adams. I'm
Ted's buddy; he's told me about you.
I'm Ron Evans, leader of the band.
You'll have to see a lot of me. We're
going to be friends, I hope."
All around us were eager voices,
bustling activity; the air was crisp
and cool. Far away a bugle sounded, there were little flags fluttering, and one large American banner
whipping in the wind.
"Sure, you will," Ted said; but
he tucked my hand under his arm
with a quietly possessive gesture.
My heart was beating quickly, my
eyes were shining, my cheeks
flushed. Ted was so good looking
in his uniform. Ron Evans glanced
at us, then with a smile walked on
beside us as we crossed the road to-

ward the Recreation Hall.
"I've leave to drive you over to
to be sure you're
Lynwood. I want
comfortable.
It's great to have you ,
here," Ted was saying in one ear,
while Ron Evans was talking away
on the other side of me about his
band and how we. must arrange to
do some songs together— I agreed
there. Ted: it was great to be
with

We rehearsed for two hours that
afternoon. And when Ron started
his band I was delighted. He was
a musician, and I knew I could work
with him. How he swung his men;
my eyes were drawn again ana
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As we struggled I could feel that he had grown really
angry.
Neither of us knew Ted was standing in the door, watching
us.

clean and tidy. Our group had engaged the entire second floor, and
when Ted carried my bags up to
my room, and before I had even
taken off my hat and coat, I caught
his arm, and
shook him.
"Oh, Ted, Ted," I cried, "isn't this
fun! Aren't you thrilled?"
"Sure I am." He kissed me. "My,
but I'm glad to see you."
"Really, Ted? You are glad,
you?" And I dropped into a aren't
chair
with a sigh, stretching my arms
above my head, relaxing with a
sense of utter comfort. He came
over and sat on the arm of the chair,
and I looked up into his blue eyes.
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'Oh, you're so quiet. Don't you
ever, ever get excited? If you'd
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headpatted
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"At that, I may, some day."
"And what a surprise that would
be!" I exclaimed.
Then I felt his
lips on my hair.
Who wouldn't have been excited?
I'm not doing any special pleading,
but the situation in which I found
myself was as stimulating as the
cool breezes, the keen air, the stars
at night sparkling in the blue sky.
Not only was I singing over the
radio, but I was receiving some surprisingly good notices in the papers.
I was surrounded by all the color
and thrill of army life without being
aware of its drab side, or of the
hard work necessary to it. And
Ron Evans was outstanding. He
would have dominated in any set of
circumstances. We were together
almost every day as he and his band
accompanied my songs — military
songs that sent the blood swinging

and pulsinghisthrough my body. And,
whenever
shoulder pr9U6d mint
bending above me as we itudled
some sheet of music, or his hand
lingered on mine as he helped me
to the platform, I was conscious of
him, of his body, of a quality which
I had never felt in Ted. I knew
perfectly that many of the reasons
he gave so as to be with me were
mere, made up excuses. And
though I understood that Ted trusted me too much to object to my
growing intimacy with Ron, it made
me angry. I was tired of his quiet
certainty. It would have flatten-il
my vanity a lot more to have him
make some protest.
And then, that night, when Ron
drove me back to Lynwood tsttm
the
performance,
he didn't
leave;
just went offandwith
us whenhove
he
had been (Continued on page 89)
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■ An exciting story of happiness that came unexpectedly

to a beautiful star who has
placed her heart in the hands
of a handsome

20th Century-Fox
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radio singer

THE broadcast was over. In the
sound booths technicians transferred connections, removed earphones, and, yawning, prepared to
leave for the night. Down on the
stage the stars and players and
stooges of the Maxwell House show
shrugged their way into topcoats,
exchanged jokes, dropped scripts on
convenient chairs, straggled vaguely off to whatever excitement or
routine the evening held for each.
But the M. C. of the show, John
Conte, moved with greater haste.
His casual goodbyes were not lingering, and his parting pleasantries
were almost on the testy side. He
was a big, handsome young fellow
with dark curly hair, a clean white
grin, and the rangy, lean-muscled
build of an oarsman.
Tonight he was less genial than
impatient. He got clear of his companions, picked up his car in an
adjoining lot near the theater. He
drove with what speed his conscience, not the law allowed — down
Sunset to Beverly Drive, and down
Beverly to Santa Monica Boulevard,
and thence three blocks until he
reached The Tropics.
The Tropics is a Beverly Hills cafe
with all the trappings of South Seas
glamour, including palms, batiks,
dim lights and rum in every possible
shape and concoction.
In the dimmest corner a girl
waited. She was blonde and excitingly lovely, with an up -turned
Irish nose and wide grey eyes and
a mouth designed in a perpetual
pout, except when it smiled. It
smiled now, as he entered.
He slipped into the sheltered
booth beside her. "Got away as
soon as I could," he said.
"It's okay," said Alice Faye to the
man she loved. "I haven't been waiting long. Besides, I like it here."
You will not have heard this story
until now. It hasn't been told, even
in Hollywood, except in whispers —
and then only at parties or over
private telephones or at private
gatherings. Personal friends of
Alice's or John's have told it, with
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■ John Conte, singing star of
the Maxwell House radio show,
heard Thursdays on NBC, sings
other
days
to Alice
alone.

the previous stern injunction: "Remember. It's confidential! It's one
of those things, you see?"
But now there's no reason why
you shouldn't know that Alice has
found love again, or that the man
she loves is John Conte, a radio personality who is proving himself
these days; nor is there any earthly
reason, that I can see, why you
shouldn't be told that Alice and
John are still going to be going together.
It looks as if they were going to
work out. The months that Alice
went to nightclubs and parties and
dances with Sandy Cummings notwithstanding; the rumors that she
was still carrying the torch for Tony
Martin, at long last a success and
in the big money, notwithstanding
. . . This is a love story, of almost
three years duration. And love
stories that have lasted that long
must win happiness.
It's in the books.

By

HOWARD

SHARPE

In Hollywood that old witch called
Irony has a lovely time. It was Tony
Martin who introduced Alice, his
wife, to John Conte. John was announcing the Burns and Allen show,
and Tony was on that show, and
Alice came along one evening to be
with Tony, and Tony — it is said by
those who watched eagerly from the
sidelines — said, "I'm stuck with
something afterwards, Johnny.
Could you take Alice to dinner, and
I'll meet you wherever you go after
I'm clear?"
John could and most certainly
would. Aside from his perfectly
respectful admiration of Alice
(after heall,
someone
wife)
wasshenewwasenough
to theelse's
Big
Time to find a pretty big thrill in
ner.
taking
a famous movie star to dinAlice was not only one of the top
stars in Hollywood, but her entire
past had been studded with glamour,
with excitement, with accomplishment. It sounded like fiction.
(Continued on page 64)
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forget you on BroadTHEY waycan
in an awful hurry. It just
didn't seem possible, as I sat in
Al's Lunch on Eighth Avenue, eating a bowl of the special ten-cent
stew, that less than a year ago I'd
been making a hundred and fifty
dollars a week, wearing a fur coat,
and eating in places where the
menus were printed in French.
But it was not only possible. It
had happened.
The fur coat had been the last
thing to go. I'd held on to it as long
as I could, not only because it made
a good impression but because I
didn't want to freeze to death. It
was spring now, though, and I didn't
need it, so I'd sold it. I still had ten
dollars left of what I'd got for it.
When that ten-spot was gone, I
didn't know what I'd do. Meanwhile, Al's stew was nourishing. You
even found a piece of meat in it once
in a while.
Not that it nourished the soul
much. The worst part of being out
of a job isn't the having to dine on
ten cents or even the worry about
how you're going to pay next week's
room rent. They're bad, but what's
much worse is the knowledge that
here you are, with a good set of
hands and arms and legs and a brain
that's certainly as efficient as it ever
was — and nobody wants you. Nobody can find any use for you.
Of all the lonely feelings in the

world, that's the loneliest. It's so
terrible that you can't even admit
to yourself that you have it.
I was half-way through with my
dish of stew when out of the corner
of my eye I saw someone come up
to my table and stand there uncertainly. Then he said, "Mind if I sit
here? All the other tables are
I glanced up. "Sure, help yourself. It's a free country," I said
before
full." I realized that there was
something vaguely familiar about
him. He was not too tall, and he
had a good-natured Irish face and
a light way of carrying his muscular
body that told you he could move
like a streak of lightning when he
wanted to. His suit was a little too
flashy in color and cut, but it was a

"Should I?" He grinned, losing
a little of his stand-offish manner.
"Well," I told him, "you threw a
big partyMarlowe
for me—
Bubbles
Bubbles Marlowe,
Theater. Now I'm

year.I was
I'm
orlastrather
of the Coliseum
just plain Marge

"No kiddin'!" he said, and it was
wonderful to watch his face light
up.
Kelly.""Sure, I remember! I'd just
beaten Whitey Neal, and a bunch of
us went over to the Coliseum after
the fight to see your act. I thought
you were the greatest thing since

time." you 'Dapper' Danny
ing youraren't
"But

talking
Well, pictures."
I'd asked for it. But it did
hurt a little to hear him say
"thought." I remembered the flowers he'd sent backstage — and I remembered the way I'd looked then,
and how I'd taken success and attention for granted.
And now —
But he must have slipped out of
the money too, I reminded myself,
or he wouldn't be here in Al's —
eating, I noticed, stew.
"Things are pretty tough, huh?"
he said sympathetically, as if he
knew what I'd been thinking.
"You said it."
"What happened? You were sure
packing them into the Coliseum

Hunt, the fighter?"
"Nope," he said again. "I'm Danny Hunt, the ex-fighter."
"I thought so!" I said triumphantly. "Don't you remember me?"

with your act last year."
"Oh," I said, "I was in the hospital two months with pneumonia.
I always knew that Coliseum stage
was too (Continued on page 67)

good one, and although it wasn't
new it was pressed and clean. It was
what gave me the tip-off, and connected up with the Irish face and
the graceful way of standing to tell
me who he was.
"Don't I know you?" I asked as he
sat down and began unloading his
tray.
"Nope," he said, "and you're wast-

■ What was a career and "big money" compared to those
brief moments of ecstasy they had found? Read this
stirring broadcast of a bubble dancer and a prize fighter
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Fictionhed from a drama heard on Manhattan at Midnight, sponsored by Energine, on
NBC-Blue, Wednesdays at 8:30 P.M.. E.S.T.

Get away, you lug!" I said, not meaning it in the least. "Set away before smear
I
biscuit dough on your face."

■ Listen to Yvette singing
on Xovier Cugot's Came/ program, Thursdays on NBC-Red.

m I'm only eighteen, I never wanted
not French at all, and my real name

to be a singer, I'm
is Elsa — but none

of this kept me from a life I'd never even dreamed

I PICK up the evening paper. I
skim through it. I don't pretend to
be just browsing. Ah, here it is —
the amusement section.
My eye falls upon a picture of
myself on the movie page. It is a
flattering picture. But right now
that doesn't matter. Above the picture is a caption that reads:
OPENS AT STRAND TOMORROW.
Below the picture there is a further
explanation. Honeymoon for Three
with George Brent and Ann Sheridan is to be the piece de resistance.
Mon dieu! Did I ever even dream
of this?
,
I glance over at the department
called "Cafe Life in New York." I
notice a paragraph beginning:
"Yvette, the romantic chanteuse
who has been heard to such good
advantage at the Empire Room of
the Waldorf-Astoria these two
weeks has had her engagement extended. Yvette, whose rendition
of . . ."
My eyes trail off.
The radio column next claims my
attention. Tonight the pilot of the
column is unusually cordial. He
says, graciously:
"According to the latest Crossley
report, the following of that French
oriole known as Yvette has doubled
in the past two months, which should
cause no ill feeling on the part of
the sponsor of the Yvette-Cugat
show . . ."
I blink.
Is this I? It can't be, can it? The
same I who started out to become a
great painter? What about those
wonderful maxims I had written
over and over again in my copy
books when I was a child? Especially one that went, in French:
"Aide-toi le ciel t'aidera." Or, in
English: "God helps those who help
themselves." Had the proverb been
out-dated?
Or was it that I hadn't
MAY,
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helped myself quite enough?
Suddenly I find myself smiling.
Then chuckling. And in a trice I
begin to recall the words of my
grandfather, a wonderful old gentleman who walked down the street
cloak slung over his shoulder, cane
in hand, and a fierce, awe-inspiring
solemnity, the same grandfather
who wore a topper when he walked
abroad as if life, itself, depended on
it.
I remember hearing from him
when I was eight — maybe nine —
some curious wisdom, after I had
shown him a sketch I had done of
him on the sly and had confessed
my ambition:
"Maybe it's a good thing you're
going to be an artist, after all. On
both sides of your family music is
in the blood. Only remember this:
Providence has a strange way of its
own in shaping human lives." He
let out a guffaw. "Look at me," he
said. "I started out to become a
great novelist and ended up in
French
It all opera."
comes back to me now.
Birmingham, Alabama is the
Pittsburgh of the South, with a population of somewhere near 250,000,
a sprawling, restless giant of a city
whose heart beats like a trip hammer.
Do I seem to be reading from a
travelogue? And are you wondering why the detour?
It's actually no detour at all.
You see, I'm not French: I'm an
American. And I was born in
Birmingham. On Alameda Street
in the West End of town.
My name is Elsa Harris. Father
was an American and so were his
people. Mother is French descent,
which may account for the way the
twig was bent.
Robert Andre, the French opera
star, was my uncle. An aunt, Jean

about

Alexandria, was on the French concert stage. Grandfather was in the
French opera. Mother, herself, had
and still has a beautiful voice.
I remember my father hardly at
all. I remember only that he was a
big man and a kindly man who had
an automobile business. He did well,
I think. We lived in a typically
Southern house, large, bristling with
character, and picturesque. Life
here I remember as if through a
gauze. It was a delicious idyll.
Mornings were filled with play. The
afternoons and twilights were given
over to story-telling. And the evenings were drenched with music.
Grandfather saw to that.
Twice a month we children would
put on a concert for the immediate
family and relatives. Grandfather
would sit there solemn as ever, pretending to be judging us as if he
had paid $3.30 for his seat. Brother
played a violin. Sister Irita performed on the harp. Jane Clare
contributed her touching little interpretations of the Chopin nocturnes
which Grandfather loved so much.
And I, for want of instrumental
talent, sang. Nothing much, mind
you. Merely little French lullabies
and nursery songs. At eight one
doesn't have much of a repertoire.
When I was nine, the happy days
at Birmingham came suddenly to an
end. What money father had left
was gone. Mother cheerfully elected
to become the breadwinner. When
an opportunity came her way to do
social service work, work which
appealed to her and at the same time
made it possible for her to maintain
her fairly sizable family, she
snapped it up.
The new job took her North — to
New York.
I remember we all cried
when she made the announcement.
The children, all but me, were to go
(Continued on page 55)

ELLEN heard the clicks all along
the party line as she lifted the
receiver from her telephone.
But they didn't matter, those listeners in, not at that moment, not
with Ellen's heart freezing as she
heard Martha's voice. She had been
waiting for that call all morning,
ever since Joyce Turner had suddenly collapsed and had been rushed
to the Health Center.

up the little tufts of cotton Ellen
had scattered over the grass for
them. They always reminded her
of a particularly happy married
couple, those robins, working so
busily together.
Maybe Joyce and Peter could
have been like that, too, happy and
close, building their lives together,
if it hadn't been for herself always
there between them.

"Martha, tell me," she began impulsively, "how is . . ."
The nurse stopped her before she
could mention Joyce's name. For
Martha, schooled in the knowledge
of human nature, trained always to
hold her own emotions in check,
could not disregard those warning
clicks.

"But Ellie, my dear," Uncle Josh
had said to her that morning when
she hadn't been able to hold back
her self recriminations any longer,
"I'm not goin' to stand there listening to you going on as if you've been
a thief taking something that belonged to Joyce. You're forgettin'
she was the poacher, not you, coming between you and Peter, stooping
to tricks to get him to marry her
when she knew it was you he loved.
Ellie, I'm an old man now, but I've
never stopped marvelling at all the
things human beings can find to
torment themselves with. And now

"Why don't you stop in at the
Center and see me this morning,"
she said, making her voice sound
matter of fact and casual. "It's so
long since we've had one of our good
old gab fests. I'll have to rush now.
I've got a date with a thermometer."
She hung up then before Ellen
could have a chance to ask the questions which would only add fuel to
the gossip that had already risen to
epidemic proportions. But the gossip didn't need facts to feed on.
Already the party line was ringing.
Three short and two long, Maria
Hawkins' number, the bell's metallic
insistence somehow reminiscent of
Maria's strident voice itself. Simpsonville knew where to go for its
quota of scandal.
They were talking it over now, all
of them, talking it over, and gloating over every detail, draining from
it the drama denied to their own
drab lives.
If they only knew how lucky they
were not to' have things happening
to them, Ellen thought wearily as
she walked to the window and stood
looking out over the garden. How
eagerly she would welcome their
secure, placid lives. And Joyce, too,
lying there on her hospital bed with
her poor tortured brain groping
towards forgetfulness, how welcome
it would be to her, too.
The lilacs had burst into full
bloom overnight, the thick purple
clusters dragging down over the
branches with their weight. Their
delicate perfume was everywhere.
Two robins were building a nest in
the apple tree down by the gate, the
same robins that came there every
spring, chirping now as they picked

you're doing it, too, as smart a girl
as I've ever known. Why, to hear
you go on, anybody'd think you was
responsible even for that poor girl's
sickness."
But Uncle Josh, whose homely
philosophy had so often helped her
to see things the way they were,
realistic and clear, couldn't help
Ellen now. For somehow, it didn't
help much to remember the way
Joyce used to be, self-willed and
scheming and predatory. She could
only remember her as she was now,
after the long illness that had kept
her shut away those many months,
shut away into the unreal private
world of her hallucinations.
Ellen had loved Peter, had shared
his dreams when they came to mean
so much to each other, had been
behind him when he fought Simpsonville and won, and the Health
Center had, sprung into being. Yet,
when Joyce had taken Peter away,
had become his wife, though it was
still Ellen he loved — even then
Ellen had not been angry. She had
felt only a deep sadness, for she
knew that these two would not be
happy.

Ellen stepped into the garden.
The drowsiness of the spring warmth
stole over her. She broke off a great
cluster of lilacs, filling her arms
with their rich purple beauty. But
her mind clung stubbornly to its
train of thought, to Joyce lying now
in a hospital bed, no longer the
scheming self-assured woman who
had won Peter, but a bewildered,
groping child, pathetic in her adoration for Peter and needing him so
desperately.
If Ellen could forget her sorrow
and feel only pity for Joyce, couldn't
Peter forget, too, that he'd been
tricked into marriage — forget and
forgive?
She still held the lilacs in her
arms as she started toward the
Center. As soon as she saw Martha
sitting at the desk, she knew the
older woman had been waiting for
her, and her heart almost stopped
beating. The news must be very
bad to have Martha so intent on
telling it herself.
"Steady now," Martha warned
her as she laid the flowers down on
the desk. "It's not going to help any
if you make yourself ill, too. Joyce
is suffering from a bad case of mental shock. We're doing everything
we can to help her. Even Peter
seems to have taken a hold on himself again. I felt like telling him if
he'd been a little more thoughtful
of Joyce before, this wouldn't have
happened. But I couldn't. He looked
so forlorn and miserable when he
brought her here this morning, and
it's just as if he can't do enough for
her. He's here now, having a consultation with Dr. Loring about her.
Oh,
forgot,
you have
haven't
aboutI Dr.
Loring,
you?heard
He
arrived last night to . . ."
"I know about Dr. Loring," Ellen
said. It took all the courage she
could summon just to repeat his
name, and she flushed, remember-
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in his eyes — and

she wanted his friendship more than
■ Ellen as
felt he
boring's
fingers
stiffen
wound
the
bandage
around
her arm.
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anything else in the world. Read radio's vivid
story of a woman

who demanded the right to love again

ing the way he had looked at her
. . . was it only yesterday? . . . and
the cool contempt in his voice when
he had spoken to her.
Until Joyce had been rushed to
the hospital, so dangerously ill,
Ellen had thought of nothing else
but that brief, shattering visit to
her tea room, a visit from a man she
had never before met, but who,
nevertheless, thought he already
knew about her — and didn't like
what he knew.

NOW she regretted bitterly the
letter she had written him on
quick impulse, seeing his picture in
the paper, seeing that he, a famous
Chicago surgeon, was giving up his
fashionable practice to devote himself to social medicine. Written him
because Peter, unable to stand up to
life and the things it had done to
him, had told her he was resigning
as head of their Center. And Ellen
had asked this Dr. Anthony Loring,
this stranger, for his advice as to
what could be done to replace Peter.
Nor had she dreamt that it could
be misinterpreted, this action of
hers, until suddenly the afternoon
before, when Loring was standing
in front of her, speaking almost
harshly, saying:
"If you don't mind, I'll go myself
to this Health Center. It seems
curious to me," and he had paused,
deliberately, "that an outsider
should be so interested in the affairs
of a medical institution."
She tensed as the door opened
and her thoughts flew back to the
present. Peter and Loring were
coming out. Peter looked at her for
a moment, his eyes, that had always
lighted so when he saw her, cold
now and resentful.
"So you've decided you've a right
to interfere with my life, have you,
Ellen?" he asked, and then walked
quickly away.
Then Loring had told him about
the letter. She had known he
would have to be told some time,
and that when he knew what she

Now

you can road In thrilling

novel form the story of the popular radio serial of the tame name.
Then for exciting listening, tune
In Young Wtdder Brown every Monday through Friday, at 4:45 P. M.
E.S.T., over the NBC-Red
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network.

had done he would hate her for it.
She had even thought that hatred
would be better than his unbridled
adoration of her. But now she felt
the tears crowding against her eyelids as she turned her head away
so Loring would not see them.
She had to walk past him to reach
the door. Somehow, she found
within herself the strength to lift
her small head high, to hold back
the tears.
Then his voice again, aloof as he
spoke to her.
"Good morning, Mrs. Brown. I
thought you might like to know I've
had a long talk with Dr. Turner, all
about his work here. He was quite
taken aback to know you had writto me." it must be hard for you
"I tenknow
to understand why I wrote," Ellen
said slowly. "You see, the Center
is very important to me. It's been
my dream, too, the way it used to
be Peter's. I know I have no official
connection with it any more, but
you can't, at least I can't, think in
a calm impersonal way about something I've helped build. This hospital, this building isn't just bricks
and plaster to me. It's people, living, suffering people coming here,
being helped. It's the poor people
here in Simpsonville, and it's the
people, from Smokey Ridge, too.
You can't think what it was like up
in the hills before we built the
Center. Epidemics, people dying
just because . . ."
"Of course, it's very commendable
for you to feel like that," Loring interrupted crisply. "But, I daresay
there are others who look upon the
Center with civic pride, yet permit
its affairs to be handled by those
qualified to do so."
"You don't understand at all, do
you?" Ellen said. "You think I'm
just one of those awful, officious
women going around with an axe,
smashing things, prying, snooping
. . ." She stopped abruptly, appalled
at the fury sweeping through her.
"I don't want to quarrel with you.
But can't you see I did what I
thought was right for the Center
and for Peter, too?"
"I'm sure you did, Mrs. Brown,"
Loring said, but there wasn't conviction in his voice. "It's pretty
risky trying to change the course of
a man's life without either his
knowledge or consent."
"Let me ask you something, Dr.
Loring," Ellen said, lifting her head
so her eyes looked directly at him.
"If a man became suddenly ill on a
lonely road, and a woman did what
she could to stop his suffering,
would you want to prosecute that
woman
for
practicing
medicine

without
license?"
"Isn't athat
somewhat irrelevant,
Mrs. Brown?" he asked.
"I don't think so," Ellen said
quickly. "Don't you see, it isn't a
question of authority, it's only a
matter of doing the right thing. But
you won't see, will you? You don't
want
see." Brown," Loring's voice
"No,to Mrs.
was remote, professional. "I prefer
not to go into Dr. Turner's personal
life with anyone except himself or
His meaning was unmistakable.
his
wife."how this hurt, the thought
Strange
that this man so clearly disliked her.
And she didn't want him to dislike her, Ellen thought, as she left
the Center. She couldn't help this
unwilling respect she felt for him.
Maybe it was that highhanded way
of his, that sureness of his, that
strength that compelled her admiration, even though she would have
been happier to withhold it.
Her heart lifted as she turned into
the gate and she saw Janey and
Mark running down the path to meet
her. Impulsively her arms went
around their shoulders as they
walked into the house together. Let
Dr. Loring be strong, she decided
suddenly. She could be strong, too.
This was her strength, these children of hers, with the love that they
shared holding them in a brave
world of their own. Anything could
be overcome, anything at all, as long
as they were together, warm and
close like this, just the three of them
making their own fortress against
the world. How often that had been
her salvation, that thought of the
three of them, a young widow and
her two wonderful children, standing together, fearing nothing. For
so long Ellen had been sure that she
would never love again, and then,
when Peter had found a place in her
heart, she knew that every woman
can love a second time. But, she
thought, her hand grasping Mark's
more firmly, though a woman can
love a second time, can she find
happiness as well?
BUT Ellen was wise enough not to
answer her own unspoken question. It was enough that she and her
family were together. There was
her happiness. She must never forget that. She could stand up to
anything, in that knowledge, she
thought, beginning to prepare the
dinner which was probably destined
not to be eaten, since the scandal of
Joyce and Peter was keeping even
the regulars she had been able to
count on away from her tea room.
"Janey," she asked, putting the
kettle on the stove, "did you rememRADIO

AND
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ber to get the baking powder? I
thought I'd make some of those
biscuits you and Mark like."
"Yes, I did," Janey said, but
something in the child's voice made
Ellen turn to look at her. "Mother,
what's a home-breaker?"
A cold fear swept through Ellen,

■ Anything could be overcome as long as the three of
them were close together.

making even her fingers feel as if
they had been turned to ice.
"That's what they said you were,
Mother," Janey sounded as if she
were close to tears. "Maria Hawkins
and those women she was talking
to in the grocery store. They stopped
talking when they saw me, but I

heard what they said. They called
you a husband stealer, too. It isn't
Howis impossible
to tell this child
true,
it?"
what was true and what wasn't
true! When she grew up she would
know how values got mixed up
sometimes, how life itself got mixed
up. But where could anyone find
the words to make a child understand that?
"Darling," Ellen said slowly, "you
mustn't take other people's opinions
of anybody as your own. You must
decide about people the way they
seem to you. Even me, darling, you
must judge me that way, too."
"Oh, mummy, I love you." Janey
got up impulsively and ran towards
her. "You're the best, the most
wonderful mother ..."
Ellen tensed. The child running
towards her had brushed against
the kettle, on the stove, so that it
was teetering there above her.
"Janey," she called, and then she
threw herself at her, so the child
was pushed to safety, with her own
body over her, guarding her.
It was over in a moment, the
child's frightened gasp and that
sudden, searing pain through her
arm as the kettle clattered to the
floor. There was that brief moment
when Ellen saw that Janey was unharmed before the darkness closed
in on her in that agony of pain.
She heard a voice, Janey's voice
as she slowly groped her way back
to consciousness again, only it
seemed to come from a great distance. And Mark bending over her,
his eyes wide with fear, looked as
if he were a long distance away
from her, too. Then the pain was
there again as she struggled slowly
to her feet.
"It'll be all right, Mother," Janey
whispered
"I
called the through
Center. her
Petersobs.
will be
But it was Dr. Loring who came.
here soon."
Dr. Loring with his eyes concerned
now as he looked at her. Dr. Loring
cutting the sleeve away from her
dress, his sure fingers working so
swiftly and his voice gentle as he
talked to her.
Ellen felt herself relaxing, her
gratitude rushing out to him. How
different he was with the coldness
gone from his eyes, with the curve
of sarcasm gone from his lips.
Strange the way he looked, as if he
were sharing her pain.
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"Oh, Doctor, I'm ' so glad you
came," Janey said impulsively. "It's
almost as if you were Peter."
Ellen felt Loring' s fingers stiffen
as he wound the bandage around
her arm, and all the tenderness that
had held
(Continued on page 78)
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■ Springtime and romantic waltz music go hand
in hand — so soon you'll be gliding to this new

&

■ Abe Lyman's Waltz Time is heard
Friday nights at 9:00 E.S.T., on
the NBC-Red network, sponsored
by Phillips Milk of Magnesia.

tune featured on Abe Lyman's Waltz Time show

Words and Music by
LESLIE BEACON
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■ Beauty and wealth and a man's deep and passionate love had all
been hers, but never happiness, until this final lasting peace
THE letter for which Patricia
waited, came, at last, one morning: a hot, sultry morning, with
no breeze from the lake to relieve
the oppressive atmosphere. The
mere sight of John's handwriting
banished the anxiety which had
troubled her for days. Eagerly she
tore open the envelope, glancing
rapidly over the pages she held in
her hand. He was well, he would
be home soon — but, what did this
sentence mean?
"I'm in trouble, Pats, serious
trouble. That's why you haven't
heard from me. I've been trying
to get to the root of the matter.
But don't be upset; I'm sure I can
straighten things out when I reach
Chicago. I hope to leave in a day
or two. I'll tell you all about it
when I see you — see you again, my
dear — hold you in my arms, feel
you close to me — Pats, my wife — "
Patricia sighed, smiled, and sighed
once more. She was certain John
could solve any difficulties which
might have arisen; her confidence
in him was unshakable, but it disturbed her, at times, this deep, passionate love which he felt for her.
Could she, through the years ahead,
give him the response he deserved?
She walked back and forth the
length of the room, wondering,
probing deeply into her emotions.
Then she stopped, shaking her
shoulders as if to throw some
weight aside. It did not do to be
too introspective; she had been too
much alone these last weeks.
Now that she had regained her
strength, it would be more sensible
to attend to all the details which
had been left uncompleted at the
time of her shooting. There was an
apartment to be found, one into
which she and John could move
after their delayed honeymoon;
then the removal of her furniture
from the mansion in which she had
lived before her marriage. Alice
was there; she had insisted upon
keeping Jack with her until Patricia
28

was finally settled. And Virginia?
Was she still with Stormy? And
what had she decided to do now
that she had recovered from her
nervous breakdown? She would
like to have as much as possible
accomplished before John's return.
John's return — how glad she would
be to see him — and her slim, young
body thrilled at the remembrance
of his lips on hers, the strength of
his arms about her.
Patricia went to the front closet,
slipped a white coat over her arm,
put on a pert, tiny hat and walked
out to the elevator. She would
walk down to the Loop, stop in the
building which housed Scoop's
newspaper, see Scoop if he were
there, ask him about Virginia. And
about Stormy, if they had been able
to adjust their relationship? Perhaps, even there, she might find
some way to help.
It seemed good, being down on
the street, a real part of the city's
teeming crowds again — it was as
though she belonged once more.
And a tide of relief and happiness
began to mount in her as she swung
along down towards the heart of
the town. But it was short lived.
One look at Scoop's haggard face
when she found him at the office,
his hand on his telephone — one
look and Pat knew that her feeling
of joy would be dissipated by his
first words.
"Pat, hello," he said jerkily. "Oh,
Pat, Stormy — it's ghastly — Stormy's
"Gone?" Patricia's hand went
out to his, closed over it.
"Yes, left me — " Scoop dropped
gone."
the receiver, leaned back in his
chair, weariness in every line of his
For exciting listening, tune in Girl
Alone, the story of Patricia Rogers,
written by Fayette Krum, heard Monday
to Friday at 5:00 P.M., E.S.T., over
the NBC-Red, sponsored by Quaker Oats.
Copyright, 1941, National Broadcasting Company

body. "I — I wanted to tell you, but
I've gone to you with so many of
How tired he looks, Patricia
thought:
Scoop should
— "
my troublesdefeated.
laugh, be carefree; he shouldn't be
driven into corners like this. He's
tried so hard to make up for his
mistakes. What does it matter that
he's hurt us all? He's hurt himself
more than he has others. A strange
new understanding and compassion
swept away the last shreds of any
anger and impatience she had once
felt toward him.
"Tell me," she said, and came
over and took a chair beside him,
"tell me what happened."
"How do I know?" he looked at
her
of red,allcircled
eyes.
been outhunting
night.
She "I've
was
gone when I got home from work
last"But
evening."
wasn't Virginia with her?
Doesn't she know anything?"
"Virginia? Didn't you know?
She's with Alice; they're looking for
an apartment. She said she was
coming to see you."
"Oh, Scoop, good!" Pat - said
quickly. "I was going over to the
house this morning to see her. But
Stormy — didn't she ever talk to Vir"No. Not a word." Scoop sprang
ginia about —"I" can't sit here talking
to his feet.
and Stormy wandering around
blind. She hadn't any money —
maybe a few dollars. I can't stand
it,Patricia
Pats — I rose
can't and
standplaced
it— " a hand
on his arm.
"Scoop—"
"She left a note" — he hadn't heard
her — "to say she wanted me to be
free. She didn't believe I loved
her. I tried — I did try — but she
wouldn't believe me."
"Stop, Scoop. What have you
"Done?" He stared at her. "Oh,
all the usual things — hospitals, poPatricia
felt suddenly
cold, even
done?"
lice, the morgue
— "
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■ In the silent church, tears
touched Patricia's cheeks,
but she did not brush them
aside; they were not bitter.

on that hot day. So that was what
Scoop feared — an accident, a
stumble of the blind girl before a
car, or even the greater terror of a
body washed up on the lake shore.
Patricia shook herself out of the encircling horror; they need not torture themselves with that image.
Stormy was not that kind, she saw
things through and did not jibe at
her own pain. Patricia had sensed
that quality in her from the first
time she had met her; it had been a
challenge to her own courage
which she had, in the past, resented.
Today, as she realized it in all its
fineness, she desired fervently to
possess it fully herself.
"No," she said, speaking out of
her certainty, "Stormy would never
do that. You ought to know that
better than I. She's not dead,
Scoop. I know what you're thinking. I'll go with you and see what
we can do."
But neither Scoop nor Patricia
could discover any trace of the blind
girl. It was amazing how completely she had disappeared. And
though, as the days dragged along,
they followed up any clue or hint
they might receive, their efforts
proved futile. Scoop grew haggard
and thin. And Patricia, tired from
the heat and drain upon her recently regained , strength in her attempt to keep Scoop from despair,
found herself longing desperately
for John's return. Not only would
it be such a comfort to have him,
but he might think of something
they had overlooked. She said so
to Scoop, one afternoon, as they returned to her apartment with hopes
again dashed. The girl whom they
had been called to see at the City
Hospital had not been Stormy.
"Maybe," he answered without
conviction as he walked out onto
the terrace. Patricia followed him.
He turned and smiled at her, a
queer, twisted smile. "Remember,
Pats, what you once said to me.
about
(Continued
on page 72)
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SWANSON
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AMAZEMENT, pure amazement,
f\ was my only reaction from
* » the moment we parked our

car in front of Gene Autry's house
on Bluffside Avenue in North Hollywood until fifteen minutes later
when Gene's young, athletic looking wife took me into a corner in
Gene's den and dissolved the question mark.
Surely this wasn't the right sort
of home for America's favorite cowboy star! It just didn't fit in with
the Gene Autry of the movies or
of his Sunday-night programs on
CBS. I'd expected it to be miles
out on a country road, to begin
with. I'd foreseen a rambling
ranch house with, behind it, a big
corral where Gene would keep his
horses. And, of course, a special
stall for Champ, the beloved horse
he uses in the movies.
But this house was certainly not
out in the wilderness. It was a
scant five minutes from Hollywood
and Vine, as a matter of fact, and
not two blocks from a seething
business section. And, from first
glance, it was entirely too citified
to have a (Continued on page 52)
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■ Gene waves from the doorway of his
unusual stucco and brick home in Hollywood. Right, the "second house" contains the rumpus room, dressing rooms
for pool ana Gene's business office.

■- f •
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Gene Mf
■ You would be mistress of
a beautiful and exciting home
built for a man whose tastes
aren't what you might expect

■ The rooms aren't large, but they're colorful and were decorated by Mrs. Autry. The upholstered, flowered chintz sofa
in the living room (above) gives a view onto the patio. Below,
the chintz-covered bed is right up against the corner windows.
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Photos specially taken by Hymie Fink

■ This is a corner ot the charming living room. Note the flowered wallpaper,
the curved shelves and glass brick wall.
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■ Gene Autry's most
prized possession is
this miniature handcarved rodeo. Below,
Gene and Mrs. Autry,
before the oak-panelled living room fireplace, examining gold
and silver pistols.
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■ All at once his eyes fell on
me and he walked toward me.
"So you did come," he said,
"I was afraid you wouldn't."

IOTS of people think nurses are hardboiled; that
they see so much of life that is bitter and
cruel that they lose sight of what it should
be. Perhaps that is true, perhaps it isn't. At any
rate it's true that lots of girls I know who have
had their eyes opened early to life in the raw
take the line of least resistance, determined to
get all the fun they can while they can still
enjoy it.
My sister Karen and I decided that we would
be different. When we were still in high school
we made up our minds to be trained nurses, but
we vowed that no matter what happened we
would never become — well, casual, to put it
politely; would never lose sight of the ideals our
parents had taught us. Maybe that sounds smug,
but I don't think we were because it really wasn't
difficult for us to keep our pledge during those
first few years.
Although Karen is two years younger than I,
we had always been closer to each other than
most sisters. For one thing we were in the same
grade in school due to the fact that illness kept
me at home for a year and that Karen became so
interested in the lessons Mother gave me that
when I was ready to return to school she was
able to go into the same class with me. Then
when Mother and Dad died of flu just after we'd
finished training, we were more dependent than
ever on each other and with such sympathy and
understanding between us it wasn't difficult, as
I say, to hold on to our determination not to
become case hardened.
Some of the older more sophisticated nurses
used to tease us and tell us that we were missing
a lot of fun, but so far as we could see we weren't
missing a thing. We'd taken a small apartment
after our home was broken up and we got a
terrific kick out of keeping house. We had plenty
of beaux but none of them was very serious, I
guess. At least we didn't seem to have any
trouble enjoying ourselves and at the same time
keep out of all romantic and emotional jams.
I don't remember when we first got so interested
in Rex Burton, but it got to be a habit with us
whenever we were at home or on night duty
where we could turn on a radio to tune in on his
milkman's matinee.
It was the usual run of those
32
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It all began so gaily, when

sisters wrote

two

to the leader of the

Milkman's Matinee — then one of them
became

the victim of careless love

and broke the other's heart until —

late night programs — Rex would talk about odd
things that had happened during the day, read
late news bulletins, give commercials and play
records — but there was something so infectious
about him that the first thing we knew we were
Burton fans, staying up later than we should
every night to listen to him.
Karen had only one criticism of his program..
He didn't play enough Mai Graham records to
suit her. "Doesn't he realize," she grumbled one
night as we were getting ready for bed, "that
Mai Graham's orchestra is the most popular one
in the country?"
"Stop grousing and come to bed," I yawned.
"We have early calls tomorrow and we'll look
like hags. Besides, if you're so worked up about
records, write to Mr. Burton and ask him to
of them."
play
"I some
couldn't,
Terry," Karen protested. "You
know I write the dumbest letters in the world.
You could, though.
Why don't you?"
"Why don't I what?" I was half asleep.
"Write to Rex Burton," came Karen's voice
from her bed.
"I dare you."
I should have known better. All my life when
Karen wanted me to do something I didn't want
to do or shouldn't do she has said, "I dare you,"
and I've plunged right in. Then if things
turned out badly there was little Karen innocent
as a lamb, while I got all the blame. So I should
have known better than to say, "All right. I'll
write to him tomorrow." But I did say it and in
the darkness I could hear Karen chuckle.
By morning, of- course, my better judgment
prevailed and I realized that writing to Rex
Burton was out of the question. But Karen,
when I told her I had changed my mind, refused
to let me off. "You took a dare," she insisted
stubbornly, "and that's just the same as making
a promise.
back outandnow."
Back and You
forth can't
we argued
at last I gave
in, but by that time I was too confused to compose a sensible letter. In desperation I dashed
off a flippant little note which Karen, remarking
that she didn't trust me to mail it, took charge
of and thrust into a mail box as soon as we left
33
the apartment.
That night, late, Karen and I, in pajamas and
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IOTS of people think nurses are hardboiled; that
I they see so much of life that is bitter and
*~ cruel that they lose sight of what it should
be. Perhaps that is true, perhaps it isn't. At any
rate it's true that lots of girls I know who have
had their eyes opened early to life in the raw
take the line of least resistance, determined to
get all the fun they can while they can still
enjoy it.
My sister Karen and I decided that we would
be different. When we were still in high school
we made up our minds to be trained nurses, but
we vowed that no matter what happened we
would never become — well, casual, to put it
politely; would never lose sight of the ideals our
parents had taught us. Maybe that sounds smug,
but I don't think we were because it really wasn't
difficult for us to keep our pledge during those
first few years.
Although Karen is two years younger than I,
we had always been closer to each other than
most sisters. For one thing we were in the same
grade in school due to the fact that illness kept
me at home for a year and that Karen became so
interested in the lessons Mother gave me that
when I was ready to return to school she was
able to go into the same class with me. Then
when Mother and Dad died of flu just after we'd
finished training, we were more dependent than
ever on each other and with such sympathy and
understanding between us it wasn't difficult, as
I say, to hold on to our determination not to
become case hardened.
Some of the older more sophisticated nurses
used to tease us and tell us that we were missing
a lot of fun, but so far as we could see we weren't
missing a thing. We'd taken a small apartment
after our home was broken up and we got a
terrific kick out of keeping house. We had plenty
of beaux but none of them was very serious, I
guess. At least we didn't seem to have any
trouble enjoying ourselves and at the same time
keep out of all romantic and emotional jams.
I don't remember when we first got so interested
in Rex Burton, but it got to be a habit with us
whenever we were at home or on night duty
where we could turn on a radio to tune in on his
milkman's matinee. It was the usual run of those
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late night programs— Rex would talk about odd
things that had happened during the day, read
late news bulletins, give commercials and play
records — but there was something so infectious
about him that the first thing we knew wc were
Burton fans, staying up later than we should
every night to listen to him.
Karen had only one criticism of his program.
He didn't play enough Mai Graham records to
suit her. "Doesn't he realize," she grumbled one
night as we were getting ready for bed, "that
Mai Graham's orchestra is the most popular one
in "Stop
the country?"
grousing and come to bed," I yawned.
"We have early calls tomorrow and we'll look
like hags. Besides, if you're so worked up about
records, write to Mr. Burton and ask him to
"I couldn't, Terry," Karen protested. "You
know
I write
the dumbest letters in the world.
play some
of them."
You"Why
could,
though.
WhyI was
don't half
you?"
don't
I what?"
asleep.
"Write to Rex Burton," came Karen's voice
from
her bed.
dare better.
you." All my life when
I should
have "I
known
Karen wanted me to do something I didn't want
to do or shouldn't do she has said, "I dare you,"
and I've plunged right in. Then if things
turned out badly there was little Karen innocent
as a lamb, while I got all the blame. So I should
have known better than to say, "All right. I'll
write to him tomorrow." But I did say it and in
the darkness I could hear Karen chuckle.
By morning, of course, my better judgment
prevailed and I realized that writing to Rex
Burton was out of the question. But Karen,
when I told her I had changed my mind, refused
to let me off. "You took a dare," she insisted
stubbornly, "and that's just the same as making

at last I gave
we argued
forth can't
Back and You
back outandnow."
a promise.
in, but by that time I was too confused to compose a sensible letter. In desperation I dashed
remarking
off a flippant little note which Karen, took
charge
that she didn't trust me to mail it,
of and thrust into a mail box as soon as we U-fl
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That night, late, Karen and I, in pajamas and

the apartment.

bathrobes huddled expectantly
around the radio and — sure enough
— we heard one of Mai Graham's
records, then another, and another.
Karen was ecstatic. "That's the
most divine orchestra in the — " she
began, then broke off as Rex Burton's voice came over the air.
"I've just played a number of
Mai Graham's records," he said, "in
answer to a request I received today.
I've been thinking about the girl
who asked for them. If she's half
as much fun as her note sounds I'd
like to meet her. Are you listening,
Terry? If you are, I dare you to
meet me at the Flamingo Club for
cocktails. You'll know me by the
hopeful look on my face."
"Terry, he means you!" Karen
cried. "Imagine! He's asking you
for a date." I was too startled to
speak, but Karen went right on,
"You're going to go, aren't you?"
"Don't be silly," I found my voice
at last. "Of course not. He doesn't
mean it — he's just joking."
"He does mean it," Karen retorted confidently. "I know he does.
Why, it's the most romantic thing
that ever happened. You've got to
go, Terry. What harm could there
be in that? You wouldn't even
have to talk to him. He wouldn't
have any way of knowing who you
are, and if he did speak to you you
could pretend to be waiting for
someone. Go on, Terry. I dare you."
There it was again, "I dare you"
— and before I could stop myself I
said, "All right. I'll go. But just to
see what he looks like. If he speaks
to me I'll say I'm waiting for my
old maid aunt."
IT was crazy, of course, but the
more I thought about the idea the
more it appealed to me. After all,
as Karen said, it was pretty thrilling
to be asked for a date with heaven
knows how many people listening
in. Anyhow, next afternoon at
cocktail time there I was at the
Flamingo Room, more excited than
I'd ever been in my life.
I chose a table near the door so
I'd be sure to see everyone who
came in and I'd no sooner settled
myself than Rex Burton entered.
No, I didn't recognize him by the
"hopeful look" on his face, but
because the head waiter called him
by name and complimented him on
his broadcasts.
"Thanks, Mike," Rex answered,
but he wasn't paying much attention. He was too busy looking around
the room, and I took advantage of
his preoccupation to study him. He
was tall and broad shouldered and
while he wasn't the handsomest man
I'd ever seen he looked so nice somehow, so friendly, that I could feel
34

my determination not to speak to
him just fading away.
All at once his eyes fell on me
and he walked toward me. I knew
I was blushing and that must have
given me away for he said, "So you
did come, Miss Moore. I was afraid
you wouldn't — after all I guess I
was pretty fresh over the air — but
I'm awfully glad you did."
"I didn't want to," I blurted. "I
mean — I shouldn't have — but with
both you and my sister daring me
to — " I couldn't go on.
He smiled then and that smile got
me. "So I have an unknown sister
to thank for my good luck," he said,
sitting down. Then, mercifully
ignoring my embarrassment, he
added, "Suppose you tell me about
yourself. I really meant it, you
know, when I said I wanted to know
"I'm twenty-two and I'm a nurse,"
I began, "and— well— that's all."
"There must be more," he encouraged. "Important data on how
youyou."
feel about double bills and the
isolationists."
I saw the laughter in his eyes and
suddenly I was laughing, too, and

that seemed to make us old friends.
Before long I was telling him everything about myself — even crazy
little things that had happened to
Karen and me such as the time she
wouldn't speak to me for two days
because my doll had been rude to
hers.
"Is your sister as pretty as you
are?" Rex asked then.
"Much prettier," I said, and
realized for the first time in my life
how true that was. I'd always taken
Karen's dark vivacious beauty as
much for granted as my own lighter
hair and more regular features, but
now I wished that I might have been
the beautiful one. "She's much
prettier," I repeated with more animation than I felt. "You'll be crazy
Rex her."
shook his head. "I always
about
make it a rule to be crazy about
only one sister at a time. Karen will
have to take her turn." The words
were light but somehow they made
me fearful of what the future might
hold.
It seemed, however, to hold only
pleasant things, for that date with
Rex was the first of many.
I had

■ Karen's tone was sharp.
"Can't I even have
a date without telling you where I'm going?"

never had such a good time, had
never known anyone who was so
much fun. It was all very gay and
carefree at first — and then I had to
go and fall in love with him, and for
the life of me I couldn't decide
whether he loved me or just considered me a good pal. Sometimes
I was sure he was in love with me —
times when we were dancing and his
arms would tighten around me and
he'd say, "Terry, darling, you're
sweet — so sweet." I'd go home all
starry-eyed and next time I had a
date with him I'd take twice as long
as usual to dress — and then Rex
would be as impersonal as a piece of
furniture, talking about sports or

radio as though I were his kid sister.
He'd leave with a casual good night
and hurry to the studio, and I'd be
left alone, sitting up late to listen to
his program.
I'd been crazy for Karen and Rex
to meet each other, but now I began
to be glad that by one of those turns
of fate governing nurses' lives she
had been on night duty all this time.
If she had seen us together she
would have realized how I felt about
Rex, and that had to be my own
secret until I knew how he felt
about me.
*
That long delayed meeting didn't
come about until Mai Graham returned from a coast to coast tour

with his orchestra. By this time
Rex realized, of course, that it was
Karen and not I who had such a
crush on Mai, and he suggested that
since he had known Mai from the
time they both entered radio the
four of us get together some time.
Karen was thrilled to death, vowing that she would have murdered
her patient if he hadn't got well just
then and released her from duty.
She was crazy about Mai, she whispered to me as we were leaving the
apartment, and it was obvious that
Mai was pretty crazy about her, too.
I was rather thrilled myself, for it
was my first taste, as it was Karen's,
of night life in the grand manner.
We went to Twenty -One for dinner,
then to a musical comedy and finally
to the Stork Club. But the thrill
didn't last very long for me, for before
the evening was over I knew — and
the knowledge turned me sick inside
— that Mai wasn't the only one who
was attracted to Karen. I had
thought that Rex might be in love
with me. Now that idea would have
made me laugh if I hadn't wanted
to cry. For every word he spoke to
her, every inflection of his voice,
told me that he was falling in love
with Karen, and there was no comfort for me in the fact from that
night on Karen had eyes and ears
and thoughts only for Mai.
SOMETIMES
I thought
would
be
better if I never
saw itRex
again,
but this wasn't possible. He asked me
for dates as often as formerly — but
now I could tell from the way his
eyes followed her when she was
near and the continual references he
made to her when we were alone
that it was in order to be near Karen.
Not that we were alone very often —
for he contrived as frequently as possible to arrange double dates so that
he might see Karen even with Mai.
Often when Rex phoned me I
wanted to scream, "No — I won't go
with
you when
Karen
you love."
I wanted
to hurtit'shim
as much
as he
was hurting me, but I never could
bring myself to refuse. I guess, at
that, the sight of Karen dancing in
Mai's arms made him unhappier
than anything I could have said.
I had just about reached the point
where I thought I could no longer
stand the strain when I was called
on to accompany a patient to a hospital in the South. All the time I
was gone I tortured myself with the
thought that Karen and Rex must
be seeing each other. I didn't know
for certain, of course, and I tried to
make myself believe that I didn't
care, either. But when I returned
I thought they must have been meetcouldn't
blindness onI page
accounting. Ininmy(Continued
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bathrobes huddled expectantly
around the radio and — sure enough
— we heard one of Mai Graham's
records, then another, and another.
Karen was ecstatic. "That's the
most divine orchestra in the — " she
began, then broke off as Rex Burton's voice came over the air.
"I've just played a number of
Mai Graham's records," he said, "in
answer to a request I received today.
I've been thinking about the girl
who asked for them. If she's half
as much fun as her note sounds I'd
like to meet her. Are you listening,
Terry? If you are, I dare you to
meet me at the Flamingo Club for
cocktails. You'll know me by the
hopeful look on my face."
"Terry, he means you!" Karen
cried. "Imagine! He's asking you
for a date." I was too startled to
speak, but Karen went right on,
"You're going to go, aren't you?"
"Don't be silly," I found my voice
at last. "Of course not. He doesn't
mean it— he's just joking."
"He does mean it," Karen retorted confidently. "I know he does.
Why, it's the most romantic thing
that ever happened. You've got to
go, Terry. What harm could there
be in that? You wouldn't even
have to talk to him. He wouldn't
have any way of knowing who you
are, and if he did speak to you you
could pretend to be waiting for
someone. Go on, Terry. I dare you."
There it was again, "I dare you"
— and before I could stop myself I
said, "All right. I'll go. But just to
see what he looks like. If he speaks
to me I'll say I'm waiting for my
old maid aunt."
IT was crazy, of course, but the
more I thought about the idea the
more it appealed to me. After all,
as Karen said, it was pretty thrilling
to be asked for a date with heaven
knows how many people listening
in. Anyhow, next afternoon at
cocktail time there I was at the
Flamingo Room, more excited than
I'd ever been in my life.
I chose a table near the door so
I'd be sure to see everyone who
came in and I'd no sooner settled
myself than Rex Burton entered.
No, I didn't recognize him by the
"hopeful look" on his face, but
because the head waiter called him
by name and complimented him on
his broadcasts.
"Thanks, Mike," Rex answered,
but he wasn't paying much attention. He was too busy looking around
the room, and I took advantage of
his preoccupation to study him. He
was tall and broad shouldered and
while he wasn't the handsomest man
I'd ever seen he looked so nice somehow, so friendly, that I could feel
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mination not to speak to
my deter
him
just fading away.
All at once his eyes fell on me
and he walked toward me. I knew
I was blushing and that must have
given me away for he said, "So you
did come. Miss Moore. I was afraid
you wouldn't— after all I guess I
was pretty fresh over the air — but
y glad you did."
I'm"I awfull
didn't want to," I blurted. I
have— but with
shouldn't
mean— I
both you and my sister daring me
to — " I couldn't go on.
He smiled then and that smile got
me. "So I have an unknown sister
to thank for my good luck," he said,
sitting down. Then, mercifully
ignoring my embarrassment, he
added, "Suppose you tell me about
yourself. I really meant it, you
know, when I said I wanted to know
yo
u-"
„
"I'm twenty-two and I'm a nurse,
I began, "and — well — that's all."
"There must be more," he encouraged. "Important data on how
you feel about double bills and the

isolationists."
I saw the laughter in his eyes and
suddenly I was laughing, too, and

that seemed to make us old friend
Before long I was telling him everv
thing
about
myself — even
cr
little things
Karen
ed*?
and methat
suchhadas happen
the time
sh
wouldn't speak to me for two da
because my doll had been rude T
"Is your sister as pretty as
hers.
Vo„

"MuRex
ch asked
prettier
," en
I said
th
are?"
. , andu
realized for the first time in my ljf
how true that was. I'd always taken
Karen's dark vivacious beau
ty as
much for granted as my own light
er
hair and more regular features but
now I wished that I might have been
the beautiful one. "She's much
prettier," I repeated with more animation than I felt. "You'll be crazy

Rex shook his head. "I always
make
a rule to be crazy about
about it
her."
only one sister at a time. Karen will
have to take her turn." The words
were light but somehow they made
me fearful of what the future misht
hold.
It seemed, however, to hold only
pleasant things, for that date with
Rex was the first of many.
I had

never had such a good time, had
never known anyone who was so
much fun. It was all very gay and
carefree at first — and then I had to
go and fall in love with him, and for
the life of me I couldn't decide
whether he loved me or just considered me a good pal. Sometimes
I was sure he was in love with me
times when we were dancing and his
arms would tighten around me and
he'd say, "Terry, darling, you're
sweet — so sweet." I'd go home all
starry-eyed and next time I had a
date with him I'd take twice as long
as usual to dress — and then Rex
would be as impersonal as a piece of
furniture, talking about sports or

would have
ad
seen ed nurses'
realiz
ushowtoget
her about
? felt
hLl s™\_h
govermng
lives
she

hist'ghtduty^,t
long
°dnni
delayed
shrha
ifThat
meeting
didn't
come about until Mai Graham
returned from a coast to coast tour
*el«
he
h0W
kneW
'
about mT1

ferial h,ad to be

with his orchestra. By this
time
Hex realized, of course, that it was
Karen and not I who had such
a
crush on Mai. and he suggested that
since he had known Mai from
the
time they both entered radio the
four of us get together some time.
Karen was thrilled to death, vowing that she would have murdered
her patient if he hadn't got well just
then and released her from duty
She was crazy about Mai, she whispered to me as we were leaving the
apartment, and it was obvious that
Mai was pretty crazy about her, too
I was rather thrilled myself, for it
was
my first
it was Karen's
of night
life taste,
in theas grand
mannei ,
We went to Twenty-One for dinner,
then to a musical comedy and finally
to the Stork Club.
the thrill
didn't last very long for But
me, for before
the evening was over
and
the knowledge turned meI knew—
sick inside
—that Mai wasn't the only one who
was attracted to Karen. I had
thought that Rex might be in love
with me. Now that idea would have
made me laugh if I hadn't wanted
to cry. For every word he spoke to
her, every inflection of his voice,
told me that he was falling in love
with Karen, and there was no comfort for me in the fact from that
night on Karen had eyes and ears
and thoughts only for Mai.

C OMETIMES I thought it would be
*J better if I never saw Rex again,
but this wasn't possible. He asked me
for dates as often as formerly — but
now I could tell from the way his
eyes followed her when she was
near and the continual references he
made to her when we were alone
that it was in order to be near Karen.
Not that we were alone very often —
for he contrived as frequently as possible to arrange double dates so that
he might see Karen even with Mai.
Often when
Rex
phoned
me I
wanted to scream, "No — I won't go
you when
you love."
Iwith
wanted
to hurtit'shimKaren
as much
as he
was hurting me, but I never could
bring myself to refuse.
I guess, at
that, the sight of Karen dancing in
Mai's arms made
him unhappier
than anything I could have said.
I had just about reached the point
where I thought I could no loogei
stand the strain when I was called
on to accompany a patient to a hospital in the South.
All the time I
was gone I tortured myself with the
thought that Karen and Rex must
be seeing
other. and
I didn't
knowto
for
certain,each
of course,
I tried
make either.
myself But
believe
I didn't
care,
whenthatI returned
I thought they must have been meet
ing.
blindness on I page
couldn't
accountIn inmy (Continued
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■ Radio Mirror is happy to offer something entirely new- —
a unique series of portraits and character studies of people
you have grown to love as you have listened to one of radio's
most popular serial dramas, an inspiring message of faith
written by Carl Bixby and Don Becker. On these and the
following pages you will see and read about lovable Chichi Conrad,
Stephen Hamilton, Toby Nelson and Dr. Markham, and thus
add greatly to your enjoyment of a powerful broadcast drama

Dr. Bertram Markham

is the famous

surgeon who once cured Stephen Hamilton, but saw his work undone by an
accident. He is the father of Barry
Markham. Aristocratic, deeply devoted
to his profession, Dr. Markham seems
gruff and forbidding at first. At heart,
he is a great deal more human. He
started out by disliking Chichi, but time
taught him she was not the "golddigger" he had accused her of being.
He has much for which to thank Chichi,
for she promoted the romance which led
to his marriage to Louise Kimball, the
devoted nurse who had for years patiently tolerated his temperamental tantrums. The marriage is ideally happy —
although Barry, his son, opposed it as
bitterly as the doctor opposed Barry's romance with Chichi. Dr. Markham does
not appear as frequently in the story of
"Life Can Be Beautiful" as some of the
other characters. But his presence has
been responsible for many events which
affect the lives of Chichi and the others.
(Played by Charles Webster)
Tune in Life Can Be Beautiful
days through Fridays at 1:00
E.S.T., over CBS and 5:45 P.M.,
over NBC-Red,
sponsored
by

MonP.M.,
E.S.T.,
Ivory.
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Stephen Hamilton used to be what Chichi called him — a "sourpuss." Unable to walk,
he had lived in his own embittered world, refusing to leave it. Papa David, pitying him,
had given him a position in the book shop. With the arrival of Chichi, Stephen began
to fall unwillingly in love. Through her efforts, he was operated upon by Dr. Markham,
and for a time it seemed he might walk again. He allowed himself to hope he could
declare his love for Chichi and find a new meaning in life. Ironically, it was through
her that this hope was destroyed — in saving her life in an accident he injured himself
again, and has not walked since. He has taken up his old profession of the law, however,
using the book shop as an office. Struggling to find peace and contentment, forced to
be satisfied with a love that has no expression or promise of fulfillment, Stephen is a
constant challenge to David's firm and unshakable belief that "Life Can Be Beautiful."
(Played by John Hoi brook)
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Next month: Living portraits of Papa David, Barry Marfcham. Maybelle Owen

and Rita Yates.
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Watercress Soup

Listen to Kate Smith's daily talks, over
CBS at 72 noon, E.S.T., and her Friday
night variety show at 8:00 on CBS,
both
sponsored
by Genera/
Foods.

THE old saying that in the spring
the young man's fancy turns to
thoughts of love is probably
quite true. But I believe it is equally
true that in the spring we homemakers turn our thoughts to the
markets, seeking new things with
which to dress up our menus.
Springtime markets offer a variety of color — the scarlet of baby
beets and radishes, sunny carrots,
rosy skinned new potatoes and
rhubarb and the green of garden
asparagus, tiny peas and watercress
— which would delight an artist and
in our way we can be artists and
use these colorful commodities to
make our meals more attractive and
consequently more appetizing and
nourishing from soup to dessert.
A springtime soup, for instance, is
made of watercress and once you
have tried it I am sure it will go on
your list of favorite recipes.

WHETHER your tea party is of
the small, intimate variety
with only one or two guests or a
large entertainment, the essentials
for good tea remain the same.
Follow these rules if you want to
serve a delightfully refreshing cup
of tea.
1. Use fresh boiling water.
2. Use one teaspoon of tea for
each cup and one for the pot.
3. Let the mixture steep for three
to five minutes, depending upon the
strength desired.
A wicker basket with a quilted
chintz tea cosy and rainbow colored

pottery is perfect for the small
party. Simple sugar cookies, some
plain and some frosted, and cinnamon toast sticks are a perfect tea
accompaniment since they are easy
to serve and their flavor does not
drown the delicate aroma of the
beverage itself. For tasty cinnamon
sticks, add a little almond flavoring
to the butter before spreading on
the toast.
Don't think the stuffed green
olives got onto our tea tray by mistake. Their sharp tangy flavor is a
delicious contrast with the sweetness of the other ingredients.

8Y KATE SMITH
Radio
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lb. watercress
tbls. butter
2 tbls. flour
cups white stock or chicken broth
tsps. salt
5 peppercorns

Wash watercress carefully and
cook in boiling water for ten
minutes, using only enough water
to keep watercress from burning.
Add 3 tablespoons butter and simmer slowly for 15 minutes longer.
In another pan, melt 2 tablespoons
butter, blend in flour, add salt and
peppercorns and add stock slowly,
stirring constantly. Cook until
smooth and thick (about 5 minutes)
then add to cooked watercress and
cook all together for 2 or 3 minutes
or until well blended. Puree mixture through a fine strainer, then
return to pan and reheat. As pictured here, the soup is served from
the heat resistant glass saucepan in
which it was made, garnished liberally with watercress springs.
Perhaps I've mentioned in these
pages before my favorite springtime
combination of new potatoes and
dill, but it is so delicious that I want
to remind you of it again so you will
be sure to try it. Simply boil a stalk
of dill, root and all, with the potatoes, allowing one large stalk or two
small ones for four servings of
potatoes. The tiny dill leaves and
stalks may be minced and poured,
with melted butter, over the potatoes just before serving, just as you
serve new potatoes with minced
parsley or chives.
Asparagus, one of our most popular spring vegetables and deservedly
so, unfortunately is sometimes rather
costly at the beginning of the season. To get around this difficulty
and to make one bunch of asparagus
do the work of two, dress it up with
a sauce which is rich but which will
blend with the asparagus flavor, not
overshadow it. Delicious sauce to
serve with boiled or steamed asparagus is made by browning
slightly 2 tablespoons of melted
butter and adding half the juice of
a lemon, but these ingredients can
be used as the basis for a richer dish
which is made by adding 2 tablespoons of chopped salted almonds or
a diced hard cooked egg before pouring the sauce over the asparagus.
Mushrooms and asparagus seem
to have a natural affinity for each
other, and asparagus with mushroom cream sauce as served in the
RADIO
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Schrafft's restaurants in New York
is a springtime flavor treat. To make
it, add half a cupful of sliced fresh
mushrooms which have been
sauteed lightly in butter to each
cup of white sauce.
Springtime is salad time, of
course, and the salad pictured here
is sure to win instant and unanimous
applause whether it makes its appearance at dinnertime or as the
main dish for luncheon.
1
1
1
2

■ Here's how to garnish
the pineapple pudding
top large strawberries
with
pineapple
cubes,
then with cherry bits.

Springtime Salad
bunch chickory
cup sliced strawberries
small can diced pineapple
cups cottage cheese

Drain and chill the pineapple and
chill all other ingredients. Line
salad bowl with chickory and add
the strawberries and pineapple. Top
with balls of cottage cheese which
have been dusted lightly with
paprika. Garnish with watercress
and serve with tart French dressing.
Molded desserts are always a
treat and two new ones which are

■ Once you've tried this
watercress
soup,favorite
it wil'
become your
recipe — and it only takes
thirty minutes to make.

sure to win the family's approval
are pineapple pudding and rhubarb
and strawberry cream.
2
Y\
2
Y*
5
%
Ya
1

Pineapple Pudding
tbls. lemon flavored gelatin
cup cold water
cups scalded milk Yz cup sugar
tsp. mace
eggs, beaten separately
cup raisins Yz cup almonds
lb. macaroons, finely chopped
cup canned diced pineapple

Soften gelatin in cold water and
add to scalded milk. Add sugar and
mace and stir until gelatin is dissolved. Pour slowly onto beaten
egg yolks, stirring constantly. Beat
until cool, then add raisins, almonds,
pineapple (which has been well
drained) and macaroons. Mix thoroughly, then fold in stiffly beaten
egg whites. Place in mold which
has been rinsed in cold water and
set in refrigerator for five hours.

■ Canned or fresh, the
most popular spring vegetable is asparagus. Try
serving it with a cream
sauce
and mushrooms.

Rhubarb and Strawberry Cream
cup sugar
% cup water
cups diced fresh rhubarb
package strawberry flavored gelatin
cup sweetened crushed fresh strawberries
Yz cup cream, whipped
Yb tsp. salt

Yz
3
1
1

Combine
sugar and water
and
heat until sugar is dissolved.
Add
rhubarb
and cook
until
tender.
Measure and add sufficient water to
make 1V2 cups. Dissolve gelatin in
hot rhubarb mixture.
Chill. When
slightly thickened fold in remaining
ingredients.
Turn
into mold
and
chill until firm. Serves 8.
MAY,
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■ No Spring menu's complete without a springtime salad. Served in an
attractive dish, it can
comprise the main course.

A word portrait of radio's
favorite parents, heads of a

MOTHER and
FATHER BARBOUR

family that, like your own,
knows

heartaches

and

joy

HALF A CENTURY after the
discovery of gold in California, San Francisco had become the queen city of the Far
West. Men of vision — the builders
— had arrived. They vastly outnumbered the renegades of the
Barbary Coast.
San Francisco in the 90's had
levelled off from the staggering
boom days. Families arriving from
the East were no longer following
the dip of a rainbow, but were in
search of homes and security.
Such families were the Martins
from New England,
the Barbours
42

Mod's tm

from the Iowa corn belt; Glenn
Hunter's family and the parents of
the Thompson boy. All had reached
this frontier in the 1870's.
These families and hundreds of
others like them had been the
builders of San Francisco's schools
and churches and government.
This was their home. The children
of the Martins, the Barbours, the
Hunters and the Thompsons had
gone to these schools and churches.
When the jolt of the panic of
1893 began wearing away, the
daughter of the Downeasters, Fannie Martin, was eighteen, and of

marriageable age. She was piquant,
blue-eyed, ambitious and about as
temperamental as the custom of
that day allowed.
It was known about the neighborhood that three young men, ever
willing to obey her slightest wish,
had proposed marriage. Glenn
Hunter, Fred Thompson and Henry
Barbour were waiting, indeed patiently, for Fannie to choose her
husband.
The neighborhood first whispered
and then, as the weeks went by,
allowed itself to speculate openly.
Fred
(Continued
on page
50)
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8:00
8:00

hi
8:15
8:30
8:30
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:30
9:30

Eas'ern Standard Time
8:00 CBS: News News
8:00'NBC-Blue:
8:00
Organ Recital
8:30 NBC-Red
NBC-Blue: Tone Pictures
NBC-Red
Gene and Glenn
8:30
9:00 CBS: News of Europe
9:00 NBC: News from Europe
NBC-Blue: White Rabbit Line
9:15 NBC-Red: Deep River Boys
9:15
Wings Over Jordan
9:30 CBS;
NBC-Red: Lee Gordon Orch.
10:00
10:00
10:00
10:30
10:30

CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Blue: Primrose String quartet
NBC-Red: Radio Pulpit
CBS: Symphony Orchestra
NBC-Blue: Southernaires

10:35

News and Rhythm
10:05 11:05 CBS
8:05 10:05 11:05 NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen
BOWES
FAMILY
8:30 10:30 11:30 CBS: MAJOR
8:30 10:30 11:30 NBC-Blue: Luther-Layman Singers
NBC-Red: Music and American
8:30 10:30
Youth
BC-Red: Emma Otero
9:00
NBC-Blue: I'm An American

9:30
10:15
9:30

CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle
NBC-Blue:
CITY
MUSIC
HALL RADIO

9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC-Red: Pageant of Art
CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Red
Sammy Kaye

10:00

Violinist Albert Spalding (left) and Maestro Andre Kostelanetz go over some musical scores
together
before
broadcasting
The Pause
that Refreshes
on the Air.
ON

THE

AIR TODAY:

10:00
10:30
10:30

CBS: March of GamesINBC-Blue: JOSEF
MARAIS
NBC-Red: On Your Job

10:30
11:00
11:00
11:00

CBS: THE FREE COMPANY
NBC-Blue: American Pilgrimage
NBC-Red: NBC String Symphony
NBC-Blue: Foreign Policy Assn.
CBS: World of Today
NBC-Blue: Tapestry Musicale
NBC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table

11:30
11:30

The Pause that Refreshes on the Air, starring
Andre Kostelanetz, Albert Spalding, and a
guest artist, on CBS at 4:30, E.S.T., sponsored
by Coca-Cola.
In the few weeks since this program first
went on the air so many people have complained that it made a half-hour seem too
short, that the sponsors have relented and
on April 6 will add another fifteen minutes
to the original thirty every Sunday. And

times he was paid as little as $25 for a full
evening of playing.
Since then he has played in practically
every civilized country on the globe, taking
time out only to serve with distinction in the
first World War, in which he started as a
private and worked up to be a commissioned officer of the aviation corps. In Italy,
where he stayed during most of the war, he
was decorated with the Cross of the Crown

that's good news, because Andre Kostelanetz'
polished and professional music, plus Albert

of Italy, the highest honor that can be bestowed on a foreigner.

Spalding's
singing
fresh
and informal
ceremonies, all make
to beat for relaxing

violin,
Spalding's
manner plus
as master
of
up a show that is hard
listening — even if there

weren't an exciting guest artist on each show.
Albert Spalding is as pleasant a fellow as
he sounds on the air. And when you come
to think of it, he deserves a lot of credit for
making himself into a great violinist. At the
time Albert started his career, Americans
didn't think much of American musicians. A
violinist or singer or pianist was listened to
only if he came from Europe. It was a form
of snobbery that wasn't very pretty. Albert
was as American as ice cream, and to make
things worse, he wasn't even poor. His father
was A. J. Spalding, the wealthy sporting
goods manuacturer.
But Albert studied and studied, and practiced and practiced, and when he was ready
went on a concert tour which took in small
towns as well as large cities. On this trip he
played for whatever fees he could get. Some-

1:00
1:00

CBS
program.
is the of
firstceremonies,
time he's ever
branched
out as This
a master
and
on an early program of the series he nearly
came to grief. Somehow or other, he got his
script mixed up and began announcing the
last number on the show when he should have

2:30
2:30
3:00

nouncement. The change didn't make much
sense to listeners, but at least disaster was
averted — although the director of the show,
who had been making frantic signals from
the control-room, went home that night with
six new gray hairs.

3:00
3:00
3:00
3:30
3:30
3:30
4:00
8:30
4:15

MBS: Musical Steelmakers
NBC-Blue: Moylan Sisters
5:15 NBC-Red: Met. Opera Auditions
NBC-Blue: Olivio Santoro
MBS: The Shadow
NBC-Red:
True Your Dream

4:45
4:30

Has Come

5:00
5:00
5:00
5:30
5:30
5:30
6:00
6:00

THEATER
6:00 CBS: SILVER
MBS: Double or Nothing
6:00
NBC-Blue:
New
Friends of Music
6:00 NBC-Red: Catholic
Hour
6:30 CBS: Gene Autry and Dear Mom
6:30
MBS: Show of The Week
6:30 NBC-Red:
What's Your Idea
7:00 NBC-Blue News from Europe
BENNY
7:00 NBC-Red: JACK
7:15 CBS: Headlines and Bylines

6:15
4:30

3:15 NBC-Red: H. V. Kaltenborn
NBC-Blue: National Vespers
NBC-Red: Muriel Angelus
4:15 NBC-Red: Tony Wons
CBS: Pause That Refreshes
NBC-Blue: Behind the Mike
NBC-Red: Joe and Mabel

2:00
2:00

his conductor's stand and taking his own
script over to Spalding, who quickly switched
in mid-sentence and read the correct an-

2:15

1:30
1:30
1:30

He's completely without artistic affectations, and has a fine time rehearsing for his

been announcing the next-to-last. At first,
only the men in the control-room realized his
mistake. Then Andre Kostelanetz, who is a
sufficiently experienced radio performer to
know that you always have to keep an eye
on the script, came to the rescue by leaving

3:00 CBS: N. Y. PHILHARMONIC
3:00 MBS: The Americas Speak
3:00 NBC-Blue: Great Plays

12:00
12:00
12:00

6:30
6:30
6:30
6:45

5:00
7:30
5:00
5:30
8:00

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30

5:45

7:30
7:45

5:55

8:00

CBS: Screen Guild Theater
7:30 NBC-Blue: News for Americas
7:30 NBC-Red: Fitch Bandwagon
MBS: Wythe Williams
8:00 CBS: HELEN
HAYES
NBC-Blue: Star Spangled Theater
8:00 NBC-Red: CHARLIE
MCCARTHY
8:30 CBS: Crime Doctor
8:30 NBC-Red: ONE
MAN'S
FAMILY
8:45 MBS: Dorothy Thompson

7:55

TUNE-IN

BULLETINS

March 30: Orson Welles in "One Step Ahead" on the Silver Theater, CBS . . . William Powell
in "Lucky Partners" on the Screen Guild Theater. . . . "Robert E. Lee" is today's Great
Play on NBC-Blue.
April 6: Helen Traubel, soprano, sings on the Ford Hour, CBS . . . Clark Gable is scheduled
to star in a play for the Silver Theater . . . NBC's Great Plays series presents "Beggar on
Horseback," by Marc Connelly and George S. Kaufman.
April 13: It's Easter Sunday, and there will be lots of swell music on the air . . . Ted Malone,
on American Pilgrimage, NBC-Blue at 2:00, goes to Concord, Mass., to honor Henry Thoreau
. . . Dorothy Maynor, soprano, sings on tonight's Ford Hour . . . "The Servant in the House"
is NBC's Great Play.
April 20: Don't miss tonight's Ford Hour — it has Nelson Eddy as guest star . . . Mutual's program, The Americas Speak, at 3:00, comes from Caracas, Venezuela, today.

8:00
9:00
6:00
6:00
9:15
6:30
8:15
6:45
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:00
5:00
8:00

8:55 CBS: Elmer Davis
9:00 CBS: FORD
HOUR
9:00 MBS: Old Fashioned Revival
8:00
NBC-Blue: Walter Winched
8:00 9:00 NBC-Red: Manhattan Merry-GoRound
8:15 9:15 NBC-Blue: The Parker Family
NBC-Blue: Irene Rich
NBC-Red: American Album of
Familiar Music
NBC-Blue: Bill Stern Sports Review
8:45
CBS: Take It or Leave It
NBC-Blue: Goodwill Hour
NBC-Red: Hour of Charm
CBS: Columbia Workshop
NBC-Red: Deadline Dramas
00 11
CBS: Headlines and Bylines
NBC: Dance Orchestra
0011
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h

Eastern

h

8:00
U
12:30
8:45

8:45

Standard

Time

NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
8:30 NBC-Blue: Ray Perkins
8:15
CLUB
9:00 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CBS:

9:15

School of the Air

NBC-Red

Edward MacHugh
9:00 10:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
9:00 10:00 NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
9:00 10:00
NBC-Red: This Small Town

9:15 10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
9:15 10:15
9:15 10:15 NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
1:45

12:45

NBC-Red: Bachelor's Children
9:30 10:30 CBS: Stepmother
9:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
10:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
9:45 10:45 NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
9:45
4:30 10:45 NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
11:00 CBS: Treat Time

2:30
8:00 10:00 11:00 NBC-Blue: The Munro's
11:00 NBC-Red: The Man I Married

■

Francia
White,
stress of The

ON

THE

red-headed
Telephone

AIR

TONIGHT:

The Telephone Hour,
ton and Francia White,
P. M., E.S.T.
The

music

war

songHour.

starring James Melon NBC-Red at 8:00

which

has

kept

so

many

well-known songs off the air since the first of
the year also has done some very strange and
unexpected things. For instance, it turned

10:00
11:15 CBS: Martha Webster
12:00 10:15
11:15 NBC-Red: Against the Storm
8:15 10:15
CBS: Big Sister
11:00 10:30 11:30
11:30 NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
10:30 11:30 NBC- Red. The Road of Life
10:30
CBS. Aunt Jenny's Stories
11:15 10:45
10:45 11:45
11:45 NBC-Blue: Thunder Over Paradise
11:45 NBC-Red: David Harum
8:45
10:45
11:00 12:00 CBS: KATE SMITH
SPEAKS
9:00
Words and Music
11:00 12:00 NBC-Red
9:00
9:15 11:15 12:15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
11:15 12:15 NBC-Red: The O'Neills
9:15
12:30 CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
9:30 11:30
12:45 CBS: Our Gal Sunday
9:45 11:45 1:00 CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
10:00 12:00 1:00 MBS: We Are Always Young
10:00
1:15 CBS: Woman in White
10:15 12:15
12:15 1:15 MBS: Edith Adams' Future
10:15
1:15 NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
10:15
12:15
10:30 12:30 1:30 CBS: Right to Happiness
10:30 12:30 1:30 MBS: Government Girl

12:45
10:45
3:00 12:45
1:00
certainly never expected that, although she's
1:00
11:00
been singing songs written by other people
3:30
since she was in her teens.
11:15 1:15
1:15
The vivacious, red-headed Miss White col11:30
11:30 1:30
laborates with her singing partner, James
11:30 1:30
Melton, in selecting the musical numbers that
11:45 1:45
1:45
are done on the program, and when ASCAP
11:45
songs were barred from the air she discovered
12:00 2:00
2:00
that many beautiful tunes could be used if 12:00
2:00
12:15
they were provided with new and original
12:15 2:15
2:15
lyrics. In other words, the tunes belonged
12:15 2:15
to anyone that wanted to use them; only the
12:30 2:30
lyrics were by members of ASCAP.
So ever
12:30 2:30
Francia

since

White

making

into

a

song-writer,

this discovery

and

Francia

has

she

been

spending much of her time chewing a pencil
and gazing off into space, trying to think of
a

rhyme for "June"
that isn't "moon."
Francia, who is as friendly as your

oldest

school chum, lives alone — she isn't married,
and some man is going to be lucky someday
— in an apartment on the East River in New
York, and has a lot of fun watching Dead End
kids defy
summer.

the cops and
She likes the

go swimming in the
neighborhood, which

is typically New York because it consists of expensive apartment houses next door to poor
sections, because everyone in it is so informal
and neighborly. But she won't sign a
term lease on her apartment because
superstitious and
down anywhere.
Next

doesn't

fall you

may

want

get

a

to

longshe's

up about

as you

can

as pleasant

chance

to

a musical

program

BULLETINS

March 31: Gasoline Alley, on NBC-Red
at
6:45, is just as entertaining on the air as
it is in the funnies.
April 7: On

the

9: Carole

and

Lux Theater

Lombard

ery in an air version
Mrs. Smith."

and

tonight,

Robert

of their movie

CBS

at

Montgomhit, "Mr.

April 14: Mutual presents its annual "Play
Ball!" show which travels to all the cities
having major league teams to interview
players

and

managers.

April 21: Dick Jurgens' band goes into the
Hotel Pennsylvania, New York, broadcasting on NBC

44

and

CBS.

4:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30

3:00
3:15
3:15
3:15
3:30
3:30

12:30

3:45
3:45
4:00
4:00
4:00

8:30
3:00
2:00

4:15
4:15
4:15
4:30

CBS:
NBC
NBC
CBS:

We, The

Blue: Club Matinee

45
00
5:45
00 6:45
00

15

15
00

30
30
15
30
00
:00
00
30
:30
:30

30
15
30
00
:30
:00
30
00
30
:30

:30
:55
iOO
:00
:00
30 9:30
30 9:30
35 9:35

:30
7:55
8:00
8:00

Brown

10:00
10:00
10:00
10:30,
10:30

ON

The

some
THE

EST.
The Wife

Saver,

Allen

Prescott,

AIR

on

Wife

Saver,

household

NBC-Blue

who

hints.

TODAY:

at 11:30

calls himself

A.M.,

The

Wife

Saver, is a husky, handsome chap who doesn't
fit in at all with one's mental picture of a man
who presents household hints on the air. He's
a graduate of the New York Military Academy and of the University of Pennsylvania, in
both of which institutions he played soccer
and

squash

and

starred

on

the

track

teams.

But even if he doesn't look or act the part,
he does offer you some interesting and very
unusual

tips on

cooking

and

home-making

on

every
program.
A great many of his wife-saving hints come
to him in the mail, from interested women
listeners. He gets about 500 letters a week,
and
use

most
on

of them

the air.

home

contain

Others

economics

cooking

something

he can

he gets by talking to

experts,

reading

and home making,
menting in his own home,

books

on

and even experiwhich is a pent

house on top of a New York office building.
He lives there with a Scottie dog and an
aquarium
full of tropical fish.
Allen was born in 1904 in St. Louis,
to become

an

actor,

but

and

his parents

for a while before finally achieving his dracompany.
matic ambition by joining a theatrical stock
He

first went

Winchell
station,

Mix

NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS: News, Bob Trout
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
Hedda Hopper
CBS:
CBS: Paul Sullivan
The
World Today
CBS:
Blue: Lowell Thomas
Red: Gasoline Alley
NBCCBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBCRed
Fred Waring's Gang
CBS:
NBC- Lanny Ross
Red: European News
CBS: BLONDIE
NBCMBS The Lone Ranger
Blue: This is the Show
CBS:
NBC- Those We Love
Blue: I Love a Mystery
NBC- Red: The Telephone Hour
NINETIES
CBS.
NBC- GAY
MBS: Adventure in Manhattan
NBC Blue: True or False
Red
Voice of Firestone
NBC- Elmer Davis
CBS

CBS LUX
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue
NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:

Prescott,
you

objected — as parents often do — and instead,
when he got out of college he worked as an
advertising salesman and newspaper reporter

CBS: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: Lone Journey
NBC-Blue: Drama Behind Headlines
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines

6:00
6:05
15
30
45

Allen

wanted

5:00 NBC Blue: Children's Hour
5:00 NBC Red: Girl Alone

NBC-Blue: Tom

00
00
:00
:30
:30

Abbotts

Red: Stella Dallas
Hilltop House
Red: Lorenzo Jones
4:30
NBC- Kate Hopkins
4:45 CBS:
4:45 NBC Red: Young Widder
5:00 CBS: The Goldbergs

4:15
4:15
4:30

see

find anywhere.

TUNE-IN

2:45
2:45
2:45
3:00

CBS
Road of Life
MBS: I'll Find My Way
CBS: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Hymns of All Churches
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Fletcher Wiley
NBC-Blue: Rochester Orchestra
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
CBS: Home of the Brave
NBC-Red: Light of the World
CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Frank Parker
NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
CBS: A Friend in Deed
NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
NBC-Red
Pepper Young's Family
CBS: Lecture Hall
NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
4:00 CBS: Portia Faces Life
Blue: Mother of Mine
4:00 NBC
NBC- Red: Backstage Wife

tie herself

Francia and Melton in person, because they're
planning an extensive joint concert tour.
Meanwhile, their songs on the Telephone Hour
make

12:45
12:45
9:15
1:00

1:45
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:30
2:30
2:30
2:45
2:45
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:15
3:15
3:15
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:45
3:45
3:45

■

gives

THEATER
You're in the Army
Doctor I. Q.
John B. Kennedy
Show Boat

Basin Street Music

CBS: Guy Lombardo
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: Contented
Hour
CBS: Girl About Town
NBC-Blue
Radio Forum

and

on the air in 1929
Mark

Hellinger

with Walter
over

a

local

then started a radio career by commenting on the news. When news items gave

out he filled in the gaps

with household

hints,

and gradually people began to show more
interest in the latter than in the news — so he
became The Wife Saver. He has written two
books, and their titles are "The Wife Saver's
Candy Recipes" and "Aunt Harriet's HouseHints." He has never said who Aunt
Harrietholdis.

TUNE-IN

BULLETINS

April I: On NBC, 10:00 P.M., listen to the
National A.A.U. Boxing Championships
from Boston . . . Count Basie and his band
open

in Boston too — at the Tunetown
room, broadcasting over CBS.

April 8: For delightful
Frank
Parker on CBS
Now

April
you

mid-afternoon
at 3:15.

15: If the

newscasters

too

gloomy

much

news

Ballmusic:

insist on

giving

tonight,

switch

to Fibber McGee
and Molly on
at 9:30 — they'll cheer you up.

NBC-Red

April 22: For a quick bird's-eye view of
America, listen to We, the People, on CBS
at 9:00.

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

MIRROR

h
al

h

6

8:00
2:00 12:30

Eastern

Standard

Eastern

Time
l/l

8:15 NBC-Red:

Gene

and

a.

Glenn

9:00 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
9:15 CBS: School of the Air

CLUB

1:15

1:45
12:45
2:30
10:45
12:00
8:15
11:00
11:15
8:45
9:00
9:00
9:15
9:15
9:30
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:00
10:15
10:15
10:15
10:30
10:30
10:45
3:00
11:00
3:30
11:15
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:45
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30
12:45
12:45
9:15
1:00
4:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
12:30
8:30
3:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
5:45
7:55
10:00
3:45
3:45
8:00
9:00
8:00
8:15
9:15
4:15
4:30
8:30
7:30
8:30
8:30
5:30
7:30
5:30
5:55
9:00
8:00
9:30
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:35
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:45

9:15 10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
9:15 10:15 NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
9:15 10:15 NBC- Red: Bachelor's Children
9:30 10:30 CBS: Stepmother
9:30
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
9:30 10:30
10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
9:45 10:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
9:45
10:45 NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
4:30 10:45
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
10:00 11:00 CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
10:00 11:00 NBC-Blue: The Munro's
10:00 11:00 NBC-Red: The Man 1 Married
10:15 11:15 CBS: Martha Webster
10:15 11:15 NBC-Red: Against the Storm
10:30 11:30 CBS: Big Sister
10:30 11:30 NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
10:30 11:30 NBC-Red: The Road of Life
10:45 11:45 CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
10:45 11:45 NBC-Blue: Thunder Over Paradise
10:45 11:45 NBC-Red: David Harum
11:00 12:00 CBS: KATE SMITH
SPEAKS
11:00 12:00 NBC-Red: Words and Music
11:15 12:15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
11:15 12:15 NBC-Red: The O'Neills
11:30 12:30 CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
11:30 12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
11:45 12:45 CBS: Our Gal Sunday
12:00 1:00 CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
12:00
1:00 MBS: We Are Always Young
12:15
1:15 CBS: Woman in White
12:15
1:15 MBS: Edith Adams' Future
1:15 NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
12:15
12:15 1:15 NBC-Red: Tony Wons
12:30
1:30 CBS: Right to Happiness
12:30 1:30 MBS: Government Girl
12:45 1:45 CBS: Road of Life
12:45 1:45 MBS: I'll Find My Way
1:00 2:00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
1:00 2:00 NBC-Red: Hymns of All Churches
1:15 2:15 CBS: Girl Interne
1:15 2:15 MBS: George Fisher
1:15
2:15 NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
1:30 2:30 CBS: Fletcher Wiley
1:30 2:30 NBC-Red : Valiant Lady
1:45 2:45 CBS: Home of the Brave
1:45 2:45 NBC-Red: Light of the World
2:00 3:00 CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
2:00 3:00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
2:00 3:00 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
2:15 3:15 CBS: Frank Parker
2:15 3:15 NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
2:15 3:15 NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
2:30 3:30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
2:30 3:30 NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
2:30 3:30
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
2:45 3:45 NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
2:45 3:45 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
3:00 4:00 CBS: Portia Faces Life
3:00 4:00 NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
3:00 4:00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
3:15 4:15 CBS: We, The Abbotts
3:15 4:15 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
3:15 4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
3:30 4:30 CBS: Hilltop House
3:30 4:30 NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
3:45 4:45 CBS: Kate Hopkins
3:45 4:45 NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
4:00 5:00 CBS: The Goldbergs
4:00 5:00
Children's Hour
4:00 5:00 NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red: Girl Alone
4:15 5:15 CBS: The O'Neills
4:15 5:15 NBC-Red: Lone Journey
5:30 NBC-Blue: Drama Behind Headlines
4:30
5:30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
4:45 5:45 CBS: Scattergood Baines
5:45 5:45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
4:45 5:45 NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
5:00
6:00 CBS: News
5:05 6:05 CBS: Edwin C. Hill
5:30 6:30 CBS: Paul Sullivan
5:45 6:45 CBS: The World Today
6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
5:45 6:45 NBC-Red: Gasoline Alley
6:00 7:00 CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
6:00 7:00 NBC-Blue: EASY
ACES
6:00 7:00 NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
6:15 7:15 CBS: Lanny Ross
6:15 7:15 NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
6:15 7:15 NBC-Red: European News
6:30 7:30 CBS: Helen Menken
6:45 7:45 NBC-Red: H. V. Kaltenborn
7:00 8:00 CBS: Court of Missing Heirs
7:00 8:00 MBS: Wythe Williams
7:00
8:00 NBC-Blue: Ben Bernie
7:00 8:00 NBC- Red: Johnny Presents
7:30 8:30 CBS: FIRST
NIGHTER
7:30 8:30 NBC-Blue: Uncle Jim's Question Bee
7:30 8:30 NBC-Red: Horace Heidt
7:55 8:55 CBS: Elmer Davis
8:00 9:00 CBS: We, the People
8:00 9:00 NBC-Blue: Grand Central Station
8:00 9:00 NBC-Red: Battle of the Sexes
8:30 9:30 CBS: Professor Quiz
8:30 9:30 NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
8:30 9:30 NBC-Red: McGee and Molly
8:35 9:35 NBC-Blue: Inner Sanctum Mystery
9:00 10:00 CBS: Glenn Miller
9:00 10:00 MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
9:00 10:00 NBC- Red: Bob Hope
9:30 10:30
Red: Uncle Walter's Doghouse
9:30 10:30 NBCNBC-Blue: Edward Weeks
9:45 10:45 CBS: News of the World

8:00
12:30
9:00
8:45
1:15 8:45

1:45

9:15
9:15
9:15
9:30
9:30

12:45

4:30
9:35
9:45
2:30
8:00 10:00
10:00
10:00
12:00 10:15
10:15
8:15
11:00
10:30
10:30
10:30
11:15 10:45

■ The

Martins

Quartet

provides

music

for

Fred

Allen's

ON

THE

AIR

TONIGHT:

shows.

The Martins, featured on Fred Allen's show
tonight on CBS at 9:00, E.S.T., rebroadcast
at 9:00, P.S.T., and sponsored
by Texaco.
One thing Fred Allen always has on his
radio program is a vocal harmony group. He
had one when he started broadcasting nine
years ago, and he has one now, even though
it's not the same one. The current group is
called The Martins, a quartet consisting of
two boys and two girls.

10:45
8:45 10:45
11:00
9:00 11:00
9:00 11:15
9:15
9:15
9:30
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:00
10:15
10:15
10:30
10:30
10:45
3:00
11:00
3:30
11:15
11:30
11:30
11:45
11:45

"The Martins" is just a name, though. In
reality, they are Phyllis and Jo-Jean Rogers, a
pair of sisters from Oklahoma; Ralph Blane,
who has his own Saturday morning sustaining
12:00
program on NBC; and Hugh Martin, who does 12:00
the musical arranging and lends his name as a 12:15
title for the whole group.
12:15
Though they've been together only a year
and seven months, the Martins consider themselves veterans, for Fred Allen's is their second
commercial series on the air. Late in 1939,
soon after they organized and without ever
appearing on a sustaining program, they were
hired for Walter O'Keefe's show, and made
a hit on it. Then they signed a contract to
sing in the Broadway musical comedy, "Louisiana Purchase" — the same show that catapulted Ben Bernie's Carol
Bruce to stardom.
Phyllis and Jo-Jean are two girls from Frederick, Oklahoma, who had almost no professional experience before they teamed up with
Ralph and Hugh. They are cousins of the
beloved Will Rogers, so the ability to entertain in public must run in their veins. One
sister is dark and one is light — and' both are
so photogenic that it's no surprise to learn
they and the boys may appear in a movie
this summer.
Fred likes a quartet or other vocal combination on his programs because he thinks
they lend just that touch of novelty and pace
that a comedy show needs — provided they
always have clever and unusual arrangements
like those the Martins will show up with
tonight.
TUNE-IN

BULLETINS

March 26: Two sports events: the New York
vs. Chicago round of the Golden Gloves
tournament, on NBC-Red tonight . . . On
NBC-Blue at 10:00, Buddy Baer vs. Tony
Galento.
April 2: Exciting melodrama: Big Town, with
Edward G. Robinson, on CBS at 8:00.
April 9: Matty Malneck and his famous
Hollywood orchestra open at the Rainbow
Room in New York — listen on NBC.
April 16: Wednesday night's lacking in music
— so Tony Martin's fiteen minutes on NBCRed at 8:00 are doubly welcome.
April 23: Why not form the habit of listening
to Easy Aces on NBC-Blue at 7:00? You
couldn't have a better one.

12:15
12:30
12:30

12:45
12:45
12:45
1:00
9:15
4:15
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
12:30

8:30
3:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
5:45
8:55

3:15
10:00
3:45

11:15
11:30
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:00
12:15
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30
12:45
12:45
1:00
1:00
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:30
1:45
2:00
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:15
2:30
2:30
2:45
2:45
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:15
3:15
3:15
3:30
3:30
3:45
3:45
3:45
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:15
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:45
4:45
5:05
10:00
5:15
5:30
5:45
5:45

3:45
9:30
8:00
8:15
9:45
4:15
7:30
7:30
6:30
8:00
6:30
8:00
8:15
8:30
5:30
5:30
8:30
9:00
5:55
9:00
6:00
9:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
6:35
7:45
7:30

6:00
6:00
6:15
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:15
6:30
6:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:15
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:55
8:00
8:00
8:30
8:30
8:00
9:00
9:00
8:35
9:30
9:00
9:45

1941

Time

Gene

30 NBC-Blue:

Ray

and

Glenn

Perkins

BREAKFAST

CLUB

00
CBS: School of the Air
15
NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
45
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Red: This Small Town

00
CBS: Myrt and Marge
15
30 NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
15
00
30

NBC-Red: Bachelor's Children
CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: Woman of Courage
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
CBS: Treat Time
NBC-Blue: The Munro's
NBC-Red: The Man I Married
CBS: Martha Webster
NBC-Red: Against the Storm
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: The Road of Life

15
45
45
45
30
00
00
00
15
15
30
30
30
Jenny's Stories
45 CBS: Aunt Thunder
Over Paradise
45 NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red: David Harum
45
r00
15
15
30
oo
30
15

CBS: KATE
SMITH
SPEAKS
NBC-Red: Words and Music
CBS: When a Girl Marries
NBC-Red: The O'Neills

CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
CBS: Our Gal Sunday

15 CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
00
00

MBS: We Are Always Young
CBS: Woman in White

MBS: Edith Ted
Adams'
Future
15 NBC-Blue:
45
Malone

30
30
45
45
31
00
00

CBS: Right to Happiness
MBS: Government Girl

30
15
30
45
15
45
45
00
15
00
00
30

NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife

CBS:JRoad
of Life
MBS: I'll Find
My
CBS:

Young

Way

Dr. Malone

NBC-Red : Betty Crocker

45 CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Fletcher Wiley
00
3:
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
15 CBS: Home of the Brave
45 NBC-Red: Light of the World
15
CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
00 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Frank Parker
15 NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's
CBS: Lecture Hall

Family

NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

CBS: Portia Faces Life
NBC- Blue IMother of Mine
NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
CBS:

We, the Abbotts

15 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
45
30
00
15
45
45
00
00
15
45
15
30
30
45
45
00
05
45
15
30
45
45

NBC- Red: Stella Dallas
CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Kate Hopkins
NBC-Blue: Edgar A. Guest
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: The Goldbergs
NBC-Blue: Children's
NBC-Red: Girl Alone

Hour

CBS: The O'Neills
NBC-Red:
Lone Journey
NBC-Blue: Drama Behind Headlines
NBC- Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful

CBS: News, Bob Trout

CBS:
CBS:
CBS:
NBC
NBC
00 CBS:
00
00
30 NBC
NBC
CBS:
15 NBC
15 NBC
MBS
30 CBS:
15 NBC
30
00
30
CBS:
00 NBC
00
NBC
CBS
MBS
30 NBC
NBC30 NBC
15
55
30
30 CBS:
00
00 CBS:
MBS
00
30 NBC
NBC
NBC
00 CBS
00 MBS
NBC
35
30 CBS:
4SCBS:

00:NBC
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Standard

15|NBC-Red:
NBC-Blue:

2:00

9:45 NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
9:00 10:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
9:00 10:00 NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
9:00 10:00 NBC-Red: This Small Town
8:45

8:45

i/i
O

Edwin
Hedda

C.
Hill
Hopper

Paul Sullivan
The World Today

Blue: Lowell Thomas
Red: Gasoline Alley
Amos

'n' Andy

Blue: EASY
ACES
Red: Fred Waring's Gang
Lanny Ross
Blue: Mr. Keen
Red: European News
Meet Mr. Meek
The Lone Ranger
Red: Cavalcade of America
Blue:
Quiz Kids
Big Town
Red: Tony Martin
Red: How Did You Meet
Dr. Christian
: Boake Carter
Blue: Manhattan at Midnight
Red: Plantation Party
Elmer Davis
FRED
ALLEN
GABRIEL
HEATTER
Red: Eddie Cantor
Blue: John B. Kennedy
Red: Mr. District Attorney
Blue: Spin and Win
Glenn Miller
Raymond Gram Swing
Red: KAY
KYSER
Girl About Town
News of the World

45

Eastern Standard Time
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■ Dignified,
sweet-faced
Katharine Raht is
Mrs.
Aldrich.
ON

THE

AIR

TONIGHT:

The Aldrich Family, on NBC-Red at 8:30
P.M., E.S.T. and 9:00 P.M., P.S.T., sponsored
by Jell-O.
Henry Aldrich is such an energetic kid that
the other members of his family don't get
their full share of attention. That's why we're
printing the picture above of Katharine Raht,
who plays Henry's mother in this popular
series. Katharine was a school teacher, and
a

good

one,

she began

until 1931, when

acting in summer

as

a

hobby

theater produc-

tions. By 1936 she'd grown so fond of acting
that she quit her teaching job and came to
New York to go on the stage. A blank year
of pounding on producers' doors followed
before she began to gain recognition, and was
cast in "Our Town" and other plays. The
role of Mrs. Aldrich was her first chance in
radio, although now you hear
shows occasionally as well.

her on

other

If you saw the play or the movie of "What
a Life," the play which originated the Aldrich
Family, you'll remember that in it Henry's
mother was a different sort of person from the
wise, kindly woman she is now on the air.
In it she was flighty and interested in nothing much but society. Clifford Goldsmith, the
author of both the play and the radio series,
says that's because in writing so many scripts
he's come to understand his characters much
better.
Goldsmith frequently shivers when he thinks
how near he came to missing out on the play
which eventually brought him so much fame
and

success. When "What a Life" was trying out in Philadelphia before its Broadway

run, Goldsmith lost his overcoat and didn't
have enough money to buy a new one. The
proprietor of the clothing store where he
went offered to buy a half-interest in "What
a Life" for a thousand dollars — and so discouraged and broke was the author that he
nearly agreed to the sale. If he had, that
clothing merchant would have been a rich
man now.
TUNE-IN
March

27: Some

BULLETINS
entertaining

plays are

pre-

sented on the Listener's Playhouse, tonight
at 10:30 on NBC-Red.
April 3: Jan Savitt and his orchestra open
tonight at the Hotel Sherman in Chicago,
broadcasting over CBS.
April 10: Professor Quiz has changed his time
to tonight at 10:15, E.S.T., over CBS.
April 17: Don't miss listening to our cover
girl, Yvette, on Xavier Cugat's program
over NBC-Red at 7:30.
April 24: Nomination for the man who can get
the
drop Heatter
of dramaon out
day's
news: last
Gabriel
MBS ofatthe
9:00.
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8:is| NBC-Red
Gene and Glenn
9:00>NBC-Blue. BREAKFAST
CLUB
9:05!
NBC-Red
8:05 9:15 CBS
Happy Jack
12:30
School of the Air
9:45 NBC-Red Edward MacHugh
8:45
9:00 10:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Red: This Small Town
9:15
CBS: Myrt and Marge
10:15
NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
9:15 10:15 NBC-Red: Bachelor's Children
9:30 10:15 CBS: Stepmother
10:30
9:30
NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
9:30 10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
9:45
CBS: Woman
I- of Courage
9:45 10:45
NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
10:45 NBC-Red
The Guiding Light
4:30
10:00
CBS. Mary Lee Taylor
10:00 11:00
11:00 NBC-Blue:
10:00 11:00
The Man
Munro's
NBC-Red: The
I Married
10:15 11:15 CBS: Martha Webster
10:15 11:15 NBC-Red: Against the Storm
CBS: Big Sister
10:30 11:30 NBC-Red: The Road of Life
10:30 11:30
10:45
Aunt Thunder
Jenny's Stories
11:45 CBS:
11:15
NBC-Blue:
Over Paradise
8:45 10:45 11:45 NBC- Red: David Harum
11:45
11:00 12:00 CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
9:00 11:00 12:00 NBC-Red: Words and Music
11:15
CBS: When a Girl Marries
9:15 11:15 12:15 NBC-Red: The O'Neills
12:15
CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
9:30 11:30
9:30 11:30 12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
12:30
12:45 CBS: Our Gal Sunday
9:45
11:45
12:00
CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
10:00
1:00 MBS: We Are Always Young
10:00 12:00
1:15
CBS: Woman in White
10:15 12:15
Edith Adams' Future
10:15 12:15 1:15 MBS:
NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
10:15 12:15 1:15 NBC-Red:
Tony Wons
12:15
12:30 1:30 CBS: Right to Happiness
10:30
10:30 12:30 1:30 MBS: Government Girl
12:45
CBS: Road of Life
12:45
MBS: I'll Find My Way
1:00 1:45
10:45
1:45
3:00
2:00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
1:00
2:00 NBC- Red: Hymns of All Churches
11:00
1:15
CBS: Girl Interne
3:30 1:15 2:15 MBS: George Fisher
11:15 1:15 2:15 NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
11:15
1:30 2:15
2:30 CBS: Fletcher Wiley
11:30
11:30 1:30
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
2:30
11:45 1:45 2:45 CBS: Home of the Brave
NBC-Red: Light of the World
11:45
2:45
3:00 CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
2:00 3:00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
12:00 2:00 3:00 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
12:00
2:15 3:15 CBS: Frank Parker
2:15 3:15 NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
12:15
12:15
3:15 NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
12:15 2:15
2:30 3:30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
2:30
NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
12:30 2:30 3:30 NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
CBS: Adventures in Science
12:45 2:45 3:45 NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
12:45 2:45 3:45 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
12:45 2:45
3:45 CBS: Portia Faces Life
3:00 4:00
9:15
1:00 3:00 4:00 NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
3:00
NBC- Red: Backstage Wife
4:00
4:15 CBS: We, The Abbotts
3:15
NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
3:15 4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
3:30 4:15 CBS: Hilltop House
3:30 4:30
4:30 NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
4:45
12:30 3:45 4:45 CBS: Kate Hopkins
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
3:45
CBS: The Goldbergs
8:30
3:00 4:00 5:00 NBC-Blue: Children's Hour
2:00 4:00 5:00 NBC-Red: Girl Alone
4:15
The O'Neills
4:15 5:15 CBS:
5:15 NBC-Red: Lone Journey
2:15
5:30 NBC-Blue: Drama Behind Headlines
2:30
5:30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
5:45
CBS: Scattergood Baines
2:45 4:45
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
5:45 5:45 5:45 NBC- Red: Life Can be Beautiful
4:45
7:55 5:00 6:00 CBS: News
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
5:05 6:05 CBS: Bob Edge
3:15 5:15
5:30 6:15 CBS: Paul Sullivan
10:00 5:45 6:30
CBS: The World Today
3:45
6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
6:45 NBC-Red: Gasoline Alley
3:45 5:45 6:45
Amos 'n' Andy
8:00
9:30 6:00 7:00 CBS:
8:00 6:00 7:00 NBC-Blue: Easy Aces
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
7:00
8:15
Lanny Ross
9:45 6:15 7:15 CBS:
NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
4:15 6:15 7:15 NBC-Red: European News
6:15
CBS: Vox Pop
7:00 6:30 7:30 NBC-Red: Xavier Cugat
4:45 6:30 7:30
7:45 NBC-Blue: Met. Opera Guild
6:45
8:30 7:00 8:00 CBS: Ask It Basket
7:00
7:30
5:00 7:00 8:00 MBS: Wythe Williams
NBC-Blue: Pot o' Gold
8:30 7:00 8:00
8:00 NBC-Red: Fannie Brice, Frank
Morgan
9:00
8:30 CBS: City Desk
8:30 7:30 8:30 NBC-Blue: Fame and Fortune
7:30
9:00
8:30 NBC-Red: ALDRICH
FAMILY
8:55 CBS: Elmer Davis
5:55 7:55
9:00
CBS:
MAJOR
BOWES
6:00 8:00 9:00 MBS: GABRIEL
HEATTER
6:00 8:00
9:00 NBC-Red: KRAFT
MUSIC
HALL
6:30 8:00
6:00 8:30 9:30 NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
9:35 NBC-Blue: America's Town Meeting
6:35 8:35
9:00
CBS: Glenn Miller
7:00 9:00 10:00
10:00 NBC-Red: Rudy Vallee
9:30
7:30
10:30
NBC-Blue: Ahead of the Headlines
7:30 9:30
10:30 NBC-Red: Listener's Playhouse
7:45
10:45 CBS: News of the World
6
8:00

■ Singing star on five different
shows every week:
Buddy Clark
ON
Treat-time,

THE

AIR

TODAY:

starring Buddy

Clark, on CBS

today, Monday and Wednesday at 11:00
Treet.
A.M., E.S.T., sponsored by the makers of
One of the busiest young fellows in Chicago
must be Buddy Clark. Not only does he star
on this program three times a week, but he
sings with Wayne King's band on the Waltz
King's Saturday-night show, also on CBS, and
on Sunday's Show of the Week over Mutual.
One result of his activity is that although he
has a home, complete with wife and children,
in New York, he has to live in Chicago, where
all his broadcasts originate. Last year, when he
was on the air with both Wayne King and
Ben Bernie, he commuted by air between the
two cities — but he can hardly do that five
times a week.
Doing so much singing on the air is fun for
Buddy, because he sings all the time anyway,
even when there's no microphone around. He
isn't practicing — he saves all that for the
rehearsal room. It's just singing for the fun
of it, and often he warbles classical numbers
instead of the popular songs you hear him
doing on the air. Anything in Lawrence Tibbett's repertoire is usually in Buddy's, too, because he's a great admirer of the famous
opera star.
Buddy graduated

from

college as

a law

student, and he's always kept up his legal
studies so that recently he was able to pass
bar examinations. Just in case his voice ever
goes back on him, he will be all set to put
out his shingle as a lawyer.
He's a collector of china, but he never felt
any great interest in china until some time
after he started collecting it. He happened
to drop in on an auction a year or so ago, and
while he was watching the proceedings he
scratched his ear. As any old auction-goer
knows, this is a signal. A few minutes later
Buddy found himself the proud, if startled,
owner of a set of Wedgwood cups and
saucers. They began what is now a large and
valuable collection.
TUNE-IN
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28: Arch Oboler

has scheduled

Miriam

Hopkins as his guest star tonight on Everyman's Theater, NBC-Red at 9:30.
April 4: Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour gueststar on Kate Smith's show, CBS at 8:00, in
"The Road to Zanzibar" . . . Lou Nova vs.
Max Baer in Madison Square Garden —
NBC-Blue at 10:00, Bill Stern and Sam Taub
announcing.
April II: Ray

Milland,

Brian Donlevy

and

Constance Moore star in "I Wanted Wings"
on the Kate Smith program.
April 18: Just as bright and amusing as ever
is Information Please, on NBC-Red at 8:30.

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

MIRROR

Eastern Standard
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7:00
7:00
7:00
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8:00
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8:30
8:30
8:30
8:35
9:00
9:00
9:30
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Eastern Standard

Time

8:15 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
9:00 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST
CLUB
9:15 CBS: School of the Air
9:15 NBC-Red: Isabel Manning Hewson
9:45 NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
10:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
10:00 NBC-Red: This Small Town
10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
10:15 NBC-Blue: Vic and Sade
10:15 NBC-Red: Bachelor's Children
10:30 CBS: Stepmother
10:30 NBC-Blue: Mary Marlin
10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
10:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
10:45 NBC-Blue: Pepper Young's Family
10:45 NBC-Red:
The Guiding Light
11:00 CBS: Treat Time
11:00 NBC-Blue: The Munro's
11:00 NBC-Red: The Man I Married
,
11:15 CBS: Martha Webster
11:15 NBC-Red: Against the Storm
11:30 CBS: Big Sister
11:30 NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
11:30 NBC-Red : The Road of Life
11:45 CBS: Aunt Jenny's Stories
11:45 NBC-Blue: Thunder Over Paradise
11:45 NBC-Red: David Harum
12:00 CBS: Kate Smith Speaks
12:00 NBC-Red: Words and Music
12:15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
12:15 NBC-Red: The O'Neills
12:30 CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
12:45 CBS: Our Gal Sunday
1:00 CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
1:00 MBS: We Are Always Young
1:15 C_BS: Woman in White
MBS: Edith Adams' Future
1:30 CBS: Right to Happiness
"'
Government Girl
1:30
1:15MBS:
1:45 CBS: Road of Life
1:45 MBS: I'll Find My Way
2:00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
2:00 NBC-Red: Betty Crocker
2:15 CBS: Girl Interne
2:15 NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
2:30 CBS: Fletcher Wiley
2:30 MBS: Philadelphia Orchestra
2:30 NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
2:45 CBS: Home of the Brave
2:45 NBC-Red: Light of the World
3:00 CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
3:00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
3:00 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
3:15 CBS: Frank Parker
3:15 NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
3:15 NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
3:30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
3:30 NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
3:30 NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
3:45 CBS: Exploring Space
3:45 NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
3:45 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
4:00 CBS: Portia Faces Life
4:00 NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
4:00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
4:15 CBS: We, The Abbotts
4:15 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
CBS: Hilltop House
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
CBS: Kate Hopkins
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
CBS: The Goldbergs
NBC-Blue: Children's Hour
NBC-Red: Girl Alone
CBS: The O'Neills
NBC-Red: Lone Journey
NBC-Blue: Drama Behind Headlines
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
NBC- Red: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS: News, Bob Trout
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
CBS: Hedda Hopper
CBS: The World Today
NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
NBC-Red: Gasoline Alley
CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Lanny Ross
NBC-Red: European News
CBS: Al Pearce
MBS: The Lone Ranger
NBC-Red: Alec Templeton
CBS: KATE
SMITH
NBC-Blue: Army Show
NBC-Red: Cities Service Concert
NBC-Blue: Death Valley Days
NBC-Red: INFORMATION
PLEASE
CBS: Elmer Davis
CBS: Johnny Presents
MBS: GABRIEL
HEATTER
NBC-Blue: Gangbusters
NBC-Red: Waltz Time
CBS: Campbell Playhouse
MBS: I Want a Divorce
NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
NBC-Red: ARCH OBOLER'S PLAYS
NBC-Blue: Your Happy Birthday
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: Wings of Destiny
CBS: Girl About Town
CBS: News of the World

Time

CBS: News of Europe
8:00 NBC-Red: News
8:00
NBC-Blue: Cloutier's Orchestra
8:15 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
8:15
8:30 CBS: Hillbilly Champions
8:30 NBC-Blue: Dick Leibert

<

NBC-Blue: Harvey and Dell
NBC-Red: Deep River Boys

8:05
3:15

CBS: Press
NBC-Blue:
9:05 NBC-Red:
NBC-Red:

News
Breakfast Club
News
Happy Jack

CBS: Burl Ives
NBC-Red: Market Basket

3:15

CBS: Honest Abe
NBC-Red:

Four Showmen

CBS: Welcome
Lewis'
Bee
NBC-Blue:
Al and
Lee Singing
Reiser
NBC-Red: Lincoln Highway
10:00

NBC-Blue: Richard Kent
CBS: Old Dirt Dobber
NBC-Blue: Orchestra
NBC-Red: Betty Moore

■ Jerry Lester, m.-c. of Your
Hit Parade's army camp show.
ON

THE

AIR

10:45 NBC- Red: Bright Idea Club
CBS: Symphony Concert
NBC-Blue: Norsemen Quartet

8:00
8:00

TONIGHT:

Your Hit Parade, on CBS at 9:00, E.S.T.,
and 9:30, P.S.T., sponsored by Lucky Strike,
and including precisely seven minutes of a
show being put on at an army camp.
There's more to this than meets the ear —
about one hour and fifty-three minutes more,
in fact. For all the time Mark Warnow and
the Hit Parade orchestra are entertaining
you on the air, another band, Jerry Lester,
and a troupe of vaudevillians are entertaining soldiers at a private two-hour show of
which you hear only a small part.
Lucky Strike has a regular gang of entertainers who travel each week to a different
army camp and put on a Saturday-night program with the aid of some well-known band
which is playing in the vicinity of the camp.
Of the whole troupe, you hear only Jerry
Lester, the master of ceremonies, and the
guest band of the week. The others do their
acts before or after the seven minutes that
are broadcast.
Jerry Lester doesn't have much opportunity in those seven minutes to be a comedian,
which is a pity, because he proved he was
a good one last summer when he pinch-hit for
Bob Hope. He was a night-club and vaudeville dancer and comedian before he came
to radio — although his father, former music
critic for a Chicago paper, had visions of
seeing his son on the operatic stage and still
hasn't quite reconciled himself to hearing
him crack jokes instead.
In his late twenties, Jerry has never stayed
in one place long enough to have a home.
Now he's living in the Hotel Astor, right in
the middle of Times Square. He leaves every
Friday for whatever camp he is to play Saturday, and returns on Sunday. He has a
grand time in. the camps, where the soldiers
call him Elsie Janis II.

8:15
8:30
8:30

10:15

11:15 NBC- Red: Fed. Women's Club
NBC-Blue: Our Barn
NBC-Red: Gallicchio's Orch.

NBC-Red: Smilin' Ed McConnell
9:00 10:45 11:45 CBS: Country Journal
8:45
9:00
NBC-Blue: American Education
9:00
Forum
11:00 12:00 NBC-Red: Eastman School of Music
9:30
9:30
9:30
CBS: Highways
Health
NBC-Blue:
Farm toBureau
NBC-Red: Call to Youth
9:45
12:45 CBS: Jobs for National Defense
11:45
10:00
CBS: Let's Pretend
MBS: We Are Always Young
1:15
10:15
MBS: Edith Adams' Future
12:15
10:30
CBS: No Politics
MBS: Government Girl
10:30
NBC-Blue: Luncheon at the Waldorf
10:30
NBC-Red: Music for Everyone
MBS: I'll Find My Way
10:45 12:45
11:30
NBC-Red: Golden Melodies
11:30
CBS: Of Men and Books
12:00
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:00

2:30

1:30

3:30

CBS: Budapest quartet
NBC-Red: Dance Music
3:30 NBC-Red: Guy Hedlund

4:30

2:00
2:00
2:30

4:30

5:30

BULLETINS

March 29: President Roosevelt talks
nation today from the Jackson Day
— on all networks, of course ...
addition to network drama hours

to the
dinner
A new
is the

Guy Hedlund Players, on CBS-Red this
afternoon at 3:30 . . . And this is the day
when many U. S. radio stations must change

5:05

6:05

6:15

7:15

4:45
8:00
5:00

6:45

7:45

8:30
5:15
5:30
8:30
5:30

7:15

their wave-lengths. You'll have to experiment when you dial your favorite program.
April 5: Today's Guy Hedlund play: "Moonlight Sonata," in which Beethoven's music
plays a prominent part.
April 12: NBC has the Paumonok Handicap
from the Jamaica track.
April 19: The Excelsior Handicap race is being
run at the Jamaica track — on NBC.

6:00
6:00
6:00
6:30
6:30
6:35
7:00
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:45

Curtis Institute

NBC-Blue:

Dance Music

CBS:
People's
Platform
NBC-Blue:
Message
of Israel
NBC-Red: Muriel Angelus

4:00

9:00

NBC-Red:

CBS: Elmer Davis
NBC-Blue: Vass Family
NBC-Red: Religion in the News
CBS: The World Today
NBC-Blue: Edward Tomlinson
NBC-Red: Orchestra

3:45
3:45
4:00
4:00

8:00

A Boy, a Girl, and a Band

CBS: Report to the Nation
NBC-Red: Charlie Spivak Orch.

4:30
4:30

TUNE-IN

NBC-Red:

CBS: News of the Americas
NBC-Red: The World Is Yours

3:00
3:00
3:05
3:30
3:30
3:30

Players

CBS: Matinee at Meadowbrook
NBC-Red: Campus Capers

NBC-Red: European News
CBS: Wayne King
NBC-Blue: Little 01' Hollywood
NBC-Red: H. V. Kaltenborn
CBS: Your Marriage Club
NBC-Blue: Orchestra
NBC-Red: Knickerbocker Playhouse
NBC-Blue:

Man and the World

8:15
CBS:
Tavern
MBS: Duffy's
Boake Carter
NBC-Blue: Bishop and the Gargoyle
NBC-Red: Truth or Consequences
CBS: YOUR
HIT PARADE
MBS: GABRIEL
HEATTER
NBC-Blue: Song of Your Life
NBC-Red: National Barn Dance
MBS: Contact
NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
NBC-Blue:

NBC

SYMPHONY

CBS: Saturday Night Serenade
MBS: Chicago Theater
NBC-Red- Uncle Ezra
CBS: Public Affairs
CBS: News of the World
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■ Gale Page, radio's lovely and busy dramatic star,
discovers an intimate and exciting way to personal happiness that anyone might find within himself
By MARIAN

RHEA

WITH some it is the fascination
of collecting miniatures, or
gardening, or Chinese art . . .
Lovely Gale Page, who has
starred in so many radio and movie
When I'm awake,
dramas and lately in the Woodbury V- "'L
The sun shines down,
Playhouse series, opposite both ^/n\,,4t/Charles Boyer and Jim Ameche,
'Tis then I feel I'm happy;
has discovered a new and intimate //^K\A\-k_
But when I dream
way to happiness that anyone might
have within himself.
J) In the moonlight's beam —
She began just recently and for
Happy?
No, I'm sappy!
no reason that she knows of, but
now it is a passion that provides
her pleasure and a rare kind of exWaiting at WHAT Church?
citement that nothing else she has
done ever quite managed to give
He
put
a ring upon my finger,
her.
Other
than
that, he did not linger.
Sometimes it is in the middle of
a rehearsal of a program, sometimes
she wakes up with words on the tip
of her pencil in the middle of the
I want to sing a song so sweet
night. The results are this "Page
For you, my love, for you —
of Poetry" and the touching, gay,
A gem, a jewel, and not repeat:
and romantic verses Radio MirFor you, my love, for you.
ror's editors publish herewith.
Help me find another way,
For you, my love, for you.
To sing the thoughts I cannot say
Summer Night
For you, my love, for you.
Sky, hazy,
Moon, lazy —
Drives me
Crazy . . .

Gaiety comes from sterner stuff
Than just what meets the eyeA lilting song, a dancing walk,
A smile, a happy cry . . .
It must be born from deep within
A heart that once was sad,
Else, how would it forever know
Its reason to be glad?

I got shoes, you got shoes,
Our feet is warm —
What c'n we lose?
48
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My Prayer

To tell him in a way that's new,
Again repeat, as from the start,
When first I whispered, "I love you;"
The beginning, beating of my heart.
To show him with a look, perhaps,
A touch, or just a smile,
That always, ever constant, dear,
He's with me all the while,
To give to him just one more proof —
This grace I beg of Thee!
For through my prayers my heart
can speak
To him, through Thee, from me.

Peace of Mind

What do I live for?
She answered gaily:
To seek perfection
And eat thrice daily.

Decree
Outlook

A sense of values
With a dash of courage
Is all it takes
To go riding steerage.

Reflection

Alone tonight,
But it's not right
To talk to empty space,
When everywhere,
All nature fair,
Shows me your funny face.

You may forsake me for another
In some distant clime,
But, by gad, you'll not forget me
Until the end of time!
Enough

A frame you want to give to me,
A setting, oh, so rare,
Nothing short of diamonds
To sparkle in my hair!
Ah, my darling, don't you know
That there's no need to start
To think of presents practical,
When I possess your heart?
RADIO
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Putting him in^tyjood for^fe^y
A

LESSON

IN

How to Become Some Man's
Dream Girl— for KEEPS

i] \ Your romance is in the crucial stage where you may simmer
down to just another telephone number in his little black
address book— or you can give him such an acute case of
Dream-Girl Fever that he spends his lunch hours pricing
solitaires! It's up to you, lass! If your technique's Right,
you win. If it's Wrong— well, make it
Right —
!l\U

to improve the golden moments
between his call and his arrival

to get huffy or possessive
•when he smiles at another
female. You have to give a
man some rope, or what's he
going to hang himself with?

to make mighty sure that no
other girl can make you look
faded! That's where your
complexion casts the deciding vote. When he looks at
you, let him see a complexion
that radiates the loving care
you give
it with
every
night.
The Pond's
Other
Woman menace will vanish
into limbo.

to hold him at a coy arm's
length so long that he gets
discouraged. Love can't
thrive indefinitely on a starvation diet!
y

\\\\!>'

a little close-range eyemaking and such. Extremely
effective unless a close-up of
your face reveals clogged
pores and a network of squint
lines.
keep pores, "dry"
lines Help
and blackheads
from
blighting romance by thoroughly cleansing and softenyour skin
withnight!
Pond's
Cold ingCream
— every

to take him at his word
when
he phones
for asays,
lastminute
date and
"Don't fuss — come just as
you are!" He may think he
means it, but when he sees
your face buried under a
layer of smudge and stale
make-up, the disillusion
will be terrific!

by whisking
through I.a Pond's
glamour
treatment.
Slather
Pond's Cold Cream over your
face. Pat like mad with your
fingertips.Then
Wipe"rinse"
off with
Tissues.
withPond's
more
Cold Cream to dispose of the
last smitch of dirt and old makeup. 2. Over your immaculate
skin, spread a thick white mask
of Pond's
Vanishing
Cream. Then
Remove after
1 full minute.
wield the powder puff and
you'll glitter with glamour!

Fatal, in fact! To fumble
nervously in your handbag for a powder compact
when the poor fellow is
desperately working himself to proposal pitch.
He may never reach that
point again!

\<&

to encourage him by looking
sweet and knowing it! No distracting worry of bleary makeup or glistening nose will give
you the fidgets, if you have
used that amazing 1-minute
mask of Pond's Vanishing
Cream before your date. The
mask smooths away little roughnesses— gives your skin a glorious "mat" finish that you can
trust to hold powder right
through the crisis!

POND'S, Dept.8RM-CVE, Clinton, Conn,
I'd love to try the same Pond's complexion
care followed by Mrs. John Jacob Astor,
Mrs. St. George Duke and other leading

being just terribly brave and
noble when he half-heartedly
courts you for 7 years without mentioning churches
and ministers.

Close the deal while it's hot!
Get going now on a sweephim-off-his-feet complexion!
Here's a dotted line to sign on
— it isn't a wedding license,
but one may well follow!

society beauties. Please send me Pond's
Special
BeautyVanishing
Ritual KitCream,
containing
Pond's
Cold Cream,
Tissues
and
Skin Freshener. I enclose 100 for postage
and packing.

Name .
Address-
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Francisco earthquake and fire, which
devastated the city, and, in addition
to killing hundreds of its inhabitants, wrecked the financial structure
of
many well-established business
houses.

Boake Carter's guest is his sister, Sheelah Carter. Sheelah is
carving out a career as radio commentator for herself. Officially
she's Boake's secretary, but she did so well on several guest
appearances with him on his MBS program that when Boake went to
fill a lecture date recently he turned over the whole show to her
for one broadcast. Now a couple of sponsors are more than a little
interested in hiring her for a regular series. She has an EnglishIrish accent that's even more fascinating than her famous brother's.

One

Man's Family

(Continued from page 42)
Thompson and Glenn Hunter were
well in the lead. No one considered
Henry Barbour in the running.
Glenn Hunter was a bright young
lawyer of considerable promise. Already, the rough floors of his office
were being tracked by muddy boots
of clients.
Fred Thompson was a young doctor, whose horse and buggy were almost paid for.
Henry
Barbour
stockbroker's
clerk. When
he was
had a finished
what
would today be the equivalent of two
years of college, he drifted into the
first job that came his way; a grocery
clerk. A banker offered him a slight
increase in pay to keep his books and
Henry called himself an accountant.
A few months later he went to work
for a stockbroker.
HENRY'S income in 1896 was on a
par with Dr. Thompson's and
Glenn Hunter's, but Glenn and Fred
were living through the starvation
period to which all professional men
are subjected. They would go far, and
unless Henry changed his pace he
would always be a stockbroker's clerk.
Friends on every side asked Fannie,
"Who will it be — Dr. Thompson or
Glenn Hunter?"
She answered them within the year.
She married Henry Barbour in an intimate ceremony at her home in the
winter of that year.
A year and a half later Paul was
born. Henry Barbour, still a stockbroker's clerk, managed by the greatest of privations to pay Dr. Thompwho wouldn't
wanted aa bill.
fee
at allson,had
not Henryhave
demanded
Honor was at stake here. Henry would
not be indebted to a man Fannie
might have married.
After the turn of the century, Henry
remained the hireling of a fierce paymaster, and Fannie was expecting her
second child.
Fannie and Henry lived a hand-to50

mouth existence, struggling to keep
away from debt. Surely, the neighborhood gossiped, Fannie would now
admit her mistake, and friends
watched for signs of weakening. She
gave them no encouragement.
At every opportunity, she inquired
discreetly into the manner in which
stockbrokers became stockbrokers. All
of them, she learned, had started with
a small office and forged ahead step
by step until they commanded a profitable business.
Meanwhile, Hazel was born, bringing an additional financial strain.
It was quite clear to Fannie that
Henry's income would not permit a
third child. 'And," she told Henry,
"I want more children. Eventually,
four or five or six."
This would take money, Henry observed.
"Yes," said Fannie, "a lot of money
■— and we will have to find a way to
get it. They must have a home and
they must go to school, and if any of
them are ever ill I want them to have
theIf best
care wanted
money to
will escape
buy." the
Henry
clutches of a penurious paymaster, he
and Fannie agreed, he must become
his own paymaster. It was a gamble,
and a gamble difficult to invite — cutting himself loose from the salary
which fed and clothed the four Barbours, to open the Barbour Stock and
Bond Co., which was not assured of
the patronage of a single customer.
The early stages of his venture were
discouraging, for his door on a muddy
back street knew the tread of few
customers.
■ Dr. Thompson and Glenn Hunter,
who had remained staunch friends of
Fannie and Henry Barbour, pondered
ways of prevailing upon Henry to accept aloan from them. Henry scorned
every gesture, as his would-be saviours feared he would.
Somewhere on this scene of disillusionment intruded the great San

Just how the Barbours lived
through the poverty-ridden months
that followed is not quite clear, and
they have added little to the story, although the memory is undoubtedly
vivid. They prefer not to recall it.
Somehow,
Henry'sof determination
become
the master
a financial houseto
survived the catastrophe, and by 1912,
the year of the birth of the twins,
Clifford and Claudia, their days of
privation had ended. San Francisco
had shaken off the ashes and debris
of 1906, and as it rebuilt itself into
one of the world's most beautiful cities the Barbour Stock and Bond Co.
kept the pace.
The Barbour home at Sea Cliff, still
the scene of the family get-togethers,
was built in 1916. The following year
Jack was born and Paul went away
to war.
CATHER BARBOUR is now 65. Fan1 nie is 62. They have five children and
seven grandchildren, including Teddy,
adopted daughter of Paul. As much
as possible, they keep their family
around them.
As it has turned out, any of the
three young men who wanted to
marry Fannie in 1896 would have
been a wise choice. Frequent visitors at Sea Cliff are Dr. Thompson,
who delivered all of the Barbour children and grandchildren, and Federal
Judge Glenn Hunter.
All of the Barbours run to the judge
when there is a threat of trouble, and
no doctor other than Fred Thompson
has set foot inside their home.
Since their marriage, the Barbours
have considered their first duty to
their home. Father Barbour's discipline has been stern. Almost invariably, Fannie has been on the side of
the children when trouble arose. She
likes to explain away their shortcomings, and fight their battles with their
father.
Henry is a man of high standards
and ethics. There was a time, however, when Paul contended his father
was not as quick to see the other
man's side of a question in business
matters as in personal or family matters, but in recent years this accusation, never severe, has ceased.
As he grows older, Father Barbour
spends more time in his garden, which
is his favorite diversion. He is an
expert amateur gardener, whose
greatest delight is his flowers.
It is only since the children have
grown up that Fannie Barbour got
around to explaining how she happened to marry
a stockbroker's
clerk,a
when she
had her
choice between
handsome young lawyer and a promising doctor. Henry was selected, she
said, by the process of elimination.
Judge Hunter, she said, seemed to
have too many feminine admirers,
and likewise too many girls.
And Dr. Thompson, she said, always
smelled of antiseptic.
Recently, Fannie asked Dr. Thompson and Judge Hunter where they disappeared to when she announced she
would marry Henry Barbour.
"As I recall it," answered the whitehaired judge, "we went out and got
Listen to One Man's Family every
Sunday night at 8:30 EST over the
NBC-Red network.
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Created to go with fashion's newest colors

Dura-Gloss Pink Lady
Dura-Closs Indian Red

'ma
cwiJmtiMid tide o^\Jst
/
Be coy, coquette ! But let the incandescent beauty of your fingernails
blaze out the story of your allure, your exquisite, fastidious charm!
Give your fingernails this boon— the flashing loveliness of gem-like
lustrous color— give your fingernails the boon of Dura-Gloss, the
easy-onflow, durable, longer-lasting nail polish created for the most
beautiful fingernails in the world! Dura-Gloss costs only ten cents,
a thrifty dime, yet it is as perfect a polish as can possibly be made!
See for yourself— try, buy Dura -Gloss today!

Protect your nails — make them more beautiful with

DURA-GLOSS
may, 1941

It's good for Your Nails

THE DIFFERENCE
between NAIL POLISHES
Other polishes put color on your
nails, but DURA-GLOSS imparts to
them a gleam of brilliance — a LIFE
and LUSTER — that you get only
from DURA-GLOSS' new nail polish
formula. Never before have you been
able to get such remarkable, jewellike brilliance in any nail polish.
You, too, can have the most beautiful
fingernails in the world. Don't be
satisfied with less — don't delay. Get
DURA-GLOSS. Use it. It makes
your nails more beautiful !

10*
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was the decorator, and she's very good.
She knows how to make a room appealing, as Gene would say, "without
The fireplace,
like the ceiling, is
putting
on the dog."
panelled oak, and sofas are drawn up
to it, as well as to the great wall of
window at the back of the house
which looks out over the magnificent
gardens. Those have been ten or
fifteen years growing, and they are
beautiful. You look out the window
across a flagstone terrace, through
the eucalyptus trees and great oak
branches, down a gentle slope to the
Los Angeles river.
The city has grown up almost to the
Autrys' very door but no one could
tell it from that view. All you can
see are the trees and green grass, a
long way down the slope the green
flash of the swimming pool, and in
the distance, the purple mountains
cupping snow in their jagged tops.
The living room gives you the feeling that you are living in the whole
outdoors — great vistas of space in
which to relax. The dining room, just

A hearty "Welcome
who have returned
Sunday

night's

home!" to Conrad Thibault and Lucy Monroe,
to the air as the regular singing stars of

Manhattan

Merry-Go-Round,

If You Were

NBC-Red

at

9,

E.S.T.

Mrs, Gene Autry

(Continued from page 30)

lot of horses tramping through the
living room.
This was no ranch house. Charming,
certainly, with its pinky beige stucco
walls and washed brick chimney, its
criss-cross casement windows and
brown shingled roof. Charming, and
welcoming. But no ranch house.
"We thought you'd live out in the
who
country," I apologized to Gene,
came bouncing out, all smiles, to greet
us. We were a little early, which in
Hollywood is a sin among sins.

THIS was the country," said Gene,
"when we built it."
Of course. That was it. Ten years
ago all this section had been a barley
field, but while Gene was climbing
inch by inch into the Big Ten and
carving a niche for himself on the
radio, Los Angeles and its suburbs had
grown up — or out, thanks to an earthquake-inspired twelve story building
limit — had grown out and engulfed
him.
It was an old house, of course. (Understand, please, that a house fifteen
years old in California is considered
decrepit, and so dangerous that all
your neighbors think you should raze
it.) You could tell by the row of
giant eucalyptus trees at the back of
the house that it wasn't a new house.
Those eucalyptus trees, granted they
grow four feet a year, had been
planted a long spell back.
So Gene's house had been in the
country when he built it. Gene is a
solid fellow with roots in the ground
and he
like
the doesn't
rest of move
us. every six months
"But where," I asked, as he ushered
us into the living room, "are the elk
horns and the Indian blankets?"
Gene grinned.
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"I'll admit that's a good fireplace,
as fireplaces go," I kidded, "but it's
just plain sissy compared to the
twelve-footer I'd expected you to
It was at this juncture that Mrs.
Autry, whom we'd just met, moved in
and
erased the question mark. I imhave."
agine she's always spots.
taking her husband
off uncomfortable
"The stone fireplace is at the ranch,"
she
explained.
Gene has
a hundred
acres"You
near know
San Fernando.
It's in a canyon, a million miles from
nowhere. All the horses are there,
and we've just bought a hundred head
of cattle. We'll be real ranchers beyou know theit."elk horns are there,
"I fore
suppose
too," I said, apologetically.
"All Gene's souvenirs are there — the
things people have given him, his
saddles and tack, most of his guns
— everything he likes most. We live
there, you know, whenever Gene
isn't working."
"The only trouble is," Gene said
ruefully, "I'm working too often."
But I'll bet he's comfortable in his
town house, even if it is just a
spare.
The rooms aren't large, but they're
colorful and have an inviting livedin look. Some of the furniture in the
living room is very old — Mrs. Autry
explains that it was brought out from
the old Autry place in Oklahoma —
but the pieces that you sit on are soft
and comfortable, with no hard edges
sticking out. Upholstered flowered
chintz, for the most part, in shades
of rose and green, with an occasional
plain colored chair for contrast.
The house is decorated in exquisite
taste, but you know at once that no
decorator turned it out. Mrs. Autry

a step away, is just the opposite —
and properly so. It is small and intimate, gay. Brightly flowered wall
paper, and ruffled pink and white
curtains. Pink and white dishes for
the sheraton mahogany table, with its
chintz bottomed chairs.
All of Gene's personal possessions
which have not found their way, as
yet, to the ranch, he hoards in his
own study where he showed us blue
ribbons from a recent horse show,
gold
silver
pistolsalong
with with
hand-a
carvedand
ivory
handles,
couple of sawed-off iron shotguns used
against the redcoats in the American
revolution.
HE

also dug out of its wrappings,
with loving hands, the two dozen
figures of his miniature rodeo — a collection of cowboys and Indians, and
broom-tailed nags, carved in wood
and painted for Gene by his friend, a
real 49'er, Andy Anderson. The rodeo
will go up in state in a glass case
when it arrives at the ranch in the
canyon.
The house is always quiet and
peaceful, for Gene and his wife have
relegated all of the more hectic
phases
Gene's
to another
buildingof far
downtown-life
at the end
of the
garden where a staff of secretaries
help to run the Autry commercial
enterprises. The rumpus room is in
the "second house," too, and often it
reverberates with oldtime songs and
"gee-tar" music with which Gene and
his cowboy friends like to pass a sociable evening. They feel pent up in
the house, so Gene lets them roam
around in the grounds — play the
piano in the rumpus room and cook
their own steaks, miner-style, over
the outdoor charcoal grill. Those are
the evenings Gene loves.
"I wouldn't be caught dead in
Ciro's," he explains, honestly. Maybe
he feels pent-up in a night club, just
as his friends feel pent up in a flossy,
city house.
Gene's house is a wonderful house.
An easterner is bound to look at it
and pop for homesickness over the
real grandfather's clock, and the real
ballustrade,
the "secretary"
which
a hundred years
old and has
comeis
to California from Oklahoma, anc
before that from Boston.
It's a wonderful house, and a homt
in a sense that few Hollywood house:
are homes. But, knowing Gene, I stil
want to visit that ranch some day.
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"With the Magic of all things new!' '^^ ^^^.d^z,

"A BRAND-NEW

SKIN

is arriving to thrill you with its Loveliness!"
You are going to get a Brand -New
Skin— a New-Born Skin, a fresher,
younger skin! For, right under your
skin as you see it today, another skin
is slowly taking form.
TV7ILL it have the magic beauty of all
" ' things new? Will it emerge youngerlooking, fresher-looking— with an opalescent clarity?
Yes, says Lady Esther, it can bring you
a promise of new loveliness if— if— if— if
only you will take the proper care !
For, right now, as your New-Born Skin
is unfolding, your older skin, your present skin is flaking away in tiny invisible
particles.
The minute flakes can be the villains
that rob you of your good looks— they can
hide your beauty— they can give you the
effect of tiny rough spots.
"My Four-Purpose Face Cream," says
Lady Esther, "gently permeates those
tiny dry flakes of older skin— it loosens
them, surrounds them, as it were, so that
you can wipe them away, ever so gently,
ever so lightly."
Lady Esther's 4-Purpose Cream helps
your New-Born Skin to emerge in beauty
—because it helps you remove those tiny
invisible flakes, the surface impurities,
and the grime and the dust. It helps
Nature to refine your pores, to reveal
your New-Born Skin as a thing soft and
smooth and lovely.
Ask Your Doctor
About Your Face Cream !
Ask your doctor, and all the better if
he is a specialist on the skin. Ask him if
he favors feeding the skin from without ?
Ask him what he thinks of astringentsskin foods — heavy powder bases — tissue
creams !
I am almost sure, says Lady Esther,

that he will tell you that any cream that
entered the pore mouths would tend to enlarge them. But ask his opinion on Lady
Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream. It is almost
certain that he'll put the seal of approval
on every word Lady Esther says.
So, try Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face
Cream at my expense. Or better still, buy
a 55 cent jar for yourself. Use no other
cream for one whole month. Use it at
least twice daily. Leave it on as long as
you can, while you sleep, while you do
your household tasks!
And note, too, how much better your
powder goes on with Lady Esther 4-Pur-

pose Cream. Use it particularly before
you powder and you will end, for all time,
the need of a powder base! For with
Lady Esther Cream your powder will go
on evenly — giving your skin a silken
smoothness, adorning it, flattering it. For
Lady Esther's 4-Purpose Face Cream
helps you to keep your accent on youth.

Ladysr~:
Esther,

.'": :. './: ■

7134 West 65th St., Chicago, 111.
(67)
Please send me your generous sample tube of
Lady Esther Face Cream; also nine shades of
Face Powder, free and postpaid.
Name
Address.

FACE
may,

1941

CREAM

City

.State.

(// you line in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.)
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■ Jimmy Olsen burst into Clark
Kent's office. "Lois Lane hasn't
showed up this morning," he said.

MR.

KENT,

Mr. Kent!

Quick,

i Jimmy Olsen, the Planet's
d, 15-year-old copy boy,
red-headeI-"
t breathlessly into Clark Kent's
burse.
offic
"Whoa now, Jimmy, wait a minute. Take it easy."
"But Mr. Kent, this is awful! Do
you remember that racketeer Gyp
Dinelli I told Miss Lane and you

about yesterday? The guy who's
tryin' to make my mother and all the
other store-keepers along Spruce
Street pay him protection money?
Well, Miss Lane went home with me
last night — she said she wanted to
talk to Dinelli's collector. And then I
was supposed to meet her here early
this morning — but she hasn't showed
up! And nobody's heard from her.
Something's wrong — I know it is!"
The last words had barely left
Jimmy's mouth when Kent's phone
rang. He answered and listened for
a moment, then turned and whispered to Jimmy:
"Get the operator to trace this call
— it's Dinelli — I'll keep him on — "
54

Jimmy nodded,
porter talked:
"Yes, Dinelli — we know you have
Lois Lane, and we won't print a
thing about you and your rackets if
you'll send her back."
theBut
trap.the gangster didn't fall into
"Listen, sucker, I ain't sendin' nobody back until I'm sure the cops
ain't wised up. If you want this
Lane dame, try to find her!"
He hung up. In a minute, Jimmy
was back with the report that Dinelli was calling from Little Falls, a
town 50 miles away. Instantly, Kent,
with Jimmy and Editor Perry White,
sped northward in the direction of
the gang's hideout. They stopped
at a gas station just outside Little
Falls. The attendant recognized the
description of 'Dinelli and directed
Kent and his companions up a winding country road to a cabin hidden
in the woods.
But long before they could reach
the racketeers' shack, Lois had wriggled loose from her bonds, picked
up a package of Dinelli's papers
and fled into the deep woods with
the new evidence of the gangster's
guilt. Yet she had escaped one danger only to meet a far greater one.
Wild with rage at her escape, Dinelli
and his henchman, Spike, ran after
her. As they rushed from the cabin,
Spike
knocked
over
a kerosene

■ Ow — put me down — what are
you doin'? He's takin' me up in the
air! He ain't human!" Spike cried.

stove. At once the flimsy wooden
shack was a mass of fire.
Dinelli and Spike raced for their
car. Deliberately, they left Lois,
sure that she would be burned to
death in the dry woods where
tongues of flame were already licking hungrily up the tree trunks. As
their black sedan roared down the
dirt road, they passed Kent's car.
Dinelli's sharp eyes recognized the
reporter and his companions. He
jammed on his brakes.
"Come on, Spike — leave the car
here. We're gonna follow those guys.
They're liable to find that dame and
those papers and then where would
we be? This is a good chance to
knock 'em all off at once — who'd be
left to tell about the racket then?"
Long minutes later, following on
foot, the gangsters neared the parked
car of the newspapermen. As they
heard the voices of Kent and his
editor, they scurried into the dark
shelter of a near-by ditch. Unseen,
they learned that Jimmy, left alone
for a few minutes, had disappeared
into the (Continued
on page 86)
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They Call Me Yvette
(Continued from page 21)
with mother. I, the youngest, was to
be packed off to a convent.
At nine, then, I arrived, convoyed
j by my grandfather, at the Sacred
i Heart of Mary Convent at New Orj leans. Grandfather had known the
! Mother Superior for many years.
I remember my years at Sacre
Coeur with delight. Here I learned
much, thanks to the patience and encouragement ofthe nuns who taught
us. They spoke to us mostly in French.
We sophisticates-in-pigtails used to
laugh at the way they spoke English.
In a very short while we were speaking English in the identical fashion.
I still do, although I'm making progress, Ihope.
At the convent we were taught
manners, humility, and respect for
others. We learned to curtsy, to appear well-bred, and to deport ourselves as little ladies always.
What I remember most about the
place was the peaceful regularity, so
violently in contrast to my life today.
There was this precious peace. And
there was an equally-soothing period
of music. We were taught not only
the sacred music of the Church, but
little folk songs and roundelays —
fanciful things that seem so out of
joint in the chaotic world of today.
Occasionally I sing one of these simple
songs on my programs.
I WAS going on thirteen when I left
' New Orleans. Mother had moved to
Virginia Beach. The other children
had grown up. Jane Clare was enrolled at Pratt Institute and studying
art. Brother was working.
Life in Virginia was very wonderful. We had a little sailboat and we'd
take long trips. We were as brave as
Sinbad the Sailor. And maybe almost as wicked. Now and then Jane
Clare and I would sail way out and
plunge into the ocean without any
clothes. That is what the joy of living
will do to you at thirteen.
Virginia has an important part in
this brief history. I don't know how
the word got around. Maybe some of
the guests at parties where I had sung
for the fun of it passed the news
around. Anyhow at thirteen I was invited to appear at the Cavalier Beach
Club. I was paid — handsomely (the
grand sum of $5.00) . I was even written up in the papers. It was all very
lovely. But back in my brain was the
burning desire to become an artist.
The next year I departed for New
York and enrolled at the Washington
Irving High School which is long on
art studies.
I wish I could say that I was a terrible student. Actually I wasn't bad
at all. My teachers were unanimous
on the point: I ought to go on with
my studies.
Which brings us to Christmas time,
1939.
I would have been graduated from
the Washington Irving High School
last June and just about finishing up
my first year at Pratt Institute were it
not for something very unexpected
that happened at a Christmas Eve
party.
The party was held in a Riverside
Drive apartment, filled with people I
didn'ttion know
I'd gone
the invitaof my —sister
Jane atClare.
I was
standing at the window looking out
MAY,
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over the Hudson where a man-of-war
rode at anchor when someone piped
up:
"And now we will hear a song by
Miss Elsa Harris who . . ."
"Oh," I thought, swinging around,
"one of those parties, eh! The singfor-your-supper kind!" Oh well, if
they were foolish enough to ask, I
might as well be agreeable.
I sang three songs and was followed
by a tap dancer. I was moving back
toward the window and the fascinating man-of-war when a friend of
Jane's asked if I'd like to sing for a
man named Arthur Michard, who, it
seemed, managed dance bands, Sammy Kaye, Buddy Rogers and others.
All right, I said, why not?
I gave an audition before Lenny
Hayton.
Mr. Hayton's diagnosis was very
brief.
"I don't think you'll be good with a
band. But on the radio you ought to
go over big."
WHAT else Mr. Hayton did was to
send me to Billy Hillpot of NBC
who let me sing for him. I sang an
all-French program. I wanted to get
away from straight tempo, to try a
little interpretation.
When I had finished, a man introduced himself to me. He was John
Royal, vice-president of NBC. He
asked me to come back.
I sang French and English this time.
Mr. Royal was amazed. He had
thought all along that I was as French
as the Eiffel Tower. Which accounts
for the later transformation of Elsa
Harris into Yvette. The French style
was what he liked, he told me. Meanwhile, wouldn't I go on home and
wait until I heard from him? It might
not be for three or four weeks, he said.
On the way home I stopped off at
an artist's supply store to buy some
canvas and paints. Jane and I were
planning to do some snow scenes out
at New Canaan, Connecticut, just as
soon as the weather cleared. By the
time I had eaten dinner, my brief
assault on radio was obliterated from
memory.
Or rather it would have been except
for a call that came the next day. Mr.
Royal telephoned and asked me to
come right over. I did.
Mr. Royal does not waste words. He
operates as if they cost $1.00 apiece.
He pushed a piece of paper in front
of me.
"It's a contract offering you $50.00

LOUISE

a week to start — with options, of
course.
Will you sign?"
I signed.

The program was not very ambitious to start with. It was on sustaining and was called, "Have You Met
Ben Grauer, the inimitable, would
lead off with the question-title and I
would
"How way.
do you do?" in a
cuddling
Yvette?"sayFrench
After that we were on our own. In
between songs Ben and I had a script
to follow. But mostly we used to toss
it away and just ad lib.
I don't think anyone expected much
of the
Certainly
Yet
hereprogram.
were letters
coming Iindidn't.
from
all over the country, sonnets from
college boys, proposals from geologists
in the Texas panhandle, and warm
notes of thanks from undesigning
shut-ins. More surprising still were
offers to do personal appearances. La
Martinique in New York, Piping Rock
at Saratoga and finally even the .;
Drake Hotel in Chicago. I accepted, of
course. And NBC, ever helpful, picked
up my program from whatever place
that harbored me at broadcast time.
It was during my engagement at the
Drake Hotel that the telegram reached
me:
HAVE JUST SIGNED YOU TO SHARE
CAMEL PROGRAM WITH XAVIER CUGAT AND HIS ORCHESTRA.

It was signed John Royal. I was on
the verge of telephoning NBC to
make a cautious inquiry. Surely it
was a gag. Before I could follow
through I received a long distance call
from NBC. Certainly, I had been
signed for the Camel program, Mr.
Royal told me nonchalantly. When
could they expect me for rehearsals?
"Monday — early," I said, in a daze.
"You can count on it."
AN singer
eighteen-year-old
who has
is aa
in spite of herself
right, I think, to be bewildered. In
the Horatio Alger stories the boy was
always poor and had his heart set on
licking the big city. In time he turned
the world upside down, abetted often
by a New York financier whose
daughter he had managed to save
from a runaway horse.
What I am trying to say is that a
chance happening changed a wouldbe artist into a singer. I made no great
sacrifice. Neither did my mother. I
did not spend countless hours study-
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music, from swing to symphony, and not long ago appeared as soloist
on Canada's first swing concert, on which Oscar Levant was
another guest star. She was born in Chicago, is 5 feet 7 inches
tall, weighs 128 pounds, and has light golden hair and brown eyes.
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dawdling window

shoppers and spaghetti, and loves to fish, knit,

read, and eat sea food. Incidentally, she's no relation to the Louise
Heidt.
King who used to be one of the King Sisters with Horace
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ing. In fact, I never even had a voice
teacher.
Maybe the moral is to sit tight and
not be consumed by ambition: do
what you can and be ready for any
eventuality. I know a girl who used
to write fragile little sonnets. She
planned to become a poet, to dislodge
Edna St. Vincent Millay. Today she
is a can-can dancer.
I have set down how it came about
that I am holding down three jobs
with a movie contract looming on the
horizon. It all sounds glamorous and
in a way it is. But it's work, too, hard
work.
And long hours.
First off, I live with mother in a
comfortable apartment of four rooms.
There is no butler, no chauffeur. When
we're in a hurry, we use taxis. Otherwise, it's the bus. Mother understands
Life for the jade it is.
"A toboggan makes marvelous time
going downhill," she says, in true
philosophic vein.
My main problem is this: how to
get by on twenty-four hours a day.
I get up at nine. I eat breakfast and
start out. There are agents to see,
conferences with the studio, talks
with the publicity department, mail
to be answered.
Lunch is a brief item. There are a
dozen song pluggers to hear. I don't
mean to leave the impression that
song pluggers are a bother and a bore.
We need one another. I spend twenty
hours a week listening to new songs,
momentary waifs for which these
high-pressure boys are trying to find
a sponsor.
Then there are the rehearsals for the
air show, recordings over at the Bluebird studios, and, at this writing, a
matinee at the Strand.
For dinner I get reckless. I toss
time to the winds and give myself
forty-five minutes.
Often I eat alone.
After dinner there's the business of
dressing. Broadcasts, more personal
appearances at the Strand, and the
after-theatre show at the WaldorfAstoria come in swift succession. I
leave the Waldorf anywhere from
1:30 to 2 a.m. Mother is waiting for
me in the lobby. We climb into a taxicab, head for our favorite after-midnight haunt and linger over a snack.
Mother tells an amusing story, reads
from a cute fan letter from one of our
young draftees. Generally it's three
o'clock into
by bed.
the time we get home and
climb
DUT what about romance? You may
lJ be asking.
It just isn't.
And it's not my choosing, either.
There just isn't time for it somehow.
Not that I don't have my dreams.
Hating anything that's halfway as I
do, I am content to wait. Meanwhile,
the picture of the prince charming
takes shape in my brain.
He will have a sense of humor. He
will enjoy a funny situation. He will
love beautiful things and not be afraid
to say so. If the sunset stirs him, he'll
tell me about it without worrying
whether he'll be thought a sissy. He'll
be tall. Age won't matter especially.
He will look strong, will resemble
nowise the rhumba-dancing night-clubber. He will dominate a conversation
by his personality, not the volume of
his voice. Above all else he will be
tolerant and a foe of smugness.
Will he ever turn up?
Of course, he will. I will recognize
him immediately.
And I'll do something about it, too.
MAY,
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rie is a singer with many interests.
He is an excellent bridge player and
belongs to a bridge club composed of
the finest players of his race. He has
composed a number of songs and is
hard at work studying composition
along with his vocal engagements.
Asked whether he believes in
"breaks," his answer was, "I do and I
don't. I believe that you must be prepared when your chance comes, not
knowing when or where that chance

the
wife,y bent
YOUN
ed asy atorich,
radio, Gproudl
listenclosel
mellow voice sang the lyrics of
"Deep River." She knew then, as
she had always known, that the years
of struggle had not been in vain —
Clyde Barrie was a success!
The story of this quiet, unassuming
young Negro baritone, heard Sunday
mornings over the Columbia network,
began
in Brooklyn,
New York, thirtysix years
ago.
His childhood ambition was to be a
doctor, but he soon discovered that
singing meant more to him than anything else in the world. He embarked
on a musical career against the advice of most of his friends and family
and with few financial resources.
While pursuing his vocal studies at
odd hours, Barrie worked as elevator
boy, a bell-hop and red-cap. He turned
messenger and file clerk for a life
insurance company; ran errands for
a drug store for five dollars a week;
and finally secured a more substantial
position
NewtheYork
City'sCommittee
Board of
Educationon for
Gibson
Relief Work. And then — after years
of gruelling routine — his luck turned.
He won an award on Major Bowes'
radio amateur hour, attracted the attention of several music lovers, and
soon found himself on the threshold
of a professional career.
This young artist, who is being
called the greatest Negro singing discovery since Roland Hayes, has an
excellent sense of humor and one of
his amusements is to believe in all

Mrs. E. J. Braun, Albany, New York —
Kathy Reimer in Against the Storm
is played by Charlotte Holland.

the usual superstitions "in reverse."
He considers thirteen his lucky number; he encourages black cats to cross
his path; walks under every stepladder he can, and even opens umbrellas
in the house when he feels unusually
lucky. His cherished possessions include a collection of coins found at
crucial moments in life. He never has
mike fright, but he is sure he would
if he should ever discover his lucky
coins gone.
On the serious side, however, Bar-

All those interested in joining a fan
club for Jack Leonard are invited to get
in touch with Betty Vasseur, 177
Evans Avenue, Freeport, Long Island,
New York.
The Pepper Young Family Fan Club
is celebrating its first year and would
like to hear from new members. Please
write to Edythe Katherine Robinson,
68 East Street, Oneonta, New York.

A

His favorite quotation is: Greatness
will
lies income."
greatness of appreciation. And
that, we think, gives you the key to
the fine artist that is Clyde Barrie.
Miss C. Anner, St. Louis, Mo. — The
cast
lows: of Young Doctor Malone is as folDr. Jerry Malone
Alan Bunce
Ann
Malone
Elizabeth
Reller
Alice Hughes
Nancy Coleman
Robert Hughes
Richard Coogan
Mrs. Jessie Hughes. . .
Isabel Elson
Bun Dawson
Tommy
Hughes
Mrs. Dawson
Fran Hale
Bun's friend
Frank Bealin
Dr. Copp
Ray Appleby
Mira Dunham
Jean Colbert
Dr. Dunham
James Van Dyke
Veronica Ferral
Helen Dumas
Mr. Wright
M. MacAUister
Eddie Blomfield . Bernard Zanville
Doc Harrison
Richard
Barrows
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Nurse's

Folly

(Continued from page 35)
any other
way mefor— an
Karen's
attitude
toward
attitudechanged
which
was half defiance, half embarrassment,
in startling contrast to her accustomed
good humor and frankness. But even
if I could have brought myself to
question her there was no time, for
as I entered the apartment she was
nearly ready to leave. She was late
for a date with Mai, she explained,
and he would be furious if she kept
him
waiting.
moment
I didn't
believe
her; I For
was asure
that she
was
meeting Rex, not Mai. Then I told
myself that that was unfair. For
Karen would never lie; even when a
lie would save a situation and the
truth wreck it, Karen with stubborn
determination would tell the truth.
When she had gone, I tumbled into
bed, planning to read myself to sleep.
I read and read, and got wider awake
with
came, each
then page
two. II turned.
began to One
listeno'clock
then
for Karen, thinking each time a taxi
slowed down in the street below that
I would hear her key in the lock. But
three o'clock came and still there was
no
signstayed
of her.
she'd
never
out I sowaslateannoyed;
before unless
we were together. By four o'clock I
began to be alarmed. Something terrible must have happened. I'd have
to find her — have to phone hospitals to
inquire about accident cases, even
phone the police. I'd give her until
five o'clock, then if .he hadn't returned I'd begin phoning. Four-thirty.
Four-forty-five. But before the clock
reached five I fell asleep from sheer
exhaustion.
SUNLIGHT slanting across my eyes
wakened me. I opened my eyes and
the first thing I saw was Karen, still
in her hat and coat, tiptoeing across
the room. All the horror of the long
night rushed back in to my mind, but
in my relief at seeing her I could
only say, "Karen, darling. Thank
heaven you're all right. I've been
nearly crazy."
"I told you I had a date with Mai,"
Karen said, impatiently.
"Yes, but you didn't say where you
were going." Karen didn't reply.
"What happened?" I persisted. "Where
were you?"
"Oh, drop it, Terry," her tone was
sharp. "Can't I even have a date
without telling you where I'm going?"
"Of course, pet," I tried to sound
reasonable. "But you can't blame me
for worrying when you stay out all
night. What made you do it?"
"I told you to drop it, Terry," Karen
said reluctantly, "but since you must
know the truth — I was with Mai."
For a moment her words didn't
make sense, then they became too
horribly clear. "Karen!" I cried.
"No dramatics, Terry," she ordered.
"After all, it's my business, not yours."
"You don't know what you're saying," Itold her.
"Oh, but I do," she was quite asand I, sured.
with"We'veallbeen
our fools,
talk Terry,
about you
our
ideals — our pride — our old-fashioned
ideas about men. And what has it got
us? A two by four apartment. Dates
with boys
a dime
and
never
will who
have.haven't
We might
as well
be dead. But I'm through with all
that. I'm going to live, Terry, before I die."
"But why — " I began, then stopped.
MAY,
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I couldn't ask the question that was in
what . I
t.
an
Karen knew
_, 1r)„
me
but
my mind,

^Meds
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— by an airline hostess
We airline hostesses are modernminded. So I've always preferred internal sanitary protection— though I
admit I hated to pay the extra cost.
That's why I was so tickled when I
learned that Modess had brought out
Meds — a new and improved tampon—
at only 20(5 a box of ten. Meds certainly are miles ahead. And they're the
only tampons in individual applicators
that cost so downright little.

"Why don't I marry Mai?' she
asked. "He thinks marriage would
that he'd lose halt
ruin his career—marrie
d. So— she
his fans if he
little smile
smiled but it was a twisted eyes.
and I saw the tears in her
a nightThe rest of that day was
mare. In spite of all my pleas Karen
and into
ge
moved out bag and bagga
leased
the small apartment Mai had
for her. It was the first time wed
t for nursever been separated excepchildr
en ana
ing duty since we were
cried in each
it nearly killed me. We tried
to make
other's arms and Karen
her, but
me promise to come to see on
earth
I couldn't do that. Nothing
would have persuaded me to go near
Mai,
the place where I might run into
for it was Mai, of course, and not
Karen that I blamed for everything.
I'd just finished my lonely dinner
when Rex appeared. At first I hardly
if he
recognized him. He looked as drawn
had been ill, and his face was hated
For a moment I
and worried.
she had
for the suffering
Karen
brought him.

lowed me up to the apartment.
"Have you heard from Karen?
he
asked when I'd closed the door.
"No, Rex. Why?"
"Mai Graham," his voice was grim,
"was married today."
"What?" I cried. "But, Rex, he told
"He must
have changed his mind,
that marriage—"
Karen
Rex said. "Maybe the fact that the
girl is in the Social Register and has
with it."
,
mj _, to doT
of money had something
plenty
"I can't believe it," I said. Then I
thought of Karen and rushed to the
phone. Frantically I dialled her apartment, but I couldn't see the numbers
on the phone through my tears. I
there
was making a new attempt when
was the rattle of a key in the door
room.
and Karen walked into the
"Hello, everybody." She was close
keepto hysteria, I knew, but she was closed
ing herself under control. She it as
the door, then leaned against
though unwilling to come closer to us.
"I suppose," she added, "you've heard
the news?" She must have known
from our faces that we had, for without waiting for us to answer she
said, "It's rather a good joke on little

him
I COULDN'T bring myself to tell
' about her, but I knew that he d have
to find out sometime that she had
"Karen isn .,t
last, "
said at
so Ino
w.
gone, just
here
know all
"I
"I know," he said.
apartment—
about it. About the Karen
everything. I ran into me she after
was
she left here and she told
m "But she wouldn't— she couldn't—
.
ng."
everythi
tell you—missed
quite a lot by being
"You
ed
out of town, Terry," Rex inform
me "I heard some gossip about Karen
and Mai while you were gone I came
down here hoping to talk to her Mai
I'd heard
told ahim
here.
was
row what
got I into
we
and"Rex!
How terrible!
"Do you want to hear the rest? he
, we go
asked me. I nodded "Wei
into a row, as I said, and I hitd Mai
rushe in.
on the iaw. Then Karen befor
e but
I'd never seen her mad
she was furious. She told me to get
business-said
out and mind myandownwould
do as she
she was of age
Pllased and that nobody could stop
t any right to
ger-and that II hadn'
guess I haven t any
interfere. And
right now, have I, Terry?
"I'm sorry, Rex," was all I could

"I thought you'd say that," he said
nheavily. "I'm the one that's respo
neverto
"I am
thenGrah
out
he burst
sible,"
should have introduced
Karen. When I realize how stupid I
by and let
was, realize that I've stoodI really
the one girl in the world don t wantcare
to
about— but I guess you
hear about that, Terry. Its too late
it?" at him as I listened to
I didn't
isn't look
now,
g
his words. I was conscious of nothin
but the misery in his voice and I kept
I would not
my head bowed so that
see it mirrored on his face. And at last
your skin
ing
allur
ful,
youth
h,
smoot
See how
d slowly
t. out , of
walke
en
and tm
upar
base. It helps
ap
the
he got
looks with hampden-s powder,
I didn't see him for weeks. Didn t
see Karen, either. But one evening
tor
when I got home Rex was waiting me
me in the hall. He rushed toward
as eagerly as he had in the old days
—
and for a moment I thought— hopedhis
that he was going to take me inwith
25c also 50c & 10c sizes
and
stepped back
'. arms. Then he
Over IS million sold
only a lifeless, "Hello, Terry," he fol-

AS A
WING
BUTTE^LY
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darling," I finally found
"Oh Karen,it?"
isn't
Karen,
voice, "don't be bitter. You must
my
not be bitter. You're unhappy now,
over it. You'll forget all
you'll
but
it."getI tried to put my arms
about
around her but she pushed me away.
"Forgetting won't be quite so easy,
she said. "You see, I'm going to have
a baby." Rex and I only stared at her,
and she went on, "Well, why dont
you begin the lecture? Tell me what
I
wouldn't
"We I've
been?" do that, Karen,'
a fool
said
gently.

t,
"Because
I though
fool. ed.
," shea retort
shouldbeen
V/ IOU have
the
her voice was low, "that that was
way to hold Mai, as they say m the
it sounds like old-I
novels. I know rama,
Terry but
fashioned melod
his
honestly believed that if I hadloved
he
child he would realize thatme.
But it
me_would want to marry
didn't work out the way it does in
the novels and the melodramas. She
looked at us defiantly for a moment,
then, "Oh, Terry, what shall I do?
she cried and hurled herself into my
Eirms

Rex and I managed to quiet her
after a while, then I got her to bed 1
I must have looked as haggard as
felt when I returned to the living
room for without a word Rex led me
to the couch in front of the fireplace
and made me comfortable with lots of
pillows. He was so gentle, so tender
that I longed to put my head on his
shoulder and cry until there were no
more tears left. But I couldn t do that.
I could only say, "Thanks, Rex. You re
he said sympathetically
"Poor kid," swell."
pretty kid," I repeated.
being
What
poor
"Yes,
then
away,
her?" right
do for answer
canHe I didn't
he said, "Karen means everything to
you doesn't she, Terry? You d do anything to get her out of trouble— even
happiness.''
your own
1 ansacrificing
I would,
to "Why,
of course

"A long time ago," he said slowly, "I
responsible for everytold you I felt feel
responsible— and 1
thing I still
guess it's about time I started assummarry
ty."Karen.'
"You
responsibili
ing thatmean—
He grinned wryly. "That would be
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thePerfect!
perfect Perfect
solution,forwouldn't
Rex — heit?"
would
be marrying the girl he loved and he
would soon forget the heartaches she
had caused him. Perfect for Karen,
too — for I felt in my soul that once
she knew Rex as I knew him, saw
him as he really was instead of overshadowed by the Mai Graham glamour, she would fall in love with him.
She couldn't
As for
— I
would
be the help
olderit.sister
as me
I had
always been. For a moment it seemed
more than I could face. It seemed so
hideously unfair that Karen, who had
ridden roughshod over everything we
had believed in, should have this final
happiness.
I couldn't
think and
of
myself
now.ButThese
two, Karen
Rex, were the only people in the
world who mattered to me, and I
couldn't let any consideration for my
own happiness stand in the way of
theirs.
"Yes, Rex," I said then. "I believe
it The
woulddoor
be the
perfect
behind
us solution."
opened and
Karen, bundled in a woolly robe, came
into the room. "I couldn't go to sleep,"
she explained, "and I couldn't stay
there by myself in the dark."
She looked so helpless, so frightened, that all my love for her came
back in a rush. "Of course you
couldn't,
pet,"me.I said and pulled her
down beside
tried hard, all of us, to make
conversation, but it was a difficult
job. Everything seemed to bring us
right back to Karen and the problem
we were all facing. We were all tens and nervous and suddenly my profes
sional training told me that we were
in need of food.
"Good heavens," I exclaimed.
"We've been sitting here all this time
without any dinner. I'll go fix something for us to eat."
"Not for me, Terry," Rex said. "It's
late and I've got to get along to the
studio. I'll pick up something on the
way."
There was a questioning, almost a
pleading look in his eyes and instantly I was conscience stricken. He must
be longing for a moment alone with
Karen, and here I hadn't left them
together for a single instant. "It won't
take me a minute," I blurted, then I
dashed into the kitchen, banging the
door behind me and making a terrible
din with defenseless pots and pans.
After a while Karen poked her head
through the door. "Tell Rex everyfactly thing
as is ready,"
I could. I said as matter of
"He's gone, Terry," Karen said. "He
couldn't wait any longer. You must
be slipping," she smiled and seemed
more like herself. "I've never known
you to take so long to throw a meal
together."
"I'm sorry," I began inanely, but
Karen
wasn't
our
scrambled
eggs listening.
and toastWeandatedrank

Jean Bjorn, popular Arthur Murray
teacher at the British Colonial in
Nassau — leads the La Conga Chain.

WE

our
utter silence
untilteawein were
in bed and
thatit wasn't
Karen
spoke, as if she had waited for darkness to give her courage.
"Rex asked me to marry him,
Terry,"
she for
said,
was braced
her and
wordseven
theythough
hurt. I
I made myself say, "I'm glad of
that, Karen. I hope you will be very
happy."
"Happy!"
shrillmakand
I could
sense Her
the voice
effort was
she was
ing for control. "It's sweet and generous of him," she said slowly, "but —
I don't know, Terry. I've never
thought of Rex as a husband.
I've
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never thought of him at all really
except as the man you'd probably
marry." I didn't say anything and
Karen asked, "What happened to you
two, Terry? Is everything over between you now?"
"Yes, Karen," I pushed the words
past the lump in my throat. "Everything is over now."
tently.
"You're sure," she demanded insis"Quite sure," I said steadily.
"Well, then," I could hear a sigh
of relief, "I guess it will be all right.
I told him I'd talk to you and phone
him in the morning. I don't know
why he should want to marry me,"
she said shakily, "but — oh, Terry, I
don't know what else to do. I'm so
miserable and so scared!"
Karen phoned Rex next morning
and a little later he called for her and
they went downtown to get their
marriage license. An interval of five
days was necessary before they could
be married and Karen and I spent the
time shopping. With characteristic
stubbornness Karen refused to go back
to the little uptown apartment for the
clothes she had left there.
"I'm starting out all over," she told
me, "and I don't want even a dress —
even a powder puff — to remind me of

This is the Lips/ick that may very well change
your Lipstick Me . . . Coty "Sub-Deb"!
"Sub-Deb"/ gives you more than alluring
color ... it helps you avoid "Lipstick Parching"!
Yes, blended through every Lipstick is a softening ingredient that helps keep your lips
tenderly/ soft and sweet. So why risk rough,
harshly chapped lips — ever? Today get a Coty
"Subi)eb" Lipstick, $1.00 or 500.

exciting Coty shades
Four of the 9 exciting

Cs

dashing ",gipsy11 shade

a dramatic red red

smart, flower-soft red

alluring ''''Latin

shade

the past."
ALMOST I was tempted to say, "The
»» Ibaby
willthebe words
reminder
but
choked
back. enough,"
The night before the wedding we
completed our purchases. Worn with
fatigue, we stumbled out of the last
store to find the streets drenched with
a sudden, driving rain. I hailed a taxi.
"This will be cheaper than pressing bills for the two of us," I justified
my extravagance, and Karen agreed
listlessly.
We sped across town, then turned
down Third Avenue, swaying between
El posts and sliding on the wet car
tracks beneath us. We reached a cross
street just as the traffic light changed
to red. Our driver put on a burst of
speed to beat the light, then slammed
on his brakes as a truck rushed out
of the side street. For a moment I
felt as though everything in the world
had halted, that we were in a little
pocket of time and space which the
next second, the next move would
destroy. I could feel the skid which
swung could
us directly
the straight
truck's
path;
see it into
coming
through the window at me. Then I
knew nothing.
When I regained consciousness I
was in bed. The white efficiency of
the hospital room was as strange to
me as though I had never before seen
one, and my first thought was that
the room was an expensive one and
that I couldn't possibly afford it.
Then my mind bridged the gap be-
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grabbed her excitedly. "Karen!" I
cried. "How — where — ■" I couldn't
"There, there," the nurse said soothgo on. ingly. "Your sister is all right. She's
in a room right down the hall. You're
the one we've been worrying about,"
she added. "It's a miracle that you
weren't
groundaway
to pieces."
She turned
then and I could
hear her say to someone at the door,
"Only a few minutes — and don't exA moment later Rex was in the
room,cite her."
kneeling beside me, his arms
around me as I had always wanted
them to be.
"Terry! Terry darling," he cried
over and over. For a moment I felt
his lips on mine and for that moment
I was happier than I had ever been in
my life. Then I pulled myself away.
"We seem to be getting mixed up,
Rex," I said faintly.
"I know," Rex said wearily. "But
it's you I love, Terry," he burst out.
"I tried to stop loving you when I
saw how hopeless it was — but I
"But you were in love with Karen,"
I protested. "When she went away
you told me you had lost the only
couldn't."
girl"But
you I had
meantever
youloved."
— not Karen," Rex
said. "I was infatuated with her at
first — I'll admit that. But when she
went to Mai — when I saw what a mess
she was making of your life as well
as her own — I knew then that I didn't
love her — that I'd never stopped loving you. But it was too late then. I
couldn't expect you to take me back
after I'd been such a fool."
"Rex!" I cried. "Oh, Rex." I could
not go on, could not tell him what
was in my heart. Couldn't say, though
I longed to, "Oh, my darling, why
didn't you tell me? How gladly I
would have taken you back!"
BUT
evenaloud,
though
I didn't
the
words
Rex must
have say
sensed
the emotion within me. "I could make
you soashappy,"
urged.
knowlove
it.
Just
I know he now
that"I you
me. I thought it was too late — but it
isn't." His arms reached for me then
and it took every ounce of courage
I had to push them away.
"You
asked Karen to marry you,". I
said
dully.
"What

else could I do?" he demanded. "Your entire happiness
depended on Karen — you told me so.
Good heavens," he burst out, "you
weren't little idiot enough not to
know that I was doing it for you —
not Karen? Well," when I nodded,
"you know better now. It's you — you
forever, Terry."
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tween that rushing truck and the
present. A nurse was standing by my
side, her fingers on my pulse and I

TO
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I shook my head. "There's still
Karen," I said. "Finding this out —
now — doesn't change her position any.
We can't hurt her any more than she
has been hurt already."
"Terry," Rex was pleading, "don't
you see that you're all wrong? Karen
can't expect us to give each other up
now. She'll be unhappy whether she
marries me or not. There's no sense
in wrecking our lives when it won't
help her."
"But it can help her," I said. "Rex
— you can't expect her to face the
future — alone."
The light went out of his eyes then
and his shoulders sagged in defeat.
"I guess that's that, then," he said resignedly. "Goodbye, Terry."
When he had gone I turned my
face into my pillow and sobbed as I
hadn't sobbed since I was a child, and
as a result of my hysteria I was
denied all visitors for several days.
Then one morning the nurse told me
she had a surprise for me and a few
minutes later she wheeled Karen into
the room.
We made a great pretense of chatting while the nurse was with us, but
as soon as she left we fell silent and
I sensed a feeling of restraint between
us which had never existed before.
At last I said, idiotically, "It's too
bad this had to happen and delay
your wedding."
THERE isn't going to be any wedding," she said quietly and for
some reason her very calmness frightened me.
"What do you mean?" I whispered.
"Just that. There isn't going to be
any wedding. Oh, you had me fooled
for a while, you and Rex. You made
me
believe
you better
didn't now.
love each
other.
But Ithat
know
And
if you think I'd marry Rex now —
well, I just wouldn't."
"We're not really in love, Karen,"
I cried then. "You're just — imagining
things."
"I wasn't imagining things the night
we were brought here after the accident," Karen retorted. "I saw Rex
that night. He'd got word of the accident— even our names and the hospital— over the news ticker at the
studio, and he rushed over here like
a wild man. You were in a coma, but
they let him talk to me. He was frantic, Terry, but it was you he was
worried about, not me. I saw everything then, saw what a ghastly mistake we were making, all of us."
"It isn't a mistake, Karen," I was
able to talk coherently again. "It's the
only thing to be done. You've got to
think of yourself."
"That's all I've done for months,"
Karen said firmly, "and this is the
result."
"Then you've got to think of — your
baby," I urged.
Karen shook her head slowly. "I
don't even have to think of him any
more," she returned. "God — and a
skidding taxi — " her voice trailed off.
And I was surprised to see tears in
her eyes. Why, she had really wanted
the baby; wanted it, I realized, because she was still in love with Mai —
would always be in love with him, no
matter what he was, what he had
done.

"I'm sorry, Karen," I told her and
stretched my hand toward
her.
Her fingers clutched mine jerkily.
"You shouldn't be," she said. "I suppose I shouldn't be, either. This is
probably the best thing that could
MAY,
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WAIT!

have otherwise
happened.I would
For I have
don't had
believe
that
the
courage to release Rex from his crazy
gallant offer." She smiled then and
looked at her watch. "Time for me to
be wheeled out," she said briskly.
"There's another caller waiting to see

DONT GIVE EM
FOR A TENT!

"Not Rex?" I said in alarm. I
longed to see him, but somehow I
couldn't quite nerve myself to tell
him the things Karen had told me.
With her old understanding she sensed
what was in my mind. "He knows
everything, Terry," she assured me.
"We had a long session before I came
in "I
herecan't
to see
see you."
him now," I repeated
senselessly.
you."
"Of course you can." The nurse
was wheeling her out now and she
called over her shoulder, "I dare you
But there was no time for me to
to,
Terry."
reply.
As soon as Karen and the
nurse were out of the door, Rex
rushed
and this time I didn't push
his armsin away.
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John himself was old in experience
for his years — which numbered only
twenty-three. Ever since graduating
from high school he had been working and struggling to find his way into
the
Hollywood
spotlight.
He'd taken
sold
newspapers
on the
streets, and
orders in a restaurant. He'd worked
as an office boy in the daytimes and
on the stage of the Pasadena Community Playhousejob
at night.
an announcing
on a He'd
smalltaken
Los
Angeles station for exactly nothing
a week, and done so well at it that
he was ready to apply for and get a
paying position on a bigger station.
And, finally, he had joined the staff
at KHJ and won the coveted post
of announcer and stooge on the Burns
and Allen program.
After that things had been easier
for John. Besides his duties at KHJ,
where he became chief announcer, he
was heard on the Silver Theater,
Screen Guild, and Big Town programs.
He understood worldly Hollywood
and Hollywood people even better
than most stars do, because one of his
jobs at KHJ was to announce for
George Fisher, the Hollywood Whispers air columnist. Day after day,
John sat in the studio and listened
while George read inside news and
gossip about the movie people — often,
for that matter, about Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Martin.
After the show, Fisher sometimes
would tell the curious John where he
had unearthed the stories, and some
of the truth behind them that was
often too lurid or too intimate to
break on the air.
So John was no babe in the Hollywoods when he met Alice. He knew
the score. And he knew the truth
about her marriage, and the story of
her life; and in his heart he felt sorry
for her, even while he saw and envied
the great success she has made, the
fabulous salary and the fame she had.
But he must have felt, those first
evenings, rather like a court herald
dining with a princess, even if the
princess did like Irish stew and hot
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dogs, even if she did put him at his
ease.
Love came to them unasked, certainly unwanted — and perhaps unrecognized too. For Alice was still
determined, then, to make her marriage to Tony last, if she could
possibly do it. Aside from the fact
that she was a good Catholic, marriage meant all that was important
in her life. At least, if it were the
right sort of marriage. More desperately than career or money, Alice
wanted companionship and security
and protection and a home. She had
never had these things.
CVEN as a child, home to Alice had
'-been an apartment in Hell's Kitchen,
New York's colorfully dismal slum;
an apartment full of relatives and
children and the smell of cabbage
cooking. When she was older, home
was as much the tawdry dressing
rooms for the chorus of some current
Broadway show as it was the cheap
room she rented. And after that —
after Rudy Vallee hired her to sing
with his orchestra, it was hotels and
Pullman compartments and little
apartments for transient periods.
didn't
sheShecould
calleven
her own
own. a coat-hanger
Hollywood gave her money enough
to rent a mansion, but the sweetvoiced little Hell's Kitchen refugee
was never at home in it. Symbolically speaking, there isn't very much
heart-warming gossip done over a
marble back fence.
When she married Tony, against
her better judgment and with the
adrenalin shooting up and down her
spine from their latest quarrel, she
thought she would tame the wild
spirit of the boy; battle off the malicious interference of Hollywood; reconcile their differences in religion;
ignore the fact that she was a rising
star and he a falling planet professionally speaking — and get, at long
last, the things she wanted from life.
She had a kind of desperate, mad
courage about it. Love had never
worked for her before. She had fallen
in love — perhaps it was mostly gratitude, but she wouldn't have known
the difference then — with Rudy Vallee. And then, just as she was getting her first Hollywood breaks,
Rudy's wife, Fay Webb, had filed suit
for divorce and named Alice. Rudy
eventually won his counter-suit, thus
clearing
their brief,
unhappy Alice's
romancename.
was Butover.
She was lonely, then, for Rudy.
After awhile, as would be inevitable,
she stopped being lonely for the man
and yearned simply for love.
So she went out with Lyle Talbot,
and Tyrone Power, and Billy Seymour, a playboy whose millionaire
father objected to Alice. That helped,
too. And after that she went dancing
with Michael Whalen, and Johnny
McQuire and Dick Powell, before Dick
married Joan Blondell.
But she didn't fall in love until
she met Tony Martin, on the set of
"Sing, Baby, Sing."
You know the story of their romance, punctuated as it was with
fights; and of their marriage, which
was no better. The fates seemed to
be against it. But, she thought, at
least she could have a home, even if
it wasn't the happiest one in the
world. Hopefully she and Tony built
a cottage out in the valley, simple
and cozy, with no marble back fence.
Here, Alice believed, she could find a
measure of that security and devotion
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she had longed for all her life — perhaps it might even serve to bring her
marriage together, consolidate it. . . .
Before they could move into their
new home, the cottage burned down.
Knowing these things about her history, about the girl herself, John must
have felt a deep wonder that she was
willing to chance falling in love with
him. Perhaps, too, he felt as deep a
sense of responsibility, since she was
placing not only her heart but her
dreams and the disillusioned hopes of
a lifetime into his hands.
If he had not known that her marriage was unhappy and destined to
ultimate failure, he might not have
dared love her as much as he did. But
there isn't much you can do when you
look at a girl and that piano wire of
emotion snaps resoundingly inside
you. That happened to Alice, too, but
I know she fought against it.
You see, Tony had been the first
man she had ever really loved, in
that definable way a woman loves a
man she wants as her husband; and
to such first loves women would hold
with stubborn strength. Alice is, and
ever was, an honest girl, in actions as
well
words.to John
Perhaps
didn't
need as
to in
explain
that she
until
the
decision about divorce was made there
could be nothing more between them
than friendship.
When at last, in the spring of 1940,
she threw up her hands in despair,
called her attorneys and told them
to file suit, she had at least played
more than fair with Tony. She was
divorcing him after he had been hired
at a big salary for pictures, and made
an extraordinary success in radio.
IT was not long before John was
' forced to leave Hollywood and spend
nine months in New York. They were
not disheartened. It had the enormous disadvantage of taking them
away from each other for the greater
part of a year, but it had these virtues: it made it impossible for them
to be indiscreet during the probationary year California law requires before a decree is final — and it gave
them a chance to learn if a separation
of considerable duration could have
any effect on their love for each other.
After all, separation (Alice
thought) had been one of the major
factors in the disgruntlement that had
arisen between her and Tony. If survival of marriage depended on constant association. . . .
Well, the months went by with
snail's pace. In the smart clubs of
Hollywood Alice Faye appeared for
dinner, or for dancing and conversamings.tion, with a boy named Sandy CumThe daily gossip columns worked
everything they could out of the pair.
They wrote of romance, and of possible marriage, and of love. But only
Alice knew, as she smiled at the
cameras and shook her head, still
smiling, at interviewers who questioned her, that her heart was securely kept in New York with a tall,
handsome lad who one day might take
Tony's place in her heart.
In the week that John Conte returned, Alice said goodby to Sandy.
You know the story, now. Think
what you like. Make whatever opinions you care to. This is a case of love
and if you read, as you may be right
now, that Alice is being seen with
prominent Charles Wrightsman, that
can be true too, but it won't alter the
fact that in John Conte, Alice found
second love.

The old witch put the beautiful
princess to sleep before she had
time to open her new package
of Dentyne (that chewing gum
with the truly royal flavor).
Along came the prince and woke
her up. Then he spotted Dentyne
and cried, "Say, what's this?"
"Have you too been asleep?"
laughed the princess. "Dentyne
helps keep teeth white and sparkling. But I chew it mostly
because it is so spicy and very
delicious. Try some."
"Mm — say, it's good!" said the
prince, "extra chewy, too."
"Especially made that way," the
princess
explained,
give your
mouth the
exercise "to
it needs,
and
to help keep teeth free from tartar and decay. Your dentist will
"Smart
tell
you girl,"
so." cried the prince.
"Will you be my queen?"
Moral: You'll enjoy a royal flavortreat when you taste fresh deliDentyne.
And you'll
like its
smart cious
handy
flavortite
package.
6 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
STICKS IN EVERY PACKAGE

HELPS KEEP TEETH WHITE... MOUTH HEALTHY
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Cream Deodorant
safely

Stops Perspiration

The Only Girl
DR. J. THOMAS CLACK, Wadley,
Ala., was in his twenties when he
met "the only girl." Nearly every
chap thinks the gal he marries is "the
only
but few
as right
it
as girl"
Dr. Clack
was.are Mrs.
Clackabout
was
so
keenly
herhishusband's
work
that interested
she studiedin all
medical
books. This information came to be
more useful than she had imagined.
Just 26 years ago, Dr. Clack was
stricken blind. But his wife's studies
had been so thorough, she was able
to step in and act as his eyes and
they've had a thriving practise ever
since. Medical authorities say that
only one woman in a billion would
come through so well under similar
circumstances. Dr. Clack really married "the only girl," believe it or not.

1. Does not harm dresses — does not
irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly checks perspiration 1
to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration.
4. A pure, white, greaseless, stainless
vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for being
harmless to fabric.
More than 25 MILLION
jars of Arrid have been
sold . . .Try a jar today.

The Sultan Marries a Waitress

Jennie Burleigh, a Glasgow waitress, was engaged to marry Sandy
McSelf, a soldier in the 93rd Highlanders. She was shocked to learn
on the day before Easter that her
younger sister, Betty, also a waitress,
was in love with Sandy and vice versa.
Not only that, but Betty wanted Jennie to work in her place on Sunday
so Betty could have a date with Jennie's fiance! After a tear or two,
Jennie agreed. And working in her
sister's
placeofonMorocco
that Sunday
she met
the
Sultan
(a customer)
who married her and took her to
rule over his kingly household. The
current ruling Sultan is the son of that
Scottish waitress, believe it or not.
Just in Time

ARRID
a jar
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AT AIL STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS
(Also in 10 cent and 59 cent iars )

SITROUX
CLEANSING TISSUES
SOFTER
for tissues thatSay
are "Sit-True"
as soft as a
kiss on the cheek.
S TRONGER
As strong as
a man's fond embrace. Sitroux
is made from pure cellulose.

MORE

ABSORBENT

Drinks in moisture. Ideal for
beauty care and a thousand
and one uses everywhere.
AT 5 & KK-DRUG
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Capt. Jim Teague, a Naval officer,
loved one Nancy Evans but she married another. However, a vision of
Nancy appeared on Teague's ship with
the message, "steer to the south."
Teague, not sure whether or not he
was having hallucinations, steered
south
the rival's
Nancy and
hadcame
beenuponbeaten
nearlyship.
to
death by her husband. When Capt.
Jim arrived a leak had sprung in his
rival's ship and it was sinking rapidly. Jim rescued Nancy but the ship
went down, carrying her husband to
his doom. Jim and Nancy then were
married and lived happily for 60 years
— thanks to a vision — believe it or not!
In Memory

of a Kiss

Lily Isabelle Dixon had Donald St.

John arrested and sent to jail for kissing her in his shop in Melbourne,
Australia. But later, her anger having
abated and only the sweet memory
of that kiss remaining, she relented.
And when she died she left $100,000
to St. John — in memory of one kiss
for which the kisser had been sent to
jail, believe it or not!
Her Last Song

Captain Heinz Forster of Vienna fell
in love with Metha Schneider, lovely
prima donna. A message of love sent
by him to her was mislaid and he,
receiving no answer, decided his love
was unrequited and he went away,
first vowing that her last song would
be engraved on his heart. His disappearance broke her heart and she
retired from the stage, never able to
sing again. Thirty years later, during the World War, she was nursing
a soldier, suffering from a chest
wound. On removing his shirt, she
found her last song tattooed on his
chest. Thus the reunion of Heinz and
Metha who were married by the emperor Franz Josef.
The Sea Plays Postman

Love letters of Ellen Hervey and
Claude duMaurier to each other were
intercepted by Royal command and
this kept the two young people apart,
each thinking
the Twenty
other didn't
care
enough
to write.
years later
the letters were thrown into the sea
with other undelivered mail. Washed
up on a beach they finally made their
way into the hands of Ellen and
Claude. Even the salt water had not
dampened their passionate messages
and the missive led to their reunion
and marriage, believe it or else.
He Won

the Girl by Nine Homers

Calvin Dow, Olympia, Wash., set a
world's baseball record because he
was in love, believe it or not. Dow,
recent guest on Ripley's program, explained that just before a baseball
game he asked his girl friend to marry him. She wouldn't give him a
definitebetween
answer him
— hadn't
made
her
mind
and his
rival.up Dow
vowed, then and there, that every time
at bat that day he'd hit a home run
just to prove he was the better man,
and sure enough he did — nine times
at bat, nine homers. P. S. — The gal
became Mrs. Dow and they have now
been happily wed more than 30 years.

FACTS ABOUT BOB RIPLEY, the man who made a business of his
hobby — collecting oddities through the world and proving their authenticity. His first job was drawing designs for tombstones . . . today his cartoons appear in 324 newspapers in 26 languages in 16
countries . . . He draws his cartoons upside down ... on the air, he
presents unusual persons whose stories he dramatizes ... he wears
bow ties exclusively . . . was born on Christmas Day, 1893, in Santa
Rosa, California, and his first name is Le Roy — not Robert ... he
owns a beautiful estate in Westchester, New York, and his 22-room
house is filled with magnificent furnishings and curios collected from
all over the world

. . . romantically speaking,

he's still a bachelor.
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Don't Leave Me Now
(Continued from page 18)
drafty for my kind of act. You need
more clothes than I used to wear to
stand those Arctic breezes that whistle around backstage."
"Yeah . . . Then what?"
"That's about all." I shrugged.
"When I got out I was fifteen pounds
underweight, and broke. Sid Sloman
at the Coliseum wouldn't book me in
again. He said the customers wanted
curves for their fifty-cent pieces."
"And you haven't worked since?"
"I worked in a ten-cent store for
a while, but I had to quit. My feet
gave out on me. And I don't have
the training for any kind of office
work. So I've spent the last few
months visiting booking agents that
don't want to see me."
Danny lifted a spoonful of stew to
his lips, swallowed it, and said gravely, "I guess we're in the same boat."
It was a relief to listen to somebody
else's antroubles.
EvenIt was
if Danny's
was
old one.
all his story
own
fault. a He
admitted
He'd He
always
been
boxer,
not a that.
slugger.
was
fast in the ring, light on his feet, smart
and clever. But the money came easy
to him, and it went the same way.
He'd like his liquor too well — I remembered how, at the party he gave
for
me,
he'd
in the morning.passed out cold at two
"And one day I got in the ring," he
said,
"andbutI couldn't
I tried,
my arms fight
and any
legsmore.
just
wouldn't co-operate."
"That's better," I said, "than ending
up slap-happy like a lot of the boys

"The silver lining, huh?" he said
with a low chuckle, but not as if he
thought it was very funny.
"That's right," I said stubbornly. I
wasn't
have him feeling sorry
." going to I'd
for dohimself.
tried that line of
thought,
and
it
didn't
do for
any quite
good.a
We sat there and talked
while, and when we left I know we
both felt better. It couldn't have
been the stew, either.
LIE walked with me over to the
n brownstone house on the West
Side where I had a room, and when
we said good night we arranged to
meet the next day at Al's for dinner.
Anyway,
called
"dinner."
It went we
along
likeitthat
for a week
or so. We'd spend the days apart,
looking for jobs, and meet at night.
It was as if we were all alone in the
world, just the two of us. Everybody
else had jobs, and money, and homes,
but we had none of them. Of course,
that wasn't true — lots of other people
were as badly off as we were, but they
weren't the ones we thought about.
We had nothing and nobody to depend on except each other.
I suppose I knew I was in love with
him. I tried not to be, because he never
said anything that would make me
think he loved me. But unless I
watched how
myself,
I'd find itthat
I was
thinking
wonderful
would
be
to kiss him, or have his arms around
me, holding me tight against that
quick, strong body of his. And I used

to look at every clock along Broadway in the afternoons, counting up
how long it would be before I could
stop visiting booking-agents' offices
and meet him at Al's.
The ten dollars didn't last very long.
One hot day in May there was only
ninety cents left. And there wasn't
a chance, I knew, to get any more—
from anywhere. Even if anybody had
wanted because
to give mehalfa job,
couldn't
have,
of they
the theaters
along Forty-second Street were closthe summer.
didn't
reallying for
matter,
though. That
Looking
at
myself in the mirror, seeing the way
my collar-bones showed, and the hollows in my cheeks, I knew it was
hopeless. Nobody wants to see a
bubble-dancer that looks more like a
scarecrow.
So that night when I met Danny
something snapped inside me and I
started
to cry
rightof there
in front
Al's
Lunch, with
a —plate
stew in
of me and people at other tables looking at Danny and me with that blank
stare city people turn on anything out
of the ordinary.
"Aw — Marge!" Danny said, and he
reached out to cover my hand with
his. "Gosh, I wish there was some
wayI gulped
I coulda little,
help you!"
ashamed of breaking down that way. It certainly
wasn't any tougher for me than it was
for Danny, and you didn't see him
bawling. "I'm sorry," I said. "I just
got to wondering what happens to
people like us."

Popular Hollywood stars cool off with America's popular flavor..,
And Pepsi-Cola
border to border
taste is winning
new Pepsi-Cola
Company, Long

is your best bet to keep cool, too! From
and coast to coast, Pepsi-Cola's good
millions. FREE — Send now for the
recipe booklet. Write to Pepsi- Cola
Island City, N. Y., Dept. Dl.

Pepsi-Cola is made only by Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.,
and is bottled locally by authorized bottlers from coast to coast.
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"They go home to their folks, I
guess," Danny said with a crooked
smile.
"Onlyhave
I haven't
got any."
"Neither
I."
Very briskly, Danny unfolded his
newspaper. "Let's see what choice
morsels the want ads have for us tonight," he suggested. Between mouthfuls of stew, he read aloud. It was
pretty discouraging — barber, carpenter, chocolate dipper, waitress . . .
"state experience and qualifications."
Then Danny's voice took on a note
of interest. "Listen to this. 'Help
wanted. Couple to operate small
dairy and truck farm. Neat, industrious. Apply C. Lindstrom, R. F. D.

Beautiful eyes win compliments and
'dates'! Bring out the glamour

in

yours by using Kurlash, the clever
eyelash curler. It curls your lashes
upwards

— making

longer and
Requires

them

appear

eyes wider, brighter!

no skill — performs

"A

Miracle in a Minute", without resort
to heat or cosmetics!
. . • $1.00
IMPORTANT: Get acquainted with
KURLENE, the oily base cream that
makes lashes appear darker, more
luxuriant! Used with KURLASH,
KURLENE makes your lash-curl
last longer, too
50c

KURLASH
The

Only Complete
Eye-Beauty Line
THE KURLASH
COMPANY, INC.

Rochester, N. Y. • New

York City • Toronto, Canada

Send )0c in coin or stamps to Jane Heath, Dept. 5F,
Kurlash Co., Inc., Rochester, N. Y. for trial tube of
K uric in . Receive free chart analysis of your eyes.

Color :

Eyes-

sounds nice," I said wistfully.
Lynville.'"
19,"That
"I was raised on a farm."
"You were?" Danny said. He was
staring at me across the table, leaning
forward, his brow wrinkled.
"Yes. Out in Wisconsin. I can
cook, milk cows, raise chickens. Sure,"
I said, "I'm just a farm girl at heart."
"Gee!" Danny breathed. "Marge —
I— well, look, it's asking a lot, but —
well, we've got to find work."
I COULDN'T answer right away. I
1 couldn't believe he knew exactly
what he was saying. Finally I managed to whisper, "You mean us?
"Uh-huh.
Sure."
Together?"
"Oh, Danny," I said, trying to laugh
and making an awful botch of it, "you
wouldn't kid me, would you?"
"Not for anything," he said very
softly. "Marge — I couldn't tell you
before how much I loved you because
— well, because it didn't seem like
there was much point in it. But now
— together — we could really get someplace, maybe. Anyway, we could try.
I don't know anything about farming,
but I can learn. I'd work hard, Marge."
When you've been knocking around
Broadway as long as I have, you don't
hang on to many illusions. He hadn't
said anything about getting married,
but what of that? The important
thing was that he loved me. That was
all I wanted — so much more than I
had ever hoped for, because it meant
the end of loneliness.
I was so happy for a minute I
couldn't speak, and he didn't understand the real reason for my hesitation.
"Gee!" he said, his face suddenly
getting very red. "I'm mixing this
proposal all up. What I'm really trying to ask you, Marge, is — won't you
And this
— can you believe it?
me?" time
—marry
I started
in to cry again, so that
there was a whole precious thirty seconds before I could say "Yes."

That same night we wrote to Mr.
Lindstrom, and the next day, while
we waited for his answer, we went
down to City Hall and applied for our
license. I don't know just how we
got through the next few days, but at
last we were married and had a letter
saying that the job wasn't filled yet
but Mr. Lindstrom wouldn't hire us
until he'd talked to us.
We had to hitch-hike to Lynville,
because when all the wedding expenses were paid we only had ninety
cents between us. I suppose we
should have been scared — starting
married life with less than a dollar
and taking for a honeymoon, a trip
on foot to a farm where we didn't
even know whether or not we'd be
wanted. It certainly wasn't anything
like the pretty dreams I'd had when
I was a girl.
But when ofyou've
perienced that loneliness
being exout
of a job and all by yourself, you don't
look for flaws in anything that replaces it. Lynville was only a couple
Luckily,
of hundred miles out of New York.
Danny happened to know the place,
too, because once he'd trained at a
camp near there.
It was sundown of the second day
after we left New York when we
pushed open the gate at Mr. Lindstrom's farm and walked up a short
lane to his house. It was built of
stone, and the afterglow made it look
all pinky-gray and restful. Chickens
clucked sleepily when we passed the
henhouse, and out back a cow mooed
softly. It carried me back, in a
second, to the time when I was a kid
on my father's farm. Oh, God, I
prayed, let Mr. Lindstrom hire us,
so we can stay!
AT the old-fashioned door, Danny
1 grinned and held up two crossed
fingers for me to see, then knocked.
We waited, hearts pounding, until
the door swung open and Chris Lindstrom looked down at us. He was
awfully tall and thin, gray-haired,
with a kind, lined face.
"I'm Danny Hunt," Danny said,
"and this is my wife. Remember —
we wrote you the other day?"
"Oh, yes," Mr. Lindstrom said.
"Yes. You folks done much farming?"
He talked very slowly, as if he
measured his words and measured
their effect on us, too.
"I was raised on a farm in Wisconsin," Isaid quickly.
"Hmm. Don't look much like
farmers. But I reckon farm clothes
and a couple o' weeks o' good eating'd
"Well, you see, we've — we've been
fix
that."
living
in the city," I stammered.

S^/^MZ-

MARVIN MUELLER — the youthful actor who plays the role of tough
Top-Sergeant Monihan on Dear Mom, heard Sunday evenings at
6:55, E.S.T., over CBS. Marvin isn't as tough as he sounds, but he's
used to portraying characters that have nothing to do with him
as he really is. Once

he broadcast

as a 65-year-old

man,

and

curtains had to be pulled around him so studio audiences wouldn't
have their illusions spoiled. He was born in St. Louis and started
his radio work there nine years ago when he got irritated at the
way common words were mispronounced on the air and asked for an
announcer's job so he could do better. He's married, and writes
poetry in his spare time.
Many of his verses have been published.
Copyright IWI. Internolionol Silver Co. Holmes 6. fdwordj Div.,

Meriden, Conn.

In Conodo. ThoT Eolon Co, Lld.,°Reg U S Pol. Oil.
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"Uh huh. Well, the work here is
mighty hard. Keeps you busy doing
something most all the time."
He was so busy running down his
job
he too
didn't
us.
MaybeI got
I wasafraid
a little
eagerlikewhen
I said, "We wouldn't mind that. We
love to work."
"And I can't afford to pay you
much."
"That's all right," Danny said. "We
don't want much."
Lindstrom stood there scratching
his chin reflectively. Then he said,
"What's your name— Hunt?"
"Yes."
USED to be a prizefighter by that
name did his training over at the
old Adams place. Any relation?"
"That's me," Danny said. "I'm the
fellow."
"Is that so?" He seemed to be
pleased, and in a minute I found out
why. "I remember I won ten dollars
betting on you. . . . Well, I reckon I
can give you a try. Come on in, both
you."
of We
walked into that house feeling
on top of the world. But there was
one awful moment still to come. Mr.
Lindstrom told me to start supper
while he and Danny milked the cows
— and Danny had to admit he didn't
know how to milk a cow. "But I'll
practice, Mr. Lindstrom," he begged.
"I'll go out at night, on my own time,
andMr.practice
!"
Lindstrom
looked surprised,
and then he began to chuckle. "Guess
we don't need to be that hard on the
cows. ing. to. practice
. Young fellow,
if you're
milking,
you willmust
want to stay pretty bad."
"We sure do," Danny said earnestly.

"Well. ... I took a chance betting
on you once before, and I won. I
reckon I can take another one."
Mr. Lindstrom was always like that.
He never had much to say, and what
he did say was gruff and short, but
he had the kindest, gentlest heart in
the world.
And I didn't know it was possible
to be as happy as Danny and I were
in the weeks that followed. Being
together was the best thing, of course
— loving each other and not having to
hide that love, as we'd hidden it in
New York, because there was no
hope for the future. But even the
long days of hard work were good.
It was fine to watch things grow, and
to clean and freshen up the house that
had been neglected since Mrs. Lindstrom's death a few months before.
Danny liked it, too. He was as
pleased as a kid at the way the corn
would be a little taller every morning
when we went out to look at it before
breakfast. He spent so much time
outdoors that his skin turned a wonderful reddish brown, and his body
filled out and grew strong and muscular again after all the weeks of poor
food and not enough exercise.
Only
once,andwhen
there
four
weeks
Chriswe'd
was been
beginning
to talk about leaving us to run the
place alone while he visited his
daughter in California, did I get
scared. Danny had come in, just
before supper, and sneaked up behind
me while I was making biscuits in
the
I didn't
even hear
until kitchen.
he had his
arms around
me him
and
was kissing me
"Get away, you crazy lug!" I said,
not
it in the
least.
away meaning
before I smear
biscuit
dough"Get
on

He laughed and stretched. "Gee,
."
Iyoufeel
wonderful!"
he said. "It's a
r face
good thing for some of those lightheavies I'm not in the ring now. I
bet I could have the title in six months
if There
I wentwasafter
it!" of exultation in
a note
his voice that made me go cold all
over. "Danny — I thought you'd forfighting,"
"Well gotten
— all" about
and from
the wayI said.
he said
it
I
knew
it
wasn't
something
he'd
just thought of, but had been turning
over longingly in his mind for some
time — "well, there's this to it, Marge.
In six months or a year I could pick
up enough so we'd be sitting pretty
the"Yes,"
rest ofI said.
our lives."
"And maybe it'd be
just like before — you made plenty and
where did you end up? Eating dime
"But atI've
learned a lot since then."
stews
Al's."
NOTwellenough
off," I to
toldknow
him. when
Oh, I you're
didn't
want to be tough about it. I understood how he felt — yearning after the
bright lights again, and the excitement of being a success. But he was
crazy — he did like living on the farm.
Why did he want to talk about throwing away all the good things we'd
found? as Itsympathetic
scared me, asso I Ifelt.
couldn't
sound
He setI got
his jaw
stubbornly.
same,
a feeling
I ought"Just
to the
get
back in the fight business. I don't
want you to be a farmer's wife all
"How about Chris?" I said. "The
only reason he hired us was so he
could
get away for his trip. And now
your life."
that he's all ready to go, you want
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a Beauty Up forYOU !
This lovely star tells you how to
give your skin Hollywood beauty
care right in your own home ! Try it
for 30 days! "First pat Lux Soap
lather lightly in. Rinse with warm
water, then cool. Pat gently to dry.
Now your skin feels smoother—
looks fresher. Look in your mirror !"

9 out of IO Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap
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Attuu^ Hair Rinse
Gives a Tiny Tint

dull
film
1. Does not leave the hair unruly,
dry or brittle — is comparable to
15 minutes of vigorous brushing.
2. Instantly rinses away dulling
film. Brings out natural lustre.
3. Gives a tiny, glowing tint, as it
rinses. Brightens natural color.
4. Golden Glint will not bleach nor
harm your hair — it is a pure, odorless rinse, in (6) different shades.
5. Approved by Good Housekeeping.
H.H.H.lMlhH

More than 40 MILLION
rinses have been sold.
Try Golden Glint Today
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GOLDEN GLINT
2 Rinses 10c
5 Rinses 23c
at Cosmetic Counters

FOR ALL SHADES OF HAIR

Cfatd 0t*i4
O4to£ ttufS for
Artistic pins, rings and emblems
classes and clubs. Attractive prices 30c
'fj(W up. Finest quality, gold plated, silver,
etc. Over 300 designs.
DepL J. METAL ARTS CO., Inc., Rochester, N.Y.

Mother!

ITJUST
WHISKS
WEDfPT
AWAY
Forget about hard water, soft water, hot,
cold, mineral, alkali or salt water. Just get
yourself a bar of Sayman's Vegetable Wonder Soap, wet it and rub it and see the
richest, creamiest mountain of lather that
ever whisked away dirt, grease and grime.
Leaves your skin smooth as velvet, soft as
silk, tingling with cleanliness. Thousands
say there's nothing like it . . . for toilet, bath,
shampoo. At drug, grocery, department and
variety stores.
SPECIAL OFFER! Mail wrapper from
bar of Sayman's Vegetable Wonder Soap
with your name, address, stocking size and
25 cents COIN to SAYMAN'S, 2123 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo., and we will immediately send you a lovely pair of 3Thread Sheer Silk Stockings in newest
shade of Bali Beige . . . with picoted hems
and reinforced mercerized heel and toe.
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to throw him down."
"He won't be gone forever, will he?"
I said,
I could,
"Maybe
not.
But asifquietly
you goasback
to the
city,
Danny,
you seemed
go without
me." but was
For what
like ages,
probably only a few seconds, he looked
into my eyes — and he saw that I meant
it. "You're right, honey," he said. "I
guess I'm just a sap. Forgive me."
It was our first quarrel, and we forgot it as soon as we could. But I had
to remember it a few weeks later,
when Chris announced that instead of
just visiting his daughter in California,
he thought he'd go there to live, leaving us to take care of the farm. "And,"
he ended up, "I went into town to fix
up a will today. I'm going to leave
this place to you folks — provided you
both live on it until I die."
I COULDN'T thank him properly, I
' was so grateful and happy. Danny
said he thought it was wonderful, too
— but there was something not quite
right about his enthusiasm. I suppose
he'd been thinking, in the back of his
mind, that being on the farm was only
temporary, and some day he'd be back
in the prize-ring. Now even that little
half-hope
washe gone,
sure
whether
liked and
it or he
not. wasn't
He didn't say anything, though, and
I didn't dare let him know I'd guessed
how he felt. I could only wait, and
hope that he'd learn to realize how
much being on the farm meant to him.
Chris left for California, and we
went through the long summer
together. Gradually, I forgot my
fears. Danny really loved the farm —
I'd been sure of that all along — and
now he couldn't doubt it himself. Just
to see him bringing in the corn crop
that fall, gloating over every separate
ear, was enough to show how much
pride he took in his work. And we
talked about buying a tractor as if it
had been a custom-built car.
So, when all the crops were in and
sold, and Danny suggested that we go
in to New York for a couple of days'
vacation, my fears were lulled and I
consented at once. There were some
things I had to buy, and Danny wanted
to pay back twenty dollars someone
had loaned him. "It was the same day
I met you," he said tenderly, "so I
know it brought me luck. It'd be
unlucky
it back."
It was not
fun totopay
close
up the house,
and get Joe Higgins down the road to
promise to milk the cows and keep an
eye on things, and then get on the
train for New York. Fun . . . like a
honeymoon. And in New York it was
good to see the hurrying crowds, and
know that now we had money in our
pockets
be ashamed
to
walk up and
and needn't
down the
streets and

look in shop windows — because now
we were as useful and important as
anybody else.
Joe took a bus uptown to pay back
his debt, and I strolled along FortySecond Street, thinking how pleasant
New York was if you didn't have to
fight it. I didn't have any desire to
come back there for good. None at
all. Even when I reached the Coliseum
and saw the billboards and pictures
outside, and some other girl's name up
in
lights, my
didn't
skip aatbeat.
I simply
stoodpulse
there,
looking
the
photograph of a fan-dancer and thinking, "Girlie, some day you'll wish you
hadI was
a farm
to live
on!" when I almost
turning
away
ran into Sid Sloman — pint-sized Sid,
the Coliseum's producer and boss. He
stared at me and then exclaimed,
around the corner of his cigar:
"Bubbles Marlowe! Where'd you
"Hello, Sid," I said. "How's busidrop from?"
"Terrible,"
'art'
they
want now hein moaned.
burlesque. "It's
I should
I laughed.
live
so long!" Sid was always comseriously. plaining, so I didn't take him too
ness?"
"I feel great," I told him. "I'm a
farmer's
wifewife?"
now." he asked, like he'd
"Farmer's
never heard of one.
"You know — my husband's a fellow
that raises cows, chickens, corn. Fresh
airSidandmade
sunshine."
a face. "Ugh. Stop. What
a horrible life for a girl like you. But
you certainly are looking great."
"I know. You told me that already."
He got that cautious expression he
always gets when he's about to spend
some money. "How'd you like to come
back
to workI for
me?" "I'm retired —
"Sorry,"
said.
"I could give you seventy-five
a
permanently."
"Nope."
"Well — a hundred. That's positively
allThe
I can
bestafford."
part
of itonwasmy that
didn't
even
make
a dent
goodhe intenweek."
tions.
"Not
a
chance,
Sid.
I've
contract to cook three meals a got
day,a
andHe I thought
can't break
it." crazy. You could
I was
see it in his face. But he only shrugged
and
added, your
as wemind,
said Bubbles,
goodbye: drop
"If
you change
around
and thought
see me."it was possible for
I hadn't
me to feel any happier than I did
already, but that conversation with
Sid turned the trick. After the weeks
I'd spent trying to get a job at the
Coliseum or somewhere else, it was
pure triumph to be begged to take
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RUFFNER — whose

real first name,

never

used by anyone,

is

Edmund, and who is master of ceremonies on Your Happy Birthday,
on NBC-Blue at 9:35, E.S.T., Friday nights. Measuring six feet and
seven inches in his stocking feet, Tiny is just about the tallest man
in radio. He began his career as a singer in the early days of
broadcasting, and has been on the air ever since except for a
pair of musical comedy engagements. Nowadays he confines his
activities mostly to announcing. Tiny looks upon his work as both
recreation and labor, but he says there are a number of things
he'd like to do if he ever had the leisure — travel extensively, write
for radio, go in for aviation, and spend more time
playing golf.
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one, and then turn it down.
I've noticed that just when you feel
best is when you're most likely to be
handed
slap inseem
the face.
I've noticed
it, but Ia never
to learn.
Danny and I had arranged to meet
at Al's Lunch about six o'clock. I was
there first, sitting at the table where
we'd first met, when Danny came in.
"Mind if I sit here?" he asked. "All
the other tables are full."
"Help yourself," I said, very haughty
and offhand.
"It's a free country."
"Thanks," he said, and sat down.
"Say," I went on with the routine,
"don't I know you?"
"Hey! That doesn't come until after
I ask you for the salt."
"Oh," I said, and waited until he'd
solemnly asked for and received the
salt. Then I repeated the question.
"I wouldn't be surprised," Danny
said very softly. "I think you're my
wife!"
Silly, wasn't it? Silly that I should
feel tears in my eyes when he said
"wife!"
It was right after that when Danny
dropped his depth-bomb. Too eagerly,
he said, "Honey, I've got some wonderful news. Hanley's getting me a
fight next Saturday."
"A— fight!" This couldn't be happening to me.
"Marge, I'd be a dope not to go back
in the ring. I went over to the gym
this afternoon, just to look around, and
I put on the gloves with one of the
fellows. Hanley said I looked better
than I ever did. And I was better! I
know it!" He was pleading with me,
fighting as hard as he'd ever fought in
the
ring.
going meto build
me
up big
and"Hanley's
try to match
with the
champ."
DUT Danny," I said, my voice sounding thin and weak even to myself,
"you — you can't!"
"Look,
honey,
we Iwouldn't
give
up the
farm.
can use have
it as toa
training camp, and we'll hire someone
to run it."
At first I'd been shocked and hurt.
But now I began to get mad. "Danny,
you fool!" I said. "Aren't you happy
now — the way things are?"
"No." And his jaw set in that stubborn way I'd grown to fear. "I'm not
a farmer. I want to get into the big
money again — that's where I belong."
"But you are a farmer — a good one!
And you like it. You know you do!"
"It's no use arguing, Marge," Danny
said abruptly, as if he'd decided I was
just a silly woman who didn't know
what was best — as if he had to be the
man of the family and quit humoring
me and take charge of things. "I've
made up my mind. It's the best thing
for both of us."
I can be stubborn, too. And I can
lose my temper. "All right, then," I
snapped. "If you want to be a big
shot, I'll
too. —I'll
back meto
work
for play,
Sid Sloman
he go
offered
a job today."
"Sid Sloman?" Danny said dazedly.
"You're crazy."
"I'm make
not any
crazier athan
I can
a hundred
weekyouat are.
the
Coliseum right now. In a few months
I'll be back in the big money. On
easy street. And when I've made my
pile I'll quit."
"You're not funny."
"You don't have to be very funny
at the Coliseum Theater," I said.
"Listen here, you don't really think
I'd let you go back there, do you?" We
were both shouting now, and people
MAY,
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ABOUT YOUR COMPLEXION ?
WHICH

OF THESE

FAULTS MARS YOUR
COMPLEXION

BEAUTY?

V Externally-caused blemishes?
V Enlarged pore openings?
V Rough, "dried-out" skin?
V Chapped skin and lips?
jMost complexions would be lovelier if it
weren't for some common skin fault. If you'd
really
like todo"do
your
complexion,
whatsomething"
thousands about
of women
all over the country are doing every day!
Use the greaseless, snow-white MEDICATED
cream, Noxzema!
NOXZEMA is not just a cosmetic cream.
It contains soothing medication that helps
...heal externally-caused blemishes
...it helps smooth and soften rough skin
...and its mildly astringent action helps
reduce enlarged pore openings.

Nurses were the first to discover the remarkable qualities of this delightfully soothing,
medicated cream. Now women everywhere
use it regularly, both as a night cream and
as a powder base. Why
not try it? Find out what
it may do for you!
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER:
For a limited time you
can get the special 25/
Noxzema for only 19/.
Get your jar today at any
drug or cosmetic counter.

Help Yourself To Beauty

Now you can learn how to maintain an alluring complexion — how to bring luscious, colorful results to the most
commonplace face. How to lend sparkle to your eyes, glow to your cheeks, vividness to your lips. Yes, you can
learn how to develop your beauty to glamorous proportions by merely following the simple, easy secrets contained
in Helen Macfadden's book, "Help Yourself to Beauty." Only $1 postpaid, Macfadden Book Company, Inc.,
Dept. RM-5, 205 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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.LEARN
AT HOME

BOOK

ASTHMADOR!

CARTOONING
IN SPARE TIME

ASTHMADOR
the next time
Try Dr. R. Schiffmann's
an asthmatic attack leaves you

Send for this FREE book containing
money-making tips, cartooning charts,
idea creating methods, list of cartoon
I buyers, and other valuable information.
Read about the money-making opportunities in one of the most fascinating
of all professions— CARTOONING. With
this booklet we will include a complete
portfolio describing our easy Course in
Cartooningrionetteand
our new
MaMethod explaining
of Instruction.
We will

matic
in reducing the
ng forfumes
breath.aidASTHMADOR'S
severity of the attack-help you breathe
more easily. And it's economical, dependably uniform, produced under sanitary conditions in our modern laboratory—its quality insured through rigid
scientific control. Try ASTHMADOR
in any of three forms, powder, cigarette
or pipe mixture. At all drug stores—
or write today for a free sample to
R. SCHIFFMANN CO., Los Angeles, Dept. F-42

ilso tell youLaugh
how to
get the
Cartoonists'
kExchange
Finder
FREE
of extra
a cost. This amazing device actually
I helps create and originate humorous
"ideas. Send name at once nnd men_— I tion your age.
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CARTOONISTS'

Dept.

595

EXCHANGE

Pleasant Hill, Ohio

Hike their Quality
AND their Price/
n

Earn $25 a week
AS A TRAINED

PRACTICAL

COSMETICS

Generous quantities — only 10c' "™
each! Quality approved by Good
Housekeeping

Bureau.

alluring shades

for /our com-
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New

plexion. Look for handy counter
displays in drug and other stores. 5L|GHTLY
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NURSE!

In every community there is definite need for capable practical nurses. Doctors rely on these women
for efficient home nursing service . . . patients appreciate their cheerful, expert care. Chicago School
of Nursing is proud to have had a hand in training thousands of practical nurses through its physician-approved, easy-to-underatand course.
LEARN AT HOME IN SPARE TIME
Mrs. B. C, of Texas, earned $474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned S1900! You,
too, can earn good money, make new friends. High
school not necessary. Equipment included. Easy
payments. 42nd year. Men, women, 18 to 60. Send
coupon now!

CHICAGO

SCHOOL

OF

NURSING

Dept. 185. 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago, 111.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name
.
Age

W
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were watching us, but neither of us
cared.
"I don't know what you can do
about it," I said.
Danny stood up, his chair scraping
viciously against the floor. "Well, I do.
I'm leaving. When you come to your
senses you can find me at Hanley's
"Go on,
on!"me I your
said.clippings
"Come
around
and go
show
office."
some time — and I'll give you a dime
forHea slammed
cup of coffee!"
out of the lunchroom,
and I was left with the satisfaction of
knowing I'd had the last word. A
big satisfaction.
Oh, a very big one!

ANY
Size 8x10

PHOTO

ENLARGED

inches

or smaller if desired.
Same price for full length
or bust form, groups, landscapes, pet animals, etc.,
or enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe
return of original photo
guaranteed.

47'

SEND NO MONEY *-»-5fit$

IMPROVED CAKE MASCARA!

• Special Spiral Brush

darkens

all sides of your lashes — curls
them automatically!
• Smori new "lipstick" metal case
holds hollow tube of Mascara.
• An unusually generous
amount, de luxe quality.
• Tearproof — non-smarting.

Modern eyes Mascara
If your 5 & 10c store has not yet
C received
send a
dime and "Modern
2c stamp Eyes,"
for mailing.
MODERN

COSMETICS,

INC.,

Distributors, Dept. E-30
75 East Wacker Drive, Chicago

Trade-mark -'Modern Eyes" Reg. U. S. Pat. Oft.
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Danny, sitting at the wheel of a
tractor in the front yard, looking up
at the house with an expression that
was half scared, half delighted!
I jumped up and ran, tripping over
the discarded farm clothes — ran
straight out of the room and down the
stairs and out of the door and into his
arms where he stood beside the
tractor.
For a minute we didn't say anything. When your lips are busy kissing, you can't use them for talking.
But finally Danny let me go — not very
far — and said, "I couldn't stay away,
Marge. I thought I could, but — well
— when Hanley wanted to send me to
Lynville to train for my first fight it
was just too much. In the city I could
have stood not being with you — maybe. But up here — everything I saw
would have reminded me of you."
I buried my face against his shoulder. "Oh, Danny, darling — darling," I
murmured. "And darling Hanley,
whoever he is, for being stupid enough
to He
wantlifted
to send
here!"his hand
my you
faceup with
under my chin, and turned it toward
the tractor.
"How do you like our new gas
buggy? I guess we got something out
of our shopping trip after all, didn't
"Oh, it's lovely!" I said. "Beautiful!
But
— let's
never
leave
home
again.Danny
The next
time
we go
shopping,
we can use a mail-order catalogue!"

3 for $1.00

(any size) and within a week you will receive
your beautiful enlargement, guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman 47c plus postage — or send 49c
with order and we pay postage. Big 16x20'
inch enlargement sent C. 0. D. 78c plus postage or send 80c and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing
offer now. Send your photos today. Specify size wanted.
STANDARD ART STUDIOS
113 S. Jefferson St.
Dept. 1551-E
CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS
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LIAVE you ever had the feeling that
■ ■ every minute of the day was just
something
be endured?
That's
how
I felt as I towent
back to Sid
Sloman
and accepted his offer, then got on
the train and rode to Lynville. I
went at night, so I'd arrive in the
morning, because I didn't want to
have to sleep there, in the house where
we'd been so happy. I'd have to tell
Joe Higgins we were leaving, and
pack a few things in a suitcase, and
then I could close the door and lock
it and put all that part of my life
behind me.
The house was terribly silent. The
leaves were coming down from the
trees,
and just
we'd
been away
some inofthe
themlittle
had time
collected
in little heaps in the corners of the
porch, so it looked as if the place was
deserted already. I dragged our suitcases out of the attic and into our
bedroom. One of them for my things
. . . one for Danny's. I'd send it to him
at Hanley's. His other suit, remnant
of the days when he'd been "Dapper"
Danny — his shirts and underwear— a
pair of shoes — socks — Then my hands
touched his overalls and blue work
shirt, all faded from the summer sun.
No, he wouldn't need them, ever
again.
I could throw them away —

burn them in the stove.
I don't know how long I sat on the
floor running my hands over the rough
goods of his farm clothes as if they'd
been silk or satin. I simply couldn't
throw them away. They were all I
had left of the Danny I loved.
I raised my head. The air in the
room was throbbing with a deep,
rhythmical hum. It seemed to come
from outside. I got up on my knees
andDanny!
looked out of the window.

Girl Alone
(Continued from page 29)
we?"
love — about there being different
companionship.
Patricia
herself. Even this had
been roused
taken from
kinds? I understand now. I didn't at
the time. I know why you married
Scoop. She looked at him with an
John, how you feel toward him. I increased resolve.
guess that's the way I feel toward
"We'll find Stormy," she said. "We'll
Stormy. She's so fine; I want to help
never give up until we do."
her — and, oh my God, how I miss her!
Queer, isn't it, I had to lose her before
Patricia
else can
whatherself
BUT,
nextdo,morning?
the we
asked
I knew
I loved
her —her
" eyes looking
Patricia
nodded,
The police of other cities have been noout over the city, unreal under the
tified, we've gone to flying fields in the
haze of heat. The sun was a sullen
hope that Stormy might look up some
red in the west. The butler came out
of her old acquaintances — flying fields.
from the apartment with a tray. She
Didn't inI
herself. ment
checked
she sort
Wait!
motioned him to put it on a table.
of announce
see some
She took up a glass and handed it to
it? I
yesterday
carefully,
more was
read itWhat
intended 'sto paper?
Scoop, the ice clinking coolly against
its sides. Everything was remote,
and I was called away. Perhaps, it
will be in again today. Her eyes
withdrawn. Scoop's love for Stormy,
her love for John; both beautiful,
swept quickly over the printed matter,
tender, but not the complete passion
and found what she wanted. She hurof mind, body and soul which John
Scoop. ried to the telephone, and called
gave to her. If she could rise equal
"I've found something," she exto her husband's love, what a wonderful, completed experience their life
claimed. She was excited, she felt
together might be. Her lips parted in
the right track. "An anon
was
she
a low, tremulous sigh: that, she knew,
nouncement about a flyer who's to go
could never be. Few found such comup at ten today to test out a new
pletion. When they did it made a
singing glory for the world to see.
"Well, what of it?" Scoop's voice
But the relationship she had with
was hopeless.
John was well worth while, compen"Because,
because
it's ablind.
mechanicaloh,
arrangement
for —flying
sating for much; her body's response
— "
to his passion, her need of him, their
Dodevice
you suppose
it means
literally
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blind? If it does, then it must be
Stormy — Scoop, I feel it's Stormy — "
"It would be like her—"
"We must stop her, if it is. Oh,
hurry, Scoop. I'll have the car ready.
Come as fast as you can, or we'll be
too late. It's almost ten now."
Shall we be too late? Patricia asked
herself again and again, as she guided
her car through the city traffic, and
then let it out on the highway. They
reached the flying field, and Scoop was
out and hurrying away before the car
stopped. Patricia glanced around with
anxious eyes; the field was deserted.
What had happened? She slipped out
from under the wheel, and as she
entered the administration building, a
man spoke to her.
"Looking for Miss Wilson? They
took her in there." He motioned
toward a door at the end of the hall.
"Crazy stunt to try. She flew all right
— but, good heavens, no blind person
land — "
canPatricia
found herself running; she
pushed open the door of the room.
She saw Stormy stretched on a couch,
her eyes closed, her face drained of
color. Scoop came toward her
quickly.

THANK God, it's not serious," he
exclaimed. "No serious injuries,
just a crack on her head that isn't
dangerous."
"Scoop, I'm so glad," Pat whispered.
"She'll be out of it soon," Scoop
went on. "Oh, Pat," he cried, his voice
vibrant with happiness, "I've found
her again. You know what it means
to me to have Stormy back. If — if I
can only make her believe I love her
— that I want her with me — "
They swung around as they heard
a startled cry. Stormy was half raised
on her elbow, her eyes staring, her
face rigid with amazement.
"Scoop — Scoop — I can see! I can
see !" her words rang through the
room, and he sprang toward her.
"I can't believe — it is true — I— I— "
she clung to him. "I was lying here
quiet — I was wondering what to do
now you'd found me — I heard what
you said — Scoop, do you mean it?
And — I opened my eyes — " her voice
dropped in awe, "and I saw you!"
He drew her closely to him. "You
must believe me, Stormy — you must."
Patricia
saw
Stormy's
shoulders
quiver as long, dry sobs shook her
body. It was their hour, and she was
no longer needed. She very quietly
slipped away. It was like a miracle,
she thought as she started the car for
home.
Now
they would
be happy;
j she was humming to herself as she
I entered the apartment and went into
| the living room — John ! Then she was
in his arms, and his lips were on hers,
hungry, possessive, yearning.
She drew away, a trifle breathless,
and her nerves jumped at the sight
of his face; it was drawn, unnaturally
thin.
"What's happened, dear?" she cried.
"Have you been sick?"
"Sick with worry," he answered.
"I'm hands
in a mess,
He flung
out
his
with aPats."
desperate
gesture.
"I must get along to the office, but I
had to see you first. I've wanted so
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much
— to him
see you."
She todrew
over to a chair and
perched on the arm of it, threw one
arm around his shoulders, so that his
head rested against her.
"Tell me about it."
"I've been double-crossed." His
voice
worried.
"I'm how
hopingit
to findwasouttired,
at the
office just
was managed. Fifty thousand dollars
was sent down to me — or was supposed to have been sent — in currency,
to buy that land. I never received
it. But when I wired back, I was
told it had been sent and that they
had a receipt for it, signed by me — "
"But, John, that's impossible."
"I know it is. And it's my job to
find out how it was done. I'm sure
the new manager is at the bottom of
it. I never trusted him, or, for that
matter, our agent in South America.
You see it wouldn't be difficult for
the agent to forge my signature on an
Express
and I wasreceipt;
back in the
the paper's
interior flimsy,
of the
country for a while. It was worked
then, I'm sure." He jumped to his
feet. "But proof — proof — that's what
I have to find." He pulled Patricia
up beside him. "I hate leaving you,
my dear — it's been so long — and now
He muddle
held her
— " face in his hands and
this
looked into her eyes.
"I'll be home as soon as I can."
He sighed as he turned away.
Patricia flamed into sudden, furious
anger. John to be accused of embezzling funds; John, who was so honorable, so honest! How dared anyone
do this to him! It would mean disgrace, ruin for him, unless he could
find proof of his innocence. He must
be cleared of this charge. She was
obsessed with this one purpose as day
followed day, and John seemed no
nearer to a solution than at the time
of his return. It was only when they
were alone that his face relaxed its
grim tension, and the brooding anger
left his eyes. Patricia was thankful
that she could, at least, bring him a
few hours of forgetfulness and peace.
She dared not ask him what would
happen if he could not find the needed
evidence.
IT was one evening about a week
' later that the telephone rang persistently, steadily. John answered it.
Patricia could hear the rising excitement in his voice, and she came and
stood at his side, her heart beating
eagerly. When he put down the receiver, his eyes were bright.
"I've got them now," he exclaimed.
"That was Miss Archer, former secreto the
She's either
doingtarythis
out manager.
of spite because
she was
dismissed — or, maybe, she was promised a cut, and didn't get it. From
the tone of her voice, I'd say she's
not prompted by any desire for justice. But,and
that'sit not
He
laughed,
was mytheaffair."
first time
Patricia had seen joy in him since
his return. "She has the proof I need,
and I'm going over to her apartment
"John!" Patricia caught his arm as
it."
for turned
he
to leave. "John, I'm going
with you. I don't like this. Some-
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!42&-You will be
more beautiful with

Princess Pat Rouge
ouppose you found you were less
beautiful than you could be . . . and
then discovered a way to new loveliness
. . . wouldn't you act — and quickly? Of
course! Well, ordinary rouge doesn't give
you all the beauty you could have. It gives
that "painted, artificial look."

Now, let's see about
PRINCESS PAT

ROUGE

You've a good reason to change to
Princess Pat — if it can give you thrilling
new
And it does
it's make
duotone beauty.
. . an undertone
and because
an overtone
each shade. Not just another rouge, but
utterly different. Princess Pat Rouge changes
on your skin! — matches your individual
type. Mysteriously, amazingly, the color
seems to come from within the skin, bringout new Your
hidden
beauty.
Isn'tyouthatsparkle
what
you ingwant?
mirror
sbows
and animation — a new confidence in your
beauty makes you irresistible. Until you
experience the excitement of wearing this
duo-tone rouge, you will never know how
glamorous you really can be. Try
Princess Pat Rouge today — before tonight.

And

lips to match

. . . For per-

fect harmony in loveliness and allure try
Princess Pat Lipstick to match your rouge.
Get the big, Princess Pat Night and Day
Double: which carries a different shade at
either end. Comes in all combinations for
light, medium and dark types. Be
fascinating in your daylight makeup ... be irresistible by nightlight. Convenient and economical. Two Lipsticks in one
. . . and think, it's only 25c.

J(zce&/Mladm<m>
Miss Gloria Brewster,
charming screen
actress, smiles her
approval
of
Rouge.
Princess
Pat

fen

PRINCESS
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Dont just "deaden"*

HEADACHE !

For 3 generations millions have
depended on this more thorough relief
READ WHAT ROBERT ERISMAN SAYS
Robert
O. Erisman
says:and
"I
am editorial
directorof ofNoank,
many Conn.,
magazines
in addition write fiction. Every minute has to
count. When I get a headache, I get quick,
more thorough relief from Bromo-Seltzer. It
helps make you feel better by calming jittery
nerves and settling fidgety stomach."
Unlike many single-acting pain - relievers,
Bromo-Seltzer is designed to get after other
miseries that often go with a headache. It helps
STOP PAIN, CALM NERVES and SETTLE
STOMACH. Don't be satisfied with a remedy
that does only part of the job!
,
Try Bromo-Seltzer*!
ft f%H
Listen to Ben Bernie Tuesday nights

BROMO-SELTZER
NEW!

*Just use as directed on the label. Forpersistent or recurring headaches, see your doctor.
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thing's
"That'swrong."
silly, Pat." He touched her
cheek gently with his fingers. "What
could happen? Here's the address if
you're worried. I'll telephone if I'm
He kissed her, patted her shoulder,
and
was gone before she could further
delayed."
remonstrate. Patricia tried to overcome the nervousness which sent her
wandering restlessly around the room.
She kept glancing at the clock; how
slowly the minutes crept by. She attempted to read, and flung aside the
book; she turned on the radio, and
switched it off at once. She sought
the terrace for a breath of cool air.
It would be wonderful if this Miss
Archer did have the facts so urgently
needed by John.
The telephone was ringing, and Patricia hurried to it. Choked, broken
words came to her.
"Pats — shot — call police — darling — "
there was a gasp, the clatter of the
falling receiver — silence.
CHOT! John! Patricia steadied her*^ self, holding herself erect by one
hand as with the other she dialed.
Then she spoke clearly, distinctly,
reading the address John had given
her. Someone not herself, seemed to be
using her voice, her fingers, her body,
compelling them to the necessary actions. Suddenly with a moan, she ran
from the room, out of the apartment,
signalled a taxi, and knew herself
being carried across the city. Her
hands were tight in her lap; she
fought away weakness. Through a
thick mist she saw police cars, heard
voices; she was running, running, and
then she saw John and the crimson
stain spreading around him. She had
his hands in hers, she was bending
above him, pressing her lips to his.
There was a sigh, and his dark eyes
opened.
"Pats," he whispered. "Pats — you
came
closed.— " The eyes flickered, widened,
"John — John — " she pressed his
hands to her breast. Someone touched
her shoulder, and she glanced up.
"Do something — why don't you do
"
"There's —nothing—"
something
"You mean — he's — " Her lips could
not form the word. She saw red
staining her pale evening dress —
John's blood — she looked at the white
face below her. And strong arms
caught and held her as the room grew
black, and, like the sound of great
waves roaring, engulfed her.
Patricia opened her eyes on a world
denuded, stripped, empty. She could
feel the cool sheets over her, she could
see the furniture of her room, and her
maid moving quietly about it. She
pushed herself up in bed.
"I'm dressing, Jean," she said.
"Oh, but, Madame, the doctor's
Patricia brushed the words aside;
there was
— ■" one vital thing which must
orders
be
attended to without delay; after
that was accomplished, she could let
her grief, her desolation take possession of her. Now she must act.
"Please telephone Mr. Curtis and
ask him to come at once."
"He's here, Madame. As soon as he
heard at the newspaper office of what
— had happened — "
"Then help me, quickly — quickly — "
Scoop was
at Patricia's
unnatural
calmfrightened
as she came
into the
living room.
"Listen, Scoop," she said, not even

hearing
"there's
something his
youquick
must protest,
do for me.
You
can handle it. I know why John was
murdered. I'll tell you the whole
story
no, don't
Her lowa
voice— went
on, interrupt."
evenly, without
break, until Scoop had grasped all
the facts. "And," she added, "the
manager must have found out somehow and shot — John." Only the slow
opening and closing of her fingers
betrayed the tension of her nerves.
"The girl's dead, too."
"That means I'm right." She came
closer to him. "John's name must be
cleared.
Scoophands
— somehow
He tookDoherit, cold
in his. — "
"I will," he said, quietly. He looked
at her for a long, long minute.
"Pats — " He shook his head; what
could he say?
There was a cloudiness as of tears
in Patricia's eyes.
"Please — don't — I must go through
Nightmare days, and nightmare
nights.
The— "heavy scent of flowers
this — alone
filling the apartment; the long, last
look at the calm face of the man who
had been her husband; the hot sun
beating on upturned earth — the majesty of words: "The Lord gave, and
the Lord taketh away. Blessed be the
name of the Lord;" — the rattle of dust
falling from the minister's hand —
through all the intolerable hours, Patricia remained quiet, scarcely speaking, moving like one in a dream.
It had been arranged that Patricia
return with Alice and Virginia to her
former home. And as she neared the
house memories haunted her like uneasy ghosts; it was up those stairs
she had stumbled the night Stormy
had crashed and she had lost Scoop; it
was in that living room John had first
kissed her — it was from that door she
had run, John holding her hand, to
their elopement. Strange — strange —
and she was coming home again —
alone. And, it was only when, in her
familiar bedroom, with the door
locked against the world, and those
friends who might try to help and
who could not help, that Patricia flung
herself across her bed. Choking sobs
came, beating over her with their full
tide of grief, yet bringing relief in
their abandon.
AT■ hausted.
last sheWhen
slept, she
worn
out, her
exopened
eyes, another day had come, another
day when she must dress, eat, go about
her affairs.
And Patricia found, almost at once,
that there were other matters which
needed her immediate attention. Her
estate was in poor shape, and demanded careful management. There
was Jack's future to think of; her
money must be conserved. She turned
more and more to the companionship
of Alice and Virginia; they resumed,
naturally and easily, the routine of
their former life together; their
friendship upon a firmer basis because
of all they had experienced.
The wind was clear and sharp from
the lake, as one afternoon Patricia
turned from Michigan Boulevard
toward her home. That very morning
the papers had carried the facts which
cleared John's name. The manager
had been arrested, though, as yet, he
had not been charged with murder.
But Patricia cared little for revenge;
it would not bring her husband back
to her. What she had so ardently desired had been accomplished. Scoop
had been tireless until he had unRADIO
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earthed every necessary detail. That
was what John would have wished,
and she was content.
She passed a church and she slipped
inside, and finding a seat, looked
around the dim, quiet aisles, up to
the altar and the vaulted roof above.
In some new way, life seemed a completed whole at last. She no longer
fought against pain; like the shadows
thrown by sunlight, it was here, and
if one did not struggle, it lost its
terror. How far distant seemed the
young girl who had adventured in
the search for happiness — Pat Ryan —
and the laughter of Scoop. There had
been loss, rebellion; but there had
been fulfillment with John; nothing
had tarnished
their short time to-

gether. Tears touched Patricia's
cheeks, but she did not brush them
aside; they were not bitter; she knew,
at last, she had found within her, the
deep place where strength is born.
There was Jack; she would be a good
mother to him. There was her money;
she would use it wisely and well to
help others, no longer aloof from men
and women, for she, also, knew what
it meant to suffer, to struggle, and to
find the courage — even the peace — to
go on bravely, serenely.
Patricia rose to her feet, and as
she pushed open the door, the afternoon sunlight lay like a path before
her feet. She stepped forward into
it, facing her future with a quiet
resolution.
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What Do You Want to Say?
(Continued from page 3)
to hear his name announced,
are those winners in forty-seven
states who will be heard from as
— Mrs. Ulysses A. Stone, Bklyn,

there
other
well!
N. Y.

Third Prize . . .
SHOULD

THE QUIZ KIDS STAY

HOME?

Why did they have to allow the
Quiz Kids to go on a personal appearance tour? Why can't they allow
these intelligent youngsters to be as
nearly normal as possible? Certainly
we are anxious to see the brilliant
youngsters but they shouldn't be
forced to be show people. An exceptionally brilliant youngster is always
a problem. A youngster on a personal appearance tour is a problem. It
is not fair to these young people nor
to their parents to send them traveling around the country, to have them
flattered and pampered by an adoring
public, and to cause them to miss
school. — Grace Paul, Los Angeles,
Calif.

Fourth Prize . . .
IT'S NERVE-RACKING— BUT IT'S NICE!

I have just finished reading the
Crossley reports on radio programs for 1940, and I was pleased to
note that the Aldrich Family had for
the first time crashed the big ten.
Henry, of the cracked, adolescent
voice, is one of my prime favorites.
I agonize with him and his patient
mother, and long suffering father
through all his nerve-racking tribulations. In fact, I usually get into such
a nervous state over his wacky doings
that I go to bed with a headache. My
one consolation usually is that we
have nothing like that in our family.
— Maxine Baxter, Norwood, Ohio.

Fifth Prize . . .
"LIFE CAN BE BEAUTIFUL"
I'm really sincere when I say that
my day is not complete unless I hear
the program Life Can Be Beautiful
every Monday through Friday. This
program comes on every day in my
city about dusk, and I always stop
what I'm doing and sit down to hear
the words of advice that the announcer gives preceding the program.
Then with those words very clear in
my mind, Chichi and Papa David
speak and give me more sound advice.
Thanks to the one who writes the
script and all who take part in the
program and I'll keep remembering
that "Life Can Be Beautiful."— Miss
Edith Bennett, Durham, N. C.
MAY,
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Sixth Prize . . .
TRIBUTE TO HAL

'tffli

KEMP

Our home town boy, Hal Kemp,
came back home today for the last
time — back to the sunny Carolina he
loved — accompanied by dignitaries of
the musical world, to pay their last
tribute to one of radio's greatest personalities. Itwas fitting that we lay
him away amid banks of beautiful
flowers — in the glory of the holiday
season— he who had added so much
beauty and joy to the world in his
short span of life.
We are stunned by the swift
snuffing out of this promising young
life but we will be everlastingly proud
of having made such a great contribution as Hal Kemp to the musical
world. — Minnette Miller, Charlotte,
North Carolina.
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Seventh Prize . . .
IS

SHE

RIGHT

OR

WRONG,

READERS?

Your magazine has gone the way of
all magazines lately. By that I mean
those stories that have "continued
next month" at the end.
What the public, your readers, want
is more stories about radio personalities and things that help toward
making radio such a popular form of
entertainment. — Virginia Wade, Freehold, N. J.
SPECIAL

NOTE

In answer to Mrs. Margaret Donovan's letter, which won Sixth Prize
in our March letter contest, the Advertising Company for the program,
Wings of Destiny, writes to the editor:
"I have a clip in front of me that
was taken out of the New York Radio
Mirror of March issue entitled, "Sixth
Prize— What, No Telephone?" This
clipping is a letter which was no
doubt written to your magazine by a
Mrs. Margaret Donovan, bringing out
the fact that it is necessary for winners on the Wings of Destiny program
to have a telephone in order to win.
"This is not correct and I feel sure
that you will want to know the true
story as to what we say on the air
regarding having a telephone. Here is
an excerpt taken from our script
dated February 7th — 'You positively
do not have to have a telephone and
you do not have to be listed in any
directory to win. It's our job to get
in touch with the winner — and we'll
do it!' This, I believe, should clarify
Mrs. Donovan's thinking."

TOURS

• Here's an extra-helpful Greyhound travel
service at no extra expense to you— in fact, it
extends your usual Greyhound savings to every
phase of your pleasure trip. When planning
your vacation choose one or more of the new
expense-paid "package tours"— with your
transportation, hotels, sightseeing and entertainment all arranged by travel experts and
paid in advance. It's more convenient, more
fun! Ask your nearest Greyhound Travel
Bureau agent about these and other tours:
NEW YORK— WASHINGTON
BOSTON — NEW ENGLAND
GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS
LOS ANGELES — SAN FRANCISCO
NORTHERN LAKES
DENVER-COLORADO
SPRINGS
FLORIDA — MIAMI BEACH
SOUTHWEST— MEXICO
NATIONAL PARKS
NEW ORLEANS — GULF COAST
MONTREAL— QUEBEC
Principal Greyhound information offices are located at :
New York City • Cleveland, Ohio • Philadelphia, Penna.
Boston, Mass. • Chicago, Illinois • San Francisco, Cal.
Ft. Worth, Texas • Washington, D. C • Detroit, Michigan
St. Louis, Mo. • Minneapolis, Minn. • Lexington,
Kentucky • Charleston, West Virginia • Cincinnati, Ohio
Richmond, Virginia • Memphis, Term. • New Orleans, La.

GREYHOUND
MAIL

THIS

COUPON

TODAY

to Greyhound Information Office in nearest city listed
above for full information on Expense-Paid Tours to:

NameAddress -
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Facing the Music
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LOOK
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THE OTHER WAYBY
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PSORIASIS

If this is one of the problems you face, why not
do for your psoriasis blem-a
see what Siroil can is
sensible to give Siroil
ishes? Certainly it
chance. Siroil tends to remove the. crusts and
are external in character
which
psoriasis
of
scales
and located on outer layer of skin. If or when your
psoriasis lesions recur, light applications of biroil
control. Applied exwill help keep them understain
clothing or bed
ternally, Siroil does not
linen -nor does it interfere in any way with your
you on a two weeks
daily routine. Offered to ded
basis.
satisfaction-or-money-refun

SIROIL

FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG STORES

to—
Write for interesting booklet on psoriasis direct

Siroil Laboratories, Inc., Detroit, Mich., Dept. M-12
Please send me your booklet on PSORIASIS.
Name
Add ress

■
-State■—
.
City
Siroil Laboratories
If you live in Canada, write to Windsor,
Ont.
of Canada, Ltd., Box 488,
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(Continued from page 9)
Duke University and his classmates
The two doctors went into the parlor. In a half hour the country
have no trouble recognizing it. Eleven
physician returned alone. He spoke
of the original school crew are still
with him.
softly to the boy's parents. "Curt and
After the accident the boy was so
Connie Long, you've known me a long
time. If you really have faith in me,
grateful for his recovery that he sold
flowers on the streets of Charlotte to
I'm willing to try this myself. Maybe
help pay for his music lessons. In
an The
amputation
won't
be
necessary."
lights burned through the night
high school he studied so hard that he
won a tuition scholarship to Duke.
in the little house just outside Charlotte. But when dawn flickered over
His plan at the time was to major in
the North Carolina hills, the drawn
English, attend the Juilliard School of
Music and become a music teacher.
faces of the people brightened. The
tired doctor put on his coat and spoke.
The scholarship helped but sandyhaired Johnny had to evolve some
"If you can get that music teacher to
make Johnny into a left handed
plan to defray other educational expenses. Although his father had a
fiddler, you've nothing to worry about.
But never let him feed peanuts to
good job with the state highway department, the boy had two other
your hogs again. Those animals can't
brothers and a sister. This strained
tell a goober from a finger."
the family bank account.
the seven-year-old
twoAlthough
fingers healed
rapidly, they boy's
beSo in his freshman year Johnny orcame permanently stiffened. They
ganized aband. They played various
could never be flexible enough to
fraternity and sorority dances, tooted
finger a violin.
away in the school dining hall in exchange for three square meals a day.
The boy's music teacher, Nan Gordon Hood, wasn't easily discouraged.
Johnny's
have the "Duke
field to Collegians"
themselves.didn't
Les
"No ordinary hog is going to rob me
Brown,
another
well
known bandsof my best pupil," she said. "Johnny,
man, was also at Duke, and he had
we'll just have to start over again.
Only this time you're going to bow
similar
for hisHal"Blue
Devils."
with your left hand and finger with
Johnnyideas
idolized
Kemp,
another
Charlotte lad who made good, and
your right. Might look funny to some
constantly sought out his advice.
folks but
it'll sound just as good."
That strange accident occurred
Johnny and his followers would listen
about nineteen years ago. Johnny
to every Kemp record pressed and
they sounded like a reasonable campus
Long is that rare oddity — a leftfacsimile.
handed violinist. But he isn't too sure
that his music teacher is happy that
"In those days the southern schools
her experiment worked.
weren't hiring professional bands to
The tall, thin bandleader is a bit
play at their hops. They used underapologetic. "Miss Hood wanted me to
graduate bands instead," Johnny
be a serious concert artist. That's why
points out. "So we got plenty of work
she was so patient with me. But here
and made about $30 a week per man.
I am — a southpaw fiddler with a dance
This prosperity made me swerve from
Johnny's band can be heard over
NBC from New York's mammoth
Roseland
ballroom and on Decca
band."
records. They have built solidly over
the last five years and the year 1941
should find them in their stride. The
band was formed on the campus of

Globe

Her Blonde Hair Was
Growing Dark
Until She Discovered This Special
New 11 Minute Home
Shampoo

Hal plans."
Kemp invited the boys
myWhen
original
to New York when they graduated in
1935,serious
Johnny'smusic
intentions
of following
a
career
vanished
quicker than a Duke man can down
a coke.
The band auditioned for the Music

Productions

brings to the screen
radio's Pot O' Gold,
in the form of a
Cinderella story,
starring Paulette
Goddard, Jimmie
Stewart and bandleader Horace Heidt

A single wash with this new shampoo made specially for blondes makes hair shades lighter, helps
keep light hair from darkening and brightens
faded blonde hair. Called BLONDEX, it is not a
liquid but a fragrant powder that quickly makes
a rich cleansing lather. This instantly removes
the dingy, dust-laden film that makes blonde hair
dark, old-looking. Next, it gives it attractive
lustre and highlights and keeps that "JustShampooed"
fcr a whole
FineGood
for
children, it islook
absolutely
safe. week.
Bears the
Housekeeping Seal of Approval. BLONDEX costs
little to use, sold at 10c, drug and dept. stores.
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Corporation of America and were
soon playing one nighters as fullfledged professionals. Once the rough
spots were ironed out, the band got
hotel offers and theater engagements.
In New England they hired their two
vocalists, tiny Helen Young, a Boston
radio singer, and Don Houston. A
novel interpretation of two old favorites, "Shanty in Old Shanty Town,"
and "When I Grow Too Old To Dream"
put them over in the juke box field.
Johnny believes the Roseland engagement has helped immeasurably.
"Roseland dancers are the best in
the world. They can do anything
from the shag to the beguine. And if
they don't like you they let you
know it."
When I saw Johnny in the ballroom, the crowd was in a tango mood.
Johnny played a few and then went
into a conga. This started a temporary
strike until the band made a hasty
rearrangement of its music books and
dug out some tangos.
Johnny insists his dance band work
prevents him from studying seriously
again. He has some spare time, but a
lovely brunette actress named Patricia
Waters occupies most of it. His one
room at the Hotel Victoria is plastered
with her pictures.
OFF THE
Some

RECORD

Like It Sweet:

of ^exfujuxii]b^

Money Back
If not 100% pleased
•riweek. Hence,
A DROP
or two these,
last a
truly the most exquisite
perfumes are really

<**$**
Such
a rare

•e^rS-

UNUSUAL '
fragrance!
and dainty'

Do not
miss this extra
special $1 offer!

Send No Money BM
or if you prefer, enclose $1.00 check, currency or stamps.

Larry Clinton: "Moonlight and Tears"
and "You Forgot About Me" (Bluebird
10984). A fascinating arrangement that
takes Clinton out of his slump. Vocalizing of Peggy Mann and Terry Allen well
above average.
Bing Crosby: "Nightingale Sang in
Berkeley Square" and "Lone Star Trail"
(Decca 3584). London and lassoes
smoothly paired.
Hal Kemp: "It All Comes Back to
Me Now" and "Talkin' to My Heart"
(Victor 27255). Posthumous recording
proves how much we will all miss Kemp.
Raymond Scott: "All Around the
Xmas Tree" and "Happy Birthday"
(Columbia 35864). A different kind of
Scott record. The tune slinger in your
ears.
Barry Wood: "America, I Love You"
and "Dear Old Pal" (Victor 27260).
Four-star flag waving.
Eddy Duchin: "No. 10 Lullaby Lane"
and "I Close My Eyes" (Columbia
35917). Easy-to-dance-to tempos with
plenty of piano flourishes.
Some Like It Swing:
Gene Krupa: "Sergeant Was Shy"
and "He's Gone" (Okeh 5985). The
drummer man beats out solidly with
Duke Ellington's military swing.
Charlie Barnet: "Scrub Me Mama,
With a Boogie Beat" and "I Can't Remember" (Bluebird 10975). Excellent
boogie woogie that would even get Harlem approval.
Glenn Miller: "Blue Heaven" and
"Frenesi" (Bluebird 10994). Fast flying on an old favorite. "Frenesi" has
gotten tiresome even if played by Miller.
Benny Goodman: "Yes, My Darling
Daughter" and "These Things You
Left Me" (Columbia 35910). Clever
challenges between Helen Forrest and
the trumpeter that packs solid dance
enjoyment by a master.
Vaughn Monroe: "Last Roundup" and
"Accidentally on Purpose" (Bluebird
10997). Another promising band with
a pleasant lilt.
MAY,
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PAUL RIEGER &COMPANY
(Est. 1872)
these
295 Art Center Building, San Francisco, Calif.
Send me, postpaid, the 4 exquisite new Rieger Perfumes in genuine Redwood Treasure Chest on your Money Back Guarantee.
e'
I enclose $1.00 □
I'll pay the
| |
frinpostman
Name —
Address
.
Only one set of these 4 trial bottles with Redwood Treasure
Chest to any one customer. Don 't miss this very special off er; write
while the offer lasts. (Remember our money-back guarantee.)

SKINNY

GIRLS

LACK

^

very economical.
cate. Fascinating,
Yet, so ultra -deliand aristocratic.
AND
UNIQUE!
vi ici . you jn

Introductory

using these very
choicest
To start
flf f or" perfumes,
we offer
the 4 bottles ($2.00atregular
price) for only $1.
While giving $2.00
And besides
regularat perfume
value
$1.00, we
give you also right
now absolutely free
this beautiful

Rare Redwood
Treasure Chest
made from the
Giant Redwood
trees of California.
6 inches x 3 inches;
an ideal gift.
PAUL

RIEGER

&

COMPANY
{Est. 1872)
295 Art Center Bldg.
San Francisco. Calif.

CHARM

In How to Gain Weight, Bemarr Macf adden gives full information on what to eat and how to exercise to add those
flattering pounds. If you really wish to put on healthful flesh — send for How to Gain Weight today. Only 50c
postpaid.
MACFADDEN BOOK CO.. INC., Dept. RM-5, 205 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

^Scratching

Relieve
Itch Fast

or Money Back

For quick relief from itching of eczema, pimples, athlete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes and other externally
caused skin troubles, use world-famous, cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes irritation and quickly stops intense
itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
your druggist today for P. P. P. Prescription.

FACTORY -TO YOUl™^
PUT THIS NEW

I5*TUBE(
COMBINATION

How would you like an illustrated
map of Hollywood showing where the
stars live, work, play and hold their
parties? Photoplay -Movie Mirror has
a limited supply of maps of Hollywood drawn by the famous artist,
Russell Patterson, 14" x 22", beautifully printed in two colors. While they
last readers can secure them for only
10c each (coin or stamps). Address
all requests to Hollywood Map, Dept.
WG5, P. O. Box 556, Grand Central
Station, New York, N. Y.
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IN/
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Write for FREE catalog today. .CHASSIS
with
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» FREE
$2JJ
. TRADE-IN
„nd spEAKER
write
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catalog today. ^ |nr/TiDr>rD
CORPORATION.

Cincinnati, OMolHtWIWt'1

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The acids
kidneysandarewaste
Nature's
of taking
the
excess
out ofchief
the way
blood.
They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffinesa
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty times
passages
burning
shows therewithis smarting
something and
wrong
with someyour
kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,
used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Fills.

Young Widder Brown
(Continued from, page 25)

Keep it Bright with Canute Water
If you have gray hair, just wet it with
Canute Water. A few applications will completely re-color it, similar to its former natural
shade ... in one day, if you wish. After that,
attention only once a month will keep it
young-looking.
Your hair will retain its naturally soft texture and lovely new color even after shampooing, sait-water bathing, perspiration, curling or
waving. It remains clean and natural to the
touch and looks natural in any light.
SAFE!
Skin Test NOT Needed
Canute Water is pure, colorless and crystalclear. It has a remarkable record of 25 years
without injury to a single person. In fact, scientific
research Canute
at one of
America's
proved
Water
to be greatest
perfectlyUniversities
harmless.
Easy to Use — Experience NOT Necessary
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him was gone.
"It's only that the children are so
used to Peter, Dr. Loring," she explained.
"Of course," he said brusquely. "I
quite understand." He was aloof
again, unbending behind his professional reserve. "I'd like to have you
come to the Center tomorrow, Mrs.
Brown, so I can dress your arm again."
"Certainly," Ellen said quickly. She
knew, none better, that it was the
routine of the Center to require patients to visit the Center itself whenever it was possible thus to save a
doctor's precious time. But she also
knew, from Loring's tone, that he had
meant this injunction as a reproof —
or if not that, at least as a reminder
that she must not consider herself
privileged in any way, that to him she
was a patient, no more. It had been
so unnecessary for him to deliver that
thrust, she thought wryly — he had
already made the point abundantly
clear!
With a curt, unsmiling nod, he
picked up his bag and left the tea
room. Afterwards, the pain in her
arm that had first settled down to a
dull, steady throb, again became acute
as she went on with dinner preparations. When Hilda came she took one
look at Ellen and begged her to go to
bed. But Elleji wouldn't give in.
Loring's casual attitude about the injury had become a challenge to her.
Her
pride wouldn't allow her to give
in now.
Even bed that night was no comfort. Sleep was an aeon of time away.
Her arm felt as if it were on fire, and
her thoughts seemed to be on fire, too.
Joyce and Peter and Loring . . . pictures of them ran through her brain
like the shattered, dissolving patterns
in a kaleidoscope, accentuated that
other physical agony.
SHE saw the darkness go and dawn
come, but still there were those
weary hours to drag through before
the visiting hours at the Center. Once
she almost gave in when the pain became so intense that she felt herself
slipping into forgetfulness again, so
that the kitchen and Hilda's worried
face and the children's troubled eyes
became only a blur, but she forced
herself back to reality again, her
pride sustaining her, spurring her on.
And the pride was still there, in
her eyes and in the proud tilt of her
chin and in her walk when she went
to the Center at last.
It was Martha's concern that made
her falter. She had been able to hold
on to herself through Loring's scorn,
but she couldn't fight against the
other woman's sympathy and understanding.
"Ellen, you shouldn't have come.
You have a fever," Martha protested,
and her quick fingers began to examine the bandages.
Through
a daze
heard and
Martha's
voice
talking
to Ellen
someone,
then
she felt as if she were back in that
monstrous nightmare of the day
before. Martha's voice swelling now,
becoming louder and louder, so that
the room and the pain and that throbbing in her head were all caught up
in it.
"Calling Dr. Loring. Emergency!
Calling
It was Dr.
the Loring.
amplifierEmergency!"
that had been

installed only a few months ago, but
Ellen didn't realize that. Then, after
a moment even the voice was gone,
and she felt herself being carried
through a dream.
She woke to dark eyes bending over
her, kind eyes from which all antagonism had gone. Awoke to that
voice which was so almost tender now.
"Ellen. . . ." Had he really spoken
only
her first
"Mrs. Brown
"Yes?"
And name?
Ellen smiled
faintly — at"
Loring, so intent above her.
"I — I'm sorry, I should never have
made you come here this morning."
"No," Ellen interrupted him. "You
were right. There are so many others
who"I should
need attention."
have realized," Loring was
saying stubbornly and Ellen was too
tired to protest further against the
truth. For it was the truth— he had
been wrong and now he had the
courage
to say unable
to her, to"Forgive
me."
Ellen smiled,
trust herself
to speak. Incredible that she should
feel such a lifting of her heart at the
promise of friendship from a man she
scarcely knew, a man who only the
enemy.
day
before had been her implacable
DUT Loring didn't leave Simpsonu ville. For it was Loring who insisted on the X-rays they took of Joyce
which proved there was a physical
cause for her illness as well as a
mental one, and indicated an operation that might cure her. At least it
offered a hope for her, a chance of
becoming like other women, selfreliant and able to cope with life as it
really was.
It would mean all of life or none of
it, that operation. But Joyce, who
had slipped so deeply into the morass
of hopelessness and despair she had
created out of her fears, could not be
aroused out of her apathy. She had
clung to dreams all her life, and now
she wanted only the deepest dream of
all, the unending, final dream of oblivion. Even that one chance was
worthless when she felt like this. So
big a part of any operation's success
is the patient's own will to live, and
Joyce had lost that desire.
It was Ellen who aroused her finally,
the morning of the operation, Ellen
talking to her, her candid eyes pleading with her, her voice reassuring her,
combatting the fears one by one. And
when she saw her logic had reached
the girl at last, she brought Peter
into the room. Such a changed Peter,
looking at this girl he had thought he
hated, remembering now only the
little things he had disregarded before,
the way she had clung to him, the
way she needed him. There was more
than one love in a man's life. He knew
that now, looking down at this girl he
had married. One was the ecstasy
and the wild adoration he had felt for
Ellen. A love like that only came
once, and it could never come to him
again. But this other emotion, this
quiet tenderness born from his regrets
and pity was the love a father would
give a child. And it was enduring,
that love, Peter knew that as he knelt
besideto Joyce's
pale
hand
his cheek bed
and lifting
holding her
it there.
And strange the way Ellen felt, too,
looking at them, feeling as if the love
that had tied her to Peter so relentlessly was broken now at last, here in
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But it hadn't been wasted, that love,
unhappy as it was. Out of it had
come this new Peter who had looked
into his own soul and found the
strength there he had lacked before.
And out of it, too, had come the new
happiness that had brought Joyce and
Peter together.
THEY were so grateful for that hap' piness. That was the real reason they
decided to join the ambulance unit
that was leaving for war-torn Europe.
For they had to pay for happiness
such as this, they felt, pay for it with
sacrifice and that new courage that
had come to sustain them.
Ellen was so proud of them, both
of them, as she worked with the Red
Cross unit she organized to supply
them with some of the things they
needed. It helped to keep busy this
way. If she worked hard enough, if
she got exhausted enough, it would
keep her from thinking. And Ellen
knew she was running away from her
thoughts these days. For they all led
to that same lonely place in her heart,
the dread of what Simpsonville would
be like when Loring left.
Strange how she had grown to rely
on his friendship. This feeling she
had for Loring was so different from
any emotion she had ever known. It
was as if at last she had found the
comrade she had always missed, a
man who talked to her as if she were
another man. She dreaded the train
that must eventually take him back
to Chicago.
But dreading could not put off the
evil day. It came at last, the evening
on which he was to leave — a June evening, charged with the first heat of
summer, less bearable because there
had been no preparation for it. Fretful thunder rolled uneasily in the distance. Ellen stopped a moment, now
that the last of the diners were no
longer lingering over their iced tea.
Business had been hectic since Joyce's
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this quiet room. Strange the way
there was no heartbreak in that
knowledge, no regrets, only this new,
calm happiness.
How strong it was, that happiness.
It carried her through the hours of
waiting, and it carried Peter through
it, too, her faith and her courage sustaining both of them until the operation was over at last and they knew
Joyce would live.
Only now when it was over, really
over, Ellen knew what a prison her
love for Peter had been. She was free
now to find happiness in all the little
things that had been obscured for her
when her emotion for Peter had been
an obsession, crowding out every
other thought. Her eyes could see
again clouds drifting across the sky,
the flowers crowding her small garden, sunrise and sunset, the common
things.
tiful lifeShe
was.had forgotten how beau-
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recovery had brought Simpsonville
back to Ellen, anxious to forget its
unthinking gossip, its foolish boycott.
The screen door slammed and Loring was standing in the room. Martha
stood beside him, a bag in each hand,
and she was in uniform. There was
about both of them an air of urgency,
of worry, of the need for decision and
speed. It was Loring who spoke first.
"Typhoid
. . voice
." Medicine's
dread
word.
But his
did not waste
time over the melodrama. "Up on
Smokey
Ridge.
Martha hethought
. . ."
He stopped
as though
were aware
for the first time of what he was about
to ask.
"We need your help," Martha said
quickly, "if you can come."
"I'm going up there, of course,"
Loring said, so quietly that Ellen did
not realize all that it meant. Nor, the
chances one
are,interne
did heandjust
"I'm
taking
all then.
the nurses
we can spare. But we need someone
to help direct those nurses. Martha
says I couldn't ask for a better captain than you."
THERE was no note of pleading in
' his voice. Ellen knew that she could
refuse without losing his respect.
"I'll get Uncle Josh to take care of
Mark and Janey," Ellen said, picking
up the telephone.
"Oh, Ellen, you'll go!" Martha exclaimed, and there was in Loring's
eyes more than he could have expressed in words.
"I was so sure I even packed some
uniforms
you,"moments
Martha smiled.
There for
were
the next
twenty-four hours when Ellen wondered where any of them could find
new strength, new energy to complete their task. So many sick to
care for, so many others to be inoculated, so many homes to be
cleansed
—
It wasn't
until the next evening
when Ellen was standing beside Loring in the makeshift hospital, her
hands trembling with weariness as she
pressed out the last of the compresses
from the bowl of ice water, that she
realized.
"You've missed your train, Doctor,"
she said, as she glanced at her wrist
watch. "It left exactly eight hours
"That's the first train I ever missed
in my life," Loring said quietly. And
there was in his voice something that
made Ellen look up, quickly. He hesitated a moment
and then he said:
ago."
"Thanks
nurse, for some wonderful
help. I think we're going to have
this epidemic under control." He
smiled again. "Want to know something?" he asked.
Ellen nodded.

"That was the most fortunate train
I ever missed. It gave me time to
realize that I never meant to take it!"
Ellen's heart caught at his words.
What was he saying? "I understand
how you feel about the Center, how
vital it is, what it is accomplishing,
because I feel that way, too. It's my
dream
now. was
I'm around
going toher,
stay."
His arm
holding
her in the crisp white uniform that
accentuated the soft lines of her slim
figure, brought out the blue of her
eyes under the white cap tilted on her
fair hair and the color that was coming and going in her cheeks.
"Are you glad I'm staying, Ellen?"
he whispered, and he spoke to a new
Ellen, a woman who had worked with
sure, deft fingers because he had been
beside her, who had not tired even
through a night and day of horror
because she had borrowed from his
courage, who brought solace with her
smile because she had sensed what
was happening to her.
His lips were on hers, so sweetly,
so tenderly that Ellen cried at the
sudden joy of her knowledge.
"Anthony," she whispered and she
was holding him with the surety that
they belonged to each other. Then
she broke away and said primly:
"Where do you want these comHe laughed, for he, too, was full
Doctor?"
of their presses,
knowledge.
Then they went
out together to tend the last of their
It had been a dream, the remaining
patients.
days they worked up there on the hill.
Ellen toiled steadily, efficiently, answering the questions of patients,
caring for their needs, and yet never
was she truly aware of anything but
Loring. She knew without turning
when he entered a room, and when
he had left the warmth of his presence
was gone again from her. The afternoon Loring sent his telegram, Ellen
stood holding his hand, holding her
breath that it should be happening.
A single sheet of yellow paper to
announce that Doctor Anthony Loring
was taking his new position as head
of Then
Simpsonville's
Health
the day when
they Center!
had turned
to go back, secure in the certainty
that the typhoid had totally disappeared, turning back to begin a new
and wonderful life, Ellen thought,
waiting for Anthony to come to the
car."Mind if I stop at the Center to look
at the mail?" he asked when he'd
come.
"It'll only take a minute."
"I'll give you exactly two minutes,"
Ellen laughed, "if I may come with
you. I've got to get back to my
family. Janey will be wearing her
hair up and Mark will be going to
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PAUL HERNRIED — who used to be Baron von Hernried but dropped
the title when he came to the United States, and now plays the
part of Steffan in Joyce Jordan, Girl Interne. Paul is an Austrian
who left his native country when Hitler took it over, and left his
adopted country, England, when he was on the point of being
interned as an alien. He plays a Nazi villain in the movie, "Night
Train," and until recently had a similar role on the New York stage.
He enjoys having such roles. "If I can only show how really rotten
those Nazis are," he says, "I've done my bit." Before Hitler came
to power Paul was a famous Viennese leading man. He's tall and
handsome,
is married,
and speaks
English with a slight accent.
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college if I'm not back soon. I feel as
if I'd been away ten years!"
"More like ten seconds," Anthony
said, and they were still laughing
when they went into the hospital.
The woman rose from her chair as
she saw them, the woman with the
carefully waved hair under the smart
hat, the woman with her gay voice
and her brittle laugh.
"Anthony!" she said and then she
looked at Ellen as if she were sharing
a secret joke with her, a joke only
another woman would understand.
"Of course, it's a woman who kept
you here. I knew it the moment I got
your telegram. Anthony, another one!
And
so her
pretty,
dear!"
she
held out
hand too.
with My
a casual
gaiety,
"come here and let me look at you.
Oh, I've a right to," she smiled, seeing Ellen's question form, "after all, a
sister must look out for such an imbrother." that followed, Ellen
In thepulsive
pause
thought, this woman is my enemy. I
don't know why, yet, but she is.
"Don't deny it," Anthony's sister
continued, "either one of you. I can
see it in your faces."
"Victoria!" It was more a protest
than a denial that sprang from Loring's lips.
"Aren't you going to ask me what
I'm doing here?" she went on
"No." Loring shook his head. "I
know, but it won't do any good. I'm
staying here. And now," he continued,
"you must meet Mrs. Brown." Ellen
saw the first incredulous, resentful
expression in the eyes of Victoria and
again she sensed that implacable
opposition.
HERE was a woman who would fight
and fight bitterly to keep anything
she felt belonged to her. And she felt
Anthony belonged to her. Ellen could
see that in the possessive way she held
on to her brother's arm. The fact that
she was clever only made her so much
more dangerous. She wouldn't fight
openly, or lay her cards on the table.
She'd fight with that bright, sophisticated tongue of hers, with ridicule
rather than criticism, making her
laughter a rapier striking at anything
that stood in her way.
And she was beginning to succeed
already. Anthony looked embarrassed
standing there with the color flooding
his face, and for a moment Ellen, too,
felt herself inadequate of coping with
her mockery.
But only for a moment. Ellen saw
Victoria looking at her, her eyes disparaging her. Oh, she was so sure of
herself, Victoria, so secure in her
knowledge of the world, so sure of her
own superiority to this young woman
from . . . "the back of beyond." It
quickened Ellen's pride, that look, and
determined her not to give in to Victoria without a battle. Ellen would
fight, too, even though she had lost
that first skirmish.
And she had lost it, Ellen knew
that, feeling the sickening pang that
had come with Victoria's allusion to
her
justhad
another
life.as It
hurt woman
to havein Loring's
Victoria
speak of Anthony like that, as if he
were nothing but a philanderer.
That was why Ellen had lost,
because for even that moment she
had believed it. But now already
the pang was going. Hadn't she told
Janey to judge people as she found
them, not to take other people's values
as her own? And she hadn't found
Loring cheap pr flirtatious, or any of
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"Kiss Me" Bow and Matching Belt
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those other things Victoria had implied. She had found him strong, and
gentle, too, for all that strength, and
fine and honest. Suddenly Ellen found
herself trembling before the new
knowledge that swept through her.
She hadn't known until the moment
thony.
the true depth of her feeling for AnAnd so in the end she saw it wasn't
she who had lost, after all, but Victoria! Victoria who had so unwittingly
pointed out to her what was in her
heart for Anthony. Ellen would do
anything now, knowing that, anything
at all. And
she had weapons,
too.
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Within a few moments of their
meeting, the battle lines are drawn
between
Anthony's
sister.
How
willEllen
Ellenandcombat
the clever,
worldly Victoria? Be sure to reserve
your copy of the June Radio Mirror
now, for the next chapter of this exciting radio drama.
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Complete instructions for brightening
your ensemble with Royal Swan Bows
and Belt, together with other style
hints are illustrated in Royal Swan
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New

Hadn't Anthony told her that a long
time ago? Courage and stamina and
spirit . . . that's what he had called
her weapons, and she would use them
now, every one of them if she had to.
She lifted her head, and Victoria
recognized the challenge in her smile.
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mechanical engineer. But he discovered his mistake in time, and now he's
chief tion
announcer
for Pittsburgh's
KQV and a confirmed
believerstain
the
theory
that
radio's
the
best
kind
of work in the world.
It was back in 1924 when Herb,
who was working in a small Chicago
station, told his boss he was quitting
because radio would never amount to
much. With that, he took a job as
engineer with a Chicago firm. Along
came 1929 and the depression, and
Herb went to Pittsburgh, tired,
worked-out, broke. Instead of looking for another engineering job, he
went into the studios of KQV and
asked for work — any kind of work —
simply because he'd come to realize
that radio was going to be big and he
wanted to be part of it.
At KQV they hired him as one of
the KQV Players, an outstanding
dramatic organization of the time.
There he took all kinds of roles,
everything from an Irish cop to a mad
scientist. Six months after joining the
Players he was added to the station's
announcing staff. But his biggest
chance came in 1936 when the Sons
of the Pioneers began a recorded
series on KQV. Announcing the show
was a character known as the Sheriff
— and the Sheriff's slow drawl belonged to Herb Angell. The series was
such a success that it's still on KQV,
sponsored by the Palace Credit Clothing Company, and Herb is still the
Sheriff. He's made such a hit in the
role that he's been formally named
Honorary Sheriff of Allegheny County.

Herb is 42 years old, is happily married, and the father of five children.
His hobby is radio, because he thinks
it's a much more important thing than
he thought it was seventeen years ago.
* * *

■ While George

Allen adds the Navy to her conquest.

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah— John
Woolf, crack announcer for Salt
Lake's station KDYL, is proud of his
pioneer ancestry — naturally proud,
because it cropped out again in John
himself. His forebears were among
the hardy souls who first settled Salt
Lake City. He was born there himself, but his parents moved to New
York when he was six. John grew up
in New York, and started to attend
Columbia University. As a freshman,
he applied for and secured a job as
page-boy in the CBS studios, thus
getting his first taste of radio.
But after one year at Columbia,
John took a trip west to look over
other colleges. Stopping off at his
birthplace, he liked Salt Lake so well
that he registered at the University
of Utah — thereby changing his whole
future. For there he met a co-ed
named Alice Bartlett, who is now Mrs.
John Woolf, and he also got a new
start in radio when he heard of a
station in nearby Ogden that needed
an announcer, borrowed return bus
fare, and landed the job. For almost
a year, until he was hired by KDYL,
John commuted between Salt Lake
and Ogden, attending classes in the
day and announcing at night.
John is an enthusiastic worker for
real informality on the air, and puts
(Continued on page 85)
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BETTY (Best Figure in
Hollywood) GRABLE
Explains How She Moulded
and Maintains Perfection
Named by Photoplay - Movie Mirror's jury seeking the most
perfect figure in Hollywood, Betty Grable has consented to explain to our readers the basis for her glamorous wholesomeness. What simple means of body building did she
adopt, what does she do to keep in trim, how does she
maintain the bubbling vitality and sparkle that supple(ds
ment her visual appeal? In May Photoplay- Movie Mirror she tells you the answers.
Everyone who wants to make the most of her possibilities
should read Betty Grable's advice. Not everyone can be selected as owner of the most perfect figure in Hollywood— but
everyone can follow the regimen charted by lovely Betty and
achieve remarkable improvement. Until you have tried it you
have not given yourself the advantage that can be yours so easily. Why not get Photoplay - Movie Mirror for May right now—
at the nearest news stand. It offers so much— for so little!

Also In This Great Issue
Robert Ripley— Believe It Or Not— delves into recent pictures and gives
amusing facts on people and places that the movies missed. Don't miss
this. The title is "What Hollywood Doesn't Know— Or Does It?"
How Alice Faye Lives, by Adele Whiteley Fletcher, presents another
in the Hollywood homes series that will interest everyone.
Also there's Judy Garland's Marriage Problem— You Have to Play
Ball, a Robert Taylor story — The Sea Wolf, fiction version of Warner
Brothers' picture with Edward G. Robinson, Ida Lupino and John Garfield—Hollywood's Maddest Moments, by Hedda Hopper — Round-Up
of Pace Setters — "What Do You Mean—Sweet Sixteen," by Susanna Foster
— Learn to Waltz — Many Four Color Portraits — Another Smash Article
by "Fearless."
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pressure.cation Medi(D) acts
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In a lew days
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may be lifted
right out.

sufferers should know about BlueCORN
Jay Corn Plasters — a sensible treatment,
proved by millions, that helps relieve pain
quickly— removes corns effectively. Here's how:
First the soft felt pad helps relieve pain by lifting off pressure. Then the Blue-Jay medication
gently loosens the corn so that in a few days it
may be removed — including the pain-producing "core"! (Stubborn cases may require more
than one application.)
So get Blue-Jay Corn Plasters today. They
cost very little— only a few cents to treat each
corn— at all leading drug counters.
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The Radio's "Typical Familee"
Apparently lives in the kind of home meant
For melodrama and tragedy
With never a dull or a humdrum moment,
But it must be sort of a strain to be
Part of a radio familee.
For Radio's "Typical Familee"
(The kind you meet in your daily "serial")
Goes through one crisis or two or three
In every fifteen minutes' material,
And things move swiftly, you must agree,
For the folks of a radio familee.

Men!

Clean your felt hat at home at a
cost of only a penny or two! Just
place hat on hat block and rub
over it with any good cleaning
fluid. Steel, nickel plated. Order
today
$1 postpaid.
Give
size of— hat.
WOMEN: MEN:
Give head
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Dad goes to work — and he disappears
In a car that's loaded with racketeers;
Mother goes down to the corner store
And doesn't come back for a month or more;
Brother is always accused of crimes,
Sister has perfectly dreadful times;
For when she meets with a nice young feller
He opens a bank and he bumps the teller;
And the Children never can venture far
Until they're hit by a motor car,
There's never a minute that's worry-free
For the folks in a radio familee.
Whenever the 'phone or the door-bell rings
It means that something is wrong with things,
A strange voice grating demands for loot,
Or the doorway filled by a hulking brute,
Or a tommy gunner about to shoot:
And,
The
If
A

YOU'LL ALWAYS
BE CONSTIPATED
UNLESS-

You correct faulty living habits — unless liver
bile flows freely every day into your intestines to
help digest fatty foods. SO USE COMMON
SENSE! Drink more water, eat more fruit and
vegetables. And if assistance is needed, take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. They not only
assure gentle yet thorough bowel movements but
ALSO stimulate liver bile to help digest fatty
foods and tone up intestinal muscular action.
Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are
wonderful! Used successfully for years by Dr.
F. M. Edwards in treating patients for constipation and sluggish liver bile. Test their goodness TONIGHT! 15& 300 and 60(4.
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just as sure as the postman's stoppin'
mail announces that hellzapoppin' ;
one of the familee takes a train
boat, a bus or an aeroplane,
It always smashes,
It always crashes,
Or sinks, turns turtle or climbs a tree
With part of the radio familee.

Oh there are plenty of times, we know,
When Regular Families' lives are slow,
But — never the ones on the radio;
There's trouble present, or trouble brewing,
Always something desperate doing,
Which is exciting, beyond a doubt,
But life
you iscanpitched
kindly in"include
out"
For
too high mea key
For anybody with "nerves" to be
Part of the Radio Familee!
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come to national fame — but if he
keeps up his good work at KDYL it
very
likelytoisn't
ever come
it. the nearest he will
♦

Descended from pioneers, announcer
John Woolf of KDYL pioneered his
way west to both a job and a wife.
(Continued from page 82)
all his theories into practice on his
morning matinee with By Woodbury's
orchestra, called Here We Go Round.
Besides announcing this show he also
produces and writes it.
John and Alice are still chuckling
over something that happened last
summer. Alice had taken their little
two-year-old daughter to New York
to visit John's
parents. the
While
in Manhattan she attended
Take
It or
Leave It program and was called to
the stage as one of the contestants —
and won the show's biggest prize, $64.
John says this is the nearest he's ever

#

#

ROCHESTER, N Y.— Young men
can still make important places for
themselves in the world — and Gordon
Brown, who owns Rochester's station
WSAY,
proves it.oneHe's
old,
and is probably
of 36
the years
youngest
owners and operators of a radio station in the country.
Ever since he was ten years old,
Gordon has been enthusiastic about
radio. He was born in Rochester, and
as a boy he had his own broadcasting
station. Of course it wasn't much of
a station — he built all his own equipment, and in those days you couldn't
broadcast voices anyway, just signals.
But Gordon was in on the ground floor
of the radio business at the age of ten.
He left high school just before
graduation time to take a job in a
factory, designing and building radio
sets. Four years later he went to
work for Rochester's first broadcasting
station, WHEC, and after two years
there left to build and operate his
own station, which he called WNBQ.
He still has the equipment for this,
although it has been off the air for
many years. In its palmy days WNBQ
had
15 watts,
isn't
much.a power
It was oflocated
in which
the garage
back of Gordon's home, and it had a
soundproof studio — the body of an old
sedan automobile, specially padded
inside to keep noises out.
After WNBQ went off the air, Gordon went into business as a radio repair and service man, and saved his
money so that in 1936 he could build
station WSAY. He designed the studio
himself — not only the technical equip -

Take it from Gordon

Brown, young

owner of Rochester's station WSAY,
radio's the best hobby in the world.
ment but even the modernistic rooms
and accessories — and it went on the
air with a license that allowed it to
broadcast daytimes with a power of
100 watts. Since then it has gradually
increased its power and has become
an affiliate of the Mutual network.
Gordon is looking forward to the
day now when he can have as much
fun experimenting with television as
he has always had with sound radio.
As
far in
as television
that goes,
dabbled
to he's
some already
extent,
and built the first set that was ever
in Rochester, away back in 1927 when
most
such apeople
thing. didn't know there was

SJSET FIRST CANDY
Naturally, Baby Ruth was selected
as the first candy for the carefully
nurtured Dionne Quintuplets! For
Baby Ruth is pure, wholesome candy
made of fine, natural foods.
You'll love its smooth opera cream
center; its thick layer of tender,
chewy caramel; its abundance of
plump, fresh-toasted peanuts; its luscious, mellow coating.
There's deep, delicious candy satisfaction inevery bite of Baby Ruth.
It's rich in flavor, freshness and good
food-value. Join the "Quints"— enjoy a big bar of Baby Ruth today.
CURTISS CANDY COMPANY
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
"Baby Ruth, being rich id
Dextrose, vital food-energy
sugar, and other palatable
ingredients, makes a pleasant, wholesome candy for

children."
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Baby Ruth, rich in Dextrose— as well as
other nutritious ingredients— helps overcome between-meal hunger and fatigue.
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Superman in Radio
{Continued from page 54)

"If anybody's going to get out of
this place alive — including Jimmy and
Lois Lane — Superman has to take a
hand. Up . . . UP . . ."
SOARING high above the flames, red
cloak streaming back from the
broad blue-clad shoulders, Superman's telescopic eyes pierced the
smoke. Then — "I've got to get down
there where the fire's hottest and beat
it out. After that, maybe I can find
Lois and Jimmy — but it has to be
fast — those flames are gaining every
minute — closing in — there — that looks
like a good place — if I can break
through
— down untouched
— down!' by the
Lightly there
he landed,

wide burning crimson path, he would
have won. But even for Superman,
the task was difficult. Time after
time, he had to brush off the flaming
branches that fell on him. Then, at
last, he cleared a way. It was now only
a matter of minutes before he reached
Lois and Jimmy. Temporarily blinded,
they couldn't see him. Unbelieving,
they felt someone pick them up. Their
senses told them they were flying —
but that wasn't possible! Yet, in a
few seconds, they were safe with Mr.
White on the edge of the forest. While
they were still rubbing their eyes,
Superman, in a flash, resumed his
disguise as Kent and joined them.
Cursing, Dinelli saw his victims
escape. He saw, too, the tell-tale
brief-case with its evidence tucked
under Lois' arm. Running fast, he
and Spike found their car and headed
down the main road. Two miles away,
the gangster halted. Gingerly, he
lifted a small box from the back seat.
Spike was curious:
"What's that, boss?"
"Just a little box, Spike. I'm gonna
plant a little box under this culvert,
see? An' lead a fuse off in the field
behind the fence. Then when that
bunch of wise guys comes along in
their car! This stuff is twenty times
as strong as a dynamite! I'm gonna
be out in that field so's I can duck
in an' grab that brief-case when it
comes down — an' before it burns up
with them. And you're gonna go back
up that road and be sure they come
down. If they don't, let me know —
quick ! If you see that guy Kent, don't
waste
no time —Lois,
bumpJimmy
him off."
Meanwhile,
and Perry
White had already started to drive
down the road. Clark had insisted
on remaining behind — -there were a
few loose ends he wanted to clean up,
he said. He quickly became, once
again, Superman!
"Yes — one or two loose ends is just
exactly right. And I think Superman
can do it better by himself than with
three other people around. . . . Now,
then, first of all, I want to know who
that was sneaking around in the

leaping, licking flames — "Now then —
right in the middle of it — good thing
I don't mind heat. If I can just
snatch up a pine tree and use it like a

woods
. . .the
Hey figure
— there!'he
Spike,a minute
thinkingago.that
saw from a distance was Clark Kent,
leveled his revolver and fired! But

With one hand, Superman grasped
the trunk of a tree. A single steady
broom."
pull and he yanked its roots from the
earth. Lifting it high above his head,
he beat at the blaze. The two fires
had met — if he could extinguish the

Superman only smiled— "Those last
two were bull's eyes. Lucky for me
those bullets bounce off my skin — and
there's something else that'll bounce,

woods to hunt for Lois. Even as they
listened an odor came stealing on the
night air and a hot wind brought
warning of disaster.
And then came a gust of smoke!
At once Clark realized that not only
were Lois and Jimmy lost in the pine
forest — but they were trapped in an
inferno which had already begun to
blaze! Now was the time, if ever, for
Clark Kent to become — Superman.
But
couldn't
leave too
Perry
White.
The he
editor
was much
clever
not
to suspect something. Superman, only
in a last emergency, could reveal his
true identity. So, waiting his opportunity to slip off, Kent led the way
into the center of the woods.
The smoke grew thicker at every
step. Occasionally, sparks drifted by
on the wind. As soon as the men had
vanished into the forest, Dinelli and
Spike set a back-fire which, when it
met the other blaze, would close a
trap from whose flaming teeth there
would be no escape.
Thicker and thicker smoke — more
and more fiery sparks. Then, suddenly, a sheet of flame lighted up the
woods as the back-fire set by the
racketeers bore down on White and
Kent. Superman could wait no
longer. Finding a still open path he
insisted that his editor take it. Before White could protest, his comsay:
panion had gone. He didn't hear him

In a split second he reached the
(Continued on page 89)
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ED GARDNER — the writer-director-actor who is "Archie" on Duffy's
Tavern, Saturday nights on CBS. Ed created "Archie" two years
ago when he was producing This is New York for CBS. The show
needed a comedian, and Ed auditioned actors all day without
success. At last he decided to fill in himself for one broadcast, and
did so well that "Archie" remained until This is New York ended its
run. When Duffy's Tavern came on the air, Archie was brought
back for it. Ed was born on Long Island 35 years ago, and has spent
most of his adult life in show business of one kind or another. He is
married to Shirley Booth, who plays Miss Duffy on the Tavern series.
He smokes constantly, stays up late, and has inexhaustible energy.
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Panama "Come On" Girl
Story
of a
The
Exciting
Spy
Who Found
Beautiful
That
H er Heart Was
Her Fear
Stronger Than
of Hitl er ' s Threats !

Life at the Isthmus was seething
with intrigue. Shopkeepers, waiters
and musicians in the shabby cabarets, even the tattered beggars in
the streets might be, like herself, in
some power's pay. Espionage was
the greatest industry. The Gestapo
had warned Mona Kessler of her
peril. Yet she did not hesitate. Hers
was a labor of love — devotion for
the Fatherland — until she met
George Brown.
The Gestapo saw, and quickly reminded her. She must complete her
job.
MAY,

She
1941

must

get

his

secrets —

somehow.

And

so, without saying

goodbye, she went to the airport.
De Amuno's plane headed Southward— toward a destination it never
reached — because —
But True Story's editors want you
to get the same absorbing thrills
that this amazing manuscript gave
them.

Excitement, heroism, mystery, romance, sacrifice, triumph,
melted in the crucible of a world at

war are the true story of Mona
ler— Panama "Come On"
Begin it today in May True
Magazine. Your copy waits
nearest news stand.

MAY

KessGirl.
Story
at the
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the first balmy days, when
WITH
buds are swelling and green
things sprouting, something
stirs in us too. We want to stop doing
whatever it is we are doing, and wander out after adventure. Spring
fever! Well, why not give in to it?
Everything in nature seems to be
making itself over these April days.
We can do the same. A complete
beauty checking-up is adventure
enough for anybody.
Ona Munson, of Hollywood and
New York, the stage, the silver screen
and radio, has very definite ideas of
the importance of beauty check-ups.
She says Hollywood gives a new star
a very thorough one, beginning with
diet. Come to think of it, that is not
a bad place to begin, because correct
eating affects figure, complexion, hair,
and just about everything else.
Ona is a slender, graceful blonde
with expressive violet eyes. Altho
she made her first stage appearance
at the age of four, she is as natural
as she is distinctive. Her shining hair
is in a long bob, loosely waved. Her
make-up is so skilfully used that she
seems to have none at all, except the
lipstick which accentuates her well-

By

DR.

GRACE

GREGORY

shaped mouth with its friendly smile.
The part of Lorelei in Big Town
was won by Miss Munson in a competition with seventy-five other topflight stars, all of them identified only
by
numbered
record.
Onabeen
Munson's
record
won, and
she has
heard
in the part for two years now with
Edward G. Robinson, Wednesday
nights at 8 P. M., E. S. T. over CBS.
Begin your beauty check-up by
starting a regime of proper eating, as
Miss Munson advises. Then regard
yourself thoughtfully in clear daylight with a mirror that shows all
sides of you. How is your hair in the
back? Is your posture gracefully
erect, or slouching? And so on
through all the list of usual failings.
When you can give yourself a hundred percent on good grooming,
health, and posture, then the real adventure begins. Try new effects.
What about a new hair-do to go
with the new hats? If you are on
the plump side and have a short neck,
and round face, you have no business
whatever with any kind of a long
bob that brings the fullness at the

TIME

neck. You need upward lines. The
new fashions are especially designed
for you. Either do the hair up in a
smart arrangement of curls or rolls, or
let it grow. One of the newest and
smartest coiffures is a very long
bob, well below the shoulders. It is
waved or curled only at the ends,
which come about to the shoulder
blades. The front and sides are carried to the top of the head in an
arrangement of curls.
The company of hair specialists
which invented the permanent waves,
and later perfected it in the preheating method, has a personalized
hair chart which is designed to help
you find your type in the new styles.
The makers of a famous shampoo issued a set of paper cut-outs which
you can fit to your face and get a
preview. After you have studied
various modes, experiment with them.
A new hair-do is as much of a spring
tonic as a dozen new hats.
What about your make-up? Several
of the great cosmetic houses put out
charts to help you develop a better
technique. One suggests a sort of
elimination contest wherein you try
one side of your face with one set of
harmonized cosmetics, and the other
with another, deciding which is best.
Whatever method you use for the
check-up, now is a good time for it.
It is a good idea to go to a really
first-rate beauty parlor once in a
while for a lesson. Watch carefully
what the operator who is a trained
make-up artist does, and remember.
Notice how carefully she blends the
rouge with the powder base, and
powders over. If you have been
dabbing on a spot of rouge as a sort
of after-thought, go to the foot of the
class! Rouge is to be taken seriously.
It can apparently remould the contours of your face. Use just the right
color, in just the right place, blend
with artistry, and powder over all.
If the effect is too pale, rouge again,
this time allowing for the effect of the
final coating of powder.
CPEAKING of powder, are you using
J the right shade? Too dark a powder or too light a powder makes your
face look unnatural.
Spring hats are colorful, spring sunshine is bright. You cannot use the
same makeup that was so becoming
in the dark and rainy days. Anyhow,
at least half the women one sees use
either too much or too little cosmetics.
All things considered, try yourself
made up more than usual, and see if
your friends look thrilled or startled.
Then try less than usual, and see if
they register approval.
One adventure that is literally always at hand is a new tint or shade
of nail enamel. There's novelty every
day, it seems. I just saw an iridescent
one which made the nails seem more
jewel-like than ever. And there are
some new pastel tints to go with the
flower-like coloring of Spring clothes.
What about a new hair-do?
What about a change in makeup? Ona Munson, who plays Lorelei on Big Town, Wednesday
nights on CBS, believes it's every
woman's duty to give herself a
complete spring beauty check-up.
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Superman in Radio
(Continued from page 86)
terror-stricken Spike.
"Where's Dinelli?"
"I dunno— "
"All right — then you'll take a ride —
up in the air — up — up . . ."
Gasping for breath, Spike yelled:
"Ow — put me down — what are you
doin'? He's takin' me up in the air!
He ain't human! . . ."
SUPERMAN threatened to drop him
if he didn't talk. When Spike refused to reveal Dinelli's plan, his captor released his grip. The mobster
hurtled hundreds of feet through space
before Superman swooped below and
scooped him up. Paralyzed with fright
now, Spike held nothing back. Then
he fainted as Superman whirled in
mid-air and headed for the culvert.
The avenging figure in blue costume
reached the small bridge just in time
to hear Perry White, seated behind
the wheel, turn to Lois and say,
"Here's where I let her out a bit!" His
foot pressed hard on the accelerator
— another few feet and the hidden
bomb would blow them to eternity!
But then, there was the violent
screech of wheels stopped dead and

When

Jimmy's
young voice rose above the
noise:
"Gee, Mr. White— what's the matter
— you sure put on the brakes — "
"But I didn't, Jimmy. We just
stopped — as though somebody grabbed
theNone
car of
from
thembehind!"
knew, of course, that
it was the untold strength of Superman which had effortlessly halted the
speeding car in its tracks. Even before it quivered to its final stop, they
felt themselves being pulled backward. Faster and faster! Then, a
blinding white, ear-shattering crash!
The road seemed to open before their
front wheels. If that unseen hand
had not stopped them, each occupant
of that car would have, mercilessly,
been blown to bits. Once again Superman and his great powers had
defeated evil.

Keep them smooth
and lovely with

1

HOLLYWOOD'S

Lipstick

But the smashing of the Dinelli
gang is only another exciting incident
in the life of Superman. In the June
issue you'll find the next episode in
which radio's popular hero again utilizes his super-natural powers in an
effort to blot out crime.

My Fiance Was

Drafted

(Continued from page 15)
assigned guard duty — and Ted covered for him by taking over — that
was the night Ron took me in his
arms, suddenly, roughly, and kissed
me, holding me close to him, and I
went limp against his body. It was
sweet, sweet to come alive in every
tingling nerve, to feel my blood
mount, responsive to his lips. Then,
like a cold wind, came the thought
of Ted; his steady, blue eyes seemed
to be actually looking at me. I pulled,
and pushed myself away from Ron's
arms.
He caught my shoulders, but I put
my hands against his chest, shaking
my head.
"It's Ted," I choked a little, "he—
we — " yet somehow I could not force
myself to say we were engaged. Ron
was smiling; his fingers slipped down
my arms until they closed over mine.
The feel of their passing left me
quivering. "Don't worry about him.
Time he looked out for himself. He's
had his chance all these years. Lord,
Bets, if I'd been in his place, I'd never
let
get away
from me
He
was you
putting
into words
the— "
doubts
which filled my mind. "You're too
sweet to take a chance with — "
BUT I would not let Ron kiss me
again. I made him go; my urgency
must have shown my doubt of myself. I had to get matters straight.
But I could not get them straight. All
night I tossed and turned. And when
the next day I learned that Ted had
covered for Ron I simply did not
know where I or he — or we were at.
"Ted," I asked, "why? I don't understand. Why did you do it?" I
was over at Camp, and he and I were
walking toward the parade ground,
away from the lines of tents. It was
warm that day; I remember it so well,
warm enough for us to sit down on
the grass. We had about half an
hour before afternoon inspection.
I
MAY,
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kept looking at him, trying to read
his thoughts, trying to break through
to the old understanding and companionship we had always known. I
remembered, apparently for no reason, the day I had fallen when we
had been skating over on the Old
Pond near Oakhurst, and had cut
open my knee, and how Ted had tied
it up, and then carried me home. I
had been a thin slip of a girl, but he
had been strong. Strong? Was this
quietness and control strength or
lack of deep emotion? I was suddenly
angry at him; I wanted something
from him which he had never given
me, something, perhaps, which he
could never give, but which Ron
Evans' kisses had made a necessity.
"Ron was with you?" it was hardly
a question but I nodded. "I thought
so. I didn't want you talked about.
You must be more careful, Betty."
"Caref ul — careful— " I . tugged
fiercely at a dried clump of grass.
"Can't you ever let yourself go?"
"Betty — " there was a new tone in
Ted's voice. "I thought I was doing
the right thing when I took my chance
with the draft — but — oh — I'm not sure

now — " at him, his eyes were
of I itlooked
clouded with worry. He jumped to
his feet, and stood, staring at me.
"Jealous?" I couldn't help asking
with a smile. Serve you right if you
are, I thought, but, no, I did not want
to hurt him — not Ted — no —
"Maybe I am." He had stretched
his hands toward me just as a bugle
sounded. "Darn, I'll have to cut and
run." He pulled me to my feet. "This
fool
army!"
exclaimedhimas as
he he
swung
around,
and heI watched
ran
across the field, but I knew I had
found no answer to the conflict within
me.
Yet that evening as I stood before
the microphone, and the swing of
Ron's band beat up around
me, I

.Here is an original
lip make-up creation that will give
your lips an alluring color accent
and also safeguard their soft,smooth
loveliness. It is Tru-Color Lipstick,
created by Max Factor Hollywood.
Note these four amazing features...
1 . lifelike red of your lips
2. non-drying, but indelible
3. safe for sensitive lips
4. eliminates lipstick line
And whether you're blonde or brubrownette or
redhead,
there's
a colornette,
harmony
shade
for you...$i
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threw up my head with a quick certainty; Iwas singing to him and for
him, and our eyes meeting, bridged
the space between us. And when he
came to me after the performance I
was breathless. Then my heart sank
at his first words.
"Bets, I'm being transferred."
"Transferred?
Where to ? When?"
TO another State — then, maybe, on
' to California. I'm not quite sure
about it. Let's get out of here so we
canWetalk."
stepped out the side door of the
building into the night, mild and
clear. He pulled my hand under his
arm, and we walked on, slowly.
"If I could only ask you to marry
me," he was saying, "and take you
with me." His voice was rough
edged, urgent. "If we'd met only
sooner, I'd never enlisted." He
pressed closer to me. "I leave Mon"Monday—"
day."
"I've leave for this week end." His
voice was low, holding a desperate

soon be gone, and that what I planned
to do meant goodbye to Ted as well.
Yet all the time I seemed to be waiting, waiting for something to happen,
and I was not surprised when on
Saturday morning there was a knock
on my door, and I heard Ted's voice.
I hurriedly pushed my suitcase under
the bed, and called: "Come in."
Startled, I stared at him; his face
was drawn. He looked as if he had
not slept all night.
"What is it, Ted?" I exclaimed.
He stood by the door, just looking
at me. Then he crossed the room. Still
he did not touch me. "What an idiot
I've been. I've just gone on thinking
you'd always be here. You were
right. We should have married. I
might have known some one else
would come along and grab you."
"What do you mean?"
"You love Ron Evans, don't you?
I've let you slip away from me — "
"Why didn't you do something
about it, then?" I cried, my taut
nerves finding relief in anger. "You've
been pretty disinterested for a man in

S««/Me£&7o-

JOAN EDWARDS — singing star and pianist, who has her own CBS
program, Girl About Town, Monday, Wednesday and Friday
evenings at 10:30, E.S.T. Joan was born in New York and intended
to be a professional pianist. But there weren't many openings for
classical pianists, particularly girls, so one of her teachers suggested
that she try singing to her own accompaniment. Joan started to
study voice, and soon found a job on a Brooklyn station which was
the springboard to national success. Besides her CBS series, she
is now appearing at one of Broadway's top night clubs, but she
still finds time for more music study and for her favorite hobby,
writing

songs.

Joan's

intensity. "Let's spend it togetherjusttheyou
and of
I."theWebuilding.
were by
in
shadow
He then
was
holding me against him, looking down
into my eyes, one hand touching my
hair. "Will you, Bets? If war comes,
life may be very short for some of
us. I love you."
Ron was leaving. He might never
come back — if there was a war —
But — what was he suggesting? Yet,
why should our happiness be taken
from us because the world had gone
mad? He could not mean that we
should — he could not mean that —
And with the strange faculty he
seemed to possess of reading my
thoughts, Ron spoke.
"Don't be frightened, dear. It'll all
be
just should
as you separate
say. It's
nothing
us just
this that
last
weekend — " And when I still hesitated, he said, "You're not afraid of
are you?"
me,Afraid?
How could I be afraid of
Ron? I closed my eyes. Together —
alone together — Of course, I trusted
him. I let myself sink forward against
him, let his arms close around me, and
lifted my face for his kisses, as I
said: "Yes."
And when I had said, yes, I made
myself stop thinking. But a hopeless
muddle of emotions pulled me this
way and that. It was easy enough for
me to leave. I did not have to sing
either this Saturday or Sunday, and
I told Mrs. Davidson I was to visit
friends over the week end. And as
a refrain to all I said and did was
the aching knowledge that Ron would
90

dark-haired,

brown-eyed,

very

well

dressed.

"I know — don't rub it in. I didn't —
Lord, what should I have done?
I lwant
be happy. hard
Betty!"
ove—"you
hands
wereto suddenly
on His
my
shoulders, his voice was harsh. "Is
it
late?"kissed
He was
kissing me
as he
hadtoonever
me before.
I backed
away, staring at him as if he had been
a stranger.
"Ron's leaving," I said in a low
voice, "transferred — "
"He told you that?" There was a
queer note in Ted's voice.
"Yes." Then I cried: "Go, please
go,
Ted.theI hair
mustoutthink
— Ieyes.
must."
brushed
of my
What I
was this emotion within me, fighting
on Ted's side? "Ted, please — I must
be alone.
Come back later."
He moved slowly toward the door.
"But, Betty—"
"You only make it harder if you
I tell as
youheI've
got out
to beinto
alone."
Istay.
watched
went
the
hall, then sank into a chair and buried
my face in my hands. And, slowly,
something deep within me took control. In spite of the desire for Ron
Evans, in spite of the emotions he
had called into being, I knew I could
not go with him. Perhaps, I had always known it. Love is a strange,
deep thing, and the tie between Ted
and myself could not be broken. It
had needed this shock to bring realization to us. I shivered as I thought
of Ron, and wondered just how I could
tell him, when the door swung open,
and Ron was in the room.
"Hullo, sweetheart."
He had me in

his arms, swinging me up from the
chair. "I'll say you're lovely — ready?"
I struggled away from him as he
stared in surprise.
"No, no, Ron, listen — I'm not going.
I "What's
can't — it'swrong
wrong— —" " his mouth set;
his face changed. I did not like the
look on it. Then he smiled. "You
don't mean you're afraid?"
I backed farther away from him.
"I am not going with you, Ron. I
was crazy to say yes. I just can't do
it. "Disapp
I'm sorry
if you're disappointed — "
ointed!
" He repeated the
word as if he didn't quite know what
it meant. For a moment we faced
each other. A tiny, puzzled frown
creased his forehead; his eyes grew
calculating, and his lips smiled
briefly.
Then he said easily:
"I don't get it, Bets. . . ."
He took a step forward. "Go
away, please!" I begged. "I meant
what I said, Ron. It's all my fault—
I let you think I'd go with you —
I know I was to blame.
I'm sorry."
I had no "chance to say any more.
Laughing, he had rounded the chair
and was
to' him.
His
lips catching
were hotmeonroughly
my neck,
his
hands held me powerless. Those
kisses burned; they were nauseating.
As we struggled I could feel that
he had grown really angry. He had
hoped that I was only leading him
on. Now that hope was gone completely. He thought I was a cheat,
and he was furious.
THIS is a fine away to treat me,"
1 he muttered, "just when I'm leav"Leaving for ten days." It was
Ted's voice, and I turned with a
cry. He came into the room, closing
the door behind him. I was conscious
of my tumbled hair, my rumpled
dress, but I did not care. I was
willing that Ted should know the
truth. He must know the truth, and
thening—"
— if he still loved me . . .
"He told me," I said, and to my surprise Ifound I spoke calmly, "that he
was"Hegoing
lied totoCalifornia."
you. He's been sent
to "And
Camp what
Dixon business
for a fewis days."
it of yours,
anyway?" Ron's face was ugly. Ted
did not answer. He was looking at
me. "I came back to tell you, Betty.
When you know the truth maybe
"Ted—" I held out my hands, and
he came to me. "I'm so ashamed. I
was a silly, little fool." Then I faced
Ron. "I don't love you, I never did
— oh," I began to cry and buried my
you'll—"
face
against Ted's shoulder. I heard
him say: "Get out." There was the
slam of a door, and then Ted picked
me up in his arms and carried me
over to the couch in the corner, and
sat down beside me.
"Don't, dear, don't," he kept saying
over and over. "It's all my fault. I
wasn't much of a lover was I? But
you'll
get away
from me ofagain."
And hisnotkisses
were promises
what
the future would hold.
At last I sat up, and we smiled at
each other. This was the Ted I had
known as a child, who had been my
high school friend, and whom I had
loved, but he was also a strange, new,
exciting Ted, the man I now loved.
Our happiness had been saved by such
a small margin. But it had been saved;
the future was still ours, Ted's and
mine, a future in which our love
would be very precious to us because
once we had all but lost it.
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"Alix is one of the world's top designers,"
says a famous Fashion Editor. "She stands
for femininity and grace; and she dresses
many of the smartest women in the world."
Now Alix styles 5 lovely shades for the
new Jergens Face Powder.
Jergens Face Powder now on sale at toilet goods counters $1.00, 25«S, lOf! a box.
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Outstanding Fashion Genius
works with Jergens
to create lovelier Face Powder
Alix — the great fashion designer — now
works with Jergens to give you a face
powder of undreamed-of exquisiteness.
It's Jergens Face Powder — so smooth
that it becomes a very part of you.

But the real breath-taking beauty of
the new Jergens Face Powder rests in its
5 ravishing shades, created by Alix to
match and glorify the 5 basic types of
women's skin. One of these shades is the
true fairy godmother for your skin, which
touches it to a loveliness "he" will love.
You'll surely want to change to this exciting new Jergens Face Powder today —
wear the shade Alix designed for you.

Mailon Now!)
(Paste Coupon
a Penny Postcard
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The Andrew Jergens Company, Box 1401,
Cincinnati, Ohio. (In Canada: Perth, Ont.)
Please send free Alix' 5 shades in Jergens
Face Powder. Also free sample of Jergens
new Face Cream.
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ELLEN DREW
Chesterfield's Girl of the Month
currently starring in Paramount's
"Reaching for the Sun."

for Mi/den Better Taste
an J Coo/er Smoking
FIRST is the word for everything about
Chesterfields... from the right combination of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos to the most modern
manufacturing methods. You will find in Chesterfield
everything you want in a cigarette.

More and more . . . Chesterfield is called
the smoker's cigarette.
MILLIONS

Copyright 1941, Liggett & Mvers Tobacco Co.
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• Because poise and serenity depend on comfort, you'll be
grateful for the downy softness — and extra comfort — of
Modess Sanitary Napkins.
• The reason for this extra comfort? It's simple. Modess has
a filler as soft and airy as a cloud. We call it "fluff" — and it's
very different from the filler found in most other napkins.
• Thanks to this gentle, yielding fluff, there's nothing like
Modess for comfort. It's so safe, too! Read why, in the pamphlet inside every Modess package. Buy Modess at your favorite store. It costs only 20«f for a box of twelve napkins.
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Smiles gain sparkle when gums
are firm and healthy. Help to
keep your gums firmer with daily
Ipana and Massage.

dates and dancesCANtionHAVE
YOU
and romance. Charm
admira
counts as much as beauty. Even the
plainest girl has an appealing charm if
she keeps her smile at its sparkling best.
"A LOVELY SMILE IS YOUR MOST
IMPORTANT BEAUTY ASSET!"
say well-known beauty editors of
23 out of 24 leading magazines
In a recent poll made among the beauty
editors of 24 leading magazines all but one
of these beauty experts agreed that a lovely
smile is a woman's most precious asset.They
went on to say that "Even a plain girl has
charm and personality if she keeps her
smile bright, attractive and sparkling."
JUNE,
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Make your smile the real, attractive
YOU. But remember, bright teeth and
sparkling smiles depend largely upon
healthy gums. So help keep your gums
firm and your smile more attractive with
the aid of Ipana and massage.
If you ever see "pink" on your tooth

brush— see your dentist immediately. He

may say your gums are only la2y— that
they need the work denied them by today's soft and creamy foods. And like
many dentists,he may suggest"the healthful stimulation of Ipana and massage."
For Ipana Tooth Paste not only cleans
your teeth but, with massage, is specially
designed to help your gums. Massage a
little extra Ipana onto your gums every
time you clean your teeth.
That circulation
special invigorating
means
is quickening "tang"
in the
gum tissue— helping gums to new firmness. Make your smile your most important beauty asset with the help of Ipana
and massage. Get a tube of Ipana today.

IPANA TOOTH

PASTE
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Every dancing nigh
guard your after- bath freshness with Mum!

s
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/

Avoid

underarm

odor! Mum

every day helps protect

your charm, your fob, your popularity!
YOUR morning freshness— are you sure it
isn't left in the car or bus on your hurried
way to the office? Your evening charm— are
you certain it hasn't wilted and faded even
before the music swings? Remember, perspiration can start just after you leave your
freshening tub— underarm odor can give the
lie to your charm before you are even hours
older.
Smart girls never trust in their bath alone.
A bath, no matter how glorious, only takes
care of past perspiration, but Mum prevents
the risk of underarm odor to come. Trust your
charm every day to smooth, creamy dependable Mum. Keep sure of daintiness!

MUM
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MUM

SAVES TIMEtTakes only 30 seconds!

Just a patCan
under
each right
arm .after
. . and
you're
through!
be used
underarm
shaving, for Mum won't irritate the skin.
MUM SAVES CLOTHES! Mum has the American Institute of Laundering Seal as being
harmless to fabrics.
MUM SAVES CHARM! Without attempting
to stop perspiration, Mum prevents underarm
odor. With Mum, after-bath freshness lasts
all evening. Women everywhere use Mum
. . . yes, and men, too. Get Mum today.
FOR SANITARY NAPKINS. Mum is so safe,
so gentle, so dependable that thousands of women
prefer it for this important purpose, too.

takes the odor out of Perspiration

^
^
^
fgi
Radio's full of a number of things, says the editor-— and proceeds to
tell you about some of them that don't come over your loud speaker
TUNING in on a short wavelength to:
The sweetness of Helen O'Connell, Jimmy
Dorsey's singer.
The happiness of Arch Oboler because he has a
new house in California and time and money to
enjoy it.
The relief when Jack Benny signed again for
another year of broadcasting, after stories had
him quitting because he worried about his health.
The news that Abbott and Costello are being
added to the Charlie McCarthy program, though
Charlie's still head man.
The added humor of the Maxwell House program now that Frank Morgan is back.
The improved delivery of newscaster Paul Sullivan, whose popularity rating has increased in
like measure.
Fred Allen's quips — more zestful than in several
broadcasting seasons.
Ezra Stone's perplexing question: Is the Army
going to take him out of the Aldrich Family?
Some guest stars on the Bob Hope program —
because his Crossley went down a point once?
The high rating in listener popularity surveys
of the Uncle Walter's Doghouse program.
Louella Parsons' new program, previewing Hollywood movies — the star formula she used succes ful y afew seasons ago on Hollywood Hotel.
The way a Gang Busters drama sometimes
peters out at the end, the listener suffering a letdown he didn't expect from the exciting start.
Timothy F. Donovan, a reader who writes:
"Can't we have more pictures and stories like 'It's
Easy Living' in Radio Mirror? We like to see
where these people we hear on the radio live,
what their likes and dislikes are. After all, we
listeners are human as well as the stars, hence
our curiosity to pry into their private lives." Do
I hear any ayes?
Daylight Saving — when clocks and tempers
run short and twilight lingers longer, when tuning in becomes a struggle with addition and subtraction and you always are an hour late catching
a train. P.S.: Keep the pages open to Radio
Mirror's Almanac.
A new idea, advanced by the Mutual network —
to put serial broadcasts on Saturdays as well as
the other five week days.
Like getting a 20%

increase in salary and it may mean hearing your
favorite programs like Ma Perkins six days a
week from now on. How's that instead of baseball?
Our brand new addition to the magazine. Have
you read it yet? It's the complete radio novel
presented for the first time in this issue. If you
like the romantic broadcast of Our Gal Sunday
and Lord Henry (he always reminds me of David
Niven) you will enjoy this story version of that
program.
Dorothy Lowell, who is Our Gal Sunday on the
air and a charming young woman with a sense
of humor.
Mental awards
ing on his Sunday
for stimulating
Workshop, a late
liantly done.

for pleasantness — Albert Spaldafternoon Refreshing program;
broadcast originals — the CBS
Sunday evening half hour, bril-

The twentieth floor of Columbia broadcasting —
an amazing haven of peace and quiet, shut off
from the turmoil, tumult and tension of the other
floors where vice presidents shout at assistant
vice presidents and stars run in late for rehearsals,
publicity men in hot pursuit to glean a new item
for the columns. Here on the twentieth floor
silence cloaks you in a heavy wrap of sound
proofing and only an occasional passerby goes
quickly down a narrow corridor. Here is studio
10, tucked away around a corner, where Edwin C.
Hill broadcasts and where I tried to keep an
appointment with him a short time ago — and
failed because our wires got crossed. The only
quiet corner in radio around these parts, unless
NBC is holding out on me.
The modesty of living to which Ralph Edwards
, and his wife hold, though his Truth or Consequences broadcasts continue to soar upwards,
showering him with financial rewards. Footnote:
Look in the July issue and see how it would be to
live as Mrs. Edwards, as reported by a writer and
cameraman who went' and found out.
Guy Lombardo's house — the basement is
watery Long Island Sound. Seems a bit damp to
a landlubber like me, but apparently for one who
spends every spare moment out on the briny deep,
it is a dream of paradise. One flight down and
you're
house! in your boat without even leaving the
FRED R. SAMMIS
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It's annoying when your partner trumps your ace . . .

but not half so
annoying as

infectious

dandruff
ble
first sign of trou
with

LISTERINE
WHAT makes the infectious type of dandruff
so annoying, so distressing, are those troublesome flakes on collar or dress . . . and the
scalp irritation and itching . . . that so often
accompany the condition.
If you've got the slightest evidence of this
common form of dandruff, act now before it
gets worse.

Has Helped Thousands

Start right in with Listerine Antiseptic and
massage. This is the medical treatment that
has shown such amazing results in a substantial
majority of clinical test cases . . . the treatment
that has also helped thousands of other people.

MEN: Douse full strength Listerine
Antiseptic on the scalp morning and
night. WOMEN: Part the hair at
various places, and apply Listerine
Antiseptic right along the part with
a medicine dropper, to avoid wetting
the hair excessively.
Always follow with vigorous and
persistent massage with fingers or
a good hairbrush. Continue the
treatment so long as dandruff is in
evidence. And even though you're
free from dandruff, enjoy a Listerine Antiseptic massage once a week
to guard against infection. Listerine
is the same antiseptic that has
been famous for more than 50
years as a mouth wash and gargle.

You, too, may find it as helpful as it is delightful. Listerine is so easy, so simple to use, and
so stimulating ! You simply douse it on the scalp
morning and night and follow with vigorous
and persistent massage.
Thousands of users have marvelled at how
flakes and scales begin to disappear, how much
cleaner and healthier their scalps appear. And
remember:
Kills "Bottle Bacillus"
Listerine Antiseptic kills millions of germs
on scalp and hair, including Pityrosporum
Ovale, the strange "Bottle Bacillus" recognized
by outstanding dandruff specialists as a causative agent of infectious dandruff.
This germ-killing action, we believe, helps to
explain why, in a clinical test, 76% of dandruff
patients showed either complete disappearance
of or marked improvement in the symptoms of
dandruff within a month.
Lambekt

Phakmacal

Co., St. Louis, Mo.

the delightful treatment

/

HCING th e
QUITE a few gossip columnists
tried to part the Al Donahues
recently. They mentioned divorce
proceedings. A check-up reveals that
the couple have never been happier.
The new Donahue band can be tuned
in
from Chicago's Hotel Sherman via
NBC.
Will fell
Osborne's
to erstwhile
produce
movies
through plan
and the
crooner has a newly organized band
of fourteen pieces, and will feature a
string section. His old band is now a
cooperative unit, led by singer Dick
Rogers.
*
*
#
Meredith Blake, Gray Gordon's chic
vocalist, heard over Mutual from the
Log Cabin in Armonk, N. Y., hints

By KEN ALDEN
that she will soon announce her engagement to Bud Jump, an oil company executive. The Gordon band has
beenof busy
"soundies"monthly.
and a
set
them making
will be released
Gene Krupa is thumping out from
New York's Hotel Pennsylvania. It
marks the drummer man's first eastern hotel engagement. There is a
very strong possibility that up-andcoming Vaughn Monroe will succeed
Krupa at this spot in the summer.
Kaye Little, Bobby Byrne's new
vocalist — she replaced Dorothy Claire
when the latter joined Glenn Miller

— is recovering from an attack 01 ap*
*
*
pendicitis.
Herbie Kay's bass player, Neal
Shadoin, was recently killed when the
beach wagon in which he was riding
struck the rear of a truck.
THIS CHANGING WORLD:
Johnny Messner is back at the Hotel
McAlpin, N. Y., replacing Isham
Jones. . . . Woody Herman is due to
leave the Hotel New Yorker in June
and move
to Chicago's
Hotelsucceed
Sherman. . . . on
Bobby
Byrne will
him at the Gotham spot. . . . Les Hite
and his crew, a West Coast negro jazz
unit, have been signed by Bluebird
records.
. . . JoehasReichman's
Victora
record contract
been extended
year. ... Ex-band leader Sonny
Burke is doing most of those crack
Charlie Spivak arrangements.
*
*
*
ARMY NOTES: Raymond Scott has
given saxman Herbie Fields a twoyear cialcontract.
There's
speabout a contract
likenothing
that except
for the fact that Herbie is in Camp
Dix, N. J., and the contract provides
for his joining the Scott crew upon
dismissal from the army. . . . And
Count Basie will have to get himself
another manager when he reaches the
Casa Manana Ballroom in Culver
City, California, in June.
By that
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time manager Milton Ebbins will be
conscripted.
*
*
*
Barry Wood fans will probably be
surprised to learn that the Hit Parade
singer still plays a hot clarinet.
Around midnight you can find him
sitting in with many of the big dance
bands.
*
*
*
For the benefit of the many dialers
who have expressed curiosity about
the theme melody of NBC's "American Album of Familiar Music" — it is
called "Dream Serenade" and it's
conductor Gustave Haenschen's own
composition.
*
*
*
By the time you read this Raymond
Scott should be in the midst of his
first eastern dance stand — the New
Jersey Meadowbrook. CBS and MBS
have wires into this rendezvous.
*
*
*
Artie Shaw, whose desire to pursue
a literary career prompted him to
seek temporary retirement two years
ago to write a book, has realized his
ambition this month with the publication of "Artie Shaw's Clarinet
Method,"
Corporation.issued by Robbins Music
"HONEST

fr
Mr. and Mrs. Leggatt receiving congratulations after the wedding. Mrs. Leggatt says
of Camay, "I prefer Camay because of its
outstanding mildness. It really is wonderful for delicate skins like mine."

**«l

« -vp

•M

!
Mr. and Mrs. Leggatt have fun cutting the
wedding cake. The reception was held in
the Embassy Suite of the Ambassador, famous New York hotel. Then the happy
couple left for a honeymoon in the South.

On my wedding day, my skin looked lovely Rr"'
—and the mildness of Camay
— Says Mrs. George H. Leggatt, Jr.

helped !"
^7

ABE"

Abe Lyman, the big, brusque bandsman who conduct's NBC's familiar
Waltz Time program, is as far removed from the average orchestra
leader as BMI is from ASCAP.
While most of his contemporaries
quake in the presence of the superior
sponsor, this ex-Chicago cab driver
gives him a resoundingly informal
slap on the back.
While some of the get -rich-quick
maestros carefully shun the boys who
"knew them when," Abe hunts them
out, his pockets stuffed with crisp
dollar bills.
"Next to Fred Allen," confided one
expert panhandler, "Abe is the best
touch."
If his friendly rivals brood over new
fads, Abe just spreads his double sized
frame over a comfortable sofa, casually lights an enormous cigar, and
barks authoritatively, "Listen, I've
been in the band business twenty
years. I learned that novelties come
and go. Just give me a simple, sweet
song and I'll do all right."
(Continued on page 75)
Photographs by David Berns

Lovely women welcome Camay's
greater mildness — even many
with dry and delicate skin.
MRS.

GEORGE

H. LEGGATT, JR., has a

dark, vivacious beauty that makes
her the center of interest wherever she
goes. Her loveliness is emphasized by
a lively, lovely skin.
Of course Mrs. Leggatt takes the very
utmost care of her skin. And for her
beauty soap she has chosen Camay.
Women everywhere echo this lovely
bride's enthusiasm for Camay— even
many women who feel they have a delicate or dry skin.
For a great new improvement has
made Camay milder than other famous
Meredith Blake, Gray Gordon's
vocalist — wedding bells, soon?
JUNE,
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beauty soaps tested. We proved this by
tests against dozens and dozens df them.
Time after time Camay was proved
milder . . . milder than these dozens of
famous beauty soaps of other makers!
Get 3 cakes of Camay from your dealer
today! Put this milder beauty soap to
work for your complexion right away!

The Soap of Beautiful Women

From the
Private Diary
of Gloria N—
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Three J. B.'s at the Masquers"
Club in Hollywood — Joe Brown,
Jack Benny and John Barrymore.
Ail's well again with Benny and
his sponsors — he gets time off.

Xt

HT.

John Mcand wife
NOLANd-andETTE
JEAN
Intyre,
the husban
radio
acting team, expect an addition to
their family in June.
What's
happened
to allon the
about
a radio
series based
old talk
hits
of the New York Theater Guild?

slept -^erfuU-y^^f %0 5£E
worked
fine
»»•'
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too.

The action of Ex-Lax is thorough,
yet gentle! No shock. No strain. No
weakening after-effects. Just an easy,
comfortable bowel movement that
brings blessed relief. Try Ex-Lax
next time you need a laxative. It's
good for every member of the family.
10* and 25*

All is peace once more between
Jack Benny and his long-time sponsors, the Jell-O folks. Jack has signed
a newsame
contract
and you'll
him at
the
time over
NBC hear
for another
season. Jack got what he wanted,
too, which wasn't more money but the
privilege of taking a broadcast off now
and then, whenever he feels he needs
a rest. Joe Penner's untimely death
really frightened Jack, because he
blamed it on the strain of preparing a
comedy program once a week. Except for taking a brief vacation every
once in a while, the only way of easing
the strain is not to work too hard on
the show — and Jack's sense of responsibility wouldn't
* let
* him* do that.
Credit Mary Margaret McBride with
breaking
of Once
the networks'
cherished one
taboos.
a week onmost
her
CBS programs Mary Margaret has
been telling about the backstage
workings of other popular radio shows
— and she talks about NBC programs
as well as CBS ones. Up until this
shattering innovation each network
had carefully pretended the others
didn't even exist.
* *
*
Rudy Vallee had all his plans made

By

DAN

SENSENEY

The part of "Marge," left vacant
by the untimely death of Donna
Damerel, is being filled by Helen
Mack, young screen and stage star.
to
visit New
in May, but
he's
appearing
in a York
new Universal
picture,
so he postponed the trip until June
or July.Hollywood
No telling even
whether
or not
he'll
leave
then,
because
Paramount wants to co-star him with
John Barrymore in a comedy to be
called "World Premiere." Those appearances of the man with the profile on Rudy's NBC air show evidently
gave some movie
an idea.
* producer
* *
The same desire to take life easier
is undoubtedly responsible for the
on-again-off-again arrangement Bing
Crosby has with his sponsors. It's got
so that when you tune in on Thursday nights you're never sure whether
you'll hear Bing or Don Ameche. Bing
and Bob Burns will take their summer vacations at the same time this
year. sentStarting
they'll bewhile
abfor thirteenin July,
broadcasts,
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COAST TO COAST
Connie Boswell, Ameche, Ken Carpenter and John Scott Trotter carry
on.
The New Marge, in the Myrt and
Marge serial, is Helen Mack, whom
you've
a time
the
movies. seen
Helen many
was chosen
frominmore
than two hundred actresses to play
the role originated by the late Donna
Damerel. Her voice isn't a double for
Donna's, because it was thought wiser
not to try for one.
*
*
*
CHARLOTTE,
N. C—rangy
Although
handsome
in a dark,
way, he's
and
although his fan mail is loaded down
with proposals of marriage from romantic maidens who find his soft voice
and tinkling guitar pretty irresistible,
Claude Casey is one of the shyest of
radio
that's
one secret
of his stars.
terrific Maybe
personal
charm.
Claude came to station WBT only a
few monthsan ago,
but inlarge
that following
time he's
increased
already
of admirers by singing the kind of
sentimental ballads people like to
hear. He's a star of the famous Briarhoppers on WBT every afternoon except Sunday, and also of the new
Dixie Network's first big program, the
Dixie Farm Club. Audiences throughout the South hear him on this chain.

By a coincidence, Claude was born
almost under the shadow of the WBT
transmitter, in Enoree, S. C, where he
lived until he was twelve. He was a
whiz at playing the harmonica, but
changed over to the guitar for no
particular reason except that he felt
like it. Around his sixteenth birthday
he faced the microphone for the first
time, playing his guitar at WBTM in
Danville, Va. At that time he didn't
sing and didn't want to. But as he began to play at social affairs around the
country, his involuntary humming
along with the guitar got louder and
louder until eventually it turned out
to be real singing.
When he was eighteen, Claude was
doing so well as an entertainer that
he organized a band and named it
"Claude Casey and His Pine State
Playboys."
consisted
of a guitars,
piano,
bass fiddle, It
violin
and two
and with it he travelled all over the
South. Before the group broke up in
Atlanta the boys had made thirty records for Bluebird.
Alone Claude came to Charlotte and,
exactly thirty minutes after his first
audition at WBT he went on the air.
The fan mail that immediately started
to pour in convinced WBT program
directors they had a real radio find in
this boy with the romantic voice who
strummed his guitar and punctuated

He never took a lesson in
his life, yet Claude Casey
and his guitar make good
listening on station WBT.

his songs (many of them composed by
himself) with the most melodious
yodelling heard in a long time. Yet
Claude Casey can't read a line of
music, never took a lesson in guitar
playing, and never studied the technique of yodelling, which is known to
be quite a task to master well!
(Continued on page 10)

NOW! GET LONGER STOCKING WEAR WITH
NEW COOL-WATER IVORY SNOW!
Get 2 Safety Advantages in One Speedy Soap!
COOL Suds, PURE Suds in 3 Seconds!
YES— STOCKINGS CAN WEAR LONGER
when you treat 'em to a nightly bath in coolwater Ivory Snow.
Fact is, Ivory Snow has 2 safety elements.
First, purity — gentle Ivory purity! And second,
cool-water suds — it piles up suds in cool water- —
in 3 seconds! Remember — hot water and strong
soap weaken delicate silk threads! And when a
thread weakens, beware! That's the way many
a run begins! So wash your stockings every
night in cool-water Ivory Snow!

COOL

SUDS

Yes —INin 1-2-3
3 seconds
Ivory Snow gives
glorious suds in
cool water. Nighdy
stocking washing
takes only 2 minutes!

LARGE
SIZE
ECONOMY

HERE'S TEAMWORK FOR STOCKINGS!
Cool suds, pure suds — that's Ivory Snow's
safety team that helps stockings w-e-a-r!

:PR O CTER*£AMp
TRADEMARK
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of dramatic serials, is being talked of
as the summer replacement for a big
night-time sponsored show.
* *
*
The cast of Mutual's new six-timesa-week daytime serial, We Are Always
Young,
like aWilliam
Who's Who
the New sounds
York stage:
Janney,of
Jessie Royce Landis, Linda Watkins,
Margalo Gilmore, Horace Braham, Joe
Laurie, Jr. The acting ought to be
superlative — and sometimes it is.
* *
*
Ben Bernie's son, Jason, didn't wait
for the draft to come and get him. He
volunteered and is in a training camp
right now.
* *
*
Did you know that Gertrude Berg,
writer and star of The Goldbergs, is
writing the scripts as well for Kate
Hopkins, Angel of Mercy?
* *
*

Eddie Cantor makes protegee history again — lunching with famous
Deanna Durbin whom he started
on the way to stardom five years
ago and his new find, Olive Major.

Young, handsome, and a bachelor is
WSAY's

manager, Mort Nusbaum.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.— When the 1210
Club goes on the air every Saturday
afternoon over Rochester's station
WSAY, more than 6,000 "Club members"
in and
Mortweek.
Nusbaum are
has listening
his best fun
of the
Mort is Station Manager for WSAY,
but his hobbies are interviewing
celebrities on the air and announcing
programs informally without a script.
The 1210 Club gives him a chance to
do the latter every week and the former quite frequently. It's a program
of swing music, dedicated each Saturday to a different orchestra leader,
and because of his activities on it Mort
has become Rochester's dance-band
clearing house and oracle.
At 26, Mort has been a law clerk,
press-agent, salesman, reporter and
actor. He graduated from the University of Rochester in 1935 with a
Bachelor of Arts degree. As a freshman, he'd planned on the law for a
career; as a sophomore on journalism;
and
sociology.
It wasn't
untilashea junior
was a on
senior
that radio
came
into the scheme of things, when he
talked station WHAM into letting him
prepare and broadcast a college amateur hour. Mort, the director and
announcer, was as rank an amateur as
any of the performers drawn from the
undergraduate ranks, but the program
amazingly was a success and remained
so until Mort graduated from college.
He headed for New York City and
a career on the stage, but managers
weren't interested. In December of
1935 he joined the Civic Repertory
Players, who were toying with a play
10

called "Bury the Dead." For two
months the play was given at benefit
performances everywhere but on
Broadway, and in February Mort got
discouraged and quit to become pressagent for a show called "The Devil of
Pei-Ling." "Pei-Ling" closed in five
days, and
"Bury taken
the Dead"
shortly
thereafter
over bywasa
commercial manager and ran twelve
solid months!
Broke but not licked, Mort went
back to Rochester. Station WHEC
offered him a chance to announce and
write a commercial series, and he
grabbed the job. Then, in September
of 1936, a new station opened in
Rochester — WSAY. Mort went to
work for WSAY a few days after it
went on the air, as a part-time announcer, and since then has worked
up to be Station Manager — not bad
for a youngster.
Mort is still a bachelor, and his
hobby outside the studio is motorboating. A 32-foot Gar Wood speed
boat that whizzes over the water at
better than 55 miles an hour is his
summer .recreation. Incidentally,
coast-to-coast listeners can frequently
hear Mort's voice announcing B. S.
Bercovici's news broadcasts on the
Mutual network.

Nomination for network broadcasting, coast-to-coast — Smarty Party,
which is heard now only on the CBS
Pacific chain at 8:30 P.M. Sundays. At
first hearing, Smarty Party strikes
one as being another Quiz Kids, but
it's really a juvenile version of Information Please. Youngsters from
nine to thirteen years old answer
questions on it, and they're so natural
and of
unaffectedly
charming
thatlive
it's ina
lot
fun to listen.
If you
the West, try it.
Club Matinee, that NBC variety program which has so valiantly stuck it
out in the midst of an afternoon flood

That clever Deadline Dramas proon NBC
nights
won'ta
change gramits
name Sunday
after all,
although
contest was held to pick a new one
for it. Listeners wrote in to say they
preferred the old title.
After June 1, you'll have to tune in
your handiest Mutual network station
to hear prizefight broadcasts. Mutual
his signed a year's contract which
gives it the exclusive right to broadcast all of the nation's major prizefights, taking the privilege away from
NBC, which has had it the last few
years. Mutual lost no time in peddling
the fights to a sponsor, too — the Gillette Razor people.
Very wild-western is the new
spring outfit in which Lesley Woods,
who plays Carol Evans in The Road
of Life, showed up for rehearsal recently. R.
It's one
of blue,
the new
dresses, in
A. F.
with "ranch"
a wide
cowboy belt of palomino calf, studded
with bright bits of glass. With it Lesley
wears saddle-stitched purse and pumps
with a cowboy heel. Her hat, of palomino felt, is a feminine version of the
plainsman's Stetson.
The back-to-the-land bug has bitten radio in earnest. Ed East of the
Ask It Basket show has bought a
farm in Dutchess County, right near
F. D. R.'s Hyde Park. Ted Steele, the
singing master of ceremonies on The
Song of Your Life, has all but closed
a deal for a farm in Connecticut, and
Joan Blaine of Valiant Lady is busy
scouring all the rural districts near
New York City for exactly the kind
of farm she wants.
Ben Grauer, the announcer, has no
desire for the country life. He's just
bought a 50 -foot sloop and will spend
week-ends in it, cruising around Long
Island Sound. For his vacation he
plans to desert the sloop and go to
Mexico, where he went last summer,
too. His hobby is Mayan ruins, and
he wants to re-inspect the ones down
there.
*
*
*
Bea Wain's summer ambition is
something else again. She wants to
become radio's champion woman
golfer, and will spend every free
minute of the warm weather taking
lessons from professionals.
(Continued on page 68)
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What do You
want to

.~4
ze . ONE
First PriONLY
OF MANY
I NEVER knew to what extent radio
• had become a part of me until I felt
the shock of the "going away" of my
radio friend, Marge.
I took her sweet voice for granted —
just as I do the dear, familiar voices
of my family. Now, my mother tears
mingle with those of Myrt, the real
mother. I share some of her sorrow
and beautiful memories.
Yes, whether we know it or not, the
threads of radio are being woven into
our pattern of life. — Mrs. Eva Denst,
Denver, Colorado.

Second Prize . . .
HAVE

YOU

R.V.?

Do you have R. V. (radio voice)?
I do. Everywhere I go, I find myself
talking against a radio going full
blast. As a result I have developed a
voice quite suitable for hog calling.
I don't know — maybe we'll all give
up talking and go back to the sign language. Meanwhile, why do most
people play their radios so loudly and
as long as they can? You tell me! —
Marion Goodwin, Andover, New York.

Third Prize . . .
SOMEONE WHO'S TOPS
What a welcome change, when the
clock tolls the hour of two and the
announcer says: "Thirty minutes past
the hour and time again for Fletcher
Wiley."
After
listening
to story
after
story, it is
a treat
to hear
a program
that really is different. — Mrs. Katherine Kirkpatrick, Detroit, Mich.

Fourth Prize . . .
A POETRY PROGRAM, PLEASE!
All the world loves to write poetry
— or at least try to write it! So why
not a poetry program with contests
and prizes for successful contestants?
It would prove one of the most popular
programs on the air, I feel sure, and
some sponsor would be wise to try it
out. — Cora May Preble, Compton, Cal.
(Continued on page 66)
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Can a skin,
^ ^
Sensitive to Soap, look like
Peaches and Cream?
Thousands of women find Cashmere Bouquet Soap
more mild and agreeable to sensitive skin
have found
you may ing
USEsoaps
BECA
to your
irritat
some
skin ... a difficulty reported by one
woman out of two . . . you may have
become too easily discouraged. You
notice men gazing with unconcealed
admiration at a "peaches and cream"
complexion and, with a shrug of your
shoulders, you may think enviously
— "Oh, she was just born lucky."
Yet if you could ask thousands
of lovely women: "Confidentially,
how do you do it?" . . . the answer,
over and over again would be: "I
use Cashmere Bouquet Soap. I find

that its mild, gentle lather agrees
with my skin, never causes complexion flareups."
Wouldn't
you love to be like
"peaches and cream" all over? Evening clothes — sports clothes, too —
reveal a lot of you to the world !
So, as you bathe, cream each lovely
inch of your skin with the glamorous
lather of Cashmere Bouquet Soap.
Step from your bath scented all over
with "the fragrance men love."
Buy Cashmere Bouquet Soap wherever good soap is sold. Three luxurious cakes only twenty -five cents.

Because of space requirements, RADIO
MIRROR announces the discontinuance of its
What Do You Want To Say? contest department, beginning with this issue. The editors
want to thank readers for their contributions.
They invite further letters of criticism and comment from you, to be submitted to this magazine on the understanding that they are to
receive no payment for their publication, but
are offered merely for their general interest
to the radio public.
WITH
JUNE, 1941
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DAVID was coming back to me.
It was a litany, a popular song,
a prayer that my mind and
my heart and my whole body kept
repeating and repeating. David
was coming back. I hurried off the
subway and walked west down to
the Drive, against the wind that
blew fresh from the Hudson. A
cloud passed across the bright June
sun and the shadow darkened the
dingy, narrow street, momentarily
quieting the pounding of my pulse.
The words of Uncle Charles, last
night, came to me. I almost heard
them hanging in the air and I felt
my knees shaking under me. I had
to go slower.
"Three years in the penitentiary
is a long time, Carol. A lifetime! I
want to warn you — he'll be a
changed man."
"Not David," I'd said slowly and
now, walking quickly again back
into the sunlight, I repeated out
loud, "Not David! He's too fine, too
big. And it was an accident. He
didn't mean to run down the other

car."
Then, Uncle Charles' other words
came back, though I fought against
them. "No, he didn't mean to, but he'd
been drinking and the jury called
it— forgive me
Carol, — murder — "
Again, today, I knew the color had
drained from my face. I had reached
the Drive. An empty bench was
near the corner and slowly I walked
to it and sat down.
Was I only a blind, stubborn fool?
Clinging to a hope that everyone
but me could see so easily was false,
hopeless? Had these past three
years of heartache only been to
make me deny what was true? Three
years — of working day after day at
a typewriter in a dark, dusty office,
going home every night to a cheap
furnished room, counting every
penny — so David and I could have
a decent start when he — when he
came back.

he romantic fief ion version of a
radio drama by True Boardman,
broadcasf on Sunday night's
CBS Silver Theater, with Ginger
Rogers as the heroine. Carol.
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Oh, it would be hard, the hardest
thing I'd ever done, to win David
back softly and warmly to the life
of the outside world and to my love
for him. But it could be done! A
woman's love had accomplished
greater things than this.
I hadn't seen David in all those
three years since he'd walked out
of the courtroom, guilty, the jury
said. David had wanted it that way.
He said that might make the difference. IfI had no memory of walls
and bars, he might be able to forget
the long years and use me as a reminder that people had lived and
breathed and laughed all that time.
So I hadn't seen him, not once, in
three years. Hadn't seen him, and
it happened only a month after we
were married. . . .
Sitting there, thinking back, I
made up my mind. Everything
would work out just as I had
planned it. I didn't hesitate again.
I walked directly to the building
where I'd found the apartment I
wanted. Seeing it again now, so spic
and span, bright with morning light,
gave me back my joy. That was
why I'd picked it. The building
wasn't new, and the three rooms
were badly planned, but from all of
them you could see the river and
the wide sky stretching out westward across the river, and on the
Jersey side the Palisades, like the
wall of a far country. That was
what David needed — a room with
a view!
I threw open the window to let in
air, and for a minute stood there
letting the breeze whip my hair. I
did everything a dozen times. It had
to be just so. The phonograph — with
all the records we'd liked, and especially Summertime, because Porgy
and Bess was our first show together;
the pipe rack — with all his old pipes
that Uncle Charles had cleaned so
carefully for him; the humidor full
of his favorite tobacco; the easy
chair, placed so he could glance out
the window; the curtains, for myself, because he never noticed; the
tiny plants on glass shelves across
one window; the books out in the
open as he liked them; and in the
bedroom I sprayed a whisper of his
favorite perfume into the air — and
put some in the hollow of my throat

(Jt&
— where he used to kiss me.
And then it was two o'clock. He
was to come at two o'clock. I could
feel my heart beating faster, and
when I looked in the mirror my face
was pink under the blonde curls.
The bell rang! I raced to the door,
and as I opened it a great lump in
my throat choked me. Yes, it was
David! He walked slowly into the
living room. "Hello, Carol," he said.
Just that. No kiss, no word, no
touch.
Just,And"Hello,
"David!"
what aCarol."
David! The
tears came to my eyes. I'd wanted
not to cry, not to make a scene. But
when I looked at him — . He was
thin, the black hair close-cropped,
his big shoulders stooped, deep lines
etched around his mouth. My David!
What had they done to him?
I can't say more about that day.
It's too painful. In the evening
when we went to bed, David made
me go into the bedroom alone — and
close the door. "I can't," he said.
"I'm a murderer. I can't Carol.
Believe me. I keep seeing the face
of that woman, bending over her
husband's body, looking at me with
hate and loathing on her face, saying, 'you've killed him — my husNothing I could say or do, changed
him.

He just kept repeating, "I
band!' "
The I night
can't,
can't." was a sleepless one.
Many times I got up and went to
the window and watched the moon,
now plain, now behind a cloud.
My worst fears had come true in

a way itI asnever
expected.
faced
an easy
thing. I I hadn't
knew
there would be a long, hard fight,
but I had thought it would be David
and I against the world — the two of
us breaking down the shell with me
acting as his friend and guide and
lover. Now it wasn't David and I.
It was David against me and everybody else. He'd put me outside
of that high, thick fence he'd built
and he wouldn't let me cross to
his side.
How I tried! In the months that
followed I tore my soul until I felt
bruised inside trying to batter down
that wall. I tried to make David
let me in to him. He wouldn't. Then
I tried to tear down the fence, but
David only built it up again higher

That obsession of David's stood between them like a high wallBADIO
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than before.
I was heartbroken.
For a few weeks we went out
every night, and when I saw that
people only reminded David of what
he regarded as his crime we stayed
in every night.
And always I tried to keep his
mind away from that night in the
rain, and that last agonizing scene —
the woman holding her husband's

dead body in her arms, with the
raindrops lashing through the beam
of the headlights and into her stark
face, the mouth open, accusing David
of murder!
Once or twice I thought I was
beginning — like the night he came
into the bedroom and sat on the side
of the bed and took my hand and
held it and told me that it was soft

ere was but one chance in a million to win him back.
TONE,

1941

and wonderful. I sat up and put my
arms around him, and begged him
to stay with me. But he retreated,
back over that high fence, and I
knew he didn't hear me or know my
love for him — really know it. He
went away — his heart went away,
I mean, and left me there in the
utter, complete darkness a lonelv
woman
(Continued
on page 58)
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was coming back to me.
DAVID
It was a litany, a popular song,
a prayer that my mind and
my heart and my whole body kept
repeating and repeating. David
was coming back. I hurried off the
subway and walked west down to
the Drive, against the wind that
blew fresh from the Hudson. A
cloud passed across the bright June
sun and the shadow darkened the
dingy, narrow street, momentarily
quieting the pounding of my pulse.
The words of Uncle Charles, last
night, came to me. I almost heard
them hanging in the air and I felt
my knees shaking under me. I had
to go slower.
"Three years in the penitentiary
is a long time, Carol. A lifetime! I
want to warn you — he'll be a
changed man."
"Not David," I'd said slowly and
now, walking quickly again back
into the sunlight, I repeated out
loud, "Not David! He's too fine, too
big. And it was an accident. He
didn't iiiraii to run down the other

car."
Then, Uncle Charles' other words
CI
back, though I fought against
them. "No, he didn't mean to, but he'd
been drinking and the jury called
it— forgive me Carol, — murder — "
Again, today, I knew the color had
drained from my face. I had reached
the Drive. An empty bench was
near the corner and slowly I walked
to it and sat down.
Was I only a blind, stubborn fool?
Clinging to a hope that everyone
but me could see so easily was false,
hopeless? Had these past three
years of heartache only been to
make me deny what was true? Three
I of working day after day at
a typewriter in a dark, dusty office,
going home every night to a cheap
furnished room, counting every
penny -so David and I could have
a decent start when he — when he
came back.
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CIS Silver Theater, with Ginger
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Oh it would be hard, the hardest
thing I'd ever done, to win David
back softly and warmly to the life
of the outside world and to my love
for him. But it could be done! A
woman's love had accomplished
greater things than this.
I hadn't seen David in all those
years since he'd walked out
three
of the courtroom, guilty, the jury
said. David had wanted it that way.
difHe said that might make the
ference. IfI had no memory of walls
and bars, he might be able to forget
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So I hadn't seen him, not once, in
three years. Hadn't seen him, and
a month after we
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Sitting there, thinking back, I
made up my mind. Everything
would work out just as I had
I didn't hesitate again.
planned
I walked it.directly to the building
where I'd found the apartment I
wanted. Seeing it again now, so spic
and span, bright with morning light,
gave me back my joy. That was
why I'd picked it. The building
wasn't new, and the three rooms
were badly planned, but from all of
them you could see the river and
the wide sky stretching out westward across the river, and on the
Jersey side the Palisades, like the
wall of a far country. That was
what David needed — a room with
a view!
I threw open the window to let in
air, and for a minute stood there
letting the breeze whip my hair. I
did everything a dozen times. It had
to be just so. The phonograph — with
all the records we'd liked, and especially Summertime, because Porgy
and Bess was our first show together;
the pipe rack — with all his old pipes
that Uncle Charles had cleaned so
carefully for him; the humidor full
of his favorite tobacco; the easy
chair, placed so he could glance out
the window; the curtains, for myself, because he never noticed; the
tiny plants on glass shelves across
one window; the books out in the
open as he liked them; and in the
bedroom I sprayed a whisper of his
favorite perfume into the air — and
put some in the hollow of my throat

where he used to kiss me.
And then it was two o'clock. He
was to come at two o'clock. I could
feel my heart beating faster, and
when I looked in the mirror my face
was pink under the blonde curls.
The bell rang! I raced to the door,
and as I opened it a great lump in
my throat choked me. Yes, it was
David! He walked slowly into the
living that.
room. No
"Hello,
he said.
Just
kiss,Carol,"
no word,
no
touch.
Just,And"Hello,
"David!"
what aCarol."
David! The
tears came to my eyes. I'd wanted
not to cry, not to make a scene. But
when I looked at him — . He was
thin, the black hair close-cropped,
his big shoulders stooped, deep lines
etched around his mouth. My David!
What had they done to him?
I can't say more about that day.
It's too painful. In the evening
when we went to bed, David made
me go into the bedroom alone — and
close the door. "I can't," he said.
"I'm a murderer. I can't Carol.
Believe me. I keep seeing the face
of that woman, bending over her
husband's body, looking at me with
hate and loathing on her face, saying, 'you've killed him — my husNothing I could say or do, changed
him.

He just kept repeating, "I

bancan't."
d!' "
The I night
was a sleepless one.
can't,
Many times I got up and went to
the window and watched the moon,
now plain, now behind a cloud.
My worst fears had come true in
a way itI asnever
expected.
faced
an easy
thing. I I hadn't
knew
there would be a long, hard fight,
but I had thought it would be David
and I against the world — the two of
us breaking down the shell with me
acting as his friend and guide and
lover. Now it wasn't David and I.
It was David against me and everybody else. He'd put me outside
of that high, thick fence he'd built
and
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his side. wouldn't let me cross to
How I tried! In the months that
followed I tore my soul until I felt
bruised inside trying to batter down
that wall. I tried to make David
let me in to him. He wouldn't. Then
I tried to tear down the fence, but
David only built it up again higher
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Read

the story of a woman's passionate
love brought to its fullest flower
by

a

war

that

could

not

be

escaped

grumblingly up the road from
cameswerved,
LORRY
and stopped at the foot
the village,
of the wide stone steps at Balmacruchie Castle.
Sunday, working at her desk, glanced out of the
window and saw it.
A reminder, she thought, that you must not —
could not — be altogether happy in this time of war.
Throughout the morning she had gone about her
work in a daze of joy. The business of checking
medicines and surgical supplies, of visiting the wards,
Of taking reports from nurses, dieticians, overseers
of all kinds — this had been mere ritual, to be accomplished while her inner mind kept repeating,
"Soon he'll be here. In my arms again. Henry.
A

Marriage itself lulled you into taking marriage for
granted. Because society and the law had decreed
that
it was your right to be with the man you loved
Soon."
every minute of the day, you were all too easily
led into forgetting that circumstances might decree
otherwise. And when circumstances did so decree —
when war took into its rude grasp the man you had
thought was all yours — you could feel only a shocked
sense of loss. As if you had been robbed, cruelly,
unjustly.
England had gone to war. That was the simple,
basic fact. Only one of its implications was that
Lord Henry Brinthrope must go to war too — yet that
was the implication that meant most to Sunday. She
had tried not to let this be so. She had, conscientiously, thought of the thousands of other wives, no
less deprived than she. Listening to the nightly
news reports on the wireless, she had pictured fleets —
vessels of the air and vessels of the water — moving
one against the other. She had heard the whistles
of bombs in her mind's ear, and she had struggled to
understand the tides and currents of international
politics.
It was all quite meaningless, compared to the
horrible truth that Henry was somewhere in the midst
of that chaos, and that she might never see him
again.
Opening Balmacruchie Castle, the Brinthropes'
ancient Scottish estate, and running it as a combined
hospital for convalescent soldiers and shelter for evacuated children — that had helped, of course. Physical
activity could drug the mind to some extent — or at
least could provide thoughts with a road, instead of
Copyright 1941, by Frank and Anne Hummert

leaving them free to stumble aimlessly through the
trackless morass of fear and bewilderment. And
Balmacruchie had the further advantage that she
and Henry had never been there together. Its gaunt
towers and echoing rooms, the windy moors that surrounded it,the mistily blue sky above it — everything
was so different from the surroundings at Brinthrope
Manor.
In this austere setting, busy with the hospital,
knowing besides that her two children at least were
with her and safe, Sunday had found peace of a sort.
But not happiness. Not the happiness that had
lifted her heart and carried it away to delirious,
breathless heights when, early this morning, Lord
Percy Brinthrope had rung up from London to announce that Henry was on his way to Balmacruchie.
"He came through London last night," Henry's
uncle had said. His voice, carried over the miles of
humming wire, sounded strangely tired. "Took the
first train out of Waterloo. But of course — no telling when it'll get to Balmacruchie. Schedules nowadays can't be depended on."
Fleetingly, almost unconsciously, she had the impression that Percy was talking trivialities to prevent
himself from saying something more important. The
notion vanished, smothered by the overwhelming
knowledge that Henry was on his way home. Home —
to her arms.
Only after she hung up did she realize that Percy
hadn't said how long Henry's leave was for. Not
that it mattered. Every moment with him would be
so precious that even a single day would give her
strength to endure weeks of loneliness. And surely
it would be for longer than a day, or Henry would
have wired her to meet him in London, instead of
taking the time to come up here.
The war and its terrors dropped into the background under the impact of the news that Henry
was returning. Only the sight of the lorry, trundling
to a stop in front of the castle, had brought back
reality.
Sunday stood up and ran into the great hall, impelled by the realization that this lorry had been
waiting at the railway station. It might have met
Henry's train — might have brought him up to the
Castle. She stopped on the terrace, disappointed.
Henry wasn't there. The driver of the lorry and his
assistant had jumped out of the front seat and gone
around to the van, where they were unloading a
stretcher bearing a wounded man. Another consignment of casualties for the hospital —
Recognition struck Sunday like a blow over the
heart. The wounded man was Henry.
She was running across the rough flags of the
terrace. Someone's voice — her own? — was calling
"Henry! My darling!" The man on the stretcher
raised himself on one elbow and grinned cheerfully,
if painfully.
"Hullo, Sunday! Nothing to make a show about,
you know.
Just a little crack-up — "

Recognition struck Sunday like a blow over the heart.
The smiling man on the stretcher was her own husband.

Then she was on her knees,
forcing the stretcher-bearers to halt
in their progress across the terrace.
Her cheek was against Henry's,
feeling the light tingle of his dayold beard — golden, like his hair —
while she cradled him in her arms.
Until she remembered that Lady
Brinthrope should not be doing this,
that it was undignified, that it would
embarrass Henry, as evidences of
emotion in public always embarrassed his British soul.

SHE stood up, blinking the tears
back. "I'm sorry, darling. It was
just that — -that Percy didn't tell me
you were wounded and I— the
shock—"
"I asked him not to." The
stretcher began to move again, and
she walked beside it, her hand a
docile prisoner in his. "Knew you'd
worry — thought it was best to have
you see me so you wouldn't
spend hours imagining — all sorts of
things."
That was just, she knew. Already
the terror of seeing him helpless had
ebbed away, defeated by his cheerfulness and the vitality and strength
of his voice. But if Percy had told
her he was wounded, she would have
spent hours of agony, seeing that
strong, slender body grotesquely
torn. "What is the trouble — what
did happen?" she asked shakily.
"Forced down in a dog-fight,"
Henry said in the off-hand way that
was always a signal that he did not
want to discuss something. "Just a
broken leg. Brinthrope luck, I
guess." And he smiled again. "The
plane didn't come off too badly,
either. We'll both be in service
again in a few weeks."
Sunday caught her breath. In
service again! And next time the
"Brinthrope luck," if there was such
a thing, might not hold.
Determinedly, she put that
thought away, and plunged into the
activity of arranging Henry's room,
settling him there, calling young
Dr. Maccrae to inspect the injured
leg. There was four-year-old Lonnie to be dealt with, and Jackey and
Lively, Sunday's two "fathers," who
had brought her up from infancy. All
three were clamoring to see Henry,
and she had to pacify them with explanations, promises, reassurances.
Sunday had long ago stopped
marvelling at the strangeness of the
fate that had brought her so many
miles, changed her from a foundling
into Lady Brinthrope. Memories of
the Colorado mining country, its
tall, sighing pines and rushing
creeks, the crude cabin where she
had lived with Jackey and Lively —
these occupied a special, quiet corner of her mind, like treasured
16

Read this thrilling story version of the
popular serial broadcast on CBS Monday through Friday at 12:45 P.M.,
E.D.S.T., sponsored by Anacin. Photographic illustrations especially posed by
Dorothy Lowell and Karl Swenson as
Sunday
and
Lord
Henry
Brinthrope.

keepsakes tucked into a seldomopened box.
It was there in Silver Creek that
Lord Henry Brinthrope had found
her when ' he came to Colorado to
inspect the mines that were responsible for part of the Brinthrope fortune. Henry told her, months later,
that his first sight of her — barefoot,
wearing a cheap cotton dress that
made only a perfunctory gesture at
concealing the tender immaturity of
her body — had tumbled him straight
into love. For her part, Sunday was
at first too overwhelmed at the
proximity of a real English nobleman to think of love. It was only
later, when Henry had proved that
he was, after all, a human being,
that she was able to sort her emotions and discover that he meant
everything in life to her. Even then,
she had not loved him with the intensity of feeling that marriage had
brought.
Sunday's own lack of self-consciousness had always prevented her
from knowing how miraculous it
was that she and Henry ever married at all. Henry's family opposed
the match, at first, with the stubborn
intolerance of an honest belief that
happiness together was not possible
for two people of such different
backgrounds. To them, a girl from
a Western mining camp — and a
foundling, at that! — was on a par
with a barmaid from a pub in Hampstead. The news that Henry intended to marry her brought Lord
Percy hurrying across the Atlantic,
bent on putting an end to this nonsensical scheme of his nephew's. This
had proved to be not quite feasible,
since Henry could, upon occasion,
be as stubborn as any of his elders
— and Percy had fallen back on
compromise. Sunday must come to
England and live for a time at
Brinthrope Manor before there
could be any talk of marriage.
Jackey and Lively refused to let
her go alone, so all three of them
were transplanted from Colorado to

England. Perhaps Jackey and Lively realized that they were there for
inspection and testing; the idea
never crossed Sunday's mind, and as
a result she was completely natural
with a naturalness that ended by
conquering all the Brinthropes as
Henry.
completely as it had conquered
In the three years that followed
her marriage, Sunday asked of life
only what it gave her: the privilege
of being with Henry — of cherishing
him, as on their wedding day she
had promised to do. And because
she was upheld by this love, it had
not really been difficult to accustom
herself to the ways expected of a
Lady Brinthrope. England had
changed, the old distinctions were
breaking down, and it was no longer
an error to be an American and a
"commoner." It was enough that
you were lovely and warm-hearted
and kind and tremendously in love
with a husband who adored you.
Sunday and Henry adopted one
child, Lonnie, and had one of their
own, whom they named David. Life
at Brinthrope Manor was ordered,
serene. One day followed sedately in the footsteps of the one before.
It was unthinkable that anything
should ever disturb this calm, selfassured England — even when from
across the Channel came the tumult
of marching armies and the restless
stir of ambitious discontent.
The war struck. With bewildering
suddenness Henry was in uniform,
flying in France with the R.A.F.
Brinthrope Manor was closed — it
was. too near to London for safety —
and Sunday with the children and
Jackey and Lively and Alice Sedgewick, Henry's aunt, had gone, almost as if in flight, to Balmacruchie.
Lord Percy was in London, on business connected vaguely with what
he called "the Ministry." And the
months were empty . . . full of activity and work, but empty neverHenry. theless because they did not hold
But that was all over now, Sunday thought — temporarily over, and
these days you couldn't let your
mind recognize anything that wasn't
temporary. She was waiting in the
hall for Dr. Maccrae to leave
Henry's room; there were dozens
of things she could be doing, but
she couldn't bear to go away and
thus miss a moment or two that
she might spend with Henry after
the doctor left. He came out at
last, closing the door quietly behind
him, a look of concentration on his
bony Scottish face. Then, when he
saw her, he brightened.
"Oh, Lady Brinthrope. And so
now we have another invalid on
our hands."
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"Is he all right, doctor? The trip
from London wasn't bad for him?"
A shaft of sunlight came down
through a window behind Sunday,
touching her hair and striking from
it sparks of golden fire. Dr. Maccrae
contemplated the effect with appreciation. After all, he thought, he
couldn't be sure. It was better not
to say anything that would upset
her — she was so young, so defenseless. ...
'Shook him up a bit," he said
cheerily. "He's tired, naturally. And
a crack-up in a plane does take it
out of you, rather. Rest and quiet —
they're what he needs, and I'll trust
you to see he gets 'em."
With a professionally brisk nod
and smile, he went down the hall,
and Sunday softly opened the door
of her husband's room.
It must have been a trick of the
light. As the door swung noiselessly on its hinges Sunday saw
Henry's face, starkly outlined in
profile against the panelled wall,
and it seemed to her that the skin
was stretched tightly, the corners
of the lips drawn downwards, a
frown cut deeply between the closed
eyes. It was the face of a man in
pain, determined not to cry out.
Then, at her gasp, he opened his
eyes, and the illusion was gone. He
was smiling, stretching out his hand
to her. "Sunday — dear. I didn't
hear you come in."
YOU'RE all right— really all
right?" she said, fighting to
shake off the panic of that fleeting
moment when she had watched him
unobserved.
"Of course. Just tired." His
hand — long-fingered, sinewy — engulfed one of hers, pressing it tightly. "And being here, with you,
will be the best medicine in the
world for me."
"I wouldn't mind," she said, trying to speak lightly, "I wouldn't
mind if you were really ill, Henry.
It would mean you'd be here that
much longer."
The strong pressure of his fingers
relaxed suddenly, and the hand
dropped with such suddenness that
it was almost snatched away. "Don't
talk such nonsense, Sunday," he
said sharply. "Of course you'd
mind.
And so would I."
Wisely, she did not pursue the
subject. A thin gold chain hung
around her throat, next to the skin.
She unlocked it and held it out,
dangling, so he could see the little
carved ivory figure of a naked, slender woman suspended on it. "See,
Henry?" she said. "I've worn it
every day. It's — helped, a lot."
Vividly, memory brought back
the garden
at Brinthrope
Manor,
Riding habit through

late on the afternoon before Henry
had gone to war . . . old trees soberly gorgeous in their autumn clothes,
a pungent smell of damp woodsmoke in the air. Henry giving her
this ivory figure, keeping one like it
for himself. "They've been in the
family for ages — twins. They've
never been separated until now.
And as long as you have one and I
the other . . . well, they're still not
separated."
"Have you still got yours?"
"... No. I lost it," he said, "the
day I crashed, I guess. I felt in my
pocket for it when I got into the
plane, and it was there. But it must
have jostled out when I came down.
Sunday, you don't mind, do < you?
It didn't really mean anything — because I'm back, now."

course I don't mind," she
hastened to say. "Not exactly. It's only — oh, it's only that
there were two, and now there's
only one.
It's silly — "
Terribly silly, to read actuality
into symbols, to identify human
souls with inanimate objects. A superstition— childish, absurd. . . .
Some instinct told her, suddenly,
that Henry wanted her to leave the
room. Her presence there was a
drain upon him — upon his strength,
and worse than that, upon his patience. Nothing he had said, no expression on his face, could lead her
to believe this. Yet she knew it, and
the knowledge was deeply wounding. It was almost as if there were
an antagonism between them, upon
which he had to exercise the utmost
control to keep from breaking into
the open.
"You'll want to rest," she forced
her lips to say. "If you feel up to
it, I'll bring the children in at teatime."
"All right." This murmur, there
could be no doubt, held a note of relief. "Are they well?"
"Blooming, both of them," she answered, amazed at her ability to
speak casually when inside she was
shrivelling with doubt. "David
looks more like you every day."
He smiled and closed his eyes in
dismissal.
She walked along the stone-paved
hall, down the curving stairway to
the little front room she used as an
office and sitting-room, feeling utterly deflated. Searching her depression, trying to analyze it, she
at last found a spark of anger there,
and resolutely fanned it until it
burst into satisfying flame. It was
anger at herself, at her own morbid
fancies. That was the trouble! Because Henry was weak, tired, suffering from shock, she had leaped
to the conclusion
that he was —
18
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changed, different. She had allowed
herself to read sinister meanings
into a chance word, a half-seen expression on his face, a moment of
weariness. The reaction from the
morning's mood of intense delight
had been too sudden.
She resolved to be less sensitive,
less . . . feminine. And at last she
laughed. She was behaving exactly
like a woman, and surely nothing in
the world could be more upsetting
to a wounded man!
Alone in his room Henry abandoned himself to the fit of painful
coughing he had grimly held back
while Sunday was with him. Each
paroxysm seemed to wrench the
nerves out of his flesh. When it
was over he lay back, spent and
trembling, his injured leg in its cast
throbbing abominably. Feverishly,
his thoughts wandered, but they returned each time to one cardinal
point; Sunday must not know that
anything serious was wrong with
him. He caught himself up sharply.
Wrong? But nothing was wrong —
only a broken leg and perhaps a cold
in his chest. He'd be all right if
he'd do as the doctor said — rest, be
But God! How could a man be
quiet.
quiet when all he could think of was
the possibility of being a drag on
his wife? Or of being tucked away
in a forgotten corner when civilization was fighting for its existence?
His eyes flew open as he heard the
door-latch click. But it was only a
nurse, not Sunday.
"Dr. Maccrae sent me, Lord Brinthrope. Are you comfortable?" Her
efficiency, so blessedly impersonal,
calmed his hysteria. "If you will
just swallow this." She was mixing
something in a glass; obediently he
took it, and after a time sleep came.
IT was altogether to be expected,
Dr. Maccrae told Sunday, that
Henry should suffer a relapse after
his journey from London: natural
that there should be some fever and
a great deal of weakness. Still later,
when this initial period of what the
doctor called "acute discomfort" was
over, he assured her that Henry
was recovering satisfactorily.
"He's restless, to be sure," he admitted. "In fact, he's a very poor
patient, and I've told him so. But

all men who are used to active lives
are poor patients . . . particularly
in "But
wartime."
his cough," Sunday said.
"He tries to hide it from me, so I
know it worries him. And I think

it "Yes
worries
— a you."
little." Casually Maccrae
flipped a cigarette into the huge
fireplace where a crackling blaze
battled the inadequacy of Balmacruchie's heating arrangements. It
was a raw March day; gusts of rain
rattled against the windows of Sunday's sitting room. "In weather like
this it's a wonder we all aren't
Aliceg."Sedgewick, Henry's aunt,
coughin
looked up from her knitting on the
other side of the hearth. "You
worry too much, Sunday dear," she
observed placidly. "All men are
idiots when they're ill. They think
bad temper proves that being flat
on their backs hasn't robbed them
of their manliness."
"It isn't bad temper, Aunt Alice,"
Sunday said seriously. "Henry isn't
capable of that, anyway. He acts as
if — as if being ill were part of a secret he's keeping from me. That's
the only way I can explain it— I
know it sounds foolish — "
"Would it make you feel better,"
Maccrae spoke tentatively, "if I
called in someone for consultation?
There's a man in Edinburgh — I had
classes under him at the University.
I think he might come."
"Oh, could you ask him?" Sunday was suddenly alight, eager.
"Of course. Not that it's necessary, probably." Unseen by Sunday, his eyes sought those of Mrs.
Sedgewick. They exchanged tiny
nods of satisfaction and complete
understanding — nods that harked
back to a private conversation between them earlier that morning.
"I'd like to have a specialist see
Lord Brinthrope," the doctor had
said. "There's a congestion in his
lungs I don't understand. But it
isn't the sort of thing that's so vital
it's worth troubling Lady Brinthrope
about. Not now, when she's so
ready to be alarmed at anything."
"By all means get the specialist,"
was Alice's answer. "As for managing Sunday — well, doctor, I should
think you'd be clever enough to
make her think it's your idea.
Where's your bedside manner?"
In due time Dr. Fergusson came
over from Edinburgh, and spent
most of the morning in Henry's
room, and went away again after
having told Sunday that rest was
the one thing her husband needed.
Dr. Fergusson was .a man sparing of
words.
But at the doorway he turned to
throw over (Continued on page 79)
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CROUCHED against
door to the living room, Paula
listened to the quarreling
voices. First her father's, deep and
raspy. Then her mother's, softer,
but edged with hysteria. And then
her father again, joining in an angry
duet that went' on and on, making
her want to cry.
Because they were quarreling
about her.

"But Art— she's so little! Only
eight years old — it isn't right that
she should spend all day, every day,
practicing. Never knowing any
other children — "
"Mary, you seem to forget that
in exactly one week Paula is to play
the Beethoven concerto with the
country's biggest symphony! Isn't
that just a little more important
than whether or not she romps with
other children?"
"No! No, Art, it isn't! Not to me
— and not to you, either, if you
weren't so determined to make a
prodigy out of your child — so you
can live off the money she earns!"
"You've no right to say that!"
Paula lifted her hands to her ears,
and pressed the palms hard against
them so that only a low, indistinguishable mutter came through.
Slowly, her head hanging, she
walked over to the piano. It smiled
back at her with a wide grin of ivory
teeth. When she was a little girl,
she'd really thought that the piano
was a big, friendly animal, smiling
JUNE.
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She hated the piano! It wouldn't let her play with the children
in the street, or go to school, or even ride in the fast subway.

at her. She'd loved to touch the
teeth and hear the music come out.
Now she hated it. She wished she
had never seen a piano, never let it
get her into its power so that she
couldn't ever go to school like other
children, or play in the streets, or
even ride in the subway.
Just yesterday she'd wanted to
come home in the subway, because
she'd heard it went faster than the
wind, so fast it took your breath
away. But her father had said no,
it was crowded, and the people might
jostle
herhands.
so she'd fall and maybe
hurt her
Her hands! She wished something would happen to them so she
could never play another note!
And having a child prodigy for a
daughter didn't make her father and
mother happy, either. They were
always quarreling over her —
Mother pulling her one way, wanting her to play and have fun, and
Father pulling the other, insisting
that she practice all day long.
Standing there beside the piano,
she felt rebellion seething in her
thin little breast. She took her
hands
away
from her ears, then

quickly replaced them.
The voices
in the next room were still furious.
Paula went on tiptoe to the other
door, the one leading to the hall.
Closing it softly behind her, she
went on down the hall and out of
the apartment — not daring to think,
not daring to let herself know what
she was doing.
On the street another little girl,
about Paula's age, was skipping
rope. Paula would have liked to
stay and talk to her, but she knew
that before long her father and
mother would stop quarreling and
miss her, and then she would be
brought back indoors. She had
fifteen cents in the pocket of her
dress, so she walked down the
street to the subway kiosk. Underground, she dropped one nickel
into the turnstile, and spent the
next four hours happily riding back
and forth on the subway. It was
pretty much like a merry-go-round,
she thought; she'd never been on
one of those either, but she'd seen
pictures of them in magazines.
She would have stayed on the
train longer, but it seemed to her
that a guard was beginning to look
19

at her with a curious expression in
his eye, so she got off at the next
stop and climbed back up to the
street. She had no idea where she
was. This region of red-fronted
houses, set close to sidewalks that
were littered with baby carriages
and torn newspapers and empty ash
cans, was unlike anything she had
ever seen before. But there were
children, lots of them, racing up and
down the pavements without paying
any attention to the grinding traffic.
Only a few feet away a little girl
was bouncing a ball up and down
and repeating carefully, rhythmically, "Peter Piper picked a peck
of pickled peppers . . . Peter Piper
picked . . ."

PAULA waited until the little girl
saw her and stopped bouncing
the ball. Then she said quickly,
"Hello. It must be hard to do that.
What you're doing?"
The little girl, who wore a darkblue dress like a uniform, nodded
proudly. "You bet it is. But I
hardly ever miss. My name's Jane.
What's yours?"
"Pau— Christine."
"Christine?" Jane said. "That's
not what you started to say."
"It is, too," Paula said defensively.
"My name's Christine Smith."
Jane laughed. "Gee, Smith's my
name, too. Lots of us foundlings
are named Smith. Are you a
foundling?"
"What's a foundling?"
asked.
"Why — an orphan
father or a mother."

Paula

without a

"I thought all orphans didn't have
fathers or mothers."
"Oh, no," Jane explained, her tone
showing a hint of superiority. "Lots
of orphans have a mother or a father
and some even have both, but they
can't keep 'em — The father and the
mother can't keep the children, I
mean. There's lots like that in the
"The Home?"
Home."
Jane indicated a gray building
farther down the block. "Sure.
That's where we all live, about two
hundred of us. With Mother Hubbard. She's the matron, and the
Home belongs to her. You see, she
didn't have any children of her own
but she had lots of money and no
family at all — so she started the
Paula listened, enraptured. "Two
Home."
hundred of you!" she breathed. "Oh,
I bet you have lots of fun!"
"You bet. Sometimes kids get
adopted, but they all cry when they
leave the Home and Mother Hubbard. We call her Mother Hubbard,
you know, after the song."
"What song?"
"Why, you don't know anything,
do you?" Jane marveled. "The one
about Old Mother Hubbard went to
the cupboard. ... I can play it on
the piano. Can you play the piano?"
"Oh, no!" Paula said.
"Well, I can't now, either," Jane
said comfortingly. "I hurt my hand
the other day and I had to stop my
lessons until it gets better." She
exhibited a brown paw. "A window
fell on it. At first it hurt, but now
it's just stiff."
Paula looked down at her feet,
scraped one toe back and forth over
the sidewalk. "Well ..." she said
tentatively, hating to go, knowing
she must.
"Gee, I wish you lived at the
Home," Jane burst out. "Maybe you
could — if you're really a foundling.
Where do you live now?"
"Why— no place."
"Is your mother dead?"
"Oh, no," Paula said, shocked.
"But I— I don't know where she is."
"How about your father?"
"He's awful mean. He hollers at
me all the time."
"Well, I guess that makes you a
foundling, all right," Jane said sympathetically. "Tell you what — you
come with me and we'll ask Mother
Hubbard if you can stay."
"All right," Paula said.
She wanted to stay in the Home,
where all those other children lived,
more than she had ever wanted
anything in all her life.
Mother Hubbard was a whitehaired lady with a gentle face and
a soft voice, who sat in a lovely
bright living room
where
a fire

crackled and a radio played softly.
"But won't your parents miss you,
Christine?" Mother Hubbard asked
when Jane had introduced Paula
and pleaded that she be allowed to
stay in the Home.
Paula hung her head. "No, they
won't," she said in a small voice.
And it wasn't a lie, she said to herself. They wouldn't really miss her.
"Don't they love you?"
"Well — maybe Mother does, but —
but I don't know where she is right
now. And my father doesn't love
me at all. He yells at me all the
time." Suddenly, remembering the
long, lonely hours of practicing, remembering the clash of voices
behind the closed door, only a few
hours ago, she began to cry. It was
true that her father didn't love her.
She'd never realized it before, but
now that she'd put it into words, she
knew it was true. He couldn't love
her, or he wouldn't treat her the
way he did.
Mother Hubbard looked at her
thoughtfully, appraising the neat
jumper dress, the carefully combed
hair, the clean, pale skin. The music
on the radio suddenly swelled to
a crescendo as Paula mastered her
sobs.
"Shall I turn the radio off, Mother
Hubbard?" Jane asked.
Quickly, Paula intervened. "No,
please — that's Debussy. It's beautiful." Instinct made her say it; she
could not, all at once, forget all
those years of training.
"You know music, Christine?"
Mother Hubbard asked, and Paula
cautiously answered:
"No — just Debussy. He's my
favorite composer."

HUBBARD nodded.
MOTHER
"Well," she said, "I can't promise to let you stay, Christine. But
suppose you have some supper with
rds
. ."
see . the
afterwa
Jane,
Janeand
flung
both armswe'll
around
matron's waist. "I just know you'll
let her stay!" she cried. "Won't you,
Mother
Hubbard?"
"Maybe.
Now run along and
For a moment, after the children
had gone, Mrs. Hubbard stood in the
middle of the room, one finger tapwash."ping her lips thoughtfully. The
music on the radio came to an end,
and a masculine voice said excitedly, "A bulletin from the City
News Service: Paula Martin, eight,
piano prodigy who is scheduled to
make her debut with the Boston
Symphony Orchestra next week, has
disappeared from her home. Her
father believes her kidnaped. . . ."
Paula slept that night in a tiny
room where white walls did not
quite reach the ceiling, so that she
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had the illusion of being alone, yet
close to Jane, who occupied the
nextdoor cubicle. She drifted off to
sleep as if she were wrapped in a
blanket of warm, comforting happiness. For Mother Hubbard had
said she might stay, and ahead there
was a prospect of friendship and
play and study in a schoolroom with
other children — and never, never
any practicing.

THIS was the most fascinating
place she had ever known. There
was always something to do, always
someone to talk to. She revelled in
the companionship like a tired traveler revelling in a cool stream. Only
now and then — in a pause in a game,
or when a strain of music came to
her from the radio — the thought of
her mother burst through, telling
her that what she was doing was
not altogether good. Whenever this
happened she shouted and played all
the louder, to drive the discomfort
out of her mind.
Besides Jane, her best friend was
a boy named Phil, who taught her
the games he and his friends played.
Jane, affecting scorn, said that she
wouldn't want to learn boys' games
— they were rough and horrid. But
Paula overrode her; she wanted to
learn everything, all the games, pack
every experience she could into this
brief time of happiness. She was
such an apt pupil that even Phil was
impressed at the ease with which she
learned to make and throw spitballs,
and whistle through her teeth.
But of course such a paradise
could not be hers forever.
One afternoon she was called to
Mother Hubbard's office. Something
told her why, and she went with
dragging steps to where her father
and mother stood waiting. At sight
of her mother a sudden lump came
to her throat, and she ran straight
into the open arms; from their haven
watching with big eyes for the outburst of rage which must come from
her father.
It did not come. He was smiling.
And that, somehow, was worse.
"Well, Paula," he said, "you gave
us quite a scare. But it's all right.
The publicity's been worth it."
Paula's mother raised her head.
"Anyone would think you'd enjoyed
it, Art!"
"I was worried to death," he said.
"I wasn't worried," his wife said,
still holding Paula close to her, "because I knew all the time where
Paula was. Mrs. Hubbard called me
the first night she was here, and I
came and saw her, eating in the
Adapted from a play written by Dena
Reed and Edward Peyton Harris, tor
the radio program. Grand Centra/
Station, now heard Tuesday evenings at
9:00. E. 5. T., over the NBC-Blue.
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dining nail with the other children."
"You knew? And you didn't tell
me?" Bewilderment fought with
rising anger in his face.
"I didn't tell you because I wanted
you to realize that Paula — your little
girl meant more to you than a child
prodigy. But now," Mary Martin said
wearily, "I'm beginning to see that
I should have waited longer before
letting you know she was safe."
Paula's father opened his mouth
quickly — then shut it as the door
opened and Mrs. Hubbard came in.
"Well, Christine," she said. "But
I ought to call you Paula now."
Paula hung her head. "Yes, Mrs.
Hubbard," she said indistinctly.
Her father, shifting his weight
nervously from one foot to the other,
said, "You've been very kind, Mrs.
Hubbard, but we won't take up any
more
of your
time.hand.
Come,
He held
out his
Her Paula."
mother
stood a little apart, watching,
lips pressed together.
Paula, desperate to clutch one
moment before she returned to
bondage of her home, her piano,

her
last
the
her

eternal practicing, said, "I can't go
now, Daddy. I've got to — " Her voice
almost failed her. " — to say goodbye
to Jane — and Phil:"
Mrs. Hubbard went to the window
and opened it. Children were playing
outside, and she sent one of them
to get Jane and Phil. While they
waited, there was a heavy, uncomfortable silence. Mrs. Hubbard
looked anxiously at Paula's mother.
Jane and Phil stood below the
window, and Paula leaned out to
talk to them. Only now there didn't
seem to be anything to say. Or maybe it was only too hard to say it
while her father was there.
"I'm going home now, Jane. My
father and mother are here for me."
"Oh, Chris! We were having so
much fun! Do you have to go?"
"I guess so. . . . Well, g'bye."
"G'bye."
They stood for a moment between
the window, backed slowly away,
embarrassed, then turned and raced
for the others. Paula couldn't watch
them, because tears made a shimmering curtain in front of her eyes.
Her father cleared his throat.
"Come along, Paula. You've lost a
lot of time. You'll have to practice
hard now."
"Daddy, please!" She whirled
around. "I don't want to play the
piano. I want to stay here. . . .
Mummy, can't I stay? Foundlings
have such fun!"
Her mother put a hand to her
mouth. "Oh, Art!" she said, but
the muffling hand made the words
sound more like a sob. "Art — let her
give up the piano and be a normal
child. Let's be like other parents —
not slave-drivers."

"And waste a gift like Paula's?"
"Childhood is a greater gift."
"You're being sentimental," he
said. "Paula isn't like other children.
She's a genius. She belongs to the
world. Every prodigy has to make
sacrifices. I've had enough nonsense.
Paula,
come be
along."
"I won't
a prodigy!" Paula
cried. "I won't, I won't!"
"Are you coming?" her father
said steadily.
Paula stood his gaze for an instant. Then her shoulders sagged.
"All right," she said tremulously.
She turned to close the window. Her
right hand tugged at the sash, hard,
and the poorly balanced frame came
down with the speed of a guillotine
on her left hand which lay across
the sill.
Paula screamed with the pain. She
saw her father, her mother, Mrs.
Hubbard all rushing toward her before she fainted.

HubTHE Infirma
bard's Home ry
was of
gay Mother
with flowers;
a procession of fairy-story people
marched around the walls. The doctor was gentle and smiling, and
when he stood up and announced
that he was through he had really
hurt Paula very little.
But she was crying when her father and mother came in.
"Darling," her mother said tenderly, "does it hurt so very badly?"
"No," Paula said, her eyes on her
father. "But — but the doctor says
my hand will be all right. I'll be able
to play the piano again."
"Only when you want to, dear,"
her mother said. "Never unless you
And then Paula noticed for the
first
to." that as they stood together
want time
beside her bed, her father and mother were holding hands.
THE
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Their first quarrel was very nearly their
last, for they were too young to be so much
in love. But Barry Wood

was lucky and so —
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audience filed out humming
the hit tune the orchestra was
ng. Backstage, in the Gails'
playi
there was confusion.
dressing room,
Jane and June, the older set of
twins, had a date. Jean and Joan,
a year younger, were helping them
dress, offering a lipstick, a handkerchief, adab . of perfume, a pair
of gloves.
Mrs. Gail stood laughing in the
doorway. "Confusion Hall, this
dressing-room," she said. "It reminds me of home when you were
babies and I had to bathe and dress
you,
one standing
after another."
Jane,
before a full-length
mirror, pulled at the beige crepe
suit she wore so it slipped smoothly
over her slim body. She blew
gently on the big fox cuffs so they
would look bigger still. She adjusted her blue straw hat at what
she hoped was an angle.
"What's Barry Wood like?" she
asked June as they hurried down
the backstage corridor. June had
met Barry in New Haven. His
brother had been leader of the orchestra in the theater there.
"Barry Wood," June repeated.
"Well, he's a Yale man — captain of
the water polo team and terribly
good-looking in a strong, easy way.
He's fresh, too; he's really a fresh
fellow. But you'll like him. EveryThe
boys were waiting. "My
one does!"
twin, Jane," said June. And she
and Barry's companion started off
towards Broadway and a taxi.
Jane caught Barry's quick scowl.
"Don't take it so hard," she told
him. "Wait and see what I'm like.
Barry Wood's romantic baritone voice is a feature of Lucky Strike's
Saturday Night Hit Parade, broadcast over the Columbia networks.
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Barry and the family he loves above all else in the world before the rustic
fireplace in their Connecticut farmhouse — Jane, Baby Beverly and Bonnie.

Barry wanted to know.
"You!" Jane stood her ground.
"Certainly you didn't look exactly
happy just now when June paired
off with your pal. You can't prefer
her looks, you know. Most people
can't tell us apart. . . ."
"Look," Barry told her, "a girl like
you, a girl with a gentle face and
eyes that look as if they'd been cut
out of brown velvet, should be
sweet and docile and . . ."
"Dumb, no doubt," finished Jane.
Up Broadway their taxi traveled,
slithering in and out of traffic, horn
honking, radio playing, the lights of
electric signs flashing red and green,
blue and golden, on every side. They
were bound for Harlem and the
Cotton Club and the hot music of
Duke Ellington's band.
Barry began singing "Dark Town
Strutters' Ball" softly, for Jane. "I'll
be down to get you in a taxi,
Honey. . . ."
"Next," thought Jane, "he'll be
reaching for my hand and he won't
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But he did get it. And she held
on tight.
get it."
That was the beginning, the beginning of their love and their quarrels. It was funny about their
quarrels. They quarreled to break
the spell they had for each other
from the first. They quarreled
when they found themselves about
to go under completely.
As they danced, Jane marveled
that this man's strong arms about
her should bring, at once, the greatest peace and the greatest excitement
she ever had known. And Barry
wondered if this girl with whom he
moved to the music, whose sweetsmelling hair lay in soft ringlets on
his shoulder, would think he was
crazy if he should bend his head a
little lower and ask her to marry
him and if, indeed, he wasn't crazy
for wanting this so very much.
There are things all lovers do in
New York. And because their love
is new they find pristine beauty

everywhere they go. Jane and
Barry danced on roofs under the
stars. They sailed across the bay
on a slow ferry, standing alone on
the upper deck, astern, watching
the wash of their boat shining with
the moon. On Sundays they drove
into the little hills of Connecticut
and dreamed, out loud, of a Revolutionary farmhouse with big fireplaces and hand-hewn timbers and
hand -forged hinges and a trout
stream running through the woods
nearby. They went to the Metropolitan and found their way to the
dimness of Per-neb'sTomb and when
Barry kissed Jane against her will —
she thinking someone might come
upon them and he not caring — they
quarreled again.
"That cute girl you told me
about," she said, "the one you met
when her act played New Haven,
remember
. . ." well," Barry chal"I remember
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ALWAYS knew that I wouldn't
be beautiful, even when I was
too young to know all that it would
mean when I'd grown up. My
brothers called me "funny face,"
and though they sgid it because they
loved me and were only teasing me,
it always reminded me of my imperfections. It wasn't that I was
ugly, it was just that none of me
was exactly as it should have been.
My forehead curved out a little too
much, my eyes crinkled up into a
resemblance of continuous laughter
and so hid their true depth and blueness. My hair wasn't brunette and it
certainly wasn't blonde, either. And
my nose — that was really the comic
part. It was short, it curved in
when I wanted it to curve out, and
was, to me, the final touch to a face
that — well, was a "funny face."
Sometimes, in those days, I would
dream and in the dream a magician
with a wand of ebony and gold
stood in front of me. His wand
would wave and miraculously I
would be turned into a woman of
breath-taking beauty.
But never did I think that one
day such magic would really happen— almost as I'd dreamed it— and
I would have such beauty as I'd
scarcely dared to hope for.
If Dwight had been different, I
might never have cared whether
I was beautiful or not. He could
have been like the other boys I
knew, fated to find his success in
some garage or factory at home, and
I would have known only happiness. But Dwight's path was to lead
out into a larger world where faith
in oneself must be terribly strong
to stay unshattered and where love
becomes a cruel battle for survival.
Where, when you feel the first sharp,
burning hurt of heartbreak, there
is no one who will listen, and no
one whose sympathy becomes your
shield.
I was singing in our local radio
station in Big Boulder when it happened. I had just finished my
number, which was lucky, because
when I saw Dwight Barron — when
I looked through the window of the
radio studio and caught sight of
him — something came slowly up in
my chest, tightening in my throat,
choking off my breath.
I don't want to tell you too much
about his features, because you
might recognize them from his pictures. But I can't imagine loving
24
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She loved Dwight passionately but she was afraid
that wasn't enough to hold him. Then Eve said,
"You don't have to lose him. You can be as beautiful as you want, if only you have the nerve-

At first, the doctor was reluctant to do what I asked
of him — but when I told him
I was a radio singer, he
changed his mind and led me
into a small, bright surgery.

him the same way if he had been one of
those tall spare men, towering up somewhere in the rarer atmosphere. No, Dwight
had that sort of solid, strong blocky figure,
with powerful shoulders and firm, compact
body and — not too far above my own — his
face, fresh colored and healthy looking with
springing curly brown hair above a broad,
friendly looking brow and warm gray eyes.
His mouth was wide, with corners that were
always sort of mobile, ready to grin. And
his nose — it was straight, full modeled, as
perfect as mine was imperfect.
In the perverse way men seem to have,
Dwight — so handsome, so popular, so much
in demand — was attracted to me. And there
wasn't much I could have done about it,
even if I'd wanted to, because right after
that first stunning moment I was told that
I would spend the summer working there
in the studio with Dwight Barron on the
same program.
IT SEEMED so simple, so utterly natural,
when he proposed to me. I had come to
be necessary to him, it seemed to me. Working together as we did on the program, he'd
ask my advice about bis songs, and his arrangements, and even his contracts. Once
he told me, "I think I've got a half way
decent voice because none of my resonance
cavity was used for brains. But I fooled
them.
got now
you."that a talent as precious as
I can Isee
Dwight's is never wasted. No one should
have been surprised when the New York
offer came, the kind that happens just once
to anyone.
I can't quite tell even yet where it 25first
seemed to go wrong.
Whether it was the
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day I knew for sure we were leaving Big Boulder or
whether it was the moment we got off the train and
were greeted by a dozen important people and cameramen, and even reporters. It might have been the
apartment we decided on, looking over the gray blue
of the East River to Long Island and its rows of smokestacks and houses linked together — the apartment so
much larger than I'd thought was necessary. Or the
maid that Dwight's boss, Bill Graylin, assured us we
must have. Or the auto that Dwight brought home
to try out — because the publicity man convinced us it
would be valuable. Or perhaps it was those first days
when I went with Dwight to the studio for his rehearsals. He had been signed for a big, hour long
program, with a famous comedian and the most popular
swing band, and there were dozens of important people
to handle every detail — details that Dwight once had
left to me. No one wanted my opinion and I didn't
give it. What could I suggest that would be more
valuable than the ideas of experts being paid thousands
of dollars to decide what was right?
YET it might have gone on long, dragging months
before Dwight would have had to tell me himself,
oh, so gently. But no one could have remained blind
after our first few parties.
There was the time I wore the yellow evening dress
that I'd bought especially and all the other women
were dressed in street clothes and I could feel their
curious eyes — not mocking, just amused and curious.
The next time we were invited out, I tried to be so
careful to wear what would be right. I chose the
simple green and white striped jersey dress I'd picked
for the trip to New York. It wasn't elegant, but Dwight
had said it made him proud to have me walk ahead of
him to the diner. And when we'd gotten ready for
bed, he had admired it so much, he had taken it off
himself. "What I didn't know this night was that we
were going to the Rainbow Room; that even the
elevators that shoot you up to the heights of Radio
City at 1,300 feet a minute ate filled only with people
in evening dress. Luckily Bill Graylin and his girl,
Eve Coyne, who were with us, pretended not to notice
my mistake and I'm not even sure Dwight knew. It
would have been hard to have been conscious of anything that evening but of Eve Coyne.
Eve glittered. Just her hair was enough to overpower me, sweeping up from her temples in faultless
wings of gold, arriving without visible anchorage to
join the high triple' pompadour that became a swirl
of ringlets. Her face was cool, carved in ivory. Her
eyes were periwinkle blue with incredible lashes, and
a faintly luminous blue-green shadow lay on her lids.
Nobody missed my bright remarks. Nobody here
knew I had ever made any, no one but Dwight, and
he was too busy drinking in new thrills to notice.
That must have been when I first could see plainly
what was happening. Could see that Dwight fitted the
new pattern of our lives as though he had always been
a coast to coast radio star who wore evening dress and
danced to the music of the Rainbow Room. Could see
that, just as he fitted the pattern, I was an odd piece
that didn't belong.
It showed in other ways — the night Dwight stood
leaning against the mantel and said, "You ought to
get out more, have more fun, like Eve."
The way his tone changed made me look up. I saw
his face relax into a smile. He was picturing Eve,
golden, perfect Eve, and it was a pleasanter sight than
his wife, sitting right there with him.
I got up suddenly and went into my room. With
chattering teeth I lay in bed, burrowing under the
covers to escape this new knowledge.
I knew — I had
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to admit the truth — I didn't fit this pattern. I couldn't
compare with Eve. I had turned sour, suspicious because
of Eve and all the other Eves. It was the women, their
grace, their style, their beauty contrasting day after
day with my "funny face." I was sick with envy of
them for the beauty I could never have.
Dwight came to the door and tapped, very gently.
My throat was aching with sobs and I could not trust
my voice. I remembered the way he had said, "Like
Eve — ," the way he had smiled. How could I let him
see me now, swollen-eyed from weeping?
And so he did not come in that night. It seemed to
be a turning point. Before, each night had drawn us
close, fused us, sent us out each morning reassured.
Now, through his busy days from which I always found
some excuse to escape, my thoughts kept going back
and back, crushing the joy out of my memories. And
I got it all figured out.
Yet there was enough hope left from those first
months of happiness — fool's paradise or not — to let me
in for the worst mistake I ever made.
If Eve, so exquisite, so wise in her knowledge of
men, had been less honest and had taken Dwight from
me as she knew she could, without coming to me first,
it would have been a different story.

But Eve did come to see me the next morning. She
came in with a rush of fur and flowers and my heart
tied itself in a small tight knot, as it always did when
I saw her. Her loveliness was so perfect, it was in her
clothes, in the way her slim body moved with silken
ease, in the redness of her lips, the fullness of her
figure. The maid was finishing up in the room and
Eve waited until she had closed the door behind her.

is a tough thing to tell you cold," she said
THIS
slowly.
"Never mind," I said, in a whisper, for I began to
"Is it— Dwight?"
know what she was going to say.
She nodded and laughed strangely. "Maybe I'm
wrong. But after you've been around awhile, certain
things fall into patterns. With me, it's gotten to be a
kind of game telling what men are thinking, how
they're feeling about me. I've learned to watch, to
know when to call the turns, to time the changes."
She paused and there was a frankness in her eyes
that stayed.
"When I say I've caught the first high sign from
your Dwight, it's the voice of experience talking, not
just wishful thinking, because these things don't ring
any wedding bells for me. But I'll give you fair warn-

ing. I'm talking quick while I still can. Dwight's kind
doesn't grow on every tree and I might not be immune
She smiled, not carefully beautiful, but a tender
curving
forever —of " the lips that scared me worse than anything
she had said. Just the way it scared me last night
when Dwight smiled the first time he had spoken her
name.
I was being told, and all the frankness, and all the
friendliness in the world, didn't lessen the terrible
pain of the knowledge, that my husband was being
lost to me.
"Don't look like that," Eve said sharply. "I'd like
it better if you hit me."
'
I shrugged. "Why should I? It's not your fault. It
had to happen. Nobody's to blame." Then I added,
thinking aloud, "Except me.
For marrying Dwight."
The splendid arch of her eyebrows twisted into a
puzzled frown. "Pardon my error," she said, shaking
her head. "I guess I was all wrong about you. I didn't
think you'd give up without a battle."
"It was bound to happen," I said, numbly.
"Why?" Eve demanded. "Don't you see? That's
what I'm here for."
I shook my head and she looked at me sharply.
"Something is wrong, isn't it? Things have changed
between
you blinking
two?"
I nodded,
back tears.
"But not too wrong? I mean, you haven't decided
anything.
Splitting up, divorce — "
"Oh, no!" The actual words could still shock me.
"Then listen. I don't want to be the one who takes
your husband away.
Don't ask me why — "
I felt cold.
"But what can I do?"
She reached for my hand, drew me up and across
the room. She swung my dressing room door wide, so
that we were both reflected in the big mirror. I shuddered away from the sight of myself looking like a
small, flushed, awkward schoolgirl, beside her suavely
clad slim height, topped by hair rising golden smooth
to the wonderful strange wig-like cap of ice-blue
feathers, its froth of veil making her seem even more
remotely perfect. I turned away but her hands on my
shoulders held me.
"You've got to face it," she said, almost viciously.
"You were tops in Boulder but in New York the competition's keener. A wife can't hold her husband here
by trying to look cute in a bungalow apron. You've
got to have beauty, glamour — "
"But if I haven't got it," I cried.
"You go out and get it! Listen, if we had to depend
on what we were born with, I wouldn't be such a
model."
popular
I caught
my breath.
"You mean I— I could — "
"I'll now?"
prove it in ten minutes, at Eleanor Eaton's."
"N—
She laughed. "Tomorrow I may feel different."
And the threat in what she said was unmistakable.
That was how I found myself going through the
famous red door on Fifth Avenue which has opened as
the haven to so many women. I walked into the salon
first. I had a suffocating impression of deep piled
rugs, of glittering showcases, of slick, marvelous salesgirls. Iknew then that all of my life until now was
in the balance. For I had made up my mind. I was
not going to lose Dwight without a fight. He was all
of me and without him I would be a purposeless, lost
human with no hope, no desire. Suddenly, I remembered my childhood dream. A magician to turn me
into a beautiful woman! A woman with the perfection
of Eve.
My mind whirled with these thoughts and the acute,
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day I knew for sure we were leaving Big Boulder or
whether it was the moment we got off the train and
were greeted by a dozen important people and cameramen, and even reporters. It might have been the
apartment we decided on, looking over the gray blue
of the East River to Long Island and its rows of smokestacks and houses linked together — the apartment so
much larger than I'd thought was necessary. Or the
maid that Dwight's boss, Bill Graylin, assured us we
must have. Or the auto that Dwight brought home
to try out — because the publicity man convinced us it
would be valuable. Or perhaps it was those first days
when I went with Dwight to the studio for his rehearsals. He had been signed for a big, hour long
program, with a famous comedian and the most popular
swing band, and there were dozens of important people
to handle every detail — details that Dwight once had
left to me. No one wanted my opinion and I didn't
give it. What could I suggest that would be more
valuable than the ideas of experts being paid thousands
of dollars to decide what was right?
YET it might have gone on long, dragging months
before Dwight would have had to tell me himself,
oh, so gently. But no one could have remained blind
after our first few parties.
There was the time I wore the yellow evening dress
that I'd bought especially and all the other women
were dressed in street clothes and I could feel their
curious eyes — not mocking, just amused and curious.
The next time we were invited out, I tried to be so
careful to wear what would be right. I chose the
simple green and white striped jersey dress I'd picked
for the trip to New York. It wasn't elegant, but Dwight
had said it made him proud to have me walk ahead of
him to the diner. And when we'd gotten ready for
bed, he had admired it so much, he had taken it off
himself. What I didn't know this night was that we
were going to the Rainbow Room; that even the
elevators that shoot you up to the heights of Radio
City at 1,300 feet a minute are filled only with people
in evening dress. Luckily Bill Graylin and his girl,
Eve Coyne, who were with us, pretended not to notice
my mistake and I'm not even sure Dwight knew. It
would have been hard to have been conscious of anything that evening but of Eve Coyne.
Eve glittered. Just her hair was enough to overpower me, sweeping up from her temples in faultless
wings of gold, arriving without visible anchorage to
join the high triple' pompadour that became a swirl
of ringlets. Her face was cool, carved in ivory. Her
eyes were periwinkle blue with incredible lashes, and
a faintly luminous blue-green shadow lay on her lids.
Nobody missed my bright remarks. Nobody here
knew I had ever made any, no one but Dwight, and
he was too busy drinking in new thrills to notice.
That must have been when I first could see plainly
what was happening. Could see that Dwight fitted the
new pattern of our lives as though he had always been
a coast to coast radio star who wore evening dress and
danced to the music of the Rainbow Room. Could see
that, just as he fitted the pattern, I was an odd piece
that didn't belong.
It showed in other ways — the night Dwight stood
leaning against the mantel and said, "You ought to
get out more, have more fun, like Eve."
The way his tone changed made me look up. I saw
his face relax into a smile. He was picturing Eve,
golden, perfect Eve, and it was a pleasanter sight than
his wife, sitting right there with him.
I got up suddenly and went into my room. With
chattering teeth I lay in bed, burrowing under the
covers to escape this new knowledge.
I knew — I had
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to the wonderful strange wig-like
of ice-blue
feathers, its froth of veil making her cap
seem even more
remotely
shoulders perfect.
held me. I turned away but her hands on my
"You've got to face it," she said, almost viciously.
"You were tops in Boulder but in New York the competition's keener. A wife can't hold her husband here
You've
by trying to look cute in a bungalow apron.
"
glamour
beauty, got
to have
got"But
it," I— cried.
if I haven't
"You go out and get it! Listen, if we had to depend
on what we were born with, I wouldn't be such a
"You mean I— I could — "
I"Ncaught
— now?"my breath.
"I'll prove
model."it in ten minutes, at Eleanor Eaton's.''
popular
She laughed. "Tomorrow I may feel different."
And the threat in what she said was unmistakable.
That was how I found myself going through the
famous red door on Fifth Avenue which has opened as
the haven to so many women. I walked into the salon
first. I had a suffocating impression of deep piled
rugs, of glittering showcases, of slick, marvelous salesgirls. Iknew then that all of my life until now was
in the balance. For I had made up my mind. I was
not going to lose Dwight without a fight. He was all
of me and without him I would be a purposeless, lost
human with no hope, no desire. Suddenly, I remembered my childhood dream. A magician to turn me
into a beautiful woman! A woman with the perfection
of My
Eve.mind whirled with these thoughts and the acute,
painful embarrassment of (Continued on page 60)
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standing
heart were
her walked
felt asas if she
ELLEN
gate
to the
on tiptoe
with Anthony that evening. It was
ridiculous the way she felt as if she were
sixteen again and everything was so new
and eager and glowing, as if all the things
that lay between that time and this, the
sadness and the pain and disillusionment
had not really happened at all and nothing
was real except this happiness; Anthony
and herself and the love which lay unspoken between them.
The spicy scent of clove pinks filled the
garden, mingling with the sweeter fragrance of the early roses and overhead
there was a moon, a slender new moon as
young as their love. And the stars seemed
so close she felt she could touch them just
by reaching up her hand.
"Ellen," Anthony said then and his
hand went out to hers and held it. Strange
the way it was as they stood there in the
darkness with the touch of his hand on hers,
this deep peace, this strength and tenderness, their abiding confidence in each other,
so different from the hectic, agonizing uncertainties of her love for Peter Turner.
"You don't know what all this does to a
city bred man. Grass under my feet instead
of hard pavements, seeing the moon and
stars instead of just knowing they're up
there in the sky somewhere above the city
smoke, feeling that life is simple and uncomplicated again. And you ... I have
so much to thank you for, Ellen."
"You've thanked me enough by staying
on here," Ellen said softly. Then suddenly
the fear came, the little nagging fear that
had such a way of creeping in on her
happiness ever since the night his sister
Victoria had come. "You are staying,
aren't you, Anthony?"
Anthony's laugh came then, eager and
boyish.
"Neither
flood, nor fire, nor Victoria
herself could drive me away," he said.
"And of the three I admit Victoria is the
most formidable.
She can't understand
how I feel about all this or about my

Fief ionized from the dramatic radio serial, Young Widder Brown,
heard every Monday through Friday, at 4:45 P.M., E.D.S.T., on
the NBC-Red network, illustration specially posed by Florence
Freeman as Ellen Brown and Ned Wever as Dr. Anthony Loring.
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patients, either. She doesn't know what it
means to me, helping people who are close
to me, whose lives I know about, who have
become my friends.
In Chicago I'd be
called to operate on some man or woman
or child I'd never seen before, but here it
isn't only my patient who is important to
me but the people who love that patient,
the husband or wife or children or mother
or father who is waiting outside of a closed
door and I know that their hope is my hope
Copyright 1941, by Frank and Anne Hummert
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Nothing seemed real but this great love between
Anthony and herself — even the scheming, clever
Victoria couldn't rob her of happiness — but Ellen
forgot that her children had their rights too!

and their despair mine, too. That's the compensation that comes to the country doctor,
Ellen, that human relationship. But Victoria
looked at me as if I'd suddenly gone mad this
morning when I was so pleased with the
chicken and the basket of garden strawberries and early peas old Jim Carson brought
me for pulling his wife through in the
typhoid epidemic. She reminded me of the
fees I used to get in Chicago. You've made
those days seem very far away, Ellen."
They meant so much, those words. Ellen
remembered them after Anthony had gone.
More than anything they expressed the
feeling she had about him, too. She felt as
if she had been born again with this love —
as if nothing had existed before it came.
Nothing . . . no, that was wrong. There
was Janey and Mark, those youngsters of
hers who had been her whole life such a
short time ago. Only loving Anthony hadn't
interfered with that love at all. It had
sharpened it, crystallized it.
Only a month ago she had not known
there was such a man as Anthony Loring
in the world. Incredible to remember that
now, to think of the day she had first seen
his picture in the Chicago paper and to
realize it had meant no more to her than a
way to help the Health Centre. She hadn't
foreseen this when she had written to him
so impulsively, asking if he could suggest
someone to take charge of the hospital. He
had come to Simpsonville himself instead
of writing, and at first he had been aloof and
unyielding, critical of Ellen because he felt
she had overstepped her authority as a private citizen in concerning herself with the
affairs of the Centre — not realizing that its
very existence was a tribute to Ellen's courage and perseverance. She was amused now
to think how much she had at first resented
Anthony's attitude, but now, little by little,
the barriers between them had crumbled
until now she realized what his going away
would mean to her. For even as he mentioned the possibility of leaving she felt
desolation closing in on her, so that it
seemed he had already gone, while he was
still there with her.
Even then, Ellen didn't know that the
loneliness she felt was because she loved
tune. 1941

him. It was almost as if she were
afraid to love again and so she tried
to put other names on the emotion
that held her. But when typhoid
raged up in the hill country beyond
the town and she went with him to
help fight the epidemic, she saw all
the things she had never seen in Anthony before, the tenderness which
had been hidden in his strength,
the idealism his harshness had concealed. There, as they worked together, she saw a man that she or
any woman could be proud to love.
EVERYTHING had been so simple,
so easy. Her love had grown so
slowly that Ellen accepted it as unquestioningly as she did her love for
her children. It was only when they
came back to Simpsonville that fear
came.
For Victoria was waiting for them
when they got back. Victoria, who
was Anthony's sister and who idolized him. Ellen had felt awkward as
Victoria greeted them so gaily, feeling the challenge that lay under her
laugh. At first she had only stood
there, the hot color flaring to her
cheeks. Then suddenly she had
sensed that Victoria's rush of words
wasn't as artless as it sounded. In
that moment she knew that Victoria
was her enemy . because Anthony
loved her and because she was the
real reason he had decided to stay
in Simpsonville instead of returning
to Chicago.
With this realization had come the
quickening of Ellen's own pride, of
her determination not to give in to
this woman's ambition for her
brother.
But the next day when Victoria
came to the tea room for lunch
Ellen wondered if she had been
wrong about her after all.
"I like you, Ellen," Victoria said.
"I want you to know that, for I'm
afraid I hurt you last night without
intending to at all. It's only that I
don't stop to think how the things
I'm saying might sound to someone
who
doesn't know
me and I go

around blurting out every thought
that ever skips across my brain. I
don't care if most people misunderstand, but you're different, Ellen.
I don't want to start off on the wrong

you believe it? A great plump
chicken that would feed six, with
only Anthony and me to do justice
to it. And don't laugh. That was
what he got. A chicken and some

foot with you."
Ellen couldn't help liking her
after that. Victoria's apparent honesty and her lack of subtleties appealed to Ellen's own candid nature.
Even when Victoria made no attempt
to conceal the fact that she felt

peas
and not
strawberries."
"I'm
laughing," Ellen said
softly. "I think it's sweet the way
everybody is showing their appre-

Anthony's place was in Chicago and
that she was doing everything she
could to make him see it, Ellen
couldn't find it in her heart to resent
her. For there was a spirit of
sportsmanship in everything Victoria did and she was so gay and
amusing even when she was being
her most contrary self that made
Ellen warm to her. For all her
sophistication Victoria seemed like
a charming, unthinking child intent
on having her own way but accepting it graciously when she discovered she couldn't.
She woke the next morning as
she had awakened so often lately,
with the singing thought of Anthony
in her heart. Every day was a new
adventure now, listening for the
telephone to ring, wondering if she
would see him, if he might come
into the tea room for lunch without
calling her as he did sometimes. That
was the most exciting of all, seeing
him when she wasn't expecting to
at all, feeling the room quicken into
life as he walked into it.
But when the phone rang that
morning and Ellen ran to answer,
it was Victoria's laughing voice she
heard.
"Darling, can't you play truant
from that tea room of yours this
evening? I'm sure it's really your
nice big Swedish Hilda who runs
the place and does all the cooking
and planning. No one as pretty as
you could possibly cook as well.
Now don't contradict me," she said,
as Ellen's laughter interrupted her.
"Just tell me you're coming. Anthony was paid yesterday.
Would

ciation of Anthony."
"Oh, my dear," Victoria laughed.
"I do believe you're just as impractical as Anthony and I never thought
I would meet his equal. Now me,
I'm more the earthy sort, just a
mercenary old girl who thinks
there's nothing quite so heartening
to look at as a nice fat check. Now
you are coming, aren't you? You
might as well promise, for you know
I don't give up easily once I've set
myThere
heartwas
on aanything."
lot to do before Ellen
could leave that evening, just as the
first early diners were beginning to
straggle into the tea room. She had
felt a little guilty about the new
dress she had bought a few days ago,
but she was glad of the extravagance
when she arrived and saw' Victoria
looking as if she had just stepped
out of a fashion magazine.
"Anthony will be a little late,"
Victoria said. "He just telephoned he
had to make an unexpected call, and
frankly I'm delighted. It will give
the two of us a little time together."
But after a few minutes she gave
up the pretence of making light,
inconsequential conversation.
"Ellen, you're the most completely
disarming person I've ever met," she
confessed. "I just can't pretend with
you, try as I will. So I'm not going
to beat around the bush at all. I'm
going to come right out with what I
have to say. Ellen, I want you to
help me convince Anthony that he
should
go back
Chicago."
"I can't
do tothat,"
Ellen said,
quietly enough for all the turmoil in
her heart. "You see, I happen to
think that people should be allowed
to make decisions for themselves
and Anthony has made his."
"But it's so wrong for him," Victoria protested. "Can't you see that?
Anthony might think right now that
this is what he wants, but he won't
go on thinking that way. Don't you
see, Ellen? Anthony had one of the
most successful practices in Chicago
and every year he was becoming
more and more prominent in the
medical
world."
"Yet he
was giving up all that
even before he came here," Ellen
said. "It was because he'd announced
that he was giving up his city practice that I wrote to him in the first
place. So you see, it wasn't a whim,
Anthony's staying here. It was the
sort of thing (Continued on page 70)
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Something entirely new — special photographs and character studies of
people you've listened to in one of radio's most popular serial dramas,
an inspiring message of faith written by Carl Bixby and Don Becker.
Meet Papa David,

Marybelle Owen,

Rita Yates,

Barry Markham!

Photos by CBS.

Marybelle Owen came into the lives of
the people in Papa David's book shop
when she appeared as a claimant to a
huge estate which Stephen Hamilton, as
a lawyer, was settling. Eventually,
she was proved to be the rightful heiress. When she received her money she
plunged into a wild orgy or extravagance, and it was some time before she
confessed she was gradually going
blind, and was determined to drain
everything she could from life before
that happened. To add to her tragedy,
she had fallen in love with Stephen. But
during her convalescence from an operation performed by Dr. Markham in
hopes of saving her eyesight, Marybelle
found herself actually in love with
Stanley, Stephen's twin brother, and
there is now a possibility that she
may find happiness with him. Marybelle is very charming — somewhat
French in her speech and mannerisms,
for although her parents were Americans she was brought up in France.
(Played by Ruth Yorke)
Tune in Life Can Be Beautiful Mondays through Fridays at 1:00 P.M.,
E.D.S.T., on CBS, and 1 1 A.M., E.D.S.T.,
on NBC-Red,
sponsored
by Ivory.
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Barry Markham, the son of Dr. Bertram
Markham, first met Chichi at a houseparty to which she was invited by a
rich woman who had taken an interest
in her. Up to then, Barry had never
known any girl outside his own wealthy
circle. Chichi's innocent charm appealed
to him, and he fell in love at once.
Barry has been accustomed all his life
to the privileges of wealth, but it
would be unfair to call him a "play
boy." He possesses many good qualities— kindness, unselfishness, honesty. He had the good sense to know
that he and Chichi could never be
happy together — not because they came
from different social worlds, but because Chichi herself was unable to
love him as much as he wanted to be
loved — and gracefully bowed himself
out of the race for her heart, marrying instead a girl with a background
like his own. He was recently drafted,
and is now a private in the Army.
{Played by Richard Kollmar)

amnmnHiHimmin

Rita Yates is a brilliant example of
Papa David's power to bring out the
very best in people. She was born
and brought up in the slums and grew
to womanhood believing that she must
be ruthless and mercenary to find happiness. Her only motive when she
ran into the book shop, declaring she
was in danger, was to become acquainted with Toby Nelson and get some of
the money he'd won in a prize contest. But she could not hold out
long against Papa David's sincere
goodness. Gradually she came to wonder if her whole philosophy was wrong.
Too, she really began to fall in love
with Toby. Hoping for a change in
her character, Chichi, who had at
first seen through her motives and
distrusted her, became her good friend.
Through Papa David's efforts, Rita has
been given a job in the neighborhood
Settlement House, where she is slowly
finding a new meaning in her life.
(Played by Mitzi Gould)
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A dessert that's quick and easy to make is the famous Baked
Alaska — golden brown outside and cold and ice-creamy within.

headlong
are,
E we
HERinto
r, rushi
and ngisn't it exsumme
citing to step out of the house
these bright balmy mornings and
see the soft green of new grass and
trees and the rainbow hues of
flowers sparkling in the sun? I am
sure you are just as thrilled as I am
at the renewed prospect of enjoying
**
happy hours out \of doors.
And it is just these considerations
that I have had in mind in choosing
our Cooking Corner recipes this
month. Some of them are as new
as the tender young grass, some of
them are so quickly prepared that
they will cut the time you spend in
the kitchen to a minimum. In addition, all are delicious and all are
well within the moderate budget.
Veal curry is a particular favorite
of mine and, since it originated in
India, it is an excellent hot weather
dish. Moreover, it can be made of
leftover roast.
Veal Curry
4
3
2
6
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cups cooked veal, diced
medium onions, chopped
medium apples, chopped
stalks celery, chopped

For a real treat try Grapefruit Pie, garnished with either
grated cheese, whipped cream, peanut butter or hard sauce.

2 tbls. butter
2 cups meat stock
Vi der
cup curry pow- Vi
Vz tsp. salt
pepper
Vz cup New Orleans y4 tsp. ginger
Vz cup cold water
type molasses
2 egg yolks beaten

Points in favor of this veal curry are that it can be made
from leftover roast and it's an excellent hot weather dish.

On warm days make this Veal and
Ham Loaf early and serve it cold.
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SOMETHING NEW and EASY TOO
Saute veal, onions, apples and
celery in butter until onions begin
to turn clear, being careful not to
scorch. Stir in meat stock and curry
powder and simmer five minutes.
Add molasses and dry seasonings
and cook 20 minutes. Add water
and cook 5 minutes more, stirring
until thickened. Just before serving,
add beaten egg yolks and heat to
boiling point, stirring constantly.
Serve in hot rice ring with a condiment such as chutney, chopped
peanuts, shredded fresh coconut,
chopped hard cooked egg yolks,
chopped hard cooked egg whites
and chopped cooked bacon. In preparing your curry, be sure to use a
low flame and stir frequently since
it burns easily.
Follow your hot curry with a
•Baked Alaska.
Baked Alaska

1
1
3A

pint ice cream
sponge cake
cup sliced Brazil
nuts

3 egg whites
3 tbls. sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
Pinch salt

Remove center from top of cake,
leaving shell at least three quarters
of an inch in thickness. Fill with
ice cream and sprinkle with half a
cup of Brazil nuts. Cover with
meringue made of beating egg
whites stiff and adding salt, sugar
and vanilla. Bake at 450 degrees F.
until light brown, about 5 minutes.
You know how refreshing a cold
dinner can be at the end of a hot
day, and as the main course for such
a meal nothing quite compares with
meat loaf. I suggest cold veal and
ham loaf made with mushroom soup
and for dessert the very new grapefruit pie with a garnish of grated
cheese, whipped cream, peanut butter or hard sauce, as illustrated.
Both can be prepared in the morning and popped into the oven to
cook while you are doing your
housework — and there you are with
a free day at your disposal and no
worries about dinner.
Veal and Ham

1
1
4
2
2
1

Loaf

lb. veal, ground
lb. smoked ham, ground
tbls. tomato catsup
tbls. green pepper, chopped fine
eggs, beaten
can condensed cream of mushroom
soup
1 small onion, chopped fine
1 cup fine dry bread crumbs
Yz tsp. salt
Vs tsp. pepper
% tsp. chili powder
tune, 1941

Combine ingredients in order
given and turn into buttered loaf
pan. Bake in moderate oven (350
degrees F.) for an hour to an hour
and a quarter. Cool, chill and slice.
Grapefruit Pie

2Vfe cups grapefruit
% tsp. cinnamon
sections
% tsp. nutmeg
Vz cup brown sugar
2 tbls. butter
2Yz tbls. flour
Pastry

Line pie pan with pastry. Mix
brown sugar, flour, cinnamon and
nutmeg. Arrange half the grapefruit in the pie shell. Sprinkle with
half the sugar mixture. Repeat
grapefruit and sugar layers. Dot
with butter, add top crust and bake
at 450 degrees for 25 minutes.
Incidentally, I hope you are keeping canned soup in mind as a warm
weather standby for there is no better basis for quick nourishing meals
than soup, whether you serve it hot
or cold.

THE frosty coffee and the tricky
looking sandwiches are every bit
as good as they look, and the latter
aren't half so hard to make as you
might believe. For instance (left),
cut white and whole wheat bread
lengthwise, put together in alternate slices with cheese or meat
spread for filling, then cut across
as you would an ordinary loaf of
bread. Center, roll thin sliced bread
into cornucopias, fill with cheese or
meat and garnish with parsley.
Right, for pinwheels, spread a
lengthwise slice with any desired
filling, and place a row of olives

BY KATE SMITH
Radio

Mirror's

Food

Counselor

Listen to Kate Smith's daily talks over
CBS at 72 noon, E.D.S.T.. and her Friday
night variety snow at 8:00 on CBS,
both
sponsored
by Genera/
Foods.

across one end. Roll from end to
end, beginning with the olive end so
the olives will be the center of the
wheel. Fasten with string or toothpicks or roll in dampened cloth and
place in refrigerator to chill, then
cut into slices when ready to serve.
Of course, all crusts are removed
before sandwiches are made.
As to the iced coffee itself, try
adding a pinch of cinnamon, nutmeg or cloves, a mint leaf or a bit
of grated orange rind, or a drop or
two of vanilla or almond extract to
each glass.
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■ It isn't because she is too beautiful-— she's not-— that she wins instant
approval from men, but there is a reason. Learn from her own wisdom
and experience and you will be on the way to new fascination for yourself

IT isn't because Myrna Loy is too
beautiful — she's not! But it is
certain that of all the models of
feminine loveliness you hear on the
radio and see in the movies," none
wins such instant approval from
men as Myrna Loy.
Why does this freckle-faced,
generous hipped, altogether honest
woman strike so close to every
man's heart?
When you learn that, it will be
time to use some of her wisdom and
some of her experience to good
effect in your own life. Her recipe
is very simple.
It starts with the way you think.
Think outwards, to those around
you, not inwards, on yourself.
You'll shed any artificiality that
way and become a real person
which is to say a person other
people want to know.
Shed artificiality in your looks
as well. Myrna Loy found out from
experience. In the early days of her
screen career she slanted her eyebrows toward heaven, greased her
hair into slick coiffures and masked
her face in thick layers of makeup.
"With a makeup like that,"
Myrna said, "nobody listened to
what I said. They were all looking
at my eyebrows."
Are you guilty? Look at your
mouth. Is it that exaggerated
cupid's bow so popular with some
women? Myrna Loy steers clear of
any unnatural feature. It destroys
the coordination of your face, she
says.
Make up your mouth in one of
those bows, she swears, and you
are talking to hear yourself talk.

'-^3

By

JUDY

ASHLEY

You couldn't make a man listen to
you, if you were as intelligent as
Einstein. "I'd rather be listened to
than looked at."
She's too human, however, to be
completely content with what God
gave her. Possessor of a nose
every woman in the country covets,
she worries about it. Retrouse —
don't be silly! It's turned up — and
too far to her way of thinking. So
she carefully avoids rouge in her
make-up, and plays up her natural
lips and eybrows with color so that
people will look at her eyes and her
mouth rather than at that cute little
turned up nose.
She has freckles, too — everybody
knows that. But she doesn't worry
about those. She wears no powder
base in the daytime, and only the
lightest powder. Light, that is, in
texture. In color, she chooses her
powder to match exactly with her
skin tones. It's rather dark and
rather yellowish. Skin just isn'tpink, no matter how many poems
are written about it.
Too many girls, Myrna thinks,
use too light a shade of powder, or
too much powder. The result is a
pasty appearance which, to Miss
Loy at least, is infinitely worse than
freckles.
So much for that charmingly expressive face which men call — for
lack of proper words of praise —
"not too beautiful." It's a beautiful
face, but not woodenly beautiful.

AB60 on
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It's alive
because
Myrnashe's fixed it— forgets it.
She forgets her figure problems,
too, once she's snatched that last
one glance in the full-length mirror
to see if her slip is showing. Not
that she has no figure problem. She
has.
It's hips.
Myrna has hips. Curved, feminine hips. No amount of diet, or
rolling on the floor could change
that — bones make that line. The
perfect feminine figure, you know,
like Venus and those other Olympian beauties — but a problem for
slacks, and man tailored suits.
She doesn't worry because she
can't wear slacks, or tailored suits.
She just forgets them. Little cotton
dresses are as comfortable for wear
around the house as slacks and
more feminine. And dressmaker
suits with frilly blouses are ever so
much more appealing than stiff
mannish
rich says.ones, no matter what DietLots of women with hips rebel
in the wrong way, Myrna thinks.
They just wear slacks anyway. They
should never, never do it. Slacks
and
hips just don't go together, she
thinks.
"If you must wear pants," she
says, "make them lounging pajamas
— with three-quarter length coats.
(Continued
No Those
tuck-ins."

on page 40)
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hat she wins instant
. It isn't because she is too beautiful-she's not-t
from her own wisdom
approval from men. but there is a reason. Learn
fascination for yourself
and experience and you will be on the way to new

IT isn't because Myrna Loy is too
beautiful — she's not! But it is
certain that of all the models of
feminine loveliness you hear on the
radio and see in the movies,' none
wins such instant approval from
men as Myrna Loy.
Why does this freckle-faced,
generous hipped, altogether honest
woman strike so close to every
man's heart?
When you learn that, it will be
time to use some of her wisdom and
some of her experience to good
effect in your own life. Her recipe
is very simple.
It starts with the way you think.
Think outwards, to those around
you, not inwards, on yourself.
You'll shed any artificiality that
way and become a real person
which is to say a person other
people want to know.
artificiality
in your
as Shed
well. Myrna
Loy found
out looks'
from
experience. In the early days of her
screen career she slanted her eyebrows toward heaven, greased her
hair into slick coiffures and masked
her face in thick layers of makeup.
"With a makeup like that,"
Myrna said, "nobody listened to
what I said. They were all looking
at my eyebrows."
Are you guilty? Look at your
mouth. Is it that exaggerated
cupid's bow so popular with some
women? Myrna Loy steers clear of
any unnatural feature. It destroys
the coordination of your face, she
says.
Make up your mouth in one of
those bows, she swears, and you
are talking to hear yourself talk.

By

JUDY

ASHLEY

You couldn't make a man listen to
you, if you were as intelligent as
Einstein. "I'd rather be listened to
than looked at."
She's too human, however, to be
completely content with what God
gave her. Possessor of a nose
every woman in the country covets,
she worries about it. Retrouse —
don't be silly! It's turned up — and
too far to her way of thinking. So
she carefully avoids rouge in her
make-up, and plays up her natural
lips and eybrows with color so that
people will look at her eyes and her
mouth rather than at that cute little
turned up nose.
She has freckles, too — everybody
knows that. But she doesn't worry
about those. She wears no powder
base in the daytime, and only the
lightest powder. Light, that is, in
texture. In color, she chooses her
powder to match exactly with her
skin tones. It's rather dark and
rather yellowish. Skin just isn'tpinfc, no matter how many poems
are written about it.
Too many girls, Myrna thinks,
use too light a shade of powder, or
too much powder. The result is a
pasty appearance which, to Miss
Loy at least, is infinitely worse than
freckles.
So much for that charmingly ex*pressive face which men call — for
lack of proper words of praise —
"not too beautiful." It's a beautiful
face, but not woodenly
beautiful.

A6O0 on
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It's alive
because
Myrnashe's fixed it — forgets it.
She forgets her figure problems,
too, once she's snatched that last
one glance in the full-length mirror
to see if her slip is showing. N0t
that she has no figure problem. She
has.Myrna
It's has
hips. hips. Curved, feminine hips. No amount of diet, or
rolling on the floor could change
that — bones make that line. The
perfect feminine figure, you know,
like Venus and those other Olympian beauties — but a problem for
slacks, and man tailored suits.
She doesn't worry because she
can't wear slacks, or tailored suits.
She just forgets them. Little cotton
dresses are as comfortable for wear
around the house as slacks and
more feminine. And dressmaker
suits with frilly blouses are ever so
much more appealing than stiff
mannish ones, no matter what Dietrich says.
Lots of women with hips rebel
in the wrong way, Myrna thinks.
They just wear slacks anyway. They
should never, never do it. Slacks
and hips just don't go together, she
thinks.
"If you must wear pants," she
says, "make them lounging pajamas
— with three-quarter length coats.
(Continued
No Those
tuck-ins."

on

page 40)

"little cotton dresses" Myrna likes
for puttering around the house are
short and full — another bonanza for
hips — and striped, as a rule. With
them she wears flats and bobbie
socks, and no hose. Add a ribbon
bow in the hair and she looks every
day of sixteen. It's a look men like.

she's working,
when morning
FOR
dresses,
likes tailored
she daytime
or simple dressmaker suits. She can
see no reason for the existence of
afternoon or "cocktail" dresses with
their over-dressed look.
That doesn't mean she doesn't like
to "dress up." For evening, when
dressing is indicated, she goes as
much to the elaborate extreme as
her daytime clothes go to the simple.
Her only clothes extravagances
are in accessories. Gloves — she loves
'em and loses 'em. Handkerchiefs —
ditto. She loses handkerchiefs so
habitually, as a matter of fact, that
her maid removes at least half the
lot — and hides them. Then, when
the morning comes — as it is sure to
— when Myrna bewails the fact that
she hasn't a handkerchief to her
name, presto! — out they come from
hiding.
The glove problem is worse.
Myrna invariably loses the right one
— thanks to a habit of hers to wear
the left, carry the right.
She has a passion for perfumes
and colognes, and her dressing
tables, both at the studio and at her
home, are buried under a staggering
assortment of bottles. After she
buys them, she admires them — objectively. She coaxes her wardrobe
girl, her stand-in, her hairdresser
to sample the newest bottles, and is
so pleased if they like the odors that
she gives half her supply away.
She might as well; for herself, she
seldom uses any fragrance other
than her mysterious No. 7, a perfume which was blended for her,
and which is just right for her
personality. It's a good idea, she
thinks, to find the one fragrance
which best expresses you, and stick
with it. The tulip doesn't change its
fragrance to suit its mood — why
should you?
Myrna rides to work in a station
wagon, has her mink coat redesigned
every year rather than buy a new
one, and wears no jewelry other
than her mother's wedding ring.
She is a tyrant about lingerie. Her
lovely slips and bras must be laundered and pressed just so, or she
sends them back to the laundress.
She thinks a girl wearing a soiled
or worn-out slip is not quite a lady,
and is quite sure that a man can see
right through the heaviest wool
dress and know if a slip is torn or
frayed, and be repelled.
40

Her insistence upon perfection
where it shows the least has encouraged a thrifty habit. She keeps a
supply of extra shoulder straps for
her bras, and extra garter clips for
her girdles — no need to throw good
foundation garments away just because an elastic has worn out.
She also buys extra little coin
purses for her handbags, and a stack
of extra clean powder puffs for her
compacts. The man who said that a
woman's hand-bag is the key to her
character would propose to Myrna
Loy on sight. Her hand-bag — a
ladylike one, not one of those briefcases the girls have taken to lately —
always contains two clean handkerchiefs, a compact with a clean powder puff, lipstick papers to save wear
and tear on the hankies, an unsoiled
coin purse, a well-scrubbed comb.
For Myrna is as particular about her

with a layer of soap chips, about a
quarter of an inch thick. The soap
chips and the water form a thick
paste, which she leaves on her hair
for ten minutes.
The soap cleans as it melts, leaving the hair clean and soft without
any hard rubbing.
After three complete rinses of
clean water, she rinses her hair a
fourth time with water and lemon
juice, then dries her hair in the sun,
brushing it constantly with an efficient-looking whalebone brush.
The copper lights in her heavy,
wavy hair are quite natural — maybe
you there.
have some you don't even know
are
Myrna doesn't go in for the current high-polish manicures. She
clings to methods of hand care her
grandmother used. Myrna is not
content with that half-way grooming. She knows what an emery
board is for, and a cuticle stick, and
she uses them. And she buffs her
nails to a gloss. See if you can find
your
grandmother's
the house
and try it! buffer around
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"Darling, How You Lied"
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by Buddy Clark on

His New CBS Daytime Musical

handbags as about her bureau drawers, which is very particular.
Men like that well-scrubbed,
well-groomed look which is the result of a thousand little niceties —
and don't think you can acquire it
simply by wearing a new dress.
Myrna Loy admits a little ruefully
that the greatest wear and tear on
her wardrobe is in trips to the cleaners. After she has worn a dress
once, it is brushed and pressed. After
the second wearing, it goes to the
cleaners. Her shoes make just as
many trips to the repair shop; Myrna
doesn't wait until she tips backward
walking across the set to send her
pumps to be reheeled.
This daintiness carries over into
the most intimate phases of her
grooming.
She shampoos her own hair, because she's sure no one else can get
it quite clean. She uses a simple
method — try it some time; she wets
her hair, then covers her entire head

Teeth, too, come in for old-fashioned scrubbings. Myrna has six
tooth-brushes, so that the one she
uses is always perfectly dry.
You can guess that a girl who is
so insistent upon the finer points of
grooming is equally a stickler for
health rules. She is, except that she
has been so seldom sick that she is
inclined to take her radiant good
health for granted.
She takes no chances with overwork, or extreme fatigue — those
bugbears of beauty and ability in the
studios. One of her safeguards is a
rule against too rigid diets. Myrna
doesn't eat anything she wants,
whenever she wants it . . . nobody
can do that and keep a good face and
figure. But she recognizes the fouro'clock slump as a warning of depleted energy, and has added afternoon tea to her routine — tea with
plenty of sugar, cake and thin bread
and butter sandwiches. That means
skipping dessert after dinner — but
why not? She sleeps all the better
for it.
Myrna has never gone in for
sports. She thinks active sports
come in the man's province. She
swims in her own pool, and gardens
assiduously, but never with an idea
of exercise. The very word is loathsome to her.
She gardens because she likes to
garden, just as she dances because
she likes to dance. Who cares if it
also happens to be healthful?
No one, perhaps, but ask the question, who cares about feminine loveliness, the right to a man's lasting
attentions, and the answer is —
everybody.
radio and television -mtrror

...AND 2 OUT OF 3 PREFER
THE DELICIOUS PEPPERMINT
FLAVOR OF BEECH-NUT GUM

more minutes of flavor

in Beech-Nut Gum

PROOF of the extra -lasting goodness of
Beech-Nut Peppermint Gum was established by test among salesgirls in 29 cities.
An independent research organization questioned
245 salesgirls as follows. Each girl was given two
different brands (Beech- Nut and one other, both
unidentified). Each was asked to tell how long she
thought the flavor lasted and which stick tasted better.
The results. According to the girls, Beech-Nut's
peppermint flavor lasted, on an average, 14% longer
than the peppermint flavor of all other brands tested.
Also— 2 out of 3 girls preferred the peppermint flavor
of Beech- Nut to that of other brands.
Get Beech-Nut today — in the bright yellow package. It's delicious — stays delicious.

They said: more minutes of flavor
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Dura-Gloss introduces new shades of nail polish as fast as fashion
news is made. Every time you buy a new dress be sure to get the
newest shade of Dura-Gloss polish to wear with it. It will be right—
Dura-Gloss follows fashion trends closely to make it so. Brush it on
your nails, make them chic accessories, smart accents to your whole
ensemble. Dura-Gloss costs only ten cents a bottle so you can easily
afford to have a Dura-Gloss shade for every dress you own! Try the
new spring shades of Dura-Gloss today. With Dura-Gloss you'll
have the most beautiful fingernails in the world and the smartest!
Protect your nails — make them more beautiful with

wm

DURA-GLOSS
It's good

for Your Nails

THE DIFFERENCE
between NAIL POLISHES
Brush Dura-Gloss on your nails. You'll be
absolutely astounded by its brilliance.
Dura-Gloss glows with all the fire of a
priceless ruby, because Dura -Gloss is
made from a superior polish formula.
Other polishes put color on your nails,
but Dura- Gloss makes them strikingly,
excitingly, lustrously brilliant! Discriminating women cherish Dura-Gloss for
this rich deep color, sparkling incandescence, this unbelievable brilliance. No
other polish gives your nails the beautiful
"effectiveness" of Dura-Gloss — select
one of its 20 exquisite shades today!
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7:00
7:00

7:15
7:15

Ea tern Daylight Time
8:00 CBS: News
8:00 NBC-Blue: News
8:00 NBC-Red: Organ Recital
8:30 NBC-Blue: Tone Pictures
8:30 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
9:00 CBS: News of Europe
9:00 NBC: News from Europe

9:15 NBC-Blue: White Rabbit Line
9:15 NBC-Red: Deep River Boys

7:30
7:30

9:30 CBS: Wings Over Jordan
9:30 NBC-Red: Lee Gordon Orch.
8:00
8:00 10:00 CBS: Church of the Air
8:00 10:00 NBC-Blue: Primrose String Quartet
10:00 NBC-Red: Radio Pulpit
8:30
8:30 10:30 CBS: Columbia Concert Orchestra
10:30 NBC-Blue: Southernaires

IP

9:35
7:05

9:05 11:05 CBS: News and Rhythm
9:05 11:05 NBC-Blue: Alice Remsen

9:30
9:30 11:30 CBS: MAJOR BOWES FAMILY
9:30 11:30 NBC-Blue: Luther Layman Singers
11:30 NBC-Red: Music and Youth
8:00 10:00 12:00 NBC-Red: Emma Otero
7:30
7:30
7:30

8:15
8:30
8:30
8:30
9:00
9:00
9:30
9:30

Playwright
Robert
an original drama

E. Sherwood
(left) and actor Burgess
Meredith
confer
on
by a famous author for broadcasting by The Free Company.
ON

THE

AIR

The Free Company, on CBS at 2:00
P. M., E.D.S.T., starring famous Hollywood and New York actors and actresses.
Here Itisall
something
you really
shouldn't
miss.
started several
months
ago
when James Boyd, American writer,
whose best-known novel is "Drums," was
called to Washington to discuss with the
Department of Justice the problem of
combating foreign propaganda hostile to
American democracy. Boyd suggested this
series of programs on the radio — original
dramas written around the things that
make America such a fine place to live.
The Solicitor General and the Attorney
General of the United States approved the
project, and the Free Company was born.
Great writers enthusiastically offered
their services, and famous actors and
actresses begged for the chance to play
parts in these Sunday-afternoon tributes
to American freedom. Burgess Meredith,
who was made chairman of the actors' division, and entrusted with the job of
lining up acting talent for each program,
had more applications than he could handle— from people who usually ask and get
thousands of dollars per broadcast. Nobody— actors, writers, technicians, musicians or the CBS network — gets a penny
for contributing to the Free Company
programs.

TODAY:

You won't find much of the flag-waving
type of patriotism in these shows. They're
a lot more thoughtful than that. Marc Connelly wrote a play about the freedom of
American teachers to bring the truth to
their pupils. Robert E. Sherwood's drama
was about Elijah Lovejoy, an early apostle
of freedom of speech and of the press.
"The Ox-Bow Incident," adapted from a
novel by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, told
stirringly what happens when the right of
trial by jury is denied. Every play gives
you something to think about.
Listeners have proved that they like
the series by writing in thousands of letters of praise, both for the ideas expressed
and for the manner in which the plays are
directed and acted. Many people have sent
in dimes in payment for pamphlet-form
copies
of each
-hour drama
and that's
a tip for
you half
to follow
if you —want
some
valuable additions to your library. The
entire scripts of the plays are printed, just
as they're broadcast, and are bound in attractive blue covers.
The Free Company will go off the air in
the early summer, so this is really a "limited engagement." If you haven't already
started listening, tune in today and don't
miss the shows that are still to be broadcast. It's an experience you could have
only in America.

For
Eastern
Standard
Time
or Central
Daylight
Time, subtract one hour from Eastern Daylight Time.
DATES
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^
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April 27: Daylight-saving time starts — if your home town sticks to standard time, all
shows will be an hour earlier . . . Summer replacement: Sunday Night Roundup,
news broadcasts from all over the world, on CBS at 7: 30 instead of the Screen Guild
Show . . . Guest stars: Rudolf Serkin on the N. Y. Philharmonic concert; James Melton
on The Pause That Refreshes; Rise Stevens, Met opera soprano on the Ford Hour.
May 4: Say goodbye today to the CBS Philharmonic broadcasts. Pianist Vladimir
Horowitz is guest star on the last one . . . Gladys Swarthout guests on The Pause That
Refreshes . . . National Music Week opens today.
May 11: Guests: John Charles Thomas returns for another visit to The Pause That
Refreshes: the Greenfield Mixed Chorus is on the Ford Hour.
May 18: Dorothy Maynor, soprano, sings on The Pause That Refreshes.
May 25: Again John Charles Thomas is guest star on The Pause That Refreshes.

9:30
10:00
10:00
10:00

10:15 12:15
12:30
10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30
10:30
11:00 1:00
11:00 1:00
11:30
11:30
11:30
12:00
12:00
12:00

10:15
10:30
10:30
10:30

12:15

11:00
11:00
11:00

1:00
1:00
1:00

11:15
12:00
12:00

1:15

12:30
12:30
12:30
1:00

12:30
12:30
12:30

2:00
2:00
2:30
2:30

NBC-Blue: I'm an American
CBS: Salt Lake City Tabernacle
NBC-Blue: Radio City Music Hall
NBC-Red: Pageant of Art

CBS: Church of the Air
NBC-Red: Sammy Kaye
CBS: March of Games
NBC-Blue: JOSEF MARAIS
1:30 NBC-Red: On Your Job
1:30
1:30 CBS: THE FREE COMPANY
NBC-Blue: American Pilgrimage
NBC-Red: NBC String Symphony
2:00
2:00
2:00 NBC-Blue:

Foreign Policy Assn.
2:15 CBS: World of Today
2:30
2:30 NBC-Blue: Tapestry Musicale
2:30 NBC-Red: University of Chicago
Round Table
CBS: Columbia Concert Hall
Americas Speak
Great Plays

3:00
3:00 MBS: The
3:00 NBC-Blue:

3:15 NBC-Red:

H. V. Kaltenborn

NBC-Red:

National Vespers
Muriel Angelus

4:00
4:00 NBC-Blue:
4:30 CBS:

Pause that Refreshes
NBC-Blue: Behind the Mike
4:30 NBC-Red: Charles Dant Orch.
MBS: Musical Steelmakers
NBC-Blue: Moylan Sisters
NBC-Red: Joe and Mabel

1:00

NBC-Blue: Olivio Santoro
CBS: Ned Sparks Show
NBC-Red:
True Your Dream Has Come
CBS: Ed Sullivan
MBS: Double or Nothing
NBC-Blue: New Friends of Music
NBC-Red: Catholic Hour

1:30
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:30
2:30
2:30

CBS: Gene Autry and Dear Mom
MBS: Show of the Week
NBC-Red: What's Your Idea
NBC-Blue: News from Europe
NBC-Red: JACK BENNY

3:00
7:30

5:15

CBS: Headlines and Bylines
CBS: News Roundup
NBC-Blue: News for Americas
NBC-Red: Fitch Bandwagon

3:30
3:30

5:45

MBS:

Wythe

Williams

4:00
6:30

CBS: HELENStarHAYES
NBC-Blue:
Spangled Theater
NBC-Red: CHARLIE MCCARTHY

4:00

CBS: Crime Doctor
NBC-Red: ONE
MAN'S

7:00
4:30
4:55

5:00
5:00
8:00
5:00

6:55

8:15
7:15
5:30
7:15
7:45

6:30
7:00

CBS: FORD
MBS: Old
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:
Round
9:15 NBC-Blue:

HOUR
Fashioned Revival
Walter Winchell
Manhattan Merry-GoThe Parker Family

NBC-Blue: Irene Rich
NBC-Red: American Album of
Familiar Music
NBC-Blue: Bill Stern Sports Review
CBS: Take It or Leave It
NBC-Blue: Goodwill Hour
NBC-Red: Hour of Charm

5:45

6:00
6:00
6:00
4:00

8:55

FAMILY

CBS: Elmer Davis

9:00

CBS: Columbia Workshop
NBC-Red: Deadline Dramas
11:00 NBC:

Dance Orchestra
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7:00

1:00

7:45
7:45

8:00
8:00
8:15
8:15
8:15
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:45
8:45
3:30

12:15
12:45

9:00
9:00
9:15
9:15

11:00
7:15
10:00

9:30
9:30

10:15
7:45

2:00

2:15
2:15,
12:15
3:515' 2:15
12:1
12:30 2:30
12:30 2:30
2:45

3:00
2:00 3:00
1:00 3:00
1:15
1:15, 3:15
3:15
1:30 3:30
I

7:55
2:15
9:00
2:45
2:45
7:00
7:00
7:15
3:15
6:30
6:30
3:30
6:30
8:00
7:00
7:30
4:00,
7:30
4:55
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:30
5:30
5:55
5:35
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:30
6:30

3:45
5:45
4:00
9:55
4:15
4:30
4:45

4:45
5:00
5:00
5:15
5:15
8:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:55
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:35
7:55
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:30
8:30
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8:15 NBC-Blue: Who's Blue
8:15 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
9:45 CBS: Hymns of All Churches
9:45 NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
10:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
10:00 NBC-Blue: Midstream

10:15
10:15
10:15
10:30
10:30
10:30
10:45
10:45
10:45
11:00
11:00
11:15
11:15
11:30
11:30

1:00

1:30 CBS: Right to Happiness
1:30 MBS: Government Girl
1:45
1:45
2:00
2:00
2:15
2:15
2:30
2:30
2:30
2:45
2:45
00
00
00
15
15

CBS: Road of Life
MBS: I'll Find My Way
CBS: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Light of the World
CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: The Mystery Man
CBS: Fletcher Wiley
NBC-Blue: Rochester Orchestra
NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
CBS: Kate Hopkins
NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
CBS: Frank Parker
NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
3:30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
3:30'NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
3:30 NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
3:45 CBS: Lecture Hall
3:45 NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
3:45 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
4:00 NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
4:00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
4:15 CBS: We, the Abbotts
4:15'NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
4:30 CBS: Bess Johnson
4:30 NBC Red: Lorenzo Jones
4:45 NBC-Red:
The
Blue:
Red:

5:00 CBS:
5:00 NBC
5:00 NBC
5:15 CBS:
5:15NBC
5:30NBC
5:30 NBC
5:45 CBS:
5:45 NBC
6:00 CBS:
6:10 CBS:
6:15 CBS:
6:30 CBS:
6:45 CBS:
6:45 NBC
6:45 NBC
7:00 CBS:
7:00 NBC
7:15CBS:
7:15 NBC
7:30 CBS:
7:30 MBS
7:30 NBC
7:30 NBC
8:00 CBS:
8:00 MBS
8:00 NBC
8:00 NBC
8:30 CBS:
8:30 NBC8:30
NBC
8:55 CBS:
9:00CBS:
9:00 MBS
9:00 NBC9:00 NBC9:30NBC9:30 NBC9:35 NBC9:55 NBC10:00 CBS:
10:00 MBS
10:00 NBC10:30 CBS:
10:30 NBC-

Young Widder Brown
O'Neills
Children's Hour
Home of the Brave

The Goldbergs
Red: Portia Faces Life
-Blue: Drama Behind Headlines
Red: Jack Armstrong
Scattergood Baines
Blue: Tom Mix
Edwin C. Hill
Bob Trout
Hedda Hopper
Paul Sullivan
The World Today
Blue: Lowell Thomas
Red: Gasoline Alley
Amos 'n' Andy
Red: Fred Waring's Gang
Lanny Ross
Red: European News
BLONDIE
The Lone Ranger
Blue: This Is the Show
Red: Cavalcade of America
Those We Love
Amazing Mr. Smith
Blue: I Love a Mystery
Red: The Telephone Hour
GAY NINETIES
Blue: True or False
Red: Voice of Firestone
Elmer Davis
LUX THEATER
Gabriel Heatter
Blue: Doctor
You're I.
in Q.the Army Now

Red:
Blue:
Red:
Blue:
Blue:

John B. Kennedy
Show Boat
Basin Street Music
The Nickel Man
Guy Lombardo
Raymond Gram Swing
Red: Contented Hour
Girl About Town
Blue: Radio Forum

7:00
U

12:45
1:30
11:45
9:45
11:00
7:15
10:00

Frank
Parker is heard
over
CBS five afternoons a week.

HAVE

YOU

TUNED

10:15
7:45
8:00
8:00

IN...

The Golden Treasury of Song, on CBS
Monday through Friday at 3:15 P. M.,
Eastern Daylight Saving Time, starring
Frank Parker and David Ross, and sponsored by Squibb Dental Cream.
When you've suffered for several hours
with the heroines of the serial dramas, it's
sort of pleasant to lean back and spend
fifteen minutes listening to the melodies
Frank Parker sings and the poems David
Ross recites, all done to the accompaniment of Victor Bay's orchestra.
Even the atmosphere in the studio at
rehearsals and broadcasts is relaxing and
informal. Frank sings very easily, indulging in few spreading gestures and spending
the time between numbers during rehearsal in joking with the men in the
orchestra or anyone else who happens to
be around. He's a great kidder, and takes
only one thing really seriously — his ambition to be an opera singer.
About three years ago he sang the tenor
role in the opera "La Traviata" with a
company in Washington, taking only three
weeks to learn the role and doing it, as
he says now, "just for a laugh." That experience did something to him, and now
he is studying hard with the expectation
of going into opera again when he has
five or six roles completely mastered. He
figures that will be a couple of years from
now. He rehearses for about five hours a
day on his operatic music, and the Golden
Treasury program keeps him busy from
eleven in the morning until the broadcast
is over at 3: 30, so you can see he does a lot
of singing. At night he's usually too tired
to do anything but get to bed early. He
hasn't much interest in being "radio's
best-dressed man" any more, either, although at one time he was proud of holding the title. No doubt about it, Frank is
growing up.
You'll enjoy David Ross' poetry-reading,
too — just as you've enjoyed it for the past
fifteen years.
•*

For Eastern Standard Time or Central Daylight Time
subtract
one
hour from Eastern
Daylight Time
DATES

TO

•>■

REMEMBER

April 28: Several daytime serials change
broadcast times — Life Can Be Beautiful,
Portia Faces Life, Kate Hopkins, Home
of the Brave — see the guide at left.
April 29: CBS broadcasts the Kentucky
Derby trials — Ted Husing at the mike.
May 5 — Ginger Rogers stars in "Kitty
Foyle" for tonight's Lux Theater play.
May 12: Ted Husing describes the opening
of the Belmont racetrack on CBS.
May 20: Tommy Dorsey's band opens at
the Astor in New York City — NBC.
May 27: Larry Clinton's orchestra opens
at Meadowbrook, broadcasting on NBC.

Daylight

Time

8:15 NBC-Blue: Who's Blue
8:15 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

9:00
9:45
9:45
10:00
8:00 10:00
8:00 10:15

7:45
7:45

CBS: Myrt and Marge
NBC-Blue: The Munros
NBC-Red: Bachelor's Children
CBS: Stepmother
NBC-Blue: Vagabonds
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
CBS: Woman of Courage
NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
CBS: Treat Time
NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS: Martha Webster
NBC-Red: Against the Storm
CBS: Big Sister
NBC-Red: The Road of Life

9:45 11:45
Aunt Jenny's Stories
9:45 11:45 CBS:
NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
9:45 11:45 NBC-Red: David Harum
10:00 12:00 CBS: KATE SMITH SPEAKS
10:00 12:00 NBC-Red: Words and Music
10:15 12:15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
10:15 12:15 NBC-Red: The O'Neills
10:30 12:30 CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
10:30 12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
10:45 12:45 CBS: Our Gal Sunday
11:00 1:00 CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
11:00 1:00 MBS: We Are Always Young
11:15 1:15 CBS: Woman in White
11:15 1:15 MBS: Edith Adams' Future
11:15 1:15 NBC-Blue: Ted Malone

8:00
8:00
8:15
8:15
8:30
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:00
9:15
9:15
3:15
9:30 11:30
9:30 11:30
11:45
9:45 11:45
2:00 12:00
10:00 12:00
2:30 12:15
10:15 12:15
10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30
10:45 12:45
10:45 12:45
1:00
11:00 1:00
11:00
1:00
11:15 1:15
11:15 1:15
11:15
1:15
1:30
11:30 1:30
11:30 1:30
1:45
11:45 1:45
11:45 1:45
12:00 2:00

1:45
5:45

Daylight

Eastern

NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
CBS: Hymns of all Churches
NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
NBC-Blue: Midstream
CBS:
Myrt and Marge
Blue: The Munros
NBC- Red: Bachelor's Children
NBCCBS:
Stepmother
Blue: Vagabonds
NBC- Red: Ellen Randolph
NBC- Woman of Courage
CBS:
Blue: Josh Higgins
NBC- Red: The Guiding Light

8:15
8:15
8:15 10:15
10:15
10:30
8:30
8:30
8:45 10:30
10:30
10:45
3:30
8:45 10:45
9:00 11:00
10:45 CBS:
NBC9:00

Mary

Lee Taylor

Red: Life Can be Beautiful
9:15
9:15 11:00
11:15 CBS:
NBC- Martha Webster

11:30 CBS: Red: Against the Storm
9:30 11:15 NBCBig Sister
9:30 11:45 CBS: Red: The Road of Life
9:45
9:45 11:30 NBC- Aunt Jenny's Stories
11:45 NBC- Blue: The Wife Saver
9:45 11:45
10:00
12:00 NBCCBS: Red: David Harum
KATE SMITH SPEAKS
10:00
Red: Words and Music

12:15
12:00 CBS:
NBCWhen a Girl Marries
8:15 10:15
8:15 10:15 12:15
NBC12:30 CBS: Red: The O'Neills
12:30 NBC Romance of Helen Trent
8:30
8:30 10:30
Blue: Farm and Home Hour
10:30
Our Gal Sunday
10:45
MBS
CBS:
11:00
1:00
9:00
Life Can be Beautiful
9:00 11:00 1:00 MBS
CBS: We Are Always Young
11:15
Woman in White
CBS:
9:15
1:15
9:15 11:15 1:15
Edith Ted
Adams'
Future
Blue:
Malone
9:15 11:15
Right to Happiness
9:30 11:30 1:30 CBS:
MBS: Government Girl
9:30 11:30
1:30
CBS: Road of Life
11:45 1:45 MBS: I'll Find My Way
12:00 1:45 NBC11:45
CBS: Young Dr. Malone
2:00 12:00
10:00
2:15 NBC-Red: Light of the World
2:30 12:15 2:00
2:00
10:15
10:15
10:30

CBS:

12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30

Girl Interne

George Fisher
2:15 MBS:
NBC-Red: Mystery Man

11:15
11:15
11:15

1:15
1:15
1:15

CBS: Fletcher Wiley
Valiant Lady
2:45
2:45 CBS: Kate Hopkins
3:00 NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
3:00
3:00 CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
3:15 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
3:15 CBS: Frank Parker
NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hil!
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins

11:30
11:30
11:45
11:45

1:30
1:30
1:30
1:45
1:45

3:30
3:30
3:30
3:45
3:45

CBS: A Friend in Deed
NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
NBC-Red: Vic and Sade

2:00
2:00

4:00
4:00
4:15
4:15
4:15
4:30
4:30

NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:
CBS: We,
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:
CBS: Bess
NBC-Red:

10:45
10:45 12:45
12:45
1:00
11:00 1:00
1:00

3:15
12:15
12:15

2:15
2:15
2:15

12:30
12:30

2:15
2:30 NBC-Red:
2:30

Mother of Mine
Backstage Wife
the Abbotts
Club Matinee
Stella Dallas
Johnson
Lorenzo Jones

4:45 NBC-Red:

2:00
1:15
1:00
1:15
1:30

3:00
3:00
3:00

9:00
2:10
2:45
2:45
8:00
7:00
7:15
7:00
3:15
3:15
3:30

7:30
7:30
6:30
4:30
4:30
6:30
4:55
7:00
8:00
8:30
5:30
5:30
5:30
5:35
5:55
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:30
6:45

CBS: The
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:
CBS: The
NBC-Red:

Young

Widder

Brown

O'Neills
Children's Hour
Home of the Brave
Goldbergs
Portia Faces Life

5:30 NBC-Blue: Drama Behind Headlines
5:30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong

1:45
5:45

5:00
5:00
5:00
5:15
5:15

5:

5:45 CBS: Scattergood Baines
5:45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix

4:00
4:30
4:10

6:10 CBS: News

6:00 CBS:

Edwin

3:

6:30 CBS:
6:45 CBS:

Paul Sullivan
The World Today

4:45
5:00
4:45
5:00
5:00
5:15
5:15
5:15
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:00
6:30
6:30
6:30
6:55
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:30

6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
6:45 NBC-Red: Gasoline Alley
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:15
7:15
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:55

CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
NBC-Blue: EASY ACES
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
(BS
Lanny Ross
NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
NBC-Red: European News
CBS: Helen Menken
NBC- Red: H. V. Kaltenborn
CBS: Court of Missing Heirs
MBS: Wythe Williams
NBC-Red: Johnny Presents
CBS: FIRST NIGHTER
NBC-Blue: Uncle Jim's Question
NBC-Red: Horace Heidt
CBS: Elmer Davis

Bee

9:00,CBS: We, the People
9:00'NBC-Blue: Grand Central Station
9:00 .\BC-Red: Battle of the Sexes

9:30
9:30
9:30
9:35
9:55
8:0010:00
8:00 10:00
8:00 10:00
8:15 10:15

7:35
7:55

C. Hill

CBS: Invitation to Learning
NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
NBC-Red: McGee and Molly
NBC-Blue: Inner Sanctum Mystery
NBC-Blue: The Nickel Man
CBS: Glenn Miller
MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
NBC-Red: BOB HOPE
CBS: Public Affairs

8:30 10:30NBC-Red: Uncle Walter's
8:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Edward Weeks
8:45 10:45 CBS- News of the World
RADIO
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HURRELL, who has photographed many of the most glamorous women in America, says he was tremendously impressed
by the lovely complexions of these three society beauties.
The striking charm of their skin is not a matter of chance.
Naturally beautiful, their skin is made even lovelier by their
faithful following of the Pond's Beauty Ritual.
MRS. FRANKLIN

D. ROOSEVELT,

MRS. WHITNEY
BOURNE
has the poised beauty of
an orchid. Her pink and
cream skin is dazzling —
rich, vibrant. She has used
Pond's since her deb days.

Jr.

looks like a lovely Dresden-china
figurine. Since she was in boarding
school, she has used Pond's at least
twice every day — and her skin is
damask fine — soft, smooth.
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MRS.

ANTHONY

J. DREXEL,

III

is one of Atlanta's loveliest daughters,
with great dark eyes and a glorious complexion. For at least seven years she has
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^t^^e

it for hours.
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guarded her exquisite skin with Pond's.
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THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY
Eastern Daylight Time
8:15 NBC-Blue Who's Blue
8:15 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
8:30 NBC-Blue: Ray Perkins
7:00 9:00 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
1:00 7:45 9:45 CBS: Betty Crocker
7:45 9:45 NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
8:00 10:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norrls
8:00 10:00 NBC-Blue: Midstream
12:15 8:15 10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
8:15 10:15 NBC-Blue: The Munros
8:15 10:15
NBC- Red: Bachelor's Children
12:45 8:30 10:30 CBS: Stepmother
8:30 10:30 NBC-Blue: Vagabonds
8:30 10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
8:45 10:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
8:45 10:45
1:30 3:30 10:45 NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
7:00 9:00 11:00 CBS: Treat Time
9:00 11:00 NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
11:00 9:15 11:15 CBS: Martha Webster
7:15 9:15 11:15
NBC-Red: Against the Storm
10:00 9:30 11:30 CBS: Big Sister
9:30 11:30
NBC-Red: The Road of Life
10:15 9:45 11:45
Aunt Jenny's Stories
7:45 9:45 11:45 CBS:
9:45 11:45 NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
NBC-Red: David Harum
8:00 10:00 12:00 CBS: KATE SMITH SPEAKS
8:00 10:00 12:00 NBC-Red: Words and Music
8:15 10:15 12:15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
8:15 10:15 12:15
NBC-Red: The O'Neills
8:30 10:30 12:30 CBS:
Romance of Helen Trent
8:30 10:30 12:30 NBC-Blue:
Farm and Home Hour
8:45 10:45 12:45 CBS: Our Gal Sunday
9:00 11:00 1:00 CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
9:00 11:00 1:00 MBS: We Are Always Young
9:15 11:15 1:15 CBS: Woman in White
9:15 11:15 1:15
MBS: Edith Adams' Future
9:15 11:15 1:15 NBC-Blue:
Ted Malone
9:30 11:30 1:30 CBS: Right to Happiness
9:30 11:30 1:30 MBS: Government Girl
11:45 1:45 CBS:
of Life
9:45 11:45 1:45 MBS: Road
II Find My Way
2:00 12:00 2:00
10:00 12:00 2:00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
NBC-Red: Light of the World
2:30 12:15 2:15
10:15 12:15 2:15 CBS: Girl Interne
NBC-Red: Mystery Man
10:30 12:30 2:30 CBS: Fletcher Wiley
10:30 12:30 2:30 NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
10:45 12:45 2:45
10:45 12:45 2:45 CBS: Kate Hopkins
1:00 3:00 NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
11:00 1:00 3:00 CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
11:00 1:00 3:00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
11:15 1:15 3:15 CBS: Frank Parker
11:15 1:15 3:15 NBC-Blue:
Honeymoon Hill
3:15
11:15 1:15
NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
1:30 3:30
CBS:
A
Friend
in Deed
1:30
11:30
3:30
11:30 1:30 3:30 NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
3:45
11:45 1:45
CBS: Lecture Hall
11:45 1:45 3:45 NBC-Blue:
Just Plain Bill
11:45 1:45 3:45 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
4:00
12:00 2:00
NBC-Blue:
Mother of Mine
2:00 4:00 NBC-Red: Backstage Wife
3:15 2:15 4:15
CBS:
We,
the
2:15 4:15 NBC-Blue: ClubAbbotts
12:15
Matinee
2:15 4:15
12:15
NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
12:30
2:30 4:30 CBS: Bess Johnson
2:30 4:30
12:30
NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
2:45 4:45 NBC-Blue: Edgar A. Guest
2:45 4:45 NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
3:00 5:00
The O'Neills
2:00 3:00 5:00 CBS:
NBC-Blue: Children's Hour
1:00 3:00 5:00 NBC-Red:
Home of the Brave
1:15 3:15 5:15 CBS: The Goldbergs
1:15 3:15 5:15 NBC-Red: Portia Faces Life
1:30 3:30 5:30 NBC-Blue: Drama Behind Headlines
5:30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
1:45 3:45 5:45 CBS: Scattergood Baines
5:45 5:45 5:45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
4:00 6:00
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
7:55 9:55 6:10 CBS: Bob Trout
2:15 4:15 6:15 CBS: Hedda Hopper
9:00 4:30 6:30 CBS: Paul Sullivan
2:45 4:45 6:45 CBS: The World Today
6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
2:45 4:45 6:45 NBC-Red: Gasoline Alley
7:00 5:00 7:00
8:00 5:00 7:00 CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
7:00 5:00 7:00 NBC-Blue: EASY ACES
NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
7:15 5:15 7:15 CBS: Lanny Ross
3:15 5:15 7:15 NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
3:15 5:15 7:15 NBC-Red: European News
6:30 5:30 7:30 CBS: Meet Mr. Meek
S:30 5:30 7:30 MBS: The Lone Ranger
3:30 5:30 7:30 NBC-Red: Fisk Jubilee Singers
5:30 6:00 8:00 CBS: Big Town
7:00 6:00 8:00 NBC-Blue: Quiz Kids
7:00 6:00 8:00 NBC-Red: Tony Martin
7:15 6:15 8:15 NBC-Red: How Did You Meet
7:30 6:30 8:30 CBS: Dr. Christian
4:30 6:30 8:30 MBS: Boake Carter
4:30 6:30 8:30 NBC-Blue: Manhattan at Midnight
7:30 6:30 8:30 NBC-Red: Plantation Party
4:55 6:55 8:55 CBS: Elmer Davis
8:00 7:00 9:00 CBS: FRED ALLEN
5:00 7:00 9:00 MBS: Gabriel Heatter
8:00 7:00 9:00 NBC-Red: Eddie Cantor
5:30 7:30 9:30 NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
8:30 7:30 9:30 NBC-Red: Mr. District Attorney
5:35 7:35 9:35 NBC-Blue: Spin and Win
5:55 7:55 9:55 NBC-Blue: The Nickel Man
6:00 8:00 10:00 CBS: Glenn Miller
6:00 8:00 10:00 MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
6:00 8:00 10:00 NBC-Red: KAY KYSER
6:15 8:15 10:15 CBS: Public Affairs
6:30 8:30 10:30 CBS: Girl About Town
6:45 8:45 10:45 CBS: News of the World
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Eastern Daylight Time
k

W

l/l

l/l

a.
1:00

12:15
12:45
11:45
1:30
9:45

o

7:45
7:00
7:45
8:00
8:00
8:15
8:15
8:15
8:30
8:30
8:30
8:45
8:45
3:30
9:00

9:00
9:15
9:15
9:30
9:30
9:45
9:45
CBS: Aunt The
Jenny's
Wife Stories
Saver
9:45 11:45 NBC-Blue:
7:45
10:15
8:40 10:00 11:45 NBC-Red: David Harum
8:00 10:00 11:45
12:00 CBS: KATE SMITH SPEAKS
8:15 10:15 12:00 NBC-Red: Words and Music
8:15'10:15 12:15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
12:15 NBC-Red: The O'Neills
12:30 CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
8:45 10:45 12:45 CBS: Our Gal Sunday
11:00
1:00 CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
9:00
9:00 11:00 1:00 MBS: We Are Always Young
9:15
9:15
11:15 1:15 CBS: Woman in White
11:15 1:15 MBS: Edith Adams' Future
9:15 11:15 1:15 NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
9:30
9:30 11:30 1:30 CBS: Right to Happiness
1:30 MBS: Government Girl
9:45 11:45 1:45 CBS: Road of Life
1:45 MBS: I'll Find My Way
12:00
10:00
2:00 12:00 2:00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
2:00 NBC-Red: Light of the World
12:15
2:30 12:15 2:15 CBS: Girl Interne
2:15
MBS: George Fisher
10:15
12:15 2:15 NBC-Red: Mystery Man
10:30 12:30 2:30 CBS: Fletcher Wiley
2:30 NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
10:45
12:45 2:45 CBS: Kate Hopkins „
10:45 12:45 2:45 NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
1:00 3:00 CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
11:00 1:00 3:00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
11:00 1:00 3:00 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
11:15 1:15 3:15 CBS: Frank Parker
11:15 1:15 3:15 NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
11:15 1:30
1:15 3:15 NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
3:30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
11:30 1:30 3:30 NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
11:30 1:30 3:30 NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
11:45 1:45 3:45 CBS: Adventures in Science
11:45 1:45 3:45 NBC-Blue: Just Plain Bill
11:45
12:00 1:45 3:45 NBC-Red: Vic and Sade
2:00 4:00 NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
3:15 2:00 4:00 NBC- Red: Backstage Wife
2:15
12:15 2:15 4:15 CBS: We, the Abbotts
4:15 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
12:15 2:15
2:30
12:30
C*BS: Bess Johnson
12:30 2:30 4:30
4:30 NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
2:45 4:45 NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
3:00
5:00 CBS: The O'Neills
2:00 3:00 5:00
NBC-Blue: Children's Hour
1:00
5:00 NBC-Red: Home of the Brave
11:00

7:15
10:00

Radio's
Mother,
HAVE

Barton
family: Bud,
Midge, and Father.

YOU

TUNED

IN...

The Bartons, on NBC-Blue Monday
through Friday at 5: 15 P. M., E.D.S.T., rebroadcast at 5: 15, Central Daylight Time.
Networks are always having trouble
with children's serials. Either they're
wildly exciting, in which case the kids
like them and the parents disapprove; or
they're so goody-goody the parents love
them and the kids won't listen on a bet.
That's why NBC is so proud of The Bartons. Youngsters and grown-ups alike get
fun out of listening to it. Bud Barton, the
story's twelve-year-old hero, is a normal
American boy who gets into exciting adventures, but he never shoots to the moon
in a rocket or chase, single-handed, a mob
of gangsters. He's human, lovable and very
real — and so is everything else that goes
into his story.
Harlan Ware, who writes the scripts of
The Bartons, lives in California and has
a son of his own who serves as the inspiration for Bud. Mr. Ware has troubles of
his own just now, though. When The
Bartons first went on the air Christmas
night of 1939, the writer imagined Bud
as being twelve years old. That was about
the age, too, of Dick Holland, who played
the role of Bud. But flesh-and-blood boys
always grow older, and young Dick has
now reached the stage of his life when his
voice is apt to soar unexpectedly to a
shrill soprano, then just as suddenly drop
to a croaky bass. This doesn't exactly
create an atmosphere of ease and relaxation among the other members of the cast
(Fern Persons as Mother, Bill Bouchey as
Dad, and Jane Webb as Midge) while the
program's on the air, and the author
doesn't know whether to let the Actional
Bud grow up to keep pace with the real
Dick or not.
Dick Holland is so much a part of the
program that it would be hard to find
another boy to take his place if it were
decided to keep Bud twelve years old indefinitely. He's a good-looking youngster
who lives in Chicago with his parents,
both non-professionals.
■^

For Eastern Standard Time or Central Daylight Time subtract one
hour from Eastern
Daylight Time
DATES

TO

1:15
1:15
1:30

May 1: Professor Quiz, after one false
start, is on his new time now — 10: 15
Thursday nights on CBS.
May 7: Today and Friday are Betty
Crocker days at 9: 45 A. M. over CBS —
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday you
hear Hymns of All Churches at that
time.
May 22: Listen to America's Town Meeting of the Air tonight at 9:35 on NBCBlue — it will be going off the air soon
for its summer vacation.

3:15
3:30
3:15
3:45

5:45
1:45

4:00
5:45
4:10

2:15
2:10
9:00
2:45

4:15
4:45
4:30

2:45
7:00
8:00
7:00

4:45
5:00
5:00

7:15
3:15
3:15

5:15
5:15
5:15
5:30

7:30
6:00
7:30
4:00
6:30

6:00
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:30

>•

REMEMBER

8:15 NBC-Blue: Who's Blue
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
8:15 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
9:00
CBS: Hymns of All Churches
9:45
9:45 NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
CBS: By Kathleen Norris
10:00 NBC-Blue: Midstream
10:00
CBS: Myrt and Marge
10:15 NBC-Blue: The Munros
10:15 NBC-Red: Bachelor's Children
10:15 CBS: Stepmother
10:30
10:30 NBC-Blue: Vagabonds
NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
10:30
CBS: Woman of Courage
10:45 NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
10:45 NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
10:45 CBS: Mary Lee Taylor
11:00 NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
CBS: Martha Webster
11:15 NBC-Red: Against the Storm
11:15
CBS: Big Sister
11:30 NBC-Red: The Road of Life

8:00
8:00
5:00
4:55
5:00
5:00
5:35
5:30
5:55
6:00
6:30
6:15
6:30
6:45

6:30
6:55
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:35
7:55

5:15
5:15
5:30
5:30
5:45
5:45

CBS: The Goldbergs
NBC-Red: Portia Faces Life
NBC-Blue: Drama Behind Headlines
NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
CBS: Scattergood Baines
NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
CBS: Edwin C. Hill
6:00
News Edge
6:10 CBS: Bob
6:15 CBS:
6:30
6:45
6:45

CBS: Paul
CBS: The
NBC-Blue:
NBC-Red:

Sullivan
World Today
Lowell Thomas
Gasoline Alley

CBS: Amos EASY
'n' Andy
7:00
6:45 NBC-Blue:
ACES
7:00
7:00 NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
CBS: Lanny Ross
7:15 NBC-Blue: Mr. Keen
7:15 NBC-Red: European News
7:15
7:30 CBS: Vox Pop
NBC-Red: Xavier Cugat
7:30
CBS: Ask It Basket
8:00 MBS: Wythe Williams
8:00
8:00 NBC-Blue: Pot o' Gold
8:00 NBC- Red: Fannie Brice
8:30 CBS: City Desk
8:30
NBC-Red: ALDRICH
FAMILY
8:55
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:55
9:35
9:30

10:00
8:00 10:00
8:00
10:30
10:15
8:15
8:30
8:30 10:30
8:45 10:45

CBS: Elmer Davis
CBS: MAJOR BOWES
MBS: Gabriel Heatter
NBC-Red: KRAFT MUSIC HALL
NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
NBC-Blue: America's Town Meeting
NBC-Blue: The Nickel Man
CBS: Glenn Miller
NBC-Red: Rudy Vallee
CBS: Professor Quiz
NBC-Blue: Ahead of the Headlines
NBC-Red: Listener's Playhouse
CBS: News of the World
RADIO
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Lollipop and Butterscotch
Tkto 7Za<ZSAa<^ fy CUTEX Zo- ^

/""

X

r
• Like a tingling splash of
salt spray is the new Cutex
Butterscotch — it has such
dash and gleam and
gorgeous stimulation.
Stunning with suntan!

• Luscious Lollipop, looking for all the
world like iced claret cup! Slither it onto
those fun-faring fingertips and -watch
the lads "come about"!

Utterly delicious — these two new Cutex
summer shades! Wear that mouth-water-

• Frothy frills or clinging crepes do more
for you, sweetened up
with Cutex Lollipop
or Butterscotch! And
does HE love it!

ing Lollipop — like ripe raspberries! — with
your pinks, blues, beiges, and see the lift
it gives them. For yellows, greens and tans,
change to Butterscotch — its burnt-sugar
cast is positively delectable!
Other hot-weather Cutex confections
include Riot, Rumpus, Cedarwood, Tulip,
Old Rose, Laurel, Clover, Cameo. And all
nearly fwice as porous as any other leading polish in the same price range. Start
using porous Cutex regularly and see if
your nails don't grow longer and more
beautiful this summer! Cutex is only 10^
inU. S. A. (20^ in Canada).
Northam Warren, New York, Montreal, London

/&fa Jot ffiaol awa wea/i
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SATURDAY

FRIDAY
H
l«)

u

7:00
7:15
1:00

12:15

7:45
7:45
8:00
8:00
8:15
8:15
8:15

12:45

8:30
8:30
8:30

11:45

8:45
8:45
3:30

1:30
7:00

9:00
9:00
9:15
11:00
7:15 9:15
9:30
10:00
9:30
9:45 11:45
10:15
Aunt Jenny's Stories
7:45 9:45 11:45 CBS:
NBC-Blue: The Wife Saver
9:45 11:45 NBC-Red: David Harum
8:00 10:00 12:00 CBS: KATE SMITH SPEAKS
8:00 10:00 12:00 NBC-Red: Words and Music
8:15 10:15 12:15 CBS: When a Girl Marries
8:15 10:15 12:15 NBC-Red: The O'Neills
8:30 10:30 12:30 CBS: Romance of Helen Trent
8:30 10:30 12:30 NBC-Blue: Farm and Home Hour
8:45 10:45
CBS: Our Gal Sunday
9:00 11:00 1:00 CBS: Life Can be Beautiful
9:00 11:00 1:00 MBS: We Are Always Young
9:15 11:15
1:15 CBS: Woman in White
9:15 11:15
1:15 MBS: Edith Adams' Future
9:15 11:15 1:15 NBC-Blue: Ted Malone
9:30 11:30 1:30 CBS:
Right to Happiness
9:30 11:30 1:30 MBS Government Girl
11:45 1:45, CBS: Road of Life
; 11:45
1:45 MBS: I'll Find My Way
2:00 12:00 2:00 CBS: Young Dr. Malone
10:00 12:00
2:00 NBC-Red: Light of the World
2:15 CBS: Girl Interne
2:30 12:15
10:15 12:15 2:15 NBC-Red: Mystery Man
10:30 12:30
2:30 CBS: Fletcher Wiley
10:30 12:30
2:30 MBS: Philadelphia Orchestra
10:30 12:30
2:30 NBC-Red: Valiant Lady
10:45 12:45
10:45 12:45
1:00
11:00 1:00
11:00 1:00
11:15
11:15
11:15

1:15
1:15
1:15

11:30
11:30

1:30
1:30
1:30

11:45
11:45
11:45

1:45
1:45
1:45

12:00

2:00
2:00

3:15
12:15
12:15
12:30
12:30

2:15
2:15
2:15
2:30
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:15
3:15
3:30

2:00
1:00
1:15
1:15
1:30
1:45
5:45

3:45
5:45
4:00

2:15
9:00
2:45

4:15
4:30
4:45

2:45
7:00
7:00
7:15
3:15
6:30
6:30
6:30
8:00
4:00

4:45
5:00
5:00
5:15
5:15
8:30
5:30
5:30

4:55
7:30
5:00
7:30
5:00
5:30
5:30
5:35
5:55
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:30
6:45

6:00
6:00
6:00
6:30
6:30
6:55
7:00

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:30
7:35
7:55
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:30
8:45
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Eastern Daylight Time
8:15 N FSC-BIue: Who's Blue
8:15 NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn
9:00 NBC-Blue: BREAKFAST CLUB
9:15 NBC-Red: Isabel Manning Hewson
9:45 CBS: Betty Crocker
9:45 NBC-Red: Edward MacHugh
10:00 CBS: By Kathleen Norris
10:00 NBC-Blue: Midstream
10:15 CBS: Myrt and Marge
10:15 NBC-Blue: The Munros
10:15 NBC-Red: Bachelor's Children
10:30 CBS: Stepmother
10:30 NBC-Blue: Vagabonds
10:30 NBC-Red: Ellen Randolph
10:45 CBS: Woman of Courage
10:45 NBC-Blue: Josh Higgins
10:45 NBC-Red: The Guiding Light
11:00 CBS: Treat Time
11:00 NBC-Red: Life Can be Beautiful
11:15 CBS: Martha Webster
11:15 NBC-Red: Against the Storm
11:30 CBS: Big Sister
11:30 NBC-Red: The Road of Life

2:45'cBS: Kate Hopkins
2:45 NBC-Red: Arnold Grimm's Daughter
3:00 CBS: Mary Margaret McBride
3:00 NBC-Blue: Orphans of Divorce
3:00 NBC-Red: Mary Marlin
3:15 CBS: Frank Parker
3:15 NBC-Blue: Honeymoon Hill
3:15 NBC-Red: Ma Perkins
3:30 CBS: A Friend in Deed
NBC-Blue: John's Other Wife
3:30 NBC-Red: Pepper Young's Family
3:45 CBS: Exploring Space
3:45 0NBC-Blue:
Just Plain Bill
'
3:3 NBC-Red:
3:45
Vic and Sade
4:00 NBC-Blue: Mother of Mine
4:00 NBC- Red: Backstage Wife
4:15 CBS: We, the Abbotts
4:15 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
4:15 NBC-Red: Stella Dallas
4:30 CBS: Bess Johnson
4:30 NBC-Red: Lorenzo Jones
4:45
NBC-Red: Young Widder Brown
5:00 CBS: The O'Neills
5:00
5:00 NBC-Blue: Children's Hour
NBC-Red: Home of the Brave
5:15 CBS: The Goldbergs
5:15 NBC-Red: Portia Faces Life
5:30 NBC-Blue: Drama Behind Headlines
5:30 NBC-Red: Jack Armstrong
5:45 CBS: Scattergood Baines
5:45 NBC-Blue: Tom Mix
6:00 CBS: Edwin C. Hill
CBS Bob Trout
6:10
6:15 CBS Hedda Hopper
6:30 CBS Paul Sullivan
CBS The World Today
6:45
6:45 NBC-Blue: Lowell Thomas
6:45 NBC-Red: Gasoline Alley
7:00 CBS: Amos 'n' Andy
7:00 NBC-Red: Fred Waring's Gang
7:15 CBS: Lanny Ross
7:15 NBC-Red: European News
7:30 CBS: Al Pearce
7:30 MBS: The Lone Ranger
7:30 NBC-Red: Alec Templeton
8:00 CBS: KATE SMITH
8:00 NBC-Blue: Army Show
8:00 NBC-Red: Cities Service Concert
8:30 NBC-Blue: Death Valley Days
PLEASE
8:30 NBC-Red: INFORMATION
8:55 CBS: Elmer Davis
9:00 CBS: Great Moments from Great
Plays
9:00 MBS: Gabriel Heatter
9:00 NBC-Blue: Ben Bernie
9:00 NBC-Red: Waltz Time
9:30 CBS: Campbell Playhouse
9:30 NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy
9:35
Your Happy Birthday
9:55 NBC-Blue:
NBC-Blue: The Nickel Man
10:00 CBS: Hollywood Premiere
10:00, MBS: Raymond Gram Swing
10:00 NBC-Red: Wings of Destiny
10:30 CBS: Girl About Town
10:45 CBS: News of the World

Eastern Daylight Time
8 00 CBS: News of Europe
8 00 NBC-Red: News
15 NBC-Blue: Who's Blue
15
NBC-Red: Gene and Glenn

30 CBS: Hillbilly Champions
30 NBC-Blue: Dick Leibert

<

H

45 NBC-Blue: Harvey and Dell
45 NBC-Red: Deep River Boys
I

7:00

00 CBS: Press
00 NBC-Blue:
00 NBC-Red:
05,NBC-Red:

7:05

15 CBS: Burl Ives

7:00
7:00

15 NBC-Red:

Archie
(Ed
Gardner)
with Miss Duffy (Shirley
HAVE

YOU

TUNED

argues
Booth).

9:00

IN...

Duffy's Tavern, on CBS Saturday nights
at 8: 30, Eastern Daylight Saving Time, rebroadcast at 7: 30 Pacific Standard Time,
sponsored by Schick Razors.
New comedy shows are scarce in radio,
so the success of Duffy's Tavern is something to be thankful for. Of course, you
may not find it very funny; some people
don't. But a lot of people do.
Whether or not you laugh at Duffy's
Tavern depends almost entirely on
whether or not you laugh at Archie, the
host of the mythical cafe where all the
action of the program takes place. Archie
is Ed Gardner, who talks that way in real
life too. He's a connoisseur of New York
accents, and claims that his is exactly the
right one for a "mug." A New York mug
is a wonderful person, Ed says. "He isn't
a gangster. He's genuine, naive, kind and
simple hearted. He cries like a baby at
sad movies. He doesn't talk out of the
corner of his mouth, and he doesn't say
'Toity-toid Street' or 'Foist Avenya' or
'erl.' It's about half-way between 'oyster'
and 'erster.'
"He will always try to be polite and
very proper when he meets someone he
thinks is cultured. The other night a cab
driver I've known for a long time said to
me
polite
voice.
'Well, Mr.in Gar'ner,
I hadin ahisvery
soigne
gentleman
my cab
this evening and he was drunk as a goat.'
That line gives you a very good idea of
how a typical New York mug thinks and
Besides Archie and John Kirby, who
leads the orchestra, the only other pertalks." manent member of the Duffy's Tavern
cast is red-haired Shirley Booth, Broadway actress who specializes in dead-pan
comedy roles and in private life is Mrs.
Ed Gardner. She's featured in the Broadcomedyfrom
hit, the
"MyCBSSister
Eileen,"every
and
has towayrush
playhouse
Saturday night to reach the theater in time
for the curtain.
■^

For Eastern Standard Time or Central Daylight Time subtract one
hour from Eastern Daylight Time
DATES

TO

^

Basket

30 CBS: Old Dirt Dobber

7:30
7:45

45 NBC-Red:

Four Showmen

8:00
8:15

00 CBS: Welcome Lewis' Singing Bee
00 NBC-Blue: Al and Lee Reiser
00 NBC-Red: Lincoln Highway
NBC-Blue: Richard Kent

8:30
8:30
8:30

CBS: Gold is Where You Find It
30 NBC-Blue: Orchestra
30 NBC-Red: Betty Moore

8:45

NBC-Red: Bright Idea Club
NBC-Blue: Norsemen Quartet
CBS: Honest Abe

8:00
8:00

8:00 10:00

NBC-Red: Nat'l Fed. Women's Clubs
CBS: Dorothy Kilgallen
NBC-Blue: Our Barn
NBC-Red: Gallicchio's Orch.
CBS: Country Journal
NBC-Blue:
Forum American Education
NBC-Red: Eastman School of Music

10:30
8:30
8:30 10:30
8:30

CBS: Highways to Health
NBC-Blue: Farm Bureau
NBC-Red: Call to Youth

10:30

9:15

9:30
9:30
9:30

8:00 10:00
10:00
8:00

CBS: Jobs for Defense
9:00 11:00
9:00 11:00
11:15

9:15
9:30
9:30 11:30
9:30
9:45

11:30
11:30

CBS:
Pretend
MBS: Let's
We Are
Always Young
MBS: Edith Adams' Future
CBS: No Politics
30 MBS: Government Girl
30 NBC-Blue: Luncheon at the Waldorf
30 NBC-Red: Music for Everyone
45 MBS:

I'll Find My Way

11:45
10:00 12:00

00 NBC-Blue: Indiana Indigo

10:30 12:30
10:30 12:30
1:00
11:00
1:00
11:00

30 CBS: Of Men and Books
30 NBC-Red: Golden Melodies
00 CBS: League of Composers
00 NBC-Red: Dance Music

11:30

1:30

30 NBC-Red:

12:00
12:00

2:00
2:00
2:00
2:30

00 CBS: Matinee at Meadowbrook
00 NBC-Blue: Club Matinee
00 NBC-Red: Campus Capers

1:00
1:00

3:00
3:00

00 CBS: News of the Americas
00 NBC-Red: The World is Yours

2:00

4:00
4:00

30 NBC-Red:

30 NBC-Red:

2:00
4:30
4:30
4:30

3:00
3:00

2:45
2:45
2:45

4:45
4:45
4:45
5:00
5:00

3:00

5:00

5:30
5:30

Guy Hedlund

Players

A Boy, a Girl, and a Band

Curtis Institute

CBS: Report to the Nation
NBC-Red: Charlie Spivak Orch.
05 NBC-Blue:

2:30
2:30
2:30

Dance Music

30 CBS: Elmer Davis
30 NBC-Blue: Vass Family
30 NBC-Red: Religion in the News
45 CBS: The World Today
NBC-Blue: Edward Tomlinson
NBC- Red: Orchestra
__ CBS:
People's
Platform
00
NBC-Blue:
Message
of Israel
00 NBC-Red: Muriel Angelus
15 NBC-Red: European
30 CBS: Wayne King
30 NBC-Blue:

News

Little 01' Hollywood

45 N'B< -Red: H. V. Kaltenborn
7:00
4:00
7:30
4:15

April 25: Kate Smith presents "Johnny
Appleseed" tonight on her CBS program, playing the starring part herself.
April 26: Two track meets today: the Penn
Relays, on both NBC and CBS . . . and
the Drake Relays, on NBC.
May 3: Don't miss the big horse race of
the year — the Kentucky Derby, on CBS.
May 9: Tonight Joe Louis fights Abe Simon at Madison Square Garden.
NBC.
May 16: Another prizefight — Jenkins vs.
Montgomery on NBC.
May 23: For track fans, the Hectagonal
Games at Princeton are on CBS.

Market

7:15
7:15

9:00
9:05

3:30
3:30

REMEMBER

News
Breakfast Club
News
Happy Jack

6:00
6:00
6:00

7:30
4:30
4:30
7:00

6:15

8:00

5:00
5:00
5:00

5:30
5:30
5:45

00 CBS: Your Marriage Club
00 NBC-Blue: Orchestra
00 XIK '-Red: Knickerbocker Playhouse
15 NBC-Blue:

Man and the World

6:30
6:30
6:30
6:30

30
30
30
30

CBS:
Tavern
MBS: Duffy's
Boake Carter
NBC-Blue: Bishop and the Gargoyle
NBC-Red: Truth or Consequences

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00

00
00
00
00

CBS: YOUR HIT PARADE
MBS: Gabriel Heatter
NBC-Blue: Song of Your Life
NBC-Red: National Barn Dance
MBS: Contact
NBC-Blue: John B. Kennedy

7:30
7:30
7:45

CBS: Saturday Night Serenade

6:15

8:00
8:00
8:15

6:45

8:45

6:00
6:00

MBS: Chicago Concert
NBC-Red: Uncle Ezra
CBS: Public Affairs
CBS: News of the World
RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

MIRROR

It clings to you and Flatters you...
THRU ALL THESE 4 EXCITING HOURS!

AT 8 O'CLOCK, when you and your big moment step forth— you in your best frock and
in your lucky shade of Lady Esther Powder,
you step forth in confidence, confidence in
yourself, in your frock, in your Face Powder.

AND AT 10 O'CLOCK, yes, even at 11 o'clock
you can dance on happy in knowing that your
Lady Esther Face Powder is still clinging
smoothly, perfectly.

AND WHEN THE MOMENT of good night comes— yes, even if it is midnight,
you will have never a sign of vanishing Face Powder. For your Lady Esther
Powder is still faithful to your beauty, still flatters you with the glamor
it gives your skin. Yes, Lady Esther Powder does cling, and cling, and cling!

Thank you, Lady Esther, for 4 thrilling hours of Lasting Loveliness!
THE HOURS OF 8 to midnight are the
hours of parties, fun, romance. Can
you stay lovely to look at from 8 to 12?
%ur nicest evening can be spoiled if
you have to play a guessing game with
your Face Powder, if you constantly
wonder "Is it on, is it off?"— For can any
girl be lovely if her powder won't cling?
Lady Esther Face Powder clings and
clings, for my exclusive Twin Hurricane
method of blending gives it a smoothness
—and an even texture that enables it to
cling for 4 lovely and exciting hours.
Undreamed-of Beauty
from 8 P. M. to Midnight
Of course, you look lovely as you leave
your dressing table-but with Lady

Esther Face Powder you look just as
lovely two hours later— at 10 o'clock—
and at 11 o'clock. \es, and you still look
lovely at midnight. For your Lady Esther
Powder will still be flattering you— still
making you lovely and glamorous.
Find your Lucky Shade
at My Expense
I want my powder to bring you luck in
loveliness, says Lady Esther. So find the
right shade, the exact shade that can
bring vibrant, radiant beauty to you and
your complexion.
As harsh light can age your skin . . . and
soft light flatter it, so your one lucky
shade in my face powder can make you
look younger . . . look lovelier!

Lady Esther Powder

The only way to find which shade is
best for you, which lovely tint is supremely becoming to your own coloring
... is to try them all right on your own
skin. So I invite you to try all seven Lady
Esther Face Powder shades at my expense. Use the coupon below.
When you have found your lucky
shade, wear it by day or by night with
the confidence that it will flatter you . . .
giving you an undreamed-of glamor, as
if your beauty came from within.

SEVEN SHADES

FREE!

(You can paste this on a penny postcard)
Lady Esther,
7134 West 65th Street, Chicago, 111.

(68)

Please send me FREE AND POSTPAID your 7 new
shades of face powder, also a tube of your Four
Purpose Face Cream.
NAME
ADDRESS.
CITY.
_STATE_

If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont,
JUNE,

1941
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Are you uneasy among people?
Are you self-conscious when talking? Here
are some simple tricks to help you overcome shyness and gain confidence
think on your feet before
CAN you
people? Do you know the tricks
for making a good impression on
people?
Or does your mouth go dry, your
finger search for more space between
your neck and your collar, your knees
knock together and give way beneath
you? Does your voice come out with
unexpected cracks and quavers? Do
you think of the bright remark only
afterward, but say the banal thing?
In other words, have you the gift of
gab?
Most people think this gift of gab is
a gift,
in some
cradles
and
not placed
in others.
That babies'
good speakers,
poised people, are born not made.
Well, that's a myth.
Speaking is a technique, a skill that
can be learned just as people learn to
pilot an airplane or make plum pudding.
The fact is that most outstandingly
good speakers and actors are people
who started out with an unusually
large handicap of shyness to overcome. They had to work so hard to
achieve even the necessary working
modicum of poise for ordinary life
that they kept on going and became
professional speakers or actors. They
learned the secrets because they had
to. Once they discovered the tricks,
they had a trade.
Take Parks Johnson, for instance,
one of radio's best-known pioneers at
taking people off the street and putting them on the air.
"When I was in college," he told me,
"we had to give a five-minute oration
to get through each semester of our
English course. The ordeal was so impossible for me that I managed to
dodge every one of the orations up to
the very last one of the eight, the one
that meant graduation. I couldn't
escape
that. But
couldn't
do it.
was literally
sick I with
fright.
And I
mind you, the audience I was afraid
of was my own class, all friends of
mine. I told the professor he would
have to flunk me. He didn't say anything much, just asked me to come
round to his house and see him that
night.
"What happened that night changed
my whole life. I sat drinking coffee
with him, chatting about politics. He
asked me what I thought of the
mayoralty campaign then going on in
Atlanta. I told him. When I stopped,
heI said,
"All right.
just stared
at him.You've passed."
"He went on, 'You see, Parks, you
didn't
think of
me asis anwhat
audience,
but
as
a friend,
which
audiences
really are. So you talked well. The
reason is that you were not afraid to
be yourself.
You were natural.'
50
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"Then he said two sentences that
I never forgot. Anyone who wants to
cut a good figure in public or before
his friends and associates needs to remember only those two lines:
" 'The more nearly natural you are,
the more effective you are. The hardest thing in the world to do is to asmaintain a pose.'
"
"It's sumea andfundamental
attitude
that
must be changed," says Professor
Quiz, whose experience goes back of
his present
post back
on Columbia's
network program,
into the days
when he was not only actor but working psychologist, helping people to
learn to know and therefore be themselves.
"When you find out just what this
fear is," says Professor Quiz, "it disappears. Ask yourself as you step out
into
the
exposed
am
I afraid of? Thoseposition,
people 'What
listening,
seeing? Why? Because they'll think
I'm not so good as they are? Why
should
I'm means
daring in
to the
step first
up
and takethey?
it. That
place they know I'm brave. What if
I do slip? Will that make them despise me? How silly. It just gives them
a chance to sympathize with me, and
they'll love it. But they'll forget it before the evening is over. I'm not important in their lives. The whole occasion, really, is unimportant. There
is The
nothing
to fear.' Professor
"
experience
Quiz has
had in handling inexperienced participators has taught him one thing that
may surprise you but it is confirmed
by every authority I talked to on the
subject. "The nervous people," he
says, "are the ones with possibilities
as speakers, as entertainers, even as
amusing companions. For selfconsciousness is a sign of sensitivity.
When I see a person come up on the
platform without it, somebody who is
complacent and unexcited, I know at
once there'll be a dead spot on my
program. Nothing I can do will make
that person spark up and be entertainActors who can go through their
rehearsed lines quite calmly are often
thrown into a panic by the necessity
to ad-lib, which is what we all have to
doing."
in any social situation. Sooner or
later the time always comes when an
actor must think of something to say
to fill an unexpected pause, and
usually they do it without the audience ever getting wise.
Bob Trout, who probably does more
unplanned talking in a more successfully casual manner, than any radio

personality, was interviewing a group
of professional actors on this very
subject
of ad-libbing.
"It the
was end
a halfhour broadcast
and at
of
twenty minutes we had finished all
we'd planned," Bob recounts. "You
wouldn't believe it, but all those professional actors who had just been
telling their ad-libbing experiences,
suddenly became very frightened,
turned red, and began to stammer. I
tried to follow my one maxim — act
natural — and told the audience all
about it. That was all that was needed
to get our tongues working again and
everything went OK."
That illustrates Bob Trout's best advice to the beginner: "If you're on a
spot, let the audience in on the secret."
Spelling-bee maestro, Paul Wing,
backs Bob up with the story of his
own first experience in extemporaneous talk.
"I wasn't inexperienced," he says,
"but there's something different about
impromptu speeches. I was terrified.
I stood up and gulped. Cold sweat
started out on my forehead. But I
had to speak, and I knew from experience that audiences really were friendly. So I simply said what was in my
mind: 'Folks, I'm scared to death.'
That broke the ice. I was all right
moment
from
." on one deliberate
All that
experts
agree
trick for gaming the relaxation that is
so necessary in every art. That is to
take a good long breath before starting to talk. Professor Quiz adds, "Try
to push out the third button of your
vest as far as you can." Women who
do not wear waistcoats can figure the
equivalent spot. Pushing out your
solar plexus tends to straighten you up
and put you in a posture of confidence. Your mind will quickly rebody. flect the confidence expressed in your
Paul Wing often hands a nervous
person a stick of gum or a life saver to
break up the short circuit. This is a
trick you can do for yourself.
Speak slowly, say all the professional handlers of inexperienced
speakers. Take your time, but don't
wait too long before starting to talk,
for that gives you time to work up
tension. Then speak right out loud
lyand concentrate on speaking distinctAnd once you start your request for
a raise, or your selling talk, or your
introduction of your boy friend to
your rich uncle, remember that if you
sound
bad worse
to yourself,
one bit
than you
the don't
best sound
actor
sounds to himself for the first few
minutesderingAfter
a while
wonwho it could
be you'll
that isbe saying
such marvellously winning words.
RADIO
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Lily Pons rehearses with her
famous husband, Andre Kosfelanefz, for a guest appearance
his CBS
Sunday
concert.

. . ..■

THE DARKEST
MOMENT IN HER LIFE
Many an opera star would give anything to have
what Lily Pons once believed was her handicap
was through with singLILY PONS
ing. Forever. God had evidently
- never meant her to be a singer.
There was no use struggling against
His verdict. What a blind fool she
had been all her life — worrying,
scheming, slaving.
Her appearance in Rigoletto, as
Gilda, had finished her. How hard she
had tried to get a chance to sing the
role, to prove to all the doubting
managers of second-rate opera in provincial France that she, tiny, slim Lily
Pons, barely five feet tall, could sing
the intensely dramatic role.
Well, finally she had got her chance.
And what had she done with it?
Ruined it completely.
The tears dropped onto the proverbial white gown of Gilda. And
Lily made no attempt to stem their
flow, to stop them from ruining the
fragile silk. It was all the fault of
that ridiculous gown.
When Lily had appeared for the
first performance, she was informed
that her trunks had not arrived. Mulhouse, where she was singing, is a
small town in Alsace, far from the
beaten path, and railroad service is
not speedy there.
There was only one thing left to do.
To wear the costume of the last Gilda.
With horror, Lily examined it. The
former diva had weighed almost 200
pounds. Lily weighed 100.
"There wasn't enough time even to
try to remodel the gown," she told
me. "All I could do was to pin it up
with safety pins. All through the performance Ihad to keep hitching it up.
"I don't know how I ever sang
through that opera. I was all choked
up inside. I felt the audience must be
laughing at the impossible spectacle
presented."
I With
impatient fingers she ripped
off the costume. She wanted to be
done with it, with the opera house,
52

had welled within her. But when she
confided her ambition to the Sisters
at the convent school in Cannes she
attended, they would not help her.
"You must forget such notions, ma
cherie," the Sister who gave vocal
lessons said. "God has not meant you
for an opera singer. Else he would
have given you a fine physique. No,
my child, put away such thoughts.
Devote all your time to the piano, as
Againparents
she Wish."
was
not big enough.
your
She had failed, too, as a concert
pianist, because of her slightness.
Prejudice against her tininess had
almost prevented her from singing at
all. When, convinced she could not
make the grade in opera, she had applied to Max Dearly, the director of
the Paris Theatres des Varietie, for a
job in musical comedy, he had turned
her down.
"What can a little thing like you
do?" he asked indulgently.
"Please give me a chance," Lily
begged.he "I
willrefuse,
sing for
you."started
And
before
could
she had
to sing. Dubiously, he had agreed to
try her out. He was afraid such a
slight girl could not stand the strain
of work on the stage.
And when she had finally attempted
opera, it was the same story all over
again. For two years she toured the
srra.l towns of France and Italy, begging for engagements. Not once was
she able to become attached to an
opera company. Until finally Monsieur
Pecci had given her a chance.
Now, in her dressing room, he
smiled sympathetically
at the heartbroken girl.

with anything that reminded her of
the futility of her existence.
Suddenly there was a knock on her
dressing room door. And the manager's voice said, "May I come in?"
She had been expecting him. Expecting to be scolded for the show she
had made of herself.
"Come in," she said in a weak voice,
pulling on her own clothes.
Monsieur Buzzi Pecci, the opera
manager, came in. And though Lily
did not realize it, the next five minutes' conversation with him was to
change her whole life. It gave her the
courage to fight on, to become the star
we know and love today.

"You sang very well tonight, mademoiselle," he told the astonished
Lily. "God has been mighty kind to
you. Not only has He given you a
glorious voice, one that with a little
more training will land you in the
Metropolitan Opera Company, but in
addition, he has given you a dainty
little figure that all the women in the

Had you
you been
Monsieur
place,
would inhave
seen Pecci's
a Lily
Pons who looked only slightly less
ridiculous than the girl in the immense gown.
For Lily Pons' clothes left much to
be desired. She wore a low-necked
blouse, to make herself appear more
sophisticated. A long, trailing skirt.
Earrings. High heels to add a couple
of inches to her stature. Her face done
up to make her look older.
Why, you ask, was she overdressed?
And how was it that a girl with the
golden voice of a Pons should have
had such a battle for recognition?
It was, she believed, because of her
tininess. Yes, all her life everything
had been too big for Lily. She had
never been big enough. It began back
in her childhood, the background that
was to thwart every move Lily made.
Really, it started the day her chum,
angered at Lily, said, "You can't play
with me. I don't want to play with a
baby." A baby, when Lily was older
than she! Lily, you see, was always
tiny. At eight she looked like a fiveyear-old; at eleven, like an eightEver since she could remember the
year-old.
dream of becoming an opera singer

FIRST, she discarded her outlandish,
inappropriate clothes. Instead, she
wore childish models, simple frocks
that showed her diminutive figure to
best advantage. And she found that
people, who had never paid the
slightest attention to her before, now
went out of their way to be friendly,
to compliment her on her appearance.
The afternoon I saw her she was
wearing a gray sports skirt, a blue
sweater, and round-toed, size two,
little girl's shoes. With so flat a heel,
I'm sure her ankles ache no more, as
they did in the days she tortured her
feet with spiked heels.
That night, for her broadcast, she
wore a simple, straight-lined evening
gown that followed the svelte lines
of her trim little figure.
"And do you think for a minute,"
she said, smiling, "I could have got
into your cinema, if I looked like the
old-style opera stars, bulging in the
bosom, fat across the hips? No, no,
never." Lily shook her little brown
head emphatically.
And you might well consider, too,
that Lily is also the gloriously happy
wife of famous Andre Kostelanetz,
who himself is no giant, in spite of
his success.

world
envy." there, not believing
She must
just stood
her ears.
Lily Pons then began to realize how
silly it had been to blame all her disappointments, her failures, on her
slight build.
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turned the knob,
KENT
CLARK
opened the door and stepped into
the office of Perry White, City
Editor of the Daily Planet.
"Hello, Kent — sit down. I have a
new assignment for you."
The spectacled, mild-looking reporter nodded and found a chair.
want you
to take
trip out
to "IBuffalo
Hills.
Next aweek
the West
new
Pioneers National Monument is being
dedicated — and they're expecting
trouble at the ceremonies."
"What kind of trouble, Mr. White?"
"Well, you know that Al Carson is
the Governor of that state. And Carson is one of the finest statesmen in
the country. He was elected on a reform ticket — the people were fed up
with the grafting crooks running
their government. He's made good and
he'scrooks
cleaning
the state
— but millions
a gang
of
whoupused
to make
in the old days have sworn to get him.
Pete Flores is the boss — and he's a
vicious yegg. Already, they've just
missed killing Carson three different
times.
"Take the next train out to Boulder
City, the state capital, and see what
you can find. When you get there look
up Asa Hatch — he's the famous photographer and he's a good friend of
theOngovernor's."
the eve of the dedication ceremonies, Kent arrived in Boulder
City. It was almost midnight when his
cab dropped him at the entrance to
the Governor's Mansion. He walked
up to the tall, iron gates but before he
could open them a burly uniformed
guard stepped out and barred his way.
"Scram, buddy. No visitors allowed
here."
"But, officer, I'm a newspaper reporter. .. ."
"I don't care who you are — we got
orders to keep everybody away from
the Governor.
Get movin'."
The reporter, hiding his thoughts,
said good-night pleasantly and walked
away. On a sudden hunch he decided
to make a quick inspection of the
streets surrounding the mansion. He
was half-way up a dark side-street
when he noticed a car. His intuition
had been right. Something odd was
happening. His keen ears picked up a
few whispered sentences:
". . . . yeah, Dutchy's due here in a
few minutes . . . boss says Dutchy's
gotta break into that house and drag
out the Governor . . . fixed — we're
gonna take care of those guards . . ."
Kent had heard enough. In an instant Clark Kent became — Superman!
Red cloak streaming, he leaped high
into the air, over the towering walls
and streaked through the air toward
the mansion. High above he saw a
single light burning in a window. He
54

Kent explained who he was and
what he had heard. "Governor,"
he said, "you've got to let me
meet them here in your place!"

They tossed the limp figure far
out into space but they couldn't
see their helpless victim turn
in a twinkling
into Superman!

hovered for a minute, then dropped
down — "ah — there's the Governor —
inside that room on the second floor
—he's just going to bed. I'll crawl
along the ledge — raise the window
and walk in on him as Clark Kent.
I'll tell him I found a ladder and
climbed
up — here
. . ." and
He threw
open wetheare.window
jumped down into the room. Wasting
no words, Kent explained who he
was and what he had heard.
Then —
"Governor, you've got to let me
meet them here in your place!"
"What — you're out of your mind!

With his great back arched, his
broad shoulders bent, Superman
defied the mountain. Triumphantly
his voice rang out — "I made

it!"

Just let'em come — I won't move from
The reporter had no time for argument. He lifted the Governor, tapped
this spot!"
him once, lightly, on the chin and
gently placed the unconscious figure
in a clothes closet and locked
the door.
(Continued
on page 66)
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(Continued from page 23)

"Maybe she'd be more fun!" Jane's
|i smouldered
eyes weren't like
brown
velvet
they
metal
that now,
has been
| in the fire.
The next day she wished she could
recall those words. Her instinct told
her it was folly to talk about the girl
of whom you were jealous to anyone,
most of all to the man you loved. And
that evening, when she walked down
Broadway, the dull foreboding she
had known all day sharpened to actual fear.spelled
Glittering
on the
Loew's
marquee
the letters
name of
act
in which that girl appeared. She was
in town!
wrong,
asked times,
June
and"What's
Joan and
Jean Jane?"
at different
, as they dressed, as they came offstage, as they waited in the wings for
their cues. "I've a headache," she
told them. She couldn't wait to finish
her last number, dress, hurry home,
be with Barry again.
"It must be Barry," June told the
younger twins as Jane hurried off
long before they were ready, "that
Barry she doesn't care anything
about."
"Oh-h-h-h
Joan
and Jean. no-o-o-o!" groaned
UNDER the apartment door was a
note. Jane knew, before she opened it, that Barry wasn't coming. He
wrote something had come up unexpectedly, that he would call in the
morning.
The night was long. Sleep was thin,
broken. Someone had a radio on. Too
many songs were songs Barry had
sung to her while they were dancing.
She felt heavy, despairing. He was
with that girl. She knew it. And she
could see her — eager to please, quick
to
to seehiswith
Barry's
eyespraise,
and willing
think with
mind
and
move at his will, like all the rest. It
was, she decided with pride that
offered her surprisingly little comfort, a wonder Barry ever had had
time
him. for her at all. She didn't spoil
didn'tor call
nextNomorning
or Barry
the next
the the
next.
reason
why he should, Jane reasoned. No
reason why he should call her again,
ever. He owed her nothing and, by
the same token, she owed him nothing. She went out with other boys.
And maybe it was because she tried
so hard to find the sweet closeness she
had had with Barry that it never
came.
The Scandals went to London. The
Gail Twins, headlined as the Gail
Quadruplets, were the toast of the
young men of the town. Jane dined
often at the Savoy with a handsome
lad from Oxford. A young actor volunteered as her guide and he stared at
her while she stared at the spires of
Sir Christopher Wren. And with no
less admiration. They week-ended,
the Gails, at lovely old houses set in
country parks. Or they flew to Paris.
It was fun. But no part of it touched
the core of Jane, the way the simplest
thing had when she had been with
Barry.
Barry telephoned from Connecticut
one evening after the girls returned
to New York. He was playing the
saxophone in his brother's orchestra.
"A fine friend you are," he taxed
Jane, "to go to Europe and not tell
anybody. . . ."
"It didn't occur to me you'd be inJUNB,
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^
in and do the job in jig time— dislodge the stubbornest grime — whisk it away quickly, gently,
thoroughly. Your clothes come out of the
wash tub whiter, brighter, sweeter. You
finish washday just the way you
started — with a smile!
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terested," Jane said tartly. "And I
think an apology from you is in order
before we go into any old Buddies
Nothing had changed. He had
routine."
called her because she so often was
his thoughts and always the
thought of her left him insupportably
lonely. But, unwilling to parade his
feelings, he made the mistake of
adopting the easy, casual manner
that served so well with other girls.
They hung up on a final note, Barry
pitying the guy who married that
little spitfire, Jane pitying the girl
who married that fresh fellow. And
they were lonelier than they ever had
been before.
It was late on a Sunday evening,
six months later, that Mrs. Gail answered the telephone and recognized
Barry's voice. "Hello," he said, urgently. "Is Jane there, Mrs. Gail?"
"No, she isn't, Barry," Mrs. Gail
said. "Some young man — I forget his
name — took her to the Palace. Nothing's wrong I hope."
"No — no," he said. "Thank you very
He couldn't get to the Palace fast
enough. He imagined the boy Jane
much."
was
with combining the best points of
Clark Gable, Fred Perry, Noel Coward and Jack Dempsey. He pictured
Jane properly admiring. He called
himself names at the hint of which he
would have knocked another man
down.
HE

waited in the Palace lobby for
Jane to come out. "I've got to
speak to you," he told her. Then somehow— it's never been clear to either
of them — apologies and explanations
were made and Jane and Barry found
themselves in a nearby restaurant at
a secluded table.
"Look," Barry said, "I want to
apologize right now for not showing
up that night and for not calling the
next morning. You suggested I might
find that girl I met in New Haven
more fun. Well, I tried it. I've been
very dumb. It never occurred to me
I might be acting like a spoiled brat;
I had you cast in that role. . . ."
He wasn't poised or confident now.
He was earnest and a little gruff and
a little misunderstandings
desperate. "I don't with
want you,
any
more

Jane, ever," he went on. "I want to
marry you. Do you want to marry
"Yes," she said, "I do."
"Thanks," he told her gratefully.
"Thanks a lot. I'll do my best to see
you're
sorry." they ordered sat
The never
sandwiches
untouched on their plates. Their coffee cooled in the cups into which the
waiter had poured it.
"I'll get a job in New York." He
lit ame?"
cigarette and stamped it out
again. "And, Jane, I'd like to get
married as soon as possible even
though we have to keep it quiet for a
while. So I'll know I have you."
CHE reached for his hand across the
•^ table. Her eyes were soft and warm
and laughing. "We'd have saved
ourselves a lot of quarrels," she told
him, "if we'd had this conversation
the night we met instead of wasting
a whole year fighting something a lot
bigger
we are." "That's what I
Barrythangrinned.
wanted to do," he said, "but I was
afraid you'd think I was crazy. I was
afraid it might not be the same way
Two weeks later Barry was playing
with
you."
the
with And
Buddy
band saxophone
in New York.
Jane Rogers'
was in
Philadelphia, on tour with the Scandals. He telephoned her:
"I've arranged for us to be married in Jersey," he said. "How about
coming into New York in time to
have lunch with me tomorrow and
taking a trip across the river and
When she came up the stairs from
the train do?'
his" face, beaming, was
'I
saying,
pressed against the wire netting. At
luncheon he showed her the ring.
"B.W. to J.G." said the little letters
engraved inside. "You can wear it
around your neck on a chain," he told
her, "until you wear it on your finger.
And will I be glad when that day
He wanted to know if she had
her sisters.
She shook her head. Her
comes!"in soft stars. "Not even
broke
Nevertheless, next morning it
in Winchell's column.
No one believed their denials

told
eyes
my
was
be-

twin."
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Frances Langford, in
a stunning gown at
the Hoi lywood
Greek show, whispers to Walter Donaldson, famous composerof "My Buddy."
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cause they never managed to get any
heart into them. And two weeks
later, when the Scandals closed, Jane
came back to New York wearing her
ring on her finger.
"I'm But
going
with did.
my work,"
Jane
said.
she onnever
There were
so many other things to do. There
were the little economies to be practised on important things so she could
keep fresh flowers in their room and
cigarettes and make sandwiches in
the little pantry for late suppers
when Barry came home with friends.
The band went on tour . . . Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago. ... In Chicago Barry went over to Paul Ash.
And they came back to New York
finally for him to play for Abe Lyman.
"It's only a matter of time, Honey,"
he told Jane, "before I'm going to do
something on my own. I want to
make
my career."
The singing
break came
when Abe Lyman
went on tour. Jane was going to have
a baby and Barry wouldn't leave her.
HE

got a job with WNEW singing,
announcing, doing dramatics. They
took a little apartment near Riverside Drive.
Bonnie was born at the Medical
Center. And when Barry saw her
with her quiet face and her eyes of
brown velvet, just like her mother, he
told the doctor, "I'm beginning to get
an idea what guys mean when they
say they're afraid of their luck."
Babies bring good fortune, so old
wives say. Soon after Bonnie came
Barry signed a contract with Columbia Broadcasting system. Two years
later Beverly was born. And the
Lucky Strike program proved a lucky
strike for Barry. Life was moving
quickly, progressively. Money was
plentiful. More people than ever
were saying "Barry's fun!" "Barry's
charming!" "Let's get Barry!" But
always, whatever happened he turned
first to Jane.
Many a night he calls her when
dinner is cooking in the oven. "Hello
Darling, come on down town and
meet me at the studio. We'll have
dinner with the crowd. And on the
way home we'll catch that new picture everybody's talking about." Or
he'll telephone after his broadcast,
when she's in bed reading, waiting
for the sound of his key in the door.
"Mrs. Wood," he'll say. "It's a gorgeous evening. How about getting
into that new dress you bought yesterday— the gold one — and coming
dancing with me? . . ."
When he has a few days' holiday
they drive into the little hills of Connecticut and stop at an inn and go
to a Revolutionary farmhouse with
big fire-places and hand-hewn timbers and hand-forged hinges and a
trout stream running through the
woods nearby. The deed is in Jane's
name. And they're doing it over —
gradually and carefully — so they
won't destroy any of the original
charm.
It's to
be theirandhome
the summer
holidays
the during
winter
week-ends. And in future years
when Bonnie and Beverly are grown
they dream of sitting there by the
fire. But they won't be alone. You
may be very sure of that. As long as
Barry lives people will make their
way to him because he's fun and always, as claiming
now,
go away
to onethey'll
another
over exthe
shine in Jane's eyes. Because they do
shine, in an unbelievable way, when
she's with Barry.
JUNE,
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{Continued jrom page 13)
knows.
You know now what's holding it up.
I had to confess I was beaten.
YouOh, can
Uncle Charles was my only hope, and
he do
was it."fine! Uncle Charles gave
I went to him.
me renewed courage every time I
talked to him. I went home with hope
After hearing my story he leaned
in my heart again, and on the way I
back in his chair and pushed his specstopped in to see Mimi Carpenter.
tacles up onto his forehead. "I knew
She and Howard had a cabin on a
David would be changed," he mused.
lonely lake in the northern part of
"But I didn't think he'd be changed
the
and luckily
they weren't
usingstate,
it. David
and I could
have it
could stand anything, Uncle
so "I
much."
for the two whole weeks if we
Charles," I said despondently, "except
wanted
it.
that he tries to keep me out too. I
I told David that the Carpenters
can't get close to him, and — and
sometimes I think he wants to get
would be there. I didn't dare tell him
we'd be alone, for fear he wouldn't go.
clear away from me."
The lake was wonderful. It wasn't
"No, Carol." He shook his head. "I
big, but the water was deep and cool,
think David has what psychologists
and the cottage stood right beside the
call a guilt complex. Have you ever
water. You could almost dive out of
talked to him about it?"
the bedroom window right into the
"Oh no! I try to keep away from
water.
the whole subject."
David loved it. The Carpenters
. "Maybe you shouldn't," Uncle
were old friends and we'd spent a lot
Charles said. "Maybe you should insist on talking about it. Yes, I think
of time up there in the old days before— before that night.
that's the thing. . . . Now listen to me
And always I kept harking back to
carefully, Carol. You must make him
talk about it. Bring up the subject
those two stumbling blocks — those
two ideas in David's mind that he had
whenever you're alone with him. Let
built into realities. Finally I wrote a
him see you only want to help, but
get inside him by talking, and remember everything he says. Then
WHEN
the answer came I felt as
letter
—
come
and
me." I kept after David.
So for atellweek
though half my battle were won. I
It was torture sometimes, to make
read it to David right away. "Dear
him think about that horrible night.
Mrs. Marshall," the letter read, "I
All he wanted to do was forget it, won't
pretend that this is an easy letand whenever he succeeded I made
ter to write. It's not. But I do want to
him think about it again.
help with your problem. First of all
He talked slowly at first — haltingly
— you can tell your husband that as
I look back now I realize George was
and painfully, and I had to keep prodding him. Then it began to flow like
at least partly responsible for the aca small stream, almost stopping, then
cident. He was driving too fast himself. As for my having accused your
picking up again and growing, until
finally it was a raging, rushing torhusband of murder, I'm sure you
realize how hysteria can lead one to
rent of words. From them I got a picture of a soul in torment that I shall
say such things. If my forgiveness
not soon forget. The hinges of his
means anything to Mr. Marshall — he
being seemed to creak with agony.
most certainly has it. I can't say that
George's death didn't mean grief and
loneliness for a time, but life has a
AND always and always he came
' back to two things that bulked
way
adjusting itself,
and I'm
of thisof opportunity
of telling
you glad
that
large in his being: he had broken a
I have found happiness again. My
divine law by taking a human life and
he had caused a lifetime of grief to
only wish is that you and your husMrs. Parker, the widow of the man
band willlooked
do the at
same."
killed in the accident.
David
me with an unspoken question in his eyes.
Always, whenever we talked, these
"Yes," I said humbly. "I wrote to
two things stopped my efforts to lead
him out of the morass.
her. And don't you see, Darling, that
When I told Uncle Charles what I
she is happy? You haven't spoiled her
had found out, he was delighted.
"Now we're getting someplace," he
said. "We know exactly what we're
fighting against, and we can hope to
make the wall fall down by taking
away
props I that
"Butthehow?"
said. hold it up."
"By showing him that those props
are only words and ideas, not realities. Now you and David get away
some place for a few weeks — some
place where you can go and not see
anyone for at least two weeks — a
rough kind of place would be best —
where David is confronted by only
the"But
reality
of you
David
won'tand
— "himself."
I started to
say it and then I felt the red flush
stealing into my cheeks.
Uncle Charles looked at me keenly
for a moment. "I guessed that, Carol.
But
you're
uncommonly
beautiful
woman.
And anI think
David still
loves
you.
Go to him.
Don't with
be afraid.
Do
everything!
But stand
him, and
kick down that wall from the inside.

"No," he admitted, "that's true."
"And David, dear, you can't go on
accusing yourself of having blasted
David lowered his head, and when
he spoke,
her
life." the words were very quiet
life."
and very earnest. "But there's still
that other thing, Carol. I took a human life. There's no forgiveness for
that. I took a human life, Carol. Do
youYes,
understand
what thatI means?"
I did understand.
knew that
that obsession
of
David's
tween us like a high,
highstood
wall beas
solid as the pyramids. The following
day, when we were out in the rowboat I moved suddenly and David
grabbed at me as though I were going
to jump overboard. For an instant he
held me close. "Remember you can't
swim, Darling," he said. Then he let
me go, and he seemed to retreat again
into himself.
It gave him a fright, even shook
him, but in a way I was glad it hapRADIO
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pened. For one thing we had been
close during that one moment, and
for another thing it told me more
plainly than words could have, that
David still loved me. And loving him
the way I did, I clung to that scrap
of comfort — clung to it from the other
side of that wall that became almost
a tangible thing to me as the days
went by. A dozen times every hour I
wanted to touch David, to hold him,
but I couldn't. I couldn't make myself
forget the wall.
Then the day before we were to
leave, I got up early, and left David
still asleep. I wanted to be alone, to
think, to plan. I put on my bathing
suit and went down to the dock where
David and I sunbathed every afternoon.
It was one of those still, clear
mornings of late summer — the breathless kind of morning that comes before a hot day. The lake was without
a ripple, and the morning sun hung
over the mirrored water that seemed
so cool and clean. It reminded me of
David and the many hours we had
spent there; in the vain hope that
the pleasant warmth of the sun and
myself with him would weld him into
the husband I used to have.
|| SAT on the dock for a moment,
' looking down into the water. Water
has always held a dreadful kind of
fascination for me. I felt it stealing
over me again. The water was clear,
and I could see the bottom and objects on it — an old tire, fallen from
the side of the dock, and something
else, weed grown. But I couldn't see
them clearly. They wavered and
shimmered with the swelling of the
water's surface. Now plain, now
straight, now crooked, the water gave
them almost a hypnotic effect. And
the rowboat, bobbing there beside
me, moved as though the water gave
it will. With a kind of dreadful terror, I wanted to go away, and yet I
wanted to be closer. I wanted to be
a part of those fathomless depths,
and yet I was afraid.
On the bidding of a strange impulse
I jumped down into the boat and
leaned far over the side with my face
close to the water, fascinated and repelled. My hand clutched the mooring line where it was tied to the dock.
I grabbed at it only for support, but
it came away in my hand.
So I found myself drifting. For the
first time I was alone in a boat that
had no ties with the land. I drifted
there within a foot of the dock. I
could have reached out and pulled
the boat back and made it fast again.
But I didn't. The glassy water held
me hypnotized. Still under that
strange spell I took up one of the
oars and pushed with it against the
dock.
Just as the light boat spun across
the water, out, away from shore, I
heard the shade in David's room rattle up. "Carol," he called.
"Yes," I shouted. "I'm here— on the
lake."
I saw his face at the window, and
even at that distance I could read
fright
on voice
it. "Come
he called,'
and his
held back!"
real panic.
His
face disappeared from the window; I
heard his step on the stairs.
Then, I don't know why, many
things crowded through my mind.
Quickly — before David had taken
three steps — I thought of the silver
cup on the shelf at home. The one
he'd gotten
for winning
swimming
meet.
I thought
of myself,a not
knowJUNE,
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ing how to swim, and of the panic in
David's voice, and of the fear in my
heart, and my love for him. I remembered Uncle Charles saying "stay
close to him, Carol," and remembered
an old saying that if you save somebody you're indebted to them for life.
And I remembered too, Mr. Parker,
dead on the concrete at night, and
thought — of everything. It all flooded
into my brain clearly, like a person
drowning — a person drowning. That
thought came and then repeated itself again and again, and above it I
kept hearing David, running down
the stairs, and his cry of a few days
before echoed through my brain:
"Remember you can't swim, Darling.
Remember
you him
can'tbursting
swim, Dar
— "
Then I saw
through
the door and running down to the
water's edge. In that instant that I
saw him I knew I must take this one
desperate chance. It was my life
against — the whole world!
I stood up and called to him. He
called back in a queer, strangled
voice. I pretended to slip and lose my
balance. But I threw myself hard
against the side of the boat — so hard
I could be sure there was no retreating now. I felt the seat crack against
my leg.
The water swallowed me. I went
down, down! I thought there would
be no stopping. I began to thrash out
with my arms and legs, trying to
come to that blessed air above me.
The water closed in on my pounding throat, and pressed against my
eyes. Everything became a watery
blur — like a dream — with David
shouting, and both of us suspended
in water for a time, and the dreadful
limpidity of water engulfing me.
Then I was in a different kind of
softness. On a couch, with a deep pain

in my chest, and David forcing water
out of me.
I opened my eyes.
"Carol!" David breathed. "Darling!
What in the world were you trying to
do?" Did I hear a new timbre in his
voice? Was I dreaming, or did he
sound more like the old David?
"To get to shore," I murmured.
"The boat— drifted."
"Yes," he said. "The boat drifted.
But it came back." There was a little
catch in his throat.
All that day I felt badly and David
hovered over me like an anxious
mother. I liked having him wait on
me. But by evening, when it was time
to go to bed, I felt all right again.
That night, for the first time since
— David came to me. It was like
heaven to be in his arms again — to
feel his need for me and his love — to
know that he just plain wanted me.
"Darling," he said. "It was awful for
you, wasn't it?" In the light of the
moon streaming in the window I
could see his face, serious now, and
intent.
"You see," he said. "I felt that I'd
taken a life and I couldn't atone for
it. Well, I feel now as though I had.
Because wouldn't it be even — if you
saved a life? Wouldn't that — sort of
square things — with everybody?"
"Yes, Darling," I murmured, too
blissfully content in his nearness to
sayHis
more.
arms were around me again.
When he spoke there was a new
strength, a new timbre to his voice.
I couldn't be mistaken. "Don't you
see, Carol, you never knew it, but
out there, in the lake, you gave me
my chance to live again." His arms
tightened. "And to love you again."
"No," I said close to his ear. "I
didn't know. Hold me tight, Darling."

I Had to Have Beauty
(Continued from page 27)

or doggie legs?
If his voice inflection was downward, then look to your legs, lady!
True, there may only be a hair
separating his compliment or disapproval; but, if it's there you had
better get NEET, today!
This cosmetic cream hair remover
will in a few minutes literally wash
away unsightly hair from legs, arm
pits, and forearms. Leaves the skin
smooth, white, and pleasantly scented. No sharp edges or razor stubble
when NEET is used. Nor will NEET
encourage hair growth. Buy a tube
of NEET at your favorite department,
drug, or ten cent store.
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knowing that I must expose myself to
professional beauty experts, and I
shrank back as we walked on in.
A tall, middle-aged woman whose
face had retained a warm kindliness
that came through the artifice of
make-up, met us.
"Mrs. Barron wants the works," Eve
explained.
Nobody laughed. Mrs. Marriott
studied me impersonally. I felt better, the way you do when you finally
are in the dentist's chair. They took
me to a big bare room lined with
mirrors, made me undress and put on
a sort of hospital garment while they
weighed me, tapped me, measured
me, made me walk up and down
while they took notes on my posture.
Mrs. Marriott made notes. I heard
her say: "Besides exercises and massage, you shall learn to stand, to walk,
and to enter a room; to sit gracefully
andA tonew
makeworld
an easy
exit."suddenly to
opened
me. But then I remembered. "About
my features," I began.
"Each thing in turn," she said. "We
start building from the foundation."
IMPATIENT as I was, my interest
' grew, and my hope, as we went
from specialist to specialist. I learned
that my hair was an asset, and that
there was no secret magic about those
wonderful coiffures that had awed me
on other women's heads. I could learn
them, simply by taking lessons.

My skin, too, the cream-white type,
required only care. Before a battery
of lights they selected from dozens of
small pots of rouge the right deep
wood tones for lipstick and nail polish. With a brush and pencil, M. Michel created on mine a pair of different and startling lips. "This natural
upward and outward line of the
brows," he said, "should be extended
to achieve a look of surprise." He
turned to Mrs. Marriott. "You agree
that she is the piquant type?"
She nodded. "Her style should be
My hearthumorous
sank. Again
vivacious,
" those old
alibis for lack of beauty. I hardly
heard what M. Michel was saying
about the color of eyeshadow to emphasize the almond shape, until I noticed that a woman had come in with
a great sheaf of dress materials in
a range of colors new to my simple
spectrum. SheStreet
was from
Mardon's
Fifty-Seventh
to analyze
me
and to design costumes. She went
into a trance and pictured two plans:
one a symphony of creams and golds
and cinnamon beige and rust building up to the bronze of my hair; the
other emphasizing by complementary
foils. "You shall wear the cool, dim,
off-shades of green and blue, elusive,
subtle, leading the eye unaware to
the shock of exciting personality
It was like
a new,
promised
by your
hair."powerful drug,
this concentrated attention all focused
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on my possibilities, on the new glamorous creature I could be. But I
shook myself out of the dream. All
these wonderful effects would only
make my face even more of an absurdity. But Mrs. Marriott wouldn't
listen.
"Wait and see," she said. "When
you have seen what we can do for
you in three weeks and still you are
not content, I promise to send you to
someone who can complete the picture
just as you wish to look." She turned
to Eve. "You will be here, Miss
Coyne? For Madame will need cool,
outside advice."
Eve whipped out her engagement
book.
it down
I had "I'm
to bewriting
content.
And now."
the next
three weeks were exciting. I had all
I could do to conceal my transformation from Dwight.
But he didn't seem to be noticing
anything about me. When I locked
myself in my room to do my exercises or my complexion ritual, he did
not come to the door. Not till that
last day, the day of the final conference.
I jumped when I heard him, scramwhere
I'd been lying
with bled
myoff the
feetbed,
up on
the headboard
for
circulation, doing my ankle exercises.
LIE looked handsome in his smart
'' overcoat, his face fresh from
shaving. He hesitated, looking at me
queerly. After a moment he said, "I
wondered how you were fixed for
the day. I'm kind of tied up — " He
broke off, looking at his feet. "I
thought maybe the days might be kind
of long, for you. If you'd be bored —
or lonesome — "
So it was as bad as that. His responsibility was weighing on him.
"Oh, no," I said brightly. "I've got
a date myself.
With Eve — "
His head jerked up. "With Eve?"
"Why not?"
He shook his head, dazedly. "No
reason," he said. "Just that she — that
I—"
I laughed.
"Make up your mind."
He straightened. "Skip it. I just
wanted to be sure you'd be all right."
He plunked off down the hall, leaving
me with a haunting sense of loneliness. But then I remembered the importance of this day and let the excitement of it seep into my mind,
slowly blotting out all the doubts and
fears Dwight's words had left in me.
I didn't
again
his conversation untilthink
late in
the of
afternoon.
I thought, going through those hours
at Eaton's — I will always remember
this, the last day of the old me, the
last day when there will be no barrier between Dwight and me, between
our love!
I had my last complete facial routine, then I was dressing in the new
cinnamon costume for the final inspection. The effect was breath-taking to
me. I looked smart, slick, even stunning— at first glance. And then, deep
within me, a voice kept saying, "But
your nose—" My nose! My eyes left
the dress and went to the reflection
of my face. "No," I said, out loud.
"It won't do. Not with my nose."
Mrs. Marriott frowned, troubled. "I
wish Miss Coyne were here — "
I didn't hear the rest. Eve wasn't
here.
I remembered then the strange way
Dwight had acted when I'd said I had
a date with Eve. He and Eve together! Little wonder she had forgotten her date with me. I had hesitated, seeing Mrs. Marriott's frown,
JUNE.
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Newsy! Smart! EFFECTIVE! They DO things for you!
They're potent stuff — Pond's glamour-making rosy-beige powder
shades! Give 'em half a chance and they'll re-style your looks and
your love-life in one shake of your powder puff!
It's the "rosy" that turns the trick. Livens your skin. Blends
with a warm-toned complexion — peps up a sallowish one. Sends
you from your dressing table nursing the sweet suspicion you've
suddenly become a dazzler. And you have! Your lengthening
string of beaux will make that clear! Go rosy-beige with Pond's!
Pond's 3 lovely
rosy-beiges
SEND FOR these 3 flatterers today!
frou-frou rosy-beige —
IT SWEETENS

vibrant rosy-beige —
IT BRIGHTENS
sun-struck rosy-beige
IT GLOWS

POND'S, Dept. 8RM-PF, Clinton, Conn.
I want to try the rosy-beige shades everyone is talking
about — the shades that such society favorites as Mrs.
John Jacob Astor, Miss Geraldine Spreckels and Mrs. St.
George Duke are wearing. Please send me free samples of
Pond's 3 Rosy-Beige Powder Shades right away!
NameAddress.
Offer good in U. S. only
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The Wolf metLittle Red Riding
Hood
to Grandma's
with
a basketgoing
of food
and a package
of Dentyne (that delicious
chewy gum that helps keep
teeth bright).
The Wolf could have gobbled
up R. R. H. right then but he
thought he could eat Grandma
first. So when R. R. H. arrived,
there was the Wolf pretending
to be Grandma herself.
"Hello, Grandma!" saidR.R.H.,
pretending she didn't recognize
him. "How do you keep your
teeth so bright and sparkling?"
"By Wolf.
eating raw meat!" snarled
the
"How old-fashioned! You
should chew Dentyne. Its extra
firmness helps your teeth keep
healthy and lustrous white. And
that
spicytheflavor
mm !" And she
offered
Wolf — someDentyne.
"My! My! How delicious!"
purred
the Wolf.
"From
on I exercise
my teeth
onlynow
on
Dentyne!"Help your teeth keep
{Moral:
bright and sparkling this pleasant way — chew Dentyne! You'll
enjoy its smart flat package, too.)

6 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
STICKS IN EVERY PACKAGE

HELPS KEEP TEETH WHITE. ..MOUTH HEALTHY
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but now all I could think of was Eve
with Dwight, Eve laughing up into
his face, her arm linked through his,
and jealousy began to pound behind
my temples.
"You said you could give me the
name of a doctor," I went on.
"Yes." Mrs. Marriott seemed to
shrug and then she handed me two
cards. "With either of these plastic
surgeons
youcards
will a bemoment
safe." and then
I held the
put them in my bag.
"Thanks," I said, "for everything."
I found a telephone and called the
first number. In twenty minutes I
was in his office, talking to him, feeling in him the confidence I had as a
child for our family doctor. I was
vaguely surprised that he was just
like any prosperous surgeon. His offices were immaculate, his manner one
of polite interest. After listening
to me a moment, he said:
"Frankly, Mrs. Barron, I don't think
it's really necessary — "
Panic seized me. "I — I'm a radio
singer," 1 said quickly, "and I've been
offered a screen test for Hollywood."
It worked like magic. He nodded and
stood up to take me into a small room
off to one side where he placed a
profilometer over my nose, took down
all the figures and measurements.
Then an assistant photographed me
and made two plaster casts of my face.
"Could — could it be done tomorrow?" Iasked. The doctor shrugged.
"Yes, it is possible. No preparation
is necessary, since we use only a local
anaesthetic. But I'll want you to stay
in the hospital a week, for safety's
"Then how soon will I— can I— "
My breath gave out suddenly.
He smiled. "Face the world? In
sake."
another two weeks, I should say."
It was easy enough fooling Dwight.
I told him that night I was worried
about Mom, that she had been feeling
sick for almost a month. "I think I
should go out to Boulder and see
what's the matter," I said, and Dwight,
instantly worried and sorry, agreed.
Everything
out were
just as
planned.
My worked
new clothes
to I'd
be
delivered to the hospital and after
my week's stay there under the doctor's supervision, I would do as I told
Dwight — go home and be with my
folks for a week until the bandages
could come off.
I didn't care, that night, whether
sleep came or not. It was the last of
lying awake wondering when Dwight
would come to me and say that he
and Eve —
THE operation was over in thirty
' minutes. Under the skillful fingers
of the surgeon my face underwent its
transformation, the bandages were
put on and I was being taken back
to my hospital room. It was done!
Yet I had, then, little sense of the
dramatic thing I had had the courage
to do. I thought only of the day
when I would go to Dwight and wait
for his exclamation of surprise and
delight, and his kiss.
It was good to be on the train at
last, to be moving again, seeing some-

Another
Read

thing other than the dreary gray white
of the hospital room. I had wired
Mom only that I was coming to see
her,
not and
whatDad
I'd were
done. waiting at the
Mom
station and when Mom saw my face
all in bandages she cried out and began to sob before I could explain. All
I could do was tell her it was all right
and nothing serious before Dad
burst in:
"Honey, where you been? Dwight's
half crazy, sending you letters, teleMy heart
stopped.
A week
grams by the
dozen —Dwight!
"
had gone by without a letter from
me and he was worried! A song of
sheer joy welled up within me and a
crazy half laugh came out of me.
"But your face, child," Mom was
saying.
"Later, Mom," I said, "when we get
home. I'll tell you all about it." First
Itelegrams.
wanted Dwight's letters and his
I'm not going to tell you what was
in
thosewhether
letters.
If you've
doubted
someone
loved ever
you,
dreamed of being reassured by every
term that your love had made sacred,
then you know.
I waited all that week, until the last
minute before going back to New
York, to take off the bandages. Suddenly I didn't want Mom to see my
new face. But she did. And I thought
the tears in her eyes were because
her daughter was beautiful at last.
I' to
LEFT
the same day to speed back
Dwight.
The train came sliding along the
platform, and I was standing in the
open door, dressed in my cinnamon
suit with the perfect accessories, my
luggage piled so grandly around me,
and I Or
saw rather,
Dwight.he But
didn'tforseeI
me.
sawhe me,
wasn't four feet from him, but his eyes
passed over me just like any stranger.
I began to feel cold then, right down
to my toes in the new alligator pumps.
The train stopped and the porter
set my luggage off. The red-cap started picking it up and then Dwight
turned and saw me. This time his
eyes stayed. But he did not move.
Bill Graylin, beside him, jumped and
came running. His hands grabbed
mine and he said something in an
excited tone he'd never used to me
before. But I was looking over his
shoulder at Dwight. He was standing
still, staring. People were jostling
around him but he didn't know it.
There was a strange full look around
the corners of his mouth — the look of
a sensitive man's mouth just before
he
makes
don't
cry. himself remember that men
We got home somehow, the cab
weaving in and out of the traffic. I
told myself it would be all right
when we were in our house alone.
Well, Dwight was — nice. He tried to
reassure me, "It's just that I had a
kind of picture of who I was meeting,
and then it was — different." His smile
was bleak.
I suppose right then I knew. Only
I wouldn't believe it. After what I'd
been through, I couldn't. It had to be
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right. So I pretended.
Dwight did his part. He tried to
make me welcome. He kissed me,
because he knew I expected it, and
maybe he thought the old fire would
leap up between us. But it was a
travesty of what we had had, and I
lay alone, thinking, in the night.
I thought, after I had cried all the
tears in me, He'll see it differently,
after a while. Bill liked it, Bill's
standards are New York's. When
Dwight sees how I stack up now
against the girls like Eve —
That's what I had to show him now.
And I did. I dragged us out to parties,
and his eyes followed me when I
danced with other men. I'd look back
and catch his eye, we'd smile — but
nothing happened.
Those eyes watching me, studying
me so gravely, telling the truth. I had
a nervous need to do something about
it, to go farther and farther to show
him; to bring those eyes to life. I
thought I did one night, when I wore
my South Sea Island dress with the
bare midriff. I saw a change come in
the eyes — a shadow, of pain? But I
cried myself to sleep alone.
I couldn't have lasted this way for
the months I did, if I hadn't got a
little job of singing on a sustaining
radio program. Bill was promoting me
now, in a big way, and after a while
a movie offer even came through.
Hollywood, for me — alone? It scared
me. I tried to sound Dwight out. And
all he said was, "It's for you to decide." It chilled me, through and
through.
THE night before I was to sign,
he didn't come home to dinner. It
was the first time since that other
awful night. I must have walked
miles right in our own apartment.
At nine the phone rang. I picked it
up but I couldn't speak. A high, shrill
voice screamed
out,remember?
"It's me again.
Bearer
of tidings,
Only
this time the joke's on me."
"Eve! Are you tight?"
"Not with liquor. With learning.
The best laid plans — "
"What is it?"
"Come and see. Meet me in the
lobby
of the
Greslinit— was
"
I went.
I knew
Dwight, of
course.
Eve was the picture of her usual
cool elegance, but her voice was tense.
"Follow me!"
We stood in the foyer behind a partition on which was a window box
with thick growing plants which
screened it as all the booths were
screened from their neighbors. Eve
whispered, "Look through the foliage."
What I saw shocked me. Not because it was Dwight, and not because
he was with a girl, for I had expected that. It was something about
the girl, and yet I could not say just
what. She was certainly not the menace type — small, and almost shabby.
Her dress was badly cut, of bright
wool that sells for $5.95. It was all
wrong, and a hard day of work had
passed since she had done much about
her hair or face or fingernails.
It must be the way he treats her,
I thought. For he had come back to
life. He leaned intently toward her,
listening to what she said with a
little smile on his lips, his eyes bright,
waiting for every word, as if it could
mean a lot to him.
But my eyes kept returning to the
girl. There was a haunting quality
about her, as if I had seen her before,
almost as if I knew her.
JUNE,
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to

amuse baby bunnies? I've
been putting my best foot
forward all morning — but
if s no use. They just grumble and take naps. Shucks,
there oughta be something
the sillies would like . . ."

"Hold on— maybe they feel
the way I do when I'm hot
and cross and some foolish
grownup's trying to make
me chuckle. Maybe what
they really want more'n
anything is something soothing to cool 'em off! .
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"Gleeps! That's it! Silky- cool
Johnson's Baby Powder!
Just two shakes of a rabbit's
tail and I'll be back with
double rubdowns for everybody. Then see if these fellas don't wiggle their ears
and start to frolic."

"What a thrill! A rubdown with soft, soothing Johnson's Baby Powder is the high spot
of any baby's day! It's swell for chafes and
prickles. Mighty inexpensive, too."
Baby
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Listen in!
(The girls are talking about Tampons)

The Blonde: It's invisible sanitary protection, thank
heavens . . . 'cause Fibs are worn internally . . . keep my
secret safe even in this bathing suit. Otherwise I'd be
missing lots of fun this summer.
The
Brunette:
. why all
didn't
tell But
me
before?
I had Whatta
to misspalthe. . beach
lastyou
week!
why Fibs? . . . aren't all tampons alike?
The Blonde: I'll say they'' re not! For one thing . . .
Fibs are easy to use ... no gadgets needed, so
naturally Fibs cost less. And what means even more
to me — Fibs are the Kotex Tampon . . .
The Brunette: That's the answer! Fibs are a Kotex
product ... so it's Fibs for me ! Now I remember . . .
Fibs are the tampons that are "Quilted" for more comfort and safety. And you get a full dozen for just 20c.

FIBS

KotexTampon
Not 8 -not 10
12 FOR 20<

*Trade Marks Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Eve laughed. Low, cautiously, and
rather grimly. "Don't you see, you
dope? Are you blind? It's you!"
"Me!" I looked back at the girl.
She was my size and shape, certainly.
Her hair was not the same color, it
was brown, but it was tossed back in
the same careless way I'd worn mine
before I learned, and her eyes were —
yes, like mine, wide-set and tipping up
a little at the corners, crinkling half
shut in a cosy, happy way as she
smiled into his face. She moved her
face a little closer to his and I saw
her profile outlined against the dark
plushBut
of it
thewas
seat.
WhyHer
— itnose
couldn't
be!
true.
was
like mine. No, not mine, for mine
was beautiful now. And this was —
almost — as funny as the one I'd had.
"Oh!"

saying
she Icouldn't.
Because
did think that. All night,
while
Dwight
stayed I away,
waste time weeping;
thought.I didn't
It was after eleven the next morning when Dwight came home. I heard
his feet go slowly, one after another,
dragging, to his room.
"Dwight," I called softly.
"You here?" His voice was startled,
coming closer. "I thought you'd be at
Bill's office, signing your contract."
"I made up my mind," I told him
softly. "Like you told me, I did what
I wanted.
don't Hewant
go."
Then he And
saw I me.
had towalked
into the room slowly, and now he

EVE laid a finger over her lips. "Uncanny, yes? But not the first time a
man has gone around looking till he
finds the image of his first love."
"But it's fantastic." I wouldn't believe it. I couldn't.
"Fantastic? Not half as fantastic as
the line I gave you once before. I had
it all worked out. I knew a lot, but
I didn't know about love. I do now."
I'll
the that.
sadness
her
face never
when forget
she said
She onloved
him, too. It was that love that had
made me feel the curious bond of
sympathy for her all along, even when
she tried to hurt me. And now we
were in the same boat. Or were we?
I couldn't accept it, even then.
"Isn't there something I can do?"
I cried out desperately.
She laughed. "Maybe there is, kid,
and maybe if you think yourself back
to
what
when*
you ahit
this
town
you you
can were
find it.
I have
hunch

stopped.
"Cinny!"
My heart
almost strangled me. He
hadn't
called me that for months.
His feet started again, quickened.
"Cinny — what have you done — Oh,
Cinny!" And his head went down on
my lap and his shoulders were shaking a little, and I felt the good feeling
of my hands in his crisp hair.
I was glad his head was down, that
he could not see my face now, because
there was one thing wrong with the
picture, one thing I could not change
back. I had made my hair fly off my
forehead in the old tousle, I had somehow managed to reverse the eyebrow-designing process, and my lips
were their own shape and not Joan
Crawford's. I was wearing the little
green-and-white jersey number that
had disgraced him at the Rainbow
Room but pleased him on the train.
Oh, it didn't go on from there,
happygive
everme after.
couldn't
even
then
a sureHereply.
Because,
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that youngster knew more about this
subject
you or
I do now."
So, in than
the end,
maybe
she did give
me my solution, even while she was

to love me now, he must learn to love
a new person. Perhaps that was what
he had been trying to do all these
months. But I had not helped him
then. I had tried to show him how
different I could be, and not how
much the same I really was. But I
would show him the truth, now.
All this came out in our talk and
our tears.
MEW
hopeI'vefilled
me, ofbut—
"But
' ^ Dwight,
thought
something.
Maybe I'm not the same. Not even
inside. Because so much has happened. I've learned the
so much
" I
sighed, remembering
long —nights
alone. You couldn't ever unlive anything that burned as deep as that.
"Now let me tell you something,"
he said, with the shy, half-embarrassed chuckle that always apologized
in advance for a serious remark.
"Everybody changes, all the time.
The point is that married folks ought
to stick close enough to do their
changing
— taken trips be"Other together
folks have
fore. You just took a sort of concentrated trip. And I'll catch up."
Well, I don't know whether he
caught up with me, or I with him,
but we are in step now, after two
years.
us just
about alljobs:
that
time toIt's
do taken
our two
remodeling
one on our life together and one on
the big old house we found in the
country. We're concentrating now on
one room of that house, a big upstairs one with a sunny southern outlook. I hope the baby is a boy and
looks like Dwight, but in case it is a
girl with a funny nose, I've hung old
Bill Shakespeare's motto on her wall:
"To thine own self be true; thou
canst not then be false to any man."
RADIO

AND
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WOE
ARE YOU a "Radio Announcer Cus** ser-Outer"? Do you blame the
poor old announcer when you hear
commercial blurbs over your loudspeaker that annoy you?
If you can answer the two questions
above in the affirmative, may I have
your ears — pardon me, your eyes — for
just a few moments?
As radio has progressed in the last
few years the announcer has gone
down in the public mind. From a personality, he has been relegated (with
a few notable exceptions) to the most
minor position on the program. And
it is not entirely his fault that he
holds this low place in his business.
True — at times he may have become overbearing with his delicious
personality until he not only bored
but aggravated you. But have you
ever considered what he, himself, has
to go through?
The comedian has the right to
change his gags and re-edit his script.
The singing star has the right to
change the musical numbers and insist on a different arrangement if it
does not suit him. Even the guest
star's material is left to his picking,
editing, supervising and presentation.
But the poor old announcer is forced,
browbeaten and cajoled into reading
any and all of the material that has
been placed in his hands.
And if the announcer dares to argue
with his production director — if he so
much as suggests that a change here

By

Jean
{Popular

IS ME
Paul
Radio

King

Announcer)

and there might materially aid the
sales of the product, he is beaten
down to earth with the amazing even
though not convincing arguments that
his copy has been written with great
care and has passed the careful scrutiny of the bigwigs of the client. That
these men have never met a radio
listener face to face; that they have
never read a piece of fan mail; that
in many cases they have never been
in a broadcasting studio, does not
enter into the picture. The announcer
is just the announcer and even though
he has spent ten or more years in
broadcasting booths, learning by ramming his head against stone walls in
the form of listener resentment as to
what will and will not go, his job is
just to read announcements the way
he was told to read them.
It boils down to this: the sponsors
think that you, the listeners, respond
to a certain kind of announcement. I,
as an And
announcer,
withis
them.
my stake don't
in theagree
dispute
my professional standing as a performer. That's the reason I'm rearing
up on my hind legs and asking you to
help me to do something about it.
It has been said that the average
intelligence of the radio listener is
somewhere between thirteen and fif-

teen years of age. But your old
announcer (yes, it's me, the one you
cussed probably no more than thirty
minutes ago) does not believe that. I
have read your letters, talked to you
on the street and over the phone, sent
you my picture and am trying to get
my weekly pay check without insulting you too much as I do my daily
But if I am to improve my position
as an announcer and if you are to be
freed from these abuses of radio as
namedtionabove,
must be co-operajob.
between there
us.
You listeners must demand — by letters and in loud voices — good, clean,
intelligent copy, delivered in subdued
tones. Instead of the ranting and
raving type of selling, demand gentlemanly conversational
selling
— one
man to another.
You of the
audience
must ask for those one line, short
announcements, which catch you unawares, and doing so, impress you
and give you a chuckle instead of
making
turn the
Radio you
sponsors
in dial.
the main are
striving for good will over a long peof time. know
But ifwhen
you they
don'thave
let
those riodsponsors
offended you, as you sat in your favorite chair, in your own home with your
slippers off, how in the world can you
hope to have anything but what we
have had and are getting?
At least you can't blame the radio
announcer — I hope.

WHEN IT'S 'TIME OUT" ON THE LOT
■KLttfUOffc
E SHOW
fgpSllOUL STEALS TH

PEPSI-COLA has that grand
cola taste and fresh flavor all
its own. That's why millions
everywhere call for Pepsi-Cola
every time. Enjoy this big
drink today — for a nickel.
FREE: Pepsi-Cola recipe
booklet on request. Send
for yours today to PepsiCola Company, Long Island City, N. Y. Dept.D2.

Pepsi-Cola Is made only by
Pepsi -Cola Company, Long
Island City, N. Y., and Is
bottled locally by Authorized
Bottlers Irom coast to coast.
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What

Do You Want to Say?

{Continued from page 11)

Fifth Prize . . .

GASPS
AS TOMMY'S TOY
AIRPLANE
UPSETS
ASHTRAY
ON FRESHLY
VACUUMEP RUG

BUT SAYS, WHY VACUUM AGAIN?
MY GRANP NEW BlSSELLWILL

OH, THOSE PIANO INTERLUDES!
I am not one to be hypercritical of
radio broadcasts but I do wonder why
the pianists who fill the intermissions
between chain programs don't play
SOMETHING! They tinkle and bang
away without time or tune — or can it
be that they are deep in some super
classic? Why don't they play something that Mr. John Listening Public
can recognize and enjoy? — Ed Swigert, Hannibal, Mo.

VO A QUICK,THOROUGH

Sixth Prize . . .

CLEAN-UP.'"

ON, AND ON, AND ON, THEY GO!
There is one thing that I think the
writers and producers of serials could
do to improve their programs. That
is, finish their stories in six months
or a year at the most, instead of having the same characters go on and on
indefinitely. After all, even the best
novel must end some time, so why
can't the serials end, too? — Miss Helen
Wood, New York, N. Y.

Seventh Prize . . .
HAVE
ELATEP AT WAY BISSELL'S EXCLUSIVE HI-LO

BRUSH CONTROL ADJUSTS ITSELF INSTANTLY TO
WAPLENGTH OF ANY RUG, GETTING EVERY SPECK OF DIRT

THINKS HURRAH FOR BISSELL'S STA-UP'
HANPLE
BY ITSELF"
AS
SHE
RUNS THAT
TO SEESTANDS
IF THE ROAST
IS PONE

YOU

HEARD?

Tucked away and nearly eclipsed by
the big star-studded Sunday night
shows is a little gem of a program
known as The Parker Family, which
makes radio worth listening to. — Mrs.
Grover Biars, Hinton, West Virginia.

See the Bissel! Leaders *3£5 fo *7£<?
— and others even lower

Superman in Radio
(Continued from page 54)

PATS SELF ON BACK FOR GETTING
EASY- EMPTYING
BlSSELL FOR ALL
PAILY CLEAN-UPS.. .SAVING VACUUM
FOR GENERAL WEEKLY CLEANINGS

FASCINATING

MAP

BlSSELL SWEEPERS
Swsci- QUICKLY- Empty EASILY
BlSSELL CARPET

OF

SWEEPER

CO., GRAND

RAPIDS, MICH.

HOLLYWOOD

How would you like an illustrated map of Hollywood showing where the stars live,
work, play and hold their parties ? Photoplay-Movie Mirror has a limited supply of maps
of Hollywood drawn by the famous artist, Russell Patterson, 14" x 22", beautifully printed
in two colors. While they last readers can secure them for only 10c each (coin or stamps).
Address all requests to Hollywood Map, Dept. WG6, P. O. Box 556, Grand Central Station,
New York, N. Y.

BlueW
The fresh flower-like fragrance of blue waltz
perfume is dedicated fo romance... fo spirits
that are ever gay and young, and ready for adventure. Try a touch of Blue Walti Perfume on
your hair, your throat, your wrists and see! For
this is a perfume exquisitely blended
from a
mixture of the world's loveliest blossoms.

NEW! Mother's
Day gift
box
with
romantic
BLUE
WALTZ PERFUME-10*
BLUE
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WALTZ

PERFUME

10* at all 5 & 10* stores

Hurriedly, he stretched out on the
bed, pulled up a blanket and switched
out the light. His timing was perfect.
In a moment he heard the scrape of
a ladder against the outside wall, then
the murmur of voices. He watched
through half-closed lids as three figures climbed over the sill and came
toward the bed. He pretended to
struggle weakly as Dutchy and his
henchmen pulled a heavy burlap bag
over his head. Sure they had the
Governor, the gangsters quickly carried their captive down the ladder,
through the deserted grounds and out
to their car. As they sped through
the night, Kent felt one of the men
attach heavy weights to his bound
hands and feet. A few more miles
and the car squealed to a stop. He
listened to one of his captors:
"Okay, Dutchy, this is the spot you
ordered — we're on the bridge and
there's the deepest part of the river.
Those weights'll take that guy right
down to the mud!"
THEY grunted as they dragged him
' out. They held him for an instant,
then swung and tossed the limp figure
far out into space. The body of the
man they thought was the Governor
hit with a great splash, but in the
darkness
they
couldn't
see their helpless victim
turn,
in a twinkling,
into
the superhuman Man of Tomorrow.
Effortlessly, he burst his bonds, ripped
the bag from his head and, with one
face.
easy stroke, reached the water's surRADIO

AND

TELEVISION

MIRROR

Then, back along the white road,
flashing over the rooftops of Boulder
City — swifter than a bird in flight —
Superman swooped down once more
to the ledge outside the Governor's
window. Peering in, he saw the Governor speaking to a man he recognized as Asa Hatch. Swiftly he
dropped to earth, removed the clothes
of Clark Kent from beneath his cloak
and, in the guise of the reporter, entered the mansion.
Angrily, the Governor listened to
Kent'smanaged
apologies
story
how he
had
to and
escape
his ofabductors
by fighting
off for
at the
edge.
Hatch them
vouched
the river's
young
man from the Daily Planet. Quick to
understand, Carson displayed the
charm and understanding that distinguished him and invited Kent to
accompany them in the morning on
the drive to Buffalo Hills and the
park dedication.
MEXT morning as they neared the
'^ park, the reporter, knowing that
Flores would stop at nothing now,
tried desperately to persuade the
Governor not to appear.
"Governor — can't you get out of it?"
"Absolutely impossible! There'll be
thousands of people here — from all
over the country. I'm making the
principal address — and nothing's going to stop me!"
"Just the same, Governor — you'll be
taking an awful chance! It's a perfect set-up for anybody that wanted
to get you!"
Carson merely laughed.
Clark was right. Even as the cars of
his party wound through the mountains toward the scene of the dedication, deadly danger waited at Buffalo
Hills. In a tunnel in the cliff, above
the new monument, Pete Flores spoke
in a whisper to Dutchy Ganns:
"Ah, mi amigo, I just set the last
fuse — this time he won't escape!
When I pull the switch, the dynamite
she go POOF! Down goes the cliff —
and when she falls, she falls right
on the Governor — and everybody
else!"
Even Dutchy gasped — "But they'll
see — they'll know it was dynamite — "
"Ah, no — it is more clever — high up
there are
in the mountain, Dutchy,
other charges — just enough to start a
— how you say — the avalanche — yes!
When that time gun goes off at noon,
I pull — the avalanche she begin to
roll — and it's all over!"
But down below, as the hands of
his
watch
neared
twelve,
Kent

anxiously peered about him. Then —
with his telescopic vision he saw what
he had hoped to find. In a split second
Clark Kent was gone — "There, quick
now, I'll duck back to those rocks
and change to Superman — nobody'll
see me here. Up we go — up — UP!"
Eagerly
he cut
"that
saw up there
justthe
now airis— the
one car
theyI
used to kidnap me in — and that man
is Dutchy Gann! I knew those rats
would
Then try
he again!"
was beside the terrified
Dutchy. Holding him tight in his iron
hands, Superman dangled the screaming gangster over the cliff's side until hemanconfessed
Flores'
plan. But
Superraced for the
tunnel.
he
was too late. Just as he reached the
murderer, Flores pulled the switch.
Wheeling desperately as he heard the
ear-shattering blast, Superman sprang
out into the open.
"It's coming — I hear it! Out and
up — up! By Heavens it's coming
right down the mountain — -right for
the top of the Cliff." He reached the
cliff — "Here it comes! I have to stand
here and throw it aside — never seen
an avalanche like this before — and
coming straight down! Well here
goes — maybe I can deflect it down that
gully — miss the cliff and those crowds
below — But I don't know — it's shoving
back!"poured the full force of the
meDown
avalanche
— tons of death-laden stone
heading straight for the cliff and the
helpless thousands below. Only one
man's figure was in the way! Red
cloak billowing in the rush of the
wind, steel muscles tensed, Superman defied the mountain. Then, there
was only one more huge mass of rock
—air.bounding
and spinning in the
. . .
"Last chance — if this one gets by
me — here it is — NOW — " The great
back arched, the broad shoulders bent
and, triumphantly, his voice rang
"I made it! — turned the slide into
out — gully — and they're safe — they're
that
safe down below — but Dutchy and
Flores are buried under tons of rock
— too late to save them . . . Now up,
up — and away! Superman's job is
done!"
Don't miss next month's adventures
of Superman in Radio. You'll thrill at
the great powers he uses to save innocent lives from the world's vicious
gangsters.

COSTELLO— who

with his partner Bud Abbott

STARTS

is Charlie

RIGHT

— when you board
an air-conditioned

Step into a climate that's cool as a breeze in
the tall pines— stretch out in an easy chair
that fits your every mood— start having the
time of your life as you cruise away by
Greyhound toward your particular choice of
summer playgrounds. It's a grand feelingknowing you're saving two-thirds of what
you'd pay to drive your own car. And the
sightseeing's just double— you go one way,
return a different scenic route at no extra
cost. So take it easy this trip— get a headstart on vacation fun the Super-Coach way!

EXPENSE-PAID

TOURS

assure you extra economies, extra good times!
Transportation, hotels, sightseeing, entertainment are arranged for you by experts, on tours
to almost anywhere— any length, any time.
Principal

Su/MeMZLOU

VACATION

Greyhound

Information

Offices:

New York City • Cleveland, Ohio • Philadelphia, Penna.
Boston, Mass. • Chicago, Illinois • San Francisco, Calif.
Ft. Worth, Texas • Washington. D. C. • Detroit, Michigan
St. Louis, Missouri • Minneapolis, Minnesota • Lexington,
Ky. • Charleston, W. Va. • Cincinnati, 0. • Richmond, Va.
Memphis, Tenn. • New Orleans, La. • Windsor, Ontario
(44LrondonSt.,E.)»Montreal,Quebec,(1188DorchesterSt.,W.)

McCarthy's new comedy foil on the Chase and Sanborn program
Sunday nights on NBC. Bud and Lou are definitely big-time comics
since their appearance in the movie, "Buck Privates," and the kids
in your family will especially like their sorties with that imp, McCarthy. Lou is the high-voiced member of the team. He's short and
stocky, and is never separated from his favorite two-bit cigar. His
real name is Critello, but he took the Costello from a character
he played in his first road show. His pet subjects of conversation
are his family and his garden — both of which he has with him in
Hollywood.

He memorizes all his radio scripts before broadcasting.

MAIL

Address.
JUNE,
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THIS

COUPON

TODAY

to nearest Greyhound office listed above, for free copy of
booklet "This Amazing America," with cartoonsand descriptions of the country's 140 most unusual places. Jot down
name of any special place you'd" like to visit on margin below.
Name.
.MF.6.
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What's New

From Coast
To Coast

(Continued from page 10)

V

Irma Glen, NBC
is so patriotic that
a portion of her
will grow nothing
blue flowers.

■■&$%

.

Ted Straeter, who leads the vocal
chorus on the Kate Smith program,
has been off that show for the first
time in five straight years while Kate
was in Hollywood. Ted leads a band
in a New
night
leave
it toYork
go on
the club,
trip. and couldn't
*
*
*
We don't have to tell you how to put on glamour but have you got bare-faced kitchen
shelves? Like mascara on your lashes,
royledge makes shelves sparkle. Like rouge,
its colorful patterns bring them to life. Just
try one 5$ package and see the radiant result!

s

Yes, 50 is all it costs to buy 9 feet of this
unique shelving with the strong, non-curl
doubl-edge. It lies flat. ..no tacks needed. Fold

M

down the bright border. . . five minutes' effort
...and your shelves are made-up for the season!
Period or modern new designs at the sbelf-paper counter
of all 5 & 10, neighborhood and dept. stores, in 5<t and
10$ packages.
Rovlace, Inc.. Bklyn. . N. Y.

^ou/eJde
* SHELVING

SKINNY

GIRLS

9 FT.

*

Lack

Charm

In How to Gain Weight, Bernarr Macfadden gives full information on what to eat and how
to exercise to add those flattering pounds. If you really wish to put on healthful fleshsend for How to Gain Weight today. Only 50c postpaid.
MACFADDEN
BOOK CO.. INC.
Dept. RM-6, 205 East 42nd Street. New York, N. Y.

Torrid Test in Palm Springs proves

a Dab a Day keeps P. 0! away!I
(Underarm Perspiration Odor)
/'■'/InWarnrm

This amazing test was one of a series,
supervised by registered nurses, to
prove the remarkable efficacy of
Yodora— a Deodorant Cream that's actually soft, delicate and pleasing!
1. In the morning, Miss A.D. applied Yodora to underarms.
2. Played 2 sets of tennis— at 91 ° in
the shade!
3. Examining nurse pronounced underarms sweet — not a taint of
P.O.— Perspiration Odor!
Yodora gives positive protection!
Leaves no unpleasant smell on dresses.
Actually soothing. lOtf, 25tf, 60<f.
McKesson & Robbins, Inc. ,Bridgeport, Conn.
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organist in Chicago,
she's even set aside
garden where she
but red, white, and

Pdrrnlcfilirtn

fori**-
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MINNEAPOLIS— Cedric Adams, the
ear-to-the-ground gentleman who
gives the news to listeners of station
WCCO, doesn't claim to be another
Walter Winchell — but just the same,
he
has out
all aof good
Winchell's
nosing
story. ability for
In Minneapolis, Cedric is regarded
as bigger news than many of the
celebrities he publicizes through his
newspaper column and radio program.
For instance, when he and Mrs. Adams
had their first baby the Minneapolis
Star-Journal ran a page-one picture
of Cedric holding the little girl. On
another occasion, in his capacity as a
journalistic watch-dog of civic morals,
he announced that there was a bit of
gambling going on around town. His
statement caused so much fuss that
all gaming establishments were closed
down right away.
Ced Adams was born in Magnolia,
Minnesota, thirty-eight years ago. He
worked his way through the University of Minnesota, alternating
months of seed-peddling with his
studies. After college he went to
work as a reporter for the Minneapolis
Star, but after a while he got tired of
the routine and quit to be a literary
free-lance. He was writing a column
for a shopping newspaper when the
management of the new Star-Journal
hired him back to write a similar sheaf
of gossip for them. He boosted the
paper's circulation, and a sponsor
grabbed him for WCCO. Nowadays
he's heard on that station Mondays
through Saturdays at 12:45 P.M. and
on Sundays through Fridays at 10:00
P.M., in distinctive newscasting periods
— all sponsored.
He's more than just a columnist or
radio reporter, for he's always ready
to place his column or broadcast time
at the disposal of any worthy local or
national cause. He sends out calls for
wheelchairs and artificial limbs for
invalids and cripples, gets toys for
children in hospitals, appeals for blood
donors.
Less publicity, Ced is always offering
a helping hand to people less fortunate
than he. People are always coming
to his office for help — a mother wanting him to intercede with the police
in behalf of a son, a boy asking his aid
in finding a job. And whenever it is
humanly possible Ced assists these
petitioners.
proud of hurt
the fact
that
he
has never He's
consciously
a fellow
human being by anything he has written or said on the air.
He ever
hasyou only
creed:
"Do happy,
whatcan toonemake
people
and you'll get a lot of happiness out
of
yourself."with
He's his
perfectly
to itcontinue
presentsatisfied
jobs.
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fast, which is rapidly breaking all
previous KDYL records for fan mail.
Bill's an ardent golfer, and recently
broke 72 on one of Salt Lake's famous
courses. He's happily married — and
says he wouldn't
President
Roosevelt.change jobs with

William
KDYL's

T.

Baldwin

Special

is

station

Events reporter.

SALT LAKE CITY— From being a
master of ceremonies for a Walkathon
contest to handling special events for
station KDYL isn't such a terribly
long jump — at least not for a man
like William T. Baldwin, who made it.
The show-bug bit Bill when he
played the lead in a high school
operetta in his home town of Denver,
Colorado. His dancing was the hit of
the show, and for a while he thought
very seriously of a musical-comedy
career. But in 1933 he joined a
Walkathon troupe as its master of
ceremonies and traveled with it from
coast to coast.
When the Walkathon craze died out,
Bill found himself being the "front
man" for an orchestra — in other words,
he appeared to be its leader, only the
orchestra
didn't
need aa leader
and all Bill
did really
was wave
baton.
At the same time, without realizing
what he was doing, he began building
up a definite radio personality when
he announced numbers for the
band's broadcasts. On a one-night
stand in Casper, Wyoming, he met the
president of a large Nebraska corporation who said he could get Bill
amore,
job the
on WOW
in Omaha.
What's
executive
actually carried
out his promise.
From WOW Bill went to WGN in
Chicago, where he tried his hand at
writing for radio as well as announcing. Collaborating with his father,
Jack Baldwin, he turned out some
very clever air material before a
serious illness attacked him and he
was ordered to the Highland Sanatorium in Shreveport, Louisiana. He
couldn't keep away from radio, and
worked at KWKH while he recuperated.
For a while, he was at KOIL, Omaha,
then joined a group of four traveling
"Roller Derby"
unitsin as
radio
announcer.
He was
Santheir
Francisco
when KSFO hired him away from the
Roller Derby outfit to run an hour
variety show every morning. And in
1940 he came to KDYL, where he is
Special Events Director and collaborates with Charlie Buck on a morning
program called Last Call for BreakJUNB.
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PITTSBURGH— Just about every
time CBS carries a program that
originates in Pittsburgh, you'll hear
Ernie Neff announcing it. He's one of
station WJAS' crack announcers, and
usually gathers in the network plums
whenever they come along. Locally,
he's heard on Forbidden Diary and
other programs.
Radio hired Ernie (the full name is
Ernest Duane Neff) in the first place
because he could play the piano and
organ. That was soon after he graduated from high school in 1931. He
was put under contract with KOV as
a staff musician. Then one day, when
he had finished accompanying a singer
on a commercial program, he left the
keyboard, crossed the room, picked
up the announcer's script and began
to read it aloud. You guessed it— the
studio channel was still open, and
Ernie was heard by the station manager. From that day on, he was an
announcer as well as a musician.
He was just another staff announcer
until his big break came along in the
fall of 1937. He was picked from a
crop of Pittsburgh announcers to work
on a weekly CBS commercial show,
starring the Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra. When that program reached
the
end of itsHe
run,was
Ernietransferred
Neff's careerto
continued.
WJAS in 1938.
Although Ernie insists that he still
hasn't mastered the technique of
playing
the the
organ,
he's good of
enough
to satisfy
management
two
Pittsburgh hotels where he gives solo
concerts. In addition, twice a week
he's heard playing that instrument on
Magic Melodies, over KQV.
Ernie's thirty years old. Some day
his lovely wife wants him to take a
screen test — she's certain he'd pass it.
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wanting

I'M not going to deny I love Anthony," Ellen said quietly. There
were so many other things she wanted
to say, but she held them back. Did
Victoria really feel she was so naive
that she couldn't reason things out
for herself at all? As if she hadn't
thought of those things long ago,
thought of them and rejected them
one by one. "You were speaking of
his
thinkhappiness,
Anthony Victoria.
has shownDon't
that you
his

Wt to find a powder

Max

been

people.
. ." what I object to," Vic"That . isn't
toria interrupted. "I know Anthony
had set his heart on doing just this
sort of thing. But doing it in Chicago
is one thing. Doing it here is another. You see, my dear, Anthony
has enough money to indulge in a
quixotic gesture and still live in the
way he's been accustomed to living.
He isn't the type to be happy in a
place like Simpsonville long. This
little house, for instance. How can
you imagine he'd be satisfied with it
after that glorious penthouse of his
with the terrace looking out over
Lake Michigan? Or the food Mrs.
Oliver cooks for him after the dinners his man used to make. Oh, don't
think those things aren't important,
Ellen, even though they may sound
trifling to you. You see, I'm a realist,
not a romanticist like you and Anthony. Iknow you love him. That's
why I'm appealing to you, Ellen, to
send Anthony back to the world he
belongs in, for I know that when a
woman like you loved a man it
wouldn't
be the
kind of love
that possessive,
would holdselfish
him

TRY THIS

rOULDN'T

Widder

Brown

{Continued from page 30)

"That's because he's in love with
you," Victoria said quickly. "And
when
ville?"a man's emotions are involved,
he isn't in a state to be able to reason
things outwants
for now,
himself.
You're
all
Anthony
Ellen.
I know
that. But will you always be? Even
you must see how his life here compares to what he had. Our friends
are stimulating and amusing. They
talk about books and music and the
things that are going on in the world.
Their point of view is so much wider.
It isn't closed in by the borders of
Simpsonville.
like
that, Ellen, Of
but course,
do you you
thinkaren't
one
person is going to satisfy Anthony
after a while? That first fine, careless
rapture won't last forever. It never
does and then how will you feel seeing him become restless and bored?"
"I can't imagine Anthony bored,
ever,"
"A in
vital
personto
like himEllen
finds said.
too much
himself
need anyone else. And as for stimudon't you
know the old
Main
Street lation,
has
disappeared,
Victoria?
Why, we get everything the big cities
have these days. The best symphony
orchestras play for us in our own
living-room, the greatest singers sing
for us and the most brilliant thinkers
in the world talk to us. And with all
the news broadcasts we certainly
aren't kept in ignorance about anygoing
on. and
All we
do is thing
to that's
turn
a dial
the have
wholeto
world comes right here to Simpsonville. And it isn't just the radio. I'd
stack Uncle
Josh's philosophy
and

humor and logic against anyone's,
even if he does slip up on grammar
here and there. You see, my values
are different from yours, Victoria, and
Anthony's are too."
She stopped suddenly as she heard
Anthony's quick step outside the door
and then she felt her heart lifting to
the happiness in her eyes and her
smile as he came into the room.
"What have you two been talking
about, anyway?" He smiled as he sat
down in the chair nearest Ellen's.
"What women always talk about
when they're
of course,"
Victoria
said alone.
in her Men,
disarming
way.
"And you in particular. Ellen and I
were talking about your happiness."
"That doesn't need any discussion,"
Anthony
said.he "It
just to
is, Victoria,
that's all."it
And
though
spoke
was Ellen he was looking at.
"Tony," Victoria said with a sigh,
"I really can't do a thing with Ellen.
She insists on being in love with you."
Rich color flooded Ellen's cheeks,
but there was pride too in the intense
way Anthony took her hand.
"I'm afraid I'm not much of a persuader," Victoria continued.
"Good — then you admit defeat,"
Anthony smiled, and Ellen felt the
warmth of his happiness.
"Well," Victoria was speaking" more
slowly, "I must admit I did have one
more
movesaidI was
going
make."
It was
simply,
so to
simply
Ellen
couldn't understand why she should
feel any worry. But Anthony was no
longer smiling.
"As a matter of fact," Victoria said,
"I might as well confess it." She laid
her hand on Anthony's arm. "Don't be
angry," she pleaded.
"How can I?" Anthony said tartly.
"When we don't even know what
you're talking about?"
CO Victoria told them. "There's
*J Barry and Ronda and Terry and
Jill. And Jim and Curt. I wrote asking
them to come here. I don't know if
they all will — I tried not to make it
sound
serious."
Ellen too
waited
for Anthony to speak.
What could she say? Certainly it
was between Victoria and Anthony
whether she had the right to ask his
oldest friends to come to Simpsonville, had the right to say in letters
to them:
"Come and help me bring Anthony
to his senses. Help me persuade him
not to throw his whole life away. It's
such
"Buta good
they life."
probably won't even answer," Victoria said quickly when Anthony's dark face clouded in furious
anger. Ellen, sitting between brother
and sister, was silent. But her heart
was telling her the truth. They would
come. And perhaps it was right
that they should. Perhaps when
she had said that Anthony belonged
where his happiness was, she really
had meant her happiness. She remembered Victoria's question. Could
Anthony find true fulfillment here
with her, with the Health Center?
Anthony too knew they would
come.
"They're my oldest friends, darling," he explained to Ellen after they
had leftsuch
Victoria,
"so idea
I knowas just
much
a foolish
this how
will
appeal here
to them.
rushing
intent They'll
on saving all
me come
from
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lf."
myse
Ellen's
brushed
cheek
and mouth
her words
were Anthony's
almost a
caress, she spoke them so softly.
"Are you sure you should stay here,
Anthony? Perhaps they're right. Perhaps was
you should
to Chicago."of
And it
only go
the back
possessiveness
Anthony'sin embrace,
the sweet
fulness
his kiss that
wiped forgetaway
the doubt.
Barry Howard was the first to arrive. "Whytodidn't
you tell
me?"Ellen
he
complained
Anthony,
when
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was introduced to him. "It's obvious
now why Victoria's had such a hard
time
persuading
youthat
to Ellen
come smiled
back."
He said
it so gaily
until she saw that Anthony was not
amused.
Ronda and Jill and Curt came together. Ronda, so beautiful in the
perfection of her features, in the olive
of her complexion, and the burnished
tawniness of her hair; Jill, so quick in
her thrusts, so frank in her admiration for Anthony, in her amazement
at his choice of a place to work; Curt,
so obvious in his desire to speed up
things, to make Anthony come to his
senses, so they could all be out of
here as quickly as possible.
Ellen,exclamations,
caught in thetheir
whirlwind
'of
their
greetings,
the quick flurries of conversation, the
jokes usually too sly and involved to
be actually funny, began to see why
Anthony had warned her.
"You won't like them, my darling,"
he'd told her, "though you'll think you
should because they're my friends."
CLLEN did try. Barry Howard was
*— the only one who seemed to sense
what was in her mind. What was in
her heart was there to be read by
them all.
"Don't mind us," Barry told her.
"If it were anybody but Anthony
we'd never even be here. But now
we think we've got to do our duty
and save him from you."
Ellen thought, How could you dislike someone when he admitted that
he was wrong? So she wasn't able
to dislike Barry Howard. Actually,
it was flattering that he should pay
attention to her, for as Victoria — seeing his interest — had been quick to
point
out, song
he was
Broadway's most
successful
writer.
"Every beautiful woman in Manhattan has tried or is trying to get
him to marry her," she said, "but so
far he's succeeded in holding on to
his freedom."
There were times when it seemed
to Ellen as though Victoria had exaggerated Barry's desire to remain free.
Or possibly it was because Ellen so
obviously was Anthony's that he was
attracted to her. Even Anthony remarked, wryly, "Better be careful or
Barry Howard will be dedicating his
newest song hit to you."
As a matter of fact, that was exactly what Barry told her, the next
evening, he intended to do. It was
flattery, of course. . . .
But not even flattery could make
Ellen like the days that followed. It
was absurd, the seemingly endless
succession of lunches, of cocktails, of
dinners— the same bright, brittle talk,
the "what's doing tomorrow, Victoria?" Didn't these people have anything else to do? Weren't they needed
somewhere, by someone? The tragedy
of their empty lives was disturbing to
Ellen.
Ellen and Anthony managed one
evening so that there was an hour
JUNE,
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news analyst, H. V. Kaltenborn, and his wife, the former

Baroness Olga von Nordenflycht, lunch at Hollywood's Brown Derby.

when just the two of them were together, sharing the exquisite peace
where no words were continually
being hurled into small breeches of
quiet. Anthony's arm was around
her, keeping warm the shoulder that
her dinner dress left bare.
"Are they winning?" Ellen asked.
"Are they taking you from me?"
Anthony's arm tightened around
her. "If anything could have made
me more sure that I belong here in
Simpsonville it was seeing them all
together
again," he
Ellen thought
of whispered.
the dinner just
over — remembering how Ronda had
taken possession of Anthony, remembering Ronda's certainty and her
quick laughter that always seemed
to hold some second meaning, as if
she were bidding Anthony laugh too
at things only she and he knew of.

SHE asked timidly, "Ronda — she's
she?"
ul, — isn't
beautifful
yes, of course. That's
"Beauti
her career, so to speak. She spends
all day at it. I once thought Ronda
was very beautiful. Wonderful, in
I can't remember why."
fact.
He didn't even bother to try to conceal the old love Ellen had been sure
had existed — and so she knew it was
certainly dead. She sighed softly, happily. There was a faint fragrance of
white lilacs in her hair and her lips,
soft, yielding, were close to his.
It was Victoria who acknowledged
their defeat. "You win," she told Anthony. "Tomorrow we all pack up
and leave you to gloat over your

more absorbent!

triumph."
Barry called just before noon. "Our
last day, toEllen,"
and the
somehow
managed
emphasize
words he
so
that they meant only Ellen and himself.
"Yes," Ellen said.
"Won't you even say you're sorry to
see us go?" Barry said.
"Do you want the truth?" Ellen
asked.
"No," Barry replied quickly. "But
you
will go And
on the
picnic,
you?"
he added.
when
Ellenwon't
hesitated,

They drink in moisture.
Ideal for beauty care.
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he said, "You can't turn us down
again, not after all the other times.
And after all, this is the last party."
Even if Ellen had had Barry's own
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agility with words, she might still
have agreed. It was the last time —
Barry drove by the tea room where
Ellen was struggling against the tide
of the noon hour rush. She was late,
anyway, that morning. A letter had
arrived from Peter Turner and Joyce
— the first since their departure from
Simpsonville — and the children, coming home from school, had demanded
that it be read aloud to them at once.
Ellen had found it strange, reading
this matter-of-fact, carefully impersonal letter from a man who had once
invaded her life so destructively. She
was
sake,calmthat
there glad,
was for
no the
need children's
to force the
ness of her voice as she read.
She had sent the children back to
school and was carrying a tray full
of dishes from the tea room into the
kitchen when Barry appeared. He
had a ridiculously large corsage of
violets, and coming over to her, he
took the tray out of her hands, giving
her the flowers instead.
"Let me be the bus boy," he said.
When she held the violets with an
exclamation of astonishment he smiled
and said, "That's so you won't have
to waste time picking them on the
When they were out on the sidewalk, Ellen asked curiously, "Where
are the others?" "We're to meet
them," Barry said, then, pointing to
picnic."
the
back
of the coupe,
"Look!"
saw
an enormous
hamper,
withEllen
the
fold of a white cloth caught in the
cover. "Filled with the food of gods,"
Barry said.
"When is Anthony coming?" Ellen
said.
"Don't ask me what a doctor's hours
are," Barry smiled. "Get in," and he
held the door open. "Perhaps I should
call
him," and
Ellenransaid.
Barryto slammed
the door
around
his own
side of the car. "Victoria's probably
picking him up right now. She's arranged for everything. We'd better
getThestarted
or we'll
sun was
warm beon late."
Ellen's head
and the wind pressed against her
eyes as the car sped north towards
the river. Honeysuckle, clinging to
the banks at the road's side, was
mixed with the heavy fragrance of
fresh clover.
Ellen flung her head
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back and breathed the early summer
air.
"Where
Ellen
asked.is the picnic going to be?"
"The river," Barry said. "Victoria
andIf he
I found
just looking
the spot for
yesterday."
had been
the most
secluded grounds in West Virginia,
Ellen thought, as Barry turned off the
highway and began a tortuous winding drive down a narrow clay lane,
he couldn't have succeeded better.
Brush pushed down against the passageway until branches were intertwined above the car roof, while
others scratched the fenders. The
quiet when they had stopped was
suffocating. Dimly, through soaring
elms, the June sun threw patterned
shadows across the bank of the river
where Barry laid out a luncheon
cloth.
"We must be the first ones here,"
Ellen said, to break the quiet that
pressed down on her.
"Looks like it," Barry said. "Help
me?" he asked, struggling with the
hamper. Ellen took the other handle
and between them they carried it to
the cloth.
"I never knew champagne weighed
so much," Barry said. "Maybe it's
the bucket of ice that goes with it."
"Champagne?" Ellen hadn't meant
it to sound so much like a protest.
BARRY'S eyes held hers steadily
until she looked away. "Champagne for a toast" he said, taking a
bottle from its bed of ice. "A toast to
the most beautiful woman I know,
Ellen."
He drained the glass, then with the
hamper open, "Now for something to
eat," he suggested.
"Aren't we going to wait?" Ellen
protested.
"Why should we? I'm hungry,"
Barry said. "Here, have a chicken
leg. And some champagne."
Ellen shook her head. "I'll wait for
theBarry
others,cocked
I think."
his head to one side
and looked at her quizzically. "What
are you trying to make me, the big
bad
wolf?" inThere
a quality
of
accusation
his was
voice.
But he
couldn't make her feel ridiculous now.
The first indistinct tremor of doubt
had passed and Ellen knew now that
she was frightened. Barry drank the
glass that he had filled for her.
"Barry, is this the first you've had
to drink today?" Ellen said it quietly,
her heart was beginning
to pound.
"Practically," he smiled. "Just some
champagne before I picked you up
and you can drink that all day without anything happening. Why'd you
ask?"
Ellen stirred uneasily. "What's
happened
she said. to the rest of the party?"

"Ellen," and there was a note of
pleading, "I've a confession."
She knew before he spoke again
what he was going to say. "There
isn't any rest of the party. Wait," he
caught her hand and held her. "I'll
admit it was a rotten trick, but you'd
never let me have a minute with you.
I had to see you alone before I left.
Ellen ..."
His arm was around her now,
gently, insistently.
"Barry!" Ellen
to keep
panic out of her strugg
voiceled
arm
. His
dropped to her side. "Barry, you know
how I feel."
Barry said, "Sure, Anthony. You
and he — " he began slowly. "Are
going to be married,"
Ellen interJUNE,
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posed quickly.
"Married?"
"Why —certainwhy
Ellen was unfor the not?"
first time.
"You and Anthony?" Barry said. "I
don't think so, Ellen, and I don't believe you think so, either. I think
you're just saying that."
Ellen stood up, her anger making
her tremble. Barry jumped to his feet,
his face flushed as he stood looking
at her. "Wait, Ellen, I didn't
mean . . ." the words trailed off. Suddenly he was holding her to him.
"Ellen, I can't help it. I'm mad about
you, arms
have closed
been around
from theherbeginning."
His
shoulders
and his lips were seeking hers.
"Barry!"
self away.she cried, and wrenched her-

to face the others, and then she saw
Anthony coming in, his eyes darkening as he looked at Mark clinging to
her so desperately.
Someone came over to her then and
when she looked up, she saw Barry
and all the hate and mockery was
gone from his eyes.
"It was Ronda's idea of a joke,
Ellen. Let's say it was, anyway. Her
sense of humor works like this, but
I never knew it could be so cruel.
You shouldn't blame her too much, or
the rest of us, either. We know the
truth too. That we're useless, time
wasters, always trying to hide our
uselessness.
"That's why we're leaving and why
Anthony's
staying."was leading her to
Then Anthony

"Oh you fool," she whispered. Color
seeped up into Barry's face.
"Okay," he said. "Have it your way.
As long as you don't think you're
fooling
"Whatme."
do you mean?" Ellen said
and immediately regretted asking.
"About your marrying Anthony,"
Barry said, anger still making his
words thick. "I don't care what's been
said about you and that other doctor,
that Peter Turner, but Anthony will."
"Oh," Ellen was sobbing as she
walked to the car. Barry threw the
hamper into the back and started the
engine.
"Have you asked your children
yet?"
Barry backed
said, andoutwith
the wheel
anda jerk
aroundof
towards the lane. The tears came
then, hot, shameful tears. If it were
only the champagne that had made
Barry talk the way he had to her!
She sat rigid as they came into Simpsonville. Without a word, Barry drove
to Victoria's, but when he had
stopped and helped Ellen out of the
car she could see that the long drive
had sobered him a little.

the door, Mark's hand tightly in hers.
It was a relief, crying with Anthony's
arm so protectively about her and
Mark wasn't sobbing so, now that he
was free of Ronda and the others.
"I hate those people," Mark said
vehemently.

A GAY confusion of voices and
»» laughter greeted her as she went
in the house and then her heart froze
as she saw the little boy standing
there so defiantly in the midst of the
crowd. It was Mark, her baby, his
knickers that he played baseball in
straggling down over his legs, a pin
holding them at the waist, his face
streaked with mud from the game.
"Oh, darling," Ronda greeted,
"isn't he just too precious? We just
had a scavenger hunt and I had to
find a village urchin. Wasn't I lucky,
finding him? And he's precious, really,
if you see under all the grime."
Ellen
try to
to Mark
hold back
the
tears
as didn't
she went
and took
him in her arms. She had never
known what shame, real shame for
people, meant before. She felt a sickening sense of loathing as she turned

"No, Mark," Ellen said. "You
mustn't hate them, you must feel
sorry for them."
SHE told Anthony that night, when
Mark had been put into his bed,
told him what had happened between
her and Barry, but what he had said
to her, she couldn't tell. It was sweet,
then, his lips finding hers in the dusk,
his arms holding her again in that
secret world of their own, secure in
the knowledge that no matter what
bitterness had touched them, they
were still together.
Then a voice was cutting across her
happiness and she trembled as she
left"Mother!"
Anthony's Itarms.
was Janey's voice,
frightened, bewildered, protesting.
Ellen saw her, standing in the doorway, looking at them, her small face
contracted against the tears that were
so c'ose. "Oh Mummy, why was he
kissing you?" The child's words came
frantically. "Where's Peter? I thought
you loved Peter." Janey was crying.
"Darling," Ellen whispered despairingly, afraid to look at Anthony, feeling him stiffen beside her at the mention of Peter's name — as if he, too,
had heard
remembered
Barry's
words
that and
afternoon.
Quickly
she
went to Janey, knowing that Anthony
was watching her, looking at her as
if he knew he had already lost her.
Will it take more ruthlessness than
Ellen possesses to tell her children
that she hopes to marry again? In
next month's chapter of "Young Widder Brown" she takes a daring step in
the hope of solving this new problem
that faces her. Be sure to read about
it in the July issue of Radio Mirror.

S«y//e%,K-

PAUL LAVAL — composer-conductor-musician who's heard every
week on many NBC programs. He's best known as the conductor
of the famous Chamber Music Society of Lower Basin Street, in which
he features his Children's Boogie Woogie Suites. Paul began his
musical career at fourteen, playing the clarinet in his brother's
band. He's still an accomplished clarinetist, and frequently plays
in the NBC Symphony Orchestra under Toscanini. The radio is the
only
can for
hear
him — and
he's hotel
refuseddates.
many He
offers
takeowna
band place
on theyouroad
theater
doesto his
arranging, and some of his clever ideas have won wide attention.
He's a protege of Dr. Frank Black,
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NBC's famous musical director.
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Facing the

Music

{Continued from page 7)
This logic is backed up with proof.
After two decades in the music world,
Abe Lyman is still a top attraction.
He just finished a lucrative 10- week
engagement in Miami, cut a flock of
Bluebird records, and is now in the
midst of a road tour. His NBC commercials are in their eighth consecutive year.
Abe thoroughly enjoys his continued success because he vividly recalls his near-penniless childhood
days. His -father was a lowly fruit
peddler
Chicago's
were six inother
childrenstreets.
besides There
Abe,
and most of the time the father left
the choicest fruits in his stock at
home for seven growing youngsters
to eat.
These circumstances curtailed Abe's
education. He never finished public
school. But he learned plenty selling
papers, helping his father, driving
cabs, and playing a poor set of drums
in a nickelodeon. Though quickly
fired from the last occupation, Abe
decided it had a much better future
than barking back at traffic cops. He
splurged his savings and organized a
band of his own when he was
eighteen.

Tab:ea esson
from Arthur Murray
Dancing Teachers

iW

Alix Sherri, of the Cleveland
staff, is noted fot her pert, freshas-a-daisy blonde loveliness.

AFTER a few years of mediocre re*\sults, Abe's band was booked into
the Los Angeles Cocoanut Grove for
six weeks. The movie crowd, weary of
pale-faced, sleek haired leaders, found
the gruff, six-foot-two, leather lunged
Chicagoan refreshing. When Wallace
Beery and Harold Lloyd sat in with
the band, Lyman's reputation was set.
One of the film stars, unused to
Abe's booming voice, asked him why
he talked so loudly.
"Listen," explained Abe, "did you
ever try whispering when driving a
cab?"
Lyman is reputed to be one of the
wealthiest bandleaders. He invested
wisely
in his brother's
string and
of West
Coast drive-in
restaurants
also
backs a fleet of Chicago taxicabs.
His benevolent gestures are famous.
One of his most serious endeavors is
helping refugees from Europe. Just
this season he financed a troupe of
chorus girls, stranded in a Florida
night club. Staffs of theaters and
night clubs pray for a Lyman engagement during Christmas week. He tips
lavishly and ushers, doormen, busboys, and cigarette girls usually mistake him for Santa Claus.
Abe is in his forties but is still considered an eligible bachelor. His name
has been linked, from time to time,
with such eyefuls as Hannah Williams (before she married Abe's pal,
Jack Dempsey), the late Thelma
Todd, Arline Judge, and Eleanor
Powell. Right now his vocalist, Rose
Blane, seems to be his constant companion on and off the bandstand.
But Abe is dubious about married
life. He explains why:
"Years ago I fell for a pretty brunette in a vaudeville show. I was sitting outside her dressing room when
I suddenly made up my mind to take
the plunge. So I yelped, 'Will you
marry me?' She said no because my
proposal lacked glamor."
That was the first and last time Abe
(Continued on page 77)
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Margaret Stewart teaches in
Florida — is poised, dainty, glamourous in the warmest weather.

Kaye Hanlon, popular Kansas
teacher, is still sweet and appealing at the end of her busiest day.
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TOdanci
is not only a matter of personal
fastidiousness. Their very jobs
depend or. it! And they depend on
Odorono Cream to guard against
underarm odor and dampness
even on their busiest days!
Odorono Cream is non-irritating . . . you can use it right after
shaving. It's non-greasy, harmless
to fabrics . . . non-gritty, smooth
as satin. Yet it checks underarm
perspiration safely 1 to 3 days!
Take a lesson in glamour from
these charming experts! Start
using Odorono Cream today!
The Odorono

Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.

Other
Odorono Cream gives you
50% TO 100% MORE
FOR YOUR MONEY

POPULAR.
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THE

LIFE AND

LOVE

OF

Hollywood's Greatest
Love Story — Revealed by
Adela Rogers St. Johns
C7I I)
* y/
")HEN
Deanna Durbin
first
flasheddelightful
into your little
consciousness
a few short
years ago you welcomed a new and charming personality to your list of screen favorites, and
into your heart. From Three Smart Girls up
through a succession of other hit pictures to
her latest, Nice Girl?, you watched her film career
and her personal loveliness blossom into full
flower while romance grew into betrothal and,
almost before you knew it, the date was set when
Deanna Durbin would become Mrs. Vaughn Paul!
Of course, you want to know everything, all
the details, all the wise consideration, all the littleknown elements that combined to make this triumphant romance into Hollywood's greatest love
story. And Photoplay-Movie Mirror wants you
to know. To tell you, we enlisted the aid of
Adela Rogers St. Johns, noted biographer and
reporter to whom all Hollywood is an open book.
And now her fascinating study of the Life and
Love of Deanna Durbin is yours to read, to enjoy
and to treasure, beginning in the new June issue,
now on sale. Recognize it at the nearest newsstand by the full color portrait of Deanna on the
cover.
Get your copy now.

Special to Cesar Romero
Enthusiasts!
Did you know that in the home
of Cesar Romero there is a bridal
suite — undecorated, unfurnished —
yet? Some day, someone is going
to be its mistress. For her is reserved the exquisite privilege of
planning and supervising its future
loveliness. If the opportunity were
yours, how would you arrange it?
Photoplay-Movie Mirror reveals for
you by plan and by picture the layout of this suite-in-waiting. Yours
to study in the new June issue.
June Photoplay-Movie Mirror
Also Brings You These Fascinating
Features From Filmdom

A New Love for Lamour • The
Three Nicest Women in Hollywood,
by Hedda Hopper • What Ann
Sheridan Learned in Exile • Meet
the Girl With the "Immoral" Hair
• The Real Story of the Draft,
and Jimmy Stewart • Footnotes on
Kisses, Pictures You Should Not
Miss • Full Color Portraits of Lana
76

Turner, Robert Young. Ann Sothern. Paulette Goddard • Another
Thought-Provoker by "Fearless."
Of course, you'll find the usual
wealth of information in the regular specialized departments which
always make Photoplay-Movie Mirror doubly interesting. Remember,
two great magazines for the price
of one!

Fascinating Map of
Hollywood
How would you like an illustrated map of Hollywood showing
where the stars live, work, play
and hold their parties? Photoplay Movie Mirror has a limited supply
of maps of Hollywood drawn by
the famous • artist, Russell Patterson, 14" x 22", beautifully printed in
two colors. While they last, readers
of Photoplay-Movie Mirror can secure them for only 10c each (coin or
stamps) . Address all requests to
Photoplay-Movie Mirror Hollywood
Map,Dept.W.G.6,P.O.Box556. Grand
Central Station. New York. N. Y.
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OFF THE RECORD
Some Like It Sweet:
Duke Ellington: "Flamingo" and
"Girl in My Dreams" (Victor 27326).
A haunting tropical ballad that gets
more enchanting on successive playings.
Russ Morgan: "Dolores" and "Last
Time I Saw Paris" (Decca 3606). Cute
capers from "Las Vegas Nights" and
this year's nostalgic hit make a neat
double.
Xavier Cugat: "In Chi-chi-Costenego" and "Let's Steal a Tune" (Columbia 35964). A rumba and beguine
coupled for easy listening.
Tommy Dorsey: "You Might Have
Belonged to Another" and "Look at Me
Now." (Victor 27274). Two winners
from T.D.'s "Fame and Fortune" program given polished vocal treatment by
Frank Sinatra, Connie Haines and the
Pied Pipers.
Bing Crosby: "Santa Fe Trail" and
"I'd Know You Anywhere" (Decca
3565). Your monthly Crosby carol.
They're both ASCAP tunes and Bing
shows why he misses them on his
broadcasts.
Drck Jurgens: "My Silent Love" and
"Night and Day" (Okeh 6022). Two romantic oldies that easily stand up when
played by this Chicago band.
Vaughn Monroe:
"Lone Star Trail"
and "I Do Mean You" (Bluebird 11013).
This band is selling fast on records and !
they tell me the leader's vocals do the j
trick.

Use Parkay Margarine as a flavor short tening next time you bake a shortcake!
Then you'll understand why all-purpose
Parkay is sospread
popular
delectable
for everywhere.
bread ... aIt's
reala
flavor shortening . . . and wonderful
for pan-frying.
And remember, this new margarine
created by Kraft is an excellent energy
food and a reliable year 'round source
of Vitamin A (8,000 U.S.P. XI units
per pound).
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Some Like It Swing:
Metronome All Star Band: "One
O'Clock Jump" and "Bugle Call Rag"
(Victor 27314). Buddy Rich, Benny
Goodman, Tex Beneke, Harry James,
Ziggy Elman, Count Basie, Tommy
Dorsey, Charlie Christian and other
swing virtuosos all on one record that
doesn't lose too much by having a pair
of mediocre arrangements.
Harry James: "Music Makers" and
"Montevideo" (Columbia 35932). The
best swing disk of the month thanks
to excellent ensemble work.
Gene Krupa: "Apurksody" and
"Jungle Madness" (Okeh 5997). The
drummer man's band is slowly developing into one of the nation's best. That
odd title is just Krupa spelled backwards.
Andrew Sisters: "Bounce Me
Brother," and "Boogie Woogie Bugle
Boy" (Decca 3598). Just what you
would expect from this trigger-quick
trio. Will Bradley and Ray McKinley's
drums handle the former tune capably
on Columbia 35967 with a unique piano
and drum session called "Southpaw
Serenade" on the reverse.
Artie Shaw: "Beau Night in Hatchkiss Corners" and "Calypso" (Victor
27315). Sort of a rural "Tuxedo Junction" and singer Anita Boyer makes it
sound almost as good as its smash
predecessor.
(Recommended Albums of the month
are Carmen Cavallero's piano solos for
Decca; Raymond Paige's over-arranged
"Musical Americana" on Victor; Ethel
Merman's zippy "Panama Hattie"
grouping for Decca, and Columbia's
memorial tribute to Hal Kemp.)
-TUNE,
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HOW TO
KEEP
BABY
WELL
THE

U. S. Government's Children's Bureau has published a
complete 138-page book "Infant
Care" especially for young mothers, and authorizes this magazine
to accept readers' orders. Written
by five of the country's leading
child specialists, this book is plainly written, well illustrated, and
gives any mother a wealth of authoritative information on baby's
health and baby's growth. This
magazine makes no profit what-

RADIO

ever on your order, ^ends your
money direct to Washington.
Send 10 cents, wrapping
coins or stamps safely, to

Readers' Service Bureau
AND TELEVISION MIRROR

205 E. 42nd St., Dept.RM-061. New York, N. Y.
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DR. GRACE

GREGORY

IN JUNE your hair is certainly on
parade. Everyone goes around
without a hat as much as possible.
Now is the time when beautifully
groomed hair, artistically arranged, is
the main requisite. There is no fairer
test of you, because a little regular
time, effort, and taste is all that you
need for hair loveliness.
When I first saw Elizabeth Reller I
thought she had the most perfectly
groomed hair in the world. It was
burnished. I do not mean sleek — I
mean glossy, like rich satin. It shone.
It had the loveliest highlights and
shadows. It was arranged trimly, not
a hair out of place — but not severely.
That kind of hair means plenty of
shampoos and rinses, and brush, brush,
brush! "A hundred strokes a night,
Elizabeth?"
"At least that," said she.
You all know Elizabeth Reller, the
co-star in Young Doctor Malone,
with her lovely trained voice and fine
acting. You hear her on CBS, at 2:00
P.M., E. D. S. T., and again at 6:00
P. M. The voice and acting, like that
wonderful hair, are no accident but
Dresser set, courtesy of Pro-phy-lac-tic
a result of careful training. She had
two years in Swarthmore, majoring in
For that extra hair loveliness you must brush, brush, brush —
drama, and two years at London's
says Elizabeth Reller, co-star of CBS' Young Doctor Malone.
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art.
There she won a citation for mastery
no matter how often you wash it. dresses off and on, to preserve the
of an English accent. But when she
Keep your brush clean by washing
came home and radio seized her,
hair-do. They take a large handkerchief of georgette or some other thin
she had to lose that accent overnight.
it several times a week---combs, too,
of course. A little of your shampoo
material, throw it over the head and
Miss Reller has a long success story
hold one corner between the lips. Try
be used for cleaning brushes and
of honors won on the radio, but I'd may
combs more efficiently than ordinary
it ! Not a hair gets out of place. There
rather tell you about herself — her
soap. A comb and brush cleaner
are net caps and hoods for the same
charm, her intelligence, her genuinehelps, too. For an extra gloss on the
purpose. The net caps have other uses,
ness. However you imagine her when
however, such as protecting your
you hear her in one of your favorite
hair, slip your brush into an old silk
wave at night or concealing curlers.
roles, you may be sure that the girl stocking. The bristles will come
Some women seem to think they
through sufficiently, and the silk helps
herself is all you imagine and more.
have to choose between a becoming
The first requisite for beautiful hair,
give a polish.
hair-do and a smart one. Nonsense!
says Elizabeth, is a good brush,
Shampoo as often as your hair requires; at least every two weeks. For
There never was a time when you
properly used. A really good brush
dandruff use antiseptic rinses or
could not select from among the latest
is an investment. It will last for years,
special shampoos if necessary, and
fashions, and then modify your selecshampoo more frequently.
tion. Here are a few don'ts. If your
Follow every shampoo with a special
neck is short, please, no fullness
between the shoulder and the ear.
rinse to bring out the beauty of your
Either do the hair up, or let the bob
hair. I'll be the first to tell you when
any old-fashioned beauty secret is end below the shoulder. Unless you
good; but I definitely do not recomhave a young face with regular feamend the vinegar rinse our grandtures, avoid severe effects such as the
mothers used before there were better
hair skinned tightly to a topknot or
ones available.
almost straight back. If you are in
Beautifully-cared-for hair deserves
doubt, go to a really good hairdresser
beautiful arrangement. Your coiffure
and have him style your hair for you.
Some women just miss getting their
begins with hair-shaping and a perhair-do right because they try to
manent. Have the best. It's cheaper
in the long run. Your permanent will
handle the hair all at once. It cannot
last you six months at least. I like the
be done that way. Part your hair into
kind that is done with little prefour, five, or six sections and make
heated clips, by experts. A good perthe necessary pin-curls for each secmanent looks smart and natural all
tion. With a little dexterity, you can
the time.
"set" your hair in an almost profesThere is a trick professional models
sional way, using bob-pins to hold
have when they are taking a lot of
each pin-curl securely.
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Our Gal Sunday
(Continued from page 18)
his shoulder, as if in afterthought, "It
seems his lordship hasn't been
X-rayed. A precaution, my lady, that
should be taken as soon as possible.
I've spoken to Dr. Maccrae."
Then, finally, Sunday knew. It was
a grotesque, childish game they were
all playing. One of those games that
are played, by custom, in the dark.
She, Henry, Dr. Maccrae, Dr. Fergusson — and, for all she knew, Aunt
Alice as well — were aware that something more serious than a broken leg
had happened to Henry in that plane
crash. And all of them were keeping
a conspiracy of silence. The doctors,
she guessed at once, were as puzzled
as anyone.
She met Maccrae as he was leaving
Henry's room, and faced him with a
new bravery.
"Please," she said, "stop trying to
spare me. I know something is wrong.
Tell me all you can. It will be easier
for me if you do."
He gave her a look of quizzical
despair. "I suppose I shall have to.
. . . But it's not simple. You see,
there's so little we do know." He
drew her a little down the hall, away
from the possibility of being overheard by Henry. "There is something.
His chest ... I won't be technical.
The point is that strange things sometimes happen in wartime. Dr. Fergusson, this afternoon, succeeded in
making Lord Henry admit something
he hadn't told anyone else. Ever since
he crashed, his chest has pained him.
He thinks he must have been thrown
against the frame of the cockpit, or
whatever they call the things — "
"Then why didn't he tell us?" Sunday cried in despair.
"You know your husband, Lady
Brinthrope. You know how he hates
feeling that he is dependent — not fit.
So many people are like that. They
think if they ignore pain it will go
away. That's what he did. Foolish —
but very human."
"But how serious is it?"
"That's what we don't know. We'll
have to wait until we've taken some
X-rays. Meanwhile, I think we should
keep up the deception Lord Brinthrope himself started. One of the
most important things is to keep him
from worrying."
KEEP up the deception. The words
echoed and re-echoed in Sunday's
thoughts throughout the next three
weeks. She thought of them when she
joked made
with Henry
"pictures"
they
when about
they the
wheeled
him
into the East wing of the Castle, where
the X-ray camera had been installed.
She thought of them when she made
an excuse to leave the room because
she could see that Henry was suffering and would not give way to that
suffering in front of her. Most of all,
she thought of them when Dr. Maccrae passed on to her the story the
photographs told.
A chip — a splinter of bone had
lodged in the lung tissues, obviously
as a result of the knocking-about
Henry had taken in the plane. "It's
not important," Dr. Maccrae told her.
"That is — not immediately. Potenmighta be."
Theretially, itwas
silence. Sunday said
in a small voice, "Potentially? I don't
think I know what you mean."
"I've talked to Dr. Fergusson.
He
juxe, 1941

wants Lord Brinthrope to leave England as soon as he's strong enough,
and"Togo . to. .America."
America?
But what for?"
"There's a doctor there, in Virginia,
named
it happens,
be
the
bestAbbott.
doctor As
in the
world forhe'dLord
Henry right now. Besides, he needs a
dry, sunny climate. Scotland — any
part of England, as far as that goes —
is particularly bad for him in his
present
Sundaycondition."
sketched a confused gesture
in the air. It was too sudden — too
complete a change in their lives for
her to grasp. "I can't quite — Is it
"It's advisable."
necessary?"
"Suppose Henry won't go?"
"Then you're the only one that can
persuade
him," the young doctor told
her.
"When . . . ?"
"As soon
as possible.
Lord aHenry
should
be able
to walk with
cane
in another two weeks. There should
be no reason to stay in England later
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than
that." took an uncertain step
Sunday
toward Henry's room. "I'll go talk to
"Perhaps — " Maccrae was ill at
ease. "Perhaps it would be better,
Lady Brinthrope, if you made all
him."
arrangements
first. He might accept
it better that way."
HE was right, of course, she realized.
Still, it was hard to be doing something, for the first time in their married lives, without consulting Henry
first. The busy days of packing, of
reserving places on the Clipper, of
arranging with others to take over
management of the hospital, filled her
with a sense almost of guilt. Henry
would be furious when he knew.
And Henry was. After the first
stunned exclamation when she told
him the plans, he listened in whitefaced silence to her stumbling explanations— explanations in which she
tried to steer a hazardous course between impressing him with the necessity of the move and quieting the
panic that was certain to come when
he realized that he was ill enough to
be in danger here in England.
"And it all boils down to the fact,"
he said at last, "that I am an invalid."
"No, Henry! Nothing of the kind!
It's
justthat
— " she
struggled
to find
the
words
would
convince
without
hurting — "it's as if you wanted to
grow
a special
You'd
go
to the
climatekind
that ofwasplant.
best for
it,
and you'd call in the gardener who
knew most about cultivating it— "
"Meaning that my health is that
plant? Rather a tender growth, I
should say," he interrupted with savage irony. "And hardly worth cultivating."
"Henry — darling, don't say such
things!" The plea was wrung from
her; she had intended not to let
emotion enter into this matter, fearing that it would rasp his nerves to
new rawness. But, unexpectedly, he
softened, looked at her once more as
if she were his wife and not some annoying stranger.
"Poor Sunday," he said ruefully.
"It's pretty terrible for you, isn't it?
Having a husband who isn't a husband
— one you have to coddle and plan
for, like a child!"
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You'll look lovely in Irresistible's enchanting new lipstick ... for "Pink Rose" is a rich, rosy red
the season's smartest, most flattering shade. Blends brilliantly
with all the new fashionable clothes colors. It's a
creamy-soft, non-drying lipstick that goes on easily
and stays on longer, because it's Whip-Text, the secret
Irresistible way! Try other Irresistible favorites... the
ever-popular Candy Stripe, a true red... or, vibrant
School House Red, the brightest red of them all.
Matching Rouge, Powder and Foundation.

STAYS LONGER...

' tUC AT ALL
5 & 10< STORES

Mother'! Day PERFUME SURPRIK !
N e'w ! The bonttie bonnet box
with Irresistible's gay bewitching perfume! A tribute
to Mother's youthful spirit...
a compliment to her charm.

IRRESISTIBLE

PERFUME
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Cream Deodorant
safely

Stops Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses — does not
irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly checks perspiration 1
to 3 days. Removes
odor from
perspiration.
4. A pure, white, greaseless, stainless
vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for being
harmless to fabric.
Mora than 25 MILLION
jars of Arrld have been
sold... Try a jar today.

ARRID
a jar
AT AIL STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS
(Aha in 10 cent and 59 cent iart)
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wwmmaoes cuticle
w/rf/wmrm!
Wrap cotton around
the end of an orangewood stick. Saturate with Trimal
and apply it to cuticle. Watch dead cuticle soften. Wipe it
away with a towel.
You will be amazed
with the results. On
sale at drug, department and 10-cent
Stores.
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"It isn't terrible!" she exclaimed,
and then, realizing how that sounded,
blundered on, "I just feel so — "
"Sorry for me," he supplied bitterly,
which wasn't at all what she had
meant, but was near enough to it
that she couldn't protest. "Well,
thanks. But it isn't very pleasant,
either, to know that you're an object
of pity to your wife." He stood up;
he had been navigating with a cane
for two days now. "All right, we'll
go," he said in a lifeless way. "Since
I'm useless, I might as well be useless
in America as in England."
She refrained from further argument. He had grudgingly allowed her
to carry her point, and that, just now,
was the important thing..
The journey was a form of nightmare. They made a small caravan:
Alice, and the two children, and
Jackey and Lively, and Henry and
herself, with the minimum amount of
luggage which nevertheless seemed
far too much. Scotland to London by
train, London to Croydon by car,
Croydon to Lisbon by air . . . noise,
confusion, hours of waiting ... a
frenzied sortie in search of Lonnie
who had wandered away and was
finally discovered in absorbed contemplation of a family of middleEuropean refugees. Then the Clipper:
a feeling of unreality as the motors
roared and the huge machine lifted
itself so lightly from the water, and
winged away into hours of blankness
and boredom.
THROUGH it all Henry was quiet,
■ aloof. It was not a pose. He made an
effort to adjust himself to the necessity of going to America, nodded and
smiled and even volunteered comments of his own when Sunday spoke
to him, held Lonnie on his lap and
talked to him about the things they
saw from the windows of their various
conveyances. But somehow, in spite
of all this, he was not really there.
Some part of him — some vital part —
had been left behind, in England.
He had not kissed Sunday since he
learned they were going to America.
It would be better, she insisted to
herself, when they were in Virginia.
Dr. Abbott expected them, he had
cabled that he had leased a home into
which they could move immediately
upon their arrival. Black Swan Hall
in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia— it had a nice sound, a peaceful
sound, conjuring up visions of a gracious building not Manor,
too unlike
Henry's
own Brinthrope
surrounded
by lovely country the very sight of
which
heart. would calm Henry's hurt, angry
Sunday's hand went to her breast,
touched, through the good tweed of
her traveling suit, the tiny hardness
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of the ivory figure on its chain. Perhaps she should throw it away. It
could be nothing, now, but a reminder
that those little twin figures, that
should always have been together,
were separated. One of them had
been lost in the war. ...
They paused for an hour at the
New York airfield before taking another plane for Virginia. At any other
time Sunday would have wanted to
stay in New York a few days, to rest
and shop and go to the theater, but
now she could think of nothing but
driving wearily on to the goal that
had begun to seem like a haven —
Black Swan Hall. There was little
enough they could see of it when they
finally arrived that night, making the
last stage of the journey in a limousine Dr. Abbott had sent to meet them
at the airport. A shapeless mass of
darkness loomed against the softer
darkness of a hill behind; lights
glowed cheerfully from windows on
the first floor.
Drugged with fatigue, the party
stumbled out of the car and across
the threshold, into a hall where a
colored woman as broad as she was
tall announced that her name was
Gloriana and that supper was waiting
in the dining room.
"We had something to eat on the
plane," Sunday spoke for them all.
"I think all we really want now is a
chance
to getlooked
some sleep."
Gloriana
instantly disapproving, but she and another colored
girl led them upstairs and into ornately furnished rooms. "This-here
one for the children," she instructed,
"right next door to the master an'
Sunday felt, rather than saw, Henry
tense in embarrassed protest. She
said
quickly, her heart a leaden
missus."
weight, "Lord Brinthrope and I will
take separate rooms, Gloriana. Adjoining,not
ifpossible,"
she added,
determined
to let Henry
cut himself
off from help if he should need it in
the night. Behind her, she was aware
of sudden silence among Alice, Jackey
and Lively; she swept on with Gloriana, unheeding.
At last she was alone, in a room
which connected by a closed door
with Henry's. She was thankful now
for the weariness that kept her from
remembering too vividly that horrible
moment in the hall. Tomorrow she
would think about it, try to decide
why Henry had so unmistakably not
wanted her with him. She took off
her clothes and crept into the fourposted bed. It seemed terribly big,
terribly cold.
DR. ABBOTT, who called the next
morning, was tall and middle-aged
and immediately comforting.
He had
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a brusque manner which seemed to
imply that any and every illness was
a nuisance, an impudent trespasser,
and that he would soon see to sending
it on about its business. Sunday liked
him immensely.
After an exchange of civilities he
carried Henry off in his car for a
visit to his surgery, and Sunday was
left alone at Black Swan Hall. Really
alone, for Jackey and Lively had
taken Lonnie to explore the grounds
while Alice was in the children's room
with David, writing letters to England. Sunday walked from room to
room, anxiously followed by Gloriana,
admiring the old furniture with which
the place was filled, stopping now and
then at a window to look out over
a broad sweep of lawn to a miniature
lake where real black swans floated
with dignity.
"It's lovely!" she said finally. "Simply beautiful. And you keep it in such
wonderful condition, Gloriana."
A prideful grin split the broad black
face. "I tries to, Miss Sunday." Gloriana had already tackled "Lady
Brinthrope," found it beyond her
powers to remember, and settled on
a simpler form of address.
"Lord Henry and I are going to be
very happy
I know."
Sunday
spoke
a littlehere,
defiantly,
and was
the
more dismayed when Gloriana, instead of agreeing, answered doubtfully, "I hopes so."

you mean, Gloriana?"
WHAT
Sundaydoasked.
"Nothin'," Gloriana said quickly,
obviously lying, just as obviously
bursting to tell what she had in mind
but uncertain of the proprieties.
"But you must have meant something," Sunday insisted. "Please tell
me."
"Well'm ... If I'd knowed you an'
Mister Henry was so young an' fresh
to bein' married, I'd never of let
Mister Abbott rent this-here place for
you,"
Gloriana
said heavily.
no house
for married
couples"It toain't
be
happy in."not?" Sunday told herself
she"Why
should be amused at the old
woman's forebodings, but somehow
she was not. "I think it's a lovely
house."
"Mebbe so. But" — Gloriana's eyes
grew large with superstitious wonder
— "there ain't never been a married
couple here that stayed married, Miss
Sunday. Not since I or anybody else
knows of. Mister Adrian Fairbrook —
his wife was killed while they was out
huntin'. An' Mister Ronald Fairbrook,
what owns the house now — well,"
Gloriana pursed her lips primly, "Miss
Marlin, his wife, went up north two
years ago an' ain't been seen 'round
here since."
Sunday laughed. You couldn't do
anything but laugh. "My husband and
I will try to break the spell, Gloriana,"
she said. Butstayed
the old
servant's gloomy
prophecies
uncomfortably
with
her for the rest of the morning. If the
unknown Ronald Fairbrook and his
wife suffered from a ruined marriage,
the beginnings of that break-up must
have been in themselves, not in the
house— and that thought led her inevitably to the point she had been
trying to avoid. What had happened
to the love she and Henry had had in
such abundance?
Nothing, on her side. It was still as
it had been when she was first married. She did not really live when he
was away from her. She adored
everything that was Henry — his wellJTJNB,
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cut clothes, his hands with the fine
golden hairs across the backs and
knuckles, the stubborn set of his jaw
when he was angry, his British reticence, the way his voice lingered
over the word "darling" and the way
it clipped off parts of words in ordinary speech.
She would not have him different,
not in even the smallest particular.
If he had stopped loving her, it must
be her fault, not his.
Suppose it was neither's fault,
though? Could it really be only because of his illness? She knew that
Henry had a fanatical pride in his
body; to him, it was almost a sin not
to be "fit." He might feel ashamed
of his weakness, of the illness that
had so rudely intruded into the finely
controlled mechanism of his health.
He might believe that she could not
love a man who had been told by
doctors to rest, avoid exertion, coddle
himself; and believing this, perhaps
he had turned away from accepting
an unworthy counterfeit.
But that was silly! Sunday clenched
small fists in resentment. Didn't he
realize that it wasn't only his body
she loved, but the real Henry of which
the body was only a small part? He
could have been crippled completely,
and not one tiny scrap of her love
for him would have been lost.
Absorbed in her thoughts, she had
wandered outside, to the broad, grassy
terrace that ran around the front of
the house. It was warm with the
friendly warmth of late spring; a
humming-bird darted before her eyes
and hovered over a blanket of honeysuckle that grew up a wall. Amid
such peace, how could she and Henry
help but find understanding once
more!
"Lady Brinthrope?"
Startled, she whirled. A young man,
dressed in a riding habit, had come
quietly across the grass. He was
slender, dark, and now he smiled
apologetically, showing even, white
teeth. "I'm so sorry. I didn't mean
to startle you. My name is Ronald
Fairbrook. I own Black Swan Hall,
and I rode over this morning to see
if everything is satisfactory."
"Oh — quite satisfactory," she murmured, a little dizzily, trying to fix
I this man against the story Gloriana

lt
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had so recently told her about a Ronald Fairbrook. Then she realized she
was staring at him, and blushed as
she held out her hand. "I'm so glad
to meet you. My husband is away
now, but I expect him back for lunch.
Won't
stay?" happy to," he said
"I'd you
be very
gravely. "It's some time since I've
enjoyed some of Gloriana's excellent
The mention of Gloriana's name
was like a rebuke — as if he had looked
cooking."
into
her mind and seen there the
thought of him and the wife who had
gone away. Another fancy, Sunday
admitted to herself wearily. She
seemed to be full of them these days.
Ronald Fairbrook was really a
pleasant person, she thought when
she had led him into the drawing
room and offered him some sherry.
He talked well and amusingly, and he
smiled often — but only with his lips,
she saw; his eyes never smiled at all.
He spoke of riding, and offered her
and Henry the use of his stable. Somehow, it was not difficult to tell him
that Henry was convalescing from an
illness and would be unable to ride,
and to agree that perhaps she might
herself take advantage of his offer —
although privately she had no intention of doing so.
Henry came in soon after noon, and
her heart melted in gratitude to Dr.
Abbott, who had remained in his
office, when she saw that he was in
better spirits than he had been for
days. Suddenly there was a new
atmosphere in the room, one of gayety
and good-tempered sociability. Henry
and Fairbrook liked each other; Alice
and Jackey and Lively came in with
the children and there were introductions and pleasant chatter. For a brief
hour or so she allowed herself to hope
that all Henry needed were company,
relaxation, new surroundings.
Then Ronald had left, and she and
Henry were alone together. "Nice
chap," Henry said, filling his pipe.
"Thoughtful of him to offer you a
"Um-hmm," Sunday agreed. "I
wouldn't think of taking him up on it,
Henry's thumb, busy tamping down
horse."
tobacco,
stopped moving. He held her
with
a sharp glance of his eyes.
though."
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inches high, on paper 7 inches
tering.
high. Draw only the girl, no let-

"You wouldn't? But why not, I'd
like to know?"
"I'd rather be here with you," Sunday said simply. "It wouldn't be any
fun riding if you couldn't be along."
"What absolute rot!" Henry spoke
with still, fierce anger. "You're not a
child, Sunday. It ought to be possible
for you to exist independently — at
least to the extent of putting yourself
on a horse and riding it for an hour
so!"
or His
face had gone quite white, and
his whole body was trembling a little.
Sunday felt all the foundations of her
life — insecure now for so many days —
swept out from under her by one
great rush of misery.
"Henry!" she stammered. "Darling
— I don't understand you — "
"No? I thought I made myself perfectly plain. For heaven's sake, Sunday, don't stand there looking as if
I'd hit you ! I simply wish you would
not insist upon being so confoundedly
dependent
on you,
me all
It's
not
good for
or the
for time.
me. You

2. Use only pencil or pen.
3. We return no drawings.
4. Print your name, address
(town, county, state), age, and
present
drawing. occupation on back of
5. All drawings must be received byMay 3 1st, 1941. Prizes
will be awarded for drawings
best in proportion and neatness
by Federal Schools Faculty.

ought to learn — " He broke off, anger
making him unable to find the words
he wanted, and there was a silence
between them.
"You're trying to tell me," Sunday
said at last, weakly, "you're trying to
tell me that my love — is a burden to
you?"
"Not a burden — of course not!" The
words were as if wrung from him.
"Don't talk melodrama. I'm only trying to explain
thatourwe're
individuals, each with
own two
resources
— minds — likes and dislikes- — personalities. Whatever you want to call
them. And I can't have you submerging yourself entirely in me."
"I thought that was what marriage
was for." Tears were in her eyes,
spilling over to run down her cheeks.
She made no effort to check them,
she hardly knew they were there.
"In romances, yes. Not in real life."
He closed his eyes and pressed the
thumb and forefinger of his right hand
against the lids in a gesture of unutterable weariness. "I'm sorry I said
anything, Sunday. You don't understand, and there's no way I can make
you understand. Forget it. I think I'll
go up to my room."
"Henry!" she called. "I'll go riding
— I'll do anything you want me to —
if it will make you happier."
"Please do exactly what you want
to do!"
said savagely, and strode
from
the heroom.
Once, Sunday thought dully, she
always went to Jackey or Lively when
she was unhappy — when something
had happened at school or she needed
advice desperately on some childish
problem. But this problem wasn't
childish, and Jackey and Lively were
barred from her. She had no right
to confuse and upset them with something that lay entirely between herself and Henry. No right — even
though she longed for the reassurance
of their rough, inarticulate love and
sympathy.
Moving slowly, she went to the telephone and called Ronald Fairbrook.
When she hung up again she had
made an appointment to go riding
with him the next morning.
IIFE at Black Swan Hall settled
*- down into an even, muted routine.
Henry neither repeated his outburst
of the first day, nor did he mention it
again. Every day, while he visited Dr.
Abbott, Sunday rode with Ronald
Fairbrook. In the afternoons Henry
disappeared to his room, and Sunday
JU.NE,
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played with the children or drove
with Alice to the village to shop. In
the evening there was dinner — with
perhaps Fairbrook or Dr. and Mrs.
Abbott as guests — and an early bedtime. But frequently at night Sunday
heard Henry moving about in his
room, saw a telltale sliver of light
under the door, heard his smothered
spasms of coughing.
It was a truce, more than anything
else. It could not last. Sunday knew
that eventually her nerves would
break under the strain of living in
the same house with Henry, wanting
him to take her in his arms and tell
her he loved her, longing for something better than the casual friendliness with which he treated her. If
he really hated her, she sometimes
agonized, it would be easier than this
temperate, bloodless relationship.
Once, coming in rosy from her ride,
she found him working at the desk in
the study, and without giving herself
time to be afraid of being repulsed,
crept up behind him and put her arms
around his neck. Later, she reflected
that under the circumstances it had
probably been a very foolish thing
to do. But, probably because her action had been so unpremeditated and
natural, he was not angry.
He leaped to his feet and stood
defensively, facing her, his back to
the desk. "Sunday !" he said. "I didn't
expect
you back
so soon."
"It's almost
twelve
o'clock," Sunday
pointed
out. "Weuncomfortably
had a glorious against
ride."
Still standing
the desk, he asked, "You like Fair"Of course I like him." Could Henry
possibly
a little bit jealous? she
brook?" inbesudden
thought
hope. Not that she
wanted him to suffer the agony of
jealousy, but it would prove he had
not quite put her out of his heart.
"He's very entertaining— and very
She was standing close to him; for
once he had not thrown up a barrier
sweet."
of distance between them. Her hand
crept to his shoulder, and a current
of love for him ran through her. She
could hardly master the longing to
press him close, closer, let her love
flow through and over him so that
he could not hold out against it. Instead, she looked up and said timidly,
"But no one's as entertaining — or as
sweet — as you. Have you forgotten
that
I love
"No,"
he you?"
said. "No, I haven't forgotten that." The last words were
like a sigh. He leaned down and
kissed her — but it was not a kiss, it
was only a pat on the head for a
child, a gesture of dismissal. "Run
along,
dear. not
I'veletwork
to do."
She could
him see
how much
his coldness wounded her. To cover

her emotion, she peered around his
shoulder. "What are you working
In a flash he had pushed her away,
was gathering papers together higgledy-pig ledy inhis hands. "Nothing, Sunday!" he snapped. "Please
don't bother me — hereafter I guess
I'd better work in my own room!"
It was such lightning alterations of
mood as this, such unpredictable
swinging from gravity to anger, that
made Sunday feel as if she were
on?"through a dark and unfamiliar
groping
room whenever she spoke to Henry.
At any moment she was so likely to
stumble against an obstacle the outlines of which she could just dimly
grasp. She knew only that he was
desperately unhappy, but all her efforts to break through and find the
cause of that unhappiness met with
rebuffs.
So she welcomed the telegram that
came a day or so later, announcing
the arrival for a visit of Cynthia and
Newton Price. Cynthia Price was
English,
old friend
Henry's
in
the
days an
before
he had ofmet
Sunday.
Her husband was an American. They
were motoring south, Cynthia wired,
and wondered if they might stop
overnight at Black Swan Hall. Henry
wired back, urging them to come and
stay much longer.
"Cynthia's grand," he said to Sunday with some of his old enthusiasm.
"I've never met her husband, but I
know you'll like her. She'll be wonderful company
for her
you."thought: that
She didn't
voice
he was the only company she wanted
or needed.
Sunday pictured Cynthia as a typical English beauty— tall and blonde,
a trifle raw-boned but with a dazzlingly fair complexion, tweedy, athletic. The reality was quite different.
She was tiny and darkly vivacious,
bubbling with elfin merriment, and
equipped with a trunk full of clothes
straight out of the most expensive
Fifth Avenue shops. Her husband was
quiet and slow-spoken, a perfect background for her darting gayety.
Again, the first evening they were
at the Hall, Sunday saw a return of
the normal, kindly atmosphere she
had felt on the day Ronald Fairbrook
had first been there. Was it possible,
she wondered, that Henry simply
needed people around him — new,
stimulating people? Did he find her —
his wife — inadequate? She faced the
possibility squarely, knowing how
much all its implications might hurt
her.
Ronald had come to dinner. They
were six at the table — Cynthia and
Newton, herself and Henry, Alice and
Ronald. Jackey and Lively, by preference, had their meals served in the
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room they shared, whenever there
was company. Henry was at the other
end of the table, chuckling at a story
Cynthia had just finished telling. The
color had come back into his cheeks
in these few weeks at the Hall — that,
at least, was something she could be
thankful for, Sunday thought. Dr.
Abbott's treatments were surely doing him good.
Outwardly there was nothing
wrong. Just now, Henry appeared
well and very happy. Yet — and Sunday tried to watch him coldly, unblinded by the fact that she loved
him — there was, perhaps, a kind of
forced shrillness to his laughter, a
hectic falseness in his smile, as if he
were playing the role of a man happy
and at ease in his home.
to She
tell. didn't know. It was impossible
It was the next day, after that evening when everything seemed so normal, that the blow fell.
Henry came to her bedroom in the
morning, before breakfast. He was
wearing, not the slacks and sports
jacket that were his habitual costume,
but a business suit. He stood just
inside the door, looking at her where
she sat before her dressing table, like
a man who was trying to memorize
every detail of a scene.
"I've got to tell you something, Sunday," he said.
She waited, her heart thudding in
her breast, for she knew not what;
sure that now, at last, she was to
learn the reason for his change
toward her.
I'M going to the hospital today,"
• he said. "Abbott is going to operate
on me."
"Operate.
. . ?" she whispered.
"We've known — he and I— for several days that it would have to be
an operation. There's no sense in putting it off." stood rooted to the floor,
Sunday
unable to move. "But why didn't you
tell me?" she said. "Why wasn't I allowed to know?" All the weeks of
being shut out of his life, all the
lonely brooding of wakeful nights,
was in her heartbroken cry.
"I didn't want to worry you."
"Worry me! Can't you see," she
stormed,
me
frantic"that
is totheshutbestme way
out toof drive
your
life, the way you've been doing?
Keeping secrets from me, making me
wonder — watch you — try to read your
thoughts?
She over
beganhertoface.
sob
hysterically,Worry!"
both hands
He touched her shoulder, and instantly she was in his arms, held with
such strength she could scarcely
breathe — and did not want to breathe,
for this stormy pain was a delight she
had been afraid she would never
know again. She felt his tears mingling with her own, and heard him
say:
"Oh, God, darling, I've tried so hard
not to let you know what was happening. I'm afraid, Sunday — I'm
afraid of being an invalid. I'm more
afraid of that than I am of dying — "
"Hush, sweetheart — you mustn't say
such things."
hadbed.
drawn
him
down
on the sideShe
of the
His head
was pressed against her breast, her
hand moved gently back and forth
over the crisp coolness of his hair.
"Is it so very dangerous, this operation?" She might have pretended that
the operation was nothing, but intuition told her that pretense was no
way to calm him now. The truth,
whatever it might be, must be faced,
JUKE.
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counters everywhere

Use Instant RIT to make old things look new.
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for This $2.50 Bottle of
Quaint Perfume (Sf?c«*S2)
Temptation — an extra choice odeur among
Rieger's "Flower Drops." One of the most exquisite
perfumes ever created. Truly exquisite. Do try it!
MADE without alcohol from the essence
from the flowers themselves. The real
So delicate and yet a single drop lasts a week
ical, though aristocratic) . Sells regularly for

of flowers. Yes,
flower perfume!
(hence econom$12.00 an ounce!
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Send the bottle of "Temptation," genuine flower drops.
I'll pay the postman. (If you prefer, enclose now $1.00 check,
currency, stamps.) Money back if not more than satisfied.
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Dont just "deaden"*

HEADACHE !

Druggist tells how to
get more thorough relief
"When a customer asks for something for a
headache, my first thought is Bromo-Seltzer,"
says Joseph F. Morgan, prominent Middletown,
N. Y. druggist. "I feel Bromo-Seltzer does more
for you than many other remedies because it
gives 3-way relief. It helps settle the stomach
and calm the nerves in addition to relieving
the pain. I can vouch for the relief it gives!"
Don't be satisfied with a mere single-acting
"pain-deadener" that may do only ONE part of
the job! Get 3-way relief with Bromo-Seltzer.*
Depended on by millions for 3
generations.

1

BROMO-SELTZER

*Just use as directed on the label. Forpersistent or recurring headaches, see your doctor.

LEG

"Darling, you've been so terribly
on me!" Why didn't you tell me all
unhappy.
this before?
It would have helped,

TROUBLE

Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it
fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.
R. C.
VISCOSE
COMPANY
140 North Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois
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BLONDES t

• TOO
helps keep
HI Ci. hair from darkening.

nl
blonde hair.
ATA9tt fadedbrightens

New 11 Minute
HOME

SHAMPOO

Specially made for blondes. Helps keep light hair
from darkening — brightens faded blonde hair. Not a
liquid, it is a fragrant powder that quickly makes a
rich cleansing lather. Instantly removes the dingy, dustladen film that makes blonde hair dark, old-looking.
Called Blondex, it gives hair attractive luster and
highlights — keeps that just-shampooed look for a
whole week. Safe, fine for children's hair, Blondex is
the largest selling blonde shampoo in the world. Get
it today at 10c, drug and dept. stores.
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and her greatest joy was that she
could face it with him.
"Bad — yes. . . . I'm not afraid of the
pain,
Sunday
— I'm
really afraid
for
myself
at all.
You not
understand
that,
don't you?" His head jerked back and
he looked up at her in frantic entreaty. "I'm afraid I may be a drag
on you — a dead body that's still alive,
clinging to you, making you old and
unhappy. I couldn't stand that. And
when I think, too, of what's going on
in England, while I'm tied here, unable to help — I hate myself. I hate
the filthy trick my body has played

Listen to Ben Bernie Friday nights

OLD

"Checking the House" backstage at the Hollywood Greek Relief
benefit — Dinah Shore, composer Harry Warren and Judy Garland.

just to talk about it."
"I wanted to," he confessed. "I've
wanted to, so often. But even more
than that, I thought I had to kill your
love for me. I couldn't stand the
thought of what it would mean to you
if I— died — or was an invalid. You've
always been so dependent on me — I
knew your only salvation would be
in a — a cutting loose of the ties that
held you to me. . . . And I still believe
that!" he said, tearing himself away
from her encircling arms and springing up to pace the floor. "Only I'm
not"You
strong
to cut them!"
— didenough
an awfully
good job,
though," Sunday said shakily. Things
were clicking now into their proper
places. stand.
SheAll was
to underthat beginning
coldness had
been
Henry's deliberate attempt to make
himself unnecessary to her. The desire for separate rooms, the insistence
that she ride with Ronald Fairbrook,
the remark that Cynthia would "be
company
her" —of allit,these
of it. Andfor part
too, were
were part
the
unpredictable changes of temper, the
flashes of despairing anger. These had
come when nerves and emotions rebelled against the strictures so artificially imposed upon them.
But now it was over. Now she understood— without resentment at the
masculine obtuseness that had thought
so unnatural a scheme would serve its
purpose; with, instead, a deep humility that she had been thought worthy
of such a sacrifice.
"Come," she said gently. "If we're
going
the hospital,
we room
should had
start."
The tohospital
waiting
no
clock, and Sunday wondered if this

omission was intentional or merely
thoughtless. Did time go faster when
there was no machine to record it?
It could hardly go more slowly. It
seemed hours that she had been sitting
here in the leather chair that sighed
gustily when it took your weight,
looking about at the cream-colored
walls, the mantelpiece with its two
fat, empty jardinieres, the statue of
the Madonna in one corner, the sepia
engraving of the Ascension between
the two windows. It seemed hours . . .
but the rectangle of sunlight on the
floor had crept only a few inches from
the toe of her shoe.
Dr. Abbott had been frank, now
that he knew Sunday was aware of
the necessity for an operation. "There
is a certain element of risk," he said.
"I can't pretend otherwise. But there
is definitely not the danger Lord
Henry anticipates. I begged him — my
dear, I all but ordered him — to consult
you, days ago when we first decided
an operation was indicated. He grew
almost violent — -insisted you weren't
to know anything."
HE'S afraid he'll be an invalid," Sun"Yes." dayDr.
Abbott"Orfrowned.
"It
murmured.
— "
amounts to an obsession with him. He
told me that he's felt this way ever
since the plane crash. And as with all
obsessions it feeds upon itself. Lord
Henry would be less of a worry to
me," the doctor said gravely, "if he
were not so convinced his life is at
Sunday asked the question that was
not important now, might become vian end."
tally so later on. "If the operation's
successful, will he — will he be able
to
back to
England
again?"
Shego hated
herself
for and
evenfly thinking
of this. She should want Henry to be
able to fight for his country — and, of
course, she did want him to, with one
part of her. With the other, she
dreaded losing him again. She dreaded
the agony of new danger.
"Not for a long time, I'm afraid,"
the doctor said. "It will almost certainly be a long convalescence. But
eventually, of course, it's possible.
That's one reason he urged me to
He turned to leave the waiting room.
As he reached the door she stopped
him with one more question. "Doctor
—operate."
the operation is really necessary?
I
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A Sensible Treatment
FOR CORNS
—for sensible people

• If you suffer from corns, you should know
about Blue-Jay Corn Plasters — a sensible,
easy-to-use treatment that helps relieve pain
quickly— removes corns effectively. Corns are
caused by pressure and friction and home
paring just affects the surface. But Blue-Jay
does more. First the felt pad lifts off pressure to help relieve pain. Then the Blue-Jay
medication gently loosens the corn .so in a
few days it may be lifted out— including the
pain-producing "core"! (Stubborn cases may
require more than one application.)
Blue-Jay Corn Plasters cost very little—
only a few cents to treat each corn— at all
leading drug counters.
BAUER 6
BLACK

BLUE-JAY

COR/V
PIASTERS

Why Wear Diamonds?
When

diamond-dazzling Zircons are so effective and inexpensive.
See before you buy.
for FREE
catalog.
Address:
ZIRCON
IMPORTING
CO.
Dept. 18
Wheeling,
W. Va.
Write
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WE FURNISH

Sell Nylon
Silkover
HoseNylon.
half price
combination
order. Hose,
Women'give
crazy
Agentsin
make quick cash with sensational half price combination
offer. Supply silk hose replacement guaranteed 4 to 8
months, depending on quantity. Guaranteed by Good
Housekeeping as advertised therein. New cars given
producers. Look at these exceptional earnings. Onita
West, $39.10 first week; Emma Wail. $47.87 first week.
Rush name and hose size; free confidential facts.

WILKNIT HOSIERY CO.

Midway,

8-B6,

Greenfield, Ohio

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWithout Calomel — And You'll Jump Out
of Bed
the pour
Morning
Go into
The
liver in
should
2 pintsRarin'
of bile to
Juice

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just deray in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stomach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.
It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make asyoudirected.
feel "upAmazing
and up."in making
Get a package
Take
bile flowtoday.
freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver' Pills. 10<J and 25^.

REMOVE
HAIR

without

razor, liquid
paste or powder

25c

Baby Touch Hair Remover is the
modern way to remove hair from
the arms, leg and face. No chemicals— no odor. Use like a powder
puff. Women prefer it because it
is so convenient to use, and costs so little. Try it— if you
don't like it better than any other method just return it to
us. Your money will be promptly refunded. At drug and
department stores or send 25c for one or $1.00 for five of
the Baby Touch Pads. Baby Touch Mittens (Two sides)
35c each, 3 for $1.00.

BABY TOUGH HAIR REMOVER
4839 Fyler Ave.
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mean," she added, troubled at the
slight coolness that came into his
manner at the intimation that his
diagnosis was subject to criticism,
"Henry has looked so much better
since you've been treating him — I
"I know." He forgave her. "But in
athought—"
case like this, appearances are deceptive. The sun and air have been
more responsible for that improved
appearance
Lord Henry's
I."
So she was ofwaiting,
while in than
a white
room somewhere in this building her
husband's life was being drawn
through a surgeon's firm, skilful — but
not all-powerful— fingers. The others
at the Hall had wanted to come to the
hospital with her, but she had asked
them not to. Waiting was hard enough
alone; it would have been unbearable
if she had been forced, besides, to
keep up an appearance of composure.
The day dragged on. A nurse came
to tell her that Henry had been taken
back to his room, and that "everythingthis
had information
gone very well."
relayed
to AliceSheat the
Hall, over the telephone, and returned
to her post in the waiting room, to
sit in numb, weary silence.
At last Dr. Abbott was standing
before her — calm, even smiling.
"Lord Henry is awake now," he told
her. "Everything is fine. You may see
him for a minute, but don't let him
SHE was following him down a long,
talk."
green-paved corridor, through a
door and into a darkened room where
a figure lay on the bed. All she could
see were his eyes; the rest of his head
was swathed in white. She bent over
him, whispered, "Henry, dearest, you
are going to be well. The operation
went off wonderfully." Her lips were
stiff and dry. It was a muscular effort to force them to speak, to smile.
But his eyes answered her — narrowing, crinkling a little at the corners —
before they closed again in sleep.
Outside the room sobs grew in her
breast and battered their way from
her lips. Dr. Abbott closed the door
to his patient's room quickly. "Nurse,"
he said, "take Lady Brinthrope to a
room and give her a sedative. She's
dangerously near a breakdown."
Henry's recovery was rapid. Within
three weeks he was nearly ready to
come back to the Hall. And Sunday,
filled with happiness, would let no
one else take on the task of cleaning
and preparing his room.
That was how she found the envelope. Itwas in his chest of drawers,
lying among his handkerchiefs and
shirts, and it was marked, "To be
opened
case of
my death."
A coldin wind
touched
her. She had
an impulse to tear the thing to pieces
and burn every scrap. Instead, she
put it carefully back where she had
found it. Henry must not know she
had seen it.
She knew, now, what he had been
doing the morning she came home
from her ride with Ronald Fairbrook
and found him at the desk downstairs.
That desk was where he kept his accounts and check-books. She even
recognized the envelope as one of the
neat pile always ready for his correspondence. He had jumped to his feet
and hidden the papers on the desk
with his body — because they were a
draft of his will.
He'd been so sure he was going to
die !
Working
thereup in
Henry's
room,of
Sunday
offered
a little
prayer
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lines . . . wouldn't you act — ■
and quickly? Of course! Well,
ordinary rouge doesn't give
you all the beauty you could have. It gives
that "painted, artificial look."
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PRINCESS PAT

ROUGE

You've a good reason to change to
Princess Pat — if it can give you thrilling
new beauty.
And it does
it's make
duotone
. . an undertone
and because
an overtone
each shade. Not just another rouge, but
utterly different.
When you apply Princess Pat Rouge it
changes on your skin! — matches your individual type. Mysteriously, amazingly, the
color seems to come from within the skin,
bringing
new hidden
beauty.shows
Isn't that
what yououtwant?
Your mirror
you
sparkle and animation — a new confidence
in your beauty makes you irresistible.
But remember this — only Princess Pat
Rouge has the duo-tone secret. And now
you can get it in any of the fashionable
new shades. Until you experience the
excitement of wearing this duo-tone rouge,
you will never know how glamorous you
really can be.
A make-up kit for only 10^. Contains Princess Pat Rouge, Face Powder,
and trial bottles of new Liquid Liptone
and Remover. The ten cents is simply for
postage and packing.
Address Princess Pat.
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Many modern women, who once faced "trying days" with dread, now relieve functional
periodic pain with Midol. Among thousands
of women recently interviewed, more reported using Midol for this purpose than all
other preparations combined, and 96% of
these Midol users said they found Midol
effective I
Midol is free from opiates. One ingredient
is prescribed by many doctors, for headache
and muscular pain. Another exclusive ingredient acts quickly to relieve typical spasmodic pain. If you have no organic disorder calling for special medical or surgical
treatment, Midol should help you. Large
size, 40(£; small size, 20ji — all drugstores.
Coupon brings trial package.

GENERAL DRUG COMPANY, Dept.B-641,
I 170 Varick St., New York, N. Y.
Please send free, in plain wrawer, trial packaae of Midol.
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4 Purpose Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation,
LOVALON will do all of these 4
important things for your hair.
1. Gives lustrous highlights.
2. Rinses away shampoo film.
3. Tints the hair as it rinses.
4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.
LOVALON does not dye or bleach.
It is a pure, odorless hair rinse, in
12 different shades. Try LOVALONL
At ttores which sell toilet i
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thanksgiving. The war that was taking so many young lives had nearly
taken one more — the most precious
life in the world to her. For if Henry
had died under Dr. Abbott's knife it
would have been the war that killed
him, just as surely as if he had died
in the plane crash itself.
She felt very humble, with the humility of one who receives benefits
others are denied. Her heart went out
in pity for those thousands of other
wives who had not been spared. She
did not know why war had been
gentle toward her, but from the bottom of her heart she was grateful.
There was only one thing Sunday
did not know then, that she was to
learn later. War invades the minds of
men as well as their bodies.
COMETIMES," Cynthia Price said,
** "I have to remind myself that you
and Henry have been married three
Sunday set a vase full of giant
dahlia blooms on the piano and stood
back to appraise the effect. She
years."
laughed. "So do I," she said. "It
seems more like three months."
"That wasn't exactly what I meant,"
Cynthia said, lighting a cigarette. Exquisitely manicured fingernails accented, with their color, the creamy
smoothness of her hands; even though
she smoked incessantly, stains never
appeared upon her ringers. "Right
now, for instance, you're acting like a

Cynthiagether,
leaned
Cynthia?" forward and snubbed
out her cigarette in an ashtray on the
coffee table. "We're . . . not unhappy,"
she conceded; and then, in a rush,
went on: "But something's gone —
something that was very sweet and
precious. I can't explain. You know
what
that's I ever
in loveI mean,
would anybody
know what
mean.beenIt
used to be that every day was an
adventure — every minute we spent
together was delicious excitement.
Now . . . well, that's all over. Being
married is . . . neither good nor bad.
It'sSunday
just nothing.
at all."
recoiled Nothing
before the
picture
of such desolation. But something,
deep down in her mind, was whispering to her that the picture was — ever
so faintly — familiar. She tried to
silence the whisper: "If that's happened— =and I don't really think it has,
I think you're making things sound
worse were
than they
it's in
because
you
never
very are—
deeply
love with
"I was in love with him, all right,"
Cynthia
shortly.
mad
aboutsaid
him.
And I "Iwaswaslikecrazyyou,
Newton."
I didn't think I'd ever get over it.
But that was only four years ago —
and"Did
I got
over it.get
Worse
— Newton
over luck."
it, too?"
"Obviously. In fact, he got over it
first. One morning I woke up and
realized, all of a sudden, that my
husband found me just about as essential to him as his morning toast
and coffee. And just about as exciting. That, Sunday-gal, was the be-

"And why not?" Sunday hummed
a little tune under her breath, rushed
bride."
to the window to see if Dr. Abbott's
car was in sight. "Any minute now
Henry will be home from the hospital.
I even feel like a bride."
"How in the world do you manage
to keep feeling romantic about your
husband?" Cynthia inquired lazily.
"I can't remember when I last felt
really romantic about Newton."
"Really? I think Newton's very

end." Cynthia wouldn't
Sundayginning of the
wished
call
her "Sunday-gal."
picked
the habit
up from Jackey She'd
and Lively;
on their lips it sounded natural and
affectionate, on hers it sounded almost
like sarcasm.
think
you were imagining it,"
she"I said
staunchly.

handsome."
"It doesn't signify. The remarkable
thing is that you think your own
husband is handsome. Very few wives
can,
afterSunday
the first
year or but
so."she felt
Again
laughed,
a growing sense of irritation. Cynthia
was trying to be flip, amusing, and it
wasn't coming off successfully; she
was merely being cynical and a little
vulgar. "I don't think," she said, "that
it's necessary for a marriage to lose
all its romance and excitement, no
matter how many years go by."
"You don't? May you never be disillusioned, my sweet."
Looking at Cynthia curiously, Sunday realized that this time there was
no idle amusement either in her face
or in her voice. She was serious —
quite tragically serious. And, as al-

"I must have a wonderful imagination, then. . . . Oh well," and Cynthia
reached for another cigarette, "I suppose we're going through the period
of second adjustment, Newton and I."
"Second adjustment?
What's that?"
"The time when youthful passion"
— Cynthia mimicked the phrase mockingly— "the hearts-and-flowers, moonlight-and-nightingales-singing sort of
thing — settles down to mutual respect
and affection. A game of cribbage by
the fireside and don't forget to wind
the alarm clock. Only," she stood up
and shuddered, "I'm not old enough
A cheerful babble of voices came
yet for
from
thethat!"
hall. Sunday jumped.
"It's

S«yMMZJ% JANE WEBB — who though still in her 'teens has just celebrated the
beginning of her sixth year in radio. You hear her as Jane in the
NBC Tom Mix program, and as Midge Barton in The Bartons serial
over the same network. She's an NBC product from the very beginning of her career — she earned her first money there and bought
clothes with it. Jane is typical of the kind of young actress produced
by radio — a hard worker, mature and poised for her years, and
able to act rings around many an older person. Between engagements at the mike she attends school and confesses to a fondness for
ice cream sundaes and dances — more or less like any girl of her age.
She's
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ways in the presence of a genuine
emotion, Sunday's heart went out in
sympathy.
"You and Newton aren't happy to-
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HEED THIS ADVICE! Are you cross,
cranky and NERVOUS, suffer hot flashes,
weakness, dizziness, distress of "irregularities"—caused by this period in a woman's life? THEN LISTEN:
Start today
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For quick relief from itching of eczema, pimples, athlete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes and other externally
caused skin troubles, use world-famous, cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
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itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
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Henry!" she cried. "Dr. Abbott's
brought him home and I wasn't at
theIn door
to meet of
him!"
the hubbub
welcoming Henry
back
to
the
Hall,
Cynthia's
unpleasant
views of marriage were driven
from
Sunday's mind; but they were to return, rather uncomfortably, again and
again in the next few days— every
time, in fact, that she saw the Pricestogether. There was something acutely distressing in knowing that two
married people were not happy together. Having once seen past the
conventional facade they presented to
the world, Sunday was unable to bring
that facade back into focus. Into
every remark of Cynthia's she read,
without intending to, a hint of Cynthia's dissatisfaction. In Newton's
quiet reserve she saw a mask for a
disillusion to match his wife's.
Unbidden, the wish came to her that
they would leave. But, she loyally reminded herself, they were Henry's
friends, and Henry enjoyed their company. It was good for him to have
them here. It must be, when he found
so much amusement in Cynthia's verbal sallies, so much masculine contentment in Newton's talk of business,
politics, hunting.
I must be turning into one of
those neurotic, possessive wives, she
thought. For now she should have
been happy — and yet she was not.
HENRY was convalescing to Dr. Abbott's entire satisfaction. Every
day he was stronger. That cloud was
gone, or so nearly gone that it was
nothing to worry about. And Henry
had returned to her arms, her heart,
her love.
He was different. The difference
was
But—so evanescent, so difficult to
analyze or isolate, that at first Sunday
was able to tell herself that she imagined it. Then she realized. Cynthia
Price had put it into words. It was the
"second adjustment" — when romance
gave way to affection, desire to acceptance.
A wild anger possessed her. This
must not happen — she would not let it
happen! Not only for her own sake,
but for Henry's, too, she determined
to fight against it. He would not be
happy, taking her for granted, letting
their marriage jog into dreary routine
— for it was in Henry to feel his emotions deeply, just as it was in her.
He could not stand a marriage that
was
not quick with living, breathing
vitality.
So she would fight to keep their life
together full of color. But how? What
weapons, what tactics, would she use?
And there she stopped, because the
fight would be against something so
vague and elusive that it could not be
attacked. Even Cynthia, cleverly
feminine though she was, had admitted defeat in this self -same battle.
Even
Cynthia
— been just then that
It must have
the first small thought of jealousy entered her mind.
"I adore you, Henry," Cynthia had
said one evening, after dinner. "I
could kill Sunday for grabbing you."
It was a typically Cynthia-esque
remark, and they had all laughed —
Newton, Henry, Sunday herself. Now
Sunday wondered if its intention had
been entirely humorous.
Cynthia was always with them, at
Black Swan Hall. Newton frequently
drove down to the village, or took
long walks through the woods, but
Cynthia didn't like the village and
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girl and receives an invitation to return to the
land of lakes for the Minneapolis Aquatennial
celebration — Edgar A.
Guest and Joyce Moen.

walking bored her. She played an
excellent game of tennis, and as soon
as Henry was well enough they spent
long sunlit hours on the court, playing
or resting. Sunday could hear their
laughter and the ping of the balls
against the rackets when she was upstairs in David's room.
And Cynthia seemed never to tire
of reminiscing with Henry about the
gay season they had spent in London,
the
year Henry
down" gaily
from
Oxford.
Names "came
spattered
through their talk — Midge, Buckles,
Reg, Flossie — and unless you had
spent that season in London, too, you
never knew that Midge, Buckles and
company were all the Honorable this
or Sir that. Newton would emit frank
yawns, and Sunday would feel her
face stiffening in its expression of
interested amusement. It was impossible to tell whether Henry was bored
or not. Cynthia did most of the talking, with Henry putting in only a
polite word now and then, or supplying a forgotten detail.
HER fears crystallized on a drowsy
afternoon when Henry had gone to
Dr. Abbott's and she was reading on
the terrace, stretched out in a huge
chaise longue whose overhanging hood
hid her from the drawing room winvoice: dows behind. She heard Cynthia's
"Frankly, darling, if you're so anxious to get back to New York I
wouldn't dream of keeping you here
against your will. But as for me — I
stay as long as Henry and Sunday are
willing to let me."
"I shouldspoke
think with
you'd quiet,
be ashamed."
Newton
vibrant
contempt.
Cynthia
laughed. Newton,
"It's you
who
should
be ashamed,
for your
nasty
thoughts."
"Then
you aren't in love with
Henry? — I beg your pardon, I should
not have asked that. I know you
aren't in love with him because you
aren't capable of loving anyone exSunday
heard Cynthia catch her
cept yourself."
breath sharply. "I was in love with
you once
— terribly for
in love.
made
it impossible
me to You've
go on
loving
you." I've heard that argument
"I know.
before — and I still don't know what it

means. I haven't intended to change
toward you at all — but your selfishness, your insistence on what you call
'a "And
good that's
time' —all" something I've heard
before, too," Cynthia said wearily.
"Newton, why do we go on battering
each other over the heads with the
same sticks? Couldn't we find a new
one"Don't
occasionally?"
joke about it!" he snapped.
"And please don't try to change the
subject. Are you or aren't you trying
to come between Henry and Sunday?"
"If I am, I'm quite sure neither of
them realizes it. Henry doesn't, I
"I won't have you ruining a happy
marriage," he said savagely, "just because you're bored and restless."
"If I had a happy marriage of my
know."
own,
be tempted."
"I'veI might
tried tonotmake
you happy — I've
given you everything you wanted. I
even left my office for this vacation
trip because you wanted me to."
"And you haven't let me forget that
great
sacrifice
for a minute!"
Sunday
crouched
down into the
cushions of the chaise longue, wishing
that you could shut off your sense of
hearing as you could your sense of
sight. She couldn't move, or they
would see her. If only they would
leave the drawing room! . . . Eventually, after some more argument that
got nowhere but only revealed more
clearly the bitter unhappiness of them
both, they did go.
Throughout it all, Cynthia had skillfully evaded answering the most important question: was she bent on
coming between Henry and his wife?
ITwhich
was two
days felt
later as
— two
days she
in
Sunday
though
were balancing herself on a swaying
tightrope over a dark chasm — that
Henry said, just as they were going to
bed, "Sunday — I want to talk to you,
She had
been brushing her hair,
Rather
seriously."
pulling the brush along the shining
strands so they crinkled with electricity and floated in the air with a
life of their own. Without turning
around, she laid down the brush and
said,the"Yes,
Henry?"
Sheoncould
in
mirror,
sitting
the see
edgehim
of
the bed, leaning forward, his chin on
one clenched hand.
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It's impossible, she thought, that he
is going to tell me he's fallen in love
with Cynthia. Henry wouldn't hurt me
so, ifto itkeep
had ithappened—
he'deven
think
he
had
a secret, not
admit
it to himself. And that's the real danger . . .
"I want to go back to England," he
said.
This was so much less than she had
feared that she almost laughed with
relief — until she remembered what returning to England would mean. Flying again, putting himself in peril . . .
but that was his right as a man and a
Briton;
she could not try to rob him
of
it.
"Very well, Henry," she said slowly.
"If you want to — and if Dr. Abbott
says you're well enough — we'll go."
"Not we, dear. I want to leave you
and the children here, and go alone."
"Oh, no!" At least, in Scotland she
would feel that she was near him if
he came to harm. With three thousand
miles of tossing seas between them,
and with nothing to do but think,
couldn't he see that she would go mad
with anxiety? "No, Henry — please!
We'll leave the children here, if you
like,
but got
I must
go with
Henry
up and
beganyou!"
to pace the
room lous,
impatiently.
be ridicuSunday. What "Don't
difference
does it
make whether you're in England or
the United States? We couldn't be
together anyway, if they take me back
into the R.A.F. And perhaps they
won't. I may have to stay in London,
do what I can there."
"Then I'll stay in London too. There
must be things I can do."
"It's out of the question. It would
be — too dangerous."
BUT his slight hesitation had given
her a clue. She knew him so well,
with the knowledge love brings, that
she could tell when he was not being
entirely frank.
"Henry," she said, clasping her
hands tightly together to stop their
shaking, "Henry — it isn't just the danger. You don't want me with you, do
His lips moved for a quick denial.
Then, his eyes upon her, he took a
deep
breath.
"No,"
he said.
Sunday
you?" sat very still. She could feel
her heart thudding in her breast,
sending its pulse through her body.
How foolish that it should go on working, maintaining life when life was
over!
"Can't you understand how a man
feels, Sunday?" he said. "For weeks
I've been useless, doing nothing while
my countrymen — my friends, people
I went to school with — -have been
fighting and dying for things I love
and believe in. I've got to help. But
I can't be distracted by having you
near me. Thinking of you — wondering
if you were safe, planning when I
could get away to see you again — that
would make me soft. And I mustn't
see all that," she answered. "But
be "Isoft."
you
have a duty to me too, Henry.
If this is your fight, it's mine as well.
I've a right to help you with it. You
can't leave me in safety while you
risk your life. You can't because — I'm
part of your life."
"Your job's here with the children,"
he said harshly. "Sunday, let's get
things straight. I am going back to
England. I'd like to go with your approval and blessing, but if I don't get
them I'm going anyway. And I won't
allow you to go with me."
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"I see," she murmured. "Yes, that's
getting
straight."
Sundaythings
lay awake,
that night, until
the ghost of dawn entered the room.
Beside her, she knew that Henry too
was awake. But they did not speak.
DLACK Swan Hall was blanketed
° with rain the next morning. The
skies were so dark that at breakfast
they ate by the light of electricity.
Sunday, heavy-eyed and feeling as if
her brain were made of wool, could
feel a mounting tension in the atmosphere. To add to the discomfort,
Cynthia and Newton had not made up
their quarrel. They were barely civil
to each other. If only, Sunday thought,
they would go away! Then perhaps
she and Henry could find some way
to return to their old relationship.
But she realized that this was begging the question. Cynthia and Newton, here in the hall, constituted an
irritant, but the trouble between her
and Henry had cut too deeply to be
healed by their mere absence. And
there was no reason for her to think
that either of them had any connection with Henry's determination to go
back to England.
After breakfast, unable to put her
mind to her usual routine of morning
duties, she put on a waterproof, got
the roadster that Henry had brought
out of the garage, and drove through
the sluicing rain to Dr. Abbott's surgery.
"Henry wants to go back to England," she told the doctor without
preliminaries. "I want to know if he's
strong
Abbottenough."
sat up straighter in his chair.
"Headstrong young idiot!" he snorted.
"Of course he isn't strong enough —
won't be for weeks, months, maybe a
year. You'll have to stop him."
"I can't," she confessed miserably.
"He's got the bit in his teeth. We—
quarreled about it last night."
Frowning, the doctor said thoughtfully, "I could warn him. But I don't
suppose
he'd pay
attention,
he's
in that mood
... any
I doubt
very ifmuch
that the R.A.F. would accept him for
"He's thought of that. He says if
service."
they
won't he'll find some kind of war
work to do in London."
"Lord! He'd last about two days in
his present state of health. Well, I'll
talk to him. I'll try to think up some
argument that will appeal to his common sense, back,
if he has
left."that she
Driving
she any
knew
should feel better. She had an ally to
help her keep Henry in the United
States. But it was not his going that
would hurt her so much. It was his
wanting to go — without her.
The rain continued, a steady, maddening flood, all that day and all the

next. They were virtual prisoners in
the Hall. And now even Alice
Sedgewick, usually so placid and unconcerned, knew that an emotional
strain was growing that must soon
break into a storm as uncontrolled as
the one raging outside.
At dinner of the second day Sunday
saw Alice watching Henry and herself
with troubled eyes in the too-long
pauses between conversation. Cynthia
and Newton, eating little, were together on the other side of the table.
Newton's face was flushed as he laid
down his napkin and pushed his chair
back with a grating sound.
"Let's talk," he said thickly. "Cynthia tells me you're going back to
Sunday Henry."
stopped breathing. He had
England,
told Cynthia!
"And Cynthia," Newton was continuing, still in that strange, muffled
voice, "says she's going with you."
itsAlice's
saucer.coffee cup clattered thinly in
Through a haze, Sunday was trying
to see Henry's face. But everything
was swaying and jumping so, she
couldn't tell how he looked, couldn't
tell whether this news was a surprise
to him or not. By the time she had
steadied herself it was too late.
Henry's face was an impassive, tightlipped mask. She saw Cynthia looking
at her, on her lips a little smile of
triumph.
"Henry is English," Cynthia said.
"So am I."
"Convenient for you," Newton said
with
sarcasm.
"No sacrifice
is
too lumbering
much to make
for your
country
— is that it?" Even in her own misery,
Sunday found time to feel a wave of
pity for him, he was so deeply hurt,
so out of his depth in a situation
foreign to all his conventional notions
of behavior. Abruptly, he put out his
hand to pick up a wine-glass. Its
slender stem snapped in his fingers.
"Just tell me one thing, Brinthrope,"
he demanded. "How much of all this
lips,
drained of blood, twistwasHenry's
idea?"
ed.your
"I— didn't
suggest to Cynthia that
she should go to London, if that's what
you mean. I haven't influenced her in
any way. I don't care whether she
"Really, Newton," Cynthia said
not." are making a most disgoes or "you
coolly,
gusting statue
scene." Sheof stood
up, Newton
looking
like a wax
disdain.
seized her wrist and swung her violently back into her chair.
"You sit down," he ordered. "This
is one spot you can't get out of by
turning up your nose. You heard what
Brinthrope said. And I believe him.
It was your idea to follow him to
London — throw yourself at him when
Sunday wasn't around — "
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As a child star he entertained at army camps in the first World
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Liberty Bonds. He broke into radio in Chicago in 1934, by giving
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There was a high, shattering humming in Sunday's ears. The room was
pressing in around her, stiflingly. "I
think I'll go out," she said, "I think
I'llShe
go outside
for to
someher
— fresh
— "
struggled
feetairand
walked, first slowly, then faster and
faster, to the door. Without stopping
for a cloak she went through the hall
and into the wet, windy night. A blast
of rain soaked her thin evening gown,
plastering it against her body, but she
stumbled on unheeding, hardly knowing where she was.
That was what happened when marriages began to break up — sordid, ugly
quarrels, words flung for the pleasure
of hurting . . . little schemes and
intrigues conceived by the woman,
out of boredom and the feeling of
neglect . . . the man fighting to keep
his self-respect . . . love turned into
a battleground . . . other people drawn
into the chaos of emotions . . .
It mustn't happen to Henry and her
. . . it mustn't. There was a way to
fight it— if she could only think. If she
could go back there to the Hall and
face them all and say —
What would she say? What were the
words she would use?
If she could think . . .
But the first thing was to go back
to the Hall.
She turned, leaning against the
wind, pushing drenched strands of
hair from before her eyes. The lights
of the Hall seemed to have disappeared. She must have gone in the
wrong direction. Twigs caught at her
skirt, the trunk of a tree loomed up
blackly before her, and she turned
again, hardly able to keep her footing
on the wet, slippery ground.
Then, as she took another step, the
earth fell away from beneath her, and
she felt herself dropping, through a
welter of mud and water and darkness.

STREET,

TORONTO

IT'S all right, darling," Henry said,
• "just rest."
But when she opened her eyes he
was not there. She was in her room at
the Hall; sunlight came in a wide band
through one of the windows; Alice
Sedgewick
she said. was by her bed. "Henry?"
"Henry's outside, dear," Alice said.
"I'll call him."
"But I just heard him speak to me,"
Sunday said, feeling very weak and
puzzled.
"That was yesterday, or the day
before," Alice told her. "You've been
ill "111?
for four
days."
I can't
remember. . . ." Even
as she spoke, stray bits of recollection
did begin to come back: a storm, a terrible scene at the dinner table, Cynthia, Newton . . . London . . .
Alice was admitting Henry, a Henry
whose face was pale and haggard, who
came toward her with a nervous
urgency
"Sunday — thank God you're all
"Of course I am," she answered
softly. "I can't think what happened
—right!"
I was out in the rain — "
"The ground was soft — wet. It gave
way with you out on that little bluff
beside the creek. We looked for you
allHenight
sat long."
down beside the bed, not
touching her, just looking at her as if
he could never look enough, smiling a
little timidly, like a small boy who has
been punished and is not quite sure
the punishment is over. For a while
they said little, and that little unimportant, and Sunday let memory seep
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All Bob Pins Are NOT Alike

back into her until the picture of the
last few days was complete. They
would have to talk, she knew, but
just now she was content to lie there,
warmed by Henry's love.
After a time he stood up. "Alice
said
I mustn't
too long.
be coming
in stay
to banish
me She'll
in a
"Henry — -" Sunday reached out a
minute."
hand to him, and he seized it, his face
abruptly wrinkling with pain.
"My darling — I've got to tell you
before I go. I'm so sorry. I didn't
realize until I thought I'd lost you
how much you must have been sufTears of weakness came into her
fering."
eyes. It was silly to be crying — but it
was so good to know that the bad time
was over. She didn't understand, yet,
why it was over, but that didn't
matter.
"Go to sleep now," Henry whispered. "Alice will be with you, and
I'll be right outside."
Obediently, she closed her eyes, and
did not even hear him leave the room.
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HOURS of drowsy warmth and comfort— food temptingly arranged on
a tray — Alice fussing over her, the
doctor coming in once a day to boom
good-natured insults at her and thus
show that he too loved her, Henry sitting quietly beside her bed — In another day she was well enough to get
up and sit by the window, wrapped in
a cocoon-like, fuzzy blanket.
Henry, basking in the sunlight that
flooded the window-seat, smiled at
her. "You know, I'm not going to
London," he said as casually as if
this had not been the most precious
gift hewith
could
her. "I
a little
talk
Dr.offer
Abbott.
He had
made
me
even more ashamed of myself than I
was"What
before."
did he say, Henry?"
" 'Brinthrope,' he said," Henry imitated Abbott's blunt manner, " 'you
seem to think the only thing you're
good for is flying a plane or putting
out a fire started by some other wildeyed, airplane-flying maniac. I admire your modesty, but the truth is,
those are two things you aren't any
good for right now. So better lay off
They
'em.'
" laughed, and Henry continued,
"You were too considerate of my
feelings, Sunday. But the doctor
wasn't. He gave me a dose of psychology, and before he was done he
had me admitting that at least part
of my determination to go back to
England was bravado — the biggest
cowardice
of all, which is fear of being
s
rthought
a coward. Then he pointed
out that I know a lot about constructing planes and that I have a good deal
of money. The combination, he said,
would make a good airplane factory,
right here in America. And that, Sunday, is what we're going to have."
"An — airplane factory!"
"Right.
If I can't fly for England

A

TEST

FOR

myself," and only for a moment did
his eyes contain a shadow of wistfulness, "I can make planes and ship
'em over so other chaps can fly for
"Henry! I'm so glad! . . . Not only
because about
you won't
away.stand
I'm
selfish
you, bebutgoing
I could
that. But mostly I'm glad because
you'll be doing something useful that
He you
took can
her do."
hand, and there was a
only
her." between
silence
them that said more
than words.
One name had not been mentioned,
but it could not be put off forever.
Sunday said:
"Cynthia?
What's she going to do?"
Henry are
dropped
and
Newton
gone. his
Theyeyes.
left"She
the day
we knew you were going to be all
right. Sunday — I know it looked as
though Cynthia and I were planning
to "No,
go toHenry,
Londonno,"together
— "
she reassured
him
quickly.
"I
didn't
think
you'd
planned
it. I believed what you said that night
at the dinner table — that it was all
her idea. But I didn't know — " she
faltered. "I was afraid if she did go,
you might — because she was there,
because you were lonely — learn to
love
. . . more
me." crazy, I
"Weher were
all than
a little
think," he said grimly. "Cynthia and
Newton because they weren't hitting
it off well together — I because I
couldn't stop believing I was a coward
to stay here in safety while — things
were going on in England. And you
because," his voice sank so she could
barely hear it, "because of the way I
"You you."
must forget that, dear," she
treated
said. "I have. ... Is Cynthia going to
leave Newton and go to England
I HOPE not. I don't think so. Cyn' thia learned a lesson too. She was
terribly
alone?" shaken by the time we found
you. You see," Henry explained carefully, "Cynthia isn't the sort that ever
thinks how other people will feel.
She's — thoughtless, but not callous.
She was bored and unhappy, so she
went ahead with what she wanted to
do, never considering what the effect
might be on other people. It took
your accident to show her that. I
think, in a way, it must have shown
her what Newton was going through,
"It was worth it, then," Sunday said.
"I'd like to know that she and Newton
were happy together — I'm so happy
myself I can't bear the thought of
other
people
being
Henry
leaned
overmiserable."
and kissed her —
a long kiss that brought new color to
her cheeks, a new brightness to her
eyes.
too.""The children and Jackey and
Lively are out in the hall," he said,
"raging to see you. I wouldn't let
them, until I'd told you everything.
But now I'll goThe
and End
get them."
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0 Actual color photograph— J. M. Talley inspects a leaf of fine, light tobacco, before aging.
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lighte milder leaf
this lighter,
brings a fancy price!

— but Luckies pay the price to get it!"
says J. M. Talley, warehouseman of Durham, N. C.
I'VE KEPT TRACK OF THE BIDDIN' at thousands of tobacco
auctions — and I can tell you Luckies go after the lighter,
milder leaf and bid it up till they get it. That's why I smoke Luckies
myself, like most other buyers, auctioneers and warehousemen."
As everybody knows, you get what you pay for . . . and Luckies
pay higher prices to get the finer, the lighter, the naturally milder
tobaccos. So smoke the smoke tobacco experts smoke. Next
time, ask for Lucky Strike!
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